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NOTES .

Leg. Bib. — The first series of Legal Bibliography,

appearing irregularly through several years , reached its

twelfth number, and there stopped, because of dull

times. With the revival of business it again appears,

in a somewhat different form , as a new series .

The First Series. – Readers of the old Leg. Bib.

will remember that in its pages , advertisements of new

books, and lists of bargains in old books,were sandwiched

between anecdotes and brief comments, with occasion

ally a notable portrait ; or a serious bibliographical ar

ticle. In another column some of these features are

enumerated .

The New Series. — This new series will issue like

its ancestor, whenever the publishers please. Its pur

pose will be to advertise in a cheery and readable way

the new and old books they want to sell . To insure

interest there will be occasional paragraphs worth peru

sal, with anecdotes, portraits, perhaps an occasional

verse , and whatever else may serve to lighten and vary

the monotony of the contents. The wise lawyer will

therefore read every word in these pages in the hope of

finding something entertaining or instructive .

Subscription Price. — Nothing is charged for this

paper. It comes free of cost. But if any reader finds

amusement or information in its columns, he ought in

fair reciprocity to sit down and send the publishers an

order, or a subscription to the Green Bag , or a legal

anecdote, or at least a postal-card of encouragement.
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NOTES. COMPARATIVE CITATION OF REPORTS .

Our Cut. — The illustration on the first page of this Our canvass for subscriptions to English Ruling

number is a reduced cut from the portrait of Robert Cases has brought up anew a query which has often been

R. Livingston which serves as frontispiece to the Sep- propounded before by lawyers desirous of buying sets

tember number of The Green Bag. This portrait re- of reports ; viz. , “ What sets of reports are now most

produces effectively the statue of Livingston, which frequently cited in American courts ? ” The relative

stands in the rotunda of the capitol at Washington. order of citation and usefulness will naturally govern

Now in Print. — Vol. 1 of Stimson's American the purchase of sets for public or private law libraries .

Statute Law was for some time out of print , but can In order to answer this query definitely and accu

now be furnished at the former price ($7.50 net). rately, we have caused a careful count to be made of the

Index Volume to E. R. C. - In answer to many citations in the latest volumes of each set of American

inquiries, we would state that English Ruling Cases reports which had been received at the Massachusetts

will have, on completion , a satisfactory Index, with full state library in October, 1894. The latest volume was

cross- references, and tables of English and American taken of the reports of the highest court in each state

Cases, in a supplementary volume. and of the United States. Only the citations in the deci

Problems of Advertising.– How to advertise
sions of the judges (not those in the briefs of counsel)

effectively is a difficult problem for every business
were counted , and the citations to the set of the state

man , - most of all to publishers of law books. With
itself were left out of the calculation , as they are natur

such a deluge of announcements of poor books and
ally the most numerous and do not affect the question

cheap books in every mail , how can the publisher
what outside reports are most cited. The result is in

who has a really good and useful law book to sell , get
teresting. Two reports were made, the first when 32

the busy lawyer to read his circulars ?
of the oldest states had been examined ; the second in

cluding also 13 of the more recently admitted states.

Pass it Along. – If the “ gentle reader " likes to
The change in the footings shows how largely the

take his advertising dose in this form , he owes it to him United States reports and the California reports are
self and his profession , not only to respond as suggested cited in the new states .

above, but also to pass Leg. Bib. around to his neigh
The first figures submitted are here given only to

bors. For our lists of buying lawyers are very defective ,
show the order of the first twenty states. The second

and in many parts of the country we mail copies at list is given in full .
hazard , hoping to hit the more intelligent and prosperous

Cases of other courts were cited in the decisions con

members of the profession. It is probable that your
tained in the latest volumes of reports from 32 older

neighbor has not seen this number. states, as follows:

What to Buy. - If you cannot afford to subscribe English 1483 Iowa 231

for “ English Ruling Cases,” look carefully through
New York 1164 Missouri 216

Upited States 1137 Maine 209

the list of our publications on the last page , and see Massachusetts 1120 Wisconsin . 186

if you have all the books therein scheduled, which Pennsylvania 116 New Hampshire, 173

would help you in practice. If not, why not make up Illinois . 312 Connecticut 170

and send in to us , either alone or in combination with
Michigan 289 Ohio 163

Maryland
241 New Jersey

neighbors, an order which should secure for your office California . 231 Vermont 127

or your building, the good books we advertise .
Cases of other courts were cited in the decisions con

The Green Bag. -- Whatever else you do, try to tained in the latest volumes of reports from 45 states

take The Green Bag for the inspiration and enter- (including all the newer states as well as the older) , as

tainment it gives . If you can afford to buy the set of follows :

six bound volumes, you will have at hand a well -spring United States 1669 Georgia . 92

of delight for long winter evenings. If thirty dollars
English 1594 Tennesee

89

New York 1124

is too much for luxury these hard times, why not ven
Kentucky 87

Massachusetts 1268 Nebraska 78

ture four dollars on a year's subscription ?
California 805

Mississippi 70

New Editions. — The “ Chicago Legal News” says :
Pennsylvania 532 South Carolina 66

Illinois 471 Virginia 66

“ What the profession wants to know when the second Michigan
383 Colorado 62

edition of a work appears, is whether it is sufficiently Iowa 355 Louisiana 59

revised and brought down to justify the expense of pur Indiana 17 Nevada 58

Missouri 306 Arkansas 53

chasing the new to replace the old edition . In the case of
Wisconsin 303 Rhode Island 39

Minor's Wood on Railways we should advise every Maine 230 Oregon 39

person practicing law to obtain the new edition . "
Minnesota 215 West Virginia 34

Ohio 207 Arizona

Connecticut 206 Montana 21

CORPORATION LAW.
New Hampshire, 205 Idaho 15

New Jersey 205 Florida 14

What work on Corporation Law have you on your Alabama 163 South Dakota 13

shelves ? Whatever it is , it is not complete unless you Kansas 158 Washington 12

have beside it Vol. 2 of Stimson's American Statute
Vermont 151 North Dakota

Maryland 131 Delaware 8

Law, $ 6.50 net, which is “ an analytical and compared Texas 126 Wyoming

digest of the statutes of all the states and territories North Carolina 103

relating to corporations.” The value of such a digest, This result will surprise a great many of our readers,

in weighing the importance of decisions , is obvious. but it certainly bears out Prof. Mechem's opinion (see

Address The Boston Book Co. , 15į Beacon Street , Boston .

.
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“ A Model Book Review ” in another column) that “ the FOSTER AND ABBOT ON INCOME TAX.

courts in this country whose decisions are looked upon As soon as the forms to be used under the new In

with most respect, draw their supplies more largely come Tax Law are prepared by the Commissioner of
from the English reports than from any American

Internal Revenue, we shall publish a treatise on the
state . ”

law by Roger Foster and Everett V. Abbot, of the

The figures given appear to demonstrate that as soon New York Bar. Mr. Foster is the author of Foster's

as a lawyer in any of the older states gets ready to buy Federal Practice, and Mr. Abbot is one of the lec

any sets of reports outside of his own state, his order of turers on law in the Metropolitan Law School.

purchase should be – in their line of apparent useful The first part of the volume will contain a treatise on
ness :

the law of the Income Tax. The second part will con
1. The Best English Reports.

tain the new Act in paragraphs, with a digest of cases
2. The United States Supreme Court Reports.

3. New York Reports.
under analogous provisions of former Federal Statutes

4. Massachusetts Reports. and English acts. Appendices will give the old Income

Tax Law , together with forins.
With the other sets following at a long interval. His

The reputation which Mr. Foster has made through
choice among these would probably be determined by

the two editions of his well -known work on Federal
local considerations.

Moral : Subscribe for English Ruling Cases right
Practice, gives assurance to the profession that the

forthcoming manual will be a safe and thorough guide
away:

to the construction of the new law. It is more than

probable that puzzling questions will arise under it , as
LEG . BIB.: FIRST SERIES .

soon as the law is fairly in operation, and that every

The old series of this paper had a large circulation , lawyer must be prepared to advise his clients regarding it .

with many readers, friends, and correspondents in all We hope to have Foster and Abbot on the In

parts of the United States, but being occasional in issue come Tax ready in December. Advance orders will

and in purpose , it was usually read and thrown aside, be placed on file and filled on publication .

so that it now belongs to the vast army of "back

numbers.”

Only three complete files of Leg. Bib., First Series, EQUITY PRACTICE IN THE STATE

are known to be in existence. One is in the publish COURTS.

ers ' office, one in a law library, the third in possession

of one of the justices of the United States Supreme
We desire to call attention to the advantages , to a

Court. practitioner in the Courts of Chancery and Equity in

Some of the contents of the first series were worth any state, of Foster's Federal Practice . (Second

preservation . Among the short articles were :
Edition, 2 vols . , $ 12.00 net .) This is not only the stand

In No. 1. Law Books in the British Museum .
ard work on practice in the courts of the United States ;

The Ideal Law Library . but is also the best practical treatise on Equity Practice

In Vo. 3. Pronunciation of English Reporters' Names. as it now exists in the courts of those states which have

In No. 4. Pronunciation of American Reporters' not fused law and equity together.

Names. The first volume, with the exception of a few sections

In No. 5. Chief Justice Hale . on the special jurisdiction of the courts of the United

In Nos . 6 and 7. Chief Justice Marshall. States, is entirely devoted to the jurisdiction and

In No. 7. The Learned and Laborious Coke. practice of Courts of Equity. This is the work as

Littleton, alias Westcott. originally written by Mr. Foster ; when , as was said by

In No. 8. Rufus Choate. " Current Comment and Legal Literature” of the first

In No. 10. Judge Metcalf. edition, “ It is essentially a treatise on the administra
A Tuneful Bar.

tion of equity . ” In the second volume is a chapter on

And through many of the numbers a series of interest- Writs of Error and Appeals, which contains a full guide

ing “ Notes and Queries." to the practice on appeal in any State Court of Chancery

For illustrations, No. 5 contained a portrait of Chief as well as in the Federal courts, provided that the

Justice Hale ; No. 6, two portraits of Marshall, at 45 practitioner has a copy of the local rules upon the

and 75 years of age ; No. 7 , quaint old wood -cuts of subject.

Coke and Littleton ; No. 8 , a striking portrait of Rufus This book covers everything in Mitford's “ Pleadings, "

Choate ; No. 9, Freeman Place Chapel, and an effective Daniell's Chancery Practice, " and Story's “ Equity

reproduction of the Oxford statue of Blackstone ; No. Pleading ,” which is of practical use at the present time ;

10, portrait of Judge Theron Metcalf and other legal and an examination of its compactly printed pages

authors ; No. 11 , portraits of Chief Justice Fuller, and and its succinct style , which are absolutely devoid of

Justice Lamar, of the United States Supreme Court ; padding, will show that it contains more practical

No. 12 , portraits of Greenleaf, Sharswood, Cooley, and matter upon Chancery practice as it is now administered

Wharton . in the State as well as the Federal courts than any other

If any of the younger generation of lawyers would work old or new . Appended to the work is a collection

like to see either of these articles or illustrations, per- of forms for Chancery practice as well as for practice in

haps we can find copies of some of the numbers in our the courts of the United States.

crypts . But a full set of the first series of Leg . Bib. Even , therefore, if you do not practice in the Federal

cannot be bought, except perhaps at an extravagant courts, you will find this book indispensable for every

price. day practice in your State Court of Equity .

Address The Boston Book Co. , 15 , Beacon Street , Boston .
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A MODEL BOOK REVIEW. * Ruling Cases , ' is not obliged to hunt through twenty

It is very difficult for lawyers to get any light on the
five volumes for the cases upon it ; but here , in one

purchase of books from the book -notices in the current
volume, he finds them , all together, compact, conven

law magazines. At the best, these are only perfunctory ient, easily carried to court, to consultation, or on a

abstracts from the publishers' circulars ; and it is so
journey. *** This arrangement also makes the vol

rarely that a competent critic analyzes and weighs the
umes available for the use of students and teachers in

merits of a new book , that we take pleasure in noting the law schools, where the study of cases is justly

a conspicuous exception to the rule, and calling atten coming more and more to be recognized as a most

tion to Prof. Floyd R. Mechem's admirable review of
efficient method of instruction . This part of the plan ,

English Ruling Cases, Vol . I. , in the October num then , is also feasible and admirable .

ber of “ The Law Book News. ” As a practising lawyer, “ In the next place, the cases are to receive annotation

as the author of two excellent law -books, and as a lec- by both the English and the American editors. Of the

turer at the Law School of Michigan University, Prof. value of leading cases , honestly and thoroughly anno

Mechem has had a training which especially qualifies tated , there can be no sort of doubt. *** To a lawyer

him for judicious criticism . who has not access to the Reports themselves, these

The review is too long to be quoted here in full , but
are the best assistants, and to those who have such

we present for our readers the following extracts : access they furnish a valuable digest and index.

“ Lastly, all of the leading topics of the law are to be
" Many attempts have been made to render the bulk

covered in this way, and more could not be asked for.
of the English case law more available to the practi

tioner. Of its value to American lawyers there can be
The whole plan is a commendable one. ***

“ The selection of the cases seems excellent. No one
no doubt, and it is easily demonstrable that the courts

can be so well fitted to decide what cases are properly

in this country whose decisions are looked upon with

most respect draw their supplies more largely from the
to be designated as ' ruling ' in England as an intel.

English reports than from any American state . *
ligent and scholarly English lawyer , and for this pur

In short, then , we are to have twenty-five volumes,
pose Mr. Campbell's experience at the bar, as

made up of the ruling or leading English cases upon the
author, and particularly as a co -laborer of Sir Frederick

principal topics of the law , selected from the whole
Pollock in the preparation of the Revised Reports,

period of English jurisprudence, topically arranged ,
seems pre-eminently to fit him . * * *

We are inclined to think that, for the purpose to be
with notes by the English editor giving the effect of the

here subserved , and having due regard for the economy
other English cases, and with separate notes by the

American editor showing how the ruling cases are
of space , the American notes, though they seem at times

regarded in the United States, and particularly what
to be taking conclusions somewhat at second hand, and

the latest cases hold and the latest text writers say
though they are not elaborate treatises upon the law ,

are all that is reasonably to be desired , and do most
upon the subject with which they deal .

“ This is , in many important respects , a new depar
admirably and intelligently show the present condition

ture in law book making, and it is deserving of analysis.
of the American law upon the subject , and point out to

In the first place, these are to be ruling ' cases,
the user the most available and reliable sources for

not a collection of cases of ' general value ' like
further investigation , if he desires to make it . About

the American Decisions or Moak's English Reports, but
1,000 cases are cited in the English notes, and the same

number in the American."

the one , two, or more great ruling or leading English

cases upon the principal legal subjects. This is a thing

which is possible of English cases , but impossible of
RAILWAYS IN COURT.

American cases , treated as a whole. We might have a

selection of the ruling Massachusetts or New York or Railway litigation -- the litigation of railroads and

Federal cases , the ruling cases of any single jurisdiction, against railroads — has its seasons of waxing and

but not of fifty jurisdictions, within any one of which a waning. Last year and the year before there was a

case may be a ruling one, though it were ignored in marked falling off in the number of such suits brought

every other. England, then , with a single jurisdiction , into court, all over the country . This year there are

and one court of last resort, presents an attractive and signs of a revival of litigation in this direction . Whether

unique field from which ruling cases may be selected . it is the swing of the pendulum , or whether the hard

They will naturally not be numerous, and within their times and diminished receipts have forced the railroads

jurisdiction they will be authoritative. There can be to avail themselves of the defenses and delays of the

comparatively little difficulty, also, in selecting them . law, rather than settle up by compromises and prompt

The project so far seems a feasible one . payments, or whether revived business is bringing in

“ In the next place, the cases are to be arranged creased complications, we do not know ; but the fact

under topics, which will appear in alphabetical order. seems evident.

* The topical arrangement has great advantages In view of this revival , the prudent lawyer, whether

where it is feasible . It cannot, of course, be employed retained for or against railroads, will see that he has on

in a reprint of current cases , but it is possible with old his shelves Minor's new edition of Wood's American

cases , and it permits the gathering together in one Railway Law, as the latest and best authority. This

group, of all the cases to be reproduced upon any given is one of the topics where an old book or an old edition

subject, where they can be analyzed and compared and is worse than useless , for it may be misleading. The

annotated in the most effective manner . The lawyer, courts are manufacturing law every day, and the latest

interested in a given subject, and investigating it in the edition is the only one to use .

Address The Boston Book Co. , 152 Beacon Street, Boston ,
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GOOD BOOKS FOR LAW STUDENTS. THE U. S. SUPREME COURT IN SESSION.

Real Property. — The event of the year in stu- The Green Bay premium for 1895 will be a large

dents' books has been the publication ( in October) of a picture of the present United States Supreme Court in

new edition of Williams on Real Property. It is session in their chamber at the Capitol. In order to

a reprint in full of the seventeenth English edition , ensure an accurate and artistic representation, we got

re -cast and greatly improved by the author's son . The Notman (celebrated for his effective photography) to

American notes, by Prof. H. B. Hutchins, of Cornell send a special artist to Washin on, to photograph the

Law School , are full, clear, and practical . Of the work judges and the Supreme Court Chamber. The Court

itself, the “ Solicitors' Journal ” well says : “ Although will be shown as seated at the bench, the Chief Justice

many admirable more or less elementary treatises on in the centre ; on his right, Justices Field ,Gray, Brown ,

real property have appeared in recent years, none has and Jackson ; and on his left, Justices Harlow , Brewer,

for its special object excelled the late Mr. Joshua Wil- Shiras, and White. The background will show the

liams's book. He knew so well how to hit the happy architecture of the Supreme Court room , - the old

mean between elaborate detail and bare statement of Senate Chamber of the original Capitol, before the

principle ; he was so habitually accurate and concise in wings were built.

expression , and so clear and masterly in the enuncia- This interesting group will be sent free to every old

tion of principle , that no student who thoroughly di- subscriber to the GREEN Bag who pays his 1895 sub

gested his book could fail to obtain a very solid scription promptly (before January 10) , and to every

groundwork of knowledge of real property law. new subscriber for 1895. If you want the picture for

Hutchins's Williams on Real Property , a hand- your office or home, $ 4.00 sent at once to The Boston

some volume of 850 pages, published at $ 1.00 net, will Book Co. will secure it, and also THE GREEN Bag for

henceforth be the standard edition . a year. We shall strike off a few extra copies, to be

Evidence . - CHAMBERLAYNE's new international sold at $ 3.00 apiece.

edition of Best on Evidence (price $5.00 net) has the We expect to have this picture ready for delivery

merits of being a recognized standard ; in one volume, about Christmas. It will make an excellent Christmas .

with late and sound American notes citing cases in present for a lawyer.

many jurisdictions ; and it enjoys the distinction of
LEGAL PORTRAITS .

being one of the few books a student can buy for use

while studying, and also keep for subsequent use in In answer to inquiry, we would say that we get from

practice. It is as useful to a lawyer as to a student. time to time good engravings of American and English

Introduction and Review.- To block out the judges and famous lawyers, suitable for framing.

way at the commencement of a course of study , and to
Whenever these accumulate, we print a price list and

review or “ cram ” for examinations, Ewell's Essen
send it to the lawyers who have previously bought or

tials of the Law (3 vols . , sheep, $ 7.50 net, leatherette
signified an interest in portraits.

$6.00 net) will be found extremely useful . Vol . 1 is an
We have now on hand extra copies of the GREEN

edition of Blackstone, condensed by the omission of
Bag premiums, namely :

$ 1.00 .

obsolete matter. Vols. 2 and 3 are epitomes of stand
Chief Justice Marshall , price

Daniel Webster, price 1.00 .

ard treatises on Pleading, Contracts, Equity , Evidence,

Torts, and Real Property.
Chief Justices of the U.S. (group) , price , 3.00 .

Sales — Domestic Relations -Criminal Law.
And shall have, in December, the group -portrait of the

- On these three topics of a law course , Mr. Irving
present U.S. Supreme Court in session , described above .

Browne, widely known as an experienced lawyer and
We also have a very striking engraving representing

author, and as a graceful writer, has published element
Justices Sinith , Day, Pollock , Coleridge, and Charles,

ary treatises which are models of brevity , clearness,
sitting as the English Court of Criminal Appeal ( size,

and intelligibility. Each volume is sold at $ 2.50, in
42 x 30 inches : price, $ 12.50 ) ; and a large engraving

sheep, or $2.00 in leatherette , net.
of the House of Commons in session , with Gladstone

Wills . — There is no question- as any good lawyer delivering his last great speech (size , 18 x 254 ; price,

will substantiate- that the standard American trea $ 6.00 ). A key-sketch identifying ninety members of

tises on estates of decedents are Schouler on Wills ,
Parliament accompany the latter picture.

and Schouler on Executors ( price $5.50, net, each ).

Although written for lawyers, and generally used in
A NECESSARY LUXURY.

practice, Schouler on Wills is so clear and simple in The Green Bag continues to delight and refresh

style that it is especially useful for study of the subject. the American bar. It is the only magazine which has

This also is one of the books a student can buy , with ever invited lawyers' support, without any pretense of

the assurance that it will be useful to him after he being useful in practice. Its existence and its success

begins to practice law . are witnesses to the cultivation of the legal fraternity ,

Equity Pleading. – Heard's Equity Pleading - of their pride in the amenities and the liberal litera

is the only elementary American work on the subject. ture of the profession . It has become recognized as the

Price $2.50 in sheep, or $ 2.00 in leatherette . first luxury a lawyer can allow himself when his income

Leading Common Law Cases. — Indermaur's begins to exceed his expenses , - a luxury so stimulat

Common Law Cases for Students is a little volume ing and educational as to be ranked almost among

(cloth , $1.50 ) containing brief and pithy condensations the necessities of civilization , – like handkerchiefs,

of the decisions contained in the celebrated collection and napkins, and bath -tubs, and furnaces, and a dozen

known as Smith's Leading Cases ." conveniences we could get along without if we chose.

Address The Boston Book Co. , 15; Beacon Street , Boston .
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COMMENDATION OF E. R. C. AMERICAN LAW IN ENGLAND.

As the good opinion of good lawyers is after all the The most important book described in this number,

best advertisement of a new book , we present here and indeed the most important publication of this

quotations from recent letters in regard to English decade , is the series called “ English Ruling Cases. "

Ruling Cases. Its plan is so novel and yet so practical , it ranks so

From Hon. Henry Strong, Chief Justice of the
high among labor -saving devices, and it brings such a

Supreme Court of Canada : range of good law right into lawyer's office, arranged

“ I have made a thorough examination of Vol. 1 , and and digested in the best form for use in investigation

have no hesitation in saying that if the succeeding
or trial of a case , that it merits careful examination

volumes maintain the high standard of the first , the
from every lawyer who uses books.

series will be a most valuable addition to the library of It is not too much to say that this series will sooner

the working lawyer." or later be found on the shelves of every lawyer in

From Hon . T. E. Cooper, Chief Justice of Missis
good practice, and in every library which has advanced

sippi : –
beyond the kindergarten stage of local text-books and

“ I have given the first volume of the English Rul
statutes.

ing Cases careful and full examination , having read it
The advertisement on another page will give particu

during our last vacation . I have also had some oppor
lars as to this new series , but there is one phase of its

tunity to exainine the second volume, recently published.
publication not therein mentioned which will interest

The series will , I am confident, be of great value to the
all lawyers, and this is the fact that English Ruling

Bench and Bar. The work of the annotation is con
Cases will not only tend to bring back English deci

scientiously and intelligently done, and the cases re
sions to greater favor and more frequent use in this

ported well selected . You deserve , and I hope will
country, by rendering them more accessible, but it will

receive , the support of the profession whose labors will
also serve to bring American law very prominently

be lightened by your work.”
before the bar of Great Britain and its colonies.

From Hon . Charles H. Aldrich , Chicago (ex-Solicitor
The International Copyright law recently enacted at

General of the United States ) :
Washington contains a clause obliging foreign authors

“ I like the arrangement of English Ruling Cases
or publishers to manufacture their books in the United

better than that of any law publication I have before

States, as an essential condition of copyright. Under

The scope is eminently practical , and the editor
this provision , the English projectors of this series , to

ial work very good .”
secure American copyright, are having the series printed

at the University Press, in Cambridge, Mass .
From Hon . Robert S. Gould , of Austin , Tex . : –

As it would require a double outlay to print one edi

" I am well satisfied with having subscribed to the
tion for the English market and another for the Ameri

series . The cases appear to have been carefully and can , and as no edition could sell in the United States

judiciously selected . ”
without good American notes, the English publishers

From Edward W. Bisbee, of Barre , Vt.: -
are taking the University Press edition , American

“ The arrangement by topics of interest to the general notes and all , for their English and Colonial demand .
practitioner, with full citation of cases in both the Thus, through a paragraph in the International Copy.

English and American notes, gives a great deal of law right Act intended to protect American printers, the

in a very convenient form . I regard it as a very useful bar of Great Britain is going to be flooded with good

set . " American law . The American lawyer who cannot find

From Cox, Cotton, Teal and Minor of Portland, law to suit him in his own reports , will turn to the

Oregon : - English cases, as he has done before , but with time and

“ We can see a good deal of substantial merit in the labor saved for him by this new series ; while the Eng.

work ." lish lawyer who cannot find law to suit him in the

From H. M. Ileath , Augusta ,Me: English cases, is sure to turn , as he has never done

" I ain highly pleased with the completeness of the before , to the American notes which this series brings

work , its scientific arrangement and accuracy." to him .

From Charles Quarles, Milwaukee , Wis.:
This series is therefore truly international in its effect

“ The idea embodied in English Ruling Cases is of
as well as in its source, and its influence will result in

great practical importance, and if worked out in detail bringing our law more prominently before our legal

with the industry and ability shown in the first volume, brethren in all English -speaking communities, – per.

will make this set of law books of very great value. haps will also tend to more homogeneity , in the future ,

Vol . 1 has been so serviceable that I hope you will in legal doctrines and in legislation.

hasten the publication of other volumes, as much as is

consistent with good work . ”
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW.

From Dinkelspiel and Hart, New Orleans: Have you ever examined Part I. of Stimson's

“ An examination of Vol . 1 satisfies us that it is a American Statute Law , Vol. 1 ? It comprises a

most valuable book of reports. More properly speak- careful digest of the several provisions of the constitu

ing, however, it should be called a book of principles, tions of all the states and territories, and shows at a

and its use, so far as it goes , should destroy the anomaly glance the accord and variations of the different con

of a lawyer reading a case in his favor , and the op- stitutions. No reader of American politics or American

posite counsel reading another case in his favor from history should fail to give this interesting compilation

the same book .” careful thought and study.

Address The Boston Book Co. , 15 ; Beacon Street , Boston .
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Englisb Ruling Cases, with American

Notes.
The Green Bag.

Series of 25 or 30 volumes : four issued annually. An Illustrated monthly for Lawyers.

Vol . I. , published June, 1894. Vol. II ., Octo

ber, 1894. Vol . III ., ready in January, 1895 .

Price per volume, $ 5.50, or $5.75 delivered .
Edited by Horace W. Fuller . Easy Chair by

English Editor : Robert Campbell. Irving Browne. Subscription price, $ 4.00 per

American Editor : Irving Browne. year, payable in advance. Bound volumes 1 to

6 (1889 to 1894) , $ 5.00 each.

This series is intended to include all the decisions of

the highest English courts, from the commencement This popular magazine is now closing its sixth year.

of reporting down to the present day, which have per- Its scope includes all literature interesting to lawyers,

manent value as “ Ruling Cases.” The principal cases except the cases and discussions of law points which

are given in full ; cases of subsidiary or illustrative are usually called practical . These form the staple

value are abstracted in the English notes. When the contents of other law magazines to which The Green

series is completed , its owner will have on his shelves Bag is the complement, giving to its readers the his

a collection of all the English cases he will need in tory, biography, philosophy, anecdote, gossip, and

practice, in shape to present them in court. humor of the law. It represents the culture, intellect ,

The arrangement of the cases is not chronological, and polish of the legal profession , - recreating the

but by topics, the most convenient form for consulta- weary practitioner with its readable contents , stimulat

tion and comparison . ing the student and neophyte with its records of suc

The American notes indicate the American cases in cessful careers at the bar ; lifting the thoughts of its

which the principal cases have been cited , as well as readers above the plane of every -day routine, into the
others on the subject treated , and their agreement or fields of thoughtful jurisprudence.

variance will be pointed out. Recent and standard The Green Bag has become such a favorite in all

text-books will also be cited , and frequent reference parts of the country, that it has been well said that its

will be made to the “ American " system , and to the subscription list is like a roll of the eminent lawyers of

“Lawyers' Reports , " so that the owners of those series America. Being to a certain extent a luxury , it can

may be able to use the English cases in connection with only be taken by lawyers who are in successful prac
the American . Mr. BROWNE's reputation is a guaran- tice, and are beginning to have a margin of income

tee of the practical excellence of his notes. above the actual necessities of every-day existence.

The plan of the work is to present under each topic : But it certainly is the first literary luxury lawyers are

first , a " Rule " of law deducted from the cases ; then ( if likely to indulge in .

there is one ), the old or leading case ( in full), to which The set of bound volumes,- there will be six at the

all the lines of English and American decisions can be close of the year 1894,— handsomely set forth in green

traced back ; then, the latest case ( in full ) , in which the half morocco, constitute a portrait gallery of the Bench

English courts have reviewed and restated the doctrine. and Bar of English -speaking communities, and a

The English notes follow, giving abstracts of other per- cyclopaedia of legal biography, history, and humor.

tinent cases ; and finally, the American notes show the The articles on the Supreme Courts of the various

application of the “ Rule ” in this country, and connect States , on the leading American law schools, and on

the English with the American cases in our various eminent lawyers of former generations, offer a varied

jurisdictions . interest to the reader. Each volume contains twelve

a full-page portraits, with about a hundred other illustra

tions ( mostly portraits), scattered through the text.

1610 ) , and then the case of Bass v. Gregory, Law Re- Such a set , on the shelves of an office or home library,

ports, 25 Q. B. , decided in 1890. One page of English would be a refuge and a solace for leisure hours.

notes and eight pages of American notes finish the topic. Three premium portraits have been issued annually

In this arrangement the origin , development, and present and presented to those subscribers who have complied

status of each legal principle in England are clearly with the request for prompt payment in advance. The

shown in the words of the Court, and its relation to our 1892 premium was a reproduction of Chester Harding's

cases is traced and stated . full-length portrait of Chief Justice Marshall ( 20 x 26

This arrangement is as novel as it is practical. It inches ), the 1893 premium was a bust portrait of

will save our lawyers much of the time heretofore re- Daniel Webster, from an old engraving ( 20 x 26 ). The

quired to make an exhaustive examination of English 1894 premium was a group of portraits of the succes

authorities on important points, and will give them in sive Chief Justices of the United States (24 x 32). The

their own libraries the essence of English law, admira- 1895 premiumn (ready in December, 1894 ), will be a large

bly arranged for ready reference . group engraving of the present Supreme Court of the

As the work progresses , full cross references will be United States, in session in the Supreme Court Cham

made to guide lawyers who do not know just where to ber.

look for a case , under the editor's arrangement; and at All of these four engravings will be presented free to

the completion of the series , an Index Volume will give any lawyer who buys the set of six volumes of the

not only a full and minute index, but also a table of “ Green Bag ” ($ 30.00) ,and subscribes for 1895 ( $ 1.00 ).

cases reported in full, and of English and American When framed , they will adorn the walls of either office

cases cited in the notes . or study .

Address The Boston Book Co. , 15; Beacon Street , Boston .

9 )
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LAW BOOKS PUBLISHED BY

The Boston Book Co. , 152 Beacon St. , Boston .

$6.50 .

FOR LAWYERS. FOR LAW STUDENTS.

Wood's American Railway Law . Minor's 1894 Edition . Hutchins' Williams on Real Property . $ 4.00.

3 vols . $18.00. A reprint in full of the new ( 17th) English edition , with new

This is the standard authority on railway law . notes by Prof. H. B. Hutchins of Cornell Law School,

Minor's Edition not only cites the latest cases , but also
The latest and best edition of Williams.

contains much additional text, and many inportant changes The latest elementary work on Real Property, for lawyers

from the 1885 edition . as well as students.

Whoever has cases for or against a railroad should own
Minor's Wood on Railway Law .

Chamberlayne's International Best on Evidence. $ 5.00 .
For a clear statement of principles and for apt illustration,

Foster's Federal Practice. Second Edition . Enlarged Mr. Best's treatise has long stood unrivaled. Mr. Cham

to 2 vols . $ 12.00 . berlayne's notes render it doubly useful to the American

“ In the worels of a distinguished judge,this is the best book
student and lawyer.

extant on practice ir the federal Courts .'

It is also the best book extant on Equity Practice, being
Ewell's Essentials ofthe Law . 3 vols. Sheep, $7.50 ;

equally useful in U.S. and in State practice . leatherette, $6.00 .

Every lawyer who practices either inthe Federal Courts or Vol. 1 . Blackstone condensed. Sheep, $3.00 ;

in State Courts following chancery practice will find Foster leatherette, $2.50 .

indispensable.
Vol. 2. Pleading, Contracts, Equity . Sheep, $2.50 ;

Schouler on Wills. Second Edition . $5.50. leatherette, $ 2.00 .

Schouler on Executors . Second Edition . $5.50 . Vol. 3. Evidence, Torts, Real Property. Sheep,
Books on these topics are needed even inthenarrowest $2.50 ; leatherette , $2.00.

practice and the smallest library. Mr. Schouler's treatises

are purely American , modern , compact, clear , and practical.
This set is especially useful for preliminary reading or for

review . Vol. 1 contains everything in Blackstone which is

Sheldon on Subrogation . Second Edition . $5.00. not obsolete .

The standard work treating an intricate topic clearly and

satisfactorily.
Irving Browne's Students' Manuals .

Wood on Limitation of Actions . Second Edition . Browne's Elements of Criminal Law. Each vol.,

2 vols . $11.00 . Browne'sElements of Domestic Relations. Sheep, $ 2.50;

A recent edition of this standard work, marked by the Browne's Elements of the Law of Sales. leath ., $ 2.00 .

characteristics of the author, fullness , lucidity , and a keen
In these manuals an experienced legal editor, author and

eye for cases in point. lecturer has presented, in very attractive style, the principles

Best on Evidence . Chamberlayne's International Edi- of the law on the topics treated .

tion ( 1893-94 ) . $ 5.00 . Metcalf on Contracts. Heard'sEdition . $3.50.
“ Best is the best, and the best Best is Chamberlayne's Best." “ No law writer has stated (and I may say none can state )

Stimson's American Statute Law . the law of contracts more tersely, clearly , and in the main

Vol I. Constitutions : Statutes relating to Persons
more accurately than Judge Metcalf." —Hon . Edmund H.

Bennett.

and Property. $7.50.
Vol. II . The Corporation Laws of all the States. | Heard's Equity Pleading and Precedents. Sheep, $2.50 ;

leatherette, $ 2.00 .

This is an analytical and compared digestof the Constitu
Simple, clear, compact, an excellent book for the be

tions and Statute Laws of all the States and Territories.
ginner.

The second volume is an essential complement for any Indermaur's Common Law Cases. Cloth , $ 1.50 .

treatise on corporation law . An epitome of the cases contained in " Śmith's Leading

Moore on Extradition and Inter -State Rendition . 2 vols . Cases," with brief notes. An excellent book for fixing legal

$12.00 .
principles in the memory.

A copy of this book ought to be in every town or county. Snow's International Law Cases . Cloth, $3.50 .

Jones's Index to Legal Periodicals . $ 10.00 .
Prepared for use of Harvard Students. Useful to students

This Index renders accessible a wide range of usefulmono
and instructors ; interesting to lawyers.

graphs and cases hitherto hidden in the bound sets of English Snow's Treaties etc. in American Diplomacy. Cloth ,
and American periodicals,

$2.00 .

Gray's Restraints on Alienation . $3.00 . Prepared also for use at Harvard, but very valuble for the

Grinnell's Massachusetts Practice Act . $ 3.00 . general reader.

ENGLISH RULING CASES, WITH AMERICAN NOTES.

ENGLISH RULING CASES. Edited by Robert Campbell ; with full Amer. Notes by Irving Browne.
Series of about 25 volumes, issued four volumes annually. Vol. 1 , published June, 1894 ; Vol. 2 , October, 1891; Vol. 3 , ready in

January, 1895. Price per volume, 85.50 ; or $5.78 delivered.

LAWYERS' DESK AND LEISURE HOUR BOOKS.

SOULE'S SYNONYMES. New Edition by Howison . Cloth , $2.25.

WIGMORE ON THE AUSTRALIAN BALLOT. Cloth , $ 1.50 .

WALLACE'S OLD ENGLISH REPORTERS. Fourth Edition, by Heard , $ 5.50 .

BROWNE'S LAW AND LAWYERS IN LITERATURE . Cloth, $1.50.

FULLER'S NOTED FRENCH TRIALS. Cloth , $ 1.00.

THE LAWYERS' CHEER, SOLACE , AND RECREATION .

THE GREEN BAG . A Monthly Illustrated Magazine for Lawyers. Edited by Horace W. Fuller ;
Easy Chair by Irving Browne ,

Subscription , $ 4.00 per Year , payable in advance. Premium for 1895 (for prompt payment), Group Portrait of the

present United States Supreme Court, in session . Sets of Vols. 1 to 6 ( 1889 to 18994 ), elegantly bound in green lialt

morocco , 830.00.

THESE CATALOGUES SENT FREE ON APPLICATION .

A catalogue of “ LIVE LAW BOOKS, " giving full descriptions of the above publications .

A new (tenth edition of our SHORT CATALOGUE OF LAW BOOKS ( Text-Books in general use ) .

Occasional SECOND -HAND LISTS of Text - Books , Reports , out -of- print and rare old Law Books , etc.

ALL THE PRICES GIVEN ABOVE ARE NET CASH .
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In any

E send this paper to the leading lawyers of the

United States with our compliments.

If it interests you , pray reciprocate by sending

us an order, or a subscription to The Green Bag..

case please show Leg. Bib . to other lawyers .

If
you wish further particulars as to the books herein

advertised , or any other law books, send for circulars, and

our recent catalogues “ Standard Law Books ” and “ Short

Catalogue of Text Books in General Use.”

We sell , buy and exchange all kinds of law books, new

and second-hand.

Our prices are net and our terms cash .

Why not try the Green Bay for a year ?a

READY

NOV. 25.

THE LAW BOOK

OF LAW BOOKS .

BOUVIER'S LAW DICTIONARY.

RAWLE'S REVISION , 2 VOLS. , $12,00.



Publications of the JBoston Book Co.
NET.

for Judges , / Rawle's Revision of Bouvier's Law Dictionary, in 2 large vols. $ 12.00

Lawyers,
This new edition of our standard dictionary is prepared by Francis Rawle of Philadelphia ,

Treasurer of the American Bar Association. It is entirely revised and broughtdown to date,

& students. and a fourth of its contents are new .

| Dicey on the Conflict of Laws. American notes by Moore. 6.50

A notable treatise. Dicey fills Blackstone's chair at Oxford .

Foster's Federal Practice. 2d . ed. , 2 vols . 12.00

Byfar the best buok on thetopic (andalso on AmericanEquity Practice).

for Schouler on Wills. 2d ed . | modern , terse , clear, practical, 5.50

Lawyers Schouler on Executors. 2d ed . I authoritative and American 5.50

in Good Sheldon on Subrogation. 2d . ed ., Standard . 5.00

practice. Taylor on Evidence. Chamberlayne's notes. 3 vols. 12.00

Authority wherever the Common Law prevails. Lookin Taylor and in chamberiayne's
notes for what you cannot find elsewhere.

Wood on Limitations. 2 ed . , 2 vols. Mr. Wood's books are noted for 11.00

Wood on Railway Law. 2 ed ., 2 vols. I giving the cases a lawyer wants. I 18.00

Abbreviations used in Law Books 1.50

Gray's Restraints on Alienation. 2 ed . Cloth 3.50

Jones's Index to Legal Periodicals. 10.00

Foster on the Constitution of the United States. Vol . 1 . 5.00

Vols. 2 and 3 are in preparation.

for
Moore on Extradition and Rendition . 2 vols . 12.00

Desk use . Snow's Treaties, etc., in American Diplomacy. Cloth 2.00

Soule's Synonyms. Howison's New Edition . Cloth . 2.00

An aid to correct and forcible style.

Stimson's American Statute Law. 2 vols . 14.00

The only digest extant of the Statute Law of all the states.

Wigmore's Australian Ballot Law . Cloth . 1.50

Grinnell's Massachusetts Practice Act Notes. 3.00

Beston Evidence. Chamberlayne's Edition . 5.00

Well known as the best one -volume work on Evidence for students ' use .

Bouvier's Law Dictionary : Rawle's Revision . 2 vols . ( See above.) 12.00

Browne on Criminal Law . Brief and clear ele- Each
)

Browne on Domestic Relations . mentary treatises Cloth 2.00

Browne on Sales of Personal Property. by Irving Browne. ) Sheep, 2.50

Ewell's Essentials of the Law. 3. vols.
6.00

Excellent for preliminary readingor review . Vol. 1 contains Blackstone; Vol. 2 covers or 7.50

Pleading Contracts and Equity; Vol . 3, Evidence, Torts, and Real Property .

for
Foster's Federal and Equity Practice . 2 vols . ( See above ). 12.00

Law Heard's Equity Pleading. 2.00 or 2.50

Clear, compact, readable.

students.
Hutchins' Williams on Real Property. 4.00

The latest and best edition of Williams . The editor is a professor in Michigan Univer:
sity Law School.

Indermaur's Common Law Cases. Cloth . . 1.50

An abridgment of Smith's Leading Cases .

Metcalf on Contracts. Heard's Edition . 3.50

**Nowriter has stated the law of contracts moretersely and clearly ." Hon. Edmund H.
Bennett.

Schouler on Wills. 2 ed . ( See above. ) 5.50

Snow's Cases on International Law . Cloth . 3.50

principles New Abridgment and Encyclopædia of English Law. 12 vols. 72.00

An Encyclopædic presentation of legal principles, by the best living English authorities ;

of the Law . published in 1898.

key to The Digest of English Case Law. By John Mews and nine
96.00teen assistant editors. 16 vols .

English Thisworkiready November, 1898), is thefirst complete digest ever published of all English

tReports.
reports both Law and Equity.

Lawyer's
TheGreen Bag: an entertaining magazine for Lawyers. Pub

lished monthly. Single copies 50c. Annual Subscription . . 4.00

Solace. This bright and interesting periodical is finishing its tenth year, and “ is the first luxury

a successful lawyer should allow himself."

a

See elsewhere for Leisure Hour Books and for Legal Portraits.

A Short Catalogue of Text- Books in General Use, and an Illustrated cata

logue of Standard Law Books, sent free on application.
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This paper is published irregu
is published irregu- toa young practitioner. If he figures up, he will find

that such a library of say ten or twelve volumes will not

larly for advertising purposes by cost over $50.00.

How to Add to a Small Library . — Having made
The Boston Book Company, a start, and begun to get practice, an excellent way to

build up a library of useful books, is to make each case

CHARLES C. SOULE, President, pay for its own books. When a client comes in , tell

him that you will need such and such books to examine

Law Publishers and Booksellers, the law ,and do full justice to his case , and that you

expect him to pay for them as a practical retainer. If

15% BEACON ST ., BOSTON, MASS. he assents , your books will not only be paid for in ad

vance by the business requiring them - but you will

also have to examine them practically and thoroughly

PROGRESSIVE BOOK BUYING . and will thus gradually accumulate a library, with each

Aids to Study of the Law.. Students who can
volume of which you are on terms of familiar acquaint

afford to go to Law schools find their reading prescribed
The old proverb “ Fear the man of one book ,"

for them, but those who begin at home, orin alawyer's might then be altered to “ Fear the man who buys one
book at a time.”

office, are not often sure what they should read .

An excellent book for preparatory reading (or for re
The First Reports to Buy.-- After a while, as

view) is Ewell's Essentials of the Law . The first practice increases in volume and value, the rising

volume isan edition of Blackstone, unencumbered with lawyer needs not only statutes, text- books and digests,

but also reports.

notes, and boiled down to an essence, by omission of
The first set he gets will naturally be the reports of his

everything obsolete , and by printing matter merely il
own state . If he lives in New York or perhaps in some

lustrative, in fine type. The other volumes are terse
other states, he will find so voluminous a local literature

statements , condensed from authorities, of the leading
that the chance is he will never get beyond it. But if

topics of the law.

Othergood books for students are described elsewhere
he resides in a smaller state , less prolific in law , he will

in this paper. One general consideration may be men
soon begin to consider getting other reports, and then

comes the puzzling question “ What set will add most
tioned here ; that economy is served by buying for pur

poses of study treatises which are usefulin practice ; for
to the practical efficiency of my library ?”

Wills, for instance, Schouler; for Evidence, Best ; chose English Ruling Cases, because ( 1) that series
Investigation and comparison are likely to lead him to

for Equity, Foster's Federal Practice , and so on . If
gives so many decisions of first -class authority : (2) the

the student can afford to own it, he will also find the

new edition of Bouvier's Law Dictionaryfullof principalcasesare given in full , speaking for themselves,

and all ready to take into court : (3 ) they are grouped

condensed treatises, explanations of law terms and
together by topics, so as to cover and illustrate the

translations of Law French and Law Latin .

A Good Library for Fifty Dollars .
point in hand : and (4 ) they are illustrated by excellent

When the

English and American notes, elaborating the law and
law student passes his examination and is admitted to

the Bar, he needs some sort of a library and usually servingas guides to further investigation ,if it is needed.

There is no other set in existence which so satisfactorily
has very limited funds to draw upon. Fortunately books

embodies the “ leading case idea.

are now available which will meet the requirements of a

young lawyer's practice and will cost altogether not

much over fifty dollars , at the outset. LEGAL PORTRAITS .

The first essential is of course the Statutes of his own
We publish in connection with the Green Bag the

State. The next is a late , thorough , and reliable com
following portraits, suitable for framing.

pendium of the whole law, to which he can turn for
Chief- Justice Marshall. 20 x 24 inches. Price , $ 1.00.

prompt information whenever clients ask advice. Such
Daniel Webster. Size 19 x 23 inches. Price, $ 1.00.

a guide he will find ( if he has not already bought it as a
The Chief Justices of the Un ed States. (Jay , Rutledge

student) in Rawle's Revision of Bouvier's Law
Ellsworth, Marshall, Taney, Chase, Waite, Fuller. )

Dictionary, just published and right up to date. If Group. Size 24 x 30 inches. Price, $ 3.00 .

he adds to these books a good standard treatise on each The United States Supreme Court in Session, 1894 .

of the few topics likely to come into first year practice ; ( Fuller, Field , Harlan , Gray , Brewer,Brown , Shiras,

- such as Evidence , Contracts, Torts, Real Prop- Jackson, White .) 30 x 24 inches. Price, $ 3.00.

erty, Wills, etc. (good examples of such treatises are On receipt of the price, we will send either of these

Schouler on Wills and Taylor on Evidence), he pictures, securely packed in a pasteboard roll, to any

will have enough books to provide reading for leisure address. Or, - we will send either one — whichever

hours, and to enable him to answer quickly and with may be selected — without charge, to any new subscriber

reasonable certainty such questions as are apt to come who sends us four dollars for the Green Bag for 1899.
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A LAW LIBRARY IN TWO VOLUMES .

COMPLETE. UP TO DATE. RELIABLE . ENCYCLOPÆDIC.

BOUVIER'S LAW DICTIONARY

FRANCIS RAWLE'S REVISION

2350 double-column pages : each column equal to an ordinary page.

Two Volumes : law sheep, $ 12.00 net

(or delivered by Express for $ 13.00 net. )

Permanent

Standard.

A recognized standard for sixty years , BOUVIER'S LAW

DICTIONARY has retained favor with two generations of law

yers , and although several other dictionaries have appeared within

that time, no one of them can supersede it , and BOUVIER still

holds first place in the esteem of the American bar.

The Law Book

of Law Books.

To BOUVIER'S LAW DICTIONARY the experienced prac

titioner turns first, when confronted by a puzzling phrase or ques

tion of law . With BOUVIER and a dozen good text-books on

Evidence, Contracts, Real Property, Wills , etc. , a young lawyer is

well equipped for opening an office and beginning practice.

Aot a Dere

Dictionary .

As our older lawyers know, BOUVIER'S LAW DICTION

ARY is more than a glossary ; it is really an ENCYCLOPÆDIA

giving not only definitions of words, phrases, and foreign terms

but also clear and compact treatises on every topic of the law,

with full citation of authorities , brought down to date . If any one

book can be said to be a complete law library,- it is BOUVIER.

The last edition of BOUVIER appeared in 1883. Our age of

invention and progress is developing so many phases of legislation ,

litigation , and law, that a Law Dictionary, like a text-book, requires

revision about once in ten or fifteen years . Even such a standard

as BOUVIER must be kept constantly abreast of the latest topics

and the latest decisions .

Old Editions

Obsolete.

Thew Law and

Late Cases.

Notwithstanding the permanent character of part of the con

tents of BOUVIER , the development of our law has been so great

and so rapid that over one - third of the matter of this edition is

entirely new, and much of the remainder has been recast. The

result is a revision which will fully sustain the reputation of the

work for fulness, authority and practical usefulness .

The Editor, FRANCIS RAWLE, Esq. , is one of the leaders of

the Philadelphia Bar, and exceptionally equipped for the task by

ability, education , and years of varied practice. He has thrown

himself into this work with unusual zeal, and has spared no

time necessary to secure completeness and accuracy.

A Capable

Editor.

PUBLISHED BY THE BOSTON BOOK CO.,

CHARLES C. SOULE, PRESIDENT,

See next page . 15 1-2 BEACON ST. , BOSTON, MASS.
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RAWLE'S REVISION OF BOUVIER'S LAW DICTIONARY CON

TAINS 700 NEW PAGES AND OVER 4,000 NEW TITLES. The

limited space of this circular only allows mention of a few of the

most important.

THE FOLLOWING IMPORTANT ARTICLES ARE EITHER ADDED

IN THIS EDITION, OR SO ABSOLUTELY NEW THAT THEY

SUPERSEDE THE OLD ARTICLES.

Blockade Gas Liquor Law Precedents

Cashier Grade Crossing Lobbyist Prisoner

Causa Proxima Horse Race Lottery Privacy

Clearing House Hypnotism Mental Suffering Privileges and Immunities

Code Independent Contractor Merger and Consolidation Prize

Commercial Agency Independent Promises Military Occupation Prize Fight

Dead Body Insurance Mines and Mining Profits

Death International Law Mortgage (Corporate) Promoters

Druggist International Arbitration Neutrality Prospectors
Electric Light Interstate Commerce Com. Novatim Rates (Corporate)

Ethics, Legal Intervention Officer Religion

Executive Power Irrigation Oleomargarine Reorganization

Experts Judicial Power Opinion Res Judicata

Fictitious Payee Kleptomania Original Package Restraint of Trade

Fire Labor Topics Over Issue Safe Deposit Companies

Flag, Law of the Land Title and Transfer Perils of the Sea Trademark

Footprints Lands, Public Photograph Trusts

Foreign Corporation Lease (Corporation ) Physical Examination War

Foreign Judgment Legislative Power Police Power

Foreign Law Liberty of Contract Pollution of Waters

Freight License (Tax) Possession

THE ARTICLES ON THE FOLLOWINGTHE FOLLOWING IMPORTANT TITLES

HAVE BEEN RECAST, REWRITTEN, AND BROUGHT DOWN

TO THE YEAR 1898 .

Agency Due Process of Law Lien Rolling Stock

Arrest Election ; Elections Malice Sale

Bridge
Eminent Domain Master and Servant Salvage

Collision
Ex Post Facto Laws Measure of Damages Statute

Commerce Ferry Municipal Corporations Stock and Stockholder

Common Carriers Fishery Negligence Surety

Conflict of Laws Handwriting Nuisance Taxation

Consideration Ignorance Partnership Telegraph

Constitutional Law Impairing the Ob. of Con . Patent Telephone

Contract Injunction Physician Ultra Vires

Copyright Insanity (4 Related Titles ) Pledge U. S. Courts

Covenant Judgment Proxy Will

Damages Jurisdiction Quorum Witness

Directors Law Railroad

Divorce Letter Removal of Causes

Domicil Libel Res Judicata

EVERY OTHER TITLE IN THE BOOK HAS BEEN EXAMINED AND

REVISED IN THE LIGHT OF MODERN SCHOLARSHIP AND

LATE DECISIONS.

RAWLE'S REVISION OF BOUVIER IS THUS AN OLD BOOK AND

A STANDARD AS REGARDS AUTHORITY, BUT A NEW BOOK

AS REGARDS LATE LAW.

TWO LARGE VOLUMES, LAW SHEEP, $12.00 net.

See next page. DELIVERED FOR $13.00 net.
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THE GREEN BAG
IS

THE

ONE LUXURY WHICH EVERY LAWYER

OUGHT TO ALLOW HIMSELF.

THE GREEN BAG : An entertaining Magazine for

Lawyers. Edited by Horace W. Fuller. Published

monthly by the BOSTON BOOK COMPANY, 1572 Beacon

Street, Boston. Subscription , $ 4.00 net per annum.

Bound Volumes, in green half-morocco, $ 5.00 net per vol.

Single numbers, fifty cents .

THE GREEN BAG, begun in January, 1889, aims

at the recreation of lawyers. The larger portion of

the contents of each number— biographies, historical

sketches, portraits, and articles on jurisprudence –

will be found to be of present interest as well as of

permanent value. With these substantials is inter

woven a sparkling variety of anecdotes, satire , humor

and light verse ; the whole making by far the most

entertaining magazine ever offered to the legal pro

fession .

BOOK NOTES .

Supplement to Jones's Index The lawyers

and librarians who have found Jones's Index and

Legal Periodicals a help when puzzled to trace prin

ciples or find authorities, will be glad to know that the

author, Le A. Jones, well known to the pro

fession through his many excellent law books, is now

passing through the press a supplement, bringing the

Index down to date. Through its aid , the reader can

unlock the treasures of back files of English and Amer

ican law journals, and can find the annotated case or

the thorough monograph which, without the index ,

would be hidden like the needle in the haystack.

Fine Present for a Lawyer. — For Christmas,

for a birthday or for any other anniversary calling for

commemoration, a most acceptable present for any

cultivated lawyer would be a full set of The Green

Bag. The ten volumes now issued ; or rather, to be

finished with the number for December, 1898 , bound in

handsome dark green calf-morocco (price $ 50.00 net) ,

are an ornament to office or library shelves, and contain

not only a portrait gallery and biographical dictionary

of the Bench and Bar, but also a great store of instruc

tion and amusement for rainy days and winter evenings .

A Guide to Abbreviations. A handy book to

have on the office desk is Abbreviations used in Law

Books (Law sheep , $1.50 net ), reprinted from the Law

yers' Reference Manual, edition of 1883. Although

the list does not include abbreviations of titles ,of report,

etc. , issued since that year, it is helpful, where help is

most needed , because most lawyers and students are

familiar through daily use, and through catalogues and

advertisements with the law literature of to-day and are

only puzzled by the old and unfamiliar citations .

Dicey cited by the Courts. — Although a new

book , Dicey on the Conflict of Laws has begun to

be cited with approval and respect in our courts . For

instance, in Polson v . Stewart, 167 Mass. 211 , Judge

Holmes speaks of “ Mr. Dicey's very able and valuable

book ," and Chief Justice Field cites it at length in a dis

senting opinion . And in U. S. v . Wong, etc. , 169 U. S.

649, Mr. Justice Gray citing Dicey on the Conflict

of Laws, characterises it as a “ careful and thoughtful”

work. Such expressions of approval from the bench

are better guaranties of merit than a score of ordinary

“ book reviews. "

THE CONTENTS are so varied as to cover the

whole field of literature which could especially in

terest lawyers, except the cases and commentaries

which pertain to the business of law . These THE

GREEN BAG leaves to the many law periodicals, gen

eral or local, which already cover that ground.

Against them it essays no rivalry ; but every lawyer

who takes one of these practical law journals needs

also THE GREEN Bag as a complement and supple

ment.

THE BOUND VOLUMES of THE GREEN BAG

form a portrait gallery of the Bench and Bar. Each

number contains a full-page portrait as frontispiece

and au illustrated historical or biographical article.

The ten volumes contain over a thousand portraits.

No better present can be found for a judge, lawyer,

or law student than this handsome set.

LAWYERS' LEISURE HOUR BOOKS.

There are hours of waiting for clients , or of resting

from work , — when the weary lawyer wants something

to read more entertaining than Bouvier's Law Dic

tionary . For his relief we can offer the following books :

Noted French Trials : — Impostors and Adven

turers. By Horace W. Fuller , editor of the Green

Bag Cloth , $ 1.00 net.

Law and Lawyers in Literature. By Irving

Browne. An amusing collection of hits at the legal

profession . Cloth , $ 1 50 net.

The Order of the Coif. By Alexander Pulling.

Illustrated by views of the old courts Practically a

history of the early practice of law. Cloth, $ 3.00 .

To this list may also be added the Green Bag, which

brings recreation to its subcribers once a month .

To take up some of its leading features :

SUPREME COURTS. - THE GREEN Bag has contained a

series of readable articles on the Supreme Courts of the

States, with portraits of the judges who have built up

our system of American jurisprudence.

BIOGRAPHIES. A prominent feature lies in frequent bio

graphical sketches, with portraits of eminent judges,

lawyers, and legal authors.

RECORDS OF EXPERIENCE. – Under this head may be

grouped reminiscences of eminent lawyers , accounts of

remarkable trials , and other incidents of practice.

LEGAL HISTORY AND ANTIQUITIES. — Considerable atten

tion is paid to the history of the law and its ancient cus

toms or peculiarities.

Humor AND ANECDOTE. – Every number contains a de

partment of Facetiæ ; and many of the contributions

( including some in verse ) have a humorous tone.

THE LAWYER's Easy CHAIR . — THE GREEN Bag has a

monthly contribution under this title from IRVING

BROWNE, whose pungent editorials are familiar to

lawyers.

ILLUSTRATIONS. – The chief attraction of THE GREEN

Bag is its collection of portraits. It is worth taking, if

the subscriber has only time enough to look through the

pictures in each number as it arrives .

Why not try THE GREEN BAG for a year ?
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LAW DICTIONARIES .
Laws of Great Britain, etc., folio, 1607 or 1609, with edi

tions in 1637, 1658, 1672, 1684, 1701 , 1708 , and 1727 .

There were many dictionaries of the Civil and the Jacob's New Law Dictionary explaining the rise ,

Canon Law . One curious specimen can be seen on the progress, and present state of the English law ” first ap

shelves of the Boston Book Company, in the shape of peared in one volume quarto, 1729. There were editions

three folios, entitled “ Repertorium famosissimum Utri. in 1732, 1736, 1739, 1743 (abridged) , 1744, 1750, 1756, 1762,

usque Juris, Doctoris Domini Petri Episcopi Brixien- 1772 , 1782 (by Ruffhead and Morgan) ; 1797 (11th edi

sis ,” published at Nuremberg, Calends of October, 1476. tion , by Tomlins, 2 vols . ) 1809, 2 vols . “greatly en

The English and American law dictionaries may be larged.” Still further amplified and published under

divided into two classes, the dictionary proper or glos. Tomlin's name, 2 vols . octavo , 1810, appearing in new

sary , containing merely definitions, and the encyclo- editions as “ Tomlin's Law Dictionary, 2 vols. , 1815,

pædic dictionary, containing also brief monographs. 1820, 1835 ; with an American reprint, 3 vols . , Philadel.

The earliest glossary appears to have been “ Exposic | phia, 1836. An American reprint of Jacob was pub

tiones Terminorum Legum Anglorum ” of which two lished in six volumes octavo, New York , 1811 .

editions-one in English and the other in Latin , were In 1764, (with editions, 1771 and 1782, and a Dublin re

published in 1527. This work was originally published print, 1764) appeared Cunningham's New and Complete

by John Rastell, and its authorship has been attributed Law Dictionary, or General Abridgment of the law.

both to him and to William Rastell. After an interval Burns' Law Dictionary, 2 vols. , London, 1792, and

of nearly forty years, it was revived under the new name Potts' Compendious Law Dictionary , 2 vols. , London ,

“ Terms of the Law , or Certain Difficult and Obscure 1803 and 1813, appear not to have been very successful .

Words, expounded etc. in French and English.” In The next English dictionary was Wharton's Law

this phase there were about twenty editions between Lexicon or Dictionary of Jurisprudence, London , 1848 ,

1563 and 1742. It was reprinted at Portland, Me. , in with editions in 1859, 1864, 1867 , 1872, 1876, 1883, 1889,

1812. A work entitled " An Exposition of Certaine Dif- 1892. It was reprinted at Harrisburg, Pa. , 2 vols . 1849.

ficult or Obscure Words of the Law , " perhaps an edition In 1882, Sweet's Dictionary of English Law ; Defini

of “ Termsof the Law " appeared in 1602. tions and Statement of Rules,was published in London ;

Skene's “ De Verborium Significatione, or Exposition and in 1890 , Stroud's Judicial Dictionary of Words and

of the Difficil Termes in the foure Bookes of Regiam Phrases Judicially Interpreted .

Majestatem . ” Edinburgh, folio, 1597 and 1641, was a
The reprints noticed above met the needs of the

glossary of Scotch law.
American bar until 1839, when Judge Bouvier published

Spelman's Glossary, folio 1626, 1664, 1687, expounded
the first edition of his “ Law Dictionary , adapted to the

the barbarous Law Latin ; and Skinner, “ Etymologica Constitution and Laws of the United States and the
Expositio Vocum Forensium ,” fol . , 1671 , covered about

several states. ” As it incorporated all the best parts of

the same ground.
the English law dictionaries, with careful statements of

Blount's Law Dictionary and Glossary , folio, 1679 ,
American law, Bouvier's Law Dictionary at once be

1691 , and with notes by William Nelson, 1717 , ap came, and has since continued to be, the favorite in this

proached more nearly the modern idea of a dictionary .
country . It is somewhat difficult to trace out the edi.

The Law French and Law Latin Dictionary, 1701
tions, as the publishers changed the title page with

and 1718, was specifically a glossary , as was also Kel each reprint, whether it had new matter or not. Tak

ham's Dictionary of Norman or Old French , 1779.

The smaller dictionaries of later years cannot be

ing it for granted however, that a copyright would be

taken out whenever new matter was incorporated, the
easily assigned to one or the other class by title ; but

copyright records show entries in 1813, 1848 , 1852 , 1867
the following appear to have been mainly glossaries, or and 1883. Although the last imprint claims to be the

at least so brief as not to be encyclopædic.
15th edition , it would thus appear to be the 6th ; and

Students Law Dictionary, or Expositor, London, 1740. Rawle's Revision is the 7th revised edition .

Williams' Compendious Law Dictionary, London , 1816. Burrill's Law Dictionary was published in New York ,
Tayler's Law Glossary, London , 1819 and 1823. Ameri

3 vols . 1850, with a second edition in 1859. This date

can editions 1833, 1813, 1855 , 1860, 1866 and 1873

( with later dates but apparently no changes ).
was changed from time to time, apparently without

Whishaw's New Law Dictionary London , 1829.
change of contents .

Tomlins' Popular Law Dictionary,London, 1838 .
Abbott's Law Dictionary of Terms and Phrases in

Holthouse, New Law Dictionary , London, 1839, 1846 :
American or English Jurisprudence was published at

reprinted Philadelphia, 1847 .
Boston , in 1879, in two volumes .

Brown's New Law Dictionary London , 1874, 1880 : re- Rapalje and Lawrence's Dictionary of American and

printed Albany, 1875. English Law was published in two volumes, Jersey

Mozley and Whitley, Concise Law Dict. , London, 1876 . City, N. J. , 1883.

Stimson's Glossary of the Common Law , Boston , 1881 . Anderson's Dictionary of Law, one volume, was pub

Rawson, Pocket Law Lexicon , London , 1882 , 1884, 1893. lished in 1888. The date on the title page has been

Adams' Juridical Glossary (incomplete ), Albany, 1886 . changed from time to time, without other changes.

Kinney's Law Dictionary and Glossary , Chicago, 1893 . Black's New Dictionary of Law was published at St.

The line of dictionaries containing judicial definitions Paul, Minn ., in 1891.

and dissertations on legal topics , as well as translations And now, in the new edition of Bouvier's Law

of words or phrases, was first foreshadowed in Cowell's Dictionary, American lawyers have the latest develop

Law Dictionary or Interpreter , “ Nomothetes," of ment of the combination of glossary and encyclopædia,

Words and Terms used in the Common and Statute which has proved most satisfactory in use .



ENGLISH RULING with American Notes .CASESCASES

-

Arranged , Annotated, and Edited by Robert Campbell, of Lincoln's Inn.

Full American Notes, citing from all jurisdictions, by Irving Browne.

To be comprised in 25 volumes. Law Sheep, $ 5.50 net per volume.

Delivered for $ 5.75 net. Vols . 1 to 17 (A to N ) now ready.

The object of this series is to present : - ( scope) all significant and authoritative English( .

decisions ; (time) from the earliest reports to the present time ; ( plan ) arranged alphabetically by

topics, for ready reference ; ( rule ) a “ Rule " of Law prefacing each group of cases ; (old law ) the

early or “ leading " case given in full; (new law ) also the latest “ ruling " case in full ; ( notes) the

English notes abstracting collateral cases and statutes ; the American notes showing accord or

divergence of our law.

This plan is novel, but eminently practical . No other series gives so much sound law in such

available form .

66

3
66

9

9

To illustrate the plan of English Ruling Cases we give an analysis of the topic

INSURANCE

Vols . 13 and 14 of English Ruling Cases are largely taken up with this subject.

The method of the Series can be understood by the following extract from the Table of

Contents . The “ Ruling Cases ” are given in full : the notes quote or cite the principal pertinent

English and American cases .

$ 1 : Insurable Interest 14 cases in full ; 15 pp . English notes; 21 pp. American notes

$ 2 : Insurance Agents .
5 4

3 : Making ofthe Contract ; The Slip ;

Representation and Conceal

ment 7 9

$ 4 : Illegality 3 5 1

$ 5 : Inception and Duration ofthe Risk 20 16 17

$ 6 : Construction ; a . General Rules ;

b . Implied Warranties; c . Ex

press Warranties and Excep

tions ; d. Valued Policies ; e.

Suing and Laboring Clauses 22 19 40

$ 7 : Deviation and Change of Voyage ;
(See Deviation, 9. E. R. C. )

$ 8 : Loss ; Causa Proxima Spectatur ; 7

$ 9 : Abandonment and Total Loss :

( See Abandonment, 1 E.R.C.)

10 : General Average Loss
7

$ 11 : Adjustment of Losses 2

$ 12 : Return of Premium 7 2 2

66

6
6

66
6

66

6
6

15

66

5 10

56 . N
o
r
s

66 66 66 66

The body of law thus described comprises 1100 pages , covering the topic of Insurance ,

with 100 leading cases reported in full, ready to take into court, 81 pages of English notes, and

123 pages American notes, citing pertinent cases in all jurisdictions.

၄ 9

If you want to assure yourself of the authority of such a series,

send for our circulars “ Value of English Decisions in the

United States, ” and “ Comparative Citation of Authorities.” If

you want testimony as to the merits of the series, send for

our circular “ Opinions of Subscribers to English Ruling Cases. "

If you have a good library , but do not own English Ruling Cases, we ask you , in justice

both to your own practice and to the interests of legal literature, to look into this Series.

Address THE BOSTON BOOK CO. , 154 Beacon St. , Boston .
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PERSUASIVE AUTHORITY. cision of the court, in each case, - a satisfactory plan

law is founded on law.
reports .

Since1975,the law or england and thatmore the United Stillanother recent English publicationswhichewill

States have developed from the same foundation, under
interest many American lawyers- and should certainly

similar conditions of progress. be in every library, is the new Abridgment and En

Decisions of English courts on points not decided in
cyclopædia of English Law. The absence of Ameri

our own country, and on questions (not statutory ) aris
can notes may affect its value , but the fact that each

ing from the development of modern commerce , traffic ,
article is written by a specialist, and recognized author

manufacture and invention, are of great interest here.
ity , whose name is given in the table of contents, will

Citations of pertinent English cases are listened to
add weight and value to the compilation.

with respect by our courts, and may have great influ

ence on their decisions. Examination of recent State
FORMER ENGLISH DIGESTS .

and Federal reports shows that English cases are still

cited oftener than any other reports, except those of The earliest digests of English law were the Abridg

the citing court. ments , of which a full account will be found in another

These propositions will be accepted by good lawyers, column. These fairly served the purposes of digests for

— butthe question they are apt to ask is “ Granted that over three hundred years.

sound and pertinent English decisions would be useful The earliest book which might be designated as a

to us, how can we distinguish the English books which digest was Ashe's Tables to the Year Books, 2 vols . ,

are useful, from those which are useless ? ” folio , 1614. In the eighteenth century , digests of the

This query is netural, for the latest catalogues give law on special topics, and digests of individual reporters,

titles of over six hundred text-books now in use in Eng- or of reports in individual courts through short series of

land , and sixteen hundred volumes of reports, — be- years, were published from time to time , but the series

sides periodicals, digests and statutes. of comprehensive English digests began with Coventry

There are a few books, however, which can be sug- and Hughes' Analytical Digested Index to the Common

gested as undoubtedly serviceable on this side of the Law Reports, Henry III to 1 George III ( 1216 to 1760 ) ,

Atlantic . Among text-books, those which deal with prin- 2 vols . , London , 1827 ; reprinted at Philadelphia , 2 vols.,

ciples of law and equity, rather than with statutes or 1832. This Index, or Digest, covered the older reports,

practice, have universal application wherever the Com- and seems to have been considered so far sufficient and

mon Law is followed . And among books of principle, final, for Harrison's Digest and its successors, Fisher

those which have been republished are undoubtedly and Mews, do not go back of 1756 .

doubled in value by good American notes. The older In the year 1829 , the first edition of Harrison's Analyt

books are known to every lawyer. Among these ical Digest of all reported Cases in the House of Lords,

Taylor on Evidence, the leading English authority the several Courts of Common Law , Bankruptcy , and

on that subject, has always taken first rank, - and still Crown Cases, was published in 2 vols. The second

holds it by virtue of the excellence of Chamberlayne's edition of “ Harrison's Common Law Digest” appeared

American notes to the last edition . A recent illus- in 3 vols . , 1835 : with an additional volume in 1837.

tration of the usefulness in America of English books The third edition , by R. Tarrant Harrison , came out in

of principle, is Dicey's Conflict of Laws, with notes 4 vols. in 1844, with a supplement by R. A. Fisher in

by Prof. J. B. Moore of Columbia University. 1856. Harrison's Digest was reprinted in 3 vols ., at

To make a selection among English reports has been Philadelphia, in 1835, with annual appendices bound up

even more difficult . Of late years the current Law Re- as an additional volumein 1842 ; and was again reprinted

ports have been favorites in this country ; but that set at Philadelphia in 7 vols. in 1853.

is now getting to be so large and costly, thatanother se- In 1870, R. A. Fisher published under his own name

lection must be made by lawyers with limited resources. in 5 vols. , what was practically a new edition of Harri

Fortunately a new series is now in course of publica- son ; with a 2 volume supplement in 1880 ; reprinted in

tion , which solves the problem. This is New York as Jacobs Fisher's Digest , 9 vols. , 1880-1882,

English Ruling Cases. — The editor has used the with two supplementary volumes. In 1884 another edi.

term “ Ruling · rather than “ Leading," because the tion by Mews (known as Mews' Fisher, -or Mews' Com

latter has come to mean the older cases lying at the root mon Law Digest) appeared in 7 vols. , with a supplement,

of legal doctrines, - while his scheme is to print in full , 1 vol . , 1889. Annual supplements to Harrison , Fisher

under each topic of his alphabetical arrangement, all the and Mews, have been published since 1837.

cases which now govern the law , new as well as old . In 1831 , Edward Chitty's “ Index to all the Cases , etc. ,

This grouping of cases under topics, with illustrative relating to Equity and Bankruptcy from the Earliest

English and American notes , is a novel idea, admir- Period ,” was published in two volumes. A second edi

ably carried out. The American lawyer who owns tion followed , in 4 vols ., 1837 ; a third by JamesMacau .

English Ruling Cases has on his shelves the essence lay, 4 vols.,1853 ; and a fourth by William F. Jones and

of English law. Henry E. Hirst , in 9 vols . , 1883–1889. The first , third and

Another aid to research , on somewhat different lines fourth editions were imported in quantities, with im

is the new Digest of English Case Law, 16 vols. , prints of Phila. ( 1831, 1853 ) , and Boston ( 1883–1889 ).

described on another page. It is a singular thing that “ The Digest of the English Case Law, " 16 vols . ,

no complete digest has ever before appeared in Eng. published in November, 1898 , is the first digest to in
land . It is of the old -fashioned pattern, full statement clude in one alpbabetical arrangement, all the English

of the facts, and somewhat lengthy abstract of the de. reports, on both law and equity sides.



Chamberlayne's Dicey on

Taylor on Evidence

When you buy a work on Evidence

compare Taylor with the other books,

and note how thoroughly and satisfac

torily each topic is treated :

a. By the learned author in the text .

6. By Chamberlayne in the notes :

Taylor has been the English stand

ard for fifty years, while Chamber

layne's American notes cover 700

pages of small type, and form a treatise

in themselves.

Every office ought to have a copy of

Taylor on Evidence, of this edition .
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the Conflict of Laws

This topic is especially interesting in

this country, whose fifty jurisdictions

are perpetually in conflict.

Dicey is Blackstone's successor at

Oxford, - one of the ablest living legal

writers, now lecturing before the Har

vard Law School.

Moore has been Assistant Secretary

of State and Professor of International

Law at Columbia University , New York .

The work is written on the modern

method of Rule, Comment, Illustration ,

Citation and Note .

Taylor on Evidence : Ninth Edition, with

American Notes by C. F. Chamberlayne.

3 vols . $12.00 net.

A Digest of the Law of England with

reference to the Conflict of Laws by A. V.

Dicey. With American Notes by Prof. John

Bassett Moore. 1 vol. $6.50 net.

Send for our Catalogue of Law Books

Foster's Federal

Courts and Constitution

Schouler on

Estates of Decedents

Foster's Federal Practice is so well

known to the profession and is so stand

ard an authority that it requires no

special commendation here .

It is especially strong in its state

ment of Equity Practice.

Foster on the Constitution , is by

the same author. Vol. I , complete in

itself, discusses the early portions of

the Constitution, its history, and the

changes produced by the Amendments ,

the Civil War, and Reconstruction .
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Schouler on Wills is one of the best

of text books, — giving in one volume

clearly , tersely and thoroughly, — the

American Law of Wills.

It is so concise and readable that it

is used as a text -book in many law

schools ; and yet so full and accurate

that it is the favorite work on Wills for

practitioners .

Schouler on Executors is a compan

ion volume, equally reliable . The two

books together make a comprehensive

treatise on the Estates of Decedents.

A Treatise on Federal Practice in Civil

Causes . By Roger Foster . Second Edi

tion . 2 vols. $12.00 net.

A Treatise on the American Law of Wills,

by James Schouler. Second Edition , 1 vol.

$5.50 net.

Commentaries on the Constitution of the

United States. By Roger Foster. Vol. I,

cloth , $4.50 net ; sheep, $5.00 net. Vols .

2 and 3 in preparation .

A Treatise on the American Law of Ex

ecutors and Administrators, by James

Schouler. Second Edition, vol. $5.50 net.
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THE VERNACULAR IN COURT.

Witness. — I noticed that she has a black eye.

Judge. — One moment, I don't quite follow you .

What was the color of her other eye ?

Witness. - I mean her husband had tlackened her

eye .

Judge. – What an extraordinary thing to do ! Did

he use paint or burnt cork or soot, or what?

Witness. — No ; I mean he fetched her one and

that made her eye black .

Judge. Fetched her one ! I presume you mean

he fetched her a black glass eye from a dealer in

such articles ?

Counsel. — No, your lordship . The witness means

that the women was struck in the eye, and that the

result was discoloration of the adjacent flesh .

Judge. – O ! Now I understand .

Witness. — She went out, and said , " I'll be back

in half a jiffy . "

Judge. — I don't know what kind of conveyance

that is , but why didn'tshe come back in a whole one ?

Witness. — It isn't a conveyance, my Lord .

Judge. — 0, is it a garment ?

Counsel. — No, your Lordship. It is a common

expression for a short space of time .

Judge. — Dear me ! How very confusing ! Go on .
Witness. She gave me a bob.

Judge. Dropped you a curtsey, you mean, eh ?

Wilness . No, a shilling .

Judge. — I never heard a shilling called a bob be

fore . Go on .

Witness. — And I took my hook .

Judge . — You had brought a hook with you , then ?

Counsel. He means he took his departure. Go on .

Witness . When I saw her again she'd been on the

booze.

Julge. — Is that a river ?

Witne88 . – I mean she'd been drinking .

Judge. — Then why didn't you say so ?

Witness. = I saw a policeman , and went up to

him and said , “ bobby - " .

Judge. — You knew the policeman intimately, then ?

Witness. Never saw him before in my life .

Junge - And yet you knew his Christian name and

addressed him by it in its most familiar form .

Counsel. A policeman is frequently called a bob

by, my lord .

Judge. — Dear me ! I was not aware of it , I never

heard the expression before.

Counsel (to witness ) . — And you gave her in

charge ?

Witness . Yes ; but the policeman , he said ,

• What's your game? ”

Judge. — What had you in your hand , then

brace of pheasants, or a hare, or what ?

Counsel . – 0, skittles !

Judge. 0 , that was the game ! But how could

the witness be playing skittles in the street ?

TheWitness (to counsel) .- 0 , Lor ' ! Ain't he a treat !

Counsel. — Yes. You'd better stand down till I

can get a sworn interpreter, It's not my business.

From The Green Bag.

THE BAR.

The whole topic of the Bar seems constantly to have

given occasion to very remarkable mistakes, as to the

meaning of legal expressions such as “ Trial at Bar,"

“ Called to the Bar, ” * Under the Bar,” “ The Side

Bar," etc. , such expressions having generally very dis

tinct derivations, e.g. the barres in the old halls of the

Inns of Court and the bar of the Courts of Law.

From old time in the Inns of Court the Utter -Barris

ter was the advanced apprentice of the law, who had

passed the barre of the ball of his Inn and become one

of the apprenticii ad barros, or Gentlemen of the Bar :

whilst the Junior class, or Students, were kept within

the barre and denominated apprenticii infra barros,

Inner Barristers, or Gentlemen under or below the Bar.

On the other hand, by a curious transition , the ex

pression “ within the Bar," obtained in Westminster

Hall and elsewhere , out of the Halls of the Inns of

Court, an exactly opposite meaning -- the more ad

vanced of the apprentices of the law being in due form

called from the Outer Bar by special favour, and gen

erally referred to in the Courts as the Gentlemen of the

Inner Bar, whilst those not so distinguished had been

called the “ Gentlemen of the Outer Bar. "

The actual bar of the Courts , of which we have already

spoken , and which, like the barre de Palais de Justice

in France, gave a designation to the whole order of ad

vocates, appears formerly to have been always suffi

ciently distinct : and the rules and observances relating

to its custody in old times were very strictly enforced

- the ancient office of Keeper of the Barre or Usher,

being one of no small importance ; and it is remark

able that to this day in both Houses of Parliament the

words “ Bench ” and “ Bar " have to a great extent the

same meaning as when the High Court of Parliament

constituted the Curia Regis, with its different Benches ,

and the suitors or applicants for justice , or the accused

offender, came, with their Counsel standing beside them ,

to be heard at the Bar ; this bar being always on such

occasions drawn out with great ceremony, to prevent

improper intrusion on either of the Benches.

The bar of the old Courts at Westminster seems to

have been guarded and kept with the same forms as in

the more ancient Curia Regis . In the pictures and il

luminations already referred to we see the Judges on

the different Benches , the officials at the tables below ,

and the litigants with their Counsel, the Serjeants of the

Coif , standing by them at the Bar. The picture of the

King's Bench , in addition to what we see in that of the

Common Pleas, shows us the Prisoner at the Bar with

his Counsel standing by him : and in other representa

tions of the old Courts we have ample proof of the old

use of the bar as the proper place for the pleader, the

litigant , and the prisoner.

The bar of the old Curia Regis in this manner separ

ated these who legally constituted the Court (with its

official staff ) from those who were not thus belonging to

it , but came as litigants , suitors, or pleaders, or as wit.

nesses, defendants, or prisoners. The Judges and other

members of the tribunal sat on the Benches , whilst the

litigants and advocates stood at the bar. The separ

ation was not merely imaginary. It was made by a

substantial barrier of iron or wood .

From Pullings Order of the Coif.
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ABRIDGMENTS OF THE LAW.
Nelson's Abridgment of the Common Law of Eng

The bench and bar found the reports so voluminous land , 3 vols., folio , 1725, chiefly though incorrectly

that they resorted to abridgments four centuries ago. copied from Hughes," and like the latter, included only

In or about the year 1470, R. Pynson published cases since the publication of Fitzherbert and Brooke.

Statham's Abridgment. This interesting specimen No second edition was issued .

of early typography is printed in characters made to re- In 1736 appeared the first volume of the first edition

semble court-handwriting. There is no title -page, but of Bacon's New Abridgment of the Law, a work

from the character of the type, the volume is supposed which has had a hundred and fifty years of use. As

to have been printed by Tailleur ( of Rouen , France ), originally published , it was largely founded on treatises

for Pynson. This is apparently the first attempt to written by Lord Chief Baron Gilbert. Matthew Bacon

methodize the decisions of courts of law in England. It died before this work was completed and it was finished

contains many cases not in the printed Year Books. by Sergent Sayer and Owen Ruffhead . Editions :

In 1516, before the series of reports known as the First, 5 vols. folio , London, 1736–1759 ; second, 5 vols .

Year Books had been completed , Fitzherbert's folio, London, 1762 ; third , 5 vols . folio , London, 1768–

" Graunde Abridgment " was printed by Wynken 1770 ; fourth , 5 vols. folio , London, 1778 ; supplement by

de Worde (or Pynson,) in three part folio, usually bound Cunningham , 1 vol . folio , 1786 ; fifth by Gwillim , 7 vols.

as one volume. Subsequent editions were published in octavo, London, 1798 ; sixth by Gwillim , 7 vols. octavo ,

1565 and 1577. Although this compilation is mainly a London, 1807 ; seventh by Gwillim and Dodd , 8 vols .

common place book to the Year Books, it contains octavo, London , 1832 ; American edition by Bird Wil

original cases, and merits place as a volume of reports. son , 7 vols . , octavo, Phila ., 1811 ; American edition by
There appeared from time to time during the sixteenth John Bouvier, 10 vols. octavo, Phila ., 1842-1846.

and seventeenth centuries abridgments of individual re- The edition of Sir Henry Gwillim , 1798 , was carefully

ports, - the Book of Assizes and other Year Books, revised and enlarged. Several editors assisted Mr.

Dyer, Plowden , Moore , Cole, Crocker, etc. Excluding Dodd in preparing the 1832 edition , the standard in Eng

these from the list, the next compendium of the whole land. Judge Bouvier's edition , which has been once or

law, in point of time was Brooke's Graunde Abridg- twice reprinted with changed title-page , but few other

ment, first published in two parts, folio, usually bound changes, is by far the best for American use .

in one volume, London, 1568. Subsequent editions or Viner's General Abridgment of Law and Equity

impressions appear to have been published in 1570 , 1573, is said by Marvin to be “ the most voluminous produc

1576 and 1586. This abridgment was founded on Fitz- tion of any single individual in the whole bibliography

herbert, but has more titles , and much original matter. of the Common Law .” Everything in the older abridg.

Hughes' “ Grand Abridgment of the Law Con- ments, with much new matter, is included in this series.

tinued,” 3 vols. , 4to 1660-62 was intended as a supple- Story says that “ its principal merit is its extent. " There

ment to Fitzherbert and Brooke. It covers “ from 1 Eliz . were two editions, – the first, in 23 vols . , folio, printed

to the present time." Only one edition was issued . at the author's residence, Aldershot, on paper made

In 1668 Henry Rolle published “ Un Abridgment with the watermark C. V. (Charles Viner ) ; – the

des Cases et Resolutions del Common Ley, Alphabeti- second in 24 vols . octavo , London , 1791–1794 . A sup

calment Digest desouth severall Titles ," two volumes, plement in six volumes, was published , 1799–1806.

folio with a preface by Sir Matthew Hale. This was Comyn's Digest of the Laws of England is rather

a partial reprint of Fitzherbert and Brooke with ad- an abridgment than a digest. Its method is based on

ditions. Its chief merits appear to have been style and a systematic and scientific distribution and subdivision

arrangement. Only one edition appeared. of the titles of the law. Editions as follows:

The only edition of Sheppard's Grand Abridg- First , 5 vols. folio ( Law French ), London , 1762-1767 ;

ment of the Common and Statute Law of England , continuation, 1 vol . folio, London , 1776 ; second , 5 vols.

was published in four parts , bound as three volumes folio , London, 1781 ; third by Kyd , 6 vols. octavo , Lon

quarto , in 1675. Though this is the first abridgment don , 1792 [fourth by Kyd ,6 vols . octavo , Dublin , 1793] ;

written in English , it seems to have been a failure ; per- fourth by Rose , 6 vols . octavo, London, 1800 ; fifth by

haps (Marvin säys ), because the author, although well Hammond, 8 vols . octavo , London , 1822 ; American edi.

known through his Touchstone of Common Assurances tion by Day, 8 vols , octavo, New York , 1824-1826.

and other legal treatises , was an adherent of the Com- William's Abridgment, 5 vols . , 1798-1803 only in

monwealth , and published his abridgment when Crom- cluded cases at law during the reign of George III .

well's friends were not amici curiae. Petersdorff's Abridgment, 15 vols ., London , 1825

In 1705 D'Anvers began his General Abridgment 1830 ; reprinted 15 vols . , New York 1829-1832, cover

of the Common Law , mainly a translation and continu- ing law cases from 1660 to 1824 , was never a general

ation of Rolle. For lack of encouragement, he only pub- favorite ." A supplement, in 2 vols. , by Hammond, was

lished three folio volumes, coming down to the appro- dated N. Y. , 1835. “ Petersdorff's Practical and Ele

priate title , “ Extinguishment." The catalogues give a mentary Abridgment of the Common Law ," designed

second edition of these volumes, 1722–1737, -- but the either as a supplement or as a separate work , was issued

fact seems to be that the progress of the work halted in 5 vols . at London , 1841-1844 .

along for over thirty years, and then stopped . Petersdorff, or rather Bouvier's edition of Bacon ,

Lilly's “ Practical Register or General Abridgment closed the line of the old abridgments ; now renewed

of the Law as now practised ” ( 2 vols . folio , four editions, and prolonged by the The New Abridgment and

1719 to 1745) was rather a text -book of practice than an Encyclopædia of the Laws of England, of which a

“ Abridgment” in the more general sense . description may be found in another column.

9
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THE FIRST COMPLETE ENGLISH DIGEST A NEW ABRIDGMENT AND

ENCYCLOPÆDIA OF THE

LAWS OF ENGLAND .THE

DIGEST OF ENGLISH

CASE LAW .

16 Vols., Law Sheep, $96.00 .

Superseding and consolidating all Previous Di

gests of the Reports ( both Law and

Equity ) down to 1898 ; with

a selection of Irish

Cases .

EDITOR IN CHIEF, JOHN MEWS.

ASSISTANTS : W. F. BARRY , E. E. H. BIRCH , A. H.

BITTLESTON , B. A. COHEN, W. I. Cook, E. W. HAN

SELL, J. S. HENDERSON , A. LAWRENCE, J. M. LELY ,

R. C. MACKENZIE, E. MANSON, R. G. MARSDEN , H. J.

NEWBOLT, A. E. RANDALL, J. RITCHIE, J. SMITH , J.

F. WALEY , T. H. WALKER, AND W. A. G. Woods.

Until now there has been no complete Eng

lish Digest. The successive Common Law Digests

of Harrison , Fisher, and Mews , and the four editions

of Chitty's Equity Digest, have partially, but not

simultaneously, covered the field . They have to

some extent duplicated each other, and to some ex

tent they have failed to include all the cases.

Now, for the first time, all Law and Equity Cases

are brought together in one alphabet, and under

one comprehensive arrangement , which will enable

the user of the new Digest to examine easily and

thoroughly the entire range of English decisions.

Mr. Mews, the Editor, has had an experience with

former digests which peculiarly qualifies him for

his present work . In the list of his assistants will

be recognized many names of well -known editors,

authors and reporters ; altogether an able and reli

able staff.

American lawyers will find in this Digest so com

plete a skeleton of English Law , that owning it , in

connection with the new Digest of American Law,

will enable them to cover the field of recorded de

cisions, and to feel sure that investigation of a point

will include all cases which can be cited, pro and con.

The English price of the set of 16 vols . , bound in

cloth , is £20. By importing an edition , we are en

abled to offer it in this country , in our more substan

tial law-sheep binding , for $96 .

If desired, we can furnish the set in English cloth

binding for $88 ; or in half law calf for $ 104 .

Orders received by the American publishers,

The Boston Book Co. ,

15% Beacon Street, BOSTON , Mass.

By the Most Eminent Living Authorities.

IN 12 VOLS. , LAW SHEEP, AT $72.00.

THE BOSTON Book Co. announce that they are the

American publishers of a new abridgment and en

cyclopædia of the laws of England , the most impor

tant English Legal Work in existence , not only on

account of its size and exhaustive treatment, but also

from the special and original features which char

acterize it.

Unlike existing Abridgments, Commentaries, and

Dictionaries of the Law which are the work of a

single author, this work is written by specialists in

their respective branches . For the more important

articles, no expense or trouble has been spared in the

endeavor to secure the services of the most eminent

English lawyers . In the list of contributors will be

found the names of Sir Edward Fry, Sir William An

son , Sir Howard Elphinstone, Sir Walter J. F. Philli

more , Sir Frederick Pollock , His HonorJudge Shortt,

His Honor Judge Smyly, and many other judges

and lawyers already well known as authors, editors,

or reporters.

The various subjects have been treated with such

fulness , that the work makes Twelve Volumes of 500

pages each . A very slight study of the most elaborate

modern text-books will reveal within how moderate a

compass the legal problems with which they deal

could be stated for the purposes of such a scheme as

the present. Except where absolutely necessary for

a statement of the Lawas it exists, the authors of this

work omit all reference to what is antiquarian, and

incorporate no quotations from Statute or Law Report

which are of easy consultation , and to which the

fullest reference will in every case be given . As the

Publishers are particularly desirous ofmeeting what

Practitioners everywhere have long desired , they will

not be content with a compilation of short treatises

on the more imposing branches of the Law , but will

endeavor to give only what, and to give everything

that, is of everydayuse and practical importance.

The historic Abridgments are familiar to allEnglish

lawyers, and their utility to those concerned with

the state of the Law during the periods which they

cover need not be insisted upon . In the long period

which has elapsed since the latest of them , it has

been the universal complaint of English lawyers that

there has been an entire absence of anything in the

nature of a Corpus Jurum Anglicorum ; for although

the great work of Blackstone, in its many successive

editions, has furnished the student with a certain

equipment of knowledge, sufficient in the main for

elementary purposes, its admirers have never pre

tended that it, or any similar work , could satisfy the

requirements of those who desiderate an Encyclopæ

dia of English Law .

For the editorial supervision , the Publishers have

secured the services of Mr. A. Wood RENTON, M. A. ,

LL.B. , Barrister -at - Law ; formerly Editor of the Law

Journal ; Member of the Mercantile Law Committee

of the Society of Comparative Legislation .

THE BOSTON BOOK CO. ,

CHAS . C. SOULE, President.

18% BEACON STREET, BOSTON .



STUDENTS LAW BOOKS.

a

HUTCHINS'S WILLIAMS ON REAL PROPERTY .

A NEW ENGLISH EDITION (the 17th ) OF WILLIAMS, with AMERICAN NOTES , by

Prof. H. B. HUTCHINS, of the Cornell University School of Law. In one large volume, bound in Law
Sheep. Price, $4.00 net .

This is the standard students' book on Real Property. The American editor is an experienced law lecturer.

It is universally used . The American Notes to this edition are pointed and practical.

The new edition is a great improvement. The price is low for so large a volume.

The text includes both the common -law doctrine and the Ask for, and insist on getting, Hutchins's Williams.

statutory changes.

CHAMBERLAYNE'S BEST ON EVIDENCE . International Edition ,

PRINCIPLES OF THE LAW OF EVIDENCE. With rules for Conducting the Examination and
Cross-Examination of Witnesses. By W. M. BEST. Eighth Edition . With Notes to American and

Canadian Cases by C. F. CHAMBERLAYNE. Sheep, $ 5.00 net.

This treatise, first published in 1849, has occupied a distinctive position among law books, for a PREFERENCE OF PRINCI .
PLES TO DETAILS, for APT ILLUSTRATIONS, and for comPARATIVE TREATMENT of foreign systems.

The New Edition containsmarked improvements eren over the previous edition,

This American edition is in pursuance of the same lines of thoughtful work which have made “ Chamberlayne's Best"

classic with the profession . The number ofcitations and illustrations of the rules of evidencehas been almost doubled.

Thissingle volumecomprises a full exposition of theprinciples of the Law ofEvidence, illustrated by the best American
and English cases .

IRVING BROWNE'S MANUALS for Law Students.

BROWNE ON SALES : Elements of the Law of Sales of Personal Property . By IRVING

BROWNE. Leatherette, $2.00 net ; Law Sheep , $2.50 net.

BROWNE ON CRIMINAL LAW : The Elements of Criminal Law ; Principles, Pleading, and

Procedure for the Use of Law Schools and students. By IRVING BROWNE . Leatherette$ 2.00

net ; Law Sheep, $2.50 næt .

BROWNE ON DOMESTIC RELATIONS : Elements of the Law of Domestic Relations and

of Employer and Employed. By IRVING BROWNE. Second Edition , Revised . Leatherette , $2.00

net ; Law Sheep, $2.50 net.

IRVING BROWNE, well known as a legal author, and as editor formany years of the Albany Law Journal, has been also

a popular lecturer at the Albany, Cornell, and Buffalo Law Schools. His lectures in two courses - Domestic Relations and

Criminal Law – have been revised and published in the form of small manuals for students, and are in great demand . To

these he has now added a similar but somewhat larger treatise on Sales . All these come down to the most recent decisions,

and will continue to keep pace with them .
The author's experience bas admirably qualified him for compiling successful elementary law books. A lifetime spent

in practising and in editing reports and law journals has made him a sound lawyer ; courses of lecturing have taught him how

to catch the attention and impress the memory of the average student ; and constant practice with the pen has developed an

easy and delightful style , which clothes the dry rules of the law with the charm of literature.

SCHOULER ON WILLS. (New Edition .)

ATREATISE ON THE LAW OF WILLS. By JAMES SCHOULER, LL.D. Second Edition , Revised ,

Enlarged , and brought down to date . In one Volume, Law Sheep , $ 5.50 net .

EVERY student of ihe law must master the law of Wills, — to be prepared for any line of practice.

Some good book on a topic of such universal application is an essential in even the smallest library.

The standard treatise is Schouler on Wills. The author is widely and favorably known by his

treatises on Bailments, &c . , and as a lecturer before several of our leading law schools .

This is one of the few law books which , while sufficiently full and thorough to serve the purpose of the

practising lawyer, are yet clear and terse enough to be used as text -books forstudents.

ABBREVIATIONS USED IN LAW BOOKS.

ABBREVIATIONS USED IN LAWBOOKS. A full list , reprinted from the Lawyer's Reference

Manual, 1883. Law Sheep , $ 1.50 . Cloth , $ 1.00 .

BOUVIER'S LAW DICTIONARY : RAWLE'S REVISION.

BOUVIER'SLAW DICTIONARY ; completely revised , largely rewritten and brought down to date

in every article , by FRANCIS RAWLE, Esq ., of Philadelphia. Two large volumes, $ 12.00 net.

This is by far the best law dictionary for a student to buy , because it contains not only definitions, but

is also an Encyclopædia of law, giving compact treatises on every topic. Bought during a course of law

study, it answers queries, solves doubts, illustrates lectures and books, supplies material for moot-court

briefs and theses ; — and forms a foundation for a library when the student is admitted to the bar.

THE GREEN BAG : – A monthly illustrated magazine for the entertainment of the legal profession

affords instruction , amusement and stimulus. GET IT AND READ IT .

The Boston Book Co. , 15% Beacon Street , Boston .



STUDENTS' LAW BOOKS.

A COMPLETE COURSE OF READING OR REVIEW.

EWELL'S ESSENTIALS OF THE LAW. By MARSHALL D. EwELL, LL.D.

THE SET, 3 vols . , 12mo, sheep, $7.50 ; leatherette, $6.00.

SEPARATELY : Vol . I. Sheep, $ 3.00 ; leatherette, $2.50. Vol. II. Sheep, $ 2.50 ; leatherette, $2.00 . Vol. III.
Sheep , $2.50 ; leatherette, $2.00.

Vol. I. THE POCKET BLACKSTONE contains not only all that is essential , but all that is not ab

solutely misleading, in BLACKSTONE'S COMMENTARIES. That portion of the great legal classic which is

beyond doubt obsolete is entirely omitted from this edition. Another large portion, which is merely

historical or illustrative, is printed in small type, to be skipped or not, as the reader chooses ; while all

of the original which can be relied on now as a statement of the Common Law is printed in full . This

EDITION OF BLACKSTONE IS BY FAR THE BEST TO PUT INTO THE HANDS OF A STUDENT.

Vols . II . and III . follow out the same idea somewhat more succinctly, and give with graphic distinctions

of type the PRINCIPLES embodied in standard authorities on leading topics of the law .

Vol . II. PLEADING, CONTRACTS, EQUITY. This volume contains thesubstance of three standard

authorities, -STEPHEN ON PLEADING , SMITH ON CONTRACTS, and ADAMS ON EQUITY.

Vol . III . EVIDENCE. TORTS , REAL PROPERTY. This final volume embodies the gist of CHAM

BERLAYNE'S EDITION OF BEST ON EVIDENCE, of POLLOCK ON TORTs, and of WILLIAMS ON REAL PROPERTY.

Among all the books of this generation published especially for the use of students, none has taken such extensive and

permanent hold on popular favor as EWELL'S ESSENTIALS OF THE LAW . To the student struggling with rudiments in some

remote country office, and to the law -school student “ cramming ” for reviews or examinations, it has been alike an efficient aid .

By omitting unessential matter and unnecessary notes, the editor has compressed into three handy volumes the substance

of seven large textbooks; and by liberal use of full - faced type, he has emphasized the catch-words and leading principles , so

as to help a student in review .

METCALF ON CONTRACTS : New Revised Edition .

PRINCIPLES OF THE LAWOF CONTRACTS as Applied by Courts of Law . By THERON

METCALF. Second Edition, by FRANKLIN FISKE HEARD.LawSheep, $3.50 net.

This treatise on THE PRINCIPLES OF THE LAW OF CONTRACTS , by Theron Metcalf, reporter and judge of the Supreme

Judicial Court of Massachusetts, is by far the best elementary work on this topic for the American lawyer or law student. Since its

first publication, in 1867, it has not only been a favorite text book in law schools, but it has also been regarded by the profession

as an unrivalled presentation of principles. As such it has been constantly cited with approbation in the courts .

HEARD'S EQUITY PLEADING .

A CONCISETREATISE ON THE PRINCIPLES OF EQUITY PLEADING , WITH PREC

EDENTS . By FRANKLIN FISKE HEARD. Sheep, $2.50 net; Leatherette, $2.00 net.

An elementary treatise, for the information of students and inexperienced pleaders. It is founded largely on Drewry's

Equity Pleading ; and as a clear exposition of the subject is far superior to Mitfordi, Story, or any other book.

A collection of Precedents has been added , adapted to the law of Equity Pleading as it exists today .

INDERMAUR'S COMMON LAW CASES.

AN EPITOME OF LEADING COMMON LÅW CASES, WITH SOME SHORT NOTES
THEREON. Fifth Edition . By JOHN INDERMAUR. American Edition by C. A. BUCKMAN and

BOARDMAN HALL . Cloth , $1.50 net.

This is called by the author - A Guideto Smith's Leading Cases," It is more : it is Smith's Leading Cases in brief; for

it is an abridgment of every case in that standard collection, leaving out four or five unimportant or local cases and adding

a few others. It is particularly useful to law students, because it is printed on tirm paper, with wide margins to allow room
for manuscript notes .

FOSTER'S FEDERAL PRACTICE. New Edition .

A TREATISE ON FEDERAL PRACTICE IN CIVIL CAUSES. By ROGER FOSTER . Second

Edition . Enlarged to two volumes. Price, $ 12.00 net.

The Standard authority, not only on the practice in all Federal Courts, but also on American Equity

Pleading and Practice .

This new edition , thus practically enlarged , serves as a full guide to the student or practitioner in every
branch of Federal Practice in civil causes.

Greater space has been given to Pleading and Practice in Equity than to other topics, on account of

its importance and obscurity . Indeed, FOSTER'S FEDERAL PRACTICE includes everything in such older

treatises as Mitford's Equity Pleading, Story's Equity Pleading, and Daniel's Chancery Practice

which can be of practical use at the present time, besides the leading modern English and Ameri

can cases on the subject.

If a set of ENGLISH RULING CASES is on the shelves of your preceptor's library, you will find

that its grouped cases give forcible illustrations under every topic of the law .

The Boston Book Co., 15% Beacon Street, Boston .



BIGGEST BARGAINS OF THE YEAR.

ALL THE FOLLOWING SETS ARE BARGAINS.

Two or more Lots ordered together will be delivered free for cash with order. In all other cases

delivery at expense of purchaser. Only single copies of any item are in

stock , and the FIRST ORDER SECURES THE SET.
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U.S.S.C. Reports (Curtis & Miller's edition ), 170 vols. in 128 . North Carolina Reports ( both Law and Equity ) to vol . 122 .
Fine serond hand. ( Half the vols . new .) $ 160. Newly bound . Price on application. Bargain .

U.S.S.C. Reports, 170 vols., original edition, fine condition Ohio Reports, 20 vols . ( complete set to Ohio State ) . Rough
(half the vols, new ) with kinney's Digest . $ 240 . condition . $ 12.

U.S.S.C. Reports, 170 vols ., ( Brightly Oklahoma Reports, complete set, 5 vols . Fine condition .

edition ) new ( except 40 vols . fine $22.50 .

second -hand) with Digest . $285 . Penn . County Reports, complete set 19 vols . New . Price
U. S. U.S.S.C. Reports, (Lawyer's Coöp. ed .) on application

170 vols. in 42 with Digest, 2 vols. Texas Criminal Appeals, 37 vols . , complete set . Fine second

REPORTS
Good as new . $ 185 . hand . $ 75.

U. S. Digest, (old and new series) 33 Texas Civil Appeals, 14 vols . complete set . Good as new .
vols. in 17 to 1887. Good as new . $30 .

$ 25 .

American Annual Digest, 9 vols . , 1887 Washington State Reports, 17 vols . , complete set . Fine
-'94 and '96. Fine second -hand . $20 . second hand (halt the vols, new ) . $ 50 .

The above 2 sets together, complete to 1894 , with 1896. A grand
Lawyers' Reports Annotated, vols . 1-20 and Digest, 1 vol.

bargain, $40 .
Fine condition . $ 30 .

U. S. Statutes at Large and Revised Statutes, 30 vols. American and English Railroad Cases, 61 vols . and 2
complete, with Gould and Tucker's notes, 2 vols . Fine

Digests . Good 118 new . $ 145.
second -hand. $ 72.

U. S. Circuit Court Reports . Complete set 130 vols. (with
American and English Corporation Cases , 48 vols . and

Digest , 1 vol . Good as neur . $ 110.

Cranch , Abbott and Brunner ). Good second - hand . $290.

U. S. C. C. Appeals Reports (official edition ), vols . 1-20.
Lewis' R.R. and Corporation Reports, 12 vols . , complete .

Good as neil' . $40.

Fine condition . $25. American Criminal Reports, 10 vols . Fine condition .

Federal Reporter, 77 vols. and Digest, 2 vols . Fine condi
$30 .

tion , Å bargain Price on application.

American Electrical Cases, 5 vols . Good as new . $ 20 .
Myers Federal Decisions. 30 vols . complete . Fine condi

Law Library , 104 vols . Irregular, but fairly sound . $35 .
tion . $ 40.

U.S. Ct. Claims Reports. 32 vols . ( including Devereux .)
English Law Reports, complete 1865–86 inclusive, 166 vols .

Fine condition . $60 .
Good second hand . $415 . Can be completed to date if

desired .

U. S. Attorney General's Opinions, 19 vols , and Digest .
English Common Law Reports (American reprint, 1813-65 )

fine condition $45 .

Patent Office Reports, 56 vols . cloth , 1847-71 .
118 vols . and 3 ludexes . Good second -hand. $ 135 . Newly

bound . $ 160.

, 1872–94 .

Patent Commis. Decisions, 20 vols.'sheep, 1869-90. )
vols. English Chancery Reports ( American reprint, 1820-65 ) ,

69 vols. Good second -hand $80.

Good second -hand condition. $ 190. English Exchequer Reports (Ameri

Fisher's Patent Cases, 6 vols. Newly bound, scarce . $50. can reprint, 1824-65), 47 vols . and

Brodix American and English Patent Cases . 20 vols . com Digest i vol . Second-hand. $50 .

plete . Fine condition . $50.
ENGLISH

The above 4 sets, covering English de

National Bankruptcy Register Reports, vols. 1-16 and cisions 1813-86 inclusive, 401 vols. good

Digest. Newly bound Price on application .
REPORTS

sound condition, in one order for $640.00.

Ala . Reports . A broken lot including many scarce vols. as An exceptional bargain for any small
follows : Minor 1 vol . Stewart 3 vols . Stewart and Porter law library. Can be completed to date if

5 vols . Porter 9 vols . Ala . vols , 1 to 4 ,17, 18, 20 , 21 , 40 , 44-61,
desired .

63, 64, 68 in all 48 vols . good condition , Price on appli- English Bankruptcy Reports, 26 vols . complete . 1821

cation. A bargain . 52. Fine second - hand $75 . Comprising Rose, Buck ,

Calif. Reports. Complete set 117 vols. New . $235. Glyn and Jameson , Montagu and McArthur, Montagu,

Colo . Reports, 23 vols. complete. Nice condition . Price Montagu and Bligh, Deacon and Chitty , Montagu and

on application . A bargain . Ayrton, Deacon , Montagu and Chitty, Montagu, Deacon

Conn . Reports . Complete set 68 vols . with Kirby , Root and and DeGex, DeGex, Fonblanque.

Day - in all 76 vols. Newly bound. $ 185.
English Bankruptcy Cases, current annuals ( Morrell and

Conn . Reports, 52 v . ( to Atl . Reporter). Newly bound . $ 110 . Manson ) 14 vols. 1884-97 , new . $ 84 .

Dakota Reports, 6 vols . complete. Fine condition . $21 . The above two sets making complete set of English Bankruptcy

Ill. Appeal Reports. Complete 69 vols. Good as nero . $ 165. Reports proper, in 40 vols. $ 150 .

La . Reports. Complete set Martin to La . Annual vol . 49 English Admiralty Reports (American reprint ) , 9 vols .

with lennen , Louque and Taylor's Digest 4 vols . Fine con Fine second-hand $ 35 .

dition Price on application . A bargain .
British Crown Cases (American reprint ) , 6 vols . Good

Maine Reports, 90 vols. Fine condition. Price on appli
second hand $7.50.

cation . A bargain . Jacob's Fisher's Digest, 10 vols . Fine condition. $5 .

Mass. Reports. Complete set 170 single vols . Newly bound IN ADDITION TO THE ABOVE we have many other sets

throughout. $265 . and odd volumes for perfecting sets. Send us a list of your

Mass . Reports. Complete set 170 vols . wants and offer us any you have to sell ,

in 105. Fine second-hand . $ 160 . LAW MAGAZINES we can offer at decided bargains, many

Mass. Reports, 138 vols . in 73 (to North
STATE

of the popular sets in long runs at 50c . per volume
Eastern Reporter). Fine second

and upwards.
hand . $ 105 .

WE HAVE SETS OF ANNUAL LAWS

REPORTS North Eastern Reporter , vols . 1-45 .
MAGAZINESFine condition . $65 .

for some 30 or more different states ,

and long stretches for nearly all the

Minn. Reports. Complete 65 vols . in other states, together with a very

44. Neur . $ 125 ,

N. Y. Common Law Reports, 79 vols . with Barbour, vols .

SESS. LAWS large stock of scattered annual laws

and revisions. Send us a list of
1-13 , 18-24 . Sound condition . In all 99 vols . $ 60 .

your wants and offer us any you

N. Y. Appeals , 155 vols , Fine second-hand. $140. TRIALS have to sell .

N. Y. Chancery ( originals), 32 vols. Newly bound . $35 . A LARGE STOCK OF TRIALS ON

N. Y. Chancery. ( cooperative edition ), 32 vols . in 7 and HAND offers a good opportunity for the collector . Send

Digest, 1 vol. Fine second -hand $35 . us a list of any you want,

THE BOSTON BOOK CO. , FREEMAN PLACE , BOSTON , MASS.
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ANNOUNCEMENT.

Hereafter Legal Bibliography will be published quarterly,

and will try to give full information as to the current law lit

erature of the English language, with occasional items about old

law books. It will be sent without charge or condition to all

interested in its news, whose addresses we can get. If the re

cipients find it useful , and feel a sense of obligation , an occa

sional order will more than repay the publishers.

This number deals chiefly with law books issued during

the year 1899. See Subject Index , next page.
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ADVERTISEMENT.

Bouvier's Law Dictionary : Rawle's Revision. 2 vols. $ 12.00..

This standard work , now revised and rewritten , supersedes former editions as completely as a new edition

of revised statutes supplants its predecessor.

English Ruling Cases, with American Notes.

This is the only comprehensive set of leading cases grouped under topics, with illustrative notes,

extension of the plan long since approved by lawyers in Smith's Leading Cases and similar collections. There

are to be 25 vols . , of which 19 have been issued , at $5.50 per volume.

Green Bag Reprint, Vols. 1 to 10, with Index .

For the benefit of lawyers who have not taken The Green Bag , or have not preserved their files, we

have reprinted enough numbers of this favorite magazine to make up a limited number of sets , bound in green

half -cloth , to sell at $ 25.00 per set , a low price for such a cyclopædia of legal history and biography, em

bellished with over a thousand portraits.

If you do not now see The Green Bag every month , why not send $ 4.00 to the Boston Book Company,

and try it for a year ?
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TO OUR READERS. THE LATEST AMERICAN REPORTS,

DIGESTS, STATUTES, AND LOCAL WORKS.

This list gives the last volume of each current set, the latest

digest , and the last codes or revised statutes of the States, with

subsequent session laws.

GENERAL SERIES .

With this number the character of LEGAL BIBLIOG

RAPHY is changed . Heretofore it has been more an ad

vertising sheet than a bibliography. In future it will

justify its name by giving greater space to such infor

mation about recent law books as will be useful to

lawyers and librarians , together with occasional biblio

graphical articles about older books . No attempt will

be made to review or analyze new books , but all of

what may be called catalogue news , now difficult for

any one person to keep run of , will be brought to

gether in these columns.

In giving this information we shall not discriminate

between the books we publish or have in stock and the

books of other publishers . Our aim is to give all the

facts that buyers want, in the belief that a paper giving

such a full record of current law literature will be

prized and preserved , and will incidentally give a better

medium than we have heretofore bad for our own ad

vertisements , inserted on separate pages as we should

insert them in THE GREEN Bag or any other periodical.

As we must get back the cost of issuing LEGAL

BIBLIOGRAPHY from increased sales, we hope that some

of its recipients will feel moved to send us orders .

Where this is not possible , a word of commendation or

of suggestion as to how we can make our paper more

useful will be gratefully received .

We should also be glad to get short letters , queries,

or articles about law books or citations , with permission

to print them in future numbers of LEGAL BIBLIOG

RAPHY.

It has been difficult to get full and accurate informa

tion for the lists in this number. Whoever notices an

omission or an error will do us a favor by pointing

it out .

AMERICAN BANKRUPTCY REPORTS. Vol . 1 , 1899. ( Vol. 2,

current, in parts . )

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH CORPORATION CASES, new series

( 1896-1899 ). Vol. 9 .

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH RAILROAD CASES, new series

( 1896-1899 ). Vol . 13 .

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH ENCYCLOPEDIA OF LAW, 2d

edition ( 1896-1899 ). Vol . 14 .

AMERICAN CRIMINAL REPORTS ( 1877-1898 ). Vol. 10 .

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL CASES ( 1873–1898 ). Vol . 6 .

AMERICAN NEGLIGENCE Cases ( 1896-1899 ). Vol . 10.

This series is to be completed in about 20 vols.; contains cases

prior to the Am . Neg. Repts.

AMERICAN NEGLIGENCE REPORTS ( 1897-1899 ). Vol . 6.

( Vol . 7 , current, in parts.)

AMERICAN PRACTICE REPORTS ( 1899– ) . Vol . 1. ( Vol .

2, current, in parts . )

AMERICAN PROBATE REPORTS, ANNOTATED ( 1897–1899 ).

Vol . 3 .

AMERICAN STATE REPORTS ( 1888–1899 ). Vol . 69 .

AMERICAN RAILWAY AND CORPORATION REPORTS (LEWIS

1891-1896 ). Vol . 12 .

AMERICAN DIGEST, 1899. Annual.

ATLANTIC REPORTER ( 1885–1899 ). Vol . 43. (Vol. 44 , cur

rent , in parts .)

BANKING Cases ( 1898–1899 ). Vol . 1. ( Vol. 2 , current, in

parts .)

CENTURY DIGEST . Vol . 13 .

ENCYCLOPÆDIA OF FORMS ( 1897–1899 ). Vol . 10 .

ENCYCLOPÆDIA OF PLEADING AND PRACTICE (1894–1899 ).

Vol. 17 .

GENERAL DIGEST. New Series. Vol . 7. 1899.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE REPORTS ( 1887-1898) . Vol. 7 .

( Vol. 8 , current, in parts . )

LAWYERS' REPORTS, ANNOTATED ( 1889-1899). Vol . 44 .

( Vol . 45 , current, in parts .)

MorrisonS' MINING REPORTS ( 1883-1893) . Vol . 16 .

MUNICIPAL CORPORATION CASES (1899 ). Vol . 1. (Vol . 2,

current, in parts .)

NORTHEASTERN REPORTER ( 1885–1899) . Vol . 54. ( Vol . 55,

current, in parts .)

NORTHWESTERN REPORTER ( 1879–1899 ). Vol . 79. ( Vol .

80 , current, in parts .)

Pacific REPORTER ( 1883–1899 ) . Vol.57 . ( Vol . 58 , current,

in parts .)

SOUTHEASTERN REPORTER ( 1887-1899 ). Vol . 33. ( Vol. 34 ,

current, in parts .)

SOUTHERN REPORTER ( 1887-1899 ). Vol . 25. ( Vol . 26 , cur

rent, in parts . )

SOUTHWESTERN REPORTER ( 1886-1899 ). Vol. 52. (Vol. 53 ,

current, in parts .)

EVERY BOOK ON ANY TOPIC.

Having now in our hands the rough draft of the In

dex of Subjects for the new edition of The Lawyers '

REFERENCE MANUAL , we can furnish complete lists of

the printed literature of the English language on any

topic of law , so far as it has been recorded in the printed

catalogues of libraries and of booksellers from A.D.

1682 to the present time. The value of such lists to

lawyers and libraries interested in special subjects is

sufficiently obvious.

PATENT LAW.

Vol . 20 of English Ruling Cases, covering the

topic “ PA NTS,” will also be sold separately ( price

$6.50 ) as LEADING ENGLISH PATENT CASES . It will be

ready in February , 1900 .
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American Reports , etc. , continued .

UNITED STATES.

U.S. SUPREME COURT REPORTS. C.S. Pol. 174. ( Vol. 175 ,

curent, in parts . )

Lawyers' Edition . Book 43 ( vols. 171-174 ) . (Book 44 ,

current, in parts .)

SUPREME COURT REPORTER . Vol. 19 . ( Vol . 20 , current, in

parts . )

U.S. APPEALS. Vol. 63 .

CIRCUIT Courts OF APPEALS REPORTS ( C. C. A.). Vol. 36 .

( Vol . 37 , current, in parts .)

FEDERAL REPORTER ( 1880-1899 ) . Vol . 95. ( Vol . 96 , cur

rent, in parts .)

COURT OF CLAIMS REPORTS . Vol. 33. ( 1899. )

OPINIONS OF ATTORNEY-GENERAL . Vol. 21 .

PATENT OFFICE , OFFICIAL GAZETTE . Vol. 86 , 1899. ( Vol.

87 , current, in parts .)

LAND DECISIONS. Vol. 27. ( 1899.)

TREASURY DECISIONS . 1899 , vol . 2. 1900. (Vol. 1 , current,

in parts .)

DIGESTS .

Lawyers' Edition . 4 vols . ( Vols. 1-170 . )

Russell and Winslow's Syllabus-Digest. Vol. 1 ( to make

3 vols . ) .

Notes on United States Reports. Vols. 1-3 ( to be com

prised in 10 vols . ) .

STATUTES.

Revised Statutes . Second edition . 1878 .

Supplement to Revised Statutes. Vol. 1. 1891 .

Supplement to Revised Statutes. Vol. 2 , paits 1-7 ,

pamphlets.

Statutes at Large. Vol. 30 . 1899 .

American Reports, etc. , ( 'onnecticut, continued .

Statutes , Revised. 1887 .

Session Laws. 1889 ( 1891 no laws publisheil ), 1893,

1893, 1897 , 1899 .

DELAWARE .

Reports. Pennewill. Vol. 1. ( 1899.)

Chancery. Vol . 7. ( 1899. )

Digest , Ridgley's. 1 vol. 1894.

Statutes, Revised Code. 1893.

Session Laws. 1895, 1897 , 1998, 1899.

Local. Smith ( J. E. ) . The Law of Private Companies.

Paper, $ 1.50 .

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA .

Reports. Court of Appeals. Vol. 14. ( 1899.)

Digest , Cogley's . 1 vol . 1891.

Statutes in Force ( 1889 ). 1891.

FLORIDA.

Reports. Vol. 39. ( 1898. )

Digest, Choate's . 2 vols . 1898 .

Statutes, Revised . 1892 .

Session Law 8. 1893 , 1893 , 1897 , 1899 .

GEORGIA .

Reports. Vol. 106. ( 1999. )

Digest, Van Epps and Akin . 3 vols . 1899 .

Statutes, Code. 1895. 3 vols .

Session Lav8. 1896 , 1897 , 1898 .

Local. Dutcher (Salem ). Expressions of Law and Fact ,

construed by the Courts . $ 3.00 .

HAWAII.

Reports. Vol. 11. ( 1899.)

Statutes, Civil Code . 1897 .

Penal Code. 1895 .

Session Laus. 1896, 1898 .

IDAHO.

Reports. Vol. 2. 1892. [ Decisions since made, re

ported in Pacific Reporter.]

Statutes, Revised Laws. 1887 .

Session Laws. 1888 , 1889, 1890 , 1891 , 1893 , 1895 , 1897 ,

1899 .

ILLINOIS .

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 179. (1899.)

Appellate ( ourt. Vol. 83. ( 1899. )

Digest , Kinney's. 5 vols . 1898 .

Long's Giant. 4 vols. 1898 .

Statutes, Starr and Curtis, Annotated . 3 vols. 1896 .

Cothran's . 1 vol. 1899 .

Local. Corbin ( D. T. ) . The Law of Personal Injuries.

$ 5.00 .

Ilaines ( E. M.). Laws relating to Township Organ

ization and Management of County Affairs . $2.25 .

INDIANA .

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 152. ( 1899.)

Appellate Court. Vol. 22. ( 1899.)

Digests , Burns'. 2 vols . 1899 .

Statutes, Burns' Revised . 3 vols . 1897 .

Horner's Annotated . 1 vol . 1897 .

Thornton's Revised . 1 vol. 1897 .

Session Laws. 1899 .

Local. Woollen (W. W.) . Trial procedure as deter

mined by the Statutes. 2 vols . $ 12.00 .

INDIAN TERRITORY .

Carter's Annotated Statutes. 1899 .

Iowa.

Reports. Vol . 107. (1899.)

Digest, McClain's. 3 vols . 1898 .

Statutes, Code, Annotated . 1897 .

Session Laws. 1897 (Extra Session ), 1898 .

STATE AND TERRITORIAL REPORTS , ETC.

ALABAMA .

Reports. Vol. 118. ( 1899.)

Digest, Brickell’s. 3 vols. 1887 .

Statutes, Code. 1896. 2 vols .

Session Laws. 1996–7, 1898-9.

ALASKA.

Local. Wyman's Land and Mining Laws. 1898. $4.00 .

ARIZONA .

Reports . Vol . 1. ( 1881. )

Statutes, Compiled Laws. 1887 .

Session Laws. 1889 , 1891 , 1893 , 1895 , 1897 , 1899 .

ARKANSAS.

Reports. Vol. 65. ( 1899.)

Digest, Crawford's. 2 vols . 1897.

Statutes, Sandel and Ilill's Digest. 1894.

Leatherman's Notes to Statutes . 2 vols.

Session Laws. 1895 , 1897, 1999.

CALIFORNIA .

Reports. Vol. 124. ( 1899.)

Digest , Deering's . 4 vols . ( 1898. )

Notes on California reports. 4 vols . 1899.

Statutes , Deering's Annotated Codes. 8 vols . 1897 .

Session Laws. 1899 .

COLORADO .

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 23. ( 1899.)

Court of Appeals. Vol. 11. ( 1899. )

Digest, Taylor's. 1 vol . 1891 .

Statutes, Mills '. 3 vols . 1891-96 .

Session Laws. 1897 , 1899 .

CONNECTICUT

Reports. Vol . 71. ( 1899. )

Digest, Andrews and Fowler . 1895 .
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Limerican Reports, etc. , continued .

KANSAS.

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 60. ( 1899.)

Appellate Court. Vol . 7. ( 1899. )

Digest, Valentine's. 2 vols . 1899 .

Stututes, Webb's . 2 vols . 1897 .

[Compiled Law3 , 1899 , in preparation .]

Session Laws. Spec. Dec. 1898, 1999 .

KENTUCKY.

Reports. Vol. 100. ( 189 .)

Kentucky Law Reporter. Vol . 20. ( 1893.) ( Vol.

21 , current, in parts . )

Digest , Barbour's. 4 vols. 1897.

Statutes, Carroll's . 1899.

Annotated Supplement to Statutes ot, 1894, by Cald

well. 1899.

Codes. 1895 .

Session Laws. 1898 .

Local. Robertson ( J. M.) . Criminal Law and Proced

ure . 2 vols . $ 12 .

LOUISIANA .

Reports . Annuals. Vol. 51. ( 1899. ) Official edition .

Same. Unofficial edition .

Digest, Hennen , Lonque, & Taylor. 4 vols . 1889 .

Knoblock's Criminal. 1 vol . 1888 .

Statutes, Wollt's Revised . 1897 .

Merrick's Civil Cole . Vol . 1 ( Arts. 1-21-19 ). 1899.

Session Laws. 1898 .

MAINE .

Reports. Vol. 92. ( 1899.)

Digest, Plaisted and Appleton, with Cotlin's Supplement.

( Vols. 1-81 . ) 2 vols . 1890.

Savage Index Digest. ( Vols. 1 -SS . ) 1896 .

Statutes, Revised . 1883 .

Freeman's Supplement. 1885-95 .

Session Laws. 1897, 1899 .

Local. Farrington ( E. C. ) . Railroad Laws. $ 2.75 .

MARYLAND .

Reports. Vol . 88. ( 1899. )

Digest, Brantley's. 2 vols. 1896 .

Statutes , Code. 1888. 4 vols . with

Suppl. Public Genl. Laws, 1890-98 .

MASSACHUSETTS.

Reports. Vol. 172. ( 1899.) ( Vol. 173, current, in parts.)

Russell's Election Cases. ( 1886-97 . ) 1898 .

Digest , Massachusetts . 4 vols . 1896 .

Throop's. 3 vols . 1897.

kellen's Index . 2 vols . 1899.

Statutes , Public . ! 882 .

Supplement. 1888 .

Supplement. 1895.

Session Laws. 1896 , 1897, 1998 , 1899 .

Local. Hall ( P. F. ) . Landlord and Tonant. $ 5.00 .

Rackemann (C. S. ) . Land Registration Act . Cloth ,

$ 1.00 .

Smith (W. L. ) . Probate Law and Forms. Fifth

edition, hy Arthur Lord . $ 1.00.

Williams (W. L. ) . Statutory Torts. Cloth , $ 2.00.

MICHIGAN.

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 116. ( 1899.)

Practice Reports. Vol . l . ( 1897.)

McGrath's Mandamus Cases. I vol . ( 1896.)

Digesl, Jacob and Chaney's. 3 vols . 1894.

Statutes, Compiled Laws. 4 vols . 1897 .

Sexsion Laws. 1897, Special 1898, 1899 .

MINNESOTA .

Reports . Vol . 73. ( 1899.)

American Reports, etc. , Minnesota , continued .

Digest , Minnesota. 3 vols . 1898 .

Statutes, Minnesota. 2 vols . 1894.

Session Laws. 1895, 1897 , 1899.

MissISSIPPI.

Reports. Vol. 76. ( 1899. )

Digest , George. 1871 .

Brame and Alexander. (Supplementary .) 1899 .

Statutes, Revised Code . 1892 .

Session Laws. 1892 , 1894, 1896 , 1897, Special 1898 ( no

session 1899 ) .

MISSOURI.

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 149. ( 1899.)

Appeals Reports. Vol. 78. (1899.)

Digest, Pattison's Complete. 4 vols . 1898 .

Statutes, Missouri. 2 vols . 1889 .

Burns' Annotated Code. 1896 .

Session Laws. 1891 , Spec. 1892, 1893, 1895 , 1897 , 1899.

MONTANA.

Reports. Vol. 22. ( 1899.)

Digest, Church's Northwest. 2 vols . 1899.

Statutes, Booth and Maddox Codes. 4 vols . 1894 .

Commissioners' Coile . 2 vols . 1895 .

Session Law8. 1897, 1899 .

NEBRASKA .

Reports. Vol. 56. ( 1899.)

Digest . Nelson's Index . 2 vols . 1897.

Statutes, Compiled . 1899 .

NEVADA .

Reports. Vol . 23. ( 1899.)

Digest , Lawson's. 1892 .

Statutes, General. 1885 .

(A new compilation is announced to be ready in Jan

uary, 1900.)

NEW HAMPSHIRE .

Reports. Vol . 67. ( 1899. ) (Vol. 68, current, in parts .)

Digest , Morrison's. 1891.

Indexed Digest of Cases in vols . 26-42 , Atlantic Re

porter . 1899.

Statutes, Public. 1891 .

Session Laws. 1891 , 1893 , 1895 , 1897 , 1899 .

NEW JERSEY.

Reports, Law . Vol. 61. ( 1899. )

Equity. Vol. 56. (1899.)

Digest , Stewart and Wall. 4 vols . 1898 .

Statutes, General Public. 3 vols . 1895 .

Session Laws. 1897 , 1998 , 1899 .

Local. Bradley ( J. A. ) . Cases cited in the New Jersey

Reports. $ 10.00 .

Corbin ( W.II. ) . Corporation Act . Eleventh edition .

Paper, $ 1.00 .

Dill ( J. B.) . Statutory and ( 'ase Law Applicable to

Private Corporations. Second edition . $ 2.00.

New Mexico .

Reports. Vol. 8. ( 1899.)

Statutes, Compiled Laws. 1897 .

Civil Code. 1897 .

New York .

Reports. Court of Appeals . Official Series. Vol . 159 .

( 1899.) ( Vol . 160 , current, in parts . )

Court of Appeals . Annotated reprint, Book 25

( vols . 121-125 ) .

Supreme Court . Hun's Appellate . Vol . 42 .

( 1899. )

Criminal. Voi. 13. ( 1899.)

Civil Procedure. Vol . 28. (1899.) ( Vol . 29 , cur

rent, in parts .)

1
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American Reports, etc., New York, continued.

Benjamin’s Annotated Cases ( in continuance of Ab

bott's New Cases ) . Vol . 5. ( 1899.)

Miscellaneous Reports. Vol. 27. ( 1899.)

New York Supplement. Vol. 59. (1899.) ( Vol. 60 ,

current, in parts .)

New York State Reporter. Vol . 91 .

New York Monthly Law Record . Vol . 3. ( 1899.)

Digest, Brightly's. 5 vols . 1899.

Danforth and Wickes. Court of Appeals. 3 vols.

1898 .

Statutes, Revised . Ninth edition . 5 vols . 1896 .

Birdseye's Revised Statutes, Codes and Laws. Sec

ond edition . 4 vols. 1898 .

Bliss Annotated Code. Fourth edition . 3 vols .

1895 .

Session Laws. 1898, 1899.

Local. Chaplin ( Stewart ). The Law of Landlord and

Tenant. $ 6.50.

Cumming (R. C. ) and Gilbert ( F. B. ) . Insurance

Laws. $ 4.50.

Fiero ( J. N. ) . Practice in Special Proceedings.

Second edition . 2 vols . $ 12.50 .

Fowler ( R. L. ) . Real Property Law . $6.00 .

Gilbert ( F. B. ) . Town and County Officers ' Manual.

$ 5.00 .

Wells ( E. H. ) . Railroad Corporations, General

Laws and Decisions as to all kinds of Railroads.

Second edition . falf-sheep, $2.50 .

NORTH CAROLINA .

Reports. Vol. 124. ( 1899. )

Digest, Womack's. 3 vols . 1898 .

Statutes, Code. 2 vols . 1883.

Clark's Code. 1891 .

Session Laus. 1891, 1893 , 1895 , 1897 , 1899.

NORTH DAKOTA .

Reports. Vol . 7. ( 1899. )

Digest , Tilton's . (1896.)

Statutes, Code . 1899 .

ΟΗΙΟ.

Reports . Supreme Court. Vol . 60. ( 1899. )

Circuit Court. Vol. 16. ( 1899. )

Nisi Prius. Vol . 5. (1899.)

Circuit Decisions. Vol. 9. ( 1899. )

Decisions Superior Court and Common Pleas. Vol . 8 .

( 1899. )

Weekly Law Bulletin . Vol . 43. ( Vol . 44 , current, in

parts .)

Digest, Bates'. Complete. 2 vols . 1896 .

Weleh , Inder. 1 vol . 1899 .

Statutes, Giauque's Revised . Eighth edition . 3 vols .

1897 .

Bates' Annotated . 3 vols . 1898 .

Session Laur. 1898 .

Local. Kinkead ( E. B.). Pleading in Civil Actions and

Defences. Second edition . 2 vols . $ 12.00 .

Laning ( J. F. ) . Law of Appellate Procedure and

Practice . $3.00 .

Whittaker (W. H.) . Justices' Code. $3.50 .

OKLAHOMA .

Reports . Vol . 7. ( 1899.)

Digest . Morgan's Digest of Reports and Statutes . 1897 .

Statute8, Territorial. 1993 .

Session Lans. 1895 , 1897 , 1899 .

OREGON .

Reports. Vol. 32. ( 1899. )

Digest , Church's Northwest. 2 vols . 1899 .

American Reports, etc. , Oregon, continued .

Statutes, Hill's Codes and Laws. 2 vols. 1891 .

Session Laws. 1893, 1895 ( no laws 1897 ) , 1899 .

PENNSYLVANIA .

Reports . Supreme Court. Vol. 191. ( 1899. )

Superior Court. Vol. 10. ( 1899. )

District. Vol . 7. ( 1899. )

County Courts. Vol. 22. ( 1899. ) ( Vol . 23 , current,

in parts . )

Dauphin County Reports. Vol.1 . ( 1898. ) ( Vol.2 ,

current, in parts . )

Delaware County Reports. Vol . 6. ( 1897. )

Kulps ' Reports (Luzerne Legal Register ). Vol . 8 .

( 1897.)

Lackawanna Legal News . Vol. 4. ( 1898. ) ( Vol. 5 ,

current, in parts.)

Lancaster Law Review. Vol . 16. ( 1899. )

Marwell's Reports (Northampton County ) . Vol . 6 .

( 1899. )

Montgomery County Reports. Vol . 13. ( 1898.)

Pittsburg Legal Journal . N. S. , Vol . 30. ( 1899.)

( Vol. 31, current, in parts .)

Weekly Notes of Cases. Vol . 43. ( 1899.) ( Vol . 44 ,

current, in parts .)

York Legal Record . Vol. 12. ( 1898. ) ( Vol. 13 ,

current, in parts.)

Digest. Brightly's Digest of Reports. 5 vols. 1892.

Pepper and Lewis ' Digest of Decisions and Encyclo

pædia of Pa . Law . Vols. 1-5 (to make 10 vols . ) .

Statutes , Pepper and Lewis ' Digest of Laws. 3 vols . 1898 .

Local. Beitel (C. G.) . Poor Laws. $ 6.00 .

Bolles ( A. S. ) . Law of Negotiable and Non -nego

tiable Instruments . $6.00 .

Browne (W. H.). Law of Negligence. $5.00 .

Donly ( J. T. ) . Realty Practice in Pennsylvania

and Adjoining States. $ 500.

RHODE ISLAND .

Reports. Vol. 20. (1899.) ( Vol . 21 , current, in parts. )

Digest , Clapp's Index . 1888 .

Statutes, Revised . 1895 .

Session Law8. Jan. and May , 1896 ; do . , 1897 ; do. , 1898 .

January, May, and September, 1899 .

SOUTH CAROLINA .

Reports . Vol. 54. ( 1899. )

Digest, Chisholm and Hyde's Index . 2 vols. 1882 .

llayward's Criminal. 1899.

Moorman. ( Supplement to previous digests ) , ( 1885–

94 ) . 1899 .

Statutes, Revised . 2 vols. 1893 .

Session Lawe. 1894, 1895 , 1896, 1897, 1898 , 1899.

SOUTH DAKOTA .

Reports. Vol. 10. ( 1899. )

Digest, Tilton's. 1896 .

Statutes, Revised , Grantham . 2 vols . 1899 .

TENNESSEE .

Reports. Vol . 101 ( Pickle Vol. 17 ) . ( 1899.)

Digest , Webb and Meigs '. 3 vols . ( 1899. )

Shannon's . (Pickle , 16 vols. and Shannon's Cases ,

3 vols . ) 1899 .

Statutes, Shannon's Code. 1897 .

Session Laus. 1898 , 1899 .

TEXAS .

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 92. (1899.)

Criminal Appeals. Vol. 38. ( 1899.)

Civil peals. Vol . 19. ( 1899.)

Digest , Myers and Sayles' Civil . 5 vols . 1897.

Peticolas' Criminal. 1895 .
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dmerican Reports, etc. , Teras, continued .

Statutes, Sayles' Civil . 2 vols . 1898 .

Revised . 1895 .

Session Laws. 1897 , 1899.

UTAH .

Reports. Vol. 17. ( 1899.)

Statutes, Revised. 1898 .

Session Laus. 1899 .

VERMONT .

Reports. Vol. 70. ( 1899.)

Digest, Roberts'. 2 vols . 1889 .

Statutes, Revised . 1894 .

Session Law8. 1896 , 1898 regular and extra sessions .

VIRGINIA .

Reports. Vol. 96. ( 1899.)

Digest , Martin's Index . 1896 .

Hurst's Digest. Vol. 1-3 ( to make 6 vols . ) .

Statutes , Revised Code . 1887 .

Pollard's Supplement. 1898 .

WASHINGTON .

Reports. Vol . 20. ( 1899. )

Digest, Church's Northwest. 2 vols . 1899 .

Statutes , Ballinger's Annotated Codes and Statutes. 1897.

2 vols .

Session Laws. 1899 .

WEST VIRGINIA .

Reports. Vol . 45. ( 1899. )

Digest, Bents' . 2 vols . 1898.

Statutes, Warth's Code . 1891.

Session Lau8. 1891 , 1893 , 1895 , 1897, 1899 .

WISCONSIN .

Reports . Vol . 100. ( 1899.)

Digest , Starr and Burnell's Index . 2 vols . 1893.

Statutes, Revised , Annotated . 2 vols . 1898 .

WYOMING .

Reports. Vol . 5. ( 1898. )

Statutes, Revised . 1899.

12.00

6.50

3.00

2.00

3.00

500

American Elementary Books, continued .

BAYLIES ( EDWIN ) . Trial Practice, under the Code

of Civil Procedure . Second edition .

BEACH ( Charles Fisk , Jr.). Contributory Negli

gence. Third edition, by John J. Crawford .

BEALE ( J. H., JR . ) . Criminal Pleading and Practice.

Cloth, $2.50 ; sheep .

BENJAMIN ( J. P.). Sale of Personal Property.

Seventh American edition , by Edmund H. and

Samuel C. Bennett .

BIRRELL ( A. ) . Law and IIistory of Copyright in

Books. ( English, imported. ) Cloth

BISPHAM ( G. TUCKER ) . The Principles of Equity.

Sixth edition .

BLACKSTONE (Sir William ). Commentaries

the Laws of England , with notes by Hon . Thomas

M. Cooley. Fourth edition , by James Dewitt

Andrews. 2 vols .

BOUVIER ( JOHN ) . Law Dictionary . Revised by

Francis Rawle . 2 vols .

BRANDENBURG (EDWIN C. ) . Index - Digest of Bank

l'uptcy Decisions .

BRYANT (Edwin E. ) . Pleading under the Codes of

Civil Procedure . Second edition . Cloth , $2.20 ;

sheep

Bullitt ( W. G.) . Review of the Constitution of

the United States, including Changes by Interpre

tation and Amendment. Cloth

BURDICK (FRANCIS M.) . Law of Partnership .

Cloth , $ 2.50 ;' sheep

Bush (J. ADRIANCE) . National Bankruptcy Act of

1898, with Notes , Procedure, and Forms

BUSWELL (HENRY F. ) . Civil Liability for Personal

Injuries arising out of Negligence. Second edi

tion .

CARMODY (T. F. ) and PEASLEY ( F. M.). War

Revenue Law of June 13 , 1898. Cloth , $ 2.00 ;

sheep

CARTER (HOWARD M.). Jurisdiction of Federal

Courts, as limited by Citizenship and Residence ..

CHADMAN ( C. E.). Personal Rights and the Domestic

Relation . Cloth .

CLARKE ( R. FLOYD ) . Science of Law and Law.

making (including Codification ). Cloth

COGGINS ( PASCHAL H. ) . Law and how to keep out

of it . Cloth

COLLIER (W. MILLER ) . Law of Bankruptcy and the

National Bankruptcy Act of 1898 , with notes and

comments ....

CRANDALL ( J. J. ) Leading Cases on the Law

of Legal Tender . Cloth

CUMMING (ROBERT C. ) , GILBERT (FRANK B. ) , and

WOODWARD (HENRY L.) . Annotated Corporation

Laws of all the States . 4 vols . ...

DELEON (EDWIN W.), and Moon ( SIDNEY N. ) .

Law of Liability ; ( Negligence , respecting Personal

Injuries ; Liability Insurance) ..

! DESTY ( ROBERT) . Manual of Practice in the Courts

of the l'nited States . Ninth edition , by M. A. Fol

som , with Forms by C. II . Tebbs . 4 vols..

DONOVAN (J. W.). Skill in Trials . Cloth

DONOVAN ( J. W.). Tact in Court. Sixth edition .

Cloth

Dwyer ( J. W.). ( 'ases on Private International Law .

Cloth

ELLIS (GRIFFITH OGDEN ). Aids to the Study of

Blackstone's Commentaries, for Students . Paper .

6.00

2.30

AMERICAN ELEMENTARY BOOKS
3.50

.50

3.00.

.50

5.00

2.00

Published since Jan. 1, 1899 .

Size octaro or duodecimo, and binding law sheep , unless

otherwise stated.

For local works , see list of American Reports, etc.

ABBOTT ( AUSTIN ) . Forms of Pleading in Actions for

Legal or Equitable Relief. (Completed after

author's death by Carlos C. Alden .) 2 vols. . . . $ 13.00

ABBOTT ( BENJ. V. and AUSTIN ) . Clerks' and Con

veyancers' Assistant. Second edition , by Clarence

F. Birdseye 6.00

AMES (JAMES Barr ). Cases on the Law of Surety

ship. Cloth 1.00

Ash (Mark and WILLIAM ) . United States Internal

Revenue Laws . 5.00

AUB ( THEODORE ). Bankrupt Law of the United

States . Cloth 1.00

BAILEY (W. F.) . Law of Jurisdiction , including

Impeachment of Judgments, Liability for Judicial

Acts, and Special Remedies. 2 vols .
12.00

BALLARD ( TILGHMAN E. and EMERSON E. ) . Law

of Real Property, vol . 5 ; a Complete Compendium

of Current Real Estate Case Law 6.50

BARRINGTON ( Boyd C. ) . Magna Charta and other

Great Charters of England . Cloth 3.00

BARROWS (Morton ). llandbook on Negligence .

( Hornbook Series .) 3.75

20.00

5.00

12.00

1.00

1.00

2.50

.73
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6.50

3.00

4.00

5.00

15.00

2.50

American Elementary Books , continued .

RODGERS (W.C.). Law of Domestic Relations
6.00

SANDERS (L. M.). Annual Digest of Decisions on

Patents, Trade-marks, Designs, Labels, and Copy

rights 2.50

SHINN (RoswELL ). Replevin and Kindred Actions

for getting Possession of Chattels 6.00

Smith (HAL II . ) . Digest of Decisions relating to

National Banks, from 1864 to April, 1898 . 4.00

SMITH ( JEREMIAH ). Cases on Selected Topics in the

Law of Persons . 3.00

Smith (John W. ) . Equitable Remedies of Credi

tors in Fraudulent Conveyances, etc. 6.00

SOMMER (FRANK H.). Property in Land : Citations,

Extracts and Condensed Cases. Cloth ... 3.00

SPENCER ( E. W.). Elements of Commercial Law .

Cloth 2.00

STATE TRIALS . ( Mary, Queen of Scots ; Sir Walter

Raleigh ; Captain Kidd .) Edited by Charles

Edward Lloyd. Cloth , $ 3.00 ; sheep
3.50

TIIAYER ( J. B. ) . Preliminary Treatise on Evidence

at Common Law, Cloth 3.50

THOMPSON ( C. X. ) . Law of Building and Loan

Associations with Forms 6.00

THOMPSON ( SEYMOUR D. ) . Law of Private Corpor

ations. Vol. 7 ...
6.00

TưCKER ( JOHN RANDOLPH ) . Constitution of the

United States. 2 vols . Cloth , $7.00 ; sheep . 8.00

WEBB (JAMES AVERY) . Law of Usury and Interest,
6.00

WOERNER ( J. G.). American Law of Atlministra

tion . Second edition . 2 vols . .. 12.00

3.30

.50

2.50

2.50

4.00

1.00

1.00

American Elementary Books, continued .

ENGLISH (ARTHUR ). Dictionary of Words and

Phrases used in Ancient and Modern Law

FINCH ( J. A. ) . Digest of Insurance Cases. Vol . 11 .

GOULD (JAMES). Principles of Pleading in Civil

Actions. New edition , by Adelbert Ilamilton ..

GREELEY (ARTIR P. ). Foreign Patent and Trade

mark Laws

GREENLEAF (SIMON ) . Law of Evidence. Sixteenth

edition . Vol. 1 by John Henry Wigmore. Vols.

2 and 3 hy Edward A. Harriman

GUTHRIE (W. D. ) . Fourteenth Article of Amend

ment to the Constitution of the United States.

Cloth

Haight (CHARLES S.] and MARSH (ARTHUR M.].

Questions and Answers for Bar Examination Re

view . Law Canvas

TIALE (Richard W. ) . The Dreyfus Story . Paper .

HEPBURN (C. M.). Cases and Statutes on the Prin

ciples of Code Pleading. Cloth . .

HOCHHEIMER ( Lewis ) . Law relating to the Custody

of Infants. Third edition .

HORNBOOK MONOGRAPHS. ( Conflict of Laws,

Brokers, Conditional Sales , Damages, Interest and

Usury, Suretyship and Guaranty , Statute of Lim

itations, Factors, Arbitration and Award , Attor

ney and Client.]

INNES ( ALEX . TAYLOR ) . Trial of Jesus Christ : a

legal monograph . Cloth

IRONSIDE (C. N. ) . Law Dictionary for Use of Stu

dents and Business Men

Jones (LEONARD 1. ) . Forms in Conveyancing and

General Legal Forms. Fifth edition

Joxes (LEONARD A. ) . Index to Legal Periodical Lit

erature ( including articles on Law , Legislation , Po

litical Science, Economics, Sociology , and Legal

Biography). Vol . 2. 1887-1899 . IIalf morocco .

KEENER ( W. A. ) . Selection of Cases on the Law of

Private Corporations. 2 vols . ('loth . .

KIRCHWEY (G. W. ) . Partial Collection of Cases and

Other Authorities on the Law of Mortgage. Cloth .

KLEBER ( J. C. ) . Void Judicial and Execution Sales.

LAWSON ( JOHN D. ) . Law of Presumptive Evidence,

including Presumptions of Law and Fact , and the

Burden of Proof. Second edition

LOVELAND (FRANK 0.). Law and Proceedings in

Bankruptcy

LOWELL ( Jonn and JAMES ARNOLD ). Law of

Bankruptcy

MACDONALD (William ) . Select Charters and

Other Documents Mustrative of American History .

1606-1775

MARTIN ( ALEXANDER ). Civil Procedure at Common

Law .

MATTHEWS ( A. ) . Manual of Internal Revenue Laws,

Decisions, and Instructions for Use of Retail Liquor

Dealers, Druggists, and Proprietors of Pool-rooms.

Paper

MAY (HEBER J. ) . Practice and Procedure of the

United States Supreme Court

PERRY ( JAIRUS WARE ). The Law of Trusts and

Trustees. Fifth edition , by John M. Gould . 2 vols .

PURRINGTON (W. A. ) . Recent Decisions Affecting

Physicians, Dentists , Druggi-te , and the Public

Health

RANDOLPU (Joseph F. ) . Law of Commercial Paper.

Second edition . 3 vols .

.

6.00

RAWLE'S BOUVIER'S LAW DICTIONARY .

This work is the most important of recently pub

lished law books . Although in one sense it is only a

10.00 new edition , in another sense it is a new book . While

the idea , the framework , and all the dictionary or

11.00
definition portion of the book are Judge Bouvier's ,

and stand to-day as they have been used and approved
4.00

by two generations, the encyclopædic portion, includ
4.50

ing the brief elementary treatises , has been recast and

rewritten , with citations of the latest cases , in the

6.00 light of modern developments of the law . The work of

revision has been thoroughly done by FRANCIS RAWLE ,

6.00 Esq . , of the Philadelphia bar , an eminent lawyer , who

has given not merely the strength of his name, but his

6.00
conscientious personal work , to every page , – thus

giving a new imprimatur to a legal standard .

This edition supersedes old editions as completely as
2.00

a revision of the statutes supersedes its predecessors.

3.50 To judges and trial justices Rawle's Bouvier will

serve as a trustworthy manual of law and practice,

for quick consultation in or out of court.

To veteran lawyers it will be a handy reminder of

.50 the law , often saving the need of referring to other

books ; and an authority recognized by the courts .
6.00

For young lawyers it is an inexpensive cyclopædia, a

law library in two volumes.
12.00

For students of the law it gives definitions and com

pact statements of law on all topics ; and it can be used

.50 both in study and in subsequent practice .

Rawle's Bouvier is in two large volumes . Price ,

18.00 $ 12 net , or $ 13 delivered.
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LAST VOLUMES OF THE PRINCIPAL
CANADIAN LAW BOOKS.

AMERICAN LAW PERIODICALS. Latest volumes of reports, digests, and statutes ; annual laus,

ALBANY LAW JOURNAL . Vol. 60. ( 1899.) ( Vol. 61, cur- | published since last revisions ; text -books of 1899.

rent.) Weekly . DOMINION .

AMERICAN LAW REGISTER . Philadelphia. New Series . Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 28. ( 1899.) ( Vol . 29,

Vol . 38. ( 1899. ) ( Vol . 39 , curent.) Monthly . current, in parts .)

AMERICAN LAW REVIEW.
( 1899.)St. Louis . Vol . 33. Exchequer. Vol . 5. ( 1899. ) ( Vol . 6 , current, in

( Vol . 34 , current. ) Bi-monthly . parts .)

AMERICAN LAWYER . New York . Vol. 7 . ( 1899.) ( Vol . Criminal Cases . Vol . 2. ( 1899.) ( Vol. 3, current,

8 , current.) Monthly . in parts.)

BANKING LAW JOURNAL . New York . Vol. 16 . ( 1899.) Cartwright's British N. A. Cases. Vol. 5. ( 1898. )

( Vol . 17 , current.) Monthly. llunter's Land Cases. Vol . l . ( 1897.)

CENTRAL LAW JOURNAL . St. Louis. Vol . 49. ( 1899.) Canada Law Journal, Vol . 31. (1899.) ( Vol. 35 ,

( Vol. 50 , current.) Weekly . current, in parts .)

CHICAGO LEGAL NEWs. Vol . 31. ( 1899.) ( Vol . 32 , cur Canadian Law Tiines. Vol . 18. ( 1899. ) ( Vol. 19 ,

rent . ) Weekly .
current, in parts .)

COLLECTOR AND COMMERCIAL LAWYER . Detroit. Vol. 10 . Digest, Cassels ' . ( 1871-1893. ) 1 vol . 1893 .

( 1899.) ( Vol . 11 , current. ) Monthly . Coutlee's. ( 1893-1899 . ) 1 vol . 1899 .

Green Bag . Boston . Vol . 11. (1899.) (Vol. 12 , current. ) Canadian Annual. 1899 .

Monthly. Reprint of Vols. 1 to 10, see p. 1 . Statutee , Revised . 2 vols . 1886 .

HARVARD LAW REVIEW . Cambridge, Mass. Vol. 12 . Annual Laws. 1886 to 1899.

( 1899 ) ( Vol. 13 , current.) Monthly.
Text- Books. AUGLIN [ ] . Limitations of Actions

INSURANCE LAW JOURNAL. New York . Vol. 28. ( 1899.) against Trustees. $3.00 .

( Vol . 29, current. ) Monthly .
BELL ( ] and Dunn ( ] . Law of Mortgages

Law Student's HELPER . Detroit. Vol. 6. ( 1899. ) ( Vol . (Real Estate ). Ilalf calf , $5.50 .

7 , current.) Monthly .
CASSELS (R.). Practice of theSupreme Court. $ 5.00 .

MEDICO -LEGAL JOURNAL . New York . Vol. 17. ( 1899.)
( 'RANKSHAW (JAMES) . Analytical Synopsis of

(Vol. 18 , current. ) Quarterly.
the Criminal Code and the Evidence Act . Cloth ,

NATIONAL BANKRUPTCY NEWS AND REPORTS . Detroit .
$ 1.75 .

Vol. l . (1899.) ( Vol . 2 , current. ) Bi-weekly .
TREMEEAR (W. J.] . Laws of ConditionalSales and

NATIONAL CORPORATION REPORTER . Chicago. Vol. 18 . Chattel Liens. $5.50 .

( 1899.) ( Vol . 19, current.) Weekly . BRITISH COLUMBIA .

NEW JERSEY LAW JOURNAL . Plainfield . Vol . 22. ( 1899.)

( Vol. 23, current.) Monthly .

Reports . Vol . 5. ( 1898. ) ( Vol. 6 , current, in parts .)

Onio LEGAL News. Norwalk . Vol . 6. (1899.) (Vol. 1 ,

Digest, Canadian Annual. 1896 to 1899 .

Statutes, Revised . 2 vols . 1897 .

current. ) Semi-weekly.

VIRGINIA LAW REGISTER . Lynchburg. Vol. 4. ( 1899. )

Annual Laws, 1897 , 1998 , 1899 .

( Vol . 5 , current. ) Monthly .

MANITOBA .

WASHINGTON LAW REPORTER . Vol . 27. ( 1899 ) ( Vol .

Reports. Vol. 11. ( 1898 ) ( Vol. 12 , current, in parts . )

28, current. ) Weekly .

Digest , Canadian Annual. 1896-1899 .

WEEKLY LAW BULLETIN . Columbus and Cincinnati. Statutes, Consolidated . 2 vols . 1892 .

Vol . 42. ( 1899. ) ( Vol. 43 , current. ) Weekly .

Annual Laws, 1893 to 1899 .

YALE LAW JOURNAL . New Ilaven , Conn . Vol . 8. ( 1899.)
NEW BRUNSWICK .

( Vol . 9, current. ) Monthly .

Reports . Supreme Court. Vol. 33. ( 1898. ) ( Vol. 31,

[ See also American Reports, Uniler kentucky , Ohio , and
current, in parts . )

Pennsylvania .]

Equity . Vol. 2. ( 1899. )

Digest , Stevens '. 1897 .

Canadian Annual. 1896 to 1899.

GENERAL INDEX TO PERIODICALS. Statutes , ( onsolidated . 1877 .

Annual Laws, 1877 to 1898 .

In 1888 Hox. LEONARD A. Joses published AN
NEWFOUNDLAND .

INDEX TO LEGAL PERIODICAL LITERATURE , which has
Reports. Morris . 2 vols . ( 1874-96 .) 1899 .

been found extremely useful, not only in libraries, but Digest, Canadian Annual. 1896 to 1899 .

also by lawyers who have occasion to look up points not Statutes, Consolidated . 1896 .

covered in the digests and text-books. The files of Annual Laus. 1896 to 1899 .

legal journals are full of articles on special topics, con- NORTH WEST TERRITORIES .

tributed by lawyers who have spent months in looking Reports. Vol. 1. (1897.) ( Vol . 2 , current, in parts . )

up law which they could not find stated in any existing Digest, Canadian Annual. 1896 to 1399 .

books. Until Judge Jones compiled his Index these
Statutes, Revised Ordinances. 1898 .

monographs were hidden amony " back volumes.”
Annual Lacs . 1899 ,

NOVA SCOTIA ,

In January , 1900 , will be published a second volume, Reports. Vol . 31. ( 1899. ) ( Vol . 32, current, in parts . )

bringing the Index down through 1898 , and adding Digest, Congdon's. 1890 .

references to articles on Legal Sci ce , Political Science , Canadian Annual. 1895 to 1899 .

Economics , and Sociology .
Statutes, Revised . 1884 .

The price of Vol . 2 , in half morocco, is $ 10.00 net. Annual Lawr. 1885 to 1899 .
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l'anadian Larr Books, continued .

ONTARIO .

Reports . Supreme Court. Vol . 29. ( 1899. ) ( Vol. 30 ,

current , in parts.)

Appeals . Vol. 25. ( 1899. ) ( Vol . 26 , current, in

parts .)

Practice. Vol. 17. ( 1997.) (Vol. 18 , current, in

parts .)

Digest , Robinson and Josephs', to 1880. 2 vols . 1880 .

Ontario . 1880 to 1895. 2 vols . 1895 .

Canadian Annual. 1896 to 1899 .

Statutes, Revised . 2 vols . 1897 .

Bicknell and Kappele, Practical Statutes in force .

1899 . $ 1.00 .

Annual Laws. 1898 , 1899 .

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND .

Reports. Vol. 2. ( 1886. )

Digest, Canadian Annual. 1896 to 1899 .

Statutes, Revised . 3 vols . 1868 .

Annual Laws. 1868 to 1899 .

QUEBEC .

Reports. Official, Queen's Bench . Vol. 7. ( 1899. )

Supreme Court. Vol 14. ( 1899.)

Revue Legale. Vol . 5. ( 1899. ) (Vol. 6, current, in

parts . )

Revue de Jurisprudence. Vol. 5. (1899.)

Practice . Vol. 1 . ( 1899. ) ( Vol . 2 , current, in

parts .)

Digest , Quebec Consolidated . 2 vols . 1899 .

Canadian Annual. 1896 to 1899 .

Statutes, Revised. 3 vols . 1888 .

Annual Laws. 1888 to 1899 .

Text- Books. Cusson (VICTOR ) . Code des Huissiers et

des Shérifs. (English and French text.) Cloth,

$2.00 .

DE DAZES (PAUL ). Code Scolaire . 1899. Cloth ,

$ 1.50 .

LEMIEUX (RODOLPHE ). Origines du Droit Franco .

Canadien ( étant un cours d'histoire de Droit Can

adien depuis les Origines Gauloises jusqu'à nos

jours ). Half calf , $ 3.50 .

MARTINEAU ( ) and DELFAUSSE ( . ) .

Code de Procédure Civile . ( English and French

text . ) Half calf, $ 12.00.

MIGNAULT ( P. B.) . Droit Civil Canadien , Vol . IV.

( contenant les chapitres des Donations et des Tes

taments ) . Half calf, $5.00 .

( There will be six or seven volumes of this work . )

SAUVALLE ( MARC ). Loi de Conciliation expliquée

(Le Guide du Conciliateur ) . Cloth , $0.60.

WEIR ( R. STANLEY ) . Code of Civil Procedure.

( Pocket edition . ) Cloth , $ 2.50 . Half calf , $3.00 .

WEIR (R. STANLEY ) . Education Act of 1899, An

notated . Cloth , $ 1.75 .

BRITISH EMPIRE.

REPORTS, DIGESTS, STATUTES, SERIALS .

( For text-books, see other lists . )

ENGLAND .

Reports, and serials containing reports :

Law Reports, 1899.

Common Law , 2 vols .

Equity, 2 vols .

Appellate, 1 vol .

Probate, 1 vol.

Statutes, 1 vol .

( 1900, current, in monthly parts .)

Law Reports, Indian Appeals . Vol. 25. ( 1898. )

Law Reports, Weekly Notes . 1899. ( 1900, current ,

in parts.)

-Law Journal Reports. Vol. 68. ( 1899. ) (Vol. 69,

current, in parts.)

Law Journal Notes and News . 1899. ( 1900 , current,

in parts.)

Law Times Reports . Vol. 80. ( 1899. ) (Vol. 81 ,

current, in parts . )

Weekly Reporter. Vol. 47. ( 1899.) (Vol. 48 , cur

rent , in parts .)

Times Law Reports. Vol. 16. ( 1899.)

Justice of the Peace. Vol. 63. ( 1899.) (Vol. 64,

current, in parts. )

Aspinall's Maritime Cases. Vol . 7. ( 1896. ) (Vol. 8,

current, in parts issued irregularly .)

Bankruptcy Reports. (Manson .) Vol. 5. 1898 .

Railway and Canal Traffic Cases . (Browne & Mac

namara .) Vol. 9. (1896.) ( Vol. 10 , current, in

parts issued irregularly .)

Commercial Cases. (Matthew .) Vol. 3. ( 1898.)

(Vol. 4 , current, in parts.)

County Courts Cases . Vol. 24. ( 1899. ) ( Vol . 25,

curent, in parts.)

Cox Criminal Cases. Vol . 18. ( 1898. ) (Vol. 19, cur

rent, in parts issued irregularly .)

Cox Magistrates Cases. Vol. 18. ( 1898.) (Vol. 19 ,

current, in parts issued irregularly .)

Patent Office Reports. (Cutler. ) Vol. 15. (1899.)

( Vol. 16 , current, in parts .)

Registration Cases . ( Irregular issue in current

parts . ) Smith vol . 1 , part 4. ( 1899.)

Acts and Proceedings of Privy Council. ( 1542-89 .)

Vol. 18 .

State Trials . ( New series . ) Vol. 8. ( 1898. )

Year Books. Edward III . Year 16. ( 1897. )

English Ruling Cases with American Notes . Vol.

19. ( Vegligence to Partnership .)

Revised Reports. Vol. 41. ( 1899. )

Serials, not containing reports :

County Courts Chronicle . Vol . 37. ( 1899. ) (Vol.

38, current. )

Law Mayazine and Review . Fourth series. Vol.

24. ( 1899.) ( Vol. 25 , curent.)

Law Quarterly Review . Vol. 15. ( 1899.) ( Vol . 16 ,

current. )

Law Times ( newspaper ) . Vol. 106. ( 1899.) (Vol.

107 , curent. )

Solicitor's Journal. Vol. 43 . ( 1899.) ( Vol. 41 ,

current .)

Digests :

Mews Digest English Case Law to 1898 . 16 vols.

Mews' Annual Digest. 1898 .

Mews' Quarterly Digest ( cumulative ).

NEW AND COMPLETE ENGLISH DIGEST.

Until now there has been no one complete digest of

the English reports. Separate Equity and Common

Law digests have been issued at ditferent times, often

overlapping each other, and , between them , omitting

many important cases . In 1899 was published Mews'

Digest of English CASE LAW ( 16 vols . , sheep , $96 ) ,

covering both Law and Equity, and the whole range

of modern English reports, from 1750 to the end of

1898 .
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British Empire, England , continued .

Statutes :

Revised Statutes . (Chitty. ) 13 vols . to 1894 .

Annual Statutes. Law Reports, 1894 to 1898 .

IRELAND.

Reports :

Law Reports, Ireland. 2 vols . ( 1899.) ( 1900, cur

rent, in parts .)

Irish Law Times . Vol . 33. ( 1899.) (Vol . 34 , cur

rent, in parts .) Stubbs' Digest.

Irish Land Reports. Part 15. (Quarterly .)

Digests :

Bruker, Common Law . 1864 .

O'Donnell and Brady, Equity. 1838 .

Gamble and Barlow , Equity. 2 vols . 1838-67.

Green , Common Law and Equity. 1867-90.

Statutes : None since 1802 .

Tert - Books. BATTERSBY ( T. S. F. ) . Local Govern

ment Elections . ( Supplement to Carleton on Elec

tions .) Cloth .

BRETT (J. P. ) . Compensation for Criminal In

juries. Cloth .

DE MOLEYNS ( THOMAS ) . Land Owners and Agents'

Practical Guide. Eighth edition , by A. W. Quill

and F. P. Hamilton . Cloth , £ 1.10.0 .

FITZGIBBON (H. M.) and JOHNSTON (W.J.). Law

of Local Government in Ireland , including Act of

1898. Cloth , 12s .

LAWSON (WILLIAM ). Notesof Decisions under the

Representation of the People Acts and the Regis

tration Acts . 1898. Cloth .

SUPPLE (KERRY L.). The Irish Justice of the

Peace . Cloth .

THOMPSON ( ) . Law of Criminal Procedure in

Ireland . Cloth .

VANSTON (GEORGE T. B.). The Law relating to

Local Government in Ireland . Cloth , £ 1.1.0 .

WALKER ( R. A. ) . Rating Provisions of the Local

Government (Ireland ) Act . 1898. Cloth .

WEIR (H. C. ) . Local Government Act. 1898. Cloth ,

໓s .

SCOTLAND .

Reports, and serials containing reports :

Court of Session Cases. 5th series. Vol. 1. ( 1899.)

(5th series. Vol. 2 , current, in parts .)

Justiciary Cases. Adam . Vol. 2. ( 1898.)

Scots Law Times. Vol. 7. ( 1899.) ( Vol. 8 , current,

in parts. )

Scottish Law Reporter. Vol. 36. (1899.) ( Vol. 37 ,

current, in parts .)

Poor Law Magazine. Vol. 42. ( 1899.) (Vol. 43,

current, in parts .)

Scots Revised Reports. Vol. 10. ( 1899.) ( To the

end of McQueen's House of Lords Cases .)

Serials, not containing reports :

Juridical Review ( Edinburgh ). Vol. 11 . ( 1899.)

( Vol. 12 , current . )

Scottish Law Review , Vol. 15 . ( 1899.) ( l'ol. 16 ,

current.?
Trigests :

Shaw 3 vols . to 1868. 1st supplement, 1868-77 . 20

supplement, 1877–85 .

Statutes :

Revised Statutes, 8 vols . 1707-1900 .

Tert - Books. BEL GEORGE J.) . Principles of the

Law of Scotland . Tenth edition , by William

Guthrie . £ 2.12.6 .

British Empire, Scotland , continued .

Burns (Joun ). Conveyancing Practice. Cloth ,

£ 1.5.0 .

DOAK ( R. A. ) . Manual of Court Procedure, Civil

and Criminal. Cloth , 5s .

GLEGG ( A. T. ) . The Workmen's Compensation

Act , 1897. Commentary on . Second edition . 7s .

GRIERSON ( P. I. HAMILTON ). The Law of Staip

Duties on Written Instruments . 10s .

LISLE (GEORGE ). Accounting in Theory and Prac

tice . 15s .

RITHIE ( MICHAEL ) . Summary Proceedings and

Appeals in Inland Revenue Cases . Cloth , 7s.6d .

WALLACE (WM .) and McNeil ( ALLAN ) . Banking

Law , with Forms. Second edition . Cloth , 15s .

COLONIAL .

Australasia .

Australian Law Times. Vol. 21. ( 1899. ) ( 1900 ,

current, in parts .)

Australasian Annual Digest. 1898. (Began in

1897. )

New South Wales Law Reports. Vol . 20. ( 1899.)

( Vol. 21 , current, in parts.)

New South Wales Bankruptcy Cases . Vol. 10. ( 1899. )

New South Wales Land Court Cases. Vol. 8 .

( 1899. ) (Vol. 9 , current, in parts . )

New South Wales Weekly Notes. Vol. 16. (1899. )

(Vol. 17 , current, in parts .)

Revised Statutes . Vols . 1 , 2 , to 1897 .

Annual Laws, 1897 , 1898.

Queensland Law Journal Reports. Vol. 8. ( 1898.)

( Vol. 9 , current, in parts .)

Queensland Digest, to 1896 .

Revised Statutes. 6 vols . to 1893 .

Annual Laws. 1894 to 1898 .

South Australian Annual Laws. 1836 to 1898 .

Tasmania Revised Statutes. 5 vols . to 1888 .

Annual Laws. 1889 to 1898.

Victorian Law Reports. Vol . 24. (1899.) ( Vol.

25, current, in parts .)

Revised Statutes. 7 vols . to 1890.

Annual Laws. 1890 to 1898 .

West Australian Revised Statutes . 4 vols . to 1895.

Annual Laws. 1895 to 1898.

New Zealand Law Reports . Vol. 16 . ( 1899.)

( Vol . 17 , current, in parts.)

Revised Statutes. 4 vols . to 1892 .

Annual Laws. 1893 to 1898 .

British Guiana Review Court Judgments. 1898 .

Cape of Good Hope. Eastern District Reports. Vol .

11. ( 1898.)

Supreme Court Reports. Vol. 11. ( 1898. )

Cape Law Journal. Vol. 16. ( 1899. ) (Vol. 17 , cur

rent, in parts .)

Cape Times Law Reports. Vol. 8. ( 1899.) - (Vol.

10 , current, in parts . )

Griqualand Reports. Vol. 7. ( 1898. )

Revised Statutes . 3 vols . to 1893 .

Annual Laws. 1896 , 1897, 1898 .

South African Republic Reports. Vol. 2. ( 1881-1881 . )

Southern Rhodesia Law Reports. Vol. I. ( 1899.)

C'eylon Supreme Court Reports . 1895. (Current, in parts.)

Revised Ordinances, 3 vols . to 1894.

Cyprus Law Reports. Vol . 4. ( 1896.)

India Law Reports. Allahabad , Vol. 20 ; Bombay, Vol.

22 ; Calcutta, Vol. 25 ; Madras, Vol. 21. ( 1898.)

( Current, in parts .)
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British Empire, India, continueil.

Unrepealed Acts . 3 vols , to 1893 .

Annual Laws, 1894 to 1898 .

Isle of Man Revised Statutes. 5 vols . 1886 .

Mauritius Decisions. 1898.

Compiled Laws. 3 vols . 1896 .

Annual Laws. 1897 , 1898 .

Ilong - kong Local. Norton -kysbe. ( ) Ilistory of

the Laws and Courts . 2 vols . £3.0.0.

Straits Settlements Law Reports. Vol. 4 . ( 1896. )

( Vol . 5, current, in parts .)

Revised Acts and Ordinances. 2 vols . 1886 .

Annual Laws. 1887 to 1898.

Trinidad Revised Laws. 9 vols . 1892 .

[For Canada , see separate list . ]

ENGLISH ELEMENTARY AND LOCAL

BOOKS

Published since Jan. 1, 1899.

1

English Elementary and Local Books, continued .

BROWNE ( J. II . BALFOUR ) and TIEOBALD (H. S. ) .

Law of Railway Companies : Acts, Orlers and

Notes. Third edition , by J. II . B. Browne and

Frank B. Browne .
2. 2.0

BULLEN (EDWARD ). On the Law of Distress.

Second edition, by Cyril Dodd and T. J. Bullen 1. 0.0

BYLES (SIR JOIN B.). On Bills of Exchange. Six

teenth edition, by M. B. Byles and W. J. B.

Byles 1.5.0

CARTER ( A. T.). Outlines of English Leyal History , 10.6

CHALMERS (DALZELL ). The Law as it atfects

Cyclists 2.0

CHAMBERS (GEORGE F. ) and FORVARGUE ( II .

WEST ). Law relating to Public Libraries, etc.

CHAND. See Hukm Chand .

CHANDLER (PRETOR W.) . On the Land Tar .. 3.6

CHASTEK ( A. W. ) . On the Powers of Executive

Otticers . Fifth edition
15.0

COHEN (IERMAN ). Law of Cabs (and Motor -Cabs)

in London 2.6

COMPULSORY LICENSES UNDER THE PATENT ACTS , 15.0

COPNALL ( II . II ) . Law relating to Locomotives

on lighways 3.6

COPNALL ( II . H.). Law relating to Infectious Dis.

cases and Hospitals 7.6

CORDERY ( A. ) . Law relating to Solicitors of the

Supreme Court. Third edition 1. 1.0

DANIELS (G. C. ) . Handbook of the Law of Distress . 3.6

DARBY ( J. G. N. ) and BOSANQUET ( F. A.) . Statutes

of Limitation . Second edition, with Supplement. 1. 7.6

( This is the second edition of 1893, with a Sip

plement, 1899, by Bosanquet and Marchant.)

DAVIDSON ( M. G. ) . Concise Precedents in Con

veyancing. Seventeenth edition .. 1. 1.0

DE VILLIERS (MELINS ). Roman and Roman -Dutch

Law of Injuries 2. 2.0

DOUGLAS (CECIL G. ) . Summary Jurisdiction Pro

cedure ( Acts 1818-99 ) . Eighth edition . 15.0

EMMETT (LEWIS E. ). Notes on Perusing Titles .

Fourth edition 10.0

Every Man's Own LAWYER . Thirty -seventh edi

tion .
6.8

FAWCETT ( W. M. ). The Law of Landlord and

Tenant. Second edition, by: J. M. Lightwool. 1. 1.0

FLETCHER ( B.). On Dilapidations. Filth cdition 6.6

FOWKE (V. DE S. ) . Companies Iets . Second edi

tion 5.0

FRY (D. P. ) . Law of Vaccination . Seventh edition ,

by A. F. Vulliamy 8.6

GALE (C. J. ) . On Easсments . Seventh edition, hy

G. Cave 1. 5.0

GIBSON (ALBERT) and WELDEN ( .1 . ) . Student's

Probate, Divorce and Admiralty

GLEN (W. C. ). Law iclating to the Public Health .

Twelfth edition . 2 vols..

GOIRAND (LEOPOLD ). French Commercial Law and

the Practice of all the Courts, and Dictionary of

French Judicial Terms. Second edition 1. 0.0

GOODEVE (L. A. ). Law of Personal Property .

Third edition , by J. II . Williams and W. M.

Crowdly 18.0

GORDON ( J. W.) . Compulsory Licenses under the

Patents Act 15.0

HADDEN ( ) . Handbook of the Local Govern

ment Acts . Fourth edition , by W. 11. Dums

day . 9.0

Size octaro or duodecimo, and binding cloth , unless other

wise noted .

Where full information could not be obtained , initials and

prices are left blank .

Any book on this list can be delivered to lawyers in the

United States at the rate of thirty cents to the shilling, or to

libraries on certificate for free importation at twenty -fice cents

to the shilling.

£ . $. d

ABBOTT (GEORGE ) and Holt (GEORGE J. ). Regis

tration Hand Book .

ALABASTER ( ) . Notes and Commentaries on

Chinese Criminal Law
18.0

ANNUAL COUNTY COURTS PRACTICE. By Judge

Smyly .
1. 5.0

ANNUAL PRACTICE for 1900. By Snow , Burney &

Stringer. 2 vols .
1. 5.0

ANSON ( SIR W. R. ). Law of Contract. Ninth edi.

tion

10.6

Austin ( Evans ) . Light Railways Act of 1896 .

Second edition

5.0

BAKER ( SIR SHERSTON ). First Steps in Interna

tional Law .
12.0

BARCLAY ( T. ) . British Companies and Securities in

France, and the Formation of French Companies. 7.6

BARTLEY (DOUGLAS C. ) . Adulteration of Food :

Statutes and Cases
8.0

BenxETT ( J. F. C. ) . Practitioner's Guide to the

Duties of Exccutors and Administrators. Second

edition

17.6

BEVEN ( THOMAS ). Law of Employer's Liability and

Workmen's Compensation . Second edition
7.6

BIRRELL (AUGUSTINE ). The Law and History of

Copyright in Books

BLACKWELL ( CHEORGE ). The Inebriates Acts, 1879

98

3.6
BLACKWELL (GEORGE ). The Law of Meetings.

( Social, Political, Companies, etc. ) Second edi

tion
2.6

BLUNT ( J. II ) . Book of Church Law . Eighth edi

tion . By Sir W. Phillimore and G. E. Jones .
9.0

BRICKDALE ( C. FORTESCUE ) and SHIELDON (W. R.).

Land Transfer Acts, 1875 and 1897. Notes and

Forms .
1. 0.0

BROWNE (FRANK B. ) . Problems in the Law of Com

pensation

1

.

1
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English Elementary and Local Books, continued .

HARDY ( HAROLD ) . Benefices Act and Ecclesiastical

Proceedings
5.0

HARRIS ( R. ) . Her Majesty's Judges and their Rela

tion to Advocacy 3.0

HARRIS (SEYMOUR F. ) . Criminal Law. Eighth edi

tion , by C. L. Allenborough . .
1. 0.0

HARRIS (SEYMOUR F. ) . Elements of Roman

Law :

A Digest of Gaius and Justinian. Third edi

tion . 6.0

HOLDSWORTH (W. S. ) and VICKER ( C. W.). Law of

Succession , Testamentary and Intestate 10.6

HOLLAND ( THOMAS ERSKINE ). Studies in Inter

national Law 10.6

HUGHES ( ) and MONTGOMERY ( ) . Works

men's Compensation Act of 1897 . . 2.6

HUKM -CHAND. Proceedings of Civil Courts in British

India . Vol. 1. (To be comprised in three volumes.) 1.12.0

HUNT (JOHN) . London Government Act , 1899. (The

Law relating to Metropolitan Boronghs and Bor

ough Councils .) 7.6

HUSEIN (SYED K. ) . Treatise on Right and Duty.

(Reprinted from the author's work on the Muham

madan Law of Gift .)

INDERMAUR ( J.) and TUWAITES (C. ) . Student's

Guide to the Principles of Equity. Second edi

tion .

JACKSON (W. HOWLAND) and Gosset ( THOKOLD ).

Investigation of Title ; with Precedents of Requisi

tions. Second edition 12.6

JACKSOX (W. HOWLAND) and GosseT ( THOROLD ) .

Precedents of Purchase and Mortgage Deeds.

(Companion to the above book . ) .. 7.6

JELF (ERNEST A.) . Law of Evidence in Criminal

Cases . Second edition . 3.6

JENKINS ( ) . Local Government Act , 1899 .

JENKS (EDWARD ). Modern Land Law 15.0

JONES (CHARLES). Solicitor's Clerk . Fifth edition , 2.6

KELKE ( W. H. HASTINGS ). Epitome of Real Prop

crty Law for the Use of Students . Second edi

tion .. 6.0

Key ( THOMAS ) and ELPHINSTONE ( IIOWARD W.) .

Precedents in Conveyancing. Sixth edition, by

Sir H. W. Elphinstone. 2 vols . . 3.10.0

Knox (Harry) and Hind ( JESSE W.). The Law of

Copyright in Designs . 12.6

LAW List for 1899 10.6

LAWYER'S COMPANION AND DIARY for 1900. Edit

ed by Edwin Layman . 3.6 to 10.6

LEGAL DIARY ( DIRECTORY) AND ALMANAC for

1900. . 3.6 to 8.6

LELY ( J.). Statutes of Practical Utility , 1899 7.6

LEVY (J. H. ). Necessity for Criminal Appeal as

illustrated by the Maybrick Case

LITTLER ( R. D. M.) and IlutTON ( A. ) . Rights and

Duties of Justices 5.0

MACKENZIE ( W. ) and WOODCOCK (H. B. D. ) . Di

gest of Licensing Cases ( Intoxicating Liquors) . 10.6

MACHORRAN , LUSHINGTOx, and NALDRETT. Lon

don Goveinment Act, 1899 12.6

MARSDEN ( R. G.) . Digest of Cases Relating to Ship

ping and Marine Insurance 1.10.0

(Reprinted from Mew's Digest . See List of

American Text Books.)

MAYNE ( John D. ) . The Law of Damages. Sixth

edition, by J. D. Mayne and Lumley Smith . .. 1. 8.0

English Elementary and Local Books, continued.

Minton -SENHOUSE (R. M.). Workmen's Compen

sation Cases 6.0

MUIRHEAD ( J. ) . The Private Law of Rome . Sec

ond edition , by Henry Goudy 1. 1.0

MURRAY ( ) and CATLER ( ) . Guide to

Income Tax Practice . 10.0

NEWTON (JOHN ). Woman's Position before the

English Law . 1.0

NORMAN (A. W. ) . Digest of Death Duties . Second

edition 1.5.0

ODGERS (WILLIAM B. ) . Local Government in Eng .

land 3.6

PAINE (WYATT ). The Law of Inebriate Reformato

ries and Retreats. (Acts of 1879-98 . ) 6.0

PALMER (F. B.) . Shareholders ', Directors ', and Vol

untary Liquidators' Legal Companion. Eighteenth

edition 2.6

PATERSON'S PRACTICAL STATUTES for the Session of

1899. Edited by J. S. Cotton . . 8.0

PEASE ( J. G.) and CutTY (IIERBERT) on the Law

of Markets and Fairs

PRIDEAUX ( F. ) . Precedents in Conveyancing. Sev

enteenth edition , by John Whitcombe 1.0.0

INDERMAUR ( JOHN ). Students' Guide to

Prideaux . Fourth edition

PRIDMORE ( C. T. ) . Preparation, Delivery, and Taxa

tion of Bills of Costs . Tenth edition , by C. W.

Scott and others 1. 5.0

RATTIGAN (W.H.). Science of Jurisprudence. Third

editiou .

RAWLINS (W. D. ) . Specific Performance of Con

tracts.. 5.0

RingwOOD ( R. ) . Principles of Bankruptcy . Seventh

edition 10.6

ROWLATT ( S. A. T. ) . Law of Principal and Surety . 16.0

RUDALL ( A. R.) and GREIG (J. W.). Law of Land

Transfer . 5.0

RUEGG ( A. H.) . The Employers' Liability Act, 1880 .

Fourth edition 10.6

SAUNDERS ( T. W. ) . Law and Practice of Affiliation .

Tenth edition, by R. M. Stephenson . 6.6

SCRUTTON ( T. E ) on Charter Parties and Bills of

Lading . Fourth edition 18.0

SEBASTIAN (LEWIS B. ) . The Law of Trademarks,

with a Chapter on Goodwill. Fourth edition, by

L. B. Sebastian and II . B. ileinming 1. 10.0

SELDEN SOCIETY. Select Cases in the Court of Re

quests , 1497-1569 , by T. S. Leadam .

SHAW'S MANUAL OF VACCINATION LAW . Acts of

1867-71-74 and '98 . Seventh edition 5.0

SLATER ( J.). Principles of Mercantile Law . Second

edition .

SOLICITORS' DIARY , ALMANAC, LEGAL DIGEST, AND

DIRECTORY for 1900 3.6 to 8.6

STAMP LAWS. Tenth edition 4.0

STEER ( John ). Parish Law . Sixth edition, by W.

H. McNamara 1.0.0

STEPHEN ( II . L.). State Trials, Political and Social.

2 vols. ...

STEPHEN ( IIENRY J. ) . Commentaries on the Laws of

England . Thirteenth edition, by Archibald

Brown. 4 vols. 4. 4.0

STEPHEN ( SIR JAMES FITZJAMES ) . Digest of the

Law of Evidence . Fifth edition , by Sir Herbert

Stephen and II . L. Stephen 6.0

STEVENS (T. M.). Bankruptcy. Second edition 7.6

.

.
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on

English Elementary and Local Books , continued .

STRINGER ( F. A. ) . Practice on the Summons for Di.

rections 5.0

SWEET AND MAXWELL'S DIARY FOR LAWYERS for

1900. Edited by F. A. Stringer and J. Johnston . 3.6

TERRY (G. P. WARNER) and MORLE ( P. BARTLETT ).

The London Government Act, 1899 5.0

THOMSON (ANDREW ). Compendium of Modern

Equity 1.10.0

TYSSEN (AMHERST D. ) . Elementary Law for the

General Public . 5.0

UNDERHILL ( A. ). The Law of Partnership . 3.6

WARREN ( W. R. ) . Law Relating to Choses in

Action 16.0

WATERLOW ( W.A. ) and Risley (J. S. ) . Practical

Manual to the Companies Acts . Eleventh edition , 4.6

WHITEHEAD ( BENJAMIN ). Church Law . Second

cdition 10.6

WILD ( E. E. ) and Cooper ( F. S. ) . Common Form

Draftsman 7.6

WILLIAMS (SYDNEY E. ) , The Law of Account 10.0

WILLIAMS (SYDNEY E. ) . The Law of Legal Repre

sentatives, Rcal and Personal 10.0

Willis (W. A.) . Workingmen's Compensation Act,

1897. Sixth edition 3.6

WOLSTENHOLME, Brinton, and CHERRY . Convey

ancing and Settled Land Acts . Eighth edition, 1. 1.0

YEARLY PRACTICE OF THE SUPREME COURT for

1900. By M. Muir Mackenzie, S. G. Lushington,

J. C. Fox , and others . . 1. 0.0

ENGLISH TEXT BOOKS, ETC.,

IN PREPARATION.

Approximate dates of publication giren, when possible .

We suggest that lawyers and librarians send advance orders

for these books if wanted , to secure early copies and possibly

reduced prices if enough copits are ordered .

£ . $ . d .

ARNOULD (Sir JOSEPH ) on Marine Insurance .

Seventh edition, by E. L. de Hart and R. I. Siniey .

2 vols..

ATKINSON (C. M.). Magistrates' Annual Practice for

1900. ( Within three months.)

BEAL ( EDWARD ). The L : w of Bailments and Car

riers . ( February, 1900. ) . . About 1.10.0

BAINBRIDGE ( ) on Mines and Minerals . Fifth

edition, by Archibald Brown. ( January, 1900.)

About 2. 0.0

BROOKE (RICHARD) on the Office and Practice of

a Notary. Sixth edition , by James Cranstown .

BROOM (HERBERT). Legal Maxims. Seventh cdi

tion

CABABÉ (MICHAEL ). Law of Attachment of Debts

and Receivers by Way of Equitable Exccutions.

Third edition . ( January, 1900 )

CARABÉ ( MICHAEL ) . Law and Practice of Inter

pleader. Third edition . (January, 1900.) .

CHITTY ( THOMAS ) . Forms of Practical Proceedings

in the Quicen's Bench Division. Thirteenth edition ,

by T. W.Chitty and Herbert Chitty . . ,

DANIELL ( EDMUND R.). Forms and Precedents of

Proceedings in the Chancery Division and on Ap

peal therefrom . Fifth edition, by Charles Burney .

DANIELL (EDMUND . ) . Practice of the Chancery

Division and on Appeal therefrom . Seventh cdi

tion, by C. W. Greenwood and C. C. M. Dale . .

English Text Books, etc. , continued .

ELPHINSTONE ( Sir H. W.). Introduction to

Conveyancing. Fourth edition . ( January ,

1900.)

ELPHINSTONE ( SIR H. W. ) . Interpretation of Dccds.

Second edition..

JEPSON (A. ) . Lands Clauses Consolidation Acts .

Second edition, by J. M. Lightwood .

KELLY ( J. II . ) . Conveyancing Draftsman . Fourth

edition , by L. H. West and William Austin .

( January, 1900. ) . About 12.6

KERR (W. W. ) . Receivers in Chancery. Fourth

edition .

MACARTHUR ( CHARLES ) the Contract of

Marine Insurance .

MACDONELL ( John ). Law of Master and Servant.

Second edition . (Within three months .) .

MACPHERSON (W.). Practice of the Judicial Com

mittee of the Privy Council. Third edition , by

G. Wheeler and F. Safford . ( January, 1900.) . .

MONTGOMERY (R. V.). The Licensing Laws as to

the Sale of Intoxicating Liquors. Second edition .

( January, 1900. ) .

PALMER ( F. B. ) . Company Precedents. Part II .

Winding up Forms and Practice . Part III . Deb

entures . Seventh edition , by F. B. Palmer.

( This work in future will be in three volumes,

volume 1 covering Formation of Companies. ) . .

Roscoe (HENRY ). Digest of the Law of Evidence

at Nisi Prius. Seventeenth edition, by Maurice

Powell. (Within six months. ) .

Rocse ( ROLLO ). The Practical Man . ( Legal

Forms.) Seventeenth edition , by E. H. Birch ,

( January, 1900. ) .

Russell ( F.) on Arbitration and Award . Eighth

edition, by E. J. Pollock and Herbert Russell.

(March , 1900.)

SHIRLEY (W.S ). Selection of Leading Cases in the

Common Law . Sixth edition , by Richard Watson .

(Within six months .)

Smith ( JOSIALI W. ) . Manual of Equity Jurispru

dence. Fifteenth edition, by Sydney Williams.

( Within six months.)

STEVENS (T. M. ) . Elements of Mercantile Law .

Third edition , by II . Jacobs. ( January, 1900. ) 10.0

UNDERHILL (A. ) . Summary of the Law of Torts.

Seventh edition . ( January, 1900.) 10.6

WIGRAM (W. K. ) . Justices' Note Book . Seventh

edition, by Henry Warburton . (Within three

months .)

WILLIAMS ( I. C. ) . Law relating to Vendor and

Purchaser. ( January, 1900.)

Woods (W. A. G.) and RITCHIE ( J. ). Digest of

cases overruled , approved , or otherwise specially

considered in the English Courts, to the end of

1899. ( About June, 1900. ) ( This is a new edition

of Dale & Lehmann's Digest of overruled cases ,

and is a companion volume to Mew's Digest of

English Case Law .)

YEARLY COUNTY COURT PRACTICE for 1900 . By

G. Pitt Lewis, C. Arnold White, and Archibald

Read . Vol. 1. General and Admiralty Jurisdic

tion . Vol . 2. Special Jurisdiction

YEARLY DIGEST OF CASES for 1899

YEARLY JUSTICES PRACTICE for 1900 . ( Being

Stone's Justices Manual. Thirty -second edition ,

by George B. Kennett. January, 1900. ) 1. 5.0
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ENGLISH BOOKS USEFUL IN AMERICA.

ENGLISH RULING CASES WITH AMERICAN NOTES .

A series of 25 vols . Vols. 1 to 18 edited by Irving BROWNE ; Vols . 19 to 25 by Hon . LEONARD A. Jones.

Vols . 1 to 19 are now ready ; Vols . 20 to 25 will be issued at intervals of about three months. Price

$ 5.50 per vol . , or $5.75 delivered .

( Vol. 20 ° (ready in January, 1900 ) comprises ' Patents , and will be sold separately as a collection of leading
cases on that subject for $6.50. ]

This series groups together the early “ leading " and the later dinate jurisdictions. But in England , where all cases come up .

ruling " English cases , printed in full, under topics , alphabeti. through one system of courts to one Court of Appeals , it is

cally arranged , together with English notes abstracting less im . possible to make a selection of “ Ruling Cases " which embodies

portant cases and American notes pointing out the accord or the whole English law .

difference of our cases . In view of the constant citation of English cases in our courte ,

This method of arranging cases, familiar to the profession ENGLISH RULING CASES the only set of' annotated cases

throngh Smith's Leading Cases and White and Tudor's Equity arranged by topics and covering the whole range of law

Cases , can bardly be applied , within moderate compass , to the - should be in every public or private law library .

whole volume of American law , because we have so many coör .

66

ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF THE LAWS OF ENGLAND .

BEING A NEW ABRIDGEMENT BY THE MOST EMINENT LEGAL AUTHORITIES .

Edited by A. Wood Renton ; with an introduction by Sir FREDERIC Pollock . 12 vols . , $72.00 .

This encyclopædia differs from others in the fact that each United States, but the set – as a clear, compact statement of the

article is written by a judge or legal author already known as principles of the common law should be in every public law

an expert . library , and in the library of every lawyer of large practice.

The lack of American notes will prevent its popular sale in the

THE DIGEST OF ENGLISH CASE LAW (TO 1898 ) .

COMPILED BY John Mews, with THE ASSISTANCE OF NINETEEN SPECIALISTS . 16 vols . , $96.00 .

This is the first complete English digest. Hitherto there have There is an annual supplement by JonN MEWs , which we can

been separate Common Law and Equity Digests , duplicating supply ( in cloth binding) for $3.30 . 1898 is published ; 1899 will

many cases ; but still not covering the whole tield . Now these be ready soon .

are merged into one series of 16 volumes , showing the framework

of the English law .

SCOTCH HOUSE OF LORDS REPORTS : Reprint .

10 vols . , half- roxburgh, $ 75.00 .

There is in course of publication the Scots REVISED REPORTS , arranged to get, separately , the volumes of the Reports which

a reprint of all the Scotch decisions which have present value . comprise the House of Lords cases . Only a limited extra num

This series , which will run to 30 or 40 volumes, is being taken by ber of these volumes have been printed , and it will therefore be

many American libraries which do not have the Scotch reports in wise for those who need these volumes to secure them now . The

full . As many smaller libraries need the Scotch HOUSE OF cost of the full set has been $ 550,00 ; these ten volumes will cost

LORDS CASES, which are often cited in our courts , and not $ 75.00.

the inferior court reports , which are seldoin cited , - we have

:

.

12.00

5.00

TEXT BOOKS WITH AMERICAN NOTES .

DICEY ON THE CONFLICT OF LAWS : AMERICAN NOTES BY MOORE $6.50

TAYLOR ON EVIDENCE (FOR PRACTITIONERS) : AMERICAN NOTES BY CHAMBERLAYNE ,
3 vols .

BEST ON EVIDENCE ( FOR STUDENTS) : AMERICAN NOTES BY CHÀMBERLAYNE
WILLIAMS ON REAL PROPERTY : AMERICAN NOTES BY HUTCHINS 4.00

IMPORTATIONS WITHOUT AMERICAN NOTES .

WILLIAMS $3.00

MARSDEN'S DIGEST OF SHIPPING AND MARINE INSURANCE CASES ( reprinted
from Mews' Digest ). Cloth .

MEWS' DIGEST OF CRIMINAL CASES ( reprinted from Mews Digest). Cloth
PULLER'S ORDER OF THE COIF (SERJEANTS- AT -LAW LEGAL History). Cloth . 3.00

Circulars and further information furnished by

THE BOSTON BOOK CO. , 154 Beacon Street, Boston , Mass.

8.00

6.00



SPECIAL FOR JANUARY.BARGAINS

AMERICAN .

THESE ARE EXCEPTIONAL BARGAINS for either the individual buyer or for law libraries . We wish to emphasize

the UNUSUALLY FINE CONDITION of nearly all these sets . As we have ONLY SINGLE COPIES of

most of them , the FIRST ORDER SECURES THE SET , and these offers are necessarily

subject to sets being in stock on receipt of order .

American Reports. 60 vols . , and Digests , 3 vols .
FINE CON N. Y. Inferior Courts , continned .

dition . $ 80 . Shepard's annotations ). Superior. 61 vols . ( 1828-93 ) . Hall

American State Reports . 50 vols . , with Mack's Digest , 1 vol. 10 Jones and Spencer. Common Pleue. 22 vole . (1850-90) .

FINE condition . $90 . Smitb , Hilton , Daly . Chancery . 32 vols . (single edition

American andEnglish Corporation Cases . 45 vols . , and •1814-17 ). Criminal. 19 vols . (1791-1892 ). Wheeler, Parker,
Digest, 1 vol . Almost neio . $ 90 .

Cowen, Connolly 1-8. Surrogate. 18 vols. ( 1849-93), Brad .

American and English Railroad Cases . 58 vols . , and Digest, ford to Connolly . Practice. Abbott (both series). 35 vols .
2 vols . Almost nein . $ 100 . ( 1931-75 ) . Howard ( both series ) . 70 vols. (1804-86) . Civil

American and English Encyclopædia of Law. 1st series . Procerlure . 22 vols . ( 1887-92 ) . Abbott's Neir Cases . 29 vols .

31 sole . Fine condition . $65 . ( 1874-93 ) .

Same . New editiup . 7 vole . Good as new . $37.50. Above practically complete set of N. Y. In

This set can be filled out at publisher's price . ferior Court Reports , 533 vols. in 532, in

Arkansas Reports . Complete set of original edition . 65 vols .
exceptionally fine condition , for $575 .

Fine second hand. $ 165. Ohio Circuit Court Reports . 16 vols . As New . $20 .

Same, vols . 1-46 , up to South Western Reporter, for $ 135 . Pennsylvania County Court Reports . 14 vols. As Nero . $49 .
Colorado Appeal Reports . 11 vols. Fine condition . $25 . The Revised Reports. (Eng .) 41 vols . Fine condition . $ 150 .

Connecticut Reports. 68 vols . , with Kirby, Root, and Day , Texas Criminal Appeals . 37 vols . Fine condition . $ 60 .

8 vols . In all , 76 vols . , original edition . FINE condition .

$ 175 .

U.S. Supreme Court Reports . 148 vols. (Brightly annotated

English Chancery Reports ( reprint 1820-65 ). 69 vols . Fine
edition, with Shepari's annotations.) Fine condition . $ 185 .

second -hand . $ 100 .
U.S. Supreme Court Reports . (Lawyers ' edition.) 162 vols.

English Common Law Reports ( reprint, 1913-6.5 ). 118 vols.
in 40. Almost neur . $ 160 .

and 3 Indices. I'ncondensed . Good second -hand , $ 150 . U.S. C. C. Appeals . (“ C. C. A." ) Vols . 1-28 . Good second .

The same set, with vols . 1 to 39 condensed , for $90.
hind . $25 .

English Exchequer Reports ( reprint, 1824-65 ) . 47 vols . and 1
U. S. Circuit Court Reports . (Originals .) Complete set . Gal .

Digest . FINE condition . $50 .
lison to Sawyer, including Cranch , Abbott , and Brunner.

In all 129 vols . Good second -hand . $290.

Combination Price . -- The above 3 sets , best edi .

tions , in all 238 vols . , in one order for $265 .
An exceptional bargain for library or lawyer .

Federal Cases . 31 vols . Fine condition . $225 . U.S. Circuit Court Reports . 1stCircuit . (Gallison to Holmes .)

Federal Reporter. 95 vols . , complete . FINE condition . $210.
Complete with Sprague and Lowell's District Court. In all

Federal Decisions (Myers ). 30 vols. Fine second hand. $ 25.
27 Vols . Good second -hand . $ 50 .

Illinois AppealReports. Vols . 1-32. Nice condition . $ 40.
U. S. Statutes at Large . 29 vols . and Index . In all 30 vols .

Kentucky Reports . llughes to By. vol . 100. Nearly bound .
Good second -hand . $60 .

$250 . U.S. Digest. (Old and new series . ) 34 vols . , with General Digest ,

Maryland Reports. Harris and McHenry to Md. vol . 30 , with
1-9 . In all 13 vols . to 1891 . Fine condition . $33 .

Chancery, 7 vols. In all 71 vols . FINE condition . $ 140 . U.S. Court of Claims Reports . 29 vole. Good second -hand .

Michigan Reports . Vols . 1-115 , with Douglas, Walker, and $58 .

Harrington. In all 119 vols . FINE condition . $ 130 .
U.S. Interior Department , Decisions on Public Lands. 26

N. Y. Chancery Reports ( reprint ) . 38 vols . in 7 , and Digest, 1
vols . and 1 Digest ( to 1898 ) . Fine condition . $40 .

vol . 8 books . FINE condition . $20 . U.S. Interior Department , Pension Decisions . 9 vols . (to
N. Y. Inferior Courts,as follows: Common Law , 78 in 77. Cole. 1998 ) . Fine condition . $ 15 .

man to Denio ( 1794-1818 ) . Supreme. 147 vols. ( 1848–1893 ). U. S. Attorney General Opinions . 21 vols . and Digest . Good

Barbour, Lansing, Thompson, and Cook , llun 1-67 (with second -hand . $ 55 .

ENGLISH .

EVERY GOOD LAW LIBRARY should have most or all of the following sets . We can offer exceptional bargains

and will be glad to quote PRICES ON APPLICATION . Only singie copies are in stock and

are offered subject to being IN STOCK AT TIME OF ORDER .

English Bankruptcy Reports . Complete set Rose to Detex , Law Times Reports. Vols . 1-63. Newly bound .
with Morrell and Mapsou . 40 vols . Fine condition .

Howells ' State Trials . 34 vois . Fine condition .

Pickering's Statutes. ( 1225 to 1865. ) 105 vols . Fine condition . The Jurist . 55 vols . ( 1845-66 . ) Fine condition .
English House of Lords Reports . Complete set . 57 vols .

Law Times ( folio newspaper ). 101 vole . to 1898 . Fine con

Fine condition . dition .

Year Books : Edition 1585–1606 . 10 vols ., folio . Nerly bounil. Central Criminal Court Cases . Vols . 1 to 128 . 1831-1898 ,

Tichborne Trial , complete . 9 folio vole . Good condition . New half calf . ( A set rarely offered . )

Scotch Appeal Reports (House of Lords ). Originals , com- Acts of Parliament , Local, Personal , and Private . Com .

plete. * 31 rols . * Handsome full calf . plete from 1802 10 1895. ( The only complete set ever offered .)

CANADIAN .

PROBABLY THE BEST BARGAIN EVER OFFERED on Canadian Reports is submitted below . For any library or

individual wishing these sets this is an EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITY , and we will be glad

to quote PRICES ON APPLICATION . WE HAVE ONLY ONE SET .

Upper Canada (Ontario ) Reports. Complete set. 282 vols . Canada Law Journal ( both series ), 34 vols.; Canadian Law
to 1599. Good conilition . As follows: Canada Supreme Times, 18 vols .

Court, 28 vols .; Ontario Error and Appeals, 3 vols.; On. New Brunswick Reports . Complete eet. 32 vols , to 1898. Nice

tario Appeals , 25 sols.; Taylor and Draper, 2 vols.; Queen's condition .

Bench (both series ), 52 vols.; Common Pleas, 32 vols.; Nova Scotia Reports. Complete set . 29 vols . to 1898. With

Grant's Chancery, 29 vols.; Chancery Chambers, 4 vols.;

Ontario Reports , 29 vols.; Exchequer Reports, 5 vols.;
Russell's Equity, in all 30 vols . Nice condition .

Patrick and lodgin's Election ses, 2 vols .; Chamber Prac . Prince Edward Island Reports. Complete. 2 vols . Nice set .

tice Reports , 2 vols . , Ontario Practice Reports, 17 vols .; Manitoba Law Reports . Complete set ( including Wood ). 12

Robinson and Joseph and Ontario Digest, 4 vols . to 1887 ; vole . to 1898 . Nice condition .

THE BOSTON BOOK CO., FREEMAN PLACE, BOSTON, MASS.
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shaw (Canada ), 7 . Merc. Law. - Sterens , 7 .
U.S. Courts. – Thayer, 4 .

Debentures . - Palmer, 7 . Mines . Bainbridge, 6 . Wills. – Theobald , 7 . Underhill , 4 .

Debtor & Creditor. - Laurance, 6 . Municipal Corporations. Mun. Underhill , 7 .

Divorce . - Dixon , 6. Corp. Cas. 5. Winding-up . - Palmer, 6 .

Why not send four dollars to the Boston Book Co., and try The

Green Bag ” for a year ? It will repay you in stimulus and

entertainment.



THE BOSTON BOOK CO.'S APRIL BULLETIN .

Our most important item of news this month is the near publi

cation of a new revised edition of SCHOULER ON Wills, which is now

going rapidly through the press. It will serve to keep this work in

its conceded position as an American standard , and as one of the

few books which must be included in a lawyer's working library.

( Price, $5.50 net.)

We have also in preparation “ History of the Judiciary of Mas

sachusetts, including the Colony of New Plymouth , the Colony and

Province of Massachusetts Bay , and the Commonwealth ,” by William

T. Davis, Esq . , of Plymouth .

Vol . 20 of ENGLISH RULING CASES ($5.50 net) just covers the

topic “ PATENTS . ” For the convenience of patent lawyers, who do
not need the whole series , we have also published this volume sepa

rately , under the title of RULING CASES ON PATENT LAW ($6.50 net).

Vol . 21 of E. R. C. will be ready early in May. As the series will be

completed , as originally announced , in twenty-five volumes , the end is

in sight. There will be an additional volume, to include the Index

and Table of Cases needed to complete the usefulness of this com

pact and practical set of reports .

Commendatory reviews of Martin's Civil PROCEDURE AT

COMMON LAW ( 1 vol . , $3.50) have appeared in the Harvard Law

Review , published at the Harvard Law School ; in the American

Law Register, published at the Law School of Pennsylvania Uni

versity ; and in the American Law Review, published at St. Louis .

Praise for this new book comes also from judges , lawyers, and

teachers of law, and it is to be used next year at several law schools.

It was written especially for students who expect to practise in “ Code

States, ” but it appears to be also well adapted for States where there

is no reformed code of procedure.

The final publication of Vol . 2 of Jones's INDEX TO LEGAL

PERIODICAL LITERATURE ($ 10.00 net) calls renewed attention to the

great number of valuable monographs, hitherto hidden in back

volumes of English and American periodicals , and now rendered

accessible by Judge Jones's compilation .

RAWLE'S REVISION OF Bouvier's LAW DICTIONARY has already

had , and is still having, a sale which proves that lawyers appreciate

thorough literary work. Students who are finishing their law school

course, and are about to begin practice , will find in RAWLE's BOUVIER

more late and accurate law on all topics — more conveniently arranged

for ready reference and prompt usein office or in court— than the price

($ 12.00 net) , or many times the price , can secure in any other form .



Rare and Quaint Law Books

FOR SALE BY

The Boston Book Co. , 153 Beacon St. , Boston , Mass. ,

AT THE NET PRICES AFFIXED.

The books in this list, unless otherwise noted , are octavo or duodecimo. Their

binding is generally shabby, but they are all complete, and in good condition inside.

BIBLIOGRAPHY .

Advocates' Library ( Edinburgh ) Catalogue, with Cooper (C. P.) . Specimen ( Laws of Spain) of a

Supplement. 7 vols. 4to . 1867-1879 . $ 20.00 Catalogue on Books on Foreign Law. 1847 .. $1.50

Bibliotheca Selecta Juris Civilis Ante et Post Enslin and Engelmann . Bibliotheca Juridica .

Justinianei : Auctore Friderica Guilielmo , L. B. ab 2 vols . ( interleaved ). 1840 . 3.00

Ulmepstein . 4 parts in 2 vols . 12mo. 1821 . 5.00 Lincoln's Inn : Catalogue of Printed Books.

Brunner ( H. ) . Sources of the Law of England . .75
3.50

Clarke (John ) . Bibliotheca Legum . 1819 7.50 Lipenius : Bibliotheca Realis Juridica, with Sup

Cooper ( C. P.) . Catalogue of Books on Foreign plements and Index . 1757-1823. 7 vols. in 6 . 18.00

Law ; Laws and Jurisprudence of France (with Wallace (J. W.) . The Reporters. 4th ed ., by

very full bibliographical notes) . 1849 . 3.50 3.50

1859...

Heard .

LAW OF NATURE AND NATIONS.

$ 7.50 $ 6.00

Pufendorf. Law of Nature and Nations . Trans

lated into English . 5th ed . Folio . 1749...

Sharp (Granville). The Law of Nature and Princi

ples of Action in Man . 12mo. 1777 .

Twiss ( Travers ). The Law of Nations, in Time of

War and Peace . 2 vols . 1861 . ,

Ward ( Robert). Foundation and History of the

Law of Nations in Europe . 2 vols . 1795 . ..1.50 4.00

$ 1.00

2.00

STUDY OF THE LAW : INNS OF COURT.

Douthwaite (W.R.) . Gray's Inn : Notes Illustra Norton (J. B. ) . Study of Law and General Juris

tive of its History and Antiquities. 1876 . $ 1.00 prudence. Paper. Madras. 1855. ...

Duhigg ( B. T. ) . History of the King's Inns , or an Pearce (R. R. ) . Guide to the Inns of Court and

Account of the Legal Body in Ireland . 3 parts in Chancery. 1855 .

1 vol . 1806. .
3.50 Spilsbury ( W. H. ) . Lincoln's Inn , its Buildings

Edinburgh : History of the Juridical ociety of. and Library . 16mo. 1873. .

1875 . 1.50 Warren ( Samuel ) . Introduction to Law Studies

History and Antiquities of the Four Inns of Court , and to Every Department of the Legal Profession .

the Nine Inns of Chancery, etc. ( by T. Cunning 3d ed . 2 vols . 1863. ..

ham ? ) . 1780. . 2.00
Wright (Wm . ) . Advice on the Study and Practice

Lane (Thos. ) . Student's Guide through Lincoln's of the Law and the Choice of Books. 12mo.

Inn. 4th ed . Boards. 12mo . 1823 . 2.00 1824 ,

1.00

6.00

2.00

$ 3.00

LAW DICTIONARIES.

Blount's Law Dictionary and Glossary . 3d ( last ) ed . Law French and Law Latin Dictionary. 2d ed .

Folio . 1717. . $ 3.00 1718 ...

Cowel (John ) . The Interpreter: the Signification Termes de la Ley : Certain Difficult and Obscure

of Words in the Law Writers. Folio . 1658 . 2.50 Words of the Law expounded. 16mo.

Cowel's Law Dictionary ( Interpreter ). Folio. 7th 1685...

ed. 1708 . . 1.50 Termes de la Ley. 12mo. 1721 or 1742. ( Last ed . )

Cunningham's New and Complete Law Dictionary . Tomlin's Law Dictionary. 4th ed ., by Granger. 2

2 vols . Folio . 1783 . 4.00 vols. 4to . 1835 .

.

2.50

3.50

6.00

$ 10.00

ABRIDGMENTS.

Brooke ( Syr Robert) . La Graunde Abridgement. Fitzherbert (Anthony ) . La Graunde Abridgement.

2 vols. in l . Folio . 1573. Printed by Tottell . $ 15.00 2 parts in 1 vol . Small 4to . Printed by Tot

Brooke (Syr Robert ) . La Graunde Abridgement. tell. 1577. (Last ed . )

Small 4to . Printed by Tottell. Oct. 12 , 1576 .. 10.00 Fitzherbert's Abridgement. Folio. Printed by

D'Anvers' General Abridgement of the Law . Tottell . 1565. 2 vols .

Vols. 1-3 . (A to Extinguishment. ) No others pub Nelson : Abridgement of the Common Law . 3 vols .

lished . Folio . 1725-27 . . 6.00 Folio . 1725-26 . .

Rolle's Abridgement. 2 vols . in 1 . 1668. Folio ..

15.00

7.50

6.00



RARE BOOKS— Continued .

1841 . .

STATUTES.

Acts : Anno xiiii . Elizabethe . Printed (with his Lambarde Archaionomia . Sur De Priscis Anglo

device) by Richard Jugge. Folio . 1572. ( Fine rum Legibus. Folio . 1644 . $3.50

Specimen of Early “ Session Laws." ] . $ 6.00 Leges Francorum Salicæ et Ripuariorum . (J. G.

Ancient Laws and Institutes of England . ( Edited Eccard .) Folio. 1720 . 3.50

by B. Thorpe. ) 2 vols . 1840. Cloth . 15.00 London : De Antiquis Legibus Liber. (Camden

The Same. 1 vol . Folio . Cloth . 1840 . 10.00 Society . ) Small 4to . 1846 . 3.50

Ancient Laws and Institutes of Wales. 1 vol . Folio . London : Historical Charters and Constitutional

10.00 Docnments of. 4to . 1884 3.50

Ancient Laws of Wales . By Lewis and Lloyd. Magna Charta cum Statutis . 18mo. Printed

1889 7.50 by Tottell . 1556 . . 10.00

Barrington's Observations on the more Ancient Magna Charta : History and Defence of, - by

Statutes . 5th ed. (last ) . 4to . London . 1796 5.00 Samuel Johnson . 2d ed . 1772 . 2.50

Birch ( W. de Gray ) . Cartularium Saxonicum : Magna Charta : with notes . 1815 . 1.00

Charters relating to Anglo-Saxon History. 3 vols. Pulton (Fardinando ). Abstract of all the Penall

4to . 1885 9.00 Statutes . in force . Small 4to. 1592 5.00

Blackstone (Sir Wm . ). The Great Charter, etc. Pulton (F. ) De Pace Reges et Regni. Folio . 1615 . 3.00

Folio. Oxford . 1759
6.00 Thomson ( Richard ). Historical Essay on Magna

Canute, Laws of. Anniversaria (Anglo -Saxon Charta , etc. [ Each page has a different engraved

and Latin ). Small 4to . Paper. Havniæ . 1826 . 2.50 border .) 1829 6.00

Caxton : Facsimile of Statutes of Henry VII . The Same. Large paper copy 10.00

Printed by Caxton , 1489 : reprinted. 4to . 1869 . 5.00 Thorpe ( Benj . ) . Diplomatarium Anglicum Ævi

Edinburgh : Charters and other Documents relating Saxonici ( English charters ). 1865
3.50

to , - A.D. 1143-1540. 4to . 1871 .. 3.50 Warden ( A. J. ) . Burgh Laws of Dundee. 1872 . 1.50

Jeake. Charters of the Cinque Ports . Folio . 1728 , 5.00 Wilkins. Leges Anglo-Saxon i cæ. Folio. ( Large

Lambard (Wm .). Archaionomia : de Priscis Anglo paper .) 1721 . 7.50

rum Legibus. Small 4to . John Day. 1568 .
5.00

OLD LAW AND LEGAL CLASSICS .

Bacon (Sir Francis ). Elements of the Common Fortescue (Sir John ). ¡ De Laudibus Legum Angliæ

Lawes of England . Small 4to. 1639 . $2.00 Translated with notes by A. Amos . Boards. 1825, $ 1.50

Bracton and his Relation to the Roman Law . By Gibson's Codex Juris Ecclesiastici Anglicani.

C. Güterbock . Translated by Brinton Coxe . Cloth . Folio . 1713. 2 vols . in 1 5.00

1866
6.00 Glanville : Tractatus de Legibus et Consuetudini

Bracton (Henricus de ) . De Legibus et Consuetu bus Angliæ . 24mo . 1604 . 7.50

dinibus Angliæ . 4to . 1640 7.50 Glanville : 24mo. 1672. . 6.00

Bracton . Folio. Printed by Tottell. 1569
10.00 Glanville : A Translation of. By John Beames. 1812 , 6.00

Brehon Laws : a Legal Hand -book . By Lau Hale ( Sir Matthew ). History of the Common Law

rence Ginnell . Cloth. 1894 2.50 of England . Sixth ( and last) edition by Charles

Britton : containing the Antient as of the Crown. Runnington. 1820 . 6.00

1st ed . Printed by Robert Redman . No date
Kitchin ( John ). Jurisdictions : or the Lawful

(about A.D. 1510 ) . 24mo . 25.00 Authority of Courts Leet, Baron , etc. 4th ed.

Britton : 2d ed ., by Edm . Wingate. 24mo. 1640 . 6.00 12mo. 1663 . 3.00

Britton : translated, etc. , by Robert Kelham . 8vo . Lambard (Wm. ) . Eirenarcha : the Office of the

1762 6.00 Justices of Peace. 16mo. 1588 . 3.50

Dawson : Origo Legum . Folio . 1694 . 3.50 Lambard (William ). Archeion : the High Courts

Doctor and Student : Dialogues concerning the of Justice in England. 24mo. 1635 . . 3.00

Grounds of the Laws of England . 18mo. 1687. . 2.00 Lindewode (Wm .). Provinciale Seu Constitu

Doctor and Student . 12mo. 1761 , .
1.50 tiones Anglie. Folio . May 28, A.D. 1501. [ Fine

Finch ( Sir Henry ). Law : or a Discourse thereof. specimen of early printing, in red and black letter . ] 15.00

Edited by Danby Pickering. 1759 3.50 Littleton's Tenures in English. 24mo. 1627 . 1.50

Finch ( Sir II . ) . Nonotechnia . Folio . 1613 . 2.50 Littleton's Tenures; bound up with Perkins'

Fitzherbert (Anthony ). La Nouvelle Natura Bre Profitable Booke ( both in law French ) . 64mo.

vium. 16mo . Printed by Tottell. 1567 . 7.50 1639. Smallest editions printed . 7.50

Fitzherbert (Anthony ). The New Natura Bre Littleton's Tenures in English . 12mo. 1825
1.50

vium . Dublin . 1793 1.50 Littleton's Tenures: A Commentary on ; prior to

Fleta : Seu Commentarius Juris Anglicani: with Coke's . Edited by Henry Cary. Boards. 1829. . 7.50

Selden's Dissertation . ( 1st ed . ) Folio or small Manwood ( John ). The Laws of the Forest, etc.

4to . 1647 . 6.00 3d ed . Small 4to . 1650 3.50

Fleta . 2d ed . Small 4to . 1683 6.00 Mirrour of Justices. By Andrew Horne ( in

Fleta : Liber Primus Antique Placitæ Coronæ . Folio . French ). 24mo. 1642 . 6.00

1735 . 5.00 Mirrour of Justices ( in English ). 32mo. 1646 . 5.00

Fortescue ( Sir John ) . The Difference between an Mirrour of Justices ( in English ). 12.no. 1768 5.00

Absolute and Limited Monarchy . 2d ed . 1719. . 2.50 Modus Tenendi Parliamentum ; and How Statutes

Fortescue ( Sir John ) . De Laudibus Legum are Enacted . By W. Hakewel. 32mo. 1660. . 2.00

Angliæ : with the two Summes of Sir Ralph de Modus Tenendi Parliamentum . Edited by T. D.

Hengham . 24mo. Boards. 1616 . 2.50 Hardy. Cloth. 1846 ... 1.00



RARE BOOKS - Continued .

$ 1.50

$ 10.00

1.50

2.50 3.50

Old Law and Legal Classics Continued .

Perkins' Profitable Booke. Printed by “ Totell,"

no date ( about 1560 ? ) 24mo .

Perkins' Profitable Booke . 24mo . 1657 or 1757 .

Perkins' Profitable Book . 15th ed. 1827 . .

Prynne (Wm.) . Brief Animadversions , etc. , on

the Fourth Part of Coke's Institutes. Folio . 1669.

Rastell's Entries. Folio . 1670 .

Regiam Majestatem : the Auld Lawes, etc. , of Scot

land. Be Sir John Skene. 4to . 1774

Registrum Omnium Brevium. Folio . 1634

Rotuli Parliamentorum . 6 vols . Folio . (Without

index

Selden (John) . Judicature in Parliaments. 16mo .

( 1681] .

Selden -Bacon : Discourse ofthe Laws and Govern

ment of England. From MS. notes of John

Selden, by Nath . Bacon . 4th ed. Folio . 1739

Spencer de Legibus Hebræorum Ritualibus. 2 vols .

Folio . 1727

Staundeforde (Wm. ) . An Exposicion of the

Kinges Prerogative. Small 4to . Printed by

Tottel . 1567

· The Same. Small 4to . 1583

6.005.00

3.00

5.00

6.00

6.00

5.00

18.00

$ 1.00

a

POETRY OF THE LAW .

Alley (J.) . The Judge ; a poem : Importance of the Conveyancer'sGuide : a poem . By a Gentleman

Judicial Character . 18mo. London, 1803 $ 2.50 of Gray's Inn. (S. G. B. Grant ? ) 1821 .

Anstey ( I. ) . The Pleader's Guide : a didactic Poem . Crisp (John) . The Conveyancer's Guide ; or Stu

12mo . 1810 1.50 dent's Recreation ; a poem . 3d ed . 1832 .

Carrighan ( T.) . The Chancery Student's Guide : a Law Scrutiny ; or Attorneys ' Guide ( in verse ).

Didactic Poem. 18mo. 1850 1.50 18mo. Dublin . 1807 .

Moile (N. T.) . State Trials ( in verse ). 1838 .

2.50

1.50

2.00

$6.00

3.50

CIVIL LAW , ETC.

Bilbao : Ordenanzas de la Universidad y Casa de Johnston (L. F. C. ) . Institutes of the Civil Law

Contratacion de la Villa. Small 4to . 1813 ... $ 2.50 of Spain ( in English ) . 1825 . .

Colquhoun (Patrick MacC. de ) . The Roman Civil Mackeldy ( F. ) . Modern Civil Law , edited by

Law (compared with ) Mosaic, Canon, Moham Kaufman. Vol. 1 (no other published ) . 1845. .

medan , English, and Foreign Law. 4 vols . 1819. 12.00 Schomberg (A.C. ) . The Maritime Laws of Rhodes,

Drage (Geoffrey ). The Criminal Code of the Ger 1786 ; and View of Roman Law , 1785 . In one

man Empire. 12mı ) . Cloth. 1885 ... 2.00 volume

Furlong : Students ' Chart of the Laws of Scotland Thomson (Charles ). Ordinances of the Mines of

(charts folded into a quarto volume). No date . . 2.00 New Spain . 1825 .

Germany : Constitution and Government of the White : Institutes of Timour ( Tamerlane ) Persian

Germanic Body . 1745 . . 2.00 text and English translations. 4to . 1783. ..

Halhed (N. B.) . Code of Gentoo Laws or Ordina.

tions of the Pundits. Translated into English . 1777 . 2.50

3.50

5.00

6.00

1

RECORD AND COMMISSION REPORTS.

Calendarium Inquisitionum Post Mortem sive Es Reports from the Select Committee appointed to

cætarum temporibus Hen. III. , Ed. I. and Ed . II . inquire into the Public Records. 1 vol . 1800 .

3 vols . Folio . 1806 . $ 15.00 Report of Commissioners on do. 1 vol. 1800-1819 . ) $ 18.00

Calendarium Rotulorum Chartarum ct Inquisitio APPENDIX. Facsimiles of Charter, etc. 1 vol . 3

num ad Quod Damnum. Folio . 1803 . . 3.50 vols . Folio .

Calendarium Rotulorum Patentium . Folio . 1802.
3.50

Report of Commissioners on Registration of Title,

Nonarum Inquisitiones in curia Scaccarii ( Edw . III . ) . with Reference to Sale and Transfer of Land . 1857 .
5.00

Folio. 1807 ... 3.50 Report on Operation of the Land Transfer Act .

Placita de Quo Warranto temporibus Edw . I. , II . ,
1870. 1 vol .

and III . Imp. folio . 1818 7.50 Rotulorum Originalium in Curia Scaccarii Abbrevi

Report of Commission on the Practice of Chancery .
atio . 2 vols . 1805 . 7.00

2 vols . Folio . 1826
10.00 Testa de Nevill : Sive Liber Feodorum in Curia Scac

carii. Temp H. III . , Edw . I. Imp. folio . 1807 , 3.50

$ 1.00.

1.50

MISCELLANEOUS.

Austin ( John ). Lectures on Jurisprudence. 2 vols . Branch (Thomas) . Maxims of Law and Equity.

1869 . $ 6.00 1824. ..

B. — (H. -- ). Critica Juris Ingemosa : or Choice Bruce ( John ). Outline of the History of the Court

Cases in the Common Law . 18mo. 1661 . 2.50 of Star Chamber. 4to . 1834

Bacon ( Sir Francis ). Cases of Treason. Small Butler ( Charles ). Horæ Juridicæ Subseciva :

4to . 1641 1.50 Notes on Grecian , Roman, Feudal, and Canon Law .

Bentham ( Jeremy). Rationale of Judicial Evi 1804 .

dence, 5 vols . 1827 . 12.50 Caulfield (Jas.). The High Court of Justice :

Bentham ( Jeremy ). Plan for the Judicial Estab memoirs of the principal persons who sat in judy

lishment in France. 1790 . 2.50 menton Charles the First. 24 portraits. 4to. 1820 .

Blackerby (Samuel ) . Justice of Peace, Ilis Com Coke's Reports, Abridged , in manuscript ( 17th

panion . 24mo. 1715

1.00

6.00

1.00 century ) . 18mo . 2.50



RARE BOOKS Continyed.

1879 .

Coke's Reports : An Answere to the fifth part : by a Mackenzie (Sir George ) . Idea of the Modern

Catholicke Devyne ( Father Parsons ? ) . Small Eloquence of the Bar. 16mo. Edinburgh. 1711. $3.00

4to . 1606 $ 3.00 Maitland (F. W.) . Pleas of the Crown for the

Cooper ( W. D. ) Expenses of the Judges of Assize . County of Gloucester. Cloth . 1884 . 2.00

1596-1601. Small 4to . Camden Society . 1858 . 1.50 Merewether & Stephens : The History of Bor

Criticisms on the Bar and on Principal oughs and Municipal Corporations of the United

Counsel. By Amicus Curiæ. 16mo. 1819 2.00 Kingdom . 3 vols . Boards. 1835 . 7.50

Cuninghame (Wm .). Principles of the Constitution Molyneux (Wm . ). Case of Ireland being bound by

of Governments . 4to . 1811 2.50 Acts of Parliament , Stated . 18mo . Dublin . 1698 . 1.00

Dalton's Country Justice . By T. M. Folio . 1666 , 3.00 Montesquieu's Spirit of Laws . 2 vols . 12mo.

De Lolme (J. L. ) . The Constitution of England. Edinburgh. 1768. . . 2.00

New edition , by W. H. Hughes. 1834 1.50 Nicholls ( Sir George ). History of the English

Doderidge ( Sir John ) . The English Lawyer : Poor Law . 2 vols . 1854 . 4.00

A Method for the Managing of the Lawes of this Noy (Wm. ) . Principal Grounds and Maxims of the

Land . Small 4to . 1631 3.50 Laws of England . 9th ed . by W. M. Bythewood .

Elements of the Logical and Experimental Sciences , 1821... 2.00

in Rel ion to the Law . 1835 . 2.50 Observations on Fees in Courts of Justice ( Jas.

England : Principles of the Laws of, in the Form Lowe ?) 1822 5.00

of Questions and Answers. 1839 . 2.50 (Phaer ( Thos.) .] A Boke of Presydentes. 32mo.

Fearne (Charles) . Posthumous Works : Cases and Printed by Thomas Marshe. 1555 10.00

Opinions Selected by T. M. Shadwell . 1797. .. 2.00 Plowden : Les Quæres del Mounsieur Plowden .

Flintoff (Owen ) . Rise and Progress of the Laws of
1st ed . 24mo. No date . 1.50

England and Wales . 1840... 2.50 Prynne (William ). The Soveraigne Power of Par

Forsyth (Wm. ) . Hortensius : An Historical Essay liaments and Kingdomes. Small 4to . 1643
5.00

on the Office and Duties of an Advocate. Cloth . Repp ( T. G. ) . Trial by Jury, Wages of Law, etc.,

2.00 formerly in use in Scandinavia. 1832 3.50

Francis : Maxims of Equity. 2d ed . Folio . 1739 . 1.50 Review of the Laws of the United States of North

Hale ( Sir Matthew ). Analysis of the Law. 22 America, etc. ( pp . 162 to 188 contain reports of

ed . 1716 . 1.50 American decisions ) . 1790 . . 10.00

Hale's Historia Placitorum Coronæ . 2 vols . Folio . Reynolds : Triumphes of Gods Revenge agaynst

1736. ( Fine portrait of Hale engraved by Vertue .) . 5.00 Murther. 4th ed. Folio . 1662. (With curious en

Hawles ( Sir John ) . The Englishman's Right. gravings , illustrating crimes.) .
6.00

( Trial by Jury. ) Boston (Mass.) . 1772
.50 Ridley ( Sir Thos ) . View of the Civile and Ecclesi

Herschell ( Lord ) . Rights and Duties of an Advo astical Law . 2d ed . Small 4to . 3.00

cate . Small 4to. Red morocco . 1890 3.50 Robinson (Thos. ) . The Common Law of Kent ; or

Historical Memorials of the English Laws, Parlia the Customs of Gavelkind . Edited by J. D. Nor

ments, Courts , and Inns of Court and Chancery . wood . 1858 2.50

2 vols . 1790 . 4.00 Scroggs ( Sir Wm .). Practice of Courts -Leet and

Historical Sketches of Civil Liberty ( and Juries) Courts- Baron . 12mo. 1728. . 2.50

from H. VII . to the House of Stuart. 1788 .. 2.50 [Seton (H. W. ) . ] Early Records in Equity. Pri

Jenks (Edward ) . Law and Politics in the Middle vately printed in Calcutta . 1842 . 2.00

Ages. 1897 .. 3.00 Sharp ( Granville) . Congregational Courts and

Jopp ( James ). Historical Reflections on the Con Frankpledge . 2d ed . 12mo . 1786 . 2.00

stitution, etc. , of England. 1812 1.00 Sharp ( Granville ) . Distinction between Man

Kendall (E. A.). Tria ] by Battle . 3d ed . 1818 . 3.00 slaughter and Murder. 12mo. 1773. . 1.00

Knapp (Samuel L. ) . Biographical Sketches of Sharp (Granville ). The People's Natural Right to a

Eminent Lawyers, etc. Boston . 1821 . 1.00 Share in the Legislature . 16mo . 1774 1.50

Knights Templars. Original MS. deed , on vel Smith ( Sir Thomas ). The Commonwealth of

lum ; sale of Kinerly , etc. (about 1559) 6.00 England. 32mo. 1640 . 2.00

Lady's Law : a Treatise of Feme Coverts . 12mo. Squire ( Samuel ) . The Foundation of the English

1732 1.50 Constitution . 1745 . 2.50

Law and Lawyers : Sketches and Illustrations Strictures on the Lives , etc. , of the Most Eminent

of Legal History and Biography. 2 vols . 1840 . 3.00 Lawyers of the Present Day 1790 . 2.00

Law Quibbles : or a Treatise of the Evasions , Symonds (Arthur ). The Mechanics of Law

Tricks, etc., used in the Profession of the Law . making. 16mo . 1835 1.50

4th ed . 12mo. 1736 .
2.00 Townsend (George). Preparative to Pleading .

Lawes, Resolutions of Women's Rights. Small 16mo . 1675 . 1.50

4to . 1632 3.50 Tremaine's Pleas of the Crown. Folio . 1723 . 2.50

Laws respecting Women . 1777
2.50 White (A. M.). Outlines of Legal History . 12mo.

Legal Recreation : or Popular Amusements in the 1895 1.50

Laws of England . Vol . 1. (no other published ) . Wimbledon : Extracts from the Court Rolls of the

[1805.) 3.50 Manor of ( from 1 Edw . IV .). 1866 . 3.50

[We also have a number of “ Incunabula , and other very old

Continental law books, a list of which will be sent to any

one who asks for it.

1634 .



Legal Bibliography.
No. 4 , NEW SERIES. BOSTON , MASS . APRIL, 1900 .

his

-

NOTES. MARTIN ON CIVIL PROCEDURE AT

COMMON LAW.

Chicago Opinion. — “ I would call your attention to

the Index TO LEGAL PERIODICAL LITERATURE , BY The following paragraphs from THE AMERICAN LAW

LEONARD A. Jones , Vol . 2 , 1887-99 , a most valuable REVIEW give suggestions as to the value , to lawyers as

aid , which for years has been anxiously looked for.” well as to students , of this new book :

From the Report of the librarian , Julius Rosenthal, to “ The author has for ten years instructed students

the Chicago Law Institute, Dec. 31 , 1899. of the University of Missouri upon the subject of this

treatise . Prior to that time he had been a member of
Far Praise for Rawle's Bouvier. - Lawyers who

practised in St. Louis in the “ seventies ” will remem
the Supreme Court Commission of Missouri, and prior

ber Newton Crane as one of the juniors at the bar in
to that, one of the leading practitioners at the bar of

those palmy days. He is now a full- fledged English
St. Louis for a period of about thirty years . His habits

barrister, and writes thus from his chambers, No. 1
of investigation were thorough ; his legal arguments

Essex Court, Temple , London , E.C. :
and judicial opinions conscientious and accurate ;

style succinct, and destitute of redundancy or ornament .
“ Denied access to a public American law library , I

This book is the result of a conviction , shared in by
am obliged to select my books with great care , in order

many teachers of the law and by authors of works on
to have the best working tools within reach . I am

procedure under the modern codes , that , in order to
amazed at the usefulness of Mr. Rawle's Bouvier.

It is my first resort , and I rarely fail to find with ease the
acquire a proper understanding of the codes , it is nec

exact matter I want . It is a complete encyclopædia
essary to understand the system of common law and

rather than a dictionary.”
equity procedure which preceded the codes , and which

were for the most part blended with the codes .

The Massachusetts Judiciary. - We shall pub- This book contains but little more than 400 pages

lish — probably in May or June - a " History of the of good law size ; and yet on turning them over the

Judiciary of Massachusetts , including the Colony of first impression that will be produced on the mind of

New Plymouth, the Colony and Province of Massachu- the reader will be a sense of what he himself does not

setts Bay, and the Commonwealth of Massachusetts ," know concerning the original rules and principles of

by Hon . William T. Davis , of Plymouth , Mass . Size our law . Some able instructors of the law are of the

and price will be announced later in THE GREEN Bag . opinion that the best way to acquire an understanding

Booksellers’ Extortion . Four hundred years of the ancient common law is by the study of the ancient

ago booksellers were not only kept by competition judicial writs . On this conception Fitzherbert's · Natura

from overcharging their customers , as in these modern Brevium ’ would probably be the first text -book that

days , but also by the iron hand of authority . Among would be put into the hands of the student. If that is

the statutes , “ Anno . XXV . , Henry VIII ., ” is one about a sound view , it must follow , for nearly equal reasons ,

“ Bokes." After providing against buying to sell that a study of the system of procedure which has pre

again , “ any bokes brought from any partes out of the ceded the modern codes and the modern practice-acts

kynges obeysance redy bound in bordes , lether, or furnishes the proper introduction to the study of these

parchement,” the statute continues : later systems. This book is believed to present that

Prouyded that if any of the pronters or sell
ancient system of procedure, so far as it was in use in

ers of pronted bokes enhans the pryse of suche
the courts of common law , in accurate outline and with

bokes in such wyse as complaynt be made to the
sufficient fulness for the purposes of the modern stu

dent . Nor will its usefulness be confined to mere

kynge / the channcellour / treasourer / or any of
students of the law , unless we use the word ' student ' in

the chyef iustices than they or two of them haue
its larger sense as applicable to every worthy lawyer or

power to inqvyre thereof as well by othos of. IEF.
judge ; for none such ceases to be a student of the law

Discrete persons i as by other dve examinacion .

And after the same enhaunsing of pryse so by
while life lasts . Old lawyers and judges will open its

pages with a mingled feeling of surprise, pleasure , and

them found that than they or two of them to have disappointment — surprise at the great amount of ac

power to redresse it / and to lymitte proses --con curate learning presented in so small a compass , and

benient and the party beyng therof convycte to
with such clearness of statement; pleasure analogous

forfayt for every boke by them solde at svch en : to that with which a good lawyer , after many years,

haunsed pryse . iii . $ . iiii. d . returns to the reading of Blackstone , or Kent , or Story ;

Could the “ oaths of twelve discreet persons " be pro- disappointment at the discovery that the reader knew so

cured to convict any modern booksellers of “ enhanc- little , or had forgotten so much ."

ing prices " ? [One volume , law sheep , $3.50 net . ]
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6.50
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NOTES. AMERICAN ELEMENTARY BOOKS

Year Book Jingle. — In Anno Decimo Sexto of
Published since Jan. 1 , 1900 .

the Liber Assisarum , page 46 of the 1679 edition , these Size octavo or duodecimo, and binding law sheep , unless

two lines are interpolated in an " Infant otherwise stated .

For local works see list of American Reports, etc.

Mes. toft.mol.col . garr . ter . pra . pas . bos.?
brue mora.

ABBOTT (AUSTIN) . Trial Evidence. 2d ed. by John

J. Crawford $6.50

Junca , maris . alve . pis . red . sectare priora . ANDREWS ( J. D.) . American Law

Whatdo they mean ? They sound like the “ count- BLACK (CHARLES C. ) . Law and Practice in Accident

ing-out ” doggerel of children's games . Cases 6.00

TheJuridical Review. - Important Changes. C
CHADMAN (C. E. ) . Elements of Agency and Bail

.50ments. Paper- In future this excellent Scottish magazine will be
COBBEY ( J. E. ) . Law of Replevin . 2d ed . 6.00

published in the months of March , June , September, COWDERY , JABEZ F. Law and Practice in Justices'
and December . It is intended also to revive the series

Courts (Pacific States ). Vol. 3
6.00

of portraits which used to be issued with the magazine , Davis (GEORGE B. ) . Elements of International

but which were discarded on account of their cost. The Law . Revised edition . Cloth 2.50

editors of the Review are Mr. Wm . C. Smith and Mr. ELLIOTT (CHARLES P. ) . Private Corporations. 3d

N. J. D. Kennedy , advocates. [ $3.50 per year .]
ed . 5.00

Scotch Outer House Cases. Although the greater
FORGERY : ITS DETECTION AND ILLUSTRATION .

3.00

proportion of the English reported cases are , and have
By D. T.Ames, editor “ Penman's Art Journal ”

HOLLANDER (JACOB H. ) . Studies in State Taxation .
been , those decided by single judges, it is only lately

With references to the Southern States. Cloth .. 1.25

that single -judge cases have been reported at all in HOWELL (H. C.) . Manual of Parliamentary Law.

Scotland . Why this should be , it is difficult to say, as Paper .25

there were contemporary series of Sheriff -Court reports KEASBEY ( E. Q. ) . Electric Wires in Streets and

dated as far back as 1859 , and many Outer House cases , Highways. 2d ed . 4.00

which have never been appealed , decide important KINLEY ( Jos. M. ) . American and English Prece

6.00

points . For some years the Scottish Law REPORTER's
dents in Law and Equity

excellent series of reports has included an occasional
MACKAY ( F.) . History of the English Poor Law .

6.50

Outer House case , but it was only six years ago , when
Vol. 3 ( 1834–1898 ). Cloth

the Scots Law Times' reports were begun , that a syste
RAHILL ( J. J. ) . Corporation Accounting and Cor .

poration Law . Cloth . 2.00

matic attempt was made to record these important deci- Rood (John R.) . Common Remedial Processes .

sions . An analysis of the first six volumes has just For students. Cloth . . :3.00 ; sheep 3.50

been made , which shows that out of three thousand RULING CASES on Patent Law , by Robert Camp

three hundred and thirty -six cases reported in those bell, Hon . Leonard A. Jones , and John M. Gould . 6.50

volumes over one thousand five hundred are Outer SANDERS ( Louis M.). Annual Digest of Patent,

House cases , and as each is initialled and vouched for
Trade -mark, Design, Label, and Copyright De

cisions for 1899 . 3.50

by the member of the bar reporting it , the utility and
Snyder ( EMIL W. ) . Quizzer on Corporation Law.

importance of the series is very considerable . No
Paper .50

library of modern reports can be in any sense complete THAYER (IIon. Amos M. ) . Jurisdiction of Federal

without the set of six volumes of the Scots Law TIMES .
Courts. For students . Cloth . . 1.00

[ Price of six vols . , half sheep , $ 39.00. ] Thayer (Hon . AMOS M. ) . Synopsis of the Law of

1.00

Dog-French . - Some of the old law French was so
Contract. For students . Cloth ..

12.00

far anglicized as to resemble what school boys call
UNDERHILL ( II . C. ) . Law of Wills . 2 vols . .

WALKER (T. A. ) . History of Law ofNations. Vol .Dog-Latin ." For instance, in Fletewood's Elen

1. To 1648. Cloth 3.00

chus,” of Part XI . of the Year Books, among such
WALTON (C. S. ) . Civil Law in Spain and Spanish

puzzlers as America . 6.25

Copie de un fait mre ne ferra grat , WARVELLE (Geo . W. ) . Principles of Real Property

which is certainly both technical and Frenchy,
Law for Students. 2d ed. 4.00

occur occasional lines like this : WHITE ( THOMAS RAEBURN) . Some Recent Criti

cisms of Gelpcke v. Dubuque Privately printed .

Butcher punished pur vendition de mesel WIGMORE ( John H.). Examinations in Law . Cloth ,

porke. 4.00 ; sheep 5.00

“ Measly pork ” is very thinly disguised in this dress . WILLARD ( A. J.) . Quiz Book on Blackstone . Paper,

WILLARD ( A. J. ) . Quiz Book on Personal Property .

Caricatures of Lawyers. - We have a nearly full
Paper

. 50

set of the caricatures published by - VANITY Fair , "

WILLARD (A. J ) . Quiz Book on Pleading. Paper .50

London, - so far as they represent English judges and WILLARD ( A. J. ). Quiz Book on Real Property .

lawyers . Their wigs and robes and English , Irish , or Paper ,

Scotch lineaments , render this a striking and amusing [ For more detailed descriptions of these books, see The

collection . There are about 35 framed and 50 unframed GREEN BAG, in which the leading law publishers advertise

portraits , and a few odds . them .]

.

.50

.50
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GENERAL SERIES .

AMERICAN BANKRUPTCY REPORTS . Vol. 2. (Vol. 3 , cur

rent, in parts.)

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH CORPORATION Cases, new series

( 1896–1900 ). Vol. 10.

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH RAILROAD CASES, new series

( 1896-1900 ). Vol . 15 .

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH ENCYCLOPÆDIA OF LAW , 2d

ed . (1896-1900). Vol. 15 .

AMERICAN STATE REPORTS ( 1888–1900 ). Vol . 70 .

ATLANTIC REPORTER ( 1885–1899 ). Vol . 44. ( Vol . 45, cur

rent, in parts . )

CENTURY Digest. Vol. 15 .

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PLEADING AND ACTICE ( 1894–1899 ) .

Vol. 18 .

LAWYERS' REPORTS , ANNOTATED ( 1889-1899 ) . Vol . 45 .

( Vol. 46 , current, in parts .)

MUNICIPAL CORPORATION CASES. Vol. 2 . (Vol. 3 , cur

rent, in parts . )

NORTHEASTERN REPORTER ( 1885-1900 ). Vol . 55. ( Vol . 56 ,

current, in parts.)

NORTHWESTERN REPORTER ( 1879–1900 ) . Vol. 80 . ( Vol .

81 , current, in parts . )

Pacific REPORTER ( 1883-1900 ) . Vol . 59 . ( Vol . 60 , cur

rent , in parts.)

SOUTHEASTERN REPORTER ( 1887-1900 ). Vol . 34 . ( Vol .

35, current, in parts .)

SOUTHERN REPORTER ( 1887-1900 ). Vol . 26. ( Vol . 27, cur

rent, in parts . )

SOUTHWESTERN REPORTER (1886-1900 ). Vol . 54. ( Vol.

55 , current , in parts . )

American Reports, etc. , continued .

Iowa.

Local. Holmes (C. B. ) . Probate Law and Practice .

$4.00.

KANSAS.

Statutes, Dassler's . 2 vols . 1899 .

Local. Clemens ( G. C. ) . General Election Laws .

Paper, $ 0.25 .

KENTUCKY.

Reports, Vol . 101 .

MAINE .

Local. Carleton ( L. T. ) . Digest of Fish and Game

Laws. Cloth , $0.20 .

MARYLAND.

Reports. Vol . 89 .

Vol. 41 (reprint) . Annotated by W. H. Perkins, Jr.

MASSACHUSETTS.

Reports. Vol. 173. ( Vol. 174 , current, in parts .)

Michigan .

Reports. Vol . 117 .

MINNESOTA.

Reports. Vol . 75 .

MISSOURI.

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 150 .

Appeals. Vol . 80 .

NEBRASKA.

Reports. Vol . 57 .

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Reports. Vol . 68 .

New JERSEY.

Reports. Law . Vol. 62 .

Equity . Vol. 57.

NEW YORK .

Reports. Court of Appeals. Vol . 160 .

Supreme Court. Hun's Appellate . Vol. 43 .

Civil Procedure . Vol . 29. ( Vol. 30 , current, in

parts .)

Miscellaneous. Vol . 28 .

New York Supplement. Vol. 61. ( Vol. 62 , current,

in parts . )

Annotated Cases . Vol . 6 .

Digest. Abbott's Annual for 1899 .

Gibbon's Digest of Reports and Laws for 1899.

Statutes. General Laws amended to 1899, by E. L. Hey

decker. 4 vols .

Local. Birdseye (Clarence F. ) . Analytical Index to

Code of Civil Procedure and Statutory Construc

tion Law . $ 2.50.

Complete Court Rules. Paper, $ 1.00. Cloth, $ 1.50 .

Fowler ( R. L. ) . Personal Property Law. $2.75 .

Hamilton's Hand -book for Grand Jurors. 4th ed .

Cloth , $0.50 .

Power ( J. ) . Tables of Descent of Real Estate and

Distribution of Personal Estate. Cloth , $ 0.50 .

Rust (C. D. ) . Penal Code and Code of Criminal

Procedure . 14th ed . $3.50 .

Silvernail (W.H.). Annotations to Constitution and

General Statutes. Part I. $2 50. (To be com

plete in 8 parts, to be bound in 2 vols ., $ 20.00 .)

Southwick ( Eugene F. ) . Powers, Duties, and Lia

bilities of Constables. $ 1.50 .

White (Frank ). Corporations. 4th ed . $5.50 .

NORTH CAROLINA.

Reports. Vol. 125 .

Local. Jeroine ( T. J. ) . Criminal Code and Digest.

2d ed . $ 5.00 .

UNITED STATES .

U.S. SUPREME COURT REPORTS . U.S. Vol . 175. ( Vol .

176 , current, in parts .)

CIRCUIT COURTS OF APPEALS REPORTS (C. C. A.) . Vol .

37 .

FEDERAL REPORTER ( 1880-1900 ) . Vol . 98. ( Vol . 99, cur

rent, in parts . )

COURT OF CLAIMS REPORTS. Vol . 34.

PATENT OFFICE, OFFICIAL GAZETTE . Vol. 89. ( Vol . 90,

current, in parts .)

DIGESTS .

Notes on United States Reports. Vol. 5. $ 6.50.

STATE AND TERRITORIAL REPORTS, ETC.

ALABAMA .

Reports. Vol . 120.

CALIFORNIA.

Reports. Vol . 125 .

COLORADO.

Reports. Court of Appeals. Vol . 12.

CONNECTICUT.

Reports. Vol . 72 (current, in parts ).

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA .

Ingest , Maupin's. 1 vol . ( 1900.)

GEORGIA.

Reports. Vol . 107 .

ILLINOIS .

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 181 .

Appellate Court . Vol. 85 .

Statutes, Laws 1899 , edited by H. B. Hurd .

Local. Moore ( I. M.) Civil Justice . 4th ed . 2 vols . $ 12.00 .
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Year Book Jingle. – In Anno Decimo Sexto of

the Liber Assisarum, page 46 of the 1679 edition, these

two lines are interpolated in an “ Infant '

Mes . toft. mol . col . garr . ter. pra . pas . bos .

brue mora.

Junca. maris . alve. pis . red . Sectare priora . )
What do they mean ? They sound like the “ count

ing-out ” doggerel of children's games.

The Juridical Review . - Important Changes.

- In future this excellent Scottish magazine will be

published in the months of March, June , September,

and December . It is intended also to revive the series

of portraits which used to be issued with the magazine,

but which were discarded on account of their cost. The

editors of the Review are Mr. Wm. C. Smith and Mr.

N. J. D. Kennedy , advocates. [ $3.50 per year .]

Scotch Outer House Cases. — Although the greater

proportion of the English reported cases are , and have

been , those decided by single judges, it is only lately

that single-judge cases have been reported at all in

Scotland . Why this should be , it is difficult to say , as

there were contemporary series of Sheriff-Court reports

dated as far back as 1859 , and many Outer House cases ,

which have never been appealed , decide important

points . For some years the Scottish Law REPORTER's

excellent series of reports has included an occasional

Outer House case , but it was only six years ago , when

the Scots Law Times' reports were begun, that a syste

matic attempt was made to record these important deci

sions . An analysis of the first six volumes has just

been made , which shows that out of three thousand

three hundred and thirty -six cases reported in those

volumes over one thousand five hundred are Outer

Hlouse cases , and as each is initialled and vouched for

by the member of the bar reporting it , the utility and

importance of the series is very considerable . No

library of modern reports can be in any sense complete

without the set of six volumes of the Scots Law TIMES .

[ Price of six vols . , half sheep, $ 39.00 . )

Dog-French. – Some of the old law French was so

far anglicized as to resemble what school boys call

“ Dog-Latin ." For instance , in Fletewood's Elen

chus , ” of Part XI . of the Year Books , among such

puzzlers as

Copie de un fait mre ne ferra grat ,

- wbich is certainly both technical and Frenchy , -

occur occasional lines like this :

Butcher punished pur vendition de mesel

porke.

Measly pork ” is very thinly disguised in this dress.

Caricatures of Lawyers.— We have a nearly full
set of the caricatures published by “ VANITY FAIR , ”

London , — so far as they represent English judges and

lawyers . Their wigs and robes and English , Irish , or

Scotch lineaments, render this a striking and amusing

collecti Ther are about 35 framed and 50 unframed

portraits, and a few odds .

AMERICAN ELEMENTARY BOOKS

Published since Jan. 1 , 1900 .

Size octavo or duodecimo, and binding law sheep, unless

otherwise stated .

For local works see list of American Reports, etc.

ABBOTT (Austin) . Trial Evidence. 2d ed. by John

J. Crawford $ 6.50

ANDREWS (J. D.) . American Law 6.50

BLACK (CHARLES C. ) . Law and Practice in Accident

Cases 6.00

CHADMAN (C. E. ) . Elements of Agency and Bail

ments. Paper .50

COBBEY (J. E. ) . Law of Replevin . 2d ed . 6.00

COWDERY, JABEZ F. Law and Practice in Justices'

Courts (Pacific States). Vol. 3 ... 6.00

DAVIS (GEORGE B. ) . Elements of International

Law. Revised edition . Cloth 2.50

ELLIOTT (CHARLES P. ) . Private Corporations. 3d

ed . 5.00

FORGERY : It8 DETECTION AND ILLUSTRATION.

By D. T. Ames, editor “ Penman's Art Journal ”

HOLLANDER (JACOB H.) . Studies in State Taxation.

With references to the Southern States. Cloth .. 1.25

HOWELL ( II. C.) . Manual of Parliamentary Law.

Paper .25

KEASBEY (E. Q.) . Electric Wires in Streets and

Ilighways. 2d ed . 4.00

KINLEY ( Jos. M. ) . American and English Prece

dents in Law and Equity . 6.00

MACKAY ( F. ) . History of the English Poor Law.

Vol. 3 (1834–1898 ) . Cloth
6.50

RAHILL (J. J. ) . Corporation Accounting and Cor

poration Law . Cloth .. 2.00

Rood (John R.) . Common Remedial Processes .

For students . Cloth .. ..3.00 ; sheep 3.50

RULING CASES ON PATENT Law, by Robert Camp

bell, Hon. Leonard A. Jones , and John M. Gould . 6.50

SANDERS ( Louis M. ) . Annual Digest of Patent,

Trade-mark, Design, Label, and Copyright De

cisions for 1899 . 3.50

SNYDER (EMIL W.) . Quizzer on Corporation Law.

Paper .50

THAYER ( IIon . Amos M. ) . Jurisdiction of Federal

Courts. For students . Cloth . 1.00

THAYER (Hon. Amos M.). Synopsis of the Law of

Contract. For students. Cloth .. 1.00

UNDERHILL (H. C. ) . Law of Wills. 2 vols . . 12.00

WALKER ( T. A. ) . History of Law ofNations. Vol.

1. To 1618. Cloth 3.00

WALTON ( C. S. ) . Civil Law in Spain and Spanish

America , 6.25

WARVELLE ( Geo . W. ) . Principles of Real Property

Law for Students . 2d ed. . 4.00

WHITE ( THOMAS RAEBURN ). Some Recent Criti

cisms of Gelpcke 0. Dubuque : ... Privately printed .

WIGMORE (John H.). Examinations in Law. Cloth,

4.00 ; sheep 5.00

WILLARD ( A. J. ) . Quiz Book on Blackstone . Paper, .50

WILLARD ( A. J. ) . Quiz Book on Personal Property.

Paper .50

WILLARD (A. J ) . Quiz Book on Pleading. Paper .50

WILLARD (A. J.) . Quiz Book on Real Property.

Paper .50

( For more detailed descriptions of these books , see The

GREEN Bag , in which the leading law publishers advertise

them .]
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AMERICAN REPORTS, DIGESTS, STAT

UTES, AND LOCAL WORKS

Published since Jan. 1, 1900.

GENERAL SERIES.

AMERICAN BANKRUPTCY REPORTS. Vol . 2. (Vol. 3 , cur

rent, in parts .)

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH CORPORATION CASES, new series

( 1896–1900 ). Vol. 10.

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH RAILROAD Cases, new series

( 1896-1900 ) . Vol. 15 .

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH ENCYCLOPEDIA OF LAW , 2d

ed . (1896-1900). Vol . 15 .

AMERICAN STATE REPORTS (1888–1900 ). Vol. 70.

ATLANTIC REPORTER ( 1885–1899 ). Vol. 44. (Vol. 45, cuir

rent, in parts . )

CENTURY DIGEST. Vol. 15 .

ENCYCLOPÆDIA OF PLEADING AND PRACTICE (1894-1899 ).

Vol. 18 .

LAWYERS' REPORTS, ANNOTATED ( 1889-1899 ) . Vol. 45 .

( Vol. 46, current, in parts.)

MUNICIPAL CORPORATION Cases. Vol . 2 . ( Vol. 3 , cur

rent , in parts.)

NORTHEASTERN REPORTER (1885–1900 ). Vol. 55. (Vol . 56 ,

current, in parts.)

NORTHWESTERN REPORTER ( 1879-1900 ). Vol. 80 . ( Vol .

81 , current, in parts . )

Pacific REPORTER ( 1883-1900 ). Vol . 59 . ( Vol . 60, cur

rent , in parts . )

SOUTHEASTERN REPORTER (1887–1900 ). Vol . 34 . (Vol .

35, current, in parts.)

SOUTHERN REPORTER ( 1887-1900 ). Vol . 26. ( Vol . 27 , cur

rent, in parts.)

SOUTHWESTERN REPORTER ( 1886–1900 ). Vol . 54. ( Vol .

55 , current , in parts . )

American Reports, etc., continued .

Iowa.

Local. Holmes (C. B. ) . Probate Law and Practice.

$ 4.00.

KANSAS .

Statutes, Dassler's . 2 vols . 1899 .

Local. Clemens ( G. C. ) . General Election Laws .

Paper, $ 0.25 .

KENTUCKY.

Reports, Vol. 101 .

MAINE .

Local . Carleton (L. T.) . Digest of Fish and Game

Laws. Cloth , $0.20.

MARYLAND .

Reports. Vol . 89.

Vol . 41 ( reprint) . Annotated by W. H. Perkins , Jr.

MASSACHUSETTS.

Reports. Vol . 173. ( Vol . 174 , current, in parts . )

MICHIGAN .

Reports. Vol. 117 .

MINNESOTA.

Reports. Vol. 75 .

MISSOURI .

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 150 .

Appeals. Vol. 80 .

NEBRASKA.

Reports. Vol . 57 .

NEW HAMPSHIRE .

Reports. Vol . 68.

New JERSEY .

Reports. Law . Vol . 62.

Equity. Vol . 57 .

NEW YORK

Reports. Court of Appeals. Vol . 160.

Supreme Court. Hun's Appellate. Vol. 43 .

Civil Procedure. Vol . 29. ( Vol. 30 , current, in

parts . )

Miscellaneous. Vol. 28 .

New York Supplement. Vol . 61. ( Vol . 62 , current,

in parts .)

Annotated Cascs. Vol . 6 .

Digest . Abbott's Annual for 1899 .

Gibbon's Digest of Reports and Laws for 1899.

Statutes. General Laws amended to 1899 , by E. L. Hey

decker. 4 vols .

Local. Birdseye (Clarence F. ) . Analytical Index to

Code of Civil Procedure and Statutory Construc

tion Law . $2.50 .

Complete Court Rules. Paper, $ 1.00 . Cloth , $ 1.50 .

Fowler (R. L. ) . Personal Property Law. $2.75 .

Hamilton's Hand - book for Grand Jurors . 4th ed .

Cloth , $0.50 .

Power ( J. ). Tables of Descent of Real Estate and

Distribution of Personal Estate. Cloth , $ 0.50.

Rust ( C. D. ) . Penal Code and Code of Criminal

Procedure. 14th ed . $3.50 .

Silvernail ( W. H.). Annotations to Constitution and

General Statutes. Part I. $ 2 50. ( To be com

plete in 8 parts , to be bound in 2 vols . , $ 20.00 .)

Southwick (Eugene F. ) . Powers, Duties, and Lia

bilities of Constables. $ 1.50.

White (Frank) . Corporations. 4th ed . $5.50 .

NORTH CAROLINA .

Reports. Vol. 125 .

Local. Jeroine ( T. J.) . Criminal Code and Digest .

2d ed . $ 5.00 .

UNITED STATES .

U.S. SUPREME COURT REPORTS. U.S. Vol . 175. ( Vol .

176, current, in parts .)

CIRCUIT COURTS OF APPEALS REPORTS (C. C. A. ) . Vol .

37 .

FEDERAL REPORTER ( 1880-1900 ). Vol . 98. ( Vol . 99 , cur

rent, in parts .)

COURT OF CLAIMS REPORTS . Vol . 34 .

PATENT OFFICE , OFFICIAL GAZETTE . Vol . 89. ( Vol. 90 ,

current, in parts.)

Digests .

Notes on United States Reports. Vol. 5. $6.50 .

STATE AND TERRITORIAL REPORTS, ETC.

ALABAMA.

Reports. Vol . 120 .

CALIFORNIA.

Reports. Vol . 125 .

COLORADO.

Reports. Court of Appeals. Vol . 12 .

CONNECTICUT.

Reports . Vol. 72 (current, in parts ).

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA .

Digest , Maupin's. 1 vol. ( 1900. )

GEORGIA .

Reports. Vol . 107.

ILLINOIS .

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 181 .

Appellate Court. Vol . 85 .

Statutes, Laws 1899, edited by H. B. Hurd .

Local. Moorc ( I. M. ) Civil Justice . 4th ed . 2 vols . $ 12.00 .
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ENGLISH ELEMENTARY WORKS, ETC.,American Reports, etc , continued .

NORTH DAKOTA .

Reports. Vol . 8 .

OHIO.

Reports. Circuit Court . Vol . 18 .

Nisi Prius. Vol . 6 .

OREGON.

Reports. Vol. 33 .

PENNSYLVANIA .

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 193.

Superior Court. Vol. 11 .

District. Vol. 8.

Montgomery Co. Vol. 15.

Weekly Notes of Cases. Vol . 44. ( Vol. 45, current,

in parts. )

Digest. Monaghan's Cumulative Annual for 1899 .

Pepper and Lewis' . Vol. 6 .

Local. Jones (Ray W.) . Mercantile License Tax .

Cloth, $ 2.00 .

SOUTH CAROLINA .

Reports. Vol . 56 .

Session Laws. 1900 .

SOUTH DAKOTA .

Reports. Vol . 10.

Digest. Tilton's Supplement.

TENNESSEE .

Reports. Vol . 102 .

TEXAS.

Reports. Criminal Appeals . Vol . 39 .

Civil Appeals . Vol . 20 .

Digest, Buckley's Civil , revised hy Batts . 2 vols .

Peticolas' Criminal. Vol. 3.

Session Laws. 26th Leg ., 1899, 1st called , general and

special.

Local. Devine ( Joseph ). Justice Guide. $ 6.00.

Jackson ( N.P. ) . Select Texas Statutes, Annotations,

Forms and Notaries' Manual. $ 4.00 .

King and Leonard's Texas Citations. 3d ed . $7.50 .

Longcope ( E. M. ) . Things Taxable. 4th ed . $0.75 .

White ( John P. ) . Annotated Code of Civil Pro

cedure. $6.00 .

UTAH .

Reports. Vol . 18 .

VIRGINIA .

Digest, Hurst's Annotated . Vol. 4.

Statutes. Appendix to Pollard's Supplement to Code.

Local. Hurst's Guide and Manual. $6.00 .

WEST VIRGINIA.

Local. Chilton (W. E. ) . West Virginia Corporations.

$4.00 .

WISCONSIN.

Reports. Vol . 102 .

Local . Hamilton ( Charles H.). Law of Negligence.

$6.00 .

Published since Jan. 1 , 1900, or now in Press.

Size 8vo or 12mo, and binding cloth, unless otherwise

noted.

Any book on this list can be delivered to lawyers in the

United States at the rate of thirty cents or to libraries on cer

tificate at twenty-five cents to the shilling .

£ . 8. d .

ALLAN (C. E. ) . Rights of Local Authorities as re

gards Private Bills 2.6

ARCHBOLD ( J. F. ) . Pleading Evidence and Practice

in Criminal Cases, with Forms of Indictments. 22d

ed . By W. F. Craies and G. Stephenson ... 1.11.6

BAINBRIDGE (W. ) . The Law of Mines and Minerals.

With Precedents of Conveyances. 5th ed . By

A. Brown .. 2. 2.0

BEAL ( EDWARD ) . On Bailments, embracing Depos

its, Mandates, Loans for Use , Pledges, Hire, Inn

keepers and Carriers , with note of Canadian Cases

by A. C. F. Boulton 1. 7.6

BELLS (Sir W. J. ) . Sale of Food and Drugs Acts.

1875 to 1899. 3d ed . 7.6

BRETT (J. P.) . Compensation for Criminal Injuries

in Ireland ..
7.6

CABABÉ (M.). Law of Interpleader. 3d ed . 6.0

CARVER (T. G. ) . Law relating to the Carriage of

Goods by Sea . 3d ed . ( In the press . )

CAITTY'S FORMS IN THE Q. B. Division . 13th ed .

( In preparation . )

CRIPPS (C. A. ) . Treatise on the Principles of theLaw

of Compensation . 4th ed . ( In the press .)

Dixon ( W.J. ) . Law and Practice of Divorce and

other Matrimonial Causes. 3d ed . 1. 0.0

ELDER ( B. Scott ). Digest of Cases under the

Food and Drugs Acts . 3.6

ELPHINSTONE ( SIR H. W.). Introduction to Con

veyancing. 5th ed... 14.0

GORE - BROWNE ( F. ) . Concise Precedents under the

Companies Act. 2d ed.. 1. 0.0

HEDDERWICK ( ) . Sale of Food and Drugs Act.

2d ed . 7.6

HEYWOOD (Arthur) and MASSEY (ARNOLD ).

Lunacy Practice . 7.6

HIGAMORE ( N. J. ) . Stamp Laws
10.6

INNES (L. C. ) . Digest of the Law of Easements .

6th ed . 7.6

JOLLY ( W. A.) . Restraint of Trade .
4.0

KELLY ( ) . Conveyancing Draftsman. 4th ed .

By West and Austin 15.0

KERR (W. W.) . Law and Practice as to Receivers

appointed by the Court of Chancery. 4th ed . .. 10.0

LAWRANCE ( A. ) . Precedents of Deeds of Arrange

ment between Debtors and their Creditors . 5th

ed . ( In the pre88 . )

MAGISTRATES' ANNUAL PRACTICE . 1900. Edited

by C. M. Atkinson . 1. 0.0

MONTGOMERY ( R. M.) . The Licensing Laws ; as to

Intoxicating Liquors, Theatres, Music , Dancing,

Billiards. 2d ed . . 18.0

NOLAN ( T. P.). Law relative to the Poor Rate in

Ireland 5.0

PALMER ( F. B. ) . Company Precedents.

Part II . Winding -up Forms and Practice . 8th

ed . By F. B. Palmer and F. Evans ,
1.12.0

Part III . Debentures and Debenture Stock . Sth

ed . By F. B. Palmer 1. 1.0

.

BOUVIER'S LAW DICTIONARY.

a .This is a wonderful work ; both a Dictionary

and an Encyclopædia of Law , the bulk American , but

also covering English, Civil, Canon, International, and

Foreign law , - all brought within two volumes of 2,300

pages . It is most valuable . — The Law Maga

zine and Reriew , London .
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English Elementary Works, etc., continued .

PRIDEAUX ( F. ) . Precedents in Conveyancing . 18th

ed . By J. Whitcombe and B. L. Cherry. 2

vols . ( In pre88 . )

ROUSE (R.) . The Practical Man . 17th ed . By E.

E. H. Birch 10.6

RUSSELL (F. ) . Law of Arbitration and Award . 8th

ed . By E. J. Pollock 1.10.0

SAFFORD ( F. ) and WHEELER (G. ) . Table showing

Conditions of Appeal from the Colonies to the

Privy Council 1.0

SHIRLEY (W. S. ) . Selection of Leading Cases in the

Common Law . 6th ed . By R. Watson , Esq . ,

Barrister-at -Law . ( Nearly ready .)

SMITH (J. W. ) . Manual of Equity Jurisprudence.

15th ed . By S. E. Williams . 12.6

SMYLY ( JUDGE) and BROOKS (W. J.) . Annual

County Courts Practice for 1900. 2 vols . 1. 50

STEVENS (T. M. ) . Mercantile Law . 3d ed . By H.

Jacobs . 10.6

Stone's JUSTICES' MANUAL . 32d ed . , 1900. By G.

B. Kennett 1. 5.0

THEOBALD (H. S. ) . Concise Treatise on the Law of

Wills . 5th ed . ( In press .)

UNDERHILL ( A.) . Summary of the Law of Torts .

7th ed . 10.6

UNDERHILL ( A.) and STRAHAN ( ) . Principles of

the Interpretation of Wills and Settlements
12.6

WIGRAM ( W. K. ) . Justices' Note Book . 7th ed . 10.6

WILL ( J. S. ) . Electric Lighting and Energy 17.6

WILLIAMS (T. C. ) . Principles of the Law of Per

sonal Property . 15th ed . . . 1. 1.0

ENGLAND.

REPORTS , DIGESTS, STATUTES

Published since Jan. 1, 1900.

Reports, and serials containing reports :

Bankruptcy Reports. (Manson. ) Vol . 6. ( 1899.)

Railway and Canal Traffic Cases. ( Browne and Mac

namara. ) Vol. 10. (1900.)

Locus Standi Reports. 1899 .

Patent Office Reports. ( Cutler. ) Vol . 16 . ( 1900.)

( Vol . 17 , current, in parts . )

Year Books. Edward III. Year 16. Part II . ( 1900.)

English Ruling Cases. Vol. 20. (Patents.)

Revised Reports. Vol. 45. (1900.)

Index to Vols . 1 to 40 .

Digests :

Mews' Annual Digest. 1899.

Mews' Quarterly Digest (cumulative ).

Statutes :

Annual Statutes. Law Reports. 1899 .

British Empire.

No returns of any new reports , etc., outside of England,

except Canada .

9

DIGEST OF ENGLISH TEXT -BOOKS AND

OF THE COMMON LAW.

For lawyers or libraries who want to keep run of

English Elementary Law, but do not know how to

select , there is a late EncycLOPÆDIA OF THE LAWS OF

ENGLAND , in 12 volumes, written by the ablest legal

specialists, – which is a concise digest of the Common

Law . Price to lawyers, $ 72.00 ; to libraries , entitled

to remission of duty , $60.00 .

DIGEST OR SUBSTITUTE FOR ENGLISH

REPORTS.

Libraries and lawyers who have already English

reports on their shelves will find Mews' Digest Of

ENGLISH CASE LAW ( 16 vols . , sheep, to lawyers , $96.00 ;

or to libraries entitled to remission of duty , $80.00) an

excellent key to their contents . Indeed , Mews New

Digest is so full — giving an unusually full statement

of the case — that it serves , in a certain sense , as a

substitute for the original reports .

For lawyers who do not own the English reports , but

want to keep run of such important English cases as

influence or have weight with our own courts , the series

known as English Ruling Cases WITH AMERICAN

Notes is a treasure . The English cases which are

marked out by the common consent of lawyers as

“ leading ” or “ ruling ” are in this set arranged and

printed in full under the alphabetically arranged topics

of the law . In the English Notes subsidiary cases are

abstracted or summarized , and in the American Notes

sufficient citations are given to enable the American

lawyer to connect the English decisions with those of

the jurisdictions in which he practises.

Of the English Ruling Cases 20 volumes are now

published. Vol . 21 will be ready in May ; Vols . 22 to

25 , completing the series , will follow quarterly ; and

Vol . 26 , including Index and Table of Cases , will

appear early in 1901. Price of the series $5.50 per

volume , or $5.75 delivered anywhere in the United

States .

66

CANADIAN LAW BOOKS

Published since Jan. 1 , 1900 .

DOMINION.

Reports. Canada Law Journal . Vol . 35, ( Vol . 36 ,

current, in parts .)

Canadian Law Times. Vol . 19. ( Vol . 20, current,

in parts.)

Digest . Canadian Law Times . 1 vol.

Text- Books. HASSARD (A. R. ) . Constitutional History

and Law . $ 2.00.

NEWFOUNDLAND.

Reports. Morris. (1864–1874.) 1 vol .

ONTARIO.

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 30.

Practice . Vol . 18 .

QUEBEC .

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 15 .

Text - Books . CRANKSHAW ( JAS. ) . Synopsis of Criminal

Code and Evidence Act . $ 1.77 .

WALTON (F. P. ) . Employer's Liabilities. $ 1.00 .

Lawyers ' Reference Manual of Law Books and

Citations. - To the inquiries which constantly come

to us as to the MANUAL , we have to answer that Mr.

Soule is still at work on a new edition, progressing,

however, very slowly , as titles and dates require a vast

amount of research and verification .
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REVIEW FOR EXAMINATIONS .

Now that the law school and bar examinations are

near at hand, the candidate for admission to the bar,

casts around for a good refresher of memory on the

topics he has read up during his course of study . For

this use , Ewell's ESSENTIALS OF THE LAW will be found

to give great aid . There are three volumes : Vol . 1 ,

being a compact edition of Blackstone's Commentaries ;

Vol . 2 , covering Pleading, Contracts , and Equity ;

Vol . 3 , Real Property, Evidence , and Torts . Concise

statements of legal principles, with catchwords in black

type, enable the student to " cram ” quickly and thor

oughly . The three volumes sell as a set for $7.50 in

sheep, or $6.00 in cloth . Vol . 1 , separately , $3.00 or

$2.50 ; Vol . 2 or 3 , each , $2.50 or $2.00. Prices all

net .

OLD EDITIONS OF BOUVIER.

We have been embarrassed by requests , from lav.

yers who wanted Rawle's Bouvier but could hardly

spare the twelve dollars required to buy it, for some

offer of exchange for their old editions . When a book

is so much changed and improved as is Bouvier's Law

Dictionary, in Rawle's revision , the old editions are

about as worthless and unsalable as superseded revi.

sions of statutes .

But we do not want to cut any lawyer off from the

privilege of owning Rawle's Bouvier by too rigorous

rules, and if any one in such a fix will write us , giving

date and condition of bis old edition , we will see what

we can do. On a combined order for Bouvier and the

GREEN Bag - or some other of our own publications

- we can often make a satisfactory trade .

BARGAINS FOR APRIL.

AMERICAN.

Arkansas Reports . Original edition . 65 vols . New Hampshire Reports. 63 vols.
Price on application . Price on application .

Colorado Appeals Reports. 12 vols. $28 .

Connecticut Reports . 70 vols . , with Kirby, Root, and Day.
Ohio Circuit Court Reports. 16 vols . $ 20 .

8 vols. $ 175 . Texas Criminal Appeals. 39 vols . $ 65 .

Illinois Appeal Reports. 83 vols . $ 175 . United States Appeals. 63 vols . $90.

Indiana Appeal Reports . 22 vols . $50 . U.S. C. C. Appeals. ( “ C.C. A.” ) 37 $75 .

Kentucky Reports. "Hughes to Ky ., vol. 100. $250. U.S. Circuit Court Reports . ( Originals . ) 129 vols. $290.

Lawyers' Reports Annotated. 43 vols . and 3 Digests. $ 165 . Many odd volumes exceptionally cheap .

Michigan Reports. 117 vols . , with Douglas , Harrington, and Vermont Reports .(Originals.) 70 vols . , with N. Chipman ,

Walker, i vols . $ 135 . etc. 8 vols . $ 200.

ENGLISH AND CANADIAN.

PRICES ON APPLICATION .

Bankruptcy Reports . Rose to DeGex , with Morrell and Man . Nova Scotia Reports . 30 vols .
son . 40 vols .

Prince Edward Island Reports. 2 vols .
Central Criminal Court Cases. ( 1831-1898 .) 128 vols . Upper Canada Reports :
Howells' State Trials . Vols . 1 to 21 .

Common Pleas. 32 vols .

Jurist . ( 1845-66 .) 55 vols . Ontario Reports . 30 vols .

Scotch Appeal Reports ( House of Lords). 34 vols . Ontario Appeals Reports . 25 vols .

Canada Supreme Court Reports . 29 rols . Ontario Practice Reports. 18 vols .

New Brunswick Reports. 34 vols .

LAW MAGAZINES.

PRICES ON APPLICATION .

Albany Law Journal . 68 vols. Law Quarterly Review. 15 vols .

American Jurist . 28 vols . Law Reporter. 27 vols.

American Law Register (both series ) . 45 vols . Law Times ( folio newspaper) . 104 vols , to 1898.

American Law Review . 32 vols . Legal News (Canada ). 20 vols .

Canada Law Journal ( both series) . 43 vols . Legal Observer . 52 vols .

Canadian Law Times . 17 vols. Lower Canada Jurist . 35 vols .

Central Law Journal . 45 vols . Lower Canada Law Journal. 4 vole .

Criminal Law Magazine. 18 vols . and Digest . Review Legale ( Canada ). 21 vols .

Green Bag . 11 vols .
Scots Law Times . 7 vols .

Insurance Law Journal . 26 vols . Southern Law Review. 11 vols .

Juridical Review . 11 vols . Virginia Law Journal. 17 vols .

TEXT- BOOKS.

We carry a very large stock of second - hand text- books. Law

yers and libraries buying in this line are asked to send their list

of wants to us for prices.
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Freeman Placé Chapel, 1572 Beacon St., Boston , Mass.

Legal Bibliography is published quarterly, to give infor

mation as to the law literature of the English language. It will

be sent without charge to all bookbuyers whose addresses we

can get. Recipients who do not find it useful will confer a

favor on us by handing this number to other lawyers interested

in books.
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son (Md.), 5. - Thompson (Ohio ), 6. German Law , - Platt, 6 . way, 6. - Bayles (Tex . ) , 6.

City Charters . -- Farrell ( N.Y. ) , 5 . Guardians . – Trickett (Pa.) , 6 . Receivers . - Smith , 6 .

City Laws.- Estabrook (Wis .), 6 . Highways. ---- Greene ( N.Y.) , 5 . Remuneration . - Evans, 6 .

Commercial Law , - Platt, 6. Insurance. -- Finch , 6. - Stephens, 6 . Roads and Streets.-- Greene ( N.Y. ) , 5 .

Comparative Jurisprudence. - Jurisdiction. – Bradbury, 6 . Roman Law , - Notes, 4 .
Notes , 4 . Justice Practice . - Dugan ( N.Y. ), 5 . Sanitary Law , - Kenwood, 5 .

Constitutional Law . McClain | Landlord and Tenant . - Baker, 6. – Shakespeare. – Davis, 6 .

( Cases) , 6. McAdam , 6 . Succession Duty . - Bayly (Can .), 4 .
Conveyancing. Indermaur, 6. – Stra- | Legal Periodicals . – Help , etc., 3 . Taxation . - Bayly, 4. – Greene (N.Y.),

han , 6 . Liquor Laws. – Beitel ( Pa .), 6 . 5. - Smart, 6 .

Corporations. — Am . & Eng. Cases, 5. - Magna Charta . - Notes , 4 . Testators , -Emery, 6 .

Bargain , 7. - Borgmeyer, 6. — Conyng. Mines. Bargain , 7. - l'ratt (Colo . ) , 5 . Town Officer . - Gilbert ( N.Y.) , 5 .

ton , 6. - Corbin ( N.J. ) , 5 . Municipal Corporations. Biggar | Trade -Marks. -- Borgmeyer, 6 .

County Officer . - Gilbert ( N.Y. ) , 5 . (Can .) , 4 . Estabrook ( Wis . ) , 6. - Trustees . - Duckworth , 6. - Easton , 6.
Criminal Law . - Bargain , 7. - Cook Farrell ( N.Y. ) , 6 . Village Law.- Cumming (N.Y. ), 5 .

( N.Y. ) , 5. - Runt ( N.Y.) , 5.- Eagleson Negligence . - Hamilton ( N.Y.), 5 . Water, - Duckworth , 6 .

( Vict. ) , 6 . Thwaite, 6. - Stewart Negotiable Instruments . - Martin , 6 . Wills. – Baker, 6. - Emery , 6. -- Rumsey,

(Can.) , 4.- Tiffany (Mich .), 5 . Notary Public . - Rouech (Mich .) , 5 .
6 .

Deeds, - Ballard , 6. Partnership.- Ilenderson (Can .), 4 . Year Books . – Notes, 3.

------

CHEAP SUMMER READING . Single copies of “ The

Green Bag ” are good reading for leisure hours, but come

high at the regular price of fifty cents per number. We

have, however, an overstock of several back numbers, from

which we offer packages of ten different numbers (at ran

dom ) for one dollar a package.
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This is an age of reprints , which seem to have culminated in the

project (see last page of this number) of a full verbatim REPRINT OF

ALL THE ENGLISH REPORTS, from the Year Books down to 1865 ,

the year when the present system of “ Law Reports ” began . Think

of one thousand volumes compressed into one hundred and fifty !

How is the compression to be managed — andwhere can the projec

tors get enough subscribers to pay the cost ? These are the questions

which naturally arise in the mind of the average lawyer or bookseller.

But the perusal of the very clever eight-page circular of the publish

ers fully answers the first question , and tends to persuade the reader

to aid in solving the second query by subscribing for the reprint himself.

For a small bar library or a small law school, this is a first

rate chance , if taken now (the reprint is limited ) , to get all the Eng

lish reports at a low price , and pay for them in small instalments.

For a lawyer, the separate series can be bought as he prefers or

needs them in his practice.

And for the lawyer who does not want this chronological reprint

the set of ENGLISH RULING CASES offers an excellent selection of the

best decisions grouped by topics.

This is a great time for the lawyer who knows how to use Eng

lish precedents.

What are you going to do for summer reading ? If you own the

bound set of The GREEN Bag you have a treasury of " Half- HoursBAG

with the Best Lawyers,” which will solace your leisure hours from

now on to October. Even the current monthly numbers will provide

a few days' good reading ; but the bound set will answer for the

season , and leave entertainment over for winter evenings. The

“ reprint edition ” of THE GREEN Bag costs only $27.50 for thewhole

eleven volumes ; and the annual subscription is $4.00.

Vol. 21 of English Ruling Casesto be published in July. Its

principal contents are :

Payment (8 cases) . Power ( 23 cases).

Payment by mistake (3 cases). Presumption (3 cases) .

Performance (2 cases). Principal and Surety ( 10 cases).

Perpetuities (2 cases) . Purchaser for value without notice

Petition of Rights (3 cases). ( 7 cases ).

Pilotage (9 cases) .

These groups of leading or “ ruling cases, ” with full English

and American notes, give the law in practical and convincing form .

We call especial attention to the topic POWER, which has not

been covered in recent text-book literature .

а
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NOTES .

Year Book Jingle Interpreted. – In 4 Leg Bib .

N. S. we asked (Notes p . 4. ) :

Year Book Jingle . In Anno Decimo Sexto of the

Liber Assisarum , page 46 of the 1679 edition , these two

lines are interpolated in an “ Infant " case :

Mes . toft. mol . col . garr . ter . pra . pas . bos .

brue mora.

Junca . maris . alve . pis . red . sectare priora .

What do they mean ? They sound like the “ count

ing-out” doggerel of children's games .

This query has been answered by one of the leading

lawyers in Cleveland , Ohio , and by a judge of the

Common Pleas in Pittsburgh , Pa . , whose names we do

not feel at liberty to print. The latter writes as follows :

Editor of Legal Bibliography :

DEAR Sır : In your number of April , 1900 , p . 4 , you

print a query as to certain barbarous hexameters in the

Liber Assisarum , p . 46 .

They are not interpolated in an “ Infant" case as

suggested , but stand between two cases , and have no

connection with either. They appear to be mnemonic

verses written by some idle conveyancer's clerk in a

blank space in the manuscript and printed without its

being observed that they do not belong to the book

itself.

The first line is made up of abbreviations of various

names of divisions or parts of land and the second of

similar divisions or parts of land covered with water .

They are all plain enough, except , perbaps , the red .

of the second line , which probably stands for redun

datas , overflowed lands.

They may perhaps be extended and translated as

follows :

" Messuagium , toftum , molendinum columbarium ,

garreina ( i.e., warren ) terra pratum pastura, boscus,

bruera ( i.e. , heath ) mora ( i.e. , moor ).

“ Juncarium , mariscus, alveys ( place of sedges )

piscarium redundatas, follow the former ( that is , put

these latter words after those of the first line in draw

ing deeds ).”

Our Cleveland correspondent translates the phrases

thus :

A HELP IN NEED.

A Boston lawyer recently called on us and ordered a

set of Jones's Index to LEGAL PERIODICALS. " The

price,” he said , “ is high , but I must buy the book out

of gratitude. I wanted to advise a client on a puzzling

point of law , and could find no authorities until I struck

Jones's Index , where a reference to one of the old

volumes of an American law periodical directed me to

a complete monograph on the subject, which enabled

me to give an opinion at once , and to earn a good fee

with little trouble.”

This reminds us of the Baltimore lawyer to whom

came in distress a country friend who had a case to

argue and could find no authorities on his side . The

Baltimorian referred to Jones's Index , which directed

him to an article where half a dozen cases were cited

for , and a hundred or more against , the view the rural

attorney wanted to support. A month afterwards the

latter burst into his friend's office and shouted : “ Thanks

to you and to Jones's INDEX . I won my case ! ”

" What ? — with the law dead against you ? ”

“ Yes , indeed . I took my six cases, and presented

them forcibly to the court, while my opponent, who

thought he had a dead - sure thing, had failed to fortify

himself with cases . And I won the case and pleased

my client ! ”

The moral of these anecdotes is obvious, namely :

No library is complete without Jones's Index to Legal

Periodicals , 2 vols ., $20 net .

The two objections made to Jones are its price and

the fact that the magazines referred to are found only

in large libraries. As to the price , it has to be high ,

because only libraries and the best lawyers are likely

to buy the work , a small constituency. As to the

magazines : it is true that the complete collections of

bound sets are only found in large libraries ; but is it

not worth while to be able to find at a glance, in your

office, whether the nearest large library contains any

articles which will belp you out of a tight place ?

And it is not difficult or expensive to get a collection

of the magazines most frequently cited . Either a small

bar or law school library , or a single lawyer or a group

of lawyers in neighboring offices, can afford to buy,

among American sets , the “ American Law Journal,” 6

vols.; American Law Magazine , ” 6 vols .; American

Jurist, ” 28 vols .; “ Monthly Law Reporter , " 27 vols .;

" American Law Register," 47 vols.; “ American Law

Review ,” 33 vols.; “ Southern Law Review ," 11 vols ;

" Western Jurist, ” 17 vols .; “ Albany Law Journal,"

60 vols.; “ Central Law Journal,” 49 vols .; " Green

Bag,” 11 vols . ; and “ Ilarvard Law Review ," 12 vols .

English sets are longer and a bit more expensive, but the

" Legal Observer , ” 52 vols ; “ Law Times," 80 vols .;

“ Law Quarterly Review , " 15 vols . ; and “ Juridical

| Review ,” 11 vols . , are easily obtained .

“ Mes. toft . undoubtedly means messuage toft or in

proved lands and abandoned lands ; mol. might mean mo

lendina mills ; col . , might come from colo or cultivated

lands; garr . , from garth , meaning enclosed lands; ter .,

from terra , lands ; pra . , from pratum , grazing lands ;

pas ., from pascua, pasture lands; bos . , from boscus,
timber lands ; brue ., from bruillus, wooded lands ; mora ,

moorlands ; junca ., from juncaria , rush lands ; maris . ,

from mariscus, marsh lands ; alve ., river beds ; pis .,

from piscary , fishing rights . ”

If the manuscript from which the Liber Assisarum

was printed is in existence, it would be interesting to

find out whether these lines are shown , by difference

in inks , or otherwise , to be an interpolation as thus

suggested .

a



THE BOSTON BOOK CO.'S JULY BULLETIN .

This is an age of reprints , which seem to have culminated in the

project (see last page of this number) of a full verbatim REPRINT OF

ALL THE ENGLISH REPORTS, from the Year Books down to 1865 , -
the

year when the present system of “ Law Reports " began . Think.

of one thousand volumes compressed into one hundred and fifty !

How is the compression to be managed and where can the projec

tors get enough subscribers to pay the cost? These are the questions

which naturally arise in the mind of the average lawyer or bookseller.

But the perusal of the very clever eight-page circular of the publish

ers fully answers the first question, and tends to persuade the reader

to aid in solving the second query by subscribing for the reprint himself.

For a small bar library or a small law school , this is a first

rate chance , if taken now (the reprint is limited ), to get all the Eng

lish reports at a low price, and pay for them in small instalments.

For a lawyer, the separate series can be bought as he prefers or

needs them in his practice.

And for the lawyer who does not want this chronological reprint

the set of ENGLISH RULING CASES offers an excellent selection of the

best decisions grouped by topics.

This is a great time for the lawyer who knows how to use Eng

lish precedents .

What are you going to do for summer reading ? If you own the

bound set of THE GREEN BAG you have a treasury of “ Half- Hours

with the Best Lawyers,” which will solace your leisure hours from

now on to October. Even the current monthly numbers will provide

a few days' good reading ; but the bound set will answer for the

season , and leave entertainment over for winter evenings . The

reprint edition ” of The Green Bag costs only $27.50 for the whole

eleven volumes ; and the annual subscription is $4.00.

Vol . 21 of English Ruling Cases to be published in July. Its

principal contents are :

Payment (8 cases) . Power ( 23 cases) .

Payment by mistake (3 cases) . Presumption ( 3 cases ).
Performance (2 cases). Principal and Surety ( 10 cases) .

Perpetuities (2 cases) . Purchaser for value without notice

Petition of Rights (3 cases) . (7 cases) .

Pilotage (9 cases) .

These groups of leading or “ ruling cases, ” with full English

and American notes, give the law in practical and convincing form .

We call especial attention to the topic POWER, which has not

been covered in recent text-book literature.
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case :

NOTES . A HELP IN NEED .

Year Book Jingle Interpreted. – In 4 Leg Bib . A Boston lawyer recently called on us and ordered a

N. S. we asked ( Notes p . 4. ) :
set of Jones's Index to LEGAL PERIODICALS. The

Year Book Jingle . — In Anno Decimo Sexto of the
price , ” he said , “ is high , but I must buy the book out

Liber Assisarum , page 46 of the 1679 edition, these two
of gratitude. I wanted to advise a client on a puzzling

lines are interpolated in an “ Infant point of law , and could find no authorities until I struck

Mes . toft. mol . col . garr . ter . pra . pas . bos . 1 Jones's INDEX , where a reference to one of the old

brue mora. volumes of an American law periodical directed me to

Junca. maris . alve . pis . red . sectare priora . a complete monograph on the subject, which enabled

What do they mean ? They sound like the “ count- me to give an opinion at once , and to earn a good fee

ing-out ” doggerel of children's games. with little trouble .”

This query has been answered by one of the leading This reminds us of the Baltimore lawyer to whom

lawyers in Cleveland , Ohio , and by a judge of the came in distress a country friend who had a case to

Common Pleas in Pittsburgh , Pa. , whose names we do argue and could find no authorities on his side . The

not feel at liberty to print. The latter writes as follows : Baltimorian referred to Jones's Index , which directed

him to an article where half a dozen cases were cited

Editor of Legal Bibliography :
for , and a hundred or more against , the view the rural

Dear Sir : In your number of April , 1900 , p . 4 , you attorney wanted to support . A month afterwards the
print a query as to certain barbarous hexameters in the

latter burst into his friend's office and shouted : “ Thanks
Liber Assisarum , p . 46 .

They are not interpolated in an “ Infant " case as
to you and to Jones's INDEX . I won my case !

suggested , but stand between two cases , and have no “ What ? - with the law dead against you ? ”

connection with either . They appear to be mnemonic ** Yes , indeed . I took my six cases , and presented

verses written by some idle conveyancer's clerk in a them forcibly to the court , while my opponent, who

blank space in the manuscript and printed without its
thought he had a dead -sure thing, had failed to fortify

being observed that they do not belong to the book
itself.

himself with cases . And I won the case and pleased

The first line is made up of abbreviations of various
my client ! ”

names of divisions or parts of land and the second of The moral of these anecdotes is obvious, namely :

similar divisions or parts of land covered with water. No library is complete without Jones's Index to Legal

They are all plain enough, except, perhaps, the red .
Periodicals, 2 rols ., $20 net .

of the second line , which probably stands for redun

datas, overflowed lands.
The two objections made to Jones are its price and

They may perhaps be extended and translated as the fact that the magazines referred to are found only

follows : in large libraries. As to the price, it has to be high ,

“ Messuagium , toftum , molendinum columbarium , because only libraries and the best lawyers are likely

garreina ( i.e. , warren ) terra pratum pastura , boscus,
to buy the work ,

bruera ( i.e. , heath ) mora ( i.e., moor) .
– a small constituency. As to the

“ 6 Juncarium , mariscus , alveys ( place of sedges )
magazines : it is true that the complete collections of

piscarium redundatas, follow the former (that is , put bound sets are only found in large libraries ; but is it

these latter words after those of the first line in draw- not worth while to be able to find at a glance, in your

ing deeds) .” office , whether the nearest large library contains any

Our Cleveland correspondent translates the phrases
articles which will belp you out of a tight place ?

thus : And it is not difficult or expensive to get a collection

of the magazines most frequently cited . Either a small

“ Mes. toft . undoubtedly means messuage toft or im- bar or law school library, or a single lawyer or a group

proved lands and abandoned lands ; mol. might mean mo .
of lawyers in neighboring offices, can afford to buy,

lendina mills ; col., might come from colo or cultivated

lands ; garr . , from garth , meaning enclosed lands ; ter . ,
among American sets, the “ American Law Journal,” 6

from terra , lands; pra ., from pratum , grazing lands ;
vols .; American Law Magazine , ” 6 vols.; “ American

pas . , from pascua , pasture lands ; bos., from boscus, Jurist, ” 28 vols.; " Monthly Law Reporter,” 27 vols . ;

timber lands ; brue ., from bruillus, wooded lands ; mora , American Law Register, ”! 47 vols .; " American Law

moorlands; junca ., from juncaria, rush lands ; maris ., Review ,” 33 vols.; Southern Law Review , " 11 vols ;

from mariscus , marsh lands ; alve ., river beds ; pis.,
" Western Jurist,” 17 vols.; "

from piscary, fishing rights."
Albany Law Journal, "

60 vols.; " Central Law Journal,” 49 vols . ; “ Green

If the manuscript from which the Liber Assisarum I Bag,” 11 vols.; and “ Harvard Law Review ," 12 vols.

was printed is in existence , it would be interesting to English sets are longer and a bit more expensive, but the

find out whether these lines are shown, by difference " Legal Observer, ” 52 vols ; * Law Times," 80 vols .;

in inks, or otherwise, to be an interpolation as thus “ Law Quarterly Review , " 15 vols. ; and “ Juridical

suggested. Review ," 11 vols ., are easily obtained .
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NOTES.

Edition de Luxe of Magna Charta. Among the

few law -books which are printed with especial regard to

beauty and ornament is the “ Historical Essay on the

Magna Charta of King John " ( and other charters ), by

Richard Thomson, published in London , 1829 . The

• Embellishments " consist of emblematic initials ( each

fully described in the prefatory “ Descriptive List " )

and of engraved borders to all the pages of the book

( no two alike ) , giving the “ Armorial Ensigns " of the

Sovereigns, Ecclesiastics, Nobles, etc., connected with

the history of Magna Charta, especially designed for

this work by W. Hughes and Messrs. Bonner, Mason,

and J. By field .

This is an excellent book for a present to a lawyer,

or from a lawyer to himself. There are various forms

of the work , ordinary size , large paper , chinese

paper, etc., — and various bindings.

Colonial Law. – Our new possessions in both hemi

spheres introduce a new complexity into our legal rela

tions , which requires an entirely novel line of literature

in our law libraries. “ Burge on Colonial and Foreign

Law ,” 4 vols . , 1838 , is the English authority, -- but

it is scarce and high priced . C. J. Farring's “ Chap

ters on the Law Relating to the Colonies," 2d ed ., 1

vol . , 1893, seems to be the latest English discussion

of the subject.

On Spanislı Law there are a few good books printed

in the English language. Johnston's translation of

Asso y del Rio ,” London, 1825. and Schmidt's Civil

Law of Spain and Mexico ," New Orleans, 18.71, are

perhaps the best .

“ White's New Recopilacion of Laws, etc., of Great

Britain , France , and Spain , as to Concessions of Land

in their Colonies; and of the Laws of Mexico and

Texas, " 2 vols ., Philadelphia , 1839, combines the Col

onial and the Spanish features.

The latest work on the subject is C. S. Walton's

" Civil Law in Spain and Spanish America , including

Cuba, Puerto Rico , and Philippine Islands,” 1900 .

1

1

NOTES.

“ A White Man . " This slang phrase of commen

dation dates certainly as far back as 1644 , for this epi

taph on a bencher is engraved on a brass plate of that

date in the Temple Church , London :

“ Here lieth a John , a burning shining light,

His name, life, Actions, were all White."

Comparative Jurisprudence. An interesting

work , little known in this country, is Patrick Mac

Chombaich de Colquhoun's “ Summary of the Roman

Civil Law , illustrated by Commentaries on , and Paral

lels from , the Mosaic, Canon , Mohammedan , English ,

and Foreign Laws,” published in London , in four vol

umes , 1849-1860 . The preface states that the author's

object was “ to supply a deficiency in the legal litera

ture of this country " ( England ), " with respect to the

Roman Civil Law . On the Continent there are various

works on this subject, but many are inaccessible to

readers not acquainted with the modern languages in

which they are written , while those which are composed

in Latin , require the devotion of much time and labor

to their perusal; many of them , too , are intermixed

with the local laws of the countries to which their

authors belong ; in addition to which , it is difficult to

fix upon any one work which unites the desiderata of

law and legal antiquities : a deficiency which the author

proposes to remedy, by combining both in one work . "

Part I. is introductory , tracing the origin and rise of

the old systems of law ; Parts II. to VI ., and the Ap

pendix , give what is apparently the most thorough and

exhaustive English translation of and commentary on

the ' Titles of the Roman Law to be found in print.

Coke's Second, Third, and Fourth Institutes.

Coke's First Institute , familiarly called “ Coke on Lit

tleton , ” is much better known to lawyers than his other

three Institutes (or Parts ). First printed in 1628 , it

passed through three editions before the author died in

1634 . Of these the Second edition , 1629 , has been

said to be the most correct. Otber editions were pub

lished from time to time, by various editors, ending in

England with the 17th edition , 2 vols . , 1817. This has

been three times reprinted in the United States – in

1823 , 1836 , and 1853 .

The Second Institute was first published in 1642, and

again in 1662; the Third and Fourth in 1644.

The Third and fourth Institutes were reprinted in

1648 and in 1660. The three Institutes were again re

printed in 1669 , in 1670–71, and in 1680–81. All these

editions were in folio .

The only octavo edition of the Second , Third , and

Fourth Institutes was published in 1797 , to accompany

the 14th edition of the First Institute . These were

reissued without change (except in date ) in 1809 and

1817 , as companion volumes to the 16th and 17th edi.

tions of Coke on Littleton .

In the octavo edition , the Second Institute ( Ancient

Statutes) occupies two volumes; the Third Institute

( Pleas of the Crown ) one volume; and the Fourth In

stitute ( Jurisdiction of Courts) one volume.
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CANADIAN LAW BOOKS .

Published since April 1 , 1900 .

DOMINION.

Reporte. Supreme Court. Vol . 29. ( Vol. 30 , current,

in parts .)

Text-Books. Bayly (R. A. ) . Succession Duty. $ 1.50 .
Bicknell ( ) and Seager ( ) . Division

Court's Act . 2d ed . $8.50 .

Biggar ( C. R. W. ) . Municipal Manual. 11th cd .

$ 12.50 .

Ilenderson ( Robert B. ) . Law of Partnership, with

chapter on the Quebec Law by Peers Davidson.

Cloth , $2.25 . Half calf , $ 2.50 .

Stewart ( A. McNaughton ). Pocket Criminal Code.

Annotated . Cloth, $2.25 . Sheep, $2.50. Calf,

$ 3.00 ,

BRITISH COLUMBIA .

Reports . Vol : 6. ( Vol . 7 , current, in parts.)

| ONTARIO .

Text- Books . Bicknell ( James) and Koppele (A. J. ) .

Practical Statutes in Force. $ 8.00.
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AMERICAN REPORTS, DIGESTS , STAT

UTES, AND LOCAL WORKS.

Published since April 1 , 1900.

GENERAL SERIES.

AMERICAN BANKRUPTCY REPORTS. Vol. 3. ( Vol . 4 , cur

rent, in parts.)

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH CORPORATION CASES, new series

(1896–1900 ). Vol . 11 .

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH RAILROAD CASES, new series

( 1896-1900 ). Vol . 16.

AMERICAN MAGAZINE REPORTS . Vol . 7 .

AMERICAN PROBATE REPORTS , ANNOTATED ( 1897-1900 ).

Vol. 4 .

AMERICAN STATE REPORTS (1888–1900 ). Vol . 72 .

ATLANTIC REPORTER ( 1885-1899 ). Vol . 45 . ( Vol . 46,

current, in parts .)

CENTURY DIGEST. Vol . 18. ( Election to Entry .]

ENCYCLOPÆDIA OF FORMS ( 1897–1900 ). Vol . 11. [Laches

to Marshaling Assets .]

GENERAL DIGEST, New SERIES. Vol . 8 .

LAWYERS' REPORTS, ANNOTATED ( 1889–1899). Vol . 46 .

( Vol . 47 , current, in parts . )

NORTHEASTERN REPORTER ( 1885-1900 ). Vol . 56. ( Vol . 57 ,

current, in parts .)

Pacific REPORTER ( 1883–1900) . Vol . 60. (Vol . 61 , cur

rent , in parts.)

SOUTHWESTERN REPORTER ( 1886-1900 ). Vol. 55 . ( Vol .

56 , current, in parts.)

UNITED STATES .

SUPREME COURT REPORTS . U.S. Vol . 176 . ( Vol . 177 ,

current, in parts .)

CIRCUIT COURTS OF APPEALS REPORTS (C. C. A. ) . Vol.

INDIANA.

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 153 .

Local. Dickey's Revised Annotations of Burns Statutes.

$7.50 .

Iowa .

Local. Hammond (L. L. ) . Chattel Mortgages. $3.75 .

Kansas .

Reports. Appellate Court. Vol 8.

MAINE .

Reports. Vol . 93 .

MARYLAND .

Reports. Vol. 46 (reprint ). Annotated by W. H. Per

kins , Jr.

Digest. Brantly's Supplement. ( Vols . 77-88, 1893–1899. )

Statutes. Session Laws, 1900 .

Local. Thompson ( H. Oliver ). Table of Maryland Cita

tions. Buckram , $ 4.50 . Sheep, $ 5.00.

MASSACHUSETTS.

Reports. Vol. 174. ( Vol . 175, current, in parts . )

MICHIGAN.

Reports. Vol . 118.

Digest. Jacobs and Chaney's. Vol . 4. ( Vols . 97-117 . )

Local. Rouech ( A. E. ) . Fee Guide . $ 1.00.

Rouech ( A. E. ) . Manual for Notaries Public . $ 1.00 .

Tiffany ( ) . Criminal Law . $ 6.50.

MINNESOTA .

Local. Dunnell ( Mark B. ) . Minnesota Pleading. $ 5.00 .

MISSOURI .

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 151 .

MONTANA .

Reports. Vol . 23 .

Digest. Bishop's, 1 vol .

NEBRASKA .

Local. Strawn's Supreme Court Practice and Forms.

$5.50 .

Nevada .

Statutes. Compiled Laws, 1861-1900 , I vol .

NEW JERSEY.

Local. Corbin (Wm . H.) . Corporation Laws, 12th

edition . Paper, $ 100 . Cloth , $ 1.50 .

NEW YORK.

Reports. Court of Appeals. Vol . 161 .

Annotated Reprint, Book 26, Vols . 126-130 .

Supreme Court. Hun's Appellate. Vol. 47 .

Civil Procedure . Vol. 30 . ( Vol . 31 , current, in

parts . )

Miscellaneous. Vol . 29 .

New York Supplement. Vol . 63. ( Vol . 64 , current,

in parts .)

Statutes. Code Civil Procedure , 25th ed. (Parsons).

Cook's Criminal Procedure and Penal Code, 1900 .

Rust's Penal Code, 15th ed . , 1900 .

Local. Cumming ( R. C. ) and Gilbert ( F. B. ) . Poor

Law, 1900. $ 5.00.

Cumming ( R. C. ) and Gilbert ( F. B. ) . Village

Law , 1900. $ 3.00 .

Dugan's Justice Practice, 2 vols ., 1900. $ 6.50 .

Farrell ( John F. ) . Charters of Cities of the Second

Class . $2.00 .

Gilbert's Town and County Officer's Manual. 1900.

$ 5.25.

Greene on Highways, 1900. $ 3.50.

Greene's Tax Law , 1900. $ 3.00 .

Hamilton (T. F. ) . Negligence Cases $ 1.50.

Jewett's Election Manual, 8th ed. Paper, $ 1.50.

Sheep , $ 2.00 .

38.

FEDERAL REPORTER (1880-1900 ). Vol . 99. (Vol . 100, cur

rent, in parts .)

OPINIONS OF ATTORNEYS -GENERAL . Vol . 22 .

PATENT OFFICE , OFFICIAL GAZETTE. Vol . 91. ( Vol . 92 ,

current , in parts . )

DIGESTS .

Notes on United States Reports. Vol. 6. $6.50.

STATE AND TERRITORIAL REPORTS , ETC.

ALABAMA.

Reports. Vol . 121 .

ARIZONA .

Statistics. Compiled Session Laws 1889-97 .

ARKANSAS.

Reports . Vol . 66 .

CALIFORNIA .

Reports. Vol . 126.

COLORADO .

Reports. Court of Appeals. Vol . 13 .

Local. Pratt ( S. R. ) . Mining Laws. Paper , $ .75 .

FLORIDA.

Reports. Vol . 40 .

IDAHO.

Local. Heyburn ( W. B. ) . Idaho Laws and Decisions.

$7.75.

ILLINOIS.

Reports. Supreme Court . Vol . 183 .

Appellate Court. Vol . 87 .

Local. Bowman's Cases and Citations, 2 vols . $ 7.50 .

Vol . 2, alone . $ 3.50 .
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MCCLAIN (Emil ). Cases on Constitutional Law.

Cloth .. 4.50 ; sheep $ 5.00

MILLER ( Frank J. ) . Compendium of Patent Laws

and Regulations. Paper 1.00

SHIPP ( E. R ) . Common Law Practice Forms. Cloth , .75

SMITH ( Alexander and Victor ) . Analytical Index

Digest , Bankruptcy Law of 1898. Paper . 1.00 ; cloth 1.50

SMITH ( John W. ) . Receivers. Supplemental vol

1.50

STRAKER ( D. A.) . Compendium of Evidence
3.00

ZANE ( John M.) . Banks and Banking 6.00

ume .

Оно.

Reports. Decisions, Superior and CommonPleas. Vol.9.

Digest . Ohio Decisions . 1 vol .

Local. Thompson's Citations. $ 10.00.

OREGON .

Reports. Vol . 34 .

PENNSYLVANIA .

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 194 .

Superior Court. Vol . 12 .

Digest . Pepper and Lewis '. Vol . 7 .

Local. Beitel (Calvin G.). Liquor Laws. $ 4.00 .

Trickett ( Wm. ) . Law of Guardians. $5.00 .

SOUTH DAKOTA .

Reports. Vol. 11 .

TEXAS.

Reporte . Civil Appeals. Vol. 21 .

Statutes . Laws 26th Leg. Special Session , 1900 .

Local. Sayles (John and Henry ). Early Laws of

Texas, 1731-1876 . 3 vols . $ 15.00 .

Sayles ( John and Henry ). Real Estate Laws, 2

vols . $ 14.00 .

Texas Probatc Guide. $ 6.00 .

UTAH .

Reports. Vol. 19.

VIRGINIA.

Reports. Vol . 97 .

Statutes . Acts of Assembly, 1899–1900 .

WASHINGTON .

Reports. Vol . 21 .

WEST VIRGINIA .

Local. llogg (Chas. E. ) . Equity Principles. $ 7.50 .

WISCONSIN.

Reports. Vol. 103.

Local. Estabrook ( C. E. ) . Laws Relating to Cities.

$ 3.00 .

WYOMING .

Reports. Vol . 7 .

BRITISH EMPIRE .

REPORTS, DIGESTS, STATUTES.

Published since April 1, 1900 .

ENGLAND.

Reports. Aspinall's Maritime Cases. Vol. 8. ( Vol . 9 ,

current, in parts.)

Law Times Reports. Vol . 81 . (Vol . 82, current, in

parts .)

Serials , not containing reports.

Law Times. Vol . 108. ( Vol. 109 , current , in parts . )

AUSTRALASIA .

Digest. Victorian Criminal, by Eagleson (J. G. ) , Sander

son ( W. A. ) , and Brennan (M. A. ) .

Text- Books. Hamilton ( E. ' B. ) and Eagleson (J. G. ) .

Banking in Australia and New Zealand. $ 7.50 .

AMERICAN ELEMENTARY BOOKS .

ENGLISH ELEMENTARY WORKS, ETC.

Published since April 1 , 1900 , or now in Press.

Any book on this list can be delivered to lawyers in the

United States at the rate of thirty cents , or to libraries on cer

tificate at twenty - five cents to the shilling.

Size 8vo or 12mo, and binding cloth , unless otherwise

noted .

£ s . d .

BAKER ( ) . Handbook on Landlord and Tenant . 1.0

BAKER ( ) . Handbook on Wills 1.0

BATEY (T. ) . First Elements of Procedure 3.6

CALENDAR, PATENT ROLLS . Edward IV . and Henry

VI. Vol. II. 1467-1477 . 15.0

DUCKWORTH (LAWRENCE ). Consumer's Handbook

of Law of Gas, Water and Electric Lighting 1.6

DUCKWORTH (LAWRENCE ). Law of Trustees in

Bankruptcy
1.0

EASTON ( J. M.). Appointment of New Trustces , 7.6.

EMERY (G. F. ) . Law of Wills for Testators 1.6

EVANS (W. ) . Remuneration of Commission Agents.

2d ed . By W. D. Flerbert 7.6

INDERMAUR ( Joun ). Principles and Practice of

Conveyancing 20.0

JELF ( E. A. ) . “ Where to find your Law .” 2d ed . 10.6

KENWOOD ( ) . Practical Guide for Sanitary In

spector's 5.0

PLATT (B. A. ) . German Commercial Code, Trans

lated from Official Text . 10.6

RUMSEY ( ) . Will-Making.. 1.6

SILEARWOOD ( ) . Action at Law . 2d ed . . 5.0

SMART (WM . ) . Taxation of Land Values and the

Single Tax 2.0

STEPHENS (J. E. R. ). Insurance Agent's Legal

Handbook 1.0

STRAUAN ( J. A. ) . Introduction to Conveyancing . 10.6

THWAITE ( C.) . Guide to Criminal Law . 5th ed .. 7.6

WILLIAMS ( ) . Outlines of Equity 5.0

Published since April 1 , 1900.

Size octavo or duodecimo, and binding law sheep, unless
otherwise stated .

For local works see list of American Reports, etc.

BALLARD ( E. E. ) . Deed Forms Annotated . $ 3.50

BALLARD ( T. E. and E. E. ) . Law of Real Prop

erty, Vol. 6 ; a complete Compendium of Current

Real Estate Case Law 6.30

BORGMEYER (C. L., ed . ). Am . Corporation Legal

Manual, Patent and Trade-mark Laws 4.50

BRADBURY (H. B. ) . Jurisdiction of State and Fed

eralCourts . 1.50

CONYNGTON ( Thomas ). Business Corporations.

( N.Y. , Del . , N.J., & W. Va . ) . Cloth ... 1.50

Davis (Cushman K.) . The Law in Shakespeare.

( Reprint edition . ) Cloth . . 1.25 ; sheep 2.00

FINCH's INSURANCE DIGEST FOR 1999 3.00

FREEMAN ( A. C. ) . Law of Exccutions. 3d ed . 3

vols . 18.00

INGIIAM ( John H.) . Law of Animals . 6.00

KIRCHWEY (George W. ) . Readings in the Law of

Real Property. ( For students.) . 3.75

MARTIN ( A. II . ) . Legal Synopsis of Negotiable

Instruments . Paper

MCADAM (David ). Landlord and Tenant. 3d ed .

2 vols.... 12.50

.

.50
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SPECIAL BARGAINS FOR JULY.

AN EXCEPTIONAL BARGAIN FOR ANY LIBRARY .

AT A GREAT SAVING BELOW USUAL COST.

We have recently bought a large library containing the following sets , which we offer in good

condition at much less than their visual price . The sets can easily be filled to date, and for any

library wishing these reports this is an exceptional opportunity .

The sets are as follows :

Irish Reports. Complete set of all the regular series , with Digests , Statutes, and other extras from the begin
ping up to 1888 , - in all 222 vols .

Scotch Reports. Complete set of all the regular series (House of Lords, Sessions Cases, etc. , with Digests,

Statutes, Law Magazines, and other extras ), from the beginning up to 1892, - in all 346 vols .

Canadian Reports. Complete sets of the Dominion Supreme Court and the Provinces of Ontario, Quebec, New
Brunswick , Nova Scotia, Manitoba , and Prince Edward Island , from beginning up to 1893, all the regular

series , with Digests, Statutes, and the several law magazines , — in all 558 vols .

Full particulars as to price and the exact volumes covered will be furnished on application. Although we

prefer to sell the library as a whole at an exceptionally low price, we will on application consider the advisability

of breaking it up.

BARGAINS IN SPECIAL SETS.

American Decisions ( 100 vols . ) , American Reports (60 vols.) , American State Reports ( 72 vols . ) , with

Rapalje's Digest (3 vols.), and Mack & Church's Digest ( 2 vols . ) , – in all 237 vols . Good second
hand condition . $375 .

American State Reports. Vols . 1 to 45 , with Mack's Digest. Good second -hand . $45 .
American Criminal Reports. Complete set , 10 vols . Fine second -hand . $30.

American and English Corporation Cases. 48 vols . and Digest, 1 vol . Fine second - hand condition . $90.

American and English Encyclopædia of Law (new edition ). Vols . 1 to 7. Fine second -hand. ( This can
be completed with later volumes . ) $31.50 .

English Revised Reports. 42 vols . and Digest, 1 vol. Fine second -hand . $ 110.

EnglishCommon Law Reports, with index . 121 vols . ( Vols . 1-40 condensed edition ) Good second - hand .

$75 .

English Exchequer Reports. 47 vols . and Digest. Good second -hand . $45 .

Vermont Reports. ( Reprint edition .) 66 vols . in 17. Almost good as new . Price on application.

United States Digest. (Old and new series . ) 34 vols . , with American Digest, 8 vols . to 1894. In all 42 vols .

Fine second -hand . $20 .

United States Statutes at Large. 27 vols . Good second -hand . $54 .

Morrison's Mining Reports. Complete set , 16 vols . Almost good as new . $50.

OTHER SECOND-HAND BOOKS,

Among the classes of second-hand law books of which we bave a stock always on band, are :

Text Books and Students' Books . Of these we have a large stock , both of last editions and of cheaper and

older editions. We have not printed any recent lists of these, but propose to do so in the fall .

Rare and Quaint Old Law Books. We still have some copies of the four -page list of these books, issued in

April last .

Session Laws and Statutes . We have a very large stock of sets and odds of the laws of nearly every State

in the Union, and invite correspondence concerning them .

English, Scotch , Irish ,and British Colonial Reports. As we make a specialty of foreign law books we can
furnish or give estimates upon anything in this line at short notice .

Bound Sets of Law Periodicals. These are becoming more and more valuable from the increased use of

Jones's Index to Legal Periodicals.

For further information , address

THE BOSTON BOOK CO. ,

CHARLES C. SOULE, President,

15 1-2 BEACON ST. , BOSTON , MASS.
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COMPLETE VERBATIM REPRINT OF ALL THE

ENGLISH REPORTS FROM 1307 TO 1865 .

ABOUT 1,000 ORIGINAL VOLUMES IN 150 BOOKS.

A limited edition with special inducementsfor advance subscriptions before

October 1. Orders received for entire set or for separate series. The

House of Lords, 58 volumes in 11 books, will be the first series.

Scheme of Complete sets of English reports are here offered at a

work.

price easily within the reach of all . The reprint will be ver

batim, and the original paging will be retained , so that cita

tions can be as easily verified in the reprint as in the originals .

Each volume will contain a Table of Cases, and a consolidated

Table of Cases will be issued at the end of each series .

Special
The original volumes (about 1,000 in all ) were inconven

advance

iently variable in size and form , costing approximately $ 10 ,
price.

000.00. The reprint will be more moderate in bulk, comprising

150 books of about 1,500 pages each , uniform in size and bind

ing, and of the best manufacture as to paper, printing, etc.

Special price is made on advance orders, as follows :

For libraries entitled to remission of duties :

Full sets at $5.00 per vol.; separate series at $6.00 per vol..

For lawyers :

Full sets at $6.00 per vol.; separate series at $ 7.50 per vol.

Plan of pub

The first volume will be issued in August, and later vol
lication .

umes will appear at least one each month . Special advance

prices are offered only until October 1 , after which time

prices are subject to advance. Only a limited number of

sets will be printed.

English re
At this low price this reprint should be one of the first sets

ports more

in every library, because English reports are more fre
cited than

others . quently cited in American Courts than any other except

United States Supreme Court reports. Actual count of cases

cited in the latest volume of each set of American reports re

cently showed as follows (only the 6 leading States are here

noted ):

United States cited 1,669 times. Massachusetts cited 1,268 times .

English 1,594
California

805

New York 1,424 Pennsylvania 532

Circulars on

Full descriptive circulars on application, giving list of re
application .

ports reprinted, sample pages, etc. The first series will be the

House of Lords, 58 volumes in ii books.

Address

THE BOSTON BOOK CO ., 15 1-2 Beacon St. , Boston, Mass.

66 66 66
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Published in October, A.D. 1900, by The Boston Book Co., from

Freeman Place Chapel, 1572 Beacon St., Boston , Mass.

This paper is issued quarterly, to give information as to

American and foreign legal literature.

We send it without charge to any one who wants it.

Those lawyers who get this number as a specimen , and

are not interested , will confer a favor by passing it on to other

lawyers or law students.

.

American Reports, etc. (New) .

Bargains, Exceptional

Bouvier in Trade

British Reports , etc. (New )

Canadian Law Books (New )

Green Bag for October

Massachusetts Judiciary

CONTENTS.

PAGE

6 , 7 Notes

2 Parliamentaria Jocosa

5 Reprint of English Reports

6 | Schouler on Wills, New Edition

Students' Books .

4 Text-Books, American (New )

4 Text-Books, English (New )

PAGE

3

5

3 , 5 , 8

4

4

5

6

. . .

-

-

SUBJECT INDEX TO THIS NUMBER.

Agency.- Evans, 6. - Woodyatt, 6. Evidence , Best, 4. Roscoe, 6. Parliamentary Law.- Hackett, 5.
Attachment.- Cababè, 6 . Taylor , 6. - Thayer, 5 . Ilbert, 6.

Bankruptcy. – Baldwin , 6 . Extra - territorial Jurisdiction , Patents. - Gazette, 7.-- Rice , 6. – Wal .

Bills and Notes. – Bigelow , 6. — Selover , Jenkyns, 6 . lace , etc., 6.

5. Forms. - Encycl., 6. — Moore, 6 . Physicians. - Taylor, 5 .

Building Laws.- N.Y., 7. — Wait, 5 . Franco -Canadian Law.- Lemieux , 6. Pleading and Practice. - Canada , 6 .

BusinessLaw. - Canada,6. - Hamilton , Green Bag: - Contents, 4. - Encycl., 6.- Greenwich, 6. – Minn . ,

5. Homesteads . - Morgan , 5. 7.- N.O., 7.- Ohio , 7 .

Church Law . Bayles, 5 . Insurance. – May, 5. Private Bills . - Wheeler, 6.

Confict of Laws. - Dicey , 5 . International Law. - Spow , 4. Probate. - Texas, 7. - Tristram , 6 .

Constables . -- Lees, 6 . Irrigation . - California, 7 . Procedure.- Martin , 4.

Contracts. – Metcalf, 4 . Jurisprudence . Bryce, 6 . Holland , Railroad . - Cases , 6.

Control of Persons and Property.- 6.– Lee, 5 . Robinson , 5 . Real Property . - Hawley, etc., 5. -

Tiedeman , 5
Landlord and Tenant. Wright, 6. Queensland , 6. — Robbins, 6. Wil .

Conveyancing. Prideaux, 6 . Law Dictionary . – Bouvier , 4 , 5 . liams , 4 .

Corporations . – Canada, 6 . - Lile, 5. - Licensos, - Paterson , 6 . Registration of Title . Mass ., 7. —

N.J., 7 . Mass. Judiciary . - Davis , 4 . Queensland , 6 .

Criminal Law . - Browne, 4. – Victoria , Maxlms. - Broom , 6 . Sales . – Browne, 4 .

6. - Washburn , 5 . Mechanics' Liens, - California , 7 , - Sanitary Law . - Stockman, 6 .

Directors. - Canada , 6. Minn . , 7.-N. Y. , 7 . Shareholders. - Canada, 6.

Domestic Relations. -- Browne, 4. Mining . – Morgan , 5. Study of Law. (See p. 4. ) – Gibson ,

Elections. - Richards, 6. Misrepresentation , - Ewart, 5 . etc., 6. - Russell, 5 .

Electricity . - Joyce, 5 . Mortgages, Chattel. – Minn ., 7. Subrogation, - Sheldon , 5 .

Employers' Liability. Ruegg, 6. Mortgage Foreclosure . IlI . , 7.- Tax Titles . - Ohio, 7. – Va. , 7 .

English Reports. Reprint, 3, 5, 8. Neb .,7 . Thames River. - Pitt -Lewis, 6 .

English Statutes. Rood, 5. Municipal Corporations . - Cases, 6. Torts . - Erwin , 5 .

Equity . - Heard , 4. -Maine, 7 . - Lile , 5, Trials . - Abbott, 5 .

Essentials . Ewell, 4 . Negotiable Contracts . – Johnson , 5 . Trustees . — Loring , 5 .

Estoppel. – Ewart, 5. Negotiable Instruments . - Selover, 5. Wills . - Schouler, 4 , 5.

Recipients who find this paper interesting or useful can

best ensure its continuance by sending orders for books

to The Boston Book Company.



$ 1.00 $2.00

EXCEPTIONAL BARGAINS
A Volume. A Volume.
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Conditions indicated by

$1.00 A VOLUME .
b ( Fine condition ).

a (Good as new) . C ( Good second hand) .

U. S. S. C. REPORTS (Lawyers' Ed . , Dallas , 4 vols . , Cranch , 9 , Wheaton , 12 , Peters , 12 ) ,

37vols, in 9 $9.00

U. s ?CIRCUIT COURT REPORTS, odd sets (in lots of 10 vols. or more). Gallison , ż
vols . , Mason , 5 vols . , Sumner , 3 vols . , Story, 3 , Paine , 2 vols . , Blatchford, 22 vols . , Wash

ington , 4 vols . , Peters , 1 vol . , Baldwin , I vol., Brockenbrough, 2 vols . , Woods , 4 vols . ,

McLean, 6 vols . , Bissell , 11 vols . , Woolworth , I vol .

U. S. DIST. CT., odd sets ( in lots of 5 vols, or more). Blatchford & Howland, i vol . , Olcott , 1 ,

Abbott, 1, Benedict, 10 vols ., Peters, 2 vols . , Crabbe , 1 , Bee , 1 , Newberry , 1 , Brown , 1 ,

Myers ' Fed . Decisions, I to 6, 9 , 10.

b U. S. DIGEST (State and Federal Courts complete to date ), comprising U. S. Digest, both

series, 33 vols . in 17 ( to 1887 ) , with American Annual Digest, 14 vols. ( to 1899) . In all, 47

vols., in 31complete 47.00

b MICHIGANREPORTS,Harrington,Walker, Douglas and Mich . i to 118 , = 122 single vols . 122.00

b AMERICAN STATE REPORTS, vols . I to 27 (less vol . 25 ) 26.00

AMERICAN CORPORATION CASES (Binmore), io vols.and Digest. Complete Ilvols., 11.00

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH ENCYCLOPEDIA OF LAW, ist edition, vols . I to 26 26.00

b ENGLISH EXCHEQUER REPORTS ( reprint complete ), 47 vols . and Digest , I vol . . 48.00

b CHITTY'S EQUITY DIGEST (the latestcomplete digest of English Chancery) , 9 vols. , 1883 , 9.00

b ALBANY LAW JOURNAL, 50 vols . . 50.00

b CENTRAL LAW JOURNAL, 40 vols . 40.00

$ 1.25 A VOLUME .

a VERMONTREPORTS (reprint edition , to Atlantic Reporter ) , 66 vols . in 17 $82.50

ENGLISH CHANCERY REPORTS ( reprint complete ) , 69 vols . 86.25

$1.50 A VOLUME.

b U. S. CIRCUIT CT. APPEAL REPORTS (official edition ), 63 vols. $94.50

a C. C. A. (West edition C. C.Appeal Reports ), 13 vols . 19.50

INDIANA APPEAL REPORTS, 22 vols . 33.00

OHIO CIRCUIT COURT REPORTS, 18 vols . 27.00

$ 2.00 A VOLUME.

ABBOTT'S NATIONAL DIGEST (all the Federal Courts ) , 5 vols . $ 10.00

U. S. STATUTES AT LARGE, 30 vols., complete to 1899 60.00

U. S.CIRCUITCOURT REPORTS (original editions), complete and scarce , 129 vols. 258.00

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH CORPORATION CASES (old series , 48 vols., new series ,

II vols ., with Digest, i vol.), complete, 60 vols.
90.00

ARKANSAS REPORTS (complete to So. Western Reports), 46 vols . , originals
92.00

ENGLISH REVISED REPORTS, 29 vols . and Digest 60.00

SPECIAL SETS .

AMERICAN DECISIONS AND DIGEST ( 103 vols.), American Reports (60 vols . ) ,

American State Reports (67 vols . ) , and Digest ( 2 vols . ) , 232 vols . Price on application .
NEW HAMPSHIRE REPORTS, 65 vols . Price on application .

KENTUCKY REPORTS, 100 vols . Price on application .

AMERICAN CRIMINAL REPORTS, 10 vols ., complete $25.00

MORRISON'S MINING REPORTS, 16 vols ., complete 40.00

AMERICAN & ENGLISH R. R. CASES (New Series ) . 16 vols , and Dig . , complete 50.00

b AMERICAN NEGLIGENCE CASES, 10 vols . , complete 35.00

AMERICAN BANKRUPTCY REPORTS, 3 vols . , complete 12.00

MUNICIPAL CORPORATION CASES, 2 vols . , complete 7.50

a

a

с

с

с

a

с

a

с

с

a

a

a

a

EXTRAS.

Write us if you wish information on any of the following sets ,

which we can now supply at the best bargains ever offered :

Canada Supreme Court, Ontario Reports, New Brunswick Reports,

Nova Scotia Reports, Quebec Reports, Irish Reports, and Scotch Reports.

THE BOSTON BOOK CO. , 15 1-2 Beacon St. , Boston , Mass.
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A MARVEL OF COMPACTNESS .

A Gigantic Enterprise. - This phrase fitly char

acterizes the newest scheme of republication, which

comprehends all the English reports enumerated in the

catalogues , — about a thousand volumes . The reprint

is to have so large a page and so many pages , that six

volumes of the originals, on the average , are to be

compacted into one of the reprint.

Full and Accurate .- The best edition of each

series of reports is to be reprinted in full . No new

notes are projected , but a competent editor will watch

out to correct errors in the originals, so that this should

be the most accurate edition of the English reports.

-

:

NOTES.

A Notable Article. — We call attention of intelli

gent lawyers to an article in the October GREEN Bag on

" . The Manuscripts of the Year Books. ” The author

is L. OWEN PIKE, successor of Mr. Horwood in edit

ing the Rolls translation of the hitherto unpublished

Year Books of Edward I. and III . He has spent so

many years in examining old MS . Year Books and

Court Rolls that he is now the leading authority on

everything wbich pertains to them .

Blackstoniana.- We are making up a collection of

Blackstone's works , to include not only every edition

of the Commentaries, but also the various editions of

his other works . It is nearly complete . When it is

entirely so we may give a list of works and editions in

some future number of LEGAL BIBLIOGRAPAY .

In getting together this collection we have taken

several duplicates of the early four-volume editions

which we can sell separately.

Compiling at Full Speed. — The Arizona Revised

Statutes of 1887 (902 pages) were prepared in sixty

five days . The Statutory Commission, appointed under

an act approved Jan. 17 , 1887 , was required to report

before March 4 of the same year , but was then allowed

twenty days' extra time for indexing the revision and

preparing it for the press . Does not this beat the

world's record for statute-making ?

Complicated Collation. · The 1802-1806 Law

Journal of London is a puzzling publication. Appar

ently volumes 1 and 2 , 1802 and 1803, were edited by

John Morgan and T. W. Williams , and contained both

reports and miscellaneous matter. Then followed , in

1804–1806 , Nos . 1 to 37 , edited by John Prince Smith .

The different departments of this periodical were paged

separately , through the various numbers , and when

bound should be separated into J. P. Smith's Reports,

3 volumes ; Acts of Parliament , 3 volumes ; and Mis

cellaneous Matter, 3 volumes .

When were Head -Notes first used ? — The

Reports of Cases in the High Court of Parliament,”

by Richard Colles (should this name be pronounced in

one or two syllables ? ) were published in 1789 as a

supplementary or eighth volume to the Dublin seven

volume octavo edition of Brown's Parliamentary Cases.

Bridgman ( Legal Bibliography, p . 246 ) says that Mr.

Tomlin, editor of the London 1803 edition of Brown's

P. C. , “ adopted the method used by Mr. Colles , of

placing the substance of each case at its head ; a prac

tice since followed by John Prince Smith , Esq . , in his

Reports, and which we hope, from its great utility , will

become general.” Were head -notes first used by

Colles ? Syllabi in side -notes date back to the earliest

printed year-books.

that English cases were no longer much used in this

country, but actual count of cases cited in the latest

reports of all the States shows that English precedents

are cited to -day in our courts oftener than any others

except cases from the United States reports . In many

of the States , English cases are cited oftener than any

other cases except those of the State itself.

Weighty with the Court. — It is evident from this

showing that a pertinent English decision will be

listened to with respect by any of our courts, and that

a set of English reports is an excellent thing to have on

the shelves . Indeed , the proper order of purchase

would seem to be : first , the reports of your own State ,

second, (perhaps ) the United States reports , next , ( cer

tainly ) English Reports.

Economy of Cost. - By making a large page , by

securing advance subscriptions , by printing from type

(without making plates) only enough copies for sub

scribers , the publishers are able to sell the full reprint

for six dollars a ( reprint) volume , and even less to

libraries. This is less than a dollar a volume for the

originals, which have been selling for ten times as

much .

Economy of Space. - A great merit in these days

of overcrowded bookshelves will be the compactness

of the reprint. Any scheme that will give more law in

less space will be hailed as a relief by lawyers and by

librarians . The reprint will only take about a third of

the space required for the originals.

Limited Edition. — It is well to note clearly the

fact that the reprint is not to be stereotyped. This

means that the lawyer who does not subscribe early

may find the edition exhausted when he finally makes

up his mind to have it, and that the prompt subscriber

will not see prices go down below what he pays , as if

the market could be flooded with successive impressions

from stereotype plates.

Separate Courts. - If a lawyer hesitates at sub

scribing for the full set , he can enter a subscription, at

a slightly higher rate , for any court or courts . The
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House of Lords Reports come first, - most important

of all , - as being appellate decisions . The fifty - eight

original volumes will appear in eleven . As these are

coming monthly this series should be finished within a

year .

Choice of Alternatives. - It is now possible for a

lawyer who wants the English reports to have a triple

choice . If he distrusts selected cases , and wants every

thing, the new reprint gives it . If he cannot wait for

the monthly volumes of the reprint and wants every

thing right away , Mews' Digest OF ENGLISH CASE

Law is new enough and full enough to furnish a fair

substitute for the reports.

The Very Best Cases. — If again he does not care

for the whole round of English decisions , but wants only

the best , he has Ruling CASES WITH AMERICAN NOTES ,

which gives him the cases of proved and recognized

authority , so conveniently arranged under subject-head

ings that they furnish a brief in themselves , and can

be taken into court and read just like the original

reports .

A NEW SCHOULER ON WILLS .

Very few modern text-books hold their place as

firmly in professional favor as this standard book –

probably because there are few as lucid , as terse, and

yet as thorough. The author and the publishers show

confidence in the continuance of this favor by issuing

(August, 1900) the Third Edition , revised by the

author personally, and brought down to date. The

price remains as before , $5.50 net .

Two books a young lawyer is safe in buying when he

starts practice are SCHOULER ON Wills and Rawle's

REVISION OF BOUVIER'S LAW DICTIONARY.

SCHOULER CHEAP FOR STUDENTS.

As there are many law students who prefer Schou

LER ON Wills to other books on the topic, but do not

have the practitioner's need for the very latest cases ,

we have concluded to offer the remainder of the

Second Edition (not so very ancient, as it was pub

lished in 1892) at $2.50 per copy.

OF THE OF

.

INTERESTING AS WELL AS VALUABLE.

Libraries and lawyers will be apt to buy Davis's

HISTORY JUDICIARY MASSACHUSETTS

( published November 1 ; bound in cloth ; price $3.00

net) because of its historic value ; but they will find

in it also much that is readable and entertaining. The

introductory chapter has a fine flavor of reminiscence ,

and is full of sketches and stories of the eminent lawyers

whom the author has known or heard . Thus he says

of Daniel Webster :

“ He was not , as many who have never heard him

suppose, a fluent speaker . A fluent man is rarely , if

ever , concise , but Mr. Webster's sentences were com

posed of selected words , and always compactly framed .

He would in extemporaneous speech often hesitate ,

and he had a little trick of scratching his right ear

until the word he wanted came to his tongue . Like the

skilful workman, who , not content with the stones

lying near to his hand , turns them over and selects one

which will best fit the place in the wall which he wants

to fill, he picked out from the entire vocabulary the

word which expressed his meaning, and thus made his

sentences the best examples of rhetorical art .

* Mr. Webster in speaking always stood square upon

his feet. Neither Powers , the sculptor of the statue in

the Massachusetts State House yard , nor the sculptor

of the statue recently dedicated in Washington , would

have represented him with one knee bent if he had ever

seen him on his legs . There is a statue or statuette

by Thomas Ball , which shows the attitude in which he

invariably stood . ”

Here is a good anecdote from the introductory

chapter : “ There was an implacable warfare between

F. and R. Judge Abbot told me that R. came into his

office one morning wringing his hands in great glee ,

and said , Great times in hell this morning, Judge !

F. died last night.' ”

STUDY OF THE LAW.

We publish the following books for Law Students :

BEST ON EVIDENCE : CHAMBERLAYNE'S NOTES.

Sheep
$ 5.00

BOUVIER'S LAW DICTIONARY : RAWLE'S REVISION.

2 vols. Sheep .. 12.00

BROWNE'S ELEMENTARY TREATISES ON CRIMINAL

LAW, ON DOMESTIC RELATIONS, AND ON SALES.

Each, cloth . 2.00 ; sheep 2.50

EWELL'S ESSENTIALS OF THE LAW ( for introduction

or Review ). 3 vols. Cloth . 6.00 ; sheep 7.50

HEARD'S EQUITY PLEADING. Cloth 2.00 ; sheep 2.50

MARTIN'S CIVIL PROCEDURE AT COMMON LAW.

Sheep . 3.50

METCALF ON CONTRACTS. HEARD's EDITION.

Sheep
3.50

SCHOULER ON WILLS. 3d ed . Sheep 5,50

or 2d ed., 1892. Sheep . 2.50

Snow's CASES ON INTERNATIONAL
LAW. Cloth

3.50

WILLIAMS ON REAL PROPERTY : HUTCHINS's

Notes. Sheep . .
4.00

THE GREEN BAG FOR OCTOBER.

The October number of THE GREEN Bag contains

the usual variety of entertaining literature, namely :

The Hon . Jeremiah Mason, and an Episode of Legal

History in New Hampshire.

Dr. Johnson on Law and Lawyers.

Chapters from the Biblical Law, VI. David W. Amram .

“ Grand Day " at an Inn of Court Lawrence Irroell.

Leaves from an English Solicitor's Note Book.

Baxter Borret .

The Court of Appeals of Kentucky, IV . ( Illustrated .)

John C. Doolan .

The Law of the Land , XIII . . Wm. Arch . McClean .

Whimsicalities of Irish Witnesses John De Morgan .

The Manuscripts of the “ Year Books. " Luke Owen Pike.

London Legal Letter.

Editorial Department.

Subscription $4.00 per year. Single number 50 cents .

)

$
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RAWLE'S BOUVIER IN TRADE .

So many copies have been sold of RAWLE'S REVISION

OF BOUVIER's Law DICTIONARY (two large volumes ,

$ 12.00 net) , that perhaps most of the readers of this

paragraph have it already on their shelves . If not, are

you hesitating about buying it, because you have a

former edition ? In a work of such encyclopædic char

acter it is more important than it is with treatises con

fined to a single topic to have the very latest and best

edition . If you want Rawle's BOUVIER , and do not

quite want to waste your old edition , write to us, and

we will try to allow you something for it in trade .

PARLIAMENTARIA JOCOSA.

The “ gayety of nations " will be brightened by a book

now in press , entitled “The Gavel and the Mace, or

Parliamentary Law in Easy Chapters ” (cloth, $1.25) .

The author is no less a person than Hon. Frank W.

Hackett, Assistant Secretary of the Navy.

“ A correct and reasonably complete guide to the

approved practice in our various legislative bodies, ” the

preface states, is herein “made readable, interesting ,

and entertaining ” by the introduction of humor. It

is not the broad fun of “ Puck " and " Judge,” but

a quiet pervading humorous treatnent,– a sort of gen

ial literary smile . Here , for instance , are a few speci.

mens taken at random :

“ The earth moves, and man seconds the motion .”

“ Man has a mania for huddling together his fellow

men , and presiding over them .” :

“ A deep -seated craving in man is to get the floor, or

to get himself appointed on a committee.”

“ Meetings may be divided into two great classes

those where a collection is taken up, and those where it

is dispensed with . ”

“ After a meeting has been called together it is un

parliamentary for one to keep on making a noise, unless

he furnish the noise in the shape of a speech .”

If all readers who relish humor, and all citizens who

go to the Legislature, or take part in public meetings,

should buy this book, the sale will be enormous .

.
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INCLUDE THESE IN YOUR LISTS.

In making purchases of text-books, we commend :

RAWLE'S REVISION OF BOUVIER'S LAW DICTION

ARY . 2 vols. Net $ 12.00

SCHOULER ON WILLS. 3d ed. Net 5.50

TAYLOR ON EVIDENCE : CHAMBERLAYNE'S NOTER.

3 vols . Net 12.00

DICEY ON THE CONFLICT OF LAWS. Net 6.50

SHELDON ON SUBROGATION. 2d ed. 5.00

FOSTER'S FEDERAL PRACTICE. 2d ed. 2 vols. 12.00

.

.

AMERICAN ELEMENTARY BOOKS.

Published since July 1, 1900 .

Size octavo or duodecimo, and binding law sheep, unless

otherwise stated .

For local works see list of American Reports, etc.

ABBOTT (AUSTIN) . Civil Trial Brief. 2d ed. $ 4.50

BAYLES (GEORGE JAMES) . Civil Church Law Cases.

Cloth 3.00

BIGELOW (M. M.) . Bills, Notes and Cheques. 2d ed .

Cloth . 3.00 ; sheep 3.50

ERWIN (F. A.) . Cases on Torts . Cloth . 3.50 ; sheep 4.00

EWART (J. S.) . Estoppel by Misrepresentation 5.00

HAMILTON (B. ) . Business Law. Cloth . 1.50

HAWLEY (J. G. ) and MCGREGOR (M. ) . Real Prop

erty 4.50

JOHNSON (E. F.) . Elements of Negotiable Contracts. 3.75

JOYCE (J. A. and H. C.) . Electric Law 6.50

LEE (GUY CARLETON ). Historical Jurisprudence.

An Introduction to the Systematic Study of the De

velopment of Law . 3.00

LILE (W. M.) . Notes on Municipal Corporations.

Paper 1.25

LILE (W. M. ) . Notes on Private Corporations.

Paper 1.75

LORING (A. P.) . Trustee's Handbook . 2d'ed . Cloth , 1.50

May (J. W.) . Insurance. 4th ed. 2 vols. 12.00

MCCLAIN (E.) . Cases Constitutional Law.

Cloth 4.50 ; sheep 5.00

MORGAN (D. T.) . Manualof U.S. Homestead , Town

site, and Mining Laws. Paper 1.00

RICE (L. H. ) . Digest of Patent Office Decisions , 1890

to 1900 , 5.00

ROBINSON (W. C.) . Elements of American Juris

prudence. Cloth 3.00

ROOD (JOHN R. ) . Important English Statutes . .25

RUSSELL ( I. F. ) . Outline Study of Law . 3d ed . . 2.50

SCHOULER (JAMES) . Wills. 3d ed . 5.50

SELOVER (A. W. ) . Negotiable Instruments , Law .
Cloth

4.00

Taylor (A. N.) . The Law as to Physicians. Cloth , 2.00

THAYER (J. B. ) . Cases on Evidence. 2d ed . 6.00

TIEDEMAN (C. G.) . State and Federal Control of

Persons and Property. 2 vols. 12.00

WAIT (J. C. ) . Law of Operations Preliminary to

Construction . Cloth .5.00 ; sheep 5.50

WASHBURN (EMORY) . Manual of Criminal Law.

3d ed . byEwell . 2.50

* For full descriptions of new books see advertising

pages of The Green Bag.
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WHICH IS YOUR CHOICE ?

When you make the next addition to your library,

you can cover the important field of English reports ,

I. By subscribing to the new REPRINT ; thus :

For full set of 150 volumes , per volume , $ 6.00

For House of Lords' Cases only , 11 vols . ,

per volume . 7.50

• II. By buying Mews' DIGEST OF ENGLISH

CASE Law (now complete ), 16 vols . , 96.00

III . By taking English RULING Cases with

AMERICAN Notes , 21 vols . ( out of 25 )

now ready, per volume . 5.50

Or you can take all three , Mews' Digest to cover

briefly everything at once , the full Reprint to give

you eventually the entire round of English law , and the

Ruling Cases to illustrate the principles of law by the

best cases grouped under topics.

7

.
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CANADIAN LAW BOOKS.BRITISH EMPIRE.

REPORTS, DIGESTS, STATUTES.

Published since July 1, 1900.

Australasia :

New South Wales. Statutes Utility. Vol. 3 .

Queensland . Supreme Court Reports. ( 1861-1881 . )
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Law Journal Reports. Vol. 9.

Real Property Acts and Torrens' Title Digest.

Victorian Criminal Digest.

Published since July 1, 1900 .

DOMINION.

Text- Books. KINGSFORD ( M. A. ) . Executors and Ad

ministrators . $ 5.00.

MASTEN (C. A. ) . Company Law. $ 9.00.

WARDE (J. D. ) . Shareholders' and Directors '

Manual. 6th ed . $ 3.00.

MANITOBA.

Digest. Vols. 1-12.

NEW BRUNSWICK.

Statutes. Annual. 1900 .

Nova SCOTIA .

Digest. McLatchey and Slayter. (Vols . 21-31.)

ONTARIO.

Reports. Appeals. Vol . 26 .

Supreme Court. Vol . 31 .

Statutes . Annual. 1900 .

QUEBEC.

Reports. Official. Queen's Bench . Vol . 8 .

Supreme Court. Vol. 16.

Text-Books. BERNARD (M. A. ) . Manuel de Droit Com

mercial. $ 1.00.

DORAIS (O. P. ) and DORAIS (A. P. ) . Formulaire de

Procedure . $ 5.00 .

LEMIEUX (R. ) . Origines du Droit Franco-Canadien.

$ 4.00.

MARTINEAU ( ) and DELFAUSSE ( ) . Code

de Procedure Civile . $ 12.00 .

WEIR (R. S.) . Code of Civil Procedure . $2.50 .

.

ENGLISH ELEMENTARY WORKS, ETC.

Published since July 1, 1900 , or now in Press.

Any book on this list can be delivered to lawyers in the

United States at the rate of thirty cents , or to libraries on cer

tificate at twenty - five cents to the shilling.

Size 8vo or 12mo, and binding cloth , unless noted .

£ .8 . d .

BALDWIN (E. T. ) . Bankruptcy. 8th ed . 1. 5.0

Broom (H.) . Legal Maxims. 7th ed. 1. 8.0

BRYCE (JAMES ) . Studies in History and Jurispru

dence . 2 vols. ( In preparation .)

CABABỂ (M.). Attachment of Debts. 3d ed... 6.0

Evans ( ) . Remuneration of Commission Agents.

2d ed. 7.6

Greenwich (A. H. J.). Civil and Criminal Pro

cedure of Cicero's Time. ( In preparation.)

GIBSON ( A. ) and WELDON ( A. ) . Student's Guide to

Stephen's Commentaries. 11th ed . 18.0

HOLLAND (T. E. ) . Elements of Jurisprudence. 9th

ed . 10.0

ILBERT (SIR C.P. ) . Legislative Methods and Forms.

( In preparation .)

JENKYNS ( Sir H.). British Jurisdiction outside the

United Kingdom . ( In preparation . )

LEES (T. 0. H. ) . Constable's Pocket Book 2.6

MOORE (H.). Practical Forms of Agreements. 5th

ed . By H. Percival 1. 0.0

PATERSON ( ) . Licensing Acts. 13th ed. By

Wm. Mackenzie 12.0

PITT - LEWIS ( G. ) . Thames River Law 15.0

PRIDEAUX ( F. ) . Precedents in Conveyancing . 18th

ed . ( In preparation .)

RICHARDS ( ) . Candidates' and Agents' Guide

in Contested Elections 3.6

ROBBINS ( L. G. G. ) . Devolution of Real Estate .

3d ed . ( In preparation .)

Roscoe (H.). Evidence at Nisi Prius . 17th ed. By

M. Powell. 2 vols . . . 2. 2.0

RUEGG (A. H. ) . Employers' Liability . 5th ed. ( In

preparation .)

STOCKMAN ( F. C.) . Sanitary Inspectors' Guide 5.0

TRISTRAM ) and Coote ( ) . Probate Prac

tice . 13th ed . By T. H. Tristram 1.12.6

WALLACE ( R. W. ) and WILLIAMSON (J. B. ) .

Letters Patent for Inventions 2. 0.0

WHEELER (G. J. ) . Private Bill Legislation 1. 5.0

WOODYATT (R. G. ) . Agency 8.6

WRIGHT (G. ) . Landlord and Tenant 12.6
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GENERAL SERIES .
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CENTURY DIGEST. Vol. 19. [ Equity to Eviction.]

ENCYCLOPÆDIA OF FORMS (1897–1900 ). Vol. 12. (Master

and Servant to Ne Exeat.]

ENCYCLOPÆDIA OF PLEADING AND PRACTICE . Vol. 19 .
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LAWYERS' REPORTS , ANNOTATED ( 1889–1899) . Vol . 47.
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NORTHWESTERN REPORTER (1879–1900 ). Vol. 82. (Vol. 83,
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SOUTHEASTERN REPORTER (1887–1900 ). Vol . 35 . (Vol .

36 , current, in parts . )

SOUTHERN REPORTER ( 1887-1900 ). Vol . 27. ( Vol . 28 , cur

rent, in parts . )

SOUTHWESTERN REPORTER ( 1886–1900 ). Vol. 57. ( Vol .

58, current, in parts .)

UNITED STATES .

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS FOR LAWYERS.

If you want to give a finely bound and acceptable

book to a judge or a lawyer (or to yourself) write to

The Boston Book Co. for suggestions.

SUPREME COURT REPORTS. U.S. Vol. 178. ( Vol . 179 ,

current , in parts . )

SUPREME COURT REPORTER. Vol . 20. ( Vol . 21 , current,

in parts.)

CIRCUIT COURTS OF APPEALS REPORTS (C. C. A. ) . Vol .

39 .
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Smith , 7 , 13.– White ( Cap . ) , 7,6 . land, 6, 6.- Lee, 6 , 5. — Robison , 6 , 6. Remuneration . Evans, 5 , 6 .

Compensation . — Brett, 4, 6. — Cripps, Justice of the Peace .-Cowdery Replevin . - Cobbey, 4 , 4 .

4,6 ; 7, 12 . (Cal. ) , 4 , 4. - Devipe ( Tex .), 7 , 10. - Restraint of Trade , – 4, 6 .

Conflict of Laws.- Beale, 7, 6. Honeyman (N.J.), 7 , 9, - Irons (Sc. ), Roads and Streets. – Elliott , 7 , 6. –

Constables. -Lees, 6 , 6 . 7, 12. - J. P., 7 , 11.- Stone, 4 , 7 .-- Greene ( N.Y. ) , 5, 5.

Constitutional Law.- Hazzard (Can .) , Wigram , 4 , 7. - Yearly Prac., 7 , 13 . Roman Law. – Kelke , 7, 13 . Notes,

4, 7. - Indermaur , 7 , 13. – McClain , Land Clauses . -Jepson , 7 , 13 5 , 4 .

5,6.- Thomas,7,13.- Thorpe, 7, 6 . Landlord and Tenant. - Baker, 5 , 6. Sales . - Browne , 6 , 4. - Duckworth , 7,

Contracts . - Ashley , 7,6 . - Leake, 7, – McAdam , 5 , 6. — Redman, etc., 7 ,13 . 12. – Morrill ( N.Y. ) , 7 , 9 .

13. - Thayer, 4 , 4 . Wright, 6 , 6 ; 7 , 13 . Sanitary Law . Kenwood , 5 , 5.

Control of Personsand Property. Leading Cases . - Eng. Ruling Cases, 4 , Stockman , 6 , 6 , 7 , 13 .

– Tiedeman , 6,5 ; 7, 6 , 7 ; 7. - Shirley, 4,7 ; 7 , 13 . Settlement. - Shaw (Mass.) , 7 , 8 .

Conveyancing . Burns ( Sc . ) , 7 , 12 . Licenses. - Montgomery, 4 , 6.- Pater. Shareholders. Canada , 6, 6 .

Elphinstone, 4 , 6. — Gibeon , 7, 12 . son , 6, 6 ; 7 , 13 . Spanish Law , -4 , 4 .

Halliday, 7 , 13. — Indermaur, 5, 6. – Liquidations. - Lynch, 7 , 13 . Stamps .- Alpe , 7, 12 . Highmore, 4,

Kelly , 4 , 6 ; 7 , 13. — Prideaux, 4 , 7 ; Lunacy. - Heywood , 4 , 6 . 6 ; 7 , 13 .

6 , 6 , 7, 13. — Strahan, 5 , 6 . Magistrates . - Cox Cas., 7, 11. - Mag. statutory Crimes. Bishop, 7,6.

Corporations. Am . & Éng . Cases , 4 , Prac., 4 , 6. – Rogers ( Tenn .), 7, 10 . Study of the Law. Gibson, etc. , 6,

5 ; 5,5 ; 7 , 7. Borgmeyer, 5 , 6. Marine Insurance . - Mac Arthur, 7, 13 . 6. – Russell, 6, 5. — Willard , 4 , 4 .

Brewer , etc. (0.), 7 , 9.- Conyngton , 5 , | MaritimeLaw.- Raikes, 7 , 13 . Subrogation . - Sheldon , 6,5.

6. – Corbin (N.J.), 5 , 5. -- Dell (N.J.) , Mass. Judiciary.- Davis , 1 , 6 . Taxation , - Bayly , 5 , t. - Colt ( Mich . ) ,

6 , 7. - Eliott, 4 , 4 , Lile , 6 , 5 . Master and Servant,- - Macdonell , 7 , 7, 8. – Greene ( N Y. ) , 5. 5 . Hol.

Masted (Can .) , 6 , 6. – Nat. Repr. 7 , 6 . 13 .
lander, 4 , 4. - Jud on (Mo.), 7, 9. -

Rahill, 4 , 4. - Spyder, 4 , 4 . Maxims . – Broom , 6, 6. Smart,5 , 6. - Thomson (N.Y .), 7,9.

Warde (Can .) , 6, 6 . Mechanics Liens. Heydeeker (N.Y.), Testators. — Emery, 5 , 6 .

Costs . ~ Johnson, 7 , 13. 8, 7. – James ( Cal . ) , 6 , 7. — Traxler Torts. – Erwin , 6,5. – Pollock , 7 , 13. —

County Courts. - Ann . Pract ., 7 , 12. — (Minn . ) , 6 , 7 . Underbill, 1 , 7 .

Co. Ct. Cas .. 7 , 11. - Co. Cts. Chr . , 7, Mercantile Law.- Stevens , 4 , 7 . Trade Marks . Borgmeyer , 5, 6 .

6.- Smyly, 4,7.— Yearly Pract., 7 , 13. Mines. - Bainbridge, 4 , 6. - Morgan , 6 , Kerby , 7 , 13 .

Criminal Law .- Amer . Kepts., 1 , 1.- 5. – Morrison , 7 , 7.- Pratt ( Col. ) , 5,5. Trade-union Law.- Cohen, etc., 7 , 12 .

Archbold, 4 , 6. - Brett , 4 , 6.— Clark, Misrepresentation - Ewart, 6 , 5 ; 7 , Trials . – Abbott , 6,5 ; 7,6. - Atlay, 7,

etc. , 7 , 6. - Cook (N.Y.) , 5 , 5 . - Cox 6. 6.

Cas , 7 , 11. - Crankshaw (Can . ) , 4 , 7. Mortgage Foreclosure . - Holmes Trustees . - Duckworth , 5 , 6. – Easton,

Eagleron ( Vict . ) , 5 , 6. — Gibson , 7 , ( Neb .), 6 , 7. — Smith ( 111. ) , 6 , 7. 5 , 6.— Loring, 6 , 5.— Lynch, 7 , 13 .

12. - Lansivg ( 0.), 7,9 . – Rust (N. Y. ) , Mortgages. - Kirchwey, 7 , 6. — Clarke Unfair Trade. - - Hopkins, 7 , 6 .

5, 5. - Stewart (Can ), 5 , 4.- Thring , (Can .), 7 , 10 . United States Courts . – Thayer, 4 , 4 .

7 , 13. - Thwaite , 5 , 6 . Tiffany Municipal Corporations. - Biggar Waters . - Duckworth , 5 , 6. - Gould , 7,

(Micb .) , 5 , 5 . Washburn , 6 , 5 . ( Can .) , 5 , 4.- Cases, 4 , 5 ; 6,0 ; 7 , 7 . 6 .

Cyclists' Law. White, 7 , 13 . - Estabrook (Wis .), 5 , 6. — Farrell Wills . - Baker, 5 , 6. – Emery, 5 , 6 .

Debentures , - Palmer, 4 , 7 . (N.Y.) , 5 , 6.- Lile , 6 , 5 . Rumsey , 5 , 6. – Schouler, 6, 4, 5 .
Debtor and Creditor. - Laurance , 4 , Navy. – Tbring , 7 , 13.

Theobold, 4 , 7 ; 7 , 13. — Únderhill , 4 ,

6 ; 7 , 13 . Negligence. - Amer . Repts . , 7 , 7.- 4 , 7 .

Deeds. – Ballard , 5 , 6 . Hamilton (N.Y. ) , 5 , 5. — Hamilton Workmen's Compensation .- Elliott,

Divorce . Dixon , 4, 6. (Wis .), 4 , 6. 7, 12. — Minton , etc., 7, 13. - Parsons,

Negotiable Contracts. – Johnson, 6,5 . etc. , 7 , 13.

S
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EDITORIAL. NOTES.

Quid pro Quo. We send you LEGAL BIBLIOG- Blackstoniana. —The collection of Blackstone's

RAPHY without charge , but its cost is considerable , both Works , of wbich we spoke in 6 LEG . BiB . , was sold

in cash and in time ; for all this information cannot be before we could prepare a list of editions for publica.

collected without constant labor and correspondence . tion . For such a list we must now wait until we can

As we must get back our cost somehow , we suggest make up another collection equally complete . There

that every librarian or lawyer who uses this paper send are some interesting features to be brought out , for

us at least annually an order for books or a subscrip- instance , early rival editions by different editors ; and

tion to THE GREEN Bag . the antenatal germ or genesis of the Commentaries in

Blackstone's “ Analysis of the Law of England."
Bibliographic Help. — Besides this , we hope read

ers may send us from time to time scraps of informa- Ancient Study ofthe Law . – The elementary

tion as to old or new law books , — memoranda as to treatises used by English law students four hundred

errors in law books or law catalogues , - or any other years ago are thus quaintly described in the preface to

items of interest about legal literature , which can be a law book published in 1534 :

printed in future numbers of Leg . Bib. for the infor wyllyam Bastell to the gentylmen studentes of

mation of other lawyers and law librarians .
the law . - How commodyous and profitable unta

This is an Annual Summary. — This January gentilmen studentes of the law , be these thre

number contains more information than the numbers of

bokes , that is to wit , fatura brevium , The olde

April , July, and October , in that the “ Index of Sub

jects ” covers all the books of the year 1900. If used
tenures , & the tenures of mayster Lyttylton , eI

in connection with the similar index in our January, perience probeth and the bookes them selfe declare.

1900 , number , the reader will have a key to the text- for lyke as a chylde goynge to scole , fyrste lerneth

book publications for two years back to supplement his
his letters out of the a , b , c : so they that entende

last law book catalogue .

the study of the law , do fyrste study these . iii.
This number also has tables giving the last vol

ume published of each current set of reports and peri
bokes , as in whiche be conteyned many the

odicals , together with the latest digests and statutes in groundes, principles, and maximis of the lawe.

every State and country.
Latin Law Versicles. – John of Salisbury, a con

How to use Leg. Bib . — The use of these lists in
temporary of À Becket, has the following verses on the

libraries is obvious. Lawyers also — even those just
origin of the term " Chancellor " :

beginning practice — will find this paper helpful if they Quærendus Regni tibi Cancellarius Angli

read every number, and watch the lists for books Primus sollicitâ mente petendus erit ,

especially useful in the cases they have in hand, or in Hic est qui Regni leges cancellat iniquas

the line of practice they mean to follow . Our lists are Et mandata pii principis æqua facit .

intended to cover not merely the books we want to sell , Siquid obest populo, vel moribus inimicum ,

but every law book published . Quicquid id est , per eum desinit esse nocens."

For Further Information. Of course the bare
1 Colquhoun's Roman Civil Law, 273 , note.

title of a book does not often give information enough Can any recent A.B. among our readers put this into

to warrant buying it at once . But if the title is invit- English verse ?

ing, we can always send on application a circular de- And here is a metrical peroration to the “ Prologus

scribing the book , or answer specific questions Johis rastell, ” of the first edition ( 1514 ? ) of Liber

about it . Assisarum " :

Fuller Book News and Criticisms. — Or, the in
Si iunat anglorum reuerendas discere leges

vestment of four dollars a year will bring you the Et cupis ex paruo discere multa libro

monthly issues of The Green Bag . This entertaining Chalcographi Rastel studiosos nosce labores

and stimulating periodical is the “ organ ," so to speak , Et libru assidue , plege , doctus eris . "

of the leading law publishers , who describe fully in its Error in Fact. — English lawyers are not always

advertising pages every month the new publications infallible . The Attorney General , arguing in the Queen

they issue . Furthermore, The GREEN Bag in future v . Millis ( 10 CI . & Fin . 516 ) , says : " . In Lyndewoode's

will make a prominent feature of reviews of new law Provinciales, which was written in 1446 , though not

books by specialists, bich will enable readers to judge published till 1679 .. etc.” As a matter of fact

whether the claims of publishers are justified by the Lyndewoode was printed in 1483 ; and a dozen times

merits of their books . thereafter in England before 1679 .

can

66
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my Br

NOTES.

Competition among Booksellers . - John Wor

rall , Bell Yard , in the preface to his 1746 catalogue

says :

I have always been careful of offending

en and therefore fixed the full Price

of most Books especially the old Ones, they being

often very scarce, not intending to impose on any

One, but, to shew their utmost Price ; this I am

sensible bas hurt my self most, it being insinuated

by some of the Trade, that they under-sell the

Booksellers at Temple Bar, and when it is in

their Favour, produce my CATALOGUE as their

Voucher. Whereas the Booksellers near Tem

ple Bar, being Proprietors of the Copies of a

great Part of the Law Books and having more

frequent opportunities then Others of buying

Libaries in that Science, can afford and do sell

them New or old of any Editions whatsoever as

cheap if not cheaper than others.

Old - fashioned Diction. – The formal and grandil

oquent style of letter writing and dedication in the

eighteenth century is shown in this letter , found in a

first edition of Branch's Maxims ( 1753) , recently re

ceived by the Harvard Law School Library :

Hon'BLE SIR . I should not presume to dignify

anything of my own, by presenting it to so learned

and Honorable an inspection, but the materials of this

Collection being in themselves noble , and the offspring

of your Illustrious Predecessors in Judicature , my

arrangement of them in greater number than I had

ever seen them , made me hope I should not displease by

this mean, but very grateful, ernest , of being with the

utmost respect,

Hon'ble Sir

Your ever obliged & most dutiful Servant,

Tho. BRANCH .

The Hon'ble Sir Michael Foster.

hearty acknowledgmewintthe editorial columns of the

important part which Mr. Fuller's work has taken in

bringing about the success of The GREEN Bag . How

successful he has been in his task of giving to the

profession an entertaining and readable magazine, a

glance through the files will show .

“ The policy of THE GREEN Bag , under its new

editor, will continue to be the same , essentially , as it

has been in the past . The deeper and more serious

problems of the law are dealt with in admirable ways

by many contemporary legal magazines and journals .

Their province it is to aid the lawyer directly in his

work ; wbile our aim is to provide a magazine which

shall be of interest to the intelligent lawyer in his

leisure moments . We bespeak the help of the mem

bers of the profession in accomplisbing this purpose ;

for while it is true that most of the time and the energy

of the lawyer in active practice must be given , of

necessity and rightly , to his professional work , it is

equally true that many members of the bar ( even some

of its busiest members) have the inclination , and, in

some way , do find the time, for labor in the wide field

of what may be called light legal literature . That is

the field wbich this magazine aims to cover ; and we

beg our brethren at the bar to bear The Green Bag in

mind when they have ripe for publication any article , of

a not too heavy or technical nature , which would prove

of interest to other lawyers . Then , too , there are always

current a goodly number of bon mots , witty stories ,

and interesting anecdotes, which for the credit and the

gayety of the profession should be preserved ; to say

nothing of the genuine historic value which attaches ,

oftentimes , to anecdotes of the leaders of the bench

and bar . No one person , not even The Green Bag ,

can hear , remember , or invent more than a very small

number of such sayings, stories , or anecdotes — though

the seemingly inexhaustible supply of them kept on

tap by some of our witty after-dinner speakers seems to

disprove this statement ; but if each of our readers ,

when one of these good things comes his way , will

capture it , put it on paper, and send it to THE GREEN

Bag , its editor and its readers will rise up and call him

blessed ."

To this request the publishers add theirs namely ,

that all lawyers who like to have such an exponent of

the culture , literary taste , and humor of their profes

sion , support it by their subscriptions. The list of sub

scribers is never too full to take in one piore .

7

NEW EDITOR FOR THE GREEN BAG.

With the January , 1901 , number of The GREEN BAG ,

Horace W. FULLER , who has edited it with such

ability for twelve years , retires from the editorial chair ,

and is succeeded by Thomas Tileston Baldwin , who

speaks of the change , editorially, as follows :

" THE GREEN BAG regrets much the retirement of

Mr. Fuller from the editorial chair , after twelve years

of faithful service . His well- trained legal mind , his

excellent literary taste and judgment, his sense of

humor , and his large and pleasant acquaintance among

the men of his profession , have all been important

factors in the success which has attended his work.

Mr. Fuller had both the good fortune and the responsi

bility of taking editorial charge at the start, and of

carrying out on original lines the attractive , but untried ,

plan of publishing a magazine devoted to the lighter

side of the law . He has worked out this interesting

experiment, shaping the course of the magazine with

rare good judgment; and it is a pleasure to make

U. S. HISTORY, 1783-1865.

The best national history for home and reference

use is JAMES SCHOULER'S HISTORY OF THE UNITED

States FROM THE ADOPTION OF THE ConstituTION

TO THE CLOSE OF The Civil WAR, REVISED Edition .

( 6 vols . , cloth , $ 13.50 . ) Lawyers who have used

SCHOULER ON Wills and SCHOULER ON EXECUTORS

know what a readable style he has, and also his repu

tation for accuracy and thoroughness . These qualities

commend the work to legal approval.
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Text Books and Cases for Law Students.

Introduction Ewell's Essentials of the Law (Vol. 1 , Pocket Blackstone. Sheep,

or Review.
$ 3.00 ; cloth , $ 2.50 . — Vol . 2 , Pleading, Contracts, ' Equity . Sheep , $2.50 ;-

cloth, $2.00. – Vol . 3 , Evidence, Torts, Real Property. Sheep, $ 2.50 ; cloth ,

$ 2.00 . - Or the three volumes together, sheep, $7.50 ; cloth , $ 6.00 ) is a capi

tal condensed statement of the law, so printed in different kinds of type as to

help the student in “ cramming for exams.”

All Round Book Rawle's Revision of Bouvier's Law Dictionary ( two large vol

of Reference. umes, sheep, $ 12.00) contains not only definitions, but also concise mnono

graphs on every point of law , - easy to find , to read , to understand, and to

remember. It aids a student in study, and makes a compact and practical

foundation for a law library when he begins to practise.

Explanation Law books are full of abbreviated citations, which puzzle not only the

of Citations. beginner, but even the experienced lawyer. Abbreviations used in Law

Books ( sheep, $ 1.50) will furnish a key to all such puzzles .

Wills and Schouler on Wills (sheep, $ 5.50 ) and Schouler on Executors

Executors.
( sheep , $5.50) have both just passed to a third revised edition . • Schouler

on Wills ” is well known as the clearest and best book on the topic , concise

enough for the student , yet full enough for the lawyer.

A few remaining copies of the second edition of “ Schouler on Wills ”

( 1892 ) can be sold to students for $2.50.

Common Law
The new elementary treatise on Civil Procedure at Common Law,

Pleading and by Judge Alexander Morton , Dean of the Missouri Law School, is a capi

Procedure. tal presentation of the basic principles of all kinds of pleading (sheep,

$ 3.50 ).

Domestic Rela
Irving Browne's three treatises on these topics (each sold for $2.50

tions, Criminal in sheep , or $ 2.00 in cloth ) are clear and plain statements of principles, in

Law , Sales. tended for the use of students alone.

Equity Pleading.
Heard's Equity Pleading with Forms (sheep , $2.50 ; cloth , $ 2.00 )

is another clear and concise elementary treatise for students .

Real Property. Williams on Real Property is a standard book on this subject, and the

late edition annotated by Prof. H. B. Hutchins , Dean of Michigan Univ.

Law School, is by far the best one for use in the United States (sheep, $ 4.00 ) .

Principles Chamberlayne's International Edition of Best on Evidence ( sheep,

of Evidence. $ 5.00 ) has an established reputation for clear statement and accurate notes.

Principles Heard's Edition of Metcalf Contracts ( sheep , $3.50) is a reissue of

of Contract. the well-known treatise by Judge Metcalf of the Massachusetts Supreme
Court.

International Snow's Cases on International Law (cloth , $3.50) , prepared for use

Law . in Harvard University, are now used in many of the American colleges and

law schools .

Theses and Moot In briefing a Moot Court Case , in studying a topic, or in preparing a

Court Cases. thesis, do not fail to look at the cases and notes grouped under the topic in

volved, in English Ruling Cases with American Notes , a series of 25

volumes, which you can probably find in your library or in your town.

Entertainment And do not fail to get hold of and read every month a copy of The Green

and Stimulus. Bag. ( subscription , $ 4.00 per annum ), which will give you glimpses at the

dignity and eloquence of the legal profession .

For full descriptive circulars as to any of these books send to

THE BOSTON BOOK CO. , Charles C. Soule , President,

1512 Beacon Street, Boston, Mass.

>
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LAST VOLUMES OF THE PRINCIPAL LAW

PERIODICALS .

.

AMERICAN ELEMENTARY BOOKS.

Published since October 1, 1900 .

Size octavo or duodecimo, and binding law sheep, unless

otherwise stated.

For local works see list of American Reports, etc.

ABBOTT (Austin) . Brief for the Trial of Civil Issues .

2d ed. $ 4.50

Ashley ( C. D. ) . Contracts . 2d ed .
1.00

ATLAY (T. B. ) . Famous Trials of the Century 1.75

BAYLIES (E.) . New Trials and Appeals. 2d ed. . 6.00

BAUDRY ( S. M.) . Injuries to the Eye in their Medi

co-legal Aspect .
1.00

BEALE (J. H. ) . Cases on the Conflict of Laws . 3.50

BEALE (J. H.). Glanville , by Beames . 3.00

BISHOP (J.P. ) . Statutory Crimes. 3d ed . 6.00

CLARK (WM. L. ) and MARSHALL (Wm. L. ) . Law

of Crimes. 2 vols . 7.00

COLLIER ( W. M. ) . Bankruptcy. 3d ed. 6.00

Davis (W. T. ) . History of the Mass. Judiciary . Cloth . 2.50

DUMAS (JACQUES) . Registering Title to Land.

Cloth 1.50

EDDY ( ARTHUR J. ) . Law of Combinations. 2 vols . 12.00

ELLIOTT ( B. K., W. F. ) . Roads and Streets . 2d ed. 6.00

Ewart (J. S.). Estoppel by Misrepresentation .. 5.00

FINCH ( W. A. ) . Law of Property in Land : a sylla

bus. Paper .75

Foster ( F. C. ) . Code of Bankruptcy . 4 00

GOULD (W. M ). Law of Waters. 3d ed. 6.00

HOPKINS (JAMES L.). Unfair Trade
6.00

KINKEAD (E. B. ) . Exposition of Common Law and

Equity Plcading . Cloth 2.50

KINLEY ( J. M. ) . American and English Precedents. 6.00

KIRCHWEY ( G. W. ) . Cases on Mortgages. Part I.. 2.00

LEWIS (John ) . Eminent Domain. 2d ed. 2 vols . 12.00

LONG ( JOSEPH R. ) . Law of Irrigation
5.50

NORTON (C. P.) . Bills and Notes. 3d ed.. 3.75

OWEN ( W. A. ) . Questions and Answers on Legal

Subjects. 2d ed. Cloth . 3.50 ; sheep, 4.00

Rood (J. R. ) . Common Remedial Processes. Cloth ,

3.00 ; sheep, 3.50

RUSSELL ( ALFRED) . Policy Power of the State .

Cloth 2.50

TIEDEMAN ( C. G.) . State and Federal Control of

Persons and Property. 2 vols . 12.00

THORPE (FRANCIS N. ) . Constitutional History of

the United States. 3 vols . Cloth .. 7.50

WOODRUFF (E. H. ) . Cases on Insurance. Cloth 4.00

AMERICAN.

ALBANY LAW JOURNAL. Vol . 62. (1900.) ( Vol . 63 , cur

rent . ) Monthly .

AMERICAN Law Register. Philadelphia . New series .

Vol . 39. ( 1900.) ( Vol . 40, current. ) Monthly .

AMERICAN LAW REVIEW . St. Louis. Vol. 34. ( 1900.)

( Vol . 35, current.) Bi-monthly .

AMERICAN LAWYER. New York . Vol . 8. ( 1900.) ( Vol .

9 , current.) Monthly .

BANKING LAW JOURNAL . New York . Vol. 17. ( 1900.)

( Vol. 18 , current.) Monthly.

CENTRAL LAW JOURNAL . St. Louis . Vol . 51 . ( 1900.)

( Vol . 52 , current .) Weekly .

Chicago LEGAL News . Vol. 32. (1900.) (Vol . 33 , cur

rent . ) Weekly .

COLLECTOR AND COMMERCIAL LAWYER. Detroit. Vol. 11 .

( 1900.) ( Vol . 12 , current.) Monthly .

COLUMBIA LAW REVIEW. New York . (Vol . 1 , No. 1 ,

January, 1901.) Monthly.

Green Bag . Boston . Vol . 12. (1900.) ( Vol . 13 , current.)

Monthly .

HARVARD LAW REVIEW. Cambridge, Mass. Vol . 13 .

( 1900. ) ( Vol . 14 , current .) Monthly .

INSURANCE LAW JOURNAL . New York . Vol . 29. ( 1900.)

( Vol . 30, current. ) Monthly .

KENTUCKY LAW REPORTER . Frankfort. Vol . 21. ( 1900.)

( Vol . 22 , current.) Monthly .

LAW STUDENT's Helper . Detroit. Vol . 7. ( 1900. ) (Vol.

8 , current. ) Monthly.

MEDICO -LEGAL JOURNAL . New York. Vol . 18. ( 1900.)

( Vol . 20 , current. ) Quarterly .

NATIONAL BANKRUPTCY NEWS AND REPORTS. Detroit.

Vol. 3. ( 1900. ) ( Vol . 4 , current.) Bi-weekly .

NATIONAL CORPORATION REPORTER . Chicago . Vol . 19 .

( 1900.) ( Vol . 20, current.) Weekly.

NEW JERSEY Law JOURNAL . Plaintield . Vol. 23. ( 1900. )

( Vol . 24 , current.) Monthly .

OHO LEGAL News. Norwalk . Vol . 8 . ( 1900.) ( Vol . 9,

current.) Semi-weekly .

VIRGINIA LAW REGISTER. Lynchburg . Vol . 5 . ( 1900.)

( Vol. 6 , current .) Monthly .

WASHINGTON Law Reporter. Vol . 28. (1900.) ( Vol .

29, current .) Weekly .

WEEKLY LAW BULLETIN . Columbus and Cincinnati. Vol .

41. ( 1900.) ( Vol . 45 , current.) Weekly.

YALE LAW JOURNAL. New Haven , Conn . Vol. 9. (1900.)

( Vol . 10, current . ) Monthly .

-a

A GREAT SET OF LEADING CASES .

The best set for a lawyer to add to his library is

English Ruling CASES WITH AMERICAN Notes

series which groups the best cases under topics alpha

betically arranged , thus presenting good law in a strik

ing and unusual form . To show the value of the set ,

we quote recent letters from two leading lawyers :

“ The E. R. C. are of great practical use in our li

brary. A raluable part is the really admirable state

ment of the Rules established by the cases." - Chas.

QUARLES, Milwaukee, Wis .

“ The E. R. C. are in my judgment indispensable . I

subscribed for the set on its first announcement, and

each volume has added to my appreciation , until I now

gire it first rank . " Charles H. ALDRICH , Chicago ,

Er-Solicitor Gen. , U. S.

ENGLISH

COUNTY COURTS CHRONICLE . Vol . 38 . ( 1900. ) ( Vol.

39 , current.)

LAW MAGAZINE AND REVIEW . Fourth series. Vol. 25 .

( 1900.) ( Vol . 26 , current .)

Law QUARTERLY REVIEW . Vol . 16. ( 1900. ) ( Vol . 17,

current . )

LAW TIMES (newspaper ). Vol. 108. ( 1900.) (Vol. 109,

current.)

Solicitor's JOURNAL. Vol . 44. (1900.) ( Vol. 45 , current.)

SCOTCH.

JURIDICAL REVIEW . Edinburgh . Vol . 12. . ( 1900. ) ( Vol.

13 , current )

Scottish Law Review. Vol . 16. ( 1900. ) ( Vol . 17 , cur

rent .)
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THE LATEST AMERICAN REPORTS,

DIGESTS , STATUTES, AND LOCAL WORKS.

This list gives the last volume of each current set, the latest

digest, and the last codes or revised statutes of the States, with

subsequent session laws .

GENERAL SERIES.

AMERICAN BANKRUPTCY REPORTS. Vol. 4. ( 1899–1900 .)

( Vol. 5 , current, in parts.)

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH CORPORATION CASES, new series

( 1896-1900 ). Vol . 12 .

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH DECISIONS IN EQUITY ( 1895–

1900 ) . Vol . 6 .

This series is to be completed in about 10 vols .

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH ENCYCLOPÆDIA OF LAW, 2d

edition ( 1896-1899 ). Vol. 16.

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH RAILROAD CASES, new series

( 1896–1900 ) . Vol . 18 .

AMERICAN CRIMINAL REPORTS ( 1877–1898) . Vol . 10 .

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL CASES ( 1873–1898 ) . Vol . 6 .

AMERICAN NEGLIGENCE CASES (1896-1900 ). Vol . 10 .

This series is to be completed in about 20 vols .; contains cases

prior to the Am . Neg . Repts .

AMERICAN NEGLIGENCE REPORTS (1897–1900 ). Vol . 8 .

( Vol . 9 , current, in parts.)

AMERICAN PRACTICE REPORTS ( 1899 ). · Vol. 1 .

AMERICAN PROBATE REPORTS, ANNOTATED ( 1897-1900 ).

Vol. 4 .

AMERICAN STATE REPORTS ( 1888–1900 ). Vol . 75 .

Magee's DIGEST. Vols . 49-72. 1900 .

AMERICAN RAILWAY AND CORPORATION REPORTS (LEWIS

1891-1896 ). Vol . 12 .

AMERICAN DIGEST, 1900. A. Annual.

ATLANTIC REPORTER ( 1885–1899). Vol . 46. ( Vol . 47 , cur

rent, in parts .)

BANKING CASES ( 1898–1899) . Vol . 1. ( Vol . 2, carrent , in

parts . )

CENTURY Digest. Vol . 21. ( Exchanges to Executions.]

ENCYCLOPÆDIA OF Forms (1897–1900 ). Vol . 12 .

ENCYCLOPÆDIA OF PLEADING AND PRACTICE (1894-1900 )

Vol. 19.

GENERAL DIGest. New Series. Vol . 9. 1900 .

INTERSTATE COMMERCE REPORTS ( 1887-1898 ) . Vol . 7 .

LAWYERS' REPORTS, ANNOTATED ( 1889–1899 ) . Vol . 49

( Vol. 50 , current, in parts .)

MORRISONS' MINING REPORTS ( 1883-1893 ) . Vol . 16 .

MUNICIPAL CORPORATION CASES ( 1899– 1900) . Vol . 3

( Vol . 4 , current, in parts.)

NorthEASTERN REPORTER ( 1885–1900 ) . Vol . 57. (Vol . 58

current, in parts.)

NORTHWESTERN REPORTER ( 1879–1900 ) . Vol. 83. (Vol . 84,

current, in parts .)

Pacific REPORTER ( 1883–1900) . Vol . 60. ( Vol . 61 , current,

in parts .)

SOUTHEASTERN REPORTER (1887–1900 ). Vol . 36 . ( Vol .

37 , current, in parts.)

SOUTHERN REPORTER ( 1887-1900) . Vol . 27. ( Vol. 28 , cur .

rent, in parts . )

SOUTHWESTERN REPORTER (1886–1900 ) . Vol. 57. ( Vol.

58, current , in parts .)

SUPREME COURT REPORTER. Vol. 20. ( Vol. 21 , current,

in parts .)

U.S. APPEALS. Vol . 63 .

CIRCUIT COURTS OF APPEALS REPORTS (C. C. A. ) . Vol .

41. ( Vol . 42 , current, in parts .)

Index Digest . ( Vols . 1-40 .) 1900 .

FEDERAL REPORTER (1880–1900 ) . Vol. 103 . (Vol . 104,

current, in parts . )

Digest. ( Vols . 1-100 . ) 4 vols .

COURT OF CLAIMS REPORTS. Vol . 35. (1900.)

OPINIONS OF ATTORNEY -GENERAL . Vol . 21 .

Patent OFFICE , OFFICIAL GAZETTE . Vol. 93. ( 1900.) ( Vol

94, current, in parts . )

LAND DECISIONS . Vol . 28. (1900.)

TREASURY DECISIONS. Vol . 3. 1900 .

DIGESTS .

Russell and Winslow's Syllabus-Digest . Vol. 1 ( to make

4 vols . ) .

Lawyers' Edition . 4 vols . (Vols. 1-170 . )

Notes on United States Reports. Vols. 1-10 ( to be com

prised in 12 vols . ) .

STATUTES.

Revised Statutes. Second edition . 1878.

Supplement to Revised Statutes. Vol . 1. 1891 .

Supplement to Revised Statutes. Vol . 2, parts 1-7 ,

pamphlets.

Statutes at Large . Vol . 30. 1899 .

STATE AND TERRITORIAL REPORTS , ETO.

ALABAMA.

Reports. Vol. 121. ( 1900.)

Digest, Brickell's . 3 vols . 1887.

Statutes, Code. 1896. 2 vols .

Session Law8. 1896-7 , 1898-9 .

ALASKA.

Statutes, Carter's Laws. 1900.

Boone's Codes. 1900 .

ARIZONA .

Reports. Vol . l . ( 1884. )

Statutes , Compiled Laws. 1887.

Session Laws. 1889, 1891 , 1893 , 1893 , 1897 , 1899 .

ARKANSAS.

Reports. Vol . 67. ( 1900. )

Digest, Crawford's . 2 vols . 1897 .

Statutes, Sandel and Hill's Digest. 1894.

Leatherman's Notes to Statutes. 2 vols .

Session Law8. 1893 , 1897 , 1899 .

CALIFORNIA.

Reporte. Vol . 127. ( 1900. )

Digest , Deering's . 5 vols. ( 1898–1900 .)

Notes on California reports . 4 vols . 1899.

Statutes, Deering's Codes . 5 vols . 1899 .

Session Laws. 1899 .

COLORADO .

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 26 . ( 1900.)

Court of Appeals. Vol . 13. ( 1900.)

Colorado Decisions . Vol. 1. ( 1900.)

Digest , Mills'. 2 vols . 1900 .

Statutes , Mills '. 3 vols . 1891-96 .

Session Laws. 1897, 1899 .

CONNECTICUT.

Reports. Vol . 72. ( 1900. )

Digest , Baldwin's . 2 vols . ( 1900.)

Statutes , Revised . 1887 .

Session Laws. 1889 (1891 no laws published ), 1893 ,

1895 , 1897 , 1899 .

Local. Bates ( A. C. ) . Statute Laws, $ 5.00.

Cary (M. B. ) . Connecticut Constitution . $ 1.25 .

UNITED STATES.

U.S. SUPREME Court REPORTS. U.S. Vol . 178. ( Vol . 179,

current, in parts. )

Lawyers' Edition . Book 44 (vols . 175–178 ). ( Book 45,

current, in parts .)
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State and Territorial Reports, continued .

DELAWARE .

Reports. Pennewill . Vol . 1. (1899.)

Chancery. Vol . 7. (1899.)

Digest, Ridgley's. 1 vol . 1894 .

Statutes, Revised Code. 1893 .

Session Laws. 1895, 1897 , 1898 , 1899 .

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA .

Reports. Court of Appeals . Vol . 16. ( 1900. )

Digest , Cogley's . 1 vol . 1891 .

Statutes in Force ( 1889 ) . 1894 .

FLORIDA .

Reports. Vol . 40. ( 1900. )

Digest, Choate's. 2 vols . 1898.

Statutes, Revised . 1892 .

Session Laws. 1893 , 1895 , 1897 , 1899 .

GEORGIA.

Reports. Vol . 111. ( 1900.)

Digest, Van Epps and Akin . 3 vols . 1899 .

Statutes, Code. 1895. 3 vols .

Session Law8. 1896 , 1897 , 1898, 1899 .

HAWAII .

Reports. Vol . 12. (1900.)

Statutes, Civil Laws . 1897 .

Penal Laws. 1897 .

Session Laws. 1898 .

Idaho .

Reports. Vol . 2 . 1892. [Decisions since made, re

ported in Pacific Reporter .)

Statutes, Heyburn's Laws and Decisions . 1900.

Revised Laws. 1887.

Session Laws. 1888 , 1890, 1893 , 1895 , 1897 , 1899 .

ILLINOIS.

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 186. (1900.)

Appellate Court. Vol . 90. ( 1900. )

Digest , Kinney's. 6 vols . 1898-1901 .

Statutes, Starr and Curtis, Annotated . 3 vols . 1896 .

Hurd . 1 vol. 1899 .

INDIANA.

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 154. ( 1900. )

Appellate Court. Vol . 23. ( 1900. )

Digests , Burns '. 2 vols . 1899 .

Statutes , Burns' Revised . 3 vols . 1897 .

Horner's Annotated. I vol . 1897 .

Thornton's Revised . 1 vol . 1897 .

Session Laws. 1899 .

Local . Ewbank (L. B. ) . Manual of Practice. $ 5.00 .

Thornton (W. W.). Municipal Law . $5.00 .

INDIAN TERRITORY.

Reports. Vol . 1. (1900.) (U.S. Appellate Court.)

Statutes, Carter's Annotated . 1899 .

Iowa .

Reports. Vol . 108. ( 1900. )

Digest , McClain's . 3 vols . 1898 .

Statutes , Code, Annotated . 1897 .

Session Laws. 1898, 1900 .

Local. Ebersole ( E. C. ) . People's Law Book . $7.50 .

KANSAS .

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 61. ( 1900. )

Appellate Court. Vol . 9. ( 1900.)

Digest, Valentine's. 2 vols . 1899 .

Statutes, Compiled Laws . 1899 .

Session Laws. Spec. Dec. 1898, 1899 .

KENTUCKY.

Reports . Vol. 101. ( 1900. )

Digest, Barbour's. 4 vols . 1897 .

State and Territorial Reports, Kentucky, continued .

Statutes , Barber and Carroll's. 1899.

Annotated Supplement to Statutes of, 1894, by Cald

well . 1899 .

Carroll's Code of Practice . 1895 .

Session Laws. 1898 .

LOUISIANA.

Reports. Annuals . Vol. 52. ( 1900. ) 2 vols . Official

edition .

Same. Unofficial edition . vol.

Digest, Hennen , Lonque, & Taylor. 4 vols . 1889 .

Knoblock's Criminal. 1 vol . 1888 .

Statutes , Wolff's Revised . 1897 .

Merrick's Civil Code . 1900 .

Session Laws. 1898, 1900.

MAINE .

Reports. Vol. 93. ( 1900.)

Digest, Plaisted and Appleton , with Coffin's Supplement.

( Vols. 1-81 . ) 2 vols. 1890 .

Savage Index Digest. (Vols. 1-88 .) 1896 .

Statutes, Revised. 1883 .

Freeman's Supplement. 1885–95 .

Session Laws. 1897 , 1899 .

MARYLAND .

Reports. Vol. 90. ( 1900.)

Digest , Brantley's . 2 vols . 1896 .

Statules, Code. 1888. 4 vols .

Suppl . Public Genl. Laws, 1890-98 . 1 vol .

Session Laws. 1900.

MASSACHUSETTS.

Reports. Vol . 175. ( 1900. ) ( Vol. 176 , current, in parts .)

Attorney General's Opinions. ( 1891-1899 .) Vol. 1.

Digest , Massachusetts. 4 vols . 1896 .

Throop's . 3 vols . 1897 .

Kellen's Index . 2 vols . 1899.

Statutes , Public . 1882 .

Supplement. 1888 .

Supplement. 1895 .

Session Laws. 1896 , 1897, 1898 , 1999 , 1900 .

Local. Shaw (llenry ). Settlement Law . Cloth , $ 2.00.

MICHIGAN .

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 120. ( 1900. )

Practice Reports. Vol. 1. ( 1897. )

McGrath's Mandamus Cases. 1 vol . ( 1896. )

Digest , Jacob and Chaney's. 4 vols . 1894-1900.

Statutes , Compiled Laws. 4 vols. 1897 .

Session Laws. Special 1898 , 1999 , Oct., 1900 .

Local. Colt ( F. ) . Payment of Taxes under Protest .

$ 1.00.

Stevens ( F. W. ) . Michigan Practice . 2 vols .

$ 12.00.

MINNESOTA .

Reports. Vol . 78. ( 1900.)

Digest, Minnesota. 3 vols. 1898 .

Statutes, Minnesota . 2 vols . 1894 .

Session Laws. 1895 , 1897 , 1899.

MISSISSIPPI.

Reports. Vol . 77. (1900.)

Digest , George. 1871 .

Brame and Alexander. 1899.

Statutes, Revised Code 1892 .

Session Laws. 1894, 1896 , 1897, Special 1898 (no session

1899 ) , 1900 .

MISSOURI.

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 155. ( 1900.)

Appeals Reports. Vol . 82. ( 1900.)

Digest , Pattison's Complete. 5 vols . 1898–1900 .
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State and Territorial Reports, Missouri, continued .

Statutes, Missouri . 2 vols . 1900 .

Burns' Annotated Code. 1896 .

Local. Hansane ( A.) . Compact of Farm Laws. $ 1.00.

Judson ( F. N.) . Law and Practice of Taxation .

West (J. C. ) . Compendium of Instruction and

Indictments . $ 3.00 .

MONTANA .

Reports. Vol . 23. ( 1900.)

Digest, Bishop. 1 vol . 1900 .

Statutes, Code. 2 vols . 1895.

Session Laws. 1895, 1897 , 1899 .

NEBRASKA.

Reports. Vol. 58. ( 1900.)

Digest. Nelson's Index . 2 vols . 1897.

Statutes, Compiled. 1899 .

NEVADA.

Reports. Vol . 24. ( 1900.)

Digest, Lawson's. 1892.

Statutes, Compiled Laws. 1900. 1 vol .

NEW HAMPSHIRE .

Reports. Vol. 69. ( 1900.)

Digest, Morrison's. 1891 .

Statutes, Public. 1900 .

NEW JERSEY.

Reports, Law. Vol. 63. ( 1900.)

Equity, Vol. 58. ( 1900.)

Digest, Stewart and Wall. 4 vols . 1898 .

Statutes, General Public . 3 vols . 1895 .

Session Laws. 1896, 1897, 1898, 1899, 1900 .

Local. Hartpence ( J. A. ) . Requirements for Admis

sion to Bar , $ 1.50 .

Honeyman ( ) . Practice and Pleading in Justice's

Courts . 4th ed.

Luce ( E. J. ) . Table of Statutes . $ 1.50 .

New Mexico.

Reports. Vol . 9. ( 1900.)

Statutes, Compiled Laws. 1897.

Session Laws. 1899 .

NEW YORK.

Reports. Court of Appeals. Official series. Vol . 163 .

(1900.) ( Vol . 164 , current, in parts.)

Court of Appeals . Annotated reprint, Book 28

( vols . 136-140 ) .

Supreme Court. Hun's Appellate . Vol. 53. ( 1900. )

Criminal. Vol. 14. ( 1900.)

Civil Procedure. Vol. 30. ( 1900.) (Vol. 31 , cur

rent, in parts .)

Benjamin's Annotated Cases (in continuance of Ab

bott's New Cases ) . Vol. 6. ( 1900. )

Miscellaneous Reports. Vol . 31. ( 1900. )

New York Supplement. Vol. 64 . ( 1900.) ( Vol.

65 , current, in parts . )

New York Monthly Law Record . Vol . 2. ( 1900. )

Digest, Abbott's Cyclopedic Digest, vol . 1 , 1901 ( to make

8 to 12 vols. ) . Brightly's. 5 vols . 1899.

Danforth and Wickes . Court of Appeals. 3 vols .

1898 .

Statutes, Revised . Heydecker's General Laws . 4 vols .

1900. Ninth edition . 5 vols . 1896 .

Birdseye's Revised Statutes, Codes and Laws. Sec

ond edition . 4 vols . 1898 .

Bliss Annotated Code. Fourth edition . 3 vols .

1895.

Session Laws. 1900.

Local. Morrill (Wm . W.) . Conditional Sales and Bail

ments. $ 1.50 .

State and Territorial Reports, New York, continued .

Morehouse ( G. C. ) . Supervisors' and Assessors'

Manual. Sixth edition. $ 5.00 .

Pingrey (D. H.). Suretyship and Guaranty . $ 4.50.

Thomson (J. C. ) . Taxpayers' Actions, to redress

Municipal Wrongs . $ 2.00 .

NORTH CAROLINA.

Reports. Vol. 126. ( 1900.)

Digest, Womack's. 3 vols . 1898 .

Statutes, Code. 2 vols . 1883.

Clark's Code . 1900 .

Session Laws. 1885, 1887, 1889, 1891, 1893, 1895, 1897,

1899, adj. June, 1900 .

NORTH DAKOTA.

Reports. Vol . 8. (1900.)

Digest, Tilton's. 3 vols . in l . ( 1896–1900 .)

Statutes, Code. 1899 .

Local. De Land (C. E. ) . Trial.

Practice and Appellate Procedure. $6.00 .

Оно.

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 62. (1900.)

Circuit Court. Vol . 19. ( 1900. )

Nisi Prius . Vol . 6. ( 1900.)

Circuit Decisions . Vol . 10. ( 1900. )

Federal Decisions. Vol. 11. ( 1900. )

Reprint Decisions. Vol . 13. ( 1900.)

Superior and Common Pleas Decisions. Vol. 10 .

( 1900. )

Term Reports, Digested . (1899–1900 .) Vol. 1 .

Digest, Bates' . Complete. 3 vols . 1896–1900 .

Welch, Index. 1 vol . 1899.

Statutes, Giauque's Revised . Eighth edition . 3 vols .

1897 .

Bates' Annotated. 3 vols. 1899 .

Session Laws. 1900 .

Local. Brewer (A. T. ) and Lambscher (G. A.) . Private

Corporations . $ 4.00.

.Guenther ( W.G.) . Insurance Law. $6.00 .

Lansing ( J. F. ) . Criminal Law and Practice . $ 7.25 .

Whittaker ( W. H. ) . Forms of Pleading under Codes

of Civil Procedure. $ 6.00 .

OKLAHOMA .

Reports. Vol. 9. ( 1900.)

Digest. Morgan's Digest of Reports and Statutes . 1897 .

Statutes, Territorial. 1893 .

Session Laws. 1895, 1897, 1899 .

OREGON.

Reports. Vol. 36. ( 1900.)

· Digest, Church's Northwest. 2 vols . 1899 .

Statutes, Hill's Codes and Laws. 2 vols . 1891 .

Session Laws. 1893 , 1895 ( no laws 1897 ) , Ex . , 1898, 1899.

PENNSYLVANIA .

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 196. ( 1900.)

Superior Court. Vol . 14. (1900.)

District. Vol. 8. ( 1900.)

County Courts. Vol . 23. ( 1900. ) ( Vol . 24 , cur

rent, in parts .)

Dauphin County Reports. Vol . 1. ( 1898. ) (Vol . 2 ,

current, in parts . )

Delaware County Reports. Vol . 7. (1900.)

Kulps' Reports (Luzerne Legal Register ) . Vol . 9 .

( 1900.)

Lackawanna Legal News. Vol. 4. (1898.) ( Vol . 5 ,

current, in parts.)

Lancaster Law Review. Vol. 17. ( 1900.)

Maxwell's Reports (Northampton County ). Vol . 6 .

( 1899.)
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State and Territorial Reports, continued .

VIRGINIA .

Reports. Vol. 97. ( 1900.)

Digest , Martin's Index . 1896 .

Hurst's Digest. Vol . 1-5 ( to make 6 vols . ).

Statutes, Revised Code. 1887.

Pollard's Supplement. 1898 .

Session Lawe. 1900.

WASHINGTON.

Reports. Vol . 21. ( 1900. )

Digest, Dennis. ( Vols . 1-19 . ) 1900 .

Statutes , Ballinger's Annotated Codes and Statutes.

1897. 2 vols .

Session Laws. 1899.

WEST VIRGINIA .

Reports. Vol. 46. (1900.)

Digest, Bents' . 2 vols . 1898 .

Hugus' Criminal. 1900.

Statutes , Warth's Code. 1899 .

WISCONSIN.

Reports. Vol. 105. ( 1900. )

Digest , Starr and Burnell's Index . 2 vols . 1895 .

Statutes , Revised , Annotated. 2 vols. 1898 .

Session Laws. 1899 .

Local. Wing ( ) and Wattawa ( ) . Annotations to

Wisconsin Reports, with Supplement. $ 10.00.

WYOMING .

Reports. Vol. 9. ( 1900.)

Statutes, Revised . 1999.

State and Territorial Reports, Pennsylvania, continued .

Montgomery County Reports. Vol . 15. ( 1900.)

Pittsburg Legal Journal. N. S. , Vol . 32.

York Legal Record . Vol. 12. ( 1898.) (Vol. 13 ,

current, in parts.)

Digest. Brightly's Digest of Reports. 5 vols . 1892.

Pepper and Lewis' Digest of Decisions and Encyclo

pædia of Pa. Law . Vols . 1-9 ( to make 10 vols . ) .

Stututes, Pepper and Lewis Digest of Laws. 3 vols. 1897 .

Brightly's Purdon's Digest of Laws. 3 vols . 1897 .

Session Laws. 1899 .

Local. Allinson ( E. P. ) . SupremeCourt Rules. $ 1.50.

With worth (J. F. ) . Tax Sales and Titles . $ 3.00.

RHODE ISLAND.

Reports. Vol . 21. (1900.) (Vol . 22 , current, in parts. )

Digest, Clapp's Index. 1888 .

Statutes, Revised. 1895.

Session Law8. January, May, September, 1896 ; Jan

uary and May, 1897 ; January, May, and November,

1898 ; January , May, and September, 1899 ; January

and May, 1900 .

SOUTH CAROLINA.

Reports. Vol . 57. ( 1900.)

Digest, Chisholm and Hyde's Index. 2 vols . 1882 .

Hayward's Criminal. 1899.

Moorman . ( Supplement to previous digests ), ( 1885–

91 ) . 1899 .

Statutes, Revised . 2 vols . 1893 .

Session Laws. 1894 , 1896 , 1897 , 1898, 1899 .

South DAKOTA.

Reports. Vol. 12. ( 1900.)

Digest, Tilton's. 3 vols . in l . 1896-1900 .

Statutes, Revised, Grantham . 2 vols. 1899.

Local. De Land ( C. E. ) . Trial Practice and Appellate

Procedure . $6.00 .

TENNESSEE .

Reports. Vol . 104. ( 1900. )

Digest , Webb and Meigs '. 3 vols . ( 1899.)

Statutes , Shannon's Code. 1897 .

Session Laws. 1896 , extra , 1897, 1898 , 1899 .

Local. Rogers ( ) . Magistrate's Manual and Legal

Adviser. $ 4.00.

TEXAS.

Reporte. Supreme Court. Vol . 93. ( 1900 )

Criminal Appeals. Vol . 40. ( 1900.)

Civil Appeals. Vol. 22. ( 1900.)

Digest, Buckley's. 2 vols. 1900. Myers and Sayles'

Civil . 6 vols . 1897-1900 .

Peticolas' Criminal. 1895 .

Statutes, Sayles' Civil . 2 vols . 1897 .

Batt's Civil . 2 vols . 1897 .

Wilson's Criminal. 1897 .

White's Penal. 1997.

Revised. 1895 .

Session Laws. 1895 , called , 1897 , 1899, 1900, called .

Local. Bradley (C. S. ) . Rules of Procedure . $5.00.

Devine (Jas . ) . Justice Guide. $ 5.00.

UTAH .

Reports. Vol . 20. ( 1900.)

Statutes, Revised . 1898.

Session Laws. 1899.

VERMONT.

Reporte. Vol . 71. ( 1900. )

Digest, Roberts '. 2 vols . 1889 .

Statutes, Revised . 1894.

Session Laws. 1896 , 1898 , regular and extra sessions.

CANADIAN LAW BOOKS.

Latest volumes of reports , digests, and statutes ; annual laws

published since last revisions ; and text-books .

DOMINION.

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 29. ( 1899. ) ( Vol . 30,

current, in parts .)

Exchequer. Vol . 5. ( 1899. ) ( Vol . 6 , current, in

parts .)

Criminal Cases. Vol . 3. ( 1900. ) ( Vol . 4, current,

in parts.)

Cartwright's British N. A. Cases. Vol . 5. ( 1898.)

Hunter's La Cases. Vol ( 1897. )

Canada Law Journal . Vol . 36. ( 1900.) ( Vol . 37 ,

current, in parts . )

Canadian Law Times. Vol. 19. ( 1900. ) ( Vol . 20 ,

current, in parts .)

Digest, Cassels'. ( 1871-1893 . ) 1 vol . 1893 .

Coutlee's . ( 1893–1899 .) 1 vol . 1899 .

Canadian Annual. 1900 .

Statutes , Revised, 2 vols . 1886 .

Annual Laws. 1886 to 1900 .

Text-Books. CLARKE ( S. R. ). Mortgages. 2 vols.

$ 16.00 .

HENDERSON ( R. B. ) . Partnership. Chapters on

Quebec Law , by Peers Davidson . $2.75 .

WHITE ( W.J.) . Company Law . $6.00 .

BRITISH COLUMBIA .

Reports. Vol. 6. ( 1900. ) ( Vol . 7 , current , in parts .)

Digest, Canadian Annual. 1896 to 1900.

Statutes, Revised . 2 vols . 1897 .

Annual Laws, 1897 , 1898 , 1899, 1900.

MANITOBA .

Reports. Vol . 12. (1900.) ( Vol . 13 , current, in parts.)

Digest, Manitoba . ( V. 1-12 . ) 1900 .

Canadian Annual. 1996 to 1900 .

Statutes, Consolidated . 2 vols . 1892 .

Annual Laws, 1893 to 1900.
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Canadian Law Books, continued .

NEW BRUNSWICK.

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 33. ( 1898. ) (Vol. 34,

current, in parts .)

Equity . Vol. 2. ( 1899.)

Digest, Stevens'. 1897 .

Canadian Annual. 1896 to 1900 .

Statutes, Consolidated . 1877.

Annual Laws, 1877 to 1900 .

NEWFOUNDLAND.

Reports. Morris. 4 vols . ( 1854–96 .) 1900 .

Digest, Canadian Annual . 1896 to 1900 .

Statutes, Consolidated . 1896 .

Annual Laws, 1896 to 1900 .

NORTH WEST TERRITORIES.

Reports. Vol. 1. ( 1897. ) (Vol . 2, current, in parts.)

Digest, Canadian Annual. 1896 to 1900 .

Statutes, Revised Ordinances. 1898 .

Annual Laws, 1899, 1900 .

NOVA SCOTIA.

Reports. Vol . 32. ( 1900.) (Vol. 33 , current , in parts.)

Digest, Congdon’s. 1890 .

Canadian Annual. 1896 to 1900 .

Statutes, Revised . 1884 .

Annual Laws, 1885 to 1900 .

ONTARIO .

Reports. Appeals. Vol. 26. ( 1900.) (Vol . 27 , current,

in parts.)

Supreme Court. Vol. 31. ( 1900.) ( Vol. 32, current,

in parts .)

Practice . Vol. 18. ( 1899. ) (Vol . 19, current, in

parts . )

Digest, Robinson and Josephs' to 1880. 2 vols . 1880 .

Ontario. 1880 to 1895. 2 vols . 1895 .

Canadian Annual. 1896 to 1900 .

Statutes, Revised. 2 vols. 1897 .

Annual Law8. 1898 , 1899 , 1900 .

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND.

Reports. Vol. 2. ( 1886. )

Digest, Canadian Annual. 1896 to 1900.

Statutes , Revised . 3 vols . 1868 .

Annual Laws, 1868 to 1900 .

QUEBEC .

Reports. Official, Queen's Bench . Vol. 7. ( 1899.)

Supreme Court. Vol. 14. ( 1899. )

Revue Legale. Vol. 6. (1900.) ( Vol . 7 , current,

in parts .)

Revue de Jurisprudence. Vol . 5. ( 1900. ) (Vol.

6 , current , in parts.)

Practice. Vol. 1 , ( 1899.) (Vol. 2, current, in

parts.)

Digest, Quebec Consolidated . 2 vols . 1899 .

Canadian Annual. 1896 to 1900 .

Statutes, Revised. 3 vols . 1888.

Annual Laws, 1888 to 1900 .

Text- Books. BERNARD ( M. A. ) . Manuel de Droit Con

stitutionel et Administratif . $ 1.00 .

BERNARD (M. A. ) . Manuel de Droit Internationel

Public et Prive. $2.00 .

BRUNET (L.) . Habeas Corpus. $ 1.00 .

MIGNAULT ( P. B. ) . Droit Civil Canadien . Vol.

V. $5.00 .

BRITISH EMPIRE .

REPORTS, DIGESTS, STATUTES, SERIALS.

(For text -books, see other lists .)

ENGLAND.

Reports, and serials containing reports :

Law Reports, 1900 .

Common Law, 2 vols .

Equity, 2 vols .

Appellate, 1 vol .

Probate, 1 vol .

Statutes, 1 vol .

( 1901 , current, in monthly parts . )

Law Reports, Indian Appeals. Vol . 26. (1900.)

Law Reports, Weekly Notes . 1900. ( 1901, current,

in parts .)

Law Journal Reports. Vol . 69. ( 1900.) ( Vol . 70,

current, in parts . )

Law Journal Notes and News. 1900. ( 1901, current,

in parts.)

Law Times Reports. Vol . 82. ( 1900.) (Vol . 83, .

current, in parts .)

Weekly Reporter. Vol. 48. (1900.) (Vol. 49, cur

rent, in parts .)

Times Law Reports. Vol. 16. (1900.)

Justice of the Peace. Vol . 64. ( 1900.) ( Vol . 65,

current, in parts . )

Aspinall’s Maritime Cases. Vol. 8. ( 1900.) (Vol. 9,

current, in parts issued irregularly . )

Bankruptcy Reports . ( Manson . ) Vol. 6. ( 1900.)

Railway and Canal Traffic Cases. (Browne & Mac

namara .) Vol. 10. (1900.) ( Vol . 11 , current, in

parts issued irregularly .)

Commercial Cases . ( Matthew .) Vol. 4. ( 1900.)

( Vol . 5 , current, in parts . )

County Courts Cases. Vol. 25. ( 1900. ) ( Vol . 26 ,

current, in parts . )

Cox Criminal Cases . Vol . 18. ( 1899. ) ( Vol . 19, cur

rent , in parts issued irregularly .)

Cox Magistrates Cases. Vol . 18. ( 1900. ) ( Vol . 19,

current , in parts issued irregularly .)

Patent Office Reports. (Cutler. ) Vol. 17. ( 1900.)

(Vol . 18 , current, in parts . )

Registration Cases . (Irregular issue in current

parts . ) Smith vol . 1 , part 4. ( 1899.)

Acts and Proceedings of Privy Council. Vol . 21 .

State Trials. ( New series.) Vol . 8. ( 1898. )

Year Books. Edward III . Year 16. Part 2. 1899 .

English Ruling Cases with American Notes. Vol.

22. (Quo Warranto to River .)

Revised Reports . Vol . 46. ( 1900.)

English Reports Reprint. Vol . 1. ( House of Lords,

Shower - Brown. Vol . 3. ) 1900 .

Digests :

Mews' Digest English Case Law to 1898. 16 vols .

Mews' Annual Digest. 1899 .

Mews' Quarterly Digest ( cumulative ).

Statutes :

Revised Statutes. (Chitty .) 13 vols . to 1894 .

Annual Statutes. Law Reports , 1894 to 1900.

Annual Statutes of Practical Utility . 1900. By J.

M. Lely .
IRELAND.

Reports :

Law Reports, Ireland . 2 vols. ( 1900.) ( 1901, cur

rent , in parts .)

Irish Law Times . Vol . 34. ( 1900.) (Vol . 35, cur

rent, in parts. ) Stubbs' Digest.

Do you see The Green Bag

every month ?
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British Empire, Ireland, continued .

Digests :

Brunker, Common Law . 1864 .

O'Donnell and Brady, Equity . 1838 .

Gamble and Barlow, Equity . 2 vols . 1838–67.

Green , Common Law and Equity. 1867-90.

Statutes : None since 1802 .

Text- Books. Kisbee ( Judge ). Bankruptcy Practice .

Fourth edition . £ 1.1.0 .

MILLER ( ) . Probate Practice, by T. H. Max

well . £ 1.10.0.

SCOTLAND.

Reports and serials containing reports :

Court of Session Cases, 5th series. Vol. 1. (1899.)

(5th series. Vol . 2 , current, in parts.)

Justiciary Cases. Adam . Vol . 2. (1898.)

Scots Law Times . Vol . 7. ( 1899. ) ( Vol . 8, current,

in parts .)

Scottish Law Reporter. Vol. 36. ( 1899. ) ( Vol.37 ,

current, in parts .)

Poor Law Magazine. Vol . 43. ( 1900. ) ( Vol . 44 ,

current, in parts . )

Scots Revised Reports. Sessions Cases. Vol. 3 .

Digests :

Shaw 3 vols. to 1868. Ist supplement, 1868–77. 20

supplement, 1877-85.

Statutes :

Revised Statutes , 8 vols . 1707-1900 .

Text- Books. BURNS ( JOHN ). Handbook of Conveyanc

ing. Second edition . 12.0 .

ConstaBLE (A. H. B.) and BEVERIDGE ( A. ) . Pro

visional Orders . £ 1.5.0 .

IRONS (J. C. ) . Scottish Justices ' Manual. 7.6 .

COLONIAL.

Australasia .

Australian Law Times. Vol . 21. ( 1900. ) ( Vol . 22 ,

current, in parts.)

Australasian Annual Digest . 1899 . ( Began in

1897. )

New South Wales Law Reports. Vol. 20. ( 1899. )

( Vol . 21 , current, in parts .)

New South Wales Bankruptcy Cases . Vol. 9 .

( 1889. )

New South Wales Land Court Cases, Vol . 7 .

( 1899. ) ( Vol. 8 , current, in parts . )

New South Wales Weekly Notes . Vol. 16. (1900.)

( Vol. 17 , current, in parts .)

Revised Statutes . Vols . 1-3, to 1898.

Annual Laws. 1898 , 1899 , 1900 .

Queensland Law Journal Reports. Vol . 9. (1900.)

( Vol. 10 , current, in parts .)

Queensland Digest , to 1896 .

Revised Statutes. 6 vols. to 1893 .

Annual Laws. 1894 to 1900 .

South Australian Law Reports. 1899. 1 vol .

Statutes. 8 vols , to 1894 .

Annual Laws. 1894 to 1900.

Tasmania Revised Statutes . 5 vols . to 1888 .

Annual Laws. 1889 to 1899 .

Victorian Law Reports. Vol . 25. ( 1900.) ( Vol.

26 , current, in parts . )

Revised Statutes. 7 vols . to 1890 .

Annual Laws. 1890 to 1900 .

West Australian Law Reports. Vol . 1. ( 1900.)

Revised Statutes. 4 vols . to 1895 .

Annual Laws. 1895 to 1898 .

British Empire, Colonial, continued .

New Zealand Law Reports. Vol . 17. ( 1900.)

(Vol . 18 , current,'in parts .)

Revised Statutes. 4 vols . to 1892 .

Annual Laws. 1893 to 1900 .

British Guiana Review Court Judgments. 1898 .

Cape of Good Hope. Eastern District Reports. Vol . 11 .

( 1898. )

Supreme Court Reports. Vol . 14. ( 1898. )

Cape Law Journal. Vol . 17. ( 1900.) ( Vol. 18,

current, in parts .)

Digest. (Vols. 1-17 . ) 1900 .

Cape Times Law Reports. Vol . 9. ( 1900.) ( Vol.

10 , current, in parts.)

Griqualand Reports. Vol. 7. ( 1898. )

Revised Statutes. 3 vols . to 1895 .

Annual Laws. 1896 , 1897, 1898 , 1899.

South African Republic Reports. Vol . 2. (1881-1884 .)

Southern Rhodesia Law Reports. Vol. 1. ( 1899. )

Ceylon Supreme Court Reports. 1895. ( Current, in parts.)

Revised Ordinances. vols . to 1894 .

Cyprus Law Reports. Vol . 4. ( 1896.)

India Law Reports. Allahabad , Vol. 22 ; Bombay, Vol.

24 ; Calcutta, Vol . 27 ; Madras, Vol . 23. ( 1900.)

( Current, in parts .)

Unrepcaled Acts. 6 vols . to 1899 .

Annual Laws. 1899, 1900 .

Isle of Man Revised Statutes. 5 vols . 1886 .

Mauritius Decisions . 1898 .

Compiled Laws. 3 vols . 1896 .

Annual Laws. 1897 , 1898 , 1899.

Hong -Kong Local. Norton -Kysbe ( J. W.) History of

the Laws and Courts. 2 vols . £3.0.0.

Straits Settlements Law Reports. Vol. 4 . ( 1896.)

( Vol . 5, current, in parts.)

Revised Acts and Ordinances, 2 vols . 1886 .

Annual Laws. 1887 to 1899.

Trinidad Revised Laws. 9 vols . 1892 .

[ For Canada, see separate list .]

ENGLISH ELEMENTARY WORKS, ETC.

Published since Oct. 1 , 1900 , or now in Press .

Size 8voor 12mo, and binding cloth , unless otherwise

noted .

Any book on this list can be delivered to lawyers in the

United States at the rate of thirty cents or to libraries on cer

tificate at twenty - five cents to the shilling .
£ .8 . d .

ALPE ( E. N. ) . Digest of Stamp Duties. 7th ed .. . 6.0

ANNUAL COUNTY COURTS' PRACTICE FOR 1901.

By Judge Smyly. 2 vols.. 1. 5.0

ANNUAL PRACTICE FOR 1901. By Snow , Burney &

Stringer . 2 vols . . . 1. 5.0

ARNOULD ( J. ) . Marine Insurance. 7th ed . By

E. L. de Hart and R. I. Simey . ( In preparation .)

BATY (T. ) . International Law in South Africa . 5.0

BLACKMORE ( ) . Decisions of Speaker of House

of Commons, 1884–1895 . . 10.6

BROOKE ( ) . Office and Practice of a Notary of

England. 6th ed . By James Cranstoun , Esq . ( In

preparation .)

BUCKLEY (H. B.). Companies Acts Supplement ..

BUTTERWORTH ( A. R. ) . Australian Federation and

the Privy Council 1.0

CARMICHAEL ( E. G. M.). County and Borough Po

lice Acts. 1831-1900.. 18.0

2.6
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6.0

.

.

English Elementary Works, etc. , continued . £ 8.d.

CARVER ( T. G. ) . Carriage of Goods by Sea. 3d ed. 1.16.0

CHITTY (T. W. and H. ) . Forms of Practical Proceed

ings in the Queen's Bench Division . 13th ed. ( In

preparation .)

COHEN (H.) and HOWELL (G. ) . Trade Union Law

and Cases. ( In preparation .)

CRIPPS (C. A.) . Principles of the Law of Compensa

tion . 4th ed . 1. 5.0

DANIELLS' CHANCERY PRACTICE. 7th ed . By C.

C. M. Dale , C.W. Greenwood, and S. E. Williains.

( In preparation .)

DUCKWORTH ( ) . Law affecting Sale of Goods . 1.6

EDWARDS (W. D. ) . Cominercial Law . 2.0

ELLIOTT ( A.) . The Workmen's Compensation Acts, 5.0

Evans (L. W. ) . Notes on the Companies Act , 1900,
4.0

EWART (J. S. ) . Estoppel by Misrepresentat
ion

: 1. 5.0

GIBSON (A. ) . Students Conveyancin
g

. 6th ed . , 1. 5.0

GIBSON (A. ) and WELDON ( A.). Student's Criminal

and Magisterial Law . 3d ed . 16.0

GIBSON ( A. ) , WELDON (A. ), and BILBROUGH ( ) .

The Companies Act, 1900 .
2.6

GORE Brown ( ) and JORDAN ( ) . Handy

Book on Joint Stock Companies. 23d ed . . 5.0

Gover ( W. H.). Capital and Income as between

Life- Tenant and Remainderman . .. 7.6

HALLIDAY ( R. ) . Law and Practice of Conveyancing, 18.0

HEDDERWICK ( T. C. H.) . Parliamentary Election
Manual. 2d ed .. 10.6

HIGGINSON (J. ) . Food and Drugs Act . 2.6

HIGAMORE (N. J. ) . Stamp Laws .
10.6

Hunt (John) . Metropolitan Borough Councils Elec

tions . . 3.6

HURRELL (H. ) and Hyde (C. G. ) . Joint Stock Com

panies Practical Guide. 7th ed . 6,0

INDERMAUR (J. ) and THWAITES (C. ) . Guide to

Constitutional Law and Legal History. 3d ed . . 7.6

INWOOD ( ) . Interest and Mortality Tables.

26th ed. 8.0

JEPSON ( A. ) . Land Clauses Acts. 2d ed. By J.

M. Lightwood 1. 1.0

JOHNSON ( H. M.) . Bills of Costs . 2d ed . . 1.15.0

JOHNSON (J. and J. H. ) . Epitome of Patent Laws.

3d ed.. 2.6

JORDAN ( ) . Handy hook of Joint Stock Com

panies Law. 22d ed. . 5.0

KELKE (W. H. H.) . Epitome of Personal Property

Law . 6.0

KELKE (W. H. H.) . Epitome of Roman Law , 6.0

KELLY (J. H.) . Conveyancing Draftsman. 3d ed . 12.6

KERBY (D. M.). Law of Trade Marks, Trade Name,

and Merchandise Marks, with chapters on Trade

Secret and Trade Libel. 2d ed . ( In preparation .)

LAWRANCE (ARTHUR ) . Precedents of Deeds of Ar

rangement between Debtors and their Creditors .

5th ed. . 7.6

LAWRIE ( A , D. ) . How to Appeal against Rates . 3.0

LEAKE ( S. M.). Digest of Principles of the Law of

Contracts. 4th ed . By A. E. Randall. ( In prep

aration .)

LYNCH ( ) . Liquidators, Trustees, and Receiv

6th cd.. 11.0

MACARTHUR (CHARLES ). Marine Insurance . 3d

ed . ( In preparation . )

MACKAY ( T. ) . History of the English Poor Law

from 1834 to 1898 1. 1.0

MANSON ( E. ) . Practical Guide to the Company

Law .

English Elementary Works, etc. , continued . £ 8.d.

MATSUNAMI (N. ) . Collisions between Warships and

Merchant Vessels 1. 1.0

MAYER (S. ) . Agricultural Holdings. 4th ed. . 5.0

MINTON-SENHOUSE ( ) . Workman's Compensa

tion Cases. Vol. 2 .

NELSON ( R. A. ) . Analysis of Ancient Law . 6.6

ODGERS (W. B.). Principles of Pleading, Practice,

and Procedure in Civil Actions in the High Court

of Justice. 4th ed . 12.6

PALMER ( F. B. ) . Companies Act, 1900 .
6.0

PARSONS (A. ) and BERTRAM (A. ) . Workmen's

Compensation Acts . . 7.6

PATERSON (J. ) . The Licensing Acts. 13th ed . By

W. Mackenzie 12.0

POLLOCK (F. ) . Digest of the Law of Partnership .

7th ed.. 10.0

PRIDEAUX ( ) . Precedents in Conveyancing. 18th

ed. By J. Whitcombe and B. L. Cherry. 2 vols. . 3.10.0

RAIKES (F. W. ) . Maritime Codes of Italy. Trans

lated and annotated . .. 12.6

REDMAN ( ) and LYON ( ) . Law of Landlord

and Tenant, including the Practice of Eject

ment. 5th ed. By J. H. Redman . ( In prepara

tion . )

ROBBINS ( ) and MAY ( ) . Devolution of Real

Estate . 3d ed .. 15.0

ROGERS (F. N. ) . Parliamentary Elections and Peti

tions . 17th ed . By S. H. Day 1. 1.0

Roscoe ( E. S. ) . Digest of Building Cases. 4th ed . 6.0

RuEgg (A. H. ) . The Employers' Liability Act 1880,

and Workmen's Compensation Acts 1897 and 1900 .

5th ed.. 12.6

RUEGG ( A. H. ) and MossoP (L. ) . The Companies

Act, 1900. . 7.6

RYDE ( W. C. ) . The Law and Practice of Rating 1.15.0

SELDEN SOCIETY . Vol . XIII. Select Pleas of the

Forest . By G. J. Turner . 1. 8.0

Vol. XIV . Beverley Town Documents. By A. F.

Leach 1. 8.0

SETON (H. W.) . Forms of Judgments and Orders

in the High Court of Justice and in the Court of

Appeal. 6th ed . By C. C. M. Dale and W. T.

King. ( In preparation .)

SHIRLEY ( W. S. ) . Selection of Leading Cases in

the Common Law. 6th ed . By Richard Watson . 16.0

SIMONSON ( P. F. ) . The Companies Act, 1900 5.0

SOWARD (A. W.) . Law and Practice of the Estate

Duty. 4th ed . 8.0

STOCKMAN ( F. C. ) . Sanitary Inspector's Guide 5.0

THEOBALD (H. S. ) . Treatise on the Law of Wills.

5th ed.. 1.12.0

THRING (THEODORE) . Criminal Law of the Navy .

3d ed. By J. E. R. Stephens and C. E. Gifford .

( In preparation .)

WHEELER (G. J. ) . The Practice of Private Bills . 1. 5.0

WHITE ( A. M.). Every Cyclist's Manual 2.0

WRIGHT ( ) . Landlord and Tenant 12.6

YEARLY COUNTY COURT PRACTICE FOR 1901. By

G. Pitt Lewis, C. A. White, and A. Read. 2 vols.. 1. 5.0

THE YEARLY DIGEST OF REPORTED CASES, 1900.

By Edward Beal 15.0

THE YEARLY JUSTICES ' PRACTICE FOR 1901. 33d

cd . By G. B. Kennett 1. 5.0

THE YEARLY PRACTICE OF THE SUPREME COURT,

1901. By M. M. Mackenzie , S. G. Lushington,

and John Charles Fox . 1.0.0

.

.

.

ers .

5.0
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A LARGE LAW LIBRARY

RECENTLY SECURED

Contains these Desirable Sets at Exceptional Bargains.

25 Special Sets
are here offered , and

on another page 36 Sets of State Reports.

Condition is : a . Almost new . b. Fine second -hand . c. Good second-hand.

Write for prices if you want good bargains.

SPECIAL SETS.

a. American Bankruptcy Reports. 5 vols .
a. Same. New edition , vols . 1-7 . With guar

antee as to continuations .

b. American Criminal Reports. 8 vols .

b. American Decisions. 100 vols . , and Digest, 3
a. American Negligence Cases. 10 vols .

vols .
C. Bennett's Fire Insurance Cases. 5 vols.

b. American State Reports. 67 vols . , and Digest,
c. Bigelow's Life and Accident Insurance Cases.

2 vols .
5 vols .

Same. Partial set , vols . 1-27 .
b. General Digest. Vols . 1-9 .

6. American and English Corporation Cases .
b . Lawyers' Reports Annotated (L. R. A. ) . 48

48 vols . , and Digest, 1 vol . vols . , and Digest, 2 vols .

6. American and English Decisions in Equity. a. Morrison's Mining Reports. 16 vols .

5 vols . , and Digest, 1 vol . C. U. S. Court of Claims Reports. Vols . 1-16 .

c. American and English Encyclopædia of Law. C. U. S. Statutes at Large. Vols . 1-23 , and Index.

First edition , 31 vols . I vol.

C.

FOREIGN SETS.

c . English Chancery Reports (Reprint). 69 vols . a . Scotch House of Lords (Appeal) Reports.

c . English Common Law (Reprint) . 118 vols . ,
34 vols . , complete , handsome, full pol

and Digest, 2 vols .
ished calf binding.

c. English Exchequer Reports (Reprint). 47 vols . , c. New Brunswick Reports. 33 vols . , complete .

and Digest, 1 vol .

b. The Revised Reports (English ). Vols . 1-29 .
c. Nova Scotia Reports. 31 vols . , complete.

6. English Statutes at Large . ( Pickering's edi
b. Canada Law Journal. 46 vols . , complete .

tion , 105 vols ., 1225 to 1865 , and Law Reports
b. Canadian Law Times. 20 vols . , complete.

Statutes, 35 vols . , 1866 to 1898.) Complete

set , from Magna Charta to 1898 : 140 vols . | 6. Lower Canada Jurist. 35 vols . , complete.

Complete Sets of some 25 or 30 different states in stock .

SESSION LAWS. Write forprices and particulars on any you wish .

For prices and full particulars address

THE BOSTON BOOK CO. , 1572 Beacon St. , Boston , Mass.
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BEST BARGAINS YET.

AT PRICES SELDOM BEFORE OFFERED .

c. C.

ALL IN GOOD CONDITION , SOME GOOD AS NEW.

Prices given on application . An exceptional opportunity for any individual or library

wanting several sets.

Condition : a. Almost new . b . Fine second-hand . C. Good second-hand.

b. Ark . Reports. Complete originals , 65 vols . C. Mo. Reports to So. Western Reporter . 88 vols.

b. Same. Annotated Reprint to S. West . Re
c. Neb. Reports to No. Western Reporter . 8 vols .

porter. 46 vols . in 29 .

C. Ney. Reports to Pacific Reporter. 16 vols .
C. Calif. Reports to Pacific Reporter . 63 vols.

C. Colo. Reports to Pacific Reporter. 6 vols .
C. N. H. Reports to Atlantic Reporter. 63 vols .

Appeal Reports. 12 vols . , complete . bc. N. J. Reports (Law , 47 vols.; Equity, 40 vols . )
to Atlantic Reporter 87 vols .

a. Conn . Reports. Complete , 70 vols . , with Kirby,

Root & Day = 78 vols .
C. N. Y. Appeals to Atlantic Reporter . 98 vols .

Same, to Atlantic Reporter. 52 vols . , plus Common Law. Complete , 80 vols .

8 vols . 60 vols .
c. Chancery. Complete , 32 vols .

bc. Del. Reports. Harrington , 5 vols .; Houston , C. No. Carolina Reports (Law and Equity ) to So.

9 vols . , and Chancery , 5 vols. , to Atlantic Eastern Reporter 95 vols.

Reports 19 vols .

c. Ohio Reports to No. Eastern Reporter. 62 vols .

b. Dist. Columbia Reports. McArthur, 3 vols.; a.

McArthur & Mackey , 1 vol .; Mackey to
Circuit Court Reports. 18 vols . , complete .

end , 10 vols . 14 vols . a. Oklahoma Reports. 7 vols .

C. Idaho Reports to Pacific Reporter. 1 vol . C. Pa. Reports. Preliminary , 61 vols . , and Pa .

State to Atlantic Reporter 170 vols .

a. Ind. Appeal Reports. Complete , 22 vols .

C. Iowa Reports. 50 vols . , with Morris & Greene
C. R. I. Reports to Atlantic Reporter. 14 vols .

55 vols , to No. Western Reporter .
C. S. C. Equity Reports. Complete , 34 vols .

c. Kas. Reports. 29 vols . , to Pacific Reporter .
C. Tenn. Reports to So. Western Reporter, includ.

ing Chancery 87 vols .

a. Ky. Reports. Complete set , 100 vols ..

Same, to So. Western Reporter. 84 vols .
a. Texas Reports. Complete set , 93 vols .

c. Me. Reports to Atlantic Reporter. 77 vols .
a. Utah Reports. Complete , 19 vols .

c. Vt. Reports. Originals ( including 8 early vols . )

C. Md. Reports. Complete set to Atlantic Reporter ,
to Atlantic Reporter = 65 vols .

including Chancery 104 vols .

Same. Annotated Reprint, 66 in 17 vols.

b. Mass. Reports to Atlantic Reporter 138 single

volumes.
C. W. Va. Reports to So. Eastern Reporter. 28 vols.

b. Mich . Reports.
118 vols . , with Harrington, a. Wis. Reports. 104 vols . , with Pinney, 3 vols .

Walker & Douglas : 122 vols . , complete . 107 vols . , complete .

b . Same, to Atlantic Reporter. 44 vols . a . U.S. S. C. Reports (Lawyers' edition ). Complete,

Miss. Reports. Complete So. Western Re
174 vols . in 43 , and Digest , 4 vols .

porter , including Chancery = 65 vols . a. U.S.C. C. Appeals (C. C. A. ) . 37 vols .

a.

C.

LAW MAGAZINES. Complete Sets, a large stock, on which prices
and particulars will be given if desired .

For prices and full particulars about these bargains , address

THE BOSTON BOOK CO. , 151/2 Beacon St. , Boston , Mass.
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DETAILED FACTS ABOUT THE NEW

Full , Verbatim, Annotated Reprint of English Reports.

1 . Full and Verbatim , without Omissions. All the regular Reports

of Courts of Record from 1307 to 1865. Some 1,000 original

volumes in 150 large octavo books , in full sheep binding.

No other full reprint has ever been issued .

2. Original pagination clearly preserved . Any citations are as easily

verified as in original volumes , with further advantage of modern

type instead of old English type and Norman French .

3. Annotations briefly show if any decision has been overruled , dis

tinguished, etc. , and also refer to other similar cases .

4. The Lord Chancellor, Master of the Rolls, and Attorney Gen
eral act as a Consultative Committee of Editors . This assures

thoroughness and official standing never given any other reprint .

5. Table of Cases in each volume and a general table in the last volume

of each series ( or Court) .

6. Uniform Size saves Shelf Room. The Reprint is easier for use

than the irregular-sized originals . It is more easily shelved in

consecutive order, occupying only about the space of a set of

U.S. S. C. Reports .

7. No Mixing up of Reports. Reprint is published in consecutive order

by Courts. Each volume is distinctly labelled , and each series ( or

Court) clearly distinguished. All this greatly simplifies the verifi
cation of a citation to the exact Court , Volume , and Page .

8. One-tenth Original Cost in easy monthly payments. The originals

are very scarce, but the Reprint is temporarily offered for advance

subscription at these prices :

Separate Series {per book.

Reduction to libraries furnishing certificate.

9. Limited Edition . No plates are made, and limited number of sets

printed . Prices will soon be advanced. Book i ready this month ,

and later books one each month .

10. English decisions are more cited than any others , except

U. S. S. C. decisions , by our American Courts. This is shown by

actual count, and figures will be furnished on request.

11. Exchange allowance for old editions can perhaps be made on

receipt of lists . Such allowance must necessarily be small.

Entire Set (per book .
$6.00 $

For descriptive circulars , sample pages , or volumes, and other particulars , address

THE BOSTON BOOK CO. , 15 % Beacon St. , Boston .
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Published in April, A.D. 1901 , by The Boston Book Co., from

Freeman Place Chapel, 1572 Beacon St., Boston, Mass.

This paper is issued quarterly, to give information about

American and foreign legal literature.

We send it without charge to any one who asks for it.

Those who get this number as a specimen will confer a

favor by showing it to other lawyers.

.

CONTENTS.

PAGE PAGB

11-13 Latest British Colonial Law Books . 7

9 Latest English Reports , etc. 7

5 Notes and Queries 3 , 4

3 Recreation and Diversion 2

6 , 7 Reprint of English Reports 8 , 14 , 15

7
Students' Manuals

10

.

Bargains in Full Sets and Odds

Best All -round Reports

Blackstone as a Poet .

Editorial Paragraphs .

Latest American Reports, etc.

Latest Text -Books .

.

. . . . .

.

SPECIAL FEATURES OF THIS NUMBER.

We call attention of busy lawyers to lists of the latest reports and text-books

on pages 6 and 7 , and to the remarkably varied list of special bargains on pages 11,

12 , and 13 .

SUBJECT INDEX TO THIS NUMBER.

Administration . - Giaque (Ohio) , 6 . ! Constitutional Law.- Edwards, 7 . Licenses. - Whiteley, 7. – Williamson ,

Administrators. – Schouler , 7 . Contracts. - Loeb, 7. — Seaborne, 7 . 6. – Williams ( l'enn .), 7 .

Agency.- Mechem , 7. - Willard, 7 . Wait , 7 . Magistrates. - Oke, 7 .

Ainerican Law.- Baird , 7.- Lile , 7 . Corporations. - Chilton (W. Va. ) , 7. - Married Parties.- Loeb , 7 .

Annexation . - Randolph, 7 .
DeLand ( 8. Dak . ) , 6. – Hammond Medico - Legal. – Keysor, 7. – Krafft

Banking.– Cases, 6.– Paget ( Cases) , 7 . ( N.Y. ) , 6 . Ebing, 7 .

Bankruptcy. - Luby, 7.—Manson (Re. Covenants.– Sim, 7. Meetings. - Blackwell , 7 .

port ) , 7.- Gibson and Weldon , 7 . Criminal Law.- Crankshaw ( Can .) , 7 . Moot Courts. – Doty ( Ia . ) . 6 .

Bargains. – Sets and Odd Volumes, 11 , Criminal Procedure. -Ray, 7. Municipal Corporations.-Cases, 6 .

12, 13. Domestic Relations . - Ingersoll and | Negotiable Instruments . - Smith, 7 .

Bills and Notes. - Smith , 7 . Turner , 7.- Loeb , 7 . Partnership . – Shumaker, 7. — White
Bills of Lading.– Duckworth, 7 . Equity : Pattee , 7. — Ray , 7. — Shipp (Can .), 7 .

Buildings.- Wait, 7 . and Daish , 7 . Patents .– Sanders, 7 .

Burials . — Baker , 7 . Evidence. — Crankshaw (Can .), 7. — In. Personal Property.- Kelke, 7.

Business Law , - Parsons , 7.-- White, gersoll and Turner , 7.- Ray , 7 . Pleading and Practice .— Ingersoll and

7. Examinations . - Gibson and Weldon , Turner, 7. — Ray, 7. - Sbipp and Daish ,

Charter Parties . - Duckworth , 7 .
7 . 7 .

Chattel Mortgages . — Hammon (Wis. ) , Executors. – Schouler, 7 , 16 . Railroads. — Am . & Eng. Cases , 6 .

7 . Forms. - Encycl., 6 . Real Property . - Armour, 7.- Boone, 7 .

Cheques. — Smith , 7 . Hindu Law . – Mayne, 7 . - Loeb , 7.-McCandless, 7.- Sims, 7 .
Civil Procedure . - Cuba and Porto Insurance . - Chalmers and Owen Roman Law, - Sohm , 7 .

Rico , 7 . ( Maine) , 7.- Ingersoll and Turner, 7 . Statutory Law .- Hardcastle , 7.

Code Pleading. - Hepburn,7 . Joint Stock Companies. -Smith , 7 . Taration . Hammond ( N.Y. ), 6. – Jag .

Company Law.- -Bradley , 7.- Palmer, Justice Practice. - Stone ( Eng . ) , 7 . gard ( Minn. ) , 6 .
7. - Smith , 7. - White (Can .), 7 . Landlord and Tenant. - Foa, 7 . Torts . – Bigelow , 7 .

Conflict of Laws. - Minor, 7 . Redman , 7 . Vendors.– Seahorne , 7 .

Constables . Dill ( Penn . ) , 6 . Law Dictionary - Bonvier, 16 . Wills . -- Edwards , 7. — Schouler , 7 , 16 .

QUID PRO QUO. — If you get information from this paper as to

books needed in your library , is it not fair to order them

from us ? We send it free, and can cover cost

only through the orders it brings us.
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RECREATION AND DIVERSION.

There are two occasions when a lawyer wants some sort of

light, refreshing, interesting reading :

One, when he has nothing to do,
when no clients come, -

when he is in a lazy mood.

The other, when he is tired and overworked, when he has

too much to do, when records, briefs, law -books, clients, all weigh

heavy on his jaded and irritable nerves.

In either case. The Green Bag is a friend in need. Its

monthly numbers offer a variety of light literature on topics
with which he is in touch , but which are not serious enough to

suggest the hard work of the law . He reads ; the wrinkles vanish

from his brow; the smiles gather around his eyes and lips ; his

fatigue vanishes ; his worries evaporate, -- and in an hour he

comes back to work , a new man !

This is what The Green Bag can do for its readers .

Do you take it ? If not, why not send us four dollars,

and try it for a year ?

A FINE PORTRAIT FREE.

To the subscribers to The GREEN Bag for the year 1901 we send (as

a receipt for their four dollars' subscription ) a fine etching of Chief Justice

Jay, 772 X 9 inches, mounted on cardboard 17 X 22 inches, an effective

picture for framing.

This etching, made for us in March , 1901 , we send without charge

to all paid-up subscribers (new or old) . To those who are not subscribers to

The Green Bag we will sell it for $3.00.

THE GREEN BAG is a monthly magazine, established in 1889.

Its contents include everything of special interest to lawyers, except decisions

and elementary essays.

It includes legal history, biography, eloquence, anecdote, poetry, romance, wit,

and humor.

Each number is embellished by a full -page frontispiece, and by illustrations

( generally portraits ) in the text .

Its subscription price is $ 4.00, payable in advance.

A bound set of The Green Bag ( 12 volumes ) is great addition to a lawyer's

library , - being a store -house of good leisure-hour reading and portraiture.

Until recently, however, the bound volumes cost $ 5.00 apiece, and a full set at

$60.00 was somewhat beyond the average lawyer's means.

Just at present, by reprinting several numbers, we are able to offer full sets ,

12 vols ., quarto, solidly bound in green half - cloth , for $ 30.00.
Why not consider buying this set ?

Address THE BOSTON BOOK CO .,

CHARLES C. SOULE , President
1512 BEACON ST. , BOSTON , MASS.
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EDITORIAL

New Retail Salesroom . — For the convenience of

lawyers we have opened a branch salesroom in the

basement of Barristers' Hall , directly opposite the front

entrance to the Court House on Pemberton Square.

The Newest Generation . – This is “ swarming

time " with the law schools. During the next month

about five thousand students will be graduated and will

start at the foot of the ladder of fame . If each one

does bis duty and equips himself with RAWLE'S REVISION

OF BOUVIER's Law DICTIONARY , he will be ready for

any kind of case or client .

A New Catalogue. — To be ready for the rush , we

are getting out a new CATALOGUE OF Law Books , giv

ing a price list of all text-books now in the market ,

with a new feature in the shape of a chronological

index , which will show at a glance how late and up-to

date each book is .

Unexpected Success. We are rather surprised at

the prompt and wide response to our announcement of

a Full REPRINT OF ALL THE ENGLISH REPORTS . We

thought some of the smaller libraries might take it, and

a few lawyers ; but the large libraries are also sub

scribing because they can duplicate their present col.

lection in small space at less than the cost of rebinding

their original copies , and a large number of lawyers

are entering their names for the whole set or for sepa

rate courts.

Danger of Supply Running Out. - We have

already had to increase our order for the United States

market fifty per cent. , and as the Reprint is not elec

trotyped , and only a limited edition has been printed,

we expect to see shortly our supply cut off. The Eng

lish price has already been raised, — but we will not

raise ours yet, though reserving the right to charge new

subscribers a higher rate at any time without notice.

Marshall for the Last Time. - The echoes of

• Marshall Day ” have not yet died away , for The

GREEN Bag will give in its April and May numbers an

interesting résumé in the form of a connected biography

of the principal memorial orations, delivered on that

anniversary throughout the country. The frontispiece

of the April number is a reduction of Klackner's beauti.

ful reprint of St. Memin's life- size portrait of Chief

Justice Marshall, with a tinted background, which gives

a striking effect to the picture .

Good Books Cheap. – To be quite in the fashion

of the day, we have issued a cheap edition of the recent

( third ) editions of James Scuouler's standard treatises

on Wills and on EXECUTORS , binding the two volumes

in buckram, and selling them together for eight dollars ,

tbus bringing them right down within the means of the

young lawyer starting in practice .

NOTES AND QUERIES.

For Year-Book Scholars. — From Providence we

get this question. Can any of our readers locate the

citation ?

“ In the introduction to Merewether and Stevens on

Corporations (p . xxxviii) it is stated that the first

case in which the courts of law (p . 1013) laid down the

modern doctrine as to municipal corporations, occurred

in the sixth year of Edward IV . , 1466, when it was held

in the Common Pleas that “ if the King gave land in

fee -form to the good men of the town of Dale the

corporation was good. And so likewise where it was

given to the burgesses , citizens, and commonalty, ' etc.

Upon turning to the page referred to , 1013 , headed

• Ninth Year-Book Ed . IV . , ' the marginal reference is

• 1467 , Fol. 76, H. T. ' a case of trespass turning on

above point. I find that Hil . Term , anno VI . , E. IIII .

has but 12 folios . Can you throw any light on the

subject , or tell me where I can find this case of the

men of Dale ? ”

The First Edition of Coke's Reports. - Has any

one of our readers a sure -enough first edition of all of

Coke's Reports ? If so , pray send us a note of the

dates of first publication of Parts I. to IV.

The “ Lawyers' Reference Manual ” says : “ Parts I.

to XI. were first published in French at different times

between 1602-1615 (Lincoln's Inn Catalogue ), or

1607-1615 (Harvard Law Library ) . Parts XII . and

XIII . were not published until 1656-1659 .

But Ames and Herbert ( Typographical Antiquities, p.

1304 ) say that Thomas Wight printed the first part
Jan. 1 , 1600 .

We have imprints as follows :

Part I. 1609 . Part VII . 1608 .

II . 1610. VIII . 1611 .

III. 1610 . IX . 1613 , 1615 .

IV . 1610, 1618 . X. 1614 , 1618 .

V. 1605, 1607 , 1612. XI . 1616 , 1619 .

VI . 1607.

Part V. appears to be in two divisions , with separate

title-pages . Apparently the following are first editions :

Part V. 1605 . Part IX . 1613 .

VI . 1607 . X. 1614 .

VII . 1608 . " XI . 1616 ( ? ) .

66 VIII . 1611 .

Evidently our Parts I. to IV . are reprints . If Ames

and Herbert are right, we might conjecture annual

Parts I. to IV . , from 1600 to 1604 (with one year

skipped ) , as the first issues .

From the dates noted above it would appear prob

able that as each volume appeared in its turn , the pub

lisbers reissued the previous volumes with a new date

corresponding with that of the last volume then issued .

-

66

a

.
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NOTES AND QUERIES. PUFFS .

More Light on Norman-French Law . – Mr. Key to Blind Citations. — If you ever run across

Harwood , in his preface to the octavo Year-Book of citations that puzzle you , the little volume entitled

32–33 Edward I. , refers to a work not generally known ABBREVIATIONS USED IN Law Books ($ 1.50 ) will set

in America, as being important from the light it throws you right and solve your doubt without further search .

on some of the sources of English law . It is entitled : It is the reader's and briefer's handy guide.

“ Les Olim , ou Registres des Arrets St.

Massachusetts Courts. — Wm . T. Davis's History
Louis , Philippe le Hardi, Philippe le Bel , Louis le

of the Judiciary of Massachusetts ( cloth , $ 2.50 ) is the

Hutin , et Philippe le Long ,” 4 vols . , quarto, Paris ,
kind of book not often published ; usually neglected

1839-1848 .

while in print and obtainable , and then eagerly sought

Is there a copy of this work in any of our law libra for at extravagant prices when the edition is exhausted

ries ? We have a copy on our shelves, but have not and the book out of print and scarce .

seen another in America .

Changes in Periodicals. — The North Carolina
Common Law Pleading and Procedure . - The

Law JOURNAL ( new ) , Nos . I to 7 , had a page in which
best introductory book on this topic is the recent work

by Judge Martin of the Missouri State University Law
the printed matter measured about 41x74 inches. With

School (sheep , $3.50 ) . Being written mainly for the
No. 8 , October , 1900, the page was diminished to 38 X ]

inches . The volume when bound will, therefore , be
use of students who are to practise in code States , it

had to be simple, clear , and concise . It is all this , ani
irregular in size .

fills admirably the requirement of giving our young
Nov. lö , 1900 , there was issued in Dublin No. 1 ,

Vol . I. , of Tue NEW Irish JURIST AND Local Gov
lawyers a good knowledge of the essence of the old

ERNMENT Review , to be issued weekly with two sys
system , to qualify them thoroughly for understanding

our reformed procedure .
tems of paging , one for editorial matter and one for

reports , in each number. Our Bargains . – If you are buying books , study our

In January , 1901, The Cape Law Journal, which lists the first thing, and write us promptly for what you

had been published under that title for seventeen years
want . One great trouble with our “ Bargain Lists ” is

at Grahamstown , Cape of Good Hope, assumed the that the lawyers who get the first copies of each number

name of The South AFRICAN LAW JOURNAL. of Legal BibliOGRAPHY are apt to corral the best bar

gains, which we cannot usually duplicate.

CORRESPONDENCE . Good Stayers. -- Most law books are like most

novels , ephemeral. They sell ( if at all ) for a while ,

Practical Appreciation. – A firm of lawyers writes
and then the sale stops . A few are perennial . They

us from Pleasanton , Alameda Co. , Cal. : “ We receive

sell at the outset and their sale continues, even when
your valuable LEGAL BIBLIOGRAPHY, and as an appre

one would think the market must be filled and saturated .

ciation we send you herewith $4 for subscription to
Such a book is BOUVIER'S LAW DictioNARY . The de

THE GREEN Bag , to commence with the next number."

This is the kind of letter which encourages us in
mand for RawLE'S REVISION is just as great as ever,

compiling, printing, and mailing the quarterly numbers
a regular steady sale all over the country. Part of this

of LEGAL BIBLIOGRAPHY.
sale comes undoubtedly from young lawyers just ad

mitted , -- but there are also an amazing number of older

From an Old Subscriber. - Here is appreciation ,
lawyers who do not wake up to the merit of a new book

founded on experience, from a leading lawyer of St.
or a new edition until every one else has bought it .

Louis , Mo.: “ THE GREEN Bag continues to be in

teresting , and affords me both pleasure and instruction . Want to Swap Books ? – We do a good deal of

I hope your subscription list is increasing, and that trading new books for old . For instance , we take old

lawyers throughout the country are becoming better
editions of BOUVIER'S LAW DICTIONARY in part trade

acquainted with this entertaining and interesting period
for the new edition . We will make a proposition to

ical. "
trade for almost any old books offered to us . We have

got an overstock of a few books ( such as Pulling's

Value of the English Reprint. — From San An

tonio , Texas, comes this letter : “ I am very anxious to
“ Order of the Coif , ” an interesting historical work ,

secure your VERBATIM REPRINT OF Englisu REPORTS .
treating of early English legal customs) which we will

trade for almost anything we can sell . Have you the
Your publication will do more to revive true legal

trading instinct ? If so , suggest your swap .

learning than anytbing that has been given to the

profession in a century . The present trouble in the Quick Work. - The English Reports REPRINT

United States to -day is that we have too many worth- was announced last summer , but not actually started

less reports, written by judges who bave no opportunity until January . The volumes were to appear monthly ,

to correct the original sources of legal knowledge and - and so far they are prompt per programme. Vol . 4

learning. But a small percentage of the present gen will be out this month . Thirty days for setting up,

eration of lawyers have ever had an opportunity to look correcting, printing, and binding a volume of fifteen

into an English report. I bid you God-speed and wish hundred double - column pages of fine clear type is a

you abundant success. " i good record of work -- fifty pages a day , right along.

:
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[The following extract is taken from a singular book

entitled “ The Biographical History of Sir William

Blackstone, ” published at London in 1782. ]

THE LAWYER'S FAREWELL TO HIS MUSE.

(Written in the year 1744, by Sir William Blackstone , Knigbt. )

This celebrated poem , being replete with good sense

and elegance of language, as well as harmony of versi

fication, and printed , we believe , only in a miscellane

ous collection, consisting of several volumes — for these

reasons , we shall gratify our poetical readers, at least,

we hope , by the insertion of a genuine and correct copy

of it .

AS, by some tyrant's stern command,

A wretch forsakes his native land ,

In foreign climes condemn’d to roam

An endless exile from his home ;

Pensive he treads the destin'd way ,

And dreads to go , nor dares to stay ;

' Till on someneighb'ring mountain's brow

He stops , and turns his eyes below ;

There , melting at the well -known view ,

Drops a last tear, and bids adieu :

So I, thus doom'd from thee to part ,

Gay Queen of Fancy and of Art,
Reluctant move, with doubtful mind,

Oft stop , and often look behind .

Companion of my tender age ,

Serenely gay, and sweetly sage ,
How blithesome were we wont to rove

By verdant hill , or shady grove ,

Where fervent bees , with humming voice,

Around the honey'd oak rejoice,

And aged elms, with aweſul bend,

In long cathedral walks extend !

Lull'd by the lapse of gliding floods,

Cheer'd by the warbling of the woods ,

How blest my days, my thoughts how free ,

In sweet society with thee !

Then all was joyous, all was young,

And years unheeded rollid along ;

But now the pleasing dream is o'er,

These scenes must charm me now no more ,

Lost to the field , and torn from you -

Farewell ! a long, a last adieu !

Me wrangling Courts , and stubborn Law ,

To smoke , and crowds, and cities draw ;

There selfish Faction rules the day ,

And Pride and Av'rice throng the way ;

Diseases taint the murky air ,

And midnight conflagrations glare ;

Loose Revelry and Riot bold

In frighted streets their orgies hold ;

Or, when in silence all is drown'd ,

Fell Murder walks her lonely round :

No room for Peace , no room for you

Adieu , celestial Nymph, adieu !

Shakespeare , no more thy silvan son ,

Nor all the art of Addison ;

Pope's heav'n -strung lyre, nor Waller's ease ,

Nor Milton's mighty self must please .

Instead of these , a formal band

In furs and coifs around me stand

With sounds uncouth , and accents dry ,

That grate the soul of Harmony.

Each Pedant Sage unlocks his store

Of mystic, dark , discordant lore ,

And points with tott'ring hand the ways,

Thatlead me to the thorny maze.

There , in a winding, close retreat,

Is JUSTICE doom'd to fix her seat;

There, fenc'd by bulwarks of the LAW ,

Shekeeps the wond'ring world in awe ;

And there from vulgar fight retir'd ,

Like Eastern Queens, is more admir'd .

O let me pierce the secret shade
Where dwells the venerable Maid !

There humbly make, with rev'rent awe,

The Guardian of BRITANNIA'S Law,

Unfold with joy her sacred page

(Th’united boast ofmany an age,

Where mix'd , yet uniform , appears

The wisdom of a thousand years),

In that pure spring the bottom view ,

Clear, deep , and regularly true ,

And other doctrines thence imbibe

That lurk within the sordid scribe ;

Observe how parts with parts unite

In one harmonious rule of right;

See countless wheels distinctly tend ,

By various laws , to one great end ;

While mighty ALFRED'S piercing soul

Pervades and regulates the whole.

Then welcome business , welcome strife,

Welcome the cares, the thorns of life ;

The visage wan , the pore-blind fight ,

The toil by day, the lamp at night,

The tedious forms, the solemn prate ,

The pert dispute, the dull debate,

The DROWSY BENCH , the babbling Hall,

For thee , fair JUSTICE, welcome all !

Thus, though my noon of life be past ,

Yet let my setting sun at last

Find out the still, the rural cell

Where sage Retirement loves to dwell !

There let me taste the home- felt bliss

Of Innocence and in ward Peace ;

Untainted by the guilty bribe ;

Uncurs'd amid the harpy -tribe ;

No orphan's cry to wound my ear ;

My honor and my conscience clear ;

Thus may I calmly meet my end ,

Thus to the grave in peace descend .

A FINE PORTRAIT FOR FRAMING.

We have issued some effective pictures in former

years , as premiums for subscriptions to The GREEN

Bag ; but the most effective of all , we venture to say ,

is the etching of Chief Justice Jay , just published.

This striking portrait , 75 X 9 inches, mounted on card

board 17 X 22 inches , we will sell for $3 .

Or , we will present it free of charge to every old

subscriber - or to any new subscriber who sends us

four dollars for this year's subscription .

HIGH PRICES PAID FOR BOOKS.

Just at present we want very much , to fill orders,

these volumes, and would be glad to pay unusually

good prices for them :

Alabama Reports , Vols . 5 , 6 , 8 .

Idaho Reports , Vol . 1 .

Iowa Reports, Vols . 107 , 108 .

Maryland Reports , Vols. 58 , 59, 60 , 61 , 63.

New Hampshire Reports , Vol. 47 .

Tennessee Reports, Lea , Vols . 3 , 4 .

West Virginia Reports, Vol. 28 .1
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AMERICAN REPORTS, DIGESTS, STAT

UTES, AND LOCAL WORKS.

Published since Jan. 1, 1901.

GENERAL SERIES .

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH ENCYCLOPEDIA OF LAW, 2d

edition (1896–1901). Vol . 17 .

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH RAILROAD CASES, new series

( 1896–1901 ). Vol. 19.

AMERICAN STATE REPORTS ( 1888–1901 ). Vol. 77 .

ATLANTIC REPORTER (1885–1901). Vol. 47. ( Vol. 48, cur

rent, in parts .)

BANKING CASES ( 1898–1901 ). Vol . 2. ( Vol . 3 , current, in

parts.)

CENTURY Digest. Vol. 23. [Exemptions to Frauds.]

ENCYCLOPÆDIA OF FORMS ( 1897–1901). Vol . 13. (Negli

gence to Poiygamy.]

ENCYCLOPÆDIA OF PLEADING AND PRACTICE . Vol. 20 .

(Sham Pleading to Supersedeas.]
MUNICIPAL CORPORATION Cases . Vol. 4. (Vol. 5, current,

in parts . )

NORTHEASTERN REPORTER ( 1885–1901). Vol. 58 . (Vol.

59, current, in parts. )

NORTHWESTERN REPORTER (1889–1901 ). Vol . 84 . ( Vol .

85, current, in parts . )

Pacific REPORTER (1883–1901 ) . Vol . 63. ( Vol . 64 , cur

rent, in parts.)

SOUTHEASTERN REPORTER (1887–1901). Vol. 37. ( Vol . 38 ,

current, in parts.)

SOUTHERN REPORTER ( 1887–1901). Vol. 28 . (Vol. 29,

current, in parts .)

SOUTHWESTERN REPORTER (1886–1901). Vol. 60. ( Vol . 61 ,

current, in parts.)

American Reports, etc., continued .

LOUISIANA .

Statutes, Garland's Code of Practice.

MAINE .

Reports. Vol . 94 .

Sessions Laws. 1901.

MARYLAND .

Reports. Vol. 51 (reprint ). Annotated by W. H. Per

kins , Jr.

MASSACHUSETTS .

Reports. Vol. 176. ( Vol . 177 , current, in parts .)

MICHIGAN.

Reports. Vol. 122 .

MINNESOTA .

Reports. Vol . 79.

Local. Jaggard on Taxation. $ 7.50.

MISSOURI.

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 156 .

Appeals. Vol. 84 .

Statutes, Burn's Practice Code . 2d edition . 2 vols .

1901.

NEBRASKA .

Reports. Vol. 59.

NEW JERSEY.

Local. Luce ( E. J. ) . Table of Statutes. $ 1.50.

NEW MEXICO .

Reports. Vol . 9 .

NEW YORK.

Reports. Court of Appeals . Vol. 164 .

Court of Appeals . Annotated Reprint. Book 30 .

(Vols. 146–150 .)

Supreme Court. Hun's Appellate. Vol . 55.

Miscellaneous. Vol. 32 .

New York Annotated Cases. Vol. 7 .

New York Supplement. Vol. 68. (Vol. 69, current,

in parts .)

Local. Hammond (J. H.). Taxation of Business Cor

porations. Cloth , $2.75 .

Gibbons (W. S. ) . Digest of Reports and Session .

Laws for 1900. $4.50.

Smith (J. M.) . Digest of Statutes and Reports for

1900. $ 5.00.

NORTH CAROLINA .

Reports. Vol . 127.

Digest, Walser's Criminal.

Онio.

Reports. Circuit Court. Vol . 20 .

Nisi Prius. Vol . 7 .

Statutes, Bates ' Revised. 2 vols. 1901.

Session Laws. 1900. ( Vol . 94. )

Local. Giague ( F. ) . Settlement of Estates of Dece

dents . 5th ed . $ 6.00 .

PENNSYLVANIA .

Reports. District Court. Vol . 9 .

Dauphin Co. Reports. Vol. 2.

Montgomery Co. Reports. Vol . 16 .

Local. Williams (R. J. ) . Landlord and Tenant. Cloth ,

$ 3.00 .

Dill (W. F.) . Law of Constables . Cloth , $ 1.50 .

South Dakota .

Reports. Vol . 13 .

Local. DeLand (C. E. ) . Annotated Incorporation Laws.

$ 1.00 .

TennesSEE .

Reports. Vol . 105 .

UNITED STATES.

SUPREME COURT REPORTS . U.S. Vol. 179. ( Vol. 180,

current, in parts .)

CIRCUIT COURTS OF APPEALS REPORTS (C. C. A. ) . Vol.

43. ( Vol . 44, current , in parts . )

FEDERAL REPORTER ( 1880–1901) . Vol. 105 . ( Vol . 106 ,

current, in parts .)

DIGESTS.

Notes on United States Reports. Vol. 11. $ 6.50.

STATUTES.

Supplement to Revised Statutes. Vol. 2, part 8.

Pamphlet.

STATE AND TERRITORIAL REPORTS , ETC.

CALIFORNIA .

Reports. Vol. 130.

COLORADO .

Reports. Court of Appeals. Vol . 14 .

Digest, Morrison's. I vol.

FLORIDA .

Reports. Vol. 41 .

GEORGIA.

Reports. Vol. 111 .

Sessions Laws. 1900 .

ILLINOIS .

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 187.

Appellate Court. Vol . 92 .

INDIANA.

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 155 .

Appellate Court. Vol . 24 .

Iowa .

Local. Doty ( E. ) . Moot Courts . $ 1.00 .
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American Reports, etc. , continued .

VERMONT.

Session Laws. 1900 .

VIRGINIA .

Digest, Hurst Criminal . ( Includes W. Va.)

Session Laws. Extra Session , 1901 .

WASHINGTON .

Reports. Vol. 22 .

WEST VIRGINIA .

Digest, Hurst. 1 vol.

Hurst, Criminal , 1 vol . ( Includes Va. )

Statutes. Dillon (C. W.) and Nuckolls ( E : L. ) . Aano

tated Pocket Code.

Local. Chilton (W. E.) . W. Va. Corporations, $ 4.00.

WISCONSIN .

Reports. Vol. 106 .

Local. Hammon (L. L.). Chattel Mortgages. Cloth ,

$ 3.00 .

WYOMING.

Reports. Vol. 7 .

BRITISH EMPIRE.

REPORTS , DIGESTS, STATUTES.

Published since Jan. 1, 1901.

ENGLAND .

Reports. Law Reports, Indian Appeals. Vol . 27 .

Bankruptcy Reports. (Manson.) Vol. 7 .

RevisedReports. Vol.47 .

English Reports, Reprint. Vol. 3. (House of Lords.

Brown. Vol . 7 - Dow. Vol 6. )

Digests. Mews Annual Digest. 1900 .

Statutes, Law Reports, supplementary to Vol. XXXVIII.

EASTERN COLONIES.

Australasia. Queensland . SupremeCt. Rep'ts. Vol. 3

Cape of Good tope. South African Law Journal. Vol .

1, current, in parts.

India . Calcutta Weekly Notes. Vol. 4. (Vol. 5 , cur

rent, in parts . )

Straits Seitlements Law Reports. Vol . 5 .

DOMINION OF CANADA.

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 30. ( Vol . 31 , current,

in parts .)

Exchequer. Vol. 6. ( Vol. 7 , current, in parts .)
Canadian Law Times. Vol. 20. ( Vol . 21, current.)

Text- Books. Armour (E. D.) . Real Property. $6.50 .

Crankshaw (J. ) . Criminal Code of Canada, and
the Evidence Act. 2d Ed. 1901 .

White (W.J. ) . Company Law. $ 8.00 .

NOVA SCOTIA .

Statutes, Revised . 2 vols, 1900 .

ONTARIO .

Reports. Appeals. Vol.27. (Vol. 28, current, in parts . )

Supreme Court. Vol. 32. ( Vol. 33 , current. )

Practice . Vol. 19. ( Vol . 20 , current, in parts . )

QUEBEC.

Reports. Official. Queen's Bench . Vol. 17 .

Supreme Court. Vol. 9.

2.6

AMERICAN ELEMENTARY BOOKS.

Published since Jan. 1, 1901.

Size octavo or duodecimo, and binding lar sheep , unless

otherwise stated .

BAIRD (W.R.) . Principles of American Law. Cloth $ 3.00

BIGELOW (M. M. ) . Law of Torts. 7th ed. Cloth ,

3.00 ; sheep , 3.50

BOONE (C. T. ) . Real Property . 2d ed . 3 vols. 9.00

CUBA AND Porto Rico, Translation of Law of Civil

Procedure . 3.00

EDWARDS (D. A. ) . Quiz Book on Constitutional Law .50

EDWARDS (D. A. ) . Quiz Book on Wills . .50

HEPBURN (C. M.) . Select Cases and Statutes on

Code Pleading. Cloth . 5.00

INGERSOLL ( H. H.) and TURNER (C. W.) . Syllabi

in Pleading and Practice, Evidence, Insurance and

Domestic Relations. Cloth . 5.00

KEYSOR (W. W.) . Medico- LegalManual. Cloth . 2.00

KRAFFT -EBING . (R. v . ) . Psychopathia Sexualis.

Half morocco
5.00

LILE (W.M.) . Notes to Minor's Institutes . 4th ed. 4.00

LOEB ( I. ) . The Legal Property Relations of Married

Parties . (Study in comparative legislation .) ... 1.50

LUBY ( W. A. ) . Law of Bankruptcy. Cloth ,

3.00 ; sheep, 3.50

McCANDLESS (L. W. ) . Tabular Analysis of Law of

Real Property. Cloth . 1.50

MECHEM (F. R. ) . Outlines of the Law of Agency.

1.50

MINOR (R.C.). Conflict of Laws. Cloth, 3.00 ; sheep , 3.50

PARSONS (T. ) . Law of Business . 4.50

Pattee (W. S. ) . Authorities , Deductions, and Notes
on Equity 1.75

RANDOLPH (C.F. ) . Law of Annexation. Cloth . 3.00

RAY (C. A. ) . Quiz Book on Criminal Procedure
.50

RAY (C. A.) . Quiz Book on Equity Pleading . .50

RAY (C. A.). Quiz Book on Evidence
.50

SANDERS (L. M ) . Patent Digest Annual for 1900 . 3.50

SCHOULER (JAMES) . Executors and Administrators.
3d ed . 5.50

SCHOULER (JAMES) . Wills and Executors. 2 vols.
Cloth 8 00

SCHUMAKER ( ) . Partnership. Cloth, 3.00 ; sheep, 3.50

SHIPP ( E. R. ) and Daisy ( J. B. ) . Cases on Equity

Pleading and Practice. Cloth' . 3.00

Sims (H. U.) . Covenants which Run with Land . 3.50

Wait ( J. C. ) . Law of Contracts. ( Engineering and

Architecture .) Cloth 3.00

WHITE ( T. R. ) . Business Law . Cloth . 1.50

WILLARD (A. J.) . Quiz Book on Agency . .50

surance

.

Cloth .

ENGLISH ELEMENTARY WORKS, ETC.

Published since Jan. 1 , 1901.

Any book on this list can be delivered to lawyers in the

United States at the rate of thirty cents, or to libraries on cer

tificate at twenty- five cents to the shilling.

Size 8vo or 12mo, and binding cloth .

£ . b . d .

BAKER ( ) . Burials. 6th ed . With supplement 1. 5.0

BLACKWELL (G.). Law of Meetings. 2d ed . 2.6

BRADLEY ( ). Hand - book to the Companies'

Act, 1900

CHALMERS ( ) and OWEN () ) . Marine in

10.0

DUCKWORTH ). Charter Parties and Bills of

Lading 2.6

Foa (E.). Landlord and Tenant. 3d ed . 1. 6.0

GIBSON ( ) and WELDON ( ) . Aids to Final

Examinations . 11th ed . 4.0

GIBSON ( ) and WELDON ( ) . Intermediate

Examination Digest 12.0

GIBSON ( ) and WELDON ( ) . Students'

Guide to Bankruptcy . 4th ed. 13.0

HARDCASTLE ( * ). Statutory Law . 3d ed. : 1. 8.0

KELKE ( ) . Personal Property Law . 6.0

Mayne ( John D. ) . Hindu Law and Usage. 6th
ed . 1. 7.0

OKE ( ) . Magisterial Formulist. 8th ed . 1.17.0

PAGET ( ). Legal Decisions Affecting Bankers 6.0

PALMER (F. B.). Companies Act, 1900. 2d ed.. 7.6

REDMAN ( J. H. ) . Landloril and Tenant. 5th ed .. 1. 5.0

SEABORNE (H.). Vendors and Purchasers . 5th ed . 10.6

SMITil ( ) . Bills , Cheques, and I.O.U.'s . 1.6

Smith ( T. E.). Law of Companies. 7th ed. 8.0

Smith ( ) . Joint Stock Companies 2.0

SOHM ( ) . Institutes of Roman Law . 2d ed. 18.0

STONE ( S.). Justices ' Manual. 33d ed . 1. 5.0

WHITELEY ( ) . Licensing Laws. 3d ed . 10.0

WILLIAMSON (J. B. ) . Licensing Sessions and

Appeals
10.6
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ENGLISH REPORTS ALTERNATIVES .

-

SO

а

The excellent law decided in the principal Courts of England

often cited in our own Courts - is now available to American

lawyers in either of the following forms:

Full Reprint. — A limited subscription verbatim reprint of all the English

reports has just been begun— to include 1,000 original volumes, A.D. 1307

to 1865 (without condensation , and with notes) , in 150 books , — to issue-

one book per month . Price $6.00 per book, to subscribers for the whole

set, or $7.50 per book for any separate court. The first series will reprint

the House of Lords Reports (1694 — 1865 ) , 58 volumes in 11 books .

Complete Digest. — For those lawyers who cannot wait for the reprint, but

want now on their shelves a key to all the English Reports, we can offer

Mews' New Digest of English Case Law ( 16 vols . , $96.00) , which for

the first time digests all the Law and Equity reports in one series . It is the

kind of digest that gives very full statement of cases and abstracts of

decisions — thus taking the place ( so far as a digest can) of the original

reports .

Leading Cases. — Or— for lawyers who like to found their researches and

arguments on bed-rock principles — we offer English Ruling Cases

with American Notes (25 vols. , $5.50 per vol . ) — the only series in which

the very best cases, reprinted in full, are grouped under topics of the law

in Encyclopædic form , and so fully annotated with English and American

notes as to show how to trace out any line of argument. The editor gives

not only the older or “ leading " cases under each topic , but also the later

" ruling " cases which now best state existing law .

Common Law Encyclopædia. - Another excellent book for a library,

for a law school, — or for a lawyer in good practice, is the New Abridg

ment and Encyclopedia of English Law ( 12 vols . , $72.00) , in which

each topic of the law is treated in a concise monograph by some well

known specialist on the subject, whose name is given, thus lending the

weight of authority to every article . This set has no American notes, but

is very useful here as a reminder of Common Law principles.

Further particulars as to either set on application to

THE BOSTON BOOK CO.,

CHARLES C. SOULE, President . 1512 BEACON ST. , BOSTON , MASS.

-

-

.
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PLAN OF ENGLISH RULING CASES.

2

This set, which is thought by many good judges to be THE BEST SERIES OF REPORTS FOR A LAWYER TO OWN AND

USE , is founded on the idea that LEADING CASES, GROUPED UNDER TOPICS , form the most solid foundation for an argument

or a brief.

This idea is notnew ; in Smite's LEADING Cases, WHITE AND TUDOR's CASES IN EQUITY, and other similar collec

tions, it has been familiar to generations of lawyers.

In English RULING CASES, liowever, it has been perfected and expanded . The improvement has come, first, in giving

more cases , thus increasing the size of the series as far as ECONOMY OF SPACE AND COST will allow, and second, in giving

not only the oldest (or LEADING ) casc on each topic , but also the RULING case -the latest decision in which a principle of law

has been defined or restated, modified or developed, thus constituting a new precedent .

The topics of the series are arranged ALPHABETICALLY, AS IN AN ENCYCLOPEDIA OF LAW. Under cach topic comes

a “ Rule " of law, derived by the editor from the doctrine of the subjoined cases. Thus, in Vol . 23 , under the head of “ Sale

of Goods ; Contract. — Statute of Frauds,” is given the

Rule . - Where a contract is intended to result in the transfer , for a price , of the property in goods

from one of the parties to the other, it is a contract for the sale of goods.

After the Rule comes the leading case, or several cases , “ leading,” modifying, or “ ruling , " PRINTED IN FULL, and thus

ready to be taken into court and read as authority,

After the group of cases illustrating the topic and the Rule comes AN ENGLISI Note, usually abstracting at some

length a number of cases of secondary importance.

Then, to finish the topic, there is given an AMERICAN Note , of greater or less length , as our decisions happen to
accord with or differ from those of the English courts. These notes do not undertake to give original or thorough discu ions

of the topic. Their purpose is mainly to point out to the reader a number of American cases, in different jurisdictions, in

which the topic is treated , and througli which it can be traced in line of our own decisions.

A better understanding of the plan of the series may , perhaps , be imparted, by giving this extract from the Table of

Contents of Vol. 23 , covering the “ SALE OF GOODS ” :

Section 1.- CONTRACT. STATUTE OF FRAUDS. 1816. No. 18. Litt o . Cowley . ( Stoppage in transitu . — Notice to

currier. )
1861. No. 1 . Lee o. Griffin. ( Contract . - Sale of goods . - Work

and labor. - Statute of Frauds.)
[English note, 2 pages ; American note, 1page. ]

( End of transitus . – Posses .

(English note , 4 page ; American note , 14 pages. ) 1789. No. 19. Ellis v . Hunt. sion by agent of consignee.

1864. No. 2. Eichholz v. Bannister. ( Sale of goods. - Implied 1850. No. 20. Bird r . Brown. Demand by agent of con .

warranty of title . )
signee .)

[English note, i page ; American note, 1 page . ] [ English note , 3 pages ; American note, 3} pages. ]
1839. No. 3 . Humblev. Mitchell. (Statute of Frauds. — Goods ,

1861. No. 21. London and Northwestern Ry Co.o.Bartlett. ( End
wares, and merchandises . - Sale of shares . -

of transitus. – New destination by consignee .)
Parol contract.- Valid in England .)

( Short English and American notes . )
[ English note , i page ; American noie, 2 pages . )

1844. No. 4. Bushel v. Wheeler.
( Sale of goods. - Stutute

1853. No. 5. of frauds.- Acceptance SECTION V.- WARRANTY (ESSENTIAL AND COLLATERAL) .

and receipt.)

[ English note , 44 pages ; American note, 14 pages. ) 1813. No. 22. Tye o . Fyomore .
( Sale of goods. - Sale by

1829. No. 6. Smith o . Surman. (Sale of goods . - Statute of 1867. No. 23. Azémar v . Casella . Description . - Essential

frauds. Memorandum.)
Condition .)

( Short English note ; American note, 1 page . ] (English note, 24 pages ; American note , 5 pages.]

1888. No. 24. Jones o. Just. " ( Contruct for sale of goods. – Im

SECTION II . - MARKET OVERT. plied warranty . - Merchantable condition.

Measure of damages .)

Sale in( Stolen goods.
Scattergood o . Syl . ]1850 , No. 7 .

( English note, 3 pages . ),

market orert.- Condic . 1877. No. 25. Randall 0. Newson. ( Sale of chattel for specific

tion of thief :-Revesting1788 , No. 8.
purpose . - Warranty of fitness. - Jeasureof

Horwood v . Smith . of property .) damages .)

( English note , 2 pages ; short American note . ) [ English note , 2 pages; American pote , 1 page .]

1851. No. 26. Dickson v . Zizinia . ( Sale of goods. - Express war.

SECTION III . TRANSFER OF PROPERTY. ranty:- Exclusion of implication . )

( English note , į page. ]
1813. No.9 . White 0. Wilks ( Sale of goods. - Unascertained .

- Parsing of property. )

( Short English note ; American note , 14 pages.] SECTION VI . -- ACTION FOR BREACH . MEASURE OF DAMAGES.

1827. No , 10. Tarling o . Baxter. ( Sale of goods. - Specifi. ,
cally ascertaineil.- Puss. 1797. No, 27. Morton o . Lamb.

1885. No. 11. Smith v . Moore .

( Sale of goods. - De.

ing ofproperty . ) 1882. No. 28. Mersey o . Steel & Iron
lirery . - Payment of

(English note , 2 pages ; American note , 1 page. ]
- Concurrentprice.

Co. t . Naylor .
Sale of goods.- Seller

conditions .)

1809. No. 12. Rugg v . Minett .
to put the goods in de

[ English note, 14 pages ; American pote , 4 page .]

liverable state.- Pass. ( Contract for sale of goods.I
1873. No. 13. Anderson v . Morice . 1872. No. 29 . Brown o . Muller .

ing of property .- Pre
- Successire deliveries .

sumed intention .) 1873. No. 30. Roper 7. Johnson . Breach . - Jeasure of

( English note , 34 pages;American note , 1 page.
damages .)

1851. No. 14. Turner v . Trustee of the 1 ( Sale of goods.- Bill
[English note , 1 page ; American note, 1 page . ]

Liverpool Docks ( see of lading.– Con I ( Contract to sup.

4 R. C. 725 ) . ditional appropri.
1874 , No. 31. Die Elbinger Actien , etc. , 0 . ply manufact.

1849. No. 15. Shepherd v . Harrison .
ured article . -ation .)

Armstrong .

[ English note , 25 pages ; American note , 2 pages) .
1878. No. 32. Hydraulic Engineering Co. Breach . Meas.

0. McHaflie, Gowlett & Co.

joj dum .)
SECTION IV.- SELLER's Rights BY WAY OF SECURITY . ( LIEN ; ages . )

STOPPAGE IN TRANSITU ) . [English note, 1 page . )
1875. No. 33 . Smith r .Green. ( Sale of Cor . - Infectious disease.

1833. No. 18. Dixon r . Yates. I ( Sale of goods. l'endor's Breach of Warranty. - Measure of dam

1882. No. 17. Kemp o . Falk . lien . - Stoppage in transitu .) ages . )

[ English note , 3 pages ; American note , 2 pages ) [ English note , 1 ) payes ; American note , 1 page .]

vester .

vesting

} -

ure

ENGLISH RULING CASES WITH AMERICAN NOTES is a series of 25 volumes, of which 23 are now pub

lished . Vols. 24 and 25 , with an Index Volume completing the set , will be issued during the year 1901.

Price per Volume, $5.50.
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Concise Manuals for Law Students.

a

For Introductory Reading or Review.

EWELL'S ESSENTIALS OF THE LAW. 3 volumes.

SEPARATELY : Vol. I. sheep, $ 3.00 ; cloth , $2.50. Vol . II . or Vol . III . sheep, $2.50 ; cloth , $ 2.00.

The Set, 3 vols . , 12mo , sheep , $7.50 ; cloth, $ 6.00 . ( All these prices net . )

Vol. I. The Pocket Blackstone contains all that is essential in Blackstone's COMMENTARIES . That

portionwhich is obsolete isentirely omitted . Another portion , which is merely historical or illustrative , is

printed in small type, while all which can be relied on now is printed in full .

Vols. II. and III. follow out the same idea somewhat more succinctly , and give with graphic distinctions of
type the PRINCIPLES embodied in standard authorities .

Vol. II . Pleading, Contracts, Equity. This volume contains the substance of STEPHEN ON Pleadings ,
SMITH ON CONTRACTS, and ADAMS ON EQUITY .

Vol. III. Evidence, Torts, Real Property. This final volume embodies the gist of Best on Evidence,

POLLOCK ON Torts , and WILLIAMS ON REAL PROPERTY .

The editor has compressed into three handy volumes the substance of seven large text-books ; and by liberal

use of full - face type, he has emphasized the catch -words and leading principles, so as to help in review .

To the student struggling with rudiments in some remote country office, and to the law -school

student “ cramming ” for reviews or examinations, it has been alike an efficient aid .

MARTIN ON CIVIL PROCEDURE AT COMMON LAW.

An Elementary Work on Actions, Defences, Pleading, Trial. The Underlying Principles of Plead .

ing and Procedure, in Code States and Common Law States alike.

CIVIL PROCEDURE AT COMMON LAW. By ALEXANDER Martix. Price $3.50 net .

The author has had experience to qualify him especially for writing this book . Educated at Harvard

Law School, he commenced practice in 1858 at St. Louis. Although Missouri had adopted a Code , the United

States Courts at that time still followed the Common Law Procedure, so that he had occasion to use both systems

in actual practice. He remained at the bar in St. Louis from 1858 until 1889, except 1883-1885, when he was a

judge of the Supreme Court Commission. In 1889 he took charge of the Department of Law of Missouri State

University , where he has since taught procedure in a Code State to students from Code States.

METCALF ON CONTRACTS : New Re- IRVING BROWNE'S MANUALS.

vised Edition . Browne on Sales: Elements of the Law of

Principles of the Law of Contracts as applied
Sales of Personal Property. Cloth , $ 2.00

by Courts of Law . By Theron METCALF.
net ; sheep, $2.50 net.

Second edition , by FRANKLIN Fiske HEARD . Browne on Criminal Law: The Elements of
Law sheep , $3.50 net . Criminal Law, Principles, Pleading, and

INDERMAUR'S COMMON LAW CASES.
Procedure. Leatherette, $ 2.00 net ; law sheep,

$2.50 net .

An Epitome of Leading Common Law Cases,

with some short notes thereon . Fifth edition . Browne on Domestic Relations : Elements of

By Joun INDERMAUR . American edition by C. A.
the Law of Domestic Relations and of

BUCKMAN and BOARDMAN Hall. Cloth , $ 1.50 net. Employer and Employed. Second edition.
Cloth , $2.00 net ; sheep, $2.50 net.

HUTCHINS'S WILLIAMS ON REAL A lifetime spent in practising and in editing reports and

PROPERTY. law journals made Mr. Browne a sound lawyer ; courses

New English Edition with American Notes of lecturing taught him how to catch the attention and

By Prof. H. B. Hutchins, of the Michigan Uni
impress the memory of the student ; and constant practice

versity School of Law . Sheep, $4.00 net.
with the pen developed an easy and delightful style ,

This is the standard student's book on Real Property .
which clothes the dry rules of the law with the charm

of literature .

The American editor is an experienced law lecturer.

The American Notes are pointed and practical . SNOW'S CASES ON INTERNATIONAL

LAW. By FREEMAN Snow . Cloth , $3.50 .
CHAMBERLAYNE'S BEST ON EVI

DENCE. International Edition .
Prepared for use at Harvard University.

Principles of the Law of Evidence. By W. HEARD'S EQUITY PLEADING .

M. Best . With Notes to American Cases by C. A Concise Treatise on the Principles of Equity
F. CHAMBERLAYNE . $5.00 net .

Pleading, With Precedents. By F. F. HEARD .
This single volume comprises a full exposition of the Sheep, $2.50 net ; leatherette, $2.00 net .

principles of the Law of Evidence , illustrated by the An elementary treatise, for the information of stu

best American and English cases . dents and inexperienced pleaders.

See also other pages for Notices of Rawles ' Revision of Bouvier's Law Dictionary

and Schouler on Wills ,
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I

FULL SETS OF REPORTS OR

SETS TO THE REPORTER SYSTEM

AT VERY LOW PRICES .

IN ANTICIPATION OF STOCK - TAKING WE OFFER THE

FOLLOWING BARGAINS :

PORTS.

Condition . — Always good , often as good as new ; (a) signifies almost as new ; (6) fine second-hand ;

(c) good second -hand .

Prices : Net cash . Delivery at expense of purchaser .

United States. -U. S. SUPREME COURT RE Indiana Appeals Reports. Vols . 1 to 22. (a) $31 00
PORTS . 1 to 159 ; 159 single vols . (b) $193 00

Iowa Reports. Morris , Greene, and Iowa

U. S. S. C. , Lawyer's Edition . 174 Reports to Vol . 88 ; 93 vols. (c) 150 00

vols . in 43 , with 4 vols . of Digests . (a) 178 00
Kansas Reports. Vols. 1 to 22. (6) 33 00

U. S. S. C. , Curtis's Decisions to 17
Kansas Reports . Vols . 1 to 36 .

Howard . Single vols . to Vol . 158 ;

( 6) 60 00

158 vols. in 100 . (6) 145 00 Massachusetts Reports. Vols . 1 to 175. (6) 235 00

CIRCUIT COURT OF APPEALS REPORTS
Michigan Reports . Harrington , Walker,

(C. C. A. ) . 37 vols , and Digest . 60 00
Douglass , Mich. Repts . to Vol. 40 ; 44 vols . (c) 50 00

U. S. CIRCUIT AND DISTRICT COURT RE Minnesota Reports. Vols . 1 to 20 . (6) 30 00

Original editions ; nearly com Missouri Reports. Vols . 1 to 88 . (c) 135 00

plete set . 132 vols . (List on applica Nevada Reports. Vols. 1 to 19 ; in 14 vols . (b ) 35 00

tion . ) ( c) 132 00
New Jersey Reports. Law , Vols . I to 47 , and

FEDERAL REPORTER. Vols . 1-78 . With Equity, Vols. 1 to 40 ; 87 vols. ( c ) 135 00

Digest . ( 6) 117 00
New York Court of Appeals Reports. Vols.

U. S. ATTORNEY'S-GENERAL OPINIONS . 1 to 103 in 63 vols. (6) 90 00
Vols . 1 to 20 . (6 ) 40 00

New York Chancery Reports. 32 single
PATENT DECISIONS . U. S. Pat. Off . Ga

vols .

zette, 92 vols . , 1872-1900 , with Indexes ,

( c) 20 00

30 vols . , and Pat. Off . Reports, 1843
Pennsylvania Reports . The 65 earlier

1871 . 59 vols . In all 181 vols.
volumes.

(b) 181 00
(c) 65 00

American and English Corporation Cases.

Pennsylvania Reports . The 65 earlier

48 vols . and Digest.
volumes, and Pa . State Repts. 1 to 78 ;

(6) 50 00
243 vols .

American and English Patent Cases. 20
(c) 340 20

vols . (b ) 40 00
Wisconsin Reports. Pinney , 3 vols . , and

Wis. Repts., Vols . 1 to 104 ; 107 vols . ( a ) 160 50

American Negligence Cases. 10 vols . (6) 30 00

Lawyers' Reports Annotated . 48 vols . and
The Law Reports, England . 1866–1890 , with

2 Digests.

Digest . 198 vols .

(a) 162 50

(b) 396 00

California Reports. Vols . 1 to 63 . ( 0) 94 00
English Common Law Reports. ( Full re

print.) 118 vols . and Digest; 121 vols . ( c) 102 85

California Reports . Vols . 1 to 114 . (6) 180 00 English Common Law Reports. (Early

Colorado Reports. Vol . 1-23 . (6 ) 45 00 volumes condensed . ) 121 vols . (c) 72 60

Connecticut Reports. Vols . 1 to 36 .
54 00

English Chancery Reports. ( Reprint . ) 69

Connecticut Reports. Kirby , Root & Day, vols . ( c) 69 00

with Conn. Repts . to Vol. 70 ; 78 vols . (a) 175 50 English Exchequer Reports. ( Reprint) and

Illinois Reports. Vols . 1 to 164 . (6) 235 00
Digest. 49 vols . (c) 49 00

If you want other Reports, Text Books, Sets of Law

Magazines, Trials, or Statutes write us for prices . We

carry a very large stock in all these lines ,

THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY, 154 Beacon St. , Boston , Mass .
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ODD LOTS AND ODD VOLUMES FOR SALE.

United States Supreme Court:

Curtis's Decisions, 22 vols . ( Dallas , 4 vols .; Cranch , 9 vols .; Wheaton , 12 vols.; Peters,

16 vols.; and Howard , vols . 1 to 17 ; decisions in full; arguments omitted ) , $ 11 .

Cranch , 9 vols . , $ 5 . Wheaton , vols . 1 , 9 , each 50 cents.

Peters, 16 vols . ( less vols . 7 and 9 ) , $5 ; Peters , 16 vols . , $8 .

Howard, vols . I to 18 , 21 to 23 , 21 vols ., $ 12.50 ; vols . I to 13, 17 , 18 , 21 to 23 , 19 vols . ,

$ 10 .

Wallace , vols . 1 , 3 , 5 , 8 to 20 , 22 , 23 , 18 vols. , $10 .

Wallace , vols. 1, 3 , 8 , 11 , 12, 14 to 20, 22 , 23 , 14 vols . , $7.50 ; Wallace , vols . 14 to 20 , 22 ,

23 , 9 vols . , $5 ; Wallace, vols . 17 to 23 ( less vol . 21 ) , 6 vols . , $3.50.

Connecticut, vols . 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6, 9 ; any vol. separately, 50 cents.

Maryland, Harris & McHenry, vols . 1 to 3 ; Gill & Johnson, vols . 6 , 10 , 11 ; Gill , vols . I to

4 , 6 , 7 , 9 ; any vol. separately, 50 cents.

50 cents Massachusetts, vols . 1 to 15, 15 vols., $ 1 ; Pickering, vols . 2 , 4 , 6 ; Metcalf, vols . 8 , 10 , 11 ;

Cushing, vols . 1 to 5 ; any vol . separately, 50 cents .

Per Vol .
Nebraska, vols . 1 , 2 , 9 , 11 , 30 ; any vol . separately , 50 cents .

New York, Wendell , 26 vols . ( less vol . 25) , 25 vols. , $ 10 ; Denio, 5 vols . , $2.50 ; Thompson

& Cook , vols . 2 to 6 , 5 vols . , $3 ; Hun, vols. 1 to 8 , 8 vols, $4 .

Cowen , vols . 1 , 2 , 5 to 9 ; Hill , vols . 1, 2 , 3 , 7 ; Johnson's Cases, vols . 2 , 3 ; Caine's Re

ports, vol. 3 ; Johnson's Reports, vols . 6 , 13 , 20 ; Wendell, vols . 2 to 7 , 13 , 18 , 19 ,

20 ; Denio, vols . 1 , 3 , 4 , 5 ; any vol . separately, 50 cents .

Court of Appeals, vols. 1 to 4 , 8 , 9 , 11 to 13 ; any vol. separately, 50 cents.

North Carolina Law , Conference, 1 vol.; Hawks, vols . 1 , 2 , 4 ; Iredell , vol . 4 ; Busbee,

1 vol. Equity, Iredell , vol. 1 ; Jones, vol . 5 ; any vol. separately,50 cents .
Ohio , Handy, vol . I ; Disney, vol . 1 ; either vol . separately , 50 cents.

Pennsylvania, Binney , 6 vols . , $ 1 ; Binney , vols. 1, 3 to 6 ; either vol . separately, 50 cents.

South Carolina Law , Bay, 2 vols.; Nott & McCord , 2 vols .; McCord , vols . 1 , 2 ; Hill,
vols. 1, 2 ; either vol . separately , 50 cents .

Tennessee, Cooper's Chancery , vol . 2 ; 50 cents.

United States :

Myers' Federal Decisions , full set , 30 vols . , $25 .

United States Court Claims , vols . 3 , 4 , 6 ; either vol . 75 cents .

United States Circuit (any 10 vols. or more, in groups as listed , 75 cents per vol. ), Mason ,

5 vols .; McLean , 5 vols. ; Sumner, vols. 1, 2 ; Story, vols. 1 , 3 ; Clifford , vols . 1 to 3 ;

Blatchford, vols.1 to 6 , 7 to 20 ; Dillon , vols . I to 4 ; Blatchford & Howland, 1 vol .;

Benedict , vols . I to 3 ; Bee, 1 vol .; U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals , vols . 1 to 4.

American Corporation Cases, vols. 1 to 5 ,5 vols., $3.75.

75 cents American Criminal Reports , vols . 1 to 4 , 4 vols . , $3 .

Connecticut, vols . 10 , 12 , 16 , 19 , 20 , 22 , 23 ; any vol . separately , 75 cents .

Per Vol . Illinois, vols. 2 to 9 , 11 , 13 , 17 , 18 ; any vol . separately, 75 cents .

Iowa, vols. 1 to 4 , 8 , 9 , 10 , 38 ; any vol. separately , 75 cents .

New York Law, Johnson's Cases, 3 vols., $2 ; Caines Reports , 3 vols . , $2 ; Barbour , vols . I

to 23 ( less vol . 6 ) , 22 vols . , $ 15 .

Superior, Sanford , vols. 1, 2 ; Duer , vols . 1 to 4 ; Jones & Spencer , vols . 20 , 22 , 23 ; any
vol . separately , 75 cents .

Ohio, vols. 4 to 7, 9, 20 ; any vol . separately , 75 cents .

United States :

United States Supreme Court, vols . 91 to 131 , 41 vols . , $41 .

United States Supreme Court, vols . 102 to 129 , 28 vols., $28.

United States Supreme Court , vols . 102 to 117 , 16 vols . , $ 16 .

United States Circuit Court Reports (any 10 vols . or more in sets as listed, $ 1 per

vol . ) , Sumner, 3 vols . ; Curtis, 2 vols . ; Paine, 2 vols . ; Blatchford , 22 vols . ; Baldwin ,

1 vol. ; Woods, 4 vols .; McLean , 6 vols .; Dillon , 5 vols . ; Newberry , 1 vol.; Federal

Reporter, vols . 28 to 33 , 45 , 47–49.

General Digest, vols . 1 to 9 ( less vol . 7 ) , 8 vols . , $8 .
$ 1.00

Attorney General Opinions, vols . 9 to 19 , 11 vols. , $ 11 .

American State Reports, vols . 1 to 27 ( less vol. 25 ) , 26 vols ., $ 26 .

Per Vol . Amer. R.R. Rep . , vols . 1 to 8 , 15 , 18 , 10 vols . , $ 10 ; Amer. and Eng. R.R. Cas . , vols . 12 ,

13 , 14 ; each , $ 1 .

American Corporation Cases 10 vols . and Digest, 11 vols . , $ 11 .

Colorado Appeals, vols . 2 , 5 , 6 , 7 ; any vol. separately, $ 1.

Illinois, vols . 33, 37, 38 , 42 to 46 , 77 , 84 , 85 , 86, 101 ; any 5 vols. for $5 .

Indiana, vols . 2 to 10, 18 , 19 , 20 , 22 , 139 to 143 ; any 5 vols. for $5 .

Indiana'Appeals, vols . 7 to 12 ; either vol . separately , $ 1 .

Iowa, vols . 17 to 36, 38 , 39, 41 , 45 , 53 to 66 , 38 vols ., $ 38.

Kansas, vols . 2 , 3 , 7 , 19 , 22 , 33 ; any vol , $ 1 ; vols . 10 to 35 ( less vol . 32 ) , 25 vols . , $25.
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ODD LOTS AND ODD VOLUMES OF REPORTS. Continued.

Kentucky, Hardin , 1 vol .; Littell, vols . 2, 4 ;J. J. Marshall,vols . 1, 2 in 1 ); B.Monroe,
vol. 5 ; Duval, vol. 1 ; Bush, vols . 7 , 11 to 14 ; Kentucky , vols. 78 to 80 , 85, 86 , 87 ,

89 ; any vol , separately , $ 1 .

Louisiana, Martin, O. S. , vols . 1 to 3 in 1 , $1 ; Martin, N. S. , vols . 4 and 5 in 1 , $ 1 ; Louisi .
ana, 19 vols . in 10 ( less vol . 18 ) , $ 10 ; Robinson , vols . 2 , 3 , 11 ; either vol . for $ 1 .

Michigan, Walker , 1 vol.; Douglas , vol . 2 ; Michigan, vols. 5 to 8 , 27 to 37 ; any vol . , $ 1 .

Minnesota, vols . 1 , 12 , 13 , 15 to 18, 20 ; any vol. separately for $ 1 .

Missouri, vols . 9, 16 to 19 , 32, 33 , 35, 36, 77 , 103 , 107, 114, 115 , 116 , 118, 124 ; each, $ 1 .

Appeals, vols. 3, 7, 44, 47, 49 to 51 , 53 to 57, 60 ; any vol . separately for $ 1 .

Nevada, vols 1 to 16 ( less 4 , 8 , 9 ) , 13 vols. , $ 13 . North Carolina, vol . 84 , $ 1 .

$ 1.00
Ohio State, vols. 1 , 5 , 6 , 7 , 14 , 25 to 27 , 47 , 48 ; any vol . separately, $ 1 .

Pennsylvania State, vols. 11 , 13 , 21 , 23 to 29 , 82 to 88; any vol. separately, $ 1.
Per Vol . South Carolina Equity, Desaussure, 4 vols . , $4. South Dakota, vols. 2, 3 ,4 ; each, $ 1 .

Tennessee, Yerger, 10° vols.; Meigs, 1 vol .; Humpbrey, 11 vols .; Swan , 2 vols . , Smeed ,
5 vols .; Head , 3 vols . ; whole lot , 32 vols . , $32 .

Texas, vols . 2 to 10 , 12 to 23 , 25 to 28 , 45 to 47 , 51 , 54, 61 ; whole lot , 31 vols . , $31 ; Texas ,

vols . 3 to5, 7 to 10 , 14 , 15, 17, 20, 25 ; Supplement, vols. 25 , 26, 27, 28 , 66 , 78,

80 to 82 , 86 ; Criminal Appeals, vols . 2 , 3, 15 , 18 , 29 , 30, 34 ; Civil Appeals, vols.
4 , 5 ; any vol. separately , $i .

Washington Territory, vols . 2 , 3 ; State, vols . 5 , 8 ; any vol. separately, $1 .
Wisconsin, Pinney, vol. 2 , and Wisconsin , vols . 1 to 8 , 11 , 16 to 24 , 28 to 31 , 23 vols . , $20 ;

Wisconsin , vols . 1 to 5 , 11 , 17 to 23 , 20 , 21 , 23 , 28 to 31 , 40 , 41 , 46 to 61 , 63 , 65 to

72 , 74 to 86 , 91 ; any vol . separately , $ 1 .

United States Court of Claims, vols . 1 to 12 , 12 vols . , $ 15 .

California , vols . 1 , 2 , 6 , 8 , 9 , 14 , 20 , 23 , 26 , 30 , 41, 42, 43 , 45 , 47 ; any vol . separately , $ 1.25 .

New Jersey Law, vols, 19 , 21 , 22, 23, 37to 40. Equity, vols . 4 , 5 , 9 , 16 , 17 , 28 to 30 , 32 ,

$ 1.25
34 to 36 ; any vol, separately . $ 1.25 .

Oregon, vols. 3 , 4 , 21 , 25, 26 , 27 ; any vol . separately , $ 1.25.

Per Vol .
Pennsylvania, Sergeant & Rawle, vols . 2, 13 to 17 ; Watts, vols . 3 , 10 ; Rawle, vols. 1 , 2 ;

Wharton, vols. 3 to 6 ; Parsons, Equity, vol . 1 ; any vol . separately , $ 1.25 .

South Carolina Law , Harper , 1 vol.; Dudley, 1 vol. Equity , Harper, 1 vol .; Bailey ;
1 vol .; Dudley, 1 vol.; any vol , separately , $ 1.25 .

Wisconsin , Pinney, and Wis., 1 to 42 (less Pinney ,vol. 3, and Wis., 15 , 38 ),43 vols., $ 55.

California, vols . 50 , 51 , 53 to 58 , 61 , 62 , 71 , 89 , 99 , 100, 109 ; any vol . separately , $ 1.50 .

$ 1.50 Connecticut, vols. 53, 54, 55 , 56 ; any vol. separately, $ 1.50 .

Kentucky, vols. 85 to 100 , 16 vols . , $25 .

Per Vol . Maryland, vols. 1 to 16 , 19, 23,38 , 40, 42, 43; 22 vols . , 833 ; vols. 3 to 11 , 38 , 42 , $ 1.50.

New Jersey Law , vols. 49, 55 to 58. Equity, vols. 41 to 43 , õl to 54 ; any vol . $ 1.50.

North Dakota ,vols. 1, 4 , 6 ; either vol. separately, $ 1.50 .

Alabama, vols . 44,85 to 97 . Arkansas (originals ) , vols . 19 , 24 , 36 .

Georgia , vols . 1 to 3 , 36 , 41 to 44. 47 to 53 , 85 , 87 .

Louisiana, Reports, 19 vols . in 10 ; Annuals , vols . 2 to 5 , 11 , 12 , 22 to 25 , 28 , 29 , 31 , 34-40 , 42 .

Maryland, vols. 67 , 72 to 76 .

Mississippi, Howard, vols. 1, 2 , 3 ; Smedes & Marshall , vols . 7, 12 ; Mississippi , vols. 31 , 33 ,
43, 47 , 51 , 53 to 55 , 68 to 70 .

Montana, vols . 8 , 9 , 12 , 16 , 17 , 23 :

Write New Hampshire, vols . 11, 55 to 58 , 62 , 64, 65 ,69 ; Smith, 1 vol. New Mexico, vols. 3 , 4 .

Pennsylvania (entire lot or separate sets), Dallas, 4 vols ., Yeates, vols. 1 to3 ; Binney,
6 vols.; Sergeant & Rawle , vols . 2 , 6 to 17 ; Rawle, 5 vols .; Penrose & Watts,

for our
3 vols .; Watts , 10 vols .; Wharton , 6 vols .; Ashnead, 2 vols .; Brightley, 1 vol .;

Browne , 2 vols . ; Grant , 3 vols .; Lackawanna Legal News , 5 vols .; Miles , 2 vols .;

Prices. Parson's Equity , 2 vols . ; Woodward, 2 vols .

Rhode Island (separately ), vols . 1 , 4 , 8 , 9 , 11 , 14 , 16 , 18 .

South Carolina Law, Mills' Constitutional, 2 vols .; Strobbart , vols. I to 3 ; Richardson ,
vols. 10 , 13 tó 15 . Equity, Richardson, vols . 13 , 14 ; South Carolina Reports,

vols . 1 , 2 , 4 , 6 , 7 , 14 , 16 , 17, 19, 21 , 23 to 31, 35 , 45 .

Tennessee, Baxter, vols . 1 , 4 , 5 ; Lea , vols . 5 , 6 , 7 , 15 .

Vermont, vols . 23 , 34, 41 , 48 to 50 , 52, 53 , 63 , 65 .

Virginia, Grattan , vols . 1 to 7 , 9 , 17 , 20 , 21 ;
vols . 75 to 78 , 91 .

West Virginia, vols . 29 to 31, 34 to 41 . Wyoming, vols . 2 , 6 , 7 .

2

1
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English Decisions Are Cited

More Than Any Others
in

American Courts

Except U. S. S. C.decisions, as shown by following actual count :

For the forty-eight States and Territories all the citations in the last published
1 .

volume of Reports were counted, showing -

U. S. S. C. cited 1,669 times New York, 1,424 times

Other sets in less proportion .

English 6 1,594 Mass. 1,268

The following fifteen States show especially frequent English citations. Several other

States show equally well :

Conn . Reports, last 8 vols. cite 66

Fla . Reports, last 5 vols. cite

Ga. Reports, last 10 vols. cite

Ill. Reports, last 15 vols. cite

66

U. S. S. C. 283 times

N. Y. 281

N. Y. 151 times

Mass. 130

U.S. S. C. 225 times

Mass . 163

Mass . 152 times

N. Y. 116

Mass . 236 times

N. Y. 189

N. Y. 224 times

Mass . 183

U. S. S. C. 368 times

Ind. Reports, last 10 vols. cite

Md. Reports, last 10 vols. cite

66Mass. Reports, last 10 vols. cite

Mo. Reports, last 6 vols. cite

N. H. Reports, last 5 vols. cite

English 329 times

Mass. 308

JU. S. S. C. 220 times

English 174

| English 307 times

( N. Y. 295

English 197 times

( U. S. S. C. 166

U. S. S. C. 283 times

| English 237

English 477 times

( U. S. S. C. 378

ſ English 846 times

N. Y. 378

JU , S. S. C. 481 times

( N. Y. 301

| Mass : 827 times

1 English 746

| English 956 times

N. Y. 511

U. S. S. C. 236 times

English 226

IU . S. S. C. 320 times

| English 72

( U. S. S. C. 170 times

| English 157

Mass. 799 times

66

English 283 times

Mass . 219

N. Y. 342 times

U. S. S. C. 327

U. S. S. C. 247 times

Mass . 229

Mass. 86 times

N.J. Reports, last 10 vols. cite

N. Y. Reports, last 10 vols. cite

N. C. Reports, last 5 vols. cite 66

Tex . Reports, last 5 vols. cite

Vt. Reports, last 5 vols. cite

N. Y. 71 times

Mass. 58

N. Y. 133 times

Mass . 98

V. Y. 461 times

U. S. S. C. 354

N. Y. 123 times

Mass , 91

{ English 548
les

Va. Reports, last 5 vols. cite
U.S. S. C. 2

1 English 162
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SUBSCRIBE TO THE

Full, Verbatim , Annotated Reprint of English Reports .

1307 TO 1865 IN 150 BOOKS. WHILE THE OPPORTUNITY LASTS.

.

-

1. A Full Verbatim reprint beginning with the Year Books. No other

full reprint has ever been made.

2. Original Pagination clearly preserved, Reporters' names distinctly

labelled and volumes systematically grouped withoutmixing

up. Its modern type is far better than the old English and

Norman-French of most originals.

3. Citations are thus more easily and completely verified to the

exact volume and page than is possible with mixed - up partial

reprints, or with the irregular sized and irregularly shelved originals.

Annotations show if decisions have been overruled, criticised ,

approved , ' or otherwise considered in later cases — a very es

sential advantage over the originals or other reprints.

5. Official standing is given by the co -operation of the Lord Chancellor,

Master of Rolls,and Attorney General with Board of Editors .

No previous official set has ever been published .

6. One-tenth the shelf-room occupied by originals accommodates this

Reprint, about the space ofa set of U.S. S. C. Reports .

7. Less than $ 100 a year in monthly payments as published covers the
cost. Volumes will appear at least one each month.

8. Separate Series ( or Courts ) will be sold if desired, but no odd volumes.

Special advance price, in full sheep binding, entire set, 150

books, $6 each ; separate series, $7.50 per book . Price will

soon be advanced. It has already been advanced in England .

9. A limited edition is already nearly exhausted and no plates are made
for further printing.

10. Its Completeness, Annotations, Convenient size, Modern type,

and Minimum Cost make this Reprint the most serviceable and

popular set of English Reports ever published.

Books 1 to 4 ready April ist. We reserve right to advance price at any

time without further notice. Circulars and sample volumes sent on request,

and any inquiries answered . Address

THE BOSTON BOOK CO. , 151/2 Beacon St. , Boston .



TO JUDGES, TO LAWYERS, TO LAW STUDENTS

RAWLE'S REVISION OF

BOUVIER'S LAW DICTIONARY

IS INDISPENSABLE.

Its two large volumes are sold for $12,00, or for

$13,00 delivered.

IT IS STANDARD.
IT IS ENCYCLOPÆDIC .

IT RELIA E. IT IS RIGH UP TO DATE.

It is so much changed and enlarged that it com

pletely supersedes all former editions .

IS IT ON YOUR SHELVES ?

The American Law of Administration .

SCHOULER ON WILLS. 3d Ed. 1900.

Separately. In Law Sheep, $5.50.

Remaining copies of 2d Ed . , 1893, for Students .

Law Sheep, $2.50.

SCHOULER ON EXECUTORS AND ADMIN

ISTRATORS. 3d Ed. 1901 .

Separately. In Law Sheep, $5.50.

Or SCHOULER ON WILLS and SCHOULER

ON EXECUTORS Together, Two volumes

bound in Buckram for only $8.00.
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Published in July, A.D. 1901 , by The Boston Book Co., from

Freeman Place Chapel, 15% Beacon St., Boston, Mass.

This paper is issued quarterly, to give information about

American and foreign legal literature.

We send it without charge to any one who asks for it.

CONTENTS.

PAGE

. .

Analysis of Law Literature

Bargains in Full Sets and Odds

Editorial Paragraphs .

English Reports Reprint

English Ruling Cases .

House of Lords Reports

Latest American Reports, etc.

PAGE

9 , 10 Latest American Text- Books 4

11 , 12 Latest English and Colonial Reports, 5

3 , 10 Latest English Text- Books . 5

2 Privy Council Reports 10

16 Rare and Quaint Law Books 6-8

10 Text -Books, Second -Hand 13-15

4 , 5 Wanted to Buy . 12

. .

O .

SUBJECT INDEX TO THIS NUMBER.

Admiralty.- Ames ( Cases ), 4. -- Saun- 5. – Consineau (Can . ) , 5 . Corbin | Naval Law. -- Stephen , Clifford & Smith

ders, 5 . (N.J.), 4.- Gould (Me.), 4. — Israeli , 4 . (Eng. ) , 5.

Agriculture. - Lely & Pearce (Eng. ) , 5 . Legal Manual, 4 . Negligence. Am. Neg. Repts ., 4. -

Annexation . Randolph,4 . Costs. – Johnson (Eng . ) , 5 . Thompson, 4 .

Arbitration. — Gregory (Eng.) , 5. Criminal Law . - Bishop , 4 . Cook Notary . Brooke (Eng. ) , 5 .

Banking. — Belover, t . (Procedure, N.Y.) , 5. – Laning (Ohio ) , Overseers. — Knight (Eng .), 5 .

Bankruptcy. - Am . Bky. R., 4.- Bran . 5 . Pleading and Practice . Abbott

denburg, 4 . Equity. Keike (Eng . Cascs ), 5. --Shipp (Mich . ), 4. – Dwyer, 4. – Indermaur

Bar Examination . - Brice ( N.Y.) , 5 . & Daish ( Cases ) , 4 . (Eng .), 5 . Laping (Ohio ) , 5 .

Hartpense ( N.J.), 4.- Mack , 4 .
Finance . Austen -Cartmell, 5. Nelson (Eng .) , 5 .- Townes ( Tex.), 5 .

Business Law.- Austin & Smith (Ohio ), Forgery . - Ames, 4 . Woollen ( Ind . ) , 4 .

5 .
Forms. - Abbott (Mich .), 4. – Ilbert Pledges. — Jones, 4 .

Chattel Mortgages. - Hammon ( Ill . ) , ( Eng .), 5 , – Pattison (Mo.) , 4 . Poor Law . - Little ( Eng . ) , 5 .

4. Insurance. - Berryman, 4. – Finch , Probate Law . - Am . Prob. Repts ., 4. -

Civil Service . -Collier ( N.Y.) , 5 . 4. – Moise & Matlack ( l'a .), 5 . Nelson ( Eng. ) , 5.
Code Pleading. Parker, 5. Patti. | Interstate Commerce. Repte ., 4. Railroads . - Am . & Eng . Cases , 4 .

son (Mo.), 4 . Labor Law. Cowen & Howell (Eng .), Real Property .– Ballard , 4. - Williams

Company Law.- Emery (Eng .), 5. — 5. – Thompson (Eng. ), 5 . (Eng .) , 5 .

Fitzpatrick & Fowke (Eng.), 5. — God. Land Law . - Eaton & Purcell ( Eng . ), Registration of Land . Sheldon

dard & Hutton (Eng ), 5. – Hamilton 5 . ( III.), 4 .

( Eng .), 5 . -- Pulmer (Eng .), 5. -- Pul. Legal History . Greenidge ( Eng . ), 5. Sales. – Burdick , 4 .

brook (Eng .). 5 .
Shuck (Calif . ) , 4 . Stock Exchange. - Stutfield ( Eng . ) , 5 .

Constitutional Law.- Bannon , 4.- Legislation . Ilbert, 5. Taxation . - Colt (Mich .) , 4.- Freeth

Bryant, 4. - Quick & Garran (Aus . Liquor Law . – forner (Ind .) , 4 . ( Eng . ) , 5 . -- Greene (N.Y.) , 5 .

tralia ), 5. -Thomas (Cases) , 5 . Married Women . - Loranger ( Can . ) , Torts . – Pollock (Eng.) , 5 .

Contracts. - Huffcut & Woodruff (Cases ), 5. – Skeer (Tex . ) , 5 . Wills . -- Page , 4. - Phillips & Trevelyan

4 . Mechanics Liens. – Traxler ( Iowa) , 4 . ( ilindu ) , 5 .

Corporations. – Am. & Eng. Cases, 4. Mining, - Morrison & DeSota, 4. Workmen . -Allen (Eng . ) , 5 . · Thomp

- Arnold ( N.Y.) , 5 . - Axtell ( Tex . ) , | Municipal Bonds . — Bronson , 4 . son ( Eng. ) , 5 .

-

Some of the information in this paper may be of
RECIPROCITY .

service to you as not easily obtainable elsewhere.

As we give it to you free of charge, may we not hope that

you will place with us such orders as it may develop ?
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SUBSCRIBE TO THE

Full , Verbatim, Annotated Reprint of English Reports..

1307 TO 1867 IN 150 BOOKS . BEFORE OCTOBER 1 AT LOW RATE.

1 . A Full Verbatim reprint beginning with the Year Books. No other

full reprint has ever been made.

2. Original Pagination clearly preserved, Reporters' names distinctly
labelled and volumes systematically grouped without mixing

up . Its modern type is far better than the old English and
Norman-French of most originals .

3. Citations are thus more easily and completely verified to the

exact volume and page than is possible with mixed -up partial

reprints, or with the irregular sized and irregularly shelved originals.

4. Annotations show if decisions have been overruled , criticised ,

approved , or otherwise considered in later cases — a very es

sential advantage over the originals or other reprints.

5. Official standing is given by the co -operation of the Lord Chancellor,

Master of Rolls, andAttorney General with Board of Editors.

No previous official set has ever been published.

6. One-tenth the shelf-room occupied by originals accommodates this

Reprint, — about the space of a set of U. S. S. C. Reports.

7. Less than $ 100 a year in monthly payments as published covers the
cost. Volumes will appear at least one each month .

Separate Series ( or Courts) will be sold if desired, but no odd volumes.

Special advance price, in full sheep binding, entire set, 150

books, $6 each ; separate series , $ 7.50 per book . Price will be

advanced Oct. 1 , 1901 .

9. A limited edition is already nearly exhausted and no plates are made

for further printing.

10. Its Completeness, Annotations , Convenient Size , Modern Type,

and Minimum Cost make this Reprint the most serviceable and

popular set of English Reports ever published.

Books I to 8 now ready. Price will be advanced Oct. I , 1901.

Circulars and sample volumes sent on request, and any inquiries answered .

Address

THE BOSTON BOOK CO. , 15 % Beacon St. , Boston ..
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Legal Bibliography.
No. 9 , NEW SERIES . BOSTON , MASS . JULY , 1901 .

NOTES.

Removal. - In April we announced the opening of

a branch office in Pemberton Square . As this will

accommodate our city customers and callers , we pro

pose to get better and larger quarters for our ever-in

creasing stock of books , by moving in September next

to Francis Street , three miles out toward Brookline .

It is such a job to move 150,000 volumes of books

that we would like to sell as much as possible of our

stock before we go to our new quarters . Hence the

lists in this number. This is a good time to buy any

thing we have on our shelves .

Full Reprint of English Reports. – We have
been notified that we can only count on getting a few

more copies of this REPRINT , and as it is not stereo

typed, we call attention of lawyers and librarians to the

fact that it may go out of print at any time .

A Complete Collection of Blackstone. – We.

have finally succeeded in getting together what appears

to be a complete collection of all the editions of Black

stone's Commentaries that have ever been issued. We

doubt if another set as complete exists in the world.

Just as it is , in the original bindings , we value it at $500 .

New Books. — We shall have ready about August

1 the seventh edition of ARNOULD ON THE LAW OF

MARINE INSURANCE , edited by E. L. de Hart and R. I.

Simey , 2 vols . English price in cloth binding, £3.3.0

(equivalent, with duty , to $ 18.60) . We have imported

a quantity of this work at a price which enables us to

sell the set of two volumes , bound in handsome half

calf, for $ 15.00 .

In October we shall issue a new (third ) and thor

oughly revised edition of WooD ON THE LIMITATION

OF ACTIONS, with notes by John M. Gould . Size

and price will be announced in 10 LEG. Bib .

We have received and reissued the balance of the

edition of Ames on FORGERY, an interesting work pub

lished in 1899 by an expert in handwriting. It is

bound in cloth , and sells for $2.50 .

We also reissue SAMUEL M. ISRAELI's excellent little

monograph on The LABILITY OF SHAREHOLDERs under

statute imposing liability additional to that for stock

subscribed . Bound in cloth , 75 cents .

The latest volume issued of English Ruling Cases

WITH AMERICAN Notes was 23 . Volume 24 , covering

the topics from Search to Telegraph, will be ready in

July , and Volume 25 , finishing the alphabet, probably in

September . There will be one volume of Supplement

ary Cases and Notes, and one volume containing Index

and Table of Cases .

The volumes of the FULL REPRINT OF English RE

PORTS come along with great regularity . Vol . 7 is just

out , leaving only four more volumes to finish the

House of Lords Cases .

NOTES.

Good Notes.- In Vol . 24 English Ruling Cases will

be found many excellent notes on topics not so well

treated anywhere else . For instance , on Spes Suc

cessionis (5 pages ) , covering all the American cases ;

and on Telegraphs (5 pages ) , especially the discussion

of Negligence in Transmission and Delivery , wherein

our doctrine differs from that of the English courts .

Answers to Queries.— From the librarian of an

English college we get the following :

“ I notice one or two queries in your Legal Bibliog

raphy No. 8 , which I am able to answer to some extent :

" . For Year Book Scholars . ' The case of the

Men of Dale will be found in the Year Book for

Hilary Term vii. Edward IV . , fol . 26 ( the true date

being Hil . Term viii. Edw . IV . See note on fol . 25 ) .

Fee - form is of course a misprint for fee - farm .

“ ii. · Coke's Reports ,' 1st part (see its Preface ) , was

published in 1600 ; 4th part , 1603 ; 5th part , 1605 .

" iii. Norman - French Law . ' The three volumes

(bound in four) of Comte Beugnot's · Les Olim ou

Registres des arrêts tendus par la Cour sans les règnes

de Saint Louis, de Philippe le Hardi, de Philippe le Bel,

de Louis le Hutin, et de Philippe le Long , ' form part

of the Collection des Documents Inédits sur l'histoire

de France , publiés par ordre du Roi et par les Soins du

Ministre de l'instruction Publique. '

“ Tume i . (published 1838 ) covers 1251-1273 .

ii. ( 1842 ) 1274-1318 .

iii . I. ( 1844 ) 1299-1311.

iii . II . ( 1848 ) 1312-1318 . "

From a Canadian librarian : “ In answer to the query

from Providence in 8 Leg . Bib . I beg to point out that the

citation in question is to be found in the 9th Y. B. Edw .

IV. , anno vii . Trin . Term 7. In our edition ( 1680) this

is at p. 14 of year 7 .

“ The marginal reference in Merewether & Stephens

is later, on page 1013 , and refers to the case found in

Anno vii . H. T. 3 ( p . 26 ) . In the marginal reference

76 is evidently a mistake for 26. "

Similar information comes from a correspondent in

Pittsburgh.

A letter from Syracuse points out that the case of

the Men of Dale is referred to in 1 Kyd on Corpora

tions , 62 , note f, “ 21 Ed . 4 , 56 ; ” and a letter from

Toledo , O. , cites , “ Shepheard on Corporations " ( 1659 )

and " The Law of Corporations " ( 1702 ) with references

to the same case in 4 Edw . 4 , 14 ; 21 Edw . 4 , 14 , and

21 Edw . 4 , 56 .

A professor in the University of Wisconsin points out

that “ Les Olim , ” though perhaps unknown in our law

libraries, can be found in any university library that is

strong in the sources of French history.

>
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AMERICAN ELEMENTARY BOOKS.

.
.

Published since April 1, 1901 .

Sizes 8vo or 12mo, binding law sheep, unless otherwise stated .

AMES ( D. T. ) . Forgery . Cloth . (Re - issued 1901.) $2.50

AMES (J. B. ) . Select Cases on Admiralty. Paper . 1.25

BALLARD ( E. E. ) . Real Property . Vol . 7. Annual .
6.50

BANNON ( Ilenry ) . 14th Amend't. Cloth , $ 4.50 ; sheep, 5.00

BERRYMAN (J. R. ) . Insurance Digest. Vols . 3 and 4. 15.00

Bishop (J. P. ) . Statutory Crimes . 3d ed ..
6.00

BRANDENBURG (E. C. ) . Bankruptcy . 2d ed . .
6.00

BRONSON (H. A.) . Recitals in Municipal Bonds.

Cloth
2.00

BRYANT (E. E. ) . Constitution of the United States . 2.50

BURDICK (W. L.) . Elements of Sales. Cloth . 2.50

CORPORATION LEGAL MANUAL. Annual, 1901 . 5.35

DWYER (J. W.) . Procedure of U. S. Courts . Cloth , 2.75

slicep , 3,50

FINCI's INSURANCE DIGEST. Vol . 13. (1900.) . 3.00

HUFFCUT ( E. W. ) AND WOODRUFF ( E. II . ) . Cases

on Contract. 2d ed . Cloth , $ 1.00 ; sheep, 4.50

ISRAELI (S. M. ) . Liability of Shareholders. Cloth . .75

Jones ( L. A.) . Pledges and Coll . Securities. 2d ed . 6.00

MACK (R. A. ) . Law Students ' Quiz Book .
3.00

MORRISON ( S. D. ) and DESOTA (E. D.) . Mining

Rights. 10th ed..
3.00

Page ( W. H.). Law of Wills .
6.00

RANDOLPI ( C. F. ) . Law and Policy of Annexation,

SELOVER ( A. W. ) . Bank Collections .
4.25

SHIPP (E. R. ) and Daisu (J. B. ) . Cases on Equity

Pleading and Practice .
3.00

THOMPSON ( S. D. ) . Law of Negligence. Vol . 1 .

( To be complete in 6 vols . ) .
6.00

STATE AND TERRITORIAL REPORTS , ETC.

ALABAMA . Reports. Vol . 124.

ARKANSAS. Reports. Vol . 68 .

CALIFORNIA .

Reports. Vol . 130 .

Session Laws. Extra Session 1900, and Regular Ses

sion 1901.

Local. Shuck (O. C.) . History of the Bench and Bar.

Cloth , $ 5.00 .

DelawARE . Reports . Pennewill. Vol. 2 .

GEORGIA . Reports. Vol . 112 .

ILLINOIS .

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 188 .

Appellate Court. Vol . 93 .

Session Laws. 1901 .

Local. llammon (L. L.). Chattel Mortgages. $3.75.

Sheldon (T. ) . Land Registration . Cloth , $2.00 .

INDIANA .

Local. Horner ( F. A. ) . Liqnor Laws. $ 3.00 .

Woollen ( ) . Special Procedure. $ 7.50 .

Iowa .

Local. Traxler ( C. J. ) . Mechanics' Liens. $ 3.50.

KENTUCKY. Reports. Vol . 102 .

LOUISIANA .

Reports. Vol . 104. ( A continuation of the La. Ann.

Reports after Vol. 52. )

MAINE .

Local. Gould ( G. F. ) . Mercantile Corporations. 50 cents .

MARYLAND .

Reports. Vol. 91 . Vol. 54 (reprint) . Annotated by

W. H. Perkins, Jr.

Session Law8. Extra Session, 1901.

MASSACHUSETTS.

Reports. Vol. 176. ( Vol . 177 , current, in parts .)

Michigan.

Reports. Vol . 123.

Local. Abbott ( F. H.) . Practice and Forms. 2 vols.

$ 12.00.

Colt ( F. ) . Payment of Taxes under Protest. Cloth ,

$ 1.00 .

MINNESOTA . Reports. Vol . 80.

MISSOURI.

Reports Supreme Court. Vol. 157 .

Appeals. Vol . 85 .

Session Laws, 1901.

Local. Pattison ( E. W. ) . Code Pleading. $ 6.00 .

Pattison ( E. W. ) . Forin Book and Legal Manual.

$ 4.00 .

MONTANA. Reports. Vol . 24 .

NEW JERSEY.

Reports. Law . Vol . 64.

Session Laws. 1901.

Local. Corbin ( W. II . ) . Corporation Laws. 12th ed .

$ 1,50.

Hartpense (J. A. ) . Requirements for Admission to

Bar. Cloth . $ 1.50 .

NEW MEXICO . Digest. Moneys. 1 vol .

New YORK .

Reports. Court of Appeals . Vol . 165 .

Court of Appeals. Annotated Reprint. Book 31 .

( Vols. 151–155 . )

Supreme Court. Hun's Appellate. Vol . 58 .

Miscellaneous . Vol . 33.

Digest. Campbell's Index - Digest of Court of Appeals

Reports. 1 vol.

AMERICAN REPORTS, DIGESTS, STAT

UTES, AND LOCAL WORKS.

Published since April 1 , 1901 .

GENERAL SERIES.

AMERICAN BANKRUPTCY REPORTS ( 1899-1901). Vol. 5 .

AMERICAN AND ENGLISHI ENCYCLOPEDIA OF LAW , 20

edition (1896–1901). Vol . 18.

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH CORPORATION Cases, new series

( 1896-1901 ) . Vol . 13 .

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH RAILROAD CASES, new series

( 1896-1901). Vol. 20 .

AMERICAN Digest. 1900 B. Annual.

AMERICAN NEGLIGENCE REPORTS ( 1897-1901). Vol . 9 .

AMERICAN PROBATE REPORTS, ANNOTATED ( 1897-1901 ) ,

Vol. 5 .

AMERICAN STATE REPORTS ( 1888-1901). Vol . 78.

CENTURY Digest. Vol. 24. [Frandulent C.- Guano .]

GENERAL DIGEST . New Series. Vol. 10. 1901.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE REPORTS ( 1898-1901 ). Vol . 8 .

LAWYERS' REPORTS, ANNOTATED ( 1889-1901 ) . Vol. 50 .

NORTHEASTERN REPORTER ( 1885–1901). Vol . 59 .

UNITED STATES.

SUPREME COURT REPORTS . U. S. Vol . 180 .

FEDERAL REPORTER ( 1880–1901 ) . Vol. 106 .

OPINIONS OF ATTORNEY -GENERAL . Vol. 22 .

DIGESTS .

Notes on United States Reports. Vol . 12. $6.50 .

Session Laws. 20 Session 56th Congress. ( 1900-1901 .)
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State and Territorial Reports, New York, continued .

Local. Arnold (J. A. ) . Guide for Business Corpora

tions . Cloth , $ 1.50 .

Brice (W. B. ) . Bar Examination Questions and

Answers . $ 2.00 .

Collier ( ) . Civil Service Law. $4.50.

Complete Tax Law. Pamphlet. 50 cents .

Cook (J. T. ) . Code of Criminal Procedure. $ 5.00.

Disbrow (C. W.) . Digest of the Code. 2d ed .

$ 1.50 .

Greene (H. N. ) . Tax Law . 2d ed . $3.00 .

Greene ( H. N. ) . Taxable Transfers. 2d ed. $ 2.00.

Parker ( A. J. ) . Code of Civil Procedure. $3.50.
Оно.

Local. Austin (J. G. ) and Smith (W. L.). Business

Law . Cloth , $ 1.50 .

Laning (J. F. ) . Criminal Law and Practice. $ 6.50 .

PENNSYLVANIA .

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 197 .

Superior Court. Vol. 15 .

County Court. Vol . 24 .

Northampton Co. (Maxwell. ) Vol. 7 .

Digest, Pepper and Lewis. Vol. 10.

Monaghan's Cumulative Annual. 1900 .

Local. Moise (A. L. ) and Matlack ( S. D.) . Insurance

Law . Cloth , $ 5.00.

Porto Rico. Session Laws. 1900–1901.

South CAROLINA. Reports. Vol. 58 .

Session Laws. 1901.

TENNESSEE. Reports. Coldwell . Vol . 2. ( Reprint . )
TEXAS.

Reports. Civil Ap als . Vol . 23 .

Local. Axtell (D. B. ) . Annotated Constitution . $ 5.00.

Skeer ( 0. ) . Married Women . $6.00 .

Townes (J. C. ) . Pleading . $ 5.00.

VERMONT. Reports. Vol . 72 .

VIRGINIA. Reports. Vol . 98.

Digest, Hurst's. Vol. 6.

WASHINGTON. Session Laws. 1901 .

West VIRGINIA . Reports. Vol . 16. ( Reprint.)

WISCONSIN. Reports. Vol. 107 .

WYOMING . Reports. Vol . 8 .

Session Laws. 1901.

British Empire, Eastern Colonies, continued .

Cape of Good Hope. Eastern Dist. Repts. Vol . 12. ( 1900.)

India . Law Reports. Allahabad, Vol. 23 ; Bombay,

Vol . 25 ; Calcutta , Vol . 28 ; Madras, Vol . 24. ( 1901 ,

current, in parts.)

BRITISH COLUMBIA .

Reports. Vol . 7. ( Vol . 8 , current, in parts .)

NOVA SCOTIA.

Statutes . Judicature Act, 1900. Bligh’s Index to Laws,

1758–1900 .

ONTARIO .

Law Reports, 1901, current, in parts .

[Ontario Appeals Reports, discontinued with Vol. 24 ;

Ontario Reports, with Vol . 32 ; Ontario Practice

Reports, with Vol. 19. The three series are con

tinued in the Ontario Law Reports.)

Ontario Election Cases . Vol . 2 .

QUEBEC .

Text- Books. Consineau (P. ) . Corporations. ( In

French .) $ 1.00.

Loranger (L. J. ) . Legal Incapacity of Married

Women . ( In French .) $ 1.75 .

7.6

.

ENGLISH ELEMENTARY WORKS, ETC.

Published since April 1 , 1901 .

Any book delivered to lawyers at the rate of thirty cents or

to libraries on certificate at twenty -five cents to the shilling.

Size Svo or 12mo, and binding cloth .

£ . 8. d .

ALLEN (C. E. and F. J. ) . Housing of the Working

Classes. 2d ed.

Austen -CARTMELL (J. ) . Finance Acts, 1894, 1896 ,
1898, 1900. 3d ed . 15.0

BROOKE ( R. ) . Office and Practice of Notary . 6th ed . 1. 5.0

COWEN (H.) and IlowELL (G. ) . Trade Union
Law and Cases . . 0.0

EATON (E. W.) and PURCELL (J. P. ) . Land

Charges Act , 1888 and 1900 . 2.6

EMERY . Company Law under Acts 1862–1900 . . 1. 1.0

FITZPATRICK ) and Fowke ( ) . Secretary's

Manual of Joint Stock Companies . 5.0

FREETH (E. ) . Estate Duty . 3a ed.. 12.6

GODDARD ( ) and HUTTON ( ) . Companies

Acts , 1862-1900 . 5.0

GREGORY ( C. C. ) . The Engineer or Architect as

Arbitrator between Employer and Contractor . . . 12.6

GREENIDGE. Legal Procedure of Cicero's Timc. 1. 1.0

HAMILTON (W. F.) . Company Law . 2d ed.. .. 1. 1.0

ILBERT ( C. ) . Legislative Methods and Forms . 16.0

INDERMAUR (J. ) . Manual of Practice . 8th ed . 15.0

JOHNSON ( 11. M.) . Costs in High Court, Court of

Appeal, House of Lords and Privy Council . 20 cd . 1. 150

KEIKE (W. II . ) . Epitome of L. Cases in Equity . 6.0

KNIGUT ( ) . Overseers' Manual. 2d ed .

LELY ( J. M. ) and PEARCE ( W. H.). Agricultural

Holdings Acts , 1883 and 1900 . 1. 7.6

LITTLE ( J. B. ) . Poor Law Statutes. 3 vols. 4.10.0

NELSON ( ) . Handbook on Probate Practice. 12.6

PALMER (F. B. ) . Company Law . 3d ed. 12.6

Pullips and TREVELYAN . Law of llindu Wills . 1.5.0

POLLOCK (F. ) . Law of Torts. 6th ed. 1. 5.0

PULBROOK ( ) . Responsibilities of Directors un

der the Companies Acts, 1862–1900 . 3.6

SAUNDERS (A.). Maritime Law .
1. 1.0

STEPHEN, CLIFFORD and SMITH . Naval Law. 13.0

STUTFIELD (G. H.). Rules and Usages of the Stock

Exchange. 3d ed . 6.0

Thomas ( E. C. ) . Leading Cascs in Constitutional
Law 3d ed .

BRITISH EMPIRE .

REPORTS, DIGESTS, STATUTES.

Published since April 1 , 1901.

ENGLAND.

Reports. Law Journal Reports . Quinquennial Digest,
1895–1900 .

Law Times Reports. ( 1901. ) Vol . 83. ( Vol . 84 ,

current , in parts .)

Law Times. (1901.) Vol . 110. ( Vol . 111 , current,

in parts. )

Revised Reports. Vol . 48 .

English Reports, Reprint. Vol. 6 . ( Ilouse of

Lords. Bligh, n . S. Vol . 10 - Clark and Fin

nelly . Vol. 3.)

English Ruling Cases. Vol . 23. (Relief -Sea.]

SCOTLAND .

Reports. Court of Sessions. 5th series . Frazer, Vol. 2 .

Scots Revised Reports. Sessions Cases . Vol . IV .

Statutes . Scots Statutes Revised . Vol. 8 .

EASTERN COLONIES.

Australasia . New South Wales Law Reports . Vol. 21 .

( Vol . 22, current, in parts .)

Statutes of Utility . Vol. 4 .

Text- Books. Quick & Garran's Annotated Constitution

6.0

Thompson. Workien's Compensation Act, 1897 : 2.6

WILLIAMS (J. ) . Real Property . 19th ed . 1. 1.0of the Australian Cominonwealth . £ 1 16s. Od.

5.0
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RARE AND QUAINT LAW BOOKS.

[ In only a few instances have we duplicates of the books on this list, and when the copy

advertised is sold , we cannot promise another at the same price . ] 1

$5.00

$ 3.00

4.00

12.00

10.00

7.50
?

1.50

4.00
1

1.50

2.00 1.50

00
?

1.50

1.00 1

7.50 2.50 1

1.50

3.50

2.50 1

6.00

10.00 1.50

3.00 1

1.50
6 .

6.00

1
1.50 2.00

2.50 14.00

Aller des Heiligen Römischen Reichs gehaltener Reichg.

tag Ordnungen ( etc. ) . 3 parts in 1 vol . Folio .

Stamped pigskin . Mainz . 1594-96 ..

Ancient Laws and Institutes of England. (An

glo -Saxon Laws ; Laws of Edward the Confessor ,

William the Conqueror, and Henry the First.) 2 vols.

Octavo edition . Cloth . 1840 ...

The same. 1 vol. Folio editiou. Cloth . 1810..........

Austin (John ). Lectures on Jurisprudence, or the

Philosophy of Positive Law . 3d ed . by Robert Camp
bell. 2 vols. 12mo . Old half calf. London . 1869.

(Annotated in pencil.) .

Azuni (Dominick A.). TheMaritime Law ofEurope.

Translated from the French by William Johnson . 2

vols . 12mo . Old sheep . New York. 1806..

Barrett (Bryant) and 'Spence (Geo .). A Succinct

Account of the Civil Regulations of the Jewish Law ,

Ordinances of Menu , Ta Tsing Leu Lee , Zend Avesta,

Laws of Solon, Twelve Tables, Assizes of Jerusalem ,

the Koran , the Salic Law , and Lawsof the Barbarians.

12mo. Half roxburgh . London . 1812 .

[ This is the introduction, bound separately, of Barrett &

Spence's edition of the Code Napoleon . ]..

Becker (A. H. ) . De Facetiis Juridicis apud Scriptores

Latinos . 8vo. Paper. Paris, 1896....

Bentham (Jeremy ) . Draught of a New Plan for the Or.

ganization of the Judicial Establishment in France .

12mo. Shabby half calf. [ No place. ) March , 1790 ..

Bentham (Jeremy). Rationale of Judicial Evidence,
specially adapted to Englieh Practice . 6 vols . Crown

Svo . Boards. Untrimmed . London . 1827 ...

Bentham (Jeremy). Principles of Legislation, Du
mont's ed ., translated by John Neal. Spotted copy .
12mo . Half sheep . Boston . 1830 ...

'Best (W. M.) . Presumptions of Law and Fact, with

the Theory and Rules of Presumptive or Circumstan .

tial Proof in Criminal Cases . 12mo . Old calf. Lon

don . 1844

Bilbao . Orderanzas de la Ilustre Universidad y Casa de

Contratacion de la M. N. Y. M. L. Villa de Bilbao, con

firmadas Año de 1737. 12mo. Old calf. Villanueva .

1813

Blackerby ( Samuel ) . The Justice of the Peace : His

Companion . 3d ed . 32mo. 1715 ...

Blackstone ( Sir William ). The Great Charter and

Charter of the Forest. Folio . Old calf. Oxford . 1759.

Blackstone's Commentaries. A collection of all

the editions. ( See paragraph elsewhere .)

Blackstone's Commentaries. Several early four

volume editions. In fair condition . Each .....

Blaxland (George ) . Codex Legum Anglicanarum , a
Digest of the Principles of English Law : in the order

of the Code Napoleon . 8vo. Cloth . London . 1839 .

Boeckh (Augustus ). Public Economy of Athens,
translated by George C. Lewis, 2d edition . 8vo ,

Cloth . London . 1812

Bohun (William) . Institutio Legalis , or an Introduc.

tion to the Study and Practice of the Laws of Eng.

land . 3d edition . 12mo. Old calf . London . 1724 .

Bohun (William ). Debates & Reports of the House

ofCommons touching the right of electing members .

Folio . Broken calf. London. No date (about 1700 ) ..

Boutros (F. ) . Principles of the Law of Nations, with

Illustrations from Modern History . 12mo. Cloth .

Serainpore. 1845 ...

Bowyer (George ) . Commentaries on the Modern Civil

Law . 8vo . Cloth . London . 1848 .

Bracton (Henricus). De Legibus et Consuetudinibus

Anglie . Edited by T. N. Small 4to . New balf calf.

London . 1640 ...

The same. Not so good a copy, binding shattered

Bracton and his Relation to the Roman Law . By Carl

Güterbock ; translated by Brinton Coxe . 8vo . Cloth .

The same. Translated by Robert Kelham . 12mo.

Broken old calf. London . 1762 ...

Brook (Robert ). Magna Charta, 1641; N. N. , Estates

Tayle, 1641 ; Anon ., Nuisance concerning private

dwellings, 1639; Sir E. C. , Baile and Maineprize

1637. Small 4to pamphlets . London. Broken calf ..

Brooke ( Sir Robert ) . La Graunde Abridgement.

Small quarto. Broken old calf . Printed by Tottell.

London . 1576 .

Brückner (J. A.) . La Nature et l'Origine des Droits .

Second edition . 12mo. Boards. Leipzig . 1818

[Burroughs (Samuel) P ] Judicial Authority of the
Master oftheRolls.12mo. Broken calf. London . 1727

( Burroughs (Samuel) P ] Legal Judicature in Chan

cery Stated . 12mo. Old calf . London . 1727 ...

Butler (Charles). Horæ Juridiciæ Subsecivæ :Notes

the Grecian , Roman , Feudal, and Canon

Law. 12mo. Sheep. Philadelphia. 1808

Campbell ( John , Lord ). Shakespeare's Legal Ac

quirements. 16mo. Cloth . New York . 1859 .

Canute, Laws of. Antiquam Legum Canuti Versio

nem Latinam prolusit J. L.A.Kolderup -Rosenvinge.

Small 4to . Paper. Havniæ . 1826 ..

Caxton Type . The Statutes of Henry VII . , an exact

facsimileof Caxton's 1489 impression , with notes by
John Rae . 4to . Boards . London . 1869 ...

Chartes Coloniales et Constitutions des États - Unis de

l'Amerique du Nord , par Alphonse Gourd . 2 vols .
8vo . Half roan . Paris . 1885

Chronica Juridicialia : ( Table of Chancellors, Keep
ers , Justices , etc. ). 16mo. Old calf. London . 1685 .

Clithero , Ancient Charters of. By J. Harland. 4to .

Cloth . (Privately printed .). Clithero. 1851 ....

Code Napoleon : translated " by a Barrister of the

Inner Temple." 12mo. Half roan. New York . 1841 .

Code Napoleon expliqué par les Decisionsde la Cour
de Cassation , etc., par A. S. G. Coflinieres. 4to .

Half morocco . Paris. 1809 ....

Coke (Sir Edward ). Institutes of the Laws of Eng .

land . Part 1 , 15th edition . 3 vole , London . 1794 .

Parts 2, 3, 4 , in 4 vols . London . 1797. 8vo . Broken

calf . 7 vols. in all......

Coke ( Sir Edward ). The Reports. A manuscript

abridgment of, in a clear, small, clerkly hand. 120

pages. 32mo. Unbound . An excellentspecimen of

early manuscript. ( About 1650.) .

Coke ( Sir Edward ). An answere to the 5th part of his

Reports, by a Catholicke Devyne ( Father Parsons, the

Jesuit ). Small 4to . Parchment. (Londoo .) 1600 ..

Collection of Articles, Injunctions, Canons, etc. , of

the Church of England. Preface by Anth . Sparrow .

Small 4to . Old calf. ndon . 1684 ...

Collection of all the Statutes from Magna Charta

unto 1572. Small folio, broken calf ; printed by Tol
tell . London . 1572

Collection in English of the Statutes now in Force .
Folio . Old calf. Wight & Norton . London . 1598 ..

Colquhoun ( Patrick MacC . de) . Summary of the

Roman Civil Law , illustrated by Commentaries on and

Parallels from the Mosaic , Canon , Mohammedan ,

English, and Foreign Law . 4 vols . 8vo . Cloth . Lon .

don . 1849

Cooper (C. P.). Specimen of a Catalogue of Books on

Foreign Law ; Spain . 8vo . Boards . London. 1847..

Cooper (C. P. ) . Catalogue of Books on Foreign Law ;

Laws and Jurisprudence of France . 8vo . Cloth .

London . 1819 .

Cooper (Wm . D.) . Expenses of Judges of Assize ;
Western and Oxford Circuits , 1596-1601 . Small 4to .

Cloth . (Camden Society .) 1858 .

Cowell (Dr. John) . The Interpreter ; the significa

tion of Words in the Law writers and Stat .

utes . Folio . Old calf . London . 1658......

Cox (Homersham ). The British Commonwealth : a

Cominentary on the Institutions and Principles of

British Government . 12mo. Cloth . London . 1854 ..

Crabb (George ) . History of English Law . 1st Ameri

can Edition. 8vo. Old sheep. Burlington . 1831 ....

Cragius (Thomas). Jus Feudale . Folio . Old calf.
Loudon . 1653

D’Aguesseau (Henry Francis ). Memoir , by Charles

1.00

5.00 1.50

2.00

4.00

3.5

6.00

15.00

2.50

10.00

2.00

3.00 10.00

1.50

2.00

2.00 3.50

1.0012.50

10.00

Philadelphia . 1866 .

Branch ( Thomas ). Principia Legis et Aequitatis :

translated by John Richardson . 5th edition . 16mo.
Bonrds . London . 1824 ....

Brehon Laws : A Legal Handbook . By Lawrence

Ginnell. 12mo. Cloth . London . 1894

Bridgman (Richard W. ) . A Short View of Legal

Bibliography. 1200. Boarde. London . 1807 ...

Britton : First edition . 32mo. Broken old calf.

Printed by Redman . London . No date (about 1510)..
The same. Second edition . 32mo. Broken old calf .

Printed by the assignes of John More. London .

1610 ..

Butler; and an Account of the Roman and Canon

Law . 4th ed . 12mo. Boards. London , 1830 ......

Dufraisse ( Marc ) . Histoire du Droit de Guerre et do

l'aix , de 1789 a 1815. Deuxième Édition . 10mo . Half

roan . Paris.

3.50

5.00

1.50

1.00

2.00

1.50

3.00

3.00

15.00 1.50

6.00 1868 ... 1.50
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$ 5.00

$ 15.00
1860 ..... 2.00

3.50

1.00

3.00

2.00

2.50

16.00

1.50 4.00

1.50

2.50

1.50

2.00

5.00

2.00

1.50

7.50

3.00

1.00

2.00

$ 6.00 1.00

6.00

1.00

2.00

5.00

2.00

1.50 2.00

2.00

2.00

1.50 3.50

Rare and Quaint Law Books, continued .

Dugdale (Sir William ). Origines Juridiciales ; or

llistorical Memorials of the English Laws, Courts,

etc. 3d edition , with eight fine portraits . Folio .

Broken calf . London . 1680 ....

Durham , Acts of the High Commission Court of. 8vo .

Cloth . (Surtees Society .) Durham . 1858 ..

Edinburgh : Charters and other Documents. 1143-1540.

4to. Cloth . (Scottish Burgh Bociety .) 1871 ..

Engelmann (Wilhelm) . Bibliotheca Juridica . Zweite
Auflage. Interleaved. 1 vol . in 2. 12mo . Boards .

Leipzig . 1840

Fearne (Charles) . Posthumous Works ; Inrollments ;

Case of Gen. Stanwix ; Cases and Opinions on Various

Subjects . 12mo. Broken calf . London . 1797 .....

Finch (Sir Henry) . Law , or a Discourse thereof; in
Four Books. Edited by Danby Pickering. 12mo.

Broken calf. London . 1759

Finlason (W.F.) . Martial Law in Time of Rebellion .

Svo . Cloth . 1866 .

Finlason ( W. F. ) Repression of Riot or Rebellion,

with special reference lo Criminal or Civil Liability .

Svo. Cloth . London . 1868

Fitzherbert (le Judge tresreverend monsieur

Anthony) . La Graunde Abridgement. Small folio .

Broken calf. Printed by Tottell. London . 1577....

Fitzherbert ( Anthony ). The New Natura Brevium .
9th ed . By an Able Hand. 12mo. Broken calf.

Dublin . 1793 .......

Fleta, gen Commentarius Juris Anglicani Subjungitur

etiam Joannis Seldeni ad Fletam Dissertatio Historica .

Small 4to . Old calf. London. 1647 ....

The same. Editio Secunda . Small 4to . Old calf.

London . 1685

Flintoff (Owen). Rise and Progress of the Laws of

England and Wales . 8vo . Boards . London . 1840..

Forsyth (William ). Hortensius. An Historical Essay
on the Oflice and Duties of an Advocate . 3d ed . 8vo.

Cloth . London . 1879 ...

Fortescue ( Sir John ) . De Laudibus Legum Angliæ.
32mo . Broken calf. London . 1616.....

The same, translated by A. Amos. 12mo . Broken

boards . Cambridge (Eng . ) . 1825 .....

Fulbecke (William ). A Parallele or Conference of

the Civill Law , the Canon Law and the Common

Law of England. Small 4to . Parchment binding.

London . 1601

The same. 1618, bound with a second part . 1602. Half
calf

Furneaux (Rev. Philip ). Letters to Mr. Justice

Blackstone concerning the act of Toleration and Relig.

ious Liberty . 2d ed . 12mo. Calf , elaborately gilded .

London . 1771 ......

Gallick Reports ; an Historical Collection of Criminal

cases adjudged in France . 24mo. Broken calf . Lon
don . 1737 .

Gentoo Laws, A Code of, or the Ordinations of the
Pundits . 12mo. Old calf . London . 1777 ......

Glanville : Tractatus de Legibus et Consuetudinibus
Regni Angliæ . 32mo. Broken calf. London . 1673 ..

Glinka (Dimitry de ) . La Philosophie du Droit. Troi.

sième Edition . 8vo . Paper. Paris . 1863 ..

Goudsmit J. E. ) . The Pandects : Roman Law and

its Connection with ModernLegislation . Translated

by R. de T. Gould . Svo . Cloth. Leyden . 1873 ....

Grotius (Hugo ) of the Law of Warre and Peace. 8vo.

Broken cali. London. 1654. ( First English edition ? ) ,

The same. De Jure Belli et Pacis. Edited by Whewell.

3 vols . 12mo.Cloth . Cambridge. No date. ( 1853.]

Gruchy (Wm . Laurence de ). L'Ancienne Cou .

tume de Normandie . 8vo . Cloth. Jersey. 1881 ..

Guéronnière (Viscomte de la ). Le Droit Public et

l'EuropeModerne. 2 vols . 8vo. Paper. • Paris. 1876 ..

Hakewel (W.). Modus tenendi Parliamentum , London ,

1669. Manner how Statutes are enacted in Parliament.

1659. In 1 vol . 32mo . Broken c If .....

Hale (Sir Matthew) . History of the Common Law .

4th ed . by Charles Runnington. 12mo. Old Calf.

Dublin . 1792 ..

The same. Sixth (and last ) edition . 8vo . Old calf .
London . 1820 ....

Historical Memorials of the English Laws , Antient

Parliaments , Courts of Justice , Forms of Trial, Inns

of Court, etc. (extracted from Dugdale ). 2 vols .

12mo . Boards. London . 1790 ....

Hearne ( Thomas ). Curious Discourses

English Antiquities (Laws, Terms, etc. ) . 8vo . Old

Rare and Quaint Law Books, continued .

Law, with 24 plates . 8vo. Broken calf . London .

1804 ...

Heron (D. Caulfield ). Introduction to the History of

Jurisprudence. 8vo . Old calf . London .

Historical Essay on the Laws, etc., of Rome; an Intro

duction to the Study of the Civil Law . 12mo . Broken

calf. Cambridge ( Eng. ). 1827 ..

Historical Sketches of CivilLiberty ; with an account
of Juries . 8vo . Boards . London . 1788 ...

Houard; Traités sur les coutumes Anglo -Normandes,
publiés en Angleterre . 4 vo 4to . Old ouen.

1776....

Incorporated Law Society. Records of the Society
of Gentlemen Practisers . 4to . Cloth. London . 1897.

Irving ( David ). Introduction to thestudy ofthe Civil
Law . 41h ed . Boards. London . 1837 ......

Jitta ( D. J. ) . Coditication du Droit International de la

Faillite. 8vo. Cloth . La Haye. 1895 ........

Johnston ( Lewis F. C.) . Institutes of the Civil Law

of Spain ( from A860 y del Rio aud Manuel у Rodri.

guez._6th ed . 1805 ) . 8vo. Cloth . London . 1825 ....

Jones (J. W.) . Translation of all the Greek , Latin ,

Italian and French Quotations in Blackstone's Com.
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calf. Oxford.

[ Hearne (Thomas ) . ) Vindication of those who take

the Onth of Allegiance. 12.no. Old calf. 1731

Henry ( J. ) . Criminal Law in Demerara and the Dutch

( 'olonier , 8vo. Boards. London . 1821 ......

Herbert (W.). Antiquities of the Inns of Court and

Chancery ; with a Concise History of the English

mentaries . 8vo. Boards . London . 1823 ...

Jones ( Sir William ) . Institutes of Hindu Law ; or the

Ordinances of Menu ; translated . 8vo . Old half calf .

Jones (Sir William ). Mobammedan Law of Succession

to the Property of Intestates; with Translation and

Notes . 4to Boarde . London . 1782 ....

Jus Sigilli, or the Law of England touching the Four

Seales. 32mo. Broken calf. London . 1673 ...

Kant (Emmanuel). Eléments Métaphysiques de la

Doctrine du Droit, etc. Traduit par Jules Barni .

12mo. Half morocco . Paris . 1855 ....

Khalil. Code Musulman, Texte Arabe et Nouvelle Tra.

duction par N. Seignette . 8vo . Half roan . Algiers

and Paris. 1878 ..

Kitchin (John ) . Juris dictions ; or the Lawful Author.

ity of Courts Leet, Baron , etc. 4th ed . 16mo.

Broken calf . London . 1663....

Lambarde (William ). Archeion ; or a Discourse upon
the High Courts of Justice. 32mo. Broken calf .

London . 1635

Lambarde (William ). Archaionomia, Sive de Priscis

Anglorum Legibus. Small 4to . Broken calt . Lon .

don . 1568

Lambarde (William ). Eirenarcha ; or of the Office of
the Justices of Peace . 24mo. Broken calf . London .

1588

The same. Revised . 24mo. Broken calf. London .

1614 ..

Lane ( Thomas ). Students ' Guide through Lincoln's

Ian . 3d ed . Old calf . 18mo. London . 1814 ..

Law-French and Law -Latin Dictionary . 2d ed .

12mo . Broken calf. London . 1718 ...

Law Quibbles : The Evasions, Tricks , Turns, and Quib .

bles used in the Law . 2d ed . 12mo. Broken calf.

London . 1726 ...

Laws respecting Women, as they regard their Nat.

ural Rights, etc. 12mo. Broken calf . London . 1777 .

Levi ( Leone ) . International Commercial Law . 2d ed .
2 vols . 8vo . Cloth . London . 1803........

Lex Cimbrica : Antiqua Lingua Danica ,versione Latina,

etc., illustrated . Autore P. K. Ancher . Small 4to .

Broken calf . Hafnia . 1783 ...

Lincoln's Inn . Catalogueof Library, 1859, and supple

ment, 1859-90 . 2 vols . Cloth . London .

Lincolnshire Records : Abstracts of Final Concords,

temp Rich . I. , John , and Henry III . Vol . 1. 8vo .

Cloth. ( Privately printed .) London. 1896 .....

Littleton's Tenures in English. 16mo. Broken calf.

London . 1825 ....

Littleton's Tenures , Commentary on , Prior to Coke's.

Edited by Henry Cary. Svo . Cloth . London . 1829 .

London : De Antiquis Legibus Liber. Small 4to . Cloth .

(Camden Society. ) London . 1846 ......

Mackeldey (Ferdinand ). Compendium of Modern

Civil Law . Edited by P. I. Kaufmann . Vol . 1 ( no

other volume published ). 8vo. Sheep . London . 1845 .

Magna Charta cum Statutis, tum antiquis, tum
recentibus . 32mo. Broken calf . London . 1618

Magna Charta. Translated by Edw . Cooke. 24mo.

Red morocco . Gilt. London . 1650

Magna Charta . History and Defence of , by Samuel

Johnson , 2d ed . 12mo. Broken calf. London . 1772

Magna Charta . Historical Essay upon ; with descrip .

tive notes ( beautifully printed with engraved margins,

different for each page). By Richard Thomson . 8vo .

Cloth . London , 1829

Maitland ( F. W.) . Pleas of the Crown for the County

Gloucester. 1 :221 . 8vo . Cloth . London . 1854 ...

Manwood (John ). The Laws of the Forest. 1st ed .

Small ito . Broken calf . London . 1615
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Rare and Quaint Law Books, continued .

The same. Third edition . Small 4to . Broken calf .

London . 1665 .....

Michaelis ( Sir John D. ) . Commentaries on theLaws

of Moses. Translated by Alexander Smith . 4 vols.
8vo . Boards. London . 1814 .....

Mirroir des Justices: factum per Andrew Horne.
32mo. Old calf. London, 1642

Mirrour of Justices . By Andrew Horne ; translated
into English by W. H. 12mo. Broken calf. London .
1768 ...

Modus tenendi Parliamentum . Edited by T. D.

Hardy. 8vo . Cloth . London . 1846 ...

Molyneux (William ). The Case of Ireland's being
bound by Acts of Parliament in England . 21mo.

Broken calf . London . 1698 .....

calf. London . 1768

Muscutt (Edward ). History of Church Laws in Eng.
land , A.D.602 to 1850 . 8vo . Cloth . London , 1851

Noy (William ). Principal Grounds and Maxims with

an Analysis , etc. , of the Laws ofEngland. Pub ed . by

W.M.Bythewood . 18mo. Cloth . London. 1821 ..

Nyenhuis (J. T. Bodel ) . De Juribus Typographorum

et Bibliopolarum in regno Belgico. 8vo . Half mo .

rocco. Lugduni Batavorum . 1819 ....

O'Brien (Edward ). The Lawyer. His Character and

Rule ofHoly Life. 18mo . Cloth . London . 1842

Perkins (John ) . “ Profitable Book ; ” a Treatise on

Conveyancing. 14thed.18mo . Old calf .London .1757.
The same . 15th ed . , by Richard J. Greening . 16mo .

Boards. London . 1827 ..

Petyt (William ) . The Antient Rightofthe Commons
of England asserted . 16mo. Old calf . London . 1680

Philipps (Fabian ) . The Ancient, Legal , etc., Rights

of Courta, in their Write of Capias, Arrests , etc.
Small 4to . Broken calf . London . 1676

Philipps ( J. T.) . Fundamental Laws and Constitu

tions of Beven Kingdoms. 16mo. Calf. London . 1752 .

Pollock (Sir Frederick ). The Law of Fraud , Min

representation and Mistake in British India . 8vo .

Cloth . Calcutta . 1897 ..

Pollock ( Sir F.) and Maitland (F. W.) . History of

English Law before the time of Edward I. 2 vols .

Svo. Cloth . Cambridge. 1895

Pothier on Obligations. Translated into English by
Evans . 2 vols . 8vo . Broken calf . London . 1806 ..

Privileges of an Englishman in Portugal. 12mo.
Broken calf. London . 1736

Probyn (J. W.). Systems of Land Tenure in Various
Countries. 16mo . Cloth . London . No date . (1876 )..

Pufendorf's Law of Nature and Nations .

Abridged and translated by J. Spavan . 2 vols . 16mo.
Broken calf. London . 1716

Ram ( James ). The Science of Legal Judgment. 8vo.
Boards . London . 1837

Reddie ( John ). Historical Notices of the Roman Law ,

Rare and Quaint Law Books, continued.

Savigny (Carl von ) . History of the Roman Law dur.

ing the Middle Ages . Translated by E. Cathcart.

Vol . 1 ( no other volume published ) . 8vo . Boards.

Edinburgh. 1829 ...

The same. In French . 4 vols, 12mo. Half morocco.

Paris . 1839

Savigny ( F. Carl von ). Conflict of Laws; translated

by Wm . Guthrie. 8vo . Cloth . Edinburgh , 1880 ....

Savigny on Obligations in Roman Law , Epitome of,by
Archibald Brown . 8vo . Broken calf. London . 1872

Schomberg ( Alexander C.) . Historical and Chrono.

logical ViewofRomanLaw , Boarde . Oxford . 1785 .

Schultes (Henry) . On Aquatic Rights ; the Law rela .

tive to Fishing. 12mo. Old half calf. London. 1811

Scroggs (Sir Wm. ) . Practice of Courts Lect, Baron ,

etc. 4th ed . 12mo . Old calf . London . 1728

Selden (John ) . Judicature in Parliaments . 18mo.

Paper. London . [ 1681. )

Sharp (Granville ). The Constitutional English Poliny

of Congregational Courts. ( Frankpledge .) 2d ed.

1 :mo. Boards . London .

Sharp (Granville ). Distinction between Manslaughter

and Murder . 12mo. Boards. London , 1773 ..

[ Sheridan ( Thomas ). ) Rise and Power of Parlia.

medis . 12mo. 1677. Reprinted 1870. Cloth .

Sivaprasad (Raja ). Manara-Dharmasar, or the Ordi.

pances of Menu with Sir Wm. Jones's translation .

12mo. Paper. No place or date.

Smythe (H. ) andBourke (R. ) . Two cases upon the

Marriage Law of Ireland . 8vo . Cloth . Dublini. 1842

Spencer (John ). De Legibus Hebræorum Ritualibus

(C.M. Pfaff ) . Folio , parchment. Tubing @ . 1732 ..

Statutes . Anno XXVI. Hen . VIII. Fol. Boarde. [ 1535.1

The same. Anno XXXII . Hen . VIII . Fol . Boards.

[ 1540 . )......

The same. Anno XXXVII. Hen . Vill . Fol. [ 1545. )
Staundford ( Sir William ). Les Plees del Coron .

Small 4to . Paper. London.
1607......

Staundford (Sir William ) . The King's Prerogative .

Small 4to . Calt . Totthil. 1590

Stephen (James Fitzjames ). General View of the

Criminal Law . 8vo . Cloth . London . 1863 ...

Symonds ( Arthur) . The Mechanics of Law Making ;
intended for the use of Legislators, etc. 16ino .

Boards. London , 1835 .

Tayler ( Thomas). Law Glossary of the Latin , Greek ,

Norman French, etc. 8vo . Boards . London . 1819 ..

Temple Bar the City Golgotha. (Criminal occur .

rences associated with Temple Bar . ) Small 4to .

Cloth . London . 1853 ......

Termes de la Ley : Difficult and Obscure Word rand

Terms of the Common Laws and Statutes . 18mo.

Broken calf. London . 1685 (or 1708)

Theloall ( Simon ) . Digest des Briefes original . 24mo .

Broken calf . London. 1579 .....

Thorpe ( Benjamin ) . Diplomatarium Anglicum Aevi

Saxonici ; A Collection of English charters, 1605 to

1066 .

Todd ( Alpheus ). Parliamentary Government in the

British Colonies. 8vo . Cloth . Boston . 1880 ...

Townesend (George ). Preparative to Pleading. 24mo.

Broken calf. London . 1675

Tudor (Owen D. ) . Law of Charitable Trusts . 2d ed .

16mo. Old calf. London . 1862 ...

Twiss ( Travers ) . Law of Nations considered as Inde .

pendent Political Communities, in War and in l'eace ;
2 vols . Cloth . London . 1861 and 1863 .....

Ward (Robert ). Foundation and History of the Law

of Nations from the time of the Greeks and Romans,

to Grotius . 2 vols . Broken calf . London . 1795 ....

Warden (Alex.J.). Burgh Laws of Dundee, with the

Statuten , etc., of the Guild of Merchants and Frater

nities of Craftsmen . 8vo . Cloth . London . 1872 .

Wheaton (Henry ) . Elements of International Law ,

with a Sketch of the History of the Science . 2 vols .

in l . (1st ed. ) 12mo. Calf. London, 1836

Wheaton ( Henry ) . Histoire des Progrès du Droit des

Gens en Europe et en Amérique depris la l'aix de

Westphalia jusqu'a nos Jours . Troisième Édition. 2

vole . ' 12mo . Cloth. Leipzig . 18.3 ..

White (ArcherM.). Outlines of Legal History . 12mo.
Cloth . London . 1895 ......

Wilmot ( Rt. Hon . Sir John Eardley ) , Memoirs of
the Lite of . 80 ) . Old tree calf . London . 1811 .....

Wimbledon , Extracts from the Court Rolls of the
Manor of . 1 Edw . IV . to A.D. 1864. 12mo. Cloth .

London . 1866

Wynne ( Edward) . Eunomus ; or Dialogues concerning
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and of the recentprogress of its study . 8vo . Boards.

Edinburgh . 1826

Reeves (John ) . History of the English Law from the

Time of the Saxons to the End of l'hilip and Mary.

2d ed . 6 vols. 12mo. Old calf . London . 1787....

The same , to End of Reign of Elizabeth ; edited by W.

F. Finlason . 3 vols . 8vo . Half roan . London . 1869 .

Regiam Majestatem . The Auld Lawes and Constitu
tions of Scotland . By Sir Jobo Skene . 4to . Boards .

Edinburgh . 1774

RegistrumOmnium Brevium . Small 4to . Old calf .

Printed by Rastell in London , 1531 ; reissued by

Tottell. 1553. (Quaint old " Secretary type.” ) ...
The same. Folio . Broken calf. London . 1595

The saime . Folio . Old calf. London . 1634..

Repp (T. G.) . Historical Treatise on Trial by Jury :

Wages of Law, etc. , in Scandinavia and Iceland . 8vo .

Boards. Edinburgh , 1832

Robinson ( Thomas). The Common Law of Kent , or

the Customs of Gavelkind . 12mo . Broken calf.

London . 1741

The same . New edition by J. D. Norwood . Svo .

Cloth . Ashford . 1858

Rolle (Henry ). Abridgment des Plusieurs Cases et

Resolutions del Common Ley. 2 vols. Folio . Broken

calf . London . 1665

Roy (Rajah R.). Judicial and Revenue Systems of
India . 8vo . Boards . London . 1832 .

Rumsey ( Almaric ). Chart of Inheritance according
to Moohummudan Law . Svo . Cloth . London . 1866 ,

(Saint-Germain .) " Doctor and Student. " Two Dia .

logues on the laws of England . 24mo. Broken calf .
1687 ......

The same. 16th ed . by J. W. 12mo. Broken calf .

London . 1761

Sanchez (Thomas ) . De Sancto Matrimonii Sacra

mento . ( A curious collection of marriage customs of

Antiquity.) 3 vols . Old calf. Folio, Antwerp. 1607

the Law and Constitution of England . 5th ed . by

Bythewood . 2 vols . Old calf . 24mo . London . 1822 ..

Zazius (Joannes Ulric ) . Catalogus Legum Antiqua

rum . 32mo Broken calf (with portions of an old

illuminated Ms. as fly leaves) . Lutetiæ . 1555 .......
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For the purpose of the student there need be no re

straint or limit to classification , the very act of analyz

ing being of the greatest value . It is, however, ques

tionable whether such a minute analysis is practicable ,

or even desirable , in the arrangement of a library ; and

the best method, so far as I have been able to judge , is

a classification into a few simple , logical , obvious head

ings , and a subject and author catalogue under each

heading

I may add that of the various schemes for classifica

tion which I have thus far seen , all appear to me to be

more or less defective. For instance , the English and

American schemes make no adequate provision for

Roman and Continental Law ; and the authors of Conti

nental Schemes seem to have forgotten that there is such

a thing as Anglo- American Law .

The whole scheme as presented herein is of course

tentative, especially the working out of the details of

sub - divisions under the main headings, and I cannot re

sist the hope that any suggestions which may come to

your notice may also be brought to mine .

Looking forward with interest to your valued criti

cisms , I remain ,

Yours faithfully, JAMES H. VICKERY

[ Not having space for the full scheme, we give here

the general outline and three of the sub-divisions as

samples. ]

ANALYSIS OF LAW LITERATURE.

EQUITABLE GEBÄUDE ,

Berlin , GERMANY , June 1 , 1901 .

CHARLES C. Soule , Esq . :

MY DEAR SIR : Recalling our conversation in Bos

ton in regard to Legal Bibliography , I beg to enclose

you herewith a “Tentative Analysis ” of the whole

province of Jurisprudence. The idea was first suggested

by the difficulties which I encountered when , after

having studied English and American Law , I turned my

atto tion to the study of Roman and German Law here

in the University of Berlin . My first attempt to get a
clear introductory idea of existing continental systems

of law resulted in a hopeless tangle , and to get out it

became necessary for me to start at the beginning and

trace the modern systems to their source . The central

idea , therefore, of this scheme is the grouping of the

main divisions of the general subject of Jurisprudence

( in its widest sense) , as far as possible , in the order of
their historical evolution . A glance at the Outline

Analysis of Jurisprudence (herewith ) will show the

manner in which it has been attempted to work out this

evolution : The starting point is the abstract idea of

Law , then the first concrete examples of the application

of legal principles starting with the laws of antiquity,

and then coming down to the nations of the present

day . A comparison of these different systems gives us

the heading “ Comparative Jurisprudence " so called.

This comparison brings out the points of agreementand

disagreement between the laws of different states , thus

giving us the next heading of “ Conflict of Laws or

Private International Law ," from which one proceeds

naturally to the youngest branch of existing juris

prudence, “ International Law , ” still in process of

formation and development .

Having got thus far, the next problem to be solved

was the matter of the sub-divisions under each main

heading. The usual divisions of English law are not

and cannot be of universal application, and yet in such

a scheme as this it seemed necessary that the arrange

ment of the sub -divisions should , as far as possible , be

uniform under all the main headings, in order to lend

symmetry to the whole scheme . Moreover, these sub

divisions should follow one another in some sort of

logical sequence . The best arrangement I have thus

far been able to contrive is that which commences with

Bibliography, after which come the History and Pbilos

ophy of the subject ; then the Dogmatic Works ( under

which may be grouped systematically the whole body

of the positive law ) ; next the Sources and Repositories

of the Law (including statutes, decisions , etc. ) ; and

finally such other sub-divisions as may seem necessary .

Among these latter sub- divisions will be found that of

Side Lights of History, etc. , for the newer scholarship

is placing much stress upon the value of the evidence

afforded indirectly by other branches of human knowl.

edge.

The purpose of such an analysis is twofold : First,

from the point of view of the student of Compara

tive Jurisprudence, it is very essential that one should

have a correct perspective , or, perhaps still better,

a “ bird's -eye view ” of the whole subject, showing

the inter- relation of the different branches of jurispru .

dence , and their comparative or relative importance,

not confined to one country alone , but embracing the

whole family of nations and the whole course of legal

evolution . Secondly, from the point of view of the

bibliographer and librarian, the matter of the classified

arrangement of books has of late aroused very keen

interest , as is evidenced by the schemes of classification

worked by Melvil Dewey, Charles A. Cutter , and others.

ANALYTICAL DIAGRAM , OR ANALYSIS, COVERING

THE WHOLE FIELD OF JURISPRUDENCE .

I. LAW .

II . LAWS OF ANTIQUITY .

III . LAWS OF GREECE .

IV. ROMAN LAW .

V. CANON LAW .

VI . CUSTOMARY LAW : BARBARIAN Codes.

VII . REVIVAL AND “ RECEPTION OF ROMAN LAW .

VIII . ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT OF ENGLISH LAW .

IX . COMPARATIVE JURISPRUDENCE .

X. CONFLICT OF LAWS OR PRIVATE INTERNATIONAL

LAW .

XI . INTERNATIONAL LAW .

19

1. LAW. (RECHTSWISSENSCHAFT .)

I. BIBLIOGRAPHY.

II . HistorY AND PHILOSOPHY OF LAW .

1. General and Mixed .

2. Ilistory .

3. Philosophy (Legal Ethics; Law of Nature ).

III . DOGMATIC WORKS .

1. General.

2. Special.

IV. SOURCES AND REPOSITORIES.

V. MISCELLANEOUS Works. (Monographs, Curiosities,

etc.)

VI. Side Lights or Ilistory, ETC. ( Biography , Phi

lology . )

VII . LAW JOURNALS AND PERIODICALS .

VIII . LEGAL EDUCATION . (Admission to Bar, etc. )

VUI. ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT OF ENGLISH

LAW

1. BIBLIOGRAPHY .

II . HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF ENGLISH LAW .

1. General and Mixed .

2. History.

3. Philosophy .
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HOUSE OF LORDS REPORTS

AND

Jurisprudence, continued .

III. DOGMATIC WORKS.

1. General.

2. Special.

(And hereunder see Curtis' Analysis.)

IV. SOURCES AND REPOSITORIES .

V. MISCELLANEOUS WORKS, MONOGRAPHS, ETC.

VI . Side Lights OF HISTORY , ETC.

VII . JOURNALS, PERIODICALS, ETC.

IX. COMPARATIVE JURISPRUDENCE, (The

General Subject .) .

I. BIBLIOGRAPHY.

II . HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF,

III . DOGMATIC WORKS .

IV . SOURCES AND REPOSITORIES .

V. MISCELLANEOUS WORKS.

VI. SIDE LIGHTS OF HistorY, ETC.

VII . JOURNALS, PERIODICALS, ETC.

PRIVY COUNCIL REPORTS.

FULL VERBATIM REPRINTS

At less than one - fifth usual cost.

UNTIL OCTOBER NEXT

A limited number of sets is offered as follows :

Comparative Jurisprudence, Continued . ( Existing

Systems in Detail . )

( 1. ) COUNTRIES IIAVING THE ROMAN SYSTEM .

Italy , Spain , France, Germany , etc.

( 2. ) COUNTRIES HAVING THE ENGLISH System .

Great Britain and Ireland, British Colonies , United

States, etc.

( 3. ) COUNTRIES HAVING A “ COMPOSITE SYSTEM ."

Scotland , Quebec, Louisiana, etc.

(4. ) ORIENTAL AND OTHER SYSTEMS .

China, India , etc.

( 5. ) SPECIAL SUBJECTS . ( Quasi - International.)

House of Lords, 58 vols . in 11 books at $7.50 per

book ($82.50 per set ) .

Privy Council, 31 vols . in 6 books , at $7.50 per book

( $45.00 per set) .

Of the House Of LORDS , 8 books are now ready ,

and the 11 books will be completed in October, after

which date the price will be advanced to $ 8.50 per

book, provided any sets are then obtainable .

The Privy COUNCIL, 6 books , will then be issued at

the rate of 1 book each month , and price is likely to

advance at any time as the limited edition is depleted.

These important sets have previously cost upwards

of $450 and $ 250, respectively , and this present oppor

tunity will be short lived , as no plates are made, and

only a limited edition is printed.

They comprise as follows :

HOUSE OF LORDS. - Shower, 1 vol.; Colles,

1 vol .; Brown, 8 vols . ; Dow , 6 vols .; Bligh ( both

series ) , 15 vols ; Dow & Clark , 2 vols .; Clark &

Finnelly, 12 vols ; Maclean & Robinson , 1 vol . ;

West, 1 vol .; Clark's House of Lords Cases, 11

vols . Total , 58 vols . in 11 books .

PRIVY COUNCIL. — Acton, 2 vols, ; Knapp , 3 vols .;

Moore , 15 vols . ; Moore (new series ), 3 vols .;

Moore's East Indian Appeals, 8 vols . Total , 31

vols . in 6 books.

NOTES .

An American Lawyer in Germany.- Mr. Vick

ery (the writer of the letter printed in this number,

concerning an “ Analysis of Jurisprudence,” as a basis

for the collection or arrangement of a library of Com

parative Jurisprudence ) was for three years Secretary

to the United States Embassy in Germany. Having

just opened an “ American Law Office ” in Berlin , in

connection with leading lawyers in New York, he has

had his attention called especially to continental, or

modern , civil law as viewed from our American stand

point. His letter will be read with interest .

New Law Periodicals.- We notice two new vent

ures in this line , both taking up again names of noted

periodicals of the last generation. One is “ Bench and

Bar, a Monthly Legal News Journal,” a quarto of 16

pages issued on the 15th of each month , and started at

Chicago in January , 1901. The other is “ The South

ern Law Review ,” to be published monthly from June 1 ,

1901, in Atlanta , Ga .,under the editorship of Hon . Wm.

R. Iammond .

Have you a Library at Home? – If you have a

good collection of general books in your private library,

let us suggest that you add to it a set of THE GREEN

Bag , 12 vols . bound ( $ 30.00 ). In no other way can

you get so much legal history , biography, humor, and

miscellany, nor such an interesting collection of legal

portraits. A lawyer who has a home library of two or

three hundred volumes, without Tie GREEN BAG , is

hardly doing his duty toward the light literature of his

profession.

ܪ

SEIZE THIS OPPORTUNITY WHILE IT LASTS .

SPECIAL TERMS FOR LIBRARIES.

Address for further particulars

THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY .
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FULL SETS OF REPORTS,

ODD LOTS AND ODD VOLUMES,

AT VERY LOW PRICES .

IN ANTICIPATION OF REMOVING TO NEW LOCATION WE

OFFER THE FOLLOWING BARGAINS :

$ 5.00

4.00

2.50

6.00

265.00

2.50

32.00

1.00

130.00

35.00

1.00

Condition . — (a ) signifies almost new ; (b ) fine second -hand ; (c) good second -hand .

CASH WITH ORDER. DELIVERY AT EXPENSE OF PURCHASER.

UNITED STATES. - U. S. Supreme Court.
Reports . 180 vole . Original Edition . (6 ) ... $ 250.00 GEORGIA .

U.S.S. C., Lawyer's Edition . 178 vols. in 44, Reports . Vols . 1 , 47 , 52 ; any vol .....

with 4 vols. of Digests. ( b ) .... 183.00

U.S.S. C., Curtis's Decisions to 17 Howard . HAWAIIAN .

Single vols. to vol. 158 ; 158 vols . in 100. ( b ) ..... 140.00 Reports . Vols . 2 , 3, 11 , each

U. S. Supreme Court, vols . 102 to 129, 28 vols ..... 28.00 Civil Code, 1897 ...

Cranch , vol. 8 ; Wheaton , vols. 1 , 2 ; Peters, vols . Session Laws. 1887 , 1890 , 1892, 1894 , 1895 , 1896 .

1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 8, 10, 11 , 12 , 15, 16 , any vol.
.50

Peters , 16 vols. 8.00 IDAHO .

Wheaton , vols. 8 , 12 ;each .. 5.00
Cummins' Reports. Vol . 1 ( 1867) .......

Howard , 21, 22 ; Wallace, vols. 12 , 17 , 18 , 19, 21 , Heyburn's Laws and Decisions

23 ; U.S. , vols . 93, 94 , 102 to 129, 135, any vol ...... 1.25

U.S. Lawyers' Ed . Books, 1-9 ... 10.00 ILLINOIS.

U. S. Supreme Court Reporter, vols . 10, 11 , 13 , 14 ,
15, 16 , any vol 1.00 Reports. Vols . 1 to 164, with Kinney's Digest, 6 vols .

(O ) ....
U.S. Circuit and District Court Reports. Origi .

nal Editions. 133 vols. (List on application ) ( c ).. 133.00
Appeal Reports, 84, 85 , 86, each ..

Circuit and District Court Reports. INDIANA

We have on hand a large stock ofthese reports in sete

or as oddments, which will be sold at bargain
Appeals Reports . Vols . 1 to 23. (a ) .

prices. Sup . Ct. Repts.Vols. 2 , 3, 4 , 5 , 6 , 7, 8 , 9 , 10 , 18 , 20 ,

U. S Attorney's General Opinions, vols . I to
22 , 23 , 122, 123, 139, 140 , 141, 142 , 143 , any vol .

20. (b ) 40.00 IOWA.

Vols . 9 to 19 , 11 vols ...... 11.00

U.S. Court of Claims, vols . I to 12
Morris , Greene and Iowa Reports to vol . 88 ; 93 vols .

15.00

National Bankruptcy Register, 18 rols.and Index .
( c ) .......

Iowa, vols . 17 to 36, 38 , 39 , 41 , 45 , 53 to 66 , 38 vols . ,

( 1 ) :
45.00

American Bankruptcy Reports , 5 vols. (a ) 20.00 KANSAS

United States Digest . Reports. Vols . 19 , 33 ; Appeals, vols . 7 , 8, each ....

Century Digest, vols . 1 to 19. ( b ) ....... 75.00
Session Laws, 1859 to 1889 , less 1860 , 1861 Besrions .

American Digest, 1887 to 1895 , 9 vols . 15.00

1889 , 1890 , 1891 , each 1.00 MAINE.

General Digest, vols . 1 to 9
12.00

Reports . Vols . 1 to 88. (b ) ..........
Vols . 1 to 6, 8 , 9 = 8 vols . 8.00

1 to 5 . 5.00 MASSACHUSETTS.

Abbott's National Digest , 5 vols ..
10.00

Reporte. Vols. 1 to 175 , all new bound . ( a ) ....

STATE REPORTS AND STATUTES.
Mass . Vols. 10 , 11 , 13, 16 ; Pickering , vols . 2 , 4 , 6 ,

Metcalf, vols . 8 , 10 , any vol . , separately

ALABAMA .
Gray , vols . 1 , 3, 4 , 5 , any vol., separately .

Allen, vol . 6 ;Mass. 120 , 121 , 122 , 149 , 150 , 151 , 152 ,
Stewart, 3 vols .. $ 4.50

153, 154 , 155 , 156, 157 , 159 , 161 , 163, 165, 166, any

Stewart & Porter , 5 vols ..........
7.50

vol . , separately
Porter, vols . 1 to 7 , 9 ... 12.00

Alabama, vols . 1 , 2, 3 , each .. 2.00 MICHIGAN.

Vols. 44, 45 , 46 , 47, 48 , 75 , each .. 5.00 Harrington , Walker & Douglass & Mich . Repts . to

ARIZONA. vol. 122 ; 126 vols . ( b ) .

Vols , 5 to 8 , 16 , 27 to 37 ; Walker, 1 vol .; Douglas,

Compiled Laws, 1887, 1 rol ... 6.00

vol. 2 ; any vol.......
Session Laws. 1864 to 1885 , with Statutes 1871 , 1877 , Session Laws. 1805 to 1897 , less Local Laws, 1887,

1887 , less 1875, 1877 sessions .
1889 , 1891 , 1895 , 1897 .

CALIFORNIA .
MISSISSIPPI.

Reports. Vols. 1 to 114. (6 ) 180.00

Vols . 1 , 2 , 3 , 6 , 8 , 9 , 14 , 20 , 26 , 41 , 42 , 43, 44 , 45 , 47 ,
Reports. Vols . 31, 33, 43, 47 ; any vol...

any vol. separately .. 1.25 Codes. 1810 , 1818 , 1857 , 1871 , 1880 , 1892.

Vols. 50 , 51 , 53 , 57 , 92 , any vol. 1.50

MISSOURI.
COLORADO .

Reports. Vols . 107 , 124 ; Appeals, 3 , 44 , 60 ; any
Supreme Court Reports. Vols. 1 to 26. (6 ) ..... 50.00

Appeals Reports. Vols. 1 to 13. (6 ) 19.50

CONNECTICUT.
MONTANA.

Kirby, Root & Day, with Conn . Repts. to vol . 70 ;

240.00

265.00

.50

1.25

1.50

126.00

1.00

4.00

vol . ..... 1.00

Reports. Vols . 8 , 9 , 12 , 16, 17 , 23 ; any vol . ........

78 vols. (c ) ...... 160.00 NEBRASKA .

DAKOTA .
Reports. Vols . 1, 2 , 9 , 11 , 30 ; any vol ..

Reports . Vols . 1 , 2, 5 , 6 , any vol .
3.00

Session Laws. 1855 to 1897 , with statutes 1866 ,

Session Laws. 1862 to 1889, less 1865, 1867 sessions . 1873, 1881 , 1885 .

2.50

1.50
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163.00

1.00

3.50

1.50

25.00

50.00

10.00

FULL SETS OF REPORTS . – Continued .

NEVADA. WISCONSIN .

Reports. Vols. 1 to 19 ; in 14 volo . ( b ) .........
$35.00 Reports. Pinney , 3 vols . , and Wis. Repts ., vols . I to

Vols. 14 , 15, 18 ; any vol ...
1.00 105 ; 108 vols . ( )

Vols. 1 to 5, 8 , 11 , 17 , 19 to 23, 49 , 50 , 53 , 77 , 78 ; any

NEW HAMPSHIRE . vol .

Reports. Vols. 13 , 14 , 15 ; any vol .. 4.00 WYOMING .

Vols. 30 to 39 , 10 vols ......
30.00

Reports. Vois. 2 , 6, 7 ; any vol ......

NEW JERSEY.

Reports. Law , vols . 1 to 47 , and Equity , vols , 1 to
REPORTS OF SELECTED CASES.

40 ; 87 vols. 135.00 American Decisions, 100 vols . (b ) .

NEW MEXICO .
Vols . 75 , 78, 79 ; any vol ..

American Reports , 60 vols . ( b) .
Reports . Vols . 3, 4 , 9 ; any vol .. 2.50

American State Reports. Vols . 1 to 67. (6 ) .

Session Laws . 1873 , 1875, 1884 . Vols . 1 10 24 , 26 , 27 .

NEW YORK.
American and English Corporation Cases . 48

vols, and Digest. (6 )

Court of Appeals Reports. Vols . 1 to 101 .. 90.00 Vols . 1 to 6, 8 to 10 , 14 , 15 , 18 , 21 to 23 , 25 to 27 , 30 to

OHIO .
32 , 38 to 40, 42 , 46 ( 14 vols . unbound ), 26 vols ..

Reports. Vols . 4 , 5, 7, 9, 20 ; State Reports , vols .
American and English Encyclopædia of Law.

let Edition . 31 vols . ( b ) ......

1 , 5 , 6, 7 , 14 , 25, 26 , 27 ; any vol .
.75

Americanand English Railroad Cases .
Vols. 9 ,

OKLAHOMA. 11 to 14 , 16 to 18, 20 to 22 , 25 to 27 , 31, 31 to 36, 38

Reports. Vols . 1 to 6. ( 6 )
to 40, 43 , 45 , 47 to 49 , 51 to 53 , 55 , 59, 61 ( 17 vols .

20.00

unbound ) , 32 vols ..

TEXAS. American and English Decisions in Equity.

Supreme Court Reports. Vols . 1 to 93. (b ) .... 175.00
Vols . 1 to 4

Vole. 3 to 5 , 7 to io , 14, 15 , 17 , 19 , 20 , 25 , Supp . American Corporation Cases . 10 vols. and Digest.

vols. 25 , 26 to 28, 35, 86 ; Criminal Appeals, American Criminal Reports. Vols. I to 8 ...

vols . 1 , 2, 3 , 15 , 18 , 21 to 25 , 29 ,30, 31; Civil American Negligence Cases. 10 vols. ( 6 )

Appeals, rols . 4, 5 , 14 , 19 , 20 ; any vol ....... 1.00
Atlantio Reporter. Vols. I to 47. ( a ).

Bigelow's Life and Accident Insurance Cases.
VERMONT. 5 vols ...

Reports , 58 vols .; N. Chipman , D. Chipman , 2 vols.;
Lawyers' Reports Annotated . 49 vols . , and 2 vols .

Tyler, 2 vole .; Brayton , Aiken , 2 vols .; Vt. , vols . Digest. ( b ) .

to 58 , in 17 books ( 6 ) 15.00 Marrison's Mining Reports. 16 vols. (b ) .....
Municipal Corporation Cases. vols ...

VIRGINIA.
English Common Law Reports ( Full reprint.)

Reports . Wythe; Gilmer ; Va. Cascs, vol . 1 ; Ilen . 118 vols , and Digest ; 121 vols . ( c )

ing & Mumford , vols . 1 , 3 , 4 ; Grattan , 1 to 7 , 9 , 16 , Same. (Early vols . condensed .) 1:21 vols . ( c ) .....

17 , 20 , 21 ; Va . Repts . , 75 to 78,91.....
45.00 English Chancery Reports. (Reprint.) 69 rols ,

( c ) .
WEST VIRGINIA . English Exchequer Reports . (Reprint.) 49 vols .

Reports. Vols . 29 , 34 , 36 , 37 , 39, 40 , 41 . 12.50 ( C ) ...

45.00

15.00

12.00

7.50

12.00

3.00

110.00

9.00

40.00

17.50

100.00

70.00

65.00

43.00

EXTRAS.

Write us if you wish information on any of the following sets,
which we can now supply at the best bargains ever offered :

Canada Supreme Court, Ontario Reports, New Brunswick Reports,

Nova Scotia Reports, Quebec Reports, Irish Reports, and Scotch Reports.

THE BOSTON BOOK CO. , 15 1-2 Beacon St. , Boston , Mass.

BOOKS WANTED.

We will pay cash , or give books in exchange, for the following : -

ALABAMA REP TS , vols. 5 , 6 , 8 , 13 , 76 , 93 .

KANSAS REPORTS, vols. 37 , 38 , 39.

MARYLAND REPORTS, vols . 58 , 89 .

NEW HAMPSHIRE REPORTS, vol . 47.

RHODE ISLAND REPORTS, vol . 5 .

TENNESSEE REPORTS, Lea vol . 3 .

If you have any of these reports for sale write us, stating price and condition of the books.
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AMERICAN TEXT BOOKS.

The books in this list are mostly LAST EDITIONS, in sound library condition,

many as GOOD AS NEW . Some are out of print. Prices net.

$ 5.00

10.00

5.00

2.00

.

2.00

3.00

2.50

2.50

1.50

1.00

1.00

1.50

5.00

2.00

4.00

7.50

2.50

6.00

2.00

2.00

5.00

2.50

2.00

4.00

ACCIDENT LAW.

Bailey's Master's Liability . 1894

Bailey's Personal Injuries. 2 vols . 1897

Black's Accident Law . 1900. .

Patterson's Accident Law . 1886 .

ADMIRALTY LAW.

Betts' Admiralty Practice . 1838. .

Brown's Civil and Admiralty Law . 2 v . 1840

Cohen's Admiralty . 1883

Conklin's U. 8. Admiralty. 2 vols . 1857 .

Curtis' Rights and Duties of Merchant Seamen . 1841.

Dixon's Law of Shipping. 1873

Dunlap's Admiralty . 1850 .

Marvin , Wreck and Salvage . 1853 .

Matsunami's Collisions between Warships and Mer .

chant Vessels. 1900 ....

Parsons' Maritime Law, 2 vols , 1859

Parsons ' Shipping and Admiralty. 2 vols . 1869

Pritchard's Digest . 2 vols. 1887 .

Schlegel's Neutral Rights , 1801

Spencer's Marine Collisions. 1893

Wynkoop's Vessels and Voyages. 1887

AGENCY .

Duplap's Paley on Agency . 1856 .

Mecham's Agency . 1889 .

Wharton's Agency . 1876

ATTACHMENT.

Bradner's Attachment ( N. Y. ) . 1895

Drake's Attachment. 1891

BANKRUPTCY .

Avery & Hobbs' Bankrupt Law . 1868 .

Brightley's Bankrupt Law . 1871

Bump's Bankruptcy . 11th ed . 1898 .

Bump's Composition in Bankruptcy. 1877

Bush's Bankruptcy . 1898 . .

Brandenburgh's Bankruptcy . 1898

Collier's Bankruptcy . 1900

Gazzam's Digest. 2 vols . 1871

James' Bankrupt Law. 1867 .

Loveland's Bankruptcy . 1899

Owen's Bankruptcy Act . 1842 .

BILLS AND NOTES.

Crawford's Negotiable Instrument Law . 1897 .

Daniel's Negotiable Instruments. 2 vols . 1891

Edwards' Bills and Notes. 2 vols . 1882 .

Johnson's Elements Negotiable Contracts . 1898

Parson's Bills and Notes . 2 vols . 1863

Randolph's Commercial Paper. 3 vols . 1886

BLACKSTONE .

1.50

1.50

4.50

1.00

4.00

3.00

5.00

2.00

1.00

5.00

1.25

1.50

8.00

3.50

3.50

1.00

4.50

$ 1.50

4.50

7.50

1.00

6.00

12.00

6.00

3.00

1.00

5.00

2.00

2.00

2.50

2.50

2.00

2.50

2.50

6.00

4.50

3.00

6.00

1.00

Chitty's . 2 vols . 1832 .

Cooley's . 2 vols. 1899

Ewell's , 1 vol . 1889

Hammond's . 4 vols , 1890

Lewis '. 4 vols . 1898

Sharewood's . 2 vols . 1894

Wendell's . 4 vols , 1847

CONFLICT OF LAWS.

Bailey . Of JudicialDecisions . 1887

Dicey . 1896. .

Story . 1872 ..

Wade . Retroactive Laws. 1880 .

Wharton . 1872

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW.

Bannon's 14th Amendment. 1901

Bryant's Annotated Constitution . 1901

Bump's Constitutional Decisions. 1878

Cooley's Constitutional Limitations , 1890..

Elliott's Debates . 5 vols . 1876

Hitchcock's Essay on State Constitutions . 1887

Tucker's Constitution . 2 vols . 1899 .

Von Holst's Constitutional History . 8 vols . 1892

CONTRACTS.

Addison . 3 vols . 1888

Bishop . 1887

Chipman . 1852

Chitty . 2 vols. 1874

Dewey's Future Delivery . 1886

Hare. 1887 ..

Harris ' Contracts by Married Women . 1887

Hollingsworth . 1896 .

Kelly's Contracts of Married Women . 1882

Lawson's Contracts of Carriers. 1880

Metcalf . 1893

Parsons . 3 vols . 1873 ..

Reed's Statute of Frauds. 3 vols. 1884

Story. 2 vols . 1874

Wharton . 2 vole . 1882

Verplanck. 1825

CORPORATIONS.

Alger's Promoters. 1897

Angell & Ames . 1882

Beach's Private Corporations. 2 vols. 1891

Boone. 1887 .

Cooke on Corporations. 3 vols. 1898

Field's Private Corporations. 1883 .

Foote & Everett, Incorporated Companies. 3 vole. 1892.
Harris ' Damage by Corporations. 2 vols . 1892

Israeli's Liability of Shareholders . 1901 .

Kerr's Business Corporations. 1890

Jones Business Corporations . 1893
Potter . 2 vols . 1879. ...

Spelling's Private Corporatious. 2 vols . 1892

Taylor's Private Corporations. 1898 .

Thompson's Private Corporations. 7 vols. 1895

Thompson's Liability of Officers . 1880 .

Wait's Insolvent Corporations. 1888

Waterman. 2 vols . 1888

CRIMINAL LAW.

Ames' Forgery. 1901

Archbold's Practice and Pleading. 2 vols. 1880 .
Beccaria's Crimes . 1819 .

Bishop. 2 vols . 1892

Bishop's Procedure . 2 vols . 1880

Bishop's Statutory Crimes . 1885 .

Browne . 1892 .

Chitty . 3 vols . 1841 .

Cole's Informations. 1847

Dearsley's Criminal Process . 1854

Fleming. Blood Stains . 1861

Heard . 1882 .

Rapalje's Procedure . 1893

Wharton, 2 vols. 1885

DOMESTIC RELATIONS.

Almy & Fuller's Mass . Married Women . 1878 .

Bishop's Married Women . 2 vols . 1873

Browpe's Divorce . 1890 .

Browne . 1890 .

Ewell & La Mure. 1896

Fairbank's Marriage and Divorce (Mass.). 1882

Lloyd's Divorce . 1887 .

MacColla's Breach of Promise. 1879

Macpherson's Infants . 1843

Nelson's Divorce and separation . 2 vols . 1895
Reeves . 1888

Rodgers. 1899 .

Schouler's Ilusband and Wife . 1882

Stewart's Husband and Wife . 1887

Wakefield's Divorce . 1882 .

Wells ' separate Property of Married Women. 1878

3.50

3.50

6.00

1.75

16.50

3.00

4.50

6.00

.75

4.00

2.00

3.00

6.00

3.00

35.00

2.50

3.00

5.00

2.50

4.00

1.00

8.00

3.00

3.00

2.00

3.00

1.50

1.00

1.00

4.00

1.50

5.00

3.00

7.00

2.50

6.00

8.00

5.00

4.00

4.50

5.00

2.50

2.00

2.00

.50

9.00

1.50

2.00

.50

.75

1.00

.50

1.50

8.00

3.50

5.00

4.00

2.00

.50

3.00

5.00

3.00
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$ 1.00

9.00

2.50

3.00

3.00

2.00

1.00

3.00

3.00

1.50

1.00

American Text Books, continued .

ECCLESIASTICAL LAW .

Blunt's Book of Church Law . 1872 . $ 1.00

Buck's Mass, Ecclesiasti
cal Law . 1866 1.50

Henry & Harris . 1856 2.50

Jenkins' Law of Religious Liberty. 1880 1.00

Reichel's Manual of Canon Law . 2 vols . 1896 5.00

Smith's Elements of Ecclesiastical Law . 3 vols. 189i. 4.50

Tyler's American Ecclesiastical Law. 1860 . 1.75

Vinton's Common Law . 1870 . 2.00

ELECTRICIT
Y.

American Electrical Cases . 4 vols . 15.00

Croswell . 4.50

Scott& Jarnagin’s Telegraphs. 1868

American Text Books, continued.

EXTRADITION.

Hawley. Interstate . 1890

Moore. 2 vols . 1890

Spear. 1879. ...

INSANITY.

Browne's Medical Jurisprudence of. 1875 .

Buswell. 1885

Harrison's Legislation on . 1884 ,

Highmore's Idiocy and Lunacy . 1822

Mann's Medical Jurisprudence of . 1893

Ordronaux's Judicial Aspects of. 1878

Spitzka's Manual. 1895 .

Winslow's Plea of. 1843

INSURANCE .

Arnould's Marine . 2 vols . 1901

Angell's Fire and Life . 1855

Bacon's Benefit Societies . 2 vols. 1895

Bliss ' Life . 1874

Clarke . 1877

Duer's Marine . 2 vols . 1845

Finch's Digest. 10 yols . 1887-1897

Flander's Fire . 1874

Griswold's Fire Underwriter's Text Book . 1872

Hilyard's Marine. 1817 .

Hughes. 1833

May. 2 vols . 1900 .

Parson's Marine. 2 vols . 1868

Phillips. 2 vols . 1853

Porter. 1887 .

Wolford's Insurance Statutes. 2 vols . 1870

Wood's Fire . 2 vols , 1886 .

INTERNATIONAL LAW .

Bliss' Sovereignty . 1885

Field's Outlines of Int'l Code. 1876

Maine . 1888

Phillimore . 3 vols . 1854

Snoy's Cases . 1893

Snow's Diplomacy. 1894

Wheaton (Lawrence ). 1863 .

Wheaton (Dava ). 1866 .

Woolsey . 1883.

JUDGMENTS.

Black . 2 vols . 1891

Freeman . 1881

Ram . 1871 .

JURY .

Hirsh . 1879

Proffatt's Jury Trials . 1880
Ram's Facts . 1873

Thompson's Charging the Jury . 1880

Thompson and Merriman . 1892

LANDLORD AND TENANT.

Archbold . 1846

Smith . 1856 .

Taylor. 2 vols . 1887

MASTER AND SERVANT.

Bailey's Master's Liability. 1894

Mckinney's Fellow Servants . 1889

Reno's Employers' Liability Acts . 1896

Wood . 1886

MEXICAN LAW.

Coney & Godoy, Leg . and Merc. Handbook .

Hamilton . 1882

Rockwell, Spanish and. ' 1851
MORTGAGES.

Darrow's Mortgage Investments, 1892

Hilliard . 2 vols, 1972

Jones . 2 vols . 1894

Pingrey. 2 vols . 1893

NEGLIGENCE .

Leavitt. 1895 .

Ray's Imposed Duties ( Passenger Carriers ) . 1893.

Ray's Impored Duties (Personal). 1891 .

Saundere , 1872 .

Shearman and Redfield . 2 yols . 1888

Smith . 1887

Sutherland's Damages. 3 vols . 1984

Thompson . 2 vols , 1880

Wharton . 1878 .

NISI PRIUS .

Leigh . 2 vols , 1838

Stephens. 3 vols . 1844

PARTNERSIIIP .

Bisset. 1847

Collyer. 2 vols . 1878

Fox . Digest. 1872 .

Lindley (Ewell) . 2 vols . 1888 .

Lindley (Wentworth ). 2 vols , 1888

Pareon's Principles. 1889

Tyler. 1877 .

Watson . 1807

1892. .

1895 .

3.50

15.00

1.00

11.00

5.50

1.00

10.00

10.00

1.50

4.00

1.25

.50

10.00

6.00

1.50

1.50

3.00

6.00

1.50

6.00

1.75

4.00

3.50

2.00

3.00

12.50

1.50

2.00

ELEMENTARY LAW.

Author's Law Student. 1850 1.00

Baird's Principles of Am . Law . 1896
2.75

Barton's Suit in Equity . 1817 . .50

Bishop's First Book of the Law . 1868 4.00

Bishop's Written Lawe. 1882 .

Bouvier's Institutes. 4 vols . 1854 . 3.50

Broom's Commentaries. 1873 . 2.50

Broom's Philosophy of Law . 1876
2.25

Cox's Questions for Law Students. 1886
1.00

Ewell's Essentials , 3 vols . 1888 6.00

Gardner's Review in Law & Equity. 1895
2.25

Haight's Questions & Answers. 1899 . 3.50

Hoffman's Legal Outlines . 1848 . 3.00

Hoffman's Legal Study . 2 vols . 1836 . 5.00

Smith's Action at Law . 1848 . 1.00

Smith's Manual of Common Law . 1875 1.00

Walker's Theory of Law . 1852 .
1.50

ENGLISH LAW.

Bacon's Abridgment. 10 vols . 1860 10.00

Brown and lladley's Commentaries. 2 vols . 1875 6.00

East's Crown Law . 2 vols . 1806 . 3.00

Encyclopædia of English Law . 12 vols . 1898 50.00

Hale's Pleas of the Crown . 2 vols . 1817 7.50

EQUITY.

Barbour's Chan ery Practice. 3 vols . 1880 6.00

Beach's Equity Jurisprudence. 2 vols . 1892 8.00

Bigelow's Elements. 1879 2.25

Daniell's Chancery Practice . 3 vols . 1879 4.50

Fopblanque. 1835 1.00

Gilbert's Forum Romanum . 1874 2.00

Heard's Pleading . 1882 2.00

Heard's Precedents . 1884 2.00

Hoffman's Chancery Practice. 3 vols . 1834
3.00

Kerr's Injunctions in Equity. 1871 1.50

Roberts' Principles. 1857 . 1.50

Sands' Suit in Equity. 1882 3.75

Shiras' Practice in U.S. Courts . 1898 2.00

Snell's Principles. 1885 . 2.50

EVIDENCE .

Abbott's Select Cases . 1895 5.00

Appleton. 1860 1.50

Best (Chamberlayne ). 1893 5.00

Bradner. 1898 5.00

Browne's ParolEvidence. 1893 4.50

Burrill's Circunstantial Evidence, 1868 4.50

Greenleaf. 3 vols . 1876 5.00

Lawson's Expert. 1900 .
5,50

Morrill's Competency of Witnesses . 1886 1.50

Phillips. 3 vols. 1808 .. 3.00

Phillips' Cases ofCircumstantial Evidence. 1874 2.50

Rice's Criminal. 1894 6.00

Saunders' Pleading and Evidence . 3 vols . 1851 8.00

Starkie . 1876 . 5.50

Stephen (Chase ). 1898 2.30

Taylor. 3 vols . 1897 9.00

Underhill. 1894 5.50

Underbill's Criminal. 1898 . 5.50

Wille' Circumstantial. 1881 1.50

EXECUTIONS .

Freeman , 3 vols . 1900 15.00

Ilerman . 1876 2.00

Rorer's Judicial Sales . 1878 2.50

EXECUTORS, ADMINISTRATORS AND WILLS .
Beach's Wills . 1888 1.75

Iredell's Executors . 1851
1.50

Jarman's Wills . 3 vols . 1880 6.00

Page's Wills, 1901 6.00

Parson's Wills . 1855 1,50

Roberts' Wills . 2 vols . 1823 2.00

Roper's Wills . 1800 1.00

Schouler's Executors and Wille . 2 vols , 1900 8.00

Underhill's Wills . 2 vols , 1900 11.00

Wigram's Wills , 1872 2.50

Williams' Executors , 3 vols . 1877 3.00

Williams ' Wills and Interstate Succession , 1891 1.50

9.00

1.00

2.00

2.00

3.00

1.00

2.00

3.00

1.00

2.50

7.50

5.00

3,75

5.00

3.50

4.00

4.50

5.00

.50

3.00

11.00

9.50

4.50

5.00

4.00

1.50

9.00

1.50

4.50

3.00

3.00

3.00

4.50

1.50

2.00

1.00

3.50

4.00

2.50

1.50

1.00
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American Text Books, continued .

PLEADING AND PRACTICE.

American Text Books, continued .

STOCK BROKERS.

Dos Parsog. 1882 .

STRIKES.

Cogley. 1893. ..

Ray's Contractual Limitations. 1892 .

SUBROGATION .

Sheldon . 1893

SURETYS
HIP .

Baylies . 1887 .

Brandt. 2 vols , 1891

Burge. 1847

Pingrey. 1901

TAXATION .

Blackwell's Tax Titles. 2 vols . 1889

Browne. 1887

Burroughs. 1883

Dos Parsos' Inheritance Tax Law . 1895

Greene ( N. Y.). 1898 .
Hilliard . 1875

Judson (Mo.) . 1900

Saunders. 1887

Welty's Assessments and . 1886

TORTS .

Addison . 2 vols. 1882

Bigelow's Elements. 1894

Bishop's Non -Contract Law. 1889

Cooley's Elements . 1895

Hilliard . 2 vols, 1874

Pollock . 1887

Ray's Imposed Duties (Personal). 1891
TRADEMARKS.

Browne. 1898

Hardingham . 1881

Hopkins' Unfair Trade. 1900

Newton's Digest. 1896 .

Upton . 1860

TRIALPRACTICE.

Bailey's Onus Probandi. 1886

Donovan's Modern Jury Trials . 1881

Donovan's Skill in Trials . 1899 .

Fitnams' Trial Procedure. 1894

TRUSTS AND TRUSTEES.

Eddy's Combinations . 2 vols . 1901
Hill. 1867

Lewin, 1858

Livermore , 1850

McGrath's Cy Press Doctrine. 1887

O'Ferrall's Execution of ( Md . ) . 1890

Perry . 2 vols . 1899

Spelling's Trusts and Monopolies. 1893

Tiffany & Bullard . 1862

Tussen's Charitable Bequests. 1888

Zinn's Leading Cases. 1873 .

ULTRA VIRES.

Brice . 1880

Field . 1881 .

Reese , 1897

UNITED STATES COURTS.

Boyce's Manual Practice. 1869

Bump's Federal Procedure . 1881 .

Clarke'sHandbook U.8 . Decisions. *1892

Conklin . 1870

DePorceau . 1824 .

Field's Federal Courts . 1883

Field's Federal Practice. 1881

Holt's Concurrent Jurisdiction . 1888

Loveland's Forms. 1894

Murray . 1869

Pagin's Precedents and Forms . 1894

Phillips. 1887

Roe's Criminal Procedure . 1887

Speer’s Removal of Causes . 1888

USURI.

Ord . 1809

Tyler. 1873

Webb. 1899

VERBAL AGREEMENTS.

Throop's Validity of. 1870 .

WAGERS .

Dewey's Contracts for Future Delivery. 1886 .

WATERS AND WATERCOURSES .

Angell.
1869 .

Gould . 1900

Houck's Rivers . 1868 .

Pomeroy's Riparian Rights. 1893 .

WITNESSES.

Morrill's Competency of. 1887

WRIT AND PROCESS .

Alderson's Judicial. 1895 .

WRITTEN LAWS.

Bishop . 1882 .

$ 4.00

2.50

3.00

4.00

$1.50

1.00

1.25

2.50

6.00

8.50

2.00

5.00

10.00

3.00

2.00

3.00

1.00

12.00

8.00

7.00

4.50

3.00

7.50

1.50

4.00

6.00

4.00

4.50

5.50

1.75

2.00

2.50

4.00

3.00

6.50

4.50

2.00

24.00

1.00

2.00

5.00

2.50

6.00

2.50

2.00

2.00

4.00

9.00

2.00

.75

5.00

3.25

2.00

2.50

4.00

7.00

1.00

0.00

4.00

1.00

4.50

2.50

1.00

4.75

Abbott's Civil Trial Brief. 1900

Archbold's Civil Pleading. 1838

Boone's Code Pleading. 1885 .

Bamp's Federal Procedure. 1881

Chitty's General Practice. 4 vols. 1836

Chitty's Pleading. 2 vols. 1876

Donovan's Trial Practice . 1883 .

Elliott's Appellate Procedure. 1892 .

Elliott's General Practice . 2 vols . 1894

Estee's Code Pleading. 3 vols . 1870

Fiero's Special Proceedings. 1887

Heard's Civil Precedents . 1886

Lewes. 1811 .. :

Robinson . Vols . 1-4 . 1854

Saunders . 3 vols. 1851 .

Tidd . 2 vols . 1856 .

Wait . 6 vols . 1875 .

RAILROAD LAW .

Abbott's Canadian Law . 1899

Beach . 2 vols. 1890

Bepham's New York Statute Laws . 1894

Elliott. 4 vols , 1897

Hassler's Powers of Ry. Companies. 1879

Jones' Railway Securities . 1879

Lacey's Digesi of Decisions. 2 vols. 1884

Pierce . 1881

Redfield . 2 vols . 1888

Redfield . Cases . 2 vols , 1872

Shelford . 2 vols . 1855

Thompson's Carriers of Passengers . 1880

Thornton's Railway Fences . 1892 .

Wood . 3 vole . 1894

REAL PROPERTY.

Adams' Ejectment . 1854

Ballard's Annual. Vols . 3 , 4, 5. Each

Boone. 1883

Booth's Real Actions . 1808

Chaplin's Suspension ofPower of Alienation . 1891

Dart's Vendors . 1851 .

Deane's Principles of Conveyancing. 1875
Devlin's Deeds. 3 vols , 1897 .

Elphinstone's Interpretation of Deeds. 1889

Fowler's History of Real Property (N.Y.). 1895

Gale and Whately's Easements. 1840 .

Gray's Restraints on Alienation . 1883

Gray's Rule against Perpetuities. 1886

Hilliard's Vendors . 2 vols . 1868

Jackson's Real Actions . 1828

Jones . 2 vols . 1896

Kerr. 3 vols . 1895 .

Maupin's Marketable Title . 1896 .

Moore's Abstracts of Title . 1853

Preston's Abstract of Title . 3 vols . in 2. 1828

Rackemann's Land Registration (Mass . ). 1898
Rice , 1897

Roberts ' Conveyancing . 1825 .

Sharewood & Budd's Leading Cases. 4 vols. 1889

Sheldon's Land Registration (II .) . 1901 .
Sims ' Covenants . 1901

Smyth's Homesteads & Exemptions. 1875

Sugden's Vendors . 2 vols. 1873

Thornton's Conveyancing . 1854

Tyler's Ejectment. 1876

Waterman's Trespass. 2 vols . 1875
Webb's Record of Title 1890

Williams . 1894 .

Worthington's Fraudulent Conveyances. 1887 .

REPLEVIN .

Cobbey. 1900

Morris.

SALES .

Baker . 1887

Benjamin . 1899 .

Blackburn . 1887

Browne. 1894 .

Long. 1839

Newmark . 1887

Ralston's Sales of Undivided Intereste . 1885

Travis . 2 vols . 1892

SLANDER AND LIBEL .

Holt. 1818 .

Starkie . 1877 .

Townshend . 1890 .

SLAVERY.

Cobb. 1858 .

Hurd . 2 vols . 1848 .

Stroud . 1856 .

Wheeler. 1837

STATUTE LAW.

Dwarris, 1871

Endlich's Interpretation of. 1888

Lieber's Hermeneutics. 1880 .

Stimson's Am . Statute Law. 2 vols . 1893

1.50

4.50

1.50

2.00

4.00

2.00

1.50

15.00

2.50

2.75

1.00

3.50

5.00

2.00

3.00

11.00

9.50

5.00

1.00

2.00

.75

5.00

1.00

8.00

2.00

3.50

3.00

5.00

1.00

2.00

6.00

4.00

4.00

4.00

12.00

1.50

2.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

11.00

2.50

2.50

4.00

2.00

3.00

2.50

3.50

1.00

2.50

2,50

1.00

1.50

3.00

2.00

2.25

5.00

1.00

5.00

2.50

1.75

1.00

5.50

2.001878 .

3.00

6.00

1.00

2.00

1.00

1.75

1.00

7.00

1.00

2.50

4.50

4.00

2.001.00

2.00

5.00 2.00

5.30

2.00

4.75

1.00

2.00

2.00

1.00
1.50

5.50

3.00

4.00

2.00

10.00 3.50
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Strong Words of Praise

FOR .. .

ENGLISH RULING CASES .

-

Best set of leading cases accessible. — C. F. LIBBEY, Portland,–

Me.

Complete, scientific, and accurate. — H. M. Heath , Augusta, Me.

Complete key to English and American law. – J. H. SENTER ,

Montpelier, Vermont.

Superior to anything of the kind . - Walter Adams , Framing

ham , Mass .

The fountain =head of the law.— John K. BEACH , New Haven ,
Conn .

Scholarly, practical , reliable and useful . Moot, SPRAGUE ,

BROWNWELL, and MARCY, Buffalo .

The whole body of the unwritten law.–J. E. Howell, Newark ,-

N. J.

The cream of judicial learning. MARSHALL Brown, Pittsburgh .

The needs of every lawyer supplied . — C. W. CULLEN, George
town, Del .

Labor reduced to a minimum. - H. P. DART, New Orleans.

The annotations are of surprising value.- Chas. QUARLES,

Milwaukee.

Scope eminently practical , and the work good . — C. A.

ALDRICH , Chicago.

Exceedingly valuable library of the law. — F. N. JUDSON, St.

Louis .

Very useful, accurate, complete and exhaustive. — J. H.
BROWN, Denver.

The “ English Ruling Cases " will be completed in 25 volumes this Fall. One

volume of Supplementary Cases and notes, and a volume containing Index and Table of

Cases will follow shortly, thus covering all the leading English cases from earliest time

to date. They are topically arranged, with a rule of law prefacing each group of cases , the

early leading case and the latest ruling case given in full , with English notes abstract

ing collateral cases and statutes. The American notes show the accord or divergence of

our American law , and are very complete, thorough , and of surprising value.

The price is $ 5.50 per volume, or $ 5.75 delivered. Descriptive circu

lars sent on application, or sample volume for examination .

THE BOSTON BOOK CO. BOSTON, MASS.

1

.
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Published in October, A.D. 1901 , by The Boston Book Company,

Offices and Warehouse , 83 to 91. Francis St., Boston , Mass.

[ Retail Law Book Store, Barristers' Hall, Pemberton Square.]

This paper is issued quarterly, to give information about

American and foreign legal literature. We send it without

charge to any one who asks for it.

The brevity and dulness of this number are due to the

fact that we are moving and can neither get at our stock for

lists nor spare time for interesting notes.

PAGE

8

2

.

CONTENTS.

PAGE

8 Limitation of Actions .

6 , 7 Literary Luxury

8 Notes .

4 , 5 Removal Notice .

6 , 7 Wills and Executors

Best All -round Law Book

English Alternatives

Essentials for Students

Latest Text -Books and Reports

Leading ( Ruling) Cases .

.

. O 3

3

8

.

.

Special attention is called to the new edition of Wood on Limitations, by Gould

(page 8 ) , and to Notice of Removal ( page 3 ) .

SUBJECT INDEX TO THIS NUMBER.

Agency . - Huffcutt, 4 . Injunctions. - Spelling, 4 . Personal Property . - ( Eng . ) De Vil.
Chancery Practice . ( Eng . ) Daniell, Inland Revenue . - (Eng .) Highmore, lier , 5.

5 . 5 . Pleading.- Andrews, 4 .

Charities . — ( N.Y.) Cumming & Gilbert, Insanity:-(N.Y. ) Cumming & Gilbert, 5. Poor Laws. — (N.Y.) Cumming & Gil.

5 . International Law .– (Eng .) Ratligan , bert , 5 .

Church Law , - ( Eng. ) Blunt , 5 . 5. Promissory Notes. – Tompkins, 4.
Common Law . - (Eng .) Indermaur, 5 . Joint Stock Companies . ( Eng. ) | Railway Law. - Cases, 4 . ( N.Y. )

Companies.- ( Eng. ) Bradley , 5.- ( Eng. ) Pulbrook , 5 . Hamilton 5 ,- ( Eng . ) Rattigan , 6 .

Rawlins, etc., 5.
Justices . - ( Mo. ) Kelley 4. ( N.Y. ) Real Property . - (Eng .) De Villiers, 5 .

Constitutional Law .- (Aust.) Clark, 5 . Dugan , 5. Religious Corporations. (N.Y.)

Contracts . – Harriman , 4 . Leading Cases.– English , 6 , 7 . Cumming & Gilbert, 5. — (N.Y. ) Waugh
Conveyancing. -- (Eng.) Strachan, 5 . Libel and slander. (Eng .) Fraser, 5 . ( 0.) Dial.

Corporations . (Mich.) Dwyer, t. Limitation of Actions. -Wood, new Removal of Canses . — Moon , 4 .

(Mich .) Heath, 4. - ( N.Y. ) Dili, 4.- ed . , 8 . Sales. - Burdick , 4. - Mechem , 4 .

N.Y.) Arnold, 5. - ( N.Y.) Hamilton , | Marine Insurance. - (Eng ) Arnould , Stamp Law . - (Eng .) Alpe, 5 .
5. 4 , 5 . Taxation . -- (N.Y .) Cumming & Gllbert, 3 .

Decrees . -- (Eng.) Seton, 5 . Marriage and Divorce . ( Jewish ) Title. — (Eng.) Maclauriu , 5 .

Deeds. -- (Eng.) Kelke, 5 . Mielziner, 4. Torts . Pollock , 4 .

English Reports. - Full Reprint, 6 , 7 . Medical Jurisprudence. Poore , 4 . Trade Marks . — ( Eng. ) Kerly 5 .

Equity Procedure. ( Federal) W. Municipal Corporations. - Williams, Trusts. - (Eng .) Underhill, 5 .

Bates, 4. - Eaton , 4 .
4. Vendors and Purchasers . ( Eng )

Estates . - (Eng.) Curtis , 5 . Negligenco. · Thompson , 4 . Jolly 5 .

Federal Practice.- Bates , 4 .-- Foster , 4. Negotiable Securities . – ( Eng . ) Willis , Water. - ( Eng . ) Michael & Will, 5 .

Gas.- ( Eng . ) Michael & Will, 5 . Women (Law for). - Cox , 4 .

Income Tax , - (Eng.) Chapman , 5 . Overseers. · (Eng .) Mackenzie , 5 . Workmen. - ( Eng.) Willis , 5.

5 .

IN AMERICAN COURTS MORE THAN

ANY OTHERS

Except U. S. S. C. decisions, as shown by ACTUAL COUNT.

For further important information see pages 6 , 7.

English Decisions are Cited
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LITERARY LUXURY FOR LAWYERS.

a use

Do you see the GREEN BAG every month ?

If not, you miss a deal of pleasure.

When the magazine was started it was described on the cover as

less but entertaining magazine.” The editor objected to the word “ useless,"

so we struck it out. But perhaps the original phrase, after all , is a good de

scription of the Green Bay, which never contains any such reports, or digests

of text -book matter, as would be of practical use in court.

But everything else in literature that appeals to the lawyer in the line of

his professional tastes is to be found in this “ entertaining ” magazine. Legal

history, biography, criticism, ethics, philosophy, antiquarianism, poetry , anec

dote , humor, -- all these find place in its pages. Every monthly number con

tains a variety of interesting contents which both recreate and stimulate the

appreciative reader, while the illustrations augment the attractions of the text.

The contents of the October number represent the character of the peri

odical. They are :

Lord Alverston, Lord Chief Justice of England (with portrait).

The Nation and the Anarchists. By Prof. EUGENE WAMBAUGH , of Harvard Law School .

An Interesting Case of Disputed Identity. By BAXTER BORRET.

Women among Mohammedans. By R. VASHON ROGERS.

Lombroso in Science and Fiction . By GINO CARLO SPERANZA.

A Century of English Judicature (illustrated ). By VAN VECHTEN VEEDER.

Sic Transit Gloria Placitorum (verse). By ROBERT WYNESS MILLAR.

The Cited . By GEORGE H. WESTLEY.

Early Criminal Trials.

Chapters from Biblical Law. By David WERNER AMRAM .

London Legal Letter.

Editorial Department.

Any single number of the GREEN Bag can be bought for fifty cents .

The annual subscription is four dollars .

A set of the GREEN Bag , twelve quarto volumes, is a treasury of legal

history, biography, miscellany, and portraiture. Just now it can be bought

for $30, net. No better present can be found for a lawyer, no more interest

ing an addition to a home or office library.

It has been well said that “ the first luxury a young lawyer should indulge

in is subscription to the GREEN Bag .”

Why not try it for a year ? Four dollars sent to THE BOSTON BOOK

Co., 83 to 91 Francis Street, Boston, will insure one year's good reading.
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NOTES.

[ Almanac for October. ]

Courts are resuming .

Clients are coming.

Lawsuits are booming .

Fees will be humming.

Law schools beginning.

Law students wending.

Lecturers chinning.

Moot courts impending.

About — now — buy — books !

The one essential book , for a judge , an experienced

lawyer, a young lawyer , or a law student, is BOUVIER'S

Law DICTIONARY .

Old editions of BOUVIER are like old editions of Re

vised Statutes – superseded by the last edition .

RAWLE's Revision of Bouvier is the only thorough

up-to-date encyclopedic law dictionary .

If a client asks puzzling questions , look in Rawle's

Bouvier and get an answer right away .

If a staggering point is made against you in trial ,

look in Rawle's Bouvier .

If you have a case in hand so norel that you cannot

find law to suit you in the books , examine ENGLISH

RULING CASES with AMERICAN Notes.

If you feel that your case is a good one , but the

decisions seem against you , go back to first principles

and consult English RULING Cases with AMERICAN

Notes .

You can probably find a set of English Ruling

Cases in the nearest law library , or in the library of

the leading lawyers of your neighborhood .

If it is not available near you , why not consider

getting it for your own library ? It is the only set of

reports which gives leading cases in full , arranged by

topics and elucidated by notes.

English Ruling Cases is noteworthy for one rare

fact. In the outset the publishers proposed a set of

25 volumes , and Vol . 25 , now in press , finishes the

alphabet. No expanded series there !

The reprint of the English House of Lords' Cases

will be finished in October. The price of that set

( H. L. ) will then be raised to $8.50 per volume . Sub

scription to the full series of the English Reports Re

prints will remain at $6 per volume for the present .

REMOVAL.

Having outgrown our present quarters, we move in

October our offices and most of our stock to a large

building numbered 83 to 91 Francis street (Longwood

District) , Boston, near the Brookline border .

This location is three miles from the Court House ,

outside the business centre , — and very near where the

Harvard Medical School is to erect its new buildings .

Our reason for making this move is that we have to

carry a large and constantly increasing stock of books ,

and not only need more space right now , but must face

a constant pressure of expansion . As is well known ,

we try to carry , in addition to late and live law books ,

all out-of-print and rare books which libraries or

lawyers are likely to want , - law periodicals, session

laws , old English books, foreign legal literature, - even

the almost forgotten treatises which are cited in the

early reports . All these , together with our miscellane

ous periodical department, and our publishing stock,

require a great deal of room . This we will get in the

Francis -street building, which was once a school -house

and affords not only ample accommodations for the

present , but also (occupying a quarter-acre lot ) ample

opportunity for additions to the building as our stock

grows .

Any blue Brookline subway cars go past Francis

street . The blue Ipswich -street Brookline cars go

nearest , as they run on Brookline avenue , within a few

rods of our new building. From the Huntington

avenue cars the building is distant about an eighth of a

mile . Get off at Francis street , and you will find us

near Brookline avenue .

But Boston lawyers or lawyers visiting Boston can

find about all they are likely to want at our law sales

room in the corner basement room of Barrister's Hall,

right opposite the front entrance to the Court House on

Pemberton square . Here we have a sample stock of

law books , a salesman , and telephone communication

with our Francis-street offices ,

NEW CATALOGUE FREE .

We shall have ready in a few days a new edition of

our law -book catalogue which we will send without

charge to any prospective book -buyer .

If you would like a copy , check the item on the

privat mailing card enclosed with this paper, and mail

the card to us .

DELIVERY CHARGES.

As there seems to be some misunderstanding in regard

to payment of express and freight charges, we will

re -state our rule thus : when the buyer makes full

payment for his purchase in advance (that is , when cash

accompanies the order ) we pay the delivery charges.

In all other cases the purchaser is expected to pay

them .

In other words the custom is for the purchaser to pay

for delivery ; but when he saves us expense and book

keeping by remitting in advance, we reciprocate the

courtesy by assuming the express or freight charges.
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AMERICAN ELEMENTARY BOOKS.

Published since July 1, 1901.

Sizes 8vo or 12mo, binding law sheep , unless otherwise slated .

ANDREWS (J. D.) . Stephen's Pleading . $ 5.00

ARNOULD (J.) . Marine Insurance. 7th ed. Half

calf. English importation : no American notes . 15.00

BATES (C. L.) . Federal Equity Procedure. 2 vols. 12.00

BURDICK (F. M.) . Sales of Personal Property .

2d ed. Cloth $ 3.00 ; sheep, 3.50

BURDICK (F. M.) . Cases on Sales . 2d ed. Cloth, 4.50

Cox (W. S. ) . Lessons in Law for Women. Cloth , 1.50

EATON (J. W.) . Equity Jurisprudence 3.75

FOSTER (R. ) . Federal Practice . 3d ed. 2 vols . . 12.00

HARRIMAN (E. A. ) . Contracts. 2d ed .

Cloth , $ 3.00 ; sheep, 3.50

HUFFCUT ( E. W. ) . Agency . 2d ed.

Cloth , $ 3.00 ; sheep, 3.50

HUGHES (R. M. ) . Admiralty Law . 3.75

MECHEM (F. R. ) . Sales. 2 vols. 12.00

MIELZINER (M.) . Jewish Law of Marriage and

Divorce. Cloth 1.50

MOON (B. C. ) . Removal of Causes
6.00

POLLOCK ( F. ) Torts . 6th ed . 5.50

POORE (G. V. ) . Medical Jurisprudence. Cloth 4.00

SPELLING (T. C.) . Injunctions. 2d ed . 2 vols . 12.00

THOMPSON ( S. D. ) . Law of Negligence . Vol . 2. 6.00

TOMPKINS (L. J. ) . Promissory Notes, Drafts,

Checks. Cloth 2.00

WILLIAMS ( W. L. ) . Liability of Municipal Cor

porations 3.50

AMERICAN REPORTS , DIGESTS, ETC.

Published since July 1 , 1901 .

GENERAL SERIES.

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH RAILROAD CASES , new series

( 1896–1901). Vol . 21 .

AMERICAN STATE REPORTS ( 1888–1901). Vol . 79 .

CENTURY DIGEST. Vol . 27. [Improvement to Insimul.]

CYCLOPEDIA OF LAW AND PRACTICE. Vol . 1. [ A - Alli

datus.)

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PLEADING AND PRACTICE ( 1891-1901 ) .

Vol . 21. (Supplemental Plcading - Trover.)

LAWYER'S REPORTS ANNOTATED ( 1889–1901) . Vol . 51 .

THE SAME. - INDEX Digest. ( Vols. 1-50 . )

NORTHWESTERN REPORTER ( 1879–1901). Vol . 85 .

Pacific REPORTER ( 1883-1901). Vol . 64 .

SOUTHEASTERN REPORTER ( 1887-1901). Vol. 38 .

SOUTHERN REPORTER ( 1887-1901). Vol . 29 .

SOUTHWESTERN REPORTER ( 1886–1901). Vol. 63 .

THE SAME . — DIGEST. (Vols. 41-60.)

American Reports, etc. , continued .
ARKANSAS.

Session Lawe. 1901.

CALIFORNIA .

Reports. Vol . 131 .

Statutes. Pomeroy's Codes . vols . 1901.

COLORADO .

Reports. Vol. 27 .

Session Laws. 1901.

CONNECTICUT.

Session Laws. Public. 1901 .

DELAWARE .

Reports. Harrington . Vol. 1. ( Reprint. )

FLORIDA .

Session Laws. 1901.

IDAHO .

Session Laws. 1901.

ILLINOIS .

Reports, Supreme Court. Vol . 190 .

Appellate Court. Vol . 94 .

INDIANA .

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 156 .

Appellate Court. Vol. 25 .

Statutes. Burns' Annotated . 3 vols . 1901.

Session Laws. 1901.

Indian TERRITORY .

Reports. Vol . 2. ( U. S. Appellate Court.)

lowa .

Reports. Vol . 110.

KANSAS.

Reports. Vol. 62 .

Session Laws. 1901.

KENTUCKY .

Reports. Vol . 103.

MAINE .

Local. Dwyer ( I. W.) . Corporation Law . 5th ed . $3.50.

Heath ( H. M. ) Business Corporations. $3.00.

MARYLAND .

Reports. Vol. 55 (reprint). Annotated .

MASSACHUSETTS.

Reports. Vol. 177. ( Vol . 178 , current, in parts .)

Session Laws. 1901.

MICHIGAN .

Session Laws. Public and Private . 1901.

MINNESOTA .

Reports . Vol. 81 .

Session Laws. 1901 .

MISSOURI.

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 159 .

Local. Kelley ( II . S. ) . Justice Treatise . $6.50 .

NEBRASKA .

Reports. Vol. 60 .

Statutes . Compiled, 10th ed . 1901.

NEVADA .

Session Laws. 1901 .

NEW JERSEY.

Reports. Equity. Vol. 59 .

Local. Dill ( J. B. ) . Corporations. 3d ed . Cloth , $ 3.00 .

NEW MEXICO .

Session Laws. 1901 .

NEW YORK.

Reports. Court of Appeals . Vol . 167 .

Court of Appeals . Annotated Reprint. Book 32.

( Vols . 151–155. )

Supreme Court . Hun's Appellate. Vol. 60,

Civil Procedure. Vol . 31 .

New York Supplement. Vol. 70 .

UNITED STATES.

SUPREME COURT REPORTS . U.S. Vol . 181 .

SUPREME COURT REPORTER. Vol . 21 .

CIRCUIT COURTS OF APPEALS REPORTS (C. C. A. ) Vol. 44 .

FEDERAL REPORTER ( 1880–1901 ). Vol. 108 .

PATENT OFFICE , OFFICIAL GAZETTE . Vol . 94 . ( 1901.)

Public LAND Decisions. Vol. 29. ( 1901.)

RUSSELL AND WINSLOW's SYLLABUS DIGEST. Vol. 2 .

STATE AND TERRITORIAL REPORTS, ETC.

ALABAMA .

Session Laws. 1901.

ARIZONA .

Statutes . Revised . 1901 .
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9th ed .

American Reports, etc. , continued .

Digest. Abbott's Cyclopedic. Vol. 3 .

Statutes . Cumming and Gilbert's Anno. Compiled laws.

4 vols. 1901 .

Session Laws. 1901. 3 vols.

Local. Ash (M. and W. ) . Greater New York Charter.

2d ed . $ 6.50 .

Arnold (J. A.) . Business Corporation Guide . Cloth ,

$ 1.50 .

Cole ( F. W.) . Court Rules Analysis. Cloth, $ 1.50 .

Cumming ( R.C. ) and Gilbert ( F. B. ) . Membership

and Religious Corporations. $2.50 .

Cumming (R. C. ) and Gilbert ( F. B.). Poor, In

sanity and State Charities Laws. $ 5.00.

Cumming (R. C. ) and Gilbert ( F. B.). Tax Laws.

$ 4.00 .

Dugan ( P. C.). Justice Practice. $6.50 .

Gilbert ( F. B. ) . Town and County Officers ' Manual.

$ 5.00 .

Hamilton ( A. ) . Miscellaneous Corporations. Paper,

$ 1.50 .

Hamilton (A.). Railroad Law . Paper, $ 1.50 .

Waugh (H. E. ) Religious Corporations. 7th ed. $ 2.50 .

NORTH CAROLINA .

Session Laws. 1901.

NORTH DAKOTA .

Reports. Vol . 9.

Session Laws. 1901.

Оно.

Local. Dial (G. S. ) . Religious Corporations and Socie

ties . $ 2.50 .

Ritchie ( E. ) . Municipal Officers ' Manual. Cloth ,

$ 1.50 .

OKLAHOMA .

Session Laws. 1901.

Local . Wilson ( W.F. ) . Tables of Reported Cascs, etc.

$7.50 .

OREGON .

Reports. Vol. 37 .

Digest. Parker's Index . ( Vols. 1-35 . )

Session Laws. 1901.

PENNSYLVANIA .

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 198 .

Superior Court . Vol . 16 .

RHODE ISLAND.

Session Laws. January and May, 1901.

SOUTH CAROLINA .

Reports. Vol . 59 .

SOUTH DAKOTA .

Statutes. Grantham's Revised . 2d ed . 2 vols . 1901.

Session Laws. 1901 .

TENNESSEE.

Reports. Vol . 106 .

Session Laws. 1901.

TEXAS.

Reports. Court Reporter. Vol . 2 .

Local . Bradley ( C. S. ) . Procedure. $5.00 .

Harrow ( W. W. ) . Braswell's Legal Forins. $ 1.00 .

Utah .

Reports. Vol . 21 .

Session Laws. 1901 .

WEST VIRGINIA .

Reports. Vol . 47 .

Session Lawr. 1901 .

WISCONSIN .

Reports. Vol . 108 .

Session Laws. 1901.

ENGLISH ELEMENTARY WORKS, ETC.

Published since July 1 , 1901 .

Any book delivered to lawyers at the rate of thirty cents , or

to libraries on certificate at twenty - five cents to the shilling.

Size 8vo or 12mo, and binding cloth .

£.8 . d .

ALPE ( E. N. ) . Stamp Duties. 8th ed. . 6.0

ARNOULD (J. ) . Marine Insurance . 7th ed . 3. 3.0

BLUNT (J. H.) Church Law . 9th ed .
8.0

BRADLEY ( ) . Hand -book to Companies Act, 3.6

CHAPMAN ( ) . The Income Tax. 17th ed . 2.0

CURTIS ( C. E.) . Estate Management. 5th ed . . 10.6

DANIELL ( E. R.). Chancery Practice and Forms.

3 vols . 7th ed . 6. 6.0

DE VILLIERS ) . Real and Personal Property . 3.6

FRASER (H.). Libel and Slander. 3d ed . .
12.6

HIGIMORE ( ) . Inland Revenue Cascs . 3d ed . 7.6

INDEKMAUR (J. ) . Principles of Common Law .

1. 0.0

JOLLY (W. A. ) . Vendors and Purchasers. 5th ed . 10.6

KELKE ( ) . Interpretation of Deeds . 6.0

KERLY ( D. M. ) . Trade Marks. 2d ed . 1.15.0

MACKENZIE (W. W.) . Overseers ' Ilandbook . 5th

ed . 5.0

MACLAURIN ( ) . Title to Realty . 10.6

MICHAEL ( W. H.) and Will ( J. S. ) . Gas and

Water . 5th ed . 1.12.0

PULBROOK ( ) . Joint Stock Companies . 4.0

RATTIGAN ( W. H.). Netherlands, South African

Railway Question . (International Law .) Paper, 2.6

RAWLINS ( W. D. ) and MACNAGITEN (M. M.).

Companies 1. 5.0

SETON (H. W.) . Decrees and Judgments. 3 vols .

6th ed . 6. 6.0

STRACHAN ( ) . Practical Conveyancing . 8.6

UNDERHILL ( A. ) . Trusts and Trustees. 5th ed. . 17.6

WILLIS (W.). Negotiable Securities. 2d ed .. 7.6

Willis (W. A. ) . Workmen's Compensation Acts .

1897 , 1900. 7th ed . 2.6

.

BRITISH EMPIRE .

REPORTS, DIGESTS, STATUTES .

Published since July 1 , 1901 .

ENGLAND.

Law Reports. Decennial Digest ( 1891-1900 ) .

English Reports, Full Reprint. Vol. 10 . [ House of

Lords Cases. Vols. 3-6.]

English Ruling Cases. Vol. 24. ( Search -Warrant- Tel.

egraph .)

Vol . 25 finishing the alphabet of topics, ready in October

Index volume shortly after .

Revised Reports. Vol. 50.

SCOTLAND .

Scots Revised Reports. Sessions Cases. Vol. 5 .

AUSTRALASIA .
New South Wales Land Court Cases. Vol. 8 .

New South Wales Weekly Notcs . Vol. 17 .

South Australia Law Reports. 1900.

Australian Law Times. Vol. 21 .

Clark ( A. I. ) . Constitutional Law .

INDIA .

Kathiawar Law Reports. Vol . 10. ( 1900.)

Nova Scotia .

Reports. Vol . 33 .

ONTARIO .

Law Reports. 1901. Vol. 1 .

TRANSVAAL .

Statute Law , translated by Barber, Macfayden and Find

lay .
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ENGLISH REPORTS ALTERNATIVES.

“ The high quality of English decisions is well known .

English judges have for centuries been among the

best educated and trained of their generation ."

English reports have heretofore been so expensive that they have been available only in

large libraries, and frequently here only in incomplete or undesirable form . Three exceptional

alternatives, as follows, place them within reach of all at moderate cost .

1. The Complete Verbatim Reprint . Covering all English decisions 1307 to 1865 .

2. The English Ruling Cases. - Covering bed - rock principles.

3. Mews Complete English Digest. -- A ready key to reports elsewhere available .

PRACTICAL COMMENDATIONS EPITOMIZED.

The Complete Verbatim English Reprint.

Nothing to criticise . Am particularly pleased . — SENECA HASELTON, Burlington, Vt .

Admirably planned . Execution good . — PHILIP P. Wells, Librarian Yale Law School..

Of the greatest practical benefit . - Coult & HOWELL, Newark , N.J.

Equal to originals. Mechanical work excellent . — Prof. C. W. NEEDHAM , Washington, D.C.-

Fulfil every expectation . Indispensable for principles. — F. N. PARKE, Westminster, Md.

You deserve the gratitude of the profession . — Prof. Wm. TRICKETT, Carlisle, Pa .-

Highly meritorious . What every good office should contain . —- C. W. BUNN, St. Paul .

All that could be desired . Arrangement superb, — JESSE B. Roote, Helena .

Of greater value than originals. Important annotations, more convenient, uniform

size. — Geo . J. MARTIN ( Librarian ), San Francisco .

With original paging, aids to reference , and annotations they seem more valuable

than originals . Prof. LUCIUS W. Hoyt, Denver.

English Ruling Cases.

Best set of leading cases accessible. — C. F. LIBBEY, Portland, Me.

Complete key to English and American law. - J. H. SENTER, Montpelier, Vt .-

Scholarly, practical , reliable , and useful . - Moot, SPRAGUE, BROWNELL, & MARCY, Buffalo .

The whole body of the unwritten law . – J. E. HOWELL , Newark, N.J.

The cream of judicial learning . - MARSHALL BROWN, Pittsburgh .

Labor reduced to a minimum . H. P. DART, New Orleans.

The annotations of surprising value. — CHAS. QUARLES, Milwaukee .

Eminently practical , and work good . - C. A. ALDRICH , Chicago.

Useful , accurate , complete , exhaustive . J. H. Brown, Denver.

For prices and particulars see next page. For full descriptive circulars and sample volumes

address

THE BOSTON BOOK CO., BBOSTON,TON, MASS.

18
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ENGLISH REPORTS ALTERNATIVES.

I.

THE COMPLETE VERBATIM ENGLISH

REPRINT,

From 1307 (including Year Books) to 1865 , about 1,000 volumes in 150 Books.

Price entire sets , $6.00 per book ; Separate series, $ 7.50 per book.

Special Terms to Law Libraries .

A full verbatim reprint, without omissions .

2. Original paging preserved , as cited in digests and elsewhere .

3. Annotations show cases overruled , etc. , and cite other references.

4 . Editorial Board comprises best talent of England, including Lord Chancellor, Lord

Chief Justice , Attorney General , and others .

5. Binding, printing, and paper excellent.

6. Uniform size , clearly labelled and compactly shelved .

7. Limited edition , without stereotype plates, already largely exhausted .

8. Prices subject to advance as supply diminishes.

9 . Annual cost less than $75 , distributed in monthly payments as books are published.
10. Separate series (or courts ) sold to fill gaps, but no odd volumes. House of Lords

series ( 58 vols. in 11 books ) finished this month .

THE ENGLISH RULING CASES,

With American and English Notes.

All significant and authoritative or “ leading " cases grouped under topics of law in Encyclo

pædic form , with the established “ Rule ” of law prefacing each group of cases. The older or

“ leading " cases given in full, with the later “ ruling cases which now best state existing law . In

termediate cases are cited as far as they differ from the “ leading ” or “ ruling " cases, making a

logical chain of argument grounded on bed - rock principles.

FULL AMERICAN NOTES

show accord or divergence of our American law, with the comments of our American courts and

writers . Full English notes abstract collateral cases and statutes.

Price , $5.50 per volume, full sheep.

Set comprises 25 volumes, completing the alphabetical arrangement ; 24 volumes now ready,

and volume 25 to appear before end of year. An index volume and appendix volume, bringing latest

cases up to date, will be published during 1901 .

MEWS DIGEST OF ENGLISH CASE LAW

From Earliest Time to 1898.

Price , 16 vols., full sheep, $96.00. [ Special terms to law libraries. ]

Never before has there been a complete English digest covering simultaneously all Law and

Equity cases under one alphabetical arrangement. It so fully states the case and abstracts the
decision as frequently to take the place ( so far as a digest can ) of the original reports . It is

equally serviceable with either original editions of the Reports or the new Complete

Verbatim Reprint.

For descriptive circulars of all these sets and full information address

THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY, Boston, Mass.
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THE BEST ALL -ROUND LAW BOOK .

There is one book that the student can profitably use

in his course , the young lawyer can take as the

foundation and reliance of his early practice , the

experienced counsel can turn to for a ready reminder,

- or the judge can consult for law that will not be

overrulled.

This indispensable law book is an encyclopædia,

with definitions of law terms and phrases, and with

short but clear and sound articles on all points of the

law .

It has been known to all lawyers for fifty years as

BOUVIER's Law DictIONARY, and has stood at the head

of American legal literature all that time.

It has been recently revised, enlarged , remodelled ,

and brought thoroughly down to date by FRANCIS

RawLE, Esq . , of Philadelphia.

The price of RawlE's Revision OF Bouvier's

Law DictionARY ( 2 large volumes, law sheep ) is

$ 12.00 net .

Although old editions are superseded by Rawle's Re

vision , we will take them in part trade for the latter,

if desired .

THE LIMITATION OF ACTIONS.

We take pleasure in announcing for publication in

November a new ( third ) edition of WooD ON THE

LIMITATION OF ACTIONS AT LAW AND IN EQUITY, re

vised and brought down to date by John M. Gould .

The late H. G. Wood had the power of finding the

exact cases , and selecting from them just the points

which the practising lawyer wanted . Though possibly

lacking in literary finish , — and in the genius wbich

sometimes makes the author himself an authority, — he

possessed the safer and the more practical faculty of

tracking down the most pertinent and persuasive cases

on each topic that he treated. Ilis books have for this

reason been much more useful to lawyers than other

books which claim greater merits of construction .

The editor of this edition is favorably known to the

legal profession as the author of Gould on Waters,

Gould and Tucker's Notes on the U.S. Statutes, and

other law books . He has gone over the text of the

last edition in the same spirit which would have ani

mated the author if he bad lived ; has carefully revised

the text and the citations; has developed certain phases

of the subject not adequately treated before, has

added new notes wherever it seemed necessary , and

brought the citations down to date , adding nearly fifty

per cent. to the number of cases cited . He has im

proved the Appendix by making a condensed state

ment of the Statutes of Limitations of the various

States , instead of printing the statutes in full.

Although the text and the citations are much more

extensive than in previous editions, Mr. Gould has

thus saved so much space in the appendix that we are

enabled to offer this third edition in ONE VOLUME ( the

second edition was published in two volumes ), thus

saving to the user, both in space and in money . The

volume is thick , but not unwieldy, is bound in law

sheep, and sells for $6.50 net.

We commend this edition as being not only the

latest and best work on an important topic , but also

an instance where the editor has saved lawyers

money and shelf-room by compressing two volumes

into one (without loss of essential usefulness ) instead

of expanding two volumes into three , as is somewhat

the fashion of the day.

WILLS AND EXECUTORS .

SCHOULER ON Wills and ScHOULER on Executors,

well known as the standard works on the Law of Ad

ministration , have both passed recently to Third

Editions, carefully revised and brought down to date

by the author . Separately, and bound in law sheep, each

of these treatises , filling one volume, sells for $5.50 net.

We , however, sell the two volumes together bound in

buckram for $8.00 net.

For the convenience of students, and of lawyers who

do not care so much for the latest cases , we are selling

the remaining copies of Schouler on Wills , Second

Edition ( 1892 ) , bound in law sheep , for $2.50 net.

or

as

ESSENTIALS FOR STUDENTS .

An excellent introduction to the study of the law

or companion through a course of law reading,

aid before examinations is the little series known as

EWELL's EssENTIALS OF THE LAW .

Vol. 1 is a Pocket BlacksTONE, containing all of

the great classic which is now good law. It sells separ

ately in sheep for $ 3.00 , or in cloth for $2.50 net.

Vol. 2 is an epitome of PLEADING , CONTRACTS, AND

EQUITY ; Vol. 3 , of EVIDENCE , TORTS, and Real

PROPERTY. Each of these volumes sells separately for

$2 , cloth , or $2.50 , sheep.

We sell the three vols. of EWELL'S ESSENTIALS to

gether in cloth for 86.00, or in sheep for $7.50 .

Marine Insurance . We have received and nearly

sold out our importation of the new edition of ARNOULD

ON MARINE INSURANCE . ( 2 vols . , half calf, $ 15.00

net .) Announced in 9 LEG Bib .

Vol . 25 of English Ruling Cases with Ameri

can Notes , ready about November 1 , will complete the

alphabetical list of topics. Only the index volume is

needed to complete the series .

Vol . 10 of the Full Reprint of English Reports,

published in October, almost completes the House of

Lords Series. The Privy Council reprint will begin in

December . This great enterprise is now moving on

smoothly and regularly .
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Published in January, A. D. 1902 , by The Boston Book Company,

Offices and Warehouse, 83 to 91. Francis St., Boston , Mass.

[ Retail Law Book Store, Barristers' Hall, Pemberton Square.]

This paper is issued quarterly, to give information about

American and foreign legal literature. We send it without

charge to any one who asks for it.

Recipients who are interested in this number will confer a

favor by showing it to other lawyers.

CONTENTS.

Page

Bargains in Sets of Reports New Catalogue of Text - Books 3

Brief Encyclopædia of Law 16 New Text Books, American 4

English Reports, Full Reprint 12 , 13 New Text Books, English 5

Green Bag ( See inclosed circular ) . Rare and Quaint Old Books 9, 10

Leading Cases Annotated 14, 15 Schley Court of Inquiry 5

Library Check - List of Reports, etc. 5 Second -Hand Text-Books 6, 7 , 8

Limitation of Actions 16 Wills and Executors

PAGE

II

. .

.

15, 16

Our usual annual lists of the latest volumes of all American and foreign

reports, digests, statutes, local treatises and periodicals (having heretofore fallen

into the hands of many persons who either did not care for them, or who used our

information without reciprocating by ordering books of us) are this year issued

separately , as a “ Library Supplement ” of eight pages.

This Supplement is sent to all of our regular customers. If any one should be

overlooked , we beg him to notify us at once.

WE CALL SPECIAL ATTENTION TO

Our new Catalogue of Elementary Law Books, with Chronological Index (p. 3) .

Our Subject Index of the new Law Books published during the year 1901 (p . 2) .

Our new Library Check - List of American and Foreign Reports, etc. (p. 5) .

Our lists of Bargains in sets of Reports (p. 11 ) , in Modern Text- Books (p. 6) , and in

Rare and Quaint Old Law Books (p . 9) .

Our advertisements as to the most notable law - book enterprise of the new century -

the Full Reprint of all the English Reports (pp. 12, 13 ).

The illustrated Green Bag Circular inclosed with this number.

The order slip and return envelope also inclosed , to invite and facilitate reply.

Address orders , inquiries , and correspondence to

THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY,

83 to 91 Francis Street , Back Bay, Boston , Mass.

Visitors to Boston are invited to call at our retail office, basement of Barristers '

Hall, Pemberton Square , - directly opposite to the front entrance of the Court

House, - where they can communicate with our main office by telephone.



SUBJECT INDEX TO THE LAW BOOKS OF 1901.

This index includes all the new American and English Elementary law books listed in Nos. 8 ( April, 1901 ), 9 ( July , 1901),
10 ( October, 1901 ), and 11 ( January, 1902 ) of Legal Bibliography :

The blackfigures ( e.g., 8) indicate the number of Leg. Bib.; the lighter figures (e. g . , 5) indicate the page on which the title will

befound.

If readers using this list have not kept on file Nos. 8, 9, and 10, we will furnish them on application , so long as our supply lasts .

ܝ

Administration . -Giauque (Ohio) , 8, 6. Decrees. - Seton (Eng .), 10 , 5 .
Naval Law. -- Stephen, Clifford &

Administrators.- Schouler, 8, 7 . Deeds. — Kelke ( Eng.) , 10 , 5 . Smith ( Eng. ) , 9 , 5.

Admiralty:- Ames (Cascs), 9 , 4.- Saun . Divorce. – Hirsch , 11, 4 . Negligence.- Amer. Neg. Repts . , 9, 4.

ders , 9,5 . Domestic Relations.- Ingersoll & Tur. Thompson , 9, 4 .

Agency.- Huffcutt, 10, 4.- Mechem , ner , 10, 7 - Loeb , 10 , 7.

8, 7 .-- Willard , 8, 7 .

Negotiable Instruments.- Smith, 8, 7 .

Drainage. Jansen (Eng.), 11 , 5.

Agricultural.- Lely & Pearce ( Eng . ) , Equity.-- Bates (FederalProc.), 10, 4.
Negotiable Securities.- Willis ( Eng.),

10,5 .
9, 5 .

Eaton , 10, 4. - Keike (Eng. Cases), 9 ,
American Law.- Baird , 8,7.-- Lile, 8,7 . 5.- Pattee, 8 , 7. - Shipp and Daisi Notary.— Brooke ( Eng. ) , 9. 5 .

Annexation.- Randolph, 8 , 7. (Cases), 8 , 7. — Snell ( Eng .), 11 , 5 .
Overseers.— Knight (Eng .), 9, 5.- Mac.

Arbitration.- Gregory (Eng .), 9 , 5 . Estates. --- Curtis (Eng ), 10,5.
kenzie (Eng.) , 10 , 5 .

Bailments.-- Paine (Eng .), 11, 5 . Evidence.-- Crankshaw (Cán .), 8, 7.
Parliamentary Law -Waples, 11 , 4 .

Banking . - Cases, 8 , 6.- Paget (Cases ), Ingersoll & Turner, 8, 7.- Ray, 8, 7 .
Partnership.Shumaker, 8, 7.- White

8,7. — Selover, 9. 4 . Examinations.- Gibsou & Weldon , 8, 7 .
(Can . ) , 8 , 7.

Bankruptcy.- Amer. Bky. R. , 9 , 4 .-- Executors . - Schouler, 8, 7 , 16. Patents.- Sanders , 8, 7 .

Brandenberg, 9 , 4.- Luby, 8 , 7. - Facts . - Abbott, 11, 4 . Personal Injuries.- Watson, 11 , 4 .

Manson Rep . - 8 , 7.- Gibson & Wel . Favored Nation. - Herod , 11, 4. Personal Property.- De Villier ( Eng. ) ,
don , 8, 7. Federal Practice. — Bates, 10, 4.- Fos . 10,5.- Kelke, 8, 7 .

Bar Examinations - Brice (N.Y.), 9,5 . ter, 10, 4 . Pleading and Practice . - Abbott

- Hartpense ( N. J.) , 9 , 4.- Mack, 9 , 4. Finance. -Austen -Cartmell, 9 , 5 .
Barrister . - Gibson ( Eng .), 11,5 .

( Mich. ) , 9 , 4.- Andrews, 10, 4.- An.

Forgery . - Ames, 9 , 1 . nual , 11 , 5 - Dwyer, 9, 4.- Inder.-

Hills and Notes.— Smith , 8 , 7 . Formis . - Abbott " ( Mich . ) , 9, 4.- Ency. mauer (Eng .) , 9 , 5.- Ingersoll &

Bills of Lading.- Duckworth, 8, 7 . clopædia, 8 , 6. — Ilbert ( Eng. ) , 9 , 5.- Turner, 8 , 7 .-- Laning (Ohio ), 9 , 5.

Buildings.- Fletcher (Eng.), 11 , 5.- Pattison (Mo.), 9 ,4 . Nelson (Eng .), 10, 5.- Ray,8, 7.
Wuit,8, 7 . Gas. – Michael & Will (Eng . ) , 10, 5 . Shipp & Daish, 8, 7. - Townes

Burials.- Baker, 8, 7 . Hindu Law.- Mayne, * , 7 .

Business Law.- Austin & Smith (Ohio ), Iucome Tax.- Chapman (Eng. ) , 10, 5.
( Tex .), 9, 5.- Woollen ( Ind .) , 9, 4.

Yearly, 11, 6 .
9 , 5.- Parsons, 8 , 7 .-- White , 8, 7 . Peacock ( Eng . ) , 11 , 5 .

By -Laws.--- Boisot , 11 , 4 .
Pledges . - Jones, 9, 4 .

Injunctions. — Spelling, 10 , 4 .

Chancery Practice.- Daniell (Eng .), Inland Revenue. – Highmore ( Eng . ) , Poor Laws.- Cumming & Gllbert (N.

10, 5 . 10 , 5 .
Y. ) , 10, 5.- Little ( Eng . ) , 9 , 5 .

Charities.- Cumming & Gilbert (N. Y. ) , Insanity.- Cumming & Gilbert ( N. Y.) , Principal and Agent.-- Wright (Eng. ) ,
10, 5 . 10 , 5 .

11,5 .

Charter Parties.- Duckworth , 8, 7 .

WheelerInsurance. - Berryman , 9, 4.- Chalmers Privy, Council.-- Safford &

Chattel Mortgages.- Hammon ( Ill . ) , & Owen (Me. ), 8, 7. — Finch , 9 , 4. (Eng. ) , 11 , 5 .

9, 4. - Hammon ( Wis . ) , 8 , 7. - Ham . Ingersoll& Turner, 8 , 7 :— Laws, etc., Probate Law.- Amer. Probate Rep .,

mon ( Pac. Courts), 11, 4 . 11, 1.- Morse & Matack (Pa.) , 9 , 5 . 9, 4.- Nelson ( Eng . ) , 9 , 5 .

Cheques .- Smith, 8 , 7 . International Law . - Rattigan (Eng .), Promissory Notes.- Tompkins, 10, 4 .
Church Law . - Blunt (Eng .), 10, 5 . 10,5. - Taylor, 11 , 5 .

Civil Procedure.-- Cuba and Porto Rico , Interpleader - Meclennan , 11 , 4 .

Property.- Strahan (Eng .) , 11 , 5 .

Railroads.- Amer . and Eng. Cases, 8,

8, 7 . Interstate Commerce.- Reports, 9 , 4 .

Civil Service.- Colliers ( N. Y. ) , 9 , 5 . Joint Stock Companies.-Pulbrook ,10,
6.; 9, 4 .

Code Pleading.- Hepburn , 8 , 7.- Par. 5. – Simonson (Eng.), 11, 5. – Smith Railway Laws.- Cases, 10, 4.- Hamil.

ker, 9, 5.- Pattison (Mo.) , 9, 4 . 8,7 . ton (N. Y. ) , 10, 5.- Rattigan ( Eng . ) ,

Common Law.— Indermauer ( Eng . ), Jurisdiction. - Brown, 11, 4.

10,5 . Jurisprudence. - Bryce, 11 , 5.
Railways ( Light. ) - Oxley ( Eng. ) ,

Company Law.- Bradley, 8, 7.- Em . Justices.- Dugan (N. Y.), 10 , 5.- Kelley 11 , 5 .

ery (Eng .), 9, 5 .-- Fitzpatrick & (Mo. ) , 10, 4.- Stone (Eng. Practice ), Real Property.-- Armour, 8. 7.- Bal

Fowke ( Eng .), 9 , 5. - Goddard & Hut. 8, 7 . lard , 9, 4.- Boone, 8 , 7.- De Villiers

ton (Eng.), 9, 5. - Hamilton (Eng.), Labor Law.- Cowen & Howell ( Eng. ) , (Eng.), 10, 5.- Loeb, 8 , 7.-Mc

9, 5.- Palmer (Eng ) , 8 , 7.- Pul.
9,5.– Thompson , 9 , 5 .

Candless , 8 , 7.- Sim ., 8 , 7.-Snyder,

brook ( Eng.), 9 , 5 - Rawlins, etc. , 10, Land Law.- Eaton & Purcell (Eng ), 11 , 4.- Williams ( Eng. ) , 9 , 5 .

5 .-- Smith , 8 , 7 .-- White (Can .), 8 , 7 .
9,5 . Registration of Land.- Sheldon ( III . ) ,

Conflict of Laws.- Minor, 8 , 7 .

Congress, Power of . - Biklé, 11 , 4 .
Landlord and Tenant. — Foa, 8 , 7.

9, 4 .

Redman , 8, 7 .
Religious Corporations. - Cumming

Constables.- Dill (Pa . ), 8 , 6 .

Constitutional Law.- Bannon , 9 , 4.- Law Dictionary.- Bouvier, 8 , 16. & Gilbert ( N. Y.), 10, 5 .-- Waugh

Beecher, 11 , 4 .-- Bryant, 9, 4.- Clark Shumaker & Longsdorf, 11 , 4 .
( N. Y. ) , 10, 5. - Dial (0.), 10, 5 .

Saust.), 10, 5.- Edwards, 8, 7.- Legal History -- Grumidge ( Eng .), 9,5 . Removal of Causes. - Moon, 10, 4 .

Quick & Garran (Aust . ) , 9, 5.- Shuck (Calif.), 9, 4 .
Roman Law.- Sohi , 8, 7 .

Thomas (Cases ), 9 , 5 . Legislation.- Ilbert , 9 , 5. - Journal 11, 5. Stamp Law.- Alpe (Eng .), 10 , 5,
Sales.- Burdick , 9, 4.- Mechem , 10, 4 .

Contracts . - Harriman, 10,

cutt & Woodruff ( Cases),9, 4.- Loeb, Licenses.- Foyster (Eng. ) ,
4.- Huff. Libel and Slander . - Fraser ( Eng. ) , 10,5 . Statutory Law.- Hardcastle , 8.7 .

11 ,

8,7.- Seaborne, 8 , 7.- Wait, 8 , 7 .
5.- Stock Exchange. - Stuttield (Eng.), 9 , 5 .

Conveyancing.--- Hood ( Eng.), 11 , 5.
Whitley, 8. 7. - Williamson, 8 , 6.- Taxation.-- Colt ( Mich .), 9 , 4.- Cum .

Strachan (Eng .), 10 , 5.
Williams (Penn .), 8 , 7 . ming & Gilbert (N. Y.) , 10 , 5.

Corporations. - American and English Limitation of Actions.- Wood, 3d ed., Freeth (Eng .) , 9, 5. - Greene ( N. Y.) ,

Cases, 9 , 4. -- Arnold (N. Y. ), 9 , 5 .
10,8 ; 11 , 4 . 9,5.-- Hammond (N. Y. ) , 8, 6.- Jag.

Axtell ( Texas), 9.5. - Black (N. Y.and Liquor Law . - Horner ( Ind . ) , 9, 4 . gard (Minn .), 8, 6 .

N. J.), 11 , 4.- Chilton ( W.Va.) , 8,7 :- Magistrates.-- Oke, 8, 7 . Title.- Maclaurin (Eng .), 10, 5 .

Clark & Marshall, 11 , 4.- Consineau Marine Insurance.- Arnould (Eng .), Torts.- Bigelow , 8, 7.- Pollock ( Eng . ),

(Can . ), 9 , 5. -- Corbin (N.J.), 9 , 4.- 10 , 4 , 5.- Duckworth (Eng .), 11 , 5 . 8, 5 .

DeLavd (So.Dak ; ,8,6.- Dill (N.Y.) , Marriage and Divorce . - Mielziner Trade Marks.- Kerly ( Eng. ) , 10, 5 .

10, 4 .-- Dwyer (Mich .), 10 , 4.– Gould

( Me.) , 9, 4. - Hamilton ( N. Y. , 10, Married Parties.- Loeb, 8, 7 .
( Jewish ), 10, 4 . Trusts.-- Cnderhill (Eng .), 10 , 5 .

Valuations.-- Fletcher (Eng .), 10, 6 .

5.- Hammond (N. Y.), 8, 6.– Heath
Married Women . - Loranger (Can . ) , 9,

Vendors.- Jolly
(Mich .), 10, 4.- Israeli, 9 , 4. - Legal

(Eng.), 10 , 5. - Sea

Manual, 9 , 4. - Wilgus, 11 , 4 .
5 .-- Skier ( Tex . ), 9 , 5 .

borne, 8, 7 .

Costs . – Johuson (Eng.), 9 , 5 .
Mechanics' Liens.- Traxler (Iowa ) , 9, 4. Water.- Michael & Will, 10, 5 .

Covenants.- Sim , 8, 7 .
Medico -Legal.- Keysor, 8, 7 ,- Krafft- Wills.- Edwards, 8, 7.- Page, 9, 4.

Criminal Law . - Bishop, 9 , 4. – Bishop Ebing, 8 , 7 .--- Poore , 10, 4 .
Phillips & Trevelyan ( Hivdu .), 9, 5.

(Forms), 11 , 4.- Cook (Procedure ), Meetings. --Blackwell, 8, 7 .
Schouler, 8, 7 , 16 .

( N. Y. ) , 9 , 5 .-- Crank baw (Can .), 8 , Merchant Ships.- Abbott, 11 , 5 . Women (Law for).-- Bayles, 11 , 4.

2. - Cuba and Porto Rico (Procedure), Mining.- Morrison & De Sota, 8 , 4 .
Cox , 10 , 4 .

11,4 . - Harriss (Eng.), 11,5. - Hughes, Moot Courts.- Doty (Iowa),8 , 6. Workmen.- Allen (Eng .), 9 , 5 .-- Bow .

11 , 4.- kenney (Cases,) (Eng.), 11 , Municipal Bonds.-- Bronson, 9 , 4 .
stead ( Eng . ) , 11 , 5.-- Minton - Sen .

5. – Laning (Ohio ), 9 , 5. - Ray (Pro Municipal Corporations.- Cases , 8 , 6 . house ( Eng. ). 11 , 5.- Thompson

cedure ) , 8 , 7 . Williams , 10, 4 . ( Eng . ) , 9 , 5. - Willis (Eng .), 10, 5 .

10, 5 .
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NOTES .

Omissions in our Catalogue.- No catalogue

can be perfect,- and we are sorry to say that we acciden

tally omitted from our new catalogue two recent books,

Page on Wills , 1901, $ 6.00 , and Maclennan on Interpleader,

1901, $5.00. If you are keeping the catalogue for refer

ence , please add these books in the alphabetical list and

also in the index .

A Substitute for Money.- Do you want THE

GREEN Bag or some of the books we advertise, but feel

that you cannot afford them ? Perhaps you have books

or magazines on your shelves you do not need. If so ,

make a list of them , with short titles and dates, and see

if we cannot arrange a trade.

Law Journals. - We can use volumes or numbers of

leading journals such as the Harvard Law Review ; Yale

Law Journal; American Law Register (since 1892) ; Law

Student's Helper ; Insurance Law Journal ; Medico,

Legal Journal ; American Law Review and others.

Send in lists of what you have, and if your items fit

into our stock we will make you an offer.

Realistic Indexing.– A new clerk, in indexing a

lot of our old English law books, came across the title

“ Doctor and Student.” Not pausing to think that there

can be a Doctor of Laws as well as of Medicine , he

entered St. Germain's classic under the title “ Medical

Jurisprudence."

More “ Dog French. ". This amusing instance of

the gradual merging of the old Law French into English

is quoted from 1880 Dyer ( note) by Pollock in his First

Book of Jurisprudence, and by Maitland in “ English

Law and the Renaissance."

“ Bichardson, Ch. Just . de C. B. al Assises

at Salisbury in Summer 1631 , fuit assault per

prisoner que ject un Brickbat a le dit Justice ,

que narrowly míst."

* Ject un Brickbat ” is good !

BOOKS WANTED.

We will pay cash, or exchange other books,

for any of the following :

UNITED STATES SUPREMECOURT. - CURTIS'DECISIONS,

vol . 7 ; WHEATON, vols. 5 , 7 , 9 to 11 ; HOWARD, vols. 18

19, 20, 23, 24 ; WALLACE, vols . I to 16, 20 , 22 ; U. S.,

vols. 91 , 92 , 95 to 101 , 130 to 134, 136 .

U.S. Circuit Court. - WALLACE, Sr., 1 vol .; WALLACE,

Jr., vols.; Hughes, vols. 3 , 4, 5 ; SAWYER, vols . 2 , 5,

9, 10, 11 , 13 .

U. S. DISTRICT Court.- BENEDICT, vol . 10 ; BLATCH

FORD's PRIZE CASES ; HOPKINSON'S ADMIRALTY ;

FISHER'S PRIZE CASES ; CRABBE.

U.S. APPEALS REPORTS.- Vols.61 to 63.

ALABAMA REPORTS.– Vols. 5 , 6, 8, 10, 13, 76, 93.

COLORADO REPORTS.– Vol. 6.

CONNECTICUT. - Swift's Digest of Laws. 2 vols.

DAKOTA REPORTS.– Vol . 4.

FLORIDA REPORTS - Full sets.

INDIANA.- SMITH. · Indiana, vols . 96 to 129.

Iowa REPORTS.-Vols . 52, 59, 68 to 80 , 82 to 112 .

Kansas REPORTS.- Vols. 37 , 38, 39.

LOUISIANA.— Martin. Vol. 2, old series : vol . i ; new

series. ANNUALS, vols. 7 to 15 .

MAINE REPORTS.- Vols. 32, 46.

MASSACHUSETTS REPORTS.- Vols. 8 , 9 ; METCALF, vols.

1 to 7 , 9, 11 , 12 ; CUSHING , 12 vols.; Gray, vols . 6, 15 ,

16 ; ALLEN, vols . 5 to 14 ; Mass. , vols . 97 to 138 ; LOR

ING and Russell's Election Cases .

NEVADA REPORTS.– Vols . 8 , 9.

New HAMPSHIRE REPORTS.-- Vols. 3 to 7 , 9, 16 to 20,

28 , 30, 31 , 33 to 35 , 38, 43, 45 to 57 .

North CAROLINA REPORTS.— Vols. 82 , 83 .

OHIO STATE REPORTS.- Vols. 28 to 42 .

RHODE ISLAND REPORTS.— Vol . 5 .

South CAROLINA.-- Mills' Constitutional, 2 vols. , also

full set.

TENNESSEE REPORTS.- Lea, vol . 3 .

VERMONT REPORTS.— Vols. 7 , 59, 60, 61 .

VIRGINIA.- Paton, Jr., and Heath , 2 vols .

WEST VIRGINIA REPORTS.- Vols. 2 to 5 ; also full set .

WYOMING REPORTS.-- Vol. 1 .

I

1

THE JANUARY GREEN BAG.

2

.

OUR NEW CATALOGUE SENT FREE .

We have just issued the Twelfth Edition of our

Catalogue of Elementary Books in general use, enlarged

and corrected to date . This is intended to cover the

whole field of text -book literature now useful and avail

able to American lawyers, with brief or “ running " titles .

The Index is compiled upon a novel plan, which we

think will be very useful to busy lawyers. The books

under each legal topic , instead of being entered alphabet

ically by authors — the usual way - are listed chronologi

cally, with prices. This method shows at a glance the

relative age and price of all the “ live ” books on each

topic, and thus enables a prospective buyer to give a

shrewd guess at their relative value to him .

This Catalogue will be sent without charge to any one

who asks us for it .

The contents of THE GREEN Bag for January, are:

Roger Brooke Taney (with portrait) F. R. Jones

European Divorces while You Wait J. H. Beale, Jr.

The Proposed Penal Code of the U. S. , G. C. Speranza

Gentlemen of the Jury D. Malloch

Legal Conditions in the Island of Negros, W. F. Norris

The Legal Status of the Mother-in -Law , C. N. Travous

A Century of English Judicature, XI . ( Illus . ) , V. V. Veeder

How Torture was Abolished in France, G. H. Westley

A Sequence in Crime ( Illustrated ) . .. H. G. Chapin

Editorial Department.



SUBJECT INDEX TO THE LAW BOOKS OF 1901.

This index includes all the new American and English Elementary law books listed in No8. 8 ( April, 1901), 9 ( July , 1901),

10 ( October, 1901 ), and 11 ( January, 1902 ) of Legal Bibliography :

The black figures (e.g., 8 ) indicate the number of Leg.Bib ; the lighter figures (e. g . , 5) indicate the page on which the title will
befound .

If readers using this list have not kept on file Nos . 8, 9, and 10, we will furnish them on application , so long as our supply lasts.

8 , 7 .

Administration . - Giauque (Ohio ), 8, 6. "Decrees. -Seton (Eng.) , 10 , 5 .
Naval Law. – Stephen , Clifford &

Administrators.-- Schouler, 8 ,7. Deeds. – Kelke ( Eng .), 10, 5 . Smith ( Eng. ) , 9 , 5 .

Admiralty: - Ames (Cases), 9 , 4.- Saun . Divorce.- Hirsch , 11 , 4 . Negligence.- Amer. Neg. Repts . , 9, 4.-

ders, 9, 6 . Domestic Relations.- Ingersoll & Tur. Thompson, 9, 4 .

Agency.- Huffcutt, 10, 4.- Mechem , ner, 10,7 – Loeb , 10, 7 .

8,7 ,-- Willard , 8 , 7 .

Negotiable Instruments.--- Smith , 8, 7 .

Drainage. – Jansen (Eng.), 11,5.

Agricultural.- Lely & Pearce ( Eng . ) , Equity. - Bites ( Federal Proc.) , 10, 4.
Negotiable Securities.- Willis (Eng .),

10, 5 .
9,5 . Eaton , 10, 4. – Keike (Eng . Cases), 9; Notary – Brooke (Eng.) , 9. 5 .

American Law.- Baird, 8, 7.- Lile , 8,7 . 5. – Pattee , 8, 7.- Shipp and Daishi
Annexation.- Randolph , 8 , 7 . ( Cases ), 8 , 7. — Snell (Eng .), 11 , 5 .

Overseers.- knight (Eng. ) , 9, 5.- Mac.

Arbitration.- Gregory (Eng .), 9 , 5 . Estates. — Curtis (Eng ) , 10 , 5 .
kenzie (Eng .), 10 , 5 .

Bailments.- Paine (Eng.), 11, 5 .
Evidence.-- Crankshaw (Can .), 8 , 7 . Parliamentary Law - Waples, 11, 4.

Banking . - Cases, 8 , 6.- Paget (Cases ) , Ingersoll & Turner, 8, 7.- Ray, 8, 7 . Partnership.- Shumaker, 8, 7.- White

8,7. - Selover , 9.4 . Examinations.-- Gibsou & Weldon , 8 , 7 .
( Can . ) , 8 , 7 .

Bankruptcy.- Amer. Bky. R., 9, 1.- Executors. - Schouler, 8, 7 , 16. Patents.- Sanders , 8, 7 .

Brandenberg, 9 , 4.- Luby, 8 , 7.- Facts . - Abbott, 11 , 4 . Personal Injuries,- Watson , 11, 4 .

Manson Rep.- 8, 7.— Gibson & Wel . Favored Nation . - Herod,11, 4. Personal Property : - De Villier (Eng .),

don , 8, 7 . Federal Practice . - Bates , 10, 4.- Fos . 10,5.- Kelke, 8 , 7 .

Bar Examinations.- Brice (N.Y.), 9,5 . ter, 10, 4 . Pleading and Practice . – Abbott

Hartpense ( N. J.) , 9 , 4.- Mack, 9, 4. Finance . --Austen -Cartmell, 9 , 5 .

Barrister. - Gibson (Eng.), 11,5.

( Mich. ), 9 , 4.- Andrews, 10, 4.- An.

Forgery. — Ames, 9 , 4 .

Kills and Notes. - Sunith , 8 , 7 .

nual , 11, 5 - Dwyer, 9, 4.- Inder.

Forms. -- Abbott (Mich .), 9 , 4. - Ency. mauer

Bills of Lading.- Duckworth, 8 , 7 .

(Eng.) , 9, 5.- Ingersoll &

clopædia, 8 , 6.— Ilbert ( Eng. ) , 9 , 5.- Turner, 8 , 7 : Laning (Ohio ), 9 , 5.

Buildings.- Fletcher (Eng .), 11 , 5.-- Pairison ( Mo. ) , 9, 4 . Nelson (Eng .), 10 , 5.— Kay,8, 7.
Wait , 8 , 7 . Gas. - Michael & Will ( Eng. ) , 10, 6 .

Burials.- Baker, 8, 7 .

Shipp & Daish , 8 , 7. — Townes

Hindu Law . – Mayne, * , 7. ( Tex.), 9, 6.— Woollen (Ind. ), 9 , 4.

Business Law.- Austin & Smith (Ohio ), Income Tax.- Chapman (Eng.), 10, 5.- Yearly, 11 , 5 .

9,5.- Parsons, 8, 7.- White , 8, 7 . Peacock ( Eng . ) , 11 , 5 .

By -Laws.- Boisot , 11 , 4.
Pledges. - Jones, 9, 4 .

Injunctions. — Spelling, 10. 4 .

Chancery Practice.- Daniell (Eng .), Inland Revenue. —
Poor Laws.- Cumming & Gllbert (N.

Highmore (Eng . ) ,
10, 5 .

Y.), 10, 5.— Little ( Eng . ) , 9 , 5 .
10, 5 .

Charities.- Cumming & Gilbert (N. Y. ) , Insanity.- Cumming & Gilbert ( N. Y. ) , Principal and Agent. - Wright (Eng. ) ,
10, 5 . 10, 5 .

11 , 5.

Charter Parties.- Duckworth, 8, 7 . Insurance . -
&Council.-- Safford Wheeler

Berryman, 9, 4.- Chalmers Privy

Chattel Mortgages . - Hammon ( n .), & Owen ( Me . ), 8 , 7. - Finch , 9, 4. ( Eng . ) , 11,5.

9 , 4. - Hammon ( W'is 8, 7. - Ham . Ingersoll & Turner, 8 , 7– Laws, etc., | Probate Law.- Amer. Probate Rep.,

mon (Pac. Courts), 11 , 4 . 11, 4.- Morse & Matlack ( Pa .) , 9 , 5 . 9, 4.- Nelson ( Eng . ) , 9,5 .

Cheques.- Smith , 8, 7 . International Law . - Rattigan ( Eng .), Promissory Notes.- Tompkins, 10, 4 .
Church Law.- Blunt (Eng .), 10, 5 . 10 , 5. —- Taylor, 11 , 5 .

Civil Procedure.- Cuba and Porto Rico , Interpleader.- Meclennan , 11,4.
Property : - Strahan (Eng .), 11 , 5 .

Railroads.- Amer . and Eng . Cases, 8,
Interstate Commerce.- Reports, 9, 4 .

Civil Service.- Colliers (N. Y. ) , 9 , 5 .
6.; 9 , 4 .

Joint Stock Companies . - Pulbrook, 10,
Code Pleading.- Hepburn, 8 , 7.- Par . 5. – Simonson (Eng.), 11, 5. – Smith Railway Laws.- Cases, 10, 4.- Håmil.

ker, 9 , 5.- Pattison (Mo.), 9, 4 . 8, 7 . ton (N. Y. ) , 10, 5.- Ratuigan (Eng . ),

Common Law.- Indermauer (Eng .), Jurisdiction . — Brown, 11, 4 . 10,5 .

10 , 5 . Jurisprudence . - Bryce, 11 , 5 .
Railways (Light. ) - Oxley ( Eng. ) ,

Company Law.- Bradley, 8 , 7: - Em Justices. - Dugan (N.Y.), 10,5.- Kelley
ery Eng.), 9. 5.– Fitzpatrick & (Mo.), 10, 1.- Stone (Eng. Practice ), Real Property.-- Armour, 8. 7.- Bal.

Fowke ( Eng .), 9 , 5. - Goddard & Hut. lard , 9 , 4.- Boone, 8 , 7.- De Villiers

ton (Eng.), 9 , 6.- Hamilton (Eng :), Labor Law . - Cowen & Howell (Eng .), (Eng :), 10, 5.- Loeb , 8, 7 .-- Mc

9, 5.- Palmer (Eng ) , 8 , 7.- Pul.

brook (Eng.), 9 , 5 - Rawlins, etc., 10, Land Law.
9,5.— Thompson, 9, 5 .

Candless, 8 , 7.- Simr, 8 , 7.-Snyder,

Eaton & Purcell ( Eng .),
11 , 4.- Williams ( Eng. ) , 9 , 5 .

5 .-- Smith , 8.7.- White (Can .), 8, 7 . Registration of Land.- Sheldon ( III . ) ,

Conflict of Laws.- Minor, 8 , 7 .

Congress, Power of.-- Biklé, 11 , 4 .
Landlord and Tenant.

9, 4.

Foa , 8, 7. -

Constables.- Dill ( Pa .), 8 , 6 . Redman , 8 , 7 .
Religious Corporations. - Cumming

Constitutional Law.- Bannon , 9 , 4.
Law Dictionary.- Bouvier, 8 , Gilbert ( N. Y.), 10, 5.- Waugh16 ,

Beecher, 11 , 4. - Bryant, 9 , 4.- Clark
Shumaker & Longsdorf, 11 , 4 .

( N. Y. ) , 10, 5.-Dial ( 0. ), 10, 5 .

(Aust.), 10.5.- Edwards, 8, 7 :- Legal History -- Grumidge ( Eng.), 9,5. Removal of Causes. - Moon, 10, 4 .

Quick &
Roman Law.- Sohm , 8, 7 .

Garran (Aust . ) , 9, 5. Shuck (Calif . ) , 9, 4 .

Thomas (Cases ), 9, 5. Legislation . Ilbert, 9,5 .- Journal 11, 5. Stamp Law.- Alpe (Eng.), 10, 5.

Sales.- Burdick , 9 , 4.- Mechem , 10, 4 .

Contracts. – Harriman , 10 , 4.- Huff

cutt & Woodruff (Cases), 9 , 4.- Loeb, Licenses.- Foyster (Eng.),
Libel and Slander. - Fraser (Eng . ) , 10,5 . Statutory Law.- Hardcastle , 8.7.

11 ,

8,7.-- Seaborne, 8, 7.- Wait, 8, 7 .
6.- Stock Exchange. - Stutfield (Eng.), 9 ,5 .

Conveyancing.- Hood (Eng .), 11 , 5.
Whitley, 8, 7. - Williamson, 8, 6.- Taxation.- Colt ( Mich .), 9 , 4.- Cum.

Strachan ( Eng .), 10, 5 .
Williams ( Penn . ), 8 , 7 . ming & Gilbert ( N. Y. ) , 10, 5.

Corporations. American and English Limitation of Actions.- Wood , 3d ed ., Freeth (Eng.), 9, 5-Greene ( N. Y.),

Cases, 9 , 4. - Arnold ( N. Y. ) , 9 , 5 .
10,8 ; 11,4.

9,5.- Hammond ( N. Y. ) , 8, 6.- Jag.

Axtell ( Texas ), 9,5.- Black (N. Y.and Liquor Law . - Horner ( Ind . ) , 9, 4 . gard (Minn . ), 8 , 6 .

N. J.), 11,4.- Chilton (W. Va .), 8,7 : - Magistrates.- Oke, 8, 7 . Title.- Maclaurin ( Eng. ) , 10, 5 .

Clark & Marshall, 11 , 4.- Cousineau | Marine Insurance.- Arnould ( Eng.), Torts.- Bigelow , 8, 7.- Pollock (Eng .),

(Can. ) , 9 , 5.- Corbin ( N. J.), 9 , 4. - 10 , 4 , 5.- Duckworth ( Eng .), 11 , 5 . 8 , 5 .

Deland (So. Dak .) , 8,6.- Dill ( N. Y.) , Marriage and Divorce , - Mielziner Trade Marks.- Kerly (Eng.) , 10, 5 .

10, 4.-- Dwyer (Mich .), 10 , 1.- Gould ( Jewish ) , 10, 4 . Trusts.-- Underhill ( Eng .), 10,5 .
(Me.), 9 , 4. - Hamilton ( N. Y. ) , 10,

5.- Hammond ( N. Y. ) , 8, 6.- Heath
Married Parties.-- Loeb , 8 , 7 . Valuations.- Fletcher (Eng .), 10, 5 .

Vendors.- Jolly (Eng.) , 10 , 6 , - Sea

(Mich .), 10 , 4. – Israeli, 9 , 4.- Legal Married Women . - Loranger (Can . ), 9,

Manual, 9 , 4. - Wilgus,11.4.
5.- Skier ( Tex .), 9 , 5 .

borne, 8. 7 .

Costs . -Johnson (Eng.), 9 , 5 . Mechanics' Liens.- Traxler ( Iowa ), 9 , 4 .
Water.- Michael & Will , 10, 5 .
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NOTES .

Omissions in our Catalogue.- No catalogue

can be perfect, - and we are sorry to say that we acciden

tally omitted from our new catalogue two recent books,

Page on Wills, 1901, $ 6.00, and Maclennan on Interpleader,

1901, $5.00. If you are keeping the catalogue for refer

ence, please add these books in the alphabetical list and

also in the index .

A Substitute for Money.- Do you want The

GREEN Bag or some of the books we advertise, but feel

that you cannot afford them ? Perhaps you have books

or magazines on your shelves you do not need. If so ,

make a list of them, with short titles and dates, and see

if we cannot arrange a trade .

Law Journals.- We can use volumes or numbers of

leading journals such as the Harvard Law Review ; Yale

Law Journal; American Law Register (since 1892) ; Law

Student's Helper ; Insurance Law Journal ; Medico,

Legal Journal; American Law Review and others .

Send in lists of what you have, and if your items fit

into our stock we will make you an offer.

Realistic Indexing.– A new clerk , in indexing a

lot of our old English law books, came across the title

“ Doctor and Student.” Not pausing to think that there

can be a Doctor of Laws as well as of Medicine, he

entered St. Germain's classic under the title “ Medical

Jurisprudence.”

More “Dog French . " — This amusing instance of

the gradual merging of the old Law French into English

is quoted from 1886 Dyer (note) by Pollock in his First

Book of Jurisprudence, and by Maitland in “ English

Law and the Renaissance.”

“ Bichardson , Ch. Just . de C. B. al Assises

at Salisbury in Summer 1631 , fuit assault per

prisoner que * * ject un Brickbat a le dit Justice ,

que narrowly mist.”

Ject un Brickbat " is good !

BOOKS WANTED.

We will pay cash , or exchange other books,

for any of the following :

UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT. - Curtis'DECISIONS,

vol . 7 ; WHEATON, vols. 5 , 7 , 9 to in ; HOWARD, vols. 18

19, 20, 23, 24 ; WALLACE, vols, 1 to 16, 20 , 22 ; U. S.,

vols . 91 , 92 , 95 to 101 , 130 to 134 , 136.

U.S. Circuit Court. - WALLACE, Sr., 1 vol .; WALLACE,

Jr. , 3 vols.; Hughes, vols. 3 , 4, 5 ; SAWYER, vols. 2, 5,

9 , 10, 11 , 13 .

U. S. DISTRICT COURT.- BENEDICT, vol . 10 ; BLATCH

FORD's PRIZE Cases ; HOPKINSON'S ADMIRALTY ;

FISHER'S PRIZE CASES ; CRABBE.

U. S. APPEALS REPORTS.— Vols. 61 to 63.

ALABAMA REPORTS.- Vols. 5 , 6, 8, 10, 13, 76, 93.

COLORADO REPORTS. – Vol. 6.

CONNECTICUT.- Swift's Digest of Laws. 2 vols.

DAKOTA REPORTS.– Vol. 4.

FLORIDA REPORTS.- Full sets.

INDIANA.- SMITH. Indiana, vols. 96 to 129.

Iowa REPORTS. - Vols. 52 , 59, 68 to 80 , 82 to 112 .

Kansas REPORTS.– Vols. 37 , 38 , 39.

LOUISIANA.— Martin . Vol. 2, old series : vol . 1 , new

series. ANNUALS, vols. 7 to 15 .

MAINE REPORTS.- Vols. 32 , 46.

MASSACHUSETTS REPORTS.- Vols . 8 , 9 ; METCALF, vols.

1 to 7 , 9, 11 , 12 ; CUSHING , 12 vols.; GRAY, vols . 6, 15 ,

16 ; ALLEN, vols . 5 to 14 ; Mass. , vols . 97 to 138 ; LOR

ING and Russell's Election Cases .

NEVADA REPORTS.— Vols . 8 , 9 .

NEW HAMPSHIRE REPORTS.— Vols . 3 to 7 , 9, 16 to 20,

28 , 30, 31 , 33 to 35 , 38 , 43 , 45 to 57 .

North CAROLINA REPORTS.- Vols . 82 , 83 .

Ohio STATE REPORTS.- Vols. 28 to 42 .

RHODE ISLAND REPORTS.– Vol. 5 .

SOUTH CAROLINA.-- Mills' Constitutional , 2 vols . , also

full set.

TENNESSEE REPORTS.- Lea, vol . 3.

VERMONT REPORTS.- Vols. 7 , 59, 60, 61 .

VIRGINIA.- Paton, Jr., and Heath , 2 vols .

WEST VIRGINIA REPORTS.— Vols. 2 to 5 ; also full set .

WYOMING REPORTS. – Vol . 1 .

费 类
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OUR NEW CATALOGUE SENT FREE .

We have just issued the Twelfth Edition of our

Catalogue of Elementary Books in general use, enlarged

and corrected to date . This is intended to cover the

whole field of text-book literature now useful and avail

able to American lawyers, with brief or “ running " titles .

The Index is compiled upon a novel plan , which we

think will be very useful to busy lawyers. The books

under each legal topic, instead of being entered alphabet

ically by authors -- the usual way are listed chronologi

cally, with prices. This method shows at a glance the

relative age and price of all the “ live ” books on each

topic, and thus enables a prospective buyer to give a

shrewd guess at their relative value to him .

This Catalogue will be sent without charge to any one

who asks us for it.

THE JANUARY GREEN BAG.

The contents of THE GREEN Bag for January , are :

Roger Brooke Taney (with portrait) F. R. Jones

European Divorces while You Wait J. H. Beale , Jr.

The Proposed Penal Code of the U. S. , G. C. Speranza

Gentlemen of the Jury D. Malloch

Legal Conditions in the Island of Negros, W. F. Norris

The Legal Status of the Mother- in - Law , C. N. Travous

A Century of English Judicature, XI . ( Illus . ) , V. V. Veeder

How Torture was Abolished in France, G. H. Westley

A Sequence in Crime ( Illustrated ) ... H. G. Chapin

Editorial Department.
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NOTES . MORE PRAISE FOR THE GREEN BAG.

“ Certainly continue me as one of the subscribers of

THE GREEN Bag. I have them in bound volumes from

the first issue. The field covered by this magazine is

nowhere else gleaned , and I receive the monthly issue

with the greatest pleasure .” — D . C. Fraser, New Glasgow ,

Nova Scotia .

“ I was one of the first that subscribed to THE GREEN

Bag, and it has always been a welcome visitor in my

office and home. "— Michel A. Hartigan , Hastings,

Nebraska.

Query for Literary Sharps.— A correspondent

asks : “ In 13 Law Magazine 400 ( 1835 ) is an excellent

review of Merewether & Stephens' History of the

Boroughs, and Municipal Corporations in the United

Kingdoms, signed M. Who was M ? Could it have

been Macaulay ?

A Helpful Index.- The original feature of our new

Catalogue of Elementary Law Books is the Index, in

which the books on each topic are arranged chrono .

logically. At a glance the reader can see the relative

date of the books, as well as their relative price, and so

get a rough idea of their relative value .

The Lore of the Law.- An article on Year Book

Bibliography,” reprinted from No.8, Vol . 14, of the Har

vard Law Review, will be mailed ( without charge) to

any lawyer interested in old English law literature , who

will send his name and address to Charles C. Soule, care

of the Boston Book Co.

More Marshall. - Collectors of Marshall litera

ture should not fail to get and file away the two numbers

of THE GREEN BAG (April and May, 1901) which con

tain a very interesting resumé, with copious extracts , of

the principal orations delivered in various cities on “ John

Marshall Day . ” Excellent portraits of Marshall accom

pany the articles . These two numbers can be supplied

for one dollar.

LAW WRITER AND HISTORIAN .

James Schouler is not only a favorite legal writer ( see

advertisement, elsewhere in this paper, of his treatises

on Wills and on Executors ) but he also stands high as a

historian . His “ History of the United States from the

Adoption of the Constitution to the Close of the Civil

War " (6 vols., cloth , $ 13.50) is said by critics to be “

excellent work ," " scholarly and attractive,” “ the best

work covering this period . ”

Lawyers who have good private libraries ought to give

Schouler's History as prominent a place on their shelves

as they give to Macaulay and Hume and Bancroft .

"an

1

AMERICAN ELEMENTARY BOOKS.

I vol .

Another Ohio Claim.- In Fiske & Co.'s “ Con

tinuous Law Book Catalogue " we find this entry (p . 361 ) :

“ PUFFENDORF'S NATURE & NATIONS, by Samuel

Puffendorf of Delaware, Ohio, English Edition .

8º . 447 pp . Sheep. London, 1879. "

Can this be our old friend Puffendorfius, author of

the somewhat celebrated work “ De Jure Naturae et

Gentium , " the last English edition of which was pub

lished (according to the catalogues ) in London , folio ,

calf, 1749 ?

2.00

2.00

INTERPLEADER .

It is not very often that we can commend to our cus

tomers a Canadian book as the best one to use in this

country, but there is a signal exception in the case of

MACLENNAN ON INTERPLEADER ( $ 5.00 net ) , a treatise

published in Toronto in November, of which we have

imported an edition.

The usefulness of this book on our side of the border

lies partly in the fact that it is the latest book and ( with

the exception of one small English treatise) the only

book on the topic , and partly in the fact that United

States cases are cited more than any others. The Table

of Cases shows by count :

Australian cases cited .

Irish and Scotch cases cited

Canadian cases cited . 350

English cases cited . . 630

UNITED STATES ( Federal and State) . 747

This preponderance of citations renders MACLENNAN
ON INTERPLEADER , like most of the Canadians who

come to the United States , a very useful immigrant .

Published since October 1, 1901 .

Sise octavo or duodecimo, and binding law sheep, unless

otherwise stated .

For local works see list of American Reports, etc.

ABBOTT (A. ) . Brief on the Facts. 2d ed . . $4.50

BAYLES (G. J.) . Women and the Law . Cloth 1.40

BIKLE (H. W. ) . Constitutional Power of Con

gress over U. S. Territory

BISHOP ( J. P.). Directions and Forms. 2d ed . 6.00

BLACK ( W. H.). New York and New Jersey Cor

poration Laws. Cloth

BOISOT ( L. ) . By -Laws. 2d ed . 3.00

Brown ( T.). Jurisdiction . 2d ed.
6.00

BEECHER ( W. J.) . U. S. Constitution and Civil

Government. Cloth 1.50

CLARK (W. L. ) and MARSHALL (W. L. ) . Corpora

tions. 3 vols .
18.00

CUBA AND PORTO Rico, Law of Criminal Proce

dure 3.00

FIRE INSURANC
E
LAWS, Taxes and Fees 5.00

HAMMON ( L. L.) . Pacific Coast Chattel Mort

gages 3.75

HEROD ( J. R.) . Favored Nation Treatment.

( Commercial International Law) 3.50

HIRSCH (H.). Tabulated Digest of Divorce Laws. 1.50

HUGHES (C.) . Criminal Law.. 6.00

SHUMAKER (W. A.) and LONGSDORF (G. F.) . Cy .

clopedic Law Dictionary

SNYDER (E. W.) . Quizzer on Real Property. Pap. -50

TAYLOR (H.). International Law 6.50

WAPLES ( R.) . Parliamentary Law. 2d ed . Cloth 1.00

WATSON (A. R.) . Damages for Personal Injuries
6.00

WILGUS ( H. L.). The United States Steele Cor

poration. Cloth

Wood (H.G. ) . Limitation of Actions . 3d ed .

40

78
6.50

.

250

6 50
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LEGAL VIEW OF THE SCHLEY COURT.

Charles E. Grinnell of Boston, whose interesting

analyses of the Bram case and the Maybrick case will be

remembered, is to have in the February (1902) number of

THE GREEN Bag comments upon the Schley Court

of Inquiry from a lawyer's point of view. Not under

taking to argue the case itself, he will discuss the differ

ence between the methods of Courts of Inquiry and those

of Civil Courts, and their comparative values in arriving

at knowledge of facts and trustworthy opinions, as dis

tinguished from legal justice.

The number containing Mr. Grinnell's article will be

mailed separately for fifty cents. Subscription to The

GREEN BAG for one year is four dollars, payable in ad

vance.

NOTES.

Picturesque Spelling.- The typewriter seems to

suggest and accentuate eccentricities in spelling. The

latest slip that has come to our notice is “ byzy " for

“ busy.” Try that on the typewriter and see how fasci

nating it is . Isn't there far more character and meaning

in the incorrect than in the correct form ?

Who Was the Sculptor ? — The librarian of the

Law Association of Philadelphia, apropos of the Marshall

articles in The Green Bag, writes thus:

“ If your investigations reveal who made the Marshall

bust in our library , I would like very much to know it .

In the 'thirties a sculptor named Coffee, of Albany, N.Y.,

offered something of the kind . "

A Catalogue Always Up-to - Date.- Each quar

terly number of LEGAL BIBLIOGRAPHY undertakes to

give title and price of the law books published during

the previous quarter. Whoever gets and keeps our new

Catalogue, therefore , and enters his name with us for

future numbers of LEG. BIB . , can keep fully informed as

to current law literature .

Medieval Publishers ' Tricks.- The issue of old

books with new dates is not entirely a modern sin .

In 1553 Richard Tottell, just beginning to publish law

books, found some copies left over of William Rastell's

Registrum Brevium , originally published in 1531. Tottell

printed for it a new title-page with the date 1553 , but

forgot to cancel the old colophon (which bore the 1531

imprint of Rastell ), and thus left for posterity proof of

his “ little dodge. "

Lay Periodicals.- Besides law -books, we deal in

sets of general periodicals for libraries. The back num

bers of nearly all periodicals are out of print, so that

we have to glean here, there , and everywhere to make up

sets. Have you on your shelves, in closets, or in the

garret at home, any old magazines or Proceedings of

Societies ? If so , make a list of them, and send it

to us. Perhaps they may have an exchange or a cash

value which would make the labor well worth while.

A CHECK -LIST OF REPORTS .

Instead of printing a list of reports which is of com

paratively little use to the majority of lawyers,—with our

new catalogue we have issued separately a LIBRARY

CHECK -LIST OF AMERICAN , ENGLISH , IRISH , SCOTCH

and CANADIAN LAW REPORTS, DIGESTS, STATUTES and

SUBSEQUENT Laws, printed with broad margins to allow

ample space for checking up a library .

This Check-List we will send in duplicate, without

charge, to any of our regular customers to whom it would

be useful , on condition that he will return one copy with

an accurate check of the reports in his library, so that

we can keep run of his gaps and wants, and thus serve

him more intelligently in the future.

3.6

ENGLISH ELEMENTARY WORKS, ETC.

Published since Oct. 1 , 1901, or now in Press .

Size 8vo or 12mo, and binding cloth .

Any book on this list can be delivered to lawyers in the

United States at the rate of thirty cents, or to libraries on

certificate at twenty - five cents, to the shilling,

£. s . d .

ABBOTT (C.). Merchant Ships and Shipping.

14th ed .. 3. 0.0

ANNUAL PRACTICE, 1902. 2 vols . 1. 5.0

BOWSTEAD (W.) . Workmen's Compensation Acts 10.0

BRYCE ( ). Studies in History and Jurispru

dence. 2 vols . . 1. 50

DUCKWORTH (L.). Marine Insurance .

FLETCHER ( B. F. ). London Building Act . 3d ed .
6.6

FLETCHER (B. F.) . Valuations and Compens
a

tions. 2d ed. 6.6

FOYSTER ( W. H. ) . Justices' Handbook on Li

censing
2.6

Gibson ) . How to become a Barrister

HARRIS (S. F. ) . Criminal Law. 9th ed . .

Hood (H. J.) and CHALLIS ( H. W.) Conveyanc

ing Acts. 6th ed.

JANSEN ( ) . House Drainage and Sanitary Fit

tings

KENNY ( ) . Cases on Criminal Law . 12.6

LAWYER'S REMEMBRANCE
R

, 1902
2.6

MINTON - SENHOUSE ( ) . Workman's Compen

sation Cases. Vol. 3.
6.0

OXLEY ( J. S. ) . Light Railways 17.6

PAINE ( ). Bailments

PEACOCK ( ) . Income Tax Acts . 15.0

SAFFORD ) and WHEELER ( ) . Privy Coun

cil Practice

SIMONSON ( ). Joint Stock Companies
10.6

SNELL (E. H. T.) . Principles of Equity . 13th ed .

STRAHAN (J. A. ) . Property Law. 3d ed .
12.6

WRIGHT (E. B.). Principal and Agent. 2d ed . 18.0

YEARLY PRACTICE, 1902 .

1.0

1.0.0

I. 0.0

THE GREEN BAG COMMENDED .

Across the continent- three thousand miles- comes

this cheering letter, which we take the liberty of printing

in full . Such cordial —and entirely unsolicited — praise

falls like balm on editor and publishers, who are strug

gling with the problem of how to make a law periodical

sufficiently interesting to get and keep a profitable list of

subscribers :

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. , Dec. 28 , 1901.

Publishers “ Green Bag : ” .

GENTLEMEN ,–1 inclose herewith $ 4.00, subscription
Having subscribed for THE GREEN BAG from

the initial number, I have a right to testify concerning it.

It has always been useful as well as entertaining. To

enumerate a small proportion of the papers therein which

have possessed both of the qualities mentioned would

occupy, many pages. Among them , however, none has

pleased me more than the series under the title of " A

Century of English Judicature,” by Van Vechten Veeder .

To a thorough knowledge of the subject, the writer

brings the charms of literary taste and skill- a combina

tion too rarely found in the hasty journalism of our day.

I remain ,

Very truly yours ,
HENRY H. REID .

3.6

for 1902

1. 5.0

2.10.0

1. 1.0

I. 0.0
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TEXT BOOK BARGAINS.

These books are in good condition ; many of the LAST EDITIONS are as

GOOD AS NEW. The prices are NET CASH . Add 25 cents per volume for postage

when ordering by mail .

$ 5.00.

1.00

$ 5.00

1.00

1.50

6.00

2.00

1.00

. 4.00

1.50

3.50

1.00

10.00

2.50

1.00

.75

3.00

1.00

1.50

5.00

1.00

4.00

10.00

10.00

4.00

4:50

3.00

2.50

3.00

1.00

1.50

1.50

2.00

5.00

2.00

6.00

1.50

3.00

2.50

3.00

5.00

3.00

2.50

1.50

1.50

1.50

3.00

2.00

.

4.00

1.50

2.00

ABBOTT's Cases Evidence 1895

ABBOTT's Civil Brief . 1886

ABBOTT's Civil Jury Trial 1885

ABBOTT's Railway Law Canada 1896

Addison's Contracts. 3 vols . ( Wood's ed. ) . 1889

ADDISON's Torts, 2 vols.. 1876

ALGER on Promotors of Corporations 1897

AMERICAN Railway Cases. 2 vols. 1854

AMERICAN & Eng. Dec. in Equity . 4 vois. · 1898

AMEs on Forgery 1901

ANGELL on Water Courses . 1869

ANGELL & AMEs on Corporations 1871

ANGELL & AMEs on Corporations 1882

ANTHON's Law Student 1850

APPLETON on Evidence
1860

ARCHBOLD's Crim . Pl. and Prac. 2 vols. 1880

ARCHBOLD's Landlord and Tenant 1846

AUSTIN'S Jurisprudence. 2 vols . 1874

BACON on Benefit Societies. 2 vols. 1895

Bacon's Abridgment. 10 vols . .
1860

BAILEY's Conflict of Judicial Decisions 1892

BAILEY's Master's Liability 1894

BAILEY's Onus Probandi . 1886

BAIRD's Principles of American Law 1896

BAKER on Sales 1887

BALDWIN's Constitutional Views . 1837

BALLARD's Annual of Real Property. Vols .

i to 5 and Index . 1899

BARBOUR on Payment 1888

BARBOU'R's Chancery Practice.
1880

BARBOUR's Rights of Persons. 1890

BATEMAN on Auctions . 1883

BAYLIES on New Trials 1886

BAYLIES on Suretyship . 1887

BEACH on Injunctions. 2 vols , . 1895

BEACH On Modern Equity Jurisprudence. 2v . 1892

BEACH on Private Corporations. 2 vols . 1891

BEACH on Railways. 2 vols . 1890

BEACH on Wills 1888

BECCARIA on Crimes . 1819

BECK's Medical Jurisprudence. 2 vols . 1860

BERNHEIM on Aliens . 1885

BETTS' Admiralty Practice 1838

Bigelow on Equity 1879

BIGELOW on Fraud . 2 vols . 1890

BIGELOW's Leading Cases Torts 1875

Bishop on Contracts . 1887

BISHOP on Criminal Law . 2 vols . 1892

BISHOP on Criminal Procedure. 2 vols.. 1880

BISHOP on Married Women. 1873

Bishop on Marriage and Divorce. 1864

BISHOP on Non -Contract Law 1889

BISHOP on Statutory Crimes 1883

Bishop on the Written Law 1882

Bisset on Partnership 1847

BLACK on Judgments. 2 vols.

3 vols, .

2 vols.

.

Bliss on Life Insurance 1874

BLUNT on Church Law . 1872

BLYDENBURGH on Usury 1844

Boisot on By -Laws 1892

BOONE on Corporations 1877

BOONE on Mortgages 1884

BRADNER on Attachment (N. Y.) 1895

BRADNER on Evidence . 1898

BRANDENBURGH on Bankruptcy 1898

BRANDT on Suretyship. 2 vols. 1891

BRETT's Cases in Modern Equity 1895

BRICE on Ultra Vires . . 1880

BROOM on the Common Law . 1873

BROOM's Legal Maxims 1874

BROOM & HADLEY's Commentaries . 2 vols . . 1875

Brown's Civil and Admiralty Law . 2 vols . . 1840

BROWNE on Carriers . 1883

BROWNE on Criminal Law 1892

BROWNE on Divorce . 1890

BROWNE on Domestic Relations 1890

BROwne on Insanity . . 1880

BROWNE onon Jurisdiction 1891

BROWNE on Parol Evidence 1893

BROWNE on Sales 1894

BROWNE on Usages and Customs
1881

BRYANT on Code Pleading . 1894

BRYANT's Annotated Constitution 1901

BUMP on Bankruptcy 1898

Bump's Constitutional Decisions 1878

Bump's Federal Procedure 1881

BURGE on Suretyships 1847

BURRILL on Circumstantial Evidence . 1868

BURROUGHS on Public Securities . 1881

BURROUGHS on Taxation . 1877

Bush on Bankruptcy . 1899

BUSWELL on Insanity 1885

BUSWELL on Limitations . 1889

BUSWELL on Personal Injuries . 1899

CHAMBERLAYNE's Best on Evidence 1893

CHAPLIN's Suspension of Power of Alienation 1891
CHASE's Cases of Torts 1892

CHASE's Stephen's Digest of Evidence 1892

CHIPMAN on Government 1833

CHITTY on Bills . . 1854

CHITTY on Contracts. 2 vols . 1874

CHITTY's General Practice. 4 vols..

CLARK's Handbook U. S. Decisions 1892

COBBEY on Chattel Mortgages. 2 vols . 1893

COBBEY on Replevin . . 1900

COGLEY on Strikes and Lockouts . 1893

COHEN on Admiralty . 1883

Cole's Criminal Informations 1847

COLEBROOK on Collateral Securities 1883

COLER on Municipal Bonds. 2 vols . 1873

Collier on Bankruptcy 1900

CONEY & GODAY's Mexican Law . 1892

Cook on Corporations . 3 vols . . 1898

CRABB on Real Property. 2 vols. 1846

CRAWFORD's Negotiable Instruments Law · 1897

15.00

3.00

6.00

3.00

3.00

1.00

3.00

8.00

8.00

8.00

3.00

1.50

.50

1.00

.

.

2.00 .

1.00

3.00

4.50

1.50

2.00

1.50

4.00

2.00

1.50

4.00

2.50

2.00

4.00

3.50

3.50

1.50

2.00

1.00

1.00

5.00

5.00

2.50

6.00

5.00

2.00

2.50

1.50

1.50

5.00

5.00

3.00

16.50

* .10

1834

1.50

2.00

6.00

2.00

5.00

8.00

2.00

6.002 vols.

2 vols. . 2.00

3.00

2.50

3.00

1.50

8.00

1.50

1.50

6.00 .

1891

BLACK'S Accident Cases 1886

BLACKBURN on Sales . 1887

BLACKWELL on Tax Titles. 18892 vols. 1.00
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.

$ 3.00

2.00

2.00

1.00

1.50

5.00

8.00

-50

2.00

1.50

1.00

3.75

1.50

2.00

5.00

3.00

1.00

8.00

$ 1.00

6.00

2.00

2.50

4.50

2.00

1.00

4.00

2.50

1.50

1.50

2.00

1.50

3.00

2.00

2.00

.

1899.

.

1875

2.00

1.00

2.00 2.00

.

.

2 vols.

.

2.00

5.00

4.00

3.50

8.00

1.50

3.00

3.00

10.00

3.50

5.00

8.00

3.00

2.00

.

.

1.00

3.00

2.00

5.00

1.00

2.00

5.00

1.50

2.00

1.50

3.00

3.00

6.00

8.00

1.00

10.00

2 vols.

Text Book Bargains, continued .

CROSSWELL on Electricity 1895

CROSSWELL'S Patent Cases . 1888

CURRAN's Speeches 1877

Curtis on U. S. Courts 1854

Curtis ' Rights, etc. , of Merchant Seamen . 1841

DANIELL's Chancery Practice. 3 vols . . . . 1879

DANIELL's Negotiable Instruments. 2 vols. . 1891

DArrow's Mortgage Investments. I vol . . 1892

DART on Vendors 1851

DEANE's Principles of Conveyancing 1875

DEARSLEY's Criminal Process 1854

DELEON & Moon on Liability

DePORCEAU on U. S. Courts. 1824

Dewey's Contract for Future Delivery 1886

Dicey on Conflict of Laws . 1896

Dillon on Municipal Corporations. 2 vols . . 1881

Dixon's Law of Shipping 1873

Domar's Civil Law . 2 vols. 1861

DONOVAN's Modern Jury Trials 1881

DONOVAN'S Trial Practice 1883

DosPassos on Inheritance Tax Law 1895

DosPassos on Stock Brokers 1882

DRAKE on Attachment . 1891

Duer's Marine Insurance. 1845

DUNLAP's Paley on Agency 1856

DWARRIS on Statutes (Potter's) 1871

Dwight on Persons and Personal Property · 1894

Eddy on Combinations. 2 vols. 1901

EDWARDS on Bills and Notes. 1882

ELLIOTT's Appellate Procedure 1892

ELLIOTT's General Practice. 2 vols. 1894

Elmes on Customs Law . 1887

ELPHINSTONE's Interpretation of Deeds 1889

Endlich's Interpretation of Statutes . 1888

ERSKINE's Speeches. vols.. 1878

ESTEE's Code Pleading. 3 vols . 1870

ETTING on Admiralty 1879

EWELL'S Cases on Domestic Relations 1891

EWELL's Essentials of the Law. 3 vols. 1889

Ewell's Medical Jurisprudence
1887

FIELD's Federal Courts 1883

FIELD's Federal Practice . 1881

Field's International Code 1876

Field's Lawyer's Briefs. 6 vols. 1886

Field's Private Corporations 1883

FIELD's Ultra Vires 1881

Fiero's Special Proceedings 1887

FITNAMS' Trials Procedure . 1894

FLANDERS on Fire Insurance 1874

FLEMING on Blood Stains 1861

FOOTE & EVERETT's Incorporated Com

panies. 3 vols.. • 1892

FOSTER's Federal Practice. 2 vols . . 1892

Fowler's History of Real Property ( N. Y. ) . 1895

FREEMAN on Executions. 3 vols . 1900

FREEMAN on Judgments . 1881

GALE & WHATELY on Easements 1840

GARDNER's Review in Law and Equity . . . 1895

Gary's Probate Law (Mid . Wis.and Minn .) . 1892

GILBERT's Forum Romanum . 1874

Gould on Pleading 1887

GRAY's Restraints on Alienation 1883

GREENE on Taxation ( N. Y. ) . . 1898

GREENLEAF on Evidence. 3 vols. 1892

GREENLEAF on Evidence. 3 vols . 1899

GREENLEAF's Cruise on Real Property. 3 vols . 1849

GRISWOLD's Fire Underwriter's Text- Book . 1872

Haight's Questions and Answers 1899

HALE's Pleas of the Crown. 1847

HAMILTON's
Mexican Law .

4.00

4

Text Book Bargains, continued .

HARDINGHAM on Trade Marks . . 1881

HARE's American Constitutional Law . 2 vols. 1889

HARRIS on Certiorari · 1893

HARRIS on Contracts by Married Women · 1887

Harris on Damages by Corporations. 2 vols. 1892

HARRISON's Legislation on Insanity 1884

HAWLEY on Interstate Extradiction 1890

HEARD on Criminal Law . 1882

HEARD's Civil Precedents 1886

HEARD's Equity Pleading 1882

HEARD's Equity Precedents 1884

HERMAN on Executions 1876

HILL on Trusts and Trustees . · 1867

HILLIARD on Mortgages. 2 vols . 1872

HILLIARD on Taxation .

HULIARD on Torts , 2 vols . 1874

HILLIARD on Vendors. 2 vols. 1868

HILYARD'S Marine Insurance 1847

Hirsh on Juries 1879

HITCHCOCK's Essay on State Constitutions . 1887

HOFFMAN's Chancery Practice . 3 vols. . 1834

HOFFMAN's Legal Outlines . 1848

HOFFMAN's Legal Study. 2 vols . 1836

HOLT on Slander and Libel 1818

Holt's Concurrent Jurisdiction 1888

HOPKINS on Unfair Trade 1900

HOUCK on Rivers 1868

Hurd on Slavery . 2 vols . 1848

IREDELL on Executors 1851

JACKSON on Real Actions 1828

JACOBS on Domicil . 1887

Jacobs' LawDictionary: 6 vols .
1811

JARMAN on Wills. 2 vols. 1893

JENKINS' Law of Religious Liberty 1880

JONES on Mortgages. 2 vols . . 1894

JONES on Pledges 1883

JONES on Railway Securities 1879

JONES on Real Property. 2 vols . 1896

JONES' Business Corporations 1893

JUDSON on Taxation (Mo.) . 1900

KELLY's Contracts by Married Women 1882

KERR on Homicide 1891

KERR's Injunctions in Equity 1871

LACEY's Digest of Railway Decisions. 2 vols. 1884

LAWSON'S Contracts of Carriers 1880

LAWSON'S Expert Evidence 1900

LEAVITT on Negligence 1895

Lewin on Trusts and Trustees 1858

LIEBER's Hermeneutics 1880

LINDLEY on Partnership (Ewell ). 2 vols . 1888

LINDLEY on Partnership (Wentworth ) . 2 v . 1888

LIVERMORE on Trusts 1850

LLOYD on Divorce 1887

LONG on Sales . 1839

LOVELAND on Bankruptcy 1899

LOVELAND's Federal Forms 1894

MacCOLLA's Breach of Promise 1879

MALONE on Criminal Briefs 1886

MALONE on Real Property Trials . 1883

Mann's Medical Jurisprudence of Insanity · 1893

MARTIN on Civil Procedure 1899

MARVIN on Wreck and Salvage 1858

MATSUNAMI's Collisions between Warships

and Merchant Vessels • 1900

MAUPIN's Marketable Title 1896

MAY on Insurance. 2 vols.. 1900

MCGRATH's Cy Pres Doctrine 1887

MCKINNEY on Fellow -Servants 1889

MECHEM on Agency . . 1889

METCALF on Contracts 1893

1.00

2.00

10.00

5.00

3.00

.75

2.50

6.00

1.50

2.00

2.00

6.00

10.00

2.50

2.50

2.00

4.50

1.50

1.00

2.00

2.50

2.00

2.50

1.00

5.00

2.50

5.50

4.50

2.00

2.00

4.50

.

4.00

.

2.50

15.00

1.00

3.50

4.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

5.00

5.00

-50

3.00

3.00

3.00

3.00

1.50

1.00

2.00

. 2.00

2.00

* 1.50
.

.

.

3.00

1.50

9.00

12.00

3.00

4.00

3.50

7.50

4.50

.

5.00

5.00

10.00

1.00

3.00

5.00

2.50

.

1882

2 vols.
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.

$ 9.00

1.00

6.00

5.00

2.00

2.00

1.50

8.00

1.50

4.00

3.00

1.00

3.00

1.00

5.00

3.00

3.00

6.00

5.00

4.00

4.00

2.50

2.00

4.00

2.50

2.50

2.50

8.00

6.00

3.75

2.00

$ 9.00

4.00

1.50

2.00

1.50

1.00

4.50

2.00

3.50

1.00

6.00

2.50

5.00

5.50

2.00

4.50

1.50

8.00

2.50

3.00

2.00

4.50

8.00

3.00

4.00

2.00

2.50

35.00

2.00

2 vols.

1.00

2.00

Text Book Bargains, continued .

MOORE on Extradition. 2 vols . . 1890

MOORE's Abstracts of Title . 1853

MORAWETZ on Private Corporations. 2 vols. 1886

MORGAN'S Law of Literature. 2 vols . 1875

MORRIS on Replevin .. 1878

MORSE on Arbitration and Award 1872

NAAR on Suffrage and Elections 1880

NELSON on Divorce . 2 vols. . 1895

NEWMARK on Sales 1887

NEWTON's Digest of Trademarks 1896

ODGERS on Libel and Slander 1891

O'FERRALL's Executive of Trusts & T. (Md . ) . 1890

ORDRONAUX on Judicial Aspects of Insanity. 1878

Owen's Bankruptcy Act . 1842

PAGE on Wills 1901

Pagin's Federal Precedents 1894

PAINE on Contested Elections 1888

PARSONS on Contracts. 3 vols . 1873

PARSONS on Marine Insurance. 2 vols. 1868

PARSONS on Partnership 1893

PARSONS on Shipping and Admiralty. 2 vols. 1869

PARSONS' Principles of Partnership . 1889

PATTERSON'S Accident Law
1886

PERRY on Trusts . 2 vols. 1899

PHILLIPS on U. S. Courts 1887

PIERCE on Railroads . 1881

PINGREY on Chattel Mortgages 1891

PINGREY on Mortgages. 1893

PINGREY on Real Property. 2 vols. 1895

PINGREY on Suretyship 1901

POLLOCK on Contracts 1891

POLLOCK on Torts . 1895

Pomeroy's Riparian Rights 1893

POTHier on Obligations . 1826

POTTER on Corporations. 2 vols . . 1879

PRESTON'S Abstract of Title . 1828

PROFFATT on Jury Trials .
1880

RALSTON'S Sales of Undivided Interests 1885

Ram on Facts 1873

RAM on Judgments · 1871

RANDOLPH on Commercial Paper. 3 vols . · 1896

RANDOLPH on Eminent Domain 1894

RAWLE on Covenants for Title . 1887

Ray's Contractural Limitations 1892

Ray's Imposed Duties (Passenger Carriers) · 1893

Ray's Imposed Duties (Personal) 1891

REED on Statute of Frauds. 3 vols . 1884

REESE on Ultra Vires 1897

REEVES on Domestic Relations . 1888

REICHEL's Manual of Canon Law . 2 vols. · 1896

RENO's Employer's Liability . 1896

RENO's Non -Residents . . 1892

RENWICK's Patentable Inventions 1893

Rice on Criminal Evidence 1894

Rice on Real Property 1897

ROBERTS on Wills. 2 vols. .

ROBERTS' Principles of Equity · 1857

ROCKWELL's Spanish and Mexican Law · 1851

RODGERS on Domestic Relations 1899

ROE's Criminal Procedure 1887

Rorer on Judicial Sales 1878

SANDS' Suit in Equity 1882

SAUNDERS on Negligence 1872

SAUNDERS on Taxation 1887

SAUNDERS' Pleading and Evidence , etc. 3 v . 1851

SCHLEGEL's Neutral Rights ilor

SCHOULER's Executors . 1889

SCHOULER's Executors and Wills . 1 900

SCHOULER's Husband and Wife 1882

SCHOULER's Wills .

Text Book Bargains, continued .

SHEARMAN & REDFIELD on Negligence. 2 V. 1888

SHELDON on Subrogation 1893

SHIRAS' Equity Practice in U. S. Courts 1898

Smith on Landlord and Tenant 1856

SMITH on Negligence · 1887

SMITH's Common Law . 1875

Smith's Elements of Ecclesiastical Law . 3 v . 1891

SNELL's Principles of Equity . · 1885

Snow's Cases on International Law 1893

SPEAR's Removal of Causes 1888

SPELLING on Private Corporations. 2 vols . . 1892

SPELLING's Trusts and Monopolies 1893

SPENCER's Marine Collisions . 1895

STARKIE on Evidence 1876

STARKIE on Libel and Slander 1877

STEPHENS' Nisi Prius. 3 vols . 1844

STEWART's Husband and Wife . 1887

STIMSON'S American Statute Law. 2 vols . • 1893

STORY on Conflict of Laws . 1872

STORY on Contracts. 2 vols.. 1874

STROND on Slavery 1856

SUTHERLAND on Damages. 3 vols. 1884

TAYLOR on Evidence. 3 vols . 1897

Taylor's Private Corporations . 1898

THOMPSON on Negligence. 2 vols. 1880

THOMPSON'S Carriers of Passengers
1880

THOMPSON's Liability of Officers .
1880

THOMPSON's Private Corporations. 7 vols. . 1895

THOMPSON & MERRIAM on Juries
1882

THORNTON'S Conveyancing 1854

THORNTON'S Railway Fences . 1892

Tidd's Practice . 2 vols. 1856

TIFFANY & BULLARD) on Trusts 1862

TOWNSHEND on Slander and Libel 1890

TRAVIS on Sales. 2 vols . . 1892

TUCKER on the Constitution . 2 vols. 1899

Tyler on Ejectment . 1876

TYLER on Partnership

TYLER on Usury . . 1873

TYLER's American Ecclesiastical Law 1866

TYSSEN's Charitable Requests

UNDERHILL on Evidence . 1894

UNDERHILL's Criminal Evidence . 1898

UNDERHILL's Wills . 2 vols . 1900

U PTON on Trade Marks 1860

VERPLANCK on Contracts 1825

VINTON's Canon Law 1870

Von Holst's Constitutional History. 8 vols . 1892

Wade on Retroactive Laws
1880

Wart's Insolvent Corporations
1888

WALKER's Theory of Law 1852

WATERMAN on Corporations. 2 vols .

WATSON on Damages 1901

Webb on Usury 1899

WELLS' Separate Property of Married Women 1878

WENDELL's Blackstone. 4
vols. · 1847

WHARTON on Agency 1876

WHARTON on Contracts . 2 vols.. 1882

WHARTON on Criminal Law. 2 vols. , 1885

WHẠRTON on Negligence 1878

WIGRAM on Wills . 1872

WILLIAMS on Executors . 3 vols. 1877

Wills' Circumstantial Evidence
1811

WINSLOW's Plea of Insanity 1843

Woon on Fire Insurance.
2 vols. 1886

Wood on Limitations. 2 vols . 1893

WOOD on Railroads. vols . 1894

Wood's Master and Servant 1886

WYN KOOP's Vessels and Voyages · 1887

ZINN's Leading Cases on Trusts . 1873

4.50

1.00

3.00

2.00

3.00

1.00

2 vols..

1877

4.00

7.00

2.00

5.00

6.00

6.00

1.50

1.00

2.00

1.50

4.00

4.00

5.00

10.00

1.00

1888

1.00

1.00.

2.00

• 1888

.

2.00

4.50

4.00

4.00

3.00

4.00

4.00

4.50

3.00

3.00

5.00

5.00

3.00

-75

3.00

4.00

2.00

1.50

5.00

5.00

1.75

2.50

3.00

1.50

3.00

8.00

2.50

2.50

8.00

3.00

2.50

12.00

2.00

2.50

1.00

4.00

6.00

4.00

2.00

4.00

2.00

4.00

4.00

2.00

1823

2.00

3.00

1.00

1.00

4.00

3.00

8.00

2.002 vols. .

. 1892

2.00

2.00
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Rare, Old, Quaint, and Interesting Law Books

Now on the shelves of THE BOSTON BOOK CO.

$ 1.50 $ 15.00

12.00

10.00

2.00

3.50

5.00 3.00

3.00 3.00

1.50

7.50

2.50

5.00 1.00

1.00 3.00

1.50

1.50

3.00

2.50

2.00

5.00 10.00

1.50

5.00

6.00

6.00 6.00

1.50

Amos : The Ruins of Time exemplified in Hale's Pleas

of the Crown . 8vo . Cloth. London . 1856

AncientLaws and Institutes of England. (Anglo

Saxon ; William the Conqueror,Henry I.) 2 vols. 8vo.

Half morocco . London . 1840

Anglo -Saxon Laws (Aethelbirht; Blothære ; Eadric ;

Alfred ; Ine ; Edward ; Aethelstan ; &c . ) . 91 pages.

Folio boards. No date . .

Asso & Manual. Institutes of the Civil Law of Spain.

6th edition . Translated and edited by Johnston . ' 8vo .

Cloth. London . 1825

Azuni : The Maritime Law of Europe. Translated

from French into English by Wm. Johnson . 2 vols.

Broken sheep. N. Y. 1806

Barrett and Spence : Civil Regulations in the Jewish
Law . Ordinances of Menu, TaTsing Leu Lee,Zend

Avesta ,Lawsof Solon,Twelve Tables of Rome,Koran,

and the Barbarian Laws. Half-roan. London . 1812

Barrington : Observations on the More Ancient Sta

tutes . 5th ( last) edition . 4to . Broken calf. London .

1796

Becker : De Facetiis Juridicis apud Scriptores La
tinos. 8vo. Pamphlet. Paris. 1896 .

(Belgium ) Loi Fondamentale du Royaume des Pays
Bas. ( In Dutch and French .) 12mo. Broken calf.

Bruxelles. 1817 ..

Bentham : Draught of a Plan for the Organization of

the Judicial Establishment in France. 12mo . Boards .
1790

Blackstone (Sir_Wm . ) : The Great Charter, and

Charter of the Forest, etc. 4to . Old calf . Oxford .

1759

Blackstone (Sir Wm .): Tracts , chiefly relating to the

Antiquities and Laws of England. 4to. Broken calf .
Oxford . 1771

Blaxland : Codex Legum Anglicanarum: a Digest of
English Law in the order of the Code Napoleon . 8vo .
Half calf . London. 1839 ·

Bodel-Nyenhuis : De Juribus Typographorum et

Bibliopolarum in Belgico . 8vo. Half morocco . Lug
duni , Batavorum . 1819 :

Bohun : Institutio Legalis : Introduction to the Study

and Practice of the Laws of England. 3d ed .

Old calf. London . 1724

Boutros: Principles of the Law of Nations, with Ilus

trations from Modern History . 8vo . Cloth . Seram

pore. 1845

Bracton de Legibus et Consuetudinibus Angliæ . Smali

4to . Broken calf. London . 1640

Bridgman's Legal Bibliography. Half calf.

London . 1807

Britton : (“ King Edward's Book of Laws." ) First

Edition, printed by Robert Redman . ( No date : Lon

don , about 1540.) 24mo. Broken calf

Britton : Second Edition , by Edm .Wingate. London.
1640. 18mo. Broken calf

Britton : Antient Pleas of the Crown, translated by

Robert Kelham . 12mo. London . 1762. Half calf .

Brooke : La Graunde Abridgement. Folio . Broken

calf. London . 1573

Brooke (Sir Robert): La Graunde Abridgement.
vols . in i . Small 4to.

3.00

Collection of all the Statutes from the beginning of

Magna Charta . Folio. Broken calf . London. 1572 .

Colquhoun (P. MacC . ) : A Summary of the Roman

Civil Law . Illustrated by Parallels from the Mosaic,

Canon, Mohammedan, English, and Foreign Law . 4
vols. Svo . Cloth . London . 1849

Cowell : The Interpreter ; a book containing the Signifi

cation of Words in the Law Writers or Statutes.

Folio . Old calf . London. 1658

Crabb's History of English Law. 8vo. öld cali.

London . 1829

Craig Jus Feudale : Consuetudines quæ in Scotia ,

Anglia, etc. , obtinent. Folio . Broken calf . Lon

don. 1655 :

DawsonOrigo Legum . The Origin of Laws. Folio.
Broken calf . London. 1694

De Antiquis Legibus Liber : Chronica Londonia

rium .Curante Stapelton(Camden Society ).Small

4to . Cloth . London . 1846 .

De Glinka : Philosophie du Droit . 3d ed . 8vo. Paper.
Paris. 1863 ..

De Gruchy : L'Ancienne Coutume de Normandie. 8vo.

Cloth . Jersey. 1881..

Doctor and Student. 24mo. Broken calf. London .

1687. (Also other later editions)

Durham : Acts of High Commission Court at , 1626
1638. (Surtees Society.) 8vo. Cloth . London.

1858...

Finch's Law . Edited by Pickering. 8vo. Broken
calf . London. 1759

Fitzherbert : La Graunde Abridgement . Small folio .
Broken calf . London . 1577.

Fitzherbert's New Natura Brevium . 16mo, Old calf.

London . 1666 .

Fleta : Accedit Fet Assavoir: Subjungitur Seldeni
Dissertatio. Small 4to. Old calf. London. 1647 .

Fleta :-(Same title ) . ( 2d ed ). Small 4to . London.

1685

Flintoff : Rise and Progress of the Laws of England

and Wales. 8vo . Boards. London . 1840. .

Forsyth : Hortensius, an Historical Essay on the

Duties and Office of an Advocate. 2d ed . llustrated .

8vo. Cloth . London. 1874 ..

Fortescue de Laudibus Legum Angliæ . Edited by

Amos. Svo. Broken calf. Cambridge ( Eng .). 1825.

Furneaux : Letters to Blackstone Concerning Reli

gious Liberty . 2d edition . 12mo . Red morocco . Gilt .
London . 1771

Furse : Tabular Précis of Military Law. 4to.Cloth.
London . 1896 .

Gallick Reports. Criminal Cases adjudged in France.
18mo. Broken calf. London . 1737

(Gilbert , Chief Baron . ) Forum Romanum : History

and Practice of the High Court of Chancery. Edited

by Tyler. Svo. Sheep. Washington ., 1874
Ginnel : The Brehon Laws. Tamo. Cloth . London .

1891

Glanvill: Tractatus de Legibus et Consuetudinibus
Angliæ . 24mo. Broken calf . London . 1673

Goudsmit : The Pandects : a Treatise on Roman

12mo. 2.00

2.00

1.50

3.00

3.00

10.00

12mo . 3.00

3.50

3.00

15.00

4.00

6.00

1.50

5.00

5.00

10.00

2

London . 1576

Burke : Celebrated Naval and Military Trials . 12mo.

Cloth . London . 1866

Burroughs (or Lord King ?): Legal Judicature in

Chancery Stated. 12mo. Old calf. London. 1727 : :

Cartularium Saxonicum : Charters relating to Anglo

Saxon History. Edited by W. de G. Birch , 3 vols.

4to . Cloth . London . 1885

Cockburn : Examination of Trials for Sedition in

Scotland. 2 vols . Cloth . Edinburgh . 1888

Code Musulman par Khalil. Texte Arabe et Traduc

tion par Seignette. 8vo . Half roan . Paris. 1878 ..

Code Napoleon. Translated into English by a Bar
rister. Svo . Half roan . N. Y. 1841

Coke on Littleton . 17th ed . by Charles Butler . 2 vols .

8vo. Old half calf. London . 1817 .

Coke's 2d , 3d , and 4th Institutes . 4 vols. 8vo . Old

calf . London . 1797

Collection in English of the Statutes now in Force.

Thick folio . Old calf . London . 1598 .

Law and its Connection with Modern Legislation .

Translated by Gould. Svo . Cloth . Leyden . 1873.

Gourd ( A. ) : Les Chartes Coloniales et Les Constitu

tions des Etats Unis de L'Amérique du Nord. 2 vols .

8vo . Half roan . Paris . 1885

Gueronniere : Le Droit Public et L'Europe Moderne .

2 vols ., Paper. Paris. 1876

Hale's History of the Common Law . Edited by Run

nington. Svo. Old calf . London . 1820 .

Hale :History of the Pleas of the Crown. Edited by

Stokes and Ingersoll. 2 vols. 8vo . Sheep . Phila.

1847 ·

(Haſhed ) : Code of Gentoo Laws or Ordinations of

the Pundits . 12mo. Sheep . London. 1777 .

Hearne : Curious Discourses by Eminent Antiquaries

(Law , &c . ) . Svo . Calf . Oxford. 1720

Herbert: Antiquities of the Inns of Court and
Chancery. With 24 illustrations . 8vo. Boards. Lon

don . 1804

HistoiredelaLégislation par Pastoret (in allcountries,

from the earliest times) . Vols, i to u . Paper. Paris .

1817-1837 ..

10.00 2.50

2.50

5.00

1.50

2.00

7.50 6.00

3.00

8.00

5.00
2.00

6.00
6.00

5.00

5.00
10.00

10.00
5.50
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$ 3.00$ 2.00

6.00

2.00

.

5.00 2.50

16.00 2.00

1.50

3.00

3.00

2.50 2 12mo.

3.00

3.50

8.00

2.50

2.50 2.00

2.00 2.50

1.50 1.50

2.50 6.00

2.00

4.00

2.50 3.50

3.50

12.00

66

10.00

15.00

5.00 1.50

1.50

3.00

2.50 12.00

Historical Sketches of Civil Liberty from Henry VII .

to the House of Stuart (Antiquity &c . of Juries) . 8vo .
Boards . London . 1788

Horne : La Somme appellé Mirroir des Justices.

24mo. Old calf. London . 1642. .

Horne : The Mirrour of Justices : to which is added

the Diversity of Courts. Translated into English by

W. H. 12mo. Old calf. London . 1768 .

Houard : Les Coutumes Anglo-Normandes , publiés

en Angleterre. 4 vols. _4to . Old calf . Rouen. 1776.
Institutes of Hindu Law : or the Ordinances of

Menu ; with the Maho edar Law of Intestate Suc

cession . Translated by Sir William Jones . 12mo.
Broken half calf. No place. No date ..

Jacobsen's Laws of the Sea. Translated by Frick.

8vo . Old sheep . Baltimore. 1818

Lambarde's Archaionomia : siveDe Priscis Anglo

rum Legibus. Small 4to . Old Calf. London . 1568.:

Lambarde's Archeion ; a Discourse upon the High

Courts of Justice . 24mo. Broken calf. London .

1635

Lambarde's Eirenarcha : or the Office of the Justices

of the Peace . homo. Broken calf . London . 1614

Lane: Student's Guide through Lincoln's Inn . 3d ed .
Old calf . London . 1814 ·

Law French and Law Latin Dictionary. 2d ed . 12mo.
Broken call. London . 1718 ..

Law Quibbles : the Evasions, Tricks, Turns, etc.,

commonly used in the Law . 2d ed. 12mo. London .

1726 .

Laws respecting Women. izmo. Old calf. London .
1777

Leges Cnuti Regis Anglorum Danorum etNororum

(in Anglo-Saxon with Latin translation ) . Small 4to .

Pamphlet. Havniæ . 1826 .

Les olim ou Registres des Arrets rendus par laCour

du Roi. A. D. 1254-1318. Publieés par le Comte

Beugnot. 3 vols. in 4. 4to . Boards. Paris. 1839 :

Levi : Commercial Law ' (of 60 Modern Countries,

compared ). 2 vols. in 4. 4to. Cloth. London. 1840.
Levi's International Commercial Law . 2d ed . 2 vols .

8vo . Cloth . London . 1863 .

Lex Cimbrica antiqua lingua Danica. Versione Latina

-Autore P. K. Ancher. Small 4to . Broken calf .
Hafniae . 1783 ·

Littleton's "Tenures in English . 24mo. Parchment.

(MS. annotations in margins). London . 1627 .
Littleton's Tenures in English . 16mo. Broken calf.

London . 1825

Littleton's Tenures: A Commentary on . Prior to
Coke. Edited by Henry Cary . 8vo . Cloth . London .
1829

Mackeldey : Compendium of Modern Civil Law.

Edited by Kaufmann. ( Translated into English .)

Vol. 1. ( No other published .) Broken calf . London.

1845

Macuaghten : Principles and Precedents of Moham
medan Law ; with Legal Opinions. 8vo . Old half

calf. Calcutta . 1825

Magna Charta : translated by Edward Cooke. 24mo .

( Bound in fresh red Levantmorocco . Gilt. ) London .
1680 .

Magna Charta, cum Statutis, tum antiquis tum re

Oughton : Ordo Judiciorum Sive Methodus Proce

dendi in Foro Ecclesiastico Civili . 2 vols . 4to .

Broken call . London . 1728 .

Paris Law Courts : Sketches of Men and Manners.

( Illustrated . ) Translated from the French by Mo

riarty. Svo. Cloth. London , 1894 ·

Parkes History ofthe Court ofChancery. izmo. oid
half calf . London . 1828 .

Perkins' Profitable Booke. ( First English edition ?)

24mo . Broken calf . London. 1642 .

Perkins' Profitable Booke. (Conveyancing . ) 14th ed .
18mo. Old calf. London . 1757

Phillips' Fundamental Laws and Constitutions of

Seven Potent Kingdoms of Europe. 12mo. Old calf.

London . 1752 ·

Philipps : State Trials Prior to 1688. 2 vols.

Old calf. London. 1826

Pothier on Obligations or Contracts . Translated into

English by Evans.2vols . Broken calf . London .

1806 .

Principles of the Laws of England, in the form of

Questions and Answers . By a solicitor. 8vo . Old

half calf. London. 1839 .

Privileges of an Englishman in Portugal . 12mo.
Broken calf . London. 1736 .

Probyn : Systems of Land Tenure in Various Coun

tries. 12mo. Cloth . London . 1876 .

Pufendorf : Law of Nature and Nations, etc. Trans

lated by Kennet and Carew. 5th ed . Folio. Calf.
London. 1749

Recordsofthe Society of Gentlemen Practisers in the

Courts of Law . ( Incorporated Law Society.) 8vo.
Cloth . London. 1897 :

Regiam Majestatem : the Auld Lawes, etc. , of Scot

'7?mai.
Regicides: Exact and Impartial Account of the

Small 4to. Half calf . London. 1660 .

Registrum Brevium . ( Rastell's edition of 1531, re

printed in " Secretary type . " ) Small 4to. Call. Tot
tell . London. 1553 .

Ritso : Introduction to the Science of the Law. 12mo .

Old calf . London. 1815 ·

Robinson's Common Law of Kent, or the Customs of

Gavelkind . 12mo. Broken calf . London . 1741

Sanchez de Matrimonii Sacramento . ( The most

thorough book on matrimonial rites and customs . )

3 vols. Folio . Broken calf. Antwerp . 1607

Savigny : History of the Roman Law during theMiddle

Ages . Translated by Cathcart. Vol . 1 ( no other

published ) . Boards. Edinburgh. 1829

Scroggs' Practice of Courts Leet and Courts Baron.

4th ed. 12mo. Old calf. London . 1728 .
Selden : Judicature of Parliaments. i6mo. Old calf.

London . ( 1681. )

Sharp (Granville). Constitutional English Policy of
Congregational Courts and Frankpledge. 2d ed . 1amo.

Boards. London . 1786

Sharp (Granville ). Difference between Manslaughter

andMurder. 12mo. Boards. London . 1773 ..

(Sheridan ): Rise and Power of Parliament. Reprint
by Baumsterfrom the original 1677 edition . Small

4to . Cloth . London . 1870 .

Staunford's Exposition of the Kinge's Prerogative .

Small quarto. Stamped calf. London. 1590 :

Staunford : Plees del Coron . Small 4to . Pamphlet.
London . 1557

Star- Chamber Cases. Reprinted with Introduction
by F. F. Heard . Small 4to. Boards. Boston . 1881.

Stephen (Jas. Fitzjames); General View of the Crim

inal Law of England. 8vo . Cloth . London. 1863.

Symonds : The Mechanics of Law Making. 18mo.

Boards. London . 1835

Tayler's Law Glossary - Latin ,Greek, Norman -French,
&c . 8vo . Boards . London . 1819

Termes de la Ley : Certain difficult and obscure
words, etc., of the Laws, explained . 12mo . Old

half calf . London . 1708

Theloall : Le Digest des Briefes Originals. 18mo.

Broken calf. London. 1579 .

Thorpe: Diplomatarium Anglicum Aevi Saxonici :

A Collection of English Charters . 8vo . Cloth . Lon

don . 1865 .

Tichbone Care : Charge of the Lord Chief Justice.

2 vols . Thick 8vo. Cloth . London . . 1875 :

Tomlins : Law Dictionary. Explaining the Rise,

Progress, and Present State of the British Law.

vols. 4to. Broken calf. London . 1835 .

Townsend's Preparative to Pleading. 18mo. Broken

1.50

3.50

5.00 2.00

1.50

3.50

3.00

3.50 1.50

2

centibus . 24mo. Broken calf. London. . 1618

Magna Charta: Samuel Johnson's History, and De

fence of . 2d ed. 12mo. Broken call . London . 1772 .

Magna Charta : Historical Essay by Richard Thom

son . ( An attractive volume of over 600 pages, each

page withadifferent engraved border, includingthe
arms of the signers of the Charter .) 8vo . Cloth.

London. 1829

Maitland : Pleas of the Crown for the County ofGlou

cester , in A. D. 1221 . 8vo . Cloth . London. 1884 ·

Manava -Dharmasar : or , the Ordinances of Menu :

with Sir Wm . Jones's translation . 12mo. Pamphlet.

No date .

Manchester Court Leet Records in the 16th century .

Compiled by Harland (Chetham Society ). 2 vols .

Small 4to. Cloth . (London ?) 1864-5 .

Michaelis : Commentaries on the Laws of Moses.

Translated by Alex . Smith . 4 vols . Cloth . London.

1814 .

Modus Tenendi Parliamentum . Edited by T. D.

Hardy. 8vo . Cloth . London , 1846

Newgate Calendar : interesting Memoirs of Notori

ous Characters convicted of Outrages. By Knapp and

Baldwin . 4 vols. 12mo. Half calf. London . 1824

Nicholason the Law of Adulterine Bastardy. 8vo.

Half calf . London , 1836 .

O'Brien : The Lawyer : his Character and Rule of

Holy Life. 18mo. Cloth . London . 1842 . .

Ordonnance de la Marine du mois d'Août 1681. 24mo.

Old calf . Paris . 1750 .

calf . London . 1675

White : Outlines of Legal History. 16mo. Cloth.

London . 1895 ...

Zasius : Catalogus Legum Antiquarum . (With fly

leaves from anold black -letter manuscript.) 32mó.
calf . Lutetiæ, 1555 ..
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B A R G AINS

IN SETS OF AMERICAN REPORTS

Fine conditions and low prices .

a

TERMS :

Net Cash . Delivery at

expense of purchaser

F.O. B. in Boston .

Almost same as new.

CONDITION : b - Exceptionally fine, sec.hand.

- Very good , sound sec, hand.

. .

as new .

.

=

.

new ,

COLORADO REPORTS , 26 vols. Full set, MISSOURI REPORTS, vols . 89 to 160, = 72

exceptionally fine condition . (b) $55.00 vols . Will complete set subsequent to be

-APPEALS, 13 vols. Full set . Part fine, ginning of So. Western Reporter. Prac

balance good , sec. hand (bc) 25.00 tically same as new . • ( a )$ 140.00

DAKOTA REPORTS, 6 vols. Full set, ex NEW JERSEY LAW REPORTS, 64 vols.

ceptionally fine . (b) 20.00 EQUITY, 59 vols . , = 123 vols . Full set,

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA REPORTS, 12 practically same as new . .. (a ) 215.00

vols. (McArthur, 3 vols. , McArthur and NEVADA REPORTS, 16 vols . in 12. Com

Mackey, 1 vol. , Mackey, 8 vols.) . . . • (b ) 35.00 plete to Pacific Reporter. Practically same

INDIANA APPEAL REPORTS, 22 vols. Prac . . (a) 35.00

tically same as new (b) 33.00 N. Y. APPEAL REPORTS , 104 single vols.

ILLINOIS REPORTS, 190 vols. Full set prac Completes set to No. Eastern Reporter.

tically same as new . (a) 350.00 Part almost as new , balance fine second

hand (bc) 104.00
IOWA REPORTS, 56 vols. (Morris, i vol.,

OKLAHOMA REPORTS , Vols . 1-6 . Almost

Greene, 4 vols., Iowa, 51 vols, to N. W.
good as new . (b) 20.00Reporter.) Practically same as new • ( a) 130.00

TEXAS S. C. REPORTS , vols . 66 to 93 - 28

MASSACHUSETTS REPORTS, 777 vols.
vols . Completes set subsequent to begin.

Almost as new. Price on application • (a )
ning of S. W. Reporter. Almost as new ( b) 40.00

MICHIGAN REPORTS , 127 single vols. UTAH REPORTS, 17 vols . Almost new . ( a ) 65.00

( Harrington , Walker, Douglass and Mich. WISCONSIN REPORTS, 107 vols. (Pinney,

1-123). Part practically new , balance fine 3 vols . , Wis., 104 vols.) Part almost as

second hand . . . ( bc) 160.00 balance fine second hand .... (b) 150.00

MISCELLANEOUS SETS .

AMERICAN RAILWAY REPORTS , 20 vols . CENTURY DIGEST , 19 vols. and index , with

Sound condition . (c) $ 25.00 guarantee of subsequent volumes . Almost

AMERICAN REPORTS, 60 vols . and Digest,
as new . . .

. . (a ) 75.00

3 vols . Good second hand. Price on ap
LAWYERS' REPORTS ANNOTATED , 40

plication · (c)

AMERICAN STATE REPORTS , vols . I to 52,
vols . and Digest, i vol. Part almost as

new, balance fine second hand . Price on
and Digest , 2 vols. Exceptionally fine

application ,
second hand. Priceonapplication . • (b)

• (ab)

AMERICAN CRIMINAL REPORTS , 8 vols. MORRISON'S MINING REPORTS , 16 vols.

Almost as new. (b) 15.00 Full set , almost as new • (a) 45.00

AMERICAN BANKRUPTCY REPORTS, 4 NATIONAL BANKRUPTCY REGISTER RE

vols. Practically same as new (a) 15.00 PORTS, 18 volş . and index, 1 vol . Fine

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH CORPORATION second hand .. (C) 38.00

CASES ; old series, 48 vols . and Digest , new
U. S. APPEALS (Official Edition), 63 vols .

series, 11 vols . (Will sell separate series if Good as new : ( a ) 50.00

desired .) Exceptionally fine condition. (ab) 85.00
AMERICAN AND ENGLISH ENCYCLO

U. S. ATTORNEY-GENERAL'S OPINIONS,

PÆDIA OF LAW, 31 vols . First edition 22 vols . Full set , fine second hand . · (bc) 40.00

complete. Exceptionally fine condition (b) 50.00 U. S. COURT OF CLAIMS REPORT, 16 vols.

ATLANTIC REPORTER, 47 vols. Full set. Part almost as new , balance fine second

Almost good as new ..(b ) 105.00 hand ... · (ab) 25.00

ENGLISH BARGAINS .

ENG. COMMON LAW REPORTS, 118 vols.and HOUSE OF LORDS REPORTS REPRINT,

3 Digests. Uncondensed.Good sec . hand(c) $ 100,00 23 vols . ( Clark & Finnelly , 12 vols. , Clark's

SAME, 121 vols. Early vols . , condensed. H. of L. cases , ni vols.) Exceptionally fine

Good second hand . (c) 75.00 second hand . . (b) 15.00

ENGLISH CHANCERY REPORTS REPRINT,

69 vols. Uncondensed edition . THE JURIST, 55 vols. (Both series complete,

second hand (c ) 69.00 covering 1837-67). Good second hand · (c ) 60.00

THE BOSTON BOOK .

83-91 FRANCIS ST . , BACK BAY .

. .

•

Good

CO. , BOSTON , MASS.
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Complete Verbatim Annotated

English Reprint
COVERING ALL REPORTS FROM 1307 (INCLUDING YEAR BOOKS) TO

CURRENT SET OF LAW REPORTS . ABOUT 1000 ORIGINAL

VOLUMES IN 150 BOOKS.

“ Your Reprint is more serviceable than the originals because

of the annotations, serviceable to the busy lawyer as a time

saver .” — JUDGE J. G. JENKINS (U. S. C. C. A. , 7th Circuit) , Chicago .

PRICE WHILE LIMITED EDITION LASTS

Entire Set, $6.00 per book ; Separate series, $7.50 per book. Subject to early advance.

SPECIAL TERMS TO LAW LIBRARIES .

“ Highly meritorious and entirely satisfactory . What every

good office should contain .” —C. W. BUNN, General Counsel,

Northern Pacific R. R. , St. Paul .

SCHEME
All good features of originals retained, but in better

form , far less expense and with annotations.

FULL AND VERBATIM , without omission .

Original paging preserved .

Cited same as originals .

NOTES show subsequent citations , and present authority of each case .

Cite , besides , to all cognate decisions .

Save half the labor of investigation.

ONLY 35 LINEAR FEET of shelf room required .

Uniform size , clearly labeled .

Best paper, printing , and binding.

LIMITED EDITION , without plates , already largely exhausted .

Annual cost less than $ 75.

Prices subject to early advance.

FOR SAMPLE ANNOTATIONS SEE NEXT PAGE . SAMPLE VOLUMES

AND FULL INFORMATION ON REQUEST . Address ,

THE BOSTON BOOK CO. , Boston , Mass.

83-91 FRANCIS STREET, BACK BAY.
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Sample Annotations of the

Complete English Reprint

“ All that could be desired . Arrangement superb. I

prefer the Reprint to the originals . ”—JESSE B. ROOT, Helena .

ANNOTATIONS
With each case the volumes and pages of Mews’ Digest are first

cited, where can be found all cognate and collateral

references . Then follow citations to later decisions con

sidering particular phases (as distinctly noted) , or to decisions overruling, distinguish

ing , &c. , &c. Thus is given with each case its subsequent history and authority to date.

“ This set of books is going to be one of the best things

out. ” —- JOHN T. CONDON, Dean of University of Washington.

SEE FOLLOWING SAMPLES .

BANK OF IRELAND V. EVANS ' TRUSTEES (V. H. L. C. p. 389)

NOTE.— Mews' Dig. iii . 780, 1559, 1586 , 1587 ; iv, 1309 ; vi. 476 ; X. 118. S. C. 3 W. R. 573. Followed

as to estoppel by negligence in Merchants of the Staple of England v. Bank of Eng. ( 1887 ) 21 Q. B. D.

160. Distinguished in Bank of Eng. v . Vagliano ( 1891 ), A. C. 115 ; and cf. Mahony v. East Holyford

Mining Co. ( 1875 ) , L. R. 7 H. L. 899 ; Arnold v. Cheque Bank ( 1876) 1 C. P. D..587 ; Boxendale v .7

Bennett ( 1878), 3 Q. B. D. 530 ; London & So. West Bank v. Wentworth ( 1880) , 5 Ex . D. 105 ; In re

Cooper (1882 ) 20 Ch . D.634 ; Union Credit Bank v. Mersey Docks and Harbour Bd. ( 1899) , 2 Q. B. 205,

Bankers - Trustees- Corporate Seal – Negligence- Bills of Exception– Practice.

( Followed by syllabus and case in full]

GREY v . PEARSON (VI , H. L. C. 61 )

NOTE.— Mews' Dig . X. 973 ; xiv . 1539 ; xv. 659, 715 , 1027. S. C. 26 L. J. Ch. 473 ; 5 W. R. 454 ; and

below sub nom . Pearson v. Rutter, 3 De G. M. and G. 398 ; 1 Eq. R. 352 ; 1 W. R. 421. On point

as to rule for construction of written instruments, followed in many cases , e . g . Abbott v . Middleton,

1858, 7 H. L. C. 81 ; Thelluson v. Rendlesham , 1859, ib .459 ; Ex parte Walton, 1881 , 17 Ch . D. 751 ;

Faber Lathom (Earl of ), 1897 , 77 L. T. 168. On point as to construction of particular will considered

in Reed v . Braithwaite, 1871 , L, R. 11 Eq. 514 ; and cf. In re Chant ( 1900 ), 2 Ch . 345 .

Will— Estates' Tail - Contingencies - Ultimate Limitation - “ Die under 21 , and without Issue."

[ Followed by syllabus and case in full ]

SIMPSON v . DIRECTORS OF WESTMINSTER PALACE HOTEL CO . (VIII . H. L. C. 712 )

NOTE.— Mews' Dig . iii . 770 ; 1016. S. C. 6 Jur. N. S. 985 ; 2 L. T.707 ; and , below , 2 De G. F. and J.

141 ; 29 L. J. Ch. 561 ; 8 W. R. 553. On point as to objects clause, considered in Featherstonhaugh

v . Lee Moor Porcelain Clay Co., 1865 , L. R. 1 Eq . 329 ; Joint-Stock Discount Co. v . Brown, 1866 , L.

R. 3 Eq . 151 ; Horsey's Claim ; In re London and Colonial Co., 1868 , L. R. 5 Eq . 562 ; Guinness v .

Land Corporation of Ireland, 1882 , 22 Ch . D. 373 ; Henderson v . Bank of Australasia ,1888 , 40 Ch . D.

177. On point as to right of action by single corporator, cited in Russell v . Wakefield Waterworks Co.

1875 , L. R. 20 Eq 481 .

Joint Stock Company - Objects of not to be changed even by a Majority

[ Followed by syllabus and case in full]

ELLIOTT v. DIRECTORS NORTH EASTERN RY. CO . (X. H. L. C. 334 )

NOTE.— Mews' Dig. v . 353 , 355 ; vi . 351 , ix . 1227 , 1252. S. C. 32 L. J. Ch . 402 ; 9 Jur. N. S. 555 ; 2 N.

R. 87 ; 8 L. T. 337 ; 11 W. R. 604 ; and, below, 1 J. and H. 145 ; 2 De G , F.and J.423 . Distinguished

in Great Western Ry. Co. v . Bennett, 1867 , L. R. 2 H. L. 38 ; Midland Ry. Co. v . Checkley , 1867, L. R.

4 Eq. 26 ; Midland Ry. Co. v . Haunchwood Brick and Tile Co. , 1882 , 20 Ch . D. 558. Adopted in

Popplewell v. Hodkinson, 1869, L. R. 4 Ex . 253 ; and cf. Richards v. Jenkins, 1868 , 18 L, T.444.

Railway -- Subjacent and adjacent support - Mines — Grant of Land , compulsory or voluntary - Injunc

tion , form of Costs. ( Followed by syllabus and case in full]

THE BOSTON BOOK CO. , BOSTON, 83-91 Francis St. , Back Bay .

1

Costs.
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English Ruling Cases

with American Notes

PICALLY arranged in Encyclopædic form, covering the whole range of English

decisions from earliest times to date. 25 volumes now ready , completing the

alphabetical grouping. An Index volume (with Table of Cases) for entire set

ready early in 1902. Price $5.50 per volume in full sheep.

All the best English Cases in full

are here grouped under subject headings, with notes and references to other lines of English

and American decisions, making

A logical sequence of

“ bed -rock ” principles,

supported by

corroborative decisions

ready for

use in Court.

Upwards 2,000 leading cases in full

with abstracts of about ten times as many English cases , and references in the notes to

upwards 30,000 American Cases .

EACH GENERAL TOPIC OF LAW is logically laid out into its natural

sub-divisions , and under each sub-division come

I.

2.-

A “ Rule of Law ," or clear general statement of the principles involved .

PLAN Older or " Leading Case " in full, to which the principles can be traced .

3.- Later Cases modifying or qualifying the principle .

4.- The latest or Ruling Case ” in full, as now followed by the Courts .

5.- Full English Notes , referring to and abstracting all other significant English cases on

the topic , not deemed worthy to be reprinted in full .

6.- Full American Notes , showing accord or divergence of our law , citing American cases

and connecting the English cases with our own lines of decisions .

EDITORS

The American Notes are by Irving BROWNE and Hon . LEONARD

A. Jones, while the English Notes and Cases are prepared by ROBERT

CAMPBELL (of Lincoln's Inn)— all names that guarantee excellence .

DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS and sample volumes on application .

SEE NEXT PAGE for treatment of Topic “ Wills.”

THE BOSTON BOOK CO. , Boston ,Boston , Mass.

83-91 Francis Street, Back Bay.
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Treatment of Topic “ WILLS” in English Ruling Cases.

The Topic “ WILLS” shows briefly the application of foregoing

“ Plan ” with its “Sub-divisions,” “ Rules of Law ,” “ Cases,” “ Notes,” etc.

WILLS.

SEE ALSO Acceleration - Administration – Ambiguity – Annuity - Conflict of Laws - Estate - Executor - Interpretation -
Perpetuities – Power – Real Estate - Repugnancy Settled Land Acts - Settlement -- Tenant for Life .

SEC . 1. - Various General Rules. Sec. IV.- Limitations of Estates.

II . -Gifts Vested or Contingent. V.- Gifts Over.
« III.- Conditions. VI.- Charges.

66

SEC. I. — Various General Rules. {{IntendedWill- Unattested Paper— Incorporation in Attested Codicil.]
CASE 1. ).

RULE An unattested , or imperfectly attested paper may be incorporated in a will by

reference if the terms of the will, attested ( if necessary ) by surrounding circum

stances, are sufficent to identify the paper, and to show intention of giving effect to it .

( Followed by 4 pages of Notes, reporting or citing 5 English and 60 American Cases.]

10 additional “ Ruling Cases” follow (as noted below), similarly treated , giving 33 pages of

Notes, and reporting or citing 65 English and 335 American Cases .

CASE 2.- Doe D. EVANS v. EVANS. CASE 7.- WILKINSON v. ADAM .

3.- LAMBE v. EAMES. 8.- DUNDEE ( MAGISTRATES, &c . , of ) v. MORRIS.

4.-KENNELL V. ABBOTT. 9.- Elliott v . DAVENPORT.

5.-IN RE BODDINGTON . BODDINGTON v. CLARIAT. 10.- SIBLEY v. Cook .

6 .-- CARTWRIGHT v. VAWDRY. 11.- COOPER v COOPER .

Will - Construction – Estate - Absolute Interest - Pamily- Legacy - Misdescription of Legatee - Particular Purpose

- Annuity to Wife , Invalid Marriage - Illegitimate Child - Child existing and reputed as Child - Charily - Death

of Legatee - Lapse - WordsofInheritance - Election , Arises at Testator's Death - Married Women - Next of Kin .

66 66

SCAS
CASE 12 . BORASTON'S CASE (3 Co. Rep. 19a -21b ).

SEC. 11.- Gifts Vested or Contingent. 13.-DOE D. WHEEDON v. LEA (3 Term Rep. 41-44 ).

\[ Devise Till attaining Certain Age — Remainder - Vesting.)

RULE Where testator devises real estate to A. until time when B. attains a certain age,

and from that time to B. in fee, the fee in remainder is at once vested in B. ,

although he may never attain the prescribed age.

[ Followed by 5 pages of Notes, reporting or citing 9 English and 62 American Cases . ]

2 additional “ Ruling Cases” follow (as noted below), similarly treated , with 8 pages of

Notes, and reporting or citing 11 English and 124 American Cases.

CASE 14 .-- SKEY v. BARNES. I CASE 15.– FESTING v . ALLEN .

( Vested Revision – Subsequent Gift Over– No divesting without clear words - Gift to a Class – Contingency – Vesting .]

Lack of space prevents here other than the briefest sum

mary of Sections III . , IV . , V. , VI. , as similarly treated .

66 66

-

SEC. III.- Conditions. SEC. V.- Gifts Over .

IV.- Limitations of Estate. VI.- Charges.

[ CASES 16 to 37 , covering Gift on Condition - Repugnancy - Void Condition – Impossibility - Restraint

on Marriage — Valid Condition - Devise - Quasi Estate Tail - Estate for Life- Issue – Context imply.

ing use or words of Purchase — Estate by Implication – Gift Over — Rule in Wild's Case -- & ° C ., &c. ]

“ WILLS " covers 330 PAGES, with 37 “RULING

SUMMARY
CASES," and 93 PAGES OF NOTES, citing 149

ENGLISH and 958 AMERICAN CASES.

The Boston Book Co., Boston, Mass. ( 83-91 Francis Street ,{ Back Bay.
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The Trial Judge's

The Busy Lawyer's

The Zealous Student's

Concise

Cyclopædia

of the Law.

The Latest Authority on the

Limitation of Actions.

BOUVIER'S LAW DICTIONARY,

Rawle's Revision , is not merely a

dictionary — it is a collection of-

alphabetically arranged , compact,

accurate, lucid treatises on every

topic of the law , with comprehen

sive citations brought down to date.

It is really a brief encyclopædia

of the whole law, affording handy

and instant solution of puzzling

questions.

Rawle's Revision is so much later

and more thorough that it entirely

supersedes former editions.

Two Volumes, Law Sheep , $12 net .
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A third edition has just been is

sued of WOOD ON LIMITATIONS

OF ACTIONS AT LAW AND IN

EQUITY.

Wood on Limitations has been

the leading book on this topic for

twenty years.

The new edition is prepared by

John M. Gould , well known as an

experienced legal author, and has

been revised , improved , and brought

down to date on the lines the

author would have followed if he

were still living.

Gould's WOOD ON LIMITA

TIONS should be added to every

public or private library which un

dertakes to keep up with the best

elementary treatises.

One Volume, Law Sheep, $6.50 net.

ABBREVIATIONS USED IN LAW BOOKS A Dictionary of Legal

Citations. 1 vol .1 vol . Law Sheep, $1.50 net.

The American Doctrine as to

Administration of Decedents '

FOR LAW STUDENTS.

Introduction to Study .

Review for Examinations .

Estates ; Wills and Executors .

Schouler's excellent treatises on

Wills and on Executors have been

recently revised and issued in their

third editions .

Each treatise forms one volume

a clear, concise, accurate, and

authoritative presentation of law ,

which is bound separately in law

sheep and sells for $5.50 net .

The two volumes are also issued

together in cheaper form , bound in

stout buckram , for $8.00 net .

The second edition ( 1892) of

Schouler on Wills can still be had

by law students who do not need

the latest citations, for $2.50 net .
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Ewell's Essentials of the Law is

a series of three volumes, giving an

epitome of the leading principles of

the law, condensed from standard

elementary works, and so printed in

different types as to aid a student

to find quickly and to remember

thoroughly the points stated .

Vol . 1 comprises Blackstone's Com

mentaries condensed . Price, sep

arately , sheep $3.00, cloth $2.50.

Vol . 2 covers Pleading, Contracts, and

Equity . Price, separately, sheep

$2.50, cloth $2.00 .

Vol . 3 covers Evidence, Torts , ' and

Real Property . Price, separately,

sheep $ 2.50 , cloth $2.00.

The set , three volumes together,

sheep $7.50, cloth $6.00 .

PRICES ALL NET.
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LIBRARY SUPPLEMENT TO

11 Legal Bibliography N. S.

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF CURRENT REPORTS, ETC.

This Supplement is sent only to those regular customers of

The Boston Book Company who are likely to find it useful.

Latest American Reports, General Series, continued .

MORRISON'S MINING REPORTS ( 1883-1893). Vol. 16 .

MUNICIPAL CORPORATION CASES ( 1899-1901). Vol .

5. (Vol . 6 , current, in parts.)

NORTHEASTERN REPORTER (1885-1901). Vol. 60.

( Vol. 61 , current, in parts.)

NORTHWESTERN REPORTER (1879–1901). Vol . 87 .

( Vol. 88, current, in parts .)

Digest. Vols. 71-85.

Pacific REPORTER (1883-1901). Vol . 65. (Vol. 66,

current, in parts .)

SOUTHEASTERN REPORTER ( 1887-1901 .) Vol. 39.

(Vol . 40 , current, in parts .)

SOUTHERN REPORTER ( 1887–1901 ) . Vol . 29. (Vol.

30, current, in parts. )

SOUTHWESTERN REPORTER (1886-1901). Vol . 64 .

( Vol . 65 , current, in parts.)

THE LATEST AMERICAN REPORTS,

DIGESTS, STATUTES, AND LOCAL WORKS.

This list gives the last volume of each current set, the

latest digest , and the last codes or revised statutes of the

States, with subsequent session laws.

GENERAL SERIES.

AMERICAN BANKRUPTCY REPORTS . Vol.6 . (1899–

1901.) (Vol . 7 , current, in parts.)

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH CORPORATION CASES,

new series (1896-1901 ). Vol. 14 .

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH DECISIONS IN EQUITY

( 1895-1901). Vol. 7 .

This series is to be completed in about 10 vols .

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH ENCYCLOPÆDIA OF LAW,

2d edition ( 1896-1901). Vol. 19. [Licentiously

Marshaling. )

AMERICAN AND English RAILROAD CASES , new

series ( 1896-1901). Vol. 22 .

AMERICAN CRIMINAL REPORTS ( 1877–1898) . Vol. 10.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL CASES ( 1873-1898) . Vol. 6.

AMERICAN NEGLIGENCE Cases ( 1896-1901 ) . Vol . 11 .

This series is to be completed in about 20 vols.; contains

cases prior to the Am . Neg . Repts.

AMERICAN NEGLIGENCE REPORTS ( 1897-1901). Vol .

10. (Vol . 11 , current , in parts . )

AMERICAN PROBATE REPORTS, ANNOTATED ( 1897–

1901). Vol . 5 .

AMERICAN STATE REPORTS (1888–1901 ). Vol . 81 .

Magee's Digest. Vols. 49-72. 1900.

AMERICAN RAILWAY AND CORPORATION REPORTS

( LEWIS 1891-1896) . Vol . 12 .

AMERICAN DIGEST, 1901. A. Annual.

ATLANTIC REPORTER (1885-1901). Vol . 49. (Vol . 50 ,

current, in parts . )

BANKING CASES ( 1898–1901 ) . Vol . 2. (Vol . 3 , cur

rent , in parts .)

CENTURY Digest. [ Insurrection

Judges . )

ENCYCLOPÆDIA OF FORMS ( 1897–1901 ) . Vol . 14 .

[ Poor Debtors - Protection.]

ENCYCOPÆDIA OF PLEADING AND PRACTICE (1894

1901 ). Vol . 21 .

GenerAL DIGEST. New Series, Vol. 11 . 1901.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE REPORTS ( 1887-1898).

LAWYERS' REPORTS , ANNOTATED ( 1889-1901 ) . Vol.

52. (Vol . 53 , current , in parts . )

Index Digest. Vols. 1-50 .

UNITED STATES .

U.S. SUPREME COURT REPORTS. U. S. Vol . 182 .

(Vol . 183, current, in parts.)

Lawyers' Edition. Book 45 (vols . 179-182 ) .

(Book 46 , current, in parts .)

SUPREME COURT REPORTER. Vol. 21 . (Vol. 22

current, in parts . )

U. S. APPEALS. Vol . 63 .

Circuit COURTS OF APPEALS REPORTS (C. C. A. )
Vol. 47:

Vol. 97

Vol. 29 .

Index Digest . (Vols . 1-40 .) 1900 .

FEDERAL REPORTER (1880-1901). Vol. 110. (Vol.

111 , current, in parts . )

Digest. 4 vols. (Vols. 1-100.)

COURT OF CLAIMS REPORTS. Vol . 35. ( 1900.)

OPINIONS OF ATTORNEY-GENERAL. Vol.22. ( 1900.)

PATENT OFFICE, OFFICIAL GAZETTE.

( 1901.) (Vol . 98 , current, in parts. )

LAND DECISIONS. Vol. 28. ( 1900.)

TREASURY DECISIONS. Vol . 4. 1901.

DIGESTS.

Russell and Winslow's Syllabus-Digest . Vol. 2

( to make 4 vols. ) .

Lawyers' Edition. 4 vols. (Vols. 1-170. )

Notes on United States Reports. 13 vols .

STATUTES.

Revised Statutes. Second edition . 1878 .

Supplement. 2 vols. 1874-1900 .

Statutes at Large . Vol . 31. 1901.

Vol . 7 .
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2 vols.

STATE AND TERRITORIAL REPORTS, ETC.

ALABAMA .

Reports. Vol. 126. ( 1901. )

Digest, Brickell's. 3 vols . 1887 .

Statutes, Code. 1896. 2 vols .

Session Laws. 1896–7, 1898-9, 1901 .

ALASKA .

Statutes, Carter's Laws . 1900 .

Boone's Codes. 1900.

ARIZONA .

Reports. Vol. 1. ( 1884.)

Statutes, Revised . 1901 .

ARKANSAS .

Reports. Vol . 68. ( 1901.)

Digest, Crawford's . 2 vols . 1897.

Statutes, Sandel and Hill's Digest . 1894 .

Leatherman's Notes to Statutes.

Session Laws. 1895 , 1897 , 1899, 1901 .

CALIFORNIA .

Reports. Vol . 132. ( 1901.)

Digest, Deering's. 5 vols. (1898–1900 .)

Notes on California reports . 4 vols . 1899.

Statutes, Pomeroy's Codes. 3 vols . 1901.

Local. Notary's Manual. Cloth , $ 1.06.
Son (C. A.). Corporations . $3.00 .

COLORADO .

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 27. ( 1901. )

Court of Appeals . Vol. 14. ( 1901.)

Colorado Decisions . Vol . 2. (1901.)

Digest, Mills '. 2 vols. 1900.

Statutes, Mills : 3 vols . 1891-96 .

Session Laws. 1897 , 1899, 1901 .

CONNECTICUT.

Reports. Vol. 73. (1901.)

Digest, Baldwin's. 2 vols . ( 1900.)

Statutes, Revised. 1887 .

Session Laws. 1889 (1891 no laws published) ,

1893, 1895 , 1897 , 1899, 1901 .
DELAWARE.

Reports. Pennewill. Vol. 2. (1901.)

Chancery . Vol. 7. (1899.)

Digest, Ridgley's. I vol. 1894.

Statutes, Revised Code . 1893.

Session Laws. 1895 , 1897 , 1898 , 1899, 1901 .

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.

Reports. Court of Appeals. Vol . 17. ( 1901.)

Digest, Maupin , 1 vol. 1900 .

Statutes in Force ( 1889 ) . 1894 .

FLORIDA.

Reports. Vol . 41. ( 1901.)
Digest, Choate's. 2 vols. 1898 .

Statutes, Revised . 1892 .

Session Laws . 1893 , 1895 , 1897 , 1899 , 1901 .

GEORGIA .

Reports. Vol. 113. (1901.)

Digest, Van Epps and Akin . 3 vols . 1899.

Statutes, Code. 1895. 3 vols .

Session Laws. 1896, 1897 , 1898, 1899 , 1900.

HAWAII.

Reports. Vol. 12. (1900.)

Statutes, Civil Laws . 1897 .

Penal Laws. 1897.

Session Laws. 1898 , 1901 .

IDAHO .

Reports. Vol. 2. 1892. [ Decisions since made,

reported in Pacific Reporter.]

Statutes, Heyburn's Laws and Decisions . 1900.
Revised Laws. 1887 .

Session Laws. 1888 , 1890 , 1893 , 1895 , 1897 , 1899,

1901.

Latest American Reports, State and Territorial, continued .

ILLINOIS .

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 190. (1901.)

Appellate Court. Vol . 96. ( 1901. )

Digesi, Kinney's. 6 vols. 1898-1901 .

Statutes, Starr and Curtis , Annotated. 3 vols .

1896. Hurd . I vol. 1899.

Session Laws. 1901.

Local. Arnold (J. A.) . School Laws: $2.25 .

INDIANA .

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 156. ( 1901. )

Appellate Court . Vol. 26. ( 1901.)

Digests, Burns'. 2 vols. 1899 .

Statutes, Burns' Revised . 3 vols. 1901.

Horner's Annotated . 2 vols . 1901 .

INDIAN TERRITORY.

Reports. Vol . 2. ( 1901.) (U.S. Appellate Court . )

Statutes, Carter's Annotated. 1899.

Iowa.

Reports. Vol. 112. ( 1901.)

Digest, McClain's. 3 vols. 1898 .

Statutes, Code, Annotated. 1897.

Session Laws. 1898 , 1900 .

KANSAS .

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 62. (1901.)

Appellate Court. Vol . 9. (1900.)
Digest, Valentine's. 2 vols. 1899.

Statutes, Dassler's. 1901.

Local. Clemens (C. G.). General Election Laws .

Paper, 25 cents .

Clemens (C. G.) . Highway Law . Paper,

25 cents .

Clemens ( C. G.). Township Officers' Guide .

9th edition . Paper, 75 cents.

KENTUCKY .

Reports. Vol . 104. ( 1901. )

Digest, Barbour's. 4 vols. 1897 .

Statutes, Barber and Carroll's. 1899 .

Annotated Supplement to Statutes of 1894,

by Caldwell. 1899 .

Carroll's Code of Practice. 1895 .

Session Laws. 1898, 1900 .

LOUISIANA.

Reports. Annuals. Vol . 105. (1901.) Official

edition. ( Vol . 106 , current , in parts.)

Same. Unofficial edition .

Digest, Hennen, Lonque, Taylor & Breaux .

5 vols . 1901 :

Knoblock's Criminal. I vol. 1888 .

Statutes, Wolff's Revised . 1897 .

Merrick's Civil Code . 1900 .

Garland's Code of Practice. 2d ed . 1901.

Session Laws. 1898, 1900 .

MAINE.

Reports. Vol. 94. ( 1901. )

Digest, Plaisted and Appleton , with Coffin's

Supplement. (Vols. 1-81.) 2 vols . 1890.

Savage Index Digest. (Vol . 1-88.) 1896 .

Statutes, Revised . 1883 .

Freeman's Supplement. 1885-95 .

Session Laws. 1897 , 1899, 1901.

MARYLAND.

Reports. Vol. 92. ( 1901. )

Vol. 58 (reprint). Annotated.

Digest, Brantley's.3 vols. 1899.

Statutes, Code. 1888.

Suppl. Public Genl . Laws, 1890-98. I vol .
Session Laws. 1900 , ex. 1901 .

I vol.

4 vols .
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Latest American Reports, State and Territorial, continued.

New Jersey - Continued .

Statutes, General Public. vols . 1895 .

Session Laws. 1896 , 1897 , 1898, 1899, 1900, 1901.

Local. Kocher (C. F.) . Orphan's Court Prac
tice . $6.00 .

New MEXICO .

Reports. Vol . 9. (1900.)

Digest, Money's. i vol . 1901.

Statutes, Compiled Laws . 1897.

Session Laws. 1899, 1901 .

New York.

Reports. Court of Appeals. Official series.

Vol . 167. (1901.) (Vol. 168, current, in

parts.)

Court of Appeals. Annotated reprint, Book

32 (vols. 156-160).

Supreme Court. Hun's Appellate . Vol . 63 .

(1901.)

Criminal . Vol . 14. (1900.)

Civil Procedure. Vol. 31. ( 1901.) (Vol. 32 ,

current, in parts .)

Benjamin's Annotated Cases (in continu

ance of Abbott's New Cases). Vol . 8 .

(1901.)

Surrogate Reports Annotated . Vol.

( 1901.)

Miscellaneous Reports. Vol. 34. (1901.)

New York Supplement. Vol. 71. ( 1901.)

(Vol. 72 , current, in parts . )

New York Monthly Law Record . Vol . 2 .

( 1900.)

New York State Reporter. Vol . 105. ( 1901.)

( Vol . 106, current, in parts.)

Digest, Abbott's Cyclopedic Digest, vol . 5 , 1901.

Brightly's. 5 vols . 1899.
Danforth and Wickes. Court of Appeals.

3 vols. 1898.Campbell's Appeal . I vol. 1901 .

Statutes. Cumming and Gilbert. Annotated

Laws. 3 vols . 1901 ,

Heydecker's General Laws. 5 vols. 1901.

Birdseye's Revised Statutes, Codes and

Laws. Second edition . 3 vols . 1901 .

Local. Alden (C. C.) . Code of Civil Procedure.

on

Latest American Reports, State and Territorial, continued .

MASSACHUSETTS.

Reports. Vol. 177. (1901.) (Vol . 178 , current,

in parts .)

Attorney - General's Opinions . ( 1891-1899. )

Vol . 1 .

Digest, Massachusetts
. 4 vols. 1896 .

Throop's. 3 vols . 1897 .
Kellen's Index. 2 vols. 1899.

Statutes, Public. 1882. ( New revision in prep

aration . )

Supplements. 1888-1895 . 2 vols .

Session Laws. 1896 , 1897, 1898, 1899, 1900, 1901.

MICHIGAN .

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 124. ( 1901.)

Practice Reports. Vol. 1. ( 1897. ).

McGrath's Mandamus Cases. i vol. (1896.)

Digest, Jacob and Chaney's. 4 vols. 1894-1900.

Statutes, Compiled Laws . 4 vols . 1897.

Session Laws. Special 1898, 1899, Oct. 1900, 1901.

Local. Trask (A.). Briefs and Noteson Stat

utes and Decisions. Vol . 2. (To make 4

vols . ) $ 4.00 .

Trask (A. ). Brief Insurance Law.

Cloth , 50 cents .

MINNESOTA.

Reports. Vol. 82. ( 1901.)

Digest, Minnesota. 3 vols . 1898.

Statutes, Minnesota . 2 vols . 1894 .

Session Laws. 1895 , 1897, 1899, 1901.
MISSISSIPPI .

Reports. Vol . 78. ( 1901.)

Digest, George. 1871.

Brame and Alexander. 1899.

Statutes, Revised Code. 1892.

Session Laws. 1894 , 1896, 1897 , Special 1898

(no session 1899 ), 1900 .

MISSOURI .

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 162. ( 1901.)

Appeals Reports. Vol. 87. (1901. )

Digest, Pattison's Complete. 5 vols . 1898-1900.

Statutes, Missouri . 2 vols. 1900 .

Burns' Annotated Code . 1896.

Session Laws. 1901.

Local. Kelley ( H. S. ) Justices of the Peace ,

Constables, etc. 4th ed . $6.50 .

MONTANA.

Reports. Vol . 24. ( 1901.)

Digest, Bishop I vol . 1900.

Statutes, Code . 2 vols . 1895 .

Session Laws. 1895 , 1897 , 1899.

NEBRASKA.

Reports. Vol. 60. (1901.)

Digest, Nelson's Index. 2 vols. 1897.

Statutes , Compiled . 1899.

Session Laws. 1901 .

Local. Cobbey ( J. E. ) . Annotated Codes. $6.00.
NEVADA.

Reports. Vol. 24. ( 1900. )

Digest, Lawson's. 1892.

Statutes, Compiled Laws. 1900. 1 vol .
Session Laws. 1901.

NEW HAMPSHIRE .

Reports . Vol. 69. (1900.)

Digest, Morrison's. 1891.

Statutes, Public. 1900.

Session Laws. 1901 .

NEW JERSEY.

Reports, Law . Vol. 64. ( 1901.)

Equity. Vol. 59. ( 1901. )

Digest, Stewart and Wall. 4 vols, 1898 .

I.

$ 1.50.

Balch ( L.). Public Health Law. $ 1.50 .

Banking Law . $2.00.
Brown (G. W.) . General Ordinances of

Greater New York. $2.50.

Code of Civil Procedure. $ 2.50.

Code of Citations. $ 1.00 .

Code of Criminal Procedure. $2.00.

Cole ( F. W.) . Court Rules. $ 1.50.

Cumming ( R. C. ) and Gilbert (F. B.). Reli

gious Corporations . $ 3.00 .

Hamilton (A. ) . Insurance Law . $ 1.50 .

Hamilton (A. ) . Miscellaneous Corporations.
$ 2.00 .

Hamilton (A.) . Tax law . .50 .

Hill ( F. T.). Care of Estates. $ 1.25.

Jewett ( F. G.) . Election Officers' and Voters '

Manual. Ninth edition. $2.00 .

Lewis (G. C. ). General Tax Law..50.

McAdam ( H.) . Summary Proceedings ( Real

Property ). $ 4.25.

Morehouse (G. C.). Supervisors' and As

sessors ' Manual. $ 5.00.

Penal Code. $ 2.00 .

Railroad Laws . $ 2.00.

Waugh ( H. S. ) . Religious Corporation

Law. $ 2.00.
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Latest American Reports, State and Territorial, continued .

NORTH CAROLINA .

Reports. Vol. 128. ( 1901.)
Digest, Womack's. 3 vols. 1898.

Statutes, Code. 2 vols. 1883.

Clark's Code. 1900.

Session Laws. 1885, 1887 , 1889, 1891 , 1893, 1895 ,

1897 , 1899, adj. June , 1900, 1901.

North DAKOTA.

Reports. Vol.9. ( 1901.)

Digest, Tilton's. 3 vols. in 1. ( 1896-1900.)

Statutes, Code. 1899.

Session Laws. 1901.

OHIO.

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 64. ( 1901. )

Supreme Court Decisions. ( Unreported.)

Latest American Reports, State and Territorial, continued .

PENNSYLVANIA - Continued .

Reports. Montgomery County Reports . Vol . 16 .

( 1901.)

Pittsburg Legal Journal . N. S. , Vol . 32 .

York Legal Record. Vol . 14. (1900.) (Vol.

15 , current, in parts.)

Digest. Brightly's Digest of Reports. 5 vols .

1892 .

Pepper and Lewis' Digest of Decisions and

Encyclopædia of Pa. Law . Vol . 11. (Land

lord and Tenant-Market.)

Statutes, Pepper and Lewis' Digest of Laws.

3 vols. 1897 .

Brightly's Purdon's Digest of Laws. 3 vols.

1897 .

Session Laws. 1899, 1901.

Local. Savidge (F. R.). Borough Law . $ 4.00.

Whitworth (J. F.). Taxation of Corpora

tions. $3.50.

Wood (W.K.) and Kirley (E.W.) Mechanics'

Vol . 1 .

Liens . .50 .

Circuit Court. Vol . 21. ( 1901.)

Nisi Prius. Vol . 7. (1901.)

Circuit Decisions. Vol. 12. ( 1901.)

Federal Decisions. Vol . 11. (1900.)

Digest. (Vols. 1-11 .)

Miscellaneous Decisions. Vol . 3 .

Reprint Decisions. Vol. 12. (1900.)

Superior and Common Pleas Decisions.

Vol . 13. ( 1901.)

Digest, Bates' Complete. 3 vols . 1900 .

Welch , Index. I vol . 1899.

Statutes, Bates' Annotated. 3 vols . 1901.

Local. Kinkead / ). Probate Law and

Practice .

Kinkead (E. B. ) , Black (S. L.) , and Williams

(L. T.). Law Quizzer. Third edition .

$ 4.50 .

Swan (J. R.). Treatise on Justices, etc.

Eighteenth edition . $6.00 .

Thompson ( ) . Citations. Supplement .

$ 6.00.

Treadway (F. W.) and Marlatt (W. H.) .

Mechanics' Lien Law . $ 4.00 .

OKLAHOMA.

Reports. Vol.10. ( 1901.)

Digest. Wilson's Digest of Reports and Statutes.

1901.

Statutes, Territorial . 1893 .

Session Laws. 1895 , 1897 , 1899 , 1901.

OREGON .

Reports. Vol. 38. ( 1901.)

Digest, Church's Northwest. 2 vols. 1899.

Parker's Index. 1901.

Statutes , Hill's Codes and Laws. 2 vols. 1891 .

Session Laws. 1893 , 1895 (no laws 1897 ) , Ex. ,

1898 , 1899, 1901.

PennSYLVANIA .

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 199.( 1901.)
Walker's Cases. Vol. 4. ( 1880-1885.) 1901.

Superior Court. Vol. 16. ( 1901.)

District. Vol. 9. ( 1901.)

County Courts. Vol. 24. ( 1901.) (Vol. 25 ,

current, in parts .)

Dauphin County Reports. Vol. 3. ( 1901.)

(Vol. 4 , current, in parts . )

Delaware County Reports. Vol. 7. (1900.)

Kulps' Reports (Luzerne Legal Register).

Vol . 9. ( 1900.)

Lackawanna Legal News. Vol . 6. (1901.)

( Vol . 7 , current , in parts .)

Lancaster Law Review . Vol . 18. (1901.)

Maxwell's Reports (Northampton County ) .
Vol . 7. (1901.)

I

RHODE ISLAND .

Reports. Vol . 21. ( 1900. ) (Vol. 22 , current, in

parts . )

Digest, Stiness. 1901.

Statutes, Revised. 1895 .

Session Laws . January, May, September, 1896 .

January and May , 1897.

January, May , and November, 1898.

January, May, and September, 1899.

January and May, 1900.

January and May, 1901.

SOUTH CAROLINA .

Reports. Vol. 60. ( 1901.)

Digest, Chisholm and Hyde's Index.
2 vols.

1882 .

Hayward's Criminal . 1899.

Moorman . (Supplement to previous digests .)

(1885-94 .) 1899 .

Statutes , Revised . 2 vols . 1893.

Session Laws. 1894 , 1896, 1897, 1898, 1899, 1901 .

South DAKOTA.

Reports. Vol. 12. (1900.)

Digest, Tilton's . 3 vols . in 1 . 1896-1900.

Statutes, Revised, Grantham . 2 vols. 1901.

TENNESSEE .

Reports. Vol.106. (1901.)

Digest, Webb and Meigs'. 3 vols. (1899.)

Statutes, Shannon's Code. 1897 ..

Session Laws. 1896, extra , 1897 , 1898, 1899,

1901 .

TEXAS .

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 93. ( 1900.)

Criminal Appeals. Vol . 40. (1900.)

Civil Appeals. Vol. 24. (1901.)

Digest, Buckler's. 2 vols . 1900. Myers and

Sayles' Civil. 6 vols. 1897-1900.
Buckler's Criminal. 1901.

Statutes, Sayles' Civil. 2 vols . 1897 .

Batt's Civil . 2 vols. 1897.

Wilson's Criminal. 1897 .

White's Annotated Code of Criminal Pro

cedure . 1900 .

White's Annotated Penal Code. 1901.

Revised. 1895.

Session Laws. 1895 , called , 1897, 1899, 1900 ,

called, 1901.

Herron (W. W.). Legal Forms. $3.50.

2
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Latest American Reports, State and Territorial, continued.

UTAH.

Reports. Vol. 22. ( 1901.)

Statutes , Revised. 1898.

Session Laws. 1899, 1901 .

VERMONT.

Reports . Vol . 72. ( 1901.)

Digest, Roberts'. 2 vols. 1889.

Statutes, Revised. 1894.

Session Laws. 1896, 1898 (reg. and ex . sess . ), 1901.

VIRGINIA .

Reports. Vol. 98. (1901.)

Digest, Martin's Index. 1896.

Hurst's Digest. Vols . 1-7 .

Statutes, Revised Code. 1887.

Pollard's Supplement. 1898.

Session Laws. 1900, Ex . 1901 .

WASHINGTON .

Reports . Vol. 23. (1901.)

Digest, Dennis's . (Vols . 1-19 . ) , 1900.

Statutes, Ballinger's Annotated Codes and Stat

utes. 1897. 2 vols.

Session Laws. 1899, 1901.

WEST VIRGINIA .

Reports . Vol . 47. (1901.)

Digest, Bent's . 2 vols. 1898.

Hugus', Criminal. 1900 .

Statutes, Warth's Code. 1899.
Session Laws, 1901 .

WISCONSIN .

Reports. Vol . 109. ( 1901.)

Digest, Starr and Burnell's Index. 2 vols. 1895 .

Statutes, Revised, Annotated . 2 vols. 1898 .

Session Laws. 1899, 1901.

WYOMING .

Reports. Vol. 8. ( 1901. )

Statutes , Revised. 1899.

Session Laws. 1901 .

Canadian Law Books, continued.

BRITISH COLUMBIA .

Reports. Vol. 7. ( 1901.) (Vol.8, current, in parts . )

Digest, Canadian Annual . 1896 to 1901.

Statutes, Revised. 2 vols . 1897.

Annual Laws, 1897 , 1898, 1899, 1900, 1901.

MANITOBA .

Reports. Vol . 12. (1900.) (Vol 13, current, in

parts.)

Digest, Manitoba. (Vols. 1-12.) 1900.
Canadian Annual . 1896 to 1901.

Statutes, Consolidated. 2 vols. 1892.

Annual Laws, 1893 to 1901.

NEW BRUNSWICK.

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 34. ( 1901.) ( Vol .

35 , current, in parts . )

Equity. Vol . 2. (1899.)

Digest, Stevens'. 1897 .

Canadian Annual. 1896 to 1901.

Statutes, Consolidated . 1877 .

Annual Laws, 1877 to 1901.

NEWFOUNDLAND .

Reports . Morris. 4 vols. (1854-96 .) 1900.
Digest, Canadian Annual. 1896 to 1901.

Statutes, Consolidated. 1896.
Annual Laws, 1896 to 1901.

NORTH WEST TERRITORIES .

Reports . Vol . 2 , n . s . ( 1901.)
Digest, Canadian Annual. 1896 to 1901,

Statutes, Revised Ordinances. 1898.

Annual Laws, 1899, 1900, 1901.

Nova Scotia.

Reports. Vol. 33. ( 1901.) (Vol. 34 , current, in

parts.)

Digest, Congdon's. 1890.

Canadian Annual. 1896 to 1901 .

Statutes, Revised . 1884 .

Annual Laws, 1885 to 1901.

ONTARIO .

Reports. Law Reports, 1901. (Current, in parts . )

Election Cases. Vol. 2 . 1901.

Digest, Robinson and Josephs' to 1880. 2 vols .

1880.

Ontario. 1880 to 1895. 2 vo !s . 1895 .

Canadian Annual . 1896 to 1901.

Statutes, Revised . 2 vols. 1897

Annual Laws. 1898 to 1901.

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND .

Reports . Vol. 2. ( 1886.)

Digest, Canadian Annual. 1896 to 1901.

Statutes, Revised. 3 vols . 1868.

Annual Laws, 1868 to 1901 .

QUEBEC.

Reports. Official Queen's Bench . Vol . 9. ( 1901.)

Supreme Court. Vol. 18. ( 1901.)

Revue Légale . Vol . 7. ( 1901. ) (Vol. 8, cur

rent, in parts . )

Revue de Jurisprudence . Vol . 7. (1901.)

Practice. Vol . 1. ( 1899.) (Vol. 2 , current,, .)
in parts .)

Digest, Quebec Consolidated . 2 vols. 1899

Canadian Annual . 1896 to 1901 .

Statutes, Revised . 3 vols . 1888 .
Annual Laws, 1888 to 1901 .

Text-Books. Auger ( J. C.). Enregistrement des
Droits réels, Privileges et Hypothéques.

$ 5.00.

Olivier's Manual de la Cour des Commis

saires . $ 1.00 .

Taschereau (R.). Obligations . $ 2.00 .

CANADIAN LAW BOOKS.

Latest volumes ofreports, digests, and statutes ;

annual laws published since last revisions ; and
text-books.

DOMINION .

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 30. ( 1901.) (Vol .

31 , current, in parts.)

Exchequer. Vol . 6. (1900.) (Vol. 7 , cur

rent, in parts . )

Criminal Cases . Vol . 4. (1901.) (Vol . 5 ,

current, in parts . )

Cartwright's British N. A. Cases. Vol. 5 .

( 1898. )

Hunter's Land Cases . Vol . 1. ( 1897.)

Canada Law Journal . Vol. 37. (1901.) (Vol .

38 , current, in parts. )

Canadian Law Times. (1901.)

(Vol . 21, current , in parts . )

Digest, Cassel's. ( 1871-1893 . ) i vol . 1893.

Coutlee's. (1893-1899.) I vol . 1899 .

Canadian Annual . 1900, 1901.

Statutes, Revised . 2 vols . 1886 .

Annual Laws. 1886 to 1901.

Text-Books. Bayly ( R. A.) . Succession Duty.

$4.00 .

Cameron (J. A. C.) . Costs. $ 5.00.

Maclennan (R. J. ). Interpleader. $ 5.00.

Maclaren (J. J. ) . Banks and Banking. 2d

ed. $4.50 .

Vol. 20 .
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British Empire Reports, continued.

IRELAND .

Reports :

Law Reports, Ireland. 2 vols. 1901. (1902,

current, in parts.)

Irish Law Times. Vol. 34. (1900.) (Vol.

35, current , in parts .) Stubbs'Digest.

Digests :

Brunker, Common Law . 1864.

O'Donnell and Brady, Equity. 1838.

Gamble and Barlow , Equity .

1838-67.

Green , Common Law and Equity. 1867-90 .

Statutes : None since 1802 .

2 vols.

ENGLAND .

Reports, and serials containing reports :
Law Reports, 1901.

Common Law, 2 vols.

Equity , 2 vols.

Appellate, 1 vol .

Probate, i vol.

Statutes , i vol .

( 1902 , current, in monthly parts .)

Law Reports, Indian Appeals. Vol. 27 .

( 1901.)

Law Reports, Weekly Notes. 1901. ( 1902,

current, in parts .)

Law Journal Reports . Vol . 70. ( 1901.) (Vol .

71 , current , in parts . )

Law Journal Notes and News . 1901. (1902,

current, in parts . )

Law Times Reports. Vol . 84. ( 1901.) (Vol .

85, current, in parts .)

Weekly Reporter . Vol . 49. ( 1901. ) ( Vol .

50 , current, in parts .)

Times Law Reports. Vol. 16. ( 1900.)

Justice of the Peace. Vol. 65. (1901.) (Vol.

66, current, in parts.)

Aspinall's Maritime Cases. Vol . 8. (1900.)

(Vol. 9, current, in parts ; issued irregu

larly . )

Bankruptcy Reports. (Manson .) Vol . 7 .

( 1901. )

Railway and Canal Traffic Cases. ( Browne

& Macnamara. ) Vol . 10. ( 1900.) (Vol.

11 , current, in parts ; issued irregularly .)

Commercial Cases. (Matthew .) Vol. 6 .

(1901.) (Vol. 7, current, in parts.)

County Courts Cases . Vol . 25. ( 1900.) (Vol .
26 , current, in parts .)

Cox Criminal Cases. Vol. 18. ( 1899.) (Vol .

19 , current, in parts ; issued irregularly .)

Cox Magistrates Cases. Vol . 19. (1901.)

(Vol. 20, current, in parts ; issued irregu
larly .)

Magisterial Cases. Vol. 4. ( 1899.) (Vol. 5 ,

current, in parts ; issued irregularly.)

Patent Office Reports. (Cutler.) Vol. 18 .

(1901.) (Vol. 19, current, in parts. )

Registration Cases. ( Irregular issue in

current parts . ) Smith, vol . 1 , part 4 .

Acts and Proceedings of Privy Council .

SCOTLAND .

Reports and serials containing reports :

Court of Session Cases, 5th series. Vol . 2 ,

1900. ( Vol . 3 , current, in parts .)

Judiciary Cases. Adam . Vol . 2. ( 1898.)

Scots Law Times. Vol. 8. ( 1901.) (Vol.

9, current , in parts . )

Scottish Law Reporter. Vol . 37. ( 1901.).

(Vol. 38, current, in parts.)

Scots Revised Reports . Sessions Cases.

Vol . 6 .

Digests :

Shaw 3 vols. to 1868. ist supplement, 1868–

77. 2d supplement, 1877-85 .
Statutes :

Revised Statutes, 9 vols. 1707-1900.

COLONIAL .

Australasia .

Australian Law Times, Vol . 22. ( 1901.)

(Vol. 23 , current, in parts. )

Australasian Annual Digest . 1900. ( Began

in 1897. ) .

New South Wales Law Reports. Vol . 21 .

(1901.) (Vol. 22 , current, in parts.)

New South Wales Bankruptcy Cases. 9

vols . ( Now merged with N. S. W.

WeeklyNotes.)

New South Wales Land Court Cases. Vol.

9. ( 1901. )

New South Wales Weekly Notes . Vol. 17 .

( 1901. ) (Vol. 18 , current , in parts .)

Revised Statutes. 4 vols. to 1898.

Annual Laws. 1898, 1899, 1909 .

Queensland Law Journal Reports. Vol. 10.

( 1901.) (Vol. 11 , current, in parts .)

Queensland Digest, to 1896 .

Revised Statutes. 6 vols. to 1893 .

Annual Laws. 1895 to 1900 .

South Australian Law Reports. 1900. i vol .

Statutes. 8 vols . to 1894 .

Annual Laws. 1894 to 1900.

Tasmania Revised Statutes . 5 vols. to 1888.
Annual Laws . 1889 to 1900 .

Victorian Law Reports. Vol . 26. (1901.)

( Vol . 27 , current, in parts . )

Revised Statutes. 7 vols. to 1890 .

Annual Laws. 1890 to 1900 .

West Australian Law Reports. Vol. 2 .

( 1901. )

Revised Statutes. 4 vols , to 1895 .

Annual Laws. 1895 to 1900,

New Zealand Law Reports . Vol. 18. ( 1901.)

(Vol . 19 , current , in parts . )

Revised Statutes. 4 vols , to 1892 .

Annual Laws. 1893 to 1901.

Vol. 21 .

Vol . 1 .

State Trials . ( New series . ) Vol . 8.

Year Books. Edward III . Year 16. Part 2 .

English Ruling Cases with American Notes.

Vol . 25. [ Tenant-Will.]

Revised Reports. Vol. 51. (1901.)

English Reports Reprint. Privy Council.

Digests :

Mews Digest English Case Law to 1898 .

16 vols .

Mews' Annual Digest. 1899, 1900.

Beal's Yearly Digest. 1901.

Statutes :

Revised Statutes. (Chitty .) 13 vols . to 1894 .

Annual Statutes. Law Reports, 1894 to 1901.
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British Empire Reports, continued .

British Guiana. Review Court Judgments. 1898.

Cape ofGood Hope. Eastern District Reports .

Vol. 14. (1901.)

Supreme Court Reports. Vol . 16. ( 1901.)

Cape Times Law Reports. Vol. 10. (1901.)

(Vol. 11, current , in parts.)

Griqualand Reports . Vol. 8. ( 1901.)

Revised Statutes. 3 vols , to 1895.

Annual Laws . 1896, 1897 , 1898, 1899,

1900.

South African Republic. Reports. Vol . 2 .

( 1881-1884 . )

Law Journal . Vol. 1. ( 1901. ) Current.

Southern Rhodesia . Law Reports. Vol . 1 .

( 1899.)

Transvaal. Statute Law, translated by Bar

ber, Macfayden, and Findlay . 1901.

Ceylon. Supreme Court Reports . 1895.
Revised Ordinances. 3 vols . to 1894 .

Cyprus. Law Reports. Vol. 3. (1896.)

India . Law Reports . Allahabad, vol . 23 ; Bom
bay, vol . 28 ; Calcutta, vol. 28 ; Madras,

vol. 24. (1900.) ( 1901 , current, in parts. )

Kathiawar Law Reports. Vol. io. (1900.)

Bombay Law Reporter. Vol . 2 . ( 1901.)

(Vol . 3 , current, in parts .)

Calcutta Weekly Notes. Vol. 5. (1901.)

(Vol. 6 , current, in parts .)

Punjab Law Reporter. Vol. I. ( 1900.)

(Vol. 2 , current, in parts.)

Unrepealed Acts. 6 vols . to 1899.
Annual Laws. 1899 , 1900 .

Isle of Man. Revised Statutes. 5 vols. 1886 .
Mauritius. Decisions . 1899.

Compiled Laws. 3 vols . 1896.

Annual Laws . 1897, 1898, 1899, 1900.

Straits Settlements. Law Reports. Vol . 5. (1901.)

Revised Acts and Ordinances. 2 vols. 1886.

Annual Laws . 1887 to 1901 .

Trinidad . Revised Laws. vols. 1892 .

Annual Laws . 1893 to 1900 .

[ For Canada, see separate list.]

Last Volumes of the PrincipalLaw Periodicals, continued .

HARVARD LAW Review . Cambridge, Mass. Vol .

14. ( 1901.) (Vol. 15 , current.) Monthly .

INSURANCE LAW JOURNAL. New York. Vol. 30.

(1901.) (Vol. 31, current.) Monthly.
KENTUCKY LAW REPORTER. Frankfort. Vol. 22 .

( 1901.) (Vol . 23 , current.) Monthly .
LAW STUDENT'S HELPER. Detroit. Vol . 8. (1901.)

( Vol . 9 , current. ) Monthly.
MEDICO -LEGAL JOURNAL . New York. Vol. 19.

( 1901.) (Vol. 20, current.) Quarterly.

National BANKRUPTCY NEWS AND REPORTS.

Detroit. Vol . 4. (1901.) (Vol. 5 , current. ) Bi

weekly.

NATIONAL CORPORATION REPORTER. Chicago .

Vol . 20. (1901.) (Vol . 21 , current.) Weekly .

New JERSEY LAW JOURNAL. Plainfield. Vol . 24.

( 1901.) (Vol . 25 , current. ) Monthly .

Ohio LEGAL Notes . Norwalk. Vol. 10. (1901.)

(Vol . 11, current.) Semi-weekly.
SOUTHERN LAW REVIEW . Vol. 1 , current.

VIRGINIA LAW REGISTER. Lynchburg. Vol. 6 .

( 1901.) (Vol. 7 , current.) Monthly:

WASHINGTON LAW Reporter. Vol . 29. ( 1901.)

(Vol . 30, current . ) Weekly.

WEEKLYLAW BULLETIN . Columbus and Cin .

cinnati . Vol . 46. ( 1901.) (Vol. 47 , current.)

Weekly.

YALE LAW JOURNAL. New Haven , Conn . Vol. 10 .

(1901. ) (Vol . 11 , current. ) Monthly.

ENGLISH

County Courts CHRONICLE. Vol . 39. (1901.)

(Vol. 40, current. )

LAW MAGAZINE AND REVIEW . Fourth series . Vol.

26. ( 1901. ) . (Vol . 27 , current. )

LAW QUARTERLY REVIEW . Vol. 17. (1901.) (Vol.
18 , current . )

LAW Times (newspaper) . Vol . 1o. (1901.) (Vol.

111 , current.)

Solicitor'S JOURNAL. Vol . 45. (1901.) (Vol . 46,

current.)

SCOTCH .

JURIDICAL REVIEW . Edinburgh . Vol . 13. ( 1901.)
(Vol . 14 , current . )

Scottish LAW REVIEW. Vol . 17. ( 1901.) (Vol . 18,

current.)

LAST VOLUMES OF THE PRINCIPAL LAW

PERIODICALS.

Vol. 40.

INDEX TO PERIODICALS.

Librarians and lawyers will find Jones's INDEX

to LEGAL PERIODICALS (2 vols . , 4to , half morocco,

$20.00) useful in hunting up articles and annotated

cases in back volumes of law magazines.

AMERICAN.

ALBANY Law Journal. Vol . 63. ( 1901.) (Vol.64 ,

current.) Monthly .

AMERICAN Law REGISTER. Philadelphia. New
series . (1901.) ( Vol. 41 , current. )

Monthly.

AMERICAN LAW REVIEW . St. Louis. Vol . 35. (1901.)

( Vol . 36 , current.) Bi-monthly.

AMERICAN LAWYER. New York. Vol . 9. ( 1901.)

( Vol . 10 , current . ) Monthly.
BANKING LAW JOURNAL. New York . Vol . 18 .

(1901.) (Vol. 19, current.) Monthly.

CENTRAL LAW JOURNAL . St. Louis . Vol . 53 .

(1901.) (Vol. 54, current.) Weekly.

CHICAGO LEGAL NEWS. Vol . 33. ( 1901.) (Vol. 34 ,

current . ) Weekly.

COLLECTOR AND COMMERCIAL LAWYER . Detroit.

Vol. 12. (1901.) (Vol . 13 , current. ) Monthly.
COLUMBIA LAW REVIEW . New York . Vol . 2 .

1901. (Vol. 3, current.) Monthly.
GREEN BAG . Boston. Vol. 13. ( 1901.) (Vol. 14 ,

current.) Monthly.

BOUND SETS OF PERIODICALS .

The Boston Book Co. has a large stock of full

and partial sets and odd volumes of American and

foreign law magazines. Libraries and lawyers who

wish to make or add to a collection of this very

important and useful branch of legal litera re , are

invited to correspond .
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SCARCE BOOKS AND FOREIGN BOOKS.

We make a specialty of hunting up for lawyers and for libraries all kinds

of scarce law -books. Among these we may specify

English, Irish , and French Reports.

British Colonial Reports.

Recent English Elementary Books.

Old English Black-letter Law Books.

Foreign Continental Treatises.

Civil Law, Canon Law, Federal Law.

Sets of Law Periodicals.

Session Laws and Statutes.

Trials : Separate or in Collections.

Out-of-Print American Reports.

Old American Treatises, Local or General.

In short— anything out of the ordinary,- anything which your regular

booksellers do not have in stock.

If you will send us a list of your wants in any line , we will try to fill

them up.

Or, if you will send a list of what you have in any set or on any topic -

we will tell you what is necessary to complete your collection.

If you are interested in a specialty, and want all the books on any topic,

our Manuscript Index for the new edition of the Lawyers' REFERENCE Manual

will enable us to give you at once a complete list of everything which has been

published in the English language on the subject you specify.

Inquires on these matters will receive prompt and full attention .

THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY,

CHARLES C. SOULE, President ,

83 to 91 Francis Street, - Back Bay , Boston , Mass.
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This paper is issued quarterly, to give information about

American and foreignand foreign legal literature. We send it without

charge to any one who asks for it.

Recipients who are interested in this number will confer a

favor by showing it to other book -buyers,

CONTENTS OF THIS NUMBER.
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Criminal Law . - Pattison ( Mo.) , 11 . Landlord & Tenant. – Pershad ( Ind . ) , Vendors. - Warvelle, 13 .
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House , - where they can communicate with our main office by telephone.
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BOOKS FOR BEGINNERS AT THE BAR..

What books does a young lawyer need when he “ hangs

THE MOST ESSENTIAL
out his shingle " and begins practice ?

First of all , undoubtedly, the statutes of his own state .

REFERENCE BOOK. Many successful lawyers have had no other books to start

with .

But even the novice ought to have also some comprehensive work as a vade mecum , to which

he can turn for ready reference when his first clients come with puzzling problems. Is there any

one book of moderate compass and cost which meets this need ?

Fortunately there is such a book, recognized by all lawyers and judges as standard, and

so recently revised as to show the present state of the law on every subject. This book is

Rawle's Revision of Bouvier's Law Dictionary - not so much a dictionary, in the usual

sense of the word, as an encyclopedia of the whole law . It is in two large volumes, and can be

bought for $ 12.00 net.

With his State Statutes and Bouvier , the young lawyer is ready for clients. If he can afford

more books, he will naturally select the best treatises on the topics of most general use, such as

Schouler on Wills (sheep , $ 5.50 net ) , Schouler on Executors (sheep, $ 5.50 net) - sold both

together in buckram binding for $ 8.00 , --Wood on Limitation of Actions ($6.50) , and so on .

Our Catalogue of Elementary Law Books in General Use (sent free on application) will

show what books there are on each subject.

If the young lawyer has money to put into a good library

THE MOST USEFUL
at the outset, - or after he begins to get fees,—he will need

a set of reports. Text-books are helpful in investigation ;

SET OF REPORTS . but actual precedents are what one must cite in court to

win cases.

Generally speaking, the reports of one's own state are needed first. But when a young lawyer

goes into an office where these reports are already on the shelves, or to a town where there are

several sets in neighboring offices , he can often do better for himself, and strengthen the combined

resources of the office or the bar, by getting some other set not already close at hand.

In selecting such a set , he wants that one which will give the best cases --oftenest cited -- and

surest to be listened to with respect by the courts . There is one set which stands preëminent in

these qualities, namely, English Ruling Cases with American Notes .

In this series of twenty -six volumes, the leading (“ ruling ” ) cases out of the whole range of the

English reports are grouped under alphabetically-arranged topics of the law , with excellent notes

citing a wide range of additional English and American decisions .

This is the only set of reports in which the best cases (reprinted in full , and thus ready to

be read in court) are grouped under topics in such a way as to form the fourdation of a strong

argument. The notes indicate lines of according cases in all our various American jurisdictions.

As English cases are cited oftener in our courts than those of any single American state , any

judge must concede the force of such time-tried cases as are gathered together in this series.

The special value of such a set to any lawyer who prepares or tries cases is self-evident.

Twenty -four volumes, embracing the whole alphabet of subjects, are already published. The

final volume, containing the Index and Table of Cases, will be ready in May or June .

The price of the set is $5.50 per volume , or $ 143.00 net.

Allow us to suggest that you buy this set , or induce your senior partner, or your prosperous

neighbor, to buy it .

THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY,

83 to 91 Francis St., Back Bay, Boston, Mass.

CHARLES C. SOULE , President.
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THE SCHLEY COURT REVIEWED .

The March number of THE GREEN BAG (sold separately

for fifty cents ), is almost entirely taken up by a very in

teresting article entitled A LEGAL VIEW OF THE INQUIRY

GRANTED TO REAR -ADMIRAL SCHLEY AND OF OTHER

INQUIRIES BY Military COURTS. BY C. E. GRINNELL.

Many readers will remember Mr. Grinnell's keen

analyses of the Bram Case and the Maybrick Case. In

this article, without discussing the facts or the merits of

the case , he comments on points of practice and procedure .

The captions to his sections are as follows : --

Conflicting Principles- Courts of Inquiry -- Dewey's

Dissent - Sampson's Equity – Right to Exclude — Open

Sessions — Appeal to the President - Exclusion of Com

mand- Task of Judge Advocate - Bias in Examina

tions – Ingenuity in Advocacy - Evidence of Opinion –

Hearsay Evidence- Cross -Examination - Court's Atten

tion – Court's Control — Instructing the Court - Points

of Practice -- Naval Peculiarities -- Disqualifying Howi

son — Rulings and Arguments— Characteristic Powers

Value of the Case- Legal Results .

-

S

NOTES .

The Startling Typewriter.- In dictating a letter

recently, we spoke of a “ pithy and pointed recommenda

tion . " The phrase came out, “ Pythian-pointed.” This

reminds, us of a friend in the early days of typewriting,

who tried to learn the art himself. After assiduous

practice, he allowed that it was a great invention , with

only one serious drawback," which was that “ the blamed

machine didn't know how to spell. ”

The Spelling of Great Men.- This again suggests

the quaint ending of the Table of contents to the Ameri

can 1771 reprint of Blackstone's Commentaries : -

7 If any READER of this Edition meets with some

Words uncommonly spelled, he is requested, not hastily

to blame the American Editor ; because Report sayeth ,

the Last British EDITION was corrected under the imme

diate Inspection of the learned AUTHOR , and it has of late

been the Practice of several great Men to spell many

Words in their own peculiar Manner.- Therefore, the

American EDITOR, to make the American EDITION , a per

fect Transcript of the Last British EDITION , hath ad

hered to it as literally as possible.”

Misplaced Courtesy.- Business correspondence is

occasionally enlivened by flashes of conscious or uncon

scious humor. Thus a letter recently came to us, address

ing the President of the Company as Reverend." At

first this seemed a not very courteous joke, --but when it

was noted that the letter came from a Hindu or Moham

medan in India , the inference followed that he used the

word “ Reverend " as we do “ Honorable.”

Crabbed Copy.- Printers' errors are often amusing

and exasperating --- but in justice to the patient composi

tor many of these must be blamed to the bad hand

writing of the author. In this category , probably, ranks

the error many of our readers must have noticed in i

Leg. Bib ., by which the heading “ English , Irish and

Scotch Reports " appeared “ English , Irish and French ."

American Land Systems. - A Scotch friend

writes us for some book or article describing “ the Ameri

can Land System . ” We find good descriptions of the

Public Land System of the United States, but cannot dis

cover any sketch of our private land tenures and transfers

which could be intelligible and satisfactory to a foreigner.

Can any reader refer us to such an explanation either in

separate form , or as a chapter in some larger work ?

Fry's Case.-- On page 64 of the January 1902 num

ber of The Law QUARTERLY REVIEW, there is a refer

Fry's Canadian Prisoner's Case .” This import

ant constitutional case “ The Queen v . Batcheldor ” was

tried in 1839 — and the decision rendered by Lord Chief

Justice DENMAN. It covers Habeas Corpus, and Colon

ial Law ; - and Fry's report of the case has an introduc

tory essay on Habeas Corpus. The case was published in

London at the time in pamphlet form , for 6s . 6d . We

have a copy in stock which we can sell for a dollar.

WHAT A LAW STUDENT OUGHT TO BE .

In the sententious little volume entitled “ The Lawyer,

His Character and Rule of Holy Life,” in which Edward

O'Brien outlines the character of the model lawyer, he

has these suggestionsas to Choice of a Calling :

“ Ere yet he presents himself a probationer before the

guardians of her temple, he pauses and weighs well his

fitness for so high and holy a calling,

“ And first,he asks , if he have bodily health sufficient

hereto ? Intense study over the midnight oil , or by the

first light of morning's dawn, the disquietude of hot and

crowded courts, the exhaustion of long and arduous ad

dresses to judges and juries, the care and anxiety attend

ant upon the conduct of complicated and weighty causes,

demand from the Lawyer a bodily frame strong, enduring,

and elastic . Be it he have this ;

“ Secondly , he asks, has he strength of mind sufficient

hereto ? Not alone the infinite mazes of artificial laws

are to be mastered in books ; not alone the ill -digested

facts of complicated causes , are to be seen through and

disentangled , and again in lucid order detailed to the

judge or the jury : but the weapons of sophistry wielded

by the arm of perverted talent, and the artful devices of

chicanery , falsehood , and fraud, sustained by intellectual

strength and moral turpitude, are to be warded off and

defeated. Be it he have strength ofmind for this ;

“ Thirdly, he asks, has he the moral strength sufficient

hereto ? Has he patience to undergo, in diligent accumu

lation of legal store , the tedious discipline of unemployed

and unrewarded years : has he temper to endure the irri

tating attacks of opposing counsel, or the harsh and un

merited reproofs of petulant judges : has he courage to

persevere in a good cause against the false affirmations,

the wily insinuations , the audacious practices of wicked

and ungodly men ?"

ence to
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2 .

THE LINES OF A GOOD JUDGE . WE BE THREE POOR BARRISTERS.

[ In an article on Sir William Blackstone in i American
Round, “ We be three poor Mariners."

Jurist, we find these twelve characteristics of a good We be three poor Barristers,

judge . From the context we cannot make out whether With minds but ill at ease,

they are Blackstone's or Bacon's. Can any reader tell , Because we never are retained

us ?] In any kind of pleas.

1. A judge, in maintaining the laws of the realm We pace the House around, around , around,

should be rather heart strong than headstrong. Where litigants abound , abound, abound,

He should draw his learning out of his books, not Where fees are rife,

out of his brains .
Yet for our life

3. He should mix well the freedom of his own opinion
We cannot take a pound, a pound , a pound.

with the reverence of the opinions of his fellows.

4. He should continue the study of his books, and not
Ah ! little do their clients know,

spend upon the old stock . Who trust to legal skill ,

5. He should fear no man's face , and yet not turn What injury their doers do,

stoutness into bravery . Employing whom they will,

6. He should be truly impartial, and not so as men And leaving us around , around , around ,

may see affection through fine carriage. No chance to be renowned , renowned , renowned ,

7. He should be a light to jurors to open their eyes, Though we have store

but not a guide to lead them by the nose. Of wit and lore

8. He should not affect the opinion of pregnancy and That might the world astound, astound , astound.

expedition , by an impatient and catching hearing of coun
We wonder what their agents think

selors at the bar.

9. He should speak with gravity, as one of the sages
Or if they think at all

of the law ; and not be talkative , nor with impertinent
Who still employ these little men,

With voice so thin and small ,

flying out , to show learning.

10. His hands, and the hands of those about him ,
You scarce can hear the sound, a - sound , a-sound,

should be clean, and uncorrupt with gifts, from meddling
While we walk idly around , around , around -

in titles , and from serving of turns , be they of great ones
With lungs to make

or small ones .
The rafters shake

1. He should retain the jurisdiction of the court
And vaulted roofs rebound , rebound, rebound .

within the ancient mete stones, without removing the As for the clerk of evil fame,

mark . Accursed let him be,

12. Lastly, he should carry such a hand over his min- Who tempteth meaner souls than ours

isters and clerks, as that they may rather be in awe of To plead for half a fee

him , than presume upon him . With emphasis profound , profound, profoạnd,

We execrate the hound , the hound, the hound,
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The Greatest Work in Law Literature.

Reports complete. The better type, the clean volumes ,

valuable annotations and convenient arrangement in

volumes , all tend to make them much more serviceable than

would be a collection of the several Reports included in this

publication. I do not feel that I could afford to be with
out them . Hon . Nathaniel C. Sears ,

Justice of the Appellate Court, Chicago, Ill .

I am a subscriber to your English Reprint , and I desire to ex

press my satisfaction at the quality of the work which has been

done by you, -both the physical work and the mental work. It

is a great pleasure to know that one has in his library all the

cases in England, and not merely insufficient (and many times

incomplete ) selections or abstracts from them . I make frequent

references to them , and find them invaluable. I had, before

I subscribed for this set, several hundred volumes of English

reports , but this is a substitute for all of them , and is infinitely

more satisfactory than they have been .

Hon. W. A. Blount,

Pensacola, Fla .

Since sending to press our latest circular about the

FULL REPRINT OF THE ENGLISH REPORTS, we have

received the following additional commendations .

It seems a great pity that the edition of the Reprint

is so limited . Out of the sets allotted to the United

States we have only enough left to supply one-third of

the inquiries received, — should they result in actual

orders .

When we have to announce “ edition all subscribed

for, - no more orders can be filled ; ” there will be many

dilatory lawyers and libraries badly disappointed .

I have received all the volumes of your " Full Verbatim An

notated English Reports” so far published. They are in every

way desirable, and cannot be too highly commended . When

the Reprint is completed it will constitute the greatest single

work in the history of law literature .

Thomas Taylor, Jr. ,

Master in Chancery, Chicago, Ill .

I am very much pleased thus far with the Full Verbatim

Annotated English Reprint. I wish , however , they might

come along a little more rapidly even than they have been

coming. Hon . John M. Olin ,

Madison, Wis .

No thorough investigation of a legal principle can be made

without resort to the English courts , and until the publication of

your reprint only the lawyers living at the seats of state govern

ment or in large cities could get access to these reports without

the expenditure of a very large sum of money . You have done

the profession great service . Thomas H. Franklin ,

San Antonio , Texas.

The members of the Marion Bar Association are very enthu

siastic in praise of the Full Verbatim Annotated English

Reports and I find it much in demand .

William F. Johnson ,

Librarian of Marion County (Ohio) Law

Library Association .

Your verbatim report of the English Reports has been in use

in the Grand RapidsLaw Library for some time. The members

of this Library have found the workcomplete and very service

able . They uniformly commend the publication. You are

entitled to great credit for bringing out the publication, and

have conferred a great favor on the bar. There is no criticism

of the work here . Mark Norris ,

Grand Rapids, Mich .

The Full Verbatim Annotated English Reprints ordered

through your house is meeting with great favor. Many of

the attorneys who work in this library are quickly becoming ac

quainted with its merits and are making use of the volumes
now on our shelves . The convenient form , complete

ness and annotations are features of this work that appeal
strongly to the busy practitioner . E. A. Nelson ,

State Librarian , St. Paul, Minn.

I regard the Annotated Reprint of the English Reports not

only as a work of great merit, but of particular value to

those libraries which have been unable to secure the original

editions by reason of their excessive cost or out-of -print condi

tion . The Reprint is in many respects more valuable for

reference than the original prints, and the undertaking

deserves the encouragement of all the important law libraries

of this country S. B. Griswold ,

State Law Librarian , Albany, N. Y.

I take great pleasure in saying a good word for the Annotated

Reprint of English Reports for which I subscribed and of which

I have now received fifteen volumes. By a careful examination

of the volumes I have received, I have become convinced that

this publication will prove of incalculable value to the Bar .

It will afford them , at much less expense and in much more use

ful form than could be otherwise obtained, the early English

I desire to express my satisfaction with your Full Verbatim

Annotated English Reprint . This work is especially valuable

now when , owing to the multiplicity of reports , economy in

shelf room must be practiced. The volumes of your Reprint

while commodious in size, are also compact in space .

Of course no word of commendation need be spoken of the

substance of these invaluable reports, but you are to be con

gratulated on the mechanical perfection marking your

present edition . I have noticed with pleasure the industry of

your annotators, which greatly assists the practitioner

in knowing what law was and is . As an instance, I take at

random the case of Wekett vs. Raby, Vol . 1 , page 1014 , decided

in 1724 , and the notes of your annotator show us that it was

approved as late as 1891, in In Re Appleby , 3d Chancery, 422 . I

have placed the volumes of the Reprint next to my English

Ruling Cases , and consider these publications a valuable

addition to my library .
Wm, Michael Byrne,

U.S. District Attorney , Wilmington, Delaware .

I have now received at your hands fifteen volumes of the Full

Verbatim Annotated English Reprint of the English Reports

and I cannot forbear expressing to you the sense which I have

of their value to the lawyer. It is necessary , however, that

I discriminate. Today the average lawyer, preparing a brief ,

does not undertake to erect his case upon any reasoning based

on the principle which ought to govern it , but , instead , labors

with a mechanical diligence to discover some case somewhere

(it matters not where ) , which shall be as closely identical with

his own as possible, and , armed with the arbitrary power of

precedent as with a bludgeon , expects victory with somewhat

of the confidence of the bully . To the average lawyer , there

fore , as I have described him , this set of Reports is worth just

as much as and no more than any other ; the authority of a

Cottenham or a Mansfield is on a par with that of any country

practitioner elevated to the bench because of his qualities as a

" mixer”' and because of the political necessity of recognizing, in

the distribution of office, the Rob Roy neighborhood where he

lives . But to the student or the studious practitioner ( and

thank God there a few left , ) who can realize the necessity of law

as a system of general principles to be applied to the intricate

complexity of human life for its government; who can rise even

higher and realize the immense wrong and damage which are

inflicted upon society by doing “ justice," as it is called, (not re

flecting that the primary meaning of the term is " in accordance

to law , ' ' ) between party and party without regard to the logical

application of general principles , themselves derived from the

profoundest consideration of the true well being of the com

munity , -- to such the value of this publication is very great . If

the only object of the lawyer, today, is to make money, I would

not advise him to purchase your republication, for the reports

of Kamschatka will do just as well , if any reports are needed ;

but if his object be to form or retain the legal mind , I do not

know of a better investment. F. W. Grittin ,

Kansas City , Mo.
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PLEADING. PROCEDURE. -

The Best Book for Students on these topics is Martin's Civil Procedure .

Civil Procedure at Common Law , by AlexanderMartin , LL. D. ,

Dean of the Law Department of the University of Missouri .

ONE VOLUME, LAW SHEEP, $3.50 NET.

I. THE BEST BOOK. — The publishers feel confident that in this book they are submitting to the

legal profession the best elementary treatise now extant on Civil Procedure at Common Law.

Judge U. M. Rose, President of the American Bar Association, in passing on its merits, says :

“ It is the most satisfactory presentation of the subject I have ever seen .

Professor E. B. Kinkead, of Ohio State University Law School, says : “ There are points in

the book superior toany other book on this subject.”

Judge JohnF. Phillips, of the U. S. District Court of Western District of Missouri , says : " It

presents the philosophy of theory with common sense of practice . And it is so admirably

expressed that few men, fond of judicial literature , can begin its reading without going to the end

with pleasure and profit.

Judge ElmerB. Adams, of the U. S. District Court of Eastern District of Missouri , says :

“ The student of law as well as the practitioner, will do well to make this treatise a hand -book for

ready reference.

II . ESSENTIAL TO A STUDENT.— A treatise of this character is necessary to all students

undertaking to learn either code procedure or any of the modified systems of common law procedure.

Students pursuing the case system cannot dispense with it .

On this point the Harvard Law Review says : " Some knowledge of the old forms of procedure is

essential to an intelligent reading of cases in any subject, and the intending student could make no better

preparation for work under the case system than a careful study of this book."

An eminent contributor to the January number (1902) of the Law Quarterly Review of London, and

who is an earnestadvocate of the case system of instruction, says: “ I think the student's work in case law

should go hand in hand with the study of the best students' text-book in the particular branch of the

law which engages his attention . But the student must use the text-books to supplement and complete

his reading of the Law Reports , and not as a substitute for such reading."

III . PERSONAL ACTIONS.- The ordinary personal actions at common law are carefully defined

and described, their historical development clearly disclosed, and their leading features accurately

delineated . Nothing so completely done can be found in any other treatise.

The Harvard Law Review says : “ The historical part of the subject is particularly well covered.”

" The work indeed is thoroughly accurate and systematic.” “ Particulaly commendable are his discussions

of the origin of detinue and of the nature of debt. ”

The American Law Register says : “ There are two especially interesting and exhausted chapters –

those upon the nature of assumpsit and trespass on the case . "

IV. REAL ACTIONS.— It is the only book obtainable by students which contains an accurate classi:

fication and an elementary presentation of the ancient real actions, which lie at the basis of the law of real

estate in English jurisprudence. This presentation is prefaced with the common law theory of rights in

land, which willmaterially assist the student in surveying it from the standpoint of the pleader.

Professor William L. Murfree, of the University of Colorado, now deceased , in commenting on this

treatise, says: “ I am particularly gratified with the matter on “ Real Actions. I have seriously felt the

want of such a condensed presentation in my work with the class in real property.”

V. DEVELOPMENT.-- The personal and real actions which have come down to modern times , such

as assumpsit, replevin , ejectment, dower partition, and forcible entry are considered in their modern

aspects , and in most cases accompanied with elaborate notes, disclosing their origin and development in
history.

VI. FORMS.- It is the only treatise which contains a complete set of forms of writs , covering all

the ordinary real and personal actions, and forms of declarations and pleas in all the personal actions .

VII. GENERAL ASSUMPSIT.-- The vexed question of maintaining general assumpsit for part

performance of an express contract is greatly simplifiedin an elaborate note, to which the Harvard Review

alludes as “ an excellent discussion of general assumpsit for performance.” The practitioner will find it

convenient to consult this note which condenses the discussions on the subject both ancient and modern .

VIII . CITATIONS.— The language of the text is constantly accompanied with citations of cases,

and long recognized authorities in law and legal history, which will enable the student to extend his

inquiries on every subject treated of in the book .

Published by THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY,

83 to 91 Francis Street, Back Bay, BOSTON, MASS.

CHARLES C. SOULE, President.
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REVIEW FOR EXAMS.

In preparing for law school examinations, or for admission to the bar, a good
book to use in review is

EWELL'S ESSENTIALS OF THE LAW.

In this useful compilation the gist of standard works in leading topics is pre

sented without notes, and so marked by differences of type that after the first study

the head-lines catch the eye and refresh the memory in the last hasty review.

Vol . I contains all that is essential of BLACKSTONE'S COMMENTARIES.

Vol . 2 covers PLEADING, CONTRACTS, and EQUITY.

Vol. 3 covers EvideNCE, TORTS, and REAL PROPERTY.

Prices : The set of 3 vols . , Sheep $7.50, or Cloth $ 6.00.

Vol . 1 , separately, Sheep $ 3.00, or Cloth $2.50.

Sheep $2.50, or Cloth $ 2.00.

Sheep $2.50, or Cloth $ 2.00 .

Sent on receipt of price by

THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY,

83 to 91 Francis Street, Back Bay, BOSTON , MASS .

66

Vol. 2 ,

Vol . 3 ,

FOR EVERY-DAY PRACTICE EVERYWHERE .-

The topics lawyers are apt to want to look up oftenest are WILLS and EXECUTORS ;

because in any community, large or small, clients are constantly making wills, or breaking

them , or administering estates.

The best books on these topics are SCHOULER on WILLS ( third edition, Sheep $ 5.50

net) and SCHOULER on EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS (third edition,

Sheep $ 5.50 net ). Being entirely American, thorough, concise, clear, and up-to -date, they are

model elementary books.

The two volumes can be bought TOGETHER , IN BUCKRAM BINDING , for $8.00 , or

separately, in Sheep binding, as above.

For students who do not care for the latest cases, we have a few copies left ower of the

SECOND EDITION of SCHOULER on WILLS, Sheep binding, at $ 2.50 NET per copy.

THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY,

83 To 91 FRANCIS ST . , BACK BAY , BOSTON , MASS .
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CLEARANCE SALE

Shelf Worn and Second Hand Text Books.

3 vols,
2.00

2.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

2 vols.

3 vols. 2.00

on

1.50

To reduce stock before our annual stock taking we offer the following bargains. Some of these books

are SCARCE and OUT OF PRINT. Many of the LAST EDITIONS are as GOOD AS NEW.

If cash accompanies order, we will pay delivery charges ; except on 50 cent books .

On 50 cent books, we will pay delivery charges on orders for over $5.00 accompanied by cash .

ABBOTT's Cases Evidence . 1895 . . $ 5.00 BIGELOW's Overruled Cases and Sup- CLEVENGER on Medical Jurispru

ABBOTT's Railway Law of Canada. plement. 1887 $3.50 dence . 2 vols, 1898 . · $ 10.00

1806 . . 5.75 BISHOP on Contracts. 1887 5.00 COBBEY on Chattel Mortgages . 2

ABBOTT's Brief , Pleadings. 1891 . 4.00 BISHOP ON MarriedWomen . 2 vols . vols . 1893 6.00

ABBOTT's Trial Evidence. 1883 1.50 1875 5.00 COBBEY on Replevin . 1900 . 5.00

ADDISON'S Contracts .
Bishop on iage and Divorce . COGLEY on Strikes. 1893 ·

( Wood's ed. ) 1889 3.75 2 vols. 1864 : 2.00 COHEN on Admiralty . 1883

ALDERSON on JudicialWrits. 1895. 4.75 Bishop on Non -Contract Law . 1889 5.00 COLEBROOK on Collateral Securi

ALGER on Promoters . 1897 3.50 Bishop on Statutory Crimes . 1883 2.50 ties. 1883 :
1.50

ALLEN'S Telegraph Cases. 1873 3.50 Bishop on the Written Law. 1882 . 3.00 Coler on MunicipalBonds , 2 vols .

AMERICAN Bankruptcy Reports . Bisset on Partnership . 1847 . 1873 5.00

Vols . 1-6 . 1899-1901 24.00 BLACK on Judgments. 2 vols. 1891 9.50 COLLIER on Bankruptcy. 1900 . 5.00

AMERICAN & Eng. Encyclo . of BLACK'S Accident Cases. 1886 1.50 CONEY & GODAY's Mexican Law .

Law . ist ed . Vols. 3 , 4 , 5 , 6, 9 , 10, BLACK's Pomeroy's Water Rights . 1892 . 3.00

11,13 , 14 , 17, 18, 19 ,20 , 21, 22. Any vol. 1.00 1893 : : :
4.00 Cooley on Taxation . 1876 . 1.50

AMERICAN & Eng. Dec. in Equity. BLACKWELL on Tax Titles . 2 vols. Cord's Rights of Married Women .

4 vols. 1898. 10.00 1889 . 6.00 1861.

AMES, Cases on Pleading. 1875 Bliss on Life Insurance, 1874 5.00 CRABB's History of English Law .

AMEs on Forgery . 1901 2.50 BOONE on Corporations . 1877 1.25 1831 . 2.50

Amos & FERARD on Fixtures. 1885. 1.50 BOONE on Mortgages. 1884 1.50 CRABB on Real Property.

ANGELL & AMEs on Corporations. BOONE on Real Property. 1846 .
1882

2.75 1900 ... 7.50 CROCKER on Sheriffs . 1890 3.00

ANGELL on Limitations. 1876. . 1.50 BOUVIER's Institutes . 4 vols. 1854 4.00 CROSSWELL on Electricity. 1895 3.00

Bacon on Benefit Societies . 2 vols . BRADNER on Evidence . 1898 5.00 CURRAN's Speeches. 1877 2.00

1895 - 10.00 BRANDENBURGH Bankruptcy Curtis' Equity Precedents. 1850 1.50

BACON'S Abridgment. 10 vols . 1860. 10.00 1898 . . 2.00 Curtis' Jurisdiction U. S. Courts .

BAILEY's Conflict of Judicial De
BRANDT on Suretyship . 2 vols . 1891 6.00 1896 . 1.75

cisions. 1892 4.00
Brett's Commentaries on English

Curtis' Rights, etc., of Merchant

BAILEY on Jurisdiction. 2 vols . 1899 10.00
Law , 2 vols . 1890

Seamen . 1841 .
4.00

BAILEY's Master's Liability. 1894 4.50
BRICE on Ultra Vires , 1880

CUSHING's Law of Legislative As

BAILEY'S Onus Probandi. 1886
3.00

3.00
BROOM on the Common Law . 1873. 2.50

semblies. 1863

BAKER on Sales. 1887 .
1.50 Broom's Legal Maxims. 1874 DANIELL's Chancery Practice . 3

BALDWIN'S Constitutional Views.
BROWNE Оn Assessment and Taxa

vols. 1879 4.50

1837 . . tion . 1887 DANIELL's Negotiable Instruments .
BALL on National Banks. 1881 2.50

2 vols. 1891.

BALLARD'S Annual of Real Prop
BROWNE's Civil & Admiralty Law.

Dart on Vendors . 1851 1.50
2 vols . 1840 .

erty. Vols . I to 6 and Index. 2.50
DEANE's Principles of Conveyanc

BROWNE on Carriers . 1883.
1892-1900

2.50
ing. 1875 · 1.50

BARBOUR'S Chancery Practice . 2
BROWNE on Criminal Law . 1892 1.50

DEBATES on the U. S. Judiciary.
vols . 1880

BROWNE on Insanity. 1880
5.00

3.00
1802 .

5.00

BARBOUR'S Law of Payment. 1888 . BROWNE on Jurisdiction . 1891 .
3.00 DELEON & Moon on Liability . 1899. 3.75

BARBOUR's Rights of Persons . 2
BROWNE on Parol Evidence . 1893. 4.00

DEMAREST's Elevated Ry . Law. 1894 3.00

vols . 1890
BROWNE on Sales . 1894 1.50

Desty's Federal Constitution . 1884. 1.50

BATCHELDER's Mass. Manufactur- BROWNE on Usages and Customs. Desty's Removal of Causes. 1893 .

ing Corporations. 1868 . 2.00 DEWEY's Contract for Future De

BATEMAN on Auctions. 1883 · 3.00
BRYANT on Code Pleading. 1894

livery. 1886

BARRETT'S Outline of Anglo -Saxon
BRYANT'S U.S. Constitution . 1901.

3.00 Digby's History of Law of Real
Law . 1885 2.50 BUMP on Bankruptcy . 1898 4.50

Property . 1876 1.50

BAYLIES on New Trials . 1886 BUMP'S Constitutional Decisions . Dillon on Municipal Corporations.
BAYLIES on Suretyship . 1887 3.00 1878 ...

1.50 2 vols . 1873

BEACH on Injunctions, 2 vols . 1895 8.00 BURRILL on Assignments. 1893 · 2.50 Dixon's Law of Shipping. 1868 2.00

BEACH on Private Corporations. 2 BURRILL on Circumstantial Evi- Dixon's Abridgment of Maritime

vols . 1891
8.00 dence. 1868 . 3400 Law . 1858 1.50

BEACH on Public Corporations. 2 BURROUGHS on Public Securities . Dixon on Subrogation . 1862 2.00

vols . 1893 1881 2.00 DOMAT's Civil Law . 2 vols, 1861 8.00

BEACH on Modern Equity Practice . BURROUGHS on Taxation , 1877 1.50 Dos Passoson Stock Broker . 1882 3.00

2 vols . 1894 8.00 Bush on Bankruptcy. 1889 · 4.00 DRAKE on Attachment, 1891 3.50

BEACH on Railways. 2 vols . 1890 . 3.00 BUSWELL on Insanity, 1885 2,50 DUER on Marine Insurance . 2 vols .

BEACH on Wills. 1888 . 1.25 CHAMBERLIN's Common Law , 1869. 2.50 1845 . . 8.00

BERNHEIM on Aliens. 1885 2.00 CHAPLIN's Suspension of Power of Dwarris on Statutes (Potter's ) . 1875 3.00

BERRY'S Answers and Pleadings in Alienation . 1891 3.50 DWIGHT on Persons and Personal

Actions at Law . (Mass. act , 1852.) CHITTY on Contracts, 2 vols , 1874 ,
5.00 Property. 1894

1887 1.00 CHITTY's General Practice . 4 vols. EAST's Crown Law. 2 vols . 1806
Bigelow on Equity. 1879.

1834 · 4.00 EDDY on Combinations. 2 vols , 1901 10.00

BIGELOW's Leading Cases CLARK's Handbook U.S. Decisions EDWARDS Bills and Notes .

Torts . 1875 . 2.00 1892 . .

2.00

3.00

1.00

2.00
9.00

20.00

2.00

4.00

2.00

1881 ...
1.00

1.00

2.00

1.00

3.00

8.00

3.00

3.00

2.00

on on

2 vols . 1882 . 3.0 )2.00
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2.00

.

.

2.00 3.75

2.00

2 vols . 2.00

1.00

2.00

1.00

1880

ELLIOTT's Appellate Procedure. HILLIARD on Vendors. 2 vols. 1868 $ 2.00 Odgers on Libeland Slander. 1891 $ 3.00

1892 . $ 4.50 Hirsh on Juries. 1879 . 2.00 OLIVER's Forms. 1842 . 1.50

Elliott's General Practice. 2 vols . HITCHCOCK's Essay on State Con- ORDRONAUX on Judicial Aspects of

1894 · 8.00 stitutions. 1887 · 1.00 Insanity. 1878 3.00

ELMES on Customs Law . 1887 . 3.00 HOFFMAN's Legal Outlines . 1848 2.00
PAGE on Wills . 1901 . 5.00

ELPHINSTONE'S Interpretation of HOFFMAN's Legal Study. 2 vols.1836 5.00 PAGIN's Federal Precedents. 1894 · 3.00

Deeds. 1889 . 1.75 | Holt on Slander and Libel. 1881 1.00 PAINE on Contested Elections. 1888 3.00

ENDLICH's Interpretation of Stat- Holt's Concurrent Jurisdiction . PARSONS on Contracts . 3 vols . 1873 4.50

utes . 1888 3.50 1888. 2.00 PARSONS on Marine Insurance . 2

ERSKINE's Speeches. 4 vols . 1878 5.00 HOPKINS on Unfair Trade. 1900 5.00
vols. 1868

5.00

EWELL's Cases on Domestic Rela Houck on Rivers. 1868 1.50 PARSONS on Partnership. 1893 · 3.00

tions. 1891 2.50 HUNTER's Suits in Equity. 1860 1.00 PARSONS on Shipping and Admir

Ewell's Medical Jurisprudence. INDERWICK'S The King's Peace. alty. 2 vols . 1869 5.00

1887 .
1.50 1895 · .. 1.25 PATTERSON'S Accident Law . 1886

Field's Federal Courts . 1883 2.00 IR EDELL on Executors . 1851 . 1.50 PERRY on Trusts. 2 vols. 1874 2.00

FIELD's Federal Practice . 1881 2.00 JACKSON on Real Actions. 1828 3.00 Phillips on U.S. Courts. 1887 . 2.50

Field's International Code. 1876 6.00 Jacobs on Domicil. 1887 . 3.00 PINGREY on Chattel Mortgages.

Field's Lawyer's Briefs . 6 vols, JACOBS' Law Dictionary. 6 vols . 1891 2.50

1886 9.00 1811 . 6.00 PINGREY on Mortgages. 2 vols . 1893 1.00

FIELD's Private Corporations. 1883 2.50 JARMAN on Wills . 2 vols . 1893 8.00 PINGREY on Real P :operty. 2 vols .

FIELD's Ultra Vires . 1881 2.50 | JENKINS' Law of Religious Liberty. 1895 6.00

Fiero's SpecialProceedings. 1887 1880 . 1.00 PINGREY on Suretyship . 1901

Fitch on Real Estate Agency. 1881 1.50 JONES on Pledges. 1883 1.00 POLLOCK on Contracts. 1891

FITNAMS' Trials Procedure . 1894 4.50 JON Es on Railway Securities. 1879 2.00 POLLOCK on Torts. 1895 . 2.00

FLEMING on Blood Stains. 1861 . 1.00 JONES' Business Corporations. 1893 2.00 POMEROY's Riparian Rights. 1893 4.50

FOOTE & EVERETT's Incorporated JUDSON on Taxation (Mo.) . 1900 2.50 Porter on Insurance . 1889 . 1.50

Companies . 3 vols. 1892 . 3.00 KELLY's Contracts by Married Potter on Corporations. 2 vols .

Foster's Federal Practice . Women . 1882 . 1879 3.00

1892. 4.00 KERR's Blackstone . 4 vols . 1876 . 4.00 PRESTON's Abstract of Title . 2 vols .

FREEMAN on Executions. 3 vols. Kerr's Injunctions in Equity. 1871 1828 . 2.00

1900 13.50 KERR on Receivers . 1900 PROFFATT on Jury Trials . 1880 2.50

FREEMAN on Judgments. 1874 · LACEY's Digest of Railway Decis- RAM on Facts . 1870 1.50

GALE & WHATELY on Easements. ions . 2 vols . 1884 5.00 RAM on Judgments, 1871 2.00

1840 . 1.00 LAWSON'S Contracts of Carriers. RANDOLPH on Commercial Paper.

GARDNER'S Review in Law and 2.50 3 vols. 1896 . 4.50

Equity . 1895
1.00 LAWSON'S Expert Evidence . 1900 . 5.50 RANDOLPH on Eminent Domain .

GEARY on Marriage and Family LEAVITT on Negligence. 1895 4.50 1894 4.00

Relations. 1892 . 2.50 Lewin on Trusts and Trustees. 1858 2.00 RAWLE on Covenants for Title . 1887 4.00

Gould on Pleading. 1887 1.50 LIEBER's Hermeneutics. 1880 2.00 RAY's ContracturalLimitations. 1892 3.00

GREENLEAF on Evidence . 3 vols. LINDLEY on Partnership (Ewell). Ray's Imposed Duties ( Passenger

1866 4.50
2 vols. 1880

3.50 Carriers ) . 1893 : 4.00

GREENLEAF on Evidence. LINDLEY on Partnership (Went- Ray's Imposed Duties ( Personal) .

1899 12.00 worth) . 2 vols. 1888. . 4.00 1891 .

GRISWOLD's Fire Underwriter's LIVERMORE on Trusts. 1850 1.00 REED on Statute of Frauds. 3 vols .

Text-Book, 1872 . 4.00 LLOYD on Divorce . 1887 . 1.00 1884 4.50

Hale's Pleas of the Crown. 2 vols. LOMAX ,Digest Real Property. 3 vols. REESE on Ultra Vires, 1897 3.00

1847 . 7.50 1839
5.00 REEVES on Domestic Relations . »

HALSTED's Law of Evidence . 2 vols . LOVELAND on Bankruptcy. 1899 . 5.00 3.00

1859 ·
2.00 MacCOLLA's Breach of Promise . Reichel's Manual of Canon Law ,

HAMILTON's Mexican Law. 1882 4.50 1879 - .50 2 vols . 1896 . 5.00

HARDINGHAM on Trade Marks , 1881 1.00 MALONE on Criminal Briefs . 1886 . 3.00 RENWICK's Patentable Inventions.

HARR's American Constitutional MALONE on Real Property Trials . 1893 .75

Law. 2 vols . 1889 6.00 1883
3.00 Rice on Criminal Evidence. 1894 3.00

HARE & WALLACE's Leading Cases
MANN's Medical Jurisprudence of Rice on Real Property. 1897

4.00

in Equity. 3 vols. 1852
Insanity. 1893

3.00
3.00 ROBERTS on Wills . 2 vols. 1823 - 2.00

Harris on Certiorari. 1893
MARTINDOLE's Abstracts of Title .

2.00 ROBERTS' Principles of Equity. 1857 1.50

HARRIS on Contracts by Married
1885 · 1.50 ROBINSON's English Institutions.

Women . 1887
MARVIN on Wreck and Salvage . 1882 .

2.50
1.50

1858 .

HARRIS on Damages by Corpora
1.50 ROBINSON's Practice . Vols. 1-4 . 1854 8.00

MAUPIN'S Marketable Title. 1896
tions . 2 vols. 1892 .

5.00 ROCKWELL'S Spanish and Mexican
4.50

MAY on Insurance . 2 vols . 1900 . 10.00 Laws. 1851 .
HARRISON'S Legislation on In

5.00

MAYNE on Damages. 1899 · 5.00 Rogers on Domestic Relations . 1899 5.00

sanity . 1884
2.00 MCGRATH'sCyPres Doctrine . 1887 1.00 Roe's Criminal Procedure. 1887 . 1.75

HAWLEY on Interstate Extradition . MCKINNEY Fellow -Servants. Rorer on Judicial Sales . 1878 2.50

1890 . 1889 3.00 SAUNDERS on Taxation . 1887 3.00

Heard on Criminal Law. 1882 4.00 MOORE's Abstracts of Title . 1853 1.00 SAUNDERS' Pleading and Evidence ,

HEARD on Libel and Slander. 1860 1.00 MORGAN's Law of Literature , 2 vols.
etc. 3 vols. 1851 . 1.00

Heard's Civil Precedents . 1886 . 2.50 1875 ·
4.00 SCHLEGEL's Neutral Rights . 1882 . 2.50

HEARD'S Equity Pleading. 1882 . 1.50 Morris on Replevin . 1878. 2.00 SCHOULER'S Executors. 1889 2.50
HEARD's Equity Precedents. 1884 . 1.50 Morse on Arbitration and Award . SCHOULER'S Husband and Wife.

HENDERSON & DAVIDSON'S Can
1872 . 1882

adian Law of Partnership. 1900

3 vols.

4.00

1888 .

.

on

1.00

3.00

1.50 Moses on Mandamus. 1878 1.00 SCHOULER's Wills . 1892 .
HERMAN on Chattel Mortgages.

2.50

NAAR on Suffrage and Elections . SCRUTTON'S Elements Mercantile

1877 .. 1880 . 1.50
Law . 1891

1.75

HERMAN on Executions. 1876 . 1.50 NELSON on Divorce . 2 vols . 1895 8.00 SHINN on Attachment. 2 vols . 1896 9.50

High's Extraordinary Remedies. NEWMARK on Bank Deposits . 1888 1.00 SHINN on Replevin . 1899 5.00

1884 2.00 NEWMARK on Sales . 1887 . 1.50 SHIRAS' Equity Practice in U. S.

High on Injunctions . 2 vols . 1880 4.00 NEWTON's Digest of Trademarks. Courts . 1898 1.50

HILLIARD on Mortgages. 1896. . 4.00 SIMONTON on Municipal Bonds. 1896 4.50

1872 · 3.00 WIBLACH's Benefit Societies. 1888 1.75 Smith's Equitable Remedies of Cre

HILLIARD on Torts . 2 vols . 1874 . 2.00 Noy's Maxims. 1824 ditors . 1899 4.75

2.00

1.00

2 vols.

1.00
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2.00

2.00

Smith on Landlord and Tenant. 1856 $ 2.00 THOMPSON's Private Corporations . Wait's Insolvent Corporations. 1888 $2.50

Smith on Negligence. 1887 1.50 7 vols . 1895 $ 28.00 WALKER'S Theory of Law . 1852 .. 8.00

SMITH's Common Law. 1875 1.00 THOMPSON & MERRIAM on Juries . WASHBURN on Real Property . 3

SMITH's Leading Cases. 4 vols. 1866 3.00 1882 . vols . 1886 . 8.00

Snell's Principles of Equity. 1885 2.00 THORNTON'S Railway Fences. 1892 4.00 WATERMAN on Corporations. 2 vols .

Spear's Removal of Causes . 1888 . 1.00 Tind's Practice. 2 vols. 1856 7.00 1888 4.00

SPELLING on Private Corporations . TieDEMAN on State Control, 2 vols . WATSON on Damages. 1901 5.00

2 vols . 1892 . 6.00 1900 ···
9.50 WEBB on Usury. 1899 4.00

SPELLING's Trusts and Monopolies . TIFFANY on Death by Wrongful WELLS ' Separate Property of Mar

1893 2.50 Act. 1893 · 2.50 ried Women. 1878 . 2.00

SPENCER's Marine Collisions. 1895 5.00 TOWNSHEND on Slander and Libel . WENDELL's Blackstone . 4 vols . 1847 4.00

STARKIE on Evidence . 1876 5.50 1890 . 5.00 WHARTON on Agency. 1876 .

STEPHENS Commentaries English TRAVIS on Sales. 2 vols . 1892 6.00 WHARTON'S Conflict of Laws. 1872 2.00

Law . 4 vols. 1880. . 5.00 TUCKER on the Constitution . 2 vols . WHARTON on Contracts. 2 vols. 1882 4.00

STEWART's Husband and Wife , 1887 1.50 1899 · 6.00 WHARTON On CriminalLaw , 2 vols.

STORY on Conflict of Laws. 1872 2.50 TYLER'S American Ecclesiastical. 1885 4.00

STORY on Contracts. 2 vols. 1874. 3.00 Law , 1866 1.50 WHARTON on Negligence. 1878

SUTHERLAND on Damages . 3 vols. Tyssen's Charitable Bequests. 1888 4.00 WHEATON's International Law . 1849 2.50

1893 · · 13.50 UNDERAILL on Evidence, 1894 4.00 WIGRAM on Wills. 1872 ·

Taylor's Private Corporations. 1898 3.00 UNDERHILL's Criminal Evidence. Williams on Executors. 3 vols . 1877 3.00

THOMPSON on Negligence. 2 v . 1880 3.00 1898 . 5.00 WINSLOW's Plea of Insanity. 1843 . 1.00

THOMPSON'S Carriers of Passengers . UNDERHILL's Wills . 2 vols . 1900 10.00 WOOD on Fire Insurance. 2 vols.

1.50 UPTON's Marine Warfare . 1868 4.00

THOMPSON's Charging the Jury . 1880 2.00 VINTON'S Canon Law . 1870 . Wood on Limitations . 2 vols. 1893 3.00

THOMPSON's Liability of Officers . Von HOLST'S Constitutional His- Wood on Railroads. 3 vols . 1894 · 8.00

1880 2.50 tory of the U. S. 8 vols . 1892 · 12.00 Wood's Master and Servant. 1886

2.00

2.00

1880 . 1.00
1886 .

2.00

2.00

1837

BOOKS AT 50 CENTS PER VOLUME.

These volumes are worth much more . They are either old editions, or later editions more or less worn

ABBOTT's Digest of Corporations 1869 | FERRARD'S Law of Fixtures 1855 Ohio State Reports. Vols. 1 , 5 , 6, 7 ,
ADAMS' Conveyancers' Manual 1882 FINLASON'S Leading Cases 1847 14. Any vol .

ADDISON on Torts . 2 vols . 1875 FLANDERSon Shipping 1853 ORDRONAUX'sMedical Jurisprudence 1869

AMERICAN Corporation Reports . Vols. Fox's Digest of Partnership 1872 PARSONS on Mecantile Law 1861

1 , 2 , 3, 4 , 5 . FREEMAN on Executions 1882 PARSONS on Partnership . . 1866

AMERICAN Criminal Reports. Vols . GOODRICH's Court Officer's Asst . 1793 PARSONS' Maritime Law. 2 vols . 1859

1 , 2 , 3 , 4 . Gow on Partnership, 1825 PATTERSON's Pleader'sGuide 1870

AMERICAN Precedents . 1810 GREENLEAF on Evidence. 3 vols. 1858 PELHAM's Hints and Helps 1887

AMERICAN Railway Cases, 2 vols.
1854 GRESLEY's Equity Evidence 1848 PHILLIPs on Evidence . 3 vols . 1859

AMERICAN Railway Reports. Vols . HAMMOND's Justice 1841 Phillips on Insurance. 2 vols. 1853

i to 8, 15 , 18. HAMMOND's Nisi Prius 1823 Phillips on Patents

AMERICAN State Reports. Vols . 4 , HAMMOND's Parties to Actions • 1822 Polson's Law of Nations 1853

7, 19, 57 HARE on Discovery 1836 POWELL'S Appellate Proceedings 1872
ANGELL on Carriers 1868 HARRIS Hints in Advocacy 1881 PRESTOX on Legacies 1827

ANGELL on Corporations 1871 HEARD's Oddities of the Law 1881 RAPALJE's Federal Digest . 1880

APPLETON on Evidence 1860 HERMAN's Chattel Mortgages 1877 RAWLE's American Constitution 1825

ARCHBOLD's Criminal Pleading 1875 HERMAN on Estoppel 1871 REDFIELD on Railways. 2 vols. . · 1867

ARCHBOLD's Nisi Prius . 2 vols. 1818 HICKEY on the Constitution 1847 REDFIELD's Carriers and Bailments . 1869
ARNOLD's Marine Insurance. 2 vols . , 1819 | HIGHMORE on Lunacy . 1822 ROBERTS on Equity 1857
BARTON's Suit in Equity 1847 Hill on Fixtures 1871 ROBERTS' Fradulent Conveyancing : 1807
BEAMES' NeExeat Regno . 1821 HILL on Trustees 1854 RODMAN'S Commercial Code of

BEAMES' Pleas in Equity. 1824 HILYARD's Marine Insurance 1847 France 1814

Beck's Medical Jurisprudence. 2 vols. 1800 HOFFMAN'S ProvisionalRemedies 1862 ROGERS' Expert Testimony 1883

BENET'S Military Law 1864 | HUBBELL's Legal Directory 1898 ROPER on Legacies 1829

BIGELOW on Fraud 1877 HUGHES on Insurance 1833 ROPER on Wills 1820

BIGELOW's Insurance Repts . Vols. 2 , 3. INDIANA Reports. Vols. 2 , 3 , 4, 5 , 6 , Sanford's PenalCode in Europe . . 1854

BLATCHFORD's Circuit Court Repts. 7 , 8 , 9, 10, 18, 20 , 22, 23. Any vol. SAUNDERS' Pleading and Evidence.

Vols . I to 4,7 to 19. Any vol. IOWA Reports. Vols . 38 , 39, 67 , 81 . 2 vols .

Bolles Bank Depositors 1887 Any vol . SCOTT & JARNAGIN on Telegraphs 1868

BRICE's Ultra Vires 1875 JAMES' Bankruptcy Law 1867 SEDGWICK's Measure ofDamages . . 1878
BUCKNILL on Lunacy 1856 KENT'S Commentaries. Vol . I 1840 SEWELL's Bounty and Pension Laws 1868
Bump's Fradulent Conveyances 1882 Kydon Exchange 1798 SMITH on Contracts . 1878

BURRILL on Assignments 1877 LANDRETH's Analysis of Sale 1880 STARKIE on Slander . 1877

CALDWELL on Arbitration 1822 LIVERMORE on Agency. 2 vols . 1818 STARKIE's Trial Ly Jury : 1880

CARRINGTON's Income Tax 1895 LIVINGSTONE'S Incestuous Marriages 1816 STEPHENS' Digest of Evidence 1879

CHIPMAN on Contracts 1822 MACINTOSH's
Letters . 1806 Story on Partnership

1841

CHITTY on Bills 1842 MACLACHLAN's Merchant Shipping · 1875 Story on Pleadings 1805

Chitty's Criminal Law . 3 vols . 1847 MACOMB's Court Martial 1840 STORY on Promissory Notes 1845

CHITTY's MedicalJurisprurience 1836 MADDOCK's Chancery Practice, 2 vols . 1832 SUGDEN on Venders: 2 vols. 1851

Clemens' Corporate Securities 1877 MASSACHUSETTS Reports. Vols. 10, 11 , 13. SWIFT's Digest of Evidence IS1o

COLLYER on Partnership 18 34 Pickering. Vols. 2 , 4 , 6. Taylor's Chancery Orders 1868

CONDY's Marshall on Insurance . 2v , . ISIO Metcalf. Vols . 8 , 10 .
THATCHER'S U.S. SupremeCourt . 1882

CONKLING'
S
U.S. Courts 1864 Cushing. Vol. 1 . TOLLER on Executors 1829

Cooper's Pleading 1813 Gray. Vols. 1 , 4 , 5. Any vol . TOWNSHEND on Slanderand Libel . 1877

Curtis on Patents . 1867 MAYNE on Damages . 1856 TYLER's Infancy and Coverture 1868
CURTIS on Payments 1849 MCCRERY on Elections. 1875. VATTEN'S Law of Nations

CURWEN'S Abstracts of Title 1867 MICHIGAN Reports. Vols. 5 , 6 , 7 , 8, Wade on Notice .

CUSHING's Trustee Powers 1833 16, 27 , 28 , 29, 30, 32 , 35. Any vol . WALKER on Patents 1887

DESTY'S FederalCitations . 1878 MILITARY Laws 1814 WARREN'S Duties of Solicitors 1849

Dos Passos' Inter- state Commerce 1878 MILLS' Eminent Domain 1879 WATERMAN on Injunctions. 2 vols . . 1832
EDWARDS on Parties 1832 MOAKS' Van Santvord's Pleading : 1873 WATERMAN on Set Off 1869

ESCRICHE's Spanish Law 1886 | MORRIS' Patents Conveyancing 1887 WATSON on Partnership 1795
ESPINARSE on Evidence 1822 Moses on Mandamus 1867 WHARTON & STILLE's Med . Juris. : 185
FAIRBANKS' Mass. Divorce Laws 1877 MUNGER's Application of Payments . 1879 WIGRAM on Discovery 1842

FARREN'S Bill in Chancery 1866 NEBRASKA Reports . Vols 1, 2 , 9 , 11 . Wills Circumstantial Evidenc:
FEDERAL Reporter. Vols. 28 , 29 , 30, Any vol . WILSON'S Works. 3 vols . 1804

31, 32. Any vol . NORMAN on Patents . 1853 Wood on Insurance 1878
FELL'S Law of Guaranty . 1859 | OHIO Reports, Vols. 4 , 5 , 7 , 9. Wood on Railways. 3 vols . 1885

1831

1829

1878

1853
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AMERICAN REPORTS, DIGESTS, ETC.

Published since January 1, 1902.

GENERAL SERIES.

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH ENCYCLOPÆDIA OF LAW .

2d ed . ( 1896-1902 ). Vol . 20. [ Martial Law to Muni

cipal Corporations .)

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH RAILROAD Cases, new series

( 1896-1902 ). Vol . 23 .

AMERICAN STATE REPORTS (1888–1902 ). Vol . 82 .

ATLANTIC REPORTER ( 1885-1902 ). Vol. 50. (Vol. 51 , cur

rent , in parts . )

BANKING CASES ( 1898–1902). Vol . 3. ( Vol . 4, current,

in parts . )

CENTURY DIGEST. Vol . 30. (Judgment - Judicial Process . ]

CYCLOPEDIA OF LAW AND PRACTICE. Vol . 2. (Affida

vits-Appeal.]

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PLEADING AND PRACTICE ( 1894-1902 ).
Vol . 22 .

LAWYER'S REPORTS ANNOTATED (1889-1901 ). Vol. 53.

( Vol . 54 , current, in parts . )

MUNICIPAL CORPORATION CASES (1899-1902). Vol . 6 .

( Vol . 7 , current , in parts. )

NORTHWESTERN REPORTER ( 1885-1902 ). Vol. 61. ( Vol.

62 , current , in parts . ) .

NORTHWESTERN REPORTER ( 1879-1902 ). Vol . 88. ( Vol .

89, current, in parts . )

Pacific REPORTER (1883-1902 ). Vol . 66. ( Vol . 67 , cur

rent , in parts . )

SOUTHEASTERN REPORTER ( 1887-1902 ). Vol .

current, in parts . )

SOUTHERN REPORTER (1887-1902). Vol . 30 .

current , in parts . )

SOUTHWESTERN REPORTER (1886–1902). Vol . 65. ( Vol .

66 , current, in parts . )

UNITED STATES.

CIRCUIT COURTS OF APPEALS REPORTS ( C. C. A. ) .

Vol . 48. ( Vol . 49, current, in parts . )

FEDERAL REPORTER ( 1880-1902). Vol . 112 .

COURT OF CLAIMS REPORTS. Vol. 36 .

PATENT OFFICE, OFFICIAL GAZETTE. Vol . 98.

Public LAND DECISIONS. Vol. 30.

TREASURY DECISIONS. Vol. 5 .

ROWELL (C. H.). DIGEST OF CONTESTED ELECTION

CASES . (1789-1901.) $ 4.00.

American Reports, &c . , continued.

Iowa.

Local. Ebersole ( E. C. ) . Encyclopædia of Iowa

Law. $6.00 .

KANSAS.

Local. Corporation Laws. $ 1.25 .

MAINE.

Reports. Vol . 95 .

Local. Verrill ( B. D. & H. M. ) . Civil Officer. $ 6.00.

Wilson ( ) . Probate Manual. $5.50.

MARYLAND.

Reports. Vol. 60 (reprint). Annotated.

MASSACHUSETTS.

Reports. Vol. 178. ( Vol . 179, current, in parts. )

Statutes. Revised Laws. 2 vols.

Local. Clark ( ) . Accident Law .

Tucker (G. F.) . Manual of Wills. 2d ed . $3.50.

MICHIGAN .

Reports. Vol. 125 .

Local. Baldwin ( W. ) . Personal Injuries. Cloth , $ 4.00.

MINNESOTA .

Reports. Vol. 83 .

Local. Booth ( W. S. ) . Justices' Manual . 12th ed .

$1.50 .

Shipman ( B. J. ) . Practice and Forms. 2 vols .

$ 13.00 .

MISSOURI.

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 163 .

Appeals Reports. Vol . 89.

Local. Pattison ( E. W. ) . Instructions in Criminal

Causes. $ 5.00.

MONTANA .

Reports. Vol . 25 .

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Reports. Vol . 70 .

Local. Hoyt ( L. G.) . Probate Practice. $2.50.

NEW JERSEY.

Reports. Equity. Vol. 60.

Law . Vol. 65 .

New York .

Reports. Court of Appeals. Vol . 168.

Court of Appeals. Annotated Reprint. Book 33.

( Vols. 161-165 . )

New York Supplement. Vol. 73. ( Vol . 74 , cur

rent , in parts. )

Digest. Abbott's Cyclopedic. Vol. 7 .

Abbott's Annual Digest . 1901.

Local. Wait's Law and Practice. 7th ed . 3 vols.

( Vol . 1 now ready. $6.35.)

White ( F. ) . Corporations. 5th ed . $5.50.

NORTH CAROLINA.

Reports. Vol . 129.

Local. Wilson ( W.S. ) . Corporation Code. $ 1.00.

NORTH DAKOTA.

Local. Booth ( W. S. ) . Township Manual. 6th ed .

39 . ( Vol. 40,

( Vol . 31 ,

75 cts .

STATE AND TERRITORIAL REPORTS, ETC.

ALABAMA .

Reports. Vol . 128 .

Digest. Mayfield's . 4 vols . ( Vols. 1 and 2 now ready . )

CALIFORNIA .

Reports. Vol . 133 .

Coffey's Probate Reports. Vol . 2 .

Local. James ( ) . Mechanics' Liens. $4.50.

Treadwell ( E. F. ) . Annotated Constitution . $ 4.00.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA .

Reports. Appeals . Vol . 18 .

Statutes. Code Civil and Criminal.

GEORGIA

Statutes. Van Epp's Supplement to Code.

Session Laws. 1901.

ILLINOIS.

Reports. Supreme Court . Vol . 192 .

Appellate Court . Vol. 97 .

Local. Farson ( C. T. ) . Mechanics ' Lien Law.

Cloth , $ 4.00 .

INDIANA .

Local. Corporation Law Annotated . $4.50

McDonald's Treatise . 4th ed . $7.50 .

OHIO .

Reports. Circuit Court . Vol . 22 .

Nisi Prius, Vol . 8 .

PENNSYLVANIA .

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 200 .

Superior Court . Vol. 17 .

County Courts. Vol . 25. ( Vol. 26 , current, in

parts . )

Montgomery Co. Reports. Vol . 17 .

Digest. Pepper and Lewis . Vol . 12. [Marriage

Naturalization .)

Monaghan's Annual. 1901.

Local. Fallon ( C. ) . Conveyancing. $6.00 .

Trickett ( W. ) . Witnesses. $ 6.00.
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BRITISH EMPIRE .

REPORTS, DIGESTS, STATUTES.

Published since July 1 , 1901.

ENGLAND .

Reports. Law Reports, Indian Appeals. Vol . 28 .

Law Times Reports. Vol . 85 .

Bankruptcy Reports. (Manson.) Vol . 8 .

Acts and Proceedings of Privy Council (Dasent).
Vol. 24 .

American Reports, &c . , continued .

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS.

Laws and Resolutions of U.S. Philippine Commis

sion (1900-1). $3.25 .

RHODE ISLAND .

Reports. Vol . 22 .

SOUTH CAROLINA .

Reports. Vol . 61 .

SOUTH DAKOTA .

Reports. Vol . 14 .

Local. Donovan ( J. M. ) . Marriage and Divorce.

Paper, $ 1.00.

Texas.

Reports. King's Conflicting Cases. Vol . 2 .

Local. Axtell (D. B. ) . Anno. Constitution . $ 5.00.

Smith ( U. P. ) . Notarial Manual. $ 4.00 .

WASHINGTON .

Reports. Vol . 24 .

Local. Brand ( N. F. ) . Justices ' Code. $ 5.00 .

WEST VIRGINIA.

Reports. Vol . 48 .

WISCONSIN .

Reports. Vol. m .

WYOMING.

Reports. Vol. 1. ( Reprint.)

2.10.0

Year Books ( Pike) . 17 Edward III .

Revised Reports. Vol. 52.

English Reports Reprint. Privy Council . Vol . 5 .

Digests. Mews' Annual Digest . 1901.

IRELAND.

Reports. Irish Law Times. Vol . 35. ( Vol . 36, cur

rent , in parts.)

SCOTLAND.

Reports. Scottish Law Reporter. Vol. 38. ( Vol . 39,

current , in parts . )

Scots Revised Reports. Dunlop. Vol . I.

Scotch Private Legislation Reports . Vol . I.

Text-Books. Currie ( J. G. ) . Confirmation of Execu

tors. 3d ed . £0.18.0 :

Murray (A.) . Councillor's Manual. £0.7.6.

Tait ( J. H.). Game Laws, Trout and Salmon

Fishing. 60.15.0.

AUSTRALASIA . (Commonwealth .)

Statutes. Vol . I. [In press . ]

Text- Books. Moore ( ) . Constitution. £0.16.0.

INDIA .

Text-Books. Grimley ( W. H. ) . Sea Customs, Law

and Tariff Act . £0.12.0.

Pershad ( L. B. ) . Landlord and Tenant . £0.6.0.

Phillips ( A.) and Trevelyan ( E. J. ) . Hindu Wills.

£ 1.0.0.

ORANGE RIVER COLONY.

Statute Laws. Translated by Botha, Barber & Findlay.

£2.2.0.

CANADA . ( Dominion . )

Reports. Canadian Law Times. Vol . 21. ( Vol.

22 , current, in parts . )

Digest ( vols . 1-19) .

Canadian Commercial Cases. Vol. , cur

rent , in parts.

Statutes. Crankshaw ( ) . Criminal Code. 2d ed .

Snow ( ) . Annotated Criminal Code.

Text-Books. Clark ( S. R. ) . Magistrate's Manual.

4th ed . $ 5.00.

Manitoba.

Reports. Vol. 13 .

Ontario.

Reports. Law Reports. Vol . 2 .

Clark and Scully's Drainage Cases. Vol . 1 .

Quebec.

Text- Books. Dorais ( ) and Dorais ( ) . Code de

Procedure Civile. ( In press . )

Beauchamp ( J. J. ) . Civil Code. [ In press . )

Germano ( ) . Formulaire de Notariat . [In

press .)

Mignault ( P. B. ) . Droit Civil Canadien .

Vol. 6. [In press . ]

Weir (R.S.) . Municipal Code. (In press.)

4th ed.

ENGLISH ELEMENTARY WORKS , ETC.

Published since Jan. 1, 1902 , or now in Press.

Size 8vo or 12mo, and binding cloth .

Any book on this list can be delivered to lawyers in the

United States at the rate of thirty cents, or to libraries on

certificate at twenty -five cents, to the shilling .

AUSTIN ( E. ) . Law of Factories and Workshops. £ . s . d .

2d ed .. 7.6

BEST ( W. M. ) . Principles of Evidence. 9th ed . . I. 5.0

BLYTH ( E. E. ) . Analysis of Snell's Equity. 7th ed . 6.0

BOYLE ( ) and WAGHORN ( ) . Traffic on Rail

ways and Canals . 3 vols .

BOWSTEAD ( W. ) . Factories and Workshops 9.0

BOWSTEAD ( W. ) . Law of Laundries 2.6

BRETT (T. ) . Leading Cases in Modern Equity .

CHALMERS-HUNT ( ) . Law of Trade Unions.

[ In preparation . ]

COUNTY Court Practice made Easy 2.6

DOWELL ( S. ) . Income Tax Law . 5th ed . 17.6

FULTON ( D. ) . Patents. 2d ed . 15.0

GIBSON (A.) and WELDON (A. ) . Probate , Divorce,

and Admiralty. 5th ed . 18.0

HIGGINSON ( ) . Food and Drug Acts. 2d ed . 3.6

INDERMAUR ( J. ) . Manual of Equity. 5th ed. -

JONES (C. ) . The Solicitor's Clerk Part II . . 2.6

JORDAN (W.) and GORE -BROWNE ( F.) . Joint

Stock Companies 5.0

KERR ( W. W. ) . Fraud . 3d ed .

LUMLEY ( W. G. ) . Public Health , 6th ed. 2 vols. 3.12.6

MACEY ( J. ) . Conditions of Contract 15.0

MATHEW ( ) . Practice of the Commercial Court . 5.0

PALMER ( F. B. ) . Company Precedents . Vol. I. ,

8th ed . 1.16.0

PRACTICAL Suggestions on Preparation of Deeds.
2.6

REDGRAVE ( A. ) . Factory Acts . 8th ed . 7.6

Ross ( ) . Procedure as to Firms , Companies, etc. 6.0

SIGEL ( ) . Lectures on Slavonic Law

SIMONSOX (P.F.). Companies Act,1900. 2d ed. · 5.0

STONE (S.). Justices ' Manual . 34th ed..

URLIN ( ) . Investments in Houses and Lands

URLIN ( ) . Investment of Trust Funds

VOET ( J.) . Commentaries on the Pandects. By
Berwick ( F. ) 1. 4.6

WILLS ( W. ) . Circumstantial Evidence. 5th ed.

( In preparation ) :

17.6

I. 0.0

I. 5.0

5.0

1. 5.0

1.0

1.0

LAST CALL ! GOING ! GOING !

The FULL REPRINT OF ENGLISH REPORTS is nearly

exhausted . See commendations on another page .
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A FEW

BARGAINS IN SETS .

12.00

I 2.00

.

20.00

4.00

Full set ;

4.00

4.00

12.00

AMERICAN ELEMENTARY BOOKS.

Published since January 1, 1902.

Sizes 8vo or 12mo, binding law sheep , unless otherwise stated

AsH (M. & W.) . Table of Federal Citations. Vol. 1 .

(To be completed in 4 vols . ) $7.50

BUTLER (C. H.). Treaty-Making Power of the

United States . 2 vols.

CRAWFORD ( J. J. ) . Annotated Negotiable Instru
Net Cash . Delivery at

TERMS :

.ments Law . 2d ed. Cloth

expense of purchaser

2.50 I F.'0 . B.in Boston .

ELLIOTT ( J. ) . Debates on Federal Constitution .

5 vols. 2d ed.. . . Cloth , $ 10.00 ; Sheep, AMERICAN BANKRUPTCY REPORTS, 6

FREEMAN ( A. C.) . Void Judicial Sales. 4th ed. . 4.00 vols . Fine second hand $ 20.00

Frost ( L. G.) . Guaranty Insurance . 5.00

GIAUQUE ( F.) and MCCLURE (H. B.) . Present AMERICAN RAILWAY REPORTS, 20 vols .

Value Tables. 3d ed. 3.00 Fair condition

KERR ( ) . Insurance 6.00

MECHEM ( F. R. ) . Cases on Damages. 3d ed .
COLORADO REPORTS , 6 vols. to Pacific

Cloth .
Reporter. Good second hand 15.00

NEWELL (G.). Real Property .
4.00

ILLINOIS REPORTS , 190 vols .

Rood (J. R.) . Attachments, Garnishments, etc.

Cloth . 3.00
practically same as new 350.00

THOMPSON (S. D. ) . Negligence. Vol. 3. (Car IOWA REPORTS , 56 vols . ( Morris, I vol .;

riers of Passengers by Land and Water. )
6.00

Two Centuries Growth American Law . Cloth

Greene, 4 vols.; Iowa, si vols. to N. W.

WARVELLE (G. W.) . Essays in Legal Ethics .
Reporter . ) Practically same as new 130.00

Cloth MASSACHUSETTS REPORTS , 138 vols . ,
WARVELL (G. W.) . Vendors. 2 vols . 2d ed .

new bound, and NORTHEASTERN RE

WASHBURN (E.) . Real Property. 6th ed . By

John Wurtz. 3 vols .
18.00 PORTER (to 1896), 43 vols.; fine condi

tion . A fine set 225.00

MICHIGAN REPORTS , 127 single vols. ,

EBB -TIDE IN PRACTICE . (Harrington ,Walker, Douglass, and Mich ,

The practice of law has its periods of ebb and flow in 1-123) . Fine second hand 160.00

prosperity , like other professions and trades . This peri- MISSOURI REPORTS , vols . 89 to 160, 72

odicity does not entirely depend upon the size of the bar , vols . Will complete set subsequent to

for it seems to date back to days when the number of beginning of S. W. Reporter . Practically

practitioners must have been small. For instance, Mait
140.00

land quotes (“ English Law and the Renaissance,” 1901)

from Stow's Annals thus :

MORRISON'S MINING REPORTS, 16 vols .

“This yeere ( 1557 ) in Michaelmas Terme men might Full set ; almost as new 45.00

have seene in Westminster Wall at the Kinges bench barre NEW HAMPSHIRE REPORTS, 69 vols.

not two men of law before the justices : there was but one Sound second hand 450.00

named Fostar, who looked about and had nothing to doe, the NEW JERSEY LAW REPORTS , 64 vols.

judges looking about them. In the Common Place (Com Fine second hand 115.00

mon Pleas ?) no more Sergeants but one, which was OKLAHOMA REPORTS , Vols . 1-6 . Fine

Sergeant Bouloise ( Benlowes ?) who looked about him ; second hand . .

there was elbow roome enough , which made the lawyers com

plaine of their injuries in that terme.”

TEXAS REPORTS , vols . 66 to 93 , 28 vols .

This slack state of practice either had short orbits of

Complete set , subsequent to beginning of

recurrence or dated back for a generation ; witness the
S. W. Reporter. Almost as new 40.00

same author's quotation from Ellis's Letters: U. S. APPEALS (Official Edition), 63 vols .

“ In 1536 John Rastell the lawyer and printer of law Good as new : 50.00

books complains to Cromwell that in both capacities he
UTAH REPORTS , 17 vols . Almost new 65.00

is in a bad way : he used to print from two to three hun .
dred reams in two years ; he used to make forty marks a WISCONSIN REPORTS , 107 vols . (Pinney,

year by the law and now does not make forty shillings. " 3 vols .; Wis . , 104 vols . ) Part almost as

new, balance fine second hand 150.00

LIMITATION OF ACTIONS.

The latest and best book on this subject is Wood ON

THE LIMITATION OF ACTIONS AT LAW AND IN EQUITY .
THE BOSTON BOOK CO. ,

Third edition , revised and brought down to date by John

M. Gould. One volume, law sheep, $ 6.50 net . BOSTON, MASS .

same as new

.

20.00
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Quaint and Interesting Law Books.
[ This is a Supplement to a similar list in ni Leg. Bib .]

Actes & c. de lesTrois Conferences de la Doderidge ( Şir John ). The English | New Grenada : Recopilacion de Leyes.

Haye ** Droit International Prive. 5 Lawyer . Parchment. London. 1631. 2.50 Folio . Old calf. Bogota . 1845 3.30

parts, folio ,pamphlet.LaHaye . 1893- Duer (Wm. A.). Constitutional Jurispru- Noy ( Wm. ). Principal Grounds and
1900

$ 5.00 dence of the United States . 18mo. Maxims of the Laws. 9th edition by

(Anstey ( John ) .) The Pleader's Guide, a Cloth . New York . 1856 . 1.00 Will Bythewood. Cloth .' London . 1821.
Didactic Poem . New edition . Half calf. Escriche ( Joaquin ). Diccionario Razono 1.50

London . 1803 1.00 do de Legislacion. 4to. Broken calf. Outram (George). Lyrics : Legal and

Austin ( John ). Lectures on Jurispru- Paris . 1831 : 1.50 Miscellaneous. Morocco, gilt . Edin

dence. 3d edition by Robert Campbell. Fearue (Chas.). Posthumous Works.- burgh. 1874 .. 2.0

2 vols . Cloth. London . 1869
.. 5.00 Legal Cases and Opinions . Broken calf. (Parsons (Father) ) . Answere to the Fifth

London . 1.50 Part of Reports by Syr Edward Cooke.

Government of England. ath edition . Finlason W77.). The judicialCom By a Catholicke Devyne. Parchment.

2 parts in 1 , folio . Old call. London . mittee of the Privy Council . Cloth . [ London. 1606 . 3.00

1739 3.00 London . [1878 ) : 1.00 Pardessus ( J. M. ) . Traité des Servitudes
Balilie ( Neil B. E.). A Digest of Moo Finlason (W.F.) Martial Law in Time ou Services Fonciers . Sth Edition .

hummedan Law . Cloth . London. 1865. of Rebellion . Cloth . London . 1866. 2.00 2 vols . Broken half -calf . Paris . 1838 .

3.00 Finlason (W.F.). Repression of Riotor 2.00

Bentham (Jeremy). Rationale of Judi- Rebellion ; Criminal or Civil Liability. Pollock ( Sir Frederick ) . Personal Re

cial Evidence. 5 vols. Cloth. London. Cloth . London . 1868 . 1.50 membrances of . 2 vols . Cloth . London .

1827 15,00 Fishing . – A volume containing Schultes 1887 1.50

Berryer (M ... Leçonset Modèles d'Élo- on Aquatic Rights (the law relative to Pollock ( Sir Frederick ) . Law Fraud,

quence Judiciare.' Boards. Bruxelles . fishing ), with other tracts . Old half -calf . Misrepresentation and Mistakes įn India .

1838 1.50 London . 1811 . 1.50 Cloth . Calcutta . 1894 : 4.00

Bibiiographie Administrative ou No- Fortesque (Sir John ). The Difference Raikes (Henry). Origin and Develop
menclature * des Recueils de Lois, between an Absolute and Limited Mon- ment of theEnglish Constitution . 2 vols.
d'Arrets, de Traites, etc. Boards. Paris . archy. Old calf. London . 1714. 1.50 Cloth . London . 18 ;1 .

2.50

1848 2.00 Grady (S.G.). Manual of the Mahomme- Riddell ( John ). Tracts, Legal and His
Bibliotheca Legum Angliæ . Part 1 by dan Law of Inheritance and Contract. torical . Edinburgh. 1835 2.00

John Worrall. Part 2 by Edward Brooke. Cloth . London . 1869 . 1.50 Ridley (Sir Thomas ) . View of the Civile

2 vols . 16mo . Broken calf . London . (Grant ( S. G. B.) ? ] The Conveyancer's and Ecclesiasticall Law . 4th Edition .

1788 .
4.00 Guide : a Poem. Boards. London. Broken calf . Oxford . 1675 · 1.50

Bilbao : Ordenanzas de la llustre Univer- 1821 . 1.00 Ross (Denman W.). Early History of

sidad de la Villa de Bilbao. Old calf . Hakewel ( W. ) . Modus Tenendi Parlia- Land Holding among the Germans.

Villanueva. 1813 : : 2.50 mentum . 1660. Manner how Statutes Cloth . Boston . 1883 . 3.50

Blackerhy (Samuel). The Justice of the are Enacted . 1659, 2 tracts in i volume. Roy ( Rajah ) . Judicial and Revenue Sys
Peace ; His Companion .3d edition . 24mo. Broken calf . London . 1.00 tems of India . Boards. London . 1832.

Old calf. London. 1715 . :: 1.00 Hale ( Sir Matthew : Chief Justice ). Con 1.50

Bowyer (George). Commentaries on the templations, Moral and Divine . Broken Rumsey ( Almaric ). Chart of Family

Modern Civil Law. Boards . London . calf. London . 1695 : 2.50 Inheritance, according to Orthodox Moo

1848 · 2.00 Henriot (Eugene). Mæurs Juridiques et hummudan Law , Cloth . London . 1866 .

Branch ( Thomas) .. Principia Legis et Judiciares de l'Ancienne Rome, d'après 1.00

Æquitatis ; (Maxims). 4th edition . les Poètes Latins. 3 vols ., cloth . Paris. Sairguy ( F. C. von) . System of the

Boards . London . 1822 . 1.00 1865. 4 50 Modern Roman Law . Translated by

Brooke (Robert ). On Magna Charta . Historical Essay on the Laws and Gov- Wm . Holloway . Vol. I ( no other issued ?).

1641.-N. N.,on Estates Tayle . 1641.- ernment ofRome. Old Calf . Cambridge, Cloth . Madras. 1867 :: 4.50

Special Nuisance concerning Dwelling ( Eng.). 1827 1.59 schlegel ( J ; F. W.). Neutral Rights.
Houses, etc. 1639. - E. C. (Knight). Jitta (D. J.) . La Codification du Droit Case of the Swedish Convoy. Sheep.

Little Treatise on Baile and Maine- International de la Faillite . Cloth . La Phila . 1801.. 2.00

prize . 1637: 4 tracts in one volume. Old Haye (London ). 1895 · 2.00 Sheppard (Wm .).' The Touchstone of
calf . London. 5.00 Justinian , Institutes of. With Notes by Common Assurances . Old sheep . Lon

Broom (Herbert ) . Commentaries on the Thomas Cooper. Sheep. Phila . 1812. 1.00 don . 1651 . 3.00

Common Law . 6th edition . Old calf. Kant (Emmanuel) Éléments Métaphys- Ships ofWar; Extracts from Treaties
London . 1880 . 2.80 iques de la Doctrine du Droit. Traduit relating to duties of Commanders of .

Brückner ( J. A. ) . La Nature et l'Origine par Jules Barni . Half morocco. Paris . 4to . Old calf. London , 1792 · 2.50

des Droits. 2d edition . Boards . Leip .1.50 Smith (S. B.) . Elements of ( Roman

zig . 1818 1.50 Lefevre (G. Shaw) . Agrarian Tenures. Catholic ) Ecclesiastical Law. Sth Edi

Bruns (C. G.). Fontes Juris Romani Laws and Customs in England, Ireland tion . 3 vols . Cloth . New York . 1891.

Antiqui. sth edition, curâT. Mommsen. and Scotland. Cloth . London . .1.50 6 00

Paper . Freiburg . 1887 1.50 Lewis (Hubert ). Ancient Laws of Wales. Stokes (Whitley ). The Anglo- Indian

Burn ( Richard and John ) . A New Law Edited by J. E. Lloyd . Cloth . London . Codes . 2 vols . Oxford . 1887-88 . . 9.00

Dictionary. Old calf. Dublin . 1792. 1.50 1889 . 6.00 Stroud (Geo. M.) . Sketch of the Laws

Butler ( Charles) . Horæ Juridica Subse- Manu : Ordinances of. Abridged and relating to Slavery in the U. S. 2d edi

civæ . ( Notes on old Legal Codes.) 2d translated by Raja Sivaprasod . Pam- tion . Cloth . Phila . 1856 . 1.50

edition . Calf. London . 1807
1.00

phlet. No date . 1.00 Takahashi (Saknyé). Cases on Interna

Canuti Magni Antiquæ Leges, Text in Manuscript. Folio volume of Writs, ap- tional Law during the China- Japanese
Anglo-Saxon ; translation and notes in parently precedents in New York Courts War. Cloth . Cambridge ( Eng .) . 1899.

Latin . Paper. Havniæ . 1826 just before the Revolutionary War. 506 2.75

Chronica Juridicialia , Old calf . London . pages. Old sheep 5.00 Todd (Alpheus). Parliamentary Govern

1685 1.50 | Marrot (Edouard ). Notes et Tableaux . ment in the British Colonies. Boston .

Collection of Articles , Injunctions, Statistiques relatifs a Une Nouvelle Or- 1880 5.00

Canons, & c ., of theChurch of England . ganisation Judiciare. Folio. Boards . Tudor ( Owen D.). The law of Charitable

Edw . V1. - Charles I. Old calf. London. Poitiers ( 1871-21.. 2.50 Trusts. 2d Edition . Calf, London .

1684 : 5.00 Matsunami ' ( N. ) . Collisions between 1862 · 2.00

Cour de la Chancellerie et Quelques Points Warships and Merchant Vessels accord- Wellesley (Wm . Long ). View of the

de la Jurisprudence Angloise . Boards. ing to English Law . Cloth . London . Court of Chancery, Boards. London.

London . 1827 1.00 5.50 1830 . 1.50

Corwin ( Thomas ). Life and Speeches of, Miller (John ) . Administration of Justice Wilkins ( David ). Leges Anglo Saxoni
by Josiah Morrow . Half Roxburghe. in the British Colonies in the East cæ : accedunt Leges Edw . Wm . I., &

Cincinnati. 1896 2.50 Indies . Boards. London . 1828. .1.50 Hen . I., etc. Folio . Old call. London.
Cox (Homershaw ). The British Common Molyneaux (Wm.': Case of Ireland's Wilmot ( Chief Justice). Lifeof , by John1721

5.00

wealth :theInstitutions and Principles

of British Government. Cloth , London .

being bound by Acts of Parliament in

England. Old calf . Dublin . 1698. 1.50
Wilmot. 2d edition . Calf . London .

1834 1.50 18u . 2.00

Crim. Con. Cases * before the passing of Montefiore (Joshua). Synopsis of Mer- Wimbledon. Court Rolls of the Manor
the present Divorce Act. Boards , cantile Laws, Sheep . New York, 1830. of. Cloth . London . 1866 . 4.00

London . No date : recent .) . 2.50

1.00
Wynne ( Edward ) . Ennomns, - Dialogues

DeLome (T. L.). Constitution of Eng- Nasipith ( David ) . Institutes of English concerning the Law and Constitution .
land . New edition by W. H. Hughes. Public Law . Cloth . London , 5th edition by W. M. Bythewood . 2 vols.

Old half -calf. London. 1834 : . . 1.50 1873. : 6.00 London . 1822 . 2 00

1853

: . 2.50

1900

4 vols.
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A Companion Set to the Century Digest.

THE FIRST COMPLETE ENGLISH DIGEST

MEWS DIGEST OF ENGLISH CASE LAW.

16 VOLS. , LAW SHEEP, $96.00.

Superseding and consolidating all Previous Digests of the

Reports ( both Law and Equity ) down to 1898 ;

with a selection of Irish Cases.

EDITOR -IN -CHIEF, JOHN MEWS.

Assistants,— W. F. Barry , E. E. H. Birch , A. H. Bittleston , B. A. Cohen , W. I. Cook,

E. W. Hansell , J. S. Henderson, A. Lawrence, J. M. Lely, R. C. Mackenzie, E. Manson,

R. G. Marsden , H. J. Newbolt, A. E. Randall , J. Ritchie, J. Smith, J. F. Waley, T. H.

Walker, and W. A. G. Woods.

Until now there has been no complete English Digest. The successive Common

Law Digests of Harrison, Fisher, and Mews, and the four editions of Chitty's Equity

Digest, have partially, but not simultaneously, covered the field . They have to some

extent duplicated each other, and to some extent they have failed to include all the cases.

Now, for the first time , all Law and Equity Cases are brought together in one

alphabet, and under one comprehensive arrangement, which will enable the user of the

new Digest to examine easily and thoroughly the entire range of English decisions.

Mr. Mews, the Editor, has had an experience with former digests which peculiarly

qualifies him for his present work. In the list of his assistants will be recognized many

names of well-known editors, authors, and reporters ; altogether an able and reliable staff

of specialists in different subjects.

The Digest of each case is very full , giving both statement of facts and abstract of

decision , so that the reader gets so good an idea of the case that in nine cases out of ten he

does not need to refer to the original report.

American lawyers will find in this Digest so complete a skeleton of English Law , that

owning it , in connection with the new Digest of American Law, will enable them to cover

the field of recorded decisions , and to feel sure that investigation of a point will include all

cases which can be cited , pro and con .

The English price of the set of 16 vols . , bound in cloth , is £ 20. By importing an

edition , we are enabled to offer it in this country, in our more substantial law-sheep binding.

for $ 96 .

THE BOSTON BOOK CO. ,

83 To 91 FRANCIS ST. , BACK BAY, BOSTON, MASS.
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A LAW LIBRARY IN TWO VOLUMES..

Študents,

Beginners at Practice,

Busy Lawyers,

Judges on the Bench ,

Trial Justices,

Prosecuting Attorneys,

will find Bouvier's Law Dictionary : Rawle's Revision (2 volumes, $ 12.00

net) to be a compact , concise , full, thorough , late, and reliable Enclopedædia of

the Whole Law, to be kept at hand for consultation in office or in court, when a

doubtful question of law comes up suddenly and requires prompt decision .

No one book, in such brief compass, and at such low cost, covers so many needs of

the student , lawyer, and judge, as Rawle's Revision of Bouvier .

It is too well-known to need printed commendations. If you do not know the work,

or this edition , any prominent lawyer or judge will tell you about its merits.

SURE BASIS FOR SUCCESSFUL ARGUMENTS.

&

Most of the cases that bring fees and reputation are those which present novel

facts, to which it is difficult to fit exactly any of the decisions cited in the text-books

or digests.

In preparing such cases the lawyer has to go back to bed -rock ," and found

his argument on leading cases which embody accepted principles of law.

Where shall he go to find most surely and quickly such a foundation for a con

vincing plea ? If he gropes through digests and text-books - examining every case

cited from fifty different series of reports — he will waste weeks of valuable time.

If he is wise , however, he has on his own shelves the one set of reports which will

give him at once the basis of his brief - English Ruling Cases with American

Notes (26 volumes, including Index , $ 143.00) . Here he finds, arranged under subject

headings (reprinted in full , and ready to be read in court) , the great cases which all

courts recognize as authority — with notes which enable him to follow out the principles

laid down in the leading cases — through any modifications, and into the precedents of

any jurisdiction .

THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY,

83 to 91 Francis Street, Back Bay, BOSTON, MASS.
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Published in July, A. D. 1902, by The Boston Book Company,,

Offices and Warehouse, 83' to gi Francis St., Boston , Mass.91

This paper is issued quarterly, to give information about
American and foreign legal literature. We send it without

charge to any one who asks for it,

Recipients who are interested in this number will confer a

favor by showing it to other book -buyers.
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Actions.-- Sibley (Ohio ), 6 . Evidence . - Ewbank ( Ind .), 5 . Mining. - Cockburn (Eng .), 6 .

Air . - Fletcher (Eng .), 6 . Factory Act. - Williams & Musgrave Municipal Bonds. - Harris, 6 .
Appeals. - Scholetield & Hill ( Eng . ) , 7 . ( Eng .), 7 . Negotiable Instruments. — Crawford

Bailments . - Van Zile , 6 .
Federal Citations . - Ash, 6. ( Pa .), 6 .

Banking -Hamilton (N. Y.) , 6 .
Encyclo . (Eng .), 6 .

Selover ( Ia . ) , 5 .

Bar Examination.-Bingham , 6 . McCall, 6 . Notaries . - Snyder ( N. Y.), 6 .

Thwaite ( Eng .) , 7. Pulbrook (Eng .), 7 . Negligence.- Dresser, 6 .
Bills & Notes . - Crawford, 6 .

Foot Paths. - Hunter (Eng . ), 6 . Neare (Eng . ), 7 .

Bonds.-- Harris , 6 . Open Spaces. - Hunter ( Eng . ) , 6 .

Building Societies . - Wentzburg (Eng . ), Forms:- Vaughan (Ala. ) , 5 .
Whittaker (Ohio ), 6 . Personal Injuries.--Neare (Eng .), 7 .

7 .

Wolstenholm & Copran (Eng. ), 7 .
Poor Law . - Little (Eng .), 7 .

Burial.-- Little ( Eng . ) , 7 .

Charity Trusts. - Noble (Mass.), 6 . Government. - Atkinson ( Eng.). 6.
Practice . - Little (Ky.) , 5 .

Citations . - Ash , 6 .
Questions and Answers (Eng. ) , 7.

Works ( Ind.) , 5 .

Civil Procedure . - Becker & llowe
Precedents.-Key & Elphinstone ( Eng . ) ,

Health . - Balch ( N. Y. ) , 6.
7 .

(N. Y. ) , 6.
Lumley (Eng .), 7 . Probate . - Dame (Neb .), 5 .

Chase ( N. Y. ) , 6. Questions and Answers ( Eng. ) , 7 .

Parker (N.Y.), 6 .

Public Health .- Lumley (Eng ) , 7.
Highways.--Greene ( N. Y. ) , 6.

Civil Remedies. --Budd (Calif .), 5 . Mason ( N. Y. ) , 0.

Questions and Answers (Eng .), 7 .

Clearing House,-Watson, 6 .
Railroads ( Street ).--Nellis, 6 .

History . - Carson , 6 .

Clerk's Assistant. - McCall, 6 . Wilshere (Eng .), 7 .

Railways ( Light).- Brice ( Eng .), 6 .

Coal. - Cockburn (Eng .), 6 .
Real Property . - Farrer (Eng .), 6 .

Homesteads.-Kales ( III.) , 5 .

Companies.- Lindley (Eng .), 7 .
Pattee, 6 .

House Tax . - Dowell (Eng .), 6 .
Conditions. - Farrer (Eng.) , 6. Religious Corporations. — Cumming &

Instructions . - Blashfield, 6 .

Constitutional History . - Wilshere
Gilbert ( N. Y.) , 6 .

Insurance . - Elliott, 6. Finch , 6 .

( Eng. ) , 7 .

Waugh ( N. Y. ) , 6 ,

Frost, 6. Kerr, 6 .
Conveyancing. Key & Elphinstone

Hamilton ( N. Y. ) , 6.
Sales . - Farrer (Eng . ), 6 .

(Eng .); 7
Freeman , 6 .

Wolsienholm & Copran (Eng.), 7 .
Judicial Law . - Smith , 6 .

Servant.--Smith (Eng .), 7 .
Judicial Sales. - Freeman , 6 .

Corporations. - Clemens (Kaus.), 5 . Shareholders.--Palmer (Eng .), 7 .
Juries.-- Blashtield , 6 .

Corbin (N.J.) , 5 . Statutes. - Chitty ( Eng.),0 .
Fitzpatrick & Fowke (Eng. ) , 6 . Jurisdiction . - Jenkyns (Eng.), 6. Little ( Eng.), 7 .

Hamilton ( N. Y. ) , 0 .

Jurisprudence .- Salmond (Eng.), 7 .

Marshall (Ohio ), 6 .

Justices of the Peace, - McDonald Street Railroads . - Nellis, 6 .

Smith (Cases ), 6 .
( Ind .), 5 .

Supplementary Proceedings.-- Bradner

Scholetield & Hill (Eng .), 7 .
(N. Y. ) , 6 .

Wilgus (Cases ), 6 .

Criminal Law . - Clark, 6 .
Land Acts . – Wolstenholm & Copran Supreme Court.--Carson , 6 .

(Eng .), 7 .Cook ( N. Y.), 6 .

Taxation. -Dowell (Eng .), 6.

Greene ( N. Y.) , 6 .

kenny ( Eng .), 7 . Law Lexicon . - Wharton (Eng .), 7 .

Parker ( N. Y.), 6 . Legislation . - Thring, 6 .
Trade Unions.-- Chalmers -Hunt ( Eng. ) ,6.

Dictionary. -Wharton (Eng . ) , 7 . Light.- Fletcher (Eug.), 6 .
Tramways. - Brice ( Eng .), 6 .

Elections. - Jewett ( N. Y.), 0 . Local Authorities .--kern (Eng.), 7 .
keen (Eng .), 7 .

Employer's Liability. - Dresser, 6. Local Government. - Atkinson (Eng .) ,6 United States Supreme Court.- Car

Equity . - Ames, 6 . Lumberman . - Rosenberger, 6 .

Bisphum , 6 . Magistrates. - Rogers ( Tenn .), 6 . Village Law'.- Cumming & Gilbert (N.

Beers, 6 . Master and Servant. - Smith (Eng . ), 7. Y.), 6 .

Address THE BOSTON BOOK CO ., 83 to 91 Francis St. , Back Bay, Boston, Mass.

son , 6 .

Visitors to Boston are invited to call at our retail office, basement of Barristers '

Hall , Pemberton Square,-directly opposite to the front entrance of the Court

House, - where they can communicate with our main office by telephone.
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English Ruling Cases

American Notes
with

NOW COMPLETED. 26 Volumes and Index . Price $5-50 per volume in full sheep.

2.

or

Under topical arrangement , just as wanted in briefing a case , with each general subject

of law logically laid out into its natural subdivisions, the treatment is as follows:

1.- A “ Rule of Law , " or clear general statement of the principles involved .

PLAN - Older or “ Leading Case " in full , to which the principles can be traced.

3 . Later Cases modifying or qualifying the principle .

4.- The latest Ruling Cases ” in full , as now followed by the Courts.

5.— Full English Notes , referring to and abstracting all other significant English cases on the

topic, not deemed worthy to be reprinted in full.

6.– Full American Notes , showing accord or divergence of our law, citing American cases

and connecting the English cases with our own lines of decisions .

Ready for use in Court is thus presented a logical sequence of argument based on

bed-rock principles, and comprising

UPWARDS 2000 LEADING CASES PRINTED IN FULL.

UPWARDS 20000 OTHER CASES FULLY ABSTRACTED .

UPWARDS 30000 AMERICAN CASES CITED IN THE NOTES.

Send for descriptive circulars and sample pages or for sample volumes .

Complete Digest of English Case Law
By JOHN MEWS.

From Earliest Times to 1898 , in 16 volumes. Sheep, $96.00 .

[ Special Terms to Law Libraries and to Subscribers for the Full Verbatim English Reprint or for

English Ruling Cases.]

Until now there has been no complete English Digest covering simultaneously both

Law and Equity Cases under one alphabet.

All Law and Equity Cases are here brought together under one alphabetical

arrangement , so completely digested as oftentimes to do away with the necessity (so far as any

digest can ) of consulting the original decisions.

Cites equally well to either the original paging retained in the new Verbatim Reprint

of English Reports , or to original editions.

Full Descriptive Circulars on Application .

THE BOSTON BOOK CO. , {
83 to 91 FRANCIS STREET,

BOSTON , MASS.
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NOTES.

Inquirer. - No, there has been no new edition of

RAWLE'S REVISION OF BOUVIER'S LAW DICTIONARY.

We have changed the outside lettering by adding a third

label lettered , “ A CONCISE ENCYCLOPÆDIA OF THE

Law ," but there is no change of contents ,

Too Blamed Particular.- We got recently a check

from a customer, which lacked the usual formality of a

signature. When we called his attention to this omission ,

he returned the signed check with the remark , “ You are

very particular about your checks, it seems to me! ”

NEW BOOKS IN PRESS.

We expect to publish the following books during the

summer and autumn :

ENGLISH RULING Cases. Index and Table of Cases

( 26th and Final Volume) to the Series called. I volume,

about 800 pages. Law Sheep, $5.50 net .

WILLS ON CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE , with Ameri.

can notes by CHARLES F. CHAMBERLAYNE, author of

the excellent annotations to recent editions of BEST ON

EVIDENCE and TAYLOR ON EVIDENCE . *

CASES ON THE CONFLICT of Laws, by PROF. J. H.

BEALE, JR . , of Harvard Law School ( just appointed

Dean of the new Law School of Chicago University ).

3 vols . Cloth . $ 10.50 net .

Snow's CASES ON INTERNATIONAL LAW , A new and

enlarged edition, by PROF. JAMES E. Scott, of the Law

Department of the University of Illinois. *

CASES ON COMMON LAW PLEADING (a companion

volume to MARTIN'S COMMON LAW PROCEDURE, by

OWEN D. YOUNG, Lecturer on Pleading at Boston

University, and JAMES T. KEEN .*

STROUD'S DICTIONARY OF THE English LANGUAGE

AS INTERPRETED BY THE JUDGES. A new and enlarged

edition, with copious reference to American cases. *

* Price to be announced later .

Advance in Price . — THE FULL VERBATIM ANNO

TATED ENGLISH REPRINT (Limited edition ) is so nearly

exhausted that the price is now advanced to $ 8.50 per book

on separate series of House of Lords and Prizy Council

as now completed. Subscriptions to the entire set are

however open for a short time longer at the old rate of

$ 6 per book, but so few sets are left that this price must

soon be advanced , and later wholly withdrawn. DON'T

DELAY IF YOU WANT THE SET ! SPECIAL TERMS TO

LIBRARIES.

Blackstone's Commentaries.- In trying to make

up a Bibliography of this classic , we find a hiatus between

the 15th edition by Christian, 1809, and an 18th edition

by John Williams, 1821-2 , 1822 , or 1823 (all three dates

are given in different catalogues) . The regular 16th

edition by Coleridge appeared in 1825 ; a “ New Edition "

in 1826, an 18th edition in 1829 by Lee, Hovenden and

Ryland, and a 17th edition in 1830 .

Can any reader explain this mix -up ? And especially

can any one give us dates and editors of any other

editions between 1809 and 1823 ? We know about the

“ New Edition " by J. F. Archbold , which was dated 1811 ,

but there must have been one or more other editions

between these dates to justify the numbering of Williams'

1821-23 edition .

Was there not one edition (or more) published about

that time in “ Bell's Legal Classics ? ”

Praise from Prominent Practitioners . - As an

example of commendations of RAWLE'S BOUVIER which

come to us from judges and leaders of the bar all over the

United States , we take the liberty of quoting this para

graph in a recent letter from Edward H. Rogers, Esq. , of

New Haven , Conn.:

“ The recent edition of BOUVIER's Law DICTIONARY,

revised by MR. RAWLE of Philadelphia, is one of the

most valuable books which I own . It is not only a com

plete dictionary, with clear and concise definitions of

legal terms and principles, but it is also an invaluable

digest, particularly available for quick and accurate

work. ”

Save your Rent. — Housing a large law library

means considerable expense of shelving and rent . Con

densation , if without any omission, and especially if in

more convenient form and with helps to greater useful.

ness , means saving of rent and economy in use .

THE FULL VERBATIM ANNOTATED ENGLISH REPRINT

in 150 books occupies only 40 feet of shelving as against

300 feet occupied by the 1000 original volumes. It is

clearly labeled and of uniform size for convenient shelv

ing, instead of incomplete labeling and variable size that

means shelf confusion . Yet it makes no omissions, pre

serves original paging, and has valuable annotations with

each case that save half the labor of investigation. These

are important considerations for all who use and wish to

own an English library .

Helps to Judges and Lawyers . — When the Court

wishes to investigate early decisions as cited in briefs of

counsel, it is an invaluable help to find these early deci

sions fully and concisely annotated with their whole sub

sequent history to date,, whether they are still live law,

or whether they have been overruled, or otherwise weak

ened as present authority. The counsel using these anno

tations knows whether his citations and authorities will

stand the test of the Court . Without such helps both

Court and counsel must run down these early decisions

to date through various channels, at great expense of

time and labor, with frequent chances for error.

This is one of the many important features of the Full

VERBATIM ANNOTATED ENGLISH REPRINT, and Judges

or lawyers using it have a great advantage over those

who have access only to the originals without annotations.
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TRADE OFF YOUR USELESS BOOKS.

Duplicates or other books that are of little value to you we can fit into our large

stock , and make a fair allowance in trade for other books . Offer any of the following

SESSION LAWS, ETC.

ALA . Laws 1884 , '86, and any prior to 1868.

Brickell's Stats . , 1887. 2 vols .

ARIZ. Any laws .

ARK . Laws 1868 , '74 , '85 , and any prior to 1866 .

Calif . Laws 1861, '62 , 63, '97 , and any prior to 1854.

COLO . Laws 1883, '85 , ex . '94, '97 , and any prior to 1879.

CONN . Compiled Private laws — late vols .

Laws, and any prior to 1868 .

DAK . Any laws.

DEL. Laws 1861 , ²64 , '65 , '89 , and any prior to 1859.

FLA. Any laws.

GA. Laws 1886, and any prior to 1866.

Revisions 1831 , Code '68, Stats. '82 , and any prior

to 1812 .

IDAHO. Any laws .

ILL. Laws Nov. 1882 , July , '90, Private laws 1846-7 , Jan.

'49, '63 , 67, and any prior to 1839 .

Revisions 1815 , 1824.

IND. Laws 1836, Local '37-8 to '51-2, and any prior to 1831 .

Revisions, any prior to 1831 .

Iowa. Laws 1890 to 1900, and any prior to 1848 .

Statutes 1843 .

KANS. Laws 1864 to '68, 1895 , and any prior to 1861 .

Ky. Laws 1861 to '63 , 1865 to 1900 , and any prior to 1847 .

Statutes '67 , ’77 , and later.

Statutes , any prior to 1860.

LA. Laws 1843 to '54, '60 to 1900 , and any prior to 1833.

Revisions 1828, '39, '41 , and any prior to 1820.

Codes 1870 to date .

MAINE. Public, Priv . , and Resolves prior to 1840 .

Public 1851 , '52 , '53 , and any prior to 1842 .

Private, prior to 1875 .

Statutes, any prior to 1841 .

MD. Laws 1846 to '49, '86 to 1901 , and any prior to 1839 .

Revisions 1870, '75 , '88 , Code Proc. '80, and any prior

to 1839.

Indexes to Laws -any.

MASS. Laws and Resolves, prior to 1862 .

Laws 1863, ’79.

Acts. & Res. , Reprint ( 1780-1805 ) — any.

Sup'l. to Stats . , 1888 to '95 , and any revisions prior

to 1814 .

Mich . Laws 1835–6 , '55 , Privates 1887 , '95 , '97 .

Statutes, any prior to 1838 .

MINN . Laws 1874 to 99 , and any prior to 1861 .

Laws, private, any prior to 1868 .

Revisions 1853 , Code 1885 .

Indexes 1875 , '94.

Miss. Laws 1842 to '74 , 1880 to 1900 , and any prior to 1838 .

Revisions 1892 , and any prior to 1892.

Mo. Laws 1857 , '59, 60, 61, '82 , '87 , and any prior to 1838 .

Revisions, Sup'l. 1877 , and any prior to 1835 .

MONT. Any laws or statutes .

NEB . Laws 1872 , '73 , and any prior to 1870 .

NEV. Any laws or statutes .

N. H. Laws 1852 , '55 , ²58, ²67 to '99 , and any prior to 1848 .

Revisions 1851 , '54 , '91 , and any prior to 1830 .

Indexes -- any.

N. J. Laws 1852 , '55 , '61 , '62 , '64 , '65 , '69.

Laws, any prior to 1845 .

Revisions 1833 , '38 , '43 , ’77 , '86 , and any prior to 1821 .

Indexes — any.

N. M. Any laws or statutes .

N. Y. Laws 1870, '73, '74 , '75 , '79 to '99.

Laws, any prior to 1840 .

Revisions, Webster's Laws, vol . 6, 1812 , and any

prior to 1850 .

N. C. Laws 1895, '97 , '99, 1900, and any prior to 1873 .

Revisions 1883 , and any prior to 1855 .

Ohio. Laws 1839 to '52 , and any prior to 1836.

Revisions and any prior to 1854 .

OK. Any laws or statutes.

ORE . Any laws or statutes .

PA . Laws 1875 , '77 , '90 to 1900 , and any prior to 1860.

Revisions, Smith's Laws, vols . 6 to 10, and any

prior to 1862 .

R. I. Any Acts and Resolves.

Revisions, any prior to 1822 .

S. C. Laws 1876, 1880 to 1889 , and any prior to 1870.

Any statutes or indexes.

So. DAK . Any laws or statutes.

TENN . Laws 1860to '65, '68, '70, '79, and any prior to 1851 .

Revisions 1848 , 71, vol. 3 , '84 , and any prior to 1836.

TEX . All Special laws, and any prior to 1871 .

Revisions 1845 , '78 .

UTAH . Any laws or statutes.

VT. Laws 1847 , '54 , '59 , '62 , '67 , '84 , ’96 to 1900, and any

prior to 1843 .

Revisions — any prior to 1825 .

VA. Laws 1863 , 64 (both Richmond and Alexandria ), '65 ,

'89 to 1901 .

Laws — any prior to 1847 .

Revisions 1823, '41 , 56, '83 , and any prior to 1819 .

Shepard's Stats , at Large . 3 vols .

WASH . Any laws or statutes .

W. VA . Any laws or statutes .

Wis. Local laws 1853 , '54 , 57, '61 , '85 to '91 , and any

prior to 1852 .

Wyo . Any laws or statutes .
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AMERICAN REPORTS, DIGESTS, ETC.

Published since April 1 , 1902 .

GENERAL SERIES.

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH CORPORATION Cases, new

series ( 1896-1902). Vol . 15 .

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH RAILROAD Cases, new series

( 1896-1902 ). Vol. 24 .

AMERICAN ANNUAL DIGEST. 1901 . B.

AMERICAN BANKRUPTCY REPORTS. Vol. 7. (1899-1902.)

( Vol . 8 , current, in parts . )

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL CASES (1873-1902). Vol . 7 .

AMERICAN NEGLIGENCE REPORTS. DIGEST,

AMERICAN I'ROBATE REPORTS, ANNOTATED (1897–1902 ).

Vol. 6.

AMERICAN STATE REPORTS ( 1888–1902) . Vol . 84 .

ATLANTIC REPORTER ( 1885-1902). Vol. 51. ( Vol . 52,

current, in parts .)

CENTURY DIGEST. Vol. 33 .

CYCLOPEDIA OF LAW AND PRACTICE. Vol . 3. (Appeal

Assignee .]

ENCYCLOPÆDIA OF FORMS (1897-1902). Vol . 15. [ Pub

lication - Rehearing .)

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PLEADING AND PRACTICE ( 1894-1902 ).

Vol . 23. Index .

GENERAL DIGEST, new series , Vol . 12 . 1902.

LAWYER'S REPORTS ANNOTATED (1889-1901). Vol . 54 .

Vol . 55 , current, in parts . )

NORTHEASTERN REPORTER ( 1885-1902 ) . Vol. 63. (Vol.

64, current , in parts . )

NORTHWESTERN REPORTER ( 1879-1902) . Vol . 89. (Vol .

90 , current, in parts . )

PACIFIC REPORTER (1883-1902 ). Vol . 68. ( Vol . 69, cur

rent , in parts . )

SOUTHEASTERN REPORTER ( 1887-1902 ). Vol . 40. ( Vol .

41 , current, in parts . )

SOUTHERN REPORTER (1887-1902 ). Vol . 31. ( Vol . 32 ,

current, in parts.)

DIGEST. ( Vol. 16-30 .)

SOUTHWESTERN REPORTER ( 1886–1902 ). Vol . 67. ( Vol .

68, current , in parts.)

American Reports, &c. , continued .

IDAHO .

Statutes. Code, 1902 . 4 . vols .

ILLINOIS.

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 194 .

Appellate Court . Vol . 100 .

Local. Kales ( A. H.). Homestead Exemption Laws.

$ 4.00.

INDIANA.

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 157 .

Appellate Court. Vol. 27 .

Local. Corporation Laws Annotated. $4.50.

Ewbank (L. B.). Trial Evidence . $ 6.00 .

McDonald (D.). Justice Practice. $7.50.

Works ( J. D.). Practice, Pleading and Forms.

3 vols . $ 18.00.

Iowa .

Local. Selover (A. N.) . Negotiable Instruments. $ 4.00.

KANSAS.

Reports. Supreme Court . Vol. 63.

Appellate Court. Vol. 10 .

Local. Clemens (G. C.). Domestic and Foreign

Corporations. $1.25 .

KENTUCKY.

Digest. Vols . 5 and 6. Continuation of Barbour by

Caldwell .

Session Laws. 1902.

Local. Little ( L. P.). Practice Act.

LOUISIANA.

Reports. Vol. 106.

MARYLAND .

Reports. Vol . 93 .

(Reprint). Annotated. Vol . 61 .

Session Laws. 1902.

MASSACHUSETTS.

Reports. Vol. 179.

Digest. Vol . 5 .

Local. Noble ( J.). Charity Trusts. 750 .

MichiGAN .

Reports. Vol . 126.

Digest. Campbell's Index Digest .

MISSOURI.

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 164.

Local. McCulloch ( S. J. ) . Statute Annotations .

2d ed . $ 3.00.

NEBRASKA.

Reports. Vol. 61 .

Digest. Page. 2 vols .

Local. Dame (A. K. ) . Probate and Administration.

$7.50 .

NEW JERSEY.

Reports. Equity. Vol. 61 .

Law . Vol. 66 .

Session Laws. 1902 .

Local. Corbin (W. H.). Corporations. 13th ed.

$ 1.50 .

NEW YORK .

Reports. Court of Appeals. Vol . 169.

Supreme Court . Hem's Appellate . Vol. 67 .

Criminal. Vol. 15 .

Benjamin's Annotated Cases. Vol . 9.

Miscellaneous Reports. Vol. 37 .

New York Supplement. Vol . 75. ( Vol . 76 , cur .

rent, in parts.)

Digest. Abbott's Cyclopedic. Vol . 9.

Greene's Analyzed Court of Appeal Citations.

Haveland & Greene's Analyzed New York Deci

sions and Citations. ( 1898-1902 .)

Statutes. Heydecker's Suppt.

Cumming and Gilbert's Gen'l Laws, Suppt.
Session Laws. 1902.

UNITED STATES.

U.S. SUPREME COURT REPORTS. Vol. 183. ( Vol. 184 ,

current, in parts .)

CircuiT COURTS OF APPEALS REPORTS (C. C. A. ) . Vol.

50.

FEDERAL REPORTER ( 1880-1902 ) . Vol. 113. ( Vol. 114 ,

current, in parts .)

OPINIONS OF ATTORNEY -GENERAL, Vol. 23 .

STATE AND TERRITORIAL REPORTS, ETC.

ALABAMA .

Reports. Vol . 129.

Digest. Mayfield. Vol. 3 .

Local. Vaughan ( ) . Form Book . $3.00.

ARKANSAS.

Reports. Vol . 69.
CALIFORNIA .

Reports. Vol . 135 .

Local. Budd ( J. II . ) . Civil Remedies. $6.00 .

Kann ( J. H.). Code Time Table . $ 1.50 .

COLORADO .

Session Laws. Ex , 1902.

CONNECTICUT.

Local. Mitchell ( J. G.). Connecticut Citations. $8.00 .

HAWAII.

Reports. Vol. 13. 2 vols.
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Part 2 $ .75

4.00

1.00

American Reports, &c. , continued .

Local. Balch (L.). Health Manual. $ 1.50 .

Becker ( F. S. ) and Howe ( E. D.). Civil and

Criminal Justice . 3d ed . $ 6.50.

Braduer (G. W. ) . Proceedings Supplementary to

Execution . $4.00 .

Chase (G.). Code of Civil Procedure. $3.50.

Cook ( J. T.) . Code of Criminal Procedure. $ 5.00 .

Cumming ( R. C.) and Gilbert ( F. B.). Religious

Corporations. $ 3.00.

Cumming ( R. C.) and Gilbert ( F. B. ). Village

Law . $ 3.00.

Greene ( ) . Highways. $4.00.

Greene ( ) . Annotated Tax Law . 2d ed . $3.00.

Hamilton (A. ) . Banking Laws. $ 2.00.

Hamilton (A. ) . Insurance Law. $ 2.00 .

Hamilton ( A. ) . Miscellaneous Corporations.

$2.00.

Jewett ( F.G.). Election Manual. 10th ed . $2.00.

Mason ( ) . Highways. $2.50 .

Parker (A. J. ) . Code of Civil Procedure. 2d ed .

$3.50 .

Parker ( L. R. ) . Code of Criminal Procedure.

$ 1.50.

Parker ( L. R.). Penal Code. $ 1.50 .

Snyder (W. L.) . Notaries' and Commissioners'

Manual. $ 1.50 .

Waugh (H. E. ) . Religious Corporations. $ 2.00 .
OHIO .

Local. Marshall ( E. J. ) . Private Corporations. $ 5.00.

Sibley (H. L.). Right to and Cause for Action .

10.00

AMERICAN ELEMENTARY BOOKS .

Published since April 1 , 1902 .

Sizes 870 or 12mo, binding law sheep, unless otherwise stated .

AMES ( J. B.). Cases on Equity Jurisdiction .

Cloth

Ash (M. & W. ) . Table of Federal Citations .

Vol. 2. (To be completed in 4 vols . ) 7:50

BEERS (G. E. ) . Stephen's Digest of Evidence,

with notes for New England states

BINGHAM (G. A. ) . 200 Bar Examination Ques

tions. Paper

BISPHAM (G. T. ) . Principles of Equity. 6th ed . 6.00

BLASHFIELD ( D. C.) . Instructions to Juries . 6.00

CARSON (H. L.). History of the Supreme Court

of the United States . 2 vols. .

CLARK ( W. L.). Criminal Law . 2d ed . 3.75

CRAWFORD ( J. J. ) . Negotiable Instruments Law.

2d ed . Cloth 2.50

DRESSER ( F. F. ) . Employer's Liability Acts
6.00

ELLIOTT ( C. B.). Insurance 4.00

Finch's Insurance Digest. Vol . 14 3.00

FREEMAN (A. C. ) . Void Judicial Sales. 4th ed. 4.00

FROST (T. G.). Guaranty Insurance 5.00

Harris W. H. ) . Municipal Bonds 5.00

KERR (W. A. ) . Insurance 6.00

McCALL (H. S. ) . Clerk's Assistant . 6th ed . 6.00

NELLIS ( A. J. ) . Street Surface Railroads . 6.00

PATTEE ( W. S. ) . Authorities , deductions, and

notes in real property

ROSENBERGER ( J. L.). Laws for Lumbermen . 3.50

SMITH (H. E.). Studies in Judicial Law 3.50

SMITH ( J.). Cases on Private Corporations.

2 vols . 2d ed . Cloth . . 6.00

TURING (Lord ). Practical Legislation 2.50

VAN ZILE ( P. T.). Bailments . 5.00

WATSON ( A. R.). Law of the Clearing-House . 1.75

WILGUS (H. L.). Cases on Private Corporations.

2.00

$ 1.50 .

2 vols . 10.00

ENGLISH ELEMENTARY WORKS, ETC.

Published since April 1, 1902 , or now in Press .

Whittaker ( W. H.). Code Forms. Vol. 2. $ 6.00 .

OREGON .

Reports. Vol . 39.

PENNSYLVANIA .

Reports. Superior Court. Vol . 18 .

District Court. Vol. 10 .

Digest. Pepper and Lewis. Vol. 13. [Navigation

Notaries Public .)

Local. Crawford ( J. J. ) . Negotiable Instruments .

$2.50 .

RHODE ISLAND.

Session Laws. Nov., 1901 .

TENNESSEE.

Local. Rogers ( J. L.). Magistrates' Manual and

Legal Advises. $ 4.00.

TEXAS.

Reports. • Court Reporter. Vol . 3 .

Digest. Rose's Notes. Vol. 1 and 2.

Statutes . Sayle's Civil Suppt.

VERMONT.

k'oports. Vol . 73 .

VIRGINIA .

Reports. Vol . 99 .

Digest. Hurst. Vol. 8 .

Session Laws. 1902.

WASHINGTON .

Reports. Vol. 25 .

WEST VIRGINIA .

Reports. Vol. 50 .

WYOMING .

Reports. Vol . 9 .

3.6

12.6

2. 2.0

Sise 8 vo or 12 mo, ani binding cloth ,

Any book on this list can be delivered to lawyers in the

United States at the rate of thirty ants, or to libraries on

certificate at twenty - five cents, to the shilling.

£. s . d .

ATKINSON ( ). LocalGovernment Law .

BRICE ( S. ) . Tramways and Light Railways. 2d ed . 18.0

CHALMERS-HUNT(D. R. ) . Trade Unions .

CHITTY'S STATUTES OF PRACTICAL UTILITY.

vol. 14 ..

COCKBURN ( ) . Law of Coal and other Minerals 1.16.0

DOWELL ( S. ) . Hlouse Tax Laws. 2d ed . ( In

preparation .) ..

ENCYCLOPÆDIA OF FORMS AND PRECEDENTS.

1. 7.6

FARRER ( ) . Conditions of Sale of Real Estate . 16.0

FITZPATRICK ( ) and FOWKE ( ). Secretary's

Manual on the Law and Practice of Joint Stock

Companies. . 5.0

FLETCHER ( B.). Light and Air. 4th ed ... 6.6

HUNTER ( R. ) . Preservation of Open Spaces and

Footpaths. 2d ed... 12.6

JENKYNS (H.). British Rule and Jurisdiction be

yond the Seas . 15.0

vol. 1 :

Corrigenda.- Bancroft-Whitney Co. of San Fran

cisco kindly call our attention to the fact that the citation

on p. 569 of RAWLE'S REVISION OF BOUVIER'S LAW

DICTIONARY , Vol. 2 ( title “ Papers " ), reading 42 Pac. 216 ,

should be 24 Pac. 216. Better overhaul your Bouvier and

correct the citation accordingly .
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10.0

10.0

.

3.10.0

3.10.0

4.10.03 vols .

1.6

2.6

7.6

KEEN ( ) . Tramway Companies and Local Au

thorities .

KENNY ( ) . Outlines of Criminal Law

KEY ( ) and ELPHINSTONE ( ) . Precedents in

Conveyancing. 7th ed . 2 vols. .

LINDLEY ( N. ) . Companies. 6th ed. 2 vols .

LITTLE (J. B. ) . Poor Law Statutes .

LITTLE ( ) . Law of Burial. 3d ed . ( In prepa

ration .]

LUMLEY ( ) . Public Health. 6th ed . [In prep

aration .) .

NEARE ( ) . Personal Injuries . .

PALMER ( F.B. ) . Shareholders' Companion. 21st ed .

PULBROOK ( ) . Common Company Forms...

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS from the “ Justice of

the Peace,” connected with Local Government,

Public Health , & c. ....

SALMOND ( ) . Jurisprudence, or Theory of the
Law ..

SCHOLEFIELD ( ) and HILL ( ) . Appeals from

Justices .

SMITH (C. M. ) . Master and Servant. 5th ed . .

THWAITE ( ) . Guide to Intermediate Examina

tion .

WHARTON ( J. J. S. ) . Law Lexicon . 1oth ed .

WILLIAMS ( ) and MUSGRAVE ( ) . Factory Act

WILSHERE ( ) . Analysis of Taswell-Langmead's

English Constitutional History.

WOLSTEN HOLM ( E. P.) and CAPRON ( ) . Forms

and Precedents adopted for use under the Con

veyancing and Settled Land Acts, 1881-1890.

6th ed...

WURTZBURG ( E. A. ) . Building Societies . 4th ed .

1.12.6
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3.6

WRITE IF YOU HAVE LAW MAGAZINES,

(Odd Vols . , &c . )

American Lawyer, odd vols , i to6 .

American Law Register, new series, vols . 30 to 35 , (whole

series, vols. 39 to 44 ).

American Law Journal, vol . 6.

American Law Review, new series , vols . 30 to 36.

Bench and Bar (Chicago ), odd vols, i to 5 .

Chicago Legal News, odd vols . 17 to 30.

California Law Journal, odd vols . 1 , 2 .

California Legal Record , odd vols , 1 , 2 .

Columbia Jurist , odd vols, i to 3 .

Columbia Law Times, odd vols . I to 6.

Criminal Law Magazine, odd vols . 16 to 18.

Denver Law Journal , odd vols . 1 , 2 .

Forum Law Review, vols, i to 3.

Harvard Law Review, vols, i to 5 .

Indiana Law Journal, vols. I to 3.

Indiana Law Magazine, vols, i to 5 .

Insurance Law Journal, odd vols. 20 to 30.

Internal Revenue Record , vols . 25 , 28 , 29, 38 .

Jurisprudent, i vol.

Kansas Law Journal , vols . i to 5 .

Kentucky Law Journal , 2 vols .

Kentucky Law Reporter, full sets .

(Monthly) Law Reporter, vols. 25 , 26, 27 .

Law Students' Helper, vols. 6 to 8 .

Louisiana Law Journal , i vol .

Medico Legal Journal, vols . 1 , 2 .

Michigan Law Journal , vols . I to 7 .

National Corporation Reporter, 1 , 2 , 7 , 9 to 15 .

New Jersey Law Journal, odd vols, or sets.

Ohio Law Journal , vol . 1 .

Ohio Legal News, vol . 1 .

Pacific Law Magazine, 1.vol.

Pacific Law Reporter, vols. i to 15 .

Quarterly Law Journal ( Va. ) , vols . 2 , 4 .

Quarterly Law Review (Va .), vols. 1 , 2 .

San Francisco Law Journal , vol . 1 .

Southern Law Journal, vols . I to 3 .

Southern Law Times, vols . 1 , 2 .

Tennessee Legal Reporter, vols , i to 3.

Texas Law Journal, vols . i to 5 .

Texas Law Review, vols , i to 6 .

U. S. Monthly Law Magazine, vols . 5 , 6.

Virginia Law Journal, vols . 1 , 6, 8 , 14.

Western Law Journal, vols. 6 to 10.

Western Law Monthly , vols. 3 to 5 .

Yale Law Journal, vols . i to 10.

7 " If you want any volumes of Reports, laws , stat .

utes or law periodicals, advise us we have a large stock

constantly on hand.

3.0

1. 1.0

16.0

BRITISH EMPIRE.

REPORTS, DIGESTS, STATUTES.

Published since April 1 , 1902.

ENGLAND.

Reports.

English Reports Reprint . Vol . 20. ( Privy Coun

cil . Vol. 9. )

Revised Reports. Vol . 54 .

Saunders & Austin , Locus Standi. Vol . 2, part 2 .

Times Law Reports . Vol . 17 .

Law Times. Vol. 112 .

SCOTLAND .

Reports.

Scot's Revised Reports. Macpherson . Vol . I.

AUSTRALASIA . (Commonwealth .)

Statutes. Vol . I.

INDIA .

Reports.

Bombay Law Reporter. Vol . 3. (1901.) ( Vol . 4,

current, in parts .)

Punjab Law Reporter. Vol. 2. ( 1901. ) ( Vol . 3 ,

current, in parts .)

CANADA. (Dominion.)

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 31 .

British Columbia. Reports. Vol . 8 .

Nova Scotia . Reports. Vol. 34 .

Ontario. Reports. Law Reports. Vol. 3 .

Quebec. Reports. Revised Reports. Vol. 26 .

Official. King's Bench . Vol. 10.

Superior Court. Vol. 19 .

Practice. Vol . 3.

Good Summer Reading.- If you are held up by

hot weather in your office or at your home - and want

something to keep you awake- not too wide awake, but

just in an easy , cool, restful, contented, blissfully quies

cent state of mind and body, take down the back volumes

of your set of THE GREEN Bag , or if you are so unfortu

nate as not to own it , borrow some back numbers from

your luckier neighbor, and just browse through its pleas

ing pages. You will find it like a southwest breeze

fresh from Buzzard's Bay or Vineyard Sound , soothing,

refreshing, and subtly stimulating.
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Subscriberssay

“ BETTER THAN ORIGINALS.”

“ IMPORTANT ANNOTATIONS.”

" IMMENSE VALUE ."

“ ADMIRABLY PLANNED."

“ REFERENCES FACILITATE INVESTIGATION . "

“ GREATEST PRACTICAL BENEFIT ."

“ ENTIRELY SATISFACTORY."

" WHAT EVERY GOOD OFFICE SHOULD CONTAIN ."

" WILL RETAIN COMMERCIAL VALUE . "

LIMITED EDITION without plates. Last obtainable consignment

now on sale . Covers all regular reports ( without

omissions and with original paging) from Year Books to current set of Law Reports . Price

$6.00 per book , subject to early advance. Separate series priced on request. Special

terms to law libraries. Sample volumes and full information on application to

THE BOSTON BOOK CO. 83-91 Francis Street,Back Bay
BOSTON, MASS.
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Published in October, A. D. 1902 , by The Boston Book Company,

Address, 83 10 91 Francis St., Back Bay, Boston , Mass.

This paper is issued quarterly, to give information about

American and foreign legal literature. We send it without

charge to any one who asks for it .

Recipients who are interested in this number will confer a

favor by showing it to other book-buyers .

CONTENTS OF THIS NUMBER.

Anecdotes p. 8 | International Law p . 4

Bargains in English Reports . II Latest Reports, etc. 12, 13

Case Law 6 | Latest Text Books 13

Conflict of Laws JO New Law Books 3, 4

E. R. C. Completed . 16 Portraits of Great Judges
3

Encyclopædia of the Law 14, 15 Publications of B. B. Co. 7

Illumination of the Law . 5 Rare and Interesting Books 9

Interesting Reading 3 Reprint of ail the English Reports . 2, 5

»

“ THE FOUNTAIN HEAD OF THE LAW .”

Ideal law books."

" A book of principles.”

" The finest set of law books. "

" The best selection of cases. "

" Of inestimable practical value."

" The best law books of the times. "

" There is no superior work extant. '

" The most valuable work of its kind.”

" The most satisfactory of law books."

The whole body of the unwritten law .”

" Incomparably the best series of the century. "

" It will be hazardous to prepare a brief without consulting

this great work ."

These are the opinions of leading lawyers in different parts of the United States

as to ENGLISH RULING CASES. See the last page of this number.

E.

R.

C.

Visitors to Boston are invited to call at our retail office , basement of Barristers '

Hall, Pemberton Square (directly opposite to the front entrance of the Court

House), where they can telephone to our main office ( Nos . 83 to 91 Francis St. ,

Back Bay ; - take Ipswich -street cars from Park - street Subway Station ).
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Four-Fifths of the limited edition of the FULL REPRINT

of the ENGLISH REPORTS ( 150 volumes, issucd monthly at

$6.00 per volume) have been subscribed for.

Particulars as to the sets still available can be learned on

application to THE BOSTON BOOK CO ., 83 to 91 Francis S ,

Back Bay, Boston, Mass.

.

SUBJECT INDEX TO THIS NUMBER.

Accidents. - Minton -Senhouse ( Eng. ) , 13. Criminal Law . - Abbott, 13. Jury .-- Blashfield, 13 .

Actions.- Sibley , 13 . Hardwicke, 13 . Justices . - Dugan ( N. Y. ) , 12 .

Admiralty.-Williams & Bruce (Eng.), Curious Cases. - Milburn , 13. Law Dictionary . - Bouvier, 14 , 15 .

4, 13 .
Domestic Relations. - Gilbert ( N. Y.), Licensing. – Paterson (Eng . ), 13 .

Anglo-Saxon Law . - Seebohm , 13 . 12.
Parliamentary Law.-Stevens , 13 .

Banking . - Morse, 13. Electric Lighting.-Will ( Eng.. , 13 . Personal Injuries.- Baldwin ( Mich . ), 12 .

Burial.- Little ( Eng . ) , 13. Encyclopædia of the Law . - Bouvier,5. Pleading. – Young & Keen's Cases, 4.

Case Stated . - Boulton ( Eng .) , 13. English Statutes . - Chiity Supplement, Portraits of Judges.- (Article) 3 .

Charities . - Bourchier.Chilcott (Eng. ) , 13. 4. Practice . - Collins ( N. Y. ) , 12 .

Choques . - Watson ( Eng .), 13.
Evidence (Circumstantial) . Wills Saunders ( Eng .) , 13.

Circumstantial Evidence.-Wills , 4 . (Eng .), 13 . Walt , 13.

Collleries. - Hamilton & Forbes (Eng.), Factories . - Abrahain & Davies (Eng.), Sale of Goods. - Chalmers (Eng. ), 13 .
13 . 13.

Stamp Duties. - Bond (Eng . ), 13 .

Commercial Caser . - McMaster, 13 . Federal Judicature ( Article ) 3. Star Chamber . - Schotield , 13.

Commercial Law.-Hargis , 13 . Fishery . - Oke ( Eng . ) , 13 . Streets ( Private ). - Scholetield & 10

Company Law . - Goiraud ( Eng. ) , 13 . Forms. - Encyclopædia ( Eng . ) , 13 . (Eng .), 13.

Palmer ( Eng. ) , 13 . Health . - Lumley ( Eng . ) , 13 . Taxation . - Dowell ( Eng . ) , 13.

Conflict of Laws.–Beale's Cases, 3 . Stephen (Eng .), 13 . Trial Brief .-Abbott , 13 .

Contracts :-Leake (Eng. ) , 13. Highways.- Mason ( N. Y.) , 12 . Tribal Custom . - Seebolim , 13 .

Shipp, 13. Individual Liberty .- (Article ) 3 . Verdicts (Special ).- Vilas (Wis . ), 12 .

Copyright.—Macgillivray ( Eng . ) , 13 . Intercorporate Relations.-Noyes, 13 . Workmen . - Abraham & Davies (Eng.),

Corporation ,-Taylor, 13 . Iuternational Law (Cases ).- Scott, 13 . 13.

Wentworth & Miller (Pa .), 12 . Interpleader . - Maclennan , 4 . Minton - Sephouse (Eng .), 13 .

Lawyers interested in the light literature of their profession

are reminded that THE GREEN BAG is a treasure-house of

legal history, biography and portraiture.

The annual subscription ($4.00) insures a( insures a monthly supply of

entertaining and stimulating matter.

The set of thirteen bound volumes ($32.50) is full of good leisure

hour reading, rendered graphic by illustrations
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as soon as

PORTRAITS OF GREAT ENGLISH JUDGES.

We have now in

press , and shall issue

about

this paper reaches its

readers, a handsome

circular of forty pages,

bound in cloth inlaid

with small portraits,

and containing fifteen

full page half-tone por

traits of famous judges.

The letter-press of the

circular contains com

plete information in

regard to English Bul

ing Cascs with Ameri

can Notes, and is in

tended to advertise that series, which has just been com

pleted by the publication of a twenty -sixth volume

containing a Subject Index and Tables of English and

American cases reported in full or cited in the notes.

The judges whose portraits are given are —

Sir Edward Coke. 1552-1633

Sir Matthew Hale. 1609-1676

Lord Chancellor Hardwicke. 1690-1764

Chief Justice Mansfield. 1704-1793

Sir William Blackstone. 1723-1780

Lord Chancellor Thurlow . 1732-1806

Lord Chancellor Loughborough. 1733-1805

Chief Justice Ellenborough. 1750-1818

Lord Chancellor Eldon . 1751-1838

Lord Chancellor Lyndhurst. 1772-1863

Lord Chancellor Campbell. 1779-1861

Lord Chancellor Cottenham . 1781-1851

Sir Frederick Pollock . 1783-1870

Chief Justice Cockburn. 1802-1880

Chief Justice Russell . 1832-1900

If the printers and binders do their parts well , this

book will be a very handsome and effective brochure,

worthy of respectful consideration from even the busiest

counsel and the most eminent judges. It will not be for

sale , but we shall be glad to send it without charge to

1. Anyone who owns ENGLISH RULING CASES or the

Full REPRINT OF ENGLISH REPORTS.

2. Anyone who will seriously consider the purchase of

either of these sets .

3. Anyone who will send us a cash order for at least

$ 10.00 worth of books mentioned in this number.

INTERESTING READING FOR LAWYERS.

No articles in THE GREEN Bag have ever attracted

more attention and praise than the series by Van Vechten

Veeder, entitled " A Century of English Judicature," which

ran through the numbers of the year 1901–2 . We are glad

to be able to promise two more series of articles in The

GREEN Bag by Mr. Veeder during the coming year. He

describes them thus in a recent letter :

“ One series will be called A CENTURY OF FEDERAL

JUDICATURE. It will be a sketch of the justices of the

Supreme Court of the United States along the lines

of my former sketch of English Judicature. The case

bibliography will be somewhat exhaustive. Marshall,

Story , Taney, Curtis, Miller, Field, Bradley, and Gray

will be fully treated . Washington, McLean, Grier,

Nelson, Clifford, Wayne, Chase, Strong , Waite,

and Blatchford will also receive due attention . Of the

present justices .I shall give only an exhaustive list of

leading opinions.

“ The other articles will be entitled THE JUDICIAL

HISTORY OF INDIVIDUAL LIBERTY . It was suggested by

Justice Miller's statement in Ex parte Bain , 121 U. S. 12 ,

that in the construction of the language of the Constitu

tion we should place ourselves as nearly as possible in

the condition of the framers of that instrument. Refer

ring to Article V. of the Constitution he said that the

framers had undoubtedly been for a long time absorbed

in considering the arbitrary encroachments of the crown

on the liberty of the subject , and were imbued with the

necessity of providing proper safeguards for the future .

The article will therefore illustrate the encroachments

which the framers had in mind in formulating their doc

trine of individual liberty, by systematic examination of

the English State Trials for treason , conspiracy, sedition ,

and criminal libel , &c . The subject will be treated in

three divisions : from Tudor times to the English Revolu

tion ; from the Revolution to the adoption of the United

States Constitution ; and, as illustratingwhat the founders

succeeded in avoiding, from 1789 to present times .”

NEW LAW BOOKS.

A Debt of Liberal Patronage.- We print (with

blushes) the conclusion of a letter recently received from

J. T. HOLMES of Columbus, O., as follows : ---

“ The lawyers of America owe your house a debt of

gratitude (not to refer to the debt of liberal patronage)

for those most attractive English and English - American

law books -- ENGLISH RULING CASES ; the ENGLISH

ENCYCLOPÆDIA OF LAW ; Mews' DIGEST OF ENGLISH

LAW ; -- and, greatest of them all , the ANNOTATED

REPRINT OF ENGLISH CASE LAW , now in progress of

publication . "

We shall publish in October the following books:

Conflict of Laws. — CASES ON THE CONFLICT OF

Laws, by PROF. J. H. BEALE, JR . , of the Harvard Law

School (who is to be Dean of the new Law School of the

University of Chicago ). 3 vols. , half sheep, $ 10.50 net.

This is an excellent collection , giving about 400 common

law cases , and also 75 cases from European countries,

Egypt , and South Africa. About 1500 other American ,

English , and Canadian cases are cited in the notes, besides

a large number of foreign decisions . This appears to be

a much larger collection of authorities than are cited in

any previous book. As in other Harvard case-books, no

head-notes are printed with the cases , but the “ Sum

mary " of about 50 pages is an excellent guide to their

( See Contents, etc. , on p. 10. )use.
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New Law Books- continued .

International Law . - Prof. James B. Scott of the

University of Illinois started several months ago to

prepare a new edition of Snow's Cases ON INTERNA

TIONAL LAW . He has developed so much new matter,

however, and made such changes , that we have decided

to call the work Scott's CASES ON INTERNATIONAL

LAW, FOUNDED ON Snow. His principal improvement

has been in substituting decisions of the courts, in

instances where Dr. Snow gave dicta from text-books

or other sources , - thus stating and supporting every

proposition in the words of the judges. We hope to

publish this important work about October 15th . The

volume will be larger than its predecessor- will be

bound in cloth ,—and will sell at the same price , $3.50 net.

Admiralty . — We have imported a limited edition

of the THIRD EDITION of WILLIAMS AND BRUCE's

JURISDICTION AND PRACTICE OF THE English Courts

OF ADMIRALTY ; revised by Hon . Mr. Justice Gainsford

Bruce, and C. F. Jemmett, B.C.L. - in one volume, bound

in half-calf, to sell for $ 9.00 net. As our American litera .

ture of Admiralty is meagre , this new edition will interest

all practitioners in that branch of the law .

INTERNATIONAL LAW .

Although International Law has been repeatedly

declared by English and American courts to be part of

the Municipal Law of their respective countries ( Barbuit's

case, 1737 , before Lord Talbot ; Triquet v. Bath, 1764 ,

3 Bur., 1478 , before Lord Mansfield ; The Scotia, 1871 ,

7 Wall. , 170 ; The Paquette Habana, 1899, 175 U. S. 677 ) ,

writers on International Law have usually contented

themselves with a theoretical treatment, citing, more or

less aptly , cases (in the footnotes) , provisions of treaties ,

opinions of diplomats and text -book writers . But the

views of text-book writers are not law, and as Mr. Justice

Gray said in The Paquette Habana, “ Such works are

resorted to by judicial tribunals, not for the speculations

of their authors concerning what the law ought to be, but

for trustworthy evidence of what the law really is . ” Or,

as Lord Salisbury once said : “ International Law depends

generally on the prejudices of the writers of text -books. "

If then , as Mr. Justice Gray maintains, “ International

Law is part of our law, and must be ascertained and ad

ministered by courts of justice of appropriate jurisdic

tion , as often as questions of right depending upon it are

duly presented for their determination, ” it would seem

high-time to treat International Law as a regular branch

of Municipal Law , as it is passed upon by the courts , is

made by the courts and is recorded in judicial reports ,

PROF. JAMES B. SCOTT of the University of Illinois , in

undertaking to prepare a new edition of Snow's CASES

ON INTERNATIONAL LAW, endeavored to find adjudi

cated cases on all points treated by the author. His

search was so successful that he determined to change

the method of treatment to conform to this view of

the subject. The new collection , - while founded on DR .

SNOW's excellent work , and using much of its material,

will be so much altered in substance and in treatment,

that it will be published under ProF. Scott's name.

English Statutes. - CHITTY'S STATUTES OF PRAC

TICAL UTILITY - a set of 13 volumes – was published in

1894. Annual supplements have been issued , but the

multiplication of thin volumes is so irritating that owners

of the set will be glad to get the CONSOLIDATED SUPPLE

MENT, 1895 TO 1901, which we have just issued in one

volume, sheep , price $ 10.00 net.

Completion of Ruling Cases . — As announced else

where in this number, we have completed English

Ruling CASES WITH AMERICAN Notes by the publica

tion of a twenty-sixth volume containing an Indexand Scott's Cases on International Law are wholly de
Tables of Cases, prepared by Richard Manson and

revised for American use by John M. Gould (author of

Gould on Waters, etc. ) . This is bound in sheep, uni

formly with the set , and sells for $ 5.50 net.

We are sorry to say that YOUNG AND KEEN'S CASES

ON PLEADING (intended as a companion volume to

Martin's COMMON LAW PROCEDURE AND PLEADING )

and CHAMBERLAYNE's American edition on WiLLS ON

CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE are not yet ready. We

hope to announce their publication in the January

number of LEG . BIB .

We would remind readers who are making full pur

chases, of the Third EDITION OF Wood ON LIMITA

TIONS, recently issued in one volume ( $ 6.50 net ) , with

revision and notes by JOHN M. Gould, and MACLENNAN

ON INTERPLEADER ( $ 5.00 net ) , a Canadian work citing

American cases .

We again explain that the additional label on the back

of RAWLE'S BOUVIER, lettered “ A CONCISE ENCYCLO

PÆDIA OF THE LAW ," does not indicate any further

changes in the contents of the work, but is only intended

to call more prominent attention to the encyclopædic

features of this most useful work.

rived from adjudicated cases of English and American

courts , and although text-books are not neglected , they

are not cited in the text , but in notes. Opinions of diplo

mats and diplomatic incidents are likewise relegated to

the foot-notes and the principles which the text -writers

and diplomats sought to enforce are to be found in

actual decisions of the courts, which are printed in the

text . In this way the fundamental principles of Interna

tional Law are derived from the decided cases .

As some subjects do not lend themselves so easily to

this treatment, they are cited in the foot -notes under the

appropriate case . Foreign cases are but sparingly cited

in the notes , but in the syllabus prefixed to the book , ref

erences are given to foreign authorities in which these

diplomatic incidents and foreign cases generally are

amply discussed. The syllabus supplements the cases

by specific references to English , American , French and

German works of authority, and at the end of each

section of the syllabus, references are given to articles in

English , American and foreign journals.

Through this treatment fundamentals of the science

may be learned from the decisions of the courts which

form the text ; while the syllabus will place the literature

of the subject at the disposal of the reader so that the

book will serve not only as a text-book but as a guide to

further systematic study.
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ILLUMINATION OF THE LAW .

A point of noticeable difference between the decisions

of English and of American courts is that the latter are

generally written by one judge, after discussion by the

court in conference, and may be luminous or the reverse,

according to the legal and literary ability of the writer ;

while in English cases it frequently happens that several

judges express their opinions, agreeing as to conclusions,

but differing as to reasons for the decision . Each judge

in a straightforward, matter-of - fact way tells why he con

curs . The result is much more many-sided , comprehen

sive, and suggestive than under our method.

Take , for instance, at random , the case of Ilott v.

Wilkes, 25 English Ruling Cases 85 , topic, “ Tort.” The

“ Rule " of law deduced from the cases by the editor

( which is really a terse syllabus) is this : “ Where a per

son for the protection of his property sets instruments

which are dangerous to a trespasser, it seems that by

common law the right of action of a trespasser who is

hurt by such instruments depends on whether he has

notice of their being there or not.” After statement of the

facts and argument of counsel, Abbott, Ch . J. , gives his

opinion at length, merely on ground of notice , that action

cannot be maintained. Bayley, J. , concurs, disclaiming

any desire to encourage by his opinion the practice of

placing spring -guns, with or without notice, but agreeing,

so long as such practices are legal , that due notice pre

cludes ground for action. Holroyd, J. , concurs mainly

on the ground that after notice the springing of the gun

was the trespasser's own action for which the owner of the

property could not be held liable . Best , J. , also concur

ring, goes further than his colleagues and maintains that

spring-guns are not only legal , but necessary, as means

for preventing intrusions upon property and destruction

of game. Here are four judges, agreeing as to their

decision, but so arguing on the facts and the law as to

bring up many different phases of the question involved .

In appeal cases before the House of Lords this char

acteristic becomes even more marked. In Cox v . Hick

man , for instance, ( 19 E. R. C. 323, topic “ Partnership ” )

the Lord Chancellor put the following question to the

judges : “ Are the defendants in this case liable as

acceptors of the bills of exchange declared upon ? " Justice

Blackburn, Baron Channell, Justice Crompton , Justice

Williams, Justice Whitman and Chief Baron Pollock

replied separately ; and later Lord Campbell (Lord

Chancellor), Lord Cranworth and Lord Wensleydale

delivered separate opinions. Here are nine different

opinions on the question whether an agreement to share

profits necessarily constitutes a partnership .

This illuminating quality of English decisions gives them

distinctive value apart from their weight as precedents.

A Literary as well as Legal Author.- JAMES

SCHOULER, well known to lawyers as the author of

standard treatises on WILLS, EXECUTORS, ETC., is

equally well known to general readers through his inter

esting “ History of the United States from the Adoption

of the Constitution to the Close of the Civil War "

(6 vols , cloth , $13.50) . The critical “ Nation " says of this

work that there is “ no narration of such ample historical

scope, " and John Fiske calls it " an excellent work , filling

a place which no other book pretends to fill .”

CYC-DIC.

To emphasize the fact that Rawle's REVISION OF

BOUVIER's Law DICTIONARY (2 vols . , $ 12.00 ) is an ency

clopædia as well as a dictionary, we added. on the back

of each volume recently bound, a third label lettered,

“ A Concise Encyclopædia of the Law .”

MR . RAWLE, in his preface says:

“ This work , as originally prepared in 1839, was more

strictly a dictionary of the law. The edition of 1867 was

prepared by many hands, and was somewhat of a legal

encyclopædia as well as a law dictionary. The edition of

1883 added a large amount of new matter along both lines,

but more particularly in the way of an encyclopædia. In

the present edition it has been the editor's aim to make the

work a complete dictionary of the law, and also to develop

it still more fully on its encyclopædic side , extending very

largely the lines on which the editions of 1867 and 1883

were based, and he has endeavored by re-arranging titles

and by cross-references to unify and harmonize the whole.

“ So far as the prescribed limits permit, the important

topics of the law have been treated fully , especially

those in which the law has shown marked development

in the last fifteen years. The present edition contains

over 4,000 new works and titles. The new topics

(other than mere defined words) and those which have

received new treatment number several hundred . "

This increasingly encyclopædic character of its contents

(together with its established reputation for fullness and

accuracy) explains the hold which BOUVIER has on the

profession , as the most valuable work in law literature.

TRADES ON BOUVIER.

RAWLE'S REVISION OF BOUVIER's Law DICTIONARY

is so far superior to previous editions (over a third of the

matter is entirely new) that lawyers ought to get it - just

as they get every new revision of their State Statutes.

But many lawyers cling fondly to their old editions of

Bouvier, and hesitate to pay $ 12.00 for Rawle's

REVISION . They ought to give away the old books to

young lawyers or students, and buy the latest authorities

for their own practice.

But where they dislike to throw or give away the

earlier editions, we will meet them half way by allowing

as follows in part trade for old editions of Bouvier, in

good sound condition : -

Editions prior to 1867 we allow $ 2.00 ,

1867 to 1882 3.00,

1883 or later " 4.00 ,

making balance due us for RAWLE'S REVISION $10.00,

$ 9.00 and $ 8.00 respectively , purchaser paying delivery of

his book to us, and if he sends cash balance with orders

we paying delivery charges of our book to him.

Price already raised .-We warned lawyers when

the Full REPRINT OF THE ENGLISH REPORTS was be

gun , that the only way to get any Separate Series was to

subscribe before the series began . We were thus able to

furnish the House Lords Series and the Privy Council

at $7.50 per volume, to original subscribers. There are

only a few of these two series left . We can supply them

( for the present) at $ 10 per volume for the H. L. Series,

and $ 8.50 for the P. C. The Chancery Series ( Vol . 1

ready about Oct. 10) can still be subscribed for at $7.50
per volume.

66
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A BREEZY PREFACE ON CASE LAW.

MR. MANSON's Preface to the Index Volume (published

this month ) of ENGLISH RULING Cases, is rather more

readable than the average Introductions to law books.

We quote from it as follows :

Matthew Green in his poem “ The Spleen , " written

early in the Eighteenth Century, describes —

Law grown a forest where perplex

The byeways and the brambles vex ;

Where the twelve verderers* every day

Are changing still the public way.

And if we miss the way and err ,

We grievous penalties incur ;

And wanderers tire and tear their skin ,

And then get out where they got in ."

If this was so when Green lived , the description is

much more true io-day, when case law and statute law

have multiplied a hundred -fold , — when new provinces,

such as mercantile law, insurance, company, and patent

law, have been added to the common law, and when the

Anglo-Saxon race has spread to all parts of the world .

To this legal labyrinth there is but one clue - the clue of

principle. “ Legal principle , " as Professor Jethro Brown

well said in his address on the “ Purpose and Method of

a Law School ” (Law Quarterly Review , Jan., 1902 ),

" legal principle is the thing of supreme importance and

value." Led by this guide, from the “ mists and errors

and tempests of ,"

argued whether those facts disclose a legal right of

action ; and authorities are cited, one side by counsel

affirming, the other side denying the right ; and, if well

argued, not nly the rule , but the reason of the rule, is

elicited and emphasized. Then the judge, as judicial

arbitrator, declares the law after a critical appreciation of

principle and precedent. In this way the leading

principle on some branch of law is impressed indelibly

on the mind , and it is helped often by an interesting

" setting . ” It may be Lord Barnard's unroofing of Raby

Castle to spite his heir , associated with the doctrine of

equitable waste, or the romance of the young English

man who married a Metabele girl with native ceremonies,

or the perversity of the Six Carpenters who would not

pay for their liquor .

When once we have clearly grasped such a ruling

principle, we can easily go on and follow the various ex

tensions of the principle, the exceptions and qualifications

each again argued out and illustrated in a concrete case .

But the best proof of the popularity and success of the

method is its growing adoption. Thus, besides the

classic works, Smith's Leading Cases in Common Law,

and White and Tudor's Cases in Equity, many recent

American or English Collections of Cases carry out this

method of case -law -teaching systematically , applying it

not fragmentarily to isolated portions of law, but com

prehensively and completely to the whole field of Amer.

English

words,"we ascend the mountain of truth,and from its cincidentally, in these volumes,we come upou a bit of
history or antiquarianism or some jeu d'esprit, showing

all the brighter for a somber background. For instance,

there is Sir George Rose's celebrated epitaph on Preston ,

the great conveyancer, wittily reproducing the various

terms of art familiar to the lawyer:

Stern death hath cast into abeyance here

A most renowned conveyancer :

Then lightly on his head be laid

The sod that he so oft conveyed .

In certain faith and hope he sure is .

His soul, like a scintilla juris ,

In nubibus expectant lies ,

To raise a freehold in the skies ."

- or

vantage ground can survey the whole domain of law

lying mapped out at our feet . But knowledge of

principle, this wide vision , how are we to attain to it ?

Professor Brown again gives us the answer , “ The study

of case law is the one way to know the law .” This is his

deliberate opinion, and it is shared by most of those who

have thought the matter out. America has now , in large

measure, made the study of decided cases the principal

basis of instruction from the beginning of the course, and

in matters of legal education America leads the way.

What are the alternatives ? There is the text - book -

its oral counterpart , the lecture. There is the digest .

There is the moot. Undoubtedly a legal treatise may be

instructive and illuminating to a high degree. So, too,

to the practitioner on the track of cases , a digest is inval

uable as collecting and arranging, in alphabetical , or

some other intelligible order, “ the codeless myriad of

precedent.” But in the text -book the law is too con

densed for the immature student ; in the digest , there is

wanting the thread of principle to string together the loose

units . The moot is merely an acted case . In the case law

method of teaching, exemplified in Ruling Cases , " we

have the advantages of the text -book ard the digest com

bined, with something superadded. The law in cases is

teaching by examples — the simplest way of all . Each

leading or ruling case is an object-lesson , inculcating and

illustrating just one principle of law. It is indeed for

that very reason that it is chosen , because it sets forth

this one principle most clearly and comprehensively, dis

engaged from any special circumstances. The student

can thus concentrate his whole attention upon it . First ,

there are the facts , so far as material, which give rise to

the claim , succinctly stated . Then the question of law is

The number of judges in Green's day was twelve .

6
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In the volume dealing with Perpetuities, and the rule

against them as affecting executory devises, occurs the

case of Cadell v . Palmer. A literary interest attaches to

this case, because it is identified, in the tradition of

Chancery Bar, with the suit of Jarndyce v . Jarndyce, in

Dickens's well-known description of the old Court of

Chancery. “ The only odd thing about the description ,"

says Mr. Campbell, " is that the absurdity of the procedure

is in no way exaggerated . Exaggeration would be impos

sible. "

In Volume XXIV. , at p. 135 , we find the masterly

speech of Lord St. Leonards, in the House of Lords, in

Egerton v . Brownlow , dealing with executed and execu

tory limitations in a settlement and conditions against

public policy . The subject is not a popular one, but what

an intellectual feat they are, these twenty-six pages of

closely reasoned argument! No wonder Lord St. Leon

ards was the pride of the English Bar, and that when he

took his seat as Chancellor in 1852, in the old Hall of

Lincoln's Inn, an unparalleled crowd assembled

honour him .

.

to
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Publications of THE BOSTON BOOK CO. of Boston, Mass.

“The Enterprise of the Century " FULL REPRINT OF ENGLISH REPORTS ( Current ).

150 volumes, $ 6.00 per vol .

The most useful set of Reports . ENGLISH RULING CASES WITH AMERICAN NOTES .

26 volumes $ 143.00.

Law and Equity in one series .

The lawyers' Vade mecum

MEWS' DIGEST OF ENGLISH CASE LAW.

16 volumes $ 96.00.

RAWLE'S REVISION OF BOUVIER'S LAW DICTIONARY .

2 vols . $ 12.00

SCHOULER ON Wills. 3d ed. Sheep, $ 5.50. ) or together,

SCHOULER ON EXECUTORS. 3d ed. 2 vols . ,

Sheep, $5.50. buckram , 8.00

Wood on LIMITATIONS . 3d ed. , by Gould

EWELL'S ESSENTIALS OF THE LAW (for students) .

Standards on these subjects .

Standard on this subject .. 6.50

Aids in Review or Examination

3 vols. • 7.50 or 6.00

Legal History and Portraiture The Green BAG , 1889-1901. 13 vols . 4to , half

cloth 32.50

THE GREEN BAG, subscription $ 4.00 per year, in advance.

An illustrated monthly magazine for lawyers.

A monthly delight and stimulus

Key to legal monographs
20.00

Public International Law

Private International Law .

Jones's INDEX TO LEGAL PERIODICALS. 2 vols.

Scott's CASES ( FOUNDED ON SNOW'S CASES) ON

INTERNATI
ONAL

LAW. Cloth 3.50

BEALE'S CASES ON CONFLICT OF LAWS . 3 vols. ,

half sheep 10.50

Martin's Civil PROCEDURE AND PLEADING AT

COMMON LAW 3.50

Browne ON THE DOMESTIC RELATIONS 2.50 or 2.00

BROWNE ON SALES OF PERSONAL PROPERTY 2.50 or 2.00

HEARD ON EQUITY PLEADING 2.50 or 2.00

METCALF ON CONTRACTS ; Heard's Notes 3.50

SHELDON ON SUBROGATION . 2d ed. 5.00

.

Brief epitomes of the law for lawyers or students

.

.

The Standard on this subject .

A convenient desk manual
.

1.50ABBREVIATIONS Used in Law Books .

TAYLOR ON EVIDENCE ; CHAMBERLAYNE'S Notes.The English Standard Americanized

3 vols.
12.00

A practical treatise .

For students' use

Readable judicial history

Wood's RAILWAY LAW ; Minor's Notes. 3 vols . 18.00

BROWNE ON CRIMINAL LAW 2.50 or 2.00

Davis's HISTORY OF MASSACHUSETTS JUDICIARY 2.50

FULLER'S FRENCH TRIALS : IMPOSTORS, & C .

INDERMAUR'S STUDENTS' COMMON LAW CASES

PULLING'S ORDER OF THE COIF

Mews' ExGLISH CRIMINAL DIGEST. 1897

HEARD'S CURIOSITIES OF THE LAW

WALLACE ON THE OLD REPORTERS (out of print).

Williams's Law of ACCOUNT (English )

Like a dime -novel
1.00

1.50

3.00

Smith's Leading Cases abridged

History of English Law

Covers all English cases .

Bits of antiquarian humor

3.00

1.50

Full of legal lore

A Jate work in mercantile law 3.00
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LEGAL ANECDOTES:

[ From a gossippy book by Cyrus Jay entitled, “ The

Law : What I have Seen ; What I have Heard ; What I

have Known ” ( London , 1868) , we make the following

quotations.?

"

The late Lord Ellenborough was an excellent judge,

and looked well on the bench. I recollect him sitting on

the old court of Q. B. , — the counsel who argued before

him being first -class men . Lord Brougham was then one

of the juniors behind the bar. I remember on one

occasion Brougham pronounced a word improperly ;

Lord Ellenborough alluded to it , and Brougham said ,

“ That is the way Walker pronounces it.” Lord Ellen

borough replied, “ Who's Walker ? ”

When a witness was perjuring himself in every sentence

he uttered , Lord Ellenborough said to him , “ You fellow !

your swearing is a waste of wickedness ! ”

<<

to say ,

“ Parts and poverty,” said Lord Chancellor Talbot ,

are the only things needed by the law student. "

“ Pray, my lord," asked a fashionable lady of Lord

Kenyon, “ what do you think my son had better do in

order to succeed in the law ? ” — “ Let him spend all his

money ; marry a rich wife and spend all hers; - and when

he hasn't a shilling in the world , let him attack the law , ”

was the advice of the old Chief Justice.

Mr. Dallas said in one of his speeches ,-- " Now we are

advancing from the starlight of circumstantial evidence to

the daylight of discovery ; the sun of certainty has melted

the darkness.” To which Curran retorted , “ When a

man cannot talk sense, he talks metaphor .”

Mr. Serjeant Best was the best counsel in dowager cases

that could be employed . It was said of him that owing to

his West-of-England countenance, his blue coat with

brass buttons , and his general appearance, the jury

believed every word he said . Mr. Tilson used shrewdly

never employ a cunning parchment-looking bar

rister, for a jury will as a rule always think he is deceiving

them ."

An old barrister was giving advice to his son who was

just entering upon the practice of his father's profession .

“ My son ," said the counselor, " if you have a case where

the law is clearly on your side, but justice seems to be

clearly against you , urge upon the jury the vast impor

tance of sustaining the law. If, on the other hand, you

are in doubt about the law , but your client's case is

founded on justice , insist on the necessity of doing

justice, though the heavens fall.” “ But,” answered the

son , “ how shall I manage a case where both law and

justice are dead against me ? ” “ In that case ,” replied the

“ talk round it ! ”

I recollect Serjeant Manning, a very nervous man ,

arguing a case before the judges of the Common Pleas.

He had a large number of books before him , almost suffi

cient to constitute a library. While he was reading the

report of a case, a number of the volumes tumbled off

the table. He said, “ My lords , it is reported in two other

books in these exact words." Mr. Justice Maule asked,

“ Are you sure it is exactly the same ? ” “ Certain , m

lord.” Whereupon Maule replied, “ Why hunt for the

other books ? Read the same case twice more out of the

one you have in your hand ."

The fault of the present day is, that the majority of

barristers think more of fees than of law . Formerly it

was all law , and the fees were left to Providence. I once

heard an old counsel say that there were three stages in a

barrister's life . When he is first called to the bar, and

full of spirits and ambition, he cares for nothing but the

brief. In the second stage, when he has got a great deal

of practice and is well-known to the profession, he cares

for both briefs and fees. The third stage, when he has

become Q. C. , acquired a great reputation, and made a

large fortune, he cares only for the fees, and nothing for

the briefs
the sight of them makes him almost sick .

As a speaker of the House of Lords, Thurlow was dis

tinguished for the dignity with which he inforced the

rules of debate. Upon one occasion he called the Duke

of Grafton to order, who, incensed at the interruption ,

insolently reproached the Chancellor with his plebeian

origin and recent admission into the peerage. Previous

to this time, Thurlow had spoken so frequently that he

was listened to by the House with visible impatience .

When the Duke had concluded his speech, Thurlow rose

from the woolsack , and advanced slowly to the place

from whence the Chancellor generally addresses the

House ; then fixing upon theDuke the look of Jove when

he grasps the thunder, “ I am amazed , ” he said , in a level

tone of voice , “ I am amazed at his grace's speech . The

noble Duke cannot look before him, behind him , or on

either side of him , without seeing some noble peer who

owes his seat in this House to his successful exertions in

the profession to which I belong. Does he not feel that

it is as honourable to owe it to these, as to being the

accident of an accident ? To all these noble lords the

language of the noble Duke is as applicable and

insulting as it is to myself . But I do not fear to meet it

single and alone . No one venerates the peerage more

than I do ; but , my lords , I must say the peerage solicited

me, not I the peerage . Nay more, I can say and

will say , that as a Peer of Parliament, as Speaker of

this right honourable House, as Keeper of the Great Seal,

as Guardian of his Majesty's conscience, as Lord High

Chancellor of England, nay , even in that character alone

in which the Duke would think it an affront to be con

sidered, but which none can deny me , - as a man , - I am

at this moment as respectable - I beg leave to add, I am

at this moment as much respected as the proudest peer

I now look down upon. “ The effect of this speech , ”

says Mr. Butler, “ both within the walls of Parliament

and without them , was prodigious . It gave Lord Thurlow

an ascendancy in the House which no Chancellor had

ever possessed ; it invested him in public opinion with a

characterofindependence and honour ; and this , although

he was ever on the unpopular side of politics , made him

always popular with the people .”

old man ,

CATALOGUE OF TEXT-BOOKS.

We will send without charge to any one who asks for

it , our SHORT CATALOGUE OF ELEMENTARY WORKS IN

GENERAL USE. Its distinctive feature, which makes it

more useful than other catalogues, is the arrangement

of the subject-index chronologically, thus showing at a

glance the latest book on each subject .
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Supplementary List of Quaint and Interesting Law Books.

1866
.

• 2.00

Oldcalf.Paris:bu5 %
Consuetudinibus

2 vols.

[ Similar lists, printed in 11 and 12 Leg. Bib ., can be sent if desired to any one who missed seeing them .]

Ancient Laws and Customs of theBurghs Jugements et Déliberations du Conseil | Ortolan's History of Roman Law . Trans

of Scotland, 1124-1589.. 9 vols . Quarto. Souverain de la Nouvelle France. 5 vols . lated by Pritchard & Nasmith , Cloth .

Cloth . Edinburgh . 1868-1892 : $ 18.00 Quarto ; unbound. 1883-1889 . . $ 20.00 London. 1871. (28/-) . .... $ 3.50

Anson. Law and Custom of the Con- Justice of the Peace: His Calling. A Prison Characters drawn from Life . By
stitution. Part I. , Parliament. Cloth. Moral Essay. 16mo. Old calf. London. a Prison Matron , 2 vols . Cloth . London .
Oxford. 1886 . 2.00 1684 : 2.50

Arcana Parliamentaria. Precedents in Hamilton : The Hedaya, or Guide: a
• 1.50

Parliament. By R. C. , etc. 18mo. Old Commentary on the Mussulman Laws. Repertoire Décennial de la Jurispru

calf. London . 1685
1.50 2d edition , by Grady. Cloth. London . dence Belge ; contenant l'analyse de

Blackstone's Commentaries (with por- 1870. ( 357 ) 5.00 toutes les décisions rendues en Belgique

traits of Blackstone, Lord Somers, Hardwické (Lord Chancellor ), Life of, depuis 1880 jusqu'à 1889 , et depuis 1890

Fortescue, Littleton , Coke, Holt, Mans- by Harris. With portrait. 3 vols . Cloth. jusqu'à 1899. Par M. Lucien Jamar.

field, Gilbert , Comyns, and Hardwicke. London . 1847 4.50 Ő vols. Half morocco. Bruxelles . 1890 .

4 vols. Old calf. London. 1793-1794.6.00 Hosack . Rise and Growth of the Law 1900 • 24 00

Botero : Raison et Gouvernement d'Es- of Nations. Cloth , London . 1882. Reynolds : The Triumphs of God's Re

tat. Traduicts par Chappuys. 16mo. (12 / - ) venge against the Cryinge and Execrable

: 3.00 Haulold : Antiquitatis Romanæ Monu- Sinne of Willfull and premeditated

Bracton de Legibus menta Legalia : . quæ in Aere , Lapide, Murther, expressed in Thirtye Several!

Angliæ . Folio. London : Tottell, 1569. etc. supersunt. Restituit Spongenburg Tragical Historyes . [A curious record

( In fine condition ; good margins ; new Half calf. Berolini. 1830 . 2.50 of " Accidents amorous, morall & divine"

red half -calf binding ) 25 00 | Institutions au Droit Public d'Allemagne. in quaint old style : illustrated by rude

Broom : Commentaries on the Com Red calf ; gilt . Leipsic , etc. 1766. 2.00 wood -cuts .) 4th edition . Folio . Old

mon Law . 6th edition. Calf. London. Jay : TheLaw : What I have seen ; calf . London . 1662 6.00

1880. .
2.50

Brown : A New Law Dictionary. Calf.
What I have heard ; What I have Savigny on the Conflict of Laws, and the

London. 1874
known. London. 1868. Cloth copy, 1.50 Limits of their Operation in respect of

2.80
Handsome half -morocco 2.50 Place and Time. Translated by Guthrie .

Brunner : Sources of the Law of Eng
land . Translated by Hastie.Cloth . Keijzer : Précis de Jurisprudence Musul- Cloth . Edinburgh. 1880. ( 21 /-) 4.00

Edinburgh. 1888 . 1.00 mane selon le Rite Châfeite par Abou Scobel (“ Commonwealth ” ) Acts and

Manual of Psy
Chodja. Texte Arabe, avec Traduc

Backpill & Tuke :
Ordinances in Parliament, in continua

tion et Annotations.
chological Medicine ( Insanity ) ; with

Paper. Leyde. tion of Pulton's Collection . Folio . Old

1859 . 2.80

an Appendix of Cases. London . Çalf. Knapp : BiographicalSketches of Emi- Song of the Cat, illustrated with wood
10.00calf. London . 1658 .

1858 . 1.60
nent Lawyers, etc. Boards. Boston.

Bullingbrooke & Belcher : Abridge
cuts ; a Legend of the Chancery Court.

1821 . 1.80

ment of the Statutes of Ireland ; Edw . Laws and Acts of Parliament,made by strictures on the .
12mó. Cloth . London . ( No daté.) 1.50

II. to GeorgeII. Thick quarto ; broken
Most Eminent

James I., II. , III. , IV ., V., VI., Queen
calf. Dublin. 1754 : : : ... 5.00

Mary, Charles I.and II. Collectedby
Lawyers of the Present Day. Old calf .

London. ( 1790.) 2.00
Bunyon : A Profitable Book upon Domes- Murray of Glendook. Folio . Old calf.

tic Law (Essay for Englishwomen and Edinburgh. 1681
7.80 Sydney : Jurisdiction and Modern Prac

Law Students ) . 12mo. Cloth. London. Laws and Acts of Parliament, made by
tice . on Claims to Dormant Peerages.

1875. ( With autograph letter of the King James the ( I.) and his Royal Suc Calf gilt . London . 1824 · 6.00

author)
1.50 cessors, Kings of Scotland. Folio . Old Tidd's Practice of the Court of K. B.

Burke : Romance of the Forum , or Narra- calf. Edinburgh . 1681 :
10.00 in Personal Actions, etc. ist

tives, Scenes,and Anecdotes from Courts Law and Lawyers : Curious Factsand American edition. Old calf . Philadel

of Justice . Second series. 2 vols. Cloth . Characteristic Sketches. Cloth . Edin- phia . 1807 2.00

London . 1854 4.00 burgh . ( No date . ) 1.00 Tremenhrere : The Constitution of the

(Burroughs ? ] History of the Chancery , Legal Profession ( The), viewed in the · United States compared with our Own.

relating to the Judicial Power of that light of its Past History, its Present Cloth . London . 1854 1.50

Court, etc. 18mo. Half -calf. London . State , and Projected Law Reform Trials of Charles I. and Some of the

1726 2.80 (anon.): Cloth . London. 1873 - 1.50 Regicides. Boards. 16mo. London .

1832 1.50Burroughs &Gresson : The Irish Equity Leges Francorum Salicæ et Ripuari
orum , etc. Operâ et Studio Eccardi . Tulloch : Elementary Lectures on Mili

Pleader. 3 parts. Boards. Dublin . 1842–

1850 . 3.00 Folio. Boards. Francofurti et Lipsiæ. tary Law. Red morocco ; gilt . London ,
3.50

Campbell: Lives of the Lord Chancel Liebermann: UeberdasEnglisheRechts- Updike : Memoirs of the RhodeIsland
1720 ....

1872. .
1.50

lors .. of England . 4th edition . 10
buch Leges Henrici. ( Pamphlet.) Halle .

vols . Cloth ( uncut ) . Murray , London. Bar. Cloth . Boston . 1842 . 2.00
1901 .:

1.00

1856
10.00

Lives of the Lords Chancellors ( etc.) :
Vandenberg : Manuel de Jurisprudence

Campb. 11 ( Lord) , Life of , by Hon . but more at large of Edward, Earl of
Musulmane selon le Rite de Chafi'i.

Mrs. Hardcastle. With portrait. 2 vols. Clarendon , and Bulstrode Lord Whit Texte Arabe avec Traduction et Anno

Cloth . Jersey City. 1881 2.00
lock . 2 vols . 12mo . Old calf. London . tations. 3 vols . Paper. Batavia. 1882

Care : English Liberties ; or, The Free- 1708 . 4.00 1884 · • 9.00

born Subject's Inheritance' (Charters, Loccenius: Sueciæ Regni Leges Pro- Vandenberg : Principes du Droit Musul.

Statutes, etc. ) . 4th edition . Old calf . vinciales. 16mo. Vellum . Londini man selon les Rites d'Abou Hanifah et

London . 1719 1.80 Scanorum . 1675
3.00 de Chafi'i . Traduit par De France de

Coke : The First Part of the Institutes of Macqueen : Chief Points (on ) War and Tersant . Paper. Alger . 1896 · 3.00

the Laws of England ; or, A Coinment- Neutrality, Search and Blockade. Cloth. Warren . Popular and Practical Irtroduc
ary upon Littleton . 5th edition. Folio. London, 1862 1.00 tion to Law Studies. Cloth . London .

Old calt ( large paper copy ; broad mar- (Montesquiru .] De L'Esprit des Loix. 1835 1.50

gins) . London. 1656 . 5.00 2 vols. Quarto. Old calf. Geneva . Watt : The Law's Lumber -Room . Se ond

Eldon (Lord ), Life of , by Twiss. 2 vols . (Nodate .) [ This anonymous publication series. 16mo. Cloth . London and New

Cloth . Philadelphia. 1844 . 2.00 appears to be the first edition of this York . 1898 . 1.00

celebrated work .)
Fairfield : Memoir of Lord Bramwell.

10.00
Western: Commentaries on the Constitu

With portrait. Cloth (new copy ; un- | Moseley : What is Contraband of War,
tion and Laws of England, incorporated

cut ) . London . 1898 .
2.00

and What is Not. Cloth . London .
with the text of De Lolme. 3d edition.

1.00

Finlason : Martial Law ;, its Regula- Nelson : The Lawsof England concerning Cloth . London . 1841 2.00

tion and Restraint . Cloth . London .

1867 . 1.50

Game. 2d edition . Oid calf. London. Wilson : Glossary of Judicialand Revenue
Terms, etc.; ... in British India . 4to .

Flanders: Lives and Times of the Chief NorgesGamle Loveindtil 1387, udgivue Winckel: Les Principes régissant l'ad
1732 1.00

Cloth . London. 1835 .. 5.00

Justices of the United States . Cloth .
ved Keyser og Munch. (Scandinavian

Philadelphia. 1855 . 1 50

Laws. ) 3 vols . Folio. Boards. Chris
ministration de la Justice aux Indes

Gibson : Codex Juris Ecclesiastici Ang- tiania . 1846-1849. 10.00
Orientales Hollandaises Half cloth .

licani. 2 vols . Folio. Old calf. Lon North : The Study of the Laws. (Por Samarang and Amsterdam . 1860. 3.50

don . 1713
6 00

trait.) Half calf. London. 1824. 1.80
Wiseman : The Law of Laws ; or, The

Gilbert's Forum Romanum . ( History Omond : The Lord Advocates of Scotland Excellence of the Civil Law . Small
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problem, as has been pointed out , is one of purely muni

cipal law, the views of foreign courts, administering a

different system of law, are of absolutely no weight as

authority. Where decisions of this nature have been

included, the purpose has been to illustrate and empha

size the difference between the doctrines prevailing in

the modern civil law and in our own law.

CONTENTS.

Vol . I. , Part I. - Jurisdiction :

Chapter 1.- Law : Sect. I. The Extent of Legislative

Power. Sect . II . The Origin and Change of

Law. Sect . III . Concurrent Legislative Juris

diction . Sect. IV. The Nature of Foreign Law.

Sect . V. Comity .

Chapter II.- Jurisdiction over Persons and Things :

Sect . I. Domicile . Sect . II . Taxation . Sect . III .

Temporary Presence .

Chapter III.- Jurisdiction of Courts : Sect. I. Jurisdic

tion in Rem . Sect . II . Personal Jurisdiction.

Sect . III. Jurisdiction Quasi in Rem . Sect. IV.

Jurisdiction for Divorce.

Part II.-- Remedies :

Chapter IV .-- Right of Action .

Chapter V.- Procedure.

CONFLICT OF LAWS.

[We give below the Preface and Table of Cases of

PROF. BEALE's Cases ON THE CONFLICT OF Laws,

mentioned on p . 2.]

The topic of the Common Law upon which Judge

Story has imposed the title , The Conflict of Laws, con

sists of four parts, different in origin, though closely

related to one another in their practical application. The

Conflict of Laws is first concerned with the jurisdiction

of states ,- the extent of their legislative and judicial

power, and of the obligation and right of individuals to

obey and to take advantage of the legislation of one or

another State . These are questions of international law ,

which should properly be decided in every country in the

same way. The topic is next concerned with the creation

of legal rights and obligations, as a result of the sovereign

action of some state ; often an international matter,

though the questions involved are rather questions of

foreign fact than of law . The next concern of this branch

of the law is the recognition and inforcement within one

state of rights and obligations which have been created

in another state ; a question not in any sense international,

but to be determined in accordance with the municipal

law of the state concerned. Finally, there remains to

determine the legal process by which , if at all , the foreign

right shall be inforced ; also obviously a municipal

question.

But though the doctrines which make up the topic,

The Conflict of Laws, are of various origin , they all form

part of the Common Law of England , and have been

adopted as such in the states of the American Union ;

they are law with us, not because they arose in inter

national comity and usage or in municipal practice , but

because they are acted upon in our courts. The name,

Private International Law , sometimes applied to the

whole topic, is therefore inadequate and misleading.

This collection of cases is the result of seven years'

experience in teaching the Conflict of Laws. The arrange

ment of the subject may be open to logical objections ; but

there seemed to be sufficient practical reason for the

order adopted. Most of the cases here printed were

decided in the English and American courts ; but valuable

cases in the British Colonial courts have also been

printed. In these colonies, as in the United States, the

principles of the Conflict of Laws are of especial import

ance, since in them business transactions are seldom

confined within state or colonial lines.

Several foreign cases will be found in the collection .

So far as the rules of law illustrated by them have their

-origin in international law, these cases may well be re

garded as having persuasive authority in our own courts ;

cases involving, for instance , the limits of national juris

diction the validity of a foreign marriage, and the

existence generally of foreign -acquired rights. On such

questions the views of foreign courts should be carefully

considered . It is unnecessary to point out to one

familiar with the principles of the Common Law that

greater weight should be given to the opinions of foreign

courts, delivered in the course of actual litigation , than to

the academical speculations of even the ablest authors,

when not based on the authority of decided cases . On

such questions as the effect , according to our own law ,

of the existence of a foreign -acquired right, where the

Vol . II . , Part III.- The Creation of Rights :

Chapter VI . - Personal Rights : Sect . I. General Prin

ciples . Sect . II. Capacity . Sect . III . Marriage.

Sect . IV. Legitimacy and Adoption .

Chapter VII.- Rights of Property : Sect . I. The Nature

of Property. Sect . II . Immovables. Sect . III .

Movables. Sect. IV. Trusts. Sect . V. Martial

Property.

Chapter VIII.- Inheritance : Sect . I. Intestate Succes

sion. Sect. II . Testamentary Succession . Sect.

III . Execution of Power.

Chapter IX.- Obligations ex Delicto .

Chapter X.- Obligations ex Contractu : Sect . 1. Place

of Contracting. Sect . II . Formalities. Sect . III .

Obligation. Sect . IV , Interpretation . Sect . V.

Effect. Sect . VI . Assignment. Sect . VII .

Performance. Sect . VIII . Discharge . Sect . IX .

Special Forms of Obligation : (a ) Mercantile In

struments ; ( 6 ) Obligations of Carriers ; ( c) Obli.

gations Quasi ex Contractu .

Vol . III . , Part IV.- The Recognition and Inforce

ment of Rights :

Chapter XI.- Personal Relations: Sect . I. Capacity.

Sect . II . Marriage . Sect . III . Legitimacy.

Sect . IV . Guardianship of the Person . Sect. V.

Incorporation.

Chapter XII .-- Property .

Chapter XIII.- Inheritance.

Chapter XIV.- The Administration of Estates : Sect . I.

Estates of Deceased . Sect . II . Wardships.

Sect . III . Insolvent Estates. Sect . IV . Estates

in the hands of Receivers.

Chapter XV.- Judgments : Sect . 1. The Nature of a

Judgment. Sect. II . The Obligation of a Judg

ment . Sect. III . The Judgment as Res Juuticata .

Sect. IV . The Effect of a Judgment on Property.

Chapter XVI.- Obligations: Sect. I. Penal Obligations .
Sect . II . Obligations et Delicto . Sect . III .

Obligations ex Contractu .

Summary:

Index to Summary .
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CHEAP ENGLISH REPORTS.BRAMWELL ON PICKETING .

The following extract , from one of Baron Bramwell's

speeches in Parliament , is interesting reading just now.

We quote from 367-369 of Fairfield's “ Memoir of Lord

Bramwell. [ 1 vol . Cloth. London, 1898. $2.50.]

" I wish to say a few words to your lordships upon this sub

ject, more to lament the existence of what I believe to be a very

great evil and mischief than to suggest a remedy for it . I have

always said and held that by the Common Law of the land there

is nothing unlawful in a trade union . And now there is nothing

unlawful in it by statute . I have said the same thing of strikes ;

they are not unlawful , and they are not even without, in many

cases , great justification . I see nothing immoral in them where

the only object is to raise the wages of the strikers , and , as you

have heard, I have said and do say , there is nothing unlawful in

picketing provided that it is lawfully practised. But that is

what it never is . I do not know the particulars of the Scotch

strike or of the Scotch picketing, but I do not see how your lord

ships should reasonably have been led into a discussion whether

it was a laudable strike and laudable picketing or not , because

some of that picketing of which we have heard could not have

been lawful under any provocation. If the men received any

provocation , about which I express no opinion , the remedy was

not to break the heads of those who did not choose to join them ,

or throw stones at engines and demolish stations. Their remedy

was a different one. If the picketers had only done what they

pretend and nothing more, that is to say , if they had merely met

their fellow-workmen in a friendly way and asked them to join ,

with nothing but a kind of persuasiveness in their manner ,

nobody could have objected to it ; they would have a perfect

right to propagate their own opinions, and try to get persons to

ally themselves with them . But that picketing would not pay ;

it would not be worth the trouble to picket in that way. The

picketing must be of such a character' as to inspire terror.

That is the object of picketing, and it is attained tolerably well

in many cases . I tried twenty years ago a picket case in conne

tion with a tailors ' strike , which was for no other reason than

an increase of wages . They would , dare say , have said that

they had picketed in the mildest possible way. Mr. Hardinge

Giffard , Q.C. , defended one of the picketers , and he will

be able to tell your lordships whether I am exaggerating .

The men who had not joined in the strike were in such terror of

these pickets that they did not dare to take their work home to

the master tailors ; they got their wives to do it in many cases ,

and it was pitiable to see the women in the witness -box – they

were in the greatest possible terror, and described the treatment

they had met with to be of such a character that it was not

surprising they were in that condition of alarm in which they

exhibited themselves. It matters not that there is no blow

given -- though I believe there are few cases of extensive picket

ing in which there is no blow given ; if the conduct of the pickets

were such as to excite terror in the minds of those picketed , and

to deter them from doing their lawful work, I say it is an

intolerable wrong and mischief both to the men who desire to

work and to the community. I do not know what the remedy for

this is . You could not put down trade unions if you would , and

I for one would not ; on the contrary, I take the liberty of saying

before your lordships what I have said before in open court : if

I were a working -man , I should be a unionist. I think that

trades unions are useful institutions, and I would strike for good

cluse . You cannot get rid either of trades unions or of strikes .

You have got now an excellent law against unreasonable intimi

dation - if one may use such an expression -- if we can suppose

there ever was any reasonable intimidation ; the difficulty is in

reaching the offenders and protecting those persons who are

injured and oppressed by it , and the only thing that I can

suggest as a remedy for what I believe to be a most serious

mischief is that the law should be inforced , and people taught

that they could not safely break it."

For persons who can not afford the FULL VERBA

TIM ANNOTATED REPRINT, or who already have

partial lots of English Reports, we can temporarily

offer cheaper bargains than have ever before been

offered or than will later be obtainable. This is due

to the partial sets thrown upon the market by the

FULL REPRINT and perfected from our stock . But

when the REPRINT is shortly out of print, these

originals may recover their original value .

CHANCERY_Set 1736-1865 . 86 vols. . . . $ 55.00

Atkyns, Ambler, Ridgeway t. Hardwicke,

Vesey Sen., Eden, Brown , Cox, Vesey Jr.,
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KING'S BENCH-Set 1755-1865 . 110 vols . 65.00

Burrows, Loft, Cowper, Douglas, Durnford &
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Alderson , Barnewall & Cresswell , Barnewall

& Adolphus, Adolphus & Ellis (both series),

Ellis &Blackburn , Ellis, Blackburn & Ellis ,

Ellis & Ellis, Best & Smith 6 vols .

COMMON PLEAS-Set 1732-1865 . 83 vols. . 60.00

Barnes, Wilson, Willes , H. Blackstone, Bosan

quet & Puller, Taunton, Broderip & Bingham ,

Bingham (both series), Manning & Granger,

Common Bench (both series) .

EXCHEQUER - Set 1824-65. 47 vols . . . 30.00

McClelland & Young, Young & Jervis, Cromp

ton & Jervis,Crompton & Meeson , Crompton,

Meeson & Roscoe, Meeson & Welsby, Ex

chequer Reports, Hurlstone & Norman , Hurl.

stone & Coltman 3 vols .

ADMIRALTY-Full set 1648-1865 . 20 vols . 90.00

Burrill (Marsden ), Hay & Marriott, C. Robin

son , Edwards, Dodson , Haggard ,W.Robinson,

Swabey, Lushington, Browning & Lushington.

HOUSE OF LORDS . 1831-65 . (American edi

tion . ) 23 vols.. 15.00

Clarke & Finnelly, Clarke's H. of L. Cases .

BANKRUPTCY. 1810-1852 . (Rose to Fon

blanque . ) 26 vols . 50.00

HOWELL'S STATE TRIALS — Full set , newly

bound . 34 vols . 95.00

ENGLISH COMMON LAW REPORTS - Full

set 1813-65 . ( American edition . ) 121 vols . 85.00

MOAK'S ENGLISH REPORTS-Full set and

Index. 40 vols . . 25.00

JURIST—Full set 1837-65 . 55 vols .

ENGLISH LAW REPORTS - Full set 1866

1901. 264 vols .

PICKERING'S ENGLISH STATUTES Full

set 1225-1865 . 106 vols .

LAW REPORTS STATUTES --Full set 1866

1901. 36 vols..
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NOTE: The above is only a small selection from

sets or odd volumes you wish .
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AMERICAN REPORTS, DIGESTS , ETC.

Published since July 1, 1902.

GENERAL SERIES.

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH ENCYCLOPÆDIA OF LAW.

2d ed. (1896-1902 .) Vol. 21 .

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH RAILROAD CASES, new series

(1896-1902 ). Vol . 25 .

AMERICAN NEGLIGENCE REPORTS. (1897–1902 .) Vol . 11 .

AMERICAN STATE REPORTS (1888–1902). Vol . 85.

ATLANTIC REPORTER (1885-1902). Vol . 52. ( Vol . 53 ,

current, in parts .)

CENTURY DIGEST. Vol. 34 . [Manufacturers— Miscar

riage.]

CYCLOPEDIA OF LAW AND PRACTICE. Vol. 4. (Assign

ments-- Baggage.]

Lawyer's REPORTS ANNOTATED (1889-1901 ). Vol. 55 .

( Vol. 56 , current, in parts . )

MUNICIPAL CORPORATION CASES. Vol . 7. ( Vol . 8, cur.

rent, in parts . )

NORTHWESTERN REPORTER ( 1879-1902 ). Vol . 90 . ( Vol .

91 , current, in parts . )

SOUTHEASTERN REPORTER ( 1887-1902 ). · Vol. 41. ( Vol .

42 , current in parts . )

SOUTHWESTERN REPORTER ( 1886-1902 ). Vol. 68. ( Vol .

69, current in parts . )

2 vols .

American Reports, & c ., continued .

MINNESOTA .

Reports. Vol . 84.

MISSISSIPPI.

Reports. Vol . 79.

MISSOURI.

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 166 .

Appeals Reports. Vol . 90.

New YORK.

Reports. Court of Appeals. Vol . 171 .

Supreme Court . Hem's Appellate. Vol . 72 .

Benjamin's Annotated Cases . Vol . 10 .

New York State Reporter. Vol. 110. (Vol . 111 ,

current , in parts.)

New York Supplement. Vol . 76. ( Vol . 77 , cur

rent, in parts.)

Digest. Abbott's Cyclopedic. Vol . 10 .

Danforth's Supreme Court .

Statutes. Bliss's Annotated Code, 5th ed . Vol. 1 .

( Vols . 2 and 3 to follow . )

Civil Procedure. Vol . 32 .

Local. Collins (C. F. ) . Municipal Court Practice

Act. $ 5.00.

Dugan ( ) . Justices ' Manual . 2 vols. $6.50 .

Gilbert ( ) . Domestic Relations.

Mason (H. D. ) . Highways. $2.50 .

NORTH CAROLINA .

Reports. Vol. 130.

NORTH DAKOTA ,

Reports. Vol. 10.

Ohio .

Session Laws. 1902 ( v . 95 ) .

PENNSYLVANIA .

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 201 .

Superior Court. Vol . 19.

Dauphin Co. Reports. Vol. 4 .

Local. Wentworth ( J. F. ) & Miller ( C. B.) . Corpo

rations. $6.00 .

SOUTH CAROLINA,

Reports. Vol . 62.

WASHINGTON .

Reports. Vol. 26.

WEST VIRGINIA .

Local. General Corporation Laws. $ .50.

WISCONSIN .

Reports. Vol . 112 .

Local. Vilas ( C. A.) . Special Verdicts . $ 1.50.

UNITED STATES .

U. S. SUPREME COURT REPORTS. Vol . 184. ( Vol . 185 ,

current, in parts . )

CIRCUIT COURTS OF APPEALS REPORTS ( C. C. A. ) .

Vol. 51 .

FEDERAL REPORTER (1880-1902 ). Vol . 115. ( Vol. 116,

current , in parts .)

Session Laws. ist Session , 57th Congress.

a

STATE AND TERRITORIAL REPORTS, ETC.

ALABAMA.

Reports. Vol. 1 30 .

Digest. Mayfield. Vol. 4 .

CALIFORNIA .

Reports. Vol . 136.

COLORADO .

Reports. Appeals . Vol. 15 .

Decisions. Vol. 3.

GEORGIA .

Reports. Vol. 114 .

ILLINOIS.

Reports. Supreme Court . Vol . 196 .

Appellate Court. Vol. 101 .

Digest. Moore. 2 vols.

INDIANA.

Digest. Remey's Supplement to Ripley & Woollen

IOWA.

Reports. Vol. 113 .

Session Laws. 1902.

KANSAS.

Digest. Dassler.

KENTUCKY.

Reports. Vol. 105 .

MARYLAND .

Reports. (Reprint.) Annotated. Vol. 64 .
MASSACHUSETTS,

Session Laws. 1902.

Local. Statutory Annotations. $ 1.00.

MICHIGAN .

Local. Baldwin (W.). Personal Injuries . Cloth ,

$ 4.00 .

THE NEW A. B. A. PRESIDENT.

The American Bar Association, at the recent annual

meeting, elected FRANCIS RAWLE as its President for the

ensuing year. This distinction is a recognition, not only

of Mr. RAWLE's long and faithful service as Treasurer of

the Association but also of his eminence in his profes.

sion . In the East he is well-known as a leader of the

Philadelphia bar, but in other sections his fame rests

more securely on the excellent work he has done in the

last edition of Bouvier's Law DICTIONARY, which bears

such evident marks of his personal labors that it is

generally known as “ RAWLE'S BOUVIER."

It is a notable though very natural fact , that very little

legal authorship or editing comes from successful practi

tioners. The great lawyers find their time so entirely

absorbed by professional duties that they get no time for

literary work. It is a distinct advantage to law literature

when such an eminent counsel as MR. RAWLE embodies

in a law book his ripe judgment and experience.
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ENGLISH ELEMENTARY WORKS, ETC.

Published since July 1 , 1902, or now in Press .

Size Svo or 12mo, and binding cloth .

Any book on this list can be delivered to lawyers in the

United States at the rate of thirty cents, or to libraries on

certificate at twenty- five cents, to the shilling.

ABRAHAM ( M. E. ) and DAVIES ( A. L.) . Factories £.s.d .

and Workmen . 4th ed . . 5.0

BOND (H. S. ) . Handbook of Stamp Duties .

12th ed.. 2.6

BOULTON ( A. C. F.) . Case Stated 6.0

BOURCHIER -CHILCOTT (T. ) . Charities. 2d ed .

CHALMERS (M. D. ) . Sale of Goods Act . 5th ed . . 10.6

DOWELL (S. ) . House Tax Laws. 2d ed . (In
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ENCYCLOPÆDIA of Forms and Precedents. Vol . 2 .

(Apportionment-Building Schemes. ]
1.11.6

GOIRAND ( L. ) . French Law of British Companies. 2.6

HAMILTON ( ) and FORBES ( ) . Collieries 17.6

LEAKE (S. M. ) . Contracts. 4th ed..

LITTLE ( J. B.) . Law of Burial. 3d ed . ( In pre
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LUMLEY (W. G.) . Public Health . 2 vols , 6th ed. 3.12.6

MacGILLIVRAY ( E. J. ) . Copyright ..

MINTON -SENHOUSE ( R. M. ) . Accidents to Work

2d ed. 1. 5.0

OKE (G. C.) . Fishery Laws. [In preparation .]

PALMER ( F. B.) . Company Law . 4th ed . . 12.6

PATERSON (J. ) . Licensing Acts. 14th ed . ( In

preparation . )

SAUNDERS ( T. W. ) . Magistrates' Courts Prac

tice. 6th ed.

SCHOLEFIELD (J.) and Hull (G. R. ). Private

Street Works Act, 1892

STEPHEN ( ) . Digest of Public Health Cases

Watson ( E. R.). Cheques. 2d ed . .

WILL ( J. S. ) . Electric Lighting. 4th ed. [In pre

paration . )

WILLIAMS (R.G.) and Bruce (G.). Admiralty.

THE OPEN SESAME .

It has now become a universally recognized fact that

those libraries individuals possessing either the

ENGLISH RULING Cases or the FULL VERBATIM AN

NOTATED ENGLISH REPRINT have a most satisfactory

and serviceable English library in the best and most

convenient form .

In only one particular can either of these sets be im

proved upon ,—and that is by also having Mew's Com

PLETE ENGLISH Digest. It is a complete and ready key

to the original paging preserved in the Full REPRINT,

starting one immediately upon the whole line of investi

gation wanted , and because of its completeness will serve

temporarily, while the REPRINT is being published, as a

very satisfactory substitute for many of the less important

decisions that would otherwise have to be investigated

elsewhere. With the ENGLISH RULING Cases it will ,

for the same reason , serve as a most excellent substitute

for the less important decisions, which are omitted

because of their unimportance, but which when occasion

ally cited the careful worker might otherwise wish to

investigate before ignoring.

Mews' COMPLETE ENGLISH Digest in 16 volumes

covers from Magna Charta to 1898 , regularly selling for

$ 96 . Recent arrangements enable us to offer a limited

number of sets only to REPRINT or RULING CASES

subscribers at special price .

I. I 2.0

1. 5.0

men .
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7.6

I. 1.0

2.6
Completing a Volume.- The next ( January) nem

ber of Leg. Dis ., besides containing the usual consoli

dated subject-index to all the American and English text

books of the year 1902 , will complete a volume. We

shall then have a few copies of 1 LEG . Bib . N. S. , bound

in boards for $ 1.50 each , to spare for first -comers .

3d ed..

Wills (W. ) . Circumstantial Evidence

I.12.0

12.6
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The best work of its kind.-Miller, J., in Kring v . Mo. 107 U. S. 231.

Bouvier's Law Dictionary.

FRANCIS RAWLE'S REVISION.

2 Vols. , 2400 Large Double -column Pages.

$12.90 net , or $13.00 delivered .

COMBINES IN ONE WORK

AN ENCYCLOPÆDIA OF LAW : Concise but thorough articles on all topics , citing

the leading and the latest cases .

A JUDICIAL DEFINITION OF WORDS AND PHRASES .

A DICTIONARY OF LEGAL TERMS AND PHRASES ; including Common, Civil ,

Canon, Feudal and Foreign Laws.

A GLOSSARY OF LAW LATIN AND LAW FRENCH.

INFORMATION AS TO LOCAL COURTS AND STATUTES.

AN ENCYCLOPÆDIA RATHER THAN A DICTIONARY . Although called a Dictionary,

Rawle's Bouvier might well be called an Encyclopædia of the Whole Law,- for in

addition to definitions, translations, and such dictionary features, it contains con

cise, but clear and thorough, monographs on all legal topics. This quality is

what makes it so useful in study, in office work, and in court .

THE CORNER STONE OF A LAWYER'S LIBRARY. As the foremost of legal stand

ards Bouvier's Law Dictionary has had a hold on two generations, and although the

last ten years have produced other dictionaries and encyclopædias of law, Bouvier

still holds the first place in the esteem of the American Bar, and is the foundation

of a lawyer's library, whatever and wherever his practice may be. With Bouvier's

Law Dictionary and a dozen good volumes on Evidence, Contracts, Real Property,

Wills , etc. , the young lawyer is well equipped to begin practice . To Bouvier's Law

Dictionary the experienced leader of the bar turns first, when he is confronted with

any puzzling question of principle or practice.

AN AMERICAN STANDARD . These facts need no corroboration here. Older lawyers

know them ; young lawyers and students can test them by asking any judge or

practitioner who knows what good law books are. The reason of this permanent

popularity is easily understood . Judge Bouvier's original edition , published in 1839,

was a thorough adaptation to American needs of all that is best in the English

law dictionaries, with such additions as the peculiarities of our State and Federal

law required. Since the author's death each successive edition has improved on

its predecessor and has been brought always up -to -date.
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THE PRESENT EDITOR. A new edition being again required , the work is fortunate

in its editor, Francis Rawle, Esq. , one of the leaders of the Philadelphia bar (presi

dent of the American Bar Association , for 1902-3). Coming of a renowned family

of lawyers, he is himself exceptionally equipped for the task by taste, education ,

ability , and years of varied practice .

ONE-THIRD ENTIRELY NEW MATTER. Notwithstanding the permanent character

of the work, which requires the retention of much of the matter of early editions ,

the development of our law has been so great that the new matter of this edition

comprises about one-third of the whole work . In this new matter the editor has

especially developed the features pertaining to those modern phases of our civil

ization most interesting to the legal profession .

NEW TOPICS AND NEW TREATMENT. As instances of new or enlarged treatment

we may mention the following topics :

Amicus Curiae, - Australian Ballot, — Bicycle,- Boycott,- Car Trust Securities , – Clearing House ,

Code -- Common Law,- Commerce,- Commercial Agencies ,– Consideration ,– Constitutional Law (vari

ous topics) ,- Contractual Obligation, - Copyright - Corporation Rates ,— Corporations ( Foreign ) ,– Corpo

rations Reorganization) ,- Corporations (various topics) , — Debenture, - Divorce, - Domicil, – Election

(Corporate, Popular, Equitable Doctrine, Modern Ballot Laws),- Electric Light, - Eminent Domain -

Extradition ( Foreign and Interstate) ,– Federal Questions ,- Fences - Fires (General , Locomotives),

Flag ( Law of the) , — Foreign Judgment,- Goodwill,– Habeas Corpus, — Injunction - International Law ,

Interstate Commerce Commission ,– Irrigation ,- Labor Law (and Unions) ,- Master and Servant, –

Mortgage (and Foreclosure ) ,— Mortuary Law,- Navigation - Police Power,- Powers (Executive , Judicial,

Legislative) ,- Privacy (Law of) ,— Railroads - Railway Relief,— Rolling Stock — Sleeping Cars,— Street

Railways -- Telegraph ,- Telephone, - United States Courts .

COMPLETELY SUPERSEDING FORMER EDITIONS. These improvements are so

many and so radical, that Rawle's Revision is like a new statement of the law.

It is as dangerous now for a lawyer to depend upon former editions of Bouvier

as it would be to use an old volume of Statutes after a new Revision has been

issued .

FOR JUDGES OR TRIAL JUSTICES Rawle's Bouvier will serve as a court room

manual of the whole law .

FOR LEADERS AT THE BAR - Rawle's Bouvier will a ready-reference

reminder of the law.

FOR YOUNG LAWYERS—Rawle's Bouvier will serve as the foundation of a law library

the reservoir of advice to clients .

FOR LAW STUDENTS Rawle's Bouvier will cover three times as much ground as

any other law dictionary, and will be more useful in later years of practice.

.

serve as

To get RAWLE'S REVISION OF BOUVIER'S LAW DICTIONARY send $ 12.00 if you

pay express charges , or $ 13.00 if you want express charges to be prepaid .

THE BOSTON BOOK CO.

83 to 91 Francis St. , Back Bay , BOSTON , MASS.
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Completed Oct. 15, 1902, by the

publication of the Index Volume.

English

Ruling Cases

with American Hotes.

Selected , annotated , and edited by Robert Campbell, of Lincoln's Inn , London .

With American Notes by Irving Browne and Leonard A. Jones.

25 volumes and Index, 26 vols. in all , $ 143.00 .

This series presents —

The best English Decisions ( in full) ,

From the earlier reports to the present time,

Grouped under topics alphabetically arranged .

Under each topic is given -

A “ Rule ” of law deduced from the cases ;

The early or “ leading " case (in full ) ;

Then the later “ ruling " case, or cases (in full ) ;

English notes abstracting collateral cases ;

American notes showing accord or divergence of our law, through a wide

range of citations from Federal and State jurisdictions.

No other series of reports gives so much sound law in such

practical form .

For further particulars,

and commendations of emi

nent lawyers, see Illustrated

Circular— sent on applica

tion to the Boston Book Co.,

83 to 91 Francis St., Back

Bay, Boston , Mass.
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Published in January, A. D. 1903, by The Boston Book Company,

Address, 83 to 91 Francis St., Back Bay, Boston , Mass.

This paper is issued quarterly, to give information about

American and foreign legal literature. We send it without

charge to any book-buyerwho asks for it.

Recipients who are interested in this number will confer a

favor by showing it to other lawyers.

CONTENTS OF THIS NUMBER.

Bargains in Sets of Reports, etc. International Law Cases

Blackstone Bibliography 8 Most Valuable Reports 2, 5, 7

Bound Vol. 1 Leg . Bib. N. S. 4 New Text-Books 3,13

Criminal Law Cases 6 Notes 6, 10

Cyclopædia of Law , etc. 16 " | Portraits of Great Judges 3

Green Bag : an Idyl 3 Publications of B. B. Co. 14

Holmes, Mr. Justice 12 Subject -Index to 1902 Law Books 15

Indispensable Law Book 10 Wills and Executors 10

Supplement of Information about Reports, Digests, Statutes, etc.

Supplemental List of Rare , Quaint, and Interesting Law Books 3

p. 11 p. 5

p. 3

Why not send us four dollars and try

the GREEN Bag for the year 1903 ?

If you have, or wish to have, a good law,

library, the sets of reports mentioned on the

next page merit your serious consideration .

Visitors to Boston are invited to call at our retail office, basement of Barristers '

Hall, Pemberton Square (directly opposite to the front entrance of the Court

House ) , where they can telephone to our main office ( Nos . 83 to 91 Francis St. ,

Back Bay ; -reached by Ipswich-street cars from Park-street Subway Station) .
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E. R. C. || FULL VERBATIM MEWS'

English REPRINT Complete

Ruling
Of all English Reports English

Cases ANNOTATED Digest

16 vols. complete26 vols. complete

$143.000

1000 Original vols. in 150 books

at $6.00 per book. Edition limited $96.00

SPECIAL TERMS TO LAW LIBRARIES .

YOUR CHOICE

For a Complete English Library

AT MINIMUM COST.

1. ONLY A FEW COMPLETE SETS LEFT OF THE FULL VERBATIM REPRINT.

It will include all the regular English Reports from 1307 to 1865 , each case fully

annotated to date, and original paging preserved. The House of Lords and Privy

Council Series ( 101 original vols . in 20 books) and part of the Chancery Series can be

delivered at once. Subsequent volumes to follow one each month . This Reprint

offers a complete and annotated set of early English Reports at one tenth original cost.

2. AT MINIMUM COST THE ENGLISH RULING CASES cover all the best English

decisions from earliest period to date, topically arranged and fully annotated with

English and American notes to date.

3. THE ONLY COMPLETE ENGLISH DIGEST EVER PUBLISHED IS MEWS',

covering both the Law and Equity side up to 1899. With the Full Reprint it will serve

as a key to the complete set, and a helpful substitute while the set is being issued.

With the E. R. C. it is a most serviceable supplement, as covering the less frequently

cited cases not sufficiently important to be fully reprinted.

For full descriptive circulars , terms , and further particulars address

THE BOSTON BOOK CO.

83-91 Francis St. (Back Bay) , BOSTON, MASS.
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PORTRAITS OF GREAT ENGLISH JUDGES.

We have issued a handsome circular of forty pages,

bound in cloth inlaid with small portraits, and containing

fifteen full page half-tone portraits of famous judges.

The letter-press of the circular contains complete inform

ation in regard to English Buling Cases with American

Hotes, and is intended to advertise that series, which has

just been completed by the publication of a twenty - sixth

volume containing a Subject Index and Tables of English

and American cases reported in full or cited in the notes.

The judges whose portraits are given are :

Sir Edward Coke. 1552–1633

Sir Matthew Hale. 1609–1676

Lord Chancellor Hardwicke. 1690-1764

Chief Justice Mansfield . 1704-1793

Sir William Blackstone. 1723-1780

Lord Chancellor Thurlow. 1732-1806

Lord Chancellor Loughborough . 1733-1805

Chief Justice Ellenborough. 1750-1818

Lord Chancellor Eldon . 1751-1838

Lord Chancellor Lyndhurst. 1772-1863

Lord Chancellor Campbell. 1779-1861

Lord Chancellor Cottenham. 1781-1851

Sir Frederick Pollock . 1783-1870

Chief Justice Cockburn . 1802-1880

Chief Justice Russell. 1832-1900

This book is a handsome and effective brochure,

worthy of respectful consideration from even the busiest

counsel or the most eminent judge. It will not be for

sale, but we shall be glad to send it without charge to

1. Any one who owns ENGLISH RULING Cases or the

FULL REPRINT OF ENGLISH REPORTS.

2. Any one who will seriously consider the purchase of

either of these sets.

3. Any one who will send us a cash order for at least

$ 10.00 worth of books mentioned in this number.

4. Any one who sends us a subscription to The

GREEN Bag.

OUR NEW BOOKS.

MIKELL'S CASES ON CRIMINAL LAW. Part 1. Cloth . $ 3.00

Scott's CASES ON INTERNATIONAL LAW. Cloth . 3.50

BEALE's Cases ON CONFLICT OF LAWS. 3 vols .

Half sheep . 10.50

ENGLISH RULING CASES, VOL. 26. (INDEX AND

TABLES OF CASES) Sheep 5.50

ENGLISH REPRINT, VOL. 22. ( Vol. 2, CHANCERY ;

EQ. Cas. ABR., CAS. IN CH., FREEMAN) Sheep . 7.50

THE GREEN BAG, VOL. 14 (1902 ). Half morocco,

$ 5.00; half cloth 3.00

LEGAL BIBLIOGRAPHY, NEW SERIES, VOL. I.

Half sheep .

E. R. C. BOOKLET ; with PORTRAITS OF ENGLISH

Judges. Cloth. Free to our customers.

Always New

RAWLE'S REVISION OF BOUVIER's Law DICTION

ARY, 2 vols. Sheep

2.00

I 2.00

RARE BOOK LIST FREE .

There are not many lawyers who have money to spend

on any books except what they absolutely need in prac

tice. Of the small class who have an available margin of

income for luxuries, not all have literary or antiquarian

tastes. But there are a few lucky ones who have a fond

ness for rare old books, together with a pocket book deep

enough to take them in. For these choice bibliophiles we

have just published a list of QUAINT AND INTERESTING

Law Books , which we shall be glad to send free of charge

to any applicant .

This list is arranged by subjects , and contains all kinds

of quaint books at all kinds of prices — from Brunner's

Sources of the Law of England, at $ 1.00, to Statham's

Abridgment at $ 250.00. There are copies of the other old

classics— Fitzherbert's and Brooke's Abridgments, Brac

ton, Britton , Glanville, Horne's Mirrour of Justices .

There are oddities like “Quibbles of the Law” and

“ Women's Law .” There are books in English , Scotch ,

Irish, French , German , Spanish , Latin, Greek , Arabic, and

so on to “ Maori. " There are biographies and books of

humorous extracts , - philosophical law books and utterly

foolish law books. In short , there are books for all culti

vated tastes and all eccentric fads .

If you ever buy such books for yourself — or if you

want to make a timely present to some bookish friend,

send for our list and get your choice before the other

fellows buy us out .

LIBRARY SUPPLEMENT FREE .

As most of our readers are not particularly interested

in the latest volumes of American , English , and British

Colonial Reports, Digests, Statutes, Periodicals, and

Local Books, we have printed the lists containing

this bibliographical information for the year 1902 in a

Separate Supplement, not railed with our regular edition

of 15 Leg . Bib.

To librarians , owners of large private libraries, or any

other lawyers interested in this Supplement, we will take

pleasure in mailing it without charge, on application .

BOUND SETS OF GREEN BAG.

In view of the small number of available sets of the

* Reprint Edition ” of The Green Bay, we raise the

price of vols. i to 14 (bound in green half cloth ) to $3.00

per volume, -or $42.00 for the set. When we make a

further change, it will probably be to bind only in half

morocco, and raise the price to its former figure, $ 5.00 per

volume, or $ 70.00 per set .

THE GREEN BAG : -AN IDYL.

Across the shelf by my desk at home, close to my elbow ,

stand the dark green volumes of THE GREEN Bag . Not

in red morocco , ah no ! - that sumptuous binding is far

too costly for a young practitioner who has wife and

babies to support. The solid cloth binding of the “ Re

print Edition ” is good enough for any one not counsel to

a Trust. For is not the inside the heart and soul of the
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set - the same in either garb ? The smooth paper, the

fair page, the readable type, the excellent illustrations,

the varied and alluring contents, - all these my slender

income can command.

“ The binding 's but the guinea's stamp,

The Bag 's the gowd for a' that !”

I have an idle or a lazy moment - I want my mind to

unbend from its strain of legal thought ; I seize at random

a volume from the set . Perhaps I chance upon a descrip

tion of my law school, with the kindly faces of the old

professors looking out from the page ; perhaps I open

at an article on the State court whose decisions I have

just been mulling over ; perchance I dip into a gossippy

biographical sketch of some old legal worthy some half

forgotten leader of the bar -some great judge. Or, here

is a famous trial reviewed ; the courts or legal processes

of another age or another country described ; an antiquity

or an eccentricity of our own law amusingly discussed.

Sometimes, when my mind is (or I want it to be) utterly

empty, I just turn the pages and look over the legal por

traits, - a picture gallery of the strong intellectual faces

of the English and American Bench and Bar— yielding

in themselves companionship, recreation, stimulus, and

enthusiasm . Or, again, needing spur to my spirits, I dip

in among the anecdotes and jokes, or laugh softly over

such humorous verses as “ Legal Maxims ” ( 1 G. B. 39) :

" Oh Themis, goddess of the law , to whom we bow the knee !

Thy precepts and thy maxims we study faithfully.

We con them o'er with reverend care,

But still , I must submit,

That in the practice of the law

They sometimes fail to hit.

" * Non dormientibus leges subveniunt, ' I read ,

And got this fine old maxim well planted in my head :

But soon I learned it had been held

All in the Mass. Report

That passengers in sleeping -car

Could action bring in tort.

** De minimis non curat lex ,' I read in many a book ,

So with ideas well enlarged, for mighty things I'd look,

But when for ten cents suit was brought

For shirking fare in car,

I thought our dear old Mother Lex

Amavitminima !

“ Within a Court of Equity with clean hands one must come,'

A rule which should apply to all , but only does to some ; –

For oft , on gazing round the Bar,

I've seen most awful' paws,'

Whose owners still got Equity,

Its remedies and laws .

“Wherever marriage is, in truth , a dowry you will find ; '

In early youth this pretty phrase full greatly pleased my mind ;

But some time after knot was tied

I looked her assets o'er ,

And found my wife had quite forgot

This little form of law ," !

CHORUS. “ But desperandum nil ! Oh,desperandum nil !

Tramp bravely on , my brothers, in the grand old legal mill."

And so, for every mood of leisure, or fatigue, or low

spirits, I find in these volumes of The GREEN Bag some

thing to revive , to refresh , to rest , or to recreate me.

They furnish countless vacations to my days of labor.

SAMUEL SLOPER, Atty . at Law.

CONTENTS OF THE GREEN BAG.

To enable our readers to realize what an instructive and

entertaining variety of matter The GREEN Bag gives to

its subscribers, we give below its principal contents for

the last three months, and for the coming month.

OCTOBER, 1902. — Aaron Burr as a Lawyer (with por

trait ) ; The Control of Trusts ; A Question ofLaw ( verse );

Landmarks of Chinese Law ; Lawsuits Against Animals ;

The Library of the Middle Temple ( illustrated ) ; A Fight

for Primitive Rights ; Lord Bowen ; A Lawyer's Studies

in Biblical Law .

NOVEMBER, 1902. – John W. Cary (with portrait ) ;

The Coal Mines and the Law ; Ancient Reflected through

Modern (verse ); The American Bastille ; The System of

Mezzadria ; The Barrister's Shakespeare ; The Judicial

System of France ( illustrated ) ; Was a Good Witness

Himself ; A Question of Jurisdiction ; Legal Ditties

( verse ).

DECEMBER, 1902. — Chief Justice Taney (with portrait ) ;

Qualifications (verse ); A Word More as to the Coal Mines ;

Some Peculiar Laws ; Doctrina Placitandi (illustrated ) ; A

Posthumous Work of Lord Coke ; A Grave Problem ;

Early English Procedure ; The Woolsack and Woolens ;

A Question of Disputed Guardianship ; The Final Trial

of the Sifton Murder Case ; Gilbertian Lawyers ; English

Prison Rules, and Remission of Sentences .

JANUARY, 1903. — The January number will have a

leading article on Mr. Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes.

Besides giving a biographical sketch, the author discusses

Judge Holmes's general theory of the law, considers the

influence of some of his decisions on the Law of Torts,

and reviews many of his more important decisions on

other topics. Louis D. Brandeis, of Boston, will have an

article advocating the Incorporation of Labor Unions ;

Chas. F. Beach , Jr. , discusses French Law and the French

Judicial System ; and the first instalment will be given of

Van Vechten Veeder's “ Century of Federal Judicature. "

In addition, there will be bright and readable short

articles, and the usual editorial matter.

PRICE AND TERMS. — The price of a single number of

THE GREEN Bag is fifty cents. The annual subscription

price is $ 4.00. A bound set , fourteen volumes, costs $70.00,

in half morocco, or (until the reprint edition is exhausted )

$ 42.00, in half cloth .

Why not try the G. B. for a year ?

BOUND VOL. 1, LEG . BIB . N. S.

With this number we will close Volume One of the

New Series of LEGAL BIBLIOGRAPHY. We can make up

a few complete sets ( Nos. 1 to 15 ) , which we will sell ,

bound in half sheep, for $2.00 per copy.

No. I was issued in November, 1894 ; No. 2 in Novem

ber, 1898 ; No. 3 in January, 1900. Since then LEG . BIB .

has been issued quarterly. Each number contains lists

of the new books of the preceding quarter, with other

information about law books. Each January number

contains a subject-index to books published during the

preceding year.

This bound volume, therefore, gives a contemporaneous

record of American and English law literature for the

years 1900 , 1901 , and 1902, together with occasional bib

liographical articles.
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GOOD WORDS FOR E. R. C.

Since publishing our illustrated booklet about ENGLISH

RULING CASES, we have received the following additional

commendations of the set .

Here is commendation from a judge of the United

States District Court.

I have your favor of Sept. 6th announcing that the general

index and table of cases to the English Ruling Cases ” set will

be published and ready about Oct. ist.

I am delighted to have this information. I have been in

constant use of the set even without the advantage of the

general index and table of cases, and it is needless to say that

the general index and table ofcases will bring out at once the
full value of this excellent collection of cases. It has been of

great service to me in the use of the volumes as they have come

out without the index , and of course I now expect far better
results.

The value of a selection of English leading cases will be

recognized at once on all hands, provided the persons making

the selection of cases and charged with the duty of annotations

are well qualified for such a task, and these points have un

doubtedly been well met in the set of " Ruling Cases ” which

you now complete by the index volume.

The addition of the American notes gives to the set the

practical value which would have beenobtained if the set had

been originally a collection of both American and English

leading cases ;and I am glad to say, as aresult of extended

practical use of the set, its value can hardly be overestimated.

In placing apractical value ona set likethiswe must bear in

mind that much the greater numberof practitioners at the bar

are not in a situation to have the advantage of a full reprint of

the English reports on account ofone obstacle and another, and

this situation is quite satisfactorily met in a judiciously selected

set of leading cases after the plan and arrangement of the

" Ruling Cases" series. Byexamination of the extent to which

the cases selected forthis serieshavebeencited and followed in

courts of last resort in this country ,both state and federal, the
importance of the set is at once made apparent.

Inboth the English and Americannotesthe cases, like the

principal cases in the series, are well selected and wellarranged

andconstituteleading cases , undoubtedly ,uponthe several sub

jectsunder which they are collated.

I am glad that I can congratulate you on the completion of

this useful work,andin placing before the profession at a mod

erate price a set of cases fully annotated , which has long been

needed and which will continue to be appreciated the more the
set is used from year to year.

Yours truly,

HON . C. D. CLARK,

U. S. District Judge,Chattanooga, Tenn .

This sounds like the sincere commendation of a busy

lawyer.

I have found E. R. C. a practical set.

JOHN KIVEL, Dover, N. H.

This, from a leading lawyer of Portland, Maine.

I have been a subscriber to the edition of “ English Ruling

Cases " with English and American notes , bearing the imprint

of the Boston Book Co. , and have had occasion to examine them

with some care The result of the examination has given me a

very favorable opinion of their value. I have found collections

of selected cases with notes of great assistance to me in my

practice and in this class of publications rate the “ English

Ruling Cases " high .

Of the value of English precedents in this country I suppose

there is little difference of opinion ; they are generally recognized

as of weighty authority. The plan and arrangement of the

series is goodand the selection of the cases excellent, the state

ment of the principles of law made by the Editor under the

name of " Rules " seems clear and accurate, and the English and
American notes bring together many valuable authorities which

save time for the busy lawyer.

Fortheseand many other reasons I do nothesitate to recom

mend the purchase of the “ English Ruling Cases ” and remain

Very truly yours,

CHARLES F. LIBBY,

Portland , Maine.

[From The National Corporation Reporter, Chicago,

May 22, 1902.]

BACON'S LINES OF A GOOD JUDGE.

Legal Bibliography N. S. Number 12, published by the

Boston Book Company, states that in an article on Sir

William Blackstone, in Volume 1 , American Jurist, twelve

characteristics of the good Judge are found, and that ,

from the context, the editor cannot make out whether

they are Blackstone's or Bacon's. He puts the innocent

inquiry, “ Can any reader tell us ? ”

The editor of the Reporter will answer, stating that the

twelve characteristics are found in Lord Bacon's letter to

Justice Hutton, in tendering him the place of one of the

Justices of the Court of Common Pleas. Following is the

letter, and it will be found in Bacon's works, by James

Spedding, in Volume II . of the American edition of Mon

tague's Bacon, and also in Volume III . , p. 1197 , of the

Library of the “ World's Best Literature ” :

“ Mr. Sergeant Hutton :

“ The King's most excellent Majesty, being duly in

formed of your learning, integrity, discretion , experience,

means and reputation in your country, hath thought fit

not to leave you these talents to be employed upon your

self only, but to call you to serve himself and his people,

in the place of one of his Justices of the Court of Common

Pleas.

“ The Court where you are to serve is the local center

and heart of the laws of this realm. Here the subject

hath his assurance by fines and recoveries. Here he hath

his fixed and invariable remedies by præcipes and writs of

right . Here justice opens not by a by-gate of privilege,

but by the great gate of the King's original writs out of

the Chancery. Here issues process of outlawry ; if men

will not answer law in this center of law, they shall be

cast out of the circle of law. And therefore it is proper

for you by all means with your wisdom and fortitude to

maintain the laws of the realm . Wherein, nevertheless,

I would not have you headstrong, but heartstrong ; and

to weigh and remember with yourself, that the twelve

Judges of the realm are as the twelve lions under Solo

mon's throne, they must be lions, but yet lions under the

throne ; they must show their stoutness in elevating and

bearing up the throne.

“ To represent unto you the lines and portraitures of a

good Judge" :

[Here follow the “ Lines of a good Judge, " somewhat

differently phrased but substantially the same as those

printed on p. 4 of 12 Leg. Bib .]

Have you a student in your office ? — If so,

EWELL'S ESSENTIALS OF THE LAW (Vol. 1 , Blackstone

Abridged, sheep, $3.00, cloth , $2.50 ; Vol . 2 , Pleading ,

Contracts, Equity, sheep, $ 2.50 ,cloth ,$ 2.00 ; Vol . 3 , Torts ,

Real Property , Evidence, sheep , $2.50, cloth , $ 2.00 ; or the

3 vols . together, sheep, $7.50 , or cloth , $ 6.00) is an excel

lent book to put in his hands.

CASES ON INTERNATIONAL LAW .

After many delays Scott's CASES ON INTERNATIONAL

Law were published on December 22, in a thick royal

octavo volume of lxvii and 961 pages (cloth binding,

$3.50) . Five years ago, this collection would have

attracted little attention, but now that we have become

a “ world power," with international complications involv

ing us in many places - a new one every month or so

the subject is regularly taught in college courses, and is

studied, or dipped into , by statesmen , lawyers, and general

readers.
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NOTES .

The Corner -Stone. — A customer in Lancaster, Pa. ,

writes : " BOUVIER'S LAW DICTIONARY is the corner -stone

of legal education, and should be in the hands of every

practitioner and student in the law .”

Bad Either Way . – Jeremiah Mason was in a case

when the judge put a question to a witness that was of

doubtful admissibility. Mason at once bluntly interfered,

with this remark : - “ If Your Honor puts the question

for us, we don't want it ; if you put it for the other side,

I object!"

A Didactic Book -plate. — A book -plate in one of

the second-hand volumes which has drifted into our stock

reads thus :

If thou art borrowed by a friend

Right welcome shall he be

To read , to study - not to lend

But to return to me ;

Not that imparted knowledge doth

Diminish learning's store ,

But books, I find , if often lent,

Return to me no more.

" Read slowly ; pause frequently ; think seriously ;

keep cleanly ; return duly, with the corners of the leaves

not turned down."

Chancery Series of the Full English Reprint.

Books 1 and 2 are now ready, and later volumes will fol

low, one each month . A few complete series are still

available for separate subscription at $7.50 per book, the

series to comprise

Chancery Reports, 129 original vols . in 23 .

Rolls Court, 39 vols. in 7 books.

Vice Chancellors, 71 vols. in 43.

The limited edition is so nearly exhausted, that this

series must shortly be advanced, as are the already com

pleted House of Lords ( 58 vols . in 11 ) , and Privy Council

Series (43 vols. in 9) , which now sell respectively for $ 10.00

and $8.50 per book . Only a few complete sets of

the entire Reprint (comprising about 1,000 original vol

umes in 150 books ) remain open to subscription at for

mer price of $ 6.00 per book, and this price is subject to

advance, or the set to withdrawal from sale, without

further notice . Special prices to libraries on re

quest .

Typographical errors are amusing to readers, but

provoking to authors. In a recent circular of Snow's

CASES ON INTERNATIONAL LAW, which twice came under

the eyes of the proof-readers , the publishers, and the

author, we are humiliated to find an allusion to the “ ar

biter dictum of a distinguished judge.”

Again , in reading proof of Triquet's Case (for the same

work) , the insertion of a comma after the word “ illumin

ated ” in this sentence — “ This Act of Parliament was sent

to the Czar, finely illuminated by an ambassador extraor

dinary, " – promoted the ambassador from the clerical

drudgery of illuminating a manuscript to the proper duties

of his embassy.

Not strictly apropos, by the way, this remark of Lord

Mansfield , in Triquet's Case, dryly sums up the situation

in too many cases of the present day, - “ The affidavits

on the part of the defense have outsworn those on the

part of the plaintiffs .”

NEW CASES ON CRIMINAL LAW.

We are just publishing for Prof. WILLIAM E. MIKELL,

of the Law Department of the University of Pennsyl

vania , Part I. of his Cases ON CRIMINAL LAW (cloth,

$3.00 net).

The distinctive feature of this collection lies in the

recognition of the brief time devoted to the subject in

most law schools, and the inclusion , with the Law of

Crimes, of such phases (only ) of Procedure as are peculiar

to certain crimes . The collection is thus brought within

practicable limits.

Another striking feature is the stress laid upon histori

cal development. When the law has remained unchanged,

the author has used the earliest practicable case . Where

it has undergone a gradual change, he gives cases show

ing the original doctrine and its developments. When

the doctrine is still unsettled, he adds further some well

considered case, showing the probable tendency of the

law.

Part I. covers, topics as follows : - Sources of the

Criminal Law ; The Elements of Crime ; The Criminal

Intent ; Negligence as Supplying Intent ; Intent as Af

fected by Conditions ; The Criminal Act ; Combinations

of Persons in Crime ( Principal, Agent, Accessory ).

Part II . , .to be published later, will contain cases and

notes on the Common Law crimes and the most impor

tant Statutory crimes, including many subjects not cov

ered in other collections, such as , False Imprisonment,

Mayhem , and Adultery.

This collection of cases should be useful , not only in

law schools, but also to lawyers engaged in criminal

practice.

_

SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES .

Here are a few brief samples of the many commenda

tions from subscribers to the FULL ENGLISH REPRINT

after practical use :

“ Your Reprint is more serviceable than originals because of

the annotations ." - JUDGE J. G. JENKINS (U. S. C. C. A. ) ,

Chicago .

A complete set, with the addition of valuable notes, which

leaves nothing to be desired ." — JUDGE GEORGE DURELLE
( Ky. Court of Appeals ).

“ Reprinted in fulland edition limited , the work will retain its

commercial value." - ŞENECA HASELTON , Vt .

" No lawyer or law writer can afford to be without it . ” _ W . L.

CLARK , Brooklyn .

Indispensable to every lawyer and jurist.” — FRANCIS NEALL

PARK , Md.

* Of the greatest practical benefit . " - Coult & HOWELL , N. J.

' Should recommend every lawyer, able to do so , to invest. "

-W. A. BLOUNT, Fla .

' Superior to originals . "— FARRAR , JONAS & KRUTTSCHNITT,

New Orleans.

What every good law office should contain ."- C.W . BUNN

( No. Pac. R. R. ) , St. Paul,

“ Arrangement superb . Prefer the reprint to originals. "-- JESSE

B. Root,Helena.

" One of the best things out. " - John T. CONDON , Seattle ,

" The greatest single work in law literature. " — THOMAS

TAYLOR , Jr. , Chicago.

“ Do not feel that I could afford to be without them . "' -- JUDGE

N.C. SEARS ( Ill . Appel. Court) .

" Greatly assist in knowing what law was and is." - W.M.

BYRNE ( U. S. Dist . Atty), Del .

The limited edition is nearly exhausted, and persons

interested should communicate with us at once.
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FULL ANNOTATED ENGLISH REPRINT.

About 1000 original volumes in 150 books, from Year Books up to Current Law Reports.

Subscription price $ 6.00 per book , full sheep binding (special library price on

application ), subject to early advance as limited supply decreases.

Absolutely complete and verbatim .

Preserves original paging.

Cited same as are originals.

Good type , cleared labeled like originals.

Occupy less than 40 feet shelving.

Annotations with each case.

Show subsequent history of each case.

Indicated on what points specially cited .

Show cases overruled, distinguished , etc.

Give Digest references for cognate cases.

Acknowledged better than originals.

Save labor and insure accuracy.

One-tenth the cost of originals.

Limited edition without plates nearly exhausted.

Good investment before prices advance .

Twenty-two books now ready.

Completing House of Lords and Privy Council.

Chancery series now current.

Volumes published monthly.

Expenses easily distributed.

ENGLISH RULING CASES.

Now completed with Index and Table of Cases in 26 vols. Full sheep $ 143.00 .

The best selected English Cases .

From earliest time to date .

Grouped under topical arrangement.

With full English and American Notes.

The “ Rule ” of Law first stated .

With “ Leading" Case establishing principles .

Followed by later modifying Cases.

With latest “ Ruling'' Case embodying present law.

A logical sequence of argument.

Grounded on principles, strengthened by best decisions.

With full English and American Notes .

Showing collateral citations and references.

MEWS' ENGLISH DIGEST.

The only complete English Digest ever published , covering both Law and Equity

side from Magna Charta to 1899. Full sheep, 16 vols. Price $ 96.00

(special library price on application).

Complete and convenient key to

Either of above Reprint sets of English Reports or to original editions .

For circulars and further information address,

THE BOSTON BOOK CO., 83-91 Francis St., Back Bay, BOSTON, MASS.
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BLACKSTONE BIBLIOGRAPHY .

In compiling a bibliography of Blackstone's Commen

taries, the editions listed below have been found:

a

1841 4 vols . 20th edition , by Stewart. Octavo. London .

First published in separate volumes, entitled ,

Principles of the Law of Real Property."

London , 1837. 2d edition . 1840.

Rights of Persons. London , 1839.

Private Wrongs. London , 1840.

Public Wrongs. London , 1841 .

1844 4 vols. Stewart's Blackstone. 2d edition . Octavo .
London .

4 vols . by Stewart :

1849 Vol . 1. 22d edition . Octavo . London .

1844 Vols . 2 , 3 and 4. Octavo . London .

1848 ? Supplement, by Williams. Octavo.

London .

1854 4 vols . 23d edition , by Stewart. Octavo. London

66 66 66

66 66

66

66 66

1768

66 66 66

66

5th
66

4 vols.
66

66 66 66

66

I 2mo.

66

Genesis of Blackstone.

1756 Analysis of the Laws of England (anonymous) .

12mo. Oxford.

? The same. 2d ed . ( anon . ?) 12mo . Oxford.

1758 The same. 3d ed . (anon . ?) 12mo. Oxford.

? The same. 4th ed . (anon. ?) 12mo. Oxford.

1762 The same. 5th ed . (by Blackstone) . Immo. Oxford.

1766 The same. 5th ed . ( pirated) . 12mo. Dublin .

1771. The same. 6th ed. (by Blackstone) . 12mo. London.

English Editions of Blackstone.

1765 Vol . 1 . ist edition. Quarto. Oxford.

1766 2d

1768 3d

1766 Vol . 2 . Ist

1767 2d

3d

1768 Vol. 3. ist

1769 Vol . 4. ist

( No ad or 3d editions of Vols. 3 and 4.)

1770 4 vols . 4th edition . Quarto . Oxford .

1771 (pirated) . 12mo. Dublin.

1773 Octavo, Oxford.

1774 6th Quarto. London .

1775 6th (pirated) . 12mo. Dublin .

1775 7th Octavo. (Portrait . ) Oxford.

1778 8th

1783 9th (by Burn) . Octavo. ( Portrait . )

London .

1786 4 vols. roth edition Anon . (no notes) .

(Portrait.) London.

1787 4 vols. 10th edition , by Burn & Williams. Octavo.

( Portrait.) London .

1788 4 vols. Ith edition (pirated ). 12mo. Dublin .

1791 4 vols. with edition, by Burn & Williams . Octavo.

(Portrait.) London,

1793 4 vols. 12th edition , by Christian . ( 13 portraits.)
London .

1796 4 vols . “ 13th edition " ( pirated) . 12mo. Dublin .

1797 Notes on Blackstone , by Christian , “ to form Vol . 5

of any edition .” ( Pirated . ) 12mo. Dublin .

1800 4 vols . 13th edition , by Christian . ( 13 portraits . )

Octavo. London .

1803 4 vols . 14th edition , by Christian . ( Portrait . )

Octavo. London .

1809 4 vols . 15th edition , by Christian . (Portrait.)

Octavo. London .

1811 " A New Edition ,” by Archbold. Octavo.

London .

1813 4 vols. ( In “ Bell's Legal Classics " .) (Anon .)

12mo. ( Portrait . ) London .

1823 4 vols , 18th edition, by Williams. Octavo. London .

( Editions of 1821-22 and 1822 are mentioned in

catalogues. Were these the “ 17th edition ? " )

1825 4 vols . 16th edition , by Coleridge . ( Portrait .)

Octavo. London.

1826 4 vols. " A New Edition (anon . ) . (Portrait ?)

Octavo , London .

1827 ? Supplement (2d edition ?) to Vol. 3 of the 17th

edition , by Petersdorff. Octavo. London .

1829 4 vols. 18th edition , by Lee, Hovenden & Ryland.

(Portrait.) Octavo . London .

1830 4 vols. “ 17th edition , ” by Christian, etc. (Portrait ?)

Octavo. London .

1836 4 vols . 19th edition , by Hovenden & Ryland.

( Portrait . ) Octavo. London.

Works Founded on Blackstone .

Stephens' Commentaries. 4 vols. Octavo. London :

jst ed . , Vol . 1 , 1841 ; Vol . 2 , 1842 ; Vol . 3, 1844 ; Vol . 4,

1845. 2d ed . , 1848. 3d ed . , 1853. 4th ed. , 1858. 5th ed. ,

1863. 6th ed . , 1868. 7th ed . , 1874. 8th ed . , 1880. 9th

ed . , 1883. 10th ed ., 1886. with ed. , 1890. 12th ed.,

1895. 13th ed . , 1899.

( First edition reprinted, New York , 4 vols. , 1843-46, --

or was this an importation , with New York imprint ?)

Kerr's Blackstone .
4
vols . Octavo. London . "' Adapted

to the present state of the law ” :

ist ed . , 1857. 2d ed., ( ?) 3d ed . , 1862. 4th ed. , 1876.

Broom & Hadley's Commentaries. Octavo.

London, 1869. Reprinted. 2 vols. Notes by Wait .

Albany, N. Y. , 1875 .

English Abridgments of Blackstone .

1790 Trusler. Summary of Constitutional Law. I 2mo.

Dublin .

1796 Curry. Abridgment, etc. 12mo. London.

1809 2d ed . 12mo. London.

1811 Barron Field . Analysis , in questions (no answers ) .

London .

1817 The same. 2d ed . London .

1823 The same. 3d ed. London . Reprinted. N. Y. 1823

1822 Anon . ( Wilmot ? See 1853 , below. ) Letters to a

Daughter. 12mo. London .

1823 Gifford- for Students. 12mo. London.

1823 Wanostrocht. British Constitution for Schools.

I 2mo. London .

1836 Smith & Warren . Selections. 12mo . London .

1854 (reprinted ). 12mo.

London .

1836–37 ? Maugham— in 2 volumes ( ? ) 12mo. London .

1839 ( Warren ?) Select Extracts, with Glossary. 12mo.
London .

1840 ( Bayly ?) Commentaries. 12mo. London .

1846 (Sayres ?) Synopsis (on a sheet) . Folio. London .

1848 Editors of Law St. Mag. — Law Students' First

Book . 12mo. London .

1848 Williams. Compilation and Supplement.

London.

1853 Wilmot. Letters to a Daughter. New edition .

I 2mo. London.

1855 Warren. “Systematically Abridged.” 12mo. Lon
don.

1856 The same. 2d edition. 12 mo. London.

1873 Aird . Blackstone Economized. 12mo. London .

1873 The same. 2d edition . I 2mo. London.

1858 Kerr's Students’ Blackstone Abridged (Vol. 1 only) .

I 2mo. London . Ist edition .

1865 The same. 2d edition .

The same. New Edition (whole of Blackstone) . Lon

don : -

66 66 66

4 vols.

12mo.
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1869 1873

1870 1877

1885 . 9th edition .

1887. Toth edition .

1890. urth edition .

1896. 12th edition .

Comic Blackstones .

1846 A'Beckett (G. A.) ; illustrated by Cruikshank .

12mo. London . ( Reprinted in America - when ?)

1887 The same, revised by A. W. A'Beckett ; illustrated

by Furniss. Octavo. London,

French Editions of Blackstone.

1774-76 “ Commentaries," etc. , traduits par M. D. C-,

Sur la 4me edition . 6 vols. Octavo. Brussels.

1823- Commentaires . . . traduit par Chompré. 6 vols .

Octavo . Paris.

1832 2 vols . “ Chitty's Blackstone, ” from 19th English

Edition, with Notes by Christian , Chitty, and

others ; and Notes by a Member of the N. Y.

Bar. Octavo . New York and Philadelphia.

[This reprint has been reissued at various dates ,

1843, 1855 , 1857 , 1861 , etc. , and is still on the

market - apparently reprinted from time to time

from the 1832 plates.]

1843-46 vols . Reprint or importation of Stephen's

Commentaries. See above.

1847 4 vols . Wendell's Blackstone. Octavo. New York.

( Reissued, without change, 1850, 1858, and 1862.)
1860 2 vols. Sharswood's Blackstone. Octavo. Phila.

( Reissued from the same plates, with new dates,

from time to time, and still on the market.)

1870 2 vols . Cooley's Blackstone. Octavo. Chicago.

2d ed. , 1872 ; 3d ed. , 1884 ; 4th ed . , 1899.

1875 Reprint of Broom and Hadley. See above.

1885 Reprint of Jones's Translations. See above.

1890 4 vols. (or 4 vols. in 2) . Hammond's Blackstone.

16mo. San Francisco .

1897 2 vols. Lewis's Blackstone . Octavo . Phila.

66

:

66

66

:

Criticisms on Blackstones .

176- ? Priestly : Remarks on . . the 4th volume. Octavo.

London. Reprinted in Philadelphia , 1773 .

1769 Blackstone's Reply to Priestly. ? ?

? Furneaux : Letters on Toleration . London ?

1771
2d edition .

1776 Bentham : Fragment on Government. London.

1776 Reprinted. Dublin.

1823 2d ed . London .

1800 Sedgwick : Critical Remarks. Quarto . London.

1804 Octavo. London .

1807 “ 2d ed . Octavo. London .

1806 Rowe : Vindication against Sedgwick. Octavo.

London .

Miscellany .

1780 Ayres Comparative View of English and Irish

Law. 2 vols. Octavo. London .

1782 Douglas : Biographical History of Blackstone.

Octavo. London .

1823 Jones: Translation of Quotations. Octavo. London .

1840 Bayley : Commentaries. Octavo. London .

66

American Abridgments.

1809 Anthon : Analytical Abridgment. Octavo. N. Y.

1832 Anthon : Analytical Abridgment . 2d edition.

Octavo. Philadelphia.

1837 Beebe; Analysis of Anthon's Abridgment.

Octavo . New York.

1823 Reprint of Field's Abridgment. Octavo. New York.

1826 Tucker's Notes for Students. Octavo. Win

chester, Va.

? Kinne : Questions and Answers. Octavo. N. Y.

? The same. 2d edition. Octavo . N. Y.

1842 The same. 3d edition . Octavo. N. Y.

1858 Devereux's Kinne : Questions and Answers. Oc

tavo . New York . ( Reprinted with various

dates , 1872 , 1875 , etc.)

1872 Dickson : Analysis. Quarto. Philadelphia.

? Dunlap's Abridgment. Octavo. St. Louis.

1877 Blickensderfer ( Law Students' Review) .

Chicago.

1877 Chase: Student's Blackstone, Octavo. New York.

1884 The same. 2d edition. Octavo. N. Y.

* 1890 The same. 3d edition. Octavo. N. Y.

1882 Ewell : ( Essentials of the Law . Vol . 1. )

Boston .

1887 (or 1889 ?) Brewster : Questions and Answers.

Octavo. Philadelphia.

1889 Blickensderfer. With charts . Octavo. Chicago.

1892 Browne. Condensed with Glossary. Octavo. St.

Paul, Minn.

1894 Blackstone Quizzers. 12mo. Detroit .

12mo.

I 2mo.

I 2mo.

American Editions of Blackstone.

[Was the English quarto edition of 1770 imported in

quantity with or without American imprint ?]

1771-2 4 vols. Reprint from 4th English edition . Octavo.

Philadelphia.

Appendix, containing criticisms on Blackstone ,

etc. , published as Vol . 5 of this edition .

[ In Vol. 5 subscriptions are solicited for another

edition in quarto. Was this published ?]

1790 4 vols . First Worcester Edition ( portrait ) . 12mo.

Worcester, Mass .

1799 4 vols. Second American Edition . (Por

trait.) Boston .

Jan. , 180r Notes to Blackstone (“ Vol. 5 ” ) for all editions.

(Reprintedfrom 1797 Dublin edition ?]

1803 5 vols. With Notes to Virginia Law , by Tucker.

12mo. Philadelphia .

(1804- 3 vols. Were Wilson's Lectures a Commentary

on Blackstone : - See Hammond's Preface .]

1807 4 vols . Reprint from 14th English Edition . (Por

trait .) Octavo . Portland, Me.

1812 4 vols . ( ? ) From last London Edition , by Christian.

(Portrait .) Octavo . Boston .

1814 See Notes in Brackenridge's Miscellanies. Phila.

( 1818 ? Was there a reprint of Christian's edition ?]

( 1825 ? “ Archbold's “ in Phila.?)

1827 2 vols. Notes of Christian, Archbold, Chitty , and

Field . Octavo . Philadelphia.

( This edition was reprinted with various dates,

1844, 1845, 1850 , 1855, etc., but no other changes.]

1831 3 vols. Pennsylvania Blackstone, by Reed. Octavo.

Carlisle, Pa .

Has any reader any other edition, or can he refer to

places where other editions have been mentioned ?

Is there in print any better bibliography of Blackstone

than that in the preface to Hammond's edition ?

Are there any other good bibliographies, either in

notes, or prefaces, or magazine articles ?

Is there any essay or magazine article summarizing the

controversies which arose over the first edition ?

Is there any essay comparing different editions ?

What explanation is there of the duplication of the

seventeenth and eighteenth editions ?

Answers, inquiries, or comments addressed to Charles

C. Soule, care Boston Book Co. , 83 Francis Street , Back

Bay, Boston, Mass., will be received with thanks.
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NOTES. THE INDISPENSABLE LAW BOOK.

Quid pro quo . — If you want to get LEG. Bib. regu- If any one law book can be said to be indispensable, it

larly , send us an occasional order, or a subscription to certainly is RAWLE'S REVISION OF BOUVIER'S LAW

The Green Bag. In revising our lists from time to time DICTIONARY. If it were only a dictionary in the general

we have to cut off unprofitable recipients . There is no sense – a lot of definitions of words and phrases,- it

other subscription price except the practical reciprocity would not be so valuable.

of purchase.
But it is not so much a dictionary as an Encyclo

Too Much of a Good Thing . — The Chief Justice PÆDIA-or rather, it is both. It gives the definitions and

of a neighboring State writes us : You seem to have my the translations like other dictionaries, but it also has

name twice on your LEG. Bib. list , as I get regularly two concise and thorough, clear and authoritative text-book

copies. I am always interested in the paper, but could articles on every topic of law in its proper alphabetical

get as much out of one copy by reading it twice (Maule,
place, with late and full citations of cases, not confined

J., 14 Leg. Bib. 8) .” to any one state or group of states, but well distributed

through different jurisdictions.

They are daisies . — We quote the following (which Covering thus all topics of the law with sufficient ful

might apply to some of the fresh graduates of our law ness for ordinary use— for the advice of a client (for
schools) from an advertisement : “ A young preacher, im

instance) or for the handling of all cases which do not
pressing upon his hearers the importance of little things, require protracted investigation and briefing ,—it is as

exclaimed : “ The hand which made the mighty heavens good as--and often better than - the great encyclopædias

made a grain of sand ; which made the lofty mountains of law, for any lawyer, and especially for the young lawyer.

made a drop of water ; which made you made the grass It costs so little money, and it takes up so little space,

of the field ; which made me made a daisy !! ” that it comes within the means and the shelf -room of any

Mistaken Vigor. — Mr. James Ferguson , a Scotch practitioner who can own a book.

advocate, was an eloquent speaker, and used to be very This edition is more nearly a new book than most new

energetic, - occasionally beating the table to clinch an editions are. Nearly a third of the contents ( including

argument. One day he was arguing a case with great all the topics of the law whereon there is change or

vigor, when Lord Polkemmet interrupted him with , development ) are absolutely new ; and the rest of the

“ Majster Jemmy,dinna dunt, ye may think ye're dunting contents have been revised and brought down to date of

it intill me, but ye're just dunting it oot o ' me, mon ! ” publication.

The original book, Bouvier's Law DICTIONARY, has

Beginning of the End.—The limited edition of The
been a standard for sixty years, and requires no adver

FULL VERBATIM ANNOTATED ENGLISH REPRINT is so

nearly exhausted that the small remainder of separate
tisement. The editor, Francis RAWLE, is a leader of

series already issued is advanced in price from $7.50 per
the Philadelphia Bar, and is this year President of the

American Bar Association . It is not often that so able a
book as follows :

lawyer can be induced to edit so good a book. RAWLE'S

House ofLords ( 58 original vols . in 11 books) $ 10.00 per book.
Privy Council (43 9 “ ) 8.50

REVISION OF Bouvier -- if you have not already got it ,

should be in your library . Price for the two thick
This is the “ beginning of the end . ” Only a few full

sets of the entire Reprint ( comprising about 1,000
volumes, $ 12.00 net (or $ 13.00 delivery charges prepaid ).

original volumes in 150 books) are still open to advance

subscription at $ 6.00 per reprint book , and our supply is WILLS AND EXECUTORS.

so limited that we reserve the right, without further
These topics come into the every-day practice of nearly

notice , to advance the price or wholly withdraw it from
all lawyers from the time they advise their first client

sale. All intending subscribers should act at once .
until they retire , full of fees and fame. The handiest,

Special prices for libraries quoted on request.
most authoritative , and altogether best books on the sub

Why “ Ruling ” Cases . — It has been asked why
ject are SCHOULER ON WILLS (Third Edition. Law

the set we advertise is called “ English Ruling Cases ,” sheep, $5.50 net) and SCHOULER ON EXECUTORS (Third

while its smaller prototypes were Smith's Leading Edition . Law sheep, $ 5.50 net) , entirely American , clear,

Cases, White & Tudor's Leading Cases in Equity, and
terse, with as full citation of authorities as is desirable.

so on . For answer, we would point out that the older or The price given above is for sheep binding. We also

" leading " case, on any point of law may or may not be
have the two volumes, sold together as a set , in “ law

now the controlling decision . In many instances the
buckram " binding, for $ 8.00 net.

courts, while holding to the general tenor of the “ lead.

ing " case , have so modified the doctrines that somelater
LEGAL PERIODICALS .

decision, restating the principle as it now prevails, is the When you cannot find the law you want in any of the

case on which present argument must be founded. To books in your library , consult Jones's INDEX TO LEGAL

these cases Mr. CAMPBELL has applied the term Rul- PERIODICALS. It is very possible that some good lawyer,

ing , "— including under this phrase, of course, such after spending months in briefing a case, has sent to one

“ leading " cases as have not been reversed or qualified. of the law journals a copy of his brief, containing just thea

This idea he has further carried out in the “ Rules ” of cases and the reasoning you are after. One such find will

law which precede every group of cases in E. R. C. repay the price of the book , although it is expensive. See

Those Rules have been pronounced to be the clearest page containing the publications of the Boston Book

and most accurate legal maxims to be found in the books. Company.

6
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BARGAINS - AMERICAN .

TERMS.- Net Cash . F. O. B. Boston .

.

20.00

I 20.00

12.00

American Bankruptcy Reports, 6 vols. Good as new . $ 20.00

American Electrical Cases, 4 vols. Good as new . 15.00

American Decisions, 100 vols..

American Reports, 60 vols . Prices on

American State Reports, vols. 1-58 application

218 vols . Sound second hand.

A. & E. Corporation Cases, 59 vols. (c . $. 48 vols. ,
n. s. II vols .) Nice condition

70.00

A. & E. Railroad Cases, 80 vols. (o. s . 60 vols. ,

n . S. 20 vols . ) Nice condition 90.00

Ark. Reports, 65 vols. in 49. Good second hand . 125.00

California Reports, 63 vols. to Pacific Reporter.
Good second hand

Colorado Reports, 6 vols. to Pacific Reporter.
Good second hand

Connecticut Reports, 52 vols . to Atlantic Reporter.
Good second hand

INinois Reports, 190 vols. Good as new 350.00

Indiana Appeal Reports, 22 vols . Fine second hand 40.00

Iowa Reports, 56 vols. (Morris, 1 vol.; Greene,

,
135.00

Kansas Reports, vols. 1-36, 40-51. Nice set 85.00

Massachusetts Reports, 179 single vols. Good

second hand 235.00

Michigan Reports, 127 vols . (Harrington, Walker,

Douglass, and Mich. , 1-123 . ) Fine second hand . 160.00

Morrison's Mining Reports, 16 vols . Good as new 40.00

N. H. Reports, 69 vols . Sound second hand . 425.00

N. J. Law Reports, 64 vols. Fine second hand . . 115.00

New York Chancery , 32 vols . Good second hand $ 30.00

Northeastern Reporter, vols. 1-43. Good second

hand 45.00

Ohio Reports, 68 vols. in 34 (Ohio, 20 vols., and

Ohio State 1-48) . Good as new 65.00

Oklahoma Reports, vols . 1-6. Fine second hand .

Oregon Reports, 10 vols. to Pacific Reporter.
Good second hand 30.00

Tennessee Reports, 100 vols. in 96. Good second

hand
325.00

U. S. S. C. Reports, 183 single vols. Good as new 300.00

U. S. Appeals (official edition) , 60 vols. Good

secondhand 30.00

U. S. C. C. First Circuit complete, 23 vols. Good

second hand 30.00

Second Circuit complete, 26 vols . Good second
hand

40.00

Fifth Circuit complete, 4 vols. Good second

hand

Sixth Circuit complete, 4 vols. Good second

hand

Seventh Circuit complete, 17 vols. Good second

hand 35.00

Eighth Circuit complete, 12 vols. Good second

hand 35.00

Ninth Circuit complete, 16 vols . Good second

hand 50.00

Wisconsin Reports, 80 vols. (Original Edition . )

Good second hand 80.00

United States Digest (Subscription Edition), 33
vols. in 17 , and American Annual Digest, 1887

to 1896. Čovers ground of Century Digest . 25.00

100.00

10.00

10.00

as new

STATUTES AND SESSION LAW8.- Our large stock of laws includes many desirable sets, many

complete from the beginning, others from an early date. We also have large stock of odd

years for filling gaps . Write us for anything you may desire.

LAW PERIODICALS.- More than any other dealers, we make a specialty of sets and odd volumes

of Law Periodicals . Among other desirable sets , we now have in stock the following bargains.

Prices given on application . Offer us any good sets you have for sale.

Albany Law Journal. Criminal Law Magazine. Monthly Law Reporter.
American Jurist. Harvard Law Review . National Bankruptcy Register.

American Law Journal. Insurance Law Journal. Pittsburgh Legal Journal.

American Law Magazine. Internal Revenue Record. Railway and Corporation Law Journal.

American Law Record. Juridical Review ( Scotch ) . Southern Law Review .

American Law Register. Law Magazine and Review (English) . Texas Law Review.

American Law Review . Law Quarterly Review (English ) . U. S. Monthly Law Magazine.

Case and Comment . Lower Canada Jurist. Virginia LawRegister.

Central Law Journal. Medico-Legal Journal.

TEXT BOOKS.–We have a large stock of second hand latest editions , as well as bargains in

older editions. The latest and best books always on hand at tempting prices.

ENGLISH BARGAINS.

English Law Reports, current series com

plete , 264 vols., 1865-1901 . Good second
hand, half calf binding

Jurist, 55 vols., complete set 55 vols . , 1837- Prices on

1866. Good second hand . : application

Pickering's English Statutes, complete set

109 vols . from Magna Charta to 1869.
Good second hand .

English Common Law Reports (Amer. ed . , 1813;
1865), 118 vols . and 3 indices. Fair second

hand $ 85.00

Moak's English Reports, 38 vols, and 2 Digests .
Good second hand $ 25.00

English Exchequer Reports (Amer. reprint, 1824

65 ) , 48 vols. Part poor, part good second hand '. 35.00

English Law and Equity Reports ( Amer. ed. ) , 40

vols. and Digest . Largely poor condition 15.00

Scots Revised Reports (Reprint of House
of Lords, 42 vols, in 10 , and Court of Ses. Price on

sions 27 vols. in 13) , 6g vols. in 23, covering application
1707-1865 . Special opportunity for a small

library :
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MR. JUSTICE HOLMES,

On Dec. 3d the Middlesex Bar bade farewell to Chief

Justice Holmes at a dinner, where the speeches— as at

most bar dinners - excelled in wit, in sentiment, and in

sense . We quote from the most serious part of the pro

ceedings .

Judge Knowlton, who succeeds Judge Holmes as Chief

Justice of Massachusetts, said :

“ You all have general knowledge of what Massachusetts will

lose when the Chief Justice departs for Washington . His learn

ing in the law, his philosophical insight which discerns the prin

ciples on which jurisprudence is founded, and the picturesque

literary style in which his legal opinions are written , are familiar

to all lawyers . I will not dwell upon that which is well known

both in England and America . But the loss to us , his asso

ciates on the bench , is known to ourselves alone. His analytical

power, which quickly discovers the vital points of a case , his

force of argument in presenting his views , the wealth of judicial

decision from the best sources with which he reinforces his

positions , his readiness to comprehend the arguments of other

judges, and his liberality in receiving and weighing them , have

made his efforts in the consultation room invaluable to his

associates.

“ Add to these remarkable facility and untiring industry in

writing opinions, and you can see how important a factor he has

been in producing such results as the Court has reached . During

the three years or more that he has been our Chief Justice , it has

seemed to be the one great purpose of his life to make the

decisions of the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts

the best exposition of law that it was possible to produce .

That they have failed to reach his ideal is not for lack of any

thing he could do or furnish .

" Another phase of his companionship we shall miss more

than I can tell. The play of inherited wit and imagination with

which from time to time our prosaic work has been enlivened,

has given frequent relie to our tired brains . As we have sat

down to our task in the consultation room or have separated at

the end of it, his sparkling pleasantries and good -natured

raillery have dispelled clouds and brought an invigorating

atmosphere . Original conceptions clothed in brilliant language

have flashed out among us like lightning from a summer cloud .

But more important and more tenderly cherished in memory

have been the uniform kindness and consideration shown to

his associates in the complex and intimate relations that are

incident to his official position. There is not one of our number

that will not keep in mind special acts of favor in connection

with a constant endeavor to deal justly and generously by all .

While we rejoice in the honor that comes to him from his

promotion , we shall feel our loss in his departure more than you

can realize ."

To the speeches of farewell , Judge Holmes responded

as follows :

" It is a good deal of a wrench to leave old friends, to leave

the memorials of the dead , to leave all the associations of a

whole life for an unknown new world ....

“ At this moment the work of twenty years comes up for judge

ment, and that also is not without its sadness. You are the

judges, and even you are more likely to take your views from

the accident of your professional needs than from a considera

tion of any general aspect of a man's work .

“ I have tried to see the law as an organic whole. I also have

tried to see it as a reaction between tradition on the one side and

the changing desires and needs of a community on the other.

I have studied tradition in order that I might understand how it

came to be what it is, and to estimate its worth with regard

to our present needs ; and my references to the Year Books often

have had a sceptical end . I have considered the present tenden

cies and desires of society and have tried to realize that its

different portions want different things , and that my business

was to express not my personal wish , but the resultant , as

nearly as I could guess, of the pressure of the past and the

conflicting wills of the present . I have considered the social

and economic postulates on which we frame the cor.ception of

our needs , and I have tried to see them in a dry light. It has

seemed to me that certainty is an illusion , that we have few

scientific data on which to affirm that one rule rather than

another has the sanction of the universe , that we rarely could

be sure that one tends more distinctly than its opposite to the

survival and welfare of the society where it is practiced , and than

the wisest are but blind guides.

“ But we have a great body of law which has at least this sanc

tion , that it exists. If one does not affirm that it is intrinsically

better than a different body of principles which one could

imagine , one can see an advantage which , if not the greatest, at

least, is very great- that we know what it is. For this reason

I am slow to assent to overruling a decision . Precisely my

skepticism , my doubt as to the absolute worth of a large part of

the system we administer , or of any other system , makes me

very unwilling to increase the doubt as to what the court

will do. I have noticed the opposite tendency in minds that

regarded our corpus juris as an image, however faint , of the

eternal law.

“ As I have said, I have felt very sad at the thought of all that

I leave, and sad with the wonder whether the work of twenty

years , on which I have spent the passion of my heart, will be

adjudged to have been nobly done. I have felt sad , too, with a

different sadness in thinking of the future . It is an adventure

into the unknown . No man can go far who never sets down his

foot until he knows that the sidewalk is under it . But, gentle

men , it is a great adventure, and that thought brings with it a

mighty joy. To have the chance to do one's share in shaping

the laws of the whole country spreads over one the hush that one

used to feel when one was awaiting the beginning of a battle.

One does not forget the danger, but if victory should come !

Victory shall come- with that thought the personal apprehen

sion grows dim . The forces of one's soul rally and gather to a

point . One looks down the line and catches the eye of friends

he waves his sword – it may be the last time for him or them

but the advance is about to begin . The troops are deployed.

They will follow their leader. We will not falter , we will not

fail . We will reach the earthworks if we live, and if we fall we

will leave our spirit in those who follow , and they will not turn

back. All is ready. Bugler , blow the charge !"

SET OF BLACKSTONE EDITIONS .

We have now in stock a nearly complete collection of

all the editions of Blackstone's Commentaries; - more

nearly complete (we believe) than exists elsewhere in

England or America. It is for sale, if we can find any one

willing to pay our price for it.

:

GOOD PORTRAIT OF JUSTICE HOLMES.

The GREEN Bag for January, 1903 (price 50 cents—

subscription , $ 4.00 per year) , has an excellent full -page

portrait of the new United States Supreme Court judge

as a frontispiece, together with a biographical sketch and

discriminating comment on his legal ability.

PUZZLING CITATIONS.

Do you not often run across citations which you cannot

make out ? If so , you should use the little desk manual

called “ ABBREVIATIONS USED IN LAW Books” (sheep,

$ 1.50) , which contains a fuller and clearer explanation of

legal abbreviations ( incorrect as well as correct) than you

can find elsewhere.
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I. 1.0

3.6

. I. 1.0

k. s . d .

MARRIOTT ( T.) Constables. 3d ed.. 3.6

MONTGOMERY (R. M.). LicensingAct. 2d ed. 18.0

NOTTAGE (W.G.). Registration of Title to Land 3.6

PATERSON (J.). Licensing Acts. 14th ed . 15.0

PHIPSON (S. L.) . Evidence. 3d ed. . 14.0

REESON ( ) . Gas and Water Acts

RINGWOOD (R.). Bankruptcy. 8th ed. 10.6

RUSSELL (W. H.). Hire -Purchase System . 3d ed. 3.6

SCHOLEFIEL
D ( J. ) and HILL (G. R.) . Licensing

Act .

SMITH (H. A. ) . Principles of Equity . 3d ed.

Snow (T.), BURNEY (C.) and STRINGER (F. A.) .
Annual Practice, 1903.

STRINGER (F. A.). Guide to Practice, 1903 5.0

THOEBALD (H.S. ) . Land 12.6

THWAITES ( C.). Guide to Criminal Law. 6th ed .

VAN ZYL (Ç . H.). Judicial Practice of South

Africa . 2d ed. 1.15.0

WHARTON (G.F.),. Legal Maxims. 3d ed. 5.0

WHITELEY ( ): Licensing Act :
WILLIS ( _ ). Contract of Sale of Goods 7.6

WOODFALL (W.) . Landlord and Tenant. 17th ed . 1.18.0

YEARLY Supreme Court Practice, 1903 ·

1. 5.0
.

10.0

3.6

I. 0.0

AMERICAN ELEMENTARY BOOKS

Published since Oct. 1 , 1902 .

Sizes 8vo or 12mo, binding law sheep, unless otherwise stated .

BLACK ( H. C.) . Judgments. 2 vols . , 2d ed. . $12.00

BEALE ( J. H.) . Cases on Conflict of Laws. Vol. 3 3.50

BEALE ( J. H.) . Cases on Public Service Compa

nies . 4.00

CHAPLIN ( H. W.). The Coal Mines and the Pub

lic. Paper .50

EATON ( J. W. ) and GilberT (F. B.) . Commercial

Paper .
6.00

FLETCHER ( W.M.) . Equity Pleading and Practice 6.00

Fricke ( W. A.) . Surplus of Life Insurance Com

panies . 1.50

HAMMON (L. L. ) . Contracts 6.00

HARDWICKE ( H.) . Trial Lawyers' Assistant in

Civil Cases 6.00

HUGHES (W. J.) and HARR (W. R.) . Constitu

tional Law Quiz Book . Paper . -50

HUTCHINS ( H. B. ) and BUNKER ( R. E.) . Cases

on Equity Jurisprudence 5.00

JUDSON ( F. N. ) . Taxation 6.00

KNOWLTON (J. C.) . Cases on Criminal Law. Cloth 3.00

LINDLEY (C. H.) . Mines. 2 vols . , 2d ed. 15.00

MACGILLIVRAY (E. J. ) . Copyright
8.00

MARTIN ( A.) . Cases on Equity Jurisdiction . 4.50

MAUDE (W.) . Pandects of Justinian . Vol. 1 5.00

MIKELL (W. E. ) . Cases on Criminal Law . Part 1 .

Cloth 3.00

Reese ( J. J. ). Medical Jurisprudence and Taxi

cology. 6th ed. 3.50

REINHARD (G. L.) . Agency

Scorr ( J. B.) . Cases on International Law 3.50

SHIPP ( E. R.) . Criminal Law Quiz Book. Paper -50

SMITH ( J. W.) . Municipal Corporations. 2 vols.

SNYDER (W. I.) . Mines and Mining Claims.

2 vols .

STEARNS ( A. A.) . Suretyship . 6.00

SWEET ( J. C.) . Mortgages, with Cases

TIFFANY ( H. T.) . Real Property. 2 vols.

WILLISTON ( S. ) . Cases on Bankruptcy : 5.00

WYMAN ( B.) . Cases on Restraint of Trade. Paper

4.50

I 2.00

12.00

12.00

WILMOT'S (OR RAYNER'S ) GLANVIL .

Antiquarians who have examined the different editions

of the “ Tractatus de Legibus et Consuetudinibus Regni

Angliæ, compositus Justiciæ gubernacula tenente illustri

viro Ranulpho de Glanvilla ,” may have been puzzled to

find John Rayner's name signed to the preface of the

1780 edition, which the catalogues declare to have been

edited by “ John Wilmot, Esq. , one of the masters in

chancery ."

An interleaved copy of this edition has just come into

our hands, with the name of John Rayner crossed out

(with ink ) on p. viii., and with this note appended:

“ I had collated an old Edition by the encouragment of

my Father when at Oxford in 1767 , æt . 18, & havingmen
tionedit to SirW. Blackstone, he gavemeanother older

edition , and finding another MS. or two in the Bod.

Museum, which I at that time frequented viz. in 1777 or
1778, I collated these also, and another lent me by Dr.

Milles, Dean of Exeter. Tho' no very material varia

tions, I thought worth to print it in 1779 ; and as I did not

like the servile labour of correcting the press and was too

much & better employed, the Bookseller, Brook of Bell

Yard , recommended what he thought a competent poor

Law scrivener for that purpose : but I found he made so

many blunders that I was obliged to do it mostly myself.

I still however pd . him as I agreed, & employing him the

last Day and for the last time, to take a Commonplace
Preface or Advertisement to Brook, not meaning to add

but declining to add myname to the Edition orPreface,

I received 250 Copies with the name of a Person, John
Rayner, who did little more than go backwards & for

wards to the Publisher as above.

“ As however my purpose was equally answered , I let

it go as it was.

** Brook afterwards put my name to his Catalogue

with't my Knowledge.

“ J. Wilmot. "

GIVE AWAY YOUR OLD BOUVIER .

Yes, we can allow you something for your old edition

of BOUVIER's Law DICTIONARY if you want to buy

RAWLE'S REVISION . But we cannot allow you much ,

because the latter so thoroughly supersedes all former

editions that they are not worth much to us or to any one

else .

When you get Rawle's Revision why not encourage

some young lawyer or law student by giving him your

old edition ? Can't you get more satisfaction that way

than by trading it to us for a song ?

.

ENGLISH ELEMENTARY WORKS, ETC.

Published since Oct. 1, 1902, or now in Press.

Size 8vo or 12mo, and binding cloth .

Any book on this list can be sold to lawyers in the United

States at the rate of thirty cents, or to libraries on certificate
a! twenty -five cents, to the shilling.

£.s.d .

ADDISON (C.G.). Contracts. Toth ed.

ASHURNER (W.). Equity .
BELLOT ( H. H. L.) . The Inner and Middle Temple 6.0

BUTTERWORTH ( A. R.). Bankers' Advances on

Mercantile Securities 7.6

CARSON ( T. H.). Real Property Statutes. roth ed. 1.15.0
Carter (A. T.). Contracts . 7.6

History of EnglishLegal Institutions 14.0

CHALMERS (D. ) and Hough ( E. ) Bankruptcy

Acts. 5th ed . :

Coulson (H. J.) and FORBES (U. A.) . ' Law of
Water, 2d ed .

1.15.0

Coxe ( ). Manual of French Law and Commer

cial Information . 6.0

EMDEN (A.). Winding Up of Companies and
Reconstruction . 6th ed.. 17.6

FRASER (H.). Torts . 5th ed . 8.0

Gibson ( A.) and HART (W.G.). Student's Con

2. 2.0

I. 1.0

I. 5.0

veyancing. 7th ed.
INDERMAUR (J. ) . Guide to Procedure and Evi

dence. 3d ed.. 5.0

KENNY (C. S. ) . Outlines of Criminal Law

1. 5.0

10.0
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Publications of THE BOSTON BOOK CO. of Boston, Mass.

“ The Euterprise of the Century

The most useful of all Reports ...

.FULL REPRINT OF ENGLISH REPORTS ( Current ).

150 volumes, $ 6.00 per vol.

. ENGLISH RULING CASES WITH AMERICAN NOTES .

26 volumes , $ 143.00.

MEWS' DIGEST OF ENGLISH CASE LAW.

16 volumes, $ 96.00.

RAWLE'S REVISION OF BOUVIER's Law DICTIONARY .

Law and Equity in one series

The lawyers ' Vade mecum

( Concise Encyclopædia .) 2 vols. $12.00

Standards on these subjects

SCHOULER ON WILLS. 3d ed . Sheep, $ 5.50 . or together,

SCHOULER ON EXECUTORS . 3d ed. 2 vols . ,

Sheep , $5.50.
buckram ,

WOOD ON LIMITATIONS. 3d ed . , by Gould

EWELL'S ESSENTIALS OF Law (for students.

8.00

Standard on this subject 6.50

Aida in Review or Examination THE

3 vols . 7.50 or 6.00

Legal History and Portraiture .

A monthly delight and stimulus .

Key to legal monographs . 20.00

Public International Law . .

Private International Law

Criminal Law

Criminal Law for Students . .

Brief epitomes for lawyers or students .

The Geeen BAG, 1889-1901. 14 vols . 4to, half cloth 42.00

The GREEN BAG, subscription $ 4.00 per year, in advance .

An illustrated monthly magazinefor lawyers.

. JONES ' INDEX TO LEGAL PERIODICALS. 2 vols .

Scott's CASES ON INTERNATION
AL

LAW. Cloth
3.50

. BEALE's CASES ON CONFLICT OF LAWS. 3 vols. , half sheep 10.50

MIKELL'S CASES ON CRIMINAL LAW. Vol . 1. Cloth 3.00

BROWNE ON CRIMINAL LAW 2.50 or 2.00

I MARTIN'S Civil ProCEDURE AND PLEADING AT COMMON

LAW
3.50

BROWNE ON THE DOMESTIC RELATIONS 2.50 or 2.00

BROWNE ON SALES OF PERSONAL PROPERTY 2.50 or 2.00

HEARD ON EQUITY PLEADING 2.50 or 2.00

METCALF ON CONTRACTS ; HEARD's Notes 3.50

SHELDON ON SUBROGATION . 2d ed . 5.00

ABBREVIA
TIONS USED IN LAW Books 1.50

TAYLOR ON EVIDENCE ; CHAMBERLAYNE's Notes. 3 vols .

Wood's RAILWAY LAW ; Minor's Notes. 3 vols . 18.00

Davis's HISTORY OF MASSACHUSETTS JUDICIARY 2.50

Fuller's FRENCH TRIALS : IMPOSTORS, &c. 1.00

INDERMAUR'S STUDENTS' COMMON LAW CASES 1.50

PULLING'S ORDER OF THE Coif

The Standard on this subject . .
.

A convenientdesk manual ..

The English Standard Americanized I 2.00.

A practical treatise

Readable judicial history .

Like a dime-novel

Smith's Leading Cases abridged .

History of English Law . 3.00

Covers all English cases 3.00

Bits of antiquarian humor 1.50

MEWS' ENGLISH CRIMINAL DIGEST. 1897

HEARD'S CURIOSITIES OF THE LAW .

WALLACE ON THE OLD REPORTERS (out of print) .

Williams's Law of ACCOUNT (English )

Full of legal lore

A late work in mercantilo law . .3.00
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18, 13.

Accident Law . - Clark ( Mass. ) . 12, 11.- Drug Acts. - Higginson (Eng.), 12, 12. Local Governmont. - Atkinson ,'13 , 6.

Mintun -Seuhouse ( Eng. ) , 14, 13. Elections. - Jeweit ( X. Y.) , 13 , 6 . Lumberman . - Rosenberger, 13. 6.

Actions . - Sibley (Ohio ), 13, 6.-14, 13 . Electric Lighting:-Will (Eng.),14, 13. Magistrates . - Rogers ( Tenn .), 13, 6 .

Admiralty . - Gibson, & c. ( Eng.) , 12 , 12.- Employer's Llability :-- Dresser, 13, 6. Marriage. - Donovan ( s . Dak .), 12, 12.
Williams & Bruce (Eng.), 14, 4, 13. English Stututes. - Chitty, 14, 4. Mister and Servant. - Smith , 13, 7 .

Agency. - Reinhard, 16 , 13. Eyalty. - Blythe ( Eng.) , 12, 12. - Inder. Mechanics' Liens. - Farson ( ill .), 12, 11.

Alr . - Fletcher (Eng.), 13, 6. muur ( Eng.) , 12, 12. - Ames, 13. 6.- -Jame» (Ala ), 12, 11 .
American Law . - Twoi enturles, 12, 13 . Bixpham , 13, 6.- Beers, 13,6. - Fletch . Medical Jurisprudence. - Reese, 15, 13.
Anglo -Saxon Law . - Seebohm , 14, 13. er, 16, 13. - Ashburner (Eng. ) , 16 , 13.- Mlning. - Cockburn (Eng.), 13, 6. - Lind.
Appeals.-- .- chole field & Hill , 13 , 1 . Smith (Eng.) , 18, 13. ley,18. 13. - Snyder, 15. 13 .

Attachment. - Rooil, 12, 13 . Equity (Cases ).- Brett ( Eng .), 12, 12.- Mortgåger . - Sweet, 16, 13 .

Ballinents.-- Van Zile, 13, 6 . Hutchins & Harr, 16, 13. Municipal Bonds. - Harris, 13 , 6.

Banking .- Hamilton ( n . Y.), 13, 6. - Ethics. - Warvelle , 12 , 13 . Municipal Corp. - Smith, 18, 13 .

Murse. 4, 13.- Butterworth, 16 , 13. Evidence . - Bent (Eng.1, 12 , 12.-Ewbank Negligence . Dresser, 13, 6. — N'e are

Bankruptcy . - Chalmers & Hough (Eng.), ( Iud.) . 13, 6. - indermaur (Eng .), 18 , (Eug .). 13, 7 .

16. 13.- Bingwood ( Eng) , 18, ! 3 . 13. - Phip -on ( Eng. ) , 18. 13. Negligence . - Thompson, 12, 13 .

Bankruptcy (Cases).- Williston, 18 , 13. Evidence (Circumstantial). - W1118 Negotiable Instrumon 8. — Crawford

Bar Examination . - Bingham , 13, 6.- (Eng .), 14, 13. (Pa .), 12, 13 ; 14 , 6 .-- Selover ( Ia.) , 13 ,

Thwaite ( Eng . ) , 13 , 7. Exrcators . - Schouler, 12, 7 . 6. - Eaton & Gilbert, 18, 13.

Bills & Notes. - Crawford, 13, 6. Factories. - Austin (Eng.), 12, 12.-Bow. Open Spaces.- Hunter (Flig .), 13, 6.

Bondr . - Harris, 13, 6. stead (Eng.), 12 , 12. - Redgrave, 12, Pandects . - Voet (Eng.), 12, 12.

Building Societies. - Wentzburg , 13, 7. 12.- Abraham & Davies (Eng.), 14, 13. ParliamentaryLaw . - Stevens, 14, 13,

Burial.- Little ( h.lig:) , 13 , 7.-14, 13. Factory Act. - Williains (Eng.) , 13, 7 . Patruir. – Fulion (Eng ), 12 , 12 .

Canal Traffic . - Bojle, &c. (Eng .), 12 , 12. Federal Citations. - Ash , 12 , 13. - 13 , 6. Registrationof Land.- Noutage, 18 , 13.

Carriers. - Thompson, 12, 13 . -Encyclo. (Eng .), 13, 6. - McCall, 13, Personal Injuries.– Baldwin (Mich .),
Charities . Bourchier (Eng .), 14 , 13. 6. - Pulbronik (Eng. ) , 13, 7 . 12, 11 ; 14 , 12.- Neare ( Eug.), 13. 7.
Charity Trusts. - Noble (M88x .), 13, 6. Federul Judicature.- (A ticle ) 14 , 3. Pleading . - Young & Keen's Cases,14,4.

Cheques.-Watson ( Eng.) , 14, 13 , Fishery . - Uko ( Eng. ) , 14 , 13. Practice . - Little (Ky.), 13 , 6.-Works
Circumstantial Evidence.- Wills Food Acts. - Higginson (Eng .) , 12, 12. (Iod.), 13, 5. - Collins (N. Y.), 14 , 12.

( Eng ), 12, 12. - 14 , 4 . Foot Patha. - Hunter (Eig .), 13, 6 . Saunders (Eng.), 14 , 13. – Wali, 14,

Citations. - Ash , 13, 6. Forms. - Vaughan (Ala .) ,13, 5.-Whitta- 13. - Hardwicke, 18 , 13. - Indermaur

Civil Law . - Voet ( Eng.), 12, 12. ker (Ohio ), 13, 6. - Wolstenholm & (Eng.), 15 , 13. - Show(Eng.), 18, 13.

Civil Procedure.- Becker, 13, 6. - Chase , Copran (Eng .), 13, 7.-Encyclopædia Stringer (Eng.), 16, 13 .

15. 6.- Parker , 13, 6. (Eng .) , 14, 13 . Precedents . -Key (Eng.), 13 , 7 .

Civil Remedies. - Budd (Calll .) , 13, 5. Fruud . - Kerr (Eng ), 12, 12 . Present Value . -Glauque & McC ., 12, 13 .

Clenring House . - Watso11, 13, 6 . French Commercial Law. - Coxo Probate. - Gibson & c . (Eng.), 12, 12. —

Clerk's Assistant. - McCalí, 13, 6. (Eng.), 16, 13. Wilson (Me.), 12, 11. - Höyt (N. H.),

Coal. -Cockburn (Eng.), 13, 6. - Chaplin, Gaine L ws.—Tait (Sc.) , 12, 12. 12, 11. - Dame (Neb.), 13 , 5 .

Garnishment. -Rood , 12, 13 .
Public Health.--Lumley(E.g.),12, 12.

Collieries.- Hamilton (Eng .),14, 13. Gas. - Reeson (Eng . ), 18. 13. 14, 7. - Questions ( Eng.) , 13, 7 .

Commercial Cases. - McMaster , 14, 13. Government.-- Atkinson (Eng .) , 13, 6.- Public Service Cos.-krále, 18, 13.

Commercial Court. - Mathew , 12 , 12 . Questions and Answers (Eng.) , 13 ,7 . Railroads (Street). -Nellis, 13 ,6.

Commercial Law . - Hargis, 14, 13 . Habeas Corpus. - Fry's Case, 12, 3 . Railways (light).- Brice (Eng .). 13, 6.

Companies . - Lindley (Eng .) , 13.7. Health . - Balch (N. Y.), 13, 6. - Lumley Railway Traffic. - Buyle (Eng.), 12, 12.

Coinpanies Art. - Simonson , 12, 12. (Eng .), 13. 7.- 14, 13. - Questions und RealProperty . - Newell 12, 13. - Wash .
Companies (Procedure ).-Ro-8, 12, 12. Answers (Eng .), 13, 7. — Stephen burn , 12, 13. - Farrer (Eng .), 13, 6.

Company Law . - Goiraud ( Eng. ) , 14, (Eng .), 14, 13 . Puttee, 13, R. - Tiffany, 15, 13.-Carson

13. - P'aliner ( Eng. ) , 14 , 13.- Emden , Highways Greene ( N. Y. ) , 13, 6.- (Eng .), 13, 13.- Theobald (Eng .), 15, 13.

( Eng. ) , 16, 13. Mason ( N. Y.) , 13, 6 ; 14 , 12. Religious Corporations. -Cumining &

Company Forms -Palmer (Eng.). 12, 12. Hire Purchase. - Russell (Eng.), 16, 13. Gilbert (N. Y.) , 13 , 6 .

Conditions. - Furren (Eng .), 13, 6 . History. - Carson, 13. 6.- Wilshere Restraint of Trade. - Wyman, 16, 13 .

Conflict of Laws. - Beale , 14, 3 ; 16, 13 .

Constables.- Marriott (Eng .), 16 , 13. Carter ( Eng . ) . 15 , 13. Willi» ( Eng ) 15 , 13.

Constitution » l History. – Wilshere Homesteads -Kalos ( 111.), 13, 5 . Sales. - Farrer, 13 , 6. - Frreman, 13, 6.

(E.g.), 13, 7 .
House Tax. - Dowell Eng.), 13, 6 . Servant. - Smith (Eng.), 13, 7.

Consultational Law . - Hughes, 13, 13 . Income Tax . - Dowell (Elng ) , 12, 12 . Shareholders.- Puliner (Eng .), 13, 7 .

Contract ( Conditions ).- Macey, 12 , 12. Insurance . - Kerr, 12, 13; 13. 6. - Ellintt, Slavonic Law .- Sigel (Eing .), 13, 12.
Contracts . - Leuke (Eng.), 14, 13. - Shipp 13, 6.– Finch, 13. 6.- Frost, 13, 6.- Solicitors.-Jonur (Eng.). 12, 12.

( Eng . ) , 14 , 13. - H » mmoni, 18 , 13.- Hamilton ( N.Y.) , 13, 6 . Sonth Africa . - Van Zv! (Eng ), 15, 13.

Addison ( Eng .), 15, 13. - Carter (Eng.), Insarance (Guaranty). - Frost, 12 , 13 . Stamp Duties.- Bond (Eng.). 14, 13.

15 , 13. Intercorporate Relations. - Noyes, 14, Star Chamber. - Schofield , 14 , 13 .

Conveyancing :-Falinn (Pa.), 12 , 12.- 13. Streets (Private ). - Scholefield , 14,'13.

key ( Eng .), 13 , 7. — Wolstenholm International Law ( Cases .) - Scott, 14, Street Rallroads.- Nelli«, 13, 6.

( Eng.) , 13, 7. - Gibson (Eng .), 15, 13. 13 ; 15, 13. Supplementary Proceedings. - Brad .

Copyright. - Macgil'ivray(Eng.), 14, 13. Interplender. - Maclennan , 14, 4 . ner (N. Y.), 13 , 6.

Corporations. - Clemens (Kan. ) . 13, 5.- Investments . - Urlin ( Eng .) , 12, 12. Supreme Court. - Carson, 13, 6 .

Corbin ( N. J. ) , 13 , 5.- Fizpatrick & Joint Stock Cos.- Jordan (Eng .), 12, 12. Buretyship . - Stearns, 15 , 13.

Fowke (Eng .), 13, 6. - Hamilton ( N. Judgmentn.- Black , 15 , 13 . Taxation . - Dowell ( Eng .) , 13, R. - 14 , 13.

Y.) , 13 , 6. - Marshall (Ohio ), 13 , 6. - Judicial Law.--mith , 13 , 6. - Greene, 13, 6. - Judson , 18, 13.

Smith , 13. 6. - Wilgus, 13 , 6.- Taylor, Judicial Salus. - Freeman , 13 , R. Townships. - Booth (N.Dak.), 12, 11 .

14 , 13.-Wentworth , 14, 12. Judicial sales ( Void ).-Freernan ,12, 13. Torts. - Fraser (Eng.), 15, 13.
Corporations. - Law'Ind.), 12, 11. - Law Juries.- Blashtield , 13, 6 ; 14 , 13 . Trade Unions.- Chalmers- Hunt (Eng.),

(Kan.), 12 , 11. - White (N. Y. ) , 12 , Jurisdiction . - Jenkyns (Eg.), 13 , 6 . 12, 12.-13, 6 .

11. - Wilson ( N.C. ) , 12, 11. Jurisprudence.- Salmond ( Eng.), 13 , 7. Tramways.- Brice (Eng .), 13 , 6. — Keen
County Courts . - Practice (Eng.) , 12, 12 . Justices of the Peace . - Stone ( Eng.), (Eng ), 13 , 7 .

Courts of Inquiry.--chley, 12, 13 . 12, 12. - McDonald (Ind.) , 13, 5.- Treaty-Making. – Butler, 12, 13.
Criminal Law . - l'attison (Mo.),12, 11.- Scholefield & Hill ( Eng .), 13, 7 Trial Brief. - Abbott, 14 , 13.

Clark, 13. 6. - Cook ( N. Y !, 13 , 6.- Land Acts . - Wolstenholm ( Eng . ), 13 , 7 . Trust Investments . - Urlin, 12, 12 .

Keuny ( Eng . ) , 13, 7 - Parker (N. Y.), Landlord and Tenant. - Pershud ( Ind .) , U. N. ('onstitutions. - Elliott, 12, 13 .
13, 6. - Abbott, 14 , 13. - Hardwick , 12 , 12. - Wodfall (Eng. ), 15 , 13. U.S. SupremeCourt. - larson, 13 , 6.

11 , 13 .- .hipp, 15 , 13. - Kenny (Eng ), Laundri• 8 .-- Kowslead (Eng .) , 12 , 12. Vendors.- Warvelle , 12 , 13 .

15 , 13. - Thwaite's (Eng.) , 15, 13 . Law Dictionary.--Bouvier, 11 , 14. 15 . Verdicts (Special).- Vilas (Wis.), 14, 12.

CriminalLaw Canes.- Knowlton , 15, L-w Lexicon.-Wharton (Eig .), 13 , 7 . Village Law . - Cuinming, 13, 6 .

13.-Mikell , 18, 13 . Legal M *xim .- Wharton (Eng.), 15 , 13. Water. - Coulson & Forbes (Eng .), 15 , 13 .

Curious Cases. - Milburn, 14 , 13 . Legislation . - Thring, 13 , 6. - Rerson (Eng ), 15, 13 .

Damnnges (Cases ) .- Mechem , 12, 13 . Liornsing. - Paterson (Eng .), 14, 13.- Wills, – Phillips & c . ( Ind.), 12, 12.

Derdk. -PracticalSuggestions, 12 , 12 .
Motgomery (Eng .), 15. 13.-Paterson Schouler, 12, 7. - Tucker , 12 , 11.

Dictionary:- Wharton (Eng.), 13 , 7 . ( Eng . ), 15, 13.-- Scholeti - lit & Hill Witnesses. - Trickett (Prt.), 12 , 11 .

Divorce.- Donovan S. (Dak .), 12, 12.- ( Eng . ) , 15 , 13. - Whiteler, 15 , 13 . Wa kmen.- Abraham & Davies (Eng.),

Gibson & ( 'o . (Eng ) , 12 , 12 . Life Insurance . - Fricke, 15, 13.
14 , 13 - Minion (Eng .). 14, 13 .

Domestic Relations.- Gilbert , 14 , 12 . Light. - Fl.tcher (Eng .), 13. 6 . Workshops. - Austin (Eng.), 12, 12. -
Drainage. - Clark & c . (Ont . ) , 12 , 12. Local Authorities . - Keen (Eng. , 13 , 7 . Bowstead (Eng .), 12 , 12 .
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AMONG THE MANY EMINENT AUTHORS ACTUALLY WRITING FOR " CYC " ARE :

SEYMOUR D. THOMPSON is writing a 900 -page title on

Author of " Thompson on Corporations,” etc. “ Corporations."

HON. JAMES SCHOULER has written'a 750-page title on

Author of “ Schouler Domestic Relations,” etc. “ Executors & Administrators.”

PROF. HENRY WADE ROGERS, LL.D. is writing a 250-page title on

of Yale University . « Injunctions."

JUSTICE EMLIN MCCLAIN, of Iowa is writing a 500. page title on
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This paper is issued quarterly , to give information about

American and foreign legal literature. We send it without

charge to any book- buyer who asks for it.

Recipients who are interested in this number will confer a

favor by showing it to other lawyers .
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CONTENTS OF THIS NUMBER.

Admiralty Law Good Reading for Leisure Hours

Bargains in Sets 16 International Law (Cases)

Bargains in Text Books 14 , 15 Law Student's Dream

B. B. Co.'s Publications 8, 9 Lawyer's Library , A. D. 1550

Best Set of Reports 2 Legal Portraits for framing

Criminal Law (Cases) 5 New Law Books

Discount on Orders before May 20 3, 16 Notes

Equity Jurisdiction (Cases) 5 Rare, Quaint, Etc. , Law Books

Full Reprint of English Reports 2 Young Lawyer's Library

10, 11

6, 7

3

12, 13

3

This is a Bargain Humber, prior to Stock

taking. See pages 10 to 16.

1f you want to make your library more effective :

See nert page for a remarkable set of reports.

Visitors to Boston are invited to call at our retail office , basement of Barristers '

Hall , Pemberton Square (directly opposite to the front entrance of the Court

House ), where they can telephone to our main office ( Nos. 83 to 91 Francis St. ,

Back Bay ; - reached by Ipswich - street cars from Park - street Subway Station ) .



E.• B. C.

Would you like to make your library more nearly perfect ?

If so, we commend E. R. C. as the best all -round set of reports .

TO WIT :

English Ruling Cases with American Aotes.

CASES SELECTED , AND English Notes , BY Robert CAMPBELL ; AMERICAN NOTES BY IRVING BROWNE

AND LEONARD A. JONES.

26 VOLS . (INCLUDING INDEX AND TABLE OF CASES) , $ 143.00 .

THIS SERIES GIVES-

The great and standard English Decisions, in full,

From the Year Books to the present time,

Grouped under alphabetically arranged topics .

UNDER EACH TOPIC -

A " rule " of law deduced from the cases .

The early or " leading " case, in full.

The later " ruling " case ( if there is one), in full .

English notes abstracting collateral cases .

American notes, showing accord or divergence of our law

in its various state and federal jurisdictions.

UNDERTAKING THUS-

To present fundamental principles,

Through cases of accepted authority ,

With practical annotations to aid

In applying these principles

To any given state of facts .

This practical series can be used by judges or lawyers-

a. In the only way other sets of reports can be used , namely, for verifying citations found in reports,

digests, or text-books . 1,900 English cases are given in full, and about 24,000 more are abstracted in

the notes, thus covering about all of the English cases which are ever cited in our courts.

b. By finding in the Table of Cases some case you have in mind, covering your point-at-issue, and noting

what other English and American cases are given or cited in the same group with it.

c. By using E. R. C. for original research, as an encyclopædia of law ; to study under the proper topic,

through decisions of unquestioned authority , the principles underlying your facts , and then using

the notes to establish a logical line of English and American cases which will convince the court

and win the case.

This last use is unique. No other set of reports can thus be used for original
research.

If you feel attracted by the above brief outline of the subject , we shall be glad to send

you (without charge) our E. R. C. booklet , illustrated by portraits of great English judges.

If you object to Selected Cases, and want all or nothing, we have a few sets still left of

the limited subscription, FULL REPRINT OF ALL THE ENGLISH REPORTS— 150 vols.

( 25 already published ), - at $6.00 per volume.

As a key to either the Full REPRINT OF ENGLISH REPORTS, or to ENGLISH RULING

Cases — and as a kind of substitute for either, we can offer Mews ' DIGEST OF ENGLISH

CASE LAW — 16 vols . , $ 96.00. This recent digest includes both the law and the equity

reports in the old-fashioned style, with statement of facts and rather full abstract of the

decisions .

Published by THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY,

CHARLES C. Soule, President. 83-91 FRANCIS ST. (BACK BAY) , BOSTON , MASS,
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TO THE BOSTON BOOK CO. ,

83. to 91 Francis Street , Back Bay, Boston , Mass.

Enclosed find

for which send items checked X in margin of list below, to

Mark

Х

here.

FULL REPRINT OF THE ENGLISH REPORTS. 25 vols . already issued , sheep

(and future volumes as issued , at $ 6.00 each ).

$150.00

English RULING CASES WITH AMERICAN NOTES. 26 vols . , sheep (after May 20th $ 143 ) , now 130.00

MEWS' DIGEST OF ENGLISH CASE LAW. 16 vols . , sheep 96.00

THE GREEN BAG , full set , 1889-1902 . 14 vols. , Reprint Edition , half cloth 42.00

BUUVIER'S LAW DICTIONARY, RAWLE'S REVISION . 2 vols . , sheep 12.00 *

THE GREEN Bag . Subscription for one year from 4.00*

SCHOULER ON Wills and SCHOULER ON EXECUTORS. 2 vols . , buckram 8.00 *

Ewell's ESSENTIALS OF THE LAW. 3 vols . , cloth

( If sheep binding is wanted change price to $ 7.50 .)

6.00*

Wood ON LIMITATION OF ACTIONS 6.50*

Further information about the FULL ENGLISH REPRINT Free

Further information about ENGLISH RULING CASES Free

Free

Free

Further information about Mews' ENGLISH DIGEST

Sample number of GREEN Bag , with further information

RARE Book List ( u pages), published with 15 LEG . Bib.

Future numbers of LEGAL BIBLIOGRAPHY

Free

Free

Total of Orier

* Discount claimeid under these items (see page 3 )

Net Amount Encloser , as above
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NOTES.

No Fun Here . — If you find little that is entertaining

in this number, pardon our editor. He is overworked and

fagged out. A few liberal orders might restore his vitality

and his spirits, and ensure a more readable LEG. BIB. next

July.

Office Adornment. — Two pages of this number are

filled with lists of legal portraits, a few good and expen

sive ; but most of them good and cheap. Half a dozen

of them framed would make your den look brighter. The

caricatures are especially cheerful to look at .

Bibliomania . — To most cultivated men there is a

fascination about old books, especially those which come

closest to their tastes or their vocation. We warn such

men not to look at our list of “ Rare Books. " If they

have strong self-control, to be sure, they may be able to

gloat over the titles without yielding to temptation, but

we enter due warning, – our conscience is clear.

Pick out an Ancestor. - In these days of Grand

father Societies, Sons and Daughters of every Chapter in

History, it behooves us all to have something ancestral

about us. If you cannot find anything else handy, why

not look through these portrait pages and see if you can

not find some one of the same name to frame, hang up,

and adopt as your forbear.

Leg . Bib . N. 8. Vol . 1. - We have kept and bound

up a few sets of the 15 numbers issued of VOLUME ONE,

NEW SERIES, OF LEGAL BIBLIOGRAPHY. We can sell

the bound volume for $ 2.00 . It is useful as a supplement

to law catalogues, and as a record of contemporaneous

law literature . It also has articles bibliographic .

New American Author. — “ It is being remarked

on in England what a prolific writer is the American

‘ Cases, ' — the author of ' Cases on Damages,' Cases

on Contracts, ' • Cases on Trusts ,' and other treatises. "

Bouvier the Only Dictionary Cited.-A corres

pondent gives on pp. 312-313 of the March -April number

of the American Law Review a “ Table of 52 Most Fre

quently Cited Text-Books, during period of 1902 : A

Digest.” In this table Bouvier's Law Dictionary stands

No. 21 and is the only law dictionary or encyclopædia in

cluded in the list. The other 51 books are all text-books.

Moral : - If you want a legal encyclopædia or law diction

ary that has the approval of the Bench and Bar, buy
RAWLE'S BOUVIER's LAW DICTIONARY, 2 VOLS. , $ 12.00 .

A YOUNG LAWYER'S LIBRARY .

This is the season when law schools are graduating

thousands of well-equippedyoung men, eager to grapple

with practice, and hungry for clients. Some will find

place in law offices as assistants or junior partners.

Others will “ hang out their shingles ” for themselves in

an old community, or in some new “boom town ” in the

newer states .

If they go into an established office as cadets they will

find some sort of library ready at hand for use . But they

will often find it incomplete or behind -hand, and they

can be of some use (being fresh from study of books) in

improving and completing it .

Those who start out for themselves need books of their

own . Most of them have exhausted their funds and their

credit , and can only scrape together enough cash to take

them to their new homes. If they have fifty or a hundred

dollars for office furniture and books, they are lucky. They

need books for two reasons : the solid need of having

authorities at hand, the doubtful need of impressing

clients with well filled shelves. We remember a Florida

lawyer who promptly answered a clearance advertisement

of 25-cent secondhand law book, with a letter enclosing

$ 25.00, saying “ pick me out a hundred good books –

I want to fill my shelves and impress my clients !”

Next to the statutes of the state the young lawyer

selects, and the digest of its reports , he needs some book

which will serve as a vade mecum , a reliable resource when

ever the first clients come in with puzzling questions .

Fortunately he can get it in the shape of BOUVIER'S

LAW DICTIONARY, RAWLE'S EDITION (2 vols. , $12) ,

which is so standard that courts regard it with respect ;

so concise that it gets the whole law into two large vol .

umes ; so comprehensive that it has an encyclopædic

article ( with citation of cases) on every topic of the law,

besides definitions and translation of foreign terms; so

cheap that it comes within the reach of moderate means.

With BOUVIER the young practitioner can bid his new

client “ drop in this afternoon ” and meanwhile get up his

law and give a sound opinion apparently off -hand.

As clients begin to come in, he can add with each case

a text-book or two to cover the subject involved , charging

the expense (cash in advance) to the client while he is

fresh and eager, thus in the course of time accumulating

a library of practical elementary works, such as SCHOULER

ON Wills ($5.50) , SCHOULER ON EXECUTORS ($5.50) ,

Wood on LIMITATIONS ( $6.50 ), TAYLOR ON EVIDENCE

(3 vols . $ 72.00 ), etc.

If the beginner has a little more money, and can afford

a set of reports, the series called ENGLISH RULING

CASES WITH AMERICAN Notes will be more useful to

him than any other. If he goes into an established office

which does not have E. R. C. on its shelves, he ought to

try to get the firm to buy it at the earliest possible oppor

tunity. See description of the set on page 2 pf this paper.

If he still has four dollars to spend , let him invest it in a

year's subscription to The Green Bag , which will solace
the dull hours while he is waiting for clients .

6

DISCOUNT ON LARGE ORDERS.

The prices given in the lists of new and second-hand

books in this LEG. Bib. are strictly net for separate items.

If, however, any person orders and pays for $25 worth or

more in one order before May 20th (of items no one

of which is over $10) we will discount 5 per cent ; on $50

worth or more (of items not over $15 each) we will dis

count 10 per cent.

The exception bars from discount, of course, most of

the expensive books.

(See special offer of discount on sets .]
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GOOD READING IN THE GREEN BAG .

The contents of the monthly numbers of THE GREEN

Bag so far issued this year are —

JANUARY – Mr. Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes (with

portrait ) ; A Rubaiyat of the Courts ( verse ) ; The Incorpo

ration of Trade Unions ; Some Absurdities of the Law ;

The San José College Case ; Lord Mansfield's Unde

cided Case ; The Law of Gravitation ; French Law and

the French Judicial System ; A Lesson in Advocacy ; A

Lawyer's Studies in Biblical Law .

FEBRUARY — Abraham Lincoln (with portrait ) ; Martin

V. Harrington (verse ); Blockades ; A Trial in Fiction ;

A Case of Constructive Assault ; The Lawyer's Patron

Saint ; The Only Twenty-Dollar Felony Bond ; Foot

Notes in American Citizenship ; The Trial of Gilles

Garnier ; International Arbitration ; London Legal

Letter.

MARCH – Robert J. Walker ( with portrait ) ; The Law

Student's Dream (verse) ; The Court of Equity - A

Theory of its Jurisdiction ; Politeness on the Bench ; Ed

ucation for the English Bar in the Inns of Court ; The

Wit and Humor of Vagabonds ; A Twentieth Century

Trial for High Treason ; A Magistrate's Marriage Fee ;

London Legal Letter.

APRIL- Thomas Jefferson as a Lawyer (portrait ) ;

Scholarship the Handmaiden of the Lawyer ; Bunch v .

Great Western Ry. Co. (verse) ; The Place of Inter

national Law in American Jurisprudence ; Jim Smith's

Coon Deal ; John Smith v . The United States ; Revealed

by a Flash of Lightning ; A Fijian Court Day.

Through all four numbers runs an interesting illustrated

serial by Van Vechten Veeder, entitled " A Century of

Federal Judicature.” Many of the other articles are

illustrated . The “ Editorial Department ” in each num

ber contains anecdotes, humor, comments , and book

reviews.

THE GREEN Bag terms are four dollars per year sub

scription ; fifty cents each for single numbers.

THE LAW STUDENT'S DREAM . By C. H. D.

Audita Querela , a gay Spanish maiden ,

To young Scire Facias quite lost her heart;

Said she : “ Tho' you're poor, you may habeas corpus,

I am yours in fee simple till death doth us part.”

But her uncle , gruff Venire Facias de Novo ,

To love's ardent pleading made haste to demur ;

He said 'twas a case of misjoinder of parties ,

That none but a noble could ever have her.

Qua re ejecit the youth from the freehold ,

Viet armis he kicked him the length of the hall ;

He did not have time to replevy his top coat ,

Nor could he respondeat ou ster at all.

But true love can never be barred or non -suited ,

He met her per nocte at de Novo's place ;

As demandants her lips did not traverse his kisses ,

As tenant he held her in loving embrace .

At last he said softly : “ Audita, darling ,

I fear in repleader we may find no hope,

It is up to your Scire that exeat regno, -

Add similiter, loved one, and let us elope."

To this the fair maid pleaded naught in abatement,

Though her blushes gave color to cheeks, rosy red ;

She filed no demurrer nor asked an imparlance,

But alleged a disclaimer and thus to him said :

" Though Uncle de Novo may damn with mandamus,

And ask quo warranto you take me away,

Absque hoc he is right to demand my appearance

I deliver you seisin for ever and aye.”

Said he : “ To my arms, Audita, Beloved One,

No writ of distringas shall keep us apart ;

No other shall ever bring writ of ejectment

To oust you, my dear, from the close of my heart . "

He urged her to flee , but the maiden nil dicit,

Her soul was possessed by divers alarms,

Until, fearing the uncle would come and bring trover ,

Assumpsit the maid down the stairs in his arms .

From that venue the twain departed instanter

To pay for a license the requisite toll ,

And when daylight on darkness inforced a continuance

Audita had ceased to be a feme sole.

In a neat little messuage they live , and are happy,

From the world all secluded , its cares and its sins,

Their joinder of issue has proved most successful,

They are tenants in common of beautiful twins.

The one is named Profert (his pa will display him ,

Most amiable youngster that man ever had ) ,

And you can hear Oyer without even craving,

He always is ba wling, his temper is bad .

MORAL .

The moral of this is to know well your pleading,

You must prove your scienter, certain and sure ;

Ii you do , the exam will descend on you molliter,

If not you must suffer the peineforte et dure,

From The Green Bagfor March , 2003.

:

PORTRAITS OF GREAT JUDGES .

As announced in 15 LEG. BiB. , we have printed an at

tractive booklet containing a description of ENGLISH

RULING CASES WITH AMERICAN Notes, illustrated with

fine full-page portraits of famous judges, whose decisions

are reported in that series, – namely, Coke, Hale, Hard

wicke, Mansfield, Blackstone, Thurlow, Loughborough ,

Ellenborough , Eldon, Lyndhurst, Campbell, Cottenham ,

Pollock , Cockburn , and Russell . We will send this book .

let ( without charge) to any lawyer who feels inclined to

buy E. R. C.

a

SECOND HAND BOUVIER.

We do not advise any lawyer, however small his income,

to buy anything but the latest and best edition , RAWLE's

REVISION OF BOUVIER'S LAW DICTIONARY (2 vols . ,

$ 12.00) . Such an Encyclopædia and Hand-book of the

law ought to be right up to date.

But if his income is small , and he must content himself

with cheaper books, we can offer secondhand editions, in

fair condition, as follows:

Edition of 1852. 2 vols . $ 1.00

1867,

1883 . 4.00

ADMIRALTY LAW .

In view of the fact that Admiralty Law is substantialiy

the same on both sides of the Atlantic, we have imported

a quantity of the Third EDITION OF WILLIAMS ANT

BRUCE ON THE JURISDICTION AND PRACTICE OF TH

ENGLISH COURTS IN ADMIRALTY ACTIONS AND A1

This edition (much improved from the second )

is now the standard work on Admiralty Practice . Its

price in England, in cloth binding, is 32 shillings – equal,

with duties to $ 10 . By importing a quantity, we can offer

the volume in fine half - calf binding for $ 9.00 .

PEALS.

2 2.00

66
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CASES ON EQUITY JURISDICTION.

(For Students or Lawyers .).

The late Judge Alexander Martin , Dean of the Law

Department of the University of Missouri , printed in 1902

a volume of cases on this topic for his students, which has

been put in our hands to publish for general use. It is a

volume of 686 pages - a full - sized law book, bound in

cloth , and sells for $4.50. Its contents are as follows : –

INTRODUCTORY.

CHAP. I. ELEMENTARY CONCEPTIONS (text) .

II . BOUNDARIES OF EQUITY JURISDICTION. 22

cases .

MIKELL'S CASES ON CRIMINAL LAW.

In 15 LEG. BIB . N. S. we advertised the publication

of Part 1 ( cloth , $3.00) of a new collection of Cases for

Students on Criminal Law , by Prof. Wm . E. MIKELL of

the University of Pennsylvania Law School. We give

below two reviews of the volume.

From the American Law Register.

The compiler has evidently had in mind the value of present

ing to the student the problems which the various cases offer for

solution . In no sense is the merit of the inductive method

impaired by substituting a solution in words other than those of

the decision , as is the case where a text -book is employed ; but

by careful chapter, section, and sub -section headings the where

fore of the presence of each case is pointed out ,-a chart for the

student , of the course which he, himself, must steer.

This topical arrangement has resulted subjectively from a

keen analysis of the criminal law ; it has resulted objectively in

a symmetrical framework about which, it is believed, the course

of study can be satisfactorily and permanently built . The

majority of the topics are necessarily old, but their arrangement

and connection is , in the main, new. The headings of two of

the sub-sections, however, seem original ; the reference is to

those on “ Consent of the State ” and “ Condonation of the

State ." The particular value of these headings appears in

drawing the distinction between a crime and a tort .

In a work having the purpose of the present subject of review,

the historical treatment could undoubtedly be carried to excess ,

but in this instance an admirable balance is displayed in that

the practical is never subordinated to the purely historical.

A long settled doctrine is illustrated and presented by an early

case in point ; a change, by decisions discussing the old law , the

development and the culmination ; and an unsettled rule, by

judicial opinions in which the tendencies are indicated . By this

method the practical rules of criminal law as they now exist are

given to the student in a thoroughly comprehensible and reason
ably applicable condition .

It should prove of great value to students of the law (and this

term should certainly include practicing lawyers) for reference,

whenever and however they may be situated . To increase its

value along this reference line, cases agreeing and disagreeing

with the conclusions reached in the cases in the text have been

quite copiously and judiciously cited in foot-notes.

From the Harvard Law Review .

The first volume of a new collection of cases on criminal law

by William E. Mikell , Assistant Professor of Law in the Univer

sity of Pennsylvania , intended primarily for use by the students

in the University of Pennsylvania Law School, is well worth a

careful examination by any one who is interested in the modern

methods of teaching law. The book is divided into two parts on

the principle on which Mr. Bishop and other modern writers have

found expedient, the present volume treating of the general

elements of crime, and the second volume now in preparation

covering cases on specific crimes. In theory of treatment this

collection of cases is not unlike the “ Cases on Criminal Law "

oi Professor Beale . The noticeable features distinguishing the

present work are the more refined subdivision of the subject

matter, the tendency to introduce decisions in which the opinions

are long and the arguments pro and con elaborately discussed,

and finally the addition of a group of American cases decided

since the publication of Mr. Beale's book.

This close subdivision of topics merits distinct approval . The

placing of each case under a specific head suggests to the student

the principle of law for which it is inserted, and enables the dis

cussion of it in the class-room to be focused upon thatprinciple.

The book moreover is thus made far more serviceable to the

practitioner , who usually desires to know the law upon a

certain specific point, and who can turn at once in Mr. Mikell's

book to an apt illustration of the general doctrine upon that

point, and also find appended to it a foot-note containing excel

lent examples of contrary or modified views adopted in other

jurisdictions.

The recent American cases included in the volume are happily

chosen , and illustrate effectively the present tendency by the

American courts .

CASES ON CRIMINAL LAW . A Selection of Reported

Cases on Criminal Law. By William E. Mikell, Assis

tant Professor of Law in the University of Pennsyl
vania. Philadelphia : The Boston Book Co. Vol. 1 .

1902. pp. 504. 8vo. Cloth $ 3.00

PART I. - EQUITABLE TITLES .

III . EXPRESS TRUSTS. 9 cases.

IV. IMPLIED TRUSTS. 5 cases .

V. CHARITABLE TRUSTS. 2 cases.

VI . DUTIES OF TRUSTEES. 5 cases .

VII . MORTGAGES, AND DEEDS OF TRUST IN NA

TURE OF MORTGAGES. 9 cases .

VIII. ASSIGNMENTS. 2 cases .

PART II . - EQUITABLE RIGHTS .

IX . ACCIDENT AND MISTAKE. 4 cases .

X. FRAUD. 13 cases .

XI . NOTICE. 6 cases .

XII. EQUITABLE ESTOPPEL. 3 cases.

XIII . CONVERSION AND RECONVERSION . 2 cases .

XIV. ADJUSTMENT. 5 cases.

XV. LIENS. 5 cases .

PART III . - EQUITABLE REMEDIES.

XVI. SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE . JO cases.

XVII. INJUNCTION. 20 cases .

XVIII. RESCISSION, RESTORATION , AND CANCELLA

TION . 2 cases.

XIX. ACCOUNT, DOWER, AND PARTITION . 4 cases .

XX. CREDITOR'S Bills. 7 cases .

XXI . BILLS TO QUIET TITLE. 2 cases.

XXII . INTERPLEADER. I case ,

XXIII . LIMITATIONS AND LACHES. 2 cases .

This collection will not be injured for use in study of

the law, and is greatly commended to lawyers , from the

fact that each case has a brief head-line or head -lines

(somewhat like the “Rules " in English Ruling Cases)

defining the principle of law brought out in the decision .

A POCKET BLACKSTONE .

If a student wants to read Blackstone, but has time only

for what is absolutely necessary, we commend Ewell's

ESSENTIALS Vol. 1 (cloth , $2.50 ; sheep, $ 3.00 ), which con

tains all of the Commentaries which are "essential " to

know. There are no notes to confuse the reader. That

part of the text (about one- third) which has become obso

lete is omitted . Another part, which is only illustrative

or historical, is printed in smaller type . The remainder,

which the student must read as good law, is printed in

larger type. The catch-words and leading phrases are

printed in full -faced type, to facilitate re -reading and

review.

The other two volumes of the ESSENTIALS cover the

topics of a law course – VOL. 2, PLEADING , CONTRACTS,

EQUITY ; Vol. 3, Torts, REAL PROPERTY, Evidence.

Under each subject is given an abridgment of a leading

text-book, also differentiated in type to render review

easier. Vols. 2 and 3 are published in cloth at $ 2.00 each,

or in sheep at $2.50 each .

The three volumes of Ewell's ESSENTIALS OF THE

Law are sold together, in cloth for $ 6.00, or in sheep for

I

$7.50.
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2 vols. 1.10.0
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I. 5.0

PARSONS ( ) . Housing by Voluntary Enter rise . 2.6

PATERSON ( J. ) . Licensing Acts. 15th ed. . 15.0

RAWLINSON (C.) . Municipal Corp. Acts. 9th ed. 2. 2.0

RICHARDS ( ) and LYNN ( ) . Education Acts . 7.5

ROBY ( H. J.) . Private Roman Laws.

ROTHERA ( ) . Licensing Act, 1902 3.6

Roscoe (E. S. ). Admiralty Practice. 3d ed.

SCRUTTON (T.E.). Copyright. 4th ed . 15.0

SMITH (J. E.) . Ecclesiastical Law . 5th ed . 8.0

STONE (S.) . Justices' Manual , 1903 1.5.0

WHITELEY ( ) . Licensing Act, 1902. 2d ed .

WILL (J. S.) . Electric Lighting, &c . 3d ed. 1. 5.0

WILLIS (W. A.) . Workmen's Comp. Acts . 8th ed . 3.6

YEARLY County Court Practice, 1903

3.6

1. 5.0

BRITISH EMPIRE .

Published since Jan. 1, 1903 .

ENGLAND.

Reports. Law Reports, Indian Appeals. Vol. 29.

Railway and Canal Traffic Cases. Vol. 11.

County Court Cases. Vol. 25 .

Revised Reports. Vol. 58 .

English Reprint. Vol . 24. (Chancery, vol . 4. )

Digests. Mews' Annual, 1902.

Statutes. Lely's Annual Statutes, 1903.

SCOTLAND.

Text-Books. Burns ( J.) . Conveyancing. £ 0.12.0.

Connell ( I.) . Building Operations, Architects'
and Builders' Contracts. £0.7.6.

Irons ( J. C.) . Arbitration . £1.5.0.

COLONIAL

N. S. Wales. Industrial Arbitration Reports . Vol. 1 .

Text-Books. Canaway (A. P.) . Real Property

Act, 1900. £ 1.5.0.

Kemp (R. E.). Principles of Real Property.

£1.15.0.

South African Republic. Webber's H. C. Reports.

Vol . 1 to 1894.

Transvaal Colony. Proclamations, 1900-1902.

Quebec.

Text- Books. Beauchamp (J. J.). Code Civil.

2 vols. $ 25.00.

Martineau (P.G. ) and Delfausse (R.) .

Code Procedure Civile, Supp. $ 4.00

WANT LIST.

We want and will pay cash or give good trades for:

REPORTS.

Alabama, vols . 5 , 6, 10, 13. Florida, vol . 3.

Atlantic Reporter , vols . 11 to 28. Indiana, Wilson.

Louisiana Annuals, vols. 2 to 5 , 7 to 15 .

Martin, vol . 2 0. S. , vol . i n . S.

Maine, vols. 6, 7 , 8 , 21 , 22 , 32 , 34 , 35 , 46 , 55 .

Massachusetts, Gray, vols . 10, 11 , 12 , 15 , 16 ; Allen , vols.

5 , 7 , 8 , 9, 10 ; Mass., vols. 109 to 150. Any vol .

Mississippi, vols.34 , 43, 47 , 51 , 53 , 54 , 55 , 68 , 69, 70 ; Walker,

Howard, vol . 6.

New Hampshire, i to 12, 16 to 31 , 33, 39 to 47. Any vol .

South Carolina, Mills , 2 vols.; Richardson Law , vol . 1 .

United States . Wheaton, 12 vols . , original edition .

Supreme Court Reporter, vols, 1 to 9, 12, 17 , 18.

Circuit Court. Wallace, Jr. , vol . 1 ; Hughes, 3 , 4 , 5 .

Vermont, vols, i to 4, 7 , 9, 13, 36 to 49, 57 , 59, 60, 61 , 63, 64.

SESSION LAWS.

Ala. 1887 . Fla. 1840, 1842 , 1875 .

Ark . 1850, 1856. Iowa. Nov., 1840 .

Conn. Public, 1844, 1847 . Ky 1818-19.

Maine. Public, 1820, 1829 , 1830. Private, 1822 to 1826, 1828.

Resolves , 1821 , 1826 , 1828 .

Mass. Laws and Resolves, 1806 to 1831 .

Mo. Geyer's Digest, 1818.

N. H. June, 1822, 1823. 1824, 1827 , 1828, 1837 ; Nov. , 1836.

N. C. Taylor's Laws, 1827.

R. I. Jan., 1845 ; June , 1846 ; Nov., 1887 ; May, 1893.

Va. Shepard's Statutes, vol . 1 .

Text -BOOKS.

Binney's Leaders of the Old Bar of Philadelphia. 1866 .
Hening's American Pleader. 2 volş . 1811 .

Merrill's Newspaper Libel . 1888 .

Redfield on Wills . 4th ed . 3 vols . 1876.

Tiedeman's Unwritten Constitution of U. S. 1890.

Tucker's Blackstone . 5 vols . 1803 .

. 2. 0.0

ENGLISH ELEMENTARY WORKS, ETC.

Published since Jan. 1, 1903, or now in Press .

Size 8vo or 12mo, and binding cloth .
£. s . d .

BARHAM ( ) . Student's Roman Law 2.6

Barlow ( ) and MACAN ( ) . Education Act, 1902 3.6

BARTLEY ( ) . Metropolis Water Act, 1902 6.0

BEAL ( E ). Yearly Digest , 1902 15.0

BELL ( ) and NATHAN ( ) . Laws and Procedure

in British South Africa I. 0.0

BRODIE - INNES ( ) . Comparative Principles,

Laws of England and Scotland

CASSON and WHITELEY. Education act 1902 7.6

County Court Practice Made Easy. 2d ed. 2.6

DAWBORN ( C.T.C.) . Employers' Liability 2d ed . 10.6

DUCKWORTH (L.) . Gas, Water, etc. . 1.6

ELLIS ( A. L.) . Trustee Acts . 6th ed. . 6.0

EVANS ( ) . Notes on Companies Acts 6.0

FITZGERALD ( ) . Pollution of Rivers

FOLKARD ( ) . Abridgment of Law and Equity . 1.17.6

FRY ( E. ) . Specific Performance. 4th ed . 1.16.0

GIBSON (A. ) . Practice. 7th ed. 16.0

GORE - BROWNE (F.) . Company Precedents. 3d ed. 1. 5.0

HARMAN ( J. E. ) . Finance Acts , 2d ed . . 6.0

HART ( H. ) . Auctioneers. 2d ed. 15.0

HUME-WILLIAMS (W. E. ) and MACKLIN (A. R.) .

Taking Evidence on Commission. 2d ed . 12.6

JELF ( E. A. ) . Education Act , 1902 . 2.6

JONES ( ) . County Court Guide 3.6

JONES ( ) and SYKES ( ) . Public Education .

MATHER ( P. E. ) . Sheriff and Execution Law . 2d ed. 1.10.0

MINTON -SENHOUSE ( R. M.). Digest of Work

men's Compensatio
n
Cases 3.6

MOORE ( ) . Fisheries

MOTHERSOLE ( ) . Education Act . 2.6

NICOLAS ( ) . Formation of Companies . 7.6

ODGERS ( W. B. ) . Principles of Pleading. 5th ed .

OKE ( G. C.). Fishery Laws. 3d ed ..

ORGAN ( ) and THOMAS ( ) . Education Law 12.6

OWEN ( H. ) . Education Acts . 12th ed .

7.6

.

II.O

AMERICAN ELEMENTARY BOOKS.

Published since Jan. 1 , 1903.

BUNKER (R. E.) . Cases on Guaranty $ 2.00

CUMMING (R. C.) . Annotated Corp. Laws. Vol. 5 4.50

DANIEL ( J. W. ) . Negotiable Inst . 2 vols. 5th ed . 12.00

DANIEL ( J. W.) . Elements of Negotiable Inst . 3.50

EASTMAN ( S. C.) . Bankruptcy 4.00

LOVELAND ( F. O.) . Federal Forms. 2 vols. 2d ed. 12.00

MORSE ( J. T.) . Banks and Banking. 2 vols. 4th ed. 12.00

Pugh ( E. F. ) . Admiralty Forms. 2d ed . . 5.00

RENO (C. ) . Employers' Liability Acts. 2d ed . . 5.00

ROBY (H. J. ) . Roman Law , Time of Cicero , 2 vols . 8.00

SPALDING (H.M.) . Business Law . Rev. ed . . 3.75

Taylor ( H. S. ) . Private Corporations. 5th ed . 6.00

TUNGLE ( E. W.S. ) . Germany's ClaimsonGerman

Americans in Germany. Cloth

I. 1.0

12.6

15.0

.

I. 1.0.

1.00
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AMERICAN REPORTS , DIGESTS, ETC.

Published since January 1, 1903 .

GENERAL SERIES .

AMERICAN NEGLIGENCE REPORTS ( 1897-1903). Vol. 12.

AMERICAN STATE REPORTS ( 1888–1903). Vol . 88 .

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH ENCYCLOPÆDIA OF LAWS,

2d ed. (1896–1903). Vol. 23. [ Private Ways- Re

ceivers.)

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH RAILROAD CASES, new series

( 1896–1903). Vol. 27 .

Digest. (Vols. 1-23.)

AMERICAN DIGEST, 1902, B.

ATLANTIC REPORTER (1885-1903). Vol. 53.

Index -Digest (v . 1-50) , 1 vol.

BANKING CASES. ( 1898-1903.) Vol. 4.

CENTURY DIGEST. Vol. 39. (Payment — Pleading.]

ENCYCLOPÆDIA OF EVIDENCE ( 1902–1903). Vol. 1 .

(Abandonment – Assault .]

LAWYER'S REPORTS, ANNOTATED (1889-1903). Vol. 57.

MUNICIPAL CORPORATION Cases. (1899-1903.) Vol . 8 .

NORTHEASTERN REPORTER ( 1885-1903). Vol. 65 .

NorthWESTERN REPORTER (1879-1903). Vol. 92.

Pacific REPORTER ( 1883-1903 ). Vol. 70 .

SOUTHEASTERN REPORTER ( 1887-1903). Vol . 42.

SOUTHWESTERN REPORTER ( 1886–1903). Vol . 71 .

UNITED STATES .

CircuIT COURT OF APPEALS REPORTS (C.C. A.) . Vol . 53.

FEDERAL REPORTER ( 1880-1903). Vol. 118 .

COURT OF CLAIMS REPORTS. Vol. 37 .

PUBLIC LAND DECISIONS. Vol. 30.

STATE AND TERRITORIAL REPORTS, ETC.

ALABAMA.

Reports. Vol. 134.

Local. Acuff ( J. D.) . Digest to Forms of Com

plaints and Pleas. (Ala. , vols . 50-130 .)

ARKANSAS.

Reports. Vol. 70.

CALIFORNIA.

Reports. Vol. 137 .

Local. Bledsoe (A. J. ) . Business Law.

CONNECTICUT.

Reports. Vol . 74 .

GEORGIA.

Session Laws. 1902.

ILLINOIS.

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 199.

Appellate Court. Vol . 103. '

Digest. Encyclopedic Digest . Vol. 1 .

INDIANA.

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 158 .

Local. Harner (F. A. ) . Criminal Forms.

KANSAS.

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 64.
KENTUCKY.

Reports. Vol . 107 .

LOUISIANA.

Reports. Vol. 108 .

MASSACHUSETTS.

Reports. Vol . 181 .

Local. Fuller (W. E.) . Probate Laws, 2d ed .

Massachusetts Town Officer.

Smith ( W. L.). Probate Practice. 6th ed.

MICHIGAN . Reports. Vol . 128 .

MINNESOTA.

Reports. Vol . 86.

Local. Dunnell (M. B. ) . Procedure.

MISSISSIPPI. Reports. Vol. 8o .

MISSOURI.

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 169.

Appeals Reports. Vol. 94.

MONTANA. Reports. Vol. 26 .

NEBRASKA.

Local. Good ( B. F.) and Corcoran ( G. F.) . Instruc

tions to Juries .

New HAMPSHIRE .

Local. Colby (J. F.) . Constitution Manual.

NEW JERSEY.

Reports. Law . Vol. 67.

Equity. Vol. 63.

Local. Dill (J. B.). General Corporations. 4th ed .

Simonton (T. C.) Hand -book of Practical Law .

New YORK.

Reports. Court of Appeals. Vol. 172.

Appellate Division. Vol . 77 .

Gibbon's Digest (vols . 1-68 ).

New York Supplement. Vol. 79.

Digest ( v. 36–75 ). 2 vols.

New York State Reporter. Vol. 113.

Annotated Cases. Vol. 11 .

Local. Drake (J. N.) . Tax Law .

Fryer ( W. J.). New York City Tenement and

Lodging House Law .

Jessup (H. W.) . Surrogate's Court Practice.

2d ed .

Leavitt (J. B. ) . Code of Negligence.

Moody ( 1. ) . Manual of Corporation Securities .

Redfield ( ) . Surrogate's Practice. 6th ed .

Simonton (T. C.) . Hand-book of Practical Law .

White ( F. ) . Business Corporations. 5th ed.

NORTH CAROLINA.

Reports. Vol . 131 .

McClellan ( R. H.) . Executor's Guide. 5th ed.
Оно.

Local. Giauque (F.) . Settlement of Estates.

Rockel ( W. M.) . Probate Practice.

Rockel ( W. M. ) . Township Officers' Guide.

Swan (J. R.) . Justice Practice. 19th ed.

OKLAHOMA.

Reports. Vol. u .

Session Laws. 1903 .

OREGON . Reports. Vol. 40.

PENNSYLVANIA.

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 203.

Superior Court. Vol. 20 .

District Court. Vol. 11 .

Lancaster Co. Reporter. Vol. 19 .

Montgomery Co. Reports. Vol. 20.

Digest. Pepper and Lewis' Digest of Decisions and

Encyclopædia of Pa. Law . Vol. 15 .

Statutes. Pepper and Lewis' Digest ofLaw . Vol. 4.

Local. Eastman ( F. M. ) . Private Corporation Law .

Sadler ( S. B. ) . Criminal and Penal Procedure.

Wilson (A. D.) . Practice and Procedure.

Porto Rico.

Statutes. Revised Statutes and Codes. 1902.

Session Laws. 1902.

South CAROLINA. Reports. Vol . 64.

SOUTH DAKOTA. Reports. Vol . 15 .

TENNESSEE. Reports. Vol. 108 .

TEXAS. Reports. Vol. 94 .

UTAH. Reports. Vol. 24 .

WASHINGTON.

Reports. Vol . 28 .

Digest. Miller.

WEST VIRGINIA. Reports. Vol . 51 .

WISCONSIN .

Reports. Vol . 114.

Local. Ryan (T. C. ) . O'Hooligan's Fine Forms.



TEXT-BOOKS, ETC. , FOR THE BENCH AND BAR.

Published by THE BOSTON BOOK CO.

a

Bouvier's Law Dictionary . Rawle's Revision. 2 vols. Sheep , $12.00 .

This is notonly a dictionary, lexicon and glossary- giving definitions and transla
The Whole

tions of words and phrases ; -- it is also a thorough encyclopædia, with concise but Law in Two

satisfactory discussions of every topic of the law, and a full citation of authorities . Volumes .

It is the most essential book in the library of every lawyer.

Schouler on Wills . Third Edition . Sheep, $5.50 . Wills,

Schouler on Executors, etc. Third Edition. Sheep , $ 5.50. Executors,

These purely American standard treatises cover their subjects clearly, concisely,
Administra

and fully. They also should be in every lawyer's library.

The two volumes are sold together as a set ( in cloth binding only ) for $8.00 .
tors .

Wood on Limitations. Third Edition, by John M. Gould. Sheep , $6.50.
Limitation of

By the late H. G. Wood – whose works have the merit of giving the phases of the
law , and citing the cases, which are most likely to be of practical aid to the lawyer.

Actions.

Sheldon on Subrogation . Second Edition. Sheep, $5.00.

The author, Judge Henry N. Sheldon of the Superior Court of Massachusetts, has Subrogation .

treated clearly and fully this somewhat involved topic .

Abbreviations Used in Law Books . Sheep, $ 1.50. Citations Ex

A convenient desk-manual to refer to whenever a blind citation is encountered .
plained .

Taylor on Evidence : Chamberlayne's Edition. 3 vols . Sheep, $ 12.00.

This is the English standard work (originally founded on Greenleaf), with Notes Evidence .

by Chamberlayne, which constitute the best American treatise on Evidence .

Wood on Railway Law : Minor's Edition . 3 vols . Sheep, $ 18.00.

This is another of Mr. H. G. Wood's treatises, in which hehas collected the cases Railway Law .
and the principles which are most likely to be needed by a lawyer in actual practice .

Jones's Index to Legal Periodicals. 2 vols . Half morocco, $ 20.00.

This work gives clues to the monographs byable lawyers which have been printed Key to Hidden

in English and American law journals. These contain discussions and citations Authorities.

which cannot be found elsewhere - and this Index renders them accessible .

Scott's Cases on International Law . Cloth, $ 3.50 . r | Int'l Law .

Beale's Cases on Conflict of Laws. 3 vols. Half sheep, $ 10.50 . Cases on Confl . of Laws

Martin's Cases on Equity Jurisdiction . Cloth, $4.50.

Mikell's Cases on Criminal Law, Part I. Cloth , $3.00 .
Eq . Jurisd .

These collections of cases, although compiled for students,are valuable to lawyers .
Crim . Law .

Martin's Cases have head- notes , the others omit head-notes.

Williams and Bruce on Admiralty. Half calf , $ 9.00 .

Williams on Accounts . Cloth , $ 3.00. Recent Eng

Encyclopædia of English Law. Supplementary Volume (13). Sheep , $6.00. lish Works.

Chitty's Statutes. Supplementary Volume ( 14 ) . Sheep, $ 10.00.

Davis's History of the Massachusetts Judiciary. Cloth, $ 3.00.

Pulling's Order of the Coif ( Illustrated ) . Cloth , $3.00 .

Fuller's French Trials : Imposters and Adventures. Cloth , $ 1.00. Lighter

The Green Bag. Monthly. Subscription, $ 4.00 per year. Bound sets, 14 vols . , half
Reading for

cloth $ 42.00, or half morocco $ 70.00.
Leisure Hours

This is the lawyer's solace in times of idleness or weariness. It covers all the

lighter and more readable literature of the law , history, biography, portraiture , verse ,

anecdote, and humor. To take and read it is a liberal education.

Full Reprint of English Reports . 150 vols . Sheep, $ 6.00 per vol .

The limited edition of this great undertaking is now nearly exhausted. Only a
Sets for

few more sets are available. Prosperous

Mews's Digest of English Case Law. 16 vols. Sheep, $ 96.00. Lawyers and

An old -fashioned digest, giving statement of facts and full syllabus for each case . Libraries

Key to the English Reports, or a fair substitute for those who lack them .

English Ruling Cases with American Notes. 26 vols . Sheep, $ 143.00.

This collection of great cases, grouped under topics , and so annotated as to open
Best Set of

up lines of investigation, based on sound principles, can be used without interven. Reports for all

tion of digests or text-books. It is the set of all others . Lawyers.

Legal Bibliography N. S. , Vol . 1. 4to , half roan , $ 2.00 .



TEXT-BOOKS, ETC., FOR LAW STUDENTS.

Published by THE BOSTON BOOK CO.

2 .

2

Ewell's Essentials of the Law.

Vol. 1. Pocket BLACKSTONE. Cloth , $2.50 ; sheep, $3.00.

PLEADING ; CONTRACTS ; EQUITY. Cloth, $ 2.00 ; sheep, $2.50 .
Introduction

3. Torts; REAL PROPERTY; EVIDENCE. Cloth , $ 2.00 ; sheep, $ 2.50.

The set of 3 vols. , cloth , $6.00 ; sheep, $7.50.
or Review.

This is a favorite work among students, both for preliminary reading and for

review before examinations. Vol. i contains all of Blackstone's Commentaries that

is now good law . Vols. 2 and 3 contain epitomes of leading text-books on the sub

jects treated. Different kinds of type bring out and emphasize the leading points .

Schouler on Wills. Third Edition . Sheep, $ 5.50 .

This standard American treatise is both compact and thorough . After being

used in study, it will serve the young lawyer in practice equally well. Its companion Wills.

volume is Schouler on Executors and Administrators ; - sheep, $ 5.50,

The two works are sold together as a set,-two volumes, cloth binding , -- for $8.00 .

Martin's Civil Procedure at Common Law . Sheep, $ 3.50. Common Law

A capital introductory view of Common Law Pleading, and Procedure , as required Pleading and
for a basis to knowledge of either the old or the reformed methods. Procedure .

A companion volume of Cases on Common Law Pleading is in preparation .

Heard's Equity Pleading. Cloth , $ 2.00 ; sheep, $2.50 . Equity

A brief, clear, and reliable view of Equity Pleading. Pleading

Martin's Cases on Equity Jurisdiction. Cloth , $ 4.50.

A collection by the late Judge Alexander Martin , Dean of the Missouri University
Equity

Law School, differing from most recent case books in having head-notes showing Jurisdiction .

the principles involved ; thus being useful to student and to practitioner.

Metcalf on Contracts : Heard's Edition. Sheep , $ 3.50.
Contracts.

By Hon. Theron Metcalf, Reporter and Judge of the Mass. Supreme Court.

Browne on Sales. Cloth , $ 2.00 ; sheep, $2.50. Sales.
Compact , clear, authoritative . A favorite book with students.

Beale's Cases on Conflict of Laws. 3 vols . , half sheep, $ 10.50. Conflict of

The author is a Professor in Harvard Law School, and also Dean of the Chicago
Laws.

University Law School. The cases are without head-notes.

Scott's Cases on International Law . Cloth , $3.50 .

This book is a successor to “ Snow's Cases and Opinions on International Law . ” International

The author for the first time presents decisions of the courts to support every Law .

phase of his subject. There are no head-notes to the cases.

Browne on Criminal Law . Cloth , $ 2.00 ; sheep, $2.50.

Another of Irving Browne's clear and concise manuals for students.

Mikell's Cases on Criminal Law. Part I. Cloth, $3.00. Criminal Law

A good collection of cases (without head-notes) by Prof. Mikell of the Pennsylvania

University Law School. This part covers Criminal Law generally ; Part 2 , in prepara

tion, will cover particular Crimes.

Browne on Domestic Relations. Cloth , $2.00 ; sheep, $2.50. Domestic

This is the favorite among Irving Browne's manuals for students, being used in
Relations.

many law schools . It includes also the topic, “ Employer and Employed . "

Abbreviations Used in Law Books. Sheep, $ 1.50 . Citations

A reprint of the list of Abbreviations from “ The Lawyer's Reference Manual ”

brought down to date. A convenient book of constant reference .
Explained .

Bouvier's Law Dictionary : A Concise Encyclopædia of the Law. Edited by

FRANCIS RAWLE. 2 vols. Sheep, $ 12.00. A Whole Law

This is the most essential of all books for student, practitioner, and judge . It is Library .

the legal standard, tested by forty years use ; enlarged and brought down to date by

an able lawyer. With this work alone a young lawyer might begin practice .

English Ruling Cases with American Notes. 26 vols. Sheep, $ 143.00. The Best Set

In studying any topic of the law, or in briefing cases for moot court,consult this

excellent collection of great decisions, grouped under topics alphabetically arranged.
of Reports.

The Green Bag. Subscription, $4.00 per annum . Bound sets, 14 vols . , half cloth ,$ 42.00.

This is a well-known illustrated monthly, which eschews the practical side of the
Stimulus and

profession, but gives the history, biography , portraiture, verse , anecdote, and humor
Recreation .

of the law. If you can get hold of it, do not fail to read each number through.



TEXT-BOOKS, ETC.,, FOR THE BENCH AND BAR.

Published by THE BOSTON BOOK CO.

Bouvier's Law Dictionary . Rawle's Revision. 2 vols . Sheep, $ 12.00 .

This is not only a dictionary , lexicon and glossary - giving definitions and transla
The Whole

tions of words and phrases; – it is alsoa thorough encyclopædia, with concise but Law in Two

satisfactory discussionsof every topic of the law, and a full citation of authorities . Volumes.

It is the most essential book in the library of every lawyer.

Schouler on Wills. Third Edition. Sheep, $5.50 . Wills,

Schouler on Executors, etc. Third Edition. Sheep , $ 5.50. Executors ,

These purely American standard treatises cover their subjects clearly , concisely ,
Administra

and fully. They also should be in every lawyer's library.

The two volumes are sold together as a set (in cloth binding only ) for $8.00.
tors .

Wood on Limitations. Third Edition , by John M. Gould. Sheep , $ 6.50.

By the late H. G. Wood – whose works have the merit of giving the phases of the
Limitation of

law ,and citing the cases, which are most likely to be of practical aid to the lawyer.
Actions.

Sheldon on Subrogation. Second Edition. Sheep, $ 5.00 .

The author, Judge Henry N. Sheldon of the Superior Court of Massachusetts, has Subrogation .

treated clearly and fully this somewhat involved topic .

Abbreviations Used in Law Books. Sheep, $ 1.50. Citations Ex

A convenient desk-manual to refer to whenever a blind citation is encountered .
plained ,

Taylor on Evidence : Chamberlayne's Edition . 3 vols . Sheep, $ 12.00 .

This is the English standard work (originally founded on Greenleaf) , with Notes Evidence .

by Chamberlayne, which constitute the best American treatise on Evidence.

Wood on Railway Law : Minor's Edition. 3 vols . Sheep, $ 18.00.

This is another of Mr. H. G. Wood's treatises, in which he has collected the cases Railway Law .
and the principles which are most likely to be needed by a lawyer in actual practice .

Jones's Index to Legal Periodicals. 2 vols . Half morocco, $ 20.00.

This work gives clues to the monographs by able lawyers which have been printed Key to Hidden

in English and American law journals. These contain discussions and citations Authorities.

which cannot be found elsewhere - and this Index renders them accessible .

Scott's Cases on International Law. Cloth, $ 3.50 . Int'l Law .

Beale's Cases on Conflict of Laws. 3 vols . Half sheep, $ 10.50. Cases on
Confl . of Laws

Martin's Cases on Equity Jurisdiction . Cloth , $4.50 .
Eq . Jurisd .

Mikell's Cases on Criminal Law, Part I. Cloth , $3.00 .

These collections of cases , although compiled for students ,are valuable to lawyers . Crim . Law .

Martin's Cases have head-notes , the others omit head-notes.

Williams and Bruce on Admiralty . Half calf, $ 9.00.

Williams on Accounts . Cloth , $ 3.00. Recent Eng

Encyclopædia of English Law. Supplementary Volume ( 13) . Sheep , $6.00 . lish Works.

Chitty's Statutes. Supplementary Volume ( 14 ) . ' Sheep, $ 10.00.

Davis's History of the Massachusetts Judiciary. Cloth, $ 3.00.

Pulling's Order of the Coif (Illustrated). Cloth , $3.00 .

Fuller's French Trials : Imposters and Adventures. Cloth , $ 1.00 .
Lighter

Reading for
The Green Bag. Monthly. Subscription , $ 4.00 per year. Bound sets, 14 vols . , half

cloth $ 42.00, or half morocco $ 70.00.
Leisure Hours

This is the lawyer's solace in times of idleness or weariness. It covers all the

lighter and more readable literature of the law, history, biography, portraiture , verse ,

anecdote, and humor . To take and read it is a liberal education.

Full Reprint of English Reports . 150 vols . Sheep, $6.00 per vol .
Sets for

The limited edition ofthis great undertaking is now nearly exhausted. Only a
few more sets are available . Prosperous

Mews's Digest of English Case Law. 16 vols. Sheep , $ 96.00. Lawyers and

An old -fashioned digest, giving statement of facts and full syllabus for each case . Libraries.

Key to the English Reports, or a fair substitute for those who lack them .

English Ruling Cases with American Notes. 26 vols . Sheep , $ 143.00.

This collection of great cases, grouped under topics , and so annotated as to open
Best Set of

up lines ofinvestigation, based onsound principles, can be used without interven- Reports for all
tion of digests or text-books. It is the set of all others . Lawyers.

Legal Bibliography N. S. , Vol , 1. 4to , half roan , $ 2.00 .



TEXT-BOOKS, ETC., FOR LAW STUDENTS.

Published by THE BOSTON BOOK CO.

Ewell's Essentials of the Law.

Vol. 1 . Pocket BLACKSTONE . Cloth, $2.50 ; sheep, $3.00 .

2 , PLEADING ; CONTRACTS ; Equity. Cloth, $ 2.00; sheep, $2.50. Introduction

3. Torts; REAL PROPERTY; EvidENCE. Cloth, $2.00 ; sheep, $ 2.50.

The set of 3 vols . , cloth , $6.00 ; sheep, $7.50 . or Review .

This is a favorite work among students, both for preliminary reading and for

review before examinations . Vol. i contains all of Blackstone's Commentaries that

is now good law . Vols. 2 and 3 contain epitomes of leading text-books on the sub

jects treated. Different kinds of type bring out and emphasize the leading points .

Schouler on Wills . Third Edition . Sheep, $ 5.50 .

This standard American treatise is both compact and thorough. After being
used in study, it will serve the young lawyer in practice equally well. Its companion Wills .

volume is Schouler on Executors and Administrators; — sheep , $ 5.50 .

The two works are sold together as a set,-two volumes, cloth binding,-for $8.00 .

Martin's Civil Procedure at Common Law . Sheep, $ 3.50. Common Law

A capital introductory view of Common Law Pleading, and Procedure , as required Pleading and

for a basis to knowledge of either the old or the reformed methods. Procedure.
A companion volume of Cases on Common Law Pleading is in preparation .

Heard's Equity Pleading. Cloth , $ 2.00 ; sheep, $ 2.50 . Equity

A brief, clear, and reliable view of Equity Pleading. Pleading

Martin's Cases on Equity Jurisdiction . Cloth , $ 4.50.

A collection by the late Judge Alexander Martin, Dean of theMissouri University Equity

Law School , differing from most recent case books in having head-notes showing Jurisdiction .

the principles involved ; thus being useful to student and to practitioner.

Metcalf on Contracts : Heard's Edition. Sheep, $3.50 .
Contracts.

By Hon . Theron Metcalf, Reporter and Judge of the Mass. Supreme Court.

Browne on Sales. Cloth , $ 2.00 ; sheep, $2.50.
Sales.

Compact , clear, authoritative . A favorite book with students.

Beale's Cases on Conflict of Laws. 3 vols . , half sheep, $ 10.50.
Conflict of

The author is a Professor in Harvard Law School, and also Dean of the Chicago
Laws.

University Law School. The cases are without head-notes.

Scott's Cases on International Law. Cloth , $3.50 .

This book is a successor to “ Snow's Cases and Opinions on International Law .” ( International
The author for the first time presents decisions of the courts to support every

Law .

phase of his subject. There are no head -notes to the cases.

Browne on Criminal Law . Cloth, $ 2.00 ; sheep, $2.50.

Another of Irving Browne's clear and concise manuals for students.

Mikell's Cases on Criminal Law . Part I. Cloth , $ 3.00. Criminal Law

A good collection of cases (without head-notes) by Prof. Mikell of the Pennsylvania
University Law School . This part covers Criminal Law generally ; Part 2 , in prepara

tion , will cover particular Crimes.

Browne on Domestic Relations. Cloth , $ 2.00 ; sheep, $2.50.
Domestic

This is the favorite among Irving Browne's manuals for students, being used in
Relations.many law schools. It includes also the topic, “ Employer and Employed."

Abbreviations Used in Law Books. Sheep, $ 1.50 .
Citations

A reprint of the list of Abbreviations from “ The Lawyer's Reference Manual ”

brought down to date. A convenient book of constant reference .
Explained

Bouvier's Law Dictionary : A Concise Encyclopædia of the Law. Edited by

FRANCIS RAWLE . 2 vols . Sheep, $ 12.00 . A Whole Law

This is the most essential of all books for student , practitioner, and judge . It is Library .

the legal standard, tested by forty years use ; enlarged and brought down to date by

an able lawyer. With this work alone a young lawyer might begin practice .

English Ruling Cases with American Notes. 26 vols . Sheep, $ 143.00. The Best Set

In studying any topic of the law , or in briefing cases for moot court,consult this

excellent collection of great decisions, grouped under topics alphabetically arranged.
of Reports.

The Green Bag . Subscription, $ 4.00 per annum . Bound sets, 14 vols. , half cloth ,$42.00.
Stimulus and

This is a well-known illustrated monthly, which eschews the practical side of the
profession, but gives the history, biography, portraiture, verse , anecdote, and humor Recreation .

of the law. If you can get hold of it, do not fail to read each number through.



Portraits for Framing.

We give below a list of our stock of portraits (mainly legal) with prices.

They are generally in good condition, except that some of them need cleansing

with India-rubber . The figures given ( 10 x 15), show size of the sheet in inches;

the first figure giving width ; the second, height.

.

. .

John Abernethy : Lecture on Surgery at St. Bartholomew James Mingay, Esq. (Fine effect of wig and gown) . 18 x 24 .

. Eng. by C. Hi Hodges, after G. Romney. London ,

Eng.byC. Turner, after C. W. Pegler. London, 1828 . $ 3.60 Oct. 10, 1791 $ 3.50

Judah P. Benjamin , Q. C. (Artist's Proof). 20 x 30 .
The Rt. Hon. James Reynolds, Lord Chief Baron of the

Eng. by Fred Percy. 1883 .
5.00 Exchequer. 12 x 17 .

Eng. by Geo. Vertue, after W. Parker. 1730 4.00

Lord Brougham (Proof) . 14 x 19.

Drawnand eng . byJ. S. Templeton . 7.50 Sir Christopher Robinson , Advocate General. 10 x 15 .

Eng. by John G. Murray, after Engleheart. London,

Sir Hugh MacCalmont Cairns. 10 x 15 . Dec. 1, 1823 . 2.00

Eng. by D. J. Pound
2.00

Rt . Hon. Sir Frederick John Robinson, Chancellor of the
Sir Edward Coke. 10 x 16.

Exchequer (Proof) . 15 x 22.
Eng. by I. Houbraken. 1741 . 3.50

Eng. by C.Turner, after Sir T. Lawrence. London ,

Thomas Denman , Solicitor -General. 13 x 18 . May 24 , 1824 . .
7.50

Eng. by C. Turner, after J.J.Halls. London, Oct. 3, 1820 2.50 Charles, Lord Talbot, Lord High Chancellor. 14 x 20 .

The Earl of Eldon . 11 x 14.
Eng. by J. Houbraken , after I. Vanderbank . London,

Eng. by George T. Doo, after Sir Thomas Lawrence 3.50 1740 3.50

Sir Matthew Hale . 9 x 12. The Rt. Hon .Edward Lord Thurlow , Lord Chancellor . 6x9.

Eng. by T. Trotter 2.50 Eng. by Schiavonetti , after Sir Joshua Reynolds 2.50

Lord Lyndhurst, Lord Chancellor (in Robes) . 8 x 10. The Rt. Hon. Lord Chief Justice Tindal. 20 x 25. Fine

Drawn and eng.by D.Maclise. London, Sept. 4 , 1827
3.50 condition . (Robes.)

The name. Eng. by R. A. Artlett, after A. E.Chalon . Painted and eng. by John Lucas. Originally pub
1836. 9 x 12 1.50 lished , 1835 ; republished, 1853 . 7.50

ONE DOLLAR EACH.

The following engravings are many of them taken out of books or magazines :

The Rt. Hon. James Abercromby, Baron Dunfermline, Speaker The Rt. Hon . the Earl of Leicester . Eng. by W. Mote, after

of the House of Commons. Eng. by H. Cook , after J. J. Stewart. 10 x 13.

Stewart . 10 x 13.
Thomas More. Eng. by W. Wellstood & Co. , N. Y. 9 x 12.

John , Duke of Argyle and Greenwich. Eng. by J. Houbraken,

after Arkman . 10 x 15 . Pollock (Baron C. E.). Del. by Horace Petherick (from “ Pump

Court " ). 9 x 11 .

The Hon . Mr. Justice Blackstone. Eng. by E. Bocquet, after

Gainsborough . 11 x 15 .
Charles Pratt, First Lord Camden. Eng. by H. Robinson . 7 x 10.

Henry Boyle, Lord Carleton . Eng. by I. Houbraken, after
The Rt . Hon. Lord John Russell, M. P. Eng. by James Morton ,

after Mrs. Walker.

Kneller . London, 1741. 10 x 15.
10 x 13 .

The Hon . Robert Boyle. Eng. by Geo . Vertue , after I. Kerse.
Selborne (Earl). Del . by Horace Petherick ( from “ Pump

boom . London , 1740. 10 x 15 .
Court " ). 9 x 11 .

Sir Orlando Bridgeman , Keeper of the Great Seal . Eng. by R.
John Selden . Eng. by R. White. 7 x 12 .

White (about 1670 ? ) . 8 x 12. The Hon. Thomas Smith , Embassador to Russia , “ Treasurer

Cairns (Lord Chancellor). Del . by Horace Petherick (from
for Virginia," etc. London, March 1 , 1797. 8 X 10.

" Pump Court” ). 9 x 11 . The Rt . Hon . John Charles, Earl of Spencer. Eng. by J. Brown,

after J. Stewart. 10 x 13 .

Sir EdwardCoke. Eng. by R. White . 7 x 12.

" Anno 1670." 7 x 12 . Charles, Earl of Sutherland. Eng. by I. Houbraken . London,

Duke of Devonshire. (No particulars .) 15 x 21 .
1746. 10 x 15 .

Eldon ( ? ) . Eng . by E. Wellstood . N. Y. 11 x 14 .
C. B. M. Toullier . Eng. by Dien , after Logerot. 5x8 .

Sidney, Earl of Godolphin, Lord High Treasurer. Eng. by J.
Samuel Warren . Eng. by W. Wellstood & Co. , N. Y. 9 x 12 .

Houbraken, after G. Kneller . 10 X 15 . Thomas, Marquis of Wharton. Eng. by J. Houbraken , after

Savile, Marquis of Halifax . Eng. by I. Houbraken . London ,
G. Kneller. London , 1744 .

1740. 10 x 15 . Lord Chief Justice Willes . Eng. by Aliamet . 5 x 8 .

George Hamilton, Earl of Orkney. Eng . by I. Houbraken , af : er
Maingaud. London, 1742 . 10 x 15 .

Huddleston (Baron J. W.). Del . by Horace Petherick ( from
Jacob Barker. Eng . by J. Rogers , N. Y. 6 x 9 .

" Pump Court" ) . 9xíi. Francis Hopkinson . No date ; no name . 3 x 4 .

Laurence Hyde, Earl of Rochester. Eng . by I. Houbraken , after Daniel Webster. Eng. by J. C. Buttre . 5 x 8 .

G. Kneller . London , 1741. 10 x 15 . Eng. by Sartain , after Harding. 5 x 8 .

The Most Noble Marquis Lansdowne. Eng . by W. H. Egleton , Eng . by J. Cheney and R. W. Dodson . 5 x 8 .

after J. Stewart. 10 x 13 .

RECENT FRESH AND HANDSOME REPRODUCTIONS Five Etchings by Gilbert Munger :

OF HOUBRAKEN ENGRAVINGS (very effective pic- I. Fountain Court, Temple ; II . The Temple from the

tures for framing) each 15 x 22 , as follows: River ; III Goldsmith's Grave, Temple ; IV.Gateway,

Sir Francis Bacon Lincoln's Inn ; V. The Old Hall , Lincoln's Inn . The set $ 2.50
Sir Thomas More each $ 3.50

Sir Edward Coke

TWO FINE LARGE VIEWS.

View of the Interior of the House of Lords , during the Important Investigation in 1820 (Trial of

Queen Carolire ?) . Proof. Eng. by John George Murray, after 1. Stephanoff (effective for
framing). 27 x 19. $ 10.00

Interior of the Parliament House, Edinburgh (ante-room of the courts ; members of the bar in

waiting) . Lithograph after Thos. Kennedy (effective for framing ). 26 x 20 .

.

10.00.



Portraits for Framing.
LAW GAZETTE PORTRAITS .

The following half- tone portraits of living English judges and lawyers were published as Supplement

to the “ Law Gazette ” of London, in 1892–1894. Their size for framing is 7 x 9.

( Price 50 cents each. Lot of ten for $2.50. )

Alexander (D. L.) Davey ( Sir Horace) Indermaur ( John) Pitt.Lewis (Mr.)

Ambrose (Mr.) Deane ( Bargrave) Inderwick (Mr.) Price (Judge)

Asquith ( H. H.) Dodd (cyril ) James (Sir Henry ) Pyke (Mr. )

Austin (Judge) Dodd (Grantham R.) Kerr (Robert M.) Reid (R.T.)

Barnes (J. G.) Edmunds

(Lewis)
Lewis ( Judge) Rigby ( J. )

Bonsfield (W. R.) Elton (C. J.) Lloyd (Sir Horatio ) Robson (W.S.)

Bridge ( Sir John ) Field ( Lord ) Lockwood (Frank ) Rowlands (W.B.)

Bristowe ( Judge) Finlay (R. B.) Lumley ( Theodore) Russell (Sir Charles)
Bruce (Gainsford) Ffoulkes (Judge Wynne) McCall (R. A.) Stonor ( Judge)

Butcher (J. G.), Geoghegan
Maclean ( F. W. ) Stephen (Judge)

Caillard ( Judge ) Graham (w .) Macneill (J. G.S.) Terrell (Thomas)

Clydesdale(J. W.) Greene (H.D.). Mathews (C. W.) " Turner ( Judge)

Cobb (H. P.) Gully (Wm . c ) Melmoth.Waters (W.) Waddy (S. B.)

Cohen (Arthur) Greenhow (Judge) Meynell ( Judge) Walton ( J. L.)

Collier ( Judge ) Harrington (SirRichard ) Morrill ( F. P.). White (Judge F.M.)

Cotton ( Lord Justice ) Holroyd (Judge) Munton (F.K.) Willis ( E.Cooper)

Crackenthorpe (Montagu ) Hopkins (A. A.) Neville (Ralph ) Witt ( J. G.)

Cutler (Edward ) Hopkinson (A.) Pennington(R.).
Wreford(George)

Darling (C.J.) Hughes (Judge ) Phillimore (Sir Walter) Wright ( . Wildey)

VANITY FAIR CARICATURES .

This well-known series contains colored caricatures from the periodical called “ Vanity Fair, " often

more graphic and true to life than serious engravings - of the Bench and Bar of England (with a few

Americans). They are striking pictures for framing. Price, separately, $ 1.50, or ten for $ 10.00. Size

10 X 15. The following are the subjects:
Bacon( Judge) Collier ( Sir R. P.) Huddlestone Pitt - Lewis

Baggallay (Lord Justice ) Collins (Justice) Huldance (R. B.) Poland (H. B.)

Ballantine ( Sergeant) Colonsay ( Lord) Inderwick(F. A.) Pollock (Sir Fred’k )

Barry ( Lord Justice) Cope (Sam'l) .
Jelf (A. R.) Reid (Sir R.T.)

Bayard(Hon .Thomas F.) Cotton ( Lord Justice ) Jeune (Justice ) Ridley ( Justice )

Bowen (Sir Charles ) Cozens-Hardy (H. H.) Karslake (J. B.) Rigby (Sir John ).

Bruce (Gainsford) Darling ( Justice) Kenneally ( Dr. E. V.) Romer (SirRob't)
Bucknill ( Justice) Day ( Justice ) Kennedy (Justice) Rose (Sir Philip)
Burns( Justice)

Depew( Chauncey)
McKinley (Mr.) Rose Sir Wm.)

Butt (Justice) Elton (C. J.) Macnaghten (Lord ) Russell

Byrne (E. W.; Esher ( Lord ) Manisty ( Justice) Shah of Persia

Cairns Field ( Justice) Marrioit (W.T.) Simon (Sir John)

Cardwell (Rt . Hon. Edw .) Finlay ( R. B.) Mathew( Justice) Smith (Justice A.L.) .

Cave ( Justice) Gill (C. F.) Mathews (C. W.) Smith ( Hon. Wm. H.)

Chambers (Sir Thomas) Gorst (SirC.) Matthews (Rt. Hon. Henry ) Stirling ( Sir James)

Channell (Justice) Grantham (Justice) Morgan (Osh ). Straight ( Justice)

Charles ( Justice) Graves Murphy (Q. C.) Westbury (Lord )
Chelmsford ( Lord ) Gurney (Rt. Hon. Russell ) Newton (A. J. E. Wilde (Sir Jas.Lord Penzana )

Chitty ( Sir Jos. Wm.) Hall ( Chas.) North (Sir Ford ) Williams (Lord Justice )

Choate ( J. H.) Halsbury ( Lord ) Orton ( Arthur) Williams (Montagu)
Clark (Edw .) Hannen ( Justice) Palmer (J. H.) Williams ( Sir R. V.S.

Cleasby (Sir A.) Harcourt Palmer (Sir Roundell) Wills ( Justice)
Cockburn (Rt . Hon . Alex . ) Hatherly (Lord ) Parry (Sergeant) Witt (J.G.)

Coleridge (Sir J. S.) Holker (Sir John ) Pigott (Rich'd) Zetland (Earl of)

Coleridge (Lord )

In addition to these, we have the following, not identified by name, but labeled —

A Judicial Churchman East Fife Judges the Claimant Nervous

An Old Fashioned Judge Fat of the Land Law and Conscience One of the Family
A. Procureur General Grand Opera Little Lush Partnership
Black Rod He has LeathernLungs London Sessions Specific Performance

Chief Magistrate He is a Smart Fellow Long Lawrence Tichborne Case

Commercial Court He was an Ornament to the Lord Advocate ( 1886 ) Under Sheriff

Company Law Beach Lord Advocate (1896 ) We Shall See

Danky
His Father invented Pickwick

AN ENCYCLOPÆDIA OF LEGAL BIOGRAPHY AND PORTRAITURE.

To those who are interested in portraits of great judges and lawyers , we commend the bound set of THE

GREEN BAG, which contains about 200 full-page portraits, and 1,000 other portraits and views , of interest

to the legalprofessor. There are 14 , volumes in the set, which can be had in half-morocco binding for
$ 70.00. (We have a few sets left of the “ Reprint Edition,” bound in substantial half-cloth , for $ 42.00.]

We have issued the following portraits in different years, as premiums to Green Bag subscribers,

which are sold separately at the prices named :

Daniel Webster (full length ), 19 x 23 $ 1.00 .

Chief Justice Marshall ( full length ), 20 x 24 1.00

Chief Justice Jay (half length ), 17 x 22 2.00

Chief Justices of the United States ( group), 24 X 30

Supreme Court of the United States in Session (1894) , 30 X 24 3.00

THE BOSTON BOOK CO. ,

CHARLES C. SOULE, President. 83 to g1 Francis St. (Back Bay) , BOSTON, Mass .

.

3.00



Portraits for Framing.

We give below a list of our stock of portraits (mainly legal ) with prices.

They are generally ingood condition, except that some of them need cleansing

with India-rubber. The figures given (10x 15) , show size of the sheet in inches;
.

the first figure giving width ; the second, height.

. .

John Abernethy : Lecture on Surgery at St. Bartholomew James Mingay, Esq. (Fine effect of wig and gown ). 18 x 24 .
Hospital. 13 x 19. Eng. by C. H. Hodges, after G. Romney. London ,

Eng. by C. Turner, after C. W. Pegler. London , 1828. $ 3.50 Oct. 10 , 1791 . $ 3,50

Judah P. Benjamin, Q. C. (Artist's Proof). 20 x 30 . The Rt. Hon. James Reynolds , Lord Chief Baron of the

Eng. by Fred Percy. 1883 . 5.00 Exchequer. 12 x 17.

Eng. by Geo. Vertue, after W. Parker. 1730 4.00

LordBrougham (Proof). 14 x 19 .

Drawnand eng . byJ. S. Templeton .
7.50 Sir Christopher Robinson, Advocate General. 10 x 15 .

Eng. by John G. Murray, after Engleheart . London ,
Sir Hugh MacCalmontCairns. 10 x 15 . Dec. 1 , 1823 .. 2.00

Eng. by D. J. Pound 2.00

Rt . Hon. Sir Frederick John Robinson, Chancellor of the

Sir Edward Coke. 10 x 16.
Exchequer (Proof). 15 x 22 .

Eng. by I. Houbraken . 1741 . 3.50

Eng. by C. Turner ,after Sir T. Lawrence . London ,
Thomas Denman , Solicitor-General . 13 x 18 . May 24 , 1824 . 7.50

Eng.by C. Turner, after J.J.Halls . London , Oct. 3, 1820 2.50 Charles, Lord Talbot, Lord High Chancellor. 14 x 20 .

The Earl of Eldon . 11 x 14. Eng. by J. Houbraken, after I. Vanderbank . London,

Eng. by George T. Doo, after Sir Thomas Lawrence 3.50 1740 3.50

Sir Matthew Hale. 9 x 12. The Rt. Hon . Edward Lord Thurlow , Lord Chancellor . 6 x 9 .

Eng. by T. Trotter 2.50 Eng. by Schiavonetti , after Sir Joshua Reynolds . 2.50

Lord Lyndhurst, Lord Chancellor (in Robes). 8 x 10. The Rt. Hon. Lord Chief Justice Tindal . 20 x 25. Fine

Drawn and eng. by D.Maclise. London, Sept. 4 , 1827 3.50 condition . (Robes .)

The same. Eng. by R. A. Artlett, after Á . E. Chalon . Painted and eng . by John Lucas. Originally pub
1836. 9 x 12 1.50

lished , 1835 ; republished, 1853 .
7.50

ONE DOLLAR EACH.

The following engravings are many of them taken out of books or magazines :

The Rt . Hon . James Abercromby, Baron Dunfermline, Speaker The Rt. Hon . the Earl of Leicester . Eng. by W. Mote, after

of the House of Commons. Eng. by H. Cook, after J. J. Stewart . 10 x 13.

Stewart . 10 x 13.
Thomas More. Eng. by W. Wellstood & Co. , N. Y. 9 x 12 .

John,Duke of Argyle and Greenwich. Eng. by J. Houbraken ,

after Arkman . 10 x 15.
Pollock (Baron C. E.) . Del . by Horace Petherick (from “ Pump

Court " ). 9 x 11 .
The Hon . Mr. Justice Blackstone . Eng. by E. Bocquet, after

Gainsborough . 11 x 16 . Charles Pratt, First Lord Camden . Eng. by H. Robinson . 7 x 10.

Henry Boyle, Lord Carleton . Eng. by I. Houbraken , after
The Rt . Hon . Lord John Russell, M. P. Eng. by James Morton,

Kneller . London, 1741. 10 x 15 .
after Mrs. Walker. 10 x 13 .

The Hon . Robert Boyle. Eng. by Geo . Vertue , after I. Kerse.
Selborne ( Earl) . Del . by Horace Petherick ( from “ Pump

boom . London , 1740. 10 x 15 .
Court " ). 9 x 11 .

Sir Orlando Bridgeman, Keeper of the Great Seal. Eng. by R. John Selden . Eng . by R. White . 7 x 12 .

White (about 1670 ? ) . 8 x 12. The Hon . Thomas Smith, Embassador to Russia, “ Treasurer

Cairns (Lord Chancellor). Del . by Horace Petherick ( from for Virginia,” etc. London, March 1 , 1797. 6 X 10.

" Pump Court " ). 9 x 11 . The Rt. Hon . John Charles, Earl of Spencer. Eng. by J. Brown,

Sir Edward Coke. Eng. by R. White . 7 x 12 .
after J. Stewart. 10 x 13 .

" Anno 1670." 7 x 12. Charles, Earl ofSutherland. Eng. by I. Houbraken . London,

Duke of Devonshire. (No particulars .) 15 x 21 .
1746. 10 x 15 .

Eldon ( ? ) . Eng. by E. Wellstood . N. Y. 11 x 14.
C. B. M. Toullier. Eng. by Dien, after Logerot. 5 x 8 .

Sidney, Earl of Godolphin, Lord High Treasurer. Eng. by J.
Samuel Warren . Eng. by W. Wellstood & Co. , N. Y. 9 x 12.

Houbraken, after G. Kneller . 10 X 15 . Thomas, Marquis of Wharton . Eng. by J. Houbraken , after

Savile, Marquis of Halifax . Eng. by I. Houbraken . London ,
G. Kneller. London , 1744 .

1740. 10 x 15 . Lord Chief Justice Willes . Eng. by Aliamet . 5 x 8 .

George Hamilton, Earl ofOrkney. Eng.by I. Houbraken, af : er
Maingaud . London, 1742 . 10 x 15 .

Huddleston (Baron J. W.). Del , by Horace Petherick (from Jacob Barker . Eng. by J. Rogers , N. Y. 6 x 9.

“ Pump Court " ). 9 x 11 . Francis Hopkinson. No date ; no name . 3 x 4 .

Laurence Hyde, Earl of Rochester. Eng. by I. Houbraken , after Daniel Webster. Eng. by J. C. Buttre , 5 x 8.
G. Kneller. London , 1741 . 10 x 15 .

Eng. by Sartain , after Harding . 5 x 8 .

The Most Noble Marquis Lansdowne. Eng . by W. H. Egleton , Eng. by J. Cheney and R. W. Dodson . 5 x 8 .

after J. Stewart. 10 x 13 .

RECENT FRESH AND HANDSOME REPRODUCTIONS Five Etchings by Gilbert Munger :

OF HOUBRAKEN ENGRAVINGS (very effective pic- I. Fountain Court, Temple ; Il . The Temple from the

tures for framing) each 15 x 22 , as follows: River ; III Goldsmith's Grave , Temple ; IV.Gateway,

Sir Francis Bacon Lincoln's Inn ; V. The Old Hall , Lincoln's Inn . The set $ 2.50
Sir Thomas More each $ 3.50

Sir Edward Coke

TWO FINE LARGE VIEWS.

View of the Interior of the House of Lords , during the Important Investigation in 1820 ( Trial of

Queen Caroline ?) . Proof. Eng. by John George Murray, after I. Stephanoff (effective for

framing). 27 X 19. $ 10.00

Interior of the Parliament House, Edinburgh (ante-room of the courts ; members of the bar in

waiting) . Lithograph after Thos. Kennedy (effective for framing). 26 x 20.

. .

10.00



Portraits for Framing.

-

LAW GAZETTE PORTRAITS .

The following half -tone portraits of living English judges and lawyers were published as Supplement

to the “ Law Gazette ” of London, in 1892–1894. Their size for framing is 7 x 9.

( Price 50 cents each . Lot of ten for $2.50. )

Alexander (D. L.) Davey ( Sir Horace) Indermaur (John) Pitt -Lewis (Mr.)
Ambrose (Mr.) Deane (Bargrave) Inderwick (Mr.) Price (Judge)

Asquith (H. H.) Dodd (Cyril ) James (Sir Henry) Pyke ( Mr. )

Austin (Judge) Dodd (Grantham R.) Kerr (Robert M.) Reid (R.T.)

Barnes (J. G.) Edmunds (Lewis) Lewis (Judge) Rigby ( J. )
Bonsfield (W.R.) Elton (C. J.) Lloyd (Sir Horatio) Robson(W.9.)
Bridge (Sir John) Field (Lord ) Lockwood (Frank) Rowlands (W. B.)

Bristowe ( Judge ) Finlay (R. B.) Lumley( Theodore) Russell ( Sir Charles)
Bruce (Galnsford ) Ffoulkès (Judge Wynne) McCall (R. A.) Stonor (Judge)
Butcher (J. G.), Geoghegan Maclean ( F. W. ) . Stephen (Judge),
Caillard ( Judge ) Graham (w .) Macneill ( J. G.S.) Terrell ( Thomas)

Clydesdale (J. W.) Greene (H. D.) Mathews (C. W.) Turner (Judge)
Cobb (H. P.) Gully (Wm. C.). Melmoth.Waters (W.) Waddy (S. B.)

Cohen (Arthur) Greenhow ( Judge) Meydell ( Judge ) Walton (J. L.)

Collier ( Judge ) Harrington (şir Richard ) Morrill ( F. P.. White (Judge F.M.)
Cotton (Lord Justice ) Holroyd ( Judge) Munton(F. K.) Willis (E. Cooper)
Crackenthorpe (Montagu ) Hopkins (A. A.) Neville (Ralph ) Witt (J. G.)

Cutler (Edward ) Hopkinson (A. ) Pennington(R.).
Wreford (George)

Darling (C. J.) Hughes ( Judge) Phillimore (Sir Walter) Wright (h. Wildey )

VANITY FAIR CARICATURES .

This well-known series contains colored caricatures from the periodical called “ Vanity Fair,” often

more graphic and true to life than serious engravings — of the Bench and Bar of England (with a few

Americans). They are striking pictures for framing. Price , separately, $1.50 , or ten for $ 10.00. Size

10 X 15. The following are the subjects :
Bacon(Judge) Collier ( Sir R. P.) Huddlestone Pitt. Lewis

Baggallay (Lord Justice) Collins ( Justice) Huldance (R. B.) , Poland (H. B.)
Ballantine (Sergeant) Colonsay (Lord ) Inderwick (F.A.) Pollock (Sir Fred'k )

Barry (Lord Justice ) Cope (Sam'l) . Jelf (A. R.) Reid (Sir R.T.)

Bayard (Hon . Thomas F.) Cotton (Lord Justice ) Jeune ( Justice ), Ridley (Justice)

Bowen (Sir Charles) Cozens-Hardy (H. H.) Karslake (J. B.) Rigby (Sir John).

Bruce (Gainsford ) Darling ( Justice ) Kenneally ( Dr. E. V.) Romer (Sir Rob't)

Bucknill ( Justice) Day ( Justice ) Kennedy ( Justice) Rose (Sir Philip)

Burns (Justice) Depew(Chauncey) McKinley (Mr.) Rose Sir Wm .)

Buti ( Justice) Elton (C. J. ) Macnaghten (Lord )
Russell

Byrne (E. W.; Esher (Lord ) Manisty ( Justice) Shah of Persia

Cairns Field (Justice ) Marriott(W.T.) Simon (Sir John )

Cardwell (Rt . Hon. Edw.) Finlay (R. B.) Mathew ( Justice) Smith (Justice A.L.) .

Cave ( Justice) Gill (C. F.) Mathews (C. W.) Smith ( Hon. Wm. 8.)

Chambers (Sir Thomas) Gorst (Sir C.) Matthews (Rt. Hon. Henry ) Stirling ( Sir James )

Channell ( Justice ) Grantham ( Justice) Morgan (Osh ) Straight ( Justice )

Charles (Justice ) Graves Murphy (Q. C.) . Westbury (Lord)
Chelmsford (Lord ) Gurney. (Rt. Hon. Russell ) Newton A. J. E. Wilde (Sir Jas. Lord Penzana )

Chitty ( SirJos. Wm.) Hall ( Chas.) North (Sir Ford) Williams (Lord Justice)

Choate ( J. H.) Halsbury ( Lord ). Orton ( Arthur) Williams (Montagu )

Clark (Edw .) Hannen (Justice) Palmer (J. H.) Williams ( Sir R. V.).

Cleasby (SirA.) Harcourt Palmer (Sir Roundell) Wills ( Justice)

Cockburn (Rt . Hon . Alex .) Hatherly ( Lord) Parry (Sergeant) Witt (J.G.)

Coleridge Sir J. S.) Holker (Sir John) Pigoit ( Rich'd) Zetland (Earl of)

Coleridge ( Lord)

In addition to these, we have the following, not identified by name, but labeled -

A Judicial Churchman East Fife Judges the Claimant Nervous

An Old Fashioned Judge Fat of the Land Law and Conscience One of the Family

AN Procureur General Grand Opera Little Lush Partnership

Black Rod He has Leathern Lungs London Sessions Specific Performance

Chief Magistrate He is a Smart Fellow Long Lawrence Tichborne Case

Commercial Court He was an Ornament to the Lord Advocate ( 1886 ) Under Sheriff

Company Law
Beach Lord Advocate ( 1896 ) We Shall See

Danky
His Father invented Pickwick

AN ENCYCLOPÆDIA OF LEGAL BIOGRAPHY AND PORTRAITURE.

To those who are interested in portraits of great judges and lawyers, we commend the bound set of The

GREEN Bag, which contains about 200 full-page portraits, and 1,000 other portraits and views, of interest

to the legal professor. There are 14 , volumes in the set, which can be had in half -morocco binding for

$70.00 . (Wehavea few sets left of the “ ReprintEdition," bound in substantial half-cloth, for $ 42.00 .]

We have issued the following portraits in different years , as premiums to GREEN BAG subscribers,

which are sold separately at the prices named :

Daniel Webster (full length ), 19 X 23 $ 1.00

Chief Justice Marshall (full length ), 20 x 24 1.00

Chief Justice Jay (half length), 17 x 22 2.00

Chief Justices of the United States (group ), 24 X 30

Supreme Court of the United Statesin Session (1894 ), 30 x 24 3.00

THE BOSTON BOOK CO. ,

CHARLES C. SOULE, President. 83 to gi Francis St. (Back Bay) , BOSTON, Mass.

9

3.00



RARE , QUAINT AND INTERESTING LAW BOOKS

.. 1.00

(With a few late English text-books)

FOR SALE BY

THE BOSTON BOOK CO. , 83-91 FRANCIS ST. (Back Bay) , BOSTON , MASS.

[This is a continuation to a similar list of u pagęs, issued as a Supplement to 15 LEG . BIB . If any one

interested in this class of books has not seen the former list , we will be glad to send him a copy on

application .]
Atkinson ( S.). Practical Points of Con- Dawes (M.) . Introduction to ...the Law Housman (Francis) . Selection of Prece

veyancing, from the MS. of Butler , Pres- on Real Estates and of Remainders, dents in Conveyancing. Cloth . Lond.

ton, and Bradley. Boards. London . London . 814. Epitome of the Law of 1861
2.00

1829
$1.50 LandedProperty. London .1818. 2vols. Humphreys (Jas. ). Observations on the

Barreau Francais. Collection des Chefs- in 1 . Old calf . 2.00 Actual State of the English Laws ofReal

D'Euvre de L'Eloquence Judiciaire en Dicey ( A. V.). Introduction to the Study Property, with Outlines for Reform .

France . Recueillie par MM . Clair et of the Law of the Constitution . 3d ed. 2d ed . Half calf. Lond . 1827 . . 3.00

Clapier, Avocats. 16 vols., with many Cloth . London . 1889 2.50 Jacob (G. ) . The Statute Laws Common

portraits. Old half calf . Paris . 1823- Domat (Jean ). The Civil Law in its placed. izmo. Calf . Lond. 1719. 1.50

24 ..
10.00 Natural' Order. Translated by Wm . Juridical Society ofEdinburgh : His

Bautain ( M. L.) . Philosophie des Lois Strahan ; with Notesby LutherCushing. tory of. Cloth . Edin . 1875 1.50

au point de vue Chrétien . Bds. Paris . 2 vols . Old sheep . Boston . 1850. 6.00 Leading Ecclesiastical Cases in the

1860
1.00 Dupin (?) . Notices Historiques , etc., sur

Court of Session . 1849 to 1874. Cloth .

Berni (Joseph ). Instituta Civil y Real . . plusieurs livres de Jurisprudence Fran- Edinburgh . 1878
3.80

los $$ de Justiniano , Segun Leyes çaise, remarquable par leur Antiquité . Lerminier ( ?). Cours d'Histoire des Leg

Reales de España . Tercera Impresion. Paper. Paris. 1820 1.50 islations Comparées : Droit Interna

Small 4to. Límp parchment. Valencia. East ( E. H.). Pleas of the Crown . 2 vols. tional , etc. Cloth . Paris. No date

1775
3.00

Old sheep . Phila . 1806 . , 2.00 ( 1836 ?)
2.00

Blackstone'
s
Commentari

es
. Various Ecclesiastic

al Courts Commission. Liber Placitandi : a Book of Special

four-volume editions published in Lon- Report ; Minutes, Historical Appendices. Pleadings . Fol. Calf. Lond . 1674. 3.50

don between 1790 and 1820 . Old call . 2 vols . Folio . Paper . Lond. 1883. 4.00 Lycops ( A. ) . Codes Congolais et Lois

Each 5.00 Erskine ( John ). An Institute of the Law Usuelles en vigueur au Congo . 12mo.

Bretonnier ( ?). Recueil des Principales of Scotland. New edition , by Alex Limp morocco . Bruxelles. 1900. 2.50

Questions de Droit qui se jugent dans les Macallan 2 vols . in 4 parts. Boards. Mably (Abbe de) . Droit Public de l’Eu

Tribuneaux. 4me Edition. 2 vols . 16mo. Edinburgh . 1835 ... 2.00 rope . 3 vols . 18mo. Broken calf.

Old calf . Paris . 1769 2.00 Ferriere (Claude de). Nouveau Com . Geneva. 1776. . 4.50

Broderick (G. C.) and Fremantle mentaire sur la Coutume de Paris . 2 Mackeldy (M. F.) . Histoire des Sources

(W.H.). Ecclesiastical Cases relating vols . 12mo. Calf . Paris . 1770. 2.00 du Droit Romain ; traduite par F. F.

to Doctrine and Discipline .
Boards. Ferriere (Claude de). Neuvelle Traduc- Poncelet . Edition par C. Seruzier.

London . 1865
3.50 tion des Institutes de Justinian, 6 vols . romo. Half roan . Paris . 1846

Broom (Herbert). Constitutional Law

viewed in relation to Common Law . Finlason (W. F.).

16mo . Broken calf . Paris. 1734. 3.00 Macnaghten (W. H.), Principles and

Commentaries on Precedents of Hindu Law. 2d edition .

Sheep. London , 1866 . 2.00 Martial Law , with special reference to its Cloth . Madras. 1865 ·
• 2.50

Burton (W. H.). Elementar
y

Compen- Regulation and Restraint. Cloth . Lon- Manning (W.0 .). Commentar
ies

on the

dium of the Law of Real Property. Sth don. 1867 . . 1.50 Law of Nations. Half calf . London.

( last) edition . Cloth . 1856
2.50

Flood (J.C. H.). Elementary Treatise on 1839 ...
2.50

Cauchy (Eugéne ). Droit Maritime Inter

national . Half roan.

the Lawof Wills of Personal Property. Martens (G. F. von) . Law of Nations.

Paris .
Cloth . London . 1877 . 2.00 Translated from the French by Wm .

1862 .
4.00 Cobbett .

Funck-Brentano ( Th .) et Sorel ( A.) .
Half calf , gilt. London.

Cherry (R. R.). Lectures on the Growth Précis du Droit des Gens. Half morocco . 1829
2.50

of Criminal Law in Ancient Communi
Paris . 1877 .

ties . Cloth . London . 1890

2.50 Maude (F. P.) and Pollock (C. E.). The

1.00 Fur- Seal Arbitration : Proceedings of Law of Merchant Shipping. 4th edition,

Colebrooke (H. T.) . Digest of Hindu the Tribunal at Paris . 15 vols . in 16. by Baron Pollock and G. Bruce. 2 vols.

Law on Contracts and Successions , etc. .. 10.00 Cloth . London . 1881

3d edition . 2 vols .
Cloth . Washington . 1895Cloth . Madras.

1864
4.00

Gallaudet ( E. M.). Manual of Interna- Michael (W. H.) and Will (J.S.) . The

tional Law .
Cloth . N. Y. Law of Gas and Water. Cloth . Lond.

(Colquhoun (Patrick ) ). Treatise on the
1879 ·

.75

Police oftheMetropolis : --Crimes,Mis.

1884
... 1.50

demeanors, and their Prevention . Sheep.

Goodeve ( L. A.) . The Modern Law of Michell ( T.). Analysis of the Laws that

Portrait. London . 1796

Real Property. 4th edition , by Elphin- affect the Position of British Residents

.... 2.00 stone , etc. Cloth . London . 1897. 5.00 in Russia . Paper. St. Petersburg.

Comyns ( Sir John ). Digest of the Laws 1871
1.00

of England. 5th edition , by Anthony Grotius (H.) .The Rights of War and

Hammond. 8 vols . Lond . 1822. 10.00

Peace . Done into English . 3 vols . Modern Lawyer's Office : Suggestions

12mo . Old calf. London . 1715 . 4.50

Cooper (George): Pleading on the Equity Hale (Sir Matthew ). History of the Com

for improvements in Organization, and

the adoption of American Appliances.

Side of the High Court of Chancery. Cloth . London .
mon Law. 4th edition , by Chas. Run

. 1.50

Half calf. London . 1809 .
.... 2.00

Cooper (W. D.). Expenses of Judges of

nington . Broken calf. Lond. 1779. 3.00 ( Montesquieu] De L'Esprit des Loix,

Assize temp. Eliz . Small 4to. Eloth. Hale (Sir Matthew ). Pleas of theCrown. Nouvelle Edition, corrigée par l'Auteur.

(Camden Society .) Lond. 1858 . 1.00

Edited by W. A. Stokes and E. Ingersoll. 2 vols . 4to . Sheep. Geneva . 1749 · 5.00

2 vols . Old sheep. Phila , 1847,

Corpus Juris Civilis cum Notis Gotho

8.00 Morton ( T. C.) . The Law of Vendors

fredi .

and Purchasers of Chattel Property.
Thick 4to (2017 pages). Shabby Hargrave (Fr.). Jurisconsult Exercita

calf. Geneva. . 1626

1.50
Old calf . London . 1837tions. ( Argumentsand Opinions. 6 vols .

3.00

Creasy ( E. S.). Rise and Progress of the

projected,only 3 issued.) 3 vols . 4to. Mountmorres (Lord ). History of the

English Constitution. 4th edition . Cloth .
Half calf . London . 1811-1813 Principal Transactions of the Irish Par

N. Y. 1860
1.00

Hauteville (L. B. ) . Questions de Droit liament , 1634-1666 ( also The Ancient Par

Cottu (?). Administration of Criminal

Maritime. Hf. mor. Paris, 1868. 2.00 liaments) . Old calf. London .

Justice in England. Boards . London. Haynes ( J. F. ). Lectures on Bankruptcy. 1792

... 5.00

1822
.. 1.50 Cloth . London. 1884 1.00 Moyle (Robt . ) . An Exact Book of Entries

Criminal Trials illustrative of the Tale Heffter (A. G.) . Droit International
of ...Writs used in the Common Law.

entitled “ The Heart of Mid -Lothian ," Public de l'Europe, traduit par Jules
Small 4to . Calf . London . 1658. 4.00

with life of Capt. Porteons. 12mo . Bds.
Bergson . Half roan . Berlin and Paris. Muscutt ( Edw . ) . The History of Church

Edinburgh, 1818

2 vols.

.. 6.00

I2mo.

.. 6.00

2 vols.

1866 2.00
... 3.00

Cloth .
Laws in England. 602-1850.

Maxims in Law and London . 1851
2.00

Dalrymple (John). Essay toward a His- Hening ( W. W.).
tory of Feudal Property in Great Britain . Equity (reprinting Noy , Francis, and Nelson ( J. H.). Indian Usage and Judge

3d edition .

Sheep. London . Branch ) . Old sheep. Phila . 1845. 2.50 made Law in Madras. Cloth . London .

1758
2.00 Hill (M. D.) . Suggestions for the Repres- 1887

2.00

Dart (J. H.). Law and Practice relating
sion of Críme. Cloth . Lond . 1857. 2.00 New South Wales Constitution .

to Vendors and Purchasers of Real Es- Holloway (Wm .). Sententiæ Juris : Le- Speeches on Second Reading of the Bill

tate . 6th edition , by Wm . Barber, etc. gal and Other Epigrams. Cloth . Lond . for . Edited by E. K. Silvester . Pamph

2 vols. Cloth . London . 1888 1896
let . Sydney . 1853

I 2mo .

• 2.50

.. 6.00
.. 1.50



Rare, Quaint and Interesting Law Books - continued .

Noy (Wm.l. Grounds and Maxims ofthe Robinson ( Conway); Practice in Courts Star Chamber Cases : Showing what
English Laws. 5th ed . 16mo . Broken of Justice in England and the United Causes properly belong to the Cognizance

calt. London. 1757 · . 1.00 States . (" New Practice ” .) 7 vols. Old of that Court. Small 4to . Paper. Lond.

Odgers (W. B.). Digest of the Law of
sheep . Richmond . 1854-70 ) 25.00 1630 5.00

Libel and Slander. 2d ed . London. Robinson(Wm .). LexParochialis: Laws Stephens (A. J.). Rise andProgressof

1887 .... 2.00 relating to the Poor, with AdjudgedCases the English Constitution . The Treatise

O'Flanagan (J. R.). Lives of the Lord
on Settlements . 2 vols. Cloth . Lond. of De Lolme, with an Historical and

Chancellors and Keepers ofthe Great
1827 2.00 Legal Introduction , and Notes. 2 vols.

Seal of Ireland . 2 vols.. Cloth . Lond. Roscoe's Digest of Evidence at Nisi Prius. Cloth . London. 1838 4.00

1870 .
.. 5.00 13th edition, byJ. C ; Day,et al. Thick Story (Joseph ). A Familiar Exposition

izmo . Cloth. London. 1875 ·
Palmer ( F. B.) and others . Company

1.50
of the Constitution of the United States.

Precedents with Notes. (English Cor- Roscoe's Digest of Evidence in Criminal 12mo. Cloth . N. Y. 1860 1.00

poration Forms. ) 2 vols. Cloth . Lond.
Cases . Sth edition , by H. Smith . Roan .

1898 . 4.00
London , 1874 ·

. 1.50 Strange ( Sir Thos.). Hindu Law : As it

concerns the King's Courts in India,

Pay de Vaud : Les Loyx et Statutes du. Ryley (Wm .). Pleadings in Parliament,
with the Judgments thereon , temp.

4th edition , by J. D. Mayne. Cloth .

16mo. Boards. 1722 • 2.50
Madras. 1864. ? 2.50

Edw . I.and II. Fol. Sheep . 1661. 10.00

Pitcairn (Robt .), Ancient Criminal Tri- Sarkar(G.-Sastri). Law of Inheritance tida(Wm ). Practice. 4th Amer. ed.
als in Scotland . 4 vols. in 7 parts. as in the Viramitrodaya of Mitra Misra. by F. J. Troubat and A. J. Fish . Old

Boards ( broken ) . Edin. 1833 .. 30.00 Translated . Cloth . Cálcutta . 1879. 2.50 sheep. Phila . 1856 . 10.00

Pothier on Partnership: ., Translated by Saunders (T. W.) and Cox (E. W.). Wentworth ( Thos.), Office and Duty of
0. D. Tudor. Sheep. Phila . 1854. 1.00 Criminal Law Consolidation Acts 1861, Executors. 14th edition, by H. Jeremy.

Proposals . · for remedying the Great etc. Cloth . London . 1861 1.50 Sheep . London. 1829 1.50

Charge and Delay of Suíts åt Law and Selden (John ). Opera Omnia, tam Edita Williams (Joshua). Essay on Real Assets

in Equity. 3d ed. 12mo. Boards . Lond. quam Inedita....Recensuit David Wil or the Payment of Debts of a deceased

1724 ... 1.00 kins ( with life and fine portrait engraved Person out of his Real Estate. Cloth .

Rastell (Wm .) . A Collection of Entries
by Vertue after Lely ). 3 vols , in 6 parts. London . 1861...

Old calf. London . 1726

... 1.50

of Declaration
s
, etc. “ The Last Edition ,

25.00

carefully corrected ." Folio . Calf. Lond. Selwyn's Abridgment of the Law of Nisi Wilde (John ). Preliminary Lecture on

1670 . 3.50
Prius . 13th edition, by D. Keane and the Institutes of Justinian . Boards. Ed

C. T. Smith . 2 vols. Cloth . London. inburgh . 1794 :: ..

Reeves (John ). History of the English 1869
Law . Broken calf . London. Shortt (John ). Law of Literature and

4.00 Venezuela -British Guiana Boundary

1787

Arbitration . The Case of Venezuela,
3.00

Art . 2d ed . Cloth . Lond . 1884. 5.00 4 vols.; The Counter Case of Venezuela,

Robbins ( L. G. G.). Devolution of Real Spence (Geo.). Equitable Jurisdiction of 4 vols.; The Printed Argument for Vene

Estate on Death . Cloth . London . the Court of Chancery. 2 vols. Old calf . zuela , 2 vols.; Atlas, 2 vols. , quarto . In

1898 1.50 London , 1846 . .. 5.00 all 12 vols . Paper .
.. 12.00

... 1.00

4 vols .

Clunet (Edward) . Journal du Droit International Privé et de la Jurisprudence

Comparée . 24 vols . Pamphlet. Paris . 1874–1897 $96.00

Journal des Arrets des Cours Royales de Rouen et Caen , en Matière

Civile , Commerciale et Criminelle . 1824-31 ; (none published in this interval ? )

1838-1850 ; 1851-1873..42 vols . , with 3 vols. of “ Tables.” Half-calf (worn) . $60.00
9

A LAWYER'S LIBRARY IN 1550-1600 .

From Maitland's " English Law and the Renaissance "

we take the following, adding a few items in brackets :

“ In 1550 an English lawyer's library of printed books
might apparently have comprised (besides some statutes

and [some separate) Year Books) : –

Littleton's Tenures Fitzherbert's Abridgment

The Old Tenures Liber Intrationum

Statham's Abridgment The Old Natura Brevium

Perhaps a Registrum Brevium (if this book, printed in
1531 , was published before 1553)

Institutions or Principal Grounds, etc. ( 1544)
Carta feodi simplicis

[Phaer's] New Book of Presidentes
Diversité de Courts Novæ Narrationes

Articuli ad Novæ Narrationes

Modus Tenendi Curiam Baronis

Modus Tenendi Unum Hundredum

Fitzherbert's Justice of the Peace

Perkins' Profitable Book Doctor and Student

Britton

In 1600 , the following might have been added :

[ The collected Year Books]

Glanvill Brooke's Abridgment

Bracton Brooke's New Cases

(Bellewe's Cases) Rastell's Entries

Fitzherbert's Natura Brevium

Staundeforde's Prerogative and Pleas of the Crown
Crompton's Justice of the Peace

Crompton's Authority of Courts
West's Symbolography Plowden's Commentaries
Theloall's Digest

Dyer's Reports

Smith's Commonwealth ist vol. of Coke's Reports

Lombarde's Archaionomia and Eirenarcha

Fulbecke's Direction or I'reparative to the Study of the

Law

SCOTT'S CASES ON INTERNATIONAL LAW .

Here is a book notice from the HARVARD LAW RE

VIEW which will interest those of our readers who are

interested in public affairs :

“ In 1893, Dr. Freeman Snow , then instructor in international

law in Harvard College , published for the use of his class a

collection of cases . The distinctive feature of the collection

was the valuable analytic syllabus of the subject with numerous

references to treatises , which Dr. Snow included in his volume.

The book , though ostensibly covering the entire field , did not ,

however, contain all even ofthe leading cases in which the courts

ofthe United States and England have applied the principles of

internationallaw ; nor did the syllabus contain references to the

works of some of the distinguished Continental jurists. These

limitations have been removed in the edition which has just been

put forth by Dean Scott .

“ The original arrangement has, with a few modifications, been

retained. Only one new section , that discussing the effect of a

change of sovereignty on locallaw , has been added . Yet the

book is greatly altered . Generally speaking, all the leading cases

in the United States and England have been gathered together,

and the collection has been brought downtodate. In two re

spects Dean Scott has departed from Dr. Snow's scheme . He

has omitted all head-notes from the cases ; and he has removed

from the text proper all selections from treatises on international

law . Someof these selections,with many others in addition , he

hasinserted in the foot-notes,which are thus longer and more

elaborate than those of the earlier book. The foot-notes also

contain numerous citations of decisions bearing on the cases in

the text .

“ Dr.Snow's syllabus has been retained , though many of its

headings have been rewritten . It has , however , been greatly

amplified, and is now a valuable reference manual on interna

tional law . Asa collection of most of the leading cases on the
subject without head -notes, the book will be readily available for

law school use ; and on account of the syllabus and the notes, it

will be of considerable use to students of political science. The

digest-index of the present edition is far superior to the index of
the earlier work ."

Boston : 1902 . pp. Ixvii, 961. 8vo . Cloth $3.50
.



CLEARANCE SALE BARGAINS.

SECONDHAND TEXT -BOOKS - FORMER EDITIONS .

Binding Sheep or Cloth - condition generally worn or shabby. For offer

of discounts on large sales see p. 3.

At ONE DOLLAR per Volume, the following :

Angell on Highways. 2d ed . 1868. Elmes on Customs Law. 1887 . Renwick on Patentable Invention . 1893 .

Archbold's Nisi Prius. 2 vols . Phila. , 1848. Field & Miller's Federal Practice . 1881. Roe's Crim . Procedure in U.S. Courts . 1887 .

Beach on Wills . 1888 . Flint on Trusts and Trustees . 1890 . Saunders on Taxation in Louisiana. 1887 .

Bennett & Heard'sLeading Criminal Cases. Foster's Federal Practice. 1890. Schouler's Personal Property . 1873.

2d ed . 2 vols . 1869. Frost on Patent Law and Practice. Lon . Scott's Digest of U.S. Military Laws. 1873.
Bigelow's Leading Cases on Torts. 1875 . don, 1891. Sedgwickon Measure of Damages. 6th ed .

Bishop on Married Women . 2 vols. 1871. Gear's Landlord and Tenant. 1888 . 1874 .

Bishop on Statutory Crimes. 2d ed . 1883. Gould's Pleading: 4th ed . 1861. Sedgwick's Statutory and Constitutional
Blackburn on Sales. 1887 . Greenleaf on Evidence . 10th ed . 3 vols. 1858 . Law . 2d ed . 1874 .

Blackwell on Tax Titles . 4th ed . 1875 . Harrison (Benj.). U. S.Constitution . Lon . Sedgwick & Walt. Trial of Title to Land.

Bliss on Life Insurance . 1871 . don, 1897 . 1882 .

Boone on Code Pleading. 1885. Harrison's Legislation on Insanity . 1884 . Sheldon on Subrogation. 1882 .

Boone on Corporations. 1881. Hawes' Jurisdiction of Courts . 1886 . Shortt on Informations . 1888 .

Brandenburg on Bankruptcy. 1898 . Hawes' Parties to Actions. 1884 . Smith's Leading Cases. 6th Am. ed . 3 vols.

Broom's Commentaries on Common Law . Heard's Civil Pleading . 1880 . 1866 .

Phila ., 1858. Herman on Executions. 1875 . Snell's Principles of Equity . ist Am. ed .
Brown on Jurisdiction of Courts. 1891. High on Extraordinary Remedies. 2d ed . 1885 .

Browne on Assessment and Taxation . 1887 . 1881 . Stephen on Pleading. 9th Am. ed . (by

Browne onUsagesand Customs. 1881. Hilliard on Mortgages. 4th ed . 2 vols . 1872. Heard ). 1867.

Browne's Med. Jurisprud. on Insanity. 1875. Hilliard on Taxation . 1873. Stewart on Husband and Wife . 1885 .

Bump on Federal Procedure. 1881. Hilliard on Torts . 4th ed. 2 vols . 1874 . Taylor on Private Corporations. 1884.

Burrill on Circumstantial Evidence . 1856 . Hilliard on Vendors . 2d ed . 1868 . Taylor on Landlord and Tenant. 5th ed .

Burroughs on Public Securities. 1881, Hirsch on Juries . 1879. 1869 .

Burroughs on Taxation . 1867. Hoffman's Chancery Practice. 3 vols . 1834. Throop on Validity of Verbal Agreements.

Chitty's General Practice . 4 vols . 1834. Jones on Pledges. 1883. 1870 .

Chitty's Pleading. 10th Am. ed . 3 vols . 1847. Lomax. Digest of Real Property Law. Tiedeman on Limitations of Police Power.
Cobb on Slavery . 1858 . 3 vols . 1838 . 1886 .

Colebrooke on Collateral Securities. 1883. Moak’s VanSantvoord's Pleadings. 3d ed . Tiedeman on Real Property. 1883,

Coler on Municipal Bonds. 2 vols . 1872 . 1873 . Tucker's Manual of the Constitution . 1894 .

Cooley's Principles of Constitutional Law . Murfree on Sheriffs. 1884 . Tyler on Ejectment. 1870.

1880 . Newmark on Sales . 1887 . Tyler on Fixtures. 1877 .

Cooper's Justinian . 1852. 3d ed. Niblack on Mutual Benefit Societies. 1888. Tyler on Infancy . 1868 .
Croswell's Patent Cases. 1887 . Odgers on Libeland Slander. Am. ed . 1881. Tyler on Usury: 1873 .

Curtis's Jurisdiction of U.S. Courts. 1896. Parsons on Contracts. 3 vols.6th ed . 1873. Wait on Fradulent Conveyances. 2d ed .
Curtis's Equity Precedents. 1850 . Phalen's Criminal Cases. Vol.1 . 1884. 1889 .

Cushing's Law and Practice of Legislative Phillips on Mechanics' Liens. 1874 . Walker on Patents. 1883 .

Assemblies. 1856 . Pigott on Foreign Judgments. 2 vols. Lon. Warvelle on Vendors . 2 vols . 1890 .

Daniel's Negotiable Instruments. 4th ed . don, 1879 . Washburn on Real Property. 3d ed . 1868.
2 vols . 1891. Potter on Corporations. 2 vols . 1879 . Wells on Replevin . 1879.

Daniell's Chancery Practice. 3d Am. ed . Proffatt on Jury Trials. 1876 . Wharton's Criminal Law. 7th ed . 3 vols .

3 vols . 1865 . Redfield's American Railway Cases. 2d ed . 1874 .

Dillon on Municipal Corporations. 2 vols . 2 vols . 1872 . Wood on Limitations . 1882.

2d ed . 1873 . Redfield & Bigelow's Cases on Bills . 1871. Woolsey's International Law. 3d ed . 1878.

At FIFTY CENTS per Volume, the following :
Abbott's Trial Brief. (Civil.) 1885. Fiero on Special Proceedings. 1887. Roscoe's Criminal Evidence . 7th Am . ed .
Abbott's Trial Brief. (On Fácts . ) 1889. Flanders on Fire Insurance . 1871 . 1874 .

Addison on Contracts. (American Notes Flanders on Shipping. 1853. Scott & Jarnagin on Telegraphs. 1868 .

by Abbott .) 2 vols . 1883 . Gazzam's American and English Bank- Sedgwick on Statutory and Constitu

Addison on Torts . 2d ed . 1872. ruptcy Digest . 2 vols . 1871. tional Law , 1857 .

Addison on Torts. (American potes by Griswold's Fire Underwriters ' Text Book. Smith on Contracts. 6th Am . ed . 1877 .
Dudley & Bailies.) 2 vols . 1876. 1872. Smith's Mercantile Law. 3d Am. ed .

Angell & Ames on Corporations. 9th ed. Hare & Wallace's American Leading 1855 .

1871 . Cases. 3d ed . 2 vols . 1852 . Smith on Negligence (by Whittaker). 1st
Bacon's Abridgment. 10 vols . 1851 . Honck on Mechanics' Lien Laws. 1867 . Am , ed . 1886 .

Best on Evidence. 1st Am . ed. (by Wood). Kellen's Index Digest of Mass. Reports. Sugden on Vendors. 7th Am. ed . 2 vols .
2 vols . 1875 . 1886. 1851.

Bishop's Marriage and Divorce . 2 vols . Lewin on Trusts and Trustees . 2d Am. Taylor on Exonerative Insanity , 1882.

4th ed . 1864 . ed . 1858 . Taylor on Private Corporations . 1881.
Bouvier's Institutes . 4 vols . 18541 . McCrary on Elections. 1875 . Taylor on Landlord and Tenant. 5th ed .

Burrill on Assignments. 2d ed. 1858. McLachlan on Merchant Shipping. London . 1869.

Chitty on Contracts. 11th Am. ed . 2 vols . 1875 . Tiffany & Bullard on Trusts and Trustees.
1874 . Moses on Mandamus. 1866 . 1862 .

Chitty's Pleading. 4th Am . ed. 3 vols . 1825. Parsons on MaritimeLaw. 2 vols. 1859 . Wait's Practice . 6 vols . 1872-75 .

Cord's Legal and Equitable Rights of Parsons on Notes and Bills. 2 vols. 1862 . Wharton and Stillé Medical Jurispru.

Married Women , 1861. Parsons' Rights of a Citizen. 1875 . dence . 1855 .

Cox's Manual of Trade Mark Law . 1881. Phillipps on Evidence . 3 vols . 4th Am . Willard on Personal Rights. 1882.

Dart on Vendors and Purchasers . 1851. ed . 1859 .
Williams on Personal Property . 3d Am .

Davis ' Criminal Justices. 3d ed . 1853 . Pomeroy's Constitutional Law. 1868. ed . 1866 .

Dyer's Maine Corporation Law. 4th ed . Powell on Appellate Proceedings. 1872. Wood on Fire Insurance . 1878 .

1898 .
Redfield on Rullways . 3 vols . 3d ed . 1867. Woolsey on Divorce . 2d ed . 1882.

FOR SALE BY

THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY ,

83 to 91 Francis Street, Back Bay, BOSTON, MASS .



CLEARANCE SALE BARGAINS.

SECONDHAND TEXT-BOOKS-LAST EDITIONS.

2.00

• 2.50

.

3.00

.. 3.50

.

.

1.00

Binding sheep or cloth.- Condition indicated as a =- fine; b = good ; c = worn or shabby ; d = broken .

Figures in brackets ( ) are the catalogue prices for new copies . For offer of discounts on large orders see p. 3.

b. Anderson's Law Dictionary . 1888. (7.50) $ 3.50 c . Parker and Worthington on Public Health and Safety .

c. Angell on Limitations. 6th ed. 1876. (6.00 )
1.50 1892. (5.25 ) $ 2.00

6. Angell & Ames on Corporation. Ith ed. 1882. (6.00) 1.50 6. Parsons on Contracts. 8th ed . 3 vols . 1893. (18.00) 10.00

b . Anson on Contracts, by Knowlton . 1877. ( 3.50) a. Parsons on Marine Insurance . 2 vols . 1868. ( 12.00) 4.00

c. Bailey on Onus Probandi. 1885. (6.00 ) . 2.00 6. Parsons' ( James ) Principles of Partnership. 1889. (5.00) 2.00

c. Baker onSales, Underthe Statute of Frauds . 1887. (5.00) 2.50 c . Patterson on Railway Accident Law. 1886. (6.00) 2.00

a. Ballard Annual Real Property Law . 6v. 1892-1900. (39.00) 12.00 a . Perley's Law of Interest. 1893. (5.00)
2.50

c. Barbour's Chancery Practice. 3v . 2d ed . 1871-75 . ( 12.00 ) 4.50 b . Phillips on Code Pleading. 1896. (5.00) 800

a. Barbour's Rights ofPersons and Property . 2v . 1890. (12.00 ) 3.00 c. Pingrey on ChattelMortgages . 1891. (5.00) 2.00

c . Barbour's Law of Payment. 1 vol . 1888. (6.00 ) 2.00 b. Prebleon Collisions in U. S. Waters . 1886 ( 3.00 ) 1 50

a. Bateman on Auctions. Amer. notes by Sheldon . 1883. 2.00 6. Preble's Patent Case Index. 2d ed . 1884. (6.00 ) 2.00

b. Beach's Modern Equity Jurisprudence. 2v .1892. ( 12.00 ) . 5.00 b. Prentice on Police Powers. 1894. (5.00 )

c. Beach on Private Corporations. 2 vols . 1891. ( 12.00) 6.00 b. Pulling's Order of the Coif . 1897. (3.00 ) 1.50

c . Beach on Receivers . 1897. (6.00 ) 3.00 c . Ram on Legal Judgments. 1871. (3.50 )
2.00

d . Bishop on Written Luws. 1882. (4.00) : C. Rapalje & Lawrence's Law Dictionary. 2v . 1883. (10.00 ) 4.00

C. Black's Constitutional Prohibitions. 1887. (3:50) 1.50 C. Ray on Consractual Limitations. 1892. (4.50) . 2.50

c . Black on Judgments. 2 vols . 1891. (11.00) : 5.00 c. Ray on Negligence of Imposed Duties ( Personal) . 1891.
d . Blackstone, Blickensderfer's Abridgment.1899. (3.00). 1.50 (6.50 ) .

9.50

a. Blackstone , Chase's Abridgment . 1890. (6.00) 3.50 c . Reeve's Domestic Relations. 4th ed . 1888. (5.00) 2.00

d. Blackstone (byChitty) . 2 vols . 1832 2.00 b. Reno on Non - Residents and Foreign Corp. 1892. (5.00 ) . 2.50

6. Bliss on Code Pleadings . 3d ed . 1894. (6.00) 3.00 b . Renton on Lunacy. London , 1896.( 13.00 ) 5.00

c. Brightly's Leading Cases on Election . 1871. (6.00) 2.50 b . Rice& Beach's Digest of Patent Office Decisions (1869–

b. Broom's Commentaries on Common Law . 1873. (6.00) : 2.50 1890 ) . 1880-1890. (6.00 )
2.50

b . Broom & Hadley's Commentaries. 2 vols. 1875. ( 12.00) 4.00 6. Rice on Evidence. 3 vols. 1892–1893. ( 15.00) 7.50

b. Browne on Parol Evidence . 1893. ( 5.00) . 3.00 b . Rice on Real Property. 2 vols . 1896. (12.00) 6.00

b. Burdick's Cases on Torts . 1895. (4.50) 2.50 b . Roberts & Wallace on Duty and Liability of Employers.

b . Buswell on Insanity. 1885. (6.00 ) 2.50 3d ed . London , 1885. (4.00) . 1.50

6. Buswell on Personal Injuries. 2d ed. 1899. (6.00 ) C. Rockwell on Spanish Mex.,etc.,Mining Law. 1851. (6.00) 3.00

a. Cogley on Strikes. 1893. . (4.00 ) . • 2.00 c . Rorer on Judicial Sales . 20 ed . 1878. (6.00 ) 1.50

a. Cox's American TradeMark Cases. 1871.' (6.00) . 2.50 a . Saunders on Pleading and Evidence . 3 vols. 5th Amer.

b. Crocker on Sheriffs. 3d ed. 1890. (5.00) 2.00 ed. 1851. (Out of print), 5.00

6. Croswell on Electricity. 1895. (6.00) 2.50 6. Savigny on Obligationsin Roman Law (by Archibald
c. Domat's Civil Law (translated by Sirahan ). 2 vols. 1850. 6.00 Brown) . London, 1872 2.00

b . Donovan's Modern Jury Trials . 3d ed . 1885. (4.50 ) . 2.00 b. Schouler on Husbandand Wife. 1882. ( 6.00 ) 2.00

C. Dos Passos on Stock Brokers . 1882. (5.00) 1.50 c . Sedgwick's Leading Cases on Damages . 1878. (6.00 ) 2.50
a. Drake on Attachment. 7th ed . 1891. (6.00) 2.50 c . Sharswood & Budd's Leading Cases on Real Property.
c. Duer's Marine Insurance. 2 vols . 1845-46 2.00 4 vols . 1882-1889 . ( 24.00) 10.00

a . Dwight on Persons and Property . 1894. (6.00 ) 3.00 b. Short on Railway Bonds and Mortgages. 1897. (6.50). 3.50

C. Eden on Injunction (by Waterman ). 2 vols . 3d ed. 1852 200 d. Smith's Chancery Practice . 2d Amer. ed. 2 vols . 1842.

a. Elliott'sGeneral Practice. 2 vols . 1894. (12.00 ) 6.00 ( Best edition ; out of print)

c. Ewell's Leading Cases on Infancy : 1876. ( 6.00) a . Smith on Equitable Remedies of creditors. 1899. ( 5.00) 3.00

b. Field's Lawyer's Briefs . 6 vols. * 1884. ( 18.00) 9.00 b . Spear on Extradition. 1878. (6.00 ) .
2.50

c. Fitnam's Trial Procedure . 1894 (6.00) 3 50 c . Spelling on PrivateCorporations. 2 vols. 1892.( 12.00). 5.00

0. Flanders on Fire Insurance , 2d ed . 1874. (600 ) 2.00 6. Spelling onTrust and Monopolies. 1893. (3.50) 2.00

c . Foote & Everett on Incorporated Companies under b . Spitzka's Manualof Insanity . 1895. (2.75 ) 1.50

Municipal Franchises. 3 vols. 1892. ( 10.00) : 4.50 c . Stephen on Nisi Prius . 3 vols. 1843 . 3.00

a . Foster's Federal Practice . 3d ed. 2 vols. 1901. (12.00 ) . 9.00 o . Stephen's Digestof Criminal Procedure. Lon., 1893. (3.00) 1.50

b . Garland & Ralston's Federal Practice . 2 vols , 1898. ( 12.00) 5.00 a. Story on Partnership. 7th ed. 1881. (6.00)
2.00

a . Gould's Pleadings (by Heard ). 5th ed. 1887. (2.50) . • 1.50 6. Taylor on Evidence (Chamberlayne'
s ed. ) . 3v . 1897. ( 12.00 ) 7.50

b . Hamilton's Mexican Law . 1882. (6.00 ) 2 50 c. Thompson on Liability of Officers and Agents of Cor.

c. Hare on Contracts. 1887. (5.00 ) 2.00 porations. 1880. . (5.50) 2.00

8. Hare's American Constitutional law . 2 vols. 1888. ( 12.00) 5.00 c. Thompson's Liability of stockholders. i879: 6.00) : 2.00

b . Harris on Law of Certiorari. 1893. (5.00 ) c . Thompson & Brown's National Bank Cases ( 1861-1880).

b. Harris' Contracts by Married Women. 1887. (6.00 ) . 2 vols . 1878-1880 . ( 12.00 ) 5.00

c. Harris' Damages by Corporations . 2 vols . 1892. ( 11.00) . 5.00 c. Thompson & Merriam on Juries. 1882. (6.00 ) 2.00

a. Hay on the Law of Railway Accidents in Mass. 1897. ( 1.50) 2.50 b. Tiedeman on Sales . 1891. (6.00 ) 3.00

c . Heard's Civil Precedents. 1886. (5.00 ) 2.00 b . Tiedeman on State, etc., Control of Persons and Property .
b. Henry &Harris' Ecclesiastical Law and Evidence . 1879. 1.50 2 vols . 1900. (12.00) 6.00

a. Hurrell & Hyde Joint Stock Companies Guide . Lon . d. Train & Heard's Precedents of Indictments . 1855 2.50

don , 1900. (2 00 ) . 1.50 c. Tudor's Leading Cases on Mercantile and Maritime Law .

c . Hoffman's Legal Outline. 1836. (Out of print). 2.00 2 vols . 1873. (12.00 ) . 6.00

d. Jackson on Real Aciions. 1828. (Outof print) . b. Van Fleet's Former Adjudication . 2 vols . 1895. ( 12.00 ) 6.00

8. Jones on Railroad Securities. 1879. (6.00 ) 2.00 c. Wait's Actions and Defences . 8 vols . 1878-1888 . ( 20.00) . 12.00

c. Jones' Law of Salvage. London , 1870. ( 3.50) . 1.50 b . Waples on Debtor and Creditor. 1898. (3.50)
2.00

c. Keener's SelectionsonContracts. 2 vols. 1891. ( 10.00 ). 6.000 c. Waples on Proceedings in Rem . 1882. (6.00) : 2.00

c . Kelley's Contracts of Married Women. 1882. (6.00) 2.50 c. Waterman on Corporations . 2 vols. 1888. ( 12.00) 4.00

b. Kerr on Business Corporations. 1890. (5 50 ) 2.50 c . Waterman on Trespass. 2 vols. 1875. (12.00 ) 4.00

c. Kerr on Receivers (by Bispham ) 20 A mer. ed. 1877. (4.50) 1.50 d . Waterman's U.S. Criminal Digest. 1877, (5.00) 2.00

b. Kerr on Homicide. 1891. (6.00 ) 2.50 c . Webb on Record of Title . 1890. (6.00 ) 3.00

c . Kerr's Injunctions in Equity . Boston, 1871. ( 4.00) 1.50 c. WeeksonDamnum Absque Injuria. 1879. (4.00 ) 1.50

c . Langdell's Select Cases on Sales . 1871. (6.00) 3.00 c. Wells on Jurisdiction of Courts. 1850. (5.50) 2.00

d . Lawes on Pleading. 1811. : 1.50 c. Wells on SeparatePropertyof Married Women: 1876.
a. Leake's Uses and Profits of Land. London, 1888. (6.50 ) 3.00 (6.00 ) . .. 2.50

6. Leavitt's Condensed N. Y.Cases Negligence . 1895. ( 6.50 ) 3.00 c. Wharton on Contracts: 2 vois : 1882. (12.00) 4.00

b . Lube on Equity Pleading. 1889. ( 3.00 ) 1.50 c. Wheeler's Modern Law of Carriers. 1890. (4.00 ) 2.00

b. May's U. S. Sup . Ct . Practice . 1899. (6.00 ) 3.00 c. White's Land Laws in California , Oregon , Texas (with

6. McArthur's Contract of Marine Insurance. 2d ed . 1890. 1 50 Asso . and Manuel's Institutes). 2 vols. 1839. (Out of

c. Morris on Replevin . 3d ed . Phila ., 1878. (5.00 ) 1.50 print ) 10.00

a. Morse on Arbitration and Award . 1872. ( 6.00 ) 2.00 6. William's introduction to Practice and Pleading. Lon:
C. Morse on Banks and Banking. 3d ed 20. 1888. ( 11.00) don , 1857. :. 1.50

b. Murfee on Foreign Corporations. 1893. (4.00 )
2.00 c. Wintields’ Adjudged Wordsand Phrases.1852. (5.50) · 2.50

b. Vewell on Malicious Prosecution . 1892. (5.50 )
3.00 C. Wood's Field on Corporations. 1883. 2d ed .

1.50

c. Ordronaux on Judicial Aspectsof Insanity. 1878. (5.00) 150 c. Wood on Fire Insurance. 2 vols . 3d ed . 1886. ( 8.00) . 4.00

c. Overton on Liens. 1883. (6.00 )
2.00 c. Wood on Master and Servant . 2d ed . 1886. (6.00)

a . Paine's Contested Elections to Public office : 1887: (6.50) 2.50 c. Wood's Practice Evidence. 1880. (5.00 ) . 2.00

• 1.50

2.00

2.00

2.00

· 400

2.00

THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY, BOSTON, MASS.



CLEARANCE SALE BARGAINS OF SETS.

Five per cent discount on items ordered and paid for before May 20, 1903 .

4

1

,v > .

AMERICAN .

American Bankruptcy Reports, 7 vols. Fine $25.00 N. Y. Appeals , 170 vols ., and Digest. Good $ 170.00

American Electrical Cases, 4 vols. Fine 14.00 N. Y.Apps., 98 vols . to N. E. Reporter. Fine I 20.00

Amer. Decisions ; Amer.Reports ; Amer. Prices on New York Common Law, 80 vols. in 39. Good 35.00

New York Chancery, 32 vols. Good 27.50

American StateReports, v . 1-48, 2 Digests . 60.00 New York Chancery, 32 vols . in 7 .
Good

15.00

Amer. and Eng. Corporation Cases, 54 vols . Ohio Reports , 68 vols . in 34. (Ohio , 20 vols . ,

( O. S. 48 vols . , N. S. 16 vols . ) Fine 80.00 Ohio state , vols . 1-48. ) Fine 65.00

Amer . and Eng. Enc . of Law, ist ed . 31 v . Fine 45.00 Oklahoma Reports, 6 vols . Good 18.00

Arkansas Reports, 65 vols. in 49. Good 120.00 Opinions U. S. Att. Gen. 19 vols . Good 35.00

California Reports, 63 vols . to Pacific Re Tennessee Reports, 100 vols. in 96. Good 325.00

porter. Good United States Reports, 186 vols . Fine 325.00

Illinois Reports, 190vols. Fine 350.00 United States Reports, 186 vols. in 156.Good 250.00

Indiana Appeals Reports, 22 vols. Good 40.00 United States Reports , 186 vols. in 145. Good .

Iowa, 56 vols. (Morris, Greene, 4 vols .; Iowa , (Curtis & Miller ed .) 175.00

51 vols. to N.W.Reporter.) Good 125.00 U.S.and Amer. Annual Digests to 1896. 27v . 15.00

Massachusetts Reports, 180 vols. Sound 225.00 U. S. First Circuit Reports, 23 vols. Good 25.00

Massachusetts Reports, 138 vols . to N. E. Second 26 vols.
35.00

Reporter. New bound 170.00 Fifth 8.00

Michigan, 127 vols . (Harrington, walker, Sixth 8.00

Douglass, 2 vols.; Mich ., 1-123.) Good 155.00
Seventh “ 30.00

Morrison's Mining Reports , 16 vols . Fine 40.00 Eighth 12 vols . 30.00

Municipal Corporation Cases,7 vols. Good 25.00 Ninth 16 vols . 45.00

New Jersey Law Reports. 64 vols . Fine 115.00 Utah Reports, 17 vols . Fine 62.50

I 20.00

.

66

66 66

66 46

4 vols .

4 vols .

17 vols .
66 66

66 66 66 66

.

Lower CANADA . Perrault, 2 vols .; Pyke,

Stuart, Stuart's V. A., 2 vols.; L. C., 17

vols.; Seignorial, 2 vols.; Mont. Cond . ,

Revue Legale, 21 vols. ; . Quebec Law , 17

vols .; Legal News, 15 vols.; Themis ,

CANADIAN.

5 vols.; Dorian , 4 vols .; Montreal, 14 vols .;

Cook's Admy., Ramsay Official, 18 vols .;

Quebec Revised, 25 vols. 147 vols . $ 400.00

Nova Scotia Reports , 20 vols . 90.00

Prince Edward Island Reports, 2 vols . 10.00

.

ENGLISH , IRISH , AND SCOTCH .

Chitty's Statutes , 14 vols . Cloth . Fine . $67.50 Weekly Reporter, 49 vols., 1852-1901 . Fine $ 147.00

Cutler's Patent Reports, 18 vols ., 1884-1901 . English Common Law Reports (Amer. ed . ,

Half calf. Fine . 125.00 1813-1865), 118 vols . and z indices . Fair 85.00

Jurist, 55 vols., 1837-1866. Hálf calf . Good 45.00 Moak's English Reports , 38 vols . and 2 Di

Law Reports, 270 v .,1865-1902 . H. calf . Fine 650.00 gests . Good 25.00

Mews' Digest, 16 vols. Sheep. Good 80.00 English Exchequer Reports (Amer, reprint,

Moore's Indian Appeals,14 V., 1836–72. Fine 28.00 1824-1865 ), 48 vols. Part poor, part good 35.00

Nicholas' Acts , etc., of the P.C. , 7 vols. Cloth 30.00 Irish Law Reports, 30 vols., 1878-1893. Half

Pickering's Statutes, 109 vols . to 1869. Half calf . Good 175.00

calf. Good 125.00 Scotch House of Lords, 32 vols . in 30 (origi
Railway and Canal Cases, 7 vols . , Half call, nals) , 1707-1866 . Half calf . Fine 75.00

( 1835-1854 .) Neville and Mac
85.00 Scotch Public General Statutes, 58 vols.,

namara, 10 vols . (1874-1901.) Fine . 1707-1901, Cloth . Fair 70.00

17 vols.

Albany Law Journal , 62 vols.

American Jurist, 28 vols .

American Law Review , 35 vols.

Central Law Journal , 43 vols.

Criminal Law Magazine, 18 vols .

Harvard Law Review , 15 vols .

LAW PERIODICALS .

$62.00 Juridical Review (Scotch ), 12 vols. $ 45.00

35.00 Law Quarterly Review (English ), 18 vols . 60.00

60.00 Monthly Law Reporter, 27 vols. 54.00

43.00 Railway and Corporation Law Journal, iz vols . 25.00

36.00 Southern Law Review ,both series, ui vols. .

45.00 Virginia Law Review, 17 vols. 75.00

I 2

20.00

2V .

AMERICAN SESSION LAWS.

[We give a few specimens of our lots of Session Laws, etc. , - bound usually in boards.]

DAKOTA . Laws 1862 to 1889 , with Revision NEVADA . Laws 1861 to 1899, Revision 1873 ,

1877. 17 vols . $ 15.00 23 vols . . $ 20.00

KANSAS . Laws 1855 to 1891, Revisions West Virginia. Laws 1861 to 1890, Re

1862, 1868. 31 vols . 25.00 visions 1868 , 1884 , 1887. 27 vols . 25.00

MAINE. Laws 1832 to 1889. 54
vols.

25.00
WISCONSIN . Laws 1849 to 1889 (wanting

MICHIGAN . Laws(Public ) 1837 to 1897. 45 vols. 30.00 Local Laws of 1853 , '54 , 85, 87, '89 ) . 39 vols. 30.00

THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY, BOSTON , MASS.
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To Judges, Law Librarians, and Lecturers in Law Schools ,

we shall be glad to send on request our booklet illustrated

with full page portraits of great judges and chancellors, and

describing English Ruling Cases with American Notes- the

best set of Reports for general use .

Vol. 27 of the Full Reprint of English Reports was published in June, containing full

reprints of the following Chancery reports, viz .: Ambler (Blount's edition of 1828) ; Barnard

iston (1742) ; Ridgeway temp. Hardwicke ( 1794 ); Vesey Senior, Vol. 1 (Belt's edition, 1818) .

Max A. Robertson and Geoffrey Ellis aro the responsible editors of this volume. The

“ Consultative Committee " to supervise the series includes the Lord High Chancellor, the

Lord Chief Justice, the Master of the Rolls, the Attorney -General, and Mr. Justice Wright.

Nearly the whole of the limited edition of the Reprint has already been sold, and only a

tow sets aro left .

Visitors to Boston are invited to call at our retail office , basement of Barristers '

Hall, Pemberton Square (directly opposite to the front entrance of the Court

House), where they can telephone to our main office (Nos. 83 to 91 Francis St. ,

Back Bay ; - reached by Ipswich -street cars from Park-street Subway Station) .



Wise Purchase of Reports.

The lawyer in good practice has to have a good library. If he is wise, he will use

great care in enlarging it, and will make purchases in the order of usefulness .

REPORTS After getting the reports of his own state, the local books, Bouvier's

OF HIS OWN Law Dictionary, a few good text-books, and perhaps an Encyclopædia of
STATE . Law,- he begins to think of getting other sets of reports .

ORDEROF In doing this , it is well to consult the tables of Comparative Citation ,

CITATION . and to get those sets first which are oftenest cited, and will therefore be

most useful.

UNITED In most of the states, the United States Reports seem to be cited most

STATES. frequently , next to the reports of the State itself. Naturally the U. Š.

Supreme Court Reports will come next.

MASS. AND After this, the Massachusetts and the New York Reports follow in order

NEW YORK. of citation .

No other sets of State reports come anywhere near these, in frequency
ENGLISH of citation. Rather to the surprise of many, the English Reports come

REPORTS next in order and are even cited in many States oftener thanthe U. S. ,

NEXT. Mass., or N. Y. Reports. The English Reports rank way ahead of all the

other States , in the citations of both court and counsel , in all our series of

American Reports.

WHICH SET Some set of English Reports should therefore come next in order of

TO BUY ? purchase. Which of several sets in the market should the lawyer buy first ?

Undoubtedly, the best all -round set (many lawyers place it ahead of the

E.R.C. U. S.,Mass.,or N. Y. Reports in usefulness) is undoubtedly English
RULING CASES WITH AMERICAN NOTES ( 26 vols . , $ 143.00 ). Because :

CREAM OF First, The cases selected and printed in full are the concededly great

THE LAW. decisions of the COMMON LAW,- the decisions which lie at the foundation

of our system of “ Stare Decisis.”

ORIGINAL SECOND (AND MOST IMPORTANT), This is the only set of reports which

RESEARCH . can be used without preliminary reference to digests and text-books ; to it

the owner turns at once when at a loss for authorities.

ENCYC. OF The reason for this lies in the fact that the cases are grouped under topics

CASES. ( E. R. C. is an Encyclopædia of Cases) , and each group of cases- in - full is

so illuminated and expounded by excellent English and American Notes,

that the user often finds all he wants in E. R. C. without further research.

REPRINT If a lawyer is not satisfied with a selection of cases (even so satisfactory

IN FULL a selection as E. R. C.), there are still some sets of the limited REPRINT-IN

NOT YET Full of ALL THE ENGLISH REPORTS ( 150 volumes ; of which 27 are

EXHAUSTED . published , at $6.00 per volume. )

Or, if this is too large a proposition to grapple with , a substitute is avail
GOOD able in Mews' Digest OF ENGLISH CASE LAW ( 16 volumes, $ 96.00) — an

DIGEST excellent old-fashioned digest - giving both facts and syllabus of decision

at such length that the reader can judge whether or not the case is in point,

without having to refer to the original report.

PORTRAITS Have you seen our booklet aboutEnglish RULING CASES, with portraits

OF JUDGES. of great English judges and chancellors ? We send it without charge to

any one who will seriously consider the purchase of E. R. C.

THE BOSTON BOOK CO. ,

83 to 91 Francis Street (Back Bay) , BOSTON, MASS.
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SUMMER READING .

The dull warm days are coming. Courts are in vaca

tion. City clients are away in the rural districts ; country

clients are fishing for the city clients' cash. Lawyers who

can collect arrears of fees are scattering the proceeds

through the mountains and along the seashore. The

others are fighting flies and ennui in their dull offices.

For two or three months there will be nothing to do

except sleep, chat and read. Newspaper reading soon

palls . Solid reading of law books is impossible. To what

shall the lazy lawyer, the sluggish student, the torpid

office boy, turn for recreation ? To light reading, of

course, preferably to the lighter literature of their profes

şion . Now is the season for the lawyer to buy the books

he ought to read.

First of all comes The GREEN BAG, the treasure house

of biography, history, anecdote, humor, verse , and every

thing else that is interesting on the literary side of the

study and practice of the law. If the fourteen bound

volumes of this delectable periodical are not accessible in

the local libraries, or on the shelves of a neighboring

lawyer, they can be bought for $ 42.00 ; or the sum of

four dollars sent to THE BOSTON Book Co. will pay for

a year's subscription.

Next to this we offer books we have in stock, as follows :

.

$3.50

2.50

NOTES.

Typographical Error. – In Leg. Bib. Supplement,

p. 10, title “Women ( Laws respecting ) as they regard their

Rights, Connections, and Conduct. ” The printer got it

Corrections. He was probably a married man.

Judge, practitioner , author. – Hon, Seymour D.

Thompson writes us, under date of May 8, 1903:

. " I keep Rawle's Bouvier's Law Dictionary in my

revolving book -case , always in sight and within reach ;

and I reach out for it a good deal. ”

February both twenty -eight. — Tottel's 1567 edi

tion of the Year Book 18 Henry VI., is dated in the

colophon February 30th . Is this a blunder, or was the

calendar changed for the year 1567 ?

Unreported Bankruptcy Cases. —Many instances

occur of irregular publications of decisions not to be

found in the catalogued collections of reports. Such an

instance occurs in an old folio volume by Thomas Davies,

entitled “ The Laws relating to Bankrupts ” (London,

1744). A sub -title continues thus : “ With Several Special

Cases, Modern Determinations, and Precedents relating

thereto .” The Table of Cases reported (or quoted ) in

cludes 150 decisions. About two-thirds of these can be

found in the regular volumes of reports of the first half of

the eighteenth century. The other third , about fifty

cases, are not reported elsewhere.

The book is so old that it is of little value to the modern

bankruptcy lawyer, but it certainly ought to be on the

shelves of every large law library.

Ignorantia Legis.— “ Ignorance of the law is no

excuse, ” said the Master of the Rolls , the late Sir George

Jessel, to the writer, some years ago, who retorted by

asking the learned judge : " Can you find me a man who

does really know the law ? ” The judge laughed and bade

him ask something easier. Mr. Chalmers, parliamentary

counsel to the English treasury, has recently made a pro

nouncement which is of interest to those who have had

any dealing with the law. There is an absolutely tragic

amount of humor in Mr. Chalmers' declaration that :

“ The present statute-book is now compressed for the

general reader into the moderate compass of twenty-two

thousand pages. ” This is bad enough , but worse remains

behind ; for when the conscientious subject of the English

King, whose duty it is to know the law, has mastered

the twenty-two thousand pages of statute law, there still

remain over 1,800 volumes, containing more than a million

pages of common law judicial decisions to be assimilated .

Should despair seize the unfortunate litigant , he may be

consoled by Mr.Chalmers' remark that common law is

made more accessible to the public by some two thou

sand text- books. No wonder that justice is always

depicted as a blindfold deity , for what human eyes could

stand the strain of the study of the millions of pages

mentioned by Mr. Chalmers ? Ignorance of the law may

be inexcusable, but knowledge of the law is an almost

physical impossibility.- English law journal.

9.00

8.00

2.50

1.00.

1.00

Curran's Speeches. I vol . Cloth . 1877..

Davis's History of the Judiciary of Massachu

setts. Cloth. 1900 .

Dillon's Life of Marshall as portrayed in “ Mar

shall Day " Addresses . 3 vols. Cloth . 1903.

Erskine's Speeches. 4 vols. Cloth . 1876.

Fairchild : Baron Bramwell and his Opinions. 1898.

Fuller : Noted French Trials, Impostors and Ad

venturers . Cloth . 1882. .

Heard : Curiosities of the Law Reporters. 1881 .

Oddities of the Law . Cloth. 1881 .

Lloyd : State Trials (Mary Queen of Scots, Sir

Walter Raleigh , Capt. Kidd ) . Cloth . 1899.

Morrow : Life of Thomas Corwin . Cloth . 1896 .

Pulling's Order of the Coif. Cloth . 1897 .

Tucker's U. S Constitution. 2 vols . Cloth . 1899.

Von Holst's Constitutional and Political History

of the United States. 3 vols. Cloth. 1889-1892.

· French Revolution tested by Mirabeau's

Career. 2 vols. Cloth . 1894. .

1.00

.

3.00

3.50

3.00

7.00

I 2.00

.

3.50

[ If three or more works from this list are ordered, we

will discount 25 per cent from these prices . This offer

does not apply, however, to THE GREEN Bag .)

If nothing here suits you , look over (if you haven't

them, send for) the January Supplement and the April

number of LEG. BiB . , which contain twelve pages of titles

of “ RARE, QUAINT AND INTERESTING Law Books." In

the January Supplement these are arranged in groups.

Especially interesting , at this season , are the groups

headed Jurisprudence , Political Law , Biography,

Humor and Verse, Trials, and General Literature .
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A TRUE JUDICIAL DICTIONARY .

When a lawyer buys a “ Law Dictionary " he has to

investigate first to see whether he is getting only a lexicon

of definitions, or an encyclopædia composed of legal

treatises. BOUVIER follows the fashion of the older

“ Dictionaries ” — and is not only a dictionary and

glossary, but also a compact encyclopædia of the whole

law. Most of the other modern “ Law Dictionaries " con

tain nothing but definitions,

There is one recent English dictionary, however, which

undertakes to give all English words and phrases which

have been passed upon by the courts, - and thus might

be called “ A Dictionary of the English Language so far

as it has been Judicially Expounded." The actual title is

“ Stroud's JUDICIAL DICTIONARY, OR INTERPRETER OF

ENGLISH BY THE BRITISH JUDGES AND PARLIAMENT. "

AMERICAN ELEMENTARY BOOKS.

Published since April 1, 1903 .

Am. Corporation Legal Manual. Vol. u . $ 5.00

BRANDENBURG ( E. C. ) . Bankruptcy. 3d ed. . 6.00

COLLIER (W. M.) . Bankruptcy. 4th ed . . 6.00

CONYNGTON (T.) . Corporate Management. Cloth 2.50

DALLAS (G. M.) . Analytical Tables of Evidence.
Cloth 1.50

FINCH ( ) . Insurance Digest , 1902 3.00

FRANK ( ) . Bankruptcy 3.25

Hughes (W. T.) . Contracts . 6.00

KNOWLTON ( ) . Cases Criminal Law . 3.00

LINDLEY (C. H.) . Mines. 2 vols . 2d ed . 15.00

McMASTER (J. S.) . Commercial Paper .

MECHEM (F. R. ) . Agency. Cloth .

PAUL (A. C.) . Trade Marks and Unfair Competi
tion

7.50

SHIPP (E. R.) . Quiz Book on Bills and Notes .

.50

2,00

.

Thefirst edition was published in 1890,andwas so well Papeen ij.f.). Digest of Evidence. (Edition for

4.00

3.00

Ills . , Ind . & Mich . )

THOMPSON ( B. M.) . Cases on Equity Pleading and
Practice

VeeDeR ( V. V.). Legal Masterpieces. 2 vols.

Cloth $ 6.00. Sheep

WATSON ( D. K.) . Growth of Criminal Law . [Gov't

Pub.]

7.00

3.6

1.0

received that a second edition is to be published in Octo

ber next. It is an extremely interesting as well as an ex

tremely valuable work , being not merely a string of brief

definitions, like Webster's Dictionary , but more a series

of quotations from decisions, alphabetically arranged

under word -headings. The Preface says :

" This work in no sense competes with, nor does it

cover the same ground as, the Law Lexicons. As its

name imports, it is a Dictionary of the English Language

( in its phrases as well as single words), so far as that

language has received interpretationbythe Judges.

“ ' The decisions of the English Judges are, and will

remain , the central source whence this authoritative

exposition must come, though Irish , Scotch , and Colo

nial decisions_should harmonize and elucidate . To

formulate the English judicial interpretations from the

earliest times down to the end of the nineteenth century

and therewith to blend, or refer to, the statutory defini

tions of the High Court of Parliament has been the

endeavour of this edition ; adding a not inconsiderable

treatment of Irish decisions, and some from Scotland and

the United States .

“ Whenever available, the very words of a judicial expo

sition have been given. And so, when a convenient

definition has been found in an elementary work of

repute, such definition has been adopted.

* Good or bad, it is believed that this book is unique.

It had no predecessor and has no rival. Its idea is , not

only that it may be of frequent practical utility to the

English -speaking lawyer, but that it may become the

authoritative Interpreter of the English of Affairs."

An introductory chapter discusses the Construction of

Documents. The Appendix gives the English “ Interpre

tation Act " of 1889.

A quaint feature is the page on which the author gives

judicial dicta as to his topic , among them these:

“How necessary it is to know the signification of

words. " Co. LITT. 325a.

“ Legal definitions are , for the most part , inductive

generalizations
derived from judicial experience. "

Mickle v. Miles, i Grant's Cases ( Pa. ) , 328.

“Is not the judge bound to know the meaning of all
words in the English Language ? ”

Per MARTIN , B., Hills v . London Gas Co., 27 L. J. Ex. 63.

“ It is of the utmost importance that in all parts of the

Empire where English Law prevails, Interpretation

should be, as nearly as possible ,the same. ”

Trimble v. Hill, 5 App.Ca. 345 ; 49 L. J. P. C. 51 .

STROUD'S JUDICIAL DICTIONARY, REVISED AND EN

LARGED , WILL IN THREE VOLUMES,

BOUND IN LAW SHEEP , AT THE PRICE OF $ 18.00 NET.

.. 4.0

7.6.

ENGLISH ELEMENTARY WORKS, ETC.

Published since April 1, 1903, or now in Press .

Size 8vo or 12mo, and binding cloth .

ALLEN (C. E.). Questions and Answers from 6.s.d.

Justice of the Peace . 1.12.6

ANSON ( W.) . Contracts. 1oth ed . 10.6

BROUGHTON ( H. M. ) . Reminders for Convey.

ancers, 3d ed.

BROWN (A.) . Copyhold Enfranchisement Acts.

3d ed.. 16.0

CHALMERS ( ) and OWEN ( ) . Marine Insurance.
2d ed.. 10.6

ENCYCLOPÆDIA of Forms and Precedents. Vol . 3

FORD (C.). Oaths. 8th ed .. 3.6

FRY (D. P.). Income Tax Anomalies

GIBSON (A. ) and WELDON (A. ) . Aids to the Final .
12th ed..

HARRIS ( R. ) . Hints on Advocacy. 12th ed .

HOLDWORTH ( ). History of English Law . Vol. 1 10.6

Hough ( ) . County Court Costs. 3d ed. .. 12.6

INDERMAU
R

( J. ) . Conveyanci
ng

and Equity

Cases. 9th ed. 6.0

JELF ( E. A. ) . Fifteen Decisive Battles of the

Law

JEMMETT ( ) and PRESTON ( ) . Pleasure Yachts 10.6

Kerr (W. W. ) . Injunctions. 4th ed. . 1.15.0

LITTLER ( ) . Compensation in Licensing

MACKENZIE ( ) . Powers of Attorney and Proxies

MALONEY ( ) . Registration of Voters 6.0

NEARE ( ) . Injuries to Workmen 1.6

PALMER (F. B. ). Company Precedents. Part III .
Debentures. 9th ed .

PIGGOTT ( ) . Imperial Statutes applicable to the
Colonies. Vol . 1 2.12.6

RICKARDS ( ) and Pember ( ) . Metropolis

Water Act, 1902 .

RUEGG (A. H.). Employer's Liability Acts . 6th ed. 15.0

SMITH ( ): Churchwardens and Sidesmen .
SMITH ( J. W.) . Leading ses , 2 vols. uth ed..

3.6

1.0

3.6

1. 5.0

7.6

2.0

BE PUBLISHED

3.10.0

STEPHENS ( ) . Digest of Highway Cases

STEVENS (T. M. ) . Mercantile Law. 4th ed . .

SYMONDS ( J. F.) . Law of Settlement . 4th ed . 10.6

I. 1.0

10.6
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AN EXPLOSIVE APOLOGY .

At the end of an eccentric book entitled “ Strictures

the Most Eminent Lawyers of the Present

Day ” ( London, about 1790 ), we find a

“ The Author's Apology," which seems so unapologetic

that we give it below as a literary curiosity. The book

itself does not quite explain this outburst. It looks like

a stab in advance at the critics :

“ There are a sort of spider-pated animals that can suck

out of the medicinal flowers - mischievous

Drones ! that havenot only left off laudanda facere, sed

etiam laudare; so far from doing anything praise-worthy,

themselves, that they cannot endure the deserved

encomiums of others. " If any such vermin should light
upon this innocent lucubration and endeavour to turn

panegyric. into satire by a left-handed comment, the

Author thinks fit to anticipate their malice — that there

lives not a person whose breast is fraught with a greater

veneration for the Profession of the Law than himself,

who had the honour of some mean education therein :

But as he knows no true Gamaliel will wrong himwith such

a groundless suspicion , so he deems the displeasure of

griping Cause-jobbers and Green Bag-dabblers below his

regard. It is their interest to be offended at the char

acter of an HonestLawyer, for the very same reason that
hard -favoured Ladies hate Handsome Chambermaids ;

and may well imitate that Dawber's policy, who, having

a most miserable picture of a cock, hired a boy to pelt

away all live ones fromcoming near, lest people, by com
paring, should discern the horrid ugliness of his own. "

NEGLECTED RESERVOIRS OF LAW .

Have you ever realized how much good law, how

many excellent monographs on legal questions, how

many thorough annotations of great decisions, can be

found in the bound volumes and sets of the best law

periodicals ? In them are hundreds of articles in which

legal authors, professors in law schools, lawyers in large

practice, and judges on the bench have embodied years

to

prepare a full treatise, have recorded in a magazine

article the gist of a course of lectures, of a series of

decisions- or of a lengthy brief, - the ripe fruit of their

professional experience. Often and often the searcher

can find in such an article a more thorough and satisfac

tory discussion of principle than in any text-book .

We doubt if many lawyers appreciate this fact, or,

if they appreciate, know how to get at these buried

treasures- buried in back volumes of out-of-print law

journals. Indeed, until recently , they were buried , in

fact , far beyond the diligence or the leisure of the modern

American lawyer, who needs labor -saving devices to

enable him to delve in the dust-heap of accumulated

authorities. Fortunately it occurred to LEONARD A.

Jones in preparing his works on Mortgages, etc. , that he

might help his fellow-lawyers by publishing the results

of this part of his researches . To this end he published in

1888 his “ INDEX TO LEGAL PERIODICAL LITERATURE"

in one large quarto volume, and followed it in 1899 by a

second (supplementary) volume, still further covering this

hitherto unexplored field. These two volumes are high.

priced ( $ 10.00 per volume) like all special aids to research ,

but they are indispensable to libraries, and to lawyers

having large libraries and large practice.

Lawyers hesitating about the purchase of Jones's

INDEX TO LEGAL PERIODICALS sometimes ask, “ But if

we find a reference that interests us, how can we verify it ?

Where can we get the old law periodicals ?” All the

first -class law libraries have sets of them - most of the

smaller bar libraries have sets of the principal periodicals

of the last hundred years. Any lawyer can get for his

own library at moderate expenses, the principal sets .

For instance , we generally have in stock :

American Periodicals.

ALBANY LAW JOURNAL. Journal of Law.

AMERICAN JURIST. Law .

AMERICAN LAW JOURNAL. Law Book News.

AMERICAN LAW MAGAZINE. Law Central .

American Law Record . LAW REPORTER (Boston ) .

AMERICAN LAW REVIEW. Livingston's Law Magazine.

Amer. Law Times (& Reports ). Monthly (and Weekly) Western
Case and Comment. Jurist .

CENTRAL LAW JOURNAL. New York Law Record.

Chicago Legal News. Patent Law Review,

Criminal Law Magazine. Ry. & Corp. Law Journal .

Current Comment. SOUTHERN LAW REVIEW .

GREEN BAG. U.S. Law Intelligencer.

Griffith's Law Register. Virginia Law Journal.

HARVARD LAW Review. Western Jurist.

Insurance Law Journal. Western Law Journal.

Foreign Periodicals.

Canadian Law Times . Legal Observer.

Journal du Droit International Lower Canada Jurist .

Privé . Scots LAW TIMES,

JURIDICAL REVIEW. Solicitor's Journal .

LAW QUARTERLY Review.

We have indicated by SMALL CAPITALs the sets which

every law library (even the smallest ) ought to have .

ENGLISH ENCYCLOPEDIA SUPPLEMENT.

In 1897-8 we imported an edition of the excellent

ENCYCLOPÆDIA AND ABRIDGMENT OF THE LAW OF

ENGLAND, edited by A. Wood Renton, in 12 volumes.

The dean of one of our leading law schools said at the

time that he kept the set in a revolving book -case at his

elbow , because it was the best statement of Common Law

principles he knew of. While entirely English, without

American notes or citations, it was made up of mono

graphs on all topics of the law, each written by the

leading English authority on that subject (whose name

was given in the Table of Contents). The set comprised

12 volumes, and sold for $ 72.00.

We expect to receive next month a thirteenth volume,

containing a supplement , bringing the topics down to date .

The price of this supplement bound in sheep, will be

$ 6.00. We shall be glad to receive advance orders for it .

SCHOULER'S UNITED STATES HISTORY .

How many of our readers realize that James Schou .

LER, author of the standard treatises on Wills and on

EXECUTORS which are (or ought to be ) in every lawyer's

library, has written an equally standard and very readable

· History of the United States from the Adoption of the

Constitution to the Close of the Civil War" ? John Fiske,

himself a profound historical scholar, calls it “ An excel

lent work , which fills a place no other book pretends to

fill.” In fact , as one newspaper reviewer has well said ,

if an American wants to own a complete continuous

history of his own country — unfolded in a single work —

he must get SCHOULER'S HISTORY OF THE UNITED

STATES.

There are six volumes in the series, duodecimo size,

bound in cloth , and sold for $13.50. The sixth volume

( covering the Civil War period) can be bought separately

for $2.25 .



TEXT-BOOKS, ETC. , FOR THE BENCH AND BAR.

Published by THE BOSTON BOOK CO .

Bouvier's Law Dictionary . Rawle's Revision . 2 vols. Sheep, $ 12.00 .

This is not only a dictionary, lexicon and glossary - giving definitions and transla
The Whole

tions of words and phrases; - it is also a thorough encyclopædia, with concise but Law in Two

satisfactory discussions of every topic of the law , and a full citation of authorities . Volumes .

It is the most essential book in the library of every lawyer.

Schouler on Wills. Third Edition. Sheep, $ 5.50 . Wills,

Schouler on Executors , etc. Third Edition. Sheep, $ 5.50 . Executors,
These purely American standard treatises covertheir subjects clearly, concisely,

Administra
and fully. They also should be in every lawyer's library.

The two volumes are sold together as a set (in cloth binding only) for $ 8.00 .
tors .

Wood on Limitations . Third Edition , by John M. Gould. Sheep, $ 6.50.

By the late H. G. Wood -- whose works have the merit of giving the phases of the
Limitation of

law ,and citing the cases, which are most likely to be of practical aid to the lawyer.
Actions.

Sheldon on Subrogation. Second Edition. Sheep, $ 5.00 .

The author, Judge Henry N. Sheldon of the Superior Court of Massachusetts, has Subrogation .

treated clearly and fully this somewhat involved topic .

Abbreviations Used in Law Books. Sheep, $ 1.50. Citations Ex

A convenient desk-manual to refer to whenever a blind citation is encountered .
plained ,

Taylor on Evidence: Chamberlayno's Edition . 3 vols. Sheep, $ 12.00.
This is the English standard work (originally founded on Greenleaf), with Notes Evidence .

by Chamberlayne, which constitute the best American treatise on Evidence.

Wood on Railway Law : Minor's Edition . 3 vols . Sheep, $ 18.00.

This is another ofMr. H. G. Wood's treatises, in which he has collected the cases Railway Law .

and the principles which are most likely to be needed by a lawyer in actual practice .

Jones's Index to Legal Periodicals . 2 vols . Half morocco, $ 20.00.

This work gives clues to the monographsby able lawyers which have been printed Key to Hidden

in English and American law journals. These contain discussions and citations Authorities.

which cannot be found elsewhere and this Index renders them accessible .

Scott's Cases on International Law. Cloth, $3.50 . Int'l Law .

Beale's Cases on Conflict of Laws. 3 vols. Half sheep, $ 10.50 .
Cases on Confl. of Laws

Martin's Cases on Equity Jurisdiction. Cloth, $ 4.50.

Mikell's Cases on Criminal Law , Part I. Cloth , $3.00.
Eq . Jurisd .

Crim . Law .
These collections of cases , although compiled for students, are valuable to lawyers.

Martin's Cases have head-notes , the others omit head -notes.

Williams and Bruce on Admiralty. Half calf, $ 9.00.

Williams on Accounts. Cloth , $ 3.00. Recent Eng

Encyclopædia of English Law. Supplementary Volume ( 13) . Sheep, $6.00. lish Works.

Chitty's Statutes. Supplementary Volume ( 14) . ' Sheep, $ 10.00.

Davis's History of the Massachusetts Judiciary. Cloth , $ 3.00.

Pulling's Order of the Coif ( Illustrated ). Cloth , $3.00.

Fuller's French Trials : Imposters and Adventures. Cloth , $ 1.00.
Lighter

The Green Bag . Monthly. Subscription, $ 4.00 per year. Bound sets, 14 vols . , half
Reading for

cloth $ 42.00, or half morocco $ 70.00. Leisure Hours

This is the lawyer's solace in times of idleness or weariness. It covers all the

lighter and more readable literature of the law, history, biography, portraiture, verse ,

anecdote, and humor. To take and read it is a liberal education .

Full Reprint of English Reports . 150 vols. Sheep, $ 6.00 per vol .
Sets for

The limited edition ofthis great undertaking is now nearly exhausted. Only a
few more sets are available. Prosperous

Mews's Digest of English Case Law. 16 vols. Sheep, $ 96.00. Lawyers and

An old -fashioned digest, giving statement of facts and full syllabus for each case . Libraries,

Key to the English Reports, or a fair substitute for those who lack them .

English Ruling Cases with American Notes. 26 vols . Sheep, $ 143.00.
Best Set of

This collection of great cases, grouped under topics , and so annotated as to open

up lines of investigation, based on sound principles, can be used without interven- Reports for all

tion of digests or text-books. It is the set of all others. Lawyers.

Legal Bibliography N. S. , Vol. 1. 4to, half roan , $ 2.00 .

{



TEXT-BOOKS,, ETC., FOR LAW STUDENTS.

Published by THE BOSTON BOOK CO.
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Ewell's Essentials of the Law .

Vol. 1. Pocker BLACKSTONE. Cloth, $2.50 ; sheep , $ 3.00 .

PLEADING ; CONTRACTS ; EQUITY. Cloth, $ 2.00 ; sheep, $2.50. Introduction
3. TORTS ; REAL PROPERTY ; EVIDENCE. Cloth, $ 2.00 ; sheep, $2.50 .

The set of 3 vols. , cloth , $ 6.00 ; sheep, $7.50.
or Review .

This is a favorite work among students, both for preliminary reading and for
review before examinations . Vol. I contains all of Blackstone's Commentaries that

is now good law . Vols. 2 and 3 contain epitomes of leading text-books on the sub

jects treated. Different kinds of type bring out and emphasize the leading points.

Schouler on Wills. Third Edition. Sheep, $ 5.50.

This standard American treatise is both compact and thorough . After being

used in study, it will serve the younglawyer in practice equally well. Its companion Wills.

volume is Schouler on Executors and Administrators; — sheep , $ 5.50.

The two works are sold together as a set,—two volumes, cloth binding,—for $ 8.00.

Martin's Civil Procedure at Common Law . Sheep,$ 3.50. Common Law

A capital introductory view of CommonLaw Pleading, and Procedure, as required Pleading and
for a basis to knowledge of either the old or the reformed methods.

Procedure.
A companion volume of Cases on Common Law Pleading is in preparation.

Heard's Equity Pleading . Cloth , $2.00; sheep, $2.50. Equity

A brief,clear, and reliable view of Equity Pleading. Pleading

Martin's Cases on Equity Jurisdiction . Cloth, $ 4.50.

A collection by the late Judge Alexander Martin, Dean ofthe Missouri University
Equity

Law School, differing from most recent case books in having head -notes showing Jurisdiction .

the principles involved ; thus being useful to student and to practitioner.

Metcalf on Contracts : Heard's Edition. Sheep, $ 3.50 .
Contracts .

By Hon. Theron Metcalf, Reporter and Judge of the Mass. Supreme Court.

Browne on Sales. Cloth, $ 2.00 ; sheep , $2.50.
Sales.

Compact, clear, authoritative. A favorite book with students.

Beale's Cases on Conflict of Laws. 3 vols., half sheep, $ 10.50.
Conflict of

The author is a Professor in Harvard Law School,and also Dean of the Chicago
Laws.

University Law School. The cases are without head-notes.

Scott's Cases on International Law. Cloth , $ 3.50.

This book is a successor to " Snow's Cases and Opinions on International Law . ” | International

The author for the first time presents decisions of the courts to support every
Law .

phase of his subject. There are no head-notes to the cases.

Browne on Criminal Law . Cloth, $ 2.00 ; sheep, $2.50.

Another of Irving Browne's clear and concise manuals for students.

Mikell's Cases on Criminal Law . Part I. Cloth, $3.00. Criminal Law

A good collection of cases (withouthead -notes) by Prof. Mikell of thePennsylvania

University Law School . This part covers Criminal Law generally ; Part 2 , in prepara
tion, will cover particular Crimes.

Browne on Domestic Relations . Cloth , $ 2.00 ; sheep, $2.50. Domestic

This is the favorite among Irving Browne's manuals for students, being used in

many law schools. It includes also the topic , “ Employer and Employed."
Relations.

Abbreviations Used in Law Books. Sheep, $ 1.50. Citations

A reprint of the list of Abbreviations from “ The Lawyer's Reference Manual ”

brought down to date. A convenient book of constant reference.
Explained .

Bouvier's Law Dictionary : A Concise Encyclopædia of the Law. Edited by

FRANCIS RAWLE. 2 vols . Sheep , $ 12.00. A Whole Law

This is the most essential of all books for student, practitioner, and judge. It is Library.
the legal standard , tested by forty years use ; enlarged and brought down to date by

an able lawyer. With this work alone a young lawyer might begin practice .

English Ruling Cases with American Notes . 26 vols . Sheep, $ 143.00. The Best Set

In studying any topic of the law, or in briefing cases for moot court,consult this

excellent collection of great decisions, grouped under topics alphabetically arranged.
of Reports.

The Green Bag. Subscription, $4.00 per annum . Bound sets , 14 vols ., half cloth , $ 42.00.
Stimulus and

This is a well-known illustrated monthly , which eschews the practical side of the
profession, but gives the history , biography , portraiture, verse , anecdote, and humor Recreation .

of the law. If you can get hold of it, do not fail to read each number through.
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AMERICAN REPORTS , DIGESTS, ETC.

Published since April 1, 1903 .

GENERAL SERIES .

AMERICAN BANKRUPTCY REPORTS ( 1899-1903). Vol. 9.

AMERICAN PROBATE REPORTS, ANNOTATED ( 1897-1903).
Vol. 7 .

AMERICAN STATE REPORTS ( 1888-1903.) Vol. 9o .

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH CORPORATION CASES, new

series (1896-1903 ). Vol. 17.

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH RAILROAD Cases, new series

(1896-1903). Vol . 28 .

CENTURY Digest. Vol . 40. (Pledges - Public Interest.)

CYCLOPEDIA OF LAW AND PROCEDURE. Vol . 6. ( Builders

Chattel Mortgages.)

GENERAL DIGEST, new series. Vol . 14. 1903.

LAWYER'S REPORTS, ANNOTATED ( 1889-1903). Vol . 58 .

NORTHEASTERN REPORTER ( 1885-1903). Vol. 66 .

NORTHWESTERN REPORTER ( 1879-1903). Vol . 93.

Pacific REPORTER ( 1883-1903). Vol . 71 .

SOUTHERN REPORTER (1887-1903 ). Vol. 33.

SOUTHEASTERN REPORTER ( 1887-1903) . Vol. 43.

SOUTHWESTERN REPORTER (1886-1903). Vol . 73.

UNITED STATES .

U. S. SUPREME COURT REPORTS. Vol. 188.

SUPREME COURT REPORTER . Vol. 23.

Circuit COURT OF APPEALS REPORTS (C. C. A.) . Vol. 54 .

FEDERAL REPORTER ( 1880-1903). Vol . 120.

Digests. Rose, 3 vols .

Statutes. Statutes at Large. Vol. 32. Part I. Public

Laws. Part II , Private Laws.

Session Laws. 2d Session , 57th Congress.

STATE AND TERRITORIAL REPORTS, ETC.

ALABAMA.

Reports. Vol. 135 .

CALIFORNIA.

Session Laws. 1903.

Local. Fairall ( C. H.). Criminal Law .

COLORADO .

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 29.

Court of Appeals. Vol . 16.

CONNECTICUT.

Local. Peasley ( F. M.) . Notes on Statutes, 1902.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA .

Reports. Court of Appeals. Vol. 20 .

Local. Corporation Law .

ILLINOIS.

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 200 .

Appellate Court . Vol . 105 .

Digest. Encyclopedic Digest. Vol. 3 .

INDIAN TERRITORY .

Reports. Vol . 3. ( U. S. App. Ct . )

INDIANA.

Session Laws. 1903.

IOWA.

Reports. Vol . 115 .

KANSAS.

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 65 .

Local. Valentine (H. E. ) . Mechanics' Liens.

KENTUCKY.

Digest. Vols . 5 and 6.

LOUISIANA .

Local. Marr ( R. H.). Index to Statutes. 2d ed .

MAINE.

Session Laws. 1903.

MARYLAND.

Reports. Vol . 95 .

Reprint (Annotated ). Vol. 73 .

MASSACHUSETTS.

Local. Cummings ( J. ) . Marriage and Divorce Laws.

MISSOURI.

Local. Watts (M. F.) . Private Corporations.

NEBRASKA.

Reports. Vol. 63.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Reports. Vol. 71 .

NEW JERSEY.

Session Laws. 1903.

Local. Hayes ( H. W. ) . Insurance.

NEW YORK.

Reports. Court of Appeals. Vol. 173.

Appellate Division. Vol. 78 .

Criminal. Vol. 16.

New York Supplement. Vol. 81 .

New York State Reporter. Vol. 115 .

Local. Cardoza ( B. N.), Jurisdiction Courtof Appeals.

Cook (J. F.) . Code Criminal Procedure.

Danaher (A. J.) . Code Civil Procedure.

Jones( J.). GeneralLegalForms and Precedents.
Parker (A. J.). Code Civil Procedure. 3d ed .

Power ( J.). Annotations to General Laws. Vol.

( . :
Онто.

Local. Ellis (W.F.) . Municipal Code.
Laning (J. F. ). Criminal Code.

Marshall ( E. J.). Private Corporations.

Swan (J. R.). Justices of the Peace. 20th ed .

Wilson (M.F. & D. F. ) . Criminal Code. 7th ed.

OKLAHOMA.

Statutes. Wilson's, 2 vols .

Local. Valentine (H. E.) . Mechanics' Liens.

OREGON.

Reports. Vol. 41 .

PENNSYLVANIA.

Reports. Superior Court. Vol. 21 .

Digest. Pepper and Lewis' Digest of Decisions and

Encyclopædia ofPa. Law . Vol. 16.

Local. Page ( W. H. ) . Rules Practice U. S. Courts.

South CAROLINA.

Session Laws. 1903.

VERMONT

Reports. Vol . 74 .

VIRGINIA.

Session Laws. 1902 -'03.

WASHINGTON .

Reports. Vol. 29.

BRITISH EMPIRE .

Published since April 1, 1903.

ENGLAND.

Law Times Reports. Vol. 87 .

Acts and Proceedings of Privy Council . Vol. 27 .
Year Books. Edw . III. 17/18.

Law Times . Vol . 114 .

Revised Reports. Vol . 59:

English Reports Reprint . Vol . 26. ( Chancery. Vol. 6. )
SCOTLAND.

Scots Law Times, Vol. 10.

COLONIAL.

Australasia.

New South Wales. State Reports. Vol . 2.

Annual Laws. 1902.

Queensland. State Reports. Vol. 1 .

Victoria . Annual Laws. 1902.

West Australia . Law Reports. Vol. 3.

India . Law Reports, 1902. 4 vols .

Canada. Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 32.

Commercial Law Reports. Vol. 1 .

British Columbia. Martin (A.) . Law of Mines.

Nova Scotia. Reports. Vol. 35 .

Quebec. Official Reports. K. B. Vol. 11 .
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This paper is issued quarterly , to give information about

American and foreign legal literature . We send it without

charge to any book-buyer who asks for it.

Recipients who are interested in this number will confer a

favor by showing it to otherit to other lawyers.

CONTENTS OF THIS NUMBER.

p. 8 New Law Books and Reports .

pp. 6, 7

4 Notes 3

Best Set of Reports for Use

Early Abridgments of the Law

For Law Schools and Law Students

Judicial Definitions

2 6.Parliamentary Reports (Legal)

Rare and Quaint Law Books3 5.

Our new book for the season is STROUD'S JUDICIAL DICTIONARY.

See announcement elsewhere .

Our greatest set is THE FULL REPRINT OF ALL THE ENGLISH

REPORTS. 150 vols .

As this set is not stereotyped , and is published in a limited edition , now

almost exhausted , the opportunity for securing it is nearly gone.

Our most useful set is ENGLISH RULING CASES. 26 vols .

Why it is so useful is described on the eighth page.

Next to it in usefulness is Mews' DIGEST OF ENGLISH CASE

Law. 16 vols ., $96.00.

Of E. R. C. and MEWS' we have a sufficient supply for the present demand .

Our best seller continues to be RAWLE'S REVISION OF BOUVIER'S

LAW DICTIONARY. 2 vols . , $12.00.

Almost equal in popularity are SCHOULER ON WILLS and on

EXECUTORS, each $ 5.50, and EWELL'S ESSENTIALS OF THE

Law, 3 vols. , $ 7.50.

Visitors to Boston are invited to call at our retail office, basement of Barristers '

Hall, Pemberton Square (directly opposite to the front entrance of the Court

House ), where they can telephone to our main office (Nos. 83 to 91 Francis St. ,

Back Bay ; -reached by Ipswich - street cars from Park-street Subway Station ) .
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For Law Schools and Law Students .

$3.50

10.50

COLLECTIONS OF CASES.

International Law.- Scott's CASES ON INTERNATIONAL LAW. By Prof. James B.

Scott of Columbia University. I vol . Cloth . . .

Conflict of Laws.- BEALE's Cases of Conflict Of Laws. By Prof. J. H. Beale , Jr. ,

of Harvard Law School. 3 vols. Half sheep

Criminal Law.- MIKELL'S CASES ON CRIMINAL LAW. By Prof. W. E. Mikell of Penn

sylvania University . 2 Parts in one volume .

( Either part separately, $ 3.00 .)

Equity Jurisdiction.– MARTIN'S CASES ON EQUITY JURISDICTION . By Prof. Alex

ander Martin of Missouri University. I vol. Cloth .

All Topics of the Law.- ENGLISH RULING CASES WITH AMERICAN OTES. [The

great cases grouped under subjects .] 26 vols . Law sheep .

5.50

4.50

143.00

FOR STUDY AND ALSO FOR PRACTICE .

Wills.- SCHOULER ON WILLS. THIRD EDITION . I vol . Law sheep .

Executors . - SCHOULER ON EXECUTORS . THIRD EDITION . I vol . Law sheep

All Topics.- BOUVIER'S LAW DICTIONARY, , RAWLE's Revision (a concise Encyclo

pædia of the Law) . 2 vols . Law sheep .

Abbreviations USED IN Law Books. I vol . Law sheep .

5.50

5.50

12.00

1.50

2.50

I vol .

ELEMENTARY WORKS.

Blackstone.- Ewell's BLACKSTONE. (All of the Commentaries. except obsolete

passages . ) I vol . Sheep, 3.00, or cloth . ..

Pleading and Procedure.- MARTIN'S Civil PROCEDURE AT COMMON LAW.

Law sheep .

Equity Pleading.- HEARD'S EQUITY PLEADING . I vol . Law sheep, $ 2.50 ; cloth . .

Contracts.- METCALF ON CONTRACTS . Notes by Heard . I vol . Law sheep .

Domestic Relations.
Elementary treatises by IRVING BROWNE. Each volume,

Sales.

Criminal Law. Law sheep, $ 2.50 ; cloth

3.50

2.00

3:50

I vol .

I vol .
2.00

I vol .

INTRODUCTION OR REVIEW.

Ewell's Essentials of the Law. 3 vols. Law sheep, 7.50 ; or cloth

BLACKSTONE'S COMMENTARIES. Law sheep , $3.00 ; cloth

PLEADING , CONTRACTS, EQUITY . Law sheep , 2.50 ' ; cloth

Vol . 3. TORTS , REAL PROPERTY, EVIDENCE. Law sheep, 2.50 ; cloth

Vol. 1 .

Vol . 2 .

6.00

2.50

2.00

2.00

20.00

18.00

12.00

FOR LAW SCHOOL LIBRARIES.

Reference.- Jones's Index to LEGAL PERIODICALS. 2 vols . Half morocco

STROUD'S JUDICIAL DICTIONARY. 3 vols . Law sheep .

Text- Books.- TAYLOR on EVIDENCE , CHAMBERLAYNE'S Notes. 3 vol . Law sheep

SHELDON ON SUBROGATION. SECOND EDITION . I vol . Law sheep .

Wood ON LIMITATIONS. THIRD EDITION . I vol . Law sheep . .

Wood ON RAILWAY LAW, MINOR'S Edition . 3 vols . Law sheep

Legal History , Etc.- THE GREEN BAG, 1889-1903 . 15 vols . Half cloth

Sets.- Full ENGLISH REPRINT. 150 vols . Law sheep. Per volume

ENGLISH RULING CASES. 26 vols . Law sheep

MEWS' Digest OF ENGLISH CASE LAW . 16 vols . Law sheep .

5.00

6.50

18.00

45.00

6.00

143.00

96.00

Published by THE BOSTON BOOK CO. ,

83 to 91 Francis Street, Back Bay , Boston , Mass .
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NOTES.

Modern Maxims.- " Talk of Maxims of the

Law , " writes a correspondent, “ what terser or

clearer maxims can the old books show than MR .

CAMPBELL'S 'Rules ' prefixed to the groups of de

cisions in ENGLISH RULING CASES WITH AMERI

CAN Notes? ”

New Law Quizzer.- We have printed, in an

eight-page folder, “ The RawlE's-Bouvier LAW

QUIZZER," showing, in a hundred questions , how

varied and how important a range of topics is cov

ered by that excellent encyclopedia and epitome of

text-books, known to the last three generations of

lawyers as Bouvier's Law DICTIONARY. We send

the Quizzer free to any applicant.

Progress of the Reprint.-- That "greatest work

of the century , ” the Full REPRINT OF ALL THE

ENGLISH REPORTS, goes steadily on. The last

volume is 31 of the Reprint and 11 of the Chancery

Series, containing Vols. 4 , 5 , and 6 of Vesey Junior.

That the editors, publishers, and printers are able

to issue monthly volumes of this size (Vol . 31 has

1342 royal octavo pages), speaks well for their

methods and executive ability .

Especially Valuable to Judges .-- There is no

set of law books so valuable to judges as ENGLISH

RULING Cases with AMERICAN Notes, because it

is the only series in law literature which groups

great decisions under subject headings, - and thus

presents clearly the foundation principles of the

law, on which all new decisions must be based. To

recur to first principles through its “ Rules “ of law

and lucid cases, is clarifying to the mind and

stimulating to judicial acumen .

A Great Set for Home Use.- To work at home

is a habit not to be commended , but sometimes the

mind will not stop going at the office door. The

riddle of an important case haunts the lawyer in

his evening hours . Until solved it absorbs his

thoughts . He must work out his problem before he

can take rest or ease. At such times he needs a

home library . Not a large one; -not the linear

rods of reports and digests and text-books which

line his office walls . All he needs is some work con

taining clear expositions of legal principle, - to

give him that basic conception of his case which

once found— will render subsequent briefing and

argument comparatively easy . There is just one set

which meets this want completely , at moderate ex

pense and in moderate space,- and that is ENGLISH

RULING CASES WITH AMERICAN NOTES .

JUDICIAL DEFINITION OF LANGUAGE .

When, in trial of a law suit , the meaning of a word is

in doubt, recourse is had to some dictionary of the

English language, Webster, or the Century, or the

Standard. But after all , an English dictionary is only

authority as a record of the editors' understanding of

good usage. It may be confronted with another

dictionary showing a different meaning of the word in

question. New words are constantly being adopted into

the language. Slang “ catches on " and becomes correct

English. Old words change meanings with the changes

and developments of modern civilization . An ordinary

dictionary is therefore not always final authority. Where

its definitions are challenged , the courts must decide upon

the meanings of words. That they have so decided in

multitudes of cases is proved by STROUD'S DICTIONARY

OF WORDS AND PHRASES JUDICIALLY INTERPRETED-an

English work to be ready in this country early in

November. It will be more useful with us than many

English commentaries are , because the English language

is our language.

STROUD'S JUDICIAL DICTIONARY is a dictionary of the

English language in the ordinary sense, because it gives

full definitions of all shades of meaning- so far as the

courts have defined them . It also follows the plan of a

Law Dictionary in its full citation of authorities. It does

not in any degree rival BOUVIER's Law DICTIONARY

(which combines with its dictionary features those of a

legal encyclopædia) , but it will be one of the essential

reference works in every public law library , and in every

large private law library .

STROUD'S JUDICIAL DICTIONARY, in three large vol

umes, sells for $18.00 net.

a

EARLY ABRIDGMENTS .

The place filled in our modern law literature by

Digests was occupied in the infancy of English

law by " Abridgments . "

The earliest of these – probably also the first

printed English law book , and the corner-stone of

Common Law literature — was STATHAM'S ABRIDG

MENT, compiled by Nicholas Statham , Baron of

the Exchequer temp. Edward IV. It covers cases

down to the end of the reign of Henry VI . , many of

them not contained in the printed Year Books. It

is said to be “ the first attempt to methodize our law

as contained in the decisions of courts of law from

the time of Edward I."

STATHAM is a quaint specimen of printing . Al

though published in London by Pynson , it was

undoubtedly printed for him in France by Tailleur

of Rouen . It bears no date, but judging from the

“ Secretarial” type used (resembling court-hand

manuscript) it must have been issued between

hehe
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a

1470 and 1490 A. D. Title pages had not then come

into vogue, and Statham begins with a blank page.

Then follow three pages of a table of subjects , end

ing with the words “ per me R. Pynson. ” The text,

in quarto , occupies about 200 pages, not numbered .

The topics are alphabetically arranged, - printed

with broad margins and long intervals, probably to

allow for the manuscript notes with which the old

lawyers delighted to overload their books. At the

end is a printer's device .

FitzheRBERT'S GRAND ABRIDGMENT comes next,

compiled by Sir Anthony Fitzherbert, sergeant-at -law

in the time of Henry VIII . The first edition , 1516 ,

consisted of three parts, large folio , usually bound

in one volume, very closely printed in black letter.

Subsequent editions were published in 1565 and

1577 , but (as in many of the Year Books) the first

edition appears to be the most correct .

FITZHERBERT " is considered as one of our most

ancient and authentic legal records, as it contains a

great number of original authorities, not extant in

the Year Books, or elsewhere to be met with in

print.” It is also “ a very copious and useful com

mon-place or index to the most ancient collection of

the determinations of our courts, generally entitled

the Year Books."

BROOKE'S GRAUNDE ABRIDGMENT, by Sir Robert

Brooke , Chief Justice of the Common Pleas under

Philip and Mary , was first printed in 1568, 1570,

1576 (all small quarto ) , and in 1573 and 1586 (folio) .

Founded on Fitzherbert , it covered much more

ground , and apparently superseded it .

Brooke's Abridgment held the field for a hundred

years. In 1660 Hughes' Abridgment, as a supple.

ment to Brooke , digested the cases from 1 Elizabeth

to i Charles II . In 1725 Nelson's Abridgment

“ chiefly , and very incorrectly , copied Hughes,"

ignoring the Year Books and the earlier abridg

ments, which the author described as " rhapsodies of

antiquated law ."

The next general abridgment was that of Sir

Henry Rolle, Chief Justice of the “ King's Bench "

during the Commonwealth . It was published in two

folio volumes , in 1668. It omits obsolete titles of

the law , and abridges (besides the reports) many

Parliament rolls and decisions not elsewhere re

ported . Hargrave pronounces ROLLE'S ABRIDG

MENT “ fit to be proposed as an example of method,

succinctness, and legal precision .” Rolle's method

was followed by D'Anvers and Viner.

SHEPHERD'S ABRIDGMENT of the Common and

Statute Laws, 3 vols . , quarto , 1675 , does not appear

to have been very successful .

In 1725 , Knightly D'Anvers published Vol . 1 of a

General Abridgment of the Common Laws,- being

a translation and continuation of Rolle. Vol. 2

appeared in 1732 , Vol. 3 in 1737. Here with the

appropriate title of “ Extinguishment,” D'ANVERS '

ABRIDGMENT expired

In 1736 Matthew Bacon issued the first volume of

his “ New Abridgment of the Law .” Like

' Anvers, he worked slowly, but he persisted and

finished in about twenty years a work which has

had many subsequent editions. “ Themethodsand

divisions of this work differ from those of former

abridgments. It consists of many excellent treatises

on the most important subjects of law , and is sup

posed to have been compiled chiefly from materials

collected by Lord Chief Baron Gilbert.” The latest

English edition , by Dodd and Gwillim, was pub

lished in eight volumes in 1832. Judge Bouvier

(author of Bouvier's Law Dictionary ) published in

1840 an American edition of Bacon'S ABRIDGMENT

in 10 volumes, - reprinted in 1856 .

While Bacon was plodding along with his Abridg.

ment, Charles Viner began in 1741 , and finished in

1751 , VINER'S GENERAL AND COMPLETE ABRIDG

MENT of Law and Equity, in 24 volumes, folio of

which a second edition in 30 volumes was published

1791-1806 .

Viner's Abridgment does not rank high as a law

book (except in voluminousness) but it has many

interesting features . The author appears to have

been a man of fortune ,- for he had his Abridg

ment printed in his own country-house at Hamp

shire , upon paper : especiaily made for the work ,

with a private " water -mark . ” He began printing

with the title “ Factor ," because D'Anvers had so

recently covered previous subjects , but after finish

ing the alphabet he filled in the early titles . His

most solid title to fame rests on his gift to All Souls '

College, Oxford, --of the copyright and profits of

the Abridgment to found the Vinerian Professorship

of Law , of which Blackstone was the first and

most illustrious incumbent.

The middle of the eighteenth century was prolific

in this kind of work . In 1762-1767 , Sir John

Comyns , Lord Chief Baron of the Exchequer,

brought out his “ Digest of the Laws of England

under alphabetical heads,” - thus first using the

term “ Digest,” which has superseded the “ Abridg

ment ” in our law literature . COMYNS ' DIGEST has

had six editions , the last being dated 1822 , and is

still found in libraries which have come down from

the last generation. The five, six and eight small

volumes of Comyns, contrasted with the sixteen

thick octavos of Mews' latest " Digest of English

Case Law ," attest the accumulation of cases during

the last century .

The last of the line of Abridgments was PETERS

DORFF'S PRACTICAL , &c . , ABRIDGMENT of Cases

( at Common Law ) from the Restoration in 1660, 15

vols. , 1825-1830 ; reissued in 6 vols, 1864, as Peters

dorff's Abridgment of Common and Statute Law.

I

;
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RARE, QUAINT, AND INTERESTING LAW BOOKS

For Sale by THE BOSTON BOOK CO., 83-91 Francis St., Back Bay, Boston, Mass.

[ Similar lists, published in Legal Bibliography during the last two years , can be sent upon application

to The Boston Book Co.]

( Aston, R.) Placita Latine Rediviva: Gaius : - Elements of Roman Law ; with | Paris (J. A.) and Fonblanque (J. S.M.).
a Book of Entries. 3d edition . Calf. translation and commentary byEdward Medical Jurisprudence. 3 vols. Half

London . 1673 83.50 Poste . Calf . Oxford . 1871 ... 2.00 calf . London . 1823 3.00

Bayley (John)and Palgrave (F.). Obser- Gallick Reports ; or an Historical Collec- Phillips(Chas. P.). The Law of Copy
vations on the Calendar of Proceedings tion of Criminal Cases adjudged *** in right. Cloth . London . 1863 1.50

in Chancery and on Parliamentary Writs.
France. Calf . London . 1737 5.00

Potts : A Compendious Law Dictionary.

Boards . London. 1832 . 2.00 Gardiner (s . R.) , editor. Reports of New edition , enlarged . Half calf. Lon

Best (W.M.) . The Principles of the Law
Cases in the Star Chamber and High don. 1813 ...

2.00

of Evidence ; with Elementary Rules for
Commission . 1631-2 . Camden Society.

Cloth . London . 1886 . 5.00 Priestly (J. ) . Remarks on paragraphs in
Conducting the Examination of Wit

Blackstone's Commentaries relating to
nesses. 5th ed . Calf . London . 1870. 1.50 Gilbert (Lord Chief Baron ). The Law of

Tenures (and Copyholds). 4th edition,
Dissenters. Pamphlet. London. 1769. 1.00

Bibliotheca Selecta Juris Civilis Justini.

ani nec non Ante- et Post-Justiniani .

by Chas . Watkins. Broken calf . London. Puffendorf (Baron ). Law of Nature and

1796. . 2.00 Nations . Translated into English (by
Auctore F. Guilielmo, L. B. áb Ulmen

Basil Kennett ). Folio . Sheep . Oxford.stein , 4 parts in 2 vols.Halfsheep. (Goguet; first edition.) De L'Origine des
Berolini. . 1823 . Loix, etc.7.50

Old calf .
1703 . 3.50

3 vols . , quarto.

Paris. 1768 4.50 Reeves' History of the English Law from
Blackburn (Colin ). Effect of the Contract the time of the Romansto the end of

of Sale on theLegal Rights of Property Golrand(Leopold ). The French Codeof

*** in Goods, Wares, and Merchandise.
Commerce, and most usual Commercial the reign of Elizabeth . New edition by

Calf. London . 1845 .
W. F. Finlason . 3 vols . Cloth . London.

1.00 Laws ; with a Commentary. Cloth . Lon

don. 1880 3.50 1869 . ..12.00

Brown (W.).Privilegia Parliamentaria ; – Greenleaf (Simon ). Treatise on the Law Rojer (William ) . Trial of, in de Hi Kort
with Curiosities in Clerkship . Calf . Lon- of Evidence. 7th edition . Author's copy of Justiziari, Edinburg . Kompild by
don. 1704 2.00

in boards, edges untrimmed ; with auto- Izak Pitman . Printed in Phonetic type.

Cambria : Ancient Laws of; translated graph letter in Vol. 1. 3 vols . Boston. Cloth. London . 1868 ...... 5.00

from the Welsh by William Probert. 1854 . 3,00 Savigny (Carlvon ). History of the Roman
Boards. London. 1823 .

3.50 Hale (Sir Matthew ). Historia Placitorum Law during the Middle Ages. Translated

Chronica Juridicialia ; -a General Cal- Corona . The History of the Pleas of by E. Cathcart. Vol . 1 (no other volume

endar from Wm. I. to Jas . II., - with the Crown. Now first published by was published ). Boards . Edinburgh .

list of Chancellors, Keepers, Justices, Sollom Emlyn . With the fine portrait 1829 3.50

Barons, and Serjeants at Law. Calf. engraved by Vertue . First edition. 2 vols. Sulic Laws : Liber Legis Salicæ : Glossa.
London. 1685 · 2.50 Folio. London . 1736 ... 6.00

rium, etc. , ex Bibliotheca Fr. Pithæi .

Copyright. Four pamphlets in regard to Herbert (W.) , Antiquities of the Inns of Parchment. Paris. 1602 1.50

Amendments of the Copyright Act ; by Court and Chancery : - with a Concise
Sir Egerton, Brydges , in one volume History of the English Law , Embellished Scrutton( T. E.) . The Laws of Copy

with 24 plates. Fine large paper quarto
right . Cloth . London . 1883

(with “ Lyndhurst bookplate). Boards.
2.00

London . 1813-1818 3.00 copy, with fresh , impressions of the Select Cases in the Courtof Requests.

Crompton (R.). L'Authorite et Jurisdic- plates. Boards . London . 1804 . 10.00 A. P. 1497-1569. Edited by I. S. Leadam .

tion des Courts de la Maiestie de la Bistoire de Droit des Parlements de la 1Selden Soc. Pub . , Vol . 12.) Cloth . Lon

Roygne. Boards . London . 1637. 8.00 Grande-Bretagne touchant la Succession
don . 1898 6.50

Cruise (Wm . ) . Digest of the Laws of a la Couronne(with quaint portraits of Sergeant ( Thos.). Constitutional Law :

England respecting Real Property. 4th English sovereigns) . Boards. London.
the Practice and Jurisdiction of the

edition, by H. H. White (Best English 1715 · 2.00
U.S.Courts. 2d edition . Sheep . Phila .

edition ). 7 vols .Calf. London . 1835. 10.50 Howard ( David) . Anciennes Loix des
1830 · 1.50

Damhouderlus (lodocus ). Praxis Rerum François, conservées dans les coutumes Shakespeare : The Law in ; by Cush

Civilium . 1596. Praxis Rerum Crimi- Angloises recueillies par Littleton . 2vols.
man K. Davis. 2d edition . Cloth . St.

nalium . 1601. Sententiæ Selectæ . 1601. Quarto. Old calf. Rouen.1766 . 10.00
Paul. 1884 1.00

Three treatises in i volume . Calf. Jamaica : Political Constitution of ; with Shakespeare: In Re his Legal Acquire

Amsterdam . 5.00 the Annual Laws for 1844. Cloth . Lon
ments . By an unbeliever ( Wm. C.

Dagdale ( Sir Wm.). Origines Juridicales, don . 1844 · · 2.00
Devecmonſ. Boards . N. Y. 1899 , 1.00

or Historical Memorials of the English Law Quibbles : - the Evasions, Tricks, Shakespeare'sLegal Acquirements conLaws, Courts of Justice, etc .; also a
etc. , of the Law . 2d edition . Parchment. sidered , by John Lord Campbell. Cloth .

Chronicle of Chancellors, Justices , etc. London. 1726 . 2.00
London . 1859 ... 1.50

3d edition , with eight fine full-page por. Leake (S. M.). Elements of the Law of Sheppard (Wm .). The Touchstone of
traits. Folio . London . 1680 20.00

Contracts . Calf . London . 1867. 2.00
Common Assurances (“ but writt by

Duer (John ). The Law of Representa - Lewis (Wm . D.) . The Law of Perpetuity, Judge Dodderidge ). Small quarto . Old

tions in Marine Insurance . Sheep. call. London . 1648 3.80
or Remoteness in Limitations of Es

N. Y. 1844 1.50
tates. Boards. London, n . d . ( 1843 or

Smith ( Jno . W. ) . Selection of Leading

Dupin (Ainé) . Profession d'Avocat . Re- 1849 ?) 3.50
Cases. 6th edition . 2 vols . Calf. Lon

cueil de Pièces concernant l'Exercice de Lindley (Nath . ) . The Law of Partner
don . 1867 2.00

cette Profession . 3d edition . Boards .

Bruxelles. 1834 ·

ship: including its application to Com- Tebbs ( H. V.), Scripture Doctrines of
1.80

panies, 2d edition . 2 vols . Sheep Adultery and Divorce, etc. Boards ,

East (Edw . H.). Pleas of the Crown . ( broken ) . London . 1867 . 1.00
London . 1822 .. 2.50

2 vols . Old sheep. Phila . 1806 3.00 Magna Charta cum Statutis tum antiquis , Thorpe (Benj.). Diplomatorium Angli

Experiences of a Barrister. By S *** tum recentibus . 24mo , broken call . cum Aevi Saxonici : a Collection of

****** D.C.L. (Short stories on Printed by Richard Tottell. London . English charters : with a Translation .

legal subjects .) Half calf. London. 1576. (Fresh copy , broad margins.) 10.00
Cloth . London . 1865 .. 3.50

1856 : 1.50 Manuscript: Several Notes & Observa- Twiss (Sir T.), editor . The Black Book

Farrar (Jas. A.). Crimes and Punish- tions in the Law ; chiefly respecting ye of the Admiralty (Ancient Sea Laws).
ments ; including a new translation of Practice of ye Court of Common Pleas . 4 vols . Half roan. London . 1871-76. 12.00

Beccaria . Cloth. London . 188- , 1.60 61 pages . Folio . Boards. 17th or 18th Vattel . Law of Nations. New edition

Flintoff (Owen). Rise and Progress of century 2.50 by Joseph Chitty. Cloth . London.

the Laws of England and Wales . Boards. Manuscript : Precedents chiefly relating 1834 · 2.50

London. 1840 . . 3.00 to Real Property. 409 pp . Folio. Sheep. Wallis (C. W.) . The Law of Italy relat

France : Lois Abrogées et Inusitées en Temp. Geo . 111.. 3.50 ing to Concessions, Railways , and Com
toutes les Cours . Reduit par Philibert Manuscript : Excerpta de Placitis : panies. Cloth . London. 1880 . . 1.50

Bugnyon. Parchment. Lyons. 1574. 3.00 arrangedalphabetically. 264 folios. Folio. Welwood (Wm .). Abridgement of all Sea

Fulbecke (Wm . ) . A Parallele or Confer- Boards. 17th century · ..... 3.50 Lawes. Boards. London . 1613 · 2.50

ence of the Civill, Canon and Common Manuscript : Indictments. Small quarto. Wheaton ( Henry) . Elements of Interna
Law. 2 parts in í vol . Calf . London . Broken binding . 17th or 18th tional Law. First edition . Cloth . Phila .
1601-2 .

3.00 tury . 2.50 1836 · 1.50

.

cen
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REPORTS OF PARLIAMENTARY COMMIS

SIONS, ETC.

For Sale by THE BOSTON BOOK CO.

BRITISH EMPIRE .

Published since July 1, 1903 .

ENGLAND.

English Reports Reprint. Vol . 31 .

( Chancery, Vol . 11 , Vesey Jr. , Vols. 4-6) .

Revised Reports . Vol . 61 .

County Courts Chronicle . Vol . 38 .

Manson's Bankruptcy Reports. Vol . 9.

Law Times Reports . Vol . 88 .

Times Law Reports . Vol . 18 .

SCOTLAND .

Session Cases. 5th Series. Vol . 4 .

Adam's Justiciary Cases. Vol. 3 .

Revised Reports . Macpherson. Vol. 5 .

IRELAND

Irish Law Times. Vol . 36.

COLONIAL.

Australia .

New South Wales . Weekly Notes . Vol . 19 .

Queensland. Supreme Court Reports. Vol . 5 .

Victoria . Australian Law Times. Vol . 24.

South African Republic. Webber's Official Reports.

Vol. 2 .

3.50

Canada .

Dominion . Railway Cases. Vol . 2 .

Text- book . Parker ( ) . Fraud on Creditors .

British Columbia .

Reports. Vol . 9.

Nova Scotia .

Digest. Armstrong.

Ontario .

Law Reports. Vol . 5 .

Quebec.

Official Reports, S. C. Vol. 22 .

3.50

3.50

Folio, and unbound, unless otherwise stated .

Bank ofEngland Charter. 1832 $3.50

Calendarium Inquisitionum Post Mortem ,

sive Escætarum . 2 vols . Imp. folio. 1806 6.00

Calendarium Rotulorum Chartarum et In

quisitionum ad Quod Damnum . Folio. 1803 3.50
Calendarium Rotulorum Patentium in Turri

Londinensi. Imperial folio. 1802 3.50

Capital Punishment. Octavo. 1866 1.50

Chancery. Causes that retard Decision. 1811 3.50

Chancery. Duties, Salaries, etc., of Officers.

First and Second Reports. 1816-1818 3.50

Chancery. Report on Practice of Chancery .
2 vols . 1826 10.00

Combinations of Workmen . First and Second

Reports . 1838 5.00

Common Law Practice. First to Sixth Rei

ports. 1829-1834 18.00

Common Law JudicialBusiness. 1857 3.50

Common Law Process, Practice, and Pleading.

First to Third Reports. 1851-1860

Copyhold Enfranchisement. 1851 . 2.50

Copyright. Correspondence between Great

Britain and United States . 1881 1.50

Copyright Commission. 2 vols. 1878 5.00

Criminal Law (Channel Islands). First and

Second Reports. 1847, 1848

Deeds, Registry of. 1832

Land Transfer. Registration ofTitle. 1857 3:50

Land Transfer. Operation of Act in Mid
dlesex. 1870

2.50

Divorce,Modeof obtaining. 1853 3.50

Divorce : the Law of France, compared with

Eleven other States ; with Notes as Rules

as to_Property and Custody of Children ,

by J. F. Macqueen. 1857 5.00

Ecclesiastical Courts. Practice and Jurisdic
tion. 2 vols . 1828 , 1832 7.50

Fees, etc., of Public Offices. 1793 2.50

Ireland. Incumbered Estates Court. 1855 1.50

Ireland. Land Law . First Report, House

of Lords, 1882 1.50

Jersey (Isle of). Civil, Municipal, and Éccle:

siastical Laws. 3 vols. 1859-1861 4.50

Jones (Edward ). index to Originalia ,etc. , of

the Exchequer. 2 vols . Imperial folio 6.00

Legal Education, 1846 3.50

Mortmain . 1851 3.50

Nonarum Inquisitiones in Curia Scaccarii ,

temp. Edw . III. Imperial folio . 1807 3.50

Partnership. 1851 2.50

Public Records, Report on . jómo. 1719

Public Records, State of (with engraved fac

similes). 3 vols. Imp. folio . (1815 ?) 15.00

Real Property. First to Sixth Rpts. 1829-34 18.00

Rotulorum Originalium in Curia Scaccarii

Abbrevatio. 2 vols . Imperial folio . 1805

Scotch Law Courts, Duties, Salaries, etc. , of

Officers of. First to Twelfth Reports; in

I vol . 1816-1822 5.00

Scotch Law Courts ( general reports ). First

to Fifth Reports ; in i vol. 1869–1871 5.00

Trinidad. Legal Inquiry & Title to Lands.
2 vols . 1827

Index to Reports of Commissions on Law and

Courts, 1810 to 1845 . i vol . 1846

I. 1.0

1. 1.0

ENGLISH ELEMENTARY WORKS, ETC.

Published since July 1 , 1903 , or now in Press.

Size 8vo or 12mo, and binding cloth . £ s . d .

ALPE (E. N.) . Stamp Duties. 9th ed . 7.6

CHALMERS (M. D. ) . Bills of Exchange. 6th ed .

DARLING (C. J. ) . Scintillae Juris. 5th ed . 5.0

DOWELL (S.). Income Tax Laws. 5th ed . . 17.6

EMMET ( L. E. ) . Notes to Perusing Titles . 5th ed . 12.6

ENCYCLOPEDIA LAWS OF ENGLAND. Vol . 13. .

FREEMAN ( ) . Probate and Administration

Costs 2.6

GORE-BROWNE ( F. ) and JORDAN (W.). Joint

Stock Companies. 25th ed . 5.0

HAYFORD ( ) . Gold Coast Native Institutions 15.0

INDERMAUR (J. ) . Common Law Cases. 9th ed . 6.0

INNES ( L. C. ) . Easements. 7th ed . 7.6

JELF ( E. A. ) . Education Act, 1902. 2d ed .. 2.6

LEMPRIERE (P. A. ) . Compendium Canon Law 6.6

MARICE ( ) . English and Roman Dutch Law I. 7.6

MAYER ( ) . Compensation 1.18.0

MAYNE ( J. D. ) . Damages. 7th ed. I. 8.0

PALMER ( F. B.). Shareholders and Directors

Legal Companion. 22d ed. . 2.6

PIPER ( J. E. ) . House Tax Laws 10.6

POWELL ( A. ) . Lawyer's Remembrancer. 1904 2.6

ROBERTSON ( ) . Tramways and Light Rail

ways. 3d ed..

SOLOMAN ( ) . Manual for Colonial Commis .

sioners . 3.0

STEPHEN ( ) . Commentaries. 14th ed . vols. 4. 4.0

SUTHERLAND ( D.) . Law of Sessio Bonorum .

(Scotland )

WALTON ( F. P.). Introduction to Roman Law .

WARBURTON ( H.). Leading Cases in Criminal

Law . 3d ed..

.

1.00

10.00

1. 5.0

4

6.00 12.6

3.00 7.6
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AMERICAN REPORTS, DIGESTS , ETC.

Published since July 1 , 1903 .

GENERAL SERIES.

AMERICAN NEGLIGENCE CASES ( 1897-1903). Vol. 13.

AMERICAN NEGLIGENCE Reports (1897-1903). Vol. 13.

AMERICAN STATE REPORTS (1888-1903). Vol. 91 .

AMER. AND ENG. DEC. IN EQUITY (1895-1903). Vol. 8 .

AMER. AND ENG. ENC. OF LAW , 2d ed. ( 1896-1903). Vol.24.

AMER. AND ENG . R. R. Cases,N. S. (1896-1903). Vol . 29.

ATLANTIC REPORTER (1885-1903). Vol . 54.

CENTURY DIGEST. Vol . 41.

:"Vol. 59.

Vol. 44

Vol. 204 .

LAWYERS' REPORTS, ANNOTATED ( 1889-1903 ) .

MORRISON'S MINING REPORTS (1883-1903). Vol. 17 .

MUNICIPAL CORPORATION Cases ( 1899-1903); Vol. 9.

NORTHEASTERN REPORTER (1885-1903). Vol. 67.

NORTHWESTERN REPORTER ( 1879-1903). Vol. 95 .
Pacific RePORTER (1883-1903). Vol. 72.

SOUTHERN REPORTER (1887-1903) . Vol.

SOUTHEASTERN REPORTER ( 1887-1903).

SOUTHWESTERN REPORTER( 1886-1903). Vol. 74.

UNITED STATES.

U. S. SUPREME Court REPORTS. Vol. 189.

Circuit COURT OF APPEALS REPORTS (C. Ć . A. ) . Vol . 55 .

FEDERAL REPORTER ( 1880-1903 ). Vol. 123.

Statutes. Compiled Stats . Supplement.

STATE AND TERRITORIAL REPORTS , ETC,

ALASKA. Reports. Vol. 1 .

ARIZONA . Session Laws. 1903.

CAL. Reports. Vol. 138.
Local. Bufford (C. M.) . Liens.

Deering (J. H.) . Civil Code.

Deering ( J. H.) . Code of Civil Procedure.
COLORADO . Session Laws. 1903.

CONNECTICUT. Session Laws. Public , 1903.

DELAWARE. Reports. Pennewill. Vol . 3 .
Session Laws. 1903.

D. C. Local. Torbert ( W. S.) . Index to Code.

FLORIDA. Session Laws. 1903.

GEORGIA. Reports. Vol. 116 .

IDAHO. Reports. Vol. 3. Session Laws. 1903.

Ill. Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 202 .
Áppellate Court. Vol. 107 .

Session Laws. 1903.

Local. Jones (W.C.). Probate Practice.

Morrill ( D. L. ) . School Laws.

IND . Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 159.

Appellate Court. Vol. 29.

Local. Kurrie (H.R. ) . Digest of Damage Cases.

Iowa. Reports. Vol. 116.

KANSAS. Local. Clemens (G. C. ) . Roads.

Hammon ( L. L.) Chattel Mortgages.

KENTUCKY. Reports. Vol . 109.

Local. Brown ( L. B.). Legal advertising.'

LOUISIANA. Reports. Vol. 109.

MAINE. Reports . Vol. 97.,

MARYLAND. Reports. Vol. 96 .

( ). .

Statutes. Poe's CodeofPublic Laws. 2 vols.
Local. Binswanger (A. C.) . Rights of Married Women.

MASS. Reports. Vol . 182.
Session Laws. 1903.

Local. Gay (R. L.). Elections,

Keen ( ) . T. ) . Notaries ' and Justices ' Manual.

North (F. A.) . Business Corporations.

Mich . Session Laws. Public and Local, 1903.

Local. Trask ( A. ) . Evidence .

MINN . Reports. Vol. 87 .
Session Laws. 1903.

Local. Gary (G.). Probate Law . 3d ed.

Shipman ( B.'J . ) . Practice . 2 vols.

MISSOURI. “ Reports. Supreme Court . Vol . 171 .

Appeals Reports. Vol . 96 .
SessionLaws. 1903.

MONTANA. Reports. Vol. 27 . Session Laws. 1903.

NEBRASKA. Statutes. Compiled, 1903 .
Session Laws. 1903.

Local. Hammon (L. L. ) . Chattel Mortgages.

Nevada . Session Laws. 1903.

NEW HAMPSHIRE. Session Laws. 1903.

NEW JERSEY. Session Laws. 1993:

Local. Hayes ( H. W. ) . Building and Loan Ass'ns.

Mott (W. A.). Practice.

Rockwell (W.L. ) . Notaries' Manual.

NEw Mexico. Reports. Vol. 10 .

Session Laws. 1903.

New York. Reports. Court of Appeals. Vol. 174 .

Appellate Division. Vol. 82.

Miscellaneous Reports . Vol. 39.

New York Supplement. Vol.82.

New York State Reporter. Vol . 116.
Annotated Cases. Vol. 12 .

Session Laws. 1903, 2 vols.

Local Code of Civil Procedure.

Cumming ( R. C. ) and Gilbert (F. B.) . General,

Religious and Non -Business Corporations. 9th ed.

Cumming. (R. C.) and Gilbert(F. B. ) . Member.

ship and Religious Corporations,

Danaher (A. J.). Village Law . 3d ed.

Fallows ( E. H.) . Collateral Inheritance Tax.

Fiero (J. N.). Torts.

Greene (H.N.) . Tax Law . 3d ed.

Jewett (F. G.). Primary Election Law .

Parker ( L. R.) . Code of Criminal Procedure.

Parker ( L. R.) . Penal Code.

Snyder (E.H.) . Lien Law . 4th ed.

OKLAHOMA. Local. Hammon (L.L. ) . Chattel Mortg's.
NORTH DAKOTA. Digest. Hill.

Ohio. Statutes. Bates Revised. 3 vols. 4th ed.

Local. Brewer (A.T.). Corporations.

Laning (J. F.). Notes to Ohio Reports.

Thompson ( J. W.) . Trial Evidence .

OREGON . Session Laws. General , 1903.
PENNSYLVANIA. Reports. Supreme Court.

County Courts. Vol. 27.

Superior Courts. Vol. 21 .

Delaware County. Vol. 8 .

Northampton County. Vol . 8.
Session Laws. 1903.

Local. Williams(R. J. ) . Wills.

Porto Rico. Local. Attorney,General's Opinions.
South CAROLINA. Reports. Vol. 65 .

Session Laws. 1903.

SOUTH DAKOTA. Digest. Hill .

Session Laws. 1903.

Local. DeLand (C. E. ) Corporations.
TENNESSEE . Session Laws. 1903 .

Local. Smithson (N. ) . Civil Procedure.

TEXAS. Reports. Civil Appeals. Vol. 28 .

Local. Finlay (G.P.). " Index to General Laws.
Utah . Session Laws. 1903.

WASHINGTON. Reports. Vol. 30 .
Session Laws. 1903.

WEST VIRGINIA. Reports. Vol . 52.

Locul. Hogg (C. E.) . Equity Procedure.
2 vols.

WISCONSI
N

. Session Laws. 1903.

WYOMING. Session Laws. 1903.

AMERICA
N ELEMENT

ARY BOOKS.

Published since July 1, 1903 .

BEST ( J. H. ) . Common Law Orders $ 5.00

BLASHFIELD (D.C.). Forms of Instructions to Juries 6.00

Cook (W.W.), Corporations. 3 vols. 5th ed ., 18.00

Dallas (G. M.). BIKLÈ ( H. W.) . Analytical
Tables of Evidence

HUNT ( ) . Tender 6.00

KINKEAD ( E. B. ) . Torts.

LOVELAND (F. O.). Forms of Federal Procedure

2 vols . 2d ed..

MARSHALL ( J.). Constitutional Opinions

2 vols. 12.00

5.00

MIKELL (W.E.), Cases on Criminal Law. Cloth .

(Parts i and 2) 5.50

Myer (B. H.). Railway Legislation .

NIBLACK (W.C.) Torrens System . Cloth .

ROBINSON (W.C.). Mirrour of Justices. Cl . 2.50 ; sh . 3.00

SHIPP ( E. R. ) and DAISH ( J. B.). Cases on Com

mon Law Pleading. Cloth 3.50

TIFFANY ( F. B.). Principal and Agent 3.75

WAMBAUGH (E. ) . Littleton's Tenures. Cl . 2.50 ; sh . 3.00

WILLISTON ( S.) . Cases on Contracts. 2 vols..

I 2.00

2.00

10.00
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9. B. C.

The Best Set of Law Reports for General Use.

English TRuling Cases with American Hotes

ARE DECISIONS OF RECOGNIZED AUTHORITY, GROUPED ALPHABETICALLY UNDER

TOPICS, COVERING THE WHOLE RANGE OF LAW–FORMING AN ENCY

CLOPÆDIA OF PRINCIPLES IN THE WORDS OF GREAT JUDGES.

E. R. c . is the only series of Reports which can be used in first

instance without aid of citation , digest, or text-book.

It is of great value,

TO JUDGES : - when a case is doubtful , or has not been thoroughly argued by

counsel , and it becomes necessary to seek a sound basis for decisions .

TO PRACTISING LAWYERS.

AT THE OFFICE : - to use as a first step in looking up law ; or in the usual

way, to find controlling cases through citation .

AT HOME: - to clear the mind as to the principles of a puzzling proposition

E. R. C. is enough for a home library in itself.

IN LAW SCHOOLS: - for professors or students , its groups of great cases are

unrivalled for instruction , for reference , and for preparing moot cases.

A western lawyer thus describes the peculiar merit of E. R. C.:

“ When a client has brought me an important case , I have had to start to look up

law through digests and text-books ,- getting fifty or a hundred citations , looking

them up laboriously at the library , finding some of them pertinent , but always

waking up finally to the fact that they all led back to , and relied on as ultimate

authority , four or five great decisions – very often English . Now this set of

English Ruling Cases gives me these great ( “ * Ruling ' ) cases at once , and I am saved

all my labor . It is much easier and surer to start with undoubted law, and build up

a case , than it is to grope back towards a foundation.”

English Ruling Cases , 26 vols. , Law Sheep, $ 143.00 .

Published by THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY,

83 to 91 Francis Street (Back Bay) , BOSTON, MASS.
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Published in January, 1904, by The Boston Book Company,

Address, 83 to 91 Francis St., Back Bay, Boston, Mass.'

This paper is issued quarterly , to give information about

American and foreign legal literature. We send it without

charge to any book-buyer who asks for it .

CONTENTS OF THIS NUMBER.

Best Set of Reports, pp. 5, 10 Estimates for Libraries p . 7 Quaint and Interesting p. 11

Bibliography - See Supplement Green Bag 2, 8, 9 Recent Standard Text 7

Books for Lawyers 12 How to Earn Money 15 Second -Hand Sets 5

Cash for Books 6 Law Students' Books 14 Second -Hand Text 13

.

For widened scope and interest of the most popular law maga

zine, see pp. 2 , 8 and 9.

Lawyers who value English Precedents are referred to p. 16 ,

“ 1000 volumes , " etc.

Whoever contemplates adding a set of reports to his library,

should read pp. 4 and 10.

For details as to new law books, see 4 -page insert sent herewith .

Supplying large libraries ( private and public) is our specialty.

See p. 7 .

Another specialty is finding and furnishing scarce or foreign

books.

Our stock , however, covers and we buy and sell all kinds of law

books.

Those interested in forming libraries for law schools or bar asso

ciations are asked to read the last paragraph on our last page.

A Bibliographical Supplement containing tables of the latest

volumes of American , English , etc. , reports, digests, statutes,

text -books and periodicals, is not sent generally with this

number, but will be mailed free on special request.

Visitors to Boston are invited to call at our retail office, basement of Barristers '

Hall, Pemberton Square (directly opposite to the front entrance of the Court

House ) , where they can telephone to our main office (N08. 83 to 91 Francis St.,

Back Bay ; -reached by Ipswich -street cars from Park - street Subway Station ).
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GREEN BAG

A MONTHLY ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE

COVERING THE HIGHER AND

THE LIGHTER LITERATURE

PERTAINING TO THE LAW

EDITED BY THOS. TILESTON BALDWIN

The leading article of the January number will be THE RECOGNITION OF

PANAMA AND ITS RESULTS , by PROF. THEODORE S. WOOLSEY, Pro

fessor of International Law at Yale .

VAN VECHTEN VEEDER, whose previous contributions have attracted wide

attention , has the first article of a series upon THE JUDICIAL HISTORY OF

INDIVIDUAL LIBERTY .

JOHN P. HILL discusses « THE ADVISABILITY OF REGISTERING

NEGOTIABLE COUPON BONDS."

FRANCIS R. JONES gives a readable sketch of SIR FREDERICK POLLOCK .

NOTES OF RECENT CASES cover the notable decisions of the month .

THE EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT will be a summary of the articles or dis

cussions in current leading periodicals, American and English.

The other contents present the usual variety of anecdote , humor, and verse.

SUBSCRIPTION , $4.00 PER YEAR, PAYABLE IN ADVANCE

SINGLE NUMBERS (IF THEY CAN BE SUPPLIED), 50 CENTS EACH

SETSOF VOLS. 1 TO 15 ( 1889-1903 ) , HALF MOROCCO, $ 75.00

PUBLISHED BY THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY

83 to 91 Francis Street, Back Bay, Boston, Mass.

pyright, 1904, by The Boston Book Company ered b979faterea Entered at the Post -Office at Boston as second -class matter
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ALL ABOUT RECENT LAW BOOKS.

There is enough bibliography in this paper to justify

its name ; but the supplement is chock full of it. See

first page for particulars.

HOW TO FIND ROOM FOR A GROWING SET.

Some lawyers who want the FULL REPRINT OF ENGLISH

REPORTS, complain that their shelves are so crowded there

is no room for the thirty-three volumes now out, and the

monthly volumes to be added. In such case the new

style of extension shelving comes in handy. It can be

fitted into any nook,- placed under windows, or set out

across the floor. Twelve box -shelves will hold the whole

set , three boxes now, and a box ayear to add.

a

NOTES .

Files of this paper.- We have preserved a few

copies of Vol. I. LEGAL BIBLIOGRAPHY, NEW SERIES,

which are bound in half-roan, and sell at $1.50.

For Commercial Lawyers.- The best work on the

subject for lawyers whose practice includes collections

and mercantile or property suits , is Wood ON THE

LIMITATION OF ACTIONS AT LAW AND IN Equity .

Third edition ; one volume ; law, sheep, $ 6.50.

Bouvier Saved Him.- A lawyer stepped into our

city office the other day, and picked up a copy of Rawle's

Revision of Bouvier's Law Dictionary . As he turned the

pages he suddenly exclaimed “ Gee whiz ! - I didn't know

that !” — and started up to the Attorney General's office

to withdraw a bill of exceptions he had filed incorrectly.

It is needless to say that he bought a copy of Bouvier.

For a Home Library .- It is a vicous habit to work

at home, but some lawyers like it , and some cannot help

it . Such men want a compact little law library at the

house, dealing rather with principles than with case law.

Bouvier's Law Dictionary is obviously essential to such a

collection, and just as obviously the set of reports of

the most value for the investigation of principles is ENG

LISH RULING CASES WITH AMERICAN NOTES.

Literary Query.- Can any reader tell us who the

“ Gustavus” and “ Solomon " are, to whom Thackeray

refers in this passage in “ Pendennis " ? -

I don't know whether the student of law permits him

self the refreshment of enthusiasm , or indulges in poet

ical reminiscences as he passes by historical chambers

and says, “ Yonder Eldon lived, - upon this site Coke

mused upon Littleton ,- here Chitty toiled,- here Barn

well and Alderson joined in their famous labors , — here

Byles composed hisgreat work on bills, and Smith com

piled his immortal leading cases , — here Gustavus still

toils with Solomon to aid him ," but the man of letters can't

but love the place which has been inhabited by so many

of his brethren, or peopled by their creations as real to us

at this day as the authors whose children they were .

FOR GREAT LAWYERS IN SMALL

TOWNS .

It is not only in large cities and towns that good law

yers are found. In many a village throughout the United

States there is one lawyer -- perhaps more than one - as

learned , as capable, as alert, as any of his city contem

poraries. Such a man ought to have a library of the very

best books. It is not necessary to have a large library,

but the selection of books for it ought to be carefully

made.

Next to Bouvier's Law Dictionary, the most useful

book to such a lawyer is the set called ENGLISH RULING

CASES WITH AMERICAN Notes, because it gives the

great decisions which are the foundations of our case law,

and so enables him to cope in argument with lawyers who

have access to many more books.

THE LAW AGREEABLE READING .

In Charles Fairfield's interesting book entitled “ Some

Account of Baron Bramwell and his Opinions,” London ,

1898 (cloth, $2.50, ) we find this quotation from Bramwell's

address before the British Association :

" One could suppose that every educated person would like to

have some acquaintance with the laws of his country ; certainly

that Englishmen would, since they are proud of their laws and

responsible for them. But it is said , “ The law is so dry .' I

deny it . No doubt, if you have to learn how to serve a writ, how

many days a defendant has before he need plead , and so on , it is

wearisome enough . But with respect to study — not of the

practice , but of the broad general principles of the law – it is

quite otherwise . Of the four volumes of Blackstone's om

mentaries,' three , to my mind, are most agreeable reading ; these

general principles should be taught as part of ordinary educa

tion ."

CORNER -STONE OF PRACTICE .

The first book a young lawyer should buy (unless he

has already bought it as a student), and the one book an

experienced lawyer, or a judge, or a law school lecturer

should always keep within reach , is Rawle's EDITION OF

Bouvier's Law DICTIONARY (2 vols. $ 12.00 ).

This concise, standard , reliable Encyclopædia of the

Law , gives not only definitions of words and phrases con

nected with law and the courts, and translations of Law

Latin, Law French , etc. , terms ; but its main feature, its

peculiar usefulness, lie in the fact that it discusses every

topic and sub -topic of the law in encyclopædic or text-book

form , - thus presenting a series of legal monographs,

covering the whole range of the law in authoritative and

satisfactory form , with sufficient citation of authorities to

put its reader on the track of further authorities, if they

may be needed.

A young lawyer could begin practice with Rawle's

Bouvier and the Statutes of his State . As his practice

and his library grow he will use Bouvier more and more.

When he leads the Bar or reaches the Bench , his well

worn and beloved BOUVIER will still be kept at his elbow ,

to refresh a jaded memory.

Moral: - Buy Rawle's Bouvier now.
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A Handsome Advertisement

WITH PORTRAITS OF THE GREAT ENGLISH JUDGES.

Sent free of cost under conditions.

We have issued a booklet to describe ENGLISH RULING CASES WITH

AMERICAN Notes.

The booklet itself is worth buying, but we will send it without charge

to any judge or lawyer who is willing to consider seriously the pur

chase of a set of E. R. C.

It contains full-page portraits, from originals by the best painters and

engravers, of the following English judges, whose great decisions are found in

the volumes of ENGLISH RULING CASES : -

СоКЕ.

Hale.

HARDWICKE.

MANSFIELD.

BLACKSTONE.

THURLOW.

LOUGHBOROUGH.

ELLENBOROUGH.

ELDON .

LYNDHURST.

CAMPBELL .

COTTENHAM .

POLLOCK .

COCKBURN.

RUSSELL.

The letter-press of the booklet contains-

FEATURES OF ENGLISH RULING CASES. COMPARATIVE CITATIONS IN OUR COURTS.

ARRANGEMENT OF THE SERIES. ENGLISH Cases LEAD ALL THE REST.

CONTENTS, AND CASES CITED. PECULIAR LUCIDITY OF ENGLISH DECISIONS.

Uses of English Ruling Cases. SPECIMENS OF CAPTIONS, CASES AND NOTES.

VALUE OF LEADING & “ RULING " CASES. COMMENDATIONS BY LAWYERS WHO HAVE

VALUE TO Us of ENGLISH PRECEDENTS. USED THE SET.

Ruling Cases, as selected by the Editor of E. R. C., are the cases which

are now held to be of paramount importance . They may be old or “ leading

cases, or they may be very recent decisions. He often groups “ Leading ” and

Ruling cases chronologically under his topical heads.

With each group is given a “ Rule ” of law , — the tersest, clearest, soundest

enunciation of principles in law literature .

-

ENGLISH RULING CASES WITH AMERICAN NOTES forms a set

of 26 volumes.

It is the best set of reports for all-round use that a lawyer can

buy or a judge can use . It costs $ 143.00.

It is published by THE BOSTON BOOK CO. , 83 to g1 Francis

Street, Back Bay, Boston, Mass.
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Fine .

. 65.00

21.00

•

COMPREHENSIVE CITATION . BARGAINS IN SETS.

The author of STROUD'S JUDICIAL DICTIONARY takes
Reports.

in a wide range of authorities in these citations, - which

are printed opposite the title of his first volume. From
American and English Encyclopædia of

Hobbes'" Leviathan " to Carroll's “ Through the Looking
Law. ist edition. 31 vols. Fine $ 35.00

Glass " is a broad sweep. Colorado Reports. 28 vols. 60.00

" Words are wise men's counters , they do but reckon by them ;
Connecticut Reports. Kirby, Root, 2 vols.,

butthey are the moneyof fools .” Hobbes' Leviathan , pt. 1, ch.4.
Day , 5 vols ., Conn.75 vols. 83 vols . Fine. 175.00

" How necessary it is to know the signification of words.” Co. Indiana Appeal Reports. 28 vols . Fine . . 50.00
Litt. 325 a.

Iowa Reports. Morris , Greene, 4 vols . , Iowa

“Is not the judge bound to know the meaning of all the words 73 vols . Good 150.00

in the English Language? ” Per Martin B. , Hills v. London
Kansas Reports. 35 vols. Good

Gas Ço., 27 L. J. Ex. 63.

" Definition is always periculosæ plenum opus aleæ .” Per
Massachusetts Reports. 183 vols. in 118 .

Wills, J. , Swansea Imp. Co. v . Swansea &c. , 61 L. J. M. C. 125 .
Fine 225.00

"Legal definitions are , for the most part, inductive generaliza- Michigan Reports. Harrington, Walker,

tions derived from judicial experience .” Mickle v. Miles , i Douglas, 2 vols . , Mich . 123 vols . Good. 155.00

Grant's Cases (Pa. ) , 328.
Morrison's Mining Reports. 16 vols. Fine . 40.00

"Neither is a Dictionary a bad book to read. There is no
Municipal Corporation Cases. 7 vols . Good.

cant in it , no excess of explanation , and it is full of suggestion."

Emerson . Nevada Reports. 16 vols. in 8. Good . : . 24.00

“ * When I use a word ,' -- Humpty Dumpty said in rather a NewJersey Law Reports. 64 vols. Fine 125.00

scornful tone , - ' it means just what I choose it to mean , neither New Mexico Reports. 9 vols . Fine . . 27.00

more nor less.
New York Common Law Reports. 80 vols .

" . The question is , ' said Alice, whether you can make words in 39. Good 30.00

mean so many different things ? '

" . The question is ,' said Humpty Dumpty, which is to be
New York Reports. 175 vols. Fine . 170.00

the master ? That's all.? ” Through the Looking Glass , ch. 6 . New York Annotated Cases. 12 vols. Fine. 30.00

" It is of the utmost importance that in all parts ofthe Empire National Bankruptcy Register. 18 vols .

where English law prevails, Interpretation should be, as nearly Good 35.00

as possible , the same . ” Per Privy Council, Trimble v . Hill, 5
Northeastern Reporter. 33 vols. Sound . 25.00

App. Ca. 345 ; L. J. P. C. 51 .
United States Appeals. 50 vols. Sound . 25.00

EQUITY JURISDICTION .
United States Reports. Vols. 1-67 in 25

books, Curtis & Miller ed. 68 to 188

The AMERICAN LAW REVIEW for November December, official edition . 188 vols. in 146. Good . 175.00

1903, has this notice of one of our recent publications :- United States Reports. Vols. 1-97 in 24

MARTIN'S CASES IN EQUITY.- A Selection of books . (Co-öped) vols. 98-156, official

Cases on Equity Jurisdiction by Alexander Martin , edition. 156 vols. in 83. Sound... 83.00

LL.D., Dean of the Law Department, University .

of Missouri, ex -Judge of the SupremeCourt Commission

of Missouri, author of " Civil Procedure at Common
Session Laws.

Law ."

This collection of cases, prepared for the use of law
Generally in original board or paper bindings ,

students, by the late Judge Martin , differs from

ordinary books of this kind, in that each case is preceded California . 1849 to 1901 (less 1852 and 1853). $ 90.00

by a brief syllabus ; so that the student does nothave to Dakota . 1862 to 1889 (less 1865 and 1872.) . 25.00

read the whole case to learn what it is about . We ven

ture the opinion that this is a very commendable feature
Iowa . 1843 to 1890 ( less Dec. 1845 and Nov.

of the book. These paragraphs are drawn in very brief
1846) . 75.00

language, such as : Equity acts in personam and not in Kansas. 1855 to 1897 (less Private Laws

rem ." " A bill in equity will not lie to recover a penalty.”

* Equity has jurisdiction to protect a wife's inchoate
1858 and Lays 1861 ) .

right of dower during coverture.” “ An heir is liable to Missouri. 1813 to 1901 (less Private Laws

creditors to the extent of the assets received by him , and 1824) .

a bill in equity will lie to enforce their demand.”
Nebraska. 1857 to 1895 (less Dec. 1867 and

Many of the cases thus presented are annotated by

references to numerous cases in accord with or opposed
Private Laws 1873 ) 65.00

to the doctrine of the principal case. Nevada. 1861 to 1899 25.00

The book containsnearly 700 well printed pages , and West Virginia. 1861 to 1890 50.00

has a good index . A young lawyer having access to a

library , by means of which he can follow out the cases
Wyoming: 1869 to 1893 25.00

given in the foot-notes, can learn the system of equity

from this book. If an old lawyer will read one of these

cases every evening, or have it read to him , he will thereby
Legal Periodicals .

revive a great deal of his lapsed knowledge on the subject

of equity. American Law Review . 35 vols .

In concluding his preface, the learned author justly Criminal Law Magazine. 18 vols..

says: “ A good many cases have beenintroducedfrom Harvard Law Review. 16 vols.
the reports of Missouri, for which the editor feels justi
fied , in the reflection that in no other State of the Union Juridical Review . 15 vols .

have the ancient and established principles of equity juris Scots Law Times.
diction been more scrupulously followed or safely ex
tended ." Yale Law Journal . 12 vols .

J00.00

100.00

10 vols.
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3 vols .

1

I vol .

WANT LIST. WORDS JUDICIALLY DEFINED.

We have just published STROUD'S JUDICIAL DICTION
Cash paid for books.

ARY OF WORDS AND PHRASES INTERPRETED BY THE

For the following which we need to complete COURTS OF ENGLAND ( 3 vols. $18.00) . This differs from

a large order, we will pay ( if we can get them at any of the other “ Law Dictionaries ” in being a Diction

once) much more than their usual price :
ary in the usual sense of the word, instead of a concise

Encyclopædia like Rawle's BOUVIER. It contains no

Vermont Reports . Vol . 63 .
monographs on legal topics, but only words and phrases

Deas & Anderson's (Scotch) Reports. Vols . 1 , 2 , 3 .
which have received actual interpretation from the Eng

Nevile & Manning's (English) Magistrates Cases. lish Courts. It might be called “ A Dictionary of the

English Language, so far as its exact meaning has been

For the following we will pay liberally in cash :
decided in Courts of Law ."

The work is English without American notes ; - but
Ala . Repts . Vols . 5 , 6 , 7, 8, 11 , 13, 62 , 63 , 64 , 66 ,

67 , 68, 72 , 73 , 74 .
annotation is not needed. If a similar work could cover

American definitions, it would be coördinate with
Ala . Laws . Dec. 1847, Sept., Nov. 1864.

Ark. Laws. 1844 , 1850, 1856.
STROUD'S DICTIONARY, but judging from the size of

the latter, our book would run to a dozen or twenty

Calif. Laws. 1852 , 1853.
volumes. Our language is the same as that of England,

Conn. Laws . Public, 1844, 1847 . hence these definitions are as valuable here as there.

Del. Laws. 1820, '21 , '22 , '23 .

Fla . Laws. 1840, '42 , '75 .

Ga. Decisions. WILLS AND EXECUTORS.

Ind. Wilson's S. C. Repts. There is no subject on which a lawyer is more fre

Ky. Laws. 1818-9. quently consulted than on the drawing, proving and con

La. Repts . Martin Old Series. Vol. 2 .
struction of wills, and the duties of executors .

And there are no books which cover these topics more
Mass. Stearns , Shaw & Metcalf's Laws. Vol . 3 .

Miss. Reports . Vol. 34.
satisfactorily than SCHOULER ON WILLS ( Sheep $5.50) ,

Laws. Nov. 1850, Jan. '54 .
and SCHOULER ON EXECUTORS (Sheep $5.50) . They are

American, they are thorough, but not padded out with
Mo. Geyer's Digest Territorial Laws. 1818 .

extracts from decisions ; they are written in a clear, intel

N. H. Laws. June, 1822, 23, '24, 27, ’28 , Nov. ligible style ; they have been so successful as to pass to

1836, June 1837 , '39 .
third editions ; and the courts everywhere will listen to

N. C. Laws. Pub. 1822, '34 , Pub . and Priv . 1852 ,
them with respect. They are therefore good books to own.

July 1863, Priv ., Nov. 1862.

Taylor's Laws, 1827 .
We recently bound up in buckram (for law school use)

a few sets of the two volumes together, which we will sell
Penn. Lancaster Bar Repts. · 15 vols. Luzerne

Law Times, Old Series, 6 vols.
while the lot lasts for $ 8.00 cash down, purchaser to pay

Susquehanna Repts.
delivery charges . When this lot is gone, we shall not

Dallas Laws . Vol . 3 .
bind any more copies in buckram . Two bindings for the

R. I. Reports. Vols . 5 , 8 . same book mix things up too much .

Laws. Jan. 1845, June '46 , Nov.'87 , May '93 .

S. C. Laws. 1859, June 1882 .
SCHOULER'S U. 8. HISTORY.

Ter . Laws. 1841 .

Utah. Laws . Adj . 1853 , Reg. '58, '61.
How many of the thousands of lawyers who use

Va .

SCHOULER ON WILLS, AND ON EXECUTORS, realize that

Virginia Cases . 2 vols.

Laws. 1813 , '14 . Shepard's Stats . Vol . 1 .
the author is the same James Schouler whose “ History

of the United States from the Adoption of the Constitu

The following we would like to get in exchange tion to the Close of the Civil War " (6 vols , cloth $13.50)

for our own publications : has been pronounced by such authorities as John Fiske,

Wheaton's U. S. Repts. 12 vots . Original edition .
Prof. James, Prof. McLaughlin and the New York

Wallace, Jr. C. C. Repts. Vol . 1 .
Nation to be “ the best history covering this period " ?

Law books and histories are not entirely dissimilar, to be
Hempstead . C. C. Repts.

sure ; but it must require a high order of ability to do

Benedict's Admiralty Repts . Vol . 10 . both so well.

Peters' Admiralty Reports. 2 vols .

Fisher's Prize Cases . NEEDED IN A SET OF SCOTCH REPORTS .

Bench and Bar of New England.

Merrill's Newspaper Libel .
It does not seem to be generally known that the Scots

Spaulding's Diplomacy of the U.S. ( Boston, 1826. ]
LAW TIMES (1893-1902, 10 vols . , half sheep, $ 65.00) con

tains twice as many cases as the regular Scotch reports.

We also buy sets or odd volumes of legal | In one particular the Times set is of special value, - it is

periodicals, session laws and reports. the only series giving “ Scotland Outer House Judg.

ments, ” corresponding with the "Single Judge " decisions

We buy law libraries. of the English Courts.
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12.00
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12.00

12 00

12.00

LIBRARY ESTIMATES OUR SPECIALTY . STANDARD TEXT BOOKS RECENTLY

PUBLISHED.
For many years we have paid especial attention to the

wants of law libraries. Abbott. Civil Trial Brief. 2d ed . 1900. . $ 4.50

The average practitioner has a limited range of wants Bates. Federal Equity Procedure . 2 v . 1901

in buying books, as compared with libraries. The Beale. Cases Conflict of Laws. 3 vols. 1902 10.50

average law book salesman, while well posted as to the
Blashfield. Instructions to Jurors. 1902 . . 6.00

ordinary text books and reports, cannot always give
Blashfield . Forms of Instructions to Juries.

information or advice as to the wide range of law period.
1903 6.00

icals, scarce reports, local books, old treatises, and foreign
Butler. Treaty-Making Power . 2 vols . 1902

law books, which a library of any importance must
Clark & Marshall, Corporations . 3 v . 1902 18.00

include within its scope.
Clement. Fire Insurance. 1903 6.00In all these lines our experience and connections and

our large bibliographical library enable us to submit
Collier. Bankruptcy . 4th ed. 1903 · 6.00

estimates with thoroughness and promptitude. In addi- Cook . Corporations. 5th ed . 3 vols . 1903 18.00

tion , we have in our safe the rough 'manuscript of a new Cooley. Constitutional Limitations. 7th ed .

edition of THE LAWYER'S REFERENCE MANUAL OF LAW 1903 6.00

BOOKS AND CITATIONS, which further equips us for Daniel. Negotiable Instruments. 5th ed .

library work. 2 vols . 1903 ..

It will give us pleasure to answer queries from , and to Dresser. Employers' Liability & Assump

submit suggestions to , librarians or trustees of law tion of Risk. 1902 6.00

libraries. Eaton E Gilbert. Commercial Paper. 1903. 6.00

WHAT IS A COIF ? Fletcher. Equity Pleading and Practice .

1902
6.00

In a former number of LEGAL BIBLIOGRAPHY we
Foster . Federal Practice. 3d ed . 2 v . 1901.

asked this question, which was not then very satisfactorily
Helliwell. Stocks and Stock-holders. 1903 · 6.00

answered .

In that quaint and learned book called Pulling's Hughes. Criminal Law . 1901.
6.00

ORDER OF THE COIF (London, 1897, cloth $ 3.00) which Joyce. Damages. 3 vols. 1903 ·
18.00

says that the annals of the Sergeants -at-Law - or the Judson . Taxation. - 1902 6.00

Order of the Coif, as the author calls them , - “ form an Kinkead. " Torts . 2 vols . 1903 ·

important part of the history of the law of England ,” he Labatt. Master and Servant. 2 vols . 1903 12.00

thus describes the coif itself :
Loveland, Forms of Federal Practice. 2d

There will be observed on the crown of the wig of the Lord Chief ed. 2 vols. 1903 : : :

Justice and some of his brother judges, and a few occupants of the
Maclennan. Interpleader. 1901front seats at the Bar in the Law Courts, a round space covered

5.00

by a small piece of black silk apparently edged with white . The Mechem . Sales. 2 vols. 1901

round patch passes off among the uninformed as “ the coil." It Moon . Removal of Causes. 1901 . 6.00
certainly is not so – the quaint device, unlike the actual coif of

the order, has not antiquity to recommend it – having been in- Nellis. Street Surface Railroads. 1902 . , 6.00

troduced at the beginning of the last century , when the fashion
Parsons. Contracts. 9th ed. 3 vols . 1903 18.00

of powdered wigs in lieuof natural hair having reached West

minister Hall, it became necessary that the head-dress of the Paul. Trade Marks and Unfair Trades.

Judges and Serjeants of the Coif should not altogether hide 1903 7.50

the honourable badge of the order : and as on top of the white Smith . Leading Cases. 11th ed . 2 v . 1903 17.50

coif the old fashion had been for the Judges and Serjeants to

wear a small skull-cap of black silk or velvet, the peruquiers
Smith . Public Corporations. 2 vols. 1902

of the last century contrived the round patch of black and Spelling. Injunctions. 2d ed . 2 vols . 1902

white as a diminutive representative of the coif and cap.
Stearns. Suretyship. 1902 6.00

The real coif which is described by Chief Justice Fortescue, as

the principal and chief insignment of habit wherewith Ser- Stroud . Judicial Dictionary. 2d ed . 3 vols.
jeants-at-law on their creation are decked," in its original state

1903 18.00
was of white lawn or silk , forming a close - fitting head covering,

Sutherland. Damages. 3d ed . 4 vols . 1903 24.00
in shape not unlike a Knight Templar's cap .

The word coif is old, and spelled in various ways. It was Taylor. Public International Law. 1902 6.50

used as well to designate the iron skull-cap or coif de fer worn Thomas. Non- Mailable Matter. 1903 · 3.75

by the military in the thirteenth century, the cap of chain or

coife de mailes of the knight, and the head covering or coif de
Tiedeman . State and Federal Control.

toile worn under the knight's helmet, as the beretta or head.
vols . 1900.

dress of the Italian priesthood. Tiffany. Real Property. 2 vols. 1903

Van Zile. Bailments and Carriers. 1902 5.00

SECOND-HAND W. & B. ON ADMIRALTY .

Watson. Damages for Personal Injuries .
The half -calf binding of all of our copies of Williams

1902
6.00

AND BRUCE ON ADMIRALTY (Third EDITION 1902) has Webb . Usury . 1899 6.00

been stained from damp-mould. They are not seriously
White. Mines and Mining Injuries . 1903 · 7.50

damaged, the inside of each volume being fresh and un
Williams E Bruce. Admiralty Practice .

spotted , — but we shall have to sell them at a sacrifice on

3d ed. 1902 7.50

account of the discolored covers .

Our price has been $ 9.00 net , but as long as these
Check off the books not in your library , send

spotted copies hold out, we will sell them at $7.50 apiece . the list to us and ask for our combination price .

12.00

12.00.

.

12.00

I 2.00

.

2

12.00

12.00
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The leading law magazine of the United States. 1904

t

THE GREEN BAG
GREATLY ENLARGED IN SCOPE

2 .

ALWAYS A LUXURY, NOW A NECESSITY TO LAWYERS.

The GREEN BAG has held a place of its own in the esteem of American lawyers

for fifteen years. But it has only filled part of the field of legal periodical literature,

the lighter part ,- and has been viewed by most of the profession as a luxury rather than

a necessity . With the January number of 1904, its scope will be enlarged to cover,

as far as possible, the whole field a law magazine should cover .

The successful publications of the past in periodical form have been of three

classes - first, the solid quarterlies, discussing points of jurisprudence and the higher range

of topics of the law ; second , the magazines of the Green Bag type, giving what may be

called the light literature of the law ; third, the weeklies, which through annotated cases

and notes keep their readers informed as to current law.

In future The Green Bag will cover these three fields. Its contents will be :

1. Leading Articles by the best writers of the profession upon topics of current or

solid interest ; articles which thoughtful lawyers cannot afford to miss.

The lighter literature of the law, which has given THE GREEN BAG its character

in the past, and made it so attractive . This will include legal history , biography.

anecdote and humor.

3 . Illustrations.- Portraits of great judges and lawyers, and views and portraits

illustrating historical and biographical articles.

4. Correspondence. — Suggestive letters on legal topics from judges or lawyers in the

United States and abroad .

5. Summary of Current Discussion.— The Editorial Department in each number

will contain a summary of the notable articles in American and foreign law

magazines ; thus keeping THE GREEN BAG readers in touch with all the

legal discussions of the day.

6. Book Reviews.- Notable publications in the law will be reviewed by able and

competent authorities, experts on the topics treated .

7 . Notes of Cases.- A special department in each number will bring to the attention

of readers the most important and significant cases decided during the previous

month in the State or Federal Courts throughout the United States.

With these new features, The Green Bag will be a necessity (as well as a luxury )

to every lawyer who intends to keep in the front ranks of his profession .

Although the size of The Green Bag will be enlarged , and its scope will be thus

largely widened, its price will remain as before, fourdollars a year, payable in advance .

Single number 50 cents . Ir Specimen number 25 cents.

For the present, full sets of volumes 1 to 15 ( 1889 to 1903) can be supplied in stout

half-cloth binding for $ 45.00. They contain over a thousand portraits of judges and

lawyers, and may be called an Encyclopædia of Legal History and Biography.

Address THE BOSTON BOOK CO. , 83-91 Francis St. , Back Bay, Boston , Mass.
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Purchased by the Government

for the United States Courts.

The Most Important Book to Practitioners in the Federal Courts Ever Issued .

RUSSELL & WINSLOW'S

Syllabus Digest of the United States Supreme Court Reports.

It digests all of the United States Supreme Court Reports, by Cases; alphabetically

arranged in the first three volumes, the fourth volume being a Subject Digest.

Any one having the title of a Case can immediately refer to the Case and have a

Complete Brief prepared for him .

If you desire to examine the Subject-Matter Index volume it will refer you to the

Case, or direct to the United States Official Reports, giving the volumeand page.

Ít is more than a Digest - it is virtually a condensed set of the Official Reports, and

all subsequent citations to each point shown at a glance. It is a Library of Federal Case

Law in itself. It is valuable to practitioners in the State as well as the Federal Courts.

It is a Brief-Maker that can be relied upon. It gathers all related Federal authorities in

chronological order, and a lawyer can, with its aid , prepare in an hour a Brief that without

its aid would require days of arduous effort.

It determines definitely the present value as an authority onevery Case, heretofore

decided by the Supreme Court, and places at the finger ends of a busy lawyer all the law

heretofore enunciated by our greatest judicial tribunal.

It is a labor-saving device that no judge and no lawyer should be without .

By WILLIA'M HEPBURN RUSSELL and WILLIAM BEVERALY WINSLOW

of the New York Bar,

4 vols. , Imperial Octavo , $ 26.00 net, bound in Sheep or Canvass Duck.

UNITED STATES REPORTS, Offical Edition, 1790-1903..

190 vols ., $ 380.00 net, bound in Sheep or Canvass Duck.

USED BY ALL THE UNITED STATES COURTS .

A New Book on a Very Important Subject.

JOYCE ON DAMAGES : A Treatise Covering the Entire Law of Damages

By JOSEPH A. JOYCE, Author of JOYCE ON INSURANCE , and Joint Author of JOYCE ON

ELECTRIC LAW ; and HOWARD C. JOYCE, Joint Author of JOYCE ON ELECTRIC LAW.

Three Large Octavo Volumes, Over Three Thousand Pages. Price , $ 18.00 net.

THE BANKS LAW PUBLISHING COMPANY

21 MURRAY STREET, NEW YORK.

In writing please mention Leg. Bib .
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IF

we should offer to place in your library

400 COMPLETE TEXT BOOKS

embracing an absolutely exhaustive treatise on every title of the law, written by the
ablest law writers of the country, to

COST YOU 54 CENTS EACH

and in addition agree to keep these books always up to date at a trifling cost, saving

you the expense of new editions, which are like a bad dream to the profession

WOULD THIS INTEREST YOU

?

THE CYCLOPEDIA OF

LAW ano PROCEDURE

(Cited as CYC for short)

places within your reach a complete library of text books, andour cumu

lative annual annotations render new editions unnecessary. The work

will be completed in 36 royal octavo volumes and is now offered to

the profession on very attractive terms. 10 vols. now ready .

Wewish to send you an interesting story of “ CYC ” which has been

published in an illustrated 48-page brochure entitled

" THE BEST LAW BOOKS AND THEIR AUTHORS."

This brochure states in a plain straightforward manner why “ CYC ” is superior

to the old style Encyclopædias and text-books — not from our standpoint -- but

from the standpoint of prominent Judges and Lawyers who are using the work and

swear by its usefulness . IT WILL BE MAILED FREE if you will send the

following coupon to

The American Law Book Co., 76 William St., New York .

CUT OUT ALONG THIS LINE.

Date..................

THE AMERICAN LAW Book Co., 76 William St. , N. Y.

You may send me without charge a copy of your new brochure, “ The

Best Law Books and Their Authors.

Signed
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Address

DO IT NOW.

In writing please mention Leg . Bib .
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Five Indispensable Law Books.

Clement on Fire Insurance .

Asa Valid Contract in Event of Fire, and as affected by Construction and Waiver, Estoppel , and

Adjustment of Claims thereunder, including an Analysis and Comparison of the Various Standard

Forms. All Reduced to Rules. With the Relevant Statutory Provisions of all the States.

By GEORGE H. CLEMENT, of the New York Bar. Price , $6.00 net, or $6.26 delivered .

There is not a question that arises in case of fire, from the time of its occurrence until adjustment and payment, or in

the eventofthecontinuance ofadispute,untilfinaldecision by the highest court to which the controversy canbesubmitted ,but
that the rules in this volume will be found applicable. It is a vademecum of Fire Insurance Law .

The Great Authority on Negotiable Instruments .

Daniel on Negotiable Instruments. 5th Ed. Re-Edited and Enlarged .

By Hon. JOHN W. DANJEL, the Author, and Hon. CHARLES A. DOUGLASS, Professor of the Law of

Negotiable Instruments in Georgetown University, Washington , D. C. 2 vols. , over 2100 pages.
Price, $12.00 net, but delivered on receipt on price.

The Supreme Court ofthe United States has quoted this work withapprobationin many cases, and on somequestions
it has adopted the textin its adjudications, and has modified its formerrulings to conform to the principles elucidated by the author.

TheAppellate Tribunals of the States abound in citationsfromthetext . The work is the accepted authorityonthe subjects
of which it treats.

Abbott's Trial Evidence. New and Enlarged Edition .

The Rules of Evidence Applicable on theTrial of Civil Actions. (Including both causes of actions

and defences.) At Common Law, in Equity, and under the Codes of Procedure. A Treatise on

Evidence at Nisi Prius, embracing the mode of proof on the Trial of Civil Actions; Appropriate

Evidence in each Class of Actions; Weight and Sufficiency of Evidence; Witnesses and Docu

mentary Evidence ; Effect of the Code System of Pleading on the Rules of Evidence, etc.

By AUSTIN ABBOTT, LL.D. Second and Revised Edition by John J. CRAWFORD. Price, $6.50

not, but delivered, prepaid , on receipt of price.

ABBOTT'STRIAL EVIDENCE sells npon its merits. The lawyer who buys it recommends it to another,and hence

its remarkable sale. It is of practical,everyday use in everylawofficeand in every courtof law . It is equally valuable in every

State. No other law book furnishes so much valuable information in a single volume. No other work onEvidence that á

lawyer may have can fill the place of this one.

This work has been commendedbynearly all the Chief Justices of the Highest Courts of the various States, and lawyers in all

parts of the country speak of the great usefulness of the work .

An eminent judgesays : It is a whole library of the Rules of Evidence upon Every Question likely to arise upon

a Trial.

Birdseye's Abbott's Clerk's and Conveyancer's Assistant.

A collection of forms of Conveyancing, Contracts and Legal Instruments. For the use of

Lawyers, Public Offices and Business Men, with Copious Instructions, Explanations and Authori

ties . ' The well-known and standard work originally written by AUSTIN ABBOTT and BENJAMIN

VAUGHAN ABBOTT. Revised and Greatly Enlarged by Clarence F. Birdseye of the New York

Bar. A large, compactly printed volume of 1100 pages, containing over 1500 Forms. Price , $ 6.00

net, but delivered, prepaid, on receipt of price.

This book is a necessity to the active practitioner. It is the most complete collection of general legal forms

published .

Shearman and Redfield on Negligence. Fifth Edition. 2 vols.

Rewritten, recast and greatly enlarged. This is the leading work on the Law of Negligence. The

Courts have uniformly commended it, and the Federal and State Reports indicate that it has been
cited in almost every Court withinthe United States, and in nearly every case in which any important

question concerning the law of Negligence has arisen. This new edition contains 40,000 cita

tions of cases on different pertinent points. Price, $12.00 net .

BAKER, VOORHIS & CO. , Law Publishers,

( For Sale by all Law Booksellers . ) 66 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK.

In writing please mention Leg. Bib .
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What the OWNERS of

ENCYCLOPEDIAS OF LAW

OUGHT TO KNOW

Commercial Paper— Embracing Bills and Notes, Promissory Notes,
and Negotiable Instruments.

Volumes 7 and 8, Cyclopedia of Law and Procedure, familiarly known as

“ Cyc,” 1903, in its treament of Commercial Paper cites the cases re

reported in

American Decisions ( 100 vols .) , 2884 times.

American Reports (60 vols.) , 1479 times.

American State Reports (88 vols.), 971 times.

Total, 5334 citations of cases supporting the text.

STATEMENT

This topic of Commercial Paper cites

American Decisions, the great “ FOUNDATION CASES" of our Ameri

can jurisprudence, 2884 times.

American Reports, the “ DEVELOPMENT CASES,” 1479 times.

American State Reports, the “ ILLUSTRATIVE CASES, ” 971 times.

Every other topic of SUBSTANTIVE LAW, published in the

Encyclopedias, cites cases re-reported in this great Series of Reports in

the same proportion.

IRRESISTIBLE CONCLUSION

The owners of the American and English Encyclopedia of Law or

Cyclopedia of Law and Procedure (“ Cyc ") will be supplied with cases upon

nearly every topic in those books, by consulting American Decisions, 100

vols . , American Reports, 60 vols., American State Reports, 93 vols.

Price and terms of this great series of Reports

AMERICAN DECISIONS

AMERICAN REPORTS

AMERICAN STATE REPORTS

Furnished promptly by the publishers

Bancroft-Whitney Co. San Francisco , Cal .

In writing please mention Leg . Bib .
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GREEN BAG IDEAS .

Serious Articles.- Letters or articles on legal topics

will be welcomed by the editor. Articles of value, if

accepted, will be paid for according to the somewhat

meagre rates which are the best a legal magazine can

afford to give. Rejected manuscripts will be returned to

the authors, if desired .

Only A1 Verses Wanted.- As poetry seems to

glut the market , it may be well to say here, that while the

Editor of The GREEN BAG would like to get and print

first class humorous verses on legal topics, he is very

critical, and does not care to read bad or mediocre

rhymes , - nor to print even first - class poetry written by a

lawyer, unless it bears on some legal topic or has a legal

tone.

New Stories and Jokes .- To encourage lawyers

to send good stories not already in print , to The GREEN

BAG, we offer to send in return for any humorous legal

anecdote or joke; which the editor accepts,- a copy

either of Fuller's Trials of French Imposters, or Pulling's

Order of the Coif, or Heard's Oddities of the Law . Com.

munications in this line should be addressed to Editor of

THE GREEN BAG, care of Boston Book Co. , 83-91 Francis

St. , Back Bay, Boston, Mass.

Specimen Numbers. We have been in the habit

for fifteen years, of sending specimen numbers of The

GREEN BAG to all who asked for them , without charge

But we have had comparatively few responses in the way

of subscriptions from this liberal distribution ,-- and as

we know that a number of so good a periodical is worth

something to read , in itself, we propose in future to go

halves with inquirers, and to send them specimen num

bers at twenty -five cents each - fifty cents being the

usual price. So if you want to see THE GREEN BAG with

a view of subscribing, send us a quarter in stamps and we

will mail you a specimen copy:

The Law of Today.- We congratulate the sub

scribers to The Green BAG on its new feature which

gives them Notes of the Month's Cases . As these are

contributed by the Editorial Staff of The Reporter

System, under whose eyes every current case throughout

the United States must come - it is sure to be thorough

and up-to-date. In it the subscriber to any or all of the

Reporters will find a monthly guide to their voluminous

contents ; and the lawyer who is not a subscriber in

whole or in part , can watch for important decisions

through that comprehensive system .

How to Keep Tab on New Books. - LEG . BIB . ( if

you can get and read it regularly) will give you the titles

and prices of all new law books as they appear. But

The GREEN Bag does even more. The leading law

publishers use it as a medium , and therefore the adver

tising pages are not its least interesting and valuable

feature to the reading lawyer. They will give you full

details as to the newest and best books.

Why Not Try G. B. P — If you are attracted by our

prospectus of The GREEN BAG, why not draw a check

for $ 4.00 , send it to us at once, and so give the maga

zine a trial ? You are sure to get full value during the

year.

WHEN IN DOUBT CONSULT JONES .

When you have tried text-books, digests, ENGLISH

RULING Cases and encyclopædias, and cannot find

the law you want, there is still one resource for the per

sistent searcher. It is possible that some good lawyer,

at some time past, having worked up, through months of

toil , just the point you have in mind, has sent his brief

or notes to be printed in a law magazine of his day . If

you can find that article , you can cry " Eureka. " Until

recently, there was no way to trace up such useful mono

graphs. But Leonard A. Jones, the well known text

book writer, has blessed his profession by preparing

Jones's INDEX TO LEGAL PERIODICALS (2 vols . half

morocco, $ 20.00 ), which unlocks the treasures hitherto

hidden in bound sets of law magazines.

If you have Jones's INDEX, your State Library bas

(or ought to have) all the sets of periodicals which it

covers, and there you can often solve your doubts.

SOLID LAW PERIODICALS .

Judges and lawyers who do any reading and thinking

outside of statutes and case-law, will want to take THE

GREEN Bag in its new form . This will probably satisfy

them for the American field of thought. But some may

want also a foreign periodical to broaden their view . To

these we offer choice of four excellent magazines- two

English and two Scotch, of which we are the American

agents --as follows :

THE LAW QUARTERLY REVIEW, LONDON, QUAR

TERLY. Edited by SIR FREDERICK POLLOCK. Contents

of October, 1903, number : Notes ; The Marine In

surance Bill ; Club Trustees' Right to Indemnity ;

Organization of Justice in France ; Fee- Farm Rents pur

chased from the Crown ; A Judge's Life in India ; The

Cost of a Law Suit ; Res Gestæ in the Law of Evidence ;

English Law Reporting ; Book Reviews.

Subscription , $2.75 per year. Single number, 75 cents .

Bound Sets of 19 vols. ( 1885-1903), cloth , $76.

THE LAW MAGAZINE AND REVIEW, LONDON, QUAR

TERLY. Con tents of November, 1903, number : Attitude

of the Government toward Legal Conferences ; Laws and

Lawmaking ; Working of the Registration of Title Act
in Ireland ; Specific Performance ; Lord Chancellor

Loughborough ; Decisions under the Companies Acts ;

Civil Judicial Statistics ; Notes on International Law ;

Notes on Recent Cases ; Reviews ; Contemporary For

eign Literature .

Subscription, $ 5.00 per year. Single number, $1.50 .

Bound sets are out of print and difficult to get .

The Judicial Review, EDINBURGH, QUARTERLY .

Contents of September, 1903 , number : Portrait of Rt .

Hon . Lord Young ; Studies in the Law of. Contract ;

Judicial Bias ; Incidence of Estate Duty ; Recent Case of

Treasure Trove ; Property in Wild Animals ; Current

Topics ; Reviews ; Notes of Cases .

Subscription, $ 3.50 per year. Single number, $1.00 .

Set of 15 vols. (1889-1903 ), cloth, $ 75 .

THE Scots LAW TIMES, EDINBURGH, WEEKLY.

[ Contents: A few Notes, but chiefly Cases. As the only

publication of “ Outer House " or Single-judge cases, this

ought to be in every library which has any of the Scotch

Reports. ]

Subscription , $ 5.50 per year .

Bound Set , 1o vols. (1893-1902), half sheep , $ 65.
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E. R. C.B.

The Best Set of Law Reports for General Use .

English Truling Cases with American Hotes

.ARE DECISIONS OF RECOGNIZED AUTHORITY, GROUPED ALPHABETICALLY UNDER

TOPICS, COVERING THE WHOLE RANGE OF LAW– FORMING AN ENCY .

CLOPÆDIA OF PRINCIPLES IN THE WORDS OF GREAT JUDGES.

E. R. c. is the only series of Reports which can be used in first

instance without aid of citation , digest, or text-book .

It is of great value,

TO JUDGES : -when a case is doubtful , or has not been thoroughly argued by

counsel , and it becomes necessary to seek a sound basis for decisions .

TO PRACTISING LAWYERS.

AT THE OFFICE : — to use as a first step in looking up law ; or in the usual

way , to find controlling cases through citation .

AT HOME: -. to clear the mind as to the principles of a puzzling propositiona

E. TR . C. is enough for a home library in itself .

IN LAW SCHOOLS : - for professors or students , its groups of great cases are

unrivalled for instruction , for reference , and for preparing moot cases.

-

A western lawyer thus describes the peculiar merit of E. R. C.:

“ When a client has brought me an important case , I have had to start to look up

law through digests and text-books ,- getting fifty or a hundred citations , looking

them up laboriously at the library , finding some of them pertinent , but always

waking up finally to the fact that they all led back to , and relied on as ultimate

authority , four or five great decisions - very often English ,. Now this set of

English Ruling Cases gives me these great (“ ' Ruling ” ) cases at once , and I am saved

all my labor . It is much easier and surer to start with undoubted law, and build up

a case , than it is to grope back towards a foundation ."

English Ruling Cases, 26 vols. , Law Sheep, $ 143.00 .

Published by THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY,

83 to 9. Francis Street (Back Bay) , BOSTON, MASS.

>
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ODD ENGLISH, ETC. , REPORTS FOR

LIBRARIES.

H. L. Ryley's Placita Parliamentaria. Folio.

Old calf . 1661 $ 10.00

McQueen's Cases of Parliamentary Divorce.

( In Treatise on Appellate Jurisdiction . ) Cloth .

1842 16.00

P. C. Nicolas Proceedings and Ordinances of the

Privy Council, 1486-1542. 7 vols . Cloth 35.00

Moore's East Indian Appeals. 14 vols. Calf 50.00

K. B. Year Books : Set of the “ Quarto Edition ."

10 vols, Broken calf

Year Books : Abridgment of the Boke of As

sizes . 24mo. Calf. Richard Tottel. 1555

Bigelow's Cases. William I.-Richard I. Cloth 3.00

Dunning's Reports. 1753-4. Boards 2.50

Exch . Conroy's Custodiam Reports. Old calf.

1795 7.50

PATENTS. Cutler's Patent , Design, Trade mark ,

etc. , Cases. 19 vols . 1884-1902. Calf . 114.00

ADM. Holt's Admiralty Cases on the Rule of

the Road. Half calf. 1867 3.50

Misc. Austin's County Court Cases . Half calf . 3.50

Star Chamber Cases (Reprint, 1881 ) . Cloth . 2.50

Foley's Poor Law Cases. Old calf. 1751
6.00

Philipps' Election Cases . Old calf. 1782 6.00

Hutton's Courts of Request. Old calf. 1787 6.00

Period. The Jurist. 55 vols. Half calf 55.00

Law Quarterly Review. 19 vols . Cloth . 50.00

STATUTES. Pulton's Statutes . Folio. Old calf.

1661 7.50

Statutes of the Realm . i vols . Large folio

Scobel's Acts (passed by the Commonwealth ,

1640-1656 , not recognized, or printed in any of

the sets of statutes). Folio. 1658. .

IRISH . Shaw's Irish State Trials. Old calf. 1844 . 5.00

Judgments in the Superior Courts in Ireland

under the Criminal Law and Procedure Act.

1887. Paper, 1890 . 5.00

Irish Digests ( Brunker, Common Law , O'Don

nel & Brady Equity, Gamble and Barlow

Equity, & Green) . 5 vols. Calf 25.00

Oulton's Index to the Irish Statutes . 1350-1848.

3 vols . Sheep 15.00

Scorch . Paterson's Scotch Appeals in the House

of Lords. 1851-1872 . 2 vols. Cloth

Pitcairn's Ancient Criminal Trials in Scotland.

3 vols, in 7 parts. Boards . 30.00

Libraries and individuals having gaps in their

sets of the English reports are advised to take

steps to fill them now, while the Full Reprint of

English Reports is still in the market, as it has

demoralizedprices of the originals, which are now

100.00

:

QUAINT AND INTERESTING LAW BOOKS .

For sale by the Boston Book Co.

[Received since October and not previously catalogued .]

We have on our shelves about one thousand

volumes in this class of literature. Lists of these

we shall be glad to send on application .

Actes de la Conference de la Haye ** de Droit Interna

tional Privee. Paper. La Hiye . 1893 (2 parts ) . 1894.

1900 (2 parts) .
$ 5.00

Aird ( D.M.). Civil Laws of France ; with Notes as to analo

gies with Roman Law. Cloth . London . 1875 2.50

Brown ( David Paul). The Forum, or Forty Years Full Prac

tice at the Philadelphia Bar. 2 vols. Cloth . Philadelphia.

1856 .....
... 6.00

Challis ( H. W.). The Law of Real Property, chiefly in rela

tion to Conveyancing. 2d ed. Cloth . London . 1892. . 4.00

Chalmers (George ). Opinions of Eminent Lawyers
chiefly concerning the Colonies, Fisheries and Commerce.

( London ,reprinted at ] Burlington, Vt. 1858 . 6.00

Comyns ( Sir John ) . , Digest of the Laws ofEngland . 5th
edition ( last) by AnthonyHammond. 8 vols. Call. London,
1822 12.00

Corpus Juris Civilis, cum Notis Gothofredi. Thick folio .

Stamped vellum . Coloniæ Allobrogum . Apud Johanneur

Vignon . MDCXV . 5.00

Corpas Juris Civilis. 5 vols . Folio . Broken calf . London ,

1547
18.00

Cujacil Opera Omnia. 7 vols. in 8. Folio . Old calf . 15.00

Effende (O.H.) . The Laws of Evqaf. Translated by C. R.

Tyser, &c. Half calf. Cyprus. 1899 · 5.00

Falconer (Thos.) . On County Courts. Bound up with other

pamphlets on the same subject,including Reports of County

Court Cases . Half morocco. Cardiff. 1873 : .... 6.00

Fisheries ; Iceland :Decisions of the Irish Courts on Appeals

from the Fisheries Commission (many not elsewhere reported ).
Calf. Dublin. 1872-3 6.00

Fitzherbert (Anthony ).. La Graunde Abridgment. 2 vols.

Folio . Broken calf. Richard Tottel . London . 1565. 15.00

Gilbert (Lord Chief Baron ). Civil Actionsparticularly in the

Common Pleas. 3d (last) edition . Calf broken . London.

1779 ... 1.00

James (Charles). Collection of Charges, Opinions and Sen

tences of General Courts Martial from 1795 to 1820. Cloth .

London . 1820 3.50

Journal des Audiences du Parlement ( 1622-1722). 7 vols.

Folio. Broken calf . Paris . 1751-57 · 10.00

Loftie (W. J. ). The Inns of Court and Chancery. Illustrated

by Railton . Quarto. Cloth. London and N. Y. 1893. 2.50

Martin (J. H.). Bench and Bar of Philadelphia . Boards .

Phila . 1883 . 3.00

Nullar ( John ). Historical View of the English Government,

from the Saxons to 1688. 4 v . Cloth. Lond . 1778-9. 4.00

Moyle (J. B.) . Contract of Sale in the Civil Law. Cloth .
Oxford. 1892 1.50

New Jersey. Cases ** relative to the Manumission of

Negroes and others holden in bondage. Pamphlet 32 pp .
Burlington . 1794 · .. 5.00

Philipps (Fabian ). TheEstablished Government of Eng .

land Vindicated . Folio . Broken calf. London . 1687. 3.50

Powell (Arthur ) . The Law affecting, Printers, Publishers,

and Newspaper Proprietors. Cloth , "London . 1887.. 2.50

Ram (Jas.). Facts as Subjects of Inquiry by a Jury. Half
sheep. London . 1861 2.50

Soule (C. C.) . The Lawyers 'Reference Manual of Law Books

and Citations . Half calf . Boston . 1883 6.00

Tidd (Wm .). Practice of theCourts of K. B.and C. P. in Per

sonal Actions and Ejectments. 2 vols 4th Amer. edition by

A. I. Fish . 2 vols. "Phila . 1856 10,00

Valor Ecclesiasticus. 6 vols. Large folio . Boards (broken ).

London , 1810-1834 · ·
... 12.00

Viner's Abridgment. First Edition . 24 vols . Calf, broken.

Aldershot and London . 1743-1758 . 12.00

Washburn ( Emory) . The American Law of Real Property.

First Edition . 2 cols . Sheep . Boston. 1860 . 3.00

Wimbledon (Manor of). Extracts from Court Rolls. Edw.

IV . to A. D. 1864. Cloth .London . 1866 • 3.50

Woolrych (H.W.). The Law of Waters, including Rights in

the Sea , Rivers, Canals, Fisheries, etc. 2d edition .Boards.

London. 1851 . 2.50

10.00

12.00

very low ,

In the near future, when the limited edition of

the Reprint is exhausted, the prices of the

original reports will undoubtedly rise again .

Puzzling Citations Explained. — Under the title

ABBREVIATIONS USED IN LAW BOOKS (Law Sheep

binding, $1.50) we publish a dictionary of the abbrevia

tions used in citing treatises and reports,- so full that it

not only explains correct citations , but also often enables

an inquirer to find the desired authority when the citation

is unusual , wrong or misprinted. Such a compact desk

manual is very useful to a lawyer.



FOR BENCH AND BAR.

Bouvier's Law Dictionary. Rawle's Revision. 2 vols. Sheep, $ 12.00 .

This is not only a dictionary, lexicon and glossary but it is also a thorough

encyclopædia, with consise but satisfactory discussions of every topic of

the law , and a full citation of authorities . It is the most essentialbook

in the library of every lawyer .

Stroud's Judicial Dictionary. Second edition. 3 vols . Sheep, $ 18.00 ..

This is not an encyclopædia or a collection of monographs like BOUVIER,

but is a dictionary of thewords and phrases of the English •language, so far

as they have been defined by the courts .

Abbreviations Used in Law Books . Sheep , $ 1.50 .

A convenient desk -manual to refer to whenever a blind citation is en

countered .

Schouler on Wills. Third Edition. Sheep, $ 5.50.

Schouler on Executors , etc. Third Edition . Sheep, $5.50.

These purely American standard treatises cover their subject clearly, con

cisely , and fully. They also should be in every lawyer's libiary .

Wood on Limitations . Third Edition , by John M. GOULD. Sheep , $6.50.

By the late H. G. Wood — whose works have the merit of giving the phases

of the law , and citing the cases, which are most likely to be of practical aid
to the lawyer.

Sheldon on Subrogation . Second Edition . Sheep, $5.00 .

The author, Judge Henry N. Sheldon of the Superior Court of Massachu

setts , has treated clearly and fully this abstruse topic .

Taylor on Evidence : Chamberlayne's Edition. 3 vols . Sheep, $ 12.00 .
The English standard work , with Notes by Chamberlayne, which consti

tute the best American treatise on Evidence .

Wood on Railway Law : Minor's Edition. 3 vols . Sheep, $ 18.00 .

This is another of Mr. H. G.Wood's treatises , in which he has collected

the cases and the principles which are most likely to be needed by a lawyer

in actual practice.

Jones's Index to Legal Periodicals . 2 vols . Half morocco, $20.00 .

Giving clews to the monographs by able lawyers which have been printed

in English and American law journals. These contain discussions and

citations which cannot be found elsewhere - and this Index renders them

accessible .

Scott's Cases on International Law. Cloth , $3.50.

Martin's Cases on Equity Jurisdiction . Cloth , $4.50 .

ENGLISH IMPORTATIONS .

Williams and Bruce on Admiralty . Half calf, $9.00.

Williams on Accounts . Cloth , $ 3.00 .

Encyclopædia of English Law . Supplementary Volume (13 ). Sheep, $6.00 .

Chitty's Statutes. Supplementary Volume ( 14) . Sheep, $ 10.00.

LIGHT LITERATURE .

Davis's History of the Massachusetts Judiciary. Cloth , $3,00 .

Pulling's Order of the Coif (Illustrated). Cloth, $3.00 .

Fuller's French Trials : Imposters and Adventurers. Cloth , $ 1.00 .

THE GREEN BAG. Monthly. Subscription, $4.00 per year . Bound sets,

15 vols . , half cloth $45.00 , or half morocco $75.00 .

English Ruling Cases with American Notes. 26 vols . Sheep , $ 143.00 .

This collection of great cases , grouped under topics, and so annotated as

to openup the lines of investigation based on sound principles,can be used and see if

without intervention of digests or text-books. It is the set of all others .
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NOTES.

East India Law , - Another reminder of the ut.

landish law of our era , is an announcement of the publi

cation of a treatise on Confession by Prasanna Narain

Chandhuri. The work is highly commended by Hon.

Justice Guoroo Dass Banerjee and Hon . Sarada Charan

Mitra . Doesn't that sound like “ The Hunting of the

Snark ? "

East Indian Booksellers. Among our files of

booksellers ' cards and catalogues we find two from

Bombay, which sound like Kipling's “ Kim , " namely :

“ Cheap Jack Alimahomed Habib, Bookseller, No. 218

Kalbadevi Road ; ” and “Hajee Noovmahomed Tarma

homed, Book Selle & French Novels, Oriental Languages

Stall. " ( This advertisement is free ; no charge to either

of the Mahomeds. Anyone who wants to ignore Ameri

can booksellers and deal direct, is welcome to the infor

mation.]

Siamese Hieroglyphs.- Another bit of literary flot

sam andjetsam , stranded on our shelves, is a queer little

lithographed quarto in characters like Assyrian incrip

tions, which a note inside of thecover describes as “ The

Wheel of the Law, composed by His Ex. the Proklang "

(whoever he is) and “ translated by Henry Alabaster .”

If Alabaster's translation was into English it is certainly

not in this volume, which contains nothing but crow
tracks. While it may be invaluable to a library of

languages, we cannot conscientiously recommend it to a
law student in America .

Phonetic Law.– An interesting reminder of a craze

which afflicted the generation before ours, has drifted to

our shelves in the shape of the “ Trial of William Rojer,

in ze hi kort of justisiari Edinbro," printed entirely in the

“ Phonetic type, ” by Isaac Pitman at Bath , England. It

is a story of seduction, desertion, and fraud . The case is

interesting in itself, but the little volume is chiefly notable

as a protest against what the preface calls our “ effete and

corrupt orthography."

Negro Decisions.– A curiosity in law reporting is

before us, in the shape of a small pamphlet (now scarce

and dear) published in 1794 by the New Jersey Society

for Promoting the Abolition of Slavery, and entitled

“ Cases adjudged in the Supreme Court of New Jersey,

relative to the Manumission of Negroes and others holden

in Bondage.” Judging from the tenor of the cases re

ported, the courts of that day rather inclined to pre

sumption on the side of freedom .

The Laws of Evqaf.- It is startling to come across

now and then, mention of legal systems in full vigor,

which are wildly and romantically foreign to our notions.

Here, for instance, is a treatise by Omer Hilmi Effendi,

translated into English by D. G. Demetriades, Registrar

of the District Court of Kyrenia in Cyprus. The defin .

ition of technical terms at the outset is calculated to jar

you. For instance “Evqaf made Vaqi by Vaqf Isrady

are called Takhisat.” That is a good deal worse than

Law French. But as the tale unfolds, it gets more read

able . Under “ Burden of Proof,” the first maxim is

" Evidence of health is preferred to that of mortal sick

ness .” This, though a bit vague and mystical, sounds on

the whole reasonable.

SECOND -HAND LAW BOOKS.

All in Good Condition .

Aldrich , FarmingCorpurations . Cloth . 1892

Angell & Ames, Corporations. 11th ed. 1882

Ballard, Real Property Annual. 7 vols ..

Barbour,Chancery Practice,2ded. 3 vols . 1880 .

Beach , Railways. 2 vols. 1890 :

Beach , Wills. 1888 .

Black, Accident Law . 1900

Bliss,CodePleading. 1894

Broom , Legal Maxims. 1882

Browne, Medical Jurisprudence of Insanity. 1880

Buswell, Insanity. 1885

Caldwell, Arbitration . 1853

Chitty , Contracts. 2 vols. 1881

Cobb, Slavery. 1858

Cogley, Strikes . 1894

Cohen , Admiralty Law . 1883 ,

Coler, Municipal Bonds. 2 vols. 1873

Collier, Bankruptcy. 3d ed. 1901

Croswell, Electricity . 1895 :

Dixon, Law of Shipping . 1859

Domat, Civil Law . (Cushing ed .) 2 vols . 1853

Dos Passos, Stock - Brokers. 1882

Drake, Attachment. 7th ed . 1891

Edwards, Referees. 1860 .

Field, Lawyers' Briels. 6 vols. 1884

Flanders, Fire Insurance. 2d ed. 1874

Foote& Everett, Incorporated Companies. 3 vols. 1892 .
Freeman, Executions. ` 3ded . 3 vols, 1900

Garland & Ralston , Federal Practice . 2 vols. 1898

Gary, Probate Law. 1892 . .

Griswold , Fire Underwriter's Text Book. 1872

Hamilton,N. Y. Negligence Cases. 1898 .

Hare, Contracts. 1887

Harris, Damages byCorporations, 2 vols . 1892
Heard, Civil Precedents . 1886

Hilliard , Mortgages. 4th ed . 2 vols. 1872

Johnson , Bills and Notes. 1898 .

Jones, Business Corporations (N.Y.) 1894

Jones, Railroad Securities.1879

Kelly, Contracts of Married Women. 1882.

Kerr, Homicide. 1891

Langdell & Williston, Cases on Contracts . 2 vols. 1894

Leigh , Nisi-Prius. 2 vols. 1838

Lindley, Partnership . 2 vols. in 1. 1888

Mann , MedicalJurisprudence of Insanity. 1893
Metcal , Contracts. 1874

Morse, Arbitration and Award. 1872 .

Ordronaux , Judicial Aspects of Insanity. 1878

Overton , Liens. 1883

Paine, Contested Elections. 1887.

Parsons, Contracts. 8th ed . 3. vols . 1893

Parsons, Principles of Partnership . 1889 .

Perley, Interest. 1893

Phillips, Insurance. 5th ed. 2 vols. . 1867
Phillips. Famous Ca Circumstantial Evidence. 1879.

Pierce, Railroads. 1881

Preble, Collisions in U. s. Waters. ` 1886 :

Ram , LegalJudgments. 1871

Ray, Contractural Limitations. 1892 .

Redfield, Wills. 3 vols . 1876

Reeve, Domestic Relations. 4th ed . 1888

Saunders, Pleading and Evidence. 5th ed . 3 vols. 1851 :

Sharswood & Buda , Real PropertyCases. 4 vols. 1889 .

Sheldon. Subrogation. 2d ed . 1893 -
Shortt, Informations. 1888 .

Smith , Studies in JuridicalLaw . 1902

Spencer, Marine Collisions, 1895
Stephens, Nisi - Prius . 3.vols. 1843

Taylor, Evidence . 3 vols. 1897

Thompson , Negligence. vols . 1-3. 1902

Thornton , Railroad Fences. 1892

Tiedeman, State Control. 2 vols. 1900

Townes, Texas Pleading. 1901

Tyler, Ejectment. 1876
Tyler , Fixtures. 1885 .

Tyssen, Charitable Bequests. 1888 .

Wait, Practice. 6 vols. 1872 .

Waples , Proceedings in Rem. . 1882

Waterman, Trespass. 2 vols . 1875

Webb, Record of Title . 1890 .

Wharton, Contracts. 2 vols . 1882

Windfield , Adjudged Words and Phrases. 1882

$ 1.00
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We only have room for the above sample list .

A complete list of our large stock of second

hand text and students' books will be sent on

application .
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Bouvier's Law Dictionary : A Concise Encyclopædia of the Law.

Edited by Francis RAWLE. 2 vols . Sheep, $ 12.00.

The most essential of all books for student, practitioner and judge .

It is the tegal standard , tested by forty years ' use; enlarged and brought
down to date by an able lawyer.

With this work alone a young lawyer might begin practice .

Schouler on Wills. Third Edition . Sheep. $5.50 .

This standard American treatise is both compact and thorough . After,

being used in study, itwill serve the younglawyer in practice equally

well. Its companion volume is Schouler on Executors. Sheep , $ 5.50.

Ewell's Essentials of the Law. 3 vols. Cloth , $6.00 ; Sheep, $7.50 .

Vol . 1. , Pocket BLACKSTONE. Cioth, $2.50 ; sheep, $ 3.00 .

PLEADING ; CONTRACTS ; EQUITY. Cloth , $ 2.00 ; sheep , $2.50 .

3. Torts ; REAL PROPERTY; EVIDENCE. Cloth, $2.00 ; sheep, $ 2.50.
A favorite work both for preliminary reading and for review .

Vol. I con

tains all of Blackstone's Commentaries that is now good law. Vols. 2 and 3

contain epitomes of leading text-books on the subjects treated. Different

kinds of type bring out and emphasize the leading points .

Martin's Civil Pleading and Procedure at Common Law . Sheep , $ 3.50 .

A capital introductory view of Common Law Pleading and Procedure , re

quired for a basis to knowledge of either the old or the reformed methods.

A companion volume of Cases on Common Law Pleading is in preparation .

Martin's Cases on Equity Jurisdiction . Cloth, $4.50 .

By the late Judge Alexander Martin, Dean of the Missouri University

Law School. Useful to student and to practitioner .

Browne on Sales . Cloth , $2.00 ; sheep, $2.50.

Compact , clear, authoritative. A favorite book with students.

Browne on Domestic Relations. Cloth , $ 2.00 ; sheep, $2.50 .

This is the favorite among Irving Browne's manuals for students, being

used in many law schools. It includes also the topic, “ Employer and 'Em

ployed . "

Browne on Criminal Law. Cloth , $ 2.00 ; sheep, $2.50.

Another of Irving Browne's clear and consise manuals for students.

Heard's Equity Pleading. Cloth, $ 2.00 ; sheep, $ 2.50.

A brief, clear , and reliable view of Equity Pleading.
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Metcalf on Contracts : Heard's Edition . Sheep, $3.50.

By Hon . Theron Metcalf , Reporter and Judge of the Mass. Supreme Court.

Abbreviations Used in Law Books . Sheep , $ 1.50.

A reprint of the list of Abbreviations from “ The Lawyer's Reference

Manual” brought down to date. A convenient book of constant reference.

3

Scott's Cases on International Law. Cloth , $3.50.

The author presents decisions of the courts to support every phase of his

subject.

Beale's Cases on Conflict of Laws. vols. Half sheep , $ 10.50 .

The author is a Professor in Harvard Law School, and also Dean of the

Chicago University Law School .

Mikell's Cases on Criminal Law. 2 parts in one volume, $ 5.50 .
By Prof. Mikell of the Pennsylvania University Law School. Part I covers

Criminal Law generally ; Part 2 covers particular Crimes .

Published by THE BOSTON BOOK CO.
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How Law Students Can Earn Money.- To law

students who will canvass their cities or towns for The

GREEN BAG, we will give very liberal commissions . No

deposit or expenditure required , but good references as

to character and responsibility must be given.

Criminal Law.- For lawyers interested in the prac

tice, or students interested in the study of Criminal

Law , we have two books, - one a concise elementary

treatise , the other a recent collection of cases.

The first is IRVING BROWNE'S ELEMENTS OF CRIMI

NAL Law : PRINCIPLES, PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE.

Published in 1892. Sheep, $2.50 ; Cloth, $2.00.

The other is CASES ON CRIMINAL LAW. By PROF.

WILLIAM E. MIKELL, of the Pennsylvania University

Law School. This is a 1903 publication. Beginning with

Sources of Criminal Law the author takes up succes

sively the Elements of Crime, Criminal Intent; Intent as

affected by Negligence, and by Conditions, the Criminal

Act, Combinations,—and then the separate Crimes. The

selection of cases is excellent.

MIKELL'S CRIMINAL CASES make a volume of 1000

pages, the price of which in cloth binding, is $5.50.

THE LAW STUDENTS ' SUCCOR.

In starting to read law, whether at home, in a lawyer's

office, or in a law school , a good compendium to give at

the outset a general view of legal principles, is the work

known as “ EWELL'S ESSENTIALS OF THE Law .”

And in reviewing his reading or studies before examin

ations, the student will find Ewell a ready refresher of

memory.

The plan of the work is to give, in summary form , the

gist or essential parts of legal classics on leading topics,

without the incumbrance of references or notes, and

printed so that the catch-words, or leading ideas, stand

forth from the text in full -faced type . To read a topic

in review, and then glance again over these prominent

phrases, is to fix their substance firmly and clearly in the

mind.

The First Volume of EWELL'S Essentials is a

POCKET BLACKSTONE in which all of the Commentaries

which is now sound law, is printed in two alternating

types, the larger type giving the portions which must be

read and comprehended ; the smaller type including

the historical or illustrative portion, which may be

skipped if necessary, in reading or review. The price of

this volume separately is $ 3.00 in sheep binding, or $2.50

in cloth .

The Second Volume of THE ESSENTIALS gives com

pendiums of STEPHEN ON PLEADING, SMITH ON Con

TRACTs, and ADAMS ON EQUITY. The price of this

volume separately is $2.50 in sheep, or $ 2.00 in cloth .

The Third Volume gives compendiums of POLLOCK

ON Torts, WILLIAMS ON REAL PROPERTY, and Best

ON EVIDENCE. Price separately, $2.50 in sheep, or $2.00

in cloth .

The three Volumes together sell for

$7.50 in sheep binding, or $ 6.00 in cloth.

If money is sent with order, we pay for

cost of delivery .

RATSBANE AND SALAD OIL .

Few lawyers of our day know that mélange of learning,

humor and law, history, biography and gossip, familiar

to their fathers as “ The Reporters, arranged and clas

sified” by John William Wallace. Not the least interest

ing part of his readable work is the frequent quotation

of quaint extracts from the old reports. For instance, he

gives this case from Moore. Note the “ Dog -French ,” —

' the queer mixture of Latin, French and English , into

which the original Law -French gradually decayed :

Al Sessions al Newgate post natalem Domini 1604 2 Jac.

Le case fuit que en home et se feme ayant longe temps vive in

continent ensemble , le home ayant consume son substance , dit

al feme que il fuit weary de son vie ; et que il voilait luymeme

occider ; a que la feme dit quedonques elle voilait anssî moryer

ove luy : per que le home praya la feme que elle voilait vaer et

acheter RATES BANE ; et ils voilout ceo biber ensemble : le quel

il fist ; et el ceo mist en le drink , et ils bibent ceo . Mes la ſeme

apres prist sallet oyle ; per que el vomît et fuit recov : mes le

home morust. Et le question fuit si ceo fuit murther en la

femme.

· 1499
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AMERICAN ELEMENTARY BOOKS.

Published since Octobor 1, 1903 .

CLEMENT (G. A.) . Fire Insurance $ 6.00

COOLEY (T. M.) . Constitutional Limitations. 7th ed. 6.00

COOLEY (T. M.) . Taxation . 2 vols. 3d ed. .

COPP ( H. N.) . Mining Code. 15th ed.

GARDNER (G.E. ) . Wills .
3.75

GUNPLE (P. H.) . Costs in Federal Courts . 5.00

HELLIWELL ( ) . Stocks and Stock holders 6.00

HAMMURABI , Code of. Vol . 1 4.00

LABATT (C. B. ) . Master and Servant. 2 vols..

PARSONS (T. ) . 3 vols. 9th ed . 18.00

STROUD ( F.) Judicial Dictionary. ( English im

portation .) 3 vols. 2d ed. 18.00

SUTHERLAND ( J. G. ) . Damages. 4 vols . 3d ed . 24.00

THOMAS ( J. L.) . Non-Mailable Matter 3.75

THORNTON (W. W.) Oil and Gas 6.00

WHITE (E. J.). Mines and Mining Injuries 7.50

WIGMORE ( J. H.) Evidence. 4 vols. In preparation.

WYMAN (B.) . Administrative Law . 5.00

DATES IN OLD BOOKS.

It almost seems as if the printers of the fifteenth and

sixteenth centuries took special pains to transform the

dates of their books into mathematical enigmas. Some

used Roman letters, others Arabic figures, and others still

mixed the two together. The following is a table of such

dates as would be likely to present difficulties to the

average bookman, with translations into Arabic numerals :

VIII or IX 9 | MCDXCIX

XXXX or XL . 40 M cccc ici . . 1500

XXC or LXXX . 80 MD . 1500

XC or LXXXX . 90 MCDCII 1502

CCCC or CD 400 M.DXLIX 1549

D or 17 .
500 MI ) , or MDL 1550

DC 600 M D.VIL 1554

DCCCC or CM 900 D XVI 1566

Mcccclxjij
1463 DLXX . 1570

MecccLxxz 1472 CIII.) LXXVI 1576

Mcccc7z , 1472 CIIJLXXX . 1580

Mcccc . II. et LXX 1472 ( I , I , XXC 1500

Mccccxxс 1480 IJ 1 XXCI . 1581

MCCCIIIJÄXVII
I

1488 DXXCII 1982

Miilic liii x Vlij 1488 MCCCCCLXXXIII 1583

MCD XCV 1495 CIɔ 15 xxcvI . 1586

M. VD 1495 C D XXCIIX 1688

Miiij D 1496 210 15 XX CILX 1588

MjjjD . 1497 Moxc
1590

MITID 1497 Cbyl5CC
1700

MCCCCXCviii 1498 CHICCLCIDECU . 1750

MID 1499 € 13.19cciXCI 1791

McpXcıX 1499 CI7.13CCC
1800

MCCCCID 1499 MDCCC
INOO

MCCCCXCVillj 1499 clɔlɔccc
1800

12.00

ed



For Bar Association Directors

Trustees of Law Schools

Lawyers with Large Practice

Owners of Office Buildings

1,000 Volumes in 35 feet of Shelving,

The Reprint of the English Reports will contain in 150 volumes, a full

reprint of the best editions of all the English Reports in all the Courts —

including about a thousand original volumes.

This Reprint is cheaper and better than the originals , because —

1. It is authoritative , being published under the auspices of a “ Consultative

Committee,” consisting of the Lord Chancellor, the Lord Chief Justice , the

Master of the Rolls , and the Attorney General, of England .

2. If any case has been subsequently qualified or reversed , a note calls atten

tion to the fact .

3. Its volumes are of uniform size and binding, and are printed in clear ,
readable type.

4. It occupies comparatively little shelf room .

5. The costis moderate as compared with the cost of the originals, and is

payable in easy instalments .

Thirty-three volumes of The Full Reprint of the English Reports have already

been published, covering the whole of the House of Lords and Privy

. Council Series, and about half the Chancery reports.

The remaining volumes, in the usual order, Vice-Chancellor's, Rolls, King's

Bench, Common Pleas, Exchequer, etc. , will follow at monthly intervals .

Price six dollars per volume (special price to libraries entitled by law to free

entry through the Custom -House) — subject to increase or withdrawal as
the edition is exhausted .

Limited edition, not stereotyped, and now nearly all subscribed for .

VERY LARGE LAW LIBRARY FOR SALE.

We offer for sale ( as a whole) a library containing

substantially all the Reports of the higher American

courts, Federal and State , and also all the principal Eng

lish Reports , original editions.

Particulars and price given on application .

THE BOSTON BOOK CO . , 83 to g1 Francis St. , Back Bay, Boston , Mass .
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This paper is issued quarterly, to give information about

American and foreign legal literature. We send it without

charge to any book-buyer who asks for it.

CONTENTS OF THIS NUMBER.

Admiralty Law Latest Reports, Digests, Statutes, etc.p.12, 13

Arrest, Law of 10 | Monograph Finder 7

Bed Rock of the Law
7 Private Library Books 13

Blackstone as a Student Quaint and Interesting Books 8
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Why not try The Green Bay for this year ? It

is the best and most useful of all the law magazines.

See pp . 2 , 4 and 5 .

A few sets of The Full Reprint of the English

Reports are still left. See “ Round-Up,etc.," on p . 11 .

As soon as your library gets beyond the rudi

mentary stages , you will want a set of English Ruling

Cases . See pp. 7 and 16 .

Visitors to Boston are invited to call at our retail office, basement of Barristers '

Hall, Pemberton Square (directly opposite to the front entrance of the Court

House ), where they can telephone to our main office (Nos. 83 to 91 Francis St.,

Back Bay ; -- reach by Ipswich - street cars from P k - street Subway Station) .



THE GREEN BAG IN ITS NEW FORM

INDISPENSABLE TO THE LEGAL PROFESSION.

۱

Always Interesting.– For fifteen years The GREEN BAG has been a favorite among

lawyers as a bright, entertaining, and stimulating magazine.

Formerly a Luxury.-- But as it was devoted mainlyto legal history, biography , anecdote,

and humor, many lawyers of limited income, while wishing to take it , felt obliged

to forego subscription because it gave them too little of “ practical ” law.

Changes in 1904.— Recognizing this limitation to its usefulness, the publishers have

enlarged the size of each number, giving room (without sacrificing any part of

its former attractiveness) for three additional features of great practical usefulness .

Epoch -making Decisions. The most valuable of these is the new department of “ NOTES

OF RECENT CASES,” giving a concise summary of such current cases as a judge on

* the bench, or a lawyer having (or hoping for) good practice, ought to know of, in

order to keep abreast of the constant development and definition of the law.

Ground Thoroughly Covered.— To be sure that these notes cover the whole ground,

and are not merely the chance finds of a partial observer, the publishers have made

arrangements with the editors of the West Publishing Company's Reporter System ,

who see and read every decision in the country as soon as it is handed down, to select

every month and summarize for THE GREEN BAG those cases in the Federal or

State Courts which contain new points of law, or which restate, criticise or overrule

previous cases, and must therefore be taken into account in brief or argument.

Notes Well Cast.- No attempt is made in these notes to give opinions or comments of

the editors. The facts are stated and the decision summarized, not too tersely or

technically ; and in addition the course of reasoning of the court and the authorities

on which it relies are given at some length . These notes are as readable as the old

familiar features of THE GREEN BAG , and will attract the attention of subscribers

to developments of “ judge-made law ” which they cannot afford to ignore.

Practical Articles. — The second development is in the line of leading articles on jurispru

dence, public law , and the higher planes of private law . No attempt will be made to

give mere compilations of head-notes and citations ; but the weightier questions of

law will be treated thoughtfully and soundly by able writers .

Current Discussions . — The third valuable new feature is an addition to the editorial

department, in which the editor notices, summarizes, and quotes from , significant

* articles in American and English law periodicals . This discussion is so full that it

serves to keep the subscriber in touch with contemporaneous legal thought, and he

can send for any article which especially interests him.

Notes of New Books. One or two reviews, by experts on the subject treated, will be

given in each number. Through these, and through the advertisements of the lead

ing publishers, who recognize THE GREEN BAG as the best medium for reaching the

best lawyers , the subscriber can keep up with the literature of his profession .

Relaxation and Stimulus.— In addition, The GREEN BAG will contain portraits and illus

trated articles of legal history and biography, with a cheery variety of verse, anec

dote, and humor, to regale the reader when he is worn out with work and worry.

Delightfully Indispensable . — THE GREEN BAG has thus been promoted to rank among

the necessities of practice. Through no other magazine can a lawyer keep so well

informed as to new thought and novel precedent ; nor can he find this information

so flavared with diverting light literature on the lines of his vocation .

Not Expensive.— The subscription price of THE GREEN BAG is four dollars per year

(payable in advance ) , not excessive when the expense of editing and the narrow

limit of circulation are considered. A single number costs 50 cents. A specimen

number will , however, be sent on receipt of 25 cents .

The Green Bag is a monthly illustrated magazine for lawyers, whose sixteenth

volume began in January , 1904. It is published by THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY,

83 to 91 Francis Street, Back Bay, Boston , Mass.
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NOTES . STANDARD TEXT BOOKS RECENTLY

Appreciates a Good Thing.— " January number PUBLISHED.

of Legal Bibliography received, and read from kiver to
[.Vet prices for single copies, - discountwhen taken

kiver'as the Missouri Justice of the Peace said in refer- in lots, or in combination with other books adver .

ence to the Statutes .” — Thos. W. Heatley, Cleveland, O. tised in this paper.]

College Colors in Literature. -A librarian recently Abbott. Brief on the Pleadings . 2 vols. 2d

asked us for a set of the Harvard Law Review to be $9.00

bound in crimson morocco. This is of course appropriate , Bates. Federal Equity Procedure. 2 v . 1901

but why not bind the Yale Law Journal in blue , and so on ? Beale. Cases Conflict of Laws . 3 vols . 1902 10.50

Courting v. Quizzing.- . We find in a circular of Butler. Treaty-Making Power. 2 vols . 1902

Prof. M. D, Ewell to his “ Home Study Law School,” Clark & Marshall. Corporations. 3 v . 1902 18.00

this quaint evaluation of a popular aid to cramming :- Clement. Fire Insurance. 1903. i 6.00

" Personally,Iwould as soon takemy father's love
Cook . Corporations . 5th ed . 3 vols . 1903 18.00

letters to go a-courting, as use a Quizzer."
Cooley . Constitutional Limitations. 7th ed .

Judgment Affirmed .— "You have not overstated 1903 6.00

the usefulness of the new Edition of Bouvier's Law Daniel. Negotiable Instruments. 5th ed .

Dictionary. I had a recent agreeable experience in find

ing therein just what I needed.” Eaton E Gilbert. Commercial Paper. 1903 6.00

- Jas. T. Tatum , St. Louis, Mo.

Encyclopædia of English Law. 13 v . 1903 78.00
Massachusetts Equity.- We have in press NOTES

Foster . Federal Practice . 3d ed . 2 v . 1901

ON PLEADING ANÐ PRACTICE IN EQUITY IN MASSACHU .
Freund. Police Power. 1904 . 6.00

SETTS, by Hon . JAMES B. RICHARDSON , Judge of the

Helliwell. Stocks and Stock-holders .
Superior Court .

6.00
In a modest “ Prefatory Note ” the

1903

author states that these are merely notes taken on the
Henderson . Chancery Practice . 1904 ·

6.00

bench for his own use . But we imagine that they will be Jones. Mortgages. 6th ed . 2 v . 1904

found very useful , not only in Massachusetts , but in Joyce. Damages . 3 vols. 1903 · 18.00

other States. The price of the Notes bound in buck- | Judson . Taxation. 1902 6.00

ram will be $2.00. Kinkead. Torts. 2 vols . 1903 ·

A Good U.S. History to Own.- JAMES SCHOULER , Labatt. Master and Servant. 2 vols . 1903

author of the standard works on Wills and on Execu- Loveland . Forms of Federal Practice . 2d

TORS, is also the author of the best and most interesting
ed . 2 vols , 1903 · · ·

history of the United States,- a work in six duodecimo Maclennan . Interpleader. 1901 5.00

volumes, selling in cloth binding for $13.50 . McQuillan . Municipal Ordinances . 1904 · 6.00

Age Pension for Bouvier P — " My Bouvier's Dic Moon . Removal of Causes . 1901 . 6.00

tionary has already earned an honorable retirement , for Nellis. Street Surface Railroads . 1902 6.00

owing to the constant use which it has received it
Parsons. Contracts. 9th ed . 3 vols . 1903 18.00

threatens to go to pieces . I must , of course, have Smith . Leading Cases . 11th ed . 2 v . 1903 17.50

another copy, since it is the most valuable work in my
Spelling. Injunctions. 2d ed. 2 vols . 1902

library.”

- Prof. V. H. Roberts, Univ . of Missouri, Law Dept.
Stearns. Suretyship. 1902 6.00

Another Blackstone.- In 15 LEG . Bib. we printed
Stroud. Judicial Dictionary. 2d ed. 3 vols .

1903 18.00

a bibliography of editions of Blackstone's Commentaries Sutherland. Damages. 3d ed . 4 vols. 1903 24.00

containing all the imprints that we had seen or could find Taylor. Landlord and Tenant. 2 vols. 9th

mention of in catalogues. We suspected that there were

other editions which had escaped notice , - and one of Taylor. Public International Law . 1902 6.50

these we have just found . Thomas. Non Mailable Matter. 1903 3.75

It is a Dublin duodecimo reprint of the first edition , the
Tiedeman . State and Federal Control .

four volumes bearing imprint 1766, 1768 , 1769 and 1770
vols, 1900

Van Dyne. Citizenship. 1903 4.50

respectively .
Van Zile. Equity Pleading. 1904

6.00

Until the “ Union ” English copyrights were not valid in W’alker . Patents. 4th ed. 1904
6.50

Ireland. This circumstance fostered a trade of publishing Watson . Damages for Personal Injuries .

piracy, which produced many unauthorized reprints of 1902
6.00

English books. The Irish reprints of English Reports Webb. Usury. 1899 : 6.00

during the latter part of the 18th century are well known, White. Mines and Mining Injuries. 1993 · 7.50

but we have never before seen mention of this pirated Check off the books not in your library, send

first edition of the Commentaries. the list to us and ask for our combination price .

I 2.00

12.00

12.00

12.00

ed. 1904 : 12.00

2

12.CO
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GREEN BAG GRAB BAG . "

Don't call us out of our name.--- THE GREEN BAG

is fairly well known, one would think, to laymen as well

as to lawyers throughout the country. But one exchange

comes to the editor addressed to , “ The Green Gag ; ” .

and another to , “ The Green Bug ; ” both spelt outin cold

type. Such is fame !

Are you quite up-to-date ? - Certainly not , unless

you watch the NOTES OF RECENT CASES in every num

ber of THE GREEN Bag . There, and there only , can you

be sure to find a prompt selection (made by trained

editors who have read all the cases ) of the best cases

decided in all the state and federal courts.

Green Bag numbers wanted.- To complete sets,

we lack these numbers of THE GREEN BAG :

Vol . 1 , No. 4. April , 1889 .

8. August, 1889 .

4. April , 1890 .

1. January, 1892 .

Do you happen to have any of these ?

Honi Soit Qui Mal y Pense.- Confusion exists in

the popular mind as to the provinces of the editor and

publisher. Bear in mind that remittances, requests for

information , or specimen numbers, advertisements, and

all other business communications, ought to be addressed

to THE BOSTON BOOK Co., PUBLISHERS ; while articles,

anecdotes, or anything relating to the contents, should be

addressed to T. T. BALDWIN , EDITOR .

66

1 ,

2 ,

Ga . I vol .

LITTLE WORDS OF KINDNESS .

Our world is made an Eden by frequent Commenda

tions from Subscribers to THE GREEN BAG , like these :

Nova Scotia , New Glasgow.- I like THE GREEN

Bag more and more now that I have removed from the

activities of the Bar to the Bench.- Hon . D. C. Fraser.

New Bedford, Mass.- I have it bound from the

beginning, and esteem it highly.- R. F. Raymond .

Allentown, Pa.- I greatly enjoy THE GREEN Bag

and would not want to discontinue it. - Charles R.James.

Richmond, Va.- I am very much pleased with THE

GREEN Bag . In its new shape, it is extremely valuable

and very much improved.- S.S. P. Patteson .

Elkins, W. Va.- I thought the January number

very fine. -- C. Il . Dailey'.

Cleveland, () .- I have been a subscriber from the

the beginning — have all the volumes nicely bound, and

would not take a good deal for them . You can rest

assured I want to remain a subscriber.- Willis l'ickery.

Marysville, 0.- It is well - edited and very interest .

ing.- Robert McCrory.

Marshall, Mich .-- [Enclosing subscription not only
for 1904, but also for 1905. ] But I miss the old familiar

picture of the green bagon the cover. Thus one by one

our friends depart.- John C. Patterson .

Chicago , 111 ,- Even without the increase , the maga

zine is worth several times the price. - F . ). Loesch .

Toledo, Iowa.-- The magazine is certainly the best of

its kind . - 6 . 11. Struble.

Hastings, Neb -- I always welcome THE GREEN BAG

as my dearest friend, and read the last page with regret

becausethere is no more of it.- 11. A. Hartigan.

St. Louis , Mo - It continues to be interesting and

entertaining.- Hon. Jacob Klin .

Jackson , Miss. – Having been a subscriber from the

beginning, I cannot refrain from expressing my admira

tion and almost affection for it.-R. H. Thompson ,

WANT LIST.

For the following we will pay ( if we can get

them at once) much more than the usual price :

Vermont Reports. Vol . 61 , 63 .

Deas & Anderson's (Scotch) Reports. Vols . 1 , 2 , 3 .

Nevile & Manning's Magistrates Cases. 3 vols .

Journal of Comparative Legislation.

No. 5. Medico-Legal Journal . Vol . 1 .

For the following we will pay liberally in cash :

Ala . Repts. Vols . 5 , 6 , 7 , 8 , 11 , 13 , 63,64 ,66 , 67,74.

Ala . Laws . Dec. 1847 , Sept. , Nov. 1864.

Ark. Laws. 1844 , 1850, 1856.

Calif. Laws. 1852 , 1853.

Сопп . Laws . 1845 , 1852 .

Del. Laws . 1818, ’19 , '20, '21 , '22 , '23 .

Fla . Laws . 1840, '42 , '75 .

Decisions.

Ky. Law Reporter, original edition .

La. Repts . Martin Old Series , Vol. 2 .

Laws . 1844 , 1845 .

Miss. Reports . Vol. 34 .

N. H. Laws . June , 1822 , 23, 24, 27, 28, Nov. 1836 ,

June 1837 , '39 .

N. Y. Armstrong's Election Cases .

N. C. Laws. Pub . 1822 , '34 , Pub . and Priv . 1852 ,

July 1863 .

Репп. Delaware Co. Repts. Vol . 1 . Lancaster

Bar Repts . 15 vols .

Dallas Laws . Vol . 3 .

R.I. Reports . Vols. 5 , 8 .

Laws. Jan. 1845 , June ²46 , Nov. '87 , May'93.

S , C. Reports , Mills Constitutional, 2 vols.,

Richardson's Law , vol . 1 .

Laws . June 1882 .

Tex. Laws. 1841 .

Utah . Laws. Adj. 1853 , Reg . '58 , '61 .

Va. Laws . 1813, '14 . Shepard's Stats, vol . 1 .

The following we would like to get in exchange

for our own publications :

Wheaton's U. S. Repts. 12 vols . Original edition .

Wallace, Jr. C. C. Repts. Vol. 1 .

Hempstead . C. C. Repts ,

Fisher's Prize Cases .

Brodix Patent Cases . Vols . 11 to 20.

American State Repts . 60 vols.

Atlantic Reporter. Vols . 18 to 24 .

Northwestern Reporter. Vols . I to 13 .

Bench and Bar of New England .

Calvert on Parties in Equity. London, 1847 [or

Phila ., 1850) .

Chitty on Prerogatives of the Crown . London, 1820.

Merrill's Newspaper Libel .

Spaulding's Diplomacy of the U.S. [Boston , 1826.]

We also buy sets or odd volumes of legal

periodicals, session laws and reports .
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NOTES WORTH WATCHING.

The most practical feature of The GREEN BAG, as

developed this year, is the department of " NOTES OF

RECENT CASES OF IMPORTANCE.” The editors of the

West Publishing Co.'s Reporter System, who have to

read and edit every case decided in the State and Federal

Courts, select for us each month the best cases out of the

whole field, and give readable abstracts embodying facts ,

decisions, reasons for decisions , and authorities followed .

In the April number ( for instance) we find :

ASSUMPTION OF RISKS ( distinguished from Contributory

Negligence ). St. Louis Cordage Co. v . Muller. U.S. C. C.

Appeals.

BRIBERY (Member of Congress). Cases of Driggs in New

York and Dietrick in Nebraska, before the Federal Court.

CONSTITUTIONALITY OF STATUTE (Issue raised on Arrest

by officer ). Colorado.

CRIMINAL CONVICTION (Bar to Actions for Penalty ). N. Y.

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE (Remitting Indictment from Dis

trict to Circuit Court ),, U. S. D.C. Court, Nebraska.
Libel (Newspaper Ridicule): A readable account of the

Suit of Prof. Triggs of the University of Chicago against the

New York Sun in the N. Y. Supreme Court .

LOTTERY ( Transportation of Tickets ). U.S. D. C., Va.

MASTER & SERVANT ( Threats of Third Person ). Illinois .

POLICE Power (Regulation of Bakers ' hours of work) . N.Y.

Among the Notes in the March number are :

AUTOMOBILES (Excessive Speed). KentuckyCourt of Appeals.
BRIBERY ( The Butler Case, St. Louis). Missouri S.C.

HYPNOTISM (Seduction ). New York Supreme Court .

X-RAY (Negligent use) . Minnesota Supreme Court .

The Editorial “ Review of Reviews " in the April

number reviews and abstracts seventeen notable articles in

other Law Magazines, thus keeping the G. B. readers

abreast of the times .

CONTENTS OF THE GREEN BAG.

We give below , titles of the principal articles in THE

GREEN BAG for 1904 , up to date. Besides these articles,

every number contains an instalment of Van Vechten

Veeder's interesting illustrated serial, “ The Judicial

History of Individual Liberty ; ” together with editorial

extracts from, and comments on , articles in other law

journals ; the practical Notes of the Latest Cases "

described elsewhere in this paper ; short articles of a

light and entertaining character ; and a lot of legal

anecdotes and jokes .

Single numbers can be furnished for 50 cents each , so

long as the supply holds out. Subscription, $ 4.00 a year.

JANUARY

Sir Frederick Pollock (with Portraitl, Francis R. Jones .

The Recognition of Panama and its Results, T. S. Woolsey.

The Advisability of Registering Negotiable Coupon Bonds,

John Philip Hill.
Courting and the Courts, Albert W. Gaines.

An Execution in Japan , Andrew T. Sibbald .

Quaint and Curious Punishments,

FEBRUARY

Patrick Henry as a Lawyer (with Portrait ], Eugene L. Didier.
Schemes to Control the Market , Bruce Wyman .

Examinations for the Bar , Lawrence Maxwell , Jr.

Present Status of the Dreyfus Case .

MARCH .

Alton B. Parker (with Portrait ], M'Cready Sykes .

What the United States has done for International

Arbitration, Hon. John W. Foster.

American Law Schools and the Teaching of Law,
Prof. Geo . L. Reinhard .

APRIL.

Robert Cooper Grier (with Portrait), Francis R. Jones.

The Lawyer : A Pest or a Panacea ? Francis M. Burdick .

Problemsof Survivorship , Clarke Butler Whittier .

The Trial of Maximilian , Rupert Sargent Holland.

The Actual Decision in the Merger Case , Bruce Wyman .

IS INTERNATIONAL LAW, LAW ?

Much interest has been aroused by the claim of Prof.

SCOTT in his recent work ( SCOTT's CASES ON INTER

NATIONAL LAW , 1902, CLOTH $3.50) , that International

Law is a part of the English Common Law, devolving

upon the United States of America with the Common

Law, and recognized by our courts as Municipal Law .

To quote from discussions of the book :

A mere glance at this work would be quite enough to enable

the reviewer to say that it is indispensable to the person inter

ested in international law, whether he be beginner or expert.

What cannot be seen at a glance ,though it is equally true, is
that the book is of unusual interest and value to the

general practitioner .

To begin at whathas long been the beginning of any discus

sion ofinternational law , the general practitionerhas heard of
the analytical jurist's doubt whether this subject is entitled to

becalledlawat all.Tothegeneral practitioner this doubt may

seem to be largelyof a theoretical nature , buthe probably has
a related doubt ofhis own, a doubt whether international law ,

whether properly called law or not , is administered in courts .

This book is an object lesson that removes simultaneously

and promptly both the theoretical and the practical doubt.

Here are some nine hundred pages of cases selected from
the decisions of English courts and of the State and Federal

courts of the United States: and in each case the court deter

mined the rights of the parties by ascertaining and recogniz

ing and administering internationallaw as if the subject

were as determinable and as binding as the law of contracts,

Yet even when the practicallawyer learns that international

law -or at least part of it - is real law, and that as such it

is administered in the ordinary courts, there remains another

doubt . To the ordinary practitioner is international law of

any practical use ? Such a practitioner certainly does not

have occasion to become an expert in this subject. He does

not dream of representing his country abroad, or of represent

ing his neighbors in Congress , or even of writing to the news.

papers aboutthe Monroe Doctrine . Even if it be clearly estab

lished that international law is not a mere mixture of etiquette,

ethics, and fraud, administered ultimately through armies and

navies, has theevery-day lawyermuch more use for it than the

Hottentot has for snowshoes? This is an important question to
which this volume gives several hundred concrete answers. To

presentall the answers would betostate all the cases, and this

though it would be well worth while , is clearly impracticable.

Caseafter case illustrates thepropositions that,although a prob

lem in international law reaches the general practitioner

rather seldom , itmay reach him at any moment, and that

the opinions of the courts upon such a problem are so lawyer.

like as to be valuable as apart of the intellectual equipment of

even such lawyers as mayhappen never to encounter inter

national questions in the course of practice . - The Green Bag .

Mr. Scott's underlying idea is, as he says himself , that

international law is part of the English common law ; that the

American colonies inherited it as such ; that on their admission

to the family of nations they recognized it, and that it is today

part of the municipal law of thewhole English -speak

ing world- English and American courts of justice have been

enforcing it for two centuries. On "the vexed question whether

it is law in the abstract,” the authorexpresses no opinion, but

heneed not have been so non -committal, for the best proof of

theexistenceof lawthat we can have is exactly this often over

lookedfact, that it isenforced by conrts of justice all over

the world. A prize court for instance , is a court of inter

national law , though it is established in a particular country :

and a belligerent who bringsa prize into it must abide by its

decision, though it involve the release of his prize. The fact

that there is a large portionof international law that is not en

forced by judicialdecision and rests on custom does not seem

any ground, therefore, for denying the existence of international

law , as law . Austin objected that there was no superior power

to enforce it- no " sanction ." This volume contains nine hun

dred cases to the contrary.- The Nation , New York .

Author's Copy of Greenleaf.— There has come

into our hands a fine untrimmed copy, in boards, of the
Seventh Edition of Greenleaf on Evidence, 3 vols . , 1854 ,

with this letter inserted (apparently to the printers) :

“ Dear Sirs : I congratulate you on the return of the last

proof sheet of my book. Please print three dozen labels

for lettering mycopies in boards, as per the within copy.
The word GREENLEAF should be a shade larger in

letters than the word TREATISE on my title page, & the

word EVIDENCE must be in the same type with that word

in the title -page, so as to agree with the lettering of the

preceding, vols. - Send them to me and charge the ex
pense to L.B. & Co. Truly Yours, S. Greenleaf."
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UNITED STATES REPORTS FOR SALE .

SUPREME COURT.

A set of 191 volumes of the original edition,

partly new bound, and all in fine condition ,for $ 300,00

This is the set most desired by law libraries,

as it contains the original pagination , with

full briefs and statements of the case.

Vols. 1 to 58 have long been out of print,

and sets of this kind are offered only in

frequently.

A set of 191 volumes, bound in 161 , in fine second

hand condition, for 250.00

This is known as the Brightly edition of the

Supreme Court Reports, as the first 58

volumes were reprinted, with notes by

Brightly. It is what is now supplied as the

official edition of these Reports.

A set of 190 volumes, bound in 47 books, new, for 235.00

This is known as the Lawyers' edition , and is a

particularly popular set, containing, as it

does, extra annotations in Rose's Notes to

the Supreme Court Reports. There is to

say in regard to this set , that it is economical

both in price and shelf room , but it does

not contain the original pagination, the
briefs of counsel , statements of the case, or

headnotes of the original — or official- edi

tion .

Aset of 191 volumes, in 149, for 175.00

This set is known as the Curtis & Miller edi

tion , as the first 66 volumes are condensed

into 25 books by omitting practically every

thing except the bare opinions of the Court.
From the first volume of Wallace, to the end

of the set the volumes are the official edition .

This is aparticularly popular set because of

the low price and economy of shelf room . It

is a set useful for all practical purposes, as

at this late day an extensive investigation of

cases prior to those reported in Wallace is

seldom inquired for.

CIRCUIT COURT OF APPEALS .

United States Appeals. Vols. 1 to 14 , 16 to 49 , and
151 , 50 vols. $25.00

The official edition of the reports which began

in 1891 and ended in 1900 with volume 63.

We can supply the13 vols , necessary 10 com

plete the set for $ 3.00 each . The price of

the set new is $189 .

CIRCUIT AND DISTRICT COURT.

United States C. C. & D. C. Reports. Complete

Set. Various Bindings. 157 vols . $ 300.00

These are the official reports of the decisions of
the several Circuit and District Courts.

These reports were continued by the Federal

Reporter.

MISCELLANEOUS FEDERAL REPORTS .

Attorney -Gencrals' Opinions. 1789-1902. 23 vols . $ 50.00

This set is largely out of printand likely to in

crease materially in price.

Court of Claims Reports. Devereux. Reports
Vol. i to 14 , and 16 . 15.00

Reports of adjudicated claims against the
United States .

Land Office Decisions. Vols , i to 17 . 17.00

Reports of decisions of the Department of the

Interior relating to Public Lands,

Vational Bankruptcy Register. 18 vols . 35.00

These reports contain all the important bank

ruptcy decisions in the United States under

the old law .

Treasury Decisions. 1857-1903. 42 vols.. 150.00

These reports contain decisions on the con

struction of the tariff, navigation and other

acts . The greater portion of this set is out

of print and very scarce.

BLACKSTONE AS A LAW STUDENT.

Some of the forgotten old law journals are delightful

reading, as all users of Jones's INDEX TO LEGAL

PERIODICALS will acknowledge. Here, for instance , is a

copy of The Jurisprudent, which lived its brief year in

Boston , away back in 1830–31, and is full of “ originaland

selected matter, " as interesting now as it was to our

grandfathers.

In looking through its yellow pages, the eye lights on a

quotation from the Legal Observer of London, giving a

letter written by William Blackstone when he had just

begun to read law. It is dated January 28, 1745, and

sandwiched between remarks on young ladies and town

gossip are the following comments on his studied . The

great Commentator evidently began his notes on English

Law early in life :

Coke I have not yet ventured to attack, but have (according

to Ch . J. Reeves's Plan) begun with Littleton only . Two

together wd. be too much for a Hercules, but I am in great

Hopes of managing them one after ye . other . I have stormed

one Book of Littleton , & opened my Trenches before ye. 2d ;

and I can with pleasure say that I have met with no Difficulty

of Consequence ; There is one thing indeed, & but one , I cd .

not understand in ye. first Book , wch . is a mere matter of Specu

lation : and is in short this. The Donees in Frank -Marriage

shall do no Service (but that of Fealty ) to ye. Donor or his heirs

till ye . 4th Degree be past . Of wch . 4 Degrees ye. Donee shall

be said to be ye . first. $20. To prove wch . last Assertion,

Littleton produces a Writ of Right of ward (as you may see

Pag. 23. b . ) Now with me ye . Question is , how the Writ wch.

he produces proved ye . Point he wd . have it do, viz . that ye.

Donee in Frank -Marriage is ye . first of ye . four Degrees. You

will observe that this is a ' Point of mere Curiosity, Frank

Marriage being now out of Use . But I don't love to march

into an unknown Country, without securing every Post behind

me :: and it is a greater Slur upon a General to leave a slight

Place untaken , than one more hard of Access . Besides, in my

apprehension (and I shd . be glad to know your opinion of ye .

matter) ye. Learning out of use is as necessary to a Beginner

as that of every Day's Practice . There serms in ye. modern

Law to be so many References to ye . ancient Tenures & Ser

vices , that a man who wd, understand ye . Reasons, ye . Grounds

& Original of what is Law at this Day must look back to what

it was formerly ; otherwise his Learning will be both confused

& superficial .

I have sometimes thought that ye. Common Law , as it stood

in Littleton's Days, resembled a regular Edifice : where ye

Apartments were properly disposed, leading one into another

without Confusion, where every part was subservient to ye.

whole,all uniting in one beautiful Symmetry : & every Room

had its distinct Office allotted to it . But as it is now , swoln ,

shrunk, curtailed , enlarged , altered & mangled, by various &

contradictory Statutes , &c ; it resembles ye . same Edifice,with

many of its most useful Parts pulled down, with preposterous

Additions in other Places , of different Materials and coarse

workmanship : according to ye . Whim , or Prejudice, or private

Convenience of ye. Builders . By wch, means the Communica

tion of ye. Parts is destroyed, and their Harmony quite an

nihilated ; and now it remains a huge, irregular Pile , with many

noble Apartments, tho' awkwardly put together, & some of

them of no visible l'se at present. But if one desires to know

why they were built, to what End or C'se , how they communi

cated with ye . rest , and ye. like ; he must necessarily carry in

his Head ye. Model of ye . old House, wch, will be ye . only Clew

to guide him thro ' this new Labyrinth .

See description of E. R. C. on p. 16.
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JONES'S MONOGRAPH FINDER .

Where can I find authorities to fit my case ?

This is the query of the lawyer who has hunted in vain

through encyclopædias, digests, and text books, for deci.

sions in print.

There is still another quarry to mine — the articles in

law journals -- in which good lawyers have exhaustively

treated minute sub -topics of the law.

Formerly, these monographs were hidden in bound

volumes and back numbers of magazines – practically

inaccessible for want of a key.

Now, however, Jones's INDEX TO LEGAL PERIODICALS

recalls all these buried treasures . The large law libraries

have ( or ought to have) all the sets of magazines, Ameri

can and English , which Jones indexes .

m

2

THE BED-ROCK OF THE LAV.

I can find no modern decisions to suit me.

Where can I get a sure basis of law to start from?

After exhausting the articles indexed by Jones, as well

as the encyclopædias, digests and text-books, the lawyer

who has a great case in hand wants to get at the very

root of the matter, in some great decisions on which

later cases rely .

In many instances , the wise judge or lawyer, before

getting befogged in the clouds of contradictory decisions

cited by hundreds in the books, wants to clear his brain

through some luminous statement of undoubted law,

made by a great judge in a great case.

There is one set of law books to which he can turn in

this juncture, absolutely sure that he will find something

to clarify his ideas, and enable him to plan his case and

his brief along sure lines .

This set is English Ruling Cases with American

Notes ; a grouping (under subjects) of the best decisions

of the English Courts from the Early Year Books to the

present time. See full description elsewhere.

STROUD'S JUDICIAL DICTIONARY.

What is it, anyway ? — The new Stroud's JUDI.

CIAL DICTIONARY ( 3 vols . , $ 18.00) is not at all like

Bouvier , which is really a concise Encyclopædia of

Law . Stroud is a true dictionary, and ought to be en

titled “ A Dictionary of the English Language so far as

it has been defined by the English Courts and by Parlia .

ment.” It gives definitions, not treatises . It occupies a

place of its own ; apart from and supplementary to, all

other “ Law Dictionaries.” No library of any size can

be said to be complete without it .

Do you delve in Books? — The American Law

Review , in noticing Stroud's Judicial Dictionary ( 3 vols . ,

$ 18.00 ) says : “ To a man whose life is consigned to delve

in books and in ' termes de la ley ' these volumes will be

a source of constant satisfaction and delight. Of course

every public law library in the United States must and

will have them ; and so will every private library of any

pretension to learning or completeness . We advise our

readers to purchase this work .

Useful as a Matter of Course . — The N. Y. Nation

in its notice of Stroud's Judicial Dictionary , says : “ That

such a book is useful is a matter of course. There is an

enormous amount of learning collected in these three

volumes, relating to matters of everyday occurrence ,

which yet , except through some such compilation, is

almost impossible to find . The commonest words and

phrases have received in legal use interpretations which

make resort to ordinary dictionaries , and often even law

dictionaries, futile. Burglary, for instance, must be com

mitted by night ; but what is night ? If there be crepuscu

lum enough to discern a man's face withal , is there no

burglary ? We all think that we know what Damage

But if the reader will turn to this title , he will

find a great body of learning as to whether it includes

damage to person or only to property.”

Our Protective Interna ional Copyright.-- Many

of the buyers of STROUD'S JUDICIAL DICTIONARY have

remarked on the fact that it was “ made" in U. S.

Thereby hangs an interesting tale . The book is English

and is really a peculiar Dictionary of the English Lan

guage , and the author is (to our personal knowledge) a

thoroughbred Englishman ; but he was obliged to have

his book (the making of which has cost about $ 10,000)

produced in America. Why ? Because he wanted Amer

ican Copyright. To get that , he was met by the provi.

sion (obtained by the Typographical Unions when Con

gress passed the Copyright Act) that the book must be

printed “ from type set within the limits of the United

States or from plates made therefrom .” So American

compositors secured the job ; and the actual printers and

paper-makers had to be American because of the 25 per

cent duty on books imported into U.S. , for how could

such a book get benefit from American Copyright if its

price were enhanced by such a duty ?

That Settles it.— This paragraph, delightfully Eng.

lish , comes from the other side of the water : “ STROUD'S

JUDICIAL DICTIONARY of Words and Phrases interpreted

by the Courts of England, has received the high honour

of Royal recognition. His Majesty, King Edward VII ,

has recently accepted a copy for the library at Windsor
Castle. The book indeed is an imperial one, and is the

only dictionary in the world which gives the authoritative

andexact meaning of English as (and so far as) ruled by

the English judiciary or the British parliament.”

means.

E. R. C. Cited.- We shall be greatly obliged to

friends who will notify us whenever they see ENGLISH

RULING CASES cited. We note that Judge Brown cited

the set in his decision on the Berliner Case, 109 Fed.

Reporter 976 ; and have a note that it was cited in

Merriam v . Field, 24 Wis. 640, 642 ; but isn't the volume

wrong here ? 24 Wis. must have been published many

years before the E. R. C. series was begun.

Practical Praise of E. R. C. We have received

much praise for ENGLISH RULING CASES WITH AMER

ICAN NOTES. But this brief commendation received

from a purchaser in February, is about the best yet. The

touch about borrowing as a test of merit will strike home

to all lawyers :

“ I am very much pleased with the method in which the

work is done. It can be used as easily as an encyclopæ.

dia and in my judgment , with much more advantage .

They have not been in the office twenty -four hours yet,

and a brother attorney has already borrowed a volume.

EUGENE A. HOLMES.

Caribou, Me.
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• 12.00

QUAINT AND INTERESTING LAW BOOKS . Mollyneux (Wm. ; . The Case of Ireland being bound by Acts

of Parliament in England Stated. Pamphlet. London,

For sale by the Boston Book Co. 1770 1.50

Nicolson (W.). English Historical Library ; Account of our

Received since January, 1904. Records, Law -Books, Coins, &c . 2d edition . Folio . Boards.
London . 1714 2.30

Aiken ( P. F. ) . ComparativeView of the Constitutions of Pettingal (John). Use and Practice of Juries among the

Great Britain and the U.S. Cloth . London , 1842. . $ 1.50
Greeks and Romans. 4to . Boards. London. 1769, • 2.00

Aiora (A.A.de) . De Partitionibus Bonorum .' Folio. Parch Phillips ( A. ) and Trevelyan ( E. J. ) . Law of Hindu Wills.

ment. Valentia. 1766
Cloth . London. 1901 6.00

2.50

Amos ( S.) . Primer of the English Constitution and Govern Pothier (M.). Treatise on the Law of Obligations. Trans

ment. 2d edition. Cloth. London . 1875 . 1.00
lated into English by W. D. Evans. 2 vols. Old Sheep.

Amos S.). The Science of Law . Cloth . N. Y. 1874 · 1.00
Phila. 1826 . 6.00

Apliffe ( John) . Parergon Juris Canonici Anglicani; with a
Review of the Laws of the United States of North America,

Brief Account of the Canon Law in General . 2 vols . Folio .. & c., with Select Precedents [gives several early American de

Old calf . London. 1734
cisions apparently not printed elsewhere ). 12 mo. Half

..6.00

Blackstone (Sir Wm.). The Law of Descents in FeeSimple
sheep. London. 1790 10.00

The Great Charter - Law Tracts. 3 vols. in 1. Rough calf. Sullivan (Jas.). History of Land Titles in Massachusetts.

Dublin . 1760-1767 Shabby sheep. Boston . 1801 5.00
2.50

Brook (Sir Robert). Readingupon theStatute of Limitations,
Tebbs (H. V.). The Scripture Doctrines of Adultery, and

bound up with Resolutions of the Judges upon the Statutes of
and Divorce ; and the ancient punishment of Adultery.

Bankrupts . By T. B. 24mo. Old call 3.00
Shabby boards. London , 1822 . 2.50

Brooke (Sir Robert). La Grande Abridgement. 2 vols . in 1.
Twiss ( 'Travers ). The Law of Nations considered as Inde

Small folio. Richard Tottell. 1586 10.00 pendent Political Communities ; in Peace and in War. 2 vols.

Chitty (Joseph ). Treatise on Bills, Notes and Checks, with all
Cloth , Oxford . 1861-63 6.00

the decided Cases in full. ( The first Collection of Cases on a White ( ) Outlines ofLegal History. 1895 1.50

special subject.) , 2.vols . London . 1834 10.00 White J. M.) New Collection of Laws, & c ., of Great Britain ;

Code Napoleon ; literally translated into English by R. S. France & Spain as to Concessions of Land in their Colonies,

Richards. Cloth . London . [ No date .] . 6.00
together with the Laws of Mexico & Texas on the same sub

Code Napoleon. Verbally translated from the French; with
ject ; together with Johnson's translation of Azo &Manuel's

a succinct account of the Jewish Law , Ordinances of Mehu , Institutes of the Civil Law of Spain. 2 vols . Old sheep.

Zend Avesta, Koran, Assizes of Jerusalem , &c . By B. Bar
Phila . 10.00

rett and G. Spence. ' 2vols. Half calf. London. 1811. 15.00
Year Books i & 2. Edward Ii., translated with Notes by F.

Coke ( Sir Edw .) The First Part of the Institutes of the Lawes W. Maitland. (Last volumeof the Selden Society publica

of England ; or a Commentary upon Littleton ; not the name
tions.) 4to . Cloth . Lond. 1903 7.50

of a Lawyer only, but the Law it selfe . Third edition . Lon
don. 1633 .. , 6.00

Coke (SirEdw .). The Second, Third and Fourth Partsofthe BRITISH COLONIAL LAW.

Institutes of the Laws of England. 4 vols . Calf, rebacked.

London , 1797
About ten years ago we received from a western state

Cooper (C.P.), Catalogue of Books on Foreign Law. Laws library a telegraphic order to import a full set of the New

and Jurisprudence of France. Cloth . London . 1849 : 3.50
Cooper (C.P.). Specimen of a Catalogue of Books on Foreign

South Wales Reports - to be used in some matter ( a

Law . Spain. London, 1847 1.50 cattle case , we think ), for which precedents could not be
Crim . Con Actions, Trials, & c., relating to Marriage before found elsewhere . This order directed our attention to the

the passing of the present Divorce Act. Half roan. Lon
don (No date. ) 3 60 fact that the British Colonies are working out - some

De Lolme (J.L.). Commentaries on the Constitution and times ahead of us,

Laws of England as enlarged by T. G. Weston. 3d edition.
- problems in government, legislation ,

Half calf, London . 1841 . 2.00 and judicial decisions, on linesmuch like our own. The

Douthwaite (W.R.).Gray's Inn: its History and Associa- appiication of the Common Law to new conditions in
tions. Half roan , London . 1886

2.00 newly settled and quickly growing communities, is much
Forsyth (Wm.). History of Trial by Jury. Cloth . London . the same process in Canada, Australia, and the Cape of

1852 . 2 50

Gaius : Elements of Roman Law , with translation and Com
Good Hope, as in Nebraska. Novel decisions in this

mentary by E. Poste . , 3d edition . Cloth. Oxford. 1890. 3.00
evolutionary process are more apt to be found in the

[Gibbs (Geo.) ] . The Judicial Chronicle: being a List of the
colonies than in Great Britain itself .

Judges and Reports in EnglandandAmerica 1 00 Acting on the suggestion thus made to us by the

Green (C. J.) . "Trials for High Treason in Scotland under Nebraska Supreme Court , we sent a special envoy around

a Special Commission held in 1820. 3 vols . Cloth. Edin- the world to find out what reports had been published
burgh. 1825 · ... 7.50

and how they could be obtained,- for no one in this
Hastings (Warren ). Speeches of the Managers and Counsel

in the Trial of :- Edited by E. A. Bond 4 vols . Cloth .
country or in Englandseemed to know anything on the

1859 . 10.00 subject. We found that the judicial reports of the

Hatton (Sir C.). Statutes and the Exposition thereof . 18mo. colonies had been published in small editions, under the
Old cali . London . 1677.

1.50 auspices of the Bar, and that prices were very high . Our

Heron ( D. C.). Jurisprudence, and its relation to the Social lawyers often grumble at the price they have to pay for
Sciences. Cloth . San Francisco. [ No datel . .50

Holland (T. E.). Institutes of Justinian , Edited as Recension
law books, but they can congratulate themselves that they

of Gaius. Cloth . Oxford. 1881 do not practise in England, where prices are twice as high
1.00

Holland ( T. E. ) and Shadwell (C. L. ) . Selected Titles from as ours, or in the colonies,where they are four times as

the Digest of Justinian . Cloth. Oxford . 1881 3.00 high . Three guineas, or four guineas, is the standard

Humphrey (C.). Practical Forms in Suits at Law also Pre- price per volume for reports in Australia or the Cape,
cedents of Contracts, Conveyances, Wills, & c . 2 vols. Old say $ 15 to $20.
Calf . Albany . 1845 6.50

This high rate makes sets of Colonial Reports so ex
Humphreys (C.). Compendium of the Common Law in

force in Kentucky, Old sheep. Lexington. 1822.
pensive as to be out of reach of lawyers . Only large

5.00 libraries can buy them . And even large libraries have

Jacobsen ( F. J.) . Laws of the Sea , with reference to Mari- difficulty in getting them . We found many volumes and

time Commerce during Peace and War. Translated by W. sets out of print. By agreeing to take a number of sets ,

Frick. Old sheep. Baltimore. 1818 .
3.60 we managed to have some of the volumes reprinted, but

Kent (James ). Commentaries on American Law .

Shabby sheep. New York . 1826–1830. [ First edition . ] 10.00
even so , it is still difficult to get complete sets of any of

Law Journal Land Tracts, published in the years 1825-1826.
the colonies.

2 vols.in i. Half cloth . Quarto. London . No date.) 5.00 Our libraries , notwithstanding scarcity and high prices,

Manson ( Edw .). Builders of our Law during the reign of have now such full sets of these interesting books that an
Queen Victoria . 2d edition . Cloth . London . 1904 2.50 Englishman desirous of studying British Colonial law

Millar (John ), Lectures on the Second Course of the Insti- can find several better and more complete collections of
tutes of the Civil Law . 4 vols . Manusiript. Rough Calf.

Glasgow . 1778-9
the reports of the colonies in the United States than

4.00

Moile ( ...) State Trials; Specimens of a New Edition
exist in any one library under the English flag . About

( in Verse ); Ann Ayliffe for Heresy ; Sir Wm . Stanley for twenty-five American libraries have what may be called

High Treason ; Mary Queen of Scots . New half calf. complete working collections of British Colonial law , and
London. 1838 ... 2.00 i as many more have partialsets.

12 mo .

4 vols .
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10.00

(Shabby,3vols.

20.00

SETS OF STATE REPORTS, LAWS, ETC.

[Items on this list that are not priced will be priced on

application. )

ARIZONA LAWS. 1864 to 1903, with Statutes 1871 , 1877,
1887 , 1900. Complete

CALIFORNIA LAWS. 1849 to 1901 (less 1852 and 1853) . .
COLORADO REPORTS. 28 vols. Fine $ 60.00

CONNECTICUT REPORTS . Kirby,Root, 2vols.; Day,

5 vols.; Conn ., 73 vols. 81 vols. Good as new 165.00

DAKOTA LAWS.1862 to 1889 (less: 1865 and 1872)
ILLINOIS REPORTS. 190 vols . Fine 350.00

INDIANA APPEAL REPORTS . 28 vols . Fine . 50.00

Iowa Reports. Morris, Greene, 4 vols. ; Iowa, 73 vols .

Good 150.00

IOWALAWS. 1843 to 1890 (less Dec. 1845 and Nov. 1846).

KANSASLAWS.1855 to 1897 ( less Priv . 1858 and Laws,

1861) .

MASSACHUSETTS REPORTS. 183 vols. Newly bound 275.00

183 vols . in 118. Mostly new bound 240.00

183 vols . in 98. Fine 225.00

MICHIGAN REPORTS. Harrington ,Walker, Douglas, 2

vols. ; Mich ., 123 vols . Good 145.00

MINNESOTA REPORTS. Vóls. I to 18, 20, 21 , 24 , 26 to 54 .
50 vols. Mixed edition . Sound . 90.00

Missouri Laws . 1813 to 1901 (less Private Laws 1824)

NEBRASKA LAWS. 1857 to 1895 (less Dec. 1867 and

Private Laws 1873)

NEVADA REPORTS . 16 vols . in 8. Good 23.00

NEVADA LAWS. 1861 to 1899. Complete.
NEW YORK ANNOTATED CASES. 12 vols. Fine 30.00
OKLAHOMA REPORTS . 6 vols . Good 18.00

WASHINGTON REPORTS. Territorial, 3 vols .; State , 22
vols . Good 62.50

WYOMING LAWS . 1869 to 1893

Selected Cases, Etc.

Am. Bankruptcy Repts. 10 vols. Fine $ 40.00

Am. Electrical Cases. 7 vols. Fine 28.00

Am . Probate Repts. Annotated. 7 vols . Fine 28.00

Am . and Eng. Encyclo . of Law . ist ed. Vols. 1-29 .

(Covering complete alphabet.) Good . 35.00

Am. Railroad and Corp. Reports. ( Lewis .) 12 vols .
Good 15.00

Am .and Eng. Corporation Cases. old series, 48 vols,
New series, 16 vols. Good

Lawyers' Reports Annotated.61 vols,and Digest . New

Morrison's Mining Reports. 16 vols. Fine 40.00

Municipal Corporation Cases. 7 yols . Good

Rose's Notes U.S. Reports. 13 vols. Good 65.00

9 vols .

10.00

CHEAP ENGLISH REPORTS .

Second -Hand.

House of Lords.

Clark & Finnelly . 12 vols . 1831-1846 . Fair

H. of L. Cases. (Clark .) 11 vols ., 1847-1866. Fair |
$ 15.00

Chancery .
Vesey, Jr. 20 vols . 1789-1817. Good

Exchequer, Equity . (Complete set . )

Wilson, Daniell, Younge, Younge and Collyer.

vols . 1817-1841. 7 vols. 17.50

American Reprints.

English Ruling Cases. 26 vols.(Good condition) 115.00

English Common Law Reports. 118 vols. and

Digests, 3 vols. (Vols. 1-40, condensed edition .)

60.00

English Exchequer Reports. 48 vols . ( Shabby. ) 25.00

English Law & Equity Reports . 1850-1857 . 40

vols. ( Poor Condition .) 5.00

English Railway Reports. 6 vols. 6.00

Moak's English Reports. 38 vols. and Digests, 2

vols, Fine condition .

Digests.

Chitty's Equity Index. 1883 . Mews'

Common Law Digest, 1884. 8 vols. - 17. vols. 17.00

Law Reports Digest. Last edition . 4 vols. Cloth .

1900

[Also a large number of the most frequently cited

English reports, original editions, at from $ 1.00 to $2.50

pervolume.]

ENGLISH REPORTS, ORIGINALS .

[We havethese English sets, suitable for public or
private law libraries, in good second-hand condition .]

LAW REPORTS. 1865-1903. ,

( Engiish edition throughout.) Fine half calf

binding. 276 vols . $ 700.00

Ditto. 1865-1903. 276 vols. [ The Common

Law andChancery Séries, 1865-1870, being the

Philadelphia verbatim reprint.] Mostly new

bindings 650.00

LAW JOURNAL REPORTS. 1823-1889 inclusive.

165 vols. Half calf. Shabby binding 165.00

PRIVY Council .

English Reprint (1809-1872). Acton to Moore's

Indian Appeals, vol. 14. 43 volumes in 9 books.

Sheep 76.50

Moore's East Indian Appeals. 14 vols . Calf 42.00

Law Reports, Indian Appeals (1872-1903). 31

vols . and Digest . Half calf . 144.00

PATENTS.

Cutler's Patent, Design , Trade -Mark, etc. Cases.

(1884-1903.) 20 vols. Calf 125.00

Periodicals

The Jurist. Complete. 55 vols. Half calf 55.00

Law Quarterly Review. Complete to 1903 .
vols. Cloth 70.00

Law Times. 1843-1903, 115 vols . Folio . Mixed

binding : 115.00

Digests.

Mews' English Digest. 16 vols. Sheep . 96.00

Statutes.

Statutes of the Realm . Large folio .

Evans Statutes in Force . 10 vols. 1836 .

Pickering's Statutes. Magna Charta to 1865.
125.00

Law Reports Statutes . 38 vols. 1863-1903 75.00

Canada.

Ontario Law Reports . 1901-1903. 6 vols . Half

calf .
27.00

Quebec Revised Reports. 27 vols. (Reprint of

original reports from 1726 to 1902 .

$ 162.) . .. 108.00

Scotch ,

Scots Law Times Reports , 10 vols . (contain

ing Nisi Prius decisions not elsewhere re

ported .) Sheep

75.00

20.00

I

19

II vols.

ADMIRALTY LAW .

We have a good lot of Admiralty Reports on our

shelves, viz.:

U.S. DISTRICT Court REPORTS : Ware (Maine) ;

Sprague, 2 vols. (Mass.) ; Lowell , 2 vols. (Mass.);

Blatchford & Howland (N. Y.) ; Olcott (N. Y.) ;
Benedict, Vols , i to 9 (N. Y.) ; Gilpin ( Pa.); Bee

(S. C., including Hopkinson, Pa. ) ; Newberry

( Lake); Brown ( Lake).

ENGLISH ADMIRALTY REPORTS REPRINT, 9 vols . ,

including Chr. Robinson , 6 vols .; Edwards;

Marriott; Acton, 2 vols.; Dodson , 2 vols.; Hag.

gard , vols .; W. Robinson, 3 vols .; and selec

tions from Knapp, Moore, P. C., and Notes of

Cases.

The lot of 37 vols . bound in 29 vols for $ 50.00

We remind admiralty lawyers of these recent English

works, namely : --

WILLIAMS & BRUCE ; JURISDICTION OF THE
ENGLISH COURTS IN ADMIRALTY ACTIONS AND

APPEALS. 3d edition . I vol . Half calf. Lon .

don . 1902 9.00

[We have two or three copies of this book, bind

ing somewhat soiled , at $7.50 each .)

ABBOTT ON SHIPPING . The Law relative to Mer

chant Ships and Seamen , by Charles ( Abbott)

Lord Tenterden . 14th edition, by Aspinalls and

Moore. 2 vols . Sheep. London . 1901....

We also have a good second -hand copy of

Twiss : Black Book of the Admiralty ( containing

100.00

20.00

105 vols.

Price, new,

20.00

65.00

“ Blackwood
s ' set of Public General Statutes

affecting Scotland . 1707 to 1903, 60 vols.

Cloth .. 60.00

a translation of the ancient Sea -Laws). 4 vols.

Half roan . London. 1871-1876 . . 12.00
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NEW WORK ON THE LAW OF ARREST.

. 10.00

.

.

I 2.00

We have in press, to be published in June, VOORHEES

ON THE LAW OF ARREST IN CIVIL AND CRIMINAL

ACTIONS, by Harvey C. Voorhees of the Boston Bar ; a

general work on the subject, treating fully all the rights

of both the arresting and the arrested parties, from the

arising of the cause of arrest , to the final disposal of the

prisoner. The citations cover the best American, Eng

lish and Colonial decisions, down to 1904. The contents

are as follows:

Chap. I , The Right of Personal Liberty ; II , The

Issuance and Service of Legal Process ; III , Who

May Issue a Warrant ; IV , What Constitutes an Arrest ;

V, Arrest with Warrant ; VI , Arrest without a Warrant ;

VII , Breaking Doors to Make an Arrest ; VIII , Force in

the Act of Arrest ; IX , Disposing of the Prisoner ; X ,

Arrest in Extradition Proceedings ; XI , Evidence Neces

sary to Establish the Offense ; XII , Exemption from

Arrest ; XIII , False Imprisonment; XIV, Trespass.

The work will be bound in buckram , and will probably

be sold for $ 2.00 .

.

10.00.

.

.

STRETCHES OF REPORTS AND ODD VOL

UMES FOR SALE .

United States. Supreme Court, vols . 102 to 117 ,

16 vols . $ 16.00

Circuit Court,ist Circuit, 23 vols. , complete 35.00

Attorney -Generals' Opinions, vols . 9 to 19, 11 vols . 11.00

Ala. Stewart, vols . 1 , 3 ; Stewart & Porter, vols . 4 ,

5 , Porter, vols , i to 5 , 7 , 10 vols . .

Ala. Vols. 1 , 2 , 26 , 47 , 112 , 5 vols. 15.00

Calif. Vols. 1 , 6 to 17 , 35 to 50 , 15 vols . 15.00

Colo. Vols . 7 , 19, 26 , 27 , 28 , 5 vols . 7.50

Appeals, vols. 11 to 15 , 5 vols. 7.50

Ga. Vols. 95 , 101 , 103 to 105 , 107 to 113, 12 vols.

Ind . Vols . 7 to 9, 19, 4 vols . 3.00

Appeals, vols . i to , 6, 10, 28 , 8 vols .

Kas. Vols . 19, 28 , 29 ; Appeals, vols. 7 , 8 , 5 vols . 7.50

Me. Vols. 1 to 9, 39, 40, 41 , 78 , 79, 81 , 87 , 16 vols . 25.00

Mass. 17 vols . , Pickering, 24 vols . , Metcalf, - 13

vols . , Cushing vols, i to 9, 65 vols. 30.00

Mo. Vols . 16 , 28, 48, 90 , 157 , 158, 161 , 164 , 8 vols . 8.00

Appeals, vols . 24, 33, 38, 60 , 80 , 82, 85 , 86 , 87, 92, 10

vols.

Mont. Vols . 8, 9, 12 , 16, 17 , 5 vols . 7:50

N.J. Ldw . Vols . 1 , 6, 13 , 19, 21 , 22 , 23, 53 , 61 , 63 , 68,

V. Y. Johnson, vols. 1-19, Wendell, 26 vols., Hill,

7 vols . , Denio, 5 vols .

Abbott's New Cases, vols , 1-17

Tenn . Vols. 7 , 8, 9, 20, 21 , 25 , 27 , 28, 29, 30, 32 , 35 ,

12 vols . 10.00

Tex . S. C. Vols. 14, 21, 33, 35 , Civil Appeals,

vols . 25 , 26. 6 vols . 6.00

Vr. Vols. 3, 13,42, 46 to 49, 58 , 8 vols .

.4m . Ry. Reports. Vols , i to 8 , 15 , 18 , 10 vols . 2.50

Am . and Eng. Corp. Cases. Vols. I to 6, 8 to 10,

14 , 15 , 17 , 18, 21 to 23, 25 to 27 , 30 to 32 , 38 to 40,

42 , 46 , 27 vols . 3.00

U.S. Digest, First Series, 15 vols. and General Di

gest , vols. i to 8 , 23 vols .

.

.

10.00

II vols. 12.00

10.00

. 4.00 THE LAW OF NATURE IN CEYLON.

10.00.

10.00

STARE DECISIS ( SI BONIS) .

We had been arguing with the Supreme Court of one

of the older states in favor of adding to their library The

FULL REPRINT of English REPORTS. It was up-hill

work . Our arguments were good , but the Chief Justice

handed down the decision of the Court, “ We cannot

take the Reprint because we already have all the

originals.” Our advocate was gathering up his papers

and preparing to retire discomfited, when one of the

judges, who had been examining the sample volume,

exclaimed , “ Hold on Judge — ! You remember the

English case we relied on for our opinion in Smith v .

Jones , where we discovered by chance just before the

opinion was printed that the case had been so modified

by later cases that our decision would have been left with

out an authority ? Well , here it is with a little note of

three lines . If we had had this Reprint and this volume

we would have saved a lot of labor and a narrow escape

from making bad law. I am in favor of taking the

series . " And they took it ,

Queer Cataloguing.- In the printed catalogue of

the State Library of one of our oldest states , the only

entries under the head of “ The Law of Nations " are

Bracton de Legibus, Crabbe's History of English Law ,

St. Germain's Doctor and Student, and Woodesson on

the Laws of England.

In a volume entitled “ Legal Miscellany , Judgments of

the Supreme Court of the Judicature of the Island of

Ceylon , " we find this novel case, with the catch -word

High Contempt.”

P. C. Charagacberry, 5787 – affirmed.

The charge in this case is for contempt of court in

committing a nuisance by breaking wind in court while

the court was sitting . The accused pleaded guilty to the

charge, making his excuse, that " he was not very well.”

The magistrate sentenced him to pay a fine of one

pound , and made the following remarks :

“ This habit of breaking wind is getting very common

now , and is always the cause of great annoyance to the

court and public . Some example must be made or else

in time it will be perfectly impossible to sit in court.

The man's excuse is very unsatisfactory. I consider that

Sithemberarather has been guilty of high contempt of

court."

In the petition of appeal it was urged, ist , “ That the

act laid to the charge of the appellant being unintentional

and not wilful , and the avoidance or suppression of it in

general being beyond the power of human nature. 2d , Be

cause the act complained against not amounting to a con

tempt, and particularly so with the indigent natives of

this district, who live on roots and other food, generally

productive of wind.”

Per curiam . Judgment affirmed . Persons are bound

to conduct themselves with decorum and due respect in

a court of justice.

The police court considered the appellant's excuse to

be very unsatisfactory, and it must be taken that the

magistrate was satisfied that the nuisance committed by

the defendant was not accidental and unintentional ,

Magistrates should avoid formally noticing cases of

this nature unless annoyance and disrespect be manifestly

intended.
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REPRINT ROUND-UP.

According to our letter files, there are over two hun

dred libraries and lawyers that want the Full REPRINT OF

ALL THE English Reports, but hesitate to subscribe on

account of the expense.

We warn these procrastinators that the Reprint is not

stereotyped , and that the limited edition is now nearly

exhausted.

When it is gone, scores of lawyers will scourge them

selves for not taking advantage of so great an opportunity.

It is better to borrow money, or mortgage next year's

income, than lose this chance.

The Reprint of the English Reports will contain in about 150 volumes, a

full reprint of the best editions of all the English Reports in all the Courts

- including a thousand original volumes.

This Reprint'is cheaper and better than the originals, because –

1. It is authoritative , being published under the auspices of a “ Consultative

Committee," consisting of the Lord Chancellor , the Lord Chief Justice , the

Master of the Rolls , and the Attorney General , of England .

2. If any case has been subsequently qualified or reversed, a note calls atten

tion to the fact .

3. Its volumes are of uniform size and binding, and are printed in clear ,

readable type .

4. It occupies comparatively little shelf room.

5. The cost is moderate as compared with the cost of the originals , and is

payable in easy installments .

Thirty-eight volumes of The Full Reprint of the English Reports have been

published, covering the whole of the House of Lords and Privy Council

Series, and about half the Chancery reports.

The remaining volumes, in the usual order, Vice-Chancellor's, Rolls, King's

Bench , Common Pleas, Exchequer, etc. , will follow at monthly intervals .

Price six dollars per volume (special price to libraries entitled by law to free

entry through the Custom -House) – subject to increase or withdrawal as

the edition is exhausted.

-

Published by THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY,

83 to g1 Francis Street (Back Bay) , BOSTON, MASS.
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AMERICAN REPORTS, DIGESTS, ETC.

Published since January 1 , 1904 .

GENERAL SERIES .

AMERICAN STATE REPORTS. Vol . 94.

AMERICAN AND ENG. ENC. OF LAW, 2d ed . Vol. 26.

AMERICAN AND ENG . R. R. Cases, N. S. Vol . 31 .
AMERICAN DIGEST, 1903, B.

AMERICAN STREET RAILWAY REPORTS. Vol . 1 .

CENTURY DIGEST. Vol . 45.

CYCLOPEDIA OF LAW AND PROCEDURE. Vol 10.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE REPORTS. Vol. 9 .

LAWYERS' REPORTS, ANNOTATED . Vol . 62 .

MORRISON'S MINING REPORTS. Vol . 19 .

MUNICIPAL CORPORATION CASES. Vol. 11 .

NORTHEASTERN REPORTER. Vol . 68 .

NORTHWESTERN REPORTER, Vol . 97 .

PACIFIC REPORTER. Vol. 74 .

SOUTHEASTERN REPORTER . Vol. 45 .

SOUTHWESTERN REPORTER. Vol . 77 .

UNITED STATES .

U. S. SUPREME Court REPORTS. Vol. 191 .

CIRCUIT COURTOF APPEALS REPORTS (C.C.A.) Vol. 58 .

FEDERAL REPORTER. Vol . 126.

Court OF CLAIMS REPORTS. Vol. 38.

Statutes. Gould & Tucker Notes. Vol . 3.

1.00

PENNSYLVANIA . Reports. Supreme Court, Vol. 206 .

County Courts. Vol . 28.

District. Vol. 12 .

Dauphin Co. Reports. Vol.5 .

Lancaster Law Review . Vol. 20 .

Montgomery Co. Reporter. Vol . 19.

Digest. Brightly. Vol . 5.

Statutes. At Large, 1776-1779

Local. Brown (W.F.) and Williams ( I. J. ) . Digest ,
Philadelphia Laws and Ordinances.

Shissler ( W. K.). Building Law.

South CAROLINA. Reports. Vol. 66 .

Digest. Efird. (Vols. 43-60.)

TENNESSEE. Reports. Vol. 109.

TEXAS. Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 96 .

Civíl appeals . Vol . 30 .

Digest. Vol . 2 .

Local. Herron's Citations . Vol . 2 .

VIRGINIA . Session Laws. 1903-4.

WASHINGTON, Reports . Vol. 32.

Statutes. Peirce's Code.

WEST VIRGINIA . Reports. Vol . 53.

Local. Bishop ( W. H.). Cities, Townsand Villages.

WISCONSIN . Reports. Vol . 116.

Local. Bryant ( E. E. ) . Forms .

AMERICAN ELEMENTARY BOOKS ,

Published since January 1 , 1904 .

ABBOTT (A.) . Brief on Pleadings. 2 vols. 2d ed . $ 9.00
BREWSTER ( J. H.). Conveyancing. 5.00

COCHRAN (W.C.). Pocket Law Dictionary. 2d ed .

FREUND ( E. ) . Police Power 6.00

GEAQUE (F.) and MCCLURE (H. B. ). Present

Value Tables. 4th ed. Cloth 3.00

HENDERSON ( J. G.) . Chancery Practice 6.00

HUTCHINS(H.B.).Cases on Equity Jurisprudence

JOHN ( E. M.). Am . Notary's Manual. Cloth $2.50 ;
Sheep . 3.00

JONESon Mortgages. 2 vols. 6th ed. Greatly

Enlarged

McQUILLIN ( E.). Municipal Ordinances 6.00

MOHUN (B. ) . Warehouse Laws 6.00

RICHARDSON ( J. B.). Equity Pleading and Prac

tice in Massachusetts. ( In press.) .

Rood ( J. R.). Wills 5.00

TAYLOR ( !. N. ) . Landlord and Tenant.

9th ed.

VAN DYNE ( F. ) . Citizenship 4.50

VAN ZILE ( P. T. ) . Equity Pleading : 6.00

VOORHEES on Arrest . À General Manual for

Lawyers and Peace Officers. ( In press .)

WALKER ( A. H.). Patents . 4th ed ." 6.50

WILLISTON ( S. ) . Cases on Engineering Contracts

BRITISH EMPIRE .

Published since January 1 , 1904 .

ENGLAND .

English Reports Reprint. Vol . 37 .

(Chancery, Vol. 17, Wilson -Turner & Russell.)

Revised Reports . Vol . 64.

Cox Magistrate Cases. Vol . 20.

Law Times Reports. Vol. 89.

SCOTLAND .

Scottish Law Reporter. Vol. 40 .

COLONIAL

Australia .

New South Ilales. State Reports. Vol 3.

West Australia . Reports. Vol. 5 .

Gold Coast. Ordinances. 2 vols .

South African Republic. Official Reports, 1893.

Canada.

Ontario

Law Reports. . Vol. 6.

12.00

2.00

2 vols.

12.00

2

STATE AND TERRITORIAL REPORTS, ETC.

ALABAMA . Reports. Vol . 137 .

CAL , Reports: Vol. 140.
Hillyer ( C. ) . Evidence.

CONN . Local. Peck (E. ). Property Rights.

D. C. Reports. Court of Appeals. Vol. 21 .

FLORIDA. Reports. Vol. 43.

GEORGIA . Reports. Vol. 118.

Digest. Encyclopedic. Vol . 1 .

IDAHO. Reports . Vol. 7 .

ILL. Reports : Supreme Court. Vol. 205 .
Appellate Court. Vol . 109.

Local. Elliott ( R. L.). Court Rules.

IND. Reports: Supreme Court. Vol. 100 .
Appellate Court . Vol . 30 .

Local. Thompson (J. W.). Forms. Vol . 1 .

KANSAS. Reports Vol. 66.

KENTUCKY. Reports, Vol. 110 .

LOUISIANA. Statutes. Wolf's Revised , 2d ed . 2 vols . 1904 .

MAINE. Statutes. Revised , 1904.

MARYLAND. Reports. , Vol. 97.

Local. Sionssat ( St. G. L.) . English Statutes

Mich . Reports . Vol. 130.

MINN . Reports. Vol. 88.

MISSOURI. Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 176 .

Appeals Reports . Vol . 100 .

Local. Bennett (E.C. ) . St. Louis Ordinances.

McCulloch ( S. J.). Statute Annotations.

MONTANA. Reports. Vol. 28 .

NEBRASKA. Reports. Vol. 64.

NEW JERSEY. Reports. Equity. Vol . 64 .

Local. Honeyman. Justice of the Peace.

New YORK. Reports. Court of Appeals. Vol . 176.

Appellate Division . Vol . 87.
New York Supplement. Vol. 84 .

New York State Reporter. Vol. 118 .

Annotated Cases. Vol. 13 .

Local Code Citations .

Hamilton (T. F. ) . Cyclopedia of Negligence
Cases.

Milliman (G. E.). Costs .

Nichols (C. a. ) . Practice, Pleading and Forms.
Remsen ( D , S. ) . Interstate Succession .

Silvernail's Citations. Vol. 3 .

Thomas ( E. B.). Negligence, 2 vols , 2d ed .

Owo. Reports . Vol. 68.

Local. Interrogatory Law . Peck (H. D.). Town .

ship Guide.

OREGON, Session Laws. Ex . 1903.

2.00

Why not send usfour dollars now, try The Green

Bag for a year and see if we are right in saying it

is indispensable to any lawyer who wants to keep

up with his profession .
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ENGLISH ELEMENTARY WORKS, ETC. FOR YOUR PRIVATE LIBRARY.

Published since January 1 , 1904 .

1.00

1.00

Shelf-worn books, cloth bound, at cost price , to clear

for stock taking.

Curran's Speeches $2.25

Erskine's Speeches, 4 vols.
6.00

Fuller's French Trials

Garland's Experiences in the Supreme Court of the

United States

Howard's History of the Louisiana Purchase : 1.25

Lloyd's State Trials 1.75

Marshall's Constitutional Decisions and Writings
Annotated 3.50

Marshall's Life, Character and Judicial Services.
7.50

Thorpe's Constitutional History of the United

Ştates . 3 vols . 6.00

Tucker on the Constitution . 2 vols. 6.00

Von Holst's Constitutional and Political History of

the United States . 8 vols .

Von Holst's French Revolution . 2 vols . 2.50

Wilson's Works. 2 vols .
5.00

3 vols,

I 2.00

3.6

2. 2.0

I.10.0

2.6

1. 0.0

10.6

1. 1.0

6.0

1.12.0

I. 0.0

Size 870 or 12mo, and binding cloth . E s . d

ABBOTT (G. ) & Hour (G. I. ) . Registration Hand
book . ( Land Transfer Acts. ) 3.6

BELL (W. L L. ). Rating -
6.0

BELL (W. J. ) & SCRIVENER ( ) . Food and Drug

Acts. 4th ed.. 7.6

BOYLE ( ..) & WAGHORN (T.) Compensation.

( Lands Clauses Acts) 1.17.6

BRAY (E.). Discovery 3.0

BROWNE ( J. H. B.)& ALLEN (C. E.) Compensa
tion . 2ded . 1.17.6

BURNS ( ) . Conveyancing Practice. (Scotland .) 1.10.0

CARMICHAEL (E. G. H. ) . Telegraph , Telephone

and Submarine Cable 10.6

CARSON (W.A.).Local Government Board De

cisions 10.6

CASTLE (E. J. ). Rating. 4th ed. 1. 5.0

CLARKE ( E.). Extradition . 4th ed . 1. 5.0

CRUMP ( J. P. & B. E. ). Magistrate's Pocket
Manual

DUMSDAY (W. H.) & Mothersole ( h , B. N.).

Education Law

FERGUSON (J.). Roads, Streets, Rights of Way,

Bridges and Ferries. ( Scotland .)

FINCH ( ) . Licensing Laws

FITZPATRICK (J.) & HAYDON ( T. E.) . Secretary's

Manual. 9th ed . 5.0

FOOTE (J. A.). Private International Law . 3d ed . 1. 5 : 0

GIBSON (A.). Guide to Stephen's Commentaries .
12th ed,

GORE-BROWNE ( F. ) . Winding up of Companies.

HALL ( W. E.) . International Law . 5th ed .

HINKSON (A. H.) . Copyright Law

HUNT (A. J.). Boundaries and Fences. 5th ed . . 14.0

HUNTER ( W. A.). Roman Law . 4th ed.
INDERMAUR ( J. ). Principles of Common Law .

roth ed..

INDERMAUR ( 1. ) & THWAITES(C.). Real and

Personal Property . 5th ed.

INWOOD (W.) . Tables of Estates . 27th ed. . 8.0

JENNINGS (A. R. G. ) & KINDERSLEY ( G. M.).

Land Registration

Joxes (C.). Solicitor's Forms. 2d ed . Vol . 1 .

JONES ( L. A. ) . & BelloT (H. H. L.) . Miner's

Guide 2.6

KELKE (W.H. H.). Real Property. 3d ed.

Lewis (H.L.) & Porter (W. H.). Motor Cars.
2d ed ..

LUPTON (W. H.). Payment of Commission

MANSON (E. ) . Builders of Our Law . 2d ed. 10.6

MILLER ( W . G.) . Data of Jurisprudence. (Scot

land.) .

MOYLE (J. B.). Institutes of Justinian . 4th ed.

OXLEY (J. S. ). Light Railways. Vol . 2

PAGET ( J. R.). Banking
12.6

PALMER (F. B.). Company Precedents. Part II
(Winding Up.) 9th ed .

PALMER ( F. B.). Private Companies. 19th ed .

REDMAN (J. H.) . Arbitrations and Awards. 4th

ed. 18.0

Reed ( h . ) . Bilis of Sale. ' i2th ed. 7.6

ROBERTS (J.) . Patents . 1. 5.0

SAUNDERS (A.). Master Mariner's Legal Guide . 10.6

SCRUTTON (T. E.). Charter Parties. 5th ed . 18.0

SHIRLEY ( W. S.). Leading Common Law Cases.

7th ed . 16.0

SINGTON (A. ) . Negligence 16.0

STONE ( ) . Justices' Manual. 36th ed.

TREVOR (A. H.) . Solicitors Act 7.6

Von JHERING ( ) . Law in Daily Life

WATSON (C. ) . Practice in Burgh Courts. (Scot

land .) .

WEAVER (C. ) . Wills . 2d ed. 5.0

WEBB ( S. & B.) . Licensing

WILLIAMS ( V.) Bankruptcy Practice . 8th ed .

WILLIAMS ). Borough Funds Acts

10.0

12.6

5.0

6.0

2.6

1.6

The Old Year -Books.- In the Introduction to the

recently published Year-Books of the reign of Edw. III .

years 17 and 18, edited by Luke Owen Pike, and pub

lished in the series called “ Chronicles and Memorials of

Great Britain and Ireland, " the editor says :

• In this, as in every previous volume of the series ,

technical points relating to the abatement of writs abound.

They were, no doubt, much studied by the lawyers of the

time, but their chief interest now lies not so much in the

points themselves as in the historical fact that they were

once regarded as of great importance. As usual, there
are many actions of Replevin , some of which reveal inci .

dentally not a little of the lives of our forefathers, includ

ing details of assessment and collection of taxes. In an

action of Waste wesee something of disputes relating to
the repair of sea -walls. Wager of Law is not infrequently

mentioned . Weare told that the law of relief was to be

learned in the Exchequer, and what it was in certain

cases. Of fines of lands and their various forms there are

many instances. Cases relating to Ancient Demesne,

and the jurisdiction of Courts of Ancient Demesne are
not wanting. We are told a little of the limitation of the

jurisdiction of Justices at Nisi Prius. We are made

acquainted with some proceedings in the Court of Hust.

ings in London , and with proceedings in Error thereupon,

by Commission, at St. Martin's le Grand, when the Re.
corder was recorded by word of mouth .

“ We see the life led not by the men of one class alone,

but by the men of all classes in the Kingdom . The

villein , the poor freeman, the attorney, the parson , the

great land owner with his rights of wardship and mar

riage, the earl , the bishop, the abbot, and the alien prior,
all , as it were, pass in review before us . We catch

glimpses of Queen Philippa, the King's consort , and of

Queen Isabella his mother,and we see Queen Isabella's

Serjeant-Butler, William Pitte, pensioned off and living

comfortably in Pershore Abbey as an esquire with his
groom , both well clad and well fed .”

Lawyers familiar with Mr. Pike's edition of the hitherto

unpublished Year-Books, will be interested in knowing

that the FULL REPRINT OF THE ENGLISH REPORTS, now

in course of publication , has stimulated discussion as to

the possibility of accompanying a reprint of the old Nor

man -French Year. Books, with a scholarly translation,

rendering those valuable and extremely interesting rec

ords of the beginnings Common aw and Case Law

intelligible to this generation of readers .
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FOR BENCH AND BAR.

Bouvier's Law Dictionary . Rawle's Revision. 2 vols . Sheep, $ 12.00 .
.

This is not only a dictionary, lexicon and glossary but it is also a thorough

encyclopædia, with consise but satisfactory discussions of every topic of

the law , and a full citation of authorities. It is the most essentialbook

in the library of every lawyer .

Stroud's Judicial Dictionary. Second edition . 3 vols . Sheep, $18.00 .

This is not an encyclopædia or a collection of monographs like BOUVIER,

but is a dictionary of the words and phrases of the English language, so far

as they have been defined by the courts.

Abbreviations Used in Law Books . Sheep , $ 1.50 .

A convenient desk-manual to refer to whenever a blind citation is en
countered .

Schouler on Wills . Third Edition . Sheep, $ 5.50 .

Schouler on Executors , etc. Third Edition . Sheep, $5.50.

These purely American standard treatises cover their subject clearly, con

cisely , and fully. They also should be in every lawyer's library .

Wood on Limitations . Third Edition, by John M. GOULD. Sheep , $6.50 .

By the late H. G. Wood -- whose works have the merit of giving the phases

of the law, and citing the cases, which are most likely to be of practical aid

to the lawyer .

Sheldon on Subrogation . Second Edition. Sheep , $ 5.00 .

The author, Judge Henry N. Sheldon of the Superior Court of Massachu

setts , has treated clearly and fully this abstruse topic .

Taylor on Evidence : Chamberlayne's Edition . 3 vols. Sheep , $ 12.00 .

The English standard work , with Notes by Chamberlayne, which consti

tute the best American treatise on Evidence.

Wood on Railway Law : Minor's Edition . 3 vols. Sheep, $ 18.00 .

This is another of Mr. H. G. Wood's treatises , in which he has collected

the cases and the principles which are most likely to be needed by a lawyer

in actual practice.

Jones's Index to Legal Periodicals. 2 vols . Half morocco, $ 20.00 .

Giving clews to the monographs by able lawyers which have been printed
in English and American law journals . These contain discussions and

citations which cannot be found elsewhere - and this Index renders them

accessible .

Scott's Cases on International Law . Cloth , $ 3.50 .

Martin's Cases on Equity Jurisdiction . Cloth, $4.50 .

ENGLISH IMPORTATIONS .

Williams and Bruce on Admiralty . Half calf, $9.00 .

Williams on Accounts. Cloth, $ 3.00 .

Encyclopædia of English Law. Supplementary Volume ( 13 ) . Sheep , $6.00 .

Chitty's 'Statutes. Supplementary Volume ( 14 ) . Sheep , $ 10.00.

LIGHT LITERATURE .

Davis's History of the Massachusetts Judiciary . Cloth , $3.00 .

Pulling's Order of the Coif ( Illustrated ) . Cloth, $ 3.00.

Fuller's French Trials : Imposters and Adventurers. Cloth , $ 1.00 .

THE GREEN BAG. Monthly. Subscription , $ 4.00 per year. Bound sets,

15 vols . , half cloth $45.00 , or half morocco $ 75.00 . See p. 8 .

English Ruling Cases with American Notes. 26 vols. Sheep, $ 143.00 .

This collection of great cases , grouped under topics, and so annotated as

to open up the lines of investigation based on sound principles, can be used and see if

without intervention of digests or text-books . It is the set of all others .

JUST OUT. Richardson's Notes on Massachusetts Equity . $ 2.00

Voorhees on Arrest. A Manual for Lawyers,
the books.

Sheriffs , and Police . 2.00
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FOR LAW STUDENTS .

Bouvier's Law Dictionary : A Concise Encyclopædia of the Law.

Edited by FRANCIS RAWLE. 2 vols . Sheep, $ 12.00.

The most essential of all books for student, practitioner and judge.

It is the legal standard , tested by forty years' use ; enlarged and brought

down to date by an able lawyer. ·

With this work alone a young lawyer might begin practice .

Vol . 1 .

2 .

Schouler on Wills. Third Edition. Sheep. $5.50.

This standard American treatise is both compact and thorough . After

being used in study , it will serve the young lawyer in practice equally

well. Its companion volume is Schouler on Executors . Sheep , $ 5.50 .

Ewell's Essentials of the Law. 3 vols . Cloth , $6.00 ; Sheep, $7.50 .

Pocker BLACKSTONE. Cloth, $ 2.50 ; sheep, $ 3.00 .

PLEADING ; CONTRACTS ; EQUITY. Cloth , $ 2.00 ; sheep, $2.50.

3. Torts ; REAL PROPERTY ; Evidence. Cloth , $2.00 ; sheep , $ 2.50.

A favorite work both for preliminary reading and for review. Vol. i con

tains all of Blackstone's Commentaries that is now good law. Vols . 2 and 3

contain epitomes of leading text-books on the subjects treated . Different

kinds of type bring out and emphasize the leading points,

Martin's Civil Pleading and Procedure at Common Law . Sheep, $3.50 .

A capital introductory view of Common Law Pleading and Procedure, re

quired for a basis to knowledge of either the old or the reformed methods.

A companion volume of Cases on Common Law Pleading is in preparation .

Martin's Cases on Equity Jurisdiction . Cloth , $4.50.

By the late Judge Alexander Martin, Dean of the Missouri University

Law School . Úseful to student and to practitioner.

Browne on Sales. Cloth, $2.00 ; sheep, $2.50.

Compact , clear, authoritative. A favorite book with students.

Browne on Domestic Relations. Cloth , $2.00 ; sheep, $2.50 .

This is the favorite among Irving Browne's manuals for students, being

used in many law schools . It includes also the topic, “ Employer and Em

ployed ."

Browne on Criminal Law. Cloth , $ 2.00 ; sheep, $ 2.50.

Another of Irving Browne's clear and consise manuals for students.

Heard's Equity Pleading. Cloth, $ 2.00 ; sheep, $ 2.50.

A brief, clear , and reliable view of Equity Pleading.
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Metcalf on Contracts : Heard's Edition . Sheep, $3.50.

By Hon. Theron Metcalf, Reporter and Judge of the Mass. Supreme Court.

Abbreviations Used in Law Books. Sheep , $ 1.50 .

A reprint of the list of Abbreviations from “ The Lawyer's Reference

Manual” brought down to date . A convenient book of constant reference .

Scott's Cases on International Law. Cloth , $ 3.50 .

The author presents decisions of the courts to support every phase of his

subject.

Beale's Cases on Conflict of Laws. 3 vols. Half sheep, $ 10.50 .

The author is a Professor in Harvard Law School , and also Dean of the

Chicago University Law School .

Mikell's Cases on Criminal Law. 2 parts in one volume, $ 5.50 .

By Prof. Mikell of the Pennsylvania University Law School. Part 1.covers

Criminal Law generally ; Part 2 covers particular Crimes.

Published by THE BOSTON BOOK CO.



When in Doubt try E. RRTR . C.

When you want to get clearly before you the principles
of the law ;

When you are confused by a mass of conflicting citations ;

When citations seem against you;— but- you

your case is good ;

Consult English Ruling Cases with American

Notes,- the only set of reports which can

be used in original research .

feel sure

Other sets of reports can only be used to verify citations; E. R. C. gives

its cases in full , so grouped under topics that they can be found without groping

through other books.

Other books, encyclopædies, text books, digests ,-confuse you by multi

plying citations on all sides of a case . E. R. C. gives only the clear, undoubted

law.

English Ruling Cases with American Notes, is a series of 26

volumes including an Index and Table of Cases.

It contains 2000 of the best English decisions , printed in full , grouped under

topics , and arranged chronologically under each topic to show the development of

the law .

The English notes by Robert Campbell abstract 20,000 illustrative English cases

not quite important enough to be given in full .

The American Notes , by IRVING BROWNE and LEONARD A. JONES , give copious

citations distributed through our numerous jurisdictions , so that the American

lawyer can connect the English cases with those of his own State .

for Judges E. R. C. is preëminently the JUDICIAL set . To it , judges can

turn for guidance when perplexed by arguments of counsel .

E. R. C. is the sure resource of lawyers in doubt as to their

for Lawyers cases .
It leads them at once to the bed -rock principles on , which

to found their arguments .

E. R. C. is a great set for Law School use ; as a “ Case Law "
For Law

series on the whole range of the law , the Cases for which have

Schools been selected by the approval of generations of English and

American judges.

English Ruling Cases, 26 vols. Law Sheep, $ 143.00

Discount for cash payments ; or terms of sale part cash part time,

THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY,

83-91 Francis Street, Back Bay, BOSTON, MASS.

.
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Published in July, 1904, by · The Boston Book Company,

Address, 83 to 91 Francis St., Back Bay, Boston, Mass.

This paper is issued quarterly , to give information about

American and foreign legal literature. We send it without

charge to any book-buyer who asks for it.

p . 4

6.
•

4

8

CONTENTS OF THIS NUMBER.

American Reports ( Late) p. 5 | Equity Pleading and Practice

Arrest, Law of (New ) 3 , 8 Green Bag for July

British Empire (Late Reports, etc. ) 5 History of English Law

Chancery Reports Reprint 8 Judicial Set of Reports

Cheap Sets of Reports 6 London Opinion .

Civil Law Books 2 Notes and Announcements

Civil Law Explained - 4 Rare Books

Elementary Books (New) 5, 6 Statutory Rules and Orders

English Reports Reprint 3 Study of the Law

6

4

2

3

7

ARRESTS.- We publish this month (see pp. 3 , 8) a concise but

thorough and practical work on this topic, which will be useful to lawyers

and officers of the law.

EQUITY.— Judge Richardson's “ Notes on Equity Pleading and

Practice in Massachusetts ” ( see p. 4), although nominally a local work,

covers a national topic , and will be found useful wherever Equity practice

prevails.

CHANCERY REPORTS.— See announcement as to the Full Reprint

of the English Chancery Reports on p. 8 .

SCHOLARLY LAW BOOKS . – Lawyers of cultivated taste are

referred to our lists of Rare and Interesting Law Books (see p. 2 ).

GOOD SUMMER READING.— The comparatively idle

months offer a good opportunity for reading through the entertaining

miscellany contained in The Green Bag .

summer

Visitors to Boston are invited to call at our retail office, basement of Barristers '

Hall, Pemberton Square (directly opposite to the front entrance of the Court

House ), where they can telephone to our main office (Nos. 83 to 91 Francis St.,

Back Bay ; -reached by Ipswich - street cars from Park-street Subway Station) .
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Books for Libraries and Studious Lawyers.

. 1.50

2.00

2.00

2

2.00

2

2.00

1.00

2.00

QUAINT AND INTERESTING LAW BOOKS.

For Sale by the Boston Book Co.

(List No. 8.)

B (T.) The Resolutions of the Judges upon the several

Statutes of Bankrupts. Paper . 24mo. London . 1670. $2.50

Bacon (Sir Francis), The works of. New Edition , by Basil

Montagu. 3 vols . Cloth . Phila . 1855 ·
3.00

Barreau Anglais ou Choix de Plaidoyers des Avocats Anglais.

Traduit par Clair et Clapier. 3 vols . Half roan . Paris.
1824

Barton ( R. T.). Pleading and Practice in the Courts of

Chancery . 2 vols . Old sheep . Richmond (Va . ). 1881. 5.00

Batture Case. New Orleans. 1840. , Record in;, with the
Arguments of C. Roselius, Randall Hunt, Isaac T. Preston,
Pierre Soulé , and five other Counsel. 2 vols . Old Calf.

10.00

Blackham (John ). Practice of the Court of Chancery in
Ireland ; with Forms. Old half calf . Dublin . 1859...1.50

Brook ( Sir Robt.). The Reading of that famous Lawyer upon

the Statutes of Limitations. 24mo. Paper. London . 1647.

2.50

Cobb ( T. R. R. ) . An Inquiry into the Law of Negro Slavery in

the U. S .; with an Historical Sketch . Old sheep. Phila.

1858...
3.50

Collection des Constitutions,Charters, et Lois Fondamentales

des Peuples de l'Europe et des Deux Amériques, par Dufau ,

Duvergier et Gaudet . ' 7 vols. Half roan . Paris . 1830.10.00

Crabb (Geo .). A History of English Law . Boards. London .

1829 . 2.50

Creasy ( Sir Edw. S.). First Platform of International Law.

Cloth . London . 1876 . . 2.50

Dane ( Nathan ). A General Abridgment and Digest of

American Law : with supplement. 9 vols. Old sheep. Boston.

1823-1829. ( Contains cases not elsewhere reported.) . . 27.00

Douthwaite (W.R.). Gray's Inn : its History and Associa
tions. Half roan . London . 1886 2.00

Foster ( C. J. ) . Elements of Jurisprudence. Cloth . London.

1853 1.50

Grotius de Jure Belli ac Pacis, with an abridged Translation

by Wm . Whewell . 3 vols. Cloth . Cambridge ( 1853 ) . - 7.50

Hill ( M. D.). Suggestions for the Repression of Crime.

Cloth . London , 1857 1.50

Innes ( A. Taylor). The Trial of Jesus Christ. A Legal

Monograph . Cloth . Edinburgh. 1899 1.00

Levi (Leone). The Law of Nature and Nations as affected by

Divine Law . Cloth . London . 1855

Littleton's Tenures : A Commentary on . Written prior to the

publication of Coke on Litýleton . Edited by Henry Cary .

Cloth . London . 1829 5.00

Livingston ( Edw . ) . Code of Procedure for giving effect to the

Penal Code of the State of Louisana (Draft). Folio . Boards.

New Orleans. 1825 5.00

Mackeldey ( F. ) Handbook of Roman Law. Translated by

M. A. Dropsie. 2 vols. in one . Sheep. Phila . 1883 3.50

Moreau - Lislet (L.) and Carleton (H.). The Laws of Las

Siete Partidas , which are still in force in the state of

Louisiana . 2 vols. Old sheep . New Orleans. 1820 . 10.00

Park (J. L. ) . A Contre- Projet to the Humphreysian Code and

to the Projects of Redaction of Hanimond, Uniacke , and

Twiss. Cloth . London . 1828 . 2.50

Peck ( James H., Judge of U.S. District Court). Trial of by

Impeachment, in the U ' . S. Senate. Reported in full by A.
J. Stansbury. Old sheep. Boston. 1833 .... 5.00

Prescott (James, Judgeof Probate ). Trial of by Impeachment

before the Senate of Massachus
etts. Reported by ( . Picker

ing and W. H. Gardiner . Boards . Boston . 1821. ....3.50

Rodman (John .) The Commercial Code of France, with the

Discourses in the Legislative Body, illustrating its Provisions.

Boards . New York . 1814 2.00

Warren (Samuel). The Moral, Social and Professional Duties

of Attornies and Solicitors . Broken cloth . London .

1848 . 2.50

Webster. Murder Trial Trial of Prof. John W. Webster of

the Harvard Univ. Medical School for the murder of George

Parkman. Reported in full by George Bemis . Old sheep.

Boston . 1830 .

White ( J. M.). Louisiana Purchase. President J. (). Adams's

Message to Congress of Feb. u , 1829, embodying Mr. White's

translation of Spanish laws and ordinances applying to

American possessions and the treaties conveying lands to the
United States . Old sheep. Washington. 1828 . 5.00

CIVIL LAW BOOKS.

We have in stock the following books on the Civil

and Commercial Law . Their bindings are generally

half roan , in fair second -hand condition :

Corpus Juris Civilis in's Deutsche übersetzt : Otto,

Schilling, & Sintenis. 2d ed. Leipzig, 1839-1833. Í

vols . , half roan $ 7.00

Boiceau (Jean ): Traité de la Preuve par Temoins, etc. ,
en Matiere Civile . 6me ed . 4to . Paris, 1769 · · 2.50

Dard (H. J. B. ) . Code Civil , avec des Notes indicatives

des LoisRomaines, coutumes, etc., qui ont rapport a

chaque article . 3me ed. 4to . Paris, 1827. ( Scarce) 3.00

Delvincourt ( M. ) . , Institutes de Droit Commercial
Français. 2de ed. 2 vols . Paris , 1834 ·

Eschbach (M.). Introduction Générale l'Etude du

Droit . zme ed . Paris, 1856. ( Scarce)

Foureix (Michel). Traité des Sociétés Commerciales ;

Legislation Française comparée aux Législations des

Différentes Nations de L'Europe, etc. Paris, 1856 .

( Scarcc ).. 2.50

Gautier (A.G. J. ) . Etudes de Jurisprudence Commer

ciale . Paris, 1829 . 1.50

Grotius ( Hugo) . Apologeticus Eorum qui Hollandiæ ,

etc., ex legibus praefuerunt ante MDCXVIII. 24mo,

paper , Parisiis , 1640 2.50

Heineccius (Jo. G.). Recitationes in Elementa Juris

Civilis . Operâ A. M. J. J. Dupin . 2 vols . Paris , 1810 .

( Scarce ) .

Horson (M.). Questions sur le Code de Commerce.

vols. Paris , 1829

Locré ( Baron ). La Législation Civile, Commerciale et

Criminelle de la France. 31 vols. Paris, 1827-1832 . • 15.00

Malepeyre et Jourdain . Traité des Sociétés Commer

ciales,avec un précis de L'Arbitrage Forcé. Paris, 1833 .

Marezoll ( Theodore). Precis d'unCourssur l'Ensemble

du Droit Privé des Romains. Traduit par M.C. A.

Pellat . Paris, 1840. ( Scarie ) .

Massé ( M. G.). Le Droit Commercial dans Les Rap
ports avec Le Droit des Gens et le Droit Civil, 2de ed .

4 vols . Paris, 1861-2 5.00

Mourlon (F.). Répétitions Écrites sur le Code Civil .

uime ed. par Ch. Demangeat. 3 vols . Paris , 1880

83 4.50

Orillard (M.). De la Compétence et de la Procedure

des Tribunaux de Commerce. Paris , 1855 1.50

Pardessus (J. M.) Cours de Droit Commercial. 5me

ed . 6 vols. Paris, 1841 .

Pardessus (J. M. ) . Traité des Servitudes . 8me ed.

par Pailliet. Brussels, 1834 ·

Pothier (R. J. ) . ' Pandectes de Justinien . Vols. 22 , 23,
and 24 (De la Signification des Termes et Des Différ

entes Régles du Droit Ancien ). Paris , 1823 3.00

Rivière ( II . F.). Répétitions Écrites sur le Code de

Commerce. 5me ed . Paris, 1868 1.00

Rondonneau ( L. ) . Les Sept Codes Français précédés

de la Charte Constitutionelle Modifiée, etc. Paris, 1831 . 1.50

Rondonneau (L.). Corps de Droit Français, Civil ,
Commercial et Criminel. 4to . Paris , 1810

Sanſourche -Laporte, Le Nouveau Valin , ou Code Com

mercial Maritime. Kevu par M. P. B. Boucher.

Quarto . Paris , 1809 2.50

Sirey ( J. B ). Recueil Général des Lois et des Arrêts.

Vol. 33 ( 1833) to 1852, annual volumes lacking 1851 .

19 vols., quarto . 5.00

Justinian. Les Douze Livres du Code de l'Empereur

Justinien, de la Seconde Édition . Traduits par P. A.

Tissot. 4 vols. Les Novelles , 2 vols . Les Institutes .

Traduits par M. Hulot, i vol. La Clef des Lois

Romaines, ou Dictionnaire. Par lieffé Lacroix , 2

vols. In all 9 vols., quarto . Metz, 1806-1810 .. 5.00

Toullier ( C. B. M.) . Le Droit Civil Français. i vols.

Paris , 1824. The same ; continued by J. B.Duvergier.

ome ed . 9 vols . Paris, no date . In all 18 vols . 10.00

Troplong (M.). Le Droit Civil Expliqué. Dela Vente,

2 vols.; de la Prescription, 2 vols. In all vols.

Paris, 1836-7

Vincens (Emile ). Exposition de la Legislation Com

• 1.50

3.00

1.00

.

1.50

5.00

4

merciale. 3 vols . (Vol. i lacks title) . Paris, 1834 1.50

2.00
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THE LAW OF ARREST:

We have just published (bound in buckram , $2.00 ) The

LAW OF ARREST IN CIVIL AND CRIMINAL ACTIONS, BY

H. C. VOORHEES OF THE BOSTON Bar.

This general work , treating clearly, concisely, and

thoroughly, all the rights of both the arresting and the

arrested parties, from the arising of cause of arrest to the

final disposal of the prisoner, will be of great use to

lawyers, and officers of the law everywhere.

The book is best described by its Contents, viz :

1. The Right of Personal Liberty. II . The Issuance

and Service of Legal Process . III . Who may Issue a

Warrant. IV. What Constitutes an Arrest. V. Arrest

with Warrant . VI . Arrest without a Warrant . VII .

Breaking Doors to Make an Arrest . VIII . Force in the

Act of Arrest . IX. Disposing of the Prisoner. X.

Arrest in Extradition Proceedings. XI . Evidence

Necessary to Establish the Offense, XII . Exemption

from Arrest . XIII , False Imprisonment. XIV . Tres

pass .

1

FOR THE SELECT FEW .

We are offering to libraries, and to lawyers who can

afford it , the remaining sets of THE FULL REPRINT OF

THE ENGLISH REPORTS. The edition (limited, and not

stereotyped ) is nearly all sold .

It has special value, because -

1. English decisons are more frequently cited , and

rank higher as authority , than any other reports.

2. This is a complete and verbatim Reprint of the best

editions of about 1000 volumes of the original reports

from the “ Year Books ” to the “ Law Reports ” ( 1865 ) .

3. It saves space . The whole Reprint (in large pages

of clear type) will be comprised in about 150 “ Books, "

occupying less than 40 linear feet of shelving.

4. It costs about one tenth the price of the originals .

Publication in monthly volumes makes payment come in

easy instalments.

5. The “ Books ” in this Reprint are of uniform octavo

size , handier to use than the part octavo, part folio , part

duodecimo, originals .

6. It is more authoritative even than the originals ,

being published under supervision of the leading English

Judges.

7. Brief annotations call attention to the subsequent

history of each case which has been revised or criticised .

8. The original paging is given , so that citations can

be easily traced .

The Reprint is thus equal to the originals in complete

ness , and preferable in cost, form , compactness, accuracy ,

and annotations.

In June, 1904 , 40 “ Books " of the Reprint had been

issued , covering the House of Lords, Privy Council and

Chancery cases .

The other books will follow at monthly intervals .

Price $ 6.00 per “ Book ” ( subject to advance at any

time without further notice).

A SET NEEDED BY LIBRARIES.

Statutory Rules and Orders of Great Britain ,

Revision to 1890, (published in 1896) , 9 vols. ,

and annual volumes from 1890 to 1902 .

In all 23 volumes, $69.00.

This set is a companion to the Statutes of Great Bri

tain , and is absolutely necessary to the understanding of

British Statutes and Decisions.

An Act of Parliament frequently authorizes the Privy

Council or some Government Department to carry

into effect the Act by making orders, rules, regulations,

or byelaws, or to prescribe forms or scales of fees.

These Statutory Rules and Orders deal with nearly

every heading mentioned in the Index to the Statutes ,

from Administration to Weights and Measures. In

many parts of the Empire the Rules of Procedure of

both Superior and Inferior Courts are directly enacted

by the Legislature : in the United Kingdom they no

longer appear on the Statute book, but are to be sought

in Statutory Rules. The constitution and powers of

Consular Courts under the Foreign Jurisdiction Acts,

the international arrangements connected with Extradi

tion , with Copyright , and Patents, Regulations for pre

venting Collisions at Sea or for otherwise ensuring the

safety of Ships, and the election and central control of

most Local Authorities are further instances of the

various cases in which Parliament has delegated legisla

tive powers to the Executive.

There formerly was no systematic record of such

Orders, nor any ready means by which the public could

discover whether the authority to make them had or had

not been exercised , nor if exercised, at what date and to

what extent, nor where the Orders might be found .

For 1890 and each subsequent year an annual volume

has been published , containing the text of such of the

“ Orders ” as are of a Public General Character, followed

by Classified Lists of the more important Local Orders.

In 1896 was published an edition of " The Statutory

Rules and Orders Revised ” containing in 8 Volumes

and Index, such Statutory Rules and Orders of a Public

General Character issued before 1890 as were then

in force .

As an indication of the value of this set of Rules and

Orders in an American library, it may be noted that the

first entry in the first volume of the Revision , under the

title “ Alien , " is an order in council regarding a conven

tion between Great Britain and the United States as to

declarations and alienage. Other important titles in the

first volume, are Army, Rules of Discipline, Military

Prisons ; Bank of England Charter ; Bankruptcy Rules

and Forms; Election Regulations ; Constitutions of the

Colonies, in full ; Coinage ; Colonial Admiralty Courts ;

Companies Acts Procedure and Forms ; Copyright

Regulations in Great Britain and the Colonies. In the

last volume two notable titles are , “ Rules and Forms

under Trades Union Acts," and “ Rules under the Tram .

way Act for Ireland,"
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NOTES. A BRIEF HISTORY OF LAW .

The Well-informed Lawyer.- Whoever takes WHITE'S OUTLINES OF LEGAL HISTORY ( London ,

THE GREEN BAG, and reads every month its Review of
1895 , cloth $ 1.50 ) gives in brief form , a clear idea of the

Current Legal Periodicals , and its Notes of Recent
origin , history and scope of English courts and pro

Cases, is sure of keeping abreast of the tide of Law ,
cedure.

without wasting time .
The author first sketches the English judicial system of

today (which few American lawyers understand ) ; then
Praise from Sir Hubert.- A Harvard Law School

treats of the origin and evolution of the greater and

professor, critical but appreciative, writes us “ THE lesser courts , including those now obsolete ; describes

GREEN BAG is rapidly taking place as the best one
the Saxon and the Norman legal systems ; and finally

that a lawyer can take.” Try it and see if he is right.
traces chronologically the development of each leading

Circumstantial Evidence.- There have been principle of the Common Law.

various set-backs in the preparation of a new American

Edition of Wills on Circumstantial Evidence ; but we

have it now in such shape that we hope to get it out in
ALL ABOUT THE CIVIL LAW .

October or November. The eager throng of purchasers If you want to know about the origin and development

is urged to possess itself in patience a while longer. of Roman Law, and the Civil Law of the Middle Ages,

Cases on Pleading for Law Schools, etc. - We
with its literature and its great lawyers, together with a

compend of the Civil Law itself , and a comparison of its
announced some time ago a volume of CASES ON PLEAD

provisions with those of other systems, you will find a
ING , by JAMES T. KEEN , lecturer in Boston University

Law School . This volume, now "going to press, will
mine of information in a forgotten book entitled “ A

Summary of the Roman Civil Law, illustrated by Com
follow the general scheme of Martin's COMMON LAW

mentaries on and Parallels from the Mosaic, Canon,
PROCEDURE. As the compiler will introduce his cases

Mohammedan , English and Foreign Law ," by Patrick
with quotations and examples from classic authorities, to

MacChombaich de Colquhoun ( isn't that a resonant
show the origin and development of Common Law

name ?) , Juris Utriusque Doctor of Heidelberg, with a
pleading , his book will be admirably adapted for law

dozen other titles . What you cannot find in his four
school use.

volumes is presumably not worth finding. To get so

E. R. C. Supplement.- In order to keep the set of much scholarly and recondite information translated into

ENGLISH RULING CASES WITH AMERICAN NOTES
English , arranged, and indexed, is surely worth the ten

right up to date , we shall publish in the fall a Supple- dollars which the work costs.

mentary volume ( 27 ) , prepared by JOHN M. GOULD ,

author of Gould on Waters, etc. Price $5.50. If you do

not own a set of E. R. C., better get it now , so as to be EQUITY PLEADING AND PRACTICE .

ready for this Supplement.
A work which will be very useful outside of Massachu

Commentator and Historian.- We remind our setts , as well as in that state, is Notes on Equity Plead

readers that JAMES SCHOULER is not only the author of ing and Practice in Massachusetts, by Hon . James B.

treatises on Wills and EXECUTORS ($5.50 each ) , as well Richardson , Justice of the Superior Court (one volume,

as other excellent law books, but that he has also written law buckram , $2.00 pet ) . The volume is made up of

what is considered to be the best and most readable
notes of decisions and other authorities , cited at hear

“ History of the United States from the Adoption of the ings from time to time of cases in the First Division of

Constitution to the Close of the Civil War, " ( 6 vols . , Equity of the Superior Court in Boston . The notes

cloth , $ 13.50) . were originally made " merely for handy reference in

hearing future cases ; ” but are printed upon the sugges
Quaint Books for Cultivated Tastes. For these tion that they might be of some use, at least, to younger

several years we have been printing in LEG . BiB ., lists of members of the bar, if made accessible .

QUAINT AND INTERESTING LAW Books. In these lists The CONTENTS OF RICHARDSON'S NOTES ON EQUITY

are scores and hundreds of works which ought to be in

every public or private law library which makes any pre PLEADINGS IN EQUITY.

tence of thoroughness or scholarship. The Bill — The Parties -- Parties Plaintiffs -- Parties

Is Law a Trade or a Pro ion ?- In trying to sell Defendants - Bills of Interpleader – Cross - Bills -- Bills

books on Jurisprudence, or in the history , the biography, of Discovery - Supplemental Bills — Bills of Revivor-

or the science of Law , we are struck with the fact that Demurrers Pleas – Answers – Disclaimer - Replica

few lawyers care to buy anything but those books which tion .

are tools in trade, from precisely the same motives which
PRACTICE IN EQUITY.

move carpenters to buy saws. A large part of the bar, to Pro Confesso — Interrogatories to the Adverse Party

be sure, do not earn more than enough than serves to Masters, their Reports, and Exceptions thereto

buy practical ” books ; but there are lots of rich Findings by the Court --Trial by Jury – Decrees In

lawyers, many of whom buy other books lavishly . Why | junctions – Contempts. Receivers – Ne Exeat - Case

do not some of them make collections from that inter- Reserved or Reported— Exceptions- Appeals -- Amend

esting and dignified literature which marks the culture of ments Bills of Review - Costs - Forms of Pleadings

their “ profession ? " - Forms of Decrees,

are :
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AMERICAN REPORTS, DIGESTS, ETC.

Published since April 1 , 1904 .

GENERAL SERIES .

AM. CRIMINAL REPORTS. Vol . 11 .

AM. NEGLIGENCE Cases. Vol . 14 .

AM . NEGLIGENCE REPORTS. Vol . 15 .

AM . PROBATE REPORTS, ANNOTATED. Vol . 8 .

AM . STATE REPORTS. Vol . 96 .

AM. AND ENG. Corp. Cases, N. S. Vol . 19.

AM. AND ENG. ENC. OF LAW, 2d ed. Vol. 27 .

AM , AND ENG . R. R. CASES, N. S. Vol . 32 .

ATLANTIC REPORTER. Vol . 56.

CENTURY DIGEST, Vol . 47 .

CYCLOPEDIA OF LAW AND PROCEDURE. Vol. 11 .

NORTHEASTERN REPORTER. Vol . 69.

NORTHWESTERN REPORTER. Vol . 98 .

Pacific REPORTER. Vol. 75 .

SOUTHEASTERN REPORTER. Vol. 46.

Southern REPORTER. Vol. 35 .

SOUTHWESTERN REPORTER. Vol . 79 .

BRITISH EMPIRE.

Published since April 1 , 1904 .

ENGLAND.

English Reports Reprint. Vol . 40.

(Chancery, Vol. 20, Mylne & Keen-- Mylne &

Craig :)

Revised Reports. Vol . 67 .

Bankruptcy Reports. (Manson .). Vol . 10.

Locus Standi Reports . Vol . 2 .

Registration Cases. (Smith .) Vol. i . Pt . 8.

Year Books , Edw . III , 18 .

SCOTLAND .

Sessions Cases. 5th Series. Vol . 5 .

Law Times Reports. Vol . 11.

Private Legislation Reports. Vol. 3 .

Revised Reports. (Dunlop, Vol. 7 ; Macpherson ,
Vol. 8. )

Digest. Sandeman (1900-1903).

Local Text- Books. Constable (A.H. B.) . Provisional

Orders. !.5.0.

Dewar (D.). Liquor Laws . 57.6 .

Irons (J. C.). Arbitration. $ 1.5.0:
M'Neil (M.). Joint-Stock Companies. $5.0.

COLONIAL.

Australia . Commonwealth .

Text Books . Quich ( J. ) & Groom ( L. E.).

JudicialPower of Commonwealth. £ 1.15.0.
New Zealand. Law Reports. Vol. 21 .

Queensland. State Reports. Vol . 2.

Canada. Dominion .

Supreme Court Reports . Vol . 33 .

Quebec . Official Reports . K. B. Vol. 12 ; S. C.

UNITED STATES.

U.S. SUPREME COURT REPORTS. Vol . 193.

Circuit COURT OF APPEALS REPORTS (C.C.A. ) . Vol . 60.

FEDERAL REPORTER. Vol . 128 .

PATENT OFFICE, OFFICIAL GAZETTE . Vol. 108.

Vol. 23 .

1.0

2.0

2 vols .

I. 1.0

2. 2.0

STATE AND TERRITORIAL REPORTS, ETC.

ARIZ. Reports. Vol. 3 .
CAL. Reports. Vol. 141.

Local. Brobeck (W.L.) . Corporations.

Bufford ( C. M.). Liens.

Colo. Reports. Vol. 31.

Del. Local . Smith (J. E.) . Business Corp. 2d ed.

GEORGIA . Digest. Encyclopedic . Vol . 4 .

ILL . Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 207.

Appellate Court. Vol . 110 .

IND. Reports: Supreme Court . Vol . 160.

Appellate Court . Vol. 31.

Local . Thompson ( J. W.). Forms.

KENTUCKY. Reports. Vol. 112.

MAINE. Reports. Vol. 98.

Local. Farrington (É . C. ) . Railroad Laws.

Mass. Reports. Vol. 184 .

Mich . Reports. Vol. 131.

MINN . Reports. Vol . 89.

Digest. Vol . 4 .

MISSOURI . Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 177 .

Appeals Reports . Vol . 102 .

NEW YORK . Reports. Court of Appeals. Vol . 177 .

Appellate Division. Vol . 90 .
Miscellaneous Reports. Vol 41 .

New York Supplement. Vol. 87.

New York State Reporter. Vol. 121 .

Local. Danaher (A. J. ). Bailments .

Danaher (F. M.). Bar Examinations.

Nichols ( C. A.) . Pleading and Practice .

NORTH CAROLINA. Local. Womack ( T. B.). Corpora

tions.

OHIO. Reports. Vol . 69.

OKLAHOMA. Reports. Vol . 12.
OREGON . Reports. Vol . 43.

PENNSYLVANIA. Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 207 .
Superior Court. Vol . 23 .

Kulp's Reports. Vol. 11 .

TENNESSEE Local. Smithson ( N. ) . Civil Procedure.

TEXAS. Digest. 5 vols .

UTAH. Reports. Vol. 26 .

VERMONT. Reports. Vol . 75 .

VIRGINIA. Reports. · Vol. 101 .

WISCONSIN . Reports. Vol. 118 .

WYOMING . Reports. Vol. 1o.

1.10.0

ENGLISH ELEMENTARY WORKS, ETC.

Published since April 1 , 1904 , or now in Press .

Size 870 or 12mo, and binding cloth . £. s.d.

BALL (W.E.) . Student's Guide to the Bar. 7th ed . 2.6

BRIDGEWATER ( ) . Poor Prisoner's Defense

Act. (Paper.)

COOTE ( H. C.). Mortgages. 7th ed. . 3. 3.3

DUCKWORTH ( ) . Landlord and Tenant

GIBSON ( A.). Student's Conveyancing. Sth ed. I. 5.0

GOODEVE ( L. A.) . Personal Property . 4th ed. 18.0

JONES ( ) & SYKES ( ) . Public Education . ad
ed..

KELKE (W. H.H.). Company Law
6.0

LEWIS (H. L. ) & PORTER (W. H.). Motor Cars .

3d ed . 2.6

MAASDORP ( ). Institutes of Cape Law. 2 vols.

MACKENZIE (W.) & HANDFORD ( P. ) . Model By .
Laws. Voì. 12.6

MARSDEN (R. G. ) . Collisions at sea. 5th ed.

MINTON -SENHOUSE ( R. M.). Work and Labor. 16.0

MONRO ( ). Digest of Justinian. Vol . 1

MOZLEY (H. N.) & WHITELEY (G. C. ) . Law

Dictionary : 2d ed .

NAPIER (T. B.) & STEPHENSON ( R. M.). Practi:

cal Guide to the Bar. 2d ed . 2.6

NATHAN (M.). Common Law of South Africa.
2 vols .

NICOLAS (V.). Formation of Companies. 2d ed. 12.6

POCOCK (W. A.). Chancery and King's Bench

Practice. 2d ed

RUDALL (A. R.) & Greig ( J. W. ). Trusts and
Trustees. 3d ed . 12.6

RYDE (W.C.). Rating. 2d ed . 1.15.0

RYDE ( W. C.). Rating Appeals. 1894 -1904

STEPHEN ( J. F. ) . Digest of Evidence. 6th ed . 6.0

STOCKMAN ( F. C. ) . Sanitary Inspector's Guide.
2d ed..

5.0

WACE (II.). Bankruptcy. 1. 7.6

WAGHORN ( ). Compulsory Taking of Land
WATSON (E. R.). Cheques. 3d ed . 2.6

WHEATON (H.). International Law . 4th ed .

I 2.0

10.6

4. 0.0

5.0

16.0

2.0

I.12.0
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CHEAP SETS OF REPORTS.

2d ed.

AMERICAN ELEMENTARY BOOKS .

Published since April, 1904 .

BAYLIES (E.). Code Pleading. 2d ed.
$ 6.00

BRONSON (H. A.) . Fixtures 5.00

CARVALHO ( D. N.). Forty Centuries of Ink .

(Chemico-Legal Ink Cases.) . 3-50

CLARK (E. H.). Street Railway Accident Law.
5.00

CLARK (W.L.). Contracts . 2d ed . 3.75

FARNHAM (H.P.). Waters. 3 vols. 18.00

FLANDERS ( H.). " Constitution of U. S. Cloth 1.50

GOULD ( J. M.) & BLAKEMORE (A. W.) . Bank

ruptcy. Cloth

HOCHHEIMER (L.). Crimes. 2d ed .

HOWARD (G. E.). ' History of Matrimonial Insti

tutions . 3 vols. Cloth

LOVELAND ( F. 0.). Bankruptcy , 2d ed .
. 6.00

NELLIS (A. J. ) Street Railroad Accident Law 6.00

SIMKINS ( W. S.). Equity Suit in Federal Courts. 5.00

SUTHERLAND (W.A.) . Notes on U.S. Consti.

tution 6.00

TOMPKINS (L. J.). Private Corporations. Cloth. 2.50

. 3.00

5.00

I0.00

are

GREEN BAG GOOD READING.

The two new features of this standard magazine, its

REVIEW OF LEGAL REVIEWs and its well -chosen , well

stated, and very readable NOTES OF RECENT Cases, are

making it doubly popular this year .

The leading serial articles VAN VECHTEN

VEEDER'S JUDICIAL HISTORY OF INDIVIDUAL LIBERTY,

illustrated with portraits , and Prof. HERSHEY'S QUES

TIONS ARISING FROM THE Russo - JAPANESE WAR.

The July number contains, in addition to these features

and the usual Notes, Correspondence, Reviews, etc. : -

Reminiscences of Thaddeus Stevens (with Portrait ),

Thomas W. Lloyd .

Fink v . Evans (verse) , Albert W. Gaines .

Decisions in France, H. Cleveland Cox .

A Case of Professional Ethics, Jesse S. Reeves.

Russia and American Jews, Edmund Arthur Dodge.

Evolution of a Legal Sky Pilot, W. A. McClean .

Got their Names Mixed , Edgar White.

A Forgotten Drama of Wall Street , H. Gerald Chapin .

UNITED STATES REPORTS.

SUPREME COURT.

Original edition, 192 vols. Partly newbound. $ 300.00

This is the set most desired by law libraries,

as it contains the original pagination, with
full briefs and statements of the case. Vols .

1 to 58 have long been out of print, and sets

of this kind areoffered only infrequently .

CIRCUIT COURT OF APPEALS.

United States Appeals. 63 vols . Good condition . $ 90.00
The official edition of the reports which began

in 1891 and ended in 1900 with volume 63.

The price of the set new is $189 .

CIRCUIT AND DISTRICT COURT.

United States C. C. & D. C. Reports. Complete

Set. Various Bindings. 157 vols . $300.00

These are the official reports of the decisions of

the several Circuit and District Courts.

These reports are continued by the Federal

Reporter.

MISCELLANEOUS FEDERAL REPORTS.

Attorney -Generals' Opinions. 1789-1902. 23vols. $50.00

This set is largely out of print and likely to in

crease materially in price.

ENGLISH, ETC. , REPORTS, ORIGINALS.

[We have these English, etc. , sets , suitable for public or

private law libraries , in good second-hand condition . ]

LAW REPORTS. 1865-1903.

(English edition throughout.) Half calf bind

ing. 276 vols . $ 700.00

LAW JOURNAL REPORTS. 1823-1889 . inclusive.

165 vols. Half calf. Shabby binding : ... 165.00

PRIVY COUNCIL .

English Reprint ( 1809-1872) . Acton to Moore's

Indian Appeals, vol . 14. 9 books.

Sheep 76.50

Moore's East Indian Appeals. 14 vols. Calf : 42.00

Law Reports, Indian Appeals ( 1872–1903) . 31

vols . and Digest. Half calf . 144.00

King's BENCH . Howell's State Trials . 34 vols . . 85.00

PATENTS.

Cutler's Patent, Design, Trade-Mark , etc.

Cases. ( 1884-1903 . ) 20 vols . Calf 125.00

Periodicals.

The Jurist . Complete. 55 vols. Half calf 55.00

Law Quarterly Review . Complete to 1903 . 19

vols. Cloth 70,00

Law Times. 1843-1903 . 115 vols . Folio. Mixed

binding : 115.00

Digests.

Mews' English Digest . 16 vols. Sheep .. 96.00

Statutes.

Statutes of the Realm . Large folio . i vols .

Evans' Statutes in Force . 10 vols. 1836 .

Pickering's Statutes . Magna Charta to 1865 .
1 25.00

Law Reports Statutes . 38 vols. 1865-1903 75.00

Canada .

Ontario Law Reports. 1901-1903. 6 vols. Half

calf . 27.00

Scotch.

Scots Law Times Reports. 10 vols . (Contain

ing Nisi Prius decisions not elsewhere re

ported .) Sheep 65.00

“ Blackwoods " set of Public General Statutes

affecting Scotland . 1707 to 1903,
60 vols .

Cloth 60.00

43 vols, in

WHAT LONDON THINKS OF IT.

" This monumental work differs entirely from the law

lexicons of Wharton and Sweet , being, in fact, a Diction

ary of the English Language as interpreted by Judges

and Parliament, and fully supported in every instanceby
authorities, to the number of about 20,000. Within

those limits, it may be called an Authoritatii'e Dictionary

of the English Language." — Law Times, London.

" It must find a place in every law library . It is diffi
cult to exaggerate its usefulness, for it collects and pre

sents, in a readily accessible form, those judicial inter

pretations of words and phrases which a lawyer,unaided,

might spend days (nay, weeks ) in hunting for. Mr.

Stroud's work is a Standard Classic of the Law .” -- Law

Journal, London.

“ It is not meant for the use of lawyers alone, but is

intended to be , and doubtless will be, an Authoritative

Interpreter of the English of Affairs for the British
Empire .” — Law Quarterly Review , London ,

" It is really (1 Legal Johnson or Webster extended to

phrases as well as to words . "— Solicitors Journal,London .

A great work . " – Right Ilon . Jo. Chamberlain .

The book thus praised is The Judicial Dictionary, or,

Interpreter of Words and Phrases by the British Judges

and Parliament, by F. Stroud . 3 vols. , law sheep , $ 18.00 .

100.00

20.00

105 vols.



STUDY OF THE LAW.

Blackstone's Commentaries. (EWELL'S ESSENTIALS OF THE LAW, Vol. 1 : Sheep, $3.00 ;

cloth , $2.50 .) This is a pocket Blackstone , condensed only by omitting obsolete sections and

the bulky notes of other editions. It is so arranged in different types as to aid the student in

grasping and remembering the leading principles of the law

Case -Books. As will be seen below, wepublish Case -Books on Common Law Pleading , Conflict

of Laws, Criminal Law, Equity Jurisdiction and International Law. Our set called ENGLISH

RULING Cases, is really an encyclopædia of case-law on all topics, very valuable and available

in legal instruction.

Common Law Pleading. The best book for study on this topic is Martin'S COMMON LAW

PROCEDURE (sheep, $3.50) . A companion volume of CASES ON PLEADING , by KEEN , is now in

press, and will be published in the fall .

Conflict of Laws. BEALE'S CASES ON THE CONFLICT OF Laws (3 vols . , half sheep, $ 10.50) are

used at Harvard, Chicago University , and other leading law -schools.

Contracts. METCALF 'ON CONTRACTS (sheep, $3.50), written by Hon . Theron Metcalf, of

Massachusetts, is an old standby .

Criminal Law . Irving Browne's COMPENDIUM OF Criminal Law (sheep, $2.50 ; cloth ,

$ 2.00) is clear and compact.

Domestic Relations . BROWNE'S ELEMENTS OF THE LAW OF DOMESTIC RELATIONS AND EM

PLOYEES (sheep, $ 2.50 ; cloth , $2.00) is largely used in Law Schools and Correspondence
Schools.

Encyclopædia of Law. To cover authoritively, fully, but in small compass , the whole law,

there is no book so useful to a student or young lawyer as Bouvier's Law DICTIONARY ,

RAWLE'S REVISION . (2 vols., sheep, $ 12.00 .)

Equity Jurisdiction. We publish MARTIN'S CASES ON EQUITY JURISDICTION ( cloth , $4.50) ,

compiled for use at Missouri University.

Equity Pleading. Heard's EQUITY PLEADING (sheep , $2.50 ; cloth , $ 200) is a favorite fora

terse and clear statement of principles .

International Law. Scott's CASES ON INTERNATIONAL LAW (successor to Snow's CASES )

defines every phase of the subject by a decision from some English or American court . ($ 3.50) .

Sales . On this topic , also , we have a good compendium in BROWNE ON SALES (sheep , $2.50 ;
cloth, $2.00 ) .

Wills and Executors. SCHOULER ON Wills apd SCHOULER ON EXECUTORS, (each $ 5.50

in sheep binding, or both together in buckram for $8.00 ;, special terms on large quantities for

law schools) are acknowleged standards, now in use at a large number of law schools .

Introduction and Review . Ewell's ESSENTIALS OF THE LAW (3 vols. , sheep, $7.50, or cloth ,

$6.00) gives epitomes, distinguished by different types , of standard treatises on leading topics

of the law.

Blind Citations. A small volume, ABBREVIATIONS USED IN LAW Books, (sheep, $ 1.50 ) gives

a dictionary of abbreviations used in citing reports and text-books.

Stimulus and Recreation . Instructors and students at law ought to make a point of reading

every number of the GREEN BAG ($4.00 per year) .

Published byby the BOSTON BOOK COMPANY.



The Judicial Set. The Law of Arrest.

The Law of Arrest in Civil and Crim

inal Actions by H. C. Voorhees.

THERE is a series of reports especially val
uable to judges (as well as to lawyers who

go down to fundamental authorities in their

briefs) — because they can find there, and no

where else , great cases , those on which one

lives if decisions are founded , grouped together

under topics .

If a case before the court is doubtful; if

authorities are evenly balanced, if digests , text

books , and encyclopædias fail , this set of

reports presents to the baffled judge or lawyer

the sound principle on which the case

must be decided.

This refuge and help in time of doubt is

A
THOROUGH and up- to -date general work

on the subject, treating fully of the rights

of both the arresting and the arrested parties ,

from the arising of the cause of arrest to the

final disposal of the prisoner .

Bound in buckram . Price, $ 2.00 .

Published by

English Ruling Cases with
THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY,

American Notes, Boston , Mass.

PLEASE...All the English

Chancery Reports.
... REMEMBER

THAT THE

BOSTON BOOK CO.WE have ( left over from full sets of the'

English Reprint) fourteen sets of the

English Chancery Reports, reprinting the

original English reports in full, as follows :

CAN SUPPLY ANY OF THE

Reports, Statutes and Text-Books

Chancery Series , 129 vols. in about 25 Booke

Rolls Court, 39 7

Vice-Chancellors 71 13

66 Usually Supplied by other Law- Book Dealers.

64 66 66 66

IN ADDITION

Total 239 vols . " 45 Books

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

SCARCE AND OUT - OP - PRINT BOOKS .

These we offer at $7.50 per Reprint Book ; or

(say ) $337.50 in all .

21 volumes of the Chancery are now pub

lished (costing $ 157.50 ) . The other volumes

will follow at monthly intervals .

We have the largest collection now on sale .

Our agents and correspondents in every English

speaking country in the world enable us to get

promptly anything not in stock .
THE BOSTON BOOK CO.
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Attention of Lawyers, Professors of

Law Schools, and Trustees of Bar Libra

ries who may want to buy sets of Reports

is called especially to pages 2 and 15 of

this number.

Why not try THE GREEN BAG ?

Visitors to Boston are invited to call at our retail office, basement of Barristers '

Hall, Pemberton Square (directly opposite to the front entrance of the Court

House ), where they can telephone to our main office ( Nos. 83 to 91 Francis St.,

Back Bay ; -reached by Ipswich -street cars from Park-street Subway Station) .
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Large Library for Sale.

Comprising substantially all the Federal and

State Reports down to the Reporter System .

[Will be sold as a whole, or in blocks. Correspondence invited. Address

The Boston Book Co., 83 to 91 Francis St., Back Bay, Boston , Mass.]

SETS OF REPORTS.

Equity Vols. 1147.41,}

54 vols .

9 vols.

United States Supreme Court Reports. 186 vols. Missouri Reports. Vols . i to 178 .
United States Circuit and District Court Reports . Missouri Appeal Reports. Vols . I to 36.

Originals. 168 vols . Montana Reports. Vols. i to 5 .

United States Circuit Court of Appeals Reports. 61 vols. Nebraska Reports. Vols . I to 18 .

United States Attorney-GeneralOpinions. * 24 vols . Nevada Reports. Vols. I to 18 .

United States Court of Claims Reports. 35 vols. New Hamphire Reports. Vols. I to 63 .

United States Patent Office Reports. 61 vols . New Jersey Reports. . to ,

United States Patent Office Gazette. 97 vols.
in all 88 vols.

Fisher's Patent Cases. 6 vols . New Mexico Reports . Vols. 1 and 2 .

Robb's Patent Reports. 2 vols. New York Reports.

Alabama Reports. Stewart, Stewart & Porter, Porter, Superior Court.

and Ala. " Vols. to 88 , in all 105 vols . Common Pleas. 17 vols.

Arizona Reports. Vol 1 . Surrogate. I vols.

Arkansas Reports. Vols, i to 46. Criminal.

California Reports. Vols. i to 66. Practice. 115 vols .

Colorado Reports. Vols, i to 8. North Carolina Reports. Law 41 vols., Equity 21 vols . ,

Connecticut Reports. Kirby, Root & Day, and Conn. N. C. vols . 63 to 95, in all 95 vols.

Vols . I to 75, in all 83 vols. Oregon Reports. Vols. 1 to 12 .

Dakota Reports. Vol. 1. Pennsylvania Reports. Preliminary 101 vols . , Pa. State
Delaware Reports. Harrington 5 vols , Houston vols . I vols. I to 207, in all 308 vols .

to 5 , Del. Chancery , vols. I to 5, in all 15 vols. Rhode Island Reports. Vols. i to 15.

District of Columbia Reports . 14 vols. South Carolina Reports. Law 47 vols ., Equity 33vols . ,

Florida Reports. Vols. I to 22 . S. C. vols , i to 25, in all 105 vols.

Georgia Reports. T. U. P. Charlton , R. M. Charlton , Tennessee Reports. Chancery 3 vols . , Tenn . I to 85 vols . ,

Dudley. Georgia Decisions, Geo. Vols , i to 76 and in all 88 vols .

supplement to 33 Geo ., in all 81 vols . Texas Reports. Vols. I to 66.

Idaho Reports . Vol. 1 . Utah Reports. Vols . I to 3 .

Illinois Reports. Vols . I to 208 . Vermont Reports. Preliminary 8 vols . , Vt , vols. I to 58 ,

Illinois Appeals Reports. Vols. I to 30. in all 66 vols .

Indiana Reports. Smith, Blackford 8 vols. , and Ind . Virginia Reports. Patton, Jr. , & Heath 2 vols ., Prelimi

vols , i to 60, in all 169 vols. nary 74 vols., Va. vols. 75 to 82, in all 84 vols.

Iowa Reports. Morris, Greene 4 vols . , Iowa vols . i to Washington Reports. Vols. 1 and 2 .

67 , in all 72 vols . West Virginia Reports. Vols , i to 28 .

Kansas Reports. Vols. 1 to 34. Wisconsin Reports. Pinney 3 vols., Wis. I to 65 vols. , in

Louisiana Reports. Martin , both series, 20 vols . in 19 ; all 68 vols .

Louisiana 19 vols . in 10 ; Robinson 12 vols ., La. Wyoming. ols. I and 2 .

Annuals, vols. I to 38 in 39 vols . ,- in all 89 vols . in

American Decisions. 100 vols .

Maine Reports . Vols. 1 to 77 . American Reports . 60 vols.

Maryland Reports. Preliminary 34 vols . , Chancery 7 American Corporations Reports . 10 vols,

vols . , Md. vols. I to 64 , in all 105 vols . American Probate Reports. Vols. I to 3.

Michigan Reports. Douglas 2 vols . , Chancery 2 vols . , American Railway Reports. Vols. i to 9.

Michigan Reportsvols. I to 58, in all 62 vols . American Street Railway Cases. Vols. 1 and 2 .

Minnesota Reports. Vols. I to 33 . American and English Corporation Cases . Vols. I to 27 .

Mississippi Reports. Chancery 2 vols., Miss . vols . i to 63, American and English Railroad Cases. Vols. 1 to 40.

in all 65 vols . National Bankruptcy Register Reports. 18 vols .

I

I

80 .

TEXT BOOKS, DIGESTS, AND LAWS.

Also, a large number of Elementary Works, Digests, Session Laws, and Statutes.
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NOTES .

Printer's Errors.- Auction catalogues and second

hand lists play havoc with law book titles. Here for

instance, we find “Tear Books, i vols . , folio ," adver

tised . Again, we see “ Law Reports (London) . Indiana

Appeals . "

Finds English Reprint useful.-" I am well

pleased with the Reprints and find them much more use

ful than I had expected in active practice .”— Sol H.

Esarey, Convelton , Ind .

Equipment for Politics.- When a young lawyer

goes into training for Congress, he ought to get and

read BENTON'S ABRIDGMENT OF THE DEBATES OF CON.

GRESS FROM 1789 TO 1850. 16 vols . The nominal price

of this pocket manual is $ 96.00 ; but we have a good

second-hand set which we would sacrifice for $ 32.00 cash.

Know whom to tackle now .- “ Voorhees on

arrest is just what I was looking for. No officer can

afford to be without it .” — 0 . A. Halladay, Sheriff of

Eaton Co., Michigan . “ Am well pleased with it and

think every officer should have one . "— L. C. Beverly,

Sheriff of Donley Co., Texas.

BIBLIOGRAPHIC NOTES.

Hamilton's Practice . - In a recent biography of

Alexander Hamilton, it is stated that he wrote and pub

lished in 1781 , a “ Manual of the Practice of the Law ."

Who can tell us about it ? We find nomention of such a

work in the catalogues.

A Still -born Magazine.- Has anyone a spare copy

of “ The Law Review ," published in July, 1866, by Weed,

Parsons & Co. , of Albany, N. Y. ? One number only (ap

parently) was published . As the American Law Review

was born in the same year, we presume that it ran this

possible rival off the track .

Cameron's North Carolina Reports . - Mr. Hewitt ,

the Librarian of the Law Association of Philadelphia,

writes that he has found in the Law Association Library,

bound up with various trials, &c .-a book of 108 pages,

entitled " Reports of Cases determined by the Judges of

the Superior Courts of Law and Courts of Equity of the

State of North Carolina, at their Meeting on the Tenth

of June, A. D. , 1800 (&c . ) . By Duncan Cameron, Raleigh,

1800."

The catalogues and bibliographies make no mention

of this publication , which is evidently a first part or pre

liminary issue of what were afterwards known as the

“ Conference Reports " by Cameron and Norwood. Mr.

Hewitt says that five of Cameron's Cases, however, are

not reprinted in the Conference Reports.

Can anyone give us further information about this un

recorded North Carolina Report ?

13 vols.

Fond of Fishing P- If so , wouldn't you like this set ,

which we find on our shelves ? You can have it for $15.00.

THE FISHERIES EXHIBITION LITERATURE.

Cloth . ( International Fisheries Exhibition , London , 1883 ;

Handbooks on Fishing Laws; — Apparatus for Fishing ;

- Fish as Diet ; – History of Fishing in all Countries ;

Fish Culture ;- Zoology ;-Salmon Fishing ; – Angling ;

- Indian Fishing ; - Fishing Folk Lore ; - Sea Fables,

etc.)

Queer Idea of Fun.- We send off with many of our

circulars a printed return envelope , addressed to The

Boston Book Co. Several times we have had these

envelopes mailed back to us empty. This may occur by

oversight, but apparently it is often the attempt of some

callow law student to fool us. Here, for instance, is an

envelope postmarked Memphis, Tenn . , and endorsed

“ Important, Don't Delay , " which when opened was

found to contain only a blank. It cost the sender a two

cent stamp, anyway .

or

English Election Cases, 1780.- In addition to

the Election Cases usually given in catalogues, we note

that the volume entitled “Laws concerning the Election

of Members of Parliament " (six editions, between 1720

and 1780) contains “ Determinations of the House of Com

mons thereon .” In the Sixth Edition , 1780 , these “ De

cisions, " although paged right on from the text , have a

separate title page, covering pp. 119-383.

Who was the author of this work ? The preface to the

Sixth Edition is signed “ J. R."

This preface, by the way , contains an interesting dis

çussion as to how much (or how little) weight the

“ Attestation " License to Print” of the Judges had

in the older Reports.

Early Publishers' Tricks.- Richard Tottel , the

quaintest of the quaint early printers of England , appar.

ently began his career as a publisher, in the middle of the

Sixteenth Century , by revising dead books. For instance,

the “Registrum Brevium " which bears his imprint with

the date 1553, seems to be identical (except as to title page)

with the first edition printed in 1531 by William Rastell.

The type is the peculiar “ Secretary ” font, made in fac

simile of manuscript letters . Tottel's edition retains the

original colophon reading “ Wyllyam Rastell, Sept. 28 ,

1531."

Cases, but not Decisions.-“ The word “ Cases”

in the title of an old law book may mean decisions of a

court, but it may also mean moot cases, or questions put

by the author for the consideration of his readers . Such

are Zouch's “ Cases and Questions resolved in the Civil

Law ," Oxford, 1652 , and Stillingfleet's “ Ecclesiastical

Cases . . stated and resolved," 2 vols . , London , 1698-1704.

Su a volum has just drifted in to us from England .

It is a duodecimo, entitled “ Cases relating to Duties of

Excise, aud to the Jurisdiction of Justices of the Peace,

& c . " 12mo, London , 1715. ( Half roan , $2.50 . )

2
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12mo .

2 vols.

Va.

WANT LIST.

For the following we will pay liberally in cash :

Ala . Reports. Vols. 5 , 6, 7 , 8, 11 , 13, 63, 66, 67 , 73, 74.

Ala. Laws. Dec. 1847 , Sept. , Nov. 1864.

Ark. Laws. 1844, 1850 , 1856.

Calif. Laws. 1852 , 1853.

Conn . Laws. 1845 , 1852.

Del. Laws. 1818, '19, '20, '21 , '22 , '23.

Fla . Laws. 1840 , '42, '75 .

Ga. Decisions . I vol .

La. Reports. Martin Old Series. Vol. 2 .

Laws. 1844, 1845 .

Miss. Reports. Vol. 34 .

N. H. Laws. June, 1822 , '23 , '27 , '28, Nov. 1836, June

1837 , '39.

N. Y. Armstrong's Election Cases.

Transcript Appeals. Vols. 6, 7 .

N. C. Laws. Pub , 1822, '34, Pub. and Priv . 1852, July

1863 .

Penn . Delaware Co. Reports. Vol. 1 .

Lancaster Bar Reports . 15 vols .

Dallas Laws. Vol. 3 .

R.I. Reports. Vols . 5 , 8 .

Laws. Jan. 1845 , June '46 , Nov. '87 , May '93 .

S. C. Reports . Mills Constitutional .

Richardson's Law . Vol . I.

Laws. June 1882 .

Tex , Laws. 1841 .

Utah . Laws. Adj . 1853, Reg. '58, '61 .

Laws. 1813, '14 . Shepard's Stats. , vol . 1 .

Vt. Reports. Any late volumes.

The following we would like to get in exchange

for our own publications or overstock :

American Reports. 60 vols .

Atlantic Reporter. Vols. 18 to 24 .

Bench and Bar of New England .

Calvert on Parties in Equity. London , 1847 (or Phila. ,

1850) .

Chitty on Prerogatives of the Crown. London, 1820.

Guthrie's 14th Amendment.

Merrill's Newspaper Libel.

Morrison's Transcript . Vol . 5 .

Northwestern Reporter. Vols . i to 13 .

Spaulding's Diplomacy ofthe U.S. (Boston, 1826.)

Wheaton's U. S. Reports. 12 vols . Original edition .

Periodicals .

American Law Record. Vol . 1. No. 4 .

American Law Register . Old series . 9 vols . 1852-61 .

American Law Review . (Nashville .) 3 vols . 1872–74 .

American Law Times (and Reports ). Vols. 5 and 6 .5

Internal Revenue Record . Vols. 36 , 38.

Journal of Camparative Legislation. "N. S. No. 5 .

Law Magazine and Review . London, 1858 to 1872.

Law Magazine and Review for April 1875 .

Medico -Legal Journal , Vol. 1 .

New Jersey Law Journal . Vols. I to it .

Ohio Law Journal. Vol . 1. (Any parts . )

Weekly Jurist .(Bloomington, Ill.) Vol. 2. 1880-81 .

West Virginia Bar. Nov. 1894: June 1895.

Western Jurist . ( Des Moines. ) Vols. 1, 2 , 3 .

Yale Law Journal. Vol. 1. No. 4. (Or any odd vols .)

We also buy sets or odd volumes of legal

periodicals, session laws and reports .

QUAINT AND INTERESTING LAW BOOKS.

( List No. 9. )

[ We are preparingand will send on request to any one

interested, a consolidated list of our stock of Raré Old

Law Books, containing about 1,000 titles . )

Blackstone (Wm.) . The Great Charter and Charter of the

Forest, etc., - with the History of the Charters. 4to . Oxford.

1759. (Damp stains on margins.) Old calf 83.00

Brown (David ' Paul). The Forum , or Forty Yearsfnll

Practice at the Philadelphia Bar . 2 vols . Cloth . Phila .

1856 10.00

Cases relating to the Duties of Excise and to the Jurisdiction

of Justices upon Informations as to Excise . Half

roan . London . 1715 2.50

Chalmers (Geo.). Opinions of Eminent Lawyers on Various

Points of English “ Jurisdiction, chiefly concerning the

Colonies, Fisheriesand Commercé. Old sheep. Reprintedat

Burlington, Vt . 1858 .
6.00

Coke's Institutes. 4 vols. Folio. Old calf. London . 25.00

First Inst. Third edition (last one published during

the author's life ) 1633.

SecondInst. Ist edition 1642. Fourth Inst. Ist edition 1644 .
Third Inst . ist edition 1644.

( Each volume has a fullpage portrait of Coke .)

Coke upon Littleton. Hargrave and Butler's Notes . ist

Amer. from 19th Engl. edition . 2 vols. Sheep. Phila.

1853 ... :
.. 12.00

Corporations: The Lawof,containing the Laws and Cus
toms of all the Corporations and Inferior Courts ofRe

cord in England. ramo. Old calf. London . 1702 3.50

Fortescue (Lord Chancellor). A Learned Commendation of

the Politicue Laws of England. Translated into English by

Robert Mulcaster. 18mo. Old calf . London . 1599. 5.00

Foster (Joseph ) . Men at the Bar : A Biographical Hand-list
of Membersofthe Inns of Court, Judges, &c. Cloth . Lon

don , 1888 3.50

[Gibbs (Geo ) l . The Judicial Chronicle : a List of the Judges
and Reports in England and America. Cloth. Cambridge.

1834 · 1.50

Hale ( Sir Matthew ).' History of the Common law. 4th
edition , by Chas. Runnington . Broken calf . London .

1779 2.50

Hale (Sir Matthew ). History of the Pleas of the Crown. Ist

Amer. edition by Stokes & Ingersoll. 2 vols. Sheep. Phila.

1847 6.00

Hawkivs (Wm .). Pleas of the Crown,' sth edition, by John
Cuwood. 2 vols . Old calf . London . 1824 10.00

Jenks (Edward ) . Modern Land Law . Cloth . London .

1899 .
3.00

Kelly (Edward ). The French Law of Marriage and Divorce.

2d edition , by O. E. Bodington. Cloth . London . 1895.. 3.50
Kitchin (John ). Le Court Leete et Court Baron . 16mo.

Parchment. London . 1598 .. 5.00

Liddel (Robt.).. A Detail of the Duties of Deputy Judge

Advocate : with Precedent used in a Naval Court Martial:

together with Cases and Opinions. Folio. Old call . Printed

for the author. London. 1805 . 5.00

Littleton's Tenures . A Commentary upon , written prior to

that of Coke. Edited by Henry Cary. Cloth . London.

1829 . 5.00

London. Historical Charters and Constitutional Documents,
with Notes by an Antiquary. Quarto . Clath . London

1884 · 3.50

Murray ( Joseph ). Reports of Cases tried in the Jury Court.
1815-1830. 5 vols . Half calf . Edinburgh . 1818-1831 . 15.00

Nicolas (Sir Harris). The Law of Adulterine Bastardy , with

Reports of Cases . Boards. London. 1836 3.50

Nasmith(David). Institutes of English Law . 4 vols . 16mo.
Cloth . London. 1879 . 4.00

Piggott ( F. T.). Foreign Judgmentsand Parties out of the
Jurisdiction . 2d edition. Cloth . London. 1884 .. 6.00

Rawle(Wm . H. ). Equity in Pennsylvania . (Appendix -

The Registrar's Book of Gov. Keith's Court of Chancery,

1720-1735.) Boards. Phila . 1868 1.50

Rawle (William ). A View of the Constitution of the United

States. 2d edition . Sheep. Phila . 1829 • 2.00

Smith (John S.) . Chancery Practice. 2d Amer. edition , by D.
Graham, Jr. 2 vols . Old sheep . (Damp-stained .) Phila .

1842 4.00

(This is the edition recommended by the u.s.s. c.j
Spence (Geo. ) . Equitable Jurisdiction of the Court of

Chancery. 2 vols. Sheep . Phila . 1846 . 6.00

Todd (Alpheus). Parliamentary Government in England.
New edition by Spencer Walpole. 2 vols . Cloth . London.

1892 : : : 2.50

Westlake (John). Private International Law. Half calf .

London. 1858 2.50

Wheaton (Henry). Elements of International Law. Sth

edition, by R. H. Dana, Jr. Sheep . Boston . 1866 . 0.P.

Wood ( Thós. ) . An Institute of the Laws of England , *For

Young Beginners,” 9th edition . Folio . Old calf. London.

1763 ·
3.50
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STROUD'S JUDICIAL DICTIONARY.

Izmo.

FRENCH LAW BOOKS.

Here are the titles of a few interesting French books

which have drifted to our shelves during the summer .

Did you see the list of “ Civil Law Books ” ( largely

French ) printed in 6 Leg. Bib. 2 ? We can send you a

copy if you missed getting it .

BOUCHER (P. B.). Les Principes du Droit Civil

et du Droit Commercial Comparés. 2 vols .

Half roan. Paris An. XII . ( 1804.) . . $ 4.00

Code CIVIL DES FRANCAIS. Suivi de l'exposé

de motifs sur chaque loi, presenté par les

Orateurs du Gouvernement, des rapportsfaits au

tribunal au nom de la commission de Legislation,

&c. 8 vols . Boards. Paris . 5.00

CONSTITUTION FRANCAISE ( Le Veritable ) déduite

des principes fondamentaux qui outgouverné la

France, depuis le Regne de Charlemagne

jusqu'en 1789. Suivie de la veritable constitution

Francoisejustifiée, par un Député du Clergé de

Paris aux Etatsgenereaux de 1789. S. L. 1799.
2 vols . Boards .

DUPIN & LABOULAYE. Glossaire de l'Ancien

Droit Français . , 12 mo. Half roan . Paris. 1846.

PAILLIET (J. B. J.) . Le Droit Français en Vigueur,

1453-1850 . (Constitutions, Codes, & c.) Half

roan. Paris . 1850 3.00

Rey (Joseph ) . Des Institutions Judiciaires de

l'Angleterre comparées avec celles de la France.

2 vols. Paper. Paris. 1826 . 3.00

2.00

The phrase "Law Dictionary " has come with us to

mean an encylopædia, like BOUVIER's Law DICTIONARY,

giving not only definitions, but also covering the whole

field of law by monographs summarizing principles, with

citation of cases.

In his Law Dictionary, however ( second edition

recently published in three volumes, law sheep, $ 18.00 ),

MR. STROUD has confined himself to the stricter scope of

a dictionary, and has undertaken only to give such defini

tions of words and phrases as have been drawn by the

English Courts in decision of cases, His work has been

aptly described as " A Dictionary of the English Lang

uage so far as it has been defined by English Courts of

Law . ” It is not a book which every lawyer must have

(like Rawle's Bouvier), but as the American Law Re

view says of it, “ Every public law library in the United

States must have it ; and so must every private law

library of any pretension to learning or completeness.”

The London Law Times calls it “ an Authoritative

Dictionary of the English Language. " The Law

Quarterly Review describes it as " an Authoritative

Interpreter of the English of Affairs for the British

Empire." The Solicitor's Journal finds it “ a Legal

Johnson or Webster.” The literary journals in London ,

the Athenæum, the Saturday Review, and the Specta

tor, say it is "admirably done, ” and “cordially recom.

mend it . ” Lord Alverstone, Chief Justice of England,

speaks of its “vast amount of most valuable informa

tion.” “ JO ” Chamberlain calls it tersely“ a great work ."

We have nothing of the kind (unfortunately) to cover

American Cases ; but this work, so far as it goes, would

have persuasive authority in our courts wherever the

meaning of any word or phrase is under discussion.

2.00

MORE FRENCH, ETC., CIVIL LAW .

In addition to the works noted above, we have just

received the following :

Bravard -Veyrieres : Manuel de Droit Commercial. $ 3.00

Bulletin des Arrets de Cour de Cassition . 28 vols .

Cochin : Oeuvres. 6 vols . . .. 6.00

D'Aguesseau : Oeuvres. 12 vols. 15.00

Dalloz : Jurisprudence Générale. 25 vols .

Kriegel: Corpus Juris Civilis. 3 vols. 7.50

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS FOR LAWYERS.

6

English Courts.- We have had occasional inquiries

as to where a good description of the courts of England

can be found. White's Outlines of Legal History (cloth ,

London, 1895, $1.50) devotes Chap. i to “ The Principal

Courts," Chap. II . to “ Their History, " Chap. III . to

Minor and Obsolete Courts , " and Chap. IV. and V. to

Saxon and Norman Legal Systems,

Set of Revised Reports Cheap . - We have a set of

the “ Revised Reports , " the set of selected English Cases

edited Sir Frederick Pollock, Vols. 1-65, fine second

hand. The regular price is $ 390 ; we can sell this set for

$ 200 .

Schouler's U. 8. History . — JAMES SCHOULER,

author of the standard treatises on Wills ($5.50) and on

Executors ($5.50) , is also author of an admirable

“ History of the United States from the Adoption of the

Constitution to the Close of the Civil War.” 6 vols . ,

cloth, $13.50 .

Second -Hand Books Purchased .- We buy par

cels or libraries of law books, In sending lists to us,

please specify dates of publication , number of volumes in

each set , condition of binding, etc.

When holiday time comes why not give some friend a

full set of THE GREEN . BẠG ? Where can you find, in

sixteen volumes, and for forty-eight dollars, more biog.

raphy, history, portraiture, and all-round good reading, in

the literature of the law ?

Or, if your friend has scholarly tastes, why not get our

lists of “Quaint and Interesting Law Books " and pick

out some rare and well -bound volume as a Christmas

gift ?

Or, if you have been studious, industrious, and pros

perous for the year, why not make the present to your

self and charge it to your best client ?

Not all Law Books are Law .--The Epilogue to

Littleton's Tenures might well be repeated as a preface

to some of ourmodern text - books, thus :

“ And know thou my sonne, that I will not that thou be

leeve, that all that I have said in the said Bookes is Law ,

for that I will not take upon me nor presume : But of

those things that be not law , inquire and learne of my

wise Masters learned in the law ."
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the State . Whether the doctrine of reasonable doubt

ought to prevail in the trial of the mob, or whether, as in

civil cases, a preponderance of evidence ought to be

sufficient to warrant the jury in rendering a verdict of

guilty, is a question which is worthy of careful and

thoughtful consideration. Thepurpose should be to give

the accused a fair hearing certainly, but also to makethe

due administration of justice in this extraordinary class

of criminal cases reasonably certain , never very doubtful,

as now it seems to be.

In every case of lynching, a money judgment should
go to the legal heirs of the victim against the county

where the offence was committed. The amount of this

judgment should be fixed by law , say at $ 5,000, and
should be obtained withoutmuch expensive litigation. It

should be paidout of the State Treasury, and the State

should be reimbursed by the county by taxation of the

latter. Proof of the lynching should be sufficient to

warrant the court in entering judgment, the time and

place of the same, or course, accompanyingsuch proof.

These suggested changes would, in the writer's opinion ,

exert a marked influence in favor of restraining the in

tending acts of the mob. A few convictions would cer

tainly wipe out this stigma on America's fairname. The

plan suggested would make convictions possible, one of

the strongest deterrents to the commission of the crime.

The experiences of the past make some such change as
has been herein indicated necessary. The possible

dangers of the future make some definite and positive

action imperative.

.

Remedies for Mob Lawlessness .

Duane Mowry of Milwaukee closes an article on " Mob

Law in America," in THE GREEN Bag for August, 1904,

with these suggestions as to changes in existing law :

It is undoubtedly true that whole communities are
wroughtup to a high state of frenzy and fear over the

commission of atrocious crimes. And it is but a short

step from this feeling to the crime of the mob itself . If,

however, the mob knew that certain and adequate

punishment wouldquickly follow its breach of the peace,

it may well be doubted if it would so willingly and un
blushingly violate it. As conditions exist today, the mob

entertains little fear of punishment at all , never any such

dread of the infliction of a penalty as the enormity of the

offence committed warrants. So the mob undertakes to

be the self-appointed conservator of law and order at the

very expense of good government itself . This condi

tion has been steadily growing from bad to worse until

today thesituation is little less than alarming.

It was Thomas Jefferson who once wisely said of mob

law : “ It is more dangerous that even a guilty person

should be punished without the forms of law than that

he should escape." There ismuch need for the preach

ment of this doctrine. Not that there is anything parti

cularly sacred or magical around the term law , but

because it comports exactly with the best that all human

governments and civilized life afford .

Passing from a mere academic consideration of the

question , let us see if there is any adequate remedy for
the existing evil .

It has already been said that the mob feels secure

against any punishment being inflected upon it by the

constituted authorities for its crime. The history of all

trials for riot amply justify the making of this statement .

It is apparent, therefore, if punishment is to be visited

upon the mob, some change in the criminal law and pro
cedure will have to be made .

The constitutional provision requiring that every person

accused of crime shall have a speedy trial by a ſury of
his peers in the county where the alleged offense is said

to have been committed, will , as it appears to the writer,

have to be amended . This is necessary because no jury

of the accused's peers , in the county where the alleged

offence is said to have been committed, will , in almost

every case, render other than a verdict of not guilty .

Public opinion demands such a verdict and the jury

respondsto that demand, at the sacrifice of both lawand

justice.

The proposed amendment should makemandatory that

the place of trial of the mob should be far removed from

the place where the alleged crime is said to have been

committed. The purpose of this amendment is not to

secure a certain conviction of the mob,but to obtain a

jury of fair, impartial and unprejudiced men , who will

protect alike the rights of the accused and of the State, a

thingdemonstrably impossible under the existing order.

The interests of the State and the behests of the social
order imperatively demand this .

The trial judge and the prosecuting officer should not
come from the territory where the offense is said to have

been committed ; certainly not if they are elective offi

cers. These officers of the court should be named , per

haps, by the governor, with or without the concurrence

of the law department of the State . Local sentiment is

so strong and so indifferent to the impartial administra

tion of the law , that some unusual and extraordinary plan

must be invoked in order to eliminate anything like local

or political pressure in the trial of the mob .

The venueshouldbe determined by law. Possibly

affidavits should be submitted by the prosecution show

ing thenecessity for the change. The right to the change
of the place of trial should rest with the State. In no

case should the place of trial be in the county where the

offence is said to have been committed , nor in an adjoin

ing county: The right toa speedy trial should be con

tinued and preserved. But neither party should be

forced, unreasonably, to go to trial.

These regulations should be supplemented with others

looking to less stringent rules of evidence on the part of

THE LAW OF ARREST .

We have just published (bound in buckram , $ 2.00 ) The

LAW OF ARREST IN CIVIL AND CRIMINAL ACTIONS, BY

H. C. VOORHEES OF THE Boston BAR .

This general work , treating clearly , concisely, and

thoroughly, all the rights of both the arresting and the

arrested parties, from the arising of cause of arrest to the

final disposal of the prisoner, will be of great use to

lawyers, and officers of the law everywhere.

The book is best described by its Contents, viz:

1. The Right of Personal Liberty .

II . The Issuance and Service of Legal Process.

III . Who may Issue a Warrant .

IV. What Constitutes an Arrest .

V. Arrest with Warrant .

VI . Arrest without a Warrant .

VII . Breaking Doors to Make an Arrest .

VIII . Force in the Act of Arrest .

IX . Disposing of the Prisoner.

X. Arrest in Extradition Proceedings.

XI . Evidence Necessary to Establish the Offense.

XII . Exemption from Arrest .

XIII . False Imprisonment. •

XIV. Trespass .

E. R. C , ON TICK.

We have so many inquiries for ENGLISH RULING

CASES WITH AMERICAN NOTES (see p . 11 ) , from young

lawyers, or from lawyers whose income is partially

mortgaged for other sets of books, and who want to pay

part cash , part on time, that we will say here, once for all,

we shall be glad to sell E. R. C. to any one who can offer

good bank references, on payment of part of the price

cash and the rest in monthly or quarterly instalments ;

title of the set to remain with us until payments are com

pleted .
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PLEADING, OLD AND NEW .

The following extract from the Introduction to KEEN'S

CASES ON PLEADING (now in press) will interest our

readers :

This work stands upon three foundation stones . First, the

relationship between modern remedial and ancient remedial

law. Second, the relationship between modern substantive

and ancient remedial law. Third, the relationship between

rodern social and financial conditions and remedial law .

First , of the connection between special pleading and the

pleading of today. Speaking of the present law of Massachu

setts, Chapman , J., said, “ And though it (the Practice Act]

changes the forms of pleading and dispenses with technicali

ties , it is still important in framing declarations and answers,

so as to present causes properly for trial,that the principles of

special pleading should be carefnlly regarded." * Speaking of

the present law in States which have supplanted common -law

pleading by codes of civil procedure, one writer says, “ It is no

longer pretended that the knowledge of common-law pleading

is rendered useless by the code, but that the same fundamental

principles underlie both systems." + And another, “ It is

assumed that the student of the code is familiar with the

common-law and equity systems of pleadings. If not , he is

groping in the dark, and much that is offered will escape his

apprehension. This knowledge is deemed essential, not only

because well -educated lawyers must know the history of our

jurisprudence ; must live through it , as it were , and measure

every step of its marvellous progress, but because the founda

tion idea of pleading is not changed ." ^ It follows, then, that a

knowledge of common -law procedure is useful to the busy,

practicing lawyer, because it enables him to draw accurate

pleadings. We shall study with that end in view.

Second, of the connection between special pleading and

modern substantive law . Mr. Justice Holmes declares that ,

“ Whenever we trace a leading doctrine of substantive law far

enough back, we are likely to find some forgotten circumstance

of procedure at its source . ” § Pollock and Maitland exclaim ,

“ Those few men who were gathered at Westminster round

Pateshull and Raleigh and Bracton were penning writs that

would run in the name of kingless commonwealths on the

other shore of the Atlantic Ocean ; they were making right and

wrong for us and for our children ." I To make right and

wrong is to make substantive law , and the passage might well

read , were making substantive law for us and for our chil

dren . ” In the following pages, we shall plod step by step

through the history of the several actions ; we shall note the

origin and evolution of each ; we shall deal minutely with the

definition and characteristics of each ; and then , taking the

whole scheme of common-law actions as a basis, we shall deter

mine why it was and is that substantive rights went unvindi

cated and still go unvindicated' ; and substantive wrongs went

unredressed and still go unredressed . We believe that the

answer to the question is this : Because the writs which " the

few men who were gathered at Westminster round Pateshull

and Raleigh and Bracton were penning ;" writs which were to

" run in the name of kingless commonwealths on the other

shore ofthe Atlantic Ocean ; " writs sufficient only for the day

of Pateshull , Raleigh and Bracton , became rigid boundaries to

actions ; and though substantive law might expand, remedial

law would not expand . It is usual to speak of the perpetuated

procedure of the ancients as worthy of the deepest veneration .

We can only compare it with a cage in which the infant sub

stantive law was put to live ; the substantive law grew and out

grew the bounds of its cage, but the bars would not yield ;

and the result was a deformed, misshapen thing, which, unsup

plemented by equity and statute, would make justice a laugh

ing -stock. We must, then , trace the effect of remedial upon

substantive law with greatest care .

Third, of the connection between special pleading and

modern social and financialconditions. If rules of procedure

formulated in the days of broadsword and armor, of stage

coach and Robin Hood, have wrought limitations upon modern

substantive law a fortiori, they have wrought limitations upon

all intercourse between men and men . Says Dean Melville M.

Bigelow in a recent letter to Vinegradoff, the successor at

Oxford of Sir Henry Maine and Sir Frederick Pollock, “ But

is law as we have it what we now require ? Can the conditions

of primitive times , or of much later times even down to the

nineteenth century, serve this age of electricity – the twentieth

century ? Some of us are convinced that they cannot . They

long since became the subjects of purely or largely a priori

rules of law ; and we in America at least are feeling the pinch

of them. They are fettering in a most serious way natural and

reasonable pursuits. The criminal law, for instance, is breaking

down, or rather is trying, rightly, I think, to burst its fetters:

it is calling on equity , which used to say it had nothing to do

with criminal law , to come to its aid. [For example , injunc

tions against unlawful picketing in strikes arising out of labor

troubles .]

Our Scientific School - we are just starting it in this law

school - sets out with the idea that the law , so far as business

and pursuits generally are concerned , should be , not a cause but

an effect of relations : in other words, as Lord Bowen once put

it in a serious talk with me, law shouldfollow business orpur

suits, and not seek to press them this way or that in advance.

That, we think , is the true idea - the true scientific method.

History may and will help – so will the Analytic Method : but

both of these will fall vastly short of furnishing safeguides in

the new conditions which confront us today. Our theory - I

mean the theory of Boston University Law School- is that we

should study and master, so far as possible, the present needs

of business intercourse, and that the law should obediently fol

low, so long as nobody's rights are invaded and the welfare of

the State is not assailed . With us, over here , business is

demanding that this should be done, and that the fetters of

mediævalism shall be cast aside. It seems to me that the

demand is right, and it seems equally clear that it must be

heeded .

For every petitioner in Equity who fails because he has a

complete and adequate remedy at law ; every plaintiff who fails

because he should have brought, say, case instead of trespass , or

an action ex delicto instead of ex contractu ; every defendant

who fails because under his plea he is precluded from introduc

ing evidence which the substantive law would make a defence ;

briefly, in every case where a litigant fails because he has mis

conceived his pleading, substantive law is defeated by proce

dural technicalities and injustice is wrought . This both at com

mon law , and under practice acts based upon the common law .

In a lecture delivered at Boston University by the writer of

this book, at thebeginning of his work, he said, “ Perhaps the

most wonderful feature ofmodern jurisprudence is the fact that

it is a yet uncompleted structure whose foundations were be

gun by the AngloSaxons and the early Anglo Normans hun

dred of years before the discovery of America ; and that in the

days when ancient scientists still conceived the earth to be flat,

ancient lawyers were building clumsily but well the system of

rules, principles, maxims, rights and remedies that is law to

day.” Were he again to use this sentence , he would substitute,

for the word “ wonderful,” the word “ unfortunate.”

* Read v. Smith , 1 Allen, 519, at 521.

† Andrews in his introduction toStephen, Pleading, 23.

Bliss, Code Pleading ( 2d ed.) , $ 141 .

$ Holmes, Common Law , 253.

i u Pollock and Maitland,670 .

HE GOT HIS ADDRESS CHANGED .

Lawyers who have had similar trouble with careless

booksellers will appreciate this letter to us :

CHARLES C. SOULE, ESQ. ,

President of the Boston Book Company,

83 to 91 Francis Street, Boston, Mass.

Dear Sir, - Your much esteemed company has been

sending bills to meaddressed , “L. G. Blair, 84 School

street, Boston, Mass.”

For nearly eight years past I have been at Rooms

644-5 TremontBuilding.
I have repeatedly sent your Company checks and
other communications from this address.

Your people persist in insisting that I am not here, but

at “ 84 School street."

It is embarrassing to be located in two places at the

same time.

I can not afford to pay rent for both places .

I don't want to be at “ 84 School street ."

I never was at “ 84 School street."

There is no “ 84 " Schoolstreet .
There never was.

I'm here. Yours truly,

LAFAYETTE G. BLAIR .
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HOW WILL YOU SWAP ?

Have you your office

a

in any books you are not using,

sets, blocks, or odd volumes of reports ; sets, volumes

or numbers of law magazines ; old statutes or laws, or

any other useless old truck ?

If so, perhaps we can trade you something you want

for something you don't want . Send us a list of what

you can spare, giving outside title and date of publica

tion , together with some idea of the condition of binding

say, a for fine condition ; b good condition ; c poor con

dition ; x unbound or needing binding.

Indicate also which of our own publications (see pp. 14

and 15 ) , or which of the following list of our overstock of

recent books you would like to have, and we will try to

arrange a swap to mutual satisfaction .

If you are a natural" hoss-trader," here is your chance.

EQUITY PLEADING AND PRACTICE .

A work which will be very useful outside of Massachu

setts, as well as in that state, is Notes on Equity Plead

ing and Practice in Massachusetts, by Hon. James B.

Richardson, Justice of the Superior Court (one volume,

law buckram , $ 2.00 net) . The volume is made up of

notes of decisions and other authorities, cited at hear

ings from time to time of cases in the First Division of

Equity of the Superior Court in Boston . The notes

were originally made “ merely for handy reference in

hearing future cases; " but are printed upon the sugges-,

tion that they might be of some use , at least, to younger

members of the bar, if made accessible .

The CONTENTS OF RICHARDSON'S NOTES ON EQUITY

are :

List of Overstock for Exchange.

.

PLEADINGS IN EQUITY.

The Bill — The Parties — Parties Plaintiffs— Parties

Defendants - Bills of Interpleader– Cross- Bills – Bills

of Discovery - Supplemental Bills – Bills of Revivor -

Demurrers - Pleas – Answers — Disclaimer — Replica

tion .

PRACTICE IN EQUITY.

Pro Confesso — Interrogatories to the Adverse Party

- Masters , their Reports, and Exceptions thereto –

Findings by the Court — Trial by Jury - Decrees -- In

junctions Contempts — Receivers — Ne Exeat — Case

Reserved or Reported—Exceptions — Appeals— Amend

ments - Bills of Review- Costs – Forms of Pleadings

Forms of Decrees.

2 vols.

Bates's Federal Equity Practice. 2 vols. . .. $ 12.00

Benjamin's Chalmers Digest of Bills and Notes 3.50

Bishop's Criminal Directions and Forms . 6.00

Black's Practice in Accident Cases 6.00

Blackstone's Commentaries ; Edited by Ham

mond. 4 vols. Cloth .. 7.50

Boon on Real Property. 3 vols . . 9.00

Bradner on Evidence 6.00

Brandenburg on Bankruptcy 6.50

Butler on Treaty Making Powers.
12.00

Clement on Fire Insurance 6.00

Curran's Speeches. Cloth . 3.50

Daniel on Negotiable Instruments. 2 vols . . . 12.00

Dillon's Life of John Marshall. 3 vols . Cloth : 9.00

Erskine's Speeches . 4 vols . Cloth 8.00

Foster's Federal Practice . 2 vols . I 2.00

Freeman on Executions. 3 vols . 18.00

Heliwell on Stocks and Stockholders 6.00

Henderson's Chancery Practice . 6.00

Herod's “ Favored Nation ” Clause 3.50

Judson on Taxation 6.00

Keene's Notaries Manual

Lloyd's State Trials . 3.00

Marshall's Decisions 5.00

McKelvey's Common Law Pleadings 5.50

Nellis on Surface Street Railways 6.00

Page on Wills . . 6.00

Sanders' Patent Digest 3.00

Shinn on Replevin . . 6.00

Shiras on Equity Practice 2.50

Smith's Juridical Laws 3.50

Street Railway Reports. Vol. 1 5.00

Thomas on Non-Mailable Matter 3.75

Tiedeman on State and Federal Control . 2 vols . . I 2.00

Von Holst's Constitutional History of the United

States . 8 vols. Cloth ...

Von Holst's French Revolution . Cloth 3.50

Watson's Civil Law of Spain and Mexico 6.50

Watson on Damages 6.00

White on Mines and Mining Injuries 7.50

Wilson's Works ( reprint ). 2 vols . Cloth . 7.00

Wyman's Administrative Law : Public Offices 6.00

2.00

KEEPING TAB ON CURRENT ENGLISH

LAW .

What is the best and cheapest way to keep up with the

latest English decisions ? is a question often asked.

As good a way as any other and undoubtedly the least

expensive method, is to subscribe for the series known as

The Law Journal Reports, published in monthly parts,

binding up (usually) as three volumes every year.

This series undertakes to give full and accurate reports

of all the decisions of the English Courts which are

worth reporting.

The Law Journal Reports are taken largely in the

British Colonies, as being cheaper than “ The Law

Reports, " while equally as satisfactory .

A lawyer who has either a good library of the older

English Reports, or our FULL REPRINT, or THE ENG

LISH RULING CASES ; but not " The Law Reports," will

find The Law Journal Reports a useful current supple

ment to that part of his library.

Subscriptions at $ 10.00 per year ( next year beginning

with the Calendar in January) are received by The Bos

ton Book Co.

6 %

.

I 2.00

IRISH AND CANADIAN REPORTS .

The large library advertised for sale in this paper

contains, in addition to the American and the English

reports advertised on another page, a nearly complete

set of the Irish Reports from 1766 to 1890, comprising

167 volumes, which we offer for $500, as they stand .

It also includes 190 volumes of Canadian Reports .

Particulars given on application .
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Ward, Cooper v. Chitty, Bird v. Randall, and Cole v.

Turner may well be famous in the law of actions , though

some of them if not all are as intimately associated with

the substantive law.

The arrangement of chapters is suggestive :

Chapter 1.- " Original Writs and Process . "

Chapter 11.- Actions Before the Statute of West

minster II .

Chapter 111.- Actions After the Statute of West

minster II.

Chapter IV.- Trials.

Chapter V.- Declarations.

Chapter VI.- Demurrers.

Chapter VII.- Pleas in Abatements.

Chapter VIII.- Pleas in Bar.

Chapter IX.- Motions based upon the Pleadings.

Chapter X.- Rules of Pleading .

It will be seen by those who have used Martin's Civil

Procedure at Common Law , that Mr. Keen has followed

Judge Martin's arrangement of the topic. The two works

- Martin's Procedure and Keen's Cases on Pleading→

can properly be used together in a course of law study,

ADVICE TO A YOUNG LAWYER .

KEEN'S CASES ON PLEADING .

We have in press and expect to publish in November,

a collection of CASES ON PLEADING BY JAMES TOWER

KEEN, Instructor in Pleading at the Boston University

Law School, which is constructed on such a novel, but

sensible and practical plan , as to be worth examination

by all who are interested in teaching or administering the

law .

Mr. Keen's work proceeds upon the principle that the

value today of the study of Common Law Pleading is

not limited to its usefulness as a course in legal logic.

Even in states which have adopted Practice Acts and

Codes, lawyers must still have recourse, for purposes of

interpretation, to the common law . This being true, the

plan of the book is easily understood . It traces step by

step the proceedings in a suit at common law, and briefly

but clearly sketches the relation between those steps and

the steps in a law suit under the systems that prevail

today.

The scheme is thus worked out . 1. There is given in

bold, clear type a brief summary by the editor, of the

vital features of the pleading to be studied . 2. There is

presented is smaller type the very pleading itself, and 3.

There are stated in ordinary type, cases which illumine

the pleading. Since the book abounds in carefully

chosen forms, the learner may study not only what the

courts have said about the drawing of pleadings, but he

may apply those rules to specific declarations, demurrers,

and pleas from classic pens.

The book does more than to deal with specific plead

ings. It searches with exacting thoroughness the

actions of which the pleadings are but the expression .

After treating of “ Original Writs and Process," there is

shown the origin of each personal action, and its evolu

tion . Inch by inch the student plods through the pro

gress of the actions from their remotest beginnings down

to the present day ; and then examines minutely their

characteristics in developed law . No case book has ever

attempted to cover this ground before. The present

work is the unrivalled possessor of its field . Mere text

alone could never do its work. Instead of abstract dis

course upon the history of pleading, there are presented

to the student the decisions which made present day text

books on pleading possible. He can read the feudal

writs whence came the action of debt. He can turn to a

case in the reign of Edward I. which marks the parting

of the ways between debt and detinue. He can see deci.

sions which in the time of Henry II . were separating

replevin and trespass from the domain of crimes into that

of civil torts. He can follow the varying fortunes of

covenant from across the space of more than seven cen

turies down to the present hour. And then, having dealt

with the whole scheme of early actions and gauged its

incompleteness, he can understand the necessity for the

Statute of Westminster II. , and the actions which that

statute summuned into being - Case, Trover, and

Assumpsit.

The cases themselves are many of them ex necessitator

great cases. Scott v . Shepard, Amory v. Delamirie,

Slade's Case, The Six Carpenters' Case, Rudder v. Price,

Weaver v. Ward, Peck v . Redmond, Pillans v . Van

Mierop, Raven v . Hughes, Slater v. Baker, Weaver v.

BY HON. JOSEPH STORY .

Whene'er you speak , remember every cause

Stands not on eloquence, but stands on laws

Pregnant in matter, in expression brief,

Let every sentence stand with bold relief ;

On trilling points nor time nor talents waste,

A sad offence to learning and to taste ;

Nor deal with pompous phrase ; nor e'er suppose,

Poetic flights belong to reasoning prose.

Loose declamation may deceive the crowd,

And seem more striking, as it grows more loud ;

But sober sense rejects it with disdain ,

As nought but empty noise, and weak as vain.

The froth of words, the schoolboy's vain parade

Of books and cases, all his stock in trade-

The pert conceits, the cunning tricks and play

Of low Attorneys, strung in long array,

The unseemly jest, the petulant reply,

That chatters on, and cares not how, or why,

Studious, avoid ; unworthy themes to scan,

They sink the Speaker, and disgrace the Man.

Like the false lights , by flying shadows cast,

Scarce seen when present , and forgot when past.

Begin with dignity ; expound with grace

Each ground of reasoning in its proper place ;

Let order reign throughout- each topic touch ,

Nor urge its power too little or too much .

Give each strong thought its most attractive view ,

In diction clear, and yet severely true,

And, as the arguments in spendor grow,

Let each reflect its light on all below.

When to the close arrived, make no delays

By petty flourishes of verbal plays ,

But sum the whole in one deep, solemn strain ,

Like a strong current hastening to the main .

Cambridge, 1832 .
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BRITISH EMPIRE .

Published since July 1, 1904 .
ENGLAND.

English Reports Reprint . Vol. 42.

(Chancery, Vol . 22. )

Revised Reports. Vol . 68 .

Law Times. Vol . 116.

Statutes. Statutary Rules and Orders . 1903.
ScoTLAND.

Revised Reports. ( Dunlop , Vol . 8. )

COLONIAL .

Canada .

New Brunswick . Equity . Vol . 2.

Yukon Territory. Revised Ordinances, 1902 .

Gold Coast. Sarbah's Fanti Law Reports.

Text Book. Sarbah ( J. M.) . Fanti Customary Law .

Queensland .

Text-Book. Power (G. H.) , Groom (L. E.) and Graham

( A. D.). Real Property Acts .

Transvaal. Law Reports. 1903. 2 vols .

.

AMERICAN REPORTS, DIGESTS, ETC.

Published since July 1, 1904 .

GENERAL SERIES.

AM . BANKRUPTCY REPORTS. Vol . 11 .

AM . STATE REPORTS. Vol . 97 .

AM . AND ENG . R. R. Cases, N. S. Vol . 33.

ATLANTIC REPORTER . Vol . 56.

LAWYERS' REPORTS ANNOTATED. Vol . 63 .

CENTURY DIGEST. Vol. 48 .

CYCLOPEDIA OF LAW AND PROCEDURE. Vol . 12 .

NORTHEASTERN REPORTER . Vol . 70.

NORTHWESTERN REPORTER. Vol . 99 .

Pacific REPORTER. Vol. 76.

SOUTHEASTERN REPORTER. Vol . 47 .

SOUTHERN REPORTER. Vol . 36.

SOUTHWESTERN REPORTER . Vol. 81 .

UNITED STATES.

U.S. SUPREME Court REPORTS. Vol . 194.

SUPREME COURT REPORTER. Vol . 24 .

CIRCUIT COURT OF APPEALS REPORTS (C.C.A.) . Vol . 61 .

FEDERAL REPORTER. Vol. 130.

PATENT OFFICE, OFFICIAL GAZETTE. Vol . 109 .

STATE AND TERRITORIAL REPORTS, ETC.

ALA. Reports. Vol . 138 .

Cal. Reports. Vol . 142 .

Colo . Reports. Appeals. Vol . 17 .

D. C. Reports. Appeals. Vol . 22 .

GEORGIA . Reports. Vol. 119.

ILL. Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 208 .

Appellate Court . Vol . u .

IND . Reports. Supreme Court . Vol . 161 .

LA. Reports. Vol . 111 .

MASS. Local. Crocker's Notes.

Minn . Reports. Vol. 90 .

Miss . Reports. Vol . 84 .

Mo. Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 178 .

N. H. Reports. Vol . 72 .

N. Y. Reports.

New York Supplement. Vol . 88 .

New York State Reporter. Vol. 122 .

Criminal Reports. Vol . 17 .

Session Laws. 1904. 2 vols .

PENN . Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 208.

Superior Court. Vol . 24.

Dauphin Co. Reports. Vol . 6.

S. C. Reports. Vol . 67 .

TENN . Reports. Vol . 110.

Tex . Reports. Appeals. Vol. 44 .

VERMONT. Reports. Vol . 75 .

WASH . Reports. Vol . 33 .

Wis. Reports. Vol . 119.

AMERICAN ELEMENTARY BOOKS .

Published since July 1 , 1904 .

BEARD ( C. B. ) . The Office of Justice of the Peace in

England. Paper $1.50

BENTON (J. H.). Libel Case of Daniel Webster against

Theodore Lyman. Cloth 3.50

BODINGTON (O. E.) . French Law of Evidence. Cloth . 1.75

CHASE ( G.) , Cases on Torts . 2d ed. . 5.00

HAMLIN (A.S.). Copyright Cases and Decisions 2.50

MONRO (C. H.) . Justinian . Vol . 1 4.00

MORROW ( P. A.) . Social Diseases and Marriages 3.75

RICHARDSON ( J. C. ) . Notes on Equity Pleading .

Cloth

SPELLING (T. C.). Corporate Management 4.50

SUTHERLAND ( W. A.). Notes on U.S. Constitution 6.00

VOORHEES ( H.C. ) . Arrest . Cloth 2.00

2.00

1.0.0

1.0

ENGLISH ELEMENTARY WORKS , ETC.

Published since July 1, 1904 , or now in Press .

Size 8vo or 12mo, and binding cloth . £. s.d.

DUCKWORTH (L.) . Charterparties and Bills of Lading .

2d ed .
2.6

Emery ( ) . Patent Laws and Practice 15.0

HALLILAY (R.), Digest Final Examinatio
n
Questions.

17th ed . 18.0

HARRIS ( R. ) . Principles of Criminal Law. 10th ed . .

HOLDSWORTH ( W. S.) . Landlord and Tenant . 48th ed .

LUSHINGTON (G. ) . Affiliation . 2d ed. • 6.6

LUSHINGTON ( S. G.) . Married Women Acts . 2d ed. 5.0

NICHOLAS (V.) & LAWRENCE (W. F.) . Formation of

Companies . 2d ed . 12.6

POLLOCK ( F. ) . Expansion of the Common Law 6.0

RADCLIFFE ( ) & Miles ( ) . Cases on Torts 12.6

REEVES ( ) . Guide to Law Courts 3.6

Sarlah ( J. M.) . Fanti Customary Laws. 2d ed.

SNAGGE ( ) . Evolution of County Courts .

STEPHEN (J. F. ) . Digest of Criminal Law. 6th ed . 16.0

SYMONDS (J. F. ) . Relieving Officer. 5th ed ..

1.1.0

1.0
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THE SURE WAY.

By George Birdseye.

For breach of promise she her suitor sued

And found herself ten thousand to the good ;

How did she get it ? Law fees are not small ;

Married her lawyer ,and so got it all !

From the Green Bag for August, 1904.

Cross Examinations Galore.- Probably the most

voluminous reports in existence of a single trial is “ The

Trial at Bar of Sir Roger C. D. Tichborne , Bart., in the

Court of Queen's Bench at Westminster, before Lord

Chief Justice Cockburn, Mr. Justice Mellon , and Mr.

Justice Lush , for Perjury.-- Edited by Dr. Kenealy, M.

P.” It fills nine folio volumes, profusely illustrated (half

roan $ 20.00) with a verbatim report of (apparently) every

word spoken during the trial, which lasted from April 23d

to June 6th , 1873. It is still a puzzling case of disputed

identity. Dr. Kenealy never acknowledged defeat , and

there are many people who believe to this day that

Kenealy's client was the true heir.



E. R. C. Supplement.

A Supplementary Volume (Vol. 27) to English Ruling Cases, pre

pared by Robert Campbell and John M. Gould, to bring Cases and

Notes down to date, is now in press, and will be ready about Dec. 1,

1904. Price $5.50.

Would you like to make your library more nearly perfect ?

If so , we commend as the best all -round set of reports,

English Ruling Cases with American Notes.

CASES SELECTED , AND ENGLISH NOTES, BY ROBERT CAMPBELL ; AMERICAN NOTES BY IRVING Browne

AND LEONARD A. JONES .

26 Vols . (INCLUDING INDEX AND TABLE OF CASES), $143.00 .

THIS SERIES GIVES

The great standard English Decisions in full,

Grouped under alphabetically arranged topics.

UNDER EACH TOPIC -

A " rule " of law deduced from the cases .

The early or leading case , in full.

The later “ ruling " case ( if there is one) , in full.

English notes abstracting collateral cases.

American notes , showing accord or divergence of our law

in its various state and federal jurisdictions.

UNDERTAKING THUS –

To present fundamental principles , through cases of accepted authority , with

practical annotations to aid the American lawyer in applying these principles '

to any given state of facts.

a .

This practical series can be used by judges or lawyers –

In the only way other sets of reports can be used , namely , for verifying citations found in reports,

digests, or text-books. 1900 English cases are given in full , and about 24,000 more are abstracted in

the notes, thus covering about all of the English cases which are ever cited in our courts.

b. By finding in the Table of Cases some case you have in mind , covering your point-at-issue, and noting

what other English and American cases are given or cited in the same group with it .

c. By using E. R. C. for original research , as an encyclopædia of law ; to study under the proper topic,

through decisions of unquestioned authority , the principles underlying your facts, and then using

the notes to establish a logical line of English and American cases which will convince the court

and win the case.

This last use is unique. No other set of reports can thus be used for original

research.

If you feel attracted by the above brief outline of the subject, we shall be glad to send

you (without charge) our E. R. C. booklet, illustrated by portraits of great English judges.

Published by THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY ,

CHARLES C. Soule, President. 83-91 FRANCIS ST . (BACK BAY) , BOSTON , MASS.



BOOKS FOR BENCH AND BAR.

a

Voorhees on the Law of Arrest. Cloth, $2.00.

A newbook of great value to courts, lawyers, prosecuting attorneys, sheriffs and
police officers.

Bouvier's Law Dictionary . Rawle's Revision . A Concise CYCLOPÆDIA

OF LAW. 2 vols . Sheep, $ 12.00.

This is not only a dictionary, lexicon and glossary but is also a thorough encyclopæ

dia, with concise but satisfactory discussions of every topic of the law , and a full

citation of authorities.

The most essential book for the library of every lawyer.

Stroud's Judicial Dictionary. Second Edition . 3 vols. Sheep, $ 18.00.$ .

This is not an encyclopædia or a collection of monographs like BOUVIER, but is a

real dictionary of thewordsand phrases of the English language, so far as they have
been defined by the English courts.

Abbreviations Used in Law Books. Sheep, $ 1.50.

A convenient desk-manual to refer to whenever a blind citation is encountered.

Schouler on Wills. Third Edition. Sheep, $5.50.

Schouler on Executors, etc. Third Edition . Sheep, $5.50.

These purely American standard treatises cover their subject clearly, concisely

and fully . They also should be in every lawyer's library.

Wood on Limitations. Third Edition, by John M. Gould. Sheep, $ 6.50.

By the late H. G. Wood -- whose works have the merit of giving the phases of the

law, and citing the cases, which are most likely to be of practical aid to the lawyer.

Sheldon on Subrogation. Second Edition. Sheep, $ 5.00.

The author, Judge Henry N. Sheldon of the Superior Court of Massachusetts, has

treated clearlyandfully this abstruse topic.

Taylor on Evidence : Chamberlayne's Edition . 3 vols. Sheep, $ 12.00.

The English standard work, with Notes by Chamberlayne, which constitute.the best

American treatise on Evidence.

Wood on Railway Law : Minor's Edition. 3 vols. Sheep, $ 18.00.

This is another of Mr. H. G. Wood's treatises, in which he has collected the cases

and the principles which are most likely to be needed by a lawyer in actual practice.

Jones's Index to Legal Periodicals. 2 vols. Half morocco, $ 20.00.

Giving clews to the monographs by able lawyers which have been printed in English

and American law journals. These contain discussions and citations which cannot be

found elsewhereand this Index renders them accessible.

Scott's Cases on International Law . Cloth , $3.50.

Richardson's Notes of Equity Pleading and Practice. Cloth, $ 2.00.

A local Massachusetts work, byone of the Judges of the Superior Court .

LICHT LITERATURE.

Davis's History of the Massachusetts Judiciary. Cloth , $ 3.00.

Pulling's_Order of the Coif ( Illustrated) . Cloth, $ 3.00.

Fuller's French Trials : Imposters and Adventurers. Cloth , $ 1.00.

The Green Bag Monthly. Subscription $4.00 per year. Bound sets, 15 vols . , half

cloth , $ 45.00, or half morocco, $ 75.00.

ENGLISH RULING CASES WITH AMERICAN NOTES. 26 vols. Sheep, $ 143.00.

This collection of great cases, grouped under topics , and so annotated as to

open up lines of investigation based on sound principles, can be used without

intervention of digests or text -books.

Published by the BOSTON BOOK COMPANY.



STUDY OF THE LAW .

Blackstone's Commentaries. (EWELL'S ESSENTIALS OF THE Law, Vol . 1. Sheep,

$ 3.00 ; cloth $ 2.50.) This is a pocket Blackstone, condensed only by omitting obsolete

sections and the bulky notes of other editions . It is so arranged in different types as

to aid the student in grasping and remembering the leading principles of the law.

Case - Books. As will be seen below, we publish Case-Books on CommonLaw Pleading ,

Conflict of Laws, Criminal Law, Equity Jurisdiction and International Law. Our set

called ENGLISH RULING CASES, is really an encyclopaedia of case -law on all topics,

very valuable and available in legal instruction.

Common Law Pleading. The best book for study on this topic is Martin's Com
MON LAW PROCEDURE (sheep, $3.50) .

A companion volumeof CASES ON PLEADING, by Keen, is now in press , and will be

published in the fall .

Conflict of Laws. BEAL'S CASES ON THE CONFLICT OF Laws (3 vols. , half sheep,

$ 10.50) are used at Harvard, Chicago University, and other leading law schools.

Contracts. METCALF ON CONTRACTS (sheep , $3.50), written by Hon. Theron Metcalf,

of Massachusetts , is an old standby.

Criminal Law . Irving Browne's COMPENDIUM OF CRIMINAL LAW (sheep, $2.50 ;

cloth , $ 2.00 ) is clear andcompact.

MIKELL'S CASES ON CRIMINAL LAW. Two parts in one volume (cloth , $5.50). By

Prof. MIKELL, of the University of Pennsylvania.

Domestic Relations. Browne's ELEMENTS OF THE LAW OF DOMESTIC RELATIONS

AND EMPLOYEES (sheep, $2.50 ; cloth , $ 2.00 ) is largely used in Law Schools and Cor
respondence Schools.

Encyclopædia of Law . To cover authoritively, fully, but in small compass, the

wholelaw, there is no book so useful to a student or young lawyer as Bouvier's LAW

DICTIONARY, RAWLE'S REVISION . (2 vols. , sheep, $ 12.00 . ). .)

Equity Jurisdiction. We publish Martin's Cases on Equity JURISDICTION (cloth ,

$4.50) , compiled for use at Missouri University .

Equity Pleading. Heard's EQUITY PLEADING (sheep, $2.50 ; cloth, $ 2.00) is a

favorite for terse and clear statement of principles.

International Law . Scott's CASES ON INTERNATIONAL LAW (successor to Snow's

CASES) defines every phase of the subject by a decision from some English or Ameri

can court. ( $ 3.50.)

Sales. On this topic also , we have a good compendium in BROWNE ON SALES (sheep,
$2.50; cloth, $ 2.00 ).

Wills and Executors. SCHOULER ON Wills and SCHOULER ON EXECUTORS, (each ,

$5.50 in sheep binding, or both together in buckram for $ 8.00 ; Special terms on large

quantitiesforlaw schools) are acknowledged standards, now in use at a large number

of law schools.

Introduction and Review . Ewell's ESSENTIALS OF THE LAW (3 vols . , sheep,(

$7.50, or cloth , $6.00) gives epitomes, distinguished by different types, of standard

treatises on leading topics of the law.

Blind Citations. A small volume, ABBREVIATIONS USED IN LAW Books, (sheep,

$ 1.50) gives a dictionary of abbreviations used in citing reports and text -books .

Published by the BOSTON BOOK COMPANY.
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NOTES IN THE

FULL ENGLISH REPRINT.

No “ text-book ” notes are attempted in the current verbatim Reprint of

the English Reports ; but the Editors call attention (wherever it is desirable)

to subsequent cases explaining or modifying the case reported.

The following samples (from Book 42 of the Reprint) will show the style

of Annotation :

V.

HERST v. TOLSAN . 2 Mac. & G. 134. 142 Reprint , 52. )

Note.-S. C. 16 Sim . 620 ; 2 Ha. & Tw . 359 : 19 L. J. Ch .

441 ; 14 Jur . 559. See Whincup v. Hughes, 1871 , L. R.6 C.

P.78,and cases there cited . OVERRULED, Ferns v . Carr ,

1885, 28 Ch. D. 409 .

OWEN v . HOMAN . 3 Mac . & G. 378. [42 Reprint , 307.]

Note.-S. C. 20 L. J. Ch . 3 , 4 ; 15 Jur . 339. OBSERVED

UPON, Oriental FinanceCorporationv .Overend, Gur

ney & Co., 1871 , L. R.7 Ch . 142. See Bateson v . Gosling,

1871, L. R.7 C. P. 14 ; Duncan , Fox En Co. v . Wales

Bank, 1880, 6 App. Cas . 11 ; Nicholas v . Ridley, 1904 , 1
Ch . 211 .

PRICE v . GRIFFITH , i DeG , M. & G. 81 ( 42 Reprint , 482. )

Note.-S. C. 2t L. J. Ch. 78 ; 15 Jur. 1093 . See Naylor v ,

Goodall, 1877 , 47 L. J. Ch, 55 ; Burrow v . Scammell, 1881 ,

19 Ch , D. 184. DISCUSSED AND EXPLAINED , Hexter v .

Pearce, 1900 , 1 Ch . 341.

KEKEWICH v. MANNING , 1 DeG . M. G. 176. ( 42 Re

print, 519.)

Note.-S. C. 21 L. J. Ch . 577 ; 16 Jur. 625 , DISTIN

GUISHED, Bridges v . Bridges, 16 Bear . 324 ; Beech v .

Keep, 18 Bear. 291. See Voyle v . Hughes, 2 Sm . & G. 26 ;

Richardson v . Richardson , 1867, L. R. 3 Eg. 692 ; Penfold

v. Mould, 1897 , L. R. 4 Eg. 564 ;Glegg v. Rees, 1871 , L. R.

7 Ch . 74 ; Warriner v. Rogers, 1873 , L. R. 16 Eg. 349 ;

Price v . Jenkins, 1876, 4 Ch . D. 490 ; In re King, 1879 , 14

Ch . D. 1870. DISTINGUISHED, Paul v . Paul, 1880,

15 Ch. D. 589. SEE In re Flavell, 1883, 25 Ch. D.93 ; In

re Walhampton, 1884, 26 Ch . D. 395; In re Earl of Lu

can , 1890, 45 Ch . D.474 ; In re Patrick, 1891, 1 Ch . 87.

CONSIDERED, In re Ellenborough, 1903, 1 Ch . 697 ;

See In re Spark's Trust, 1904, 1 Ch . 454 .

LUMLEY v . WAGNER . 1 DeG . M. G. 604. [ 42 Reprint ,

687.]

Note.-S. C. 5 DeG . & Sm. 485 ; 21 L. J. Ch . 898, 16 Jur. 871 .

SEE Adamson v. Gill, 17 L , T. 466 ; Catt v. Toule, 1868, L.

R. 4 Ch. 660 ; Merchant's Tra . Co. v . Banner, 1871 , L. R.4

12 Eg. 23. OBSERVED UPON , Montaguc v . Flockar,

1873, L.R. 16 Eg. 189. CONSIDERED, W.& . W. Ry .

L. & N.W. Ry., 1873, L. R. Eg. 433. SEE Fothergill

v. Rowland, 1873 , L. R.17 Eg. 141; Warne v . Routledge,

1873 , L. R. 18 Eg. 499 ; Lecch G Schweder, L. ,R . 9 Ch.

468 (n .) ; Bowen v.Hall, 1881 62 B. D. 341 ; Alderson v .

Maddison , 1881, 72 B. D. 181 ; 8 App. Cas. 467; Donnell

v . Bennett, 1883, 22 Ch . D. 838. DISCUSSED, White

wood Chem . Co. v . Hardman , 1891 , 2 Ch . 416. See Ryan

v. Mutual &c. Assn . , 1893, 1 Ch . 127 . DISTIN

GUISHED, Davis v . Foreman , 1894, 3 Ch 654. SEE

Robinson v. Hener, 1898, 2 Ch . 458 ; Manchester S. C, Co.

v . Manchester R. Co. , 1901, 2 Ch . 37 ; Formby v. Baker ,

1903, 2 Ch. 553.

MONEY v. JORDAN . 2 DeG . M. G. 318. [ 42 Reprint, 895.)

Note.-S. C. 15 Bear. 372 ; 21 L. J. Ch. 893 ; 5 H. L. C. 185 ;

23 L. J. Ch . 865. ONE POINT AS TO ESTOPPEL

BY REPRESENTATION , APPROVED . Citisens

Bank v. First National Bank, 1873 , L. R. 6 H. L. 353 ;

Mills v . Fox, 1887, 37 Ch . D. 163; Chadwick v . Manning,

1896, A. C. 238. EXPLAINED , Maddison v . Alderson ,

1880-83, 5 Ex . D. 301 ; 8 App. Cas . 473 ; Gilman v . Carbutt,

1889 , 37 W. R. 439. Cf. Gordon v . Fowler, 1901, 17 T. L. R.

243.

The Full Reprint of all the English Reports will cover 1000 original

volumes in about 150 Books of the Reprint. Price $ 6.00 per Book .

43 Books (comprising the House of Lords, Privy Council , and Chancery

Reports) now published. The rest will follow at monthly intervals ..

LIMITED SUBSCRIPTION Edition.

Published in America by

THE BOSTON BOOK CO.,

83 to 91 FRANCIS ST., BACK BAY, BOSTON, MASS.
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ENGLISH REPORTS

IN SEVERAL FORMS.

ORIGINALS. The large library spoken of on page 2, contains also English Reports as

follows :

. 270 vols .

18
66 66

64 66

66

The Law Reports, 1865 to 1903, about

Law Reports : Indian Appeals

House of Lords

Privy Council

Chancery

Rolls

Vice Chancellors .

Bankruptcy

King's Bench

Common Pleas

Exchange .

Ecclesiastical and Admiralty

Crown Cases and Nisi Prius .

Miscellaneous

The Jurist .

Law Times

Law Times Reports , N. S.

Statutes at Large

57

30.

· 123

39

74

25

276

140 vols .

86

46

40

30

55

89

52

45

80

8

66

In all , 1495 vols . Price, in sound second -hand condition, $ 3500.00.

The Law Reports 1865-1903 could be sold separately.

FULL REPRINT. A few sets of the limited edition of the Full Reprint of the English

Reports to 1865 , ( 1,000 volumes to be reprinted in about 150 books, ) are still to be had.

43 Books now ready, comprising the House of Lords, Privy Council, and Chancery

Reports. The other volumes follow at intervals of about a month . Price $ 6.00 per

Book .

GREAT DECISIONS OF GREAT JUDGES. English RULING CASES WITH AMERICAN

Notes (26 vols . , $ 143.00) gives in encyclopædic form- arrayed under topics — those

English decisions in full, which the courts of England and America regard by common

consent as the Leading (or Ruling) decisions of the Common Law .

This set, as the only series of Reports which can be used to investigate legal

principles without the interposition of digests or text -books, is unique, and

ought to be in every private law library in the United States.

DIGEST. The latest and only complete digest of all the English Reports, both law and

equity, is Mews' DIGEST OF English CASE Law, 16 vols . , $ 96.00. It digests the

English decisions so fully that it might serve — for a lawyer who cannot afford either-

the originals or the reprint ,- as in some sort a substitute for the reports themselves .
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Do You See THE GREEN BAG

Every Month ?

Contents of the September Number. Contents of the July Number.

Lewis Cass as a Lawyer (with Portraits), Reminiscences of Thaddeus Stevens (with
Eugene L. Didier.

Portrait ), Thomas W. Lloyd .
Hendrickson v. Commonwealth (Verse),

· Fink v. Evans (Verse) , Albert W. Gaines.
Henry Palmer.

Decisions in France, H. Cleveland Coxe.
The Law at Wade's Ferry, George O. Blumé .

Some Questions of International Law Arising
The Parricide and Justice, Charles Green Cumston.

from the Russo-Japanese War, III . ,
Fishermen and the Law, John J. O'Connor.

Amos S. Hershey.
Penal Laws of Savage Races, Andrew T. Sibbald.

A Case of Professional Ethics, Jesse S. Reeves.

Two Jersey Tales, Lladnyt.
Russia and American Jews ,

Justifiable Reçission , Joseph M. Sullivan .
Edmụnd Arthur Dodge.

The Judicial History of Individual Liberty,
The Evolution of a Legal Sky Pilot,

IX. ( Illustrated ), Van Vechten Veeder.
W.'Archibald McClean .

Some Questions of International Law Arising
Got Their Names Mixed, Edgar White .

from the Russo -Japanese War, V. ,

Amos S. Hershey.
The Judicial History of Individual Liberty,

The Law and Procedure in “ The Merchant
VII . ( Illustrated) , Van Vechten Veeder,

of Venice, " J. B. Mackenzie. A Forgotten Drama of Wall Street,

H. Gerald Chapin .
The Early Watch.

London Legal Letter.

Contents of the August Number .
Contents of the June Number.

Charles Fitzpatrick (with Portrait) , Charles Morse.

Some Curious Municipal Customs.
The Taney Bench (with Protrait),

Andrew McKinley .Just Judges (Verse), J. Edward Rickert.
Bickell v. Sheets (Verse), R. D. Oglesbee.

Modifications of the Jury System,

John Burton Phillips .
Some Questions of International Law Arising

The Old and the New Court, Philip Lindsley. from the Russo-Japanese War, II . ,

The Sure Way (Verse) , George Birdseye.
Amos S. Hershey.

Mob Law in America, Duane Mowry.
Won the Jury , Guy H. Holliday.

The Judicial History of Individual Liberty,
An Experiment in Evidence, Woddill Catchings.

VIII . ( Illustrated) , Van Vechten Veeder. The Crime of “ Hogamy, ” H. C. C.

Some Questions of International Law Arising
The Enforcement Abroad of Stockholders'or

from the Russo-Japanese War, IV . , Directors' Liability, John Henry Beale, Jr.

Amos S. Hershey. Washington Letter.

Paris Letter. To Young Lawyers (Verse) , George Birdseye .

London Legal Letter . London Legal Letter.

Each number of THE GREEN BAG contains also an Editorial

Department, embracing Editorial Notes, Correspondence, Reviews of

New Books, Summary of Leading Articles in other law periodicals,

and Notes of Current Cases.

Subscription, $ 4.00 per year, in advance.

Single Numbers, 50 cents.

PUBLISHED BY

THE BOSTON BOOK CO. ,

83-91 Francis Street, Back Bay, BOSTON, MASS.
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Published in January, 1905 , by The Boston Book Company.

Address, 83 to 91 Francis St., Back Bay, Boston, Mass.

This paper is issued quarterly , to give information about

American and foreign legal literature. We send it without charge

to any book -buyer who asks for it.

. . . . . .

. . .

.

CONTENTS OF THIS NUMBER

Arrest, New Book on p. 14 New Law Books pp. 2, 3, 4, 6, 11 , 14, 16

Bargain, List of Reports 9 , 11 Original Research 9

Bargain List of Text Books . 11 Heading, New Cases on 7

Books for Bench and Bar , 15 | Prize Problem . 19 , 20

Cheapest English Reports . 16 | Rare Old Law Books . 16

English Reports in Various Forms 17 Scotch Reports Reprint. 14

Green Bag Boom 7 , 8 , 18 Study of Law 13

Judges Pages 16, 17 | Verses and Nonsense 12

New Catalogue 11 Want List . 14

. .

. .

.

If you want to add to your Library , look carefully through

this number.

Don't skip anything:

See especially Bargain Lists of Reports, etc.

Find recreation after office hours in our Prize Problem .

4 Grades of Purchase for 4 Grades of Purses

1. THE FULL ENGLISH REPRINT, 150 Vols.

2. ENGLISH RULING CASES, 26 Vols.

3. BOUVIER'S LAW DICTIONARY, 2 Vols.

4. THE GREEN BAG FOR 1905,

All Published by THE BOSTON BOOK CO .

$900

$143

$12

$4

A Bibliographic Supplement to this Number giving full information as to all the latest reports ,

digests, statutes and text-books, will be sent free on request.
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STANDARD AUTHORITIES

PATTERSON'S

THE UNITED STATES AND THE STATES UNDER THE CONSTITUTION

Being a SECOND EDITION , Revised, Rewritten, and Enlarged, of

FEDERAL RESTRAINTS ON STATE ACTION

By C. STUART PATTERSON of the Philadelphia Bar

AUTHOR OF RAILWAY ACCIDENT LAW , FORMER DEAN AND PROFESSOR OF CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

IN THE LAW SCHOOL OF THE UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

In this new edition, which is the latest treatise on constitutional law , muchnew and important matter has been

introduced. The InsularCases, the Anti-Trust Act, and problems arising out of State Regulation of Railroad Rates ·

are discussed at length ; the Interstate Commerce Act has been carefully considered, and the host of decisions upon

provisions of the Fourteenth Amendment has been collected, a concise yet comprehensive statement being given of

the decisions of the Supreme Court upon “ due process of law ,” and upon “ the equal protection of the laws."

Every decision of the Supreme Court, bearing in any manner upon the subject, has been carefully examined and

considered, and it is believed that the reader will find here a more complete citation of the cases than may be found

in any similar treatise . Octavo Law sheep $ 4.00 net

PUGH'S ADMIRALTY AND SHIPPING FORMS

SECOND EDITION , Revised and Enlarged

FORMS OF PROCEDURE IN THE COURTS OF ADMIRALTY

IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

TOGETHER WITH AN APPENDIX CONTAINING FORMS OF MARITIME CONTRACTS, Etc., AND THE

RULES OF PRACTICE IN CAUSES OF ADMIRALTY, PRESCRIBED BY THE SUPREME COURT

By EDWARD F. PUGH of the Philadelphia Bar

In this work is presented a full and trustworthy collection ofForms of Procedure in the Admiralty Courts of the

United States. Where it is necessary or desirable there are added Notes and Authorities. In this second edition

the forms have been revised, and some corrections which experience or a change in the law or the practice has shown

to be necessary , have been made. Many New Forms have been added.

Complete in one volume, $ 5.00 net

INGHAM'S LEGAL RIGHTS AND LIABILITIES OF OWNERS OFANIMALS

BEING A TREATISE ON PROPERTY IN ANIMALS, WILD AND DOMESTIC, AND THE RIGHTS AND

RESPONSIBILITIES ARISING THEREFROM

By JOHN H. INGHAM of the Philadelphia Bar

Ingham's “ Law ofAnimals ” is the only thorough and comprehensive treatiseupon this important and far-reach

ing subject, treating of : 1, Property in Animals; IỈ, Transfer of Property ; III, Rights ofOwners of Animals; IV,

Liabilities of Owners of Animals ; V, Bailment and Carriage ; VI, Cruelty — Game Laws; VII, Injuries to Ani.

mals by Railways. One large volume, $6.00 net

-

FLANDERS' LIFE OF CHIEF JUSTICE MARSHALL

REVIEWS

“ It should strongly appeal to members of the bar and is deserving of careful study."— The American Lawyer.

“ We are sure that its addition to the shelves of any library will create a debt of gratitude to the

publishers who have so wisely placed within the reach of the profession the most charming of the lives of

our greatest chief justice and of one of the greatest men of a period filled with great men . ” —Law Notes.

Flanders' Marshall is well printed on heavy antique paper, deckle edge, handsome cloth binding,

gilt top. $ 3.00 net.$

Any of the above sent prepaid on receipt of price. Descriptive circulars mailed free on request.

T. & J. W. JOHNSON & CO.,
535 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA , Pa.

(For sale by all Law Booksellers . )
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JUST PUBLISHED

THE STANDARD TREATISE OF THE FUTURE

Page on Contracts
By WM. HERBERT PAGE,

Of the Columbus (Ohio) Bar Author of Page on Wills

Three large volumes of more than 3,200 pages

Price, $ 18 net, delivered free of express charges

T
\HE need of a work on Contracts, which shall investigate with care, and

discuss in detail, the elements of contract law as laid down in the earlier

English and American cases, and developed in the later cases decided by

the State and Federal Courts of this Nation, has long been apparent. g This need

can not be supplied by a book discussing the principles of English law, however

profound and philosophical it may be ; nor by reprints of such books in slightly

altered form , with some annotations of American cases. g What is demanded is a

book which shall deal primarily with the development of contract law in the United

States and England. The magnitude and importance of this branch of the law is

such that the space available in a work of this size is needed for a complete dis

cussion of the general principles of contract law. g And, owing to the magnitude

and importance of this subject, a single volume is insufficient to permit of more

than an outline of the subject. O Accordingly, we offer to the profession a

thorough discussion of the principles of contract law as laid down in the leading

English and American cases, and as developed in recent cases, in three volumes,

divided as follows :

Volume 1- The Formation .

Volume il Parties, Construction , Operation .

Volume 1 — Discharge, Remedial Rights, Index, etc.

FULL DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS SENT ON APPLICATION TO THE PUBLISHERS

The W. H. ANDERSON CO ., CINCINNATI, O.
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THE ONLY OFFICIAL EDITION OF.....

UNITED STATES REPORTS PUBLISHED

a

IT CONTAINS OVER ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTY MORE

CASES THAN ANY OTHER EDITION , AND IS USED

AND CITED BY ALL THE UNITED STATES COURTS.

At a late session of Congress a bill was passed for the purchase of this Official set of
books for the use of the United States Courts.

They are printed from a new font of large type, word for word with the original ,

containing allthe arguments and briefs in full. The only edition with paging that is cited

by all digests and text writers . Volumes I to 41 inclusive, annotated by F. C. BRIGHTLY ;

volumes 42 to 58 inclusive, annotated by STEWART RAPALJE ; volumes 59 to 195 inclusive.

Original official books.

UNITED STATES REPORTS

195 vols. , 1790-1904, at $2.00 per vol. $390.00 net

Current volumes as issued, $ 2.30, express prepaid. Advance parts, the ist and 15tk

of each month, including bound volumes and expressage, $ 12.00 per year.

.

RUSSELL & WINSLOW'S SYLLABUS -DIGEST, 4. VOLS., 1903, $ 26.00, DIGESTS

THE UNITED STATES REPORTS IN FULL BY CASES ALPHABETICALLY

ARRANGED AND BY SUBJECTS . (U. S. VOLS. 1-188 , 1790 to 1903.)

BY
JOYCE

COVERING THE ENTIRE LAW OF DAMAGES

.. ON .. JOSEPH A. JOYCE AND HOWARD C. JOYCE

3 Volumes of about 3,000 pages, 1903.

DAMAGES
Price, $ 18.00 net

LOGICAL , EXHAUSTIVE, CLEAR, CONCISE

SEVENTH EDITION , 1905

A Treatise on the System of JusticeAdministered

in Courts of Chancery

DOS PASSOS ON STOCK BROKERS

AND STOCK EXCHANGES

SECOND EDITION

TREATING EXHAUSTIVELY OF THE LAW AP

PLICABLE TO STOCK BROKERS AND

STOCK EXCHANGES

By JOHN R. DOS PASSOS, of the New York Bar

Bispham's Principle of Equity

By GEORGE TUCKER BISPHAM

Professor of Equity Jurisprudence, University of Penn.

Two volumes of about1600 pages, 1905. Price , $ 12.00 net

The leading Text-Book on the subject inthe United States. No

other treatise on this important subject has appeared in this

country since the first edition of Mr. Dos Passos ' work was

published in 1882 . Price, $6.00 net

The Banks Law Publishing Company

21 Murray Street, New York
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THE BEST AND CHEAPEST CYCLOPÆDIA OF LAW

>

The best work of the kind in this country. Miller, J. , ia Kring v . Mo., 107 U. S. 231

RAWLE'S REVISION OF BOUVIER'S LAW DICTIONARY

2 VOLS ., 2400 LARGE DOUBLE -COLUMN PAGES

$ 12.00 NET ; OR $ 13.00 DELIVERED

AN ENCYCLOPÆDIA OF LAW : Concise but thorough articles on all topics, citing

Combines the leading and the latest cases.

A JUDICIAL DEFINITION OF WORDS AND PHRASES.
in

A DICTIONARY OF LEGAL TERMS AND PHRASES ; including Common, Civil,

one work Canon, Feudal, and Foreign Law.

A GLOSSARY OF LAW LATIN AND LAW FRENCH.

RAWLE'S REVISION SUPERSEDES PREVIOUS EDITIONS,

An encyclopædic dictionary is like a text-book- each new edition entirely super .

sedes its predecessors.

One-third of the Contents of Rawle's Revision is new matter ; and so much of the

remainder has been revised that it will be dangerous to rely on any former edition .

For Judges- Rawle's Bouvier is handy to use in Court or Consultation Room.

For Leaders at the Bar- Rawle's Bouvier will serve for ready reference.

For Young Lawyers— Rawle's Bouvier will serve as the reservoir of advice to clients.

For Law Students– Rawle's Bouvier will cover three times more ground than any other law dictionary .

and will be more useful in later practice.

WILLS AND EXECUTORS

If you need text -books to cover these subjects, remember the American Standards

stamped with the approval of Bench and Bar through three editions.

SCHOULER ON WILLS. 3' EDITION. SHEEP, $ 5.50

SCHOULER ON EXECUTORS . 3' EDITION. SHEEP, $5.50

FOR EXAMINATION OR REVIEW

Students , beginning to read law , or preparing for Exams. will find great help in

EWELL'S ESSENTIALS OF THE LAW

3 VOLS. SHEEP, $ 7.50 ; or CLOTH , $ 6.00

In this useful compilation the gist of standard works on leading topics is presented

without notes, and so marked by differences of type that after the first study the

head - lines catch the eye in review .

Vol. 1 contains all that is essential of Blackstone's Commentaries.

Price separately : SHEEP, $3.00 ; CLOTH , $ 2.50

Vol . 2 covers Pleading, Contracts , and Equity .

SHEEP , $2.50 ; CLOTH, $2.00

Vol . 3 covers Evidence, Torts, and Real Property.

SHEEP, $2.50 ; CLOTH, $2.00

Published by THE BOSTON BOOK CO. Boston, Mass.
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Snyder's Annotated Interstate Commerce Act and Federal Anti - Trust Laws.

Including The Sherman Act, The Elkins' Act, The Expedition Act , the act creating The Bureau of Corpo

rations, The Telegraph Acts, and the Railway Safety Appliance Law, with all amendments... With full com

ments and Authorities. By Wm. L. SNYDER, of the New York Bar. Price, $ 3.50 net, delivered .

This is the only annotated edition of these laws published .

Walker on Patents. 4th Edition.

A Text-Book of the Patent Laws of the United States, covering the entire field of the Patent Laws as enacted

in the Statutes and developed in the decisions. Fourth Edition . By ALBERT H. Walker. Price, $ 6.50 net ,
or $ 6.75 delivered.

This work is 14 years later than any other Patent Law text-book , and is the only safe guide through the Patent Laws of
to -day .

Clement on Fire Insurance.

Asa Valid Contract in Event of Fire, and as affected by Construction and Waiver, Estoppel, and Ajustment

of Claims thereunder, including an Analysis and Comparison of the Various Standard Forms. AU Reduced ,

to Rules. With the Relevant Statutory Provisions of all the States. By GEORGE H. CLEMENT, of the New

York Bar. Price, $ 6.00 net, or $ 6.25 delivered .

In every question that arises in case of fire , from the time of its occurrence until adjustment and payment, or in the

event of the continuance of a dispute, until final decision by thehighest court to which the controversy can be submitied, the rules in this

volume will be found applicable. " It is a vade mecum of Fire Insurance Law.

The Great Authority on Negotiable Instruments .

Daniel on Negotiable Instruments. 5th Edition. Re -Edited and Enlarged.

By Hon. John W. DANIEL, the Author, and Hon. CHARLES A. DOUGLASS, Professor of the Law of Nego

tiable Instruments in Georgetown University, Washington, D. C. 2 vols . , over 2100 pages . Price, $ 12.00 net,

but delivered on receipt of price.

The Supreme Court of the United Stateshas quoted this work with approbation in many cases , and on some questions it has

adoptedthe text in its adjudications,andhasmodifieditsformer rulings to conform to the principles elucidated by the author. The Appel
late Tribunals of the States abound in citations from the text . The work is the accepted authority on the subjects of which it treats .

Abbott's Trial Evidence. New and Enlarged Edition .

The Rules of Evidence Applicable on the Trial of Civil Actions. ( Including both causes of actions and de

fenses.) At Common Law, in Equity, and under the Codes of procedure. A Treatise on Evidence at Nisi

Prius, embracing the modeof proof on the Trial of Civil Actions; Appropriate Evidence in each Class of

Actions; Weight and Sufficiency of Evidence ; Witnesses and Documentary Evidence; Effect of the Code

System of Pleading on the Rules of Evidence, etc. By Austin ABBOTT, LL. D. Second and Revised Edition

by JOHN J. CRAWFORD . Price, $ 6.50 net , but delivered, prepaid, on receipt of price.

ABBOTT'S TRIAL EVIDENCE sells upon its merits. The lawyer who buys it recommends it to another, and hence its
remarkable sale . It is of practical, every -day use in every law office and in every court of law. It is equally valuable in every State. No

other law book furnishes so much valuable information in a single volume. No other work on Evidence that a lawyer may have can

fill the place of this one .

This work has been commendedby nearly all the Chief Justices of the Highest Courts of the various States , and lawyers in all parts of

the countryspeak of thegreatusefulnessof the work .

An eminent judge says : It is a whole library of the Rules of Evidence upon Every Question Ukely to arise

upon a Trial.

Birdseye's Abbott's Clerk's and Conveyancer's Assistant.

A collection of forms of Conveyancing, Contracts and Legal Instruments. For the use of lawyers, Public

Offices and Business Men, with Copious Instructions, Explanations and Authorities. The well -known and

standardwork originally written by AUSTIN ABBOTT and BENJAMIN VAUGHAN ABBOTT. Revised and Greatly

Enlarged by CLARENCE F. BIRDSEYE of the New York Bar. A large, compactly printed volume of 1100

pages, containing over 1500 Forms. Price $ 6.00 net, but delivered, prepaid , on receipt of price.

This book is a necessity to the active practitioner. It is the most complete collection of general legal forms

published .

Shearman and Redfield on Negligence. Fifth Edition. 2 vols.

Rewritten , recast and greatly enlarged. This is the leading work on the Law of Negligence. The Courts have

uniformly commended it,and the Federal and State Reports indicate that it has been cited in almost every Court

within the United States, and in nearly every case in which any important question concerning the law of Neg .

ligence has arisen . This new edition contains 40,000 citations of cases on different pertinent points. Price

$12.00 net, but delivered, prepaid, on receipt of price .

66 Nassau St. , NEW YORK

( For Sale by all Law Booksellers .)

BAKER, VOORHIS & CO. ,

In writing, please mention Leg. Bib..
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KEEN'S CASES ON PLEADING (NEW )

We are publishing in January ( cloth, $4.00 ). A prac

tical work, which presents Common Law Pleading

through cases showing both the historical develop

ment and present state of the law, so arranged and

so connected by the author's brief but illuminating

text, as to demonstrate to the student the reason for

each plea. The work not only traces the effect of

the remedial upon the substantive law, the conflict in

the field of procedure between the law and equity, be

tween the common law and the law merchant, etc. ; but

it shows also the relationship between common law

pleading and procedure under practice acts and codes.

Clearly, minutely, yet concisely, Prof. Keen points

out the requisites of every pleading. Under each chapter

he gives first a brief summary of the vital features of

the pleading of which it treats ; then classic precedents

are presented ; and then cases illuminating the prec

edents, and making plain their uses, possibilities, and

limitations.And yet,

A REPRESENTATIVE AMERICAN

We hear talk occasionally of sectional interests, the

East as against the West, — the South as differing from

the North ; but it is constantly borne in upon us how such

differences have been lessened by modern methods of

communication and publication , which are bringing us

constantly closer together as Americans. This is espe

cially true in the realms of science, art, and literature,

and more especially still in the realms of law .

We are reminded of this fact in reading Dean Mel

ville M. Bigelow's article, “ A Scientific School of Legal

Thought,” in the January GREEN BAG. Lawyers through

out the United States know Professor Bigelow as the

author of many excellent practical American law books,

and of two scholarly works on English law which have

made him known wherever the history of the Common

Law is studied .

As these books have been published in the East, most

of us think of their author as an eastern man.

he was born in Michigan, in 1846, and he began practis

ing law and writing books in Memphis, Tenn ., about the

year 1867. New England can claim his riper years, but

he has had the western birth and southern training to

make him an all-round American . So it is with more

and more of our citizens, as the years go by. Our birth

and early education may be local , but our later associa

tions of business, travel, and friendship, are national or

cosmopolitan.

This reference to Tennessee brings to mind the fact

that Memphis in the later sixties, just after the Civil War,

attracted from the Northwest ' a coterie of bright young

lawyers who have since been widely known as legal

authors . Bigelow was one, - a slender, thoughtful,

modest, and studious youth ; Seymour D. Thompson an

other, – slow , grave, burly, struggling per aspera ad

astra ; a third, short, bustling, cheery, was Marshall D.

Ewell . There were two or three others who have done

good literary work, but are not so widely known. They

all left Memphis in the later troublous years of “ Recon

struction ,” and scattered to different places.

In those remote days the present editor of LEG . Bib.

was a law -book missionary in the Southwest, and had the

good luck to know intimately and pleasantly all of these

fledging lawyers and callow authors . With them, he also

is a “ connecting link” between the sections, and rejoices

in being — not perhaps a representative — but anyway,

a nationalized American .

a

A NOTABLE ARTICLE

The Janúary GREEN BAG contains an article which

every judge and lawyer in the United States ought to

read . It is written by MELVILLE M. BIGELOW , the well

known legal author, now Dean of the Boston Univer

sity School of Law , and is entitled “ A SCIENTIFIC

SCHOOL OF LEGAL THOUGHT. "

Nominally, it is a plea for more practical education in

the Law Schools. Actually, it is an admission to the

general public that our common law and its procedure,

though their tendencies are healthy, are not yet emanci

pated from archaic forms and mediæval conceptions of

law. It is an appeal to lawyers to aid in further re

forms. It is a hint to judges to brush away some of the

remaining relics of a dead past .

Beginning with a reference to the two schools of legal

thought and education in the nineteenth century — the

analytical school of Bentham , and the historical school

(now prevalent) founded by Maine, – Dr. Bigelow says,

" I am persuaded that there is something better than

either school, better than both combined , which presents

a sounder system of legal education .”

Assuming that municipal law is founded upon the con

ception of right , which as the courts profess and appear

to treat it, signifies freedom to carry out one's reasonable

purposes in any reasonable way, the author concludes

law should follow and conform to the business and

pursuits of men .

a

-

-
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THE GREEN BAG FOR JANUARY, ET SEQ.

The January number of The GREEN BAG besides the

article by Prof. BIGELOW (described elsewhere) on " A

SCIENTIFIC SCHOOL OF LEGAL THOUGHT," will contain

an article by Bruce Wyman, already favorably known

to GREEN BAG readers, on “ The Maintenance of the

Open Shop ;' one on “William H. Seward as a Law

yer," by E. L. Didier of Baltimore; and one on the “ Re

lation of Street Railways to Town and City Govern

ments,” by Bentley W. Warren, together with a number

of bright short articles; a “ review of reviews" embody

ing a conspectus of interesting articles in American and

foreign law magazines; and the “ Notes of Cases” which

have been so satisfactory a feature for the year 1904.

The February number will contain an article on

“ Joseph W. Folk ás a Lawyer,” and one by Travis H.

Whitney of New York on “ The Municipal Legislative

Expert.” In an early number a “ Symposium ” may be

expected on “The Law's Delays , ” enforced by tables of

actual experience in various jurisdictions, with sugges

tions for reform .

With the December number T. T. Baldwin , who has

so ably conducted THE GREEN BAG for the last four

years, retired from its editorship. With the January

number S. R. Wrightington takes editorial charge..

a

Addressing himself to the general public as well as to

lawyers, he gives illustrations drawn from everyday life,

to show that most of the rules which appear to be a

priori and not conformable to the present pursuits of

men , originally conformed to common usage, and were

then consistent with sound theory. For instance, he dis

cusses the laws of real estate, the difference between

wills and deeds, the implied warranty of chattels, the

rule of joint contract, the doctrine of consideration , the

arbitrary character of much of our criminal law, the law

of torts, etc. Then as to the laying down of the law , do

our judges, he asks, sometimes seem to have an excessive

fondness for a priori reasoning, without due regard to

the customs and practices of the present day ?

In the past, Dr. Bigelow points out “ Procedure has

been a prison-house for law ; ” and “ mediæval ideas, and

medieval modes of reasoning, have not yet entirely let

up their grip." He discusses the vicissitudes of the law

of injunctions, and the a priori character of our Ameri

can constitutions, and some of our statute law. Of the

recent codification of the law of negotiable instruments,

he says that the compilers seem to have drafted the law

step by step , without sufficient grasp of the general the

ory which underlies the whole of the law merchant to get

rid of these survivals of old ideas — these anachronisms

of the law; he appeals to judges to " give up legal cant,”

to lawyers to bring the law into close touch with the pur

suits of the people, and to instructors in law schools to

teach a practical system of law .

“ The law should become,” he says, “ what it professes

and tends to be ; it should be in harmony everywhere

with the pursuits of men. Law should follow business

so long as men of business do not invade the rights of

others or interfere with the welfare of the state . Legal

education should be committed to this idea .”

Other characteristic passages are : “ The law should be

an ever - living fact, a fact of the life of the present day. ”'

“ The judges will find less and less need of seeking author

ity in the Year Books, or in Coke, or in the worthies of

much later times for their decisions.” “ After the period

of the reasonable life of a decision not relating to con

stitutional or statutory law, let the decision as a binding

authority, die." — “ The laws peculiar to our own day

will go, because they ought to go ." — “ Would there be

serious ground of regret if at last we should come to

German and French ideas of precedent?” - “ And so it

should be; the past, as mere authority, should not lay a

heavy hand upon the future."

From this review of the present state and tendencies of

the law, Dr. Bigelow concludes with the belief that Law

Schools must add to their " teaching of the tools of the

trade," an outlook upon , and if possible a knowledge of,

the adjacent fields of business and government; that

the graduate should not merely be grounded as a “case

lawyer,” but should be ready to grapple practically with

the real business of the world he enters .

But no summary can do justice to Dean Bigelow's

article . It should be read as a whole.

ܝܐ

OUR PRIZE PUZZLE

We want to keep LEG . Bib. up to date witn all the

modern features of periodical literature. We see that

our contemporaries in general literature are running all

sorts of puzzle contests to attract attention and get sub

scribers ; and to be right in the swim , we have started one

ourselves in this number, - see last page.

It is an entirely dignified puzzle — eminently legal

and professional. If you will look at it carefully — and

especially if you will try to solve it - you will find it

quite up to the grade of even judicial endeavor. We

ought to say that we borrow the idea of this kind of

puzzle from the “Tabard Inn News” published at 1611

Chestnut St. , Phíla ., whose clever puzzle advertisem
ents

of proprietary medicines have kept the editor of LEG .

BIB. and his family awake and amused many evenings

during the last year. From this experience we com

mend to all readers, – judges on the bench , lecturers at

law schools, leaders at the bar, average lawyers, young

beginners, and law students , - a try at our puzzle. The

cash prizes may appeal to the last three classes: the in

tellectual gymnastics and ingenious recreation of solving

such a problem will be more likely to attract the first

three grades.
The conditions of the contest are not onerous. Every

man who reads this paper ought to subscribe anyway for

THE GREEN BAG or buy some of our useful law books,

as a matter of professional interest and duty .

If you are too busy or too dignified to compete your

self , why not subscribe or buy , and assign your right of

competition to your student, or typewriter, or office -boy ?

6
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20.00

to

100.00

.

BARGAIN LIST OF REPORTS American and English Railroad Cases, old se
ries, 61 vols ., new series, 19 vols. Good . $ 60.00

All in good, sound, second -hand condition. Bennett's Fire Insurance Cases, 5 vols. 7.50

Bigelow's Life Insurance Cases, 5 vols. 7.50

Lawyer's Reports Annotated , 62 vols. and Digest.

UNITED STATES REPORTS Good 225.00

SUPREME COURT.
Morrison's Mining Reports, 16 vols. Good 40.00

ORIGINAL EDITION. 194 vols. Partlynew bound. $ 300.00

Municipal Corporation Cases, 7 vols. Good

STANDARD EDITION . Vols. I to 58 in 28 books, 250.00
ENGLISH , ETC., REPORTS

vols. 59 to 194, single volumes. “ The

Official Edition . "
(We have these English, etc., sets, suitable for public

LAWYER'S EDITION . 190 vols. in 47 books. Con- 188.00

or private law libraries, in good second -hand condition .]

taining extra annotations in Rose's Notes.
LAW REPORTS. 1865–1903.

CURTIS EDITION. 194 vols. in 158. First 58 vols. 165.00
First six years being American reprint, rest orig

give decisions in full, omitting briefs of
inal edition. Half calf binding. 276 vols. $600.00

PRIVY COUNCIL .

counsel. Rest are original editionsin full .

SUPREME COURT REPORTER. Vols. 1-24

English Reprint (1809-1872 ). Acton
30.00

This set covers U. S. Reports, vols. 108 to 195 .
Moore's Indian Appeals, vol. 14. 43 vols.

in 9 books. Sheep 76.50

CIRCUIT COURT OF APPEALS
Moore's East Indian Appeals. 14 vols. Calf 40.00

United States Appeals. 63 vols. 1891-1900. $ 90.00
Law Reports, Indian Appeals (1872–1903 ) .

Good condition .
31 vols. and Digest. Half calf 140.00

The official edition . The price of the new set

KING'S BENCH . Howell's State Trials. 34 vols. 75.00

is $ 189.

PATENTS.

CIRCUIT COURT OF APPEALS REPORTS. (C.C.A.)
Cutler's Patent, Design, Trade-Mark, etc.

Vols. I to 61. The current set of these reports.

Cases. (1884-1903 .) 20 vols. Calf 1 25.00

Periodicals.

CIRCUIT AND DISTRICT COURT
The Jurist. Complete. 55 vols. Half calf 55.00

United States C. C. & D. C. Reports. Original $ 300.00
Law Quarterly Review . Complete to 1903.

Editions. Complete Set, up to the Federal

19 vols. Cloth 70.00

Reporter. Various Bindings, 164 vols.
Law Times. 1843-1903. 115 vols. Folio.

Mixed binding 115.00

MISCELLANEOUS FEDERAL REPORTS
Digests.

Mews' English Digest. 16 vols . Sheep 96.00

U.S. Attorney -Generals' Opinions. 1789-1902. Statutes.

$ 50.00 Statutes of the Realm. Large folio . II vols .

U.S. COURT OF CLAIMS REPORTS. Devereux Evan's Statutes in Force. 10 vols. 1836 .

and C. C. Reports vol . 1 to 19 Pickering's Statutes. Magna Charta to 1865 .

National Bankruptcy Register. 18 vols. 35.00 125.00

U.S. Treasury Decisions. 1872-1903. 32 voļs. 75.00 Law Reports Statutes. 38 vols. 1865-1903 . 75.00

Canada . Large lot. Inquire for particulars.

STATE REPORTS Irish . Large lot. Inquire for particulars.

Fine
Arizona Reports. 3 vols.

$ 10.00
Scotch .

Scots Law Times Reports.
60.00

10 vols. (Con

Colorado Reports. 30 vols. Fine

Appeals Reports, vols. 2 , 3 , 5 to 15 and 17

taining Nisi Prius decisions not elsewhere

Connecticut Reports. Kirby , Root, 2 vols., Day,
reported .) Sheep 75.00

160.005 vols ., Conn. 75 vols ., 83 vols . Good

“ Blackwoods” set of Public General Statutes

Iowa Reports. Morris, Greene, 4 vols ., Iowa
affecting Scotland . 1707 to 1903. 60 vols.

Cloth
60.00

73 vols. Good 145.00

Michigan Reports. Harrington , Walker, Doug

las, 2 vols ., Mich. 123 vols. Good 125.00

Nevada Reports. 16 vols. in 8, to Pacific Re

ORIGINAL RESEARCH

porter. Good .
25.00 When a lawyer starts in to solve a difficult problem of

New York Annotated Cases. 12 vols. Fine . 30.00 law , he has to grope among digests and text-books, stop

Vermont Reports. Vols . I to 58. Original edi ping often to hunt up in various sets of reports, decisions

tion , to Atlantic Reporter which turn out to be unsatisfactory or worse .

Washington Reports, Ty. 3 vols ., State vols. 1-22 .

Good . 50.00
But if he owns a set of ENGLISH RULING CASES WITH

Virginia Reports. Jefferson to 33 Grattan, AMERICAN Notes, he can save weeks of this kind of re

78 vols. in 26 books, reprint. Good 125.00 search by turning to the proper topic and finding there

COLLECTED CASES
a group of great cases expounding the principle on which

his argument must be founded with notes which en

American and English Encyclopædia of Law ,

ist ed . 29 vols. Good $ 29.00

able him to connect these " ruling " cases with the latest

American Bankruptcy Reports. II vols. Good 45.00 decisions in his own courts, thus completing a brief

American Corporation Cases, Io vols. and Digest which will convince the court.

American Electrical Cases, vols, 1-7 . 25.00

American Railway Reports, 21 vols .

Is not a set of reports thus useful in original research ,

American and English Corporation Cases, old

worth owning ? It consists of 26 volumes, and costs

series, 48 vols ., new series, 17 vols. Good . 65.00 $ 143.00.

23 vols .
100.00

20.00.

20.00

105 vols.

重

20.00

100.00

.

10.00

21.00
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2d ed. 1901

3 vols
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1902 . 2.50

NOTES

Great Chance for Bar Libraries.- Our special sale

of two large libraries ( see elsewhere) offers an unusual

opportunity for growing law libraries to add a set or

two of reports at reasonable prices.

Emphasis on too. When you start to cram for a

tough exam . on a topic you don't know too well, you

will realize a glad surprise if you study it up in EWELL.

Green Bag Specimen Numbers. — We are not send

ing out the January ’05 number of THE GREEN BAG

except for the full price of 50 cents ; but if any one wants

a specimen copy of the 1904 issues, we will send one

for half price 25 cents .

Good Advice from an Expert. + In opening the

1904 course of lectures at the New York Law School,

Professor Chase advised every one of the students to

buy a copy of Bouvier's Law Dictionary.

No Nursery Here . A letter reaches us with the

typowritten address - The Boston Book Co. , 83 Francis

St. , Back Baby, Boston. This reminds us that the

dictation " Connolly's Reports,” came back to us “ The

Colonies Reports.”

For Your Home Book Shelves. If you have used

SCHOULER ON WILLS or SCHOULER ON EXECUTORS, you

can imagine what a scholarly and readable book SCHOUL

ER'S “ HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES FROM THE

ADOPTION OF THE CONSTITUTION TO THE CLOSE OF THE

CIVIL WAR," must be. It is in six volumes, cloth bind

ing, and costs $13.50.

The First Case Book. — Within the last few years

“ Case books " have become so much in vogue that it is

interesting to inquire when the first collection of cases

on a special subject was published. So far as we know,

" Chitty on Bills,” the 1834 edition ( 2 vols . ) , which con

tained “ all the statutes and decided cases in full” from

1602 to date of publication, is the prototype in this class

of law literature. Does any one know of an carlier

case -book ?

SECOND -HAND TEXT -BOOKS

Last Edition . Great Bargains

If you wish to secure these bargains, send Cash with

your order AT ONCE.
We will ship the books at

your expense. If you add 250. per volume to your
remittance, we will prepay express and save you

money. ORDER NOW .

Bates, Federal Equity Practice. 2 vols . 1901. $8.00

Beach, Private Corporations. 2 vols . 1891. 4.00

Benjamin, Chalmers Bills and Notes. 1889 2.00

Bishop, Criminal Direction and Farms 4.00

Black, Accident Law . 1900 . 3.00

Blackstone, Hammond's ed .,4 vols. " Cloth : 1800 4.00

Boone, Real Property 2d ed . 1901 . 6.00

Brandenburgh, Bankruptcy. 3d ed. 1903 4.00

Brewster, Conveyancing . 1904 4.00

Butler, Treaty Making Power. 2 vols . 1902 8.00

Clement , Fire Insurance . 1903 . 4.00

Cobbey , Replevin . 2d ed . 1900 3.00

Cogley, Strikes, Lockouts andLabor Organizations. 1894 1.50

Croswell, Electricity, 1895 2.50

Curran's Speeches. ' Cloth . 1877 1.50

Daniel, Negotiable Instruments . 5th ed . 2 vols.
1903

DeLeon and Moon , Liability for Personal Injuries. 1899 2.50

Dillon , Life of Marshall. 3 vols. Cloth . 1903 4.50

Erskine's Speeches. 4 vols. Cloth 1876 4.00

Foster, Federal Practice . 3d ed . 2 vols . 1901 . 9.50

Freeman, Executions. 3d ed. 3 vols . 1900 9.00

Harris, Municipal Bonds.

Heliwell , Stocks and Stockholders. 1903 4.00

Henderson, Chancery Practice . 1903 3.75

Hughes Criminal Law . INOI 4.00

Jones, Mortgages. 6th ed . 2 vols. 1904
9.50

Jones, Pledges 2d ed . 1901 4-50

Judson , Taxation . 1902 . 3.50

Kinkead, Torts. 2 vols , 1903 8.00

Lawson , Expert Evidence . 2d ed . 1900 . 4.75

Loveland , Federal Forms. 2d ed . 2 vols. 1903 8.00

Lloyd's State Trials. Cloth . 1899 1.50

Marshall's Decisions. Cloth . 1903 3.00

Maupin , Marketable Titles . 1896 . 3.00

McCall, Clerk's Assistant. 6th ed . 1902. 4.75

Nellis, Surface Street Railways. 1902 4.00

Page, Wills . 1901 4.00

Ray, Constitutional Limitations. 1892 2.50

Sanders, Patent Digest. 1898 1.50

Shinn, Replevin . 1899 . 4.00

Shiras, Equity Practice . 2d ed . 1892 1.25

Smith , Juridical Law . 1902 2.50

Smith, Receiverships. 1897 , 3.00

Spelling, Injunctions. 2d ed . 2 vols. 1901 9.00

Thomas, Non -Mailable Matter . 1000 . 2.50

Thorpe , Constitutional History of the U.S. 3 vols. Cloth

TOOI . 4.50

Tiedeman, State and Federal Control of Persons and Property.
2 vols . 1900 6.00

Tucker, Constitution of U.S. 2 vols: "Cloth . 1899 4.00

Underhill, Wills . 8.00

Von Holst, Constitutional History of U.S. 8 vols .' Cloth .

1889 8.00

Von Holst, French Revolution . vois . Cloth . . 1804 2.00

Walton , Civil Law of Spain . 1900 4.50

Watson, Damages. 1901 . 4.00

Webb, Usury . 1899 3.00

Webster, Naturalization . 1895

Wells, Jurisdiction . 1880 1.50

White , Mines and Mining Remedies. 1903

Wilson's Works . 2 vols . Cloth
3.00

Wood, Railway Law . 2d ed . 3 vols . 1894 7.50

We have in press, and will send Free on application , a

catalogue of our whole stock of second -hand text-books.

New Catalogue of Text- Books. – We shall print in

January for free distribution, the Thirteenth Edition of

our LIST OF THE PRINCIPAL ELEMENTARY LAW BOOKS

IN GENERAL USE , and shall be glad to send a copy to

any present (or prospective) customer who applies for it.

See order blank herewith .

2 vols . 1000

2

2.00

5.00

BOUVIER FIRST AND LAST

Books may come and books may go; encyclopædias,

digests, multivolumed treatises, case -books, appear above

the horizon or go down to oblivion, week by week , but

our law book remains standard, has been standard since

it first appeared in 1846, and is likely to be standard

long after we are all dust , and that is, BOUVIER'S

LAW DICTIONARY .

In its latest edition (RAWLE'S REVISION OF BOUVIER ,

2 vols. $ 12 ) it is the unfailing help of the student , first

aid to the young lawyer , constant resource for the active

practitioner, and ready reminder for the judge on the

bench .

A law library without the latest edition of BOUVIER'S

Law DICTIONARY is no library at all , whatever else it

contains.

Equipping the Confederacy.- If you are inter

ested in Civil War History, send_25 cents in
stamps to Mr. Rogers, care of The Boston Book

Co., for a pamphlet entitled The Supplies for the

Confederate Army : How they were obtained in

Europe and How paid for , by Caleb Huse " - a .

unique bit of hitherto unpublished history.
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AMERICAN ELEMENTARY BOOKS

Published since Oct. I , 1904

I 2.00

BACON (F. H.). Benefit Societies and Life In

surance. 3d ed . 2 vols. $ 12.00

BEALE ( J. H.). Foreign Corporations and Tax

ation of Corporations 6.00

BISPHAM (G. T.). Equity. 9th ed . 6.00

Das Passos (J. R.). Stock Brokers. 2d ed .

2 vols.

ELLIOTT (B.P. & W.F.). Evidence. 4 vols. 24.00

HUGHES (R. M.) . Federal Jurisdiction and
Procedure

3.75

ÎNGERSOLL (H.H.). Public Corporations 3.75

KEEN (J.T.) . Cases on Pleading. 4.00

PAGE (W. H.) Contracts. 3 vols. 18.00

PATTERSON (C. S.) . Federal Restraints on State

Action . 2d ed. . 4.00

SUTHERLAND ( J. G.). Statutes and Statutory
Construction . 2d ed. 2 vols.

THOMAS ( J. L.) . Constructive Contempt. Cloth 3.00

VANCE (W. R.) . Insurance 3.75

WIG MORE ( J. H.) . Evidence . 4 vols. Cloth
24.00

Sheep 26.00

.

I 2.00

I. 1.

REMAINDER OF LARGE LIBRARY

Prices given on Application

United States Supreme Court Reports. 186 vols.

United States Circuit and District Court Reports.

Originals. 168 vols.

United States Circuit Court of Appeals Reports. 61 vols .

United States Attorney -General Opinions. 24 vols.

United States Court of Claims Reports. 35 vols.

United States Patent Office Reports. 61 vols.

United States Patent Office Gazette. 97 vols.

Fisher's Patent Cases. 6 vols.

Robb's Patent Reports. 2 vols.

Alabama Reports. Stewart, Stewart & Porter, Porter,

and Ala . Vols. I to 10, 12 to 78, in all 94 vols.

Arizona Reports. Vol. 1 .

California Reports. Vols. 1 to 66 .

Dakota Reports. Vol. 1 .

District of Columbia Reports. 14 vols.

Georgia Reports. T. U. P. Charlton, R.M. Charlton,

Dudley. Georgia Decisions, Geo . Vols. I to 76

and supplement to 33 Geo. , in all 81 vols.

Kansas Reports. Vols. I to 34 .

Louisiana Reports. Martin, both series, 20 vols. in 19 ;

Louisiana 19 vols. in 10; Robinson 12 vols., La.

Annuals, vols. I to 38 in 39 vols ., - in all 89 vols . in

8o .

Minnesota Reports. Vols. I to 33.

Mississippi Reports. Chancery 2 vols ., Miss. vols. I to

63, in all 65 vols.

New Hampshire Reports. Vols. I to 63.

New Jersey Reports. Eaw volsos.to 471,} in all 88 vols.
Equity I to ,

New York Reports.

Superior Court. 32 vols.

Common Pleas. 6 vols.

Surrogate. 12 vols.

Criminal. 9 vols .

Pennsylvania Reports. Supreme Court and Miscellane

ous 100 vols., Pa. State vols. I to 207, in all 307 vols.

Tennessee Reports. Chancery 3 vols ., Tenn. I to 85

vols ., in all 88 vols.

Texas Reports. Vols. I to 66 .

VermontReports. Preliminary 8 vols. , Vt. vols. I to 58,

in all 66 vols .

Virginia Reports. Patton , Jr. , & Heath 2 vols ., Prelimi

nary 74 vols. (less Gilmer and Va . Cases, vol. 2) .

Va . vols. 75 to 82 , in all 84 vols.

American Decisions. 100 vols.

American Reports. 60 vols.

American Corporation Reports. 10 vols.

American Probate Reports. Vols. I to 3 .

American Railway Reports. Vols. I to 9.

American Street Railway Cases. Vols. 1 and 2.

American and English Corporation Cases. Vols. I to 27.

American and English Railroad Cases. Vols. I to 40.

National Bankruptcy Register Reports. 18 vols.

Also

ENGLISH REPORTS : practically full set of original edi

tions, say 1500 vols.

IRISH REPORTS . 167 vols .

CANADIAN REPORTS.

. .

I.IO.

3.6

6.

3.6

I. 1.

I. 5.

ENGLISH ELEMENTARY WORKS, ETC

' Published since Oct. 1 , 1904, or now in Press

Sise 8vo or izmo and binding cloth

£ s. d .

ALPE (E. N.) Stamp Duties on Deeds. 10th ed. 7.6

BIDDELL ( ). Loans of Local Authorities

BRAMLEY (L.) . Death Duties . 3.6

BUND ( J. W.) . Agricultural Holdings. 3d ed .. 12.6

BUNYON (C. J.). Life Assurance. 4th ed. 1.11.6

CHITTY (J.). Contracts. 14th ed . .

CLERK ( J. F.) and Lindsel(W.H.B.). Torts.3d ed . 1.10.

COPINGER (W. A.) . Copyright. 4th ed. 1.16 o

DUCKWORTH (L.). Partnership

ELLISSEN ( ). Trust Investments

EMANUEL (M. R.) . Landlord and Tenant .

FAWCETT (W. M.) . Landlord and Tenant. 3d

ed.

GODDARD (J. L.) . Easements. 6th ed..

GORE - BROWNE ( F.) and Jordan (W.) . Joint

Stock Companies. 26th ed. 5.

HAMILTON ( G. B. ) . Covenants. 2d ed. 10.6

HANSON (A. ) . Death Duties. 5th ed.

INDERMAUR (J. ) . Conveyancing. 2d ed .

KEEN ( F. N. ). Markets, Fairs and Slaughter

Houses

KENNY (C. S.) . Cases on Torts 12.6

MACKAY ( ) . History English Poor Law. 2d

ed . vols. 15.

MACKENZIE ( ). Licensing Act. 1904

MACMORRAN (A.) and Willis ( ) . Sewers and

Drains

NICHOLAS ( ) . Patents 15.

PALEY (W.) . Summary Convictions. 8th ed.
1.5.0

POLLOCK (F.) . Torts. 7th ed .

Powell ( E. ) . Evidence. 8th ed .

ROBERTSON ( ) . Cases Constitutional Law . 10.6

ROTHERA (C. L.). Licensing Act, 1904 ·

SEABORNE (H. ) . Vendor and Purchaser. 6th

ed. 10.6

STONE (S. ) . Justice's Manual . 37th ed .

SUMMERHAYS (W. F.) and TOOGOOD ( T.).

Costs. 8th ed .

Topham ( ). Principles of Company Law 7.6

UNDERHILL (A.) . Trusts. 6th ed . 17.6

I.10.

1.0.0

3.6

3.6

I

1. 5.

I. 5.

1.

3.6

190 vols. I.5.

1.10.Also

LOT OP TEXT -Books, etc. List sent on application to

THE BOSTON BOOK Co.
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WANTED : LEGAL JOKES AND STORIES THE LAWYER'S CODE OF (IM )MORALS

We want for future numbers of LEG . BIB. and The Of our great models take a careful pick ,

GREEN BAG, a lot of good jokes and stories about law, But always have your own peculiar trick .

lawyers, and courts . We want stories (as a rule) which

have not been in print before, or have only been printed
To others ' interests be by faith allied

in local journals of limited circulation . We might even
As long as they're with yours identified.

accept original humorous verses, if very good, but are Let your discretion all your frailties smother;

not bidding for doggerel. Avail yourself of frailties in another.

For this kind of contributions we should not wish to

affront our friendly correspondents with any financial
Whene'er you err, err on the proper side ;

bribe, but we would delicately offer a quid pro quo, as “ Don't charge too little,” may be here implied .

follows:

An outside fee a failure oft retrieves;

For (let us say) stories or jokes of Grade A we would
Ne'er let the right hand know the left receives .

be glad to send a copy of our Group of the Chief Justices

of the United States, – a large picture for framing, Make sacrifice of passion or of pride

(which we advertise at $ 3.00 ). Jokes of this grade we To put yourself upon the winning side. '

shall probably offer to our brother editor of THE GREEN
Scorn not the humble ; there is this excuse :Bag for his humorous columns.

For stories or jokes which we sort out as Grade B, we
The lowest sometimes can be made of use.

will send in return either our portrait of Webster or that Be cautious whom you have to do your work ;

of Chief Justice Jay, - (which we advertise at $ 1.00 ). Nor be too confidential with your clerk .

These jokes we shall print in LEG . BiB. , or keep for the

private delectation of our friends. Of all your clients ' matters — and your own —

Stories of Grade C we will " return with thanks.” If Unless with purpose, let no word be known.

any are received of lower grade, we will bury them sadly

in our waste -basket.
Learn all you can of other n.en's affairs,

Address jokes or stories to EDITOR OF LEG . BIB. , CARE
But never let them trip you unawares.

Boston Book Co., 83 FRANCIS ST, BACK BAY, BOSTON, With high - flown morals interlard your speech,

Mass .
But make your practice pay, whate'er you

preach .

Constructing a Puzzle . — Did you ever think how
This last rule you perhaps might underscore

much ingenuity and hard work must go into the con
In following conscience, drive it on before !

struction of such a puzzle as that on our last page ?

After selecting an appropriate list of names, the author
- George Birdseye, Lynn, Mass.

must so frame the advertisement whose letters are to be

used, as to give just the right letters to make up a large

part of the names selected. Turn to our Puzzle page THE LAWYER'S PRAYER .

and read the quaintand stilted phraseology of “ Table A ”

and you will comprehend this .
O LORD, our heavenly Father, who in thy providence

hast appointed governors, thy ministers, to dispense thy

laws among all nations : grant that we and all thy servants

WILLFUL SLOTH ministering in things pertaining to justice , may faithfully

fulfill the duties of our calling, with a single eye to thy

You call me a lazy lawyer;
glory, and a humble dependence upon thy heavenly bless

And so I may seem, until
ing . Mercifully, we beseech thee , turn us away from

You give we a Will to work with
all undue love of wealth and earthly power; keep us from

And then I will work with a will.

all pride, malice , and evil speaking ; preserve us from the

George Birdseye.
fear of evil men and the contagion of ill-example ;

strengthen in us the love of truth , justice , and mercy ;

and so quicken our hearts with love towards thee that

WELL STOCKED
we, loving thee above all things, may so love our fellow

Some lawyers' wardrobes are well stored ;
creatures even as thou hast loved us. Grant this, o

They flourish on mankind's disputes;
Lord , for Jesus Christ's sake , our only Saviour and Re

And this is why they can afford
deemer. Amen.

To laugh when sometimes losing suits . From Edward O'Brien's “The Lawyer, His Char.

- George Birdseye. acter and Rule of Holy Life."

C
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STUDY OF THE LAW

BLACKSTONE'S COMMENTARIES . (EWELL'S ESSENTIALS OF THE LAW, Vol. 1. Sheep,

$ 3.00 ; cloth, $ 2.50.) This is a pocket Blackstone, condensed only by omitting obsolete

sections and thebulky notes of other editions. It is so arranged in different types as to

aid thestudent in grasping and remembering the leading principles of the law.

CASE -BOOKS. As will be seen below , we publish Case -books on Common Law Pleading,

Conflict of Laws, Criminal Law , Equity Jurisdiction and International Law. Our set,

called ENGLISH RULING CASES, is really an encyclopædia of case -law on all topics, very

valuable and available in legal instruction .

COMMON LAW PLEADING. The best book for study on this topic is MARTIN'S Com
MON Law PROCEDURE (sheep, $ 3.50 ).

A companion volume of CASES ON PLEADING, by KEEN, is now in press, and will be

published in January. (Cloth, $ 4.00 .)

CONFLICT OF LAWS. BEALE'S CASES ON THE CONFLICT OF LAWS (3 vols ., half sheep,

$ 10.50) are usèd at Harvard, Chicago University, and other leading law schools.

CONTRACTS . METCALF ON CONTRACTS (sheep, $3.50) , written by Hon . Theron Metcalf,

of Massachusetts, is an old standby.

CRIMINAL LAW . IRVING BROWNE'S COMPENDIUM OF CRIMINAL LAW ( sheep, $2.50;
cloth, $ 2.00 ) is clear and compact.

MIKELL'S CASES ON CRIMINAL LAW. Two parts in one volume (cloth, $5.50) . By

Prof. MIKELL, of the University of Pennsylvania.

DOMESTIC RELATIONS. BROWNE'S ELEMENTS OF THE LAW OF DOMESTIC RELATIONS

AND EMPLOYEES (sheep, $2.50 ; cloth, $ 2.00 ) is largely used in Law Schools and Corre
spondence Schools.

ENCYCLOPÆDIA OF LAW . To cover authoritatively, fully, but in small compass, the

whole law , there is no book so useful to a student or young lawyer as BOUVIER'S LAW

DICTIONARY, RAWLE'S REVISION. (2 vols ., sheep, $ 12.00 .)

EQUITY JURISDICTION. We publish MARTIN'S CASES ON EQUITY JURISDICTION (cloth,

$4.50) , compiled for use at Missouri University.

EQUITY PLEADING. HEARD'S EQUITY PLEADING (sheep, $2.50 ; cloth, $ 2.00) is a favo

rite for terse and clear statement of principles.

INTERNATIONAL LAW . Scott's CASES ON INTERNATIONAL LAW (successor to SNOW's

CASES) defines every phase of the subject by a decision from some English or American

Court. ($3.50. )

SALES. On this topic also, we have a good compendium in BROWNE ON SALES (sheep,

$2.50 ; cloth, $ 2.00 ).

WILLS AND EXECUTORS. SCHOULER ON Wills and SCHOULER ON EXECUTORS, (each,

$5.50 in sheep binding, or both together in buckram for $ 8.00 ; special terms on large

quantities for law schools) are acknowledged standards, now in use at a large number

of law schools .

INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW. EWELL'S ESSENTIALS OF THE LAW (3 vols ., sheep,

$ 7.50, or cloth, $ 6.00 ) gives epitomes, distinguished by different types, of standard treat

ises on leading topics of the law .

BLIND CITATIONS. A small volume, ABBREVIATIONS USED IN LAW Books (sheep,

$1.50) , gives a dictionary of abbreviations used in citing reports and text-books.

Published by THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY
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NEW BOOK ON ARREST
WANT LIST

Our recent publication, VOORHEES ON THE LAW OF For the following we will pay liberally in cash :

ARREST ( buckram binding, $ 2.00 ), seems to have met a Ala . Reports. Vols. 5 , 6, 7 , 8, 10, 11 , 13 , 63,

want generally felt. It is in demand, of course , among
66, 67 , 73, 74 .

trial justices, prosecuting attornies, and lawyers in crim Ala. Laws. Dec. 1847 , Sept. , Nov. 1864.
inal practice; but we have been particularly struck with Ark. Laws. 1844, 1850, 1856.
its sale to Police departments, chiefs of police , and police
officers. Calif. Laws. 1852, 1853.

Here are a few of the words of commendation which
Conn . Laws. Rev. Laws, 1769. 1818, '19, '20,

have come to us from this class of purchasers : '21 . Pub. '32, '34.

“ Invaluable to police officers and all those who have anything to Del. Laws. 1818, '19 , '45, '52.

do with arrests . I am delighted with thework ." - Henry A. Wing, D. C.

City Marshal, Lewiston , Me. Hayward & Hazeton, Vol . 1.

" I can highly recommend it ." — David M. Hudson , Chief of
Fla . Laws. 1840, '41 , '42, '44, '75 .

Police , Chelsea,Mass. Ga . Decisions . I vol .

“ Of great value. It is in common use by all the men of my
Laws. Nov. 1825 .

department." Oren B. Bates, Chief of Police , Clinton , Mass .
Il.

“ Every criminal officer should have it. " — Charles W. Fuller , Purple's Rev. 1849. Hurd, 1885 .

Sheriff of Berkshire Co., Mass. Priv . Laws. 1826, '28, '36, '38, '46 .
“ No Police Department should be without it." - Wm . H. Smith Ind. Local Laws. 1836, '39.

Chief of Police , Asbury Park, N.J.
La . Reports. Martin Old Series. Vol . 2 .

" I most heartily recommend the work to all Chiefs of Police ." —

John W. Jones, Chief of Police , Wilkes- Barre , Pa. Laws. 1844, 1845 .

“No lawyer in the practice of the Criminal Law should be with- Miss . Reports. Vol . 34 .
out it." -John R. Caverly , Justice of the Peace, Chicago.

N. H. Laws. June, 1823, '27 , ’28, Nov. '36,
" The very best work of its kind I have ever seen ." - A. E. Bar .

gren , Chiefof Police , Rockford , III. June ’37

" It is worthy of place in every police library." - J. T. Taylor , N. J. Laws. 1818-19, Sittings i and 2 , Public

Chiefof Police, Leavenworth, Kan .
and Private .

Mr. Voorhees seems to have written a law book techni
N. Y. Armstrong's Election Cases..

cal and accurate enough for judges and lawyers, and at
Transcript Appeals. Vols . 6, 7 .

the same time clear and concise enough for the officers
N.C. Laws . Pub. 1822 , '34, July 1863.

who execute the law .

Penn. Common Pleas Reporter, 4 vols.

NEW EDITION OF BENJAMIN ON SALES
Delaware County Reports, 7 vols.7

Lackawanna Jurist, Vols. 1 , 2 , 4.
A new English edition of this standard is now on the

Lancaster Bar Reports. 15 vols.press . While we do not ordinarily commend to our cus

Dallas Laws. Vols. 3, 4.
tomers for general use, any elementary treatise published

in England, we are inclined to think that this particular
R. I. Laws. Jan. 1845 , June '46, Nov. '87,

edition will find considerable sale here . In the first May '93.

place, it was written by an American who while practis- | S. C. Reports. Mills Constitutional, 2 vols.

ing law in England, understood our practice and our Richardson's Law. Vol . I.

our needs better than an English author could. In the Utah. Laws . Adj . 1853 , Reg. '58, '61 .

second place , the editor of the forthcoming edition , real Va. Laws. Dec. 1813 , Dec. '31, Dec. '64,

izing the international character of the subject and of the
(Alex. ) Hening's Statutes, Vol . 13,

treatise, has tried to incorporate all the recent leading

American cases and statutes on the subject, so as to
Shepard's Statutes, 3 vols., also Vol . I.

avert the necessity of another American edition .
Vi. Reports. Vols. 61, 63 .

The volume will make about 900 pages, and will be

published in England for 35/ (about $10.) . By buying The following we would like to get in exchange

an edition for our market, we will be able to sell it to
for our own publications or overstock :

our customers for $6.50. Advance orders invited .
Bench and Bar of New England.

American Law Record . Vol . 1 .
REPRINT OF THE SCOTTISH REPORTS

American Law Times (and Reports). Vols. 5 and 6.

The Scotch House of Lords Reports and the First, Bench and Bar (Chicago) . N. S. Vol . 3.

Second and Third Series of the Session Cases, 84 vols . , Cleveland Law Reporter. Vol . 2 , No. 3 .

have been fully reprinted in a series of 39 volumes. Councillor. Vol . 1 , No. 6, Vol . 2, No. 4, Vol . 3,
These sell in Scotland for thirty shillings a volume and

would ordinarily cost here ( with freight charges and duty
Internal Revenue Record . Vols. 36, 38.

added ) about $ 10.00 per volume, say $390 .
We have a set now on the way to us , which we could Journal of Comparative Legislation . N. S. No. 5.

sell for $250. This is a good chance for some library to Law Magazine and Rev. London , 1858 to 1872.

get the principal Scotch reports. The Scotch House of Law Magazine and Review for April 1875 .

Lords Reports are especially valuable in the United Medico -Legal Journal. Vol . 1 .

States. McQueen's Reports, 4 vols., for instance, are New Jersey Law Journal . Vols. I to 11 .

frequently cited in Railway Cases . These four volumes,
New York Weekly Digest. Vols . 9, 11, 19 to 28 .

before the reprint, used to sell for just about what we
Northwestern Law Review . Odd vols. or

now offer the whole set for.

Ohio Law Journal. Vol . 1 . (Any parts . )Speaking of Scotch law, we would remind librarians

of large law libraries that a set of Scots Law Times -- the Weekly Jurist . ( Bloomington , ) vol. 2. 1880-81.

only publication of “ Outer Court Cases,” -- is a necessary West Virginia Bar. Nov. 1894 , June 1895 ..

part of a full set of Scotch reports. Yale Law Journal. Vol . 1. No. 4. any odd vols.

No. 4.

No. 3 .

.

S.
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BOOKS FOR BENCH AND BAR

Bouvier's Law Dictionary. Rawle's Revision . A Concise CYCLOPÆDIA OFCONCISE

Law. 2 vols. Sheep, $ 12.00.

This is not only a dictionary, lexicon and glossary, but is also a thorough encyclopædia,

with concise but satisfactory discussions of every topic of the law, and citations of authorities.

The most essential book for the library of every lawyer.

Stroud's Judicial Dictionary. Second Edition . 3. vols. Sheep, $ 18.00.

This is not an encyclopædia or a collection of monographs like BOUVIER, but is a realdic

tionary of the words andphrases of the English language, so far as they have been defined

by the English courts.

Abbreviations Used in Law Books. Sheep, $1.50.

A convenient desk -manual to refer to whenever a blind citation is encountered.

Schouler on Wills. Third Edition . Sheep, $5.50.

Schouler on Executors, etc. Third Edition . Sheep, $5.50.

These purely American standard treatises cover their subject clearly , concisely, and fully.

They also should be in every lawyer's library.

Wood on Limitations. Third Edition , by John M. Gould. Sheep, $6.50.

By the late H. G. Wood— whose works have the merit of giving the phases of the law,

and citing the cases, which are most likely to be of practical aid to the lawyer.

Sheldon on Subrogation . Second Edition . Sheep , $5.00 .

The author, Judge Henry N. Sheldon of the Superior Court of Massachusetts , has treated

clearly and fully this abstruse topic.

Taylor on Evidence : Chamberlayne's Edition. 3 vols. Sheep , $ 12.00.

Voorhees on the Law of Arrest. Cloth , $2.00.

A newbook of great value to courts, lawyers, prosecuting attorneys, sheriffs, and police officers.

Wood on Railway Law : Minors's Edition . 3 vols. Sheep, $ 18.00.3

Jones's Index to Legal Periodicals . 2 vols. Half morocco , $20.00.

Giving clews to the monographs by able lawyers which have been printed in English and

American law journals.

Scott's Cases on International Law . Cloth , $3.50.

Richardson's Notes of Equity Pleading and Practice. Cloth , $2.00.

A local Massachusetts work, by one of the Judges of the Superior Court.

Davis's History of the Massachusetts Judiciary. Cloth , $ 3.00.

Pulling's Order of the Coif (Illustrated). Cloth , $3.00 .

Fuller's French Trials : Imposters and Adventurers. Cloth , $ 1.00.

The Green Bag. Monthly. Subscription, $4.00 per year. Bound sets, 16 vols . , half
cloth, $48.00 ; or half morocco, $80.00.

ENGLISH RULING CASES WITH AMERICAN NOTES . 26 vols. Sheep, $ 143.00.

This collection of great cases, grouped under topics, and so annotated as to

open up lines of investigation based on sound principles, can be used without

intervention of digests or text -books.

Published by the BOSTON BOOK COMPANY
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HAVE YOU READ

THE GREEN BAG

THIS MONTH ?

THE GREENBAG is a monthly. Periodical for intelligent lawyers.

It is PRACTICAL in presenting every month such a complete digest of

what is decided in the Courts and of what is said in American and foreign

law periodicals, that its readers can keep thoroughly abreast of modern

legal discussion.

It is READABLE, ENTERTAINING , and STIMULATING , because

it contains also much of the lighter literature of the law- history,

biography, anecdote, and humor.

Subscription, $4.00 per annum, payable in advance.

Single Numbers, Fifty Cents each.

Sets of THE GREEN BAG , 1889-1904, 16 vols .,

bound in green half morocco , $ 80.00.

A few sets are left of the “ Reprint Edition " of THE

GREEN BAG , 16 vols ., green half cloth , for $ 48.00.

THE GREEN BAG IS PUBLISHED BY

The Boston Book Co., Boston ,Mass.
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Tables to be Used in Solving the Leg. Bib. Prize Problem
( See next page for Problem and Conditions)

TABLE A

Use letters contained in the words of the advertisement given within the square below ,

to make up as many as possible of the names in Table B.

The Green Bag

Bright, practical, far from jejune

Holds you in touch with best modern thought

of your profession

Reprint of English Reports

Monumental Venture

Appeals to very many bookish lawyers

Bouvier's Law Dictionary

Irrefragably keystone of normal law library

Schouler on Wills and

Executors

American Law Standards

English Ruling Cases

Memorable decisions admirably arrayed

Most valuable for Bench and Bar

Ewell's Essentials of the Law

Ready Relief in law study and review

TABLE B

Use letters from Table A to make up as many as possible of the names given within the

square below

JUSTICES OF THE UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT AND ATTORNEYS-GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES

Name Years of service Name Years of service Years of serviceName

6 20
9

IO22

21 22

10
9

7

1

9

2

13

14

27

7

8

21

JAY,

RUTLEDGE,

CUSHING,

WILSON ,

BLAIR ,

HARRISON ,

IREDELL,

JOHNSON,

PATERSON ,

RUTLEDGE,

CHASE,

ELLSWORTH ,

WASHINGTON,

MOORE,

MARSHALL,

JOHNSON ,

LIVINGSTON,

Todd,

STORY,

DUVAL,

THOMPSON,

TRIMBLE,

MCLEAN,

BALDWIN,

WAYNE,

TANEY,

BARBOUR,

CATRON ,

McKINLEY,

DANIEL,

NELSON,

WOODBURY,

GRIER,

CURTIS,

CAMPBELL,

CLIFFORD,

SWAYNE,

MILLER ,

DAVIS,

FIELD,

15

32

14

32

28

5

28

15

19

27

6

23

6

8

23

20

28

15

34

CHASE,

STRONG,

BRADLEY,

HUNT,

WAITE,

HARLAN,

Woods,

MATTHEWS,

GRAY,

BLATCHFORD,

LAMAR,

FULLER,

BREWER,

BROWN,

SHIRAS,

JACKSON,

WHITE,

PECKHAM ,

MCKENNA,

HOLMES,

DAY,

II

5

16

15

14

12

4

31

5

34

30

17

19

34

25

N
a
o

N
a
g
e
r

O
O
N
E

II

RANDOLPH

BRADFORD

LEE

PARSONS

LINCOLN

SMITH

BRECKINRIDGE

RODNEY

PINKNEY

RUSH

WIRT

BERRION

TANEY

BUTLER

GRUNDY

GILPIN

CRITTENDEN

LEGARE

NELSON

MASON

CLIFFORD

TOUCEY

JOHNSON

CRITTENDEN

CUSHING

BLACK

STANTON

BATES

COFFEY

SPEED

STANBERY

EvARTS

HOAR

ACKERMAN

WILLIAMS

PIERREPONT

TAFT

DEVENS

MACVEACH

BREWSTER

GARLAND

MILLER

OLNEY

HARMON

MCKENNA

GRIGGS

KNOX

Moody



$ 500.00 in Cash Prizes.

LEG . BIB . PRIZE PROBLEM .

100

The person

We offer for the best solutions of the Problem stated below , under the conditions named :

A FIRST PRIZE OF $200 TWO FOURTH PRIZES OF $25 EACH

A SECOND PRIZE OF FIVE FIFTH PRIZES OF 10 EACH

A THIRD PRIZE OF 50 TEN SIXTH PRIZES OF 5 EACH

PROBLEM :—To make out from the letters comprising the words in Table

A, the greatest possible number of names of Justicesof the United StatesSupreme

Court, and Attorneys-General of the United States, given in Table B. ( See Tables

on reverse of this page.)

CONDITIONS FOR THE CONTEST.

1. Only members of the legal profession and law students can compete.

2. Only those can compete who send to The Boston Book Company before

January 31 , 1905 (with cash remittance ) , a subscription to the Green Bag for 1905

( $4.00 ), or anorder amounting to$4.00 or over, for some book or booksadvertised

in this number of Leg. Bib. Unless the lists for competition are sent with the

order, the sender should notify us that he intends to compete later .
later. The

sending the order may assign his right of competition to any other person.

3. Only those lists will be considered which reach the Boston Book Company

by or before February 20, 1905. Each list must give (alphabetically ) the names

made out from Table B, with years of service of each Justice, accompanied by name

and address of the sender, with a summary of how many names he has sent, the

aggregate years of the terms of Supreme Court Justices contained in his list , and the

number of letters not used and left over from TABLE A.

4. These lists will be opened, verified, and tabulated February 20.

The first prize will be awarded to the competitor who sends the most names

from Table B, made up from letters contained in Table A.

If two or more competitors send the same number of names, the prize will be

given to the one using up the most letters in Table A, or in other words, having
the fewest letters left over.

If two or more competitors have the same number of names and the same

number of letters left over, the prize will be awarded to the one whose list adds up

the most years of service of the Justices included .

If two or more competitors are exactly equal in all three particulars, the prizę

will be divided equally between them .

The other prizes will be awarded to the competitors coming next in order, under

similar conditions.

Thewinning lists will be printed in the April , '05 , number of Legal Bibliography.
NOTE : -It will be seen that the same name often occurs twice ( i. e. , Rutledge, Chase , etc. ) in

Table B. Where it occurs twice it may be used twice, if desired .

There are 400 letters in TABLE A, each of which can , of course, be used only once . Verify your list

by crossing out the letters as you use them in making up names.

Address Subscriptions and Orders to THE BOSTON BOOK CO. , 83 to 91 FRANCIS ST .,

BACK BAY , BOSTON , MASS.

1

Address Answers to the Problem to LEG . BIB . PROBLEM , CARE OF THE BOSTON BOOK

Co. (as above ).

Stanbope Press

1. M. OILSON COMPANY

BOSTON , U.S.A.
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BIBLIOGRAPHICAL SUPPLEMENT

Containing(as a supplement to alllaw catalogues) lists of the latest reports, 'digests, statutes and

legal periodicals, up to date ; also listsof all American and English text-books published during the
year 1904 .

It our readers use the information here given, we ask a return in the shape of regular or occasional
orders.

THE LATEST AMERICAN REPORTS , DIGESTS

AND STATUTES .

GENERAL SERIES .

AMERICAN BANKRUPTCY REPORTS. Vol. 12 ,

AMER. AND ENG. COR. CASES. New series. Vol . 19 .

AMER , AND ENG. DECISIONS IN EQUITY . Vol. 8.

AMER . AND ENG. ENCYCLO . OF LAW. 2d ed. Vol. 28.

AMER. AND ENG. RAILROAD CASES. New series. Vol . 33 .

AMERICAN CRIMINAL REPORTS. - Vol. II .

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL CASES. Vol . 8.

AMERICAN NEGLIGENCE CASES. Vol. 15 .

AMERICAN NEGLIGENCE REPORTS. Vol. 15 .

AMERICAN PROBATE REPORTS, ANNOTATED. Vol . 8 .

AMERICAN STREET RAILWAY REPORTS. Vol . I.

AMERICAN STATE REPORTS. Vol. 98 .

AMERICAN DIGEST, 1904, A. Annual .

ATLANTIC REPORTER .

BANKING Cases . Vol. 4.

CENTURY DIGEST. Vol. 50.

Cyclo. OF LAW AND PROCEDURE. Vol. 14 .

GENERAL DIGEST. New series . Vol . 17 .

LAWYERS' REPORTS, ANNOTATED . Vol. 65.

MORRISON'S MINING REPORTS. Vol. 19 .

MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
CASES. Vol. II .

NORTHEASTERN
REPORTER. Vol . 71 .

NORTHWESTERN
REPORTER . Vol . 100 .

PACIFIC REPORTER . Vol. 77 .

SOUTHEASTERN
REPORTER . Vol. 48.

SOUTHERN REPORTER. Vol. 36 .

SOUTHWESTERN
REPORTER . Vol. 82 .

Vol. 58.

STATE AND TERRITORIAL REPORTS, ETC.

ALA. Reports. Vol. 139. 1904.

Digest, Mayfield's. 4 vols. 1902.

Statutes, New Revision ( 1907) in preparation .

ALASKA. Reports. Vol. 1. 1903.

Statutes, Carter's Laws. 1900.
Boone's Codes. 1900 .

ARIZ. Reports. Vol. 4. 1904.

Statutes, Revised . 1901 .

Session Laws. 1903 .

ARK. Reports. Vol. 71. 1904.

Digest, Crawford's. 2 vols. 1897

Statutes, New Revision ( 1905) in preparation .

CAL. Reports. Vol. 143. 1904.

Digest, Deering's. 6 vols. 1898–1902.

Statutes, New Revision ( 1905 ) in preparation.

Colo . Reports, Supreme Court. Vol. 31. 1904.

Court of Appeals. Vol. 18. 1904.

Colorado Decisions. Vol. 4. 1903.

Digest, Mills '. 2 vols. 1900.

Statutes, Mills' . 3 vols . 1903 .

CONN. Reports. Vol. 76. 1904.

Digest , Baldwin's. 2 vols . 1900 .

Statutes, Revised . 1902 .

Session Laws. 1903.

DEL . Reports. Pennewill. Vol. 3. 1903.

Digest, Ridgley's. I vol. 1894.

Statutes, Revised Code. 1893.

Session Laws. 1895, 1897, 1898, 1899, 1901 , 1903.

D. C. Reports. Court of Appeals. Vol. 23. 1904 .

Digest, Maupin. I vol. 1900.

Statutes in Force ( 1889 ). 1894.

Fla . Reports. Vol. 43. 1904.

Digest, Wurts. 1904 .

Statutes, New Revision ( 1905) in preparation .

GA. Reports. Vol. 119. 1904.

Digest, Cyclopedic. To be complete in 10 vols .

Statutes, Code. 4 vols . 1901 .

Session Laws. 1903.

HAWAII. Reports. Vol. 15. 1904.

Digest, Hawaiian. 1903.

Statutes, New Revision ( 1905) in preparation .

IDA. Reports. Vol. 8. 1904.

Statutes, Code. 4 vols. 1901 .

Session Laws. 1903.

ILL. Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 210. 1904 .

Appellate Court. Vol. 112 . 1904

Digest, Cyclopedic . 9 vols. 1903.

Statutes, Starr and Curtis, Annotated. 4 vols. 1902 .

IND. Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 161. 1904.

Appellate Court. Vol. 32. 1904.

Digest, Burns '. 2 vols. 1899.

Statutes, New Revision ( 1905) in preparation.

IND. TERR . Reports. Vol. 3. 1903. (U. S. App. Ct . )

Statutes, Carter's Annotated. 1899 .

IA . Reports. Vol. 123. 1904.

Digest, McClain's. 3 vols. 1898.

Statutes, Code. 2 vols. 1902 .

Session Laws. 1904.

Vol . 63

Vol. 131 .

UNITED STATES .

U.S. SUPREME COURT REPORTS. Vol. 194 .

Lawyers' Edition . Book 48 (vols. 191-194) .

SUPREME COURT REPORTER. Vol . 24 .

CIRCUIT COURTS OF APPEALS REPORTS.

FEDERAL REPORTER .

Digest. 5 vols .

COURT OF CLAIMS REPORTS. Vol. 38. 1904.

OPINIONS OF ATTORNEY -GENERAL. Vol . 24 . 1903

PATENT OFFICE, OFFICIAL GAZETTE . Vol. 11 . 1904 .

LAND DECISIONS. Vol . 30. 1903 .

TREASURY DECISIONS. Vol . 8. 1904.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE REPORTS. Vol. 9. 1904.

DIGESTS.

Russel and Winslow's Syllabus -Digest. 4 vols .

Lawyers' Edition. 4 vols.

Rose. 3 vols .
STATUTES.

Compiled Statutes. 1902. Suppt. 1903.

Statutes at Large. Vol. 32 .

3 vols.

Scotch Reports. - These reports, valuable for their
Mercantile and Railway decisions, and interesting in

their retention of feudal tenures and phrases, were for

merly very expensive, but are now accessible in a cheap

reprint. See 8 LEG . BIB . 2 , page 14 .
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Vol. 1 .

KAN. Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 67. 1904 .

Digest, Dassler's. 1902 .

Statutes, Dassler's. 1901 .

Session Laws. 1903.

Ky. Reports. Vol. 114. 1904.

Digest, Barbour's. 6 vols. 1903 .

Statules, Carroll's. 1903 .

LA. Reports. Vol. 112 . 1904.

Digest, Hennen, Lonque, Taylor & Breaux. 5
vols .

Statutes, Wolff's Revised . 2d ed. 2 vols . 1904

SessionLaws. 1898, 1900 , 1902, 1904.

ME. Reports. Vol. 98. 1904.

Digest, Savage Index. 1896.

Statutes, Revised. 1903.

MD. Reports. Vol. 97. 1904.

Digest, Brantley's. 3 vols. 1899.

Statutes, Code. 5 vols. 1898.

Session Laws. 1900, ex. 1901 , 1902 , 1904 .

MASS. Reports. Vol. 185. 1904.

Digest, Throop's. 3 vols. 1903.

Massachusetts. 5 vols. 1902 .

Kellen's Index . 2 vols. 1899.

Statutes. Revised Laws. 3 vols . 1902 .

Session Laws. 1902, 1903, 1904 .

MICH . Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 131. 1904.

Digest, Jacob and Chaney's. 4 vols . 1894-1900.

Statutes . Compiled Laws. 4 vols. 1897.

Session Laws, Special. 1898, 1899, ex . 1900 , 1901 ,

1903

MINN. Reports. Vol. 90. 1904.

Digest, Minnesota . 4 vols. 1904.

Statutes, New Revision (1905) in preparation .

Miss. Reports. Vol. 83. 1904.

Digesi, George, Brame and Alexander. 1899.

Statutes, Revised Code. 1892 .

Session Laws. Biennial Sessions to 1904.

Mo. Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 179. 1904 .

Appeals Reports. Vol. 104, 1904.

Digest, Pattison's Complete. 6 vols . 1903 .

Statutes, Missouri. 2 vols . 1900 .

Session Laws. 1901 , 1903 .

Mon. Reports . Vol . 29. 1904.

Digest, Bishop's. 1 vol. 1900 .

Statutes, Code. 2 vols. 1895.

Session Laws. 1895 , 1897, 1899, 1901 , 1903 , ex .

1903

NEB. Reports. Vol. 65. 1904.

Digest, Page's .

Statutes. Cobbey. 2 vols . 1903.

Session Laws. 1903 .

Nev. Reports. Vol. 25. 1902.

Digest, Lawson's. 1892.

Statutes. Compiled Laws. I vol. 1900 .

Session Laws. 1901 , 1903.

N. H. Reports . Vol. 72 . 1904 .

Digest, Morrison's. 1891 .

Statules, Public . 1900 .

Session Laws. 1901, 1903.

N. J. Reports, Law. Vol. 69. 1904 .

Equity. Vol. 64. 1904.

Digest, Stewart and Wall. 4 vols . 1898 .

Statutes, General Public. 3 vols. 1895.

Session Laws. Annual Sessions to 1904 .

N. M. Reports. Vol. 10. 1903 .

Digest, Money's. I vol. 1901 .

Statutes. Compiled Laws. 1897.

Session Laws. 1899, 1901 , 1903.

N. C. Reports. Vol . 135. 1904 .

Digest, Womack's. 3 vols. 1898.

Statutes, New Revision ( 1905) in preparation.

N. Y. Reports. Court of Appeals. Vol. 178. 1904.

Supreme Court. Hun's Appellate. Vol. 94.

1904.

Criminal. Vol. 17. 1904.

Civil Procedure. Vol. 33. 1902.

Benjamin's Annotated Cases. Vol. 13. 1904.

Surrogate Reports Annotated . Vol. 1. 1901 .

Miscellaneous Reports. Vol. 43. 1904.

New York Supplement. Vol. 89. 1904.

New York State Reporter. Vol. 126. 1904 .

Digest. Abbott's Cyclopedic Digest. 14 vols. 1903.

Statutes. Cumming and Gilbert. Annotated Laws.

3 vols. 1902.

Heydecker's General Laws. 5 vols. 1902 .

Birdseye's Revised Statutes, Codes and Laws.

2d ed. 3 vols. 1902 .

Session Laws. 2 vols. 1903 2 vols.
1904 .

N. D. Reports. Vol. 12 . 1904.

Digest, Hill's. 1903.

Statutes, Code. 1899 .

Sessian Laws. 1901, 1903.

O. Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 70. 1904 .

Circuit Court. Vol. 24. 1904.

Circuit Court Reports. New series. Vol . 3 .
Nisi Prius. Vol. 12 . 1904.

Nisi Prius Reports. New series.

Digest, Bates ' Complete. 3 vols. 1900.

Statutes, Bates' Annotated. 3 vols . 1903 .

Session Laws. 1904.

OKL. Reports. Vol. 13. 1904.

Digest, Wilson's. 1903.

Statutes, Wilson's. 2 vols . 1903.

Session Laws. 1903.

OR. Reports. Vol. 44. , 1904.

Digest, Parker's Index . 1901 .

Statutes, Bellinger and Cotton's Code. 2 vols. 1902.

Session Laws. 1903 .

PA. Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 208. 1904.

Superior Court. Vol. 24. 1904.

District. Vol. 12 . 1904.

County Courts. Vol. 29. 1904.

Dauphin County Reports. Vol. 6, 1904.

Delaware County Reports. Vol . 8 . 1903

Kulps' Reports. Vol. 11 . 1904.

Lackawanna Jurist. Vol. 4. 1904 .

Lackawanna Legal News. Vol. 8 . 1904.

Lancaster Law Review . Vol. 21 . 1904.

Maxwell's Reports (Northampton Co.) . Vol . 8 .

1903.

MontgomeryCounty Reports. Vol. 20. 1904 .

Philadelphia Legal Intelligencer. Vol. 60. 1903.

Pittsburgh Legal Journal. N. S. Vol . 34. 1904 .

Digest, Pepper andLewis.

Statutes, Brightly's Purdon's Digest. 3 vols. 1903 .

Session Laws. 1903 .

R. I. Reports. Vol. 24 . 1904 .

Digest, Stiness '. 1901.

Statutes, Revised . 1895 .

Session Laws. Annual Sessions to 1903:

S. C. Reports. Vol. 67. 1904.
1

Digest. 9 vols . 1899 .

Statutes, Revised . 2 vols. 1902.

Session Laws. 1903 .

S. D. Reports. Vol . 15. 1903.

Digesi, Hill's. 1903.

Statutes, Revised Code. 1903.

Session Laws. 1903 .

TENN . Reports. Vol. 110 . 1904.

Digest, Webb and Meigs' . 3 vols. 1899.

Statutes, Shannon's Code. 1897.

Session Laws. 1896, extra , 1897, 1898 , 1899, 1901,

1903

vols . 1902.

20 vols .
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NORTHWEST TERRITORIES.

Reports. Vol. 5. (1904.)

Digest, Canadian Annual. 1896to 1904.

Statutes, Revised Ordinances. 1898.

Annual Laws. 1899 to 1904.

NOVA SCOTIA .

Reports. Vol. 35. (1903.)

Digest, Condon's. 2 vols . 1903.

Canadian Annual. 1896 to 1904.

Statutes, Revised . 1900 .

Annual Laws. 1901 to 1904.

ONTARIO .

Reports. Law Reports. Vol. 7. ( 1904.)

Election Cases. Vol . 2. (1901) .

Weekly Reporter. Vol . 3. (1904.)

Digest. Century Digest. 4 vols.

Canadian Annual. 1896 to 1904.

Statutes, Revised. 2 vols. 1897.

Annual Laws. 1898 to 1904 .

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND.

Reports. · Vol. 2. ( 1886.)

Digest, Canadian Annual. 1896 to 1904.

Statutes, Revised. 3 vols. 1868 .

Annual Laws. 1868 to 1904 .

QUEBEC .

Reports. Official Queen's Bench . Vol. 12. ( 1904. )

Supreme Court . Vol. 24. ( 1904.).

Revised Reports. Vol. 28. ( 1903.)

Revue Légale. Vol. 10. (1904.)

Revue de Jurisprudence. Vol. 10. ( 1904.)

Practice. Vol. 6. ( 1904.)

Digest, Quebec Consolidated. 2 vols . 1899.

Canadian Annual. 1896 to1904.

Statutes, Revised . 3 vols. 1888 .

Annual Laws. 1888 to 1904.

+

Tex. Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 96. 1904.

Criminal Appeals . Vol. 44. 1904.

Civil Appeals. Vol. 31. 1904.

Court Reporter. Vol. 9. 1904.

Digest, Index. 5 vols. 1903.

Statutes, Revised . 1895.

Session Laws. 1895, 1897, 1899, 1900 , 1901 , 1903.

UTAH . Reports. Vol. 27. 1904.

Digest, Kinney's Index. 1902.

Statutes, Revised. 1898.
Session Laws. 1899 , 1901 , 1903.

VT. Reports. Vol. 75. 1904.

Digest, Roberts '. 2 vols . 1889.

Statutes, Revised . 1894.

Session Laws. 1896, 1898 , 1900, 1902, 1904.

VA. Reports. Vol. 102. 1904.

Digest, Martin's Index, 2 vols. 1903

Statutes, Pollard's Code. 2 vols. 1904.

WASH . Reports. Vol. 35. 1904.

Digest, Dennis's. 1900.

-Statutes, Ballinger's Annotated Codes. 3 vols. 1903 .

SessionLaws. 1903.

W. VA. Reports. Vol. 53. 1904 .

Digest, Hyde and Parks '. 3 vols . 1904 .

Statutes, Warth's Code. 1899.

Session Laws. 1901 , 1903 .

Wis . Reports. Vol. 119. 1904.

Digest, Bailey's. 3 vols. 1902 .

Statutes, Revised, Annotated . 2 vols. 1898 .

Session Laws. 1899, 1901, 1903 .

Wyo. Reports. Vol. 11 . 1904.

Statutes, Revised . 1899.

Session Laws. 1901 , 1903 .

CANADIAN LAW BOOKS.

Latest Volumes of Reports, Digests, Statutes, etc.

DOMINION .

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 34. ( 1904.)

Exchequer. Vol. 7. ( 1902.)

Commercial Law Reports. Vol. 3. ( 1904.)

Criminal Cases. Vol. 8. ( 1904.)

Railway Cases. Vol. 3. ( 1904.)

Canada Law Journal. Vol. 40. (1904.)

Canadian Law Times. Vol. 24. ( 1904.)

Digest, Coutlee. 1903.

Canadian Annual. 1900 to 1904.

Statutes, Revised . 2 vols. 1886 .

Annual Laws. 1886 to 1904.

BRITISH COLUMBIA .

Reports. Vol. 9. 1903.

Digest, Canadian Annual . 1896 to 1904.

Statutes, Revised . 2 vols. 1897

Annual Laws. 1897 to 1904 .

MANITOBA .

Reports. Vol. 13. ( 1902.)

Digest, Ewart. 1900 .

Canadian Annual. 1896 to 1904 .

Statutes, Consolidated . 2 vols .
1903.

Annual Laws. 1904 .

NEW BRUNSWICK .

Reports, Supreme Court. Vol. 34. ( 1901.)

Equity. Vol. 2. ( 1904.)

Digest, Stevens'. 1897.

Canadian Annual. 1896 to 1904.

Statutes, Consolidated . 1903 .

Annual Laws. 1904.

NEWFOUNDLAND .

Reports. Morris. 5 vols. ( 1900.)

Digest, Canadian Annual. 1896 to 1904 .

Statutes, Consolidated . 1896.

Annual Laws. 1896 to 1904.

BRITISH EMPIRE .

Latest Reports, Digests, Statutes, Serials.

ENGLAND . !

Reports, and serials containing reports :

Law Reports. 1904. Common Law , 2 vols.

Equity, 2 vols. Appellate, I vol. Probate,

I vol. Statutes, 1 vol.

Law Reports, Indian Appeals. Vol. 31. ( 1904.)

Law Reports, Weekly Notes. ( 1904.)

Law Journal Reports. Vol. 73. ( 1904.)

Law Journal Notes andNews. ( 1904.)

Law Times Reports. Vol. 90. (1904.)

Weekly Reporter. Vol. 52. ( 1904.)

Times Law Reports. Vol. 20. (1904.)

Justice of the Peace. Vol. 68. ( 1904.)

Aspinall's Maritime Cases. Vol. 8. (1900.)

Bankruptcy Reports . (Manson .) Vol. 10. ( 1904.)

Railway and Canal " Traffic Cases. Vol. 11 .

( 1903.)

Commercial Cases. (Matthew.) Vol. 8. ( 1903.)

County Courts Cases. Vol. 25. ( 1904.)

Cox Criminal Cases. Vol. 19. (1902.)

Cox Magistrates ' Cases. Vol. 20. (1903. )

Dasent's Acts Privy Council. Vol. 28.

Magisterial Cases. Vol. 7. ( 1903.)

Minton -Senhouse, Workmen's Compensation

Cases. Vol . 6. ( 1904.)

Patent Office Reports. (Cutler.) Vol.

(1904.)

Registration Cases. (Smith .) Vol. 1 , part 8 .
State Trials. New series. Vol . 8.

Year Books. Edward III . Year 18.

Revised Reports . Vol. 70. ( 1904.)

English Reports Reprints. Vol. 46.

21 .
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2 vols .

2 vols.

Digests :

Mews' Digest English Case Law to 1898. 16 vols.

Mews' Annual Digest. 1898 to 1903 .

Statutes :

Revised Statutes. ( Chitty.) 14 vols . to: 1901 .

Annual Statutes. Law Reports. 1902, 1903,1004.

Statutory Rules and Orders. 1903.

IRELAND.

Reports : Law Reports, Ireland . 2 vols. 1904:

Irish Law Times. Vol. 37. (1904.)

Digests': Brunker, Common Law . 1864. O'Don

nell and Brady, Equity . 1838. Gamble and

Barlow, Equity. 2 vols. 1838-67. Green,

Common Law and Equity. 1867-90.

Statutes : None since 1802 .

Southern Rhodesia . Law Reports. Vol. 1. ( 1899.)

Transvaal. Law Reports. 1903.

Ceylon . Supreme Court Reports. Vol. 6. ( 1902.)

Revised Ordinances 3 vols. to 1894.

Cyprus . Law Reports . Vol. 5. (1904.)

H Kong. Annual Ordinances. 1903.

India. Law Reports. 4 vols. ( 1903. )

Unrepealed Acts . 6 vols. to 1899.

Annual Laws. 1899 to 1903.

Jamaica . Annual Laws. 1903.

Mauritius. Decisions. 1902 .

Compiled Laws. 3 vols. 1896.

Annual Laws. 1897 to 1903 .

Straits Settlements. Law Reports. Vol. 6. ( 1902.)
Revised Acts and Ordinances. 2 vols . 1886.

Annual Laws. 1887 to 1903.

Trinidad . Revised Laws. 9 vols. 1892.

Annual Laws. 1893 to 1903 .

[For Canada, see separate list .]

(For additional information as to British Colonial Re

ports, Digests, Statutes , and Treatises, write to us, nam

ing the colonies you are interested in . )

20 .

SCOTLAND .

Reports, and serials containing reports :

Court of Session Cases, 5th series. Vol. 5. ( 1904.)

Judiciary Cases. Adam . Vol. 3. 1903 .

Scots Law Tines. Vol. 11. ( 1904.)

Scottish Law Reporter. Vol. 40. ( 1903.)

Scots Revised Reports . (Dunlop , Vol. 9,
Mac

pherson, Vol. 9.)

Digests : Shaw, 5 vols. to 1885 .

Statutes : Revised Statutes. 10 vols. 1607-1900.

Public General Statutes. 1901 to 1904.

COLONIAL.

Australasia Australian Law Times. Vol. 25 .

( 1904.)

Australian Annual Digest. 1902, 1903.

Commonwealth Statutes. Vol. 1. ( 1902.)

New South Wales State Reports. Vol. 3. (1904.)

New South Wales Land Court Cases. Vol . 13 .

( 1904.)

New South Wales Arbitration Reports. Vol . 2 .

( 1904.)

New South Wales Weekly Notes. Vol.

( 1904.)

Revised Statutes. 7 vols . 1901 .

Annual Laws. 1902 , 1903.

Queensland State Reports. Vol . 2. ( 1903. )

Queensland Digest . 1896 .

Revised Statutes . 6 vols . to 1893 .

Annual Laws. 1893 to 1903 .

South Australian Law Reports. 1900 .

Statutes . 8 vols . to 1894.

Annual Laws. 1894 to 1903.

Tasmania Revised Statutes . 5 vols . to 1888 .

Annual Laws. 1889 to 1903 .

Victorian Law Reports. Vol. 28. ( 1903.)

Revised Statutes. 7 vols . 1890.

Annual Laws. 1890 to 1903 .

West Australian Law Reports. Vol . 5. ( 1904. )

Revised Statutes . 4 vols . to 1895 .

Annual Laws. 1895 to 1903 .

New Zealand Law Reports. Vol . 22 . ( 1903.)

Revised Statutes . 4 vols. to 1892 ,

Annual Laws. 1893 to 1903 .

British Guiana . Ordinances. 1903 .

Cape of Good Hope . Eastern Dist. Rep. Vol . 15 .

(1902.)

Supreme Court Reports. Vol. 17. ( 1902. )

Griqualand Reports. Vol. 8. (1901.)
Revised Statutes . 3 vols . to 1895 .

Annual Laws. 1896 to 1903 .

Natal Law Reports. 1902 .

Compiled Statutes. vols .
1900 .

Annual Law. 1901 to 1903

South African Republic. Webber's Reports . Vol . 3 .

Law Journal. Vol. 20 . ( 1903.)

LAST . VOLUMES OF THE PRINCIPAL LAW

PERIODICALS.

American .

ALBANY LAW JOURNAL. Vol. 66. (1904.)

AMERICAN LAW REGISTER. Phila . N. S. Vol. 43 .

( 1904.)

AMERICAN LAW REVIEW. St. Louis. Vol. 38. ( 1904.)

AMERICAN LAWYER . New York . Vol. 12. (1904.)

BANKING LAW JOURNAL. New York . Vol. 21. ( 1904.)

CENTRAL LAW JOURNAL. St. Louis. Vol. 58. ( 1904.)

CHICAGO LEGAL News. Vol. 36. ( 1904.)

COLUMBIA LAW REVIEW. New York . Vol. 5 . ( 1904. )

GREEN BAG . Boston . Vol . 16. ( 1904.)

HARVARD LAW REVIEW. Cambridge. Vol . 17. ( 1904. )

INSURANCE LAW JOURNAL. New York. Vol . 33. ( 1904.)

KENTUCKY LAW ŘEPORTER . Frankfort. Vol. 25. ( 1904. )

LAW STUDENT'S HELPER. Detroit . Vol. 11. ( 1904.)

MEDICO -LEGAL JOURNAL. NewYork . Vol. 22. (1904.)

MICHIGAN LAW REVIEW . Ann Arbor. Vol . 2. ( 1904.)

NATIONAL CORP. REPORTER. Chicago . Vol. 23. (1904. )

NEW JERSEY LAW JOURNAL. Plainfield. Vol. 27. ( 1904)

VIRGINIA LAW REGISTER. Lynchburg. Vol. 9. (1904.)
WASHINGTON LAW REPORTER. Vol . 32. ( 1904.)

WEEKLY LAW BULLETIN . Ohio . Vol. 51. ( 1904.)

YALE LAW JOURNAL. New Haven , Conn. Vol. 13 .

( 1904. )

English .

COUNTY COURTS CHRONICLE. Vol. 40. ( 1904.)

JOURNAL OF COMPARATIVE LEGISLATION. N. S. No.

12. ( 1904. )

LAW MAGAZINE AND REVIEW . Fourth series. Vol. 29 .

( 1904.)

LAW QUARTERLY REVIEW. Vol . 20. ( 1904.)

LAW TIMES (newspaper). Vol. 117. (1904.)

SOLICITOR'S JOURNAL : Vol. 48. (1904.)

Scotch .

JURIDICAL REVIEW. Edinburgh . Vol . 16. (1904.)
Scottish Law REVIEW. Vol. 20. ( 1904. )

I vol .

I

For a Very Large Library . We have in stock a set

which will not appeal to lawyers, or to small libraries,

but would be very useful in large libraries which have

collections of public documents : - namely , a practically

complete set of the public documents of the Dominion

of Canada from 1867 to 1902. Particulars on application .
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$ 9.00

surance . 3d ed.

TOMPKĽNS (L. J.) . Private Corporations. Cloth $2.50

VANCE (W. R.) . Insurance 3.75

VAN DYNE (F.) Citizenship 4.50

VAN ZILE (P. T.) . Equity Pleading 6.00

VOORHEES on Arrest. A General Manual for

Lawyers and Peace Officers

WALKER (A. H.). Patents . 4th ed. 6.50

WIGMORE ( J. H.) . Evidence . 4 vols . Cloth 24.00

Sheep . 26.00

WILLISTON (S. ) . Cases on Engineering Con
tracts

2.00•

>

3.6

7.6

7.6

1. Ilo

1.00

2 vols.

12.00 3.6

3.04 vols.

1.0

.

AMERICAN ELEMENTARY BOOKS

Which were Published During the Year 1904.

ABBOTT (A.). Brief on Pleadings . 2 vols. 2d ed.

BACON ( F. H.) . Benefit Societies and Life In

2 vols. I 2.00

BAYLIES(E.). Code Pleading. 2d ed. 6.00

BEALE (J. H.) . Foreign Corporations and Tax
ation of Corporations 6.00

BEARD (C. B.). The Office of Justice of the

Peace in England. Paper . 1.50

BENTON ( J. H.). Libel Case of Daniel Webster

against Theodore Lyman. Cloth 3.50

BISPHAM (G. T.) . Equity. 7th ed. 6.00

BODINGTON (O. E.). French Law of Evidence.

Cloth
1.75

BREWSTER ( J. H.) . Conveyancing 5.00

BRONSON ( H. A.) . Fixtures . 5.00

CARVALHO ( D. N.). Forty Centuries of Ink .

(Chemico -Legal Ink Cases.) 3.50

CHASE (G.) . Cases on Torts. 2d ed . 5.00

CLARK (E.H.) . Street Railway Accident Law .

2d ed . 5.00

CLARK (W. L.) . Contracts . 2d ed . 3.75

COCHRAN (W. C.) . Pocket Law Dictionary . 20

ed.

Dos Parsos ( J. R. ) . Stock Brokers.

2d ed .

ELLIOTT (B. K. & W. F.) . Evidence. 24.00

FARNHAM (H. P.). Waters. 3 vols . 18.00

FLANDERS (H.). " Constitution ofU.S. Cloth . 1.50

FREUND (E.) . Police Power 6.00

GEAQUE (F.) & MCCLURE (H. B.) . Present

Value Tables. 4th ed. Cloth 3.00

GOULD (J. M.) & BLAKEMORE (A. W.) . Bank

ruptcy . Cloth 3.00

HAMLIN (A. S.). Copyright Cases and Decisions 2.50

HENDERSON (J. G.) . Chancery Practice 6.00

HOCHHEIMER (L.). Crimes. 2d ed . 5.00

HOWARD (G. E.). History of Matrimonial Insti

tutions. 3 vols. Cloth .

HUGHES ( R. M.). Federal Jurisdiction and

Procedure 3.75

HUTCHINS (H. B.) . Cases on Equity Jurispru
dence .

4.00

INGERSOLL (H. H.) . Public Corporations 3.75

JOHN (E. M.) . Am. Notary's Manual . Cloth 2.50

Sheep 3.00

Jones on Mortgages. 2 vols. 6th ed. Greatly

enlarged

KEEN ( J. T.). Cases on Pleading 4.00

LOVELAND (F. O.). Bankruptcy. 2d ed 6.00

McQUILLIN (E.). Municipal Ordinances 6.00

MOHUN (B.) . Warehouse Laws 6.00

MONRO (C. H.). Justinian. Vol . I 4.00

MORROW (P. A.) . Social Diseases and Marriages 3.75

NELLIS (A. J.). Street Railroad Accident Law 6.00

PAGE (W. H.). Contracts . 3 vols . 18.00

PATTERSON (C. S.) . Federal Restraints on State

Action , 2d ed . 4.00

RICHARDSON ( J. B. ) . Equity Pleading and Prac

tice in Massachusetts

ROOD (J. R.) . Wills 5.00

SIMKINS (W.S.). Equity Suit in Federal Courts 5.00

SPELLING (T. C.) . Corporate Management 4.50

SUTHERLAND (J. G.). Statutes and Statutory
Construction . 2d ed . 2 vols .

SUTHERLAND (W. A. ) . Notes on U. S. Constitu

tion 6.00

TAYLOR ( J. N.) . Landlord and Tenant. 2 vols.

9th ed.

THOMAS (J. L.) . Constructive Contempt. Cloth 3.00

10.00 I. 5.0

I.IO.O

ENGLISH ELEMENTARY WORKS , ETC.,

Which were Published During the Year 1904.

£ s . d .

ABBOTT (G.) & HOLT (G. I.). Registration

Handbook . (Land Transfer Acts.) .

ALPE (E. N.). Stamp Dutieson Deeds. Toth ed .

BALL (W. E.) . Student's Guide to the Bar.

7th ed . 2.6

BELL (W. L. L.) . Rating . 6.0

BELL (W. J.) & SCRIVENER ( ) . Food and Drug

Acts . 4th ed .

BIDDELL ( ). Loans of Local Authorities

BOYLE ( E. ) & WAGHORN (T.) . Compensation.

( Lands Clauses Acts .) . 1.17.6

BRAMLEY (L.) . Death Duties

BRAY (E.) . Discovery

BRIDGEWATER ( ). Poor Prisoner's Defense

Act . (Paper)

BROWNE (J. H. B.) & ALLEN (C. E.) . Compen
sation . 2d ed . 1.17.6

BUND (J. W.). Agricultural Holdings. 3d ed. 12.6

BUNYAN (C. J.) . Life Assurance . 4th ed . 1.11.6

BURNS ( ) . Conveyancing Practice. (Scotland .) 1.10.0

CARMICHAEL (E.G. H.) . Telegraph, Telephone 10.6

and Submarine Cable . 10.6

CARSON (W. A.). Local Government Board
Decisions 10.6

CASTLE (E. J.) . Rating. 4th ed .

CHITTY (J.) . Contracts. 14th ed .

CLARKE ( E.). Extradition . 4th ed .

CLERK( J. F.) & LINDSEL (W. H. B.), Torts .

COOTE (H.C.). Mortgages. 7th ed. . 3. 3.0

COPINGER (W. A.). Copyright. 4th ed . 1.16.0

CRUMP ( J. F. & B. E.). Magistrate's Pocket

Manual

DUCKWORTH (L.) . Charterparties and Bills of

Lading. 2d ed. 2.6

DUCKWORTH ( ) . Landlord and Tenant 2.0

DUCKWORTH ( L.) . Partnership

DUMSDAY (W.H.) & MOTHERSOLE (H. B. N.).
Education Law

ELLISSEN ( ) . Trust Investments 6.0

EMANUEL (M. R.) . Landlord and Tenant . 3.6

EMERY ( ) . Patent Laws and Practice 15.0

FAWCETT (W. M.) . Landlord and Tenant . 3d

ed .

FERGUSON ( J.) . Roads, Streets, Rights of Way,

Bridges and Ferries. (Scotland . )

FINCH ( ) . Licensing Laws . 2.6

FITZPATRICK ( J.) & HAYDON (T. E. ) . Secre

tary's Manual. 9th ed .

FOOTE ( J. A.) . Private International Law . 3d

ed 1. 5.0

GIBSON (A.). Guide to Stephen's Commenta
ries. I2th ed

GIBSON (A.) . Student's Conveyancing. 8th ed .

GODDARD ( J. L.). Easements . 6th ed . I. 5.0

GOODEVE (L. A. ) . Personal Property. 4th ed . 18.0

I. 5.0.

3d ed . I.10.0

3.6

12.00

3.6

2. 2.0

I. 1.0

2.00 1.10.0

5.0

I 2.00

1.0.0

2 1. 5.0

12.00
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2 vols .

2 vols.

2 vols .

Southern Rhodesia . Law Reports. Vol. 1. (1899.)

Transvaal. Law Reports. 1903.

Ceylon . Supreme Court Reports. Vol. 6. ( 1902.)

Revised Ordinances 3 vols. to 1894.

Cyprus. Law Reports. Vol . 5. ( 1904.)

Hong Kong. Annual Ordinances. 1903.

India . Law Reports. 4 vols. ( 1903.)

Unrepealed Acts . 6 vols. to 1899.
Annual Laws. 1899 to 1903 .

Jamaica . Annual Laws. 1903 .

Mauritius. Decisions. 1902 .

Compiled Laws. 3 vols . 1896.

Annual Laws. 1897 to 1903.

Straits Settlements. Law Reports. Vol. 6. ( 1902.)

Revised Acts and Ordinances. 2 vols. 1886.

Annual Laws. 1887 to 1903 .

Trinidad . Revised Laws. 9 vols. 1892.

Annual Laws. 1893 to 1903 .

( For Canada, see separate list. ]

( For additional information as to British Colonial Re

ports, Digests , Statutes, and Treatises, write to us, nam

ing the colonies you are interested in . ]

Digests :

Mews' Digest English Case Law to 1898. 16 vols.

Mews' Annual Digest. 1898 to 1903.

Statutes :

Revised Statutes. ( Chitty .) 14 vols. to : 1901 .

Annual Statutes. Law Reports. 1902, 1903 , 1904.

Statutory Rules and Orders. 1903 .

IRELAND .

Reports : Law Reports, Ireland . 1904.

Irish Law Times. Vol. 37 . ( 1904. )

Digests': Brunker, Common Law . 1864. O'Don

nell and Brady, Equity. 1838. Gamble and

Barlow, Equity. 2 vols. 1838-67. Green,
Common Law and Equity. 1867-90.

Statutes : None since 1802,

SCOTLAND .

Reports, and serials containing reports :

Court of Session Cases, 5th series. Vol . 5. ( 1904. )

Judiciary Cases. Adam . Vol. 3. 1903.

Scots Law Times. Vol. 11. (1904.)

Scottish Law Reporter. Vol. 40. (1903.)

Scots Revised Reports. (Dunlop, Vol. 9, Mac

pherson, Vol. 9.)

Digests : Shaw, 5 vols. to 1885 .

Statules : Revised Statutes. 10 vols. 1607-1900.

Public General Statutes. 1901 to 1904.

COLONIAL.

Australasia . Australian Law Times. Vol . 25 .

( 1904.)

Australian Annual Digest . 1902, 1903.

Commonwealth Statutes. Vol. 1. ( 1902.)

New South Wales State Reports. Vol. 3. ( 1904.)

New South Wales Land Court Cases. Vol . 13 .

( 1904.)

New South Wales Arbitration Reports. Vol. 2 .

( 1904.)

New South Wales Weekly Notes . Vol.

( 1904.)

Revised Statutes . 7 vols . 1901 .

Annual Laws. 1902 , 1903 .

Queensland State Reports. Vol . 2. ( 1903. )

Queensland Digest . 1896.

Revised Statutes . 6 vols . to 1893.

Annual Laws. 1893 to 1903 .

South Australian Law Reports. 1900.

Statutes . 8 vols. to 1894 .

Annual Laws. 1894 to 1903 .

Tasmania Revised Statutes . 5 vols. to 1888.
Annual Laws. 1889 to 1903.

Victorian Law Reports. Vol. 28. ( 1903.)

Revised Statutes. 7 vols , 1890 .

Annual Laws. 1890 to 1903 .

West Australian Law Reports. Vol. 5. ( 1904. )

Revised Statutes. 4 vols . to 1895.

Annual Laws. 1895 to 1903.

New Zealand Law Reports. Vol . 22 . ( 1903. )

Revised Statutes . 4 vols . to 1892.

Annual Laws. 1893 to 1903 .

British Guiana. Ordinances.
1903

Cape of Good Hope . Eastern Dist. Rep . Vol. 15 ,

( 1902.)

Supreme Court Reports. Vol. 17. ( 1902. )

Griqualand Reports. Vol . 8. ( 1901.)

Revised Statutes . 3 vols . to 1895 .

Annual Laws . 1896 to 1903 .

Natal Law Reports. 1902 .

Compiled Statutes. 3 vols . 1900 .

Annual Law 1901 to 1903

South African Republic. Webber's Reports. Vol. 3 .

Law Journal. Vol . 20. ( 1903.)

20 .

LAST . VOLUMES OF THE PRINCIPAL LAW

PERIODICALS.

American .

ALBANY LAW JOURNAL. Vol. 66. (1904.)

AMERICAN LAW REGISTER. Phila. N. S. Vol. 43 .

( 1904.)

AMERICAN LAW REVIEW. St. Louis. Vol . 38. ( 1904. )

AMERICAN LAWYER. New York. Vol. 12. ( 1904.)

BANKING LAW JOURNAL. New York . Vol. 21. ( 1904. )

CENTRAL LAW JOURNAL. St. Louis. Vol. 58. ( 1904. )
CHICAGO LEGAL NEws. Vol. 36. ( 1904.)

COLUMBIA LAW REVIEW . New York . Vol. 5. ( 1904. )

GREEN BAG . Boston . Vol . 16. ( 1904.)

HARVARD LAW REVIEW . Cambridge. Vol. 17. ( 1904.)

INSURANCE LAW JOURNAL . New York. Vol. 33. "(1904.)

KENTUCKY LAW REPORTER. Frankfort. Vol . 25. ( 1904.)

LAW STUDENT'S HELPER. Detroit. Vol. 11. (1904.)

MEDICO-LEGAL JOURNAL . New York . Vol. 22. (1904.)

MICHIGAN LAW REVIEW . Ann Arbor. Vol . 2. ( 1904.)

NATIONAL CORP. REPORTER . Chicago . Vol . 23. ( 1904.)

NEW JERSEY LAW JOURNAL. Plainfield. Vol. 27. ( 1904)

VIRGINIA LAW REGISTER. Lynchburg. Vol. 9. (1904. )

WASHINGTON LAW REPORTER. Vol. 32. (1904.)

WEEKLY LAW BULLETIN . Ohio. ' Vol. 51. ( 1904.)

YALE LAW JOURNAL. New Haven, Conn . Vol. 13 .

( 1904.)

English .

COUNTY Courts CHRONICLE . Vol. 40. ( 1904. ) .

JOURNAL OF COMPARATIVE LEGISLATION . N.S. No.

12. ( 1904. )

LAW MAGAZINE AND REVIEW . Fourth series. Vol. 29 .

( 1904. )

LAW QUARTERLY REVIEW. Vol . 20 . ( 1904.)

LAW TIMES (newspaper). Vol. 117. ( 1904.)

SOLICITOR'S JOURNAL. Vol. 48. ( 1904.)

Scotch .

JURIDICAL REVIEW . Edinburgh . Vol. 16. ( 1904.)

SCOTTISE LAW REVIEW. Vol . 20. ( 1904. )

I vol .

1

1

For a Very Large Library . We have in stock a set

which will not appeal to lawyers, or to small libraries,

but would be very useful in large libraries which have

collections of public documents : - namely, a practically

complete set of the public documents of the Dominion

of Canada from 1867 to 1902. Particulars on application .
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I 2.00
2.00

TOMPKINS (L. J.) . Private Corporations. Cloth $2.50

VANCE (W.R.) . Insurance 3.75

VAN DYNE (F.) Citizenship 4.50

VAN ZILE (P. T.) . Equity Pleading 6.00

VOORHEES on Arrest. A General Manual for

Lawyers and Peace Officers

WALKER (A. H.). Patents. 4th ed . 6.50

WIGMORE ( J. H.) . Evidence . 4 vols . Cloth 24.00

Sheep . 26.00

WILLISTON (S. ) . Cases on Engineering Con
tracts

ENGLISH ELEMENTARY WORKS, ETC.,

Which were Published During the Year 1904.

£ s. d .

. 3.6

7.6

.

7th ed . 2.6

6.0

7.6

1. Ilo

1.00

2 vols. 1.17.6

12.00 3.6

3.0

1.0

!

AMERICAN ELEMENTARY BOOKS

Which were Published During the Year 1904.

ABBOTT (A.) . Brief on Pleadings. 2 vols . 2d ed. $0.00

BACON ( F. H. ) . Benefit Societies and Life In

surance . 3d ed. 2 vols .

BAYLIES (E.). Code Pleading. 2d ed. 6.00

BEALE (J. H.) . Foreign Corporations and Tax

ation of Corporations 6.00

BEARD (C. B.). The Office of Justice of the

Peace in England. Paper . 1.50

BENTON (J. H.). Libel Case of Daniel Webster

against Theodore Lyman. Cloth 3.50

BISPHAM (G. T.). Equity. 7th ed . 6.00

BODINGTON (O. E.). French Law of Evidence.
Cloth

1.75

BREWSTER ( J. H.) . Conveyancing
5.00

BRONSON (H. A.) . Fixtures . 5.00

CARVALHO ( D. N.). Forty Centuries of Ink.

( Chemico -Legal Ink Cases.) 3.50

CHASE (G.). Cases on Torts. 2d ed . 5.00

CLARK( E. H.) . Street Railway Accident Law .
2d ed. 5.00

CLARK (W. L. ) . Contracts. 2d ed . 3.75

COCHRAN (W. C.) . Pocket Law Dictionary. 2d

ed .

Dos Parsos ( J. R.) . Stock Brokers .

2d ed .

ELLIOTT (B. K. & W. F. ) . Evidence . 4 vols. 24.00

FARNHAM (H. P.). Waters. 3 vols. 18.00

FLANDERS (H.). " Constitution of U. S.' Cloth . . 1.50

FREUND (E.) . Police Power 6.00

GEAQUE (F.) & MCCLURE (H. B.) . Present

Value Tables. 4th ed . Cloth . 3.00

GOULD (J. M.) & BLAKEMORE (A. W.) . Bank

ruptcy. Cloth 3.00

HAMLIN (A. S.). Copyright Cases and Decisions 2.50

HENDERSON ( J. G.) . Chancery Practice 6.00

HOCHHEIMER(L.) . Crimes. 2d ed . 5.00

HOWARD (G. E.). History of Matrimonial Insti

tutions. 3 vols . Cloth .

HUGHES (R. M.) . Federal Jurisdiction and

Procedure
3.75

HUTCHINS (H. B.) . Cases on Equity Jurispru

dence . 4.00

INGERSOLL (H. H.) . Public Corporations 3.75

JOHN (E. M.) . Am. Notary's Manual. Cloth 2.50

Sheep 3.00

JONES on Mortgages. 2 vols. 6th ed . Greatly

enlarged 12.00

KEEN ( J. T.) . Caseson Pleading 4.00

LOVELAND (F. O.) . Bankruptcy. 2d ed 6.00

MCQUILLIN (E.). Municipal Ordinances 6.00

MOHUN ( B.). Warehouse Laws 6.00

MONRO (C. H. ) . Justinian . Vol . 'I 4.00

MORROW (P. A.) . Social Diseases and Marriages 3.75

NELLIS (A. J.). Street Railroad Accident Law 6.00

PAGE (W. H.). Contracts. 3 vols. 18.00

PATTERSON (C. S.) . Federal Restraints on State
Action . 2d ed . 4.00

RICHARDSON ( J. B. ) . Equity Pleading and Prac
tice in Massachusetts

ROOD ( J. R. ) . Wills 5.00

SIMKINS (W. S.). Equity Suit in Federal Courts

SPELLING (T. C.) . Corporate Management 4.50

SUTHERLAND ( J. G.) . Statutes and Statutory

Construction . 2d ed . 2 vols.

SUTHERLAND (W. A.) . Notes on U.S. Constitu

tion 6.00

TAYLOR (J. N.) . Landlord and Tenant. 2 vols .

9th ed.

THOMAS (J. L.) . Constructive Contempt. Cloth 3.00

1.17.6

12.6

1.11.6

I.10.0

10.6

10.6

•

10.6

10.00 I. 5.0

II0.0

1. 5.0.

ABBOTT (G.) & HOLT (G. I.) . Registration

Handbook . (Land Transfer Acts .) .

ALPE (E. N.) . Stamp Duties on Deeds. Toth ed.

BALL (W. E.) . Student's Guide to the Bar.

BELL (W. L. L.) . Rating .

BELL (W. J.) & SCRIVENER ( ) . Food and Drug

Acts. 4th ed.

BIDDELL ( ). Loans of Local Authorities .

BOYLE (E.) & WAGHORN (T. ) . Compensation .

(Lands Clauses Acts .) .

BRAMLEY (L.) . Death Duties

BRAY (E.). Discovery

BRIDGEWATER ( ) . Poor Prisoner's Defense

Act. (Paper) :

BROWNE (J.H. B.) & ALLEN (C. E.) . Compen
sation . 2d ed .

BUND (J. W.) . Agricultural Holdings . 3d ed .

BUNYAN (C. J.) . Life Assurance. 4th ed.

BURNS ( ) . Conveyancing Practice . (Scotland .)

CARMICHAEL (E. G. H.). Telegraph, Telephone
and Submarine Cable .

CARSON (W. A.) . Local Government Board

Decisions

CASTLE (E. J.) . Rating. 4th ed .

CHITTY ( J.) . Contracts. 14th ed .

CLARKE (E.). Extradition . 4th ed .

CLERK ( J. F.) & LINDSEL (W. H. B.), Torts.

COOTE (H.C.). Mortgages. 7th ed . .

COPINGER (W. A.) . Copyright. 4th ed .

CRUMP ( J. F. & B. E.). Magistrate's Pocket

Manual .

DUCKWORTH (L.) . Charterparties and Bills of

Lading. 2d ed.

DUCKWORTH ( ) . Landlord and Tenant

DUCKWORTH (L.) . Partnership

DUMSDAY (W.H.) & MOTHERSOLE (H. B. N. ).
Education Law

ELLISSEN ( ) . Trust Investments

EMANUEL (M. R.) . Landlord and Tenant .

EMERY ( ) . Patent Laws and Practice

FAWCETT (W. M.) . Landlord and Tenant . 3d

ed.

FERGUSON ( J.) . Roads, Streets , Rights of Way,

Bridges and Ferries. ( Scotland . )

FINCH ( ) . Licensing Laws .

FITZPATRICK ( J.) & HAYDON (T. E. ) . Secre

tary's Manual. 9th ed .

FOOTE ( J. A.) . Private International Law . 3d
ed

GIBSON (A.) . Guide to Stephen's Commenta
ries. 12th ed

GIBSON (A.) . Student's Conveyancing. 8th ed .

GODDARD (J. L.). Easements. 6th ed .

GOODEVE (L. A.) . Personal Property. 4th ed .

3d ed. I.10.0

3. 3.0

1.16.0

3.6

2.6

2.0

3.6

2. 2.0

6.0

3.6

15.0

I. 1.0

2.00 1.10.0

2.6

5.00 5
.
0

I 2.00 1. 5.0
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1. 5.0

I. 5.012.00
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5.0

10.6

I. 1.0

.I.12.0

I.O

18.0

10.6

Ι.ΙΟ.Ο

5.0

6.0

I. 5.0.

1.0.0

12.6I. 0.0

6.0

18.0

. 7.6

3.6

1.0

14.0

I.12.0

I. 0.0

. I. 5.0

10.6

3.6

. . . I. 0.0

12.6

1.15.0

16.0

10.0

8.0

.

.

12.6 I. 1.0

10.6

18.0I. 1.0

5.0

10.6

PALEY (W.) . Summary Convictions. 8th ed.

PALMER (F. B.). Company Precedents. Part

II (Winding Up). 9th ed.

PALMER (F. B.). Private Companies. 19th ed.

Pocock (W. A.). Chancery and King's Bench

Practice. 2d ed . ,

POLLOCK (F.) . Expansion of the Common Law

POLLOCK ( F.) . Torts. 7th ed,

POWELL (E. ). Evidence . 8th ed

RADCLIFFE ( ) & MILES ( ) . Cases on Torts .

REDMAN (J. H.) . Arbitrations and Awards.

4th ed .

REED (H.). Bills of Sale. I2th ed.

REEVES ( ) . Guide to Law Courts

ROBERTS ( J.) . Patents

ROBERTSON ( ) . Cases Constitutional Law

ROTHERA (C. L.). Licensing Act. 1904 .

RUDALL (A. R.) & GREIG ( J. W.) . Trusts and

Trustees. 3d ed.

RYDE (W. C.). Rating. 2d ed.

RYDE (W.C.). Rating Appeals. 1894-1904

SARBAN (J. M.) . Fanti Customary Laws. 2d

ed .

SAUNDERS (A.) . Master Mariner's Legal Guide

SCRUTTON (T. E.) . Charter Parties. 5th ed .

SEABORNE (H.) . Vendor and Purchaser. 6th

ed .

SHIRLEY (W. S.). Leading Common Law Cases.

ŞINGTON (A.). Negligence

SNAGGE ( ) . Evolution of County Courts

STEPHEN (J. F.) . Digest of Criminal Law.
6th ed .

STEPHEN ( J. F.) . Digest of Evidence. 6th ed.

STOCKMAN (F. C.) . Sanitary Inspector's Guide.

2d ed .

STONE (S.) . Justice's Manual. 37th ed.

SUMMERHAYS (W. F.) & TOOGOOD (T.) . Costs.

8th ed..

SYMONDS (J. F.). Relieving Officer. 5th ed.

TOPHAM ( ). Principles of CompanyLaw

TREVOR (A. H.) . Solicitor's Act .

UNDERHILL (A.) . Trusts. 6th ed .

VON JHERING ( ) . Law in Daily Life

WACE (H.). Bankruptcy .

WAGHORN ( ) . Compulsory Taking of Land

WATSON (C.) . Practice in Burgh Courts. (Scot
land . )

WATSON (E. R.). Cheques. 3d ed .

WEAVER (C.) . Wills. 2d ed .

WEBB (S. & B.) . Licensing

WHEATON (H.) . International Law . 4th ed .

WILLIAMS (V.) . Bankruptcy Practice. 8th ed .

WILLIAMS ( ). Borough Funds Acts

2.6

7th ed .

GORE - BROWNE (F.) & JORDAN (W.) . Joint

Stock Companies. 26th ed .

GORE - BROWNE(F.). Winding up of Companies

HALL (W. E.). International Law . 5th ed .

HALLILAY (R.). Digest Final Examination

Questions. 17th ed .

HAMILTON (G. B.) . Covenants. 2d ed .

HANSON (A.) . Death Duties. 5th ed.

HARRIS (R.). Principles of Criminal Law.

Ioth ed .

HINKSON(A. H.). Copyright Law

HOLDSWORTH (W. S.).' Landlord and Tenant.
48th ed .

HUNT (A. J.). Boundaries and Fences. 5th ed.
HUNTER (W. A.) . Roman Law . 4th ed .

INDERMAUR ( J.). Conveyancing. 2d ed .

INDERMAUR ( J.). Principles of Common Law.
Ioth ed..

INDERMAUR (J.) & THWAITES (C.). Real and

PersonalProperty . 5th ed.

INWOOD (W.). Tables of Estates. 27th ed..

JENNINGS (A. R. G.) & KINDERSLEY (G. M.) .

Land Registration

JONES ( ) & SYKES ( ) . Public Education. 2d
ed.

JONES (C.) . Solicitor's Forms. 2d ed . Vol. I

JONES (L. A.) & BELLOT (H. H. L.) . Miner's

Guide

KEEN ( F. N.). Markets, Fairs and Slaughter

Houses

KELKE (W. H. H.) . Company Law

KELKE (W. H. H.) . Real Property . 3d ed .

KENNY (C. S.) . Cases on Torts .

LEWIS (H. L.) & PORTER (W. H.) . Motor Cars.

3d ed .

LUPTON (W. H.) . Payment of Commission

LUSHINGTON (G.) . Affiliation. 2d ed.

LUSHINGTON (S. G.) . Married Women Acts.

2d ed.

MAASDORP ( ) . Institutes of Cape Law.
2 vols .

MACKAY ( ) . History English Poor Law. 2d

ed. 3 vols.

MACKENZIE ( ). Licensing Act. 1904

MACKENZIE (W.) & HANDFORD (P.) . Model

By- Laws. Vol. 3

MACMORRAN (A.) & WILLIS ( ) . Sewers and
Drains

MANSON (E.) . Builders of Our Law . 2d ed .

MARSDEN (R. G.). Collisions at sea . 5th ed.

MILLER (W. G.) . Data of Jurisprudence.

(Scotland . ) .

MINTON -SENHOUSE (R. M.) . Work and Labor

MONRO ( ) . Digest of Justinian. Vol. 1 .

MOYLE (J. B.) . Institutes of Justinian. 4th ed .

MOZLEY (H. N.) & WHITELEY (G. C. ) . Law

Dictionary. 2d ed.

NAPIER (T. B.)& STEPHENSON (R. M.). Prac

tical Guide to the Bar. 2d ed .

NATHAN (M.). Common Law of South Africa .
2 vols .

NICHOLAS ( ) . Patents .

NICHOLAS (V.) & LAWRENCE (W. F.) . Forma

tion of Companies. 2d ed .

OXLEY ( J. S.) . Light Railways. Vol .

PAGET ( J. R. ) . Banking

16.0

16.0

1.0

3.6

6.0

6.0

12.6 . 16.0

6.0

. 2.6

1.6

6.6

5.0

I. 5.0

I.10.05.0

2. 2.0

15.0

3.6

7.6

7.6

17.6

3.6

3.6

12.6 1. 7.6

2.0

I. 5.0

10.6

I.10.0

IO.O

16.0

I 2.0

16.0

I 2.0

2.6

5.0

2.6

1. I 2.0

I.10.0

12.6.

10.6

2.6

4. OO

15.0

Cover All Topics.-- Every law library of any size,

public or private, ought to have in addition to the reports,

text-books, etc. , commonly used in court, a good selection

of books on jurisprudence and on the Civil Law , Canon

Law, and other topics outside of our practice- the

books lawyers and judges often want to refer to .

We are prepared to give suggestions and to furnish

books on these lines.

12.6

1 0.0

12.6
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TO FILL GAPS IN LIBRARIES
Nicholls'. Three Reports, Poor Law. Cloth . 1838 .

Oulton's Index to the Irish Statutes. 1310-1848.

Scotch . Exchequer Cases I - IX . Income Tax and

House Duties. 1875–77. Half calf.

Inverness Registration Cases. Cloth . 1862 .

Hay's Decisions on Masters Liability, Cases of Rail

ways, Coal-Pits, Road and HarbourTrusts and Pub

lic Corporations. Cloth . 1860.

SETS OF SESSION LAWS

We have in stock the following English , etc., Reports.

Look over and see if you have all of these on your shelves.

H. L. Ryley's Placita Parliamentaria . Folio. 1661 .

McQueen's Cases of Parliamentary Divorce. (In

Treatise on Appellate Jurisdiction.) Cloth. 1842.

P. C. Nicholas Proceedings and Ordinances of the

Privy Council, 1486–1542. 7 vols. Cloth .

Dasent's Acts of P. C., 1542-90. 28 vols. Cloth.
CHY. Holt's Equity Reports. 2 vols. 1845.

K.B. Bigelow's Cases William I. -- Richard I.1881.

State Trials (New Series ), 1820-1850. 8 vols. Boards.

Year Books : Abridgement of the Boke of Assizes.

24 mo. Calf. Richard Tottel. 1555 .

Bellewe's Cases. Temp. Richard II . Reprint. Small

4to. 1869.

Calthorp's Reports of Speciall Cases. Touching sev

erall Customs and Liberties of London. 1655 .

Gouldsborough's Reports. 4to . Calf. 1653.

Sayer's Reports. 1751-1756. Old Calf. 1790.

Dunning's Reports. 1753-54. Boards. 1885.
BKCY. Morell's Reportsunder the Bankruptcy Acts,

1883 and 1890. 1884-94. 10 vols. Cloth.

Manson's Reports of Bankruptcy and Company (Cor
poration ) Cases. 1894-1903 . Io vols. Cloth .

Exců . .Conroy's Custodiam Reports. Old Calf. 1795 .

EccLEs. Monthly Law Magazine (Anthony Thornton,
ed.) , 1838–1841. 10 vols. [ This contains the first

instalment of “Notes of Cases, Ecclesiastical and

Maritime." ]

Hale's Precedent's against Churchwardens. (Church

Rates, etc.) 1583-1736. Cloth . 1841 .

Broderick and Freemantle's Judgments in Cases of

Doctrine and Discipline. Cloth . 1865.

ADMY. Burrell's Cases 1648-1840, by Marsden. 1885.

Swabey's Reports. 1855-1859. Half calf. 1860.

Lushington's Reports. 1859-1862. Half calf. 1863 .

Browning and Lushington's Reports. 1863–66. 1867 .
Pratt's Cases of Contraband of War. 1856.

Holt's Cases on the Rule of the Road . 867 .

N. P. Foster and Finlason's Reports. 1856-67. 4

vols.

Ry. Neville Browne and Macnamara's Reports of

Cases decided by the Railway and Canal Commis

sioners. 1874-1903 . 11 vols.

MERCANTILE. Megone's Company ( Corporation) Re

ports. 1888–1891. 2 vols. Cloth .

MAGISTRATES. Cases relating to Poor Law , 'Licensing,

Criminal Law, etc. 1894-1903. 10 vols. Cloth.

Blackerby's Justice of the Peace Cases. 1717 .

Misc. Austin's County Court Cases. Half calf.

Star Chamber Cases. 1630. Half calf. ( Original.)

Foley's Poor Law Cases. Old calf. 1751.

Hutton's Courts of Request. Old calf. 1787.

Daniel's Cases on Auctioneers and Real Estate Agent's

Commission. 1889.

Ryde's Rating Appeal Cases. 1871-1903. 4 vols.

Cust's Reports on West Indian Encumbered Estates.
Cloth. 1865 .

STATUTES . Pulton's Statutes. Folio . Old calf. 1661 .

Scobel's Acts (passed by the Commonwealth, 1640–

1656, not recognized or printed in any of the sets of

statutes). Folio . 1658.

Statutory Rules and Orders of Great Britain to 1903.

IRISH. Shaw's Irish State Trials. Old calf. 1844.

Judgments under the Criminal Law and Procedure

Act, 1887. Paper. 1890.

Fisheries Judgments, 1861–1873. Calf.

We have in stock the following sets or long runs of

Statutesand Session Laws; prices of which willbe given on

application. We also haveseveral thousand oddvolumes .

ARIZONA. Statutes, 1871, 1877, 1887, 1901 ; Session Laws,

1864 to 1903, 22 sessions.

CALIFORNIA. Compiled Laws, 1849-1853; Session Laws,

1854 to 1903, 35 sessions.

COLORADO. Revised Statutes, 1868 ; Session Laws, 1870
to 1903, 20 sessions.

DAKOTA. Session Laws, 1862 to 1889, wanting 5th ses

sion ( 1865) and 10th session (1872 ), 16 sessions.

DELAWARE. Booth's Laws, 1700-1813, 4 vols .; Session

Laws, 1814 to 1903, wanting Jan. session , 1827 , 62

sessions.

ILLINOIS. Gross Digest of Laws, 1868 ; Session Laws,

1869 to 1903, 27 sessions.

INDIANA. Territorial Laws, 1807-1813, 4 vols.; Revised

Statutes, 1851 , 2 vols .; Session Laws, 1851 to 1903,

37 sessions.

IOWA. Session Laws, Jan., 1848 to 1904, 37 sessions.

KANSAS. Compiled Laws, 1862 ; Session Laws, 1863 to
1903, 30 sessions.

KENTUCKY. Session Laws, 1815 to 1904, 80 sessions.

LOUISIANA. Session Laws, Nov. 1816 to 1904 , (wanting

Dec. Session , 1861), 83 sessions.

MAINE. Revised Statutes, 1821 , 1834, 1841 , 1857 ; Ses

sion Laws, 1857 to 1903, 37 sessions.

MARYLAND. Kilty's Laws, 2 vols. 1799 ; Kilty, Harris

and Watkins Laws, 3 vols . 1799-1818 ; Session Laws,

1818 to 1904, 63 sessions.

MASSACHUSETTS. General Statutes, 1860; Acts and Re

solves, 1860 to 1904, 50 sessions.

MICHIGAN . Territorial Laws, 1805 to 1835 , 4 vols .

Reprint. _Session Laws, 1835 to 1903, 54 sessions.

MISSOURI. Territorial and State Laws, 1813-1836 ,

Reprint. Session Laws, 1836 to 1903, 53 Sessions .

NEBRASKA. Session Laws, 1857 to 1903 , (wanting Déc.

Session, 1867 and Private Laws, 1873), 34 sessions.

NEVADA . Session Laws, 1861 to 1903, 25 sessions.

NEW HAMPSHIRE. Revised Statutes , 1842 , 2d ed. with

added laws, 1851 ; Session Laws, 1850-1903, 46 ses

sions.

NEW JERSEY. Revised Statutes, 1847 ; Session Laws,

1847 to 1904, 58 sessions.

New YORK. Revised Statutes, ist ed . , 1829 , 3 vols.;

Session Laws, 1829 to 1904, 85 sessions.

OHIO. Swan's Statutes, 1854 ; Session Laws, 1854 to

1904 , 48 sessions.

PENNSYLVANIA. Purdon's Digest of Laws, 1861 ; Ses

sionLaws, 1862to 1903, 31 sessions.

South CAROLINA. Statutes at Large, 1682-1838, 10

vols.; Session Laws, 1839 to 1903 , (wanting Dec.

Session , 1863) , 73 sessions.

TENNESSEE. Compiled Statutes, 2 vols . , 1846 ; Session

Laws, 1847 to 1903, 45 sessions.

VERMONT. Session Laws, 1813 to 1902, 80 sessions.

WEST VIRGINIA. Session Laws, 1861-1903, 35 sessions.

WISCONSIN. Revised Statutes, 1849 ; Session Laws, 1848

to 1903, 49 sessions.

WYOMING . Session Laws, 1869 to 1903, 18 sessions.

25 vols .
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To Librarians

Trustees of Law Libraries

Lecturers in Law Schools and

Lawyers of Cultivated Taste

.

We deal in the new law books of the day and can supply at the

lowest rates either new or second -hand copies of all law books used

by lawyers in every-day practice .

But we do more than this . Our specialty lies in being prepared

to furnish information about any law book which may be wanted , no

matter how old or rare it is, or from what country , or in what

language.

We carry ( in addition to the books of the day ) a large stock of

Second -Hand American Reports (sets and odd volumes)

Second -Hand Text-Books, last editions

Statutes and Session Laws, of all the states

Trials (both separate trials and collections)

Out of Print Law Books, American and English

Sets of Law Periodicals, American and English

British Colonial Reports and Statutes

Works on Civil Law , Canon Law, etc.

We have special agents in Great Britain , the British Colonies

throughout the world, and on the Continent of Europe, and can usually

furnish ' estimates on any foreign law books .

We solicit orders in any or all of these lines.

The Boston Book Co.
CHARLES C. SOULE, President

83 to 91 Francis Street, Back Bay, Boston, Mass.
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Why not try the Green Bag this year ?
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The leading law magazine of the United States.

THE GREEN BAG

GREATLY ENLARGED IN SCOPE

EDITED BY S. R. WRIGHTINGTON

THE GREEN BAG has held a place of its own in the esteem of American lawyers for six- .

teen years . But it has only filled part of the field of legal periodical literature, — the lighter part ,

- and has been viewed by most of the profession as a luxury rather than a necessity. With the

January number of 1904, its scope was enlarged to cover, as far as possible, the whole field a law

magazine should cover.

The successful publications of the past in periodical form have been of three classes —

first, the solid quarterlies, discussing points of jurisprudence and the higher range of topics of the

law ; second , the magazines of THE GREEN BAG type, giving what may be called the light literature

of the law ; third, the weeklies, which through annotated cases and notes keep their readers

informed as to current law. The Green Bag now covers all of these three fields . Its contents comprise :

2

1. Leading Articles by the best writers of the profession upon topics of current

interest ; articles which thoughtful lawyers cannot afford to miss .

2. The lighter literature of the law, which has given THE GREEN BAG its character

in the past , and made it so attractive . This includes legal history, biography,

anecdote and humor .

3. Illustrations. -- Portraits of great judges and lawyers, and views and portraits

illustrating historical and biographical articles.

4. Summary of Current Discussion .— The Editorial Department in each number con

tains a summary of the notable articles in American and foreign law maga

zines ; thus keeping THE GREEN BAG readers in touch with all the legal

discussions of the day.

5. Notes of Cases. - A special department in each number brings to the attention
-

of readers the most important and significant cases decided during the pre

vious month in the State or Federal Courts throughout the United States .

With these new features, The Green Bag is a necessity (as well as a luxury) to every

lawyer who intends to keep in the front rank of his profession.

Although the size of THE GREEN BAG is enlarged, and its scope thus largely widened ,

its price will remain as before, four dollars a year, payable in advance.

Single number, 50 cents .

For the present, full sets of volumes 1 to 16 ( 1889 to 1904) can be supplied in stout half-cloth

binding for $48.00. They contain over a thousand portraits of judges and lawyers , and may be

called an Encyclopædia of Legal History and Biography.

Address,

THE BOSTON BOOK CO. ,

83-91 Francis St. , Back Bay, BOSTON , MASS.
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NOTES. NOTES.

Students' Books Cheap.— See column of bargains in Our Location . — Our Francis St. (there are others in

“ Text-Books, Last Editions,” for a lot of extraordinary , “ Greater Boston " ) is in the “ Back Bay District ," .

bargains in shelf-worn students' text-books, left on our region mainly reclaimed from marsh and tidal waters.

hands on closing our retail branch on Pemberton Square. The Back Bay part of our address seems to “ phase "

Bargain Counter, Sure ! - This is a great number many folks. Here is a letter, for instance , addressed to

for the economical buyer. We take account of stock at
us in the “ Back way,” and another (from England) to

the end of the spring season , and want clear out our “ Back Buildings.”

shelves. Hence the very low prices on all our lists .
Loose Legislation Averted by Bouvier. – In discuss

Vide passim ! ing some acts of the Delaware legislature the Wilmington

Off -Color Jokes. - Whenever we ask for legal jokes · Every Evening ” says:

some of the best sent in - so far as humor goes — are
“ To be an expert in drawing enactments, it is held

too racy for publication . How would it do to issue a by good authority, a man must be familiar with the con

volume of " Unreported Jokes for Private Circulation " ?
struction of law and the value of words as settled by

Or we might call it “ Improbiter Dicta . ” Or, as we judicial determination . It was once said by a high

have hinted elsewhere, “ Disbarred Witticisms. ” judicial authority in this State that no man who had not

Fool Office -Boys. — Every time we send out a number made himself familiar with “ Bouvier's Law Dictionary

of LEG . BiB . we get back a few of our printed return
should ever put his hand to the drawing of bills . This

envelopes empty, or containing blank paper or scurrilous legal work gives the meaning of words according to

and misspelled anonymous scribbling. These are prob- their legal construction, which is not contained in the

ably the office-boy's idea of a joke .
ordinary dictionaries."

No Quibbles for Them. — Our early ancestors did
E. R. C. REPRINT ON TIME .

not encourage technicalities. Witness this extract from If there are any copies of our limited two-volume-in

the Plymouth Colony Laws of 1669 : one edition of English RULING CASES which are not

“ It is enacted by the Court that a Cercomstantiall
subscribed for in advance of publication at our price of

error in a summons or warrant shall not be taken as a $65.00 cash , we will be willing to sell them for $ 78.00,

sufficient ground for a non-suite wher otherwise both $ 18.00 down and $ 5.00 per month or $ 15.00 per quarter

the ptie and case ' concerned therein may be rationally
hereafter, title remaining with us until final payment.

understood ." The $ 65.00 price, of course, is only on advance sub

Ludicrous Misprints. —A catalogue of second -hand
scription and cash payment.

books just received yields two laughable items, RECENT LISTS OF SECOND -HAND BOOKS

" Coxe on Leg-Power, ” and “Love's Missouri Appo- We have recently issued three catalogues of our

tations. " You can make out what they are intended present stock of second-hand books, any of which we

for, after a little reflection ; but “Missouri Appotations, " will send without charge to anyone who asks for them.

as it stands, is too suggestive of apple toddy and Bourbon They are :

straight. No. 51. - Catalogue of Second -Hand Text-Books,

The Saucy West. A Fort Scott , Kansas, lawyer most of them last editions , at very low prices.

kindly sent us two legal jokes in answer to the appeal in No. 52. — Catalogue of Sets and Odd Volumes of

8 LEG . BIB . 2 . We accepted one, but returned the American Reports ; the " oddments ” especially being

other as a palpable “ chestnut. ” He rejoins thus:- priced very low.

" I have received yours containing the glad tidings No. 53. - Catalogue of Rare and Interesting Law

that one of my anecdotes has passed muster. Books. This includes the old legal classics , French and

it is new to you . I thought it would be, because it has German law books, and a large number of out -of-print

only been in circulation since the Mexican war. books which possess special value. The prices on this

“ I knew the “ Necessity Smith ' anecdote to be a catalogue are reasonable considering their scarcity, but

Chestnut, but since New England has for many years they are not recommended on account of cheapness .

worn the West's cast-off jokes without complaint, your Apply to The Boston Book Co., 83 to 91 FRANCIS

refusal came to me as a surprise." ST. , BACK BAY, Boston, Mass.

3

You say



B. B. CO. BOOKS FOR LAWYERS

THE BEST CYCLOPÆDIA OF LAW WILLS AND EXECUTORS

The one essential book

for Judges, Lawyers and Students

The American Standards on these

every -day topics of practice are

SCHOULER ON WILLS. Third Edition

I volume. $5.50BOUVIER'S LAW DICTIONARY, Re

vised by FRANCIS RAWLE

2 vols.
2400 pages. $ 12.00

“ A Law Library in itself. ”

" A concise Encyclopædia of the Law .”

“ The best work of its kind.” — Miller, J. , in

Kring v . Mo. 107 U. S. 231 .

SCHOULER ON EXECUTORS AND

ADMINISTRATORS. Third Edition

$5.50

Everylawyer, even the beginner in practice,

ought to have something in his library to cover
these important topics.

Schouler's books, known to Bench and Bar

through three editions, are clear and luminous,

and command respect when cited .
No book is like it :: -- no book can take its place .

LIMITATIONS AND ARREST

WOOD on LIMITATIONS of ACTIONS

at LAW and in EQUITY

CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE AND

SALES

WILLS ON CIRCUMSTANTIAL

EVIDENCE

New Edition with full American Notes by

PROF . GEORGE E. BEERS OF YALE LAW

School. Now in press. Price probably $ 5.00.

By H. G. Wood . Third Edition , REVISED

BY JOHN M. GOULD. $6.50

The late Mr. Wood had an unusual faculty of finding the

Exact Cases, and presenting them in just the manner which

would be most useful to busy lawyers , pressed for time . This

book has this somewhat unusual merit and is eminently practical. BENJAMIN ON SALES. New Ed. $6.50

VOORHEES on the LAW of ARREST

Bound in buckram. $ 2.00

This is the new English edition without special American
notes . In it, however,the principles of American Lawhave

been very fully treated and broughtdown to date, and the
more important American Decisions have been commented

upon , sometimes at considerable length . With a view to mak

ing thework of practical utility in America and other countries

in which the English Code has not been introduced , the editors

have throughout been careful to state the common law , and to

point out the extent to which it has been altered by the Code.
They have also in a good many places referred to American

Statutes altering the common law .

This recent treatise will be found of great value to courts ,

prosecuting attorneys , sheriffs , police officers , and all others

concerned in arrest or defence of alleged criminals.

ABBREVIATIONS AND BLIND CITATIONS . — A very useful little desk manual is ABBREVIATIONS

USED IN LAW Books ($ 1.50 ). reprinted from SouLE'S LAWYERS REFERENCE MANUAL,

and giving an Index to all the citations which confuse and puzzle readers of law books.

INDEXTO PERIODICALS. — The greatmass of useful monographs hitherto hidden in back volumes

of legal periodicals, is now indexed and made accessible in Jones's INDEX TO LEGAL PERI

ODICALS . 2 Vols. $20.00.

DICTIONARY OF DEFINITIONS. - STROUD'S JUDICIAL DICTIONARY. 3 vols. $ 18.00. Gives the

definitions of Words or Phrases which have been authoritatively pronounced by English Courts .

INTERNATIONAL LAW . - Scott's CASES ON INTERNATIONAL LAW ( Cloth , $3.50) is a collection of

judicial decisions illustrating every phase of this subject.

EVIDENCE . - TAYLOR ON EVIDENCE :-INTERNATIONAL EDITION WITH AMERICAN Notes

BY CHAMBERLAYNE. 3 vols . , $ 12.00, – is one of the best works on the subject, and ought to be

in every full library.

EQUITY PLEADING . RICHARDSON'S NOTES ON EQUITY PLEADING IN MASSACHUSETTS ( Cloth ,

$ 2.00) is a useful little work by a judge of the Mass. Superior Court.

The Green Bag is a Supplement to all Text= Books
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WHAT THE GREEN BAG OFFERS YOU THE HOME LIBRARY

Here are the contents of THE GREEN BAG for the Are you building up a good library at your home ? If

last three months. Look through them and see if there so, what motive do you follow in buying ? Do you take

is not a great deal to interest you. what agents urge on you , do you buy by chance and

impulse, or have you a definite idea of what books you
CONTENTS FOR JANUARY, 1905

eventually mean to have ?

A SCIENTIFIC SCHOOL OF LEGAL THOUGHT. By If your first lot of home books, or your share of the

Melville M. Bigelow of Boston. family shelves, is in the line of professional need, you

YOUR AFFECTIONATE Friend, JOHN MARCH . By will naturally want a set of ENGLISH Ruling Cases,

L. C. Howard of Chicago. because in that set only can you get right at the basic

THE MAINTENANCE OF THE OPEN SHOP. By Bruce principle of law , presented in the very words of great

Wyman of Cambridge. judges . You do not need digests or textbooks or

WILLIAM H. SEWARD AS A LAWYER (with portrait). encyclopædias to guide you to the use of this set . It

By Eugene L. Didier of Baltimore. indexes itself, and can be used at once, off-hand , to

THE STATE AND THE STREET RAILWAY . By Bentley settle any question that haunts you.

W. Warren of Boston.
On the other hand, if you want your home library not

for professional study, but for recreation and general
CONTENTS FOR PEBRUARY, 1905

culture, one of the first works you ought to buy, is a

The LEGAL SIDE OF JOSEPH W. FOLK (with portrait ). bound set of The GREEN BAG. There you will find

By K. G, Bellairs of St. Louis. good reading for every mood. If you are fagged out,

THE NEED OF LEGISLATIVE EXPERTS. By Travis H. it has jokes and stories and rhymes for you. If you

Whitney of New York. want distraction , there are scores of interesting articles

FEDERAL CONTROL OF INSURANCE CORPORATIONS. to lead you gently away from your day's worries. If

By Wm. R. Vanceof Washington. you want information and instruction, there is wealth of

LORD BEACONSFIELD AND THE BAR. Anonymous. biography and history. If you are just idle , too tired or

The Study of OLD GREEK LAW. By Frederic lazy to read, there are a thousand pictures to look at ,

Earle Whitaker of Woonsocket, R. I. If you ever are going to want a set of The GREEN

INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION THE PRODUCT OF Bag, you had better nail it before the subscription

THE MODERN INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM. By Hon . edition is entirely gone (16 vols. half -cloth binding, $48.00

Hannis Taylor of Mobile, Ala . net ; only forty sets now left ) .

CONTENTS FOR MARCH , 1905

MANUAL OF THE LAW OF ARREST.

GOVERNOR CHARLES S. DENEEN. By Edwin Burritt

Smith of Chicago. We have recently published a small volume which

FEDERAL REGULATION OF CORPORATIONS– A covers with fulness, clearness, and accuracy, this very

DANGEROUS DEPARTURE, By John E. Parsons of important topic, not elsewhere so satisfactorily treated .

New York .
Voorhees on Arrest (buckram , $ 2.00 net) treats of :

FEDERAL REGULATION OF CORPORATIONS— A NEC- THE RIGHT OF PERSONAL LIBERTY .

ESSARY DEVELOPMENT. By William J. Curtis of New THE INSURANCE AND SERVICE OF LEGAL PROCESS,

York . WHO MAY ISSUE A WARRANT.

WHAT CONSTITUTES AN ARREST ..

The TUCKER TRIAL. By Hugh Bancroft of Boston.
ARREST WITH WARRANT.

MARTIN VAN BUREN, THE LAWYER . By Adrian H. ARREST WITHOUT A WARRANT,

Joline of New York . BREAKING DOORS TO MAKE AN ARREST.

RESORT TO THE JUDICIARY TO PRESERVE THE
FORCE IN THE ACT OF ARREST.

DISPOSING OF THE PRISONER.

PURITY OF ELECTIONS. By Wm. E. Hutton of Denver.
ARREST IN EXTRADITION PROCEEDINGS .

Every number has an Editorial Department con
EVIDENCE NECESSARY TO ESTABLISH THE OFFENSE .

EXEMPTION FROM ARREST.
taining –

FALSE IMPRISONMENT. TRESPASS.
REVIEWS OF CURRENT LEGAL ARTICLES.

This book is the work of a lawyer who has found it
THE LIGHTER SIDE.

difficult to get together elsewhere, the law required by a

NOTES OF RECENT Cases. lawyer, or an officer of the law , in making arrests, or in

The “ Reviews” and “ Notes ” keep the constant
protecting a client from illegal arrest . It is written with

simple style and arrangement - so that it may be easily
reader of THE GREEN BAG right up to date in all the understood by sheriffs and police; but every proposition

news of his profession. of law is fortified by citations to cases, so that the treatise

S. R. WRIGHTINGTON is the alert and enterprising can be used with safety in court.

editor of this very live periodical. Prosecuting attorneys, lawyers with regular or occa

sional practice on the criminal side, court officers,
Its subscription price is four dollars a year. Single

sheriffs, and police officers will find VOORHEES

numbers can usually be obtained at fifty cents each . ARREST very helpful .

ON

The Green Bag, the best periodical for the busy lawyer.
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BARGAINS IN TEXT-BOOKS, LAST EDITIONS

2.00

.

.

.

4.00

2.00

2.00

4.00

4.00

Merwin on Equity and Equity Pleading. 1895. (5.00) $3.00

Nellis on Surface Street Railways. 1902. (6.00 )

Page on Wills . 1901. (6.00) 4.06

Pollock , Expansion ofthe Common Law. Cloth . 1904. (2.50) 2.00

Prescott, The Prohibitory Law of Maine. 1891. ( 1.00) -50

Ray , Contractual Limitations . (Strikes, Trusts ). 1892. (4.50) 3.00

Ray , Negligence of Imposed Duties : Carriers. 1893. (6.50 ) . 3.50

Ray, Negligence of Imposed Duties : Personal. 1891. (6.50) 3.50
Reinhard on Agency . 1902. (4.50) 3.00

Reno, Employees ' Liability Acts. 2d ed . 1903. ( 5.00 ) 4.00

Robinson's Elementary Law . Cloth 1882. ( 2.50 )

Shinn on Replevin . 1899. (6.00 ) 4.00

Shipp and Daish . Cases onEquity Pleading and Practice.
Cloth . 1901. (3.00 ) 2.50

Shiras Equity Practice U.S.Circuit Courts, 2d ed. 1898. ( 2.50) 1.50
Shortt on Railway Bondsand Mortgages. 1897. (6.50) 4.00

Smith, Digest of National Bank Decisions. 1864-98.(4.00) 2.50

Smith's Studies in Juridical Law . 1902. (3.50)
2.50

Smith on Receiverships . 1897. (6.00 ) 3.50

Spelling on Corporate Management. 1904. (4.50) 3.00

Spelling on Injunctions. 2d ed . 2 vols . 1901. (12.00 ) 8.00

Stearns on Suretyship. 1902. (6.00 )
4.00

Stephen's Digest of Evidence. ( Chase's edition .) 1885. ( 2.25 ) 1.75

Stephen's Digest of Evidence . (May's edition .) 1886. (3.00 ) 2.50

Stephen's Pleading. Tyler's Edition. 1898. (3.00 ) 2.25
Sutherland's Notes on the U.S. Constitution .

4.00

Sutherland on Statutory Construction. 2 vols . 1904. (12.00 ) 8.00

Thomas on Constructive Contempt. 1904. ( 3.00) . 3.25

Thomas on Non -Mailable Matter .
1900. ( 3.75 ) 2.50

Tiedeman on Real Property. 1892. (6.00 )
4.50

Tiedeman , State and Federal Control of Persons and Property.
2 vols . 1900. (12.00) 8.00

Underhill on Wills . 2 vols. 1900. (12.00) 8.00

Van Zile on Bailments. 1902. (5.00 )
3.50

Von Holst, French Revolution . 2 vols . Cloth . (3:50) .

Walton , Civil Law of Spain and Mexico . 1900. (6.50) 4.00

Warvelle's Legal Ethics . 1902. (2.00) 1.50

Watson on Damages. 1901. (6.00 ).

Webb on Usury. 1899. (6.00 )
4.50

Webster on Naturalization . 1895. (4.00 ) 3.00

Wells on Jurisdiction . 1880. (4.00 ) 1.50

White onMines and Mining Remedies. 1903, ( 7.50) 5.00

Wilgus' Cases on Private Corporations. 2 vols. 1902 . ( 10.00 ) 7.50

Wilson (Hon. James) , Works of , on Jurisprudence and Political
Science , edited by Andrews. 2 vols . Cloth . 1896. (7.00 ) . 3.0 :

Wood on Railway Law . 2d ed . 3 vols . 1894. (18.00 ) 7.50

Wyman , Administrative Law , Public Officers. 1903.' (5.00) 4.2

1904. (6.00)

2.00

2.00

2.00

2.00

.

2.00

2.00

.50

Clearance Sale before taking Account of Stock.

(Catalogue prices given in brackets. )

[See also our List No. 51 , “ Second-HandText-Books,”

sent free to anyone who asks for it . ]

Anson on Contracts, 1895. ( $3.00 ) $ 2.50
Bacon on Benefit Societies . 2 vols . 1904. ( 12.00 ) 9.00

Baldwin's American Railway Law . 1904. (6.00 ) 5.00

Bates' Federal Equity Practice. 2 vols. 1901. (12.00 ) 8.00

Beach on Contributory Negligence. 3d ed . 1899. (6.00 ) 4.00

Beach on Private Corporations. 2 vols . 1891. ( 12.00) 6.00

Benjamin's Chalmers on Bills and Notes . 1889. ( 3.50) 1.50

Benjamin on Sales. 1899. (6.00 )

Bigelow on Billsand Notes. (Students' ed.) 1900. ( 3.00 )
Bigelow on Torts. ( Students'ed . ) 1901. (3.00)

Bishop's Directionsand Forms(Criminal). 2d ed . 1901:06.00)

Black's Law and Practice in Accident Cases . 19oo . (6.00 ) .

Blackstone, Hammond's Edition. 4 vols . Cloth. 1890. (7.50) 5.00

Boone on Real Property . 2d ed . 3 vols. 1901. (9.00 ) 6.00

Bradner on Evidence. 1898. (6.00 ). 4.00

Brandenburgh on Bankruptcy. 3d ed . 1903. (6.50) 4.50

Bryant on Code Pleading ( Students' ed .) 1899. ° ( 2.50) 1.75

Bryant on U.S. Constitution. 1901. (3.00 ) .
Burdick on Sales. ( Students ' ed .) 1901. (3.00)

Butler's Treaty Making Powers . 2 vols . 1902. ( 12.00 ) 8.00

Chaplin on Wills . 1892. (4.00 ) 3.00

Chase's Cases on Torts. 1891. (3.50) .
Clark & Marshall Private Corporations. 3 vols . 1901. ( 18.00) 13:50

2.50

Clement on Fire Insurance . 1903. (6.00) 4.00

Coney and Godoy , Legal Handbook of Mexico . i8gi. (4:00) 2.50
Cooley's Principles of Constitutional Law . 1898. (2.50 )
Crocker's Notes on the Revised Laws of Mass . 1904. (6.50). 5.50

Croswell on the Law of Electricity . 1895. ( 6.00) 4.50

Croswell on Executors. 1897. (3.75 ) 3.00

Curran's Speeches. Cloth . “ 1877. ( 3.5o) .

Daniel, Negotiable Instruments . 5th ed . 2 vols . io3 . ( 12.00) 8.00

Davis on International Law . 1901. ( 3.00 )

De Leon and Moon , Liability for PersonalInjuries. 1899. (5.00 ) 3.00

Dillon , Life, Character, and Services of Chief Justice Marshall.
3 vols. Cloth . 1903. ( 9.00 ) . 5.00

Donahue on the Law of Petroleum and Gas. 1902 : (5.00). 3.00

Donavan , Skill in Trials . · 1899. ( 1.00 ) .50

Donavan , Tact in Court . 1898. (1.00 )

Dunlap's Elementary Law. 1905. (3:50) 3.00

Eaton on Equity . 1901, (3.75 ) 2.50

Eaton and Gilbert on Commercial Paper. 1903. ( 6.00 ) .

Finch's Cases on Property in Land. Cloth . 1898. (6.00) 4.50

Foster's Federal Practice. 3d ed . 1901. ( 12.00 ) 9.00

Freeman on Executions . 3d ed . 3 vols . 1900. (18.00 ) 13.50

Freund on Police Power . 1904. (6.00 )
4.50

Frost on Incorporation andOrganization of Corporations.
Cloth . 1905. (3:50) 3.00

Gardner's Review of Law and Equity. 1894. ( 2.75) . 2.00

Gunckel on Costs in Federal Courts . 1894. (6.00 ) 4.50

Hainer on Municipal Securities. 1898. (6.00)

Hamlin , Copyrighi Cases 1891-1903. Cloth . 1904. ( 2.50)

Hammon , General Principles of Contract. 1902. (6.00 ) 4.50

Hardwicke's Art of Winning Cases . 1903. (5.00 ) 3.50

Harris on Municipal Bonds. 1902. (4.00 ) 3.00

Harris and Calkins, Mass. Business Corporations. 1903. ( 3.00 ) 2.50
Heliwell on Stocks and Stockholders . 1903. (6.00 )

Henderson's Chancery Practice and Forms (with special
Reference to Masters Referees , etc. ) . 1904. (6.00)

Herod's “ Favored Nation ” Clause. 1901. (3.50) 2.50

Hopkins on Real Property . 1896. (3.75 ) 3.00

Hufcut's Cases on Agency. 1896. (3.00)

Huffcut on Vegotiable Instruments. 1898. (4.00) 3.00

Huffcut and Woodruff's Cases on Contracts . 1901. (4.50 ) 3.50

Hughes on Admiralıy . 1901. ( 3-75 ) 3.00

Hughes on Criminal Law . 1901. (6.00 )

Hutchinson on Carriers . 1891. 16.00 )

Jones on Mortgages. 6th ed . 1904. ( 12.00) 9.00

Jones on Pledges. 2d ed . 1901. (6.00 ) 4.50

Judson on Taxation. 1902. (6.00 ) 4.00

Keener , Cases on Contracts . 2 vols. i898. (8.00) 6.00

Keener, Cases , Equity Jurisdiction . Vol. I. 1895. (5.00 ) 4.00

Kinkead on Torts . 2 vols . 1903. ( 12.00 ) 8.00

Kirchwey's Cases on Mortgages. 1902. (5.00)

Lawson on Expert Evidence . 1900 . (6.00 ) 4.50

Lloyd's State Trials ( Mary Queen of Scots ,Sir Walter Raleigh ,

Capt. Kidd ). Cloth . 1899. ( 3.00)
Loveland's Federal Forms. 2d ed . 2 vols . 1903. (12.00) 8.00

Marshall. Constitutional Decisions . Cloth . 1903. (5.00) 3.00

May's CriminalLaw . ( Students' ed . ) 1893. ( 3.00 ) 2.50

McCall's Clerk's Assistant. (Forms.) 6th ed . 1902. (6.00 ) 4.00

McClennan's Interpleader. 1901. (5.00 ) 3.50

McKelvey on Evidence. 1897. (3.75) 3.00

McKelvey on Common Law Pleading. Cloth . 1894. (2.00 ) 1.30

McQuillan on Municipal Ordinances. 1904 .
(6.00 4.50

Mechem on Agency . 1888. (6.00 )

4.00

2 vols .

2.00

2.004.00

2.00

.

.

4.00

4.00

2.00

ALSO RECENT ENGLISH TEXT-BOOKS ; VIZ

( In cloth binding . )

Abbott on the Law of Merchant Ships and Seamen . 14th ed .

by Aspinall. 2 vols . 1901. ( £ 3 + duty = $ 20 .) $ 16.os

Addison on Torts. 7th ed. by H.Smith . 1893. ( £ 1,18,0 ) 3.01

Anson's Principles of the Law of Contract. 6th ed . 1891. 1.00

Beven , The Lawof Employer's Liability and Workmen's Com

pensation . 2d ed . 1899.

Bramwell (Baron) Account of Life and Opinions of . 1898

Clarke on Extradition , 3d ed . 1888 . ( 203. + duty = $6.50 ) 4.00

Copinger on Production of Title Deeds. 1975. (148.) 2.50

Digby, Introduction to the History of the Law of Real Property .

5th ed . 1897. ( 128. 6+ duty = $ 4.00 ) 3.00

Dowell , Income Tax Acts. sth ed . 1902. ( 178. 6d .) 2.50

Duffy and Eagleson :The Transfer ofLand Act. 1890.
(Australia .) 1895. (318. 6.) . 6.50

Edwards, Law of Property on Land: 3d ed. 1896. (zos.) 3.50

Elphinstone, Norton & Clark . Interpretation of Deeds. 1885. 3.50

Frost, Law and Practice of Patents. 1891 2.00

Goddard on Easements. 5th ed . 1896. ( 255. + duty=$8.00 ) 3.50

Hamilton's Mexican Law . 1882 .

Hamilton,Law of Banking in Australia and N. ż . 2d ed . 1900 6.50

Hastings on Torts. 1885. (28s .) 2.50

Hayes and Jarman's Concise Formsof Wiüs. ith ed . 1898.
( 215. + duty = $6.50)

Haycraft, Powers of Police in England. 1897. (6.). I.go

Hurrell & Hyde. Joint-Stock Companies ' Guide . zih ed . 1900

Kenny, Outlines of Criminal Law. 1902. ( 105. ) 1.50

Kerr on Receivers . 4th ed . 1900. ( ios . )

Maine's Ancient Law . 17th imp. 1901. (9.)

Marsden , Digest of Shipping, Admiralty and Insurance Cases .

1899. ( 305. + duty = $ 10 .) 5.00

Mews' Digest of Criminal Cases . 1898. ( 255. ) .

Morris on Patents Conveyancing . 1887. (258.) 2.50

Piggott , Effect of Foreign Judgments . 1879 .

Piggott , Principles of the Law of Torts . 1885. (208 ) 2.50

Porter's Law of Insurance. 3d ed . 1898. (218.) 3.50

Pulling's Order of the Coif . 1897: ( 125. 6d . )

Robson's Law of Bankruptcy, 7th ed . 1894. ( 38s . ) 3.00

Williams on Accounts . 1899. ( 1os . )

Williams on Executors and Administrators. 9th ed . 1893 .

+ duty $ )

woodiall'sLandlord and Tenant. ' jóth ed . 1898. ' (zes :)

2.00

4.00

4.00 3.50

2.00

2.co

2.00

4.00

3.00

2.00 2.00

.

2.00

. 2.00

3.50

White's Outlines of Legal History. 1895 1.30

10.00

4.00

The Green Bag is the legal Review of Reviews.
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SPECIAL BARGAINS IN REPORTS .

Prior to taking account of Stock .
$ 33.00

10.00

Condition, good second -hand , unless
stated .

otherwise

COLLECTED CASES.

AMERICAN BANKRUPTCY REPORTS. II vols .

AMERICAN CORPORATION CASES. 10 vols, and

Digest

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL CASES . 7 vols.

AMERICAN RAILWAY REPORTS . 21 vols .

AMERICAN REPORTS . 60 vols. .

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH CORPORATIO
N
CASES.

Old Series, 48 vols.; New Series, 16 vols .

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH RAILROAD CASES.

Old Series, 61 vols.; New Series, 14 vols.

LAWYERS ' REPORTS ANNOTATED. 62 vols . and

Digest

MUNICIPAL CORPORATION Cases. 7 vols. ·

21.00

60.00

75.00

50.00

215.00

17:50
A

194 vols.

650.00

575.00

ENGLISH, ETC., REPORTS.

LAW REPORTS. 1865–1903 . 276 vols. Eng

lish edition . Fine condition .

LAW REPORTS. 1865–1903. 276 vols. First

six years American Reprint; rest originals

FULL SET OF ENGLISH STATUTES. (Pickering's

Statutes, (Magna Charta to 1865 , 105

vols .) Law Reports Statutes, 1865 to

1903, 38 vols.

Scotch REPORTS . Reprint. (House of Lords

and Sessions Cases .) 39 vols.

[ Also full set of English Reports (originals),

of Irish Reports, and of the best Cana

dian Reports.)

175.00

250.00

NALS

24 vols .

For Bargains in Partial Sets and Odd Volumes of

Reports, Digest, Statutes, and Session Laws. See our

SECOND - HAND LIST NO. 52 , which we will send

free to anyone who asks for it .

AMERICAN REPORTS .

U. S. SUPREME COURT. ORIGINAL EDITION

( preferred by many lawyers to any other

edition ). 194 vols. $ 275.00

U.S. SUPREME Court. Brightly's Notes
Fine set.

300.00

( This is the present “ Official Edition . ”)

U.S. SUPREME COURT. First 58 vols . Curtis's

edition in 22 vols. Vols. 59 to 194 original

separate volumes . (Judge Curtis saved

space in his edition byomitting the lengthy

argument of counsel with which the earlier

reports were " padded .” He reprinted the
decisions in full .) . 150.00

UNITED STATES APPEALS. 63 vols. 63.00

UNITED STATES CIRCUIT AND DISTRICT RE

PORTS . FULL SET OF ORIGINALS

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT REPORTS

(ADMIRALTY, etc. ) . FULL SET OF ORIGI

[For separate circuits, see our List No :

52. ]

UNITED STATES COURT OF CLAIMS REPORTS.

36 vols. 72.00

UNITED STATES ATTORNEY -GENERAL'S OPIN

IONS.
50.00

UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE REPORTS. 61

vols. Cloth

UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE GAZETTE .
225.00

vols .

ARIZONA REPORTS . 3 vols . 12.00

COLORADO SUPREME COURT REPORTS. 60.00

CONNECTICUT REPORTS . (Kirby, Root, and Day,

and 1–75 Conn . ) 160.00

HAWAIIAN REPORTS. 15 vols. 75.00

Iowa REPORTS to Reporter System . (Mor

ris, Green, and Iowa. Vols. 1 to 50. ) Fine
condition I10.00

KANSAS REPORTS. Vols. I to 34 60.00

MAINE REPORTS. Vols. I to 34 I00.00

MICHIGAN REPORTS. (Harrington, Walker,

Douglas, and vols . I to 123 Mich .) 1 25 00

NEVADA REPORTS to Pacific Reporter. 16 vols.

in 8
24.00

NEW HAMPSHIRE REPORTS.
425.00

NEW JERSEY REPORTS to Reporter System .

(Law , 47 vols.; Equity, 40 vols. Original
edition .) . 95.00

New YORK SUPERIOR COURT REPORTS. Vols .

32.00

NEW YORK ANNOTATED CASES. ( Benjamin . )
12 vols... 30.00

TENNESSEE REPORTS' to Southwestern Re

porter. 85 vols . (Original edition ) 165.00
VERMONT REPORTS (proper ). Vols . i to 58 .

(Original edition . ) 116.00

VIRGINIA REPORTS to Southeastern Reporter.

( Vols . I to 82 , with Patten , Jr. , & Ileath ,

2 vols. Original edition .)

I

IIO

30 vols .

.

WANT LIST

For the following we will pay liberally in cash :

Ala . Minor. I vol. Reports. Vols. 5 , 6, 7 , 8 , 10

II , 13, 63, 66, 67 , 73, 74, 82 .

Ala . Laws. Dec. 1847 , Sept., Nov. 1864.

Ark . Laws. 1844 , 1850, 1856.

Calif. Laws. 1852, 1853 .

Conn . Laws. Rev. Laws, 1769. 1818, '19 , '20 , '21 .

Pub. '32 , '34.

Del. Laws. 1818, ’19, '45, '52.

D. C. Hayward & Hazeton. Vol . 1 .

Fla . Laws. 1840, '41 , '42 , '44, '75 .

Ga, Decisions. I vol .

Laws. Nov. 1825 .

III. Priv . Laws. 1826 , '28 , '36, '38, '46 .

Ind. Local Laws. 1837 , 1840 .

La . Laws. 1844, 1845.

Miss. Reports . Vol . 34 .

N , H. Laws. June, 1823, '27 , '28 , Nov. '36 , June

'37 .

N , H. Reports. Vols. 8, and 48 to 63 .

N. J. Laws . 1818–19, Sittings I and 2 , Public and

Private .

N. Y. Armstrong's Election Cases.

N. C. Laws. Pub. 1822, '34 , July 1863.

Penn . Common Pleas Reporter. 4 vols .

Delaware County Reports. 7 vols .

Lancaster Bar Reports. 15 vols.

Dallas Laws. Vol. 4 .

R. I. Laws. Jan. 1845 , June '46, Nov. '87 , May '93.

S. C. Reports. Mills ' Constitutional . 2 vols .

Richardson's Law . Vol. I.

Utah . Laws. Adj . 1853 , Reg. '58 , '61 .

Va . Laws . Dec. 1813 , Dec. '31, Dec. '64 , ( Alex )

Hening's Statutes, Vol. 13 , Shepard's

Statutes , 3 vols . , also Vol . 1 .

Vt. Reports. Vols. 61 , 63 .

73 vols.

I

200.00

9

There are other good law magazines but none like the Green Bag.
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.

West (Wm.). Symboleography or the Art or Description of Instru .
ments and Presidents . 2 vols . in i . Small 4to. (L.) London.

1632-1627 $ 7.50

Corpusjuris Civilis. Recognoverunt Adnotationibusque Criticis

Instructum ; Albertus, Kriegelii, Herrmann and Osenbrueggen .

3 vols. ( L.) Lipiae. 1848-49 6.00

Cochin (M.). Euvres ;contenant Le Recueil de sesMémoires et

Consultations. 6 vols. 4to . (L.) Paris. 1771-1788 17.30

Code Napoleon ; Esprit du, - Tiré de la Discussion ; ou Confé.

rence historique, etc. 6 vols. (L. ) Paris. 1805-1808 . . 10.00

D'Aguesseau (M. Le Chancelier). Euvres. Vols . 1-12 . 4to.

( L. ) Paris . 1759-1783 10.00

Dalloz (M.). Journal des Audiences de la Cour de Cassation et

des Cours Royales ou Jurisprudence Générale du Royaume,

etc. Vols. 1-12 and Supp, vol. 1. 4to . 1824-1830.

Same. Recueil Périodique. 1830-1844 . 15 vols . 4to . In all

28 vols . (L.) 30.00

Denevers (G.T.). " Journaldes Audiences de laCour de cassation
ou Recueil des Principaux Arrets Rendus par Cette Cour . Vols.

3-29. 4to. (L.) Paris . 1809
30.00

Grotius (Hugues). Le Droit de La Guerre et de La Paix. 2 vols.
( L.) . 4to. A.Basle . 1746 . 4.00

Merlin (M.) Repertoire Universalet Raisonne de Jurisprudence.

Vols . 1-17. 4to . (L.) Paris . 1812-25 . 35.00

Veyrieres (P. Brevard ). Manuelde Droit Commercial. 2d edi

tion . (L.) Paris. 1840 2.00

.

.

Dub . 1792

.

.

RARE AND INTERESTING BOOKS

Received since Jan. 1 , 1905.

[ In February we published a 20 -page catalogue entitled “ List 53 ,

Rare andInteresting Law Books, for Sale by theBoston Book Co ,

Copies of this catalogue will be sent free of charge to anyone inter

ested in this class of literature.)

Boscawen (Wm .). Treatise on Convictions on Penal Statutes.

(L.) Dublin . .1792 : $ 1.00

Bracton (Henrici de) , De Legibus et Consuetudinibus Angliæ
Edited by Twiss . 6 vols . (L.) London . 1878-83 25.00

Bradley's (Hon .Jos . P.). Miscellaneous Writings, with a Review
of his Judicial Record .” Newark . 1901 1.00

Burns (Richard) . Ecclesiastical Law , with Notes and References
by Simon Fraser . 4 vols. 7th edition. (L.) London. 1809 4.00

Chandler's (Peleg w .) . American Criminal Trials . Cloth .

2 vols, Boston . 1844 5.00

Chitty on Pleading.3*vois.' jath Am . edition. 1866 7.50

Conductor Generalis : Office, Duty and Authority of Justices of

the Peace , etc. ( L.) Phila , 1801 1.00

Coote (H.'c.). Practice of the Ecclesiastical Courts, with Forms

and Table of Costs. (L.) London. 1847 1.50

Davis ( Daniel). Authority and Duty of Justices of the Peace in

Criminal Prosecutions. id edition . Boston . 1828 1.00

Davis ( Daniel ) . Precedents of Indictment, with a Treatise on Grand

Jurors . Boston . 1831 2.50

Emerigon (Balthazard Marie). Treatise on Insurances. ` Trans
lated from the French , with an Introduction and Notes . (L.)

London and Boston . 1850 5.00

Fonblanque (John). Treatiseof Equity. 3d Am . edition . A.
Laussat. 2 vols . in 1. ( L.) Phila. 1831 1.00

Fowler ( D. B.) . Practice of the Court of Exchequer upon Pro

ceedings in Equity . 2 vols . (L. ) . London . 1795
2.00

Gilbert (Ld. Chief Baron ). Treatise of Equity. 3d edition . (L.)
1.00

Gilbert. Treatise on Rents: ( L. ) Dublin . 1792 1.00

Greene (Mary A.). Woman's Manual of Law. N.Y. 1902. 1.00

Hargrave ( Francis ). Juridical Arguments and Collections.

2 vols . 4to . ( L.) London. 1797-99 :
6.00

Home (Henry, LordKames). Principles of Equity. 2 vols . 3d
edition . (L.) Edin . 1778 1.00

Hopkins (Manley). Handbook of Average. 3d edition . (L.)
London . 1868 2.00

Kinne's Law Compendium . 10 vols . 1843-52 5.00

Lee ( Richard). Treatise of Captures in War . 2d edition . ( L.)
London . 1803 2.00

Leigh ( J. B.). Abridgment of the Law of Nisi Prius, with Notes
to Am . Cases by Geo .Sharswood . 2 vols. (L.) Phila. 1838 2.00

Lowndes ( Richard) . Admiralty Law of Collisions at Sea . ( L.)
London . 1867 2.00

Mallory( John). Modern Entriesin English ; being a Select Col.
lection of Pleadings in the Courts of K.B.C.P. and Exch . 2 vols.

4th edition . (L.) Dublin . 1791 2.00

Marshall (John ). The Life of, by Henry Flanders . Phila.
1.00

Maxwell (j. i.). Spirit of Marine Law ; or, Compendium of the
Admiralty Statutes . 2 vols. ( L.) London . *1808 . 4.00

Molloy (Chas.). De JureMaritimo et Navali; or, AffairsMaritime
and of Commerce , 8th edition . ( L.) London . 1744 · 3.00

Petersdorff (Chas.) . Abridgment of Cases argued and determined

in the Courts of K. B. , C. P. Exch . and N. P. 15 vols . and Sup

plement (5 vols . ) = 20 vols. (L.) London . 1825-44 · . 10.00

Peterson (F. ) and Haines (W.S.). A Text - Book of Legal Medi

cine and Toxicology. 2 vols . Phila. 1903 .
3.00

Phillimore (Robt.). Commentaries upon International Law .

3 vols. (L. ) Phila. 1854-57 : 3.00

Sea -Laws. (Justice ?) General Treatise of the Dominion of the

Sea and a Compleat Body of the Sea Laws. 2d edition . 4to. (L.)

London . (No date; about 1700 ? ) 7.50

Selden (John). Mare Clausum . The Right and Dominion of the
Sea . Folio . (L.) London . 1663 5.00

Selwyn (Wm., Jr.). Abridgment ofthe Law of Nisi Prius. 3 vols.

( L.) Phila . 1807-8
1.50

Somers(Ld. Chancellor). Life and Writings by H. Maddock.
4to . Paper. London . 1812 2.50

Spence (Geo .). Inquiry into the Origin of the Laws and Political

Institutions of Modern Europe . London.
2.50

Style (Wm .). Practical Register of Rules, Orders , etc., concerning
the Practice of the Common Law in the Courts at Westminster.

4th edition . London . 1707 I vol . Continuation of same by

John Lilly in 2 vols . London . 1710. In all , 3 vols . ( L.) 3.00
Swinburne ( Henry) . Treatise of Testaments and Last Wills,

3 vols . 7th edition . (L.) London . 1803 3.00

Train and Heard's Precedents of Indictments. 1855 5.00

Treatise on American Law Designed for the Use of the People by

* A Citizen of Tennessee .' Nashville . 1843 3.50

Tremaine (Sir John). Pleas of the Crown in Matiers Criminal

and Civil. Revised by J. Rice , 2 vols. ( L. ) Dublin . 1793 6.00

l'ses and Trusts : The Law of, Collected from the Cases in Courts

of Law and Equity: (L.) London . 1734 2.00

Van Heythuysen's Equity Draughtsman. Revised by Hughes.
Phila , 1361 2.50

Viner (Chas .) . General Abridgment of Law and Equity. 24 vols.

2d edition and supplement . ( 6 vols . ) = 30 vols . (L.) London.

1791-186 25.00

>

THE MOULDY OLD REPORTERS.

In his interesting article in the March GREEN BAG on

“Van Buren, the Lawyer,” Adrian H. Joline thus pleas

antly discourses of the older reports :

“ Do you ever take down from the shelves the dingy

volumes of Johnson or of Cowen, whose wretched law

calf binding comes off on your hands and your coat, and

skim through the contents for the mere pleasure of it ?

It is like the study of the mastodon by the palæontol.

ogist. If a man cites Johnson or Cowen now -a - days,

his adversary is adamant and the judges talk among
themselves about something contemporaneous. You

might as well quote the Year Books, or refer to East or

Hobart or Plowden . But there is in all the old reports

abundant material for delightful study. It may be that

they are not what might be styled light literature ,' but

they are infinitely more suggestive, more stimulating to

the imagination, and indeed more instructive than the

one hundred and odd volumes of New York Reports, or

the latest volume of the Federal Reporter. You cannot

fail to discover that there were giants in those days —

giants at the bar and on the bench — and youmay meas

ure their stature . In those historic days, briefs were

not prepared by clerks or opinions dictated to stenog.

raphers ; counsel were not held down to hours or min

utes ; judges did not move uneasily in their seats and

throw aside the records as a signal for the termination

of an argument too prolix . The highest energies of the

courts were not devoted to the question whether or not

the cause was technically before them, and matters of

large importance were accorded the full measure of con.

sideration , as when the Court of Appeals gave an entire

term to the case of Curtis v. Leavitt, which involved

$ 1,500,000 and devoted two hundred and ninety-seven

pages of the 15th N. Y. to the statement and the

opinions."

BEST BLACKSTONE FOR STUDENTS .

By far the best edition of The Commentaries to put

into the hands of a law student is the “ pocket Black.

” which forms Vol. I of " Ewell's Essentials of the

Law.” See page 11 .

1826 .

.

stone

He who neglects the Green Bag, ignores great opportunities.
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GOOD BUSINESS CHANCE

Who knows of a father who wants to start his son

in the book business ? We can suggest two opportuni

ties,- one requiring $ 25,000 capital, the other $ 75,000.

We do not guarantee any cinch for making a modern

fortune, but to an educated young man who wants a

congenial occupation, on sound, old- fashioned business

lines , with moderate income, we commend these chances.

A GROSS ESTIMATE OF VALUE

A correspondent — following an idle vagary - calcu

lated up BOUVIER'S LAW DICTIONARY, Rawle's RE

VISION, to see how much money's worth he was getting,

and found that the work gives about two and a quarter

millions of words for twelve dollars - or (say) 1854

words for a cent. Taking it that way, how cheap it

seems ! Just think how much human brain and labor

have gone into the editing, printing, binding, advertising

and circulation of that huge cent's worth !

HOUSE TO RENT FOR THE SUMMER

To rent next summer, a furnished house (six bed

rooms) of charming location in a beautiful inland suburb

of Boston. Convenient location for drives, trolley-rides

and excursions. Rent for July and August $ 500. Apply

for particulars to S. , care of The Boston Book Co.

THE GREAT LIBRARY OF THE FUTURE

If there should ever be a lawyer who inherited or

accumulated a fortune,-a huge fortune in the modern

sense, - and wanted to embalm his name conspicuously

through all the world and for all future time, - he

would find the opportunity of outdoing Carnegie and

founding a library in the line of his own profession,

which would fill a place in literature still vacant, and

would attract scholars from all quarters of the world,

not only from England and France and Germany, but

from farthest Persia, India, China,- wherever there is

a pundit or priest who studies profoundly.

The law library as we know it , is just tools in trade

for the practising lawyer of a limited locality. It con

lains only the common books he may need in winning

cases . A few large State, Bar, and University libraries

in the United States widen their scope a little and afford

material for study deeper than the surface, but their

limited space and income will not allow much enlarge

ment on “ unpractical ” lines. They are intended for

and used by the hustling American lawyer or law - student

wanting only to know what the law is for his client,

right here and now ; not how or why it came to be , how

it is under other systems, or how it ought to be.

But the man who can get into an eddy of thought for

a moment, away from our swift current of events,

can imagine a law library of immensely larger scope, -

starting with the very origin of things, and illustrating

from above and without, how Law and Legislation arose

out of chaos and grew through barbarism to our modern

far- ramified civilization , being in fact the largest part in

its development. Think of a library where a student

could trace the first glimmer of law in the ancient re

religions, its place in the primitive civilizations of ancient

times, its crystallization through customs to codes, its

differentiation among nations and races, its spread by

emigration and conquest, - through all the centuries

down to the present time, — and finally its phases

throughout the world in this twentieth century.

Such a library, to fill its full measure of usefulness,

ought to have generous shelf and study space, ample

catalogues and bibliographies, trained librarians, and

provisions for scholarships or fellowships to enable

scholars to pursue their investigations and publish

results. All this means a large endowment, and resources

far beyond those of the ordinary law library. Such an

institution might perhaps be conducted as part of an

existing university, but its functions would be wide and

dignified enough to justify separate existence .

Who bids for the chance of endowing and naming an

INSTITUTE OF LAW AND LAWS ?

ENGLISH REPRINT ADVANCED IN PRICE.

The libraries and lawyers who want the FULL RE .

PRINT OF ALL THE ENGLISH REPORTS, but have been

waiting for a drop in price, have “ got badly left.” The

edition is all but gone ; public libraries have been noti.

fied that the special price offered them is to be with.

drawn March 31st ; and the separate sets of “ House of

Lords,” “ Privy Council,” and “Chancery,” have been

advanced in price from $7.50 to $ 10.00 per volume.

At this writing we have a few more full sets (48

volumes now out) for subscribers at $ 6.00 per volume;

but at any time the limited edition may be exhausted,

and sets will then be obtainable only as lawyers die and

their sets come on the market, probably at an advanced

price.

1

ANGLO -AMERICAN ENTENTE

Did you ever think that the surest foundation for

sympathy and international friendship between England

and the United States, lies in our common system of

Common Law ? “ Ties of blood ” used to be telling,

but since our large infusion of other races the "* Anglo

Saxon fraternity " does not work very well, especially

with our irrepressible Celtic element.

But we all of us, Anglo - Saxon, Celts, Slavs, Scandi

navians, Southrons, have to use the English language,

and we all have to bow to the system of law handed

down to us by England . If we quarrel with England

we have got to denounce each other in a common

tongue: if we litigate we use practically the same

procedure and the same pleas. Under these circum

stances why wouldn't it be a great scheme for some

wealthy Anglomaniac to subscribe for our whole limited

edition of ENGLISH RULING CASES WITH AMERICAN

Notes, and distribute the 500 sets to public libraries all

over the United States, with the American and English

flags intertwined about the donor's name on a handsome

bookplate ?

The Green Bag tells what your profession is talking about.
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HOW TO EARN A LITTLE MONEY

Students working their own way in life could earn

something this year by getting subscribers in their neigh

borhood for THE GREEN Bag. It probably would not

pay anyone except an experienced canvasser to go to

much expense in travelling for such a purpose, but if

the student happens to live where many lawyers are

accessible and can be canvassed without extra expense,

he might turn an honest penny this summer.

THE GREEN BAG is so attractive and so valuable a

magazine, and is now so full of interesting matter,

that it ought not to be hard to get the subscriptions of

all lawyers who can afford to take it .

Write for particulars to MANAGER OF THE GREEN

BAG , CARE OF THE Boston Book Co., 83 to 91 FRANCIS

St. , BACK BAY, BOSTON , MASS.

sand-dollar mowing machine to mow a ten by twenty

lawn .

A good plan to follow is to rely on your Bouvier for

first aid," and then , whenever you get a case, buy one

or two of the very best and latest text-books covering

the principles involved, and make your client pay for

these while he is fresh and eager. If you do this, you

will soon get a good library of text-books covering the

main subjects. (See “ BARGAINS IN TEXT-Books ."]

At the first you do not need any reports. As your

means grow with your practice, the first set to buy will

naturally be the reports of your own State. After that,

it is a good thing to build up a library in your office or

at your house , composed of the best sets of reports

those which by general consent are held to contain the

soundest law , and which will be listened to with the

greatest respect by the judges before whom you argue

cases,

But one thing we feel absolutely certain about, and

that is the first set of reports to buy after those of

your own State, is “ ENGLISH RULING CASES WITH

AMERICAN Notes.” Just as Bouvier is an Encyclo.

pædia of Law , “ E. R. C.” is an Encyclopædia (and the

only one in existence ) of great cases decided by great

judges, held everywhere to be sound law. Having

E. R, C. , you have the bed -rock cases and can build up

your ' advice or your argument on an absolutely sure

foundation . No other set of reports comes anywhere!

near it in all -round values .

You will note by an advertisement in this LEG . BIB .

that just now you have a chance to get this fine set at

half-price.

If the young lawyer can spare $ 4.00 more, he ought

to subscribe for THE GREEN BAG , and keep up with

late law.

A YOUNG LAWYER'S LIBRARY .

We received two letters in response to the January

LEG. BIB . , something like this : --

“ Please advise me what books a young lawyer needs

in starting practice."

To make a hard -and -fast list in answer to such a

question is difficult, because circumstances alter cases ,

in the practice of the law. But we can lay down two or

three general rules which it will be safe to follow any.

where.

First, it is not absolutely necessary to have many

books. Was it not Phelps of Vermont who never

owned any law books except the Vermont Statutes, and

yet became a leader of the bar ? [But then , his neigh

bors had excellent libraries, and he probably borrowed

with discrimination .] The editor of LEG. BiB . had a

Pennsylvania customer in the good old days, who

bought books by the hundreds every year. When

asked why he bought so freely when he got so little

time for study, he whispered, “ Hush ! these full shelves

impress my clients with the idea that I know the con

tents of all the books.”

If you must have books, Mr. Phelps' rule will do for a

starter. Get the statutes of your own State , and master

them thoroughly.

Next, get BOUVIER'S LAW DICTIONARY (and be

sure to get the latest edition , known as RAWLE'S RE

VISION , — price $ 12.00 net) . As you know, this work is

a concise encyclopædia of the whole law , recognized as

a standard by the bench and the bar of the whole coun

try for more than two generations. It covers every

point of law to study up , to refresh your memory, to

turn to off -hand in advising a client, or to quote to a

court. “ If you find it in BOUVIER, it is law !”

You will be pestered by agents to buy one of the big

Encyclopædias of Law. They are good things to have

when you get far into practice and litigation , but

there is no absolute need for you to mortgage your re

sources in order to get one at the outset . For a young

lawyer to buy a fifty- volume encyclopædia before he

gets a paying client , is a good deal like buying a thou

-

WE WANT MORE JOKES AND STORIES

To keep up “ The Lighter Side ” of THE GREEN BAG

we need a steady supply of good, new legal humor, well

written and not too diffuse.

We were a trifle discouraged by the quality of jokes

sent in response to our 8 LEG. BIB . 2 call. They were

most of them aged and decrepit, and painfully lacking

in point. There were only a few that we could venture

to offer to the very critical editor of THE GREEN BAG.

The “ poetry ” was the worst ever. One legal Byron

tried to rhyme Blackstone with Jackstraw , and his

metre, - oh , gee !

But we are indomitable optimists, and we call again

for contributions of good , humorous legal stories or

jokes . As before, we offer no filthy lucre in return ,

but will send (if desired) to those whose jokes we can

grade A ( first class) , our large portrait group of the

Chief Justices of the United States ; to senders of

grades B and C , either our portrait of Daniel Webster or

that of Chief Justice Jay . To lower-grade jokes we

will give decent interment in a commodious waste

basket.

The Green Bag - practical - stimulating - inspiring - entertaining.



B.B.CO. BOOKS for LAW STUDENTS

PREPARATION AND REVIEW THE BEST ENCYCLOPÆDIA

3 vols.
BOUVIER'S LAW DICTIONARY

RAWLE'S REVISION

2 vols . Sheep, $ 12.00

EWELL'S ESSENTIALS of the LAW

Sheep , $7.50 , or cloth , $6.00

VOL . is A POCKET BLACKSTONE, giving all

of the Commentaries which is not abso

lutely obsolete.

This is the best edition of Blackstone for students.

Vol. 1 costs $3.00 SEPARATELY in sheep ,

or $2.50 in cloth .

Vol. 2. PLEADINGS , CONTRACTS , Equity ,

Vol. 3. Evidence, Torts , REAL PROPERTY .

Vols. 2 and 3 cost $2.50 each in sheep ,

or $ 2.00 in cloth .

These manuals comprise the gist of standard texl-books ; so

graphically printed in different kinds of type as lo impress the

mind in study and quicken the memory in review .

They furnish a complete course of law study.

Good in Study

Good in Practice

Respected in Court

The Standard Dictionary

This work , recognized as a standard authority for sixty

years by Bench and Bar, is a law library in itself.

Bought by a student at the outset, it guides him through

study , and when he gets to practice, it is a law library in itself.

SALES : — DOMESTIC RELATIONS:

CRIMINAL LAW

EQUITY PLEADING

HEARD'S EQUITY PLEADING

Sheep , $ 2.50'; cloth $ 2.00

This Manual is the clearest concise ex position of the subject,

- far better suited to students' use than any of the larger books.

WILLS AND EXECUTORS

BROWNE'S SALES OF PERSONAL

PROPERTY

Sheep , $2.50 ; cloth , $ 2.00

BROWNE'S DOMESTIC RELATIONS

Sheep , $ 2.50 ; cloth , $2.00

BROWNE'S CRIMINAL LAW

Sheep , $ 2.50 ; cloth , $ 2.00

These Students' Manuals, written by the lole Irving Browne

are clear, forcible statements of elementary principles.

The author spent a life-time in writing and teaching law ,

and thus learned how to present legal principles in language

that could be easily understood and remembered .

His Manuals are especially useful for Home Study .

SCHOULER ON WILLS

3d edition. $ 5.50

SCHOULER ON EXECUTORS

3d edition . $5.50

These two books are the recognized American Standards

on these subjects. They are capital books for students , for while

they are clear and compact enough for study, they are suffi.

ciently full for use in subsequent practice.

Beale's Cases On Conflict Of Laws. 3 vols . Half sheep, $10.50. Prepared for use at Harvard Law School.

Martin's Cases on EQUITY JURISDICTION . Cloth , $4.50. Prepared for use at Missouri Law School.
CASE

Mirell's Cases ON CRIMINAL LAW. 2 parts in i vol . Cloth , $5.50 . Prepared for use at Pennsylvania Law School.
BOOKS

KEEN'S Cases on PLEADING . Cloth , $ 4.00 . Prepared for use at Boston Law School.

Scott's Cases on INTERNATIONAL LAW. Cloth, $3.50 . By Proj. J. B. Scoll, Columbia Law School, N. Y.

EVIDENCE . Best's PRINCIPLES OF THE LAW OF EVIDENCE ; CHAMBERLAYNE'S AMERICAN Notes. Sheep, $ 5.00

The best one-volume treatise on Evidence, for student or lawyer.

CONTRACTS. - METCALP ON CONTRACTS . HEARD'S EDITION. Sheep , $ 3.50

By Judge Metcalſ of the Massachusetts Supreme Court.

REAL PROPERTY. - WilliAMS ON REAL PROPERTY . HUTCHIN'S EDITION . Sheep , $ 4.00

American notes to this Standard Irealise by the Dean of Michigan University Law School ,

BLIND CITATIONS. ABBREVIATIONS USED IN LAW Books, Sheep , $1.50

A good guide through the perplexities of citation .

If you can't take the Green Bag, at least borrow and read it.



The current cases are systematically reported in the

National Reporter System .

All past and current cases are systematically digested

in the American Digest System .

رو

These two Systems are so practical , effective,

and inexpensive that every lawyer owes it to himself

to understand them . To that end , we will send you

free any recently reported case you may select, and a late

number of the Bimonthly Digest.

The volumes of the “ Hornbook Series ” have been

selected by thousands of lawyers as the most satisfac

tory “ practitioners' text-books.” They give the law

clearly, boldly, in an orderly arrangement.
All main

topics now covered . 30 volumes. Any volume

approval , — $ 3.75 if approved .

on

“Words and Phrases ” will show you before the trial

how that word on which
your

instrument or your

statute turns has beenbeen judicially construed . That's

safer than trusting to luck . Send for sample pages .

WEST PUBLISHING CO. , ST. PAUL, MINN.Co.
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THE 8 LEG.LEG. BIB. 2 PRIZE PROBLEM

NAMES

II1 .

2. 100.00

69 14

69

10.00

69

69

69

67920

20

20

10.00

10.0010.

II .

12.

665

12

12

613

0.

.

68

659

On February 20th we opened and verified the lists which had been sent to us in competi

tion for prizes. The result of the contest is as follows :

It will be seen that a count of “ Years of Service " was required in several cases to decide

the order of award ; but in one case only was it necessary to divide the prize between contestants

absolutely equal in the three several points of contest.

PRIZE WINNERS

PRIZE

NO . OF LETTERS YBARS OF AWARDED

LEFT OVER SERVICE AND PAID

SamuelD. Lowenthal, 211 No. Calvert St., Baltimore, Md. 69 $ 200.00

W. H. Brearley, 25 Broad St. , New York City. 69 13

3. Edward H. Wells , Utica, N. Y. 660 50.00

4. H. G.Robinson, 1500 Land Title Building, Philadelphia , Pa . 14 649 25.00

5. Jas. E. Bixby , Dayton, N. Y.
Divided

14 619 17.50

6. John W. Johnson, Woburn, Mass. 14 619 17.50

7. Henry A. Bull, 684 Ellicott Sq. , Buffalo , N. Y. 15 705

8. H. J. Adams, Davenport, Iowa . 15 635 10.00

9. HenryF. Parker, 87 Main St.,Brockton, Mass.

L. T. Waring, Franklinville, N. Y. 679

Thos. P. Gore, Lawton, Okla. 69 5.00

Fred J.MacLeod, 709 Exchange Building , Boston, Mass. 68
9 5.00

13. James H. Rogers, Savgs. Inst. Building, Paterson, N. J.
68 669 5.00

14. Robert S. Hall, 209 WashingtonSt., Boston, Mass.
68 582 5.00

15. Daniel L. Smith, 28 State St., Boston, Mass. 68
13 5.00

16. A. H. Throckmorton, Danville, Ky. 68 13 612 5.00

17. Wm. G. Hosea, 48 Wiggins Block, Cincinnati, 68 13 596 5.00

18. Alden I. Rosbrook , Utica City Nat'l B’k Bldg. , Utica , N. Y. 68 13 566 5.00

19. J. A. Ford , 119 Alice St. , Dallas, Texas. 14 665 5.00

20. C, Berge Little, Traders ' Bank Building, Scranton , Pa.
68 14 5.00

$ 500.00

LIST WINNING FIRST PRIZE

NAME YEARS YEARS YEARS Name

Barbour 5 18. Davis 15 35. Jay 6

Bates 19. Day 36. Johnson 30 53. Smith

Berrion Devens 37 Knox 54. Speed

4.
Black Duval 25 38. Lamar 5 55. Stanton

Blair
7 Evarts

39.
Lee 56. Story 34

6. Bradiey 23 . Field 34 40. Legare 57. Swayne

7 Brewer 24. Fuller 16 41 . Macveagh 58. Taft

8 . Brown 14 25. Gilpin 42 . Mason 59. Taney 28

9.
Butler 26. Gray 43 . Miller 28 60. Taney

Catron 28 27 . Grier 23 44. Moody 61. Toucey
Chase 15 28. Griggs 45. Moore 5 62. Trimble

Chase
9

27 46. Nelson 27 63. Waite 14

13. Clifford 23 30. Harmon 47. Olney 64. Wayne 32

14 . Clifford 31 .
Hoar 48. Parsons 65. White

15. Coffey 32 .
Holmes 49. Paterson 13

66. Williams

16 . Curtis 6
33 .

Hunt
50. Pierrepont 67. Wilson 9

17 . Daniel 19 34. Iredell 9 51. Rush 68. Wirt

69. Woods 7

69 names ; using 389 letters ; 629 years of service .

NOTES ON THE CONTEST

While the Prize Problem brought us many pleasant letters of appreciation, there were not as many contest .

ants as we hoped for, and the results were hardly enough to repay us for the expenditures involved .

We would like to comply with the request of some of the winners, and present tables showing differentia

tion of lists, but we cannot afford either time or space, especially as only a very small proportion of the readers of

the LEG. Bib. would apparently be interested. We doubt if many of the contestants comprehend the amount of

work required for the preparation, correspondence, filing,and verification in such a contest.

We want to thank especially the contestants who failed to get prizes, for their courteous acquiescence in the

result. It might have been human nature to question our accuracy or our honesty in the decision, or to worry us

for reasons why this or that list did not win a prize. But we have not had a murmur or even a regret from the un

successful competitors, to whom we present our thanks and sympathy.

NAME NAME YBARS

52. Shiras I 2

1

20.

21 .

22 .
1

i
n
i

m
e
n
o
n
o
o
d
i
g

22 20

15

21

10.

II .

12 .

2

29. Harlan

IT

2

IO

Haveyou noticed how interesting every number of theGreen Bag is ?
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2 vols. 12.00.

Vol. 29.

and 35 : .

AMERICAN REPORTS , DIGESTS, ETC.

Published since January 1 , 1905 .

GENERAL SERIES .

American and English Decisions in Equity. Vol. 9,

American and English Encyclopædia of Law. 2d ed .

American and English Railroad Cases . N. S. Vols. 34

American Negligence Reports. Vol . 16.

American Street Railway Reports. Vol . 2 .

American State Reports . Vols. 99 and 100 .

American State Reports Digest. 3 vols., by Green . Cove

ering vols. I to 96 .

Atlantic Reporter. Vol. 59.

Banking Cases. Vol. 5 .

Lawyers' Reports Annotated. Vol. 66.

Northeastern Reporter. Vol. 72.

Northwestern Reporter. Vol. 101 .

Pacific Reporter. Vol . 78 .

Southwestern Reporter. Vol. 84 .

UNITED STATES.

United States Supreme Court Reports. Vol. 195 .

Federal Reporter. Vols. 132 and 133.

C. C. A. Reports Digest. Covering vols. 41-60.

. 12.00

12.0

5.0o
n
u
n

66 6

2.0

AMERICAN ELEMENTARY BOOKS .

Published since January 1 , 1905 .

ALDERSON (W. A.) on Receivers $ 6.00

BRANDT (G.W.) on Suretyship and Guar:

anty . 3d ed .

COLLIER (W. M.) . Bankruptcy. 5th ed . 6.00

DWYERS ( J. W.) . Cases on Private Inter

national Law . 2d ed . 5.00

GODDARD (E. C.) . Bailments and Carriers.
Cloth

2.50

GODDARD (E.'c .). 'Cases on Bailments and
Carriers . ' Cloth

3.75

HUGHES (C.). Instructions to Juries 5.00

KEEN'S (J. T.). Cases on Pleading. Cloth. 4.00

PINGREY ( D. H.). Extraordinary Industrial

and Interstate Contracts . 6.00

TAYLOR(H.). Jurisdiction and Procedure

of U. S. Sup. Ct. 6.00

WHARTON (F.). Conflict of Laws. 3d ed .
2 vols.

WHARTON (F.) and STILLE (M.) Medical

Jurisprudence. 5th ed . 3 vols. 18.00

ENGLISH ELEMENTARY WORKS, ETC.

Published since January 1 , 1905 .

£ $ . d .

BALFOUR's Handbook of Court of Session

Practice .

DAYES' ( ) Handy-book of Solicitors
Costs :

EMERY'S ( ) Licensing Manual 5.0

FOYSTERS ( ) Magisterial Handbook

GLYNNE-JONES ( A.) Companies Acts,

1862-1900. 4th ed .' . 5.0

HASTINGS' ( ) Money Lenders .

HOLDSWORTH
's

(W. S.) Wills

KEEN'S ( F. N.) Urban Police and Sani

tary Legislation . 10.6

MAYER's (S. ) Law of Rating: 2ded.) 25.0

MICKLETHWAIT'S ( ) Licensing Act

1904 2.9

MONTGOMERY's (R. M.) Licensing Acts
Relating to Sale of Intoxicating Liquors.

2d ed..

M¥ Lawyer. Eighteenthyear of publica
tion 6.0

PATERSON'S (J.) ' Licensing' Acts Relat

ing to Sale of Intoxicating Liquors . ioth

15.0

Pocket Law Lexicon. 4th ed . 6.6

POSTE's Gaius, by E.A.Whittuck. 14th ed . 16.0

PRATT (I. T.) and MACKENZIE (W. W.) .

Law of Highways. 15th ed. 50.0

SCHWABE ( ° ) and BRANSON'S ( ) Stock

Exchange 12.6

SNELL'S (E. H. T.) Principles of Equity.

14th ed.

SYKES' (E. ) Banking and Currency 5.0

WATSON'S (C. ) Manual of Practice in

Burgh Courts of Scotland

WATT (J. Y.). Law of Savings Banks

WHITTEY'S ( ) Licensing Act 1904 5.0

WHITELAWJ. W.) Manual of Qualifica

tion and Registration of Voters
6.c

WILLIAMS (Sir R. V.) on Executors . 1oth

ed . 2 vols . 4.0.C

WILLIAMSON'S (). B.) Law of Licensing. 3d
ed .

Yearly County Court Practice, 1905 25.0

Yearly Digest, 1904 15.0

3.6

1.0

STATE AND TERRITORIAL REPORTS , ETC.

CAL. Reports. Vol. 144 . N. J. Reports. Equity.

Ga . Reports. Vol. 120. Vol . 65 .

Session Laws. 1904. N. Y. S.C., Hun 95, 96, 97 .

ILL . Reports, S. C. Vol . Court of Appeals.

211 , 212 . Vol, 179

Appellate C. Vol. N. D. Session Laws. 1904.

113 O. C. C. N. S. Vol . 4 .

IND. Reports. Vol. 162 . PA. STATE. Vol . 209 .

Ky . Reports. Vol. 115. Superior Court. Vol.

Statutes (Carroll's) 25

1904. S. C. Reports. Vol. 68 .

Md. Reports, Vol . 98 . Session Laws. 1904.

Mich. Reports. Vol. 131 , S. D. Reports. Vol. 16 .

132 . Tenn . Reports. Vol. 111 .

MINN . Reports. Vol . 91 . W. VA . Session Laws.

Mo. S. C. Vols. 180 , 181 , 1904 .

182 .
Wis. Reports. Vol. 120.

Appeals. Vol . 105, Vt. Reports. Vol . 76.
106 .

BRITISH EMPIRE

Published since January 1 , 1905.

ENGLAND.

English Reports Reprint. Vol . 47. (Chancery 23.)

Vol. 48 (Rolls Court 1 ) .

The Revised Reports. Vol. 71 .

Mews' Digest. 1904.

SCOTLAND .

Scots Revised Reports, MacPherson. Vol .

Dunlop. Vol. 10.

COLONIAL.

Commonwealth (Australia ) Law Reports. Vol. 1 .

West Australia . . Arbitration Reports. Vol. 2 .

British Columbia Reports. Vol . 10 and 11 .

Cape of Good Hope ( E. D. ) Vol . 16 .

New South Wales Statutes Utility. Vol . 0 .

Quebec . Beauchamp (J. J.) Civil Code. 2 Vols.

12.6

ed .

10 . 21.0

12.0

20.0

.

in 3 .

20.0

Bedard Municipal Code.

Dorais (O. P. and A. P.) Civil Code.

Queensland Supreme Court Reports. Vol. 5.
Yukon Ordinances. 1904. .

You cannot afford to miss any issue of the Green Bag.
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E. R. C.

The best set of Reports for General Use

The only set of Reports for Original Research

English Ruling Cases with American Aotes

CASES SELECTED, AND ENGLISH Notes, by Robert CAMPBELL ; AMERICAN NOTES BY IRVING BROWNE

AND LEONARD A. JONES

26 vols. (INCLUDING INDEX AND TABLE OF CASES) , $143.00

THIS SERIES GIVES-

The great and standard English Decisions, in full

Grouped under alphabetically arranged topics

Forming an Encyclopedia of Case Law

UNDER EACH TOPIC_

A " rule ” of law deduced from the cases

The early or “ leading " case , in full

The later “ ruling " case ( if there is one) , in full

English notes abstracting collateral cases

American notes, showing accord or divergence of our law

UNDERTAKING THUS

To present fundamental principles , through cases of accepted authority

With practical annotations to aid in applying these principles

This practical series can be used—

a.) In the only way other sets of reports can be used, namely, for verifying citations found in reports, digests, or

text-books. 1,900 English cases are given in full, and about 24,000 more are abstracted in the notes, thus

covering about all of the English cases which are ever cited in our courts .

(6. ) By finding in the Table of Cases some case you have in mind, covering your point-at-issue, and noting

what other English and American cases are given or cited in the same group with it .

(c . ) By using E. R. C. for original research , as an encyclopædia of law ; to study under the proper topic,

through decisions of unquestioned authority, the principles underlying your facts, and then using the notes

to establish a logical line of English and American cases which will convince the court,

IT IS OF GREAT VALUE, –

TO JUDGES : - When a case is doubtful, or has not been thoroughly argued by counsel, and

it becomes necessary to seek a sound basis for decisions.

'TO PRACTISING LAWYERS

AT THE OFFICE : – To use as a first step in looking up law ; or in the usual way, to

find controlling cases through citation .

AT HOME: - To clear the mind as to the principles of a puzzling proposition.

IN LAW SCHOOLS : — Its groups of great cases are unrivalled for instruction, for reference,

and for preparing moot cases .

A western lawyer thus describes the peculiar merit of E. R. C. :

" When a client has brought me an important case, I have had to start to look up law

through digests and text-books, – getting fifty or a hundred citations, looking them up labori

nusly at the library, finding some of them pertinent, but always waking up finally to the fact

that they all led back to, and relied on as ultimate authority, four or five great decisions —

very often English. Now this set of English Ruling Cases gives me these great (Ruling)

cases at once , and I am saved all my labor. It is much easier and surer to start with un

doubted law, and build up a case, than it is to grope back towards a foundation . "

-

Published by THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY

In the Green Bag you will always find fresh food for thought.
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E. 1R . C..

Limited Edition , Reduced from $ 143.00 to $ 78.00

With further discount to advance subscribers

Being advised that many lawyers would like to own ENGLISH

RULING CASES WITH AMERICAN NOTES but cannot afford to

pay full price ($ 143.00) for it :

we have put to press, and shall issue May 15 , proximo, an edition

of 500 sets , printed on thin paper especially made for us, and

bound two volumes in one ; making a handsome set of thirteen

not too bulky volumes, the text and notes being the same as ir

the separate-volume edition .

from and after May 15 we shall sell at $78.00 net any of these sets

which may not have been taken up by advance subscription.

To advance subscribers only, who send us . before May 15 , $ 5.00

earnest-money, and agree to send $ 60.00 more when notified that

,

(See blank subscription paper enclosed herewith .)
thesets are ready for delivery ,weofferthisset for $65.00

1f unfamiliar with E. R. C. , we will send you (free) on application ,

an illustrated booklet giving full particulars. See also p. 15 of

this number of Leg . BiB.

Address orders and remittances to

THE BOSTON BOOK CO.,

83 to 91 Francis St., Back Bay, BOSTON, MASS.

Take the Green Bag and keep in touch with legal thought.
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Published in July 1905 , by the Boston Book Company.

Address, 83 to 91 Francis St., Back Bay, Boston, Mass.

This paper is issued quarterly, to give information about

American and foreign legal literature. We send it without charge

to any book -buyer who asks for it.

. .

P. 3

5

. .

CONTENTS

P. 3 | Judicial Methods

6 Late Reports and Text - Books

4 Progress of the Reprint

6 Second -hand Books for Sale

7,8 Standard Law Book

6 Trades-Union Law

2 Want List

3

4

Admiralty Law

Arrests, Law of

Bargain List

Benjamin on Sales

Best Law Magazine .

Circumstantial Evidence

How to use E. R. C. .

International Law

.

. . . 3

6

6. . .

4.

We ask you to read carefully

Page 8 which suggests a way to

keep fully abreast of current legal

thought, and Page 2 which de

scribes a Common Law Code.

Why not try the Green Bag for a Year ?

Send four dollars with enclosed order blank to

THE BOSTON BOOK CO., Boston, Mass.
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lbow to Use E. TR . C.R.

If your case is easily settled , you do not need books .

If it is difficult or puzzling you want

First : to grasp all THE FACTS thoroughly ;

Second : to find the PRINCIPLE OF Law which applies to the case.

To take this second step, do not waste time on thethousands of conflicting

citations you will find in digests, text-books, and cyclopædias.

Go right to English Ruling Cases.

Take down the volume covering the subject under which your facts fall.

Examine the analysis of the subject, and turn to the sub-topic closest to

your facts.

There you will find in large type the “ Rule ” of law, - the bed -rock prin

ciple , — which applies to your case, and must govern its decision .

Read the one, two, or three great cases, there reprinted in full, from which

the Editor deduces his “ Rule,” and make them the basis of your argument."

Examine the English notes to see if any case therein abstracted fits your facts
better than the principal cases.

Then find in the American notes some citation to a set of reports which youa

own , or which is easily accessible , and from that citation trace the American de

cisions which support your line of argument — and thus complete your brief.

Having started the right way, — from a settled principle of law downward, —-

you have saved much time and labor, and are far more likely to succeed in your

case, than if you try to work backward through the mazes of the law of to -day .

Used in this way, E. R. C. is the greatest

labor- saving device in all law literature.

-

-

The set may of course be used, through the Table of Cases , - in verifying
citations or in hunting, from a known case, for groups of kindred cases. Even

in this use it is superior to most sets of reports, because it contains all the great

cases, and only the great cases, which have stood the test of time.

But its eminent superiority to other sets , — its unique excellence, – lies on

lines of original research , as sketched above.

The set, as published in 26 volumes, has been

sold for $143 .

In June, 1905 , we issue a special limited suba

scription edition , 26 vols. bound in 13 , for $78.00 .

THE BOSTON BOOK CO .

83 to 91 Francis St., Back Bay, BOSTON , MASS.
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JUDICIAL TREASURES JUDGE THAYER'S JUDICIAL METHODS

There are two books especially useful to judges : The late Amos R. Thayer of St. Louis, Judge of the

BOUVIER'S LAW DICTIONARY and E. R. C. United States Circuit Court of Appeals, in talking about

BOUVIER is an encyclopædia of law in two volumes, his method of coming to a decision after a case had been

which costs only twelve dollars. It is so concise, clear, presented to the court, said :

and thorough , that when kept on or under the judicial “ Some very able judges feel obliged to begin by

bench ( in banco, as it were) , or on the revolving book examining all —or a large number — of the cases cited

case in chambers, it is a ready reminder on any topic. by both sides in their briefs . They get out a lot of

English Ruling Cases has been called the judicial books, read case after case, patiently and laboriously,

set because it is the only set of reports where great cases and finally reach their conclusion. I can not work that

are grouped under topics and reduced to “Rules,” which way– it befogs my mind to read so many apparently

enable the judge who uses E.R.C. to deal directly with conflicting cases.

the principles which underlie arguments and citations . " My method is different. I listen , of course, very

If a magazine can be called a book, THE GREEN BAG, closely to the argument of counsel, and read their briefs.

as now conducted, ought to be included in the same Then, I go back and study the facts. When I get

group, for it enables its subscribers to keep constantly in these clearly in my mind, I shut myself up and think

touch with modern currents of decision and discussion .
think until I begin to see a clear principle of settled law,

which will apply to the case . Having got this far, I go
PROGRESS OF THE ENGLISH REPRINT

— not to recent cases — but back to decisions by great

When announcement was first made of a Full RE- judges which have stood the test of time, and hunt for a

PRINT OF THE ENGLISH REPORTS, to include 1000 vol- statement by them of the principle at stake. If they

umes of the originals, including all the courts , to be agree with me” (here the judge laughed) “ most of my

republished in 150 volumes, considerable doubt was ex- work is done, and I can find my way easily through the

pressed as to the execution of so large a scheme. later cases . If they do not see the principle as I do,

So far, the doubters have been confounded . Every then of course I have to begin again ,

month one book of the Reprint, containing from 1000 Formerly, hunting for these great decisions took a

to 1500 large pages , covering several volumes of the deal of work, but since Mr. Campbell has grouped under

original Reports, has been delivered to subscribers. topics all the English decisions which have stood the

The House of Lords, the Privy Council, and the test of time , and has digested them into concise · Rules, '

Chancery Series, have been entirely reprinted, following in his · ENGLISH RULING CASES WITH AMERICAN

the usual order of the catalogues ; the publishers are now Notes ,' much of my labor has been saved . "

issuing the Reprint of the Rolls Series. The Vice-Chan

cellor's Report will follow, then the K. B. , C. P. , etc. THE STANDARD LAW BOOK

The last volume issued was numbered 51 - just a Law books come and law books go. There are few

third of the full series as first announced .
which have vogue more than a decade. If a list of the

The edition is a limited one , not stereotyped ;, and it is “ ten best sellers ” should be compiled by booksellers,

now about exhausted. Those who have subscribed at
how many books twenty- five years old would be included ?

$ 6.00 per volume have made a good investment ; for
Blackstone, perhaps, survives , because it is read by stu

limited editions of reports do not depreciate in value, as dents ; but is it ever cited in court ?

do text-books, digests, etc.
Where are the standards of the last generation ? For .

ASPINALL'S MARITIME CASES
gotten or carried only in the category of “ Slow books."

There is only one exception we can call to mind - of

This work , frequently cited in Admiralty cases and a legal work which has continued to be a standard for

briefs, is very expensive. The eight volumes published more than fifty years, and which is used now as much as

in England have been sold in this country for $ 120. it ever was by judges, lawyers, and students.

We are just importing five sets at a special price, This is BOUVIER'S Law DICTIONARY, first published

which we can sell at $ 80 a set . This is not to be con- in 1839 — sixty-six years ago - the span of two genera

sidered a standing price, but is subject to increase as tions - and now, in the excellent edition of FRANCIS

soon as these five sets are gone. RAWLE — used and sold more widely than ever.

66

6

3
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WAR AS A MAKER OF LAW

A book we have just imported, SMITH AND SIBLEY ON

INTERNATIONAL LAW AS INTERPRETED DURING THE

Russo - JAPANESE WAR (Cloth binding, $5.00) , is a re

minder that we are living in a history -making epoch.

The Contents (as below ) show the scope of the

.volume .

194 vols.

INTRODUCTION .

IONS. 24 vols.

3 vols. 12.00

15 vols.

THE LAW GOVERNING STATES IN THE RELATION OF

WAR . – Chapter 1. Declaration of War and Mani

festo ; 2. Rights of War with Respect to the Per

sons of Enemies; 3. Laying Mines in Mid-Ocean ;

4. Espionage and Wireless Telegraphy.

THE LAW GOVERNING STATES IN THE RELATION OF

NEUTRALITY. – 5. Belligerent Operations in Neutral

Territory ; 6. Belligerent Operations in Neutral

Waters ; 7. Reception of Belligerent Cruisers in

Neutral Ports ; 8. The Principles of Neutrality and

Special Usage Prohibiting the Construction and

Outfit of Vessels of War ; 9. The Rule of the War

of 1756 ; 10. The Sale and Conveyance of Contra

band in its Strict Sense : - When Food is Contra

band, The Doctrine of Pre-Emption, The Transport

Service of a Belligerent, The Penalty of Carrying

Contraband, Treaties Declaring Contraband ; 11 .

The Right of Visitation and Search ; 12. The De .

struction of Neutral Vessels ; 13. Blockade; 14. In

ternational Arbitration, The Hague Convention , and

the North Sea Crisis.

APPENDICES. – The Vladivostock Prize Court and

the “ Allanton . " The Alleged purchase of a British

Torpedo Boat. Article II . of the Havre Convention.

The Case of the “ Calchas " and the Case of the “ Chel.

tenham .” Imported Food. The Case of the “ Caroline."

The Foreign Enlistment Act , 1870, and Coaling the Baltic

Fleet with Welsh Coal . Professor Holland's Letter to

the Times on the Nature of Contraband Trade. The

Changed Attitude of Russia onAbsolute and Conditional

Contraband. Chronological Table of the North Sea

Crisis .

200.00

-

MID - YEAR BARGAINS.

For Bargains in Partial Sets and Odd Volumes of

Reports, Digest, Statutes , and Session Laws. See our

SECOND -HAND LIST No. 52.

AMERICAN REPORTS .

U.S. SUPREME COURT. Brightly's Notes. Fine

set . $ 300.00

( This is the present “ Official Edition .”)

U. S. SUPREME COURT. First 58 vols. Curtis's

edition in 22 vols. Vols . 59 to 194 original

separate volumes. (Judge Curtis saved

space in his edition by omitting the lengthy

argument of counsel with which the earlier

reports were “ padded.” He reprinted the

decisions in full.) 150.00

UNITED STATES APPEALS. 63 vols . 63.00

UNITED STATES CIRCUIT AND DISTRICT RE

PORTS. FULL SET OF ORIGINALS 350.00

UNITED STATES COURT OF CLAIMS REPORTS .

36 vols. 72.00

UNITED STATES ATTORNEY -GENERAL'S OPIN

50.00

ARIZONA REPORTS.

COLORADO SUPREME COURT REPORTS. 30 vols. 60.00

CONNECTICUT REPORTS. (Kirby, Root, and

Day, and 1-75 Conn.) 160.00

HAWAIIAN REPORTS. 75.00

Iowa REPORTS to Reporter System . (Morris,

Green, and Iowa. Vols. I to 50.) U10.00

MAINE REPORTS. Vols. I to 45
135.00

MASSACHUSETTS REPORTS. 186 vols. in 121

NEVADA REPORTS to Pacific Reporter. 16 vols .

in 8 24.00

New HAMPSHIRE REPORTS. 73 vols. 425.00

NEW JERSEY LAW REPORTS. Vols. I to 47 .

Original edition to Atlantic Reporter . 45.00

RHODE ISLAND REPORTS. Vols . I to 5

TENNESSEE REPORTS to Southwestern Reporter.

85 vols. (Original edition .) 85.00

VERMONT REPORTS ( proper). Vols. 1 to 58.

(Original edition ) 116.00

WASHINGTON REPORTS. Territory, 3 vols.

State , Vols. 1 to 22 37-50

COLLECTED CASES.

AMERICAN BANKRUPTCY REPORTS. II vols. $ 33.00

AMERICAN CORPORATION
CASES. Io vols . 10.00

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL Cases. 7 vols. 30.00

AMERICAN RAILWAY REPORTS . 21 vols..

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH CORPORATIO
N
CASES.

Old Series, 48 vols .; New Series, 16 vols. 75.00

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH RAILROAD CASES.

Old Series, 61 vols .; New Series, 14 vols . 50.00

LAWYERS' REPORTS ANNOTATED. 62 vols . and

Digest Price on application

MUNICIPAL CORPORATION CASES. 7 vols . 17.50

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH ENCYCLOPEDIA OF

LAW . First edition . 37.50

CYCLOPEDIA OF LAW AND PROCEDURE. Vols.

I to 16 65.00

ENGLISH , ETC. , REPORTS.

ENGLISH REPRINT . Vols . I to 41 . A slightly

worn set from a deceased customer $ 205.00

Future volumes will be supplied at $6.00 .

LAW REPORTS. 1865-1903. 276 vols. First

six years American Reprint; rest originals 575.00

ENGLISH RULING Cases. 26 vols . in 13 78.00

Scotch Reports. Reprint . (House of Lords

and Sessions Cases.) 39 vols. 250.00

CANADA SUPREME COURT REPORTS . 87-50

ONTARIO LAW REPORTS . 8 vols. 40.00

20.00

.

RECENT LISTS OF SECOND - HAND BOOKS 21.00

.

31 vols.

9

We have recently issued these catalogues of our pres.

ent stock of second-hand books, any of which we will

send without charge to any one who asks for them.

• They are :

No. 51. - Catalogue of Second-Hand Text-Books,

most of them last editions, at very low prices.

No. 52. - Catalogue of Sets and Odd Volumes of

American Reports ; the “ oddments ” especially being

priced very low.

No. 53. — Catalogue of Rare and Interesting Law

Books. This includes the old legal classics, French and

German law books, and a large number of out-of-print

books which possess special value. The prices on this

catalogue are reasonable considering their scarcity, but

they are not recommended on account of cheapness.

Apply to The Boston Book Co. , 83 to 91 FRANCIS

St. , BACK BAY , BOSTON, MASS .

35 vols.
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AMERICAN ELEMENTARY BOOKS.

Published since April 1 , 1905.

BALDWIN (S. E.) . The American Judiciary and

Juridical System

BURDICK (F. M.) on Torts

CLARK (W. L.) & SKYLES (H. H. ) on Agency.

$ 1.25

3.00

2 vols. 12.00

3.20

3.50

6.00

3.75

CONYNGTON'S Corporate Organization

DUNLAP (M. E.) . Abridgment of Elementary

Law . 3d ed.

EWELL ( M. D.) on Fixtures. 2d ed .

FROST (T. G.) on Incorporation and Organiza

tion of Corporations

GILBERT (F. N.). Lawyers' Office Index and
Brief Book

GOODWIN (F.) on Real Property

JUDSON (F. N.) . Interstate Commerce

MCCLAIN (Emlin) . Constitutional Law in the

United States

POMEROY's Equity Jurisprudence. 3d ed . 6 vols.

WALKER'S American Law. 11th ed .

WHITE ( Frank ) on Corporations. 6th ed .

WOLFE's Inheritance Tax Calculations

SCHOULER'S Bailments and Carriers. Students'

Series .

STURGEON (H. M.) . Law of Divorce and Penn

sylvania Divorce Proceedings

5.00

4.00

5.00

2.00

36.00

5.00

6.00

4.50

3.50

5.00

IN PRESS .

BENJAMIN on Sales . New ed . ( English Impor

tation . )

WILLS on Circumstantial Evidence. New ed.

6.50

5.00

AMERICAN REPORTS, DIGESTS, ETC.

Published since April 1 , 1905 .

AM. CRIMINAL REPORTS. Vol. 12.

AM. STATE REPORTS , · Vol . 102 .

AM . AND ENG. ENC. OF LAW, 2d ed . Vol. 30 .

AM. AND ENG . R. R. CASES, N. S. Vol . 36.

CYCLOPEDIA OF LAW AND PROCEDURE. Vol. 16.

NORTHEASTERN REPORTER . Vol . 73 .

NORTHWESTERN REPORTER. Vol. 102.

Pacific REPORTER. Vol. 79 .

SOUTHEASTERN REPORTER . Vol. 49 .

SOUTHERN REPORTER . Vol. 37 .

SOUTHWESTERN REPORTER . Vol . 86 .

U. S. SUPREME Court REPORTS. Vol . 196.

CIRCUIT COURT OFAPPEALS REPORTS (C.C.A.). Vol . 65.
FEDERAL REPORTER . Vol . 135 .

PATENT OFFICE, OFFICIAL GAZETTE. Vol. 115 .

ALA. Reports. Vol. 140 .

CAL. Reports. Vol. 145 .

DEL. Reports. Pennewill. Vol. 4 .

D. C. Appeals Reports. Vol. 24 .

ILL . Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 213 .

Appellate Court. Vol. 114 .

IND . Reports. Appellate Court. Vol. 33 .

Local. Thompson ( J. W.) . Forms. 2 vols.

Iowa. Reports. Vol. 124 .

KAN. Reports. Vol. 68 .

LA. Reports. Vol. 113 .

Mass. Reports. Vol . 186.

Місн. Reports. Vol. 134 .

MINN. Reports. Vol. 92.

N. J. Reports. Law. Vol. 70.

NEW YORK. Reports. Court of Appeals. Vol. 180.

Appellate Division . Vol . 100 .

New York Supplement. Vol. 92.

New York State Reporter. Vol . 126 .

North CAROLINA. Reports. Vol. 136.

OHIO. Reports . Vol . 71.1

PENN . Superior Court. Vol . 26.

District Court. Vol . 13 .

Lackawanna Legal News. Vol. 8.

Lackawanna Jurist. Vol. 4.

R. I. Reports. Vol. 25 .

S.C. Reports. Vol. 69.

TEXAS. Reports. Vol. 97.

Civil Appeals. Vol. 32 .

WISCONSIN . Reports. Vol . 121 .

BRITISH EMPIRE .

ENGLAND.

English Reports Reprint. Vol . 51 .

Revised Reports. Vol . 73.

Bankruptcy Reports. ( Manson.) Vol. 11 .

County Court Cases. Vol . 26 .

Law Times Reports. Vol . 91 .

Justice of the Peace. Vol . 68 .

SCOTLAND. Revised Reports . ( Dunlop, Vol . 11 ; Mac.

pherson, Vol. 11.)

COLONIAL.

Australia .

New South Wales State Reports. Vol . 4 .

Weekly Notes. Vol. 21 .

Victoria Reports. Vol . 29 .

West Australia Reports. Vol. 6 .

New Zealand . Law Reports. Vol. 23.

Queensland. State Reports. Vol. 3 .

Natal. Law Reports. 1903.

India . Law Reports. 1904.

Canada . Dominion. Exchequer. Vol. 8 .

Manitoba. Reports. Vol. 14 .

Nova Scotia . Reports. Vol. 36.

Ontario. Law Reports. Vol. 8.

Ι ΙΟ Ο

Ι ΙΟΟ

ENGLISH ELEMENTARY WORKS, ETC.

Published since April 1 , 1905 .

£ s. d .

BARRINGTON'S Shop House Act .
2 6

GIBSON, WELDON, and REMINGTON's Students'

Statute Law. 4th ed .

GLEGG (A. S.) . The Law of Reparation

Hogg's The Australian Torrens System 3 15 0

LUCAS & CRANES' Law Affecting Motor Cars 50

MERCHANT'S Barrister -at- Law . “ An Essay on

the Legal Position of Council in England.” . 90

Mews' Annual Digest, 1904

SMITH (F. E.) & SIBLEY (N. W.) . Interna

tional Law as Interpreted During the Russo
Japanese War. (American price, $ 5.00) I i o

STONES ( S. ) Justices' Manual. -37th ed . 5 O

SUMMERHAY & Toogood's Precedents of Bills

of Costs. 8th ed .

THEOBALD'S (H. S. ) . Law of Wills . 6th ed. I 15 O

15 o

I

I TO O

.

Music Hath Harms . - The case of a Polander for

naturalization was being heard in our District Court,

and on examination as clerk I asked the applicant as to

whether he was affiliated with any secret organization

which had for its principles the overthrow of the govern

ment, the killing of its officers, etc. , trying to explain to

him the requirement of the late section of the statute ,

which was enacted to refuse anarchists naturalization .

The applicant answered, “ No, except that I am a mem

ber of the Thorndike brass band .”

4 vols .
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WAR AS A MAKER OF LAW

A book we have just imported, SMITH AND SIBLEY ON

INTERNATIONAL LAW AS INTERPRETED DURING THE

Russo - JAPANESE WAR (Cloth binding, $5.00) , is a re

minder that we are living in a history -making epoch.

The Contents ( as below) show the scope of the

.volume .

194 vols.

INTRODUCTION .

36 vols.

IONS . 24 vols.

-

15 vols .

THE Law GOVERNING STATES IN THE RELATION OF

WAR . – Chapter 1 , Declaration of War and Mani

festo ; 2. Rights of War with Respect to the Per

sons of Enemies; 3. Laying Mines in Mid-Ocean ;

4. Espionage and Wireless Telegraphy.

THE LAW GOVERNING STATES IN THE RELATION OF

NEUTRALITY.- 5. Belligerent Operations in Neutral

Territory ; 6. Belligerent Operations in Neutral

Waters ; 7. Reception of Belligerent Cruisers in

Neutral Ports ; 8. The Principles of Neutrality and

Special Usage Prohibiting the Construction and

Outfit of Vessels of War ; 9. The Rule of the War

of 1756 ; 10. The Sale and Conveyance of Contra

band in its Strict Sense : - When Food is Contra

band, The Doctrine of Pre-Emption, The Transport

Service of a Belligerent, The Penalty of Carrying

Contraband, Treaties Declaring Contraband ; 11.

The Right of Visitation and Search ; 12. The De.

struction of Neutral Vessels ; 13. Blockade; 14. In

ternational Arbitration, The Hague Convention , and

the North Sea Crisis .

APPENDICES. — The Vladivostock Prize Court and

the “ Allanton ." The Alleged purchase of a British

Torpedo Boat Article II . of the Havre Convention,

The Case of the “ Calchas " and the Case of the “ Chel.

tenham .” Imported Food. The Case of the “ Caroline. ”

The Foreign Enlistment Act, 1870, and Coaling the Baltic

Fleet with Welsh Coal. Professor Holland's Letter to

the Times on the Nature of Contraband Trade. The

Changed Attitude of Russia on Absolute and Conditional

Contraband. Chronological Table of the North Sea

Crisis .

I10.00

MID - YEAR BARGAINS.

For Bargains in Partial Sets and Odd Volumes of

Reports, Digest, Statutes, and Session Laws. See our

SECOND -HAND LIST No. 52 .

AMERICAN REPORTS .

U. S. SUPREME COURT. Brightly's Notes. Fine

set . $ 300.00

( This is the present" Official Edition.”)
U.S. SUPREME COURT. First 58 vols . Curtis's

edition in 22 vols. Vols. 39 to 194 original

separate volumes. (Judge Curtis saved

space in his edition byomitting the lengthy
argument of counsel with which the earlier

reports were " padded.” He reprinted the
decisions in full .) 150.00

UNITED STATES APPEALS. 63 vols. 63.00

UNITED STATES CIRCUIT AND DISTRICT RE

PORTS. FULL SET OF ORIGINALS 350.00

UNITED STATES COURT OF CLAIMS REPORTS.

72.00

UNITED STATES ATTORNEY -GENERAL'S OPIN

50.00

ARIZONA REPORTS. 3 vols. 12.00

COLORADO SUPREME COURT REPORTS . 30 vols . 60.00

CONNECTICUT REPORTS. (Kirby, Root, and

Day, and 1-75 Conn .) 160.00

HAWAIIAN REPORTS . 75.00

Iowa REPORTS to Reporter System. (Morris,

Green , and Iowa. Vols. I to 50. )

MAINE REPORTS. Vols. I to 45 135.00

MASSACHUSETTS REPORTS. 186 vols. in 121 200.00

NEVADA REPORTS to Pacific Reporter. 16 vols.
in 8

24.00

NEW HAMPSHIRE REPORTS. 73 vols. 425.00

NEW JERSEY LAW REPORTS. Vols. 1 to 47 .

Original edition to Atlantic Reporter . 45.00

RHODE ISLAND REPORTS. Vols. I to 5

TENNESSEE REPORTS to Southwestern Reporter.

85 vols. (Original edition .) 85.00

VERMONT REPORTS (proper). Vols. 1 to 58 .

(Original edition ) 116.00

WASHINGTON REPORTS. Territory, 3 vols.

State, Vols. I to 22 37.50

COLLECTED CASES.

AMERICAN BANKRUPTCY REPORTS . II vols .

AMERICAN CORPORATION CASES. 10 vols .

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL CASES. 7 vols. 30.00

AMERICAN RAILWAY REPORTS. 21 vols.. 21.00

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH CORPORATION CASES.

Old Series, 48 vols .; New Series, 16 vols. 75.00

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH RAILROAD CASES.

Old Series, 61 vols.; New Series, 14 vols. 50.00

LAWYERS ' REPORTS ANNOTATED. 62 vols . and

Digest Price on application

MUNICIPAL CORPORATION Cases. 7 vols. 17.50

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH ENCYCLOPEDIA OF

LAW. 31 vols . First edition . 37.50

CYCLOPEDIA OF LAW AND PROCEDURE . Vols .

I to 16 65.00

ENGLISH , ETC. , REPORTS.

ENGLISH REPRINT. Vols. I to 41 . A slightly

worn set from a deceased customer $ 205.00

Future volumes will be supplied at $ 6.00.

LAW REPORTS. 1865-1903 . 276 vols. First

six years American Reprint; rest originals 575.00

ENGLISH RULING CASES . 26 vols. in 13 78.00

Scotch Reports. Reprint. (House of Lords

and Sessions ses .

20.00

$ 33.00
.

10.00

RECENT LISTS OF SECOND-HAND BOOKS

We have recently issued these catalogues of our pres

ent stock of second-hand books, any of which we will

send without charge to any one who asks for them.

They are :

No. 51. — Catalogue of Second -Hand Text- Books,

most of them last editions, at very low prices.

No. 52. — Catalogue of Sets and Odd Volumes of

American Reports ; the “ oddments ” especially being

priced very low.

No. 53. — Catalogue of Rare and Interesting Law

Books. This includes the old legal classics, French and

German law books, and a large number of out - of -print

books which possess special value . The prices on this

catalogue are reasonable considering their scarcity, but

they are not recommended on account of cheapness.

Apply to The Boston Book Co., 83 to 91 FRANCIS

St., BACK BAY, BOSTON , Mass.

250.00

CANADA SUPREME Court Reports . 35 vols . 87.50

ONTARIO LAW REPORTS. 8 vols . 40.00

39 vols.
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$ 1.25

3.00

12.00

3.20

Vol. 79

3.50

6.00 Vol. 37

AMERICAN ELEMENTARY BOOKS.

Published since April 1 , 1905.

BALDWIN (S. E. ) . The American Judiciary and

Juridical System

BURDICK (F. M.) on Torts

CLARK (W. L.) & SKYLES (H. H.) on Agency.

2 vols.

CONYNGTON'S Corporate Organization

DUNLAP (M. E.) . Abridgment of Elementary

Law, 3d ed.

EWELL (M. D.) on Fixtures. 2d ed .

FROST (T. G.) on Incorporation and Organiza

tion of Corporations

GILBERT ( F. N.). Lawyers' Office Index and
Brief Book

GOODWIN (F.) on Real Property

JUDSON ( F. N. ) . Interstate Commerce

MCCLAIN ( Emlin ). Constitutional Law in the

United States

POMEROY's Equity Jurisprudence. 3d ed. 6 vols .

WALKER's American Law. 11th ed .

WHITE (Frank) on Corporations. 6th ed.
WOLFE's Inheritance Tax Calculations

SCHOULER'S Bailments and Carriers. Students'

Series .

STURGEON (H. M.) . Law of Divorce and Penn

sylvania Divorce Proceedings

3.75

5.00

4.00

5.00

2.00

36.00

5.00

6.00

4.50

3.50

5.00

IN PRESS .

BENJAMIN on Sales. New ed . ( English Impor

tation .)

WILLS on Circumstantial Evidence. New ed .

6.50

5.00

AMERICAN REPORTS, DIGESTS, ETC.

Published since April 1 , 1905 .

AM. CRIMINAL REPORTS. Vol. 12 .

Am. STATE REPORTS, · Vol . 102 .

AM. AND En . Enc. Of Law, 2d ed . Vol. 30.

AM . AND ENG . R. R. CASES, N. S. Vol. 36 .

CYCLOPEDIA OF LAWAND PROCEDURE. Vol. 16.

NORTHEASTERN REPORTER. Vol. 73 .

NORTHWESTERN REPORTER. Vol . 102.

PACIFIC REPORTER.

SOUTHEASTERN REPORTER . Vol . 49 .

SOUTHERN REPORTER .

SOUTHWESTERN REPORTER . Vol. 86.

U. S. SUPREME Court REPORTS. Vol . 196 .

CIRCUIT COURT OF APPEALS REPORTS (C.C.A.) . Vol. 65 .

FEDERAL REPORTER. Vol. 135 .

PATENT OFFICE, OFFICIAL GAZETTE. Vol. 115 .

ALA. Reports . Vol. 140 .

CAL . Reports. Vol. 145.

DEL . Reports. Pennewill. Vol . 4 .

D. C. Appeals Reports. Vol . 24 .

ILL. Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 213 .

Appellate Court. Vol . 114 .

Ind . Reports. Appellate Court. Vol. 33 .

Local. Thompson ( J. W.) . Forms. 2 vols.

IOWA . Reports. Vol . 124 .

KAN . Reports. Vol . 68 .

LA. Reports. Vol. 113.

Mass . Reports. Vol . 186.

Mich. Reports. Vol. 134.

Minn. Reports. Vol. 92.

N. J. Reports. Law. Vol. 70 .

New York. Reports. Court of Appeals. Vol . 180.

Appellate Division. Vol. 100.

New York Supplement . Vol. 92 .

New York State Reporter. Vol. 126.

NORTH CAROLINA. Reports. Vol. 136.

Ohio. Reports. Vol . 71. ,

PENN. Superior Court. Vol . 26 .

District Court. Vol. 13 .

Lackawanna Legal News. Vol. 8.

Lackawanna Jurist. Vol. 4 .

R. I. Reports. Vol. 25 .

S. C. Reports. Vol . 69.

TEXAS. Reports. Vol. 97.

Civil Appeals. Vol. 32 .

WISCONSIN . Reports. Vol. 121 .

BRITISH EMPIRE.

ENGLAND .

English Reports Reprint. Vol. 51 .

Revised Reports. Vol. 73.

Bankruptcy Reports. (Manson.) Vol . u .

County Court Cases. Vol. 26 .

Law Times Reports. Vol. 91 .

Justice of the Peace. Vol. 68.

SCOTLAND. Revised Reports. (Dunlop, Vol. 11 ; Mac .

pherson, Vol. 11.)

COLONIAL .

Australia .

New South Wales State Reports. Vol . 4.

Weekly Notes. Vol . 21.

Victoria Reports. Vol. 29 .

West Australia Reports. Vol. 6 .

New Zealand . Law Reports. Vol. 23.

Queensland. State Reports. Vol. 3 .
Natal. Law Reports. 1903.

India . Law Reports. 1904 .

Canada. Dominion . Exchequer. Vol. 8.

Manitoba. Reports. Vol. 14 .

Nova Scotia . Reports. Vol. 36.

Ontario . Law Reports. Vol. 8.

Ι ΙΟΟ

I IO O
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ENGLISH ELEMENTARY WORKS, ETC.

Published since April 1 , 1905 .

£ s . d .

BARRINGTON'S Shop House Act . 26

GIBSON, WELDON, and REMINGTON'S Students'

Statute Law. 4th ed .

GLEGG (A. S. ) . The Law of Reparation

Hogg's The Australian Torrens System 3 15 O

LUCAS & CRANES' Law Affecting Motor Cars 50

MERCHANT'S Barrister -at- Law . " An Essay on

the Legal Position of Council in England.” . 90

Mews' Annual Digest , 1904 15 O

SMITH ( F. E. ) & SIBLEY ( N. W.) . Interna

tionalLaw as Interpreted During the Russo

Japanese War. ( American price, $ 5.00 ) Io

STONE'S ( S.) Justices' Manual . -37th ed . 5 o

SUMMERHAY & Toogood's Precedents of Bills

of Costs . 8th ed .

THEOBALD'S ( H. S.) . Law of Wills . 6th ed. . I 15 O

I

I

I IO O

Music Hath Harms. — The case of a Polander for

naturalization was being heard in our District Court,

and on examination as clerk I asked the applicant as to

whether he was affiliated with any secret organization

which had for its principles the overthrow of the govern

ment, the killing of its officers, etc. , trying to explain to

him the requirement of the late section of the statute ,

which was enacted to refuse anarchists naturalization .

The applicant answered, “ No , except that I am a mem

ber of the Thorndike brass band .”

4 vols.
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NOTES

A Popular Set. - Nearly half of the limited edition of

ENGLISH RULING CASES WITH AMERICAN NOTES ; 26

vols . in 13 (which was published in June) , was sold be

fore publication on advance orders .

New Work on Trades -Unions. – In a new English

work on Trades -Union Law, now in press, the Introduc

tion contains an interesting account of the development

and present tendency of legislation and decisions on that

subject in England.

Who is the Author ?-We find on our desk , with noth

ing to indicate where it came from , a small pamphlet

entitled Select Objections as Applied to the Trial of

Civil Cases. By Ben Johnson, LL.D. Notes by Chan

cellor O'Toole, 1902." The skit is good enough to

reprint in LEG . BiB. , if we could get permission .

CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE

This is a topic of interest to all lawyers, an interest

frequently revived and intensified by causes célèbres like

the Tucker Trial (see THE GREEN BAG for March , 1905 ) .

The best book which has been written on the subject

has the somewhat heavy title “ An Essay on the Princi

ples of Circumstantial Evidence. Illustrated by Numer

ous Cases, by William Wills, Justice of the Peace.” It

was first published in London in 1838, and has since

been kept alive in various editions and reprints.

The Fifth English Edition, edited by the author's son,

Sir Alfred Wills, “ one of His Majesty's Judges of the

High Court of Justice,” was published in 1902. We

have now in press and shall publish shortly an Amer

ican edition , founded on this last English edition , with

excellent American notes by George E. Beers and

Arthur L. Corbin, of the Faculty of Yale Law School.

Lawyers who are familiar with Prof. Beers' notes to a

recent edition of Stephen's Digest of the Law of Evi .

dence , will be prepared to appreciate the practical ref

erences at the end of each chapter, which render this

work useful to the American lawyer.

Price , in sheep, $5.00. Advance orders solicited.

66

1

I vol .

WE WANT TO BUY

Ala . Reports. Vol. II .

Laws. Dec. 1847, Sept. , Nov. , 1864.

Ark. Laws. 1844 , 1850, 1856.

Calif. Laws, 1852 , 1853 .

Colo . Laws. 1864 , 1865 , Jan. 1866, Priv. 1867 .

Conn . Rev. Laws, 1769. Laws, 1818 , '19 , '20, ²21 .

Pub . '32 , '34.

Dak. Laws. Dec. 1865, Dec. 1872 .

Del. Laws. 1818 , ’19 , '45 , '52.

D. C. Hayward & Hazelton . Vol. I.

Fla . Laws. 1840, '41 , '42 , '44 , '75 .

Ga. Decisions.

Laws. Nov. 1825 .

INI. Priv. Laws. 1826, '28 , ²36 , '38 .

Ind . Local Laws. 1840 ..

Кап . Laws . Priv. 1858, Gen. & Priv . Jan. 1861 .

La . Laws. 1844, 1845 , Dec. 1860 .

Me. Priv. Laws. 1820, 21, '22 , '28, '29 , '30 .

Md. Laws. 1815 .

Mass. Laws and Resolves, between 1806 and 1838 .

Mich . Laws. 1825 , '29 , '30 , ²31 , '33 .

Minn. Laws. 1852 , ,'53 , '54 , '55 .

Miss. Reports. Vol . 34.

Laws. 1831-2 , Adj . and Called, 1837 , Called ,

1843 , Jan. and Called , 1852 , Called , 1860,

Jan. 1861 , March , 1864 .

Mont. Laws. 1867-8 .

Neb. Laws . Jan. 1855 , Dec. 1855 , Dec. 1867 , Spec .

1873.

Nev . Laws. 1873 , 1877 .

N.C. Laws. Pub. 1822 , '34 , July, 1863.

N. H. Laws. June , 1823, '27, '28 , Nov. '36 , June, '37 ;

N. J. Laws. 1818-19 , Sittings i and 2 , Public and

Private .

N. M. Laws. 1852 , '57 , '59 , '65 , '68 .

N. Y. Armstrong's Election Cases. Coleman , orig. ed .

N. Y. Condensed, 2 vols . Transcript Appeals.

Vols. 6, 7 .

Ore . Laws. 1849, ²51 , '52 , '58 , '62 , '78 .

Penn. Delaware County Reports . 7 vols.

Lancaster Bar Reports. 15 vols.

Dallas Laws.. Vol . 4 .

R.I. Laws. Jan. 1845 , June , ’46 , Nov. '87 , May, '93 .

S. C. Reports. Mills' Constitutional. 2 vols .

Richardson's Law . Vol. I.

l'tah. Laws. Adj . 1853 , Reg. 58, '61.

l ' . Laws. Dec. 1813 , Dec. '31 , Dec. ²64 , ( Alex . ) .

VI. Reports. Vol. 63.

MANUAL OF THE LAW OF ARREST

We have recently published VOORHEES ON ARREST

(buckram , $ 2.00 net) , which covers :

The Right of Personal Liberty. The Insurance and

Service of Legal Process . Who May Issue a Warrant.

What Constitutes an Arrest . Arrest with Warrant.

Arrest without a Warrant. Breaking Doors to Make an

Arrest. Force in the Act of Arrest . Disposing of the

Prisoner. Arrest in Extradition Proceedings. Evidence

Necessary to Establish the Offense. Exemption from

Arrest . False Imprisonment. Trespass .

This book is the work of a lawyer who has nd it

difficult to get together elsewhere the law required by a

lawyer or an officer of the law in making arrests, or in

protecting a client from illegal arrest . It is written with

simple style and arrangement, so that it may be easily

understood by sheriffs and police ; but every proposition

of law is fortified by citations to cases, so that the treatise

can be used with safety in court,

Prosecuting attorneys, lawyers with practice on the

criminal side , court officers and sheriffs will find Voor

HEES ON ARREST very helpful.

BENJAMIN ON SALES

As Judah P. Benjamin was an American who went to

England and settled to practice there, his work on

“ Sales," although written and published in England , can

be considered an American book. Its subject being

part of the Law Merchant , renders it international.

The new English edition which we are now expect

ing ( 1 vol . $6.50 ) , although it has no separate American

notes , refers naturally to many cases in our courts, and

will be wanted by libraries and by lawyers.
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CONTENTS OF THE GREEN BAG
For the first half of the year 1905 ,

[Note how many of the articles treat of matters of contemporaneous interest, now being discussed in the press and by the

legal profession ]

Practical Notes

In every number the Review of Current Legal Articles calls atten

tion to recent articles in other law magazines which are worth reading, and

Notes of Recent Cases notify readers what recent decisions they ought

to know about .

Live Topics

JANUARY : — The Maintenance of the “Open Shop .” — By Bruce Wyman.

The State and the Street Railway. — By B. W. Warren .

February : — The Need of Legislative Experts. — By T. H. Whitney.

Federal Control of Insurance Corporations. — By W. R. Vance.

MARCH : - Federal Regulation of Corporations. Pro : -W. J. Curtis .

Con : — J. E. Parsons.

The Judiciary and Elections. — By W. E. Hutton .

April : — Impeachment of Judge Swayne.— By Hon . C. E. Littlefield, M.C.-

Perpetuation ofthe Open Market. — By Bruce Wyman .
Newspapers and the Jury. By C. B. Smith .

May: — The Law's Delays — Can they be obviated — Conditions in the

United States, England, France,.and Italy . Discussion by

fifteen prominent American judges and lawyers.

JUNE : — Aspects of the Equitable Life Ins. Co. Controversy. Anon.

The Lawyer in Public Affairs.— Hon . Alton B. Parker.

Legal Education

JANUARY: - A Scientific School of LegalThought.— By Melville M. Bigelow.

FEBRUARY : — The Study of Old Greek Law . — By F. E. Whitaker.

International Law

FEBRUARY : - International Arbitration the Product of the Modern Inter

national System . — By Hannis Taylor.

APRIL:—Agreements oftheUnited States other than Treaties. — ByC.C.Hyde.

JUNE : — The North Sea Inquiry. — By B. H. Conner.

Biography

JANUARY : – Wm . H. Seward as a Lawyer (with Portrait).

FEBRUARY : — The Legal Side of Joseph W. Folk (with Portrait) .

MARCH : — Governor Charles S. Deneen of Illinois (with Portrait ).

Martin Van Buren, the Lawyer (with Portrait).

JUNE :– Chief Justice Jonathan Ross of Vermont (with Portrait ).

Miscellaneous

The Tucker Trial for Murder ( Massachusetts) .

Legal Rights in the Remains of the Dead .

Lighter Literature

Your Affectionate Friend John March . Lord Beaconsfield and the Bar.

The Tale of « Concerning Great Danes.

And in Every Number — “ Humor of the Law .”“ ”

Why not subscribe to The Green Bag now ?

Send four dollars for a year's subscription to

THE BOSTON BOOK CO ., Publishers, 83 to 9 esancis St. Back Bay)

34 Federal.”

BOSTON , MASS
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The leading law magazine of the United States

Combining three types, and covering the whole field

The quarterly type : – Jurisprudence

The “ monthly " type : Literature of the Law

The “ weekly " type : Practical Current Law

Not merely a luxury : an absolute necessity

To every intelligent lawyer and judge

-

The Green Bag

-

Greatly enlarged in Scope

Edited by S. R. WRIGHTINGTON

Published monthly : $ 4.00 per year, payable in advance

For half a generation THE GREEN BAG has been a favorite

with the legal profession .

But hitherto it has filled only part the lighter part of

the field .

In Jan. , 1905, its scope was enlarged to cover the whole field of

legal periodical literature.

The law magazines of the past which have proved to be useful

were of three classes ,

QUARTERLIES : — discussing matters of jurisprudence.
MONTHLIES : covering legal history, biography, criticism , and

humor.

WEEKLIES:- with practical notes of current cases , and text

book articles.

THE GREEN BAG formerly ranked in the second class , and was

considered by lawyers to be rather a luxury than a necessity.

Now- it combines in one periodical the features and merits

of all three classes. Its contents in each number include

LEADING ARTICLES BY EMINENT WRITERS ON TOPICS OF LIVE AND GENERAL INTEREST.

A MONTHLY SUMMARY OF CURRENT DISCUSSION : -AN EDITORIAL REVIEW OF THE BEST

ARTICLES IN AMERICAN AND FOREIGN LAW MAGAZINES .

MONTHLY NOTES OF NOTABLE CASES SELECTED BY THE EDITORS OF

66

THE REPORTER

SYSTEM FROM THE CASES DECIDED DURING THE PREVIOUS MONTH.

ENTERTAINING READING- ARTICLES ON THE HISTORY, BIOGRAPHY, AND HUMOR OF THE LAW .

ILLUSTRATIONS — PORTRAITS OF EMINENT JUDGES AND LAWYERS.

Thus giving its readers every month a thorough con

spectus of the thought and progress of their profession .

-

Subscription : $ 4.00 per annum, payable in advance

Single numbers fifty cents each

Bound set, 1889-1904 – 16 vols. , $48.00

Published by The Boston Book Co., Back Bay) BOSTON, MASS.
St. ,
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This paper is issued quarterly, to give information about

American and foreign legal literature. We send it without charge

to any book -buyer who asks for it .
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The quarterly numbers of LEG. BIB . give lists, with

prices, of all new law books published in the English

language. It will be well worth while to look through

each number carefully as soon as it is received , and to

show it to book -buying neighbors. No other list or

periodical affords such complete information about

new books.

Please note in this number the “Want List ” on

page 7. You will confer a favor on us and on the law .

yers and libraries we serve by looking on your shelves to

see if you can supply any of the books wanted, for which

we shall be glad to pay liberally, in cash or in books.

THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY.
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The SET OF REPORTS

Most Useful in a Lawyer's Library

Next after the Reports of his own State , the

most useful set for any lawyer is “ English Ruling

Cases, with American Notes."

If this claim can be substantiated, you ought

to own

English

Ruling

Cases

even if you already own the English Reports in

original form or in reprints.

In justice to yourself and your clients, read

pages 12 and 13 of this paper, which describe the

Set and offer a limited number at a compara .

tively low price.
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NOTES THE FULL ENGLISH REPRINT

Home Study and Review.- In preliminary read- This great undertaking continues with steady

ing or in review for exams. , the law student will find strides. Regularly every month a portly volume of

more aid in EWELL'S ESSENTIALS OF THE LAW about 1200 capacious pages, is sent out to sub

than anywhere else . See page headed “ For Law scribers . The reprint is finished of all the House

Students .” of Lords, Privy Council, and Chancery Reports down

First Aid in Time of Stress. — For a judge on the to 1865 ; the Rolls Series is all but completed ; and

bench, taken aback by counsel's points ; for counsel the Vice-Chancellor reprint will soon come along .

confronted with able opponents ; for an old lawyer Where are the doubters who said that so vast a

wanting to refresh his memory ; for a young lawyer project could never succeed ? They are already

' with few books, tackling his first clients ; for a beginning to grumble because the series is not

student to unify and bind together his courses electrotyped and the “foolish virgins ” who de

there is no book like Bouvier's Law Dictionary, layed subscribing cannot get it .

(RAWLE'S EDITION, 2 vols . , $ 12.00 net), which is the

most concise and cheapest Encyclopedia of Law. THE OLD ENGLISH CHANCERY REPRINT

Plan Your Christmas Presents Ahead . - If you
There are lots of “ English Chancery Reports ”

want to make a partner , friend , or preceptor a fine
scattered about the country in lawyer's offices, the

present next Christmas, send him a bound set of
set first issued in 46 vols . , by Banks & Bros., of New

THE GREEN BAG, 17 vols . , $ 51.00 , or if your purse
York, and continued , to 69 vols . by Little, Brown

isn't deep enough for that send him a paid subscrip
& Co., of Boston . That reprint covered fairly well

tion for 1906 — only $ 4.00. If you haven't any friend
the main Chancery Reports from 1820 to 1865, but

you want to give it to, make the Christmas present
omitted most of the Rolls Series, and the latter half

to yourself !
of the Vice -Chancellor's Reports .

For Budding Politicians. — We have for sale a
Of the Rolls Series, Beavan's Reports (only 4

set of Benton's Congressional Debates 1789-1850, vols., out of 36, were reprinted ), have not been

16 vols. , old half -calf binding, which we can sell for
expensive, and many lawyers have bought the origi

$ 20.00, or we will put it into new binding for $32.00 .
nals, but the 29 vols . of Vice-Chancellor's Reports

Here is a chance to steep yourself in early political
not reprinted (namely, Drewry, Drewry & Smale,

debates, acquire a reputation for knowing history, and
De Gex & Smale, Smale & Giffard, Giffard , Kay,

maybe get in line for election to Congress yourself. Kay & Johnson , Johnson, Johnson & Hemming,

Blind Citations . — A good thing to buy in quanti- and Hemming & Miller) , costing $15 or $20 a vol . ,

ties, and hang up at the end of each case of reports have never been bought by the lawyers and libraries

in a public or private law library, is ABBREVIATIONS owning the “ English Chancery ” Reprint.

USED IN LAW Books. (Sheep binding, $ 1.50 . ) Have you a set of the old Chancery Reprint on

“ The Best Work for This Period.” — In building your shelves ? Would you like to get these 29
vols .

up your library and your course of home-reading, of Vice-Chancellor's Reports to complete it, at a

don't forget SCHOULER'S HISTORY OF THE UNITED moderate price ? If so, drop us a line. We are

STATES FROM THE ADOPTION OF THE CONSTITU- trying to induce the publishers of the Full English

TION TO THE Civil WAR, 6 vols . , cloth binding Reprint to issue an extra edition of these volumes,

$13.50. This is the same Schouler who is the author and let us have it for American lawyers. We

of well-known treatises on the Law of Wills, Ex. had to charge about $ 500 for this stretch, before

ecutors, etc. the present Reprint began . If we can sell them

One Language; one Law. - It is interesting to for about a tenth of that sum, why not secure

note that the Table of Cases in Smith & SIBLEY'S them now ? We can only get a limited number any.

INTERNATIONAL LAW AS INTERPRETED DURING way— and the Reprint is not electrotyped , so you

THE RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR, is divided into “ Eng- must hurry if you want to get in on the ground

lish Cases,” “ American Cases, ” and “ Foreign floor."

Cases.” Thus Americans are held in England not

to be foreigners.
About this time buy books.

a

3
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LESSONS OF THE LATE WAR A NEW CODE OF THE COMMON LAW

We have imported for the American market an We have just published in conjunction with

edition of SMITH & SIBLEY'S INTERNATIONAL Butterworth & Co., of London), the first part of

LAW AS INTERPRETED DURING THE RUSSO - JAPA- A DIGEST OF ENGLISH Civil Law, by EDWARD

NESE WAR, in one volume, cloth binding, price JENKS (EDITOR), assisted by W. M. GeLDART,

$ 5.00 net. R. W. LEE, W. S. HOLDSWORTH, and J. C. MILES,

This arrives opportunely, just as peace has been all Fellows and Lecturers of colleges at Oxford .

concluded on our soil, and as we are prepared to The scheme of the complete work comprises :

review the results of the great conflict. As a con- BOOK I. GENERAL Jenks

temporaneous discussion, by authors who have Book II . OBLIGATIONS

studied much and written often on International Part 1 , Arising from Contract (General) . Lee

Law, of questions with which every reader is fa- Part 2 , Arising from Particular Contracts Lee

miliar through the daily press and magazine articles, Part 3, Arising from Quasi Contract & Tort Miles

this volume will be more immediately and practi. | Book III . Things ( Property Law) Jenks

cally interesting to general readers than the ordinary BOOK IV . FAMILY LAW . Geldart

treatises on the general topic. BOOK V. SuccESSION Holdsworth

The preface to Book I states that the general

editor prepared for the Berlin Society of Compara

TO ARREST YOUR ATTENTION tive Jurisprudency, etc., the text of " DAS BRUGER

If it is at all in your line don't forget that we have
LICHE RECHT ENGLANDS, " published at Berlin, 1905,

recently published VOORHEES' LAW OF ARREST IN with commentary by Dr. Gustav Schirrmaster. The

CIVIL AND CRIMINAL CASES, covering : present edition has been prepared especially with a

view to English and American readers.

The Right of Personal Liberty. The Insurance
Dr. Jenks further states that “ It is hardly neces

and Service of Legal Process . Who May Issue a sary for the authors of this work to admit the

Warrant. What Constitutes an Arrest . Arrest
extreme difficulty of stating the rules of English

with Warrant. Arrest without a Warrant . Break
Law in a compact and intelligible form . They urge

ing Doors to Make an Arrest . Force in the Act of
only that they have striven , by every means in their

Arrest. Disposing of the Prisoner . Arrest in Ex
power, to overcome the difficulty, and that even a

tradition Proceedings . Evidence Necessary to Es modest amount of success in such an endeavor may

tablish the Offense. Exemption from Arrest. False have its value . Most lawyers have felt the need of

Imprisonment . Trespass. some source of information from which an answer

This is a very thorough and reliable little manual, to a question of principle should be obtainable .

bound in buckram, and costing only $ 2.00. The following transcript of the first page will give

an idea of the style of the work :

BOOK 1 . GENERAL SECTION 1 . - PER

RECENT LISTS OF SECOND-HAND BOOKS SONS . Title 1. – Natural Persons.

We have recently issued these catalogues of our
1. The legal capacity of a human being commences

present stock of second-hand books, any of which from the time of his birth ; but for certain purposes

we will send without charge to any one who asks
Legal ( § 63 ) a child en ventre sa mère is

for them . They are :
Capacity treated as already born . Legal capa

No.51.- Catalogue of Second-Hand Text- Books,
city is not complete until the attainment of majority.

most of them last editions, at very low prices.
(The expression “ legal capacity ” is used in Eng.

lish Law to cover two different notions — the notion

No. 52. — Catalogue of Sets and Odd Volumes of
of ability to acquire rights (which may be called

American Reports ; the "oddments ” especially being ' passive capacity ” ), and the notion of the ability to

priced very low .
transact legal business ( “ active capacity' ). The

No. 53. — Catalogue of Rare and Interesting Law former may be said to date from the time of birth ,

Books. This includes the old legal classics, French the latter is only completely acquired on the attain

and German law books, and a large number of out- ment of full age . )

of-print books which possess special value . The 2. Majority is attained at the commence

prices on this catalogue are reasonable considering
Majority

ment of the day immediately preceding

their scarcity, but they are not recommended on the twenty -first birthday .

account of cheapness. HERBERT v . TURBALL ( 1663 ) 1 Keb . 589 .

Apply to The BOSTON BOOK Co. , 83 to 91 Part 1 (General) is now ready, in a temporary

FRANCIS St. , BACK BAY, BOSTON, Mass. pamphlet of xxvii + 101 pages, price

66
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1

BARGAIN LIST

Desirable Library Additions

ENGLISH ELEMENTARY WORKS, ETC.

Published since July 1 , 1905 . £ s. d .

7.6

I.IO. O

FAWCETT on Landlord and Tenant . 2d ed . 1. 5. O

HALL on Divorce 1.15 . O

INDERMAUR & THWAIT'S Students ' Guide to

Constitutional Law and Legal History ,

JENKS, Digest of English Civil Law. Part I

KANT (A. N.) . Index of Cases Judicially

Noted. 1865-1904

PETTITT (D. H.). Law of Heavy Motor Cars . 3.10

PETTITT (D. H. ) . Motor Cars and Motor Cycles 3.10

PRATT ( J. T.). Law of Highways. 15th ed .

By W. W. McKenzie

SMITH ( F. E. ) & SIBLEY (N. W.) . Interna

tional Law as Interpreted During the Russo

Japanese War. (We sell in U. S. for $ 5.00 .) 1. 5. O

SNOWDEN'S Magistrates Cases and Police Offi

cers Guide. Ilth ed.

STRAHAN'S Digest of Equity

TODD's Belgian Code of Commerce 1. 5. O

UNDERHILL (A.). On Torts. 8th ed. .

2.IO. O

1

10. 6

10. 6 1

10. 6

AMERICAN ELEMENTARY BOOKS

Published since July 1 , 1905 .

$ 18.00

1.50

8.00

2.50

27.00

ENGLISH REPORTS

FULL ENGLISH REPRINT. Vols. I to 41. A

slightly worn set from a deceased customer $ 205.00

Future volumes will be supplied at $ 6.00 each.

ENGLISH RULING CASES. 26 vols . in 13 78.00

LAW REPORTS. 1865-1903. 276 vols . First

six years American Reprint; rest originals 575.00

Privy COUNCIL. 1811-1903. Acton to Moore

Ind . App. 43 vols. in 9 Books (Full Re

print) and Law Reports. Ind. App. 1873

to 1903 (Originals). 31 vols. . 235.00

CHANCERY REPORTS. 1650-1903. Cary to

DeGex; Jones and Smith, in 27 Books

(Full Reprint); Chancery Appeals, 10 vols .;

Equity Cases, 20 vols.; and Chancery Divi

sion, 1876 to 1903, 75 vols .; in all 132 vols. 550.00

PATENT REPORTS, Cutler, 20 vols . 175.00

SCOTCH REPORTS

REVISED REPORTS, REPRINT (House of Lords

and Session Cases). 39 vols. . $ 250.00

CANADIAN REPORTS

CANADA SUPREME COURT REPORTS, 35 vols. $ 87.50

QUEBEC. Matthews REVISED REPORTS.

1726–1892, 28 vols . 140.00

ONTARIO . LAW REPORTS, 8 vols. 40.00

AMERICAN REPORTS

U.S. SUPREME Court. Brightly's Notes . Fine

set . 198 vols . in 169 $ 300.00

( This is the present “ Official Edition . " )

U.S. SUPREME COURT. First 58 vols. Curtis's

edition in 22 vols. Vols. 59 to 194 original

separate volumes 185.00

UNITED STATES APPEALS. 63 vols . 63.00

UNITED STATES CIRCUIT AND DISTRICT RE

PORTS . FULL SET OF ORIGINALS 350.00

UNITED STATES COURT OF CLAIMS REPORTS .

36 vols. 72.00

UNITED STATES ATTORNEY -GENERAL'S OPIN

IONS. 50.00

CONNECTICUT REPORTS. (Kirby, Root, and

Day, and 1–75 Conn . ) 160.00

D. C. Court of APPEALS, 24 vols.

HAWAIIAN REPORTS. 75.00

Iowa REPORTS to Reporter System . (Morris,

Green , and Iowa. Vols. 1 to 50.)

NEW JERSEY REPORTS, LAW, 70 vols ., EQUITY,

65 vols. 270.00

PENNSYLVANIA REPORTS: SUPREME COURT, 65

vols.; STATE REPORTS, 109 vols . to Atlantic

Reporter . 300.00

VERMONT REPORTS. Original ed . Vols . I to 58 175.00

COLLECTED CASES

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH CORPORATION CASES.

Old Series, 48 vols.; New Series, 16 vols. $ 75.00

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH RAILROAD CASES .

Old Series, 61 vols .; New Series, 14 vols. 50.00

LAWYERS' REPORTS ANNOTATED. 62 vols . and

Digest . Price on application

CYCLOPEDIA OF LAW AND PROCEDURE. Vols.

i to 17 70.00

For Bargains in Partial Sets and Odd Volumes of

Reports, Digest, Statutes, and Session Laws. See

our SECOND -HAND LIST No. 52 .

1.50

3.50

2.50

5.00

24 vols.

7.50

3.50

I 20.00

3.00

18.00

4.0015 vols .

ABBOTT (HOWARD S.) . On Municipal Corpora

tions . 3 vols .

BAKER on Transportation of Troops

Carson's History of U. S. Supreme Court. 2d

ed. 2 vols .

CLEPHANE on Organization and Management of

BusinessCorporations

COOLEY's Briefs on the Law of Insurance . 5

vols...

DEWEY on Legislation Against Speculation and

Gambling inthe Formsof Trade

HOWE (W. W. ) . Studies in Civil Law. 2d ed .

ISAAC on Conditional Sales in Bankruptcy

LAWSON on Contracts. 2d ed .

MARSHALL (JOHN). Kansas Trial · Brief in

Civil and Criminal Cases

May on the Law of Crimes. 3d ed.

POWELL (HENRY M.). On Taxation of Corpo

rations for State and Local Purposes ( N. Y. )

Purdy's Beach on Corporations. 3 vols .

RIDGE's Constitutional Law of England .

ROBERTS ( V. H. ) . Cases on Extraordinary

Legal Remedies

SACKETT on Instructions to Juries. 3d ed.

vols.

SCHOULER (JAMES ). On the Law of Domestic

Relations

Scott ( J. B. ) . Cases on Quasi Contracts .

TUCKER on Monroe Doctrine with Supplement

to 1905

WARE ( E. F.) . On Roman Water Law .

WEIMER (ALBERT B. ) . Law of Railroads in

Pennsylvania, 1893-1905. Including the Law

of Street Railways. A Supplement, vol. 3 .

Whitworth ( J. F.) & MILLER (C. B.) . Penn

sylvania Corporation Laws. 1903-1905

WILL'S Circumstantial Evidence . American

Notes by Beers

WOLF ( L. H.). Law of Fire Insurance Agency .

WOODRUFF (EDWIN H. ) . Cases on Domestic

Relations

WOODRUFF (EDWIN H. ) . Cases on Quasi Con

I10.00 4.50

2

135 vols. I 2.00

3-50

5.00
.

.

1.50

2.50

6.00

1.50

5.00

3.00

tracts ...

3.50

4.50
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AMERICAN REPORTS, DIGESTS , ETC.

Published since July 1 , 1905 .

GENERAL SERIES .

AMERICAN BANKRUPTCY REPORTS . Vol . 13 .

AMER. AND ENG . ENCYCLO. LAW, 2d ed . Vol. 32 .

AMER. AND ENG . RAILROAD CASES, New Series. Vol. 38.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL Cases. Vol. 10.

AMERICAN NEGLIGENCE CASES. Vol . 16.

AMERICAN NEGLIGENCE REPORTS. Vol . 17 .

AMERICAN PROBATE REPORTS, Annotated . Vol. 9 .

AMERICAN STATE REPORTS.

AMERICAN DIGEST, 1905 A.

ATLANTIC REPORTER. Vol . 60 .

CYCLOPAEDIA OF LAW AND PROCEDURE . Vol. 17 .

LAWYERS ' REPORTS, Annotated. Vol. 67 .

L. R. A. CASES AS AUTHORITIES.

MORRISON'S MINING REPORTS. Vol. 21 .

Vol. 103 .

3 Vols.

STATE REPORTS, ETC. Continued .

N. J. Reports. Equity. Vol. 66.

Session Laws. 1905 .

N. M. Reports. Vol. 11 .

Session Law. 1905 .

N. C. Reports. Vols. 137 and 138.

Session Laws. Pub. and Priv. 1905.

N. Y. Reports. Court of Appeals. Vol. 181 .

Supreme Court. Vols. 101 and 102 .

Civil Procedure. Vol. 34 .

Gibbon's Surrogate . I Vol.

Miscellaneous Reports. Vols. 44 and 45 .

Statutes. Gilbert's Annotated Code. 1905.

Session Laws. 2 vols. 1905 .

OHIO. Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 72 .

Circuit Court. 25 and 26 .

Superior Court and Common Pleas. Vols. 13 ,

14 and 15 .

Statutes. Annotated. Vol. I. 1905 .

ORE, Session Laws. 1905 .

PA. Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 210.

Dauphin County. Vol. 7 ,

Maxwell's. (Northampton Co.) Vol. 9 .
Session Laws. 1905.

S. D. Reports.

TENN. Reports. Vol. 113 .

Session Laws. 1905.

TEXAS. Session Laws. 1905.

VA. Reports. Vol. 103 .

WASH . Reports. Vol. 37 .

Session Laws. 1905 .

W. VA. Reports. Vols . 54 , 55, 56.

Session Laws. 1905 .

Wis. Reports. Vol . 122 .

Wyo. Session Laws. 1905.

Vol. 17 .

Vol. 33

UNITED STATES .

U. S. SUPREME COURT REPORTS. Vol. 198.

U. S. SUPREME COURT REPORTS, Lawyers ed . Bk. 49 .

C. C. A. REPORTS. Vol. 67 .

FEDERAL REPORTER. Vol. 136, 137 .

COURT OF CLAIMS. Vol. 39 .

INTERSTATE COMMERCE REPORTS. Vol. 10 .

STATUTES AT LARGE .

STATUTES. Supplemental Vol. ( 57 , 58 Congress.)

STATE AND TERRITORIAL REPORTS .

ARK. Report. Vol. 72.

Cal. Statute , 1905.

Colo . Reports. Supreme Court.

Mill's Annotated Statutes. 3 Vols. , 1905.

Conn. Session Laws, 1905 .

GA. Reports. Vol . 122 .

HAWAII. Reports. Vol. 16.

Statutes , 1905 .

Edging's Digest.

Idaho . Session Laws, 1905.

ILL. Reports. Supreme Court . Vols . 214 and 215 .

Appellate Court . Vols. 115 and 116 .

Statute Supplement. i Vol. 1905 .

IND. Reports . Supreme Court. Vol . 163 .

Statutes . Supplement to Burns Annotated .

Vol. 32 .

CANADIAN LAW BOOKS, REPORTS, DIGESTS,

STATUTES, ETC.

BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Reports. Vol . 10.

Annual Laws. 1905 .

NEW BRUNSWICK.

Reports. Chipman’s. 1 Vol:
Annual Laws. 1905 .

NOVA SCOTIA .

Annual Laws. 1905.I Vol.

Vol. 113

Vol . 93

IA. Reports. Vol. 125.

KAN. Session Laws.
1905.

Ky. Reports. Vol. 116 .

LA. Reports.

ME. Reports. Vol . 99 .

Session Laws. 1905.

MD. Reports. Vol . 99 .

MASS. Reports. Vol . 187.

Session Laws . 1905 .

Mich. Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 135 .

MINN. Reports.

Session Laws. 1905 .

Mo. Reports . Supreme Court. Vol . 187 .

Appeals Reports. Vols. 109 and 110.

Digests. Pattison's Supplement. Vol . 7 .

Complete Mo. Digest. 10 Vols.

Session Laws. 1905.

MONT. Reports .

Session Laws. 1905 .

NEB . Reports . Vol . 66 .

Statutes. Supplement to Cobbey's. 1905 .

Compiled Statutes. I Vol .
1905

Nev . Session Laws. 1905 .

N. H. Session Laws. 1905 .

BRITISH EMPIRE REPORTS, DIGESTS,

STATUTES , ETC.

Law Times Reports. Vol. 91 .

Aspinall’s Maritime Cases. Vol. 9.

Cox Magistrates' Cases . Vol. 21.

Registration Cases. ( Smith .) Vol. 1 , pt. 9 .

Revised Reports. Vols . 74, 75 and 76.

English Reports Reprint . Vols. 52 , 53, 54.

Statutes .

Statutory Rules and Orders.
1904.

COLONIAL .

Australasia .

New South Wales State Reports. Vol. 4 .

Queensland Annual Laws. 1904.

Victorian Annual Laws. 1904.

West Australian Arbitration Repts. Vol. 3 .

Straits Settlement Annual Laws. 1904.

Trinidad Annual Laws. 1904 .

Vol. 30 .

Help Your Neighbors. - As this number of LEG.

Bib. is sent only to a selected list of lawyers, you can

perhaps do a favor to friends by passing it around .
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WANT LIST
WANT LIST – Continued.

Mont. Laws. March and Nov. 1866, Nov. and

Dec. '67, '68, 69, Jan. '70, '83, '85 , '93 , '95 ,

'99, 1903.

Neb . Laws. Jan., Dec. 1855, Pr. '73, 1901, 1903.

Nev . Laws. 1873

N. H. Reports .Vols. 19,30, 31, 44, 45 ,46.

Laws. June 1823, '28, 37, Nov.'36.

N. Laws. Oct. 1828, '32–37, 39, 41, Jan. '55,

'93, 1900 , 1902, 1903.

N. M. Laws. Dec. 1852, '57, '59, '65, '68.

N. Y. Reports. Armstrong's Election Cases.

Coleman, orig. ed .

N. Y. Condensed, 2 vols. Transcript

Appeal. Vols. 6 ,

Laws. Greenleaf's ws. Vols. 2, 3, 1798.

Webster & Skinner's Laws. Vols. 3-6

( 1802–1812 ). Van Ness & Woodworth's

Laws. Vol. 5. 48th Sess. 1825.

N. C. Laws. Pub . 1822, '34, July '63 .

N. D. Laws. 1891-99. 1903.

Ohio. General Laws. Dec. 1822, '30, June '32,

July ,'42.

Local Laws. Dec. 1821 -'31, June '32 , Dec.

'34, July '42, Dec. '50.
Okla . Laws. 1895, 1901-1905.

Statutes. 1890.

Ore. Laws. 1849-50, Dec. '51 , '52 , '58, Oct. '62 ,

'78.

Pa . Vaux's Recorder's Decisions. Delaware

Co. Reports, 7 vols.; Lackawanna Bar.

Lackawanna Jurist, 5 vols . , Lancaster

Bar, 15 vols.

Laws. Ballas. Vol. 4 ; 1842, '43, '45 , '46,

'47, '49, '51 , '53, '58 .

R. I. Reports. Vols. 9 to 13
13

Laws. Jan. 1845, June 46, Nov.87, May' 93.

S. C. Reports. Mills ' Constitutional.

Richardson's Law. Vol . 1 . Rice Law,

Rice Eq., Speers Eq.

Laws. Dec. 1863, Nov. '81 , '83, Dec. '95 ,

'96, '99, 1904:

S. D. Laws, 1890, '93, '97, ’99, 1903, 1905;

Tenn. Pub. Laws. 1829 , 32, 33, 35 , 36, '49, Oct.

'61 .

Priv. Laws. 1831 , '32, '33 . Laws, May,

'95, Jan. '97, 1903 .

Utah. Adj.1853, Sept. '58 , '59, '61, '63, Jan. '72 , '80.
Vt. Reports. N. Chipman, Vt. Vols. 59, 60, 61 ,

63 .

Laws. 1814, 1829.

Va . Reports. Va. Cases, vol. 2 . Howison's

Criminal Cases.

Laws. Dec. 1813, '31, '64 , (Alex. ) .

Wash. Reports. Vols. 23-34.

W.Va. Laws. 1869, '70, '83, '87 , Apr. '87, '89-95,

'99, 1901-5;

Wis. Laws. Local, Nov. 1838, Dec. '41, '43, Jan.

'47 , Oct. '47, '91 . Vol . 2, '95 , '99, 1901 ,

1903

Wyo . Laws. 1886, '99, 1901 , 1903.

Text Books

Dahlgren Maritime International Law,

Boston, 1877

Jenkins Rule of Road , Washington, 1869 .

Ala . Reports. Vols. 9, 11 , 12, 13, 15 .

Laws. Nov.1831,'32 , '32 Extra, '33, '35 , '36.

June 1837, Dec. 1847, Sept. and Nov. 1864.
Ariz. Laws. 1899, 1905 :

Statutes, Howell's Code, 1865 , Revised

1901 .

Ark . Laws. Nov. 1844, '50, '56.

Calif. Laws. 1852, '53, '97 :

Colo. Appeals, Reports.'' Vols. 10, 16.

Laws. Sept. 1861 , Feb. 1864, Jan. 1865,

'66, Priv. 1867, Jan. 1883, '85 , Ex. 1894.
Conn . Rev. Laws, 1769, 1805.

Laws. May, Oct. 1818, May 1819, '20, '21 .

Pub. Laws, 1832, '34. Priv. Laws, 1893.

Dak. Laws. Dec. 1865.

Del.
Laws, 1817 to '23, '27, '29, July 1835, '36,
1845 to '53, '57, Oct. 1864, '89.

D.C. Haywardrd & Hazelton. Vol. 1 .

Fla . Laws. 1840, '41, '42, '44, '64, '75 .

Ga . Decisions. R. M. Charlton .

Laws. 1809, '19, '20, Apr. '21 , Nov. ' 24,

'25, '31, '32 , '33.
Watkins' Laws. 1800 .

Ida. Laws. Dec. 1866, '68, '72, '76, '84, '93,'97,

'99, 1901 to 1905 .

Revised Statutes. 1887 .

Ill. Priv. Laws, 1826, '28, '32 , '36, '38, '46, ²63,

Adj . June '63,

Ind. Gen. and Local Laws. Dec. 1836, Local

Laws, Dec. 1837, '39, '41 .

la . Reports. Vols. 74-80, 82–110, 112, 113,

Laws . Dec. 1840, Local 1842, Dec. 1845 ,

Nov. 1846, Jan. 1892–1902 .

Kan . Laws. Gen. & Priv. Jan. 1861, Jan. 1895 ,

Spec. 1898, Reg. 1899-1903, Spec. 1903 .

Reg. 1905.

Ky. Kentucky Law Reporter, full set.

Laws. Aug., Dec. 1840 , '45, '46, '50, 2 vols.;

'51, '65, Jan. '67, vol. 2 ; Dec. 69, vol . 1 ;

Jan. '71, vol.1; '73, 2 vols.; '77, 3 vols. ;

79, vol . 2 ; '81 , 2 vols. ; '83, vol. 1 ; '87 ,

vols. 2 , 3 ; '96, '98, 1904 .

Reports, Martin, o . s.

La . La. Ann . Vols. 7 to 15 .

Laws. Dec. 1860, Jan. 6, May '96, '98, Ex.

'99, 1900-1904.

Me. Reports . Vols. 46 to 77 .

Laws. Priv. 1820, '21, '22, '28, '29, '30.

Acts and Resolves. Sept. 1840 , Jan. '51 ,

1903.

Md. Laws. Dec. 1815, Jan. '92 , '94 , Mch. 1901 ,

Jan. 1902, 1904.

Mass. Reports. Cushing. Vols. II, Gray .

Vols. 6–9, 12 , 14-16. Allen. Vols, I , 3-12 ,

14 . Mars. Vols. 98-100, 102-104, 106,

108-115, 117-138, 155-169.

Laws. 1808-1830 . Resolves, 1807-1833:

Acts and Resolves. Jan. , Sept. 1842, '44 ,

'46, '47, '48, '51 , '54, '55, '57, Nov. '63 ,

1879 .

Mich . Laws. 1825 ,_' 29, '30, '31 , '33 . Ex . 1898,

Ex. 99 , 2d Ex. 1900, 1903.

Local, 1891, '97.

Minn, Laws . 1852, '53, '54, '55 .

Miss. Reports. Vol.. 34 .

Laws. 1827,, '29, '30, '31-2., Adj; Çalled,
'37 , Called , '43, Jan. and Called , 52,

Called , '60, Jan. '61, March '64 .

115-118.

2 vols.

Vols. 4 , 5.

12 .

We buy Law Books in lots or

whole law libraries, for cash
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BAR JOKES

Here are some of the Grades B and C Jokes ( “Bar

Jokes disbarred " we might call them ) sent us in answer to

request in 8 LEG . BIB. 2 . For Grade A , see GREEN BAG .

From Springfield, Ill .

Phonetic Spelling . - This note was received by an

Illinois lawyer, whose membership in the State legisla

ture kept him away from his office :

“ I have ben hear to sea you ate times an cant find

you hear never.

“ I will give me case to some other liar if you dont

sea me this weak .”

From Asbury Park, N. J.

Obiter Dictum . – Jones, an old theatrical manager,

was sued before a justice of the peace , some twenty

miles from his home, in a certain New Jersey town.

This magistrate had the reputation of being a " plain

tiff's justice.” Jones and his lawyer proceeded to the

Justice's office on the day and hour for trial, having, as

they thought , a good defence.

The case was about to be tried, when suddenly an

other theatrical man, an old friend of Jones, whom he

had not seen in many years, and who happened to be in

the court room , rushed across the room , grasped Jones

warmly by the hand , and shouted , “ Hello, Jones, old

boy! haven't seen you in ten years. What are you doing

here ? Got a show here ? ”

Before Jones could make reply, the Justice (with

seriousness) retorted , “ No, he's got no show here."

From Newark. N. J.

One Legal Pet. Patrick was a pigeon fancier, and

had been brought before the police magistrate charged

with violation of a city ordinance against keeping live

poultry within certain Jimits. Defendant was without

counsel, and the evidence showed clearly that his

feathered pets spent much time around the window sills

of an adjoining factory owned by complaining witness.

It also developed that Patrick had other pets; and with

the idea of showing he had too many, the city attorney

said , “ Now , Pat, how many pigeons do you keep ? "

“ About sixty, all told ,” replied Pat. “ Any dogs?”

“ Yis, sor; two." “ Any cats ? ” “ An auld wan , an ' foive

kittens,” said Pat . “ What else , - any chickens ? ” “Oi

have, tin hins an ’ wan rooster.” “ You seem well sup

plied ,” remarked the city attorney. “ Have you any

other pets? ” “ Oi have, sor,” answered Pat ; " a pet

pony, a pet canary , and over there sets me pet woman.”

These two from Fort Scott , Kansas.

Jury of His Peers.— A North Carolina lawyer was

trying a case before a jury, being counsel for the

prisoner, a man charged with making “ mountain dew ."

The judge was very hard on him , and the jury brought

in a verdict of guilty. The lawyer moved for a new

trial. The judge denied the motion, and remarked ,

“ The court and the jury think the prisoner a knave and

a fool.” After a moment's silence the lawyer answered ,

“ The prisoner wishes me to say that he is satisfied ;

he has been tried by a court and a jury of his peers.”

A Constructive Recess . A Missouri justice of the

peace has devised a plan whereby judges may resent

insult in an approved manner, and at the same time

invoke the majesty of the law to defeat retaliation .

" Judge” Green had laid aside the shoemaker's awl and

was engaged in the trial of a civil suit that involved

$3.25 and costs. In the course of argument, Marks,

counsel for the defendant, made a statement reflecting

upon the court's knowledge of the law. Whereupon the

court, rapping upon the side of his bench and gazing

fearlessly into the eyes of defendant's counsel, said , “ We

will now take a brief recess . Marks, you are a d - d

liar. " Marks' lips parted with a show of resentment,

but before he could proceed, the court rapped for order

with the injunction , " Shut up, Marks! Court is now in

session. ”

From Helena, Montana.

A Mitigated Fine. — A Western justice of the peace ,

noted for his unwillingness to listen to argument, was

recently engaged in the trial of a case of assault and

battery, in which the defendant was an attorney. When

the testimony was concluded , the State not being repre

sented, the defendant slowly arose to make a speech,

and before he was fairly on his feet the justice said, " I

will fine you five dollars .” “ Why, " said the attorney,

" I wanted to argue this case before you decided it."

“ No need of argument," said the justice : “ it is a very

plain case , and I cannot avoid fining you."

“ Yes," said the attorney, “ but I wanted to be heard

in mitigation .”

“ O Helena !” said the justice , “ under the statute I

could fine you as much as fifty dollars, but I have miti

gated the fine down to five dollars, and that is mitiga

tion enough . ”

From New York City, these two.

His Law was Outlawed . — Judge Geo. G. Barnard ,

who quickly decided matters coming before him , once

said to a young practitioner who closed his remarks

thus, “ Why, your Honor, that has been the rule ever

since the stars first sang together.”

" Counsellor, it will cost you ten dollars for being at

that concert. I deny your motion .”

Vocation or Avocation . — A leading Boston lawyer

asked the witness, a young man of dissolute habits,

whether he was not in the habit of loafing around bar

rooms and billiard -rooms. The witness pertly answered,

“ That is my business.” “ Yes, I know , ” the lawyer

responded ; " but is it your only business? ”

From Chicago.

Playing to the Gallery . – Lawyer Brown had a case

involving land boundaries. The question was one of

accretions to land ; and Brown, to make perfectly clear

his contentions, drew maps showing the situation . The

judge hearing the case said , “ But, Mr. Brown, I don't

quite understand what you mean .

“ Your Honor," replied Mr. Brown, “ I did not sup

pose you would . I was just doing this for the benefit

of the bvstanders. ”

6

Never let a Green Bag get by without looking it through
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NEW BOOK ON CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE

THE PRINCIPLES OF CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE, ILLUSTRATED BY NUMEROUS
CASES. By the late WILLIAM WILLS, J.P. Edited by his son , SIR ALFRED Wills , one of His

Majesty's Judges of the High Court of Justice Fifth English Edition. With American notes by

George E. BEERS and ARTHUR L. CORBIN, of the Faculty of Yale Law School.

One volume, 700 pages, bound in law sheep, $ 5.00 net.

We call this a new book, for while WILLS ON CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE has been a classic of

the law since the first edition appeared in 1838, and has reached five editions in England and seven in the

United States, Professor Beers has added so many American notes that this edition is much larger and

far more useful than any of its twelve predecessors.

1 2

TABLE OF CONTENTS

CHAPTER I. CHAPTER V.

EVIDENCE IN GENERAL.
EXCULPATORY PRESUMPTIONS AND CIRCUM

Sect . 1. The Nature of Evidence . - 2. The vari STANTIAL EVIDENCE.

ous kinds of Evidence . — 3. Nature of the Assur

ance produced by different kinds of Evidence .
CHAPTER VI .

CHAPTER II . RULES OF INDUCTION SPECIALLY APPLICABLE

CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE . TO CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE .

Sect. 1. Essential Characteristics of Circumstan

tial Evidence . - 2. Presumptions. - 3. Relative CHAPTER VII .

value of Direct and Indirect or Circumstantial Evi
PROOF OF THE CORPUS DELICTI .

dence.— 4. Of the Sources and Classification of

Circumstantial Evidence.
Sect. 1. General Doctrine . — 2. Proof by Cir

cumstantial Evidence.- 3 . Application in Cases of
CHAPTER III . Homicide. — 4. Application in Cases of Poisoning .

INCULPATORY MORAL INDICATIONS .
-5 . Application in Cases of Infanticide .

Sect. 1. Motives to Crime.— 2. Declarations and

acts indicativeof guilty Consciousness or Intention.
CHAPTER VIII .

-3. Preparations and opportunity for the Commis- ON THE FORCE AND EFFECT OF CIRCUM

sion of Crine . — 4. Recent Possession of the Fruits
STANTIAL EVIDENCE .

of Crime.- 5. Unexplained Appearances of Sus
picion, and attempts to account for them by false

Representations. – 6. Indirect Confessional Evi CONCLUSION.

dence. -7. The Suppression, Destruction, Fabrica

tion , and Simulation of Evidence. -- 8. Statutory cumstantial Evidence , - 2. Considerations which
Sect. 1. General Grounds of the Force of Cir .

Presumptions . - 9. Scientific Testimony.
augment its Force in particular cases. —3. Cases in

CHAPTER IV . illustration . — 4. Conclusion .

EXTRINSIC AND MECHANICAL INCULPATORY

INDICATIONS . APPENDIX.

Sect . 1. Identification of Person .- 2 . Indentifica- Note on Tests for Human Blood .

tion of Articles of Property : - 3. Proof of Hand. Note on Tendency ofHumanNature to Assume

writing . - 4. Verification of Dates and Time . Knowledge of Occurrences.

The American Editors have supplied in the form of notes, at the end of each chapter, a copious cita

tion and analysis of American cases . Many lawyers are familiar with Professor Beers' notes to Stephen's

Digest of Evidence , and will be prepared to find this work equally useful .

If any lawyer has, or is likely to have a case of Circumstantial Evidence, or if he cares to cover

specialties in his library, he ought to get this exhaustive treatise . In illustration of its usefulness, even

when other treatises are available, may be found in the fact that the index to the latest general work on

Evidence has only eight references under the head of “ Circumstantial Evidence,” and that these eight,

when examined, are found to cover only eighteen pages, as against seven hundred pages in Wills.

Published by THE BOSTON BOOK CO ., 83 Francis St. , Back Bay, Boston, Mass.
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The American Editors have supplied in the form of notes, at the end of each chapter, a copious cita

tion and analysis of American cases . Many lawyers are familiar with Professor Beers' notes to Stephen's

Digest of Evidence , and will be prepared to find this work equally useful.

If any lawyer has, or is likely to have a case of Circumstantial Evidence, or if he cares to cover

specialties in his library, he ought to get this exhaustive treatise. In illustration of its usefulness, even

when other treatises are available, may be found in the fact that the index to the latest general work on

Evidence has only eight references under the head of “ Circumstantial Evidence," and that these eight,

when examined, are found to cover only eighteen pages, as against seven hundred pages in Wills .

Published by THE BOSTON BOOK CO ., 83 Francis St., Back Bay, Boston , Mass.



FOR LAW STUDENTS

PREPARATION AND REVIEW THE BEST ENCYCLOPÆDIA

BOUVIER'S LAW DICTIONARY

RAWLE'S REVISION

EWELL'S ESSENTIALS OF THE LAW

3 vols. Sheep, $7.50, or cloth , $6.00

These manuals comprise the gist of standard text

books ; so graphically printed in different kinds of

type as to impress the mind la study and quicken

the memory in review ,

They furnish a complete course of law study ,

Vol. 1 is A POCKET BLACKSTONE, giving all

of the Commentaries which is not absolutely

obsolete.

2 vols. Sheep, $ 12.00

Good in Study

Good in Practice

Respected in Court

The Standard Dictionary

This is the best edition of Blackstone for students .

Vol. 2. PLEADINGS, CONTRACTS, EQUITY.

VOL. 3. EVIDENCE, TORTS, REAL PROPERTY.

Vol. 1. costs $ 3.00 SEPARATELY in sheep, or

$2.50 in Cloth .

Vols. 2 and 3 cost $2.50 each in sheep, or

$ 2.00 in cloth .

This work has been recognized as a standard

authority for sixty years by Bench and Bar.

Bought by a studeat at the outset, it guides him

through study , and when he gets to practice, it is a

law library la itself .

-

WILLS AND EXECUTORSSALES :DOMESTIC RELATIONS :

CRIMINAL LAW

BROWNE'S SALES OF PERSONAL

PROPERTY

SCHOULER ON WILLS

3d edition. $5.50

SCHOULER ON EXECUTORS

3d edition . $5.50

These two books are the recognized American

Standards on these subjects. They are capital books

for studeots, for while they are clear and compact

enough for study , they are sufficiently full for use in

subsequent practice.

BROWNE'S DOMESTIC RELATIONS

BROWNE'S CRIMINAL LAW

Each volume, sheep, $2.50 ; cloth , $2.00

EQUITY PLEADING
These Students ' Manuals, written by the late

Irviog Browne, are clear, forcible statemeats of ele

mentary principles.

The author spent a life- time in writing and teach

ing law , and thus learned how to present legal pria

ciples in language that could be easily understood and

remembered .

His Manuals are especially useful for Home Study.

HEARD'S EQUITY PLEADING

Sheep, $2.50 ; cloth , $ 2.00

This Manual is the clearest concise exposition of

the subject, - far better suited to students ' use than

any of the larger books.

EVIDENCE . — Best's PRINCIPLES OF The Law of EVIDENCE ; CHAMBERLAYNE's AMERICAN Notes. Sheep, $ 5.00

The best one - volume treatise on Evidence , for student or lawyer.

CONTRACTS . - MeTCALF ON CONTRACTS. Heard's EDITION . Sheep , $3.50

By Judge Metcalf of the Massachusetts Supreme Court.

REAL PROPERTY. - WILLIAMS ON REAL PROPERTY . HUTCHINS' Edition . Sheep , $4.00

Amer ican notes to this Standard treatise by the Dean of Michigan University Law School.

BLIND CITATIONS. – ABBREVIATIONS USED IN Law Books. Sheep, $ 1.50

A good guidethrough the perplexities of citation .

The Wise Student reads every number of The Green Bag

All the above are published by the Boston Book Co.
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*Ibow to Use E. R. C.

If your case is easily settled, you do not need books.

If it is difficult or puzzling you want

First: to grasp all the facts thoroughly ;

Second : to find the PRINCIPLE OF Law which applies to the case.

To take this second step, do not waste time on thethousands of conflicting

citations you will find in digests, text -books, and cyclopædias.

Go right to English Ruling Cases.

Take down the volume covering the subject under which your facts fall.

Examine the analysis of the subject, and turn to the sub-topic closest to
your facts.

There you will find in large type the “ Rule ” of law, - the bed -rock prin

ciple, — which applies to your case, and must govern its decision .

Read the one, two, or three great cases, there reprinted in full, from which

the Editor deduces his “ Rule,” and make them the basis of your argument.

Examine the English notes to see if any case therein abstracted fits your
facts

better than the principal cases.

Then find in the American notes some citation to a set of reports which you

own, or which is easily accessible, and from that citation trace the American de

cisions which support your line of argument— and thus complete your brief.

Having started the right way, — from a settled principle of law downward,

you have saved much timeand labor, and are far more likely to succeed in your

case, than if you try to work backward through the mazes of the law of to -day.

Used in this way, E. R. C. is the greatest

labor-saving device in all law literature.

-

The set may of course be used, through the Table of Cases, — in verifying
citations or in hunting, from a known case , for groups of kindred cases. Even

in this use it is superior to most sets of reports, because it contains all the great

cases, and only the great cases, which have stood the test of time.

But its eminent superiority to other sets, — its unique excellence, — lies on

lines of original research, as sketched above.

The set, as published in 26 volumes, has been

sold for $143 .

In June, 1905 , we issue a special limited sub

scription edition , 26 vols . bound in 13 , for $78.00 .

THE BOSTON BOOK CO .

83 to 91 Francis St., Back Bay, BOSTON , MASS.
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English Ruling Cases

with American Notes

)

[26 VOLUMES, ORIGINALLY PUBLISHED AT $ 143.00 ]

Limited Subscription Edition , published in June, 1905

26 VOLUMES IN 13. $78.00 NET

The only set of reports which can be used for original research without previous searches in di.

gests, text -books, or cyclopædias :

The only law book which codifies the whole law in Rules ; each Rule sustained by great cases :

And consequently the most useful set of reports a judge or lawyer can buy.

E. R. C. GIVES IN FULL

The Great Cases of our Common Law

Controlling in America as well as in England

Grouped under topics in encyclopædia form .

UNDER BACH TOPIC ARE GIVEN–

A “ rule ” of law deduced from the cases

The earliest (“ leading " ) case , in full

The later “ ruling " case or cases , in full

English notes abstracting collateral cases

American Notes, confirming the Ruling Cases .

In this accessible form , two thousand of the living decisions of Eldon, Mans

field and other great judges, are presented in full, in support of the Rule of Law

which they established .

Twenty thousand other decisions abstracted in the English Notes, illustrate

developments or variations of the “ Rule.”

Twenty thousand American citations, chosen from a great range of our Fed

eral and State jurisdictions, enable every lawyer to connect the Rule and the Ruling

Cases, with some American case whichis accessible on his own shelves, and through

that case , with a chain of our own authorities.

The “ Rules ” deduced from the Ruling Cases, have been pronounced by

competent authority to be the clearest and most accurate Maxims in law literature,

and to constitute a remarkable CODIFICATION OF THE COMMON LAW .

1

E

-

E. R. C. is of great value in difficult questions.

TO PRACTITIONERS

AT THE OFFICE : -To use as a first step in looking up law '; or to verify citations.

AT HOME :-To clear the mind by getting at principles of law, unembarrassed by con

flicting modern cases.

TO JUDGES : - To get a sure basis of decision in doubtful cases.

A western lawyer thus describes the peculiar merit of E. R. C.:

“ When a client has brought me an important case, I used to start to look up law through

digests and text-books,- getting fifty or a hundred citations, verifying them laboriously at the

library , finding some of them pertinent, but always waking up finally to the fact that they all

led back to, and relied on as ultimate authority, four or five great decisions. Now this set of

English Ruling Cases gives me these great (Ruling) oases at once, and I am saved all this

labor. It is much easier and surer to start with undoubted law, and build up a case, than it

is to gropo back towards a foundation ."
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THE GREEN BAG IN ITS NEW FORM

Indispensable to the Legal Profession

Always Interesting. For seventeen years The GREEN BAG has been a favorite among

lawyers as a bright, entertaining, and stimulating magazine .

Formerly a Luxury. — But as it was devoted mainly to legal history, biography, anecdote,,

and humor, many lawyers of limited income , whilewishing to take it , felt obliged

to forego subscription because it gave them too little of “ practical" law .

Changes in 1904-5. — Recognizing this limitation to its usefulness , the publishers have

enlarged the size of each number, giving room ( without sacrificing any part of its

former attractiveness) for three additional features of great practical usefulness .

Epoch -making Decisions. - The most valuable of these is the new department of “ Notes

OF RECENT CASES," giving a concise summary of such current cases as a judge on

the bench , or a lawyer having (or hoping for) good practice , ought to know of , in

order to keep abreast of the constant development and definition of the law.

To be sure that these notes cover the whole ground , and are not merely the chance

finds of a partial observer , the publishers have made arrangements with theeditors

of the West Publishing Company's Reporter System , who see and read every decision

in the country as soon as it is handed down, to select every month and summarize for

The GREEN Bag those cases in the Federal or State Courts which contain new points.

of law, or which criticise or overrule previous cases.

In November, 1905 , this feature was further developed by submitting these Notes

OF Recent Cases before publication , to leading legal writers and lecturers, who may

be considered as experts in different branches of the law , and who comment on such

cases as they consider especially important.

Thus Green Bay readers get every month , notes of cases carefully selected for them

by a double corps of expert editors , who have surveyed the whole field of contem

porary law.

|

Practical Articles. — The second development is in the line of leading articles on juris

prudence, public law , and the higher planes of private law . No attempt will be made

to give mere compilations of head -notes and citations; but the weightier questions

of law will be treated thoughtfully and soundly by able writers.

Current Discussions. The third valuable new feature is an addition to the editorial

department, in which the editor gives a list of all noteworthy articles in other Ameri

can and English law periodicals , and summarizes the most important. This " Review

of Reviews serves to keep the subscriber in touch with contemporaneous legal

thought.

Relaxation and Stimulus. — In addition , The GREEN BAG will contain portraits and illus

trated articles of legal history and biography, with a cheery variety of verse , anec

dote , and humor, to regale the reader when he is worn out with work and worry.

Delightfully Indispensable. — THE GREEN BAG has thus been promoted to rank among

the necessities of practice. Through no other magazine can a lawyer keep sq well

informed as to new thought and novel precedent ; nor can he find this information

so flavored with diverting light literature on the lines of his vocation .

Cost. — The subscription price of The GREEN Bag is four dollars per year (payable in

advance ). A single number costs 50 cents ,.

The Green Bag is a monthly illustrated magazine for lawyers, whose eighteenth

volume begins in January, 1906. It is published by THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY,

83 to 91 Francis Street , Back Bay, Boston, Mass.
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Contents of The Green Bag for 1905

LATE CASES AND DISCUSSIONS :

In every number a REVIEW OF CURRENT LEGAL ARTICLES calls atten

tion to articles especially worth reading in American and foreign law magazines ;

and NOTES OF RECENT CASES abstract, with comments by experts, the

important decisions of all Federal and State courts.

By glancing through these departments every month, the reader can keep

abreast of the latest literature of the law.

66

-

LIVE TOPICS

JANUARY : The Maintenance of the Open

Shop . " - Bruce Wyman .

The State and the Street Railway. – B. W.
Warren .

FEBRUARY . - The Need of Legislative Experts. -

T. H. Whitney.

Federal Control of Insurance Corporations . — W.

R. Vance.

MARCH : - Federal Regulation of Corporations.

Pro :—W . J. Curtis .

Con : J. E. Parsons .

The Judiciary and Elections . — W. E. Hutton .

APRIL : - Impeachment of Judge Swayne. - C. E.

Littlefield , M.C.

Perpetuation of the Open Market.—Bruce Wyman.

Newspapers and the Jury.-C. B. Smith .

MAY : - The Law's Delays – Can they be obvi

ated - Conditions in the United States, England ,

France, and Italy . Discussion by fifteen promi

nent American judges and wyers.

JUNE : - Aspects of the Equitable Life Ins . Co.

Controversy. - Anon .

The Lawyer in Public Affairs. - Alton B. Parker.

JULY : - The Reign of Law.- Joseph W. Folk .

Limitation of the Hours of Labor, and the Fed

eral Supreme Court . -- Ernst Freund .

The Civil and the Common Law in the Louisiana

Purchase. - Emlin McClain .

AUGUST . - The Conviction of a Senator . – Wallace

McCamant.

SEPTEMBER . -- Noteworthy Changes in Statute

Law.- Henry St. George Tucker,
The Constitutionality of General Arbitration

Treaties. — EverettP. Wheeler .

The American Lawyer. - Alfred Hemenway .

OCTOBER . — Legitimate Functions of Judge-made

Law. – Hannis Taylor.

Public Duty of the Common Carrier in Relation

to Dependent Services.- Bruce Wyman.

The Kansas-Colorado Water -suit . -- George P.

Costigan, Jr.

And in every number

LEGAL EDUCATION

JANUARY :-A Scientific School of Legal Thought.

- Melville M. Bigelow.

FEBRUARY: - The Study of Old Greek Law.-F.
E. Whitaker.

SEPTEMBER :- - Practice Work in Law Schools . -

Jas. P. Hall.

INTERNATIONAL LAW

FEBRUARY : - International Arbitration the Product

of the Modern International System . - Hannis

Taylor.

APRIL : Agreements of the United States other

than Treaties. — C. C. Hyde.

JUNE : — The North Sea Inquiry. – B. H. Conner.

BIOGRAPHY

JANUARY: - Wm . H. Seward as a Lawyer (Portrait).

FEBRUARY: - The Legal Side of Joseph W. Folk

(Portrait).

MARCH : - Governor Charles S. Deneen of Illinois

(Portrait).

Martin Van Buren, the Lawyer ( Portrait) .

JUNE:- Chief Justice Jonathan Ross of Vermont

( Portrait) .

JULY : - Charles J. Bonaparte as a Lawyer ( Portrait ).
- Wm. Reynolds.

AUGUST : -- John K. Cowen (Portrait ). — Judson

Harmon .

SEPTEMBER : - George R. Peck ( Portrait) . — Edgar

A. Bancroft.

OCTOBER : — An Octogenarian Lord High Chan

cellor. — R. D. McGibbon .

MISCELLANEOUS

The Tucker Trial for Murder (Massachusetts ).

Legal Rights in the Remains of the Dead .

The Law and Lawyers.

Tobacco Laws of the Old Dominion .

LIGHTER LITERATURE

Your Affectionate Friend John March . – The Tale

of “ 34 Federal.” --Apices Juris .— Commonwealth
V. Lamb. - Lord Beaconsfield and the Bar.

Concerning Great Danes.

« Humor of the Law . ”
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Keep thoroughly informed as to new law

Keep up with the best thought of your profession

At small cost of time or money

by taking

THE GREEN BAG

.

We ask you to look at the reverse side of

this page, and note under the head “Live

Topics ” how keenly the Editor watches the

current of public discussion, and how closely

the readers of THE GREEN BAG are kept

in touch with the men and the ideas now

prominent in the law .

The cost of THE GREEN BAG is four

dollars per year. Enclosed you will find an

order blank.

Why not fill it out, send it to us, and try

this excellent magazine ? You will not res

gret it.

THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY

83 to 91 Francis Street, Back Bay

BOSTON, MASS.
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Published in January, 1906, by The Boston Book Company.

Address, 83 to 91 Francis Street, Fenway , Boston , Mass.

This paper is issued quarterly, to give information about

American and foreign legal literature. We send it without charge

to any book -buyer who asks for it.

We omit our usual Table of Contents, because everyone

who gets this number ought to read it right through.

THE SET OF REPORTS

Most Useful to a Lawyer

- IS

ENGLISH RULING CASES

In justice to yourself and your clients

Read pages 2 and 13

of this number

The Easiest, Surest, and Cheapest way to

keep up with recent law and late

cases is to take and read

THE GREENBAG

Why not try it for the year 1906 ?

See page 16 for what lawyers say about it

and pages 14 and 15 for particulars

To our regular customers, and to anyone who sends us an order

in response to this Leg. Bib., we will send, without charge, on

application , our 4.pp. Bibliographic Supplement. See page 3 .



How to Use E. TR . C.

reports which

If your case is difficult you want

First : to grasp all THE FACTS thoroughly ;facts

Second : to find the PRINCIPLE OF Law which applies to the case .

To take this second step, do not waste time on conflicting citations in digests,

text-books, and cyclopædias.

Go right to

English TRuling Cases with American Hotes

Take down the volume covering the subject under which your facts fall.

Examine the analysis of the subject, and turn to the topic closest to your facts.

There you will find in large type the “ Rule ” of law , — the bed -rock prin”

ciple, - which applies to your case, and must govern its decision .

Read the one, two, or three great cases, reprinted in full, from which the Editor

deduces his “ Rule , ” and make them the basis of your argument.

Examine the English notes to see if any case therein abstracted fits your facts

better than the principal cases.

Then find in the American notes some citation to a set of you

own, or which is easily accessible, and from that citation trace the American de

cisions which support your line of argument— and thus complete your brief.

Having started the right way, — from a settled principle of law

downward, — you have saved much time and labor, and are far

more likely to succeed in your case, than if you try to work back

ward through the mazes of the law of to - day.

Used in this way , E. TR . C. is the greatest

labor-saving device in all law literature.

The set may of course be used, through the Table of Cases, — in verifying
citations or in hunting from a known case, for groups of kindred cases. Even

in this use it is superior to most sets of reports, because it contains all the great

cases, and only the great cases, which have stood the test of time.

But its eminent superiority to other sets, — its unique excellence, - lies on lines

of original research, as sketched above.

Special limited subscription edition ,

26 vols. bound in 13 , for $ 78.00.

THE BOSTON BOOK CO .

83 to 91 Francis St., Fenway, BOSTON , MASS.
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but page

NOTES THE B. B. CO. CRESCENDO

New Catalogue. — We have in press, and will send How much money have you , to spend for books ?

free to any intending bookbuyer who asks for it , a new Whatever your pile is ( Carnegie and Rockefeller barred )

13th edition of our priced catalogue of Recent Text you can spend it all with us right now. For instance

Books in General Use .
you can get for

Have You a Student ? -- If you have one in your $ .50 ANY NUMBER OF THE GREEN BAG.

office, we recommend for him EWELL'S ESSENTIALS OF 1.00 PORTRAIT OF DANIEL WEBSTER .

THE LAW. See page in this number headed , “ For Law 1.50 ABBREVIATIONS USED IN LAW Books.

Students.” VOORHEES ON ARREST ; OR POR

Probably a Miner. We get from West Virginia this TRAIT OF JOHN JAY.

request, • Pleas send catalogue of Law - Books spe. 2.50 BROWNE ON SALES ; DOMESTIC RE

cially Black Stones. Yours respectully." LATIONS ; OR CRIMINAL LAW .

A Mortifying Confession. Through oversight , we 3.00 GROUP PORTRAITS OF CHIEF JUS.

omitted to print, and send out with the December num TICES OF THE UNITED STATES.

ber, a Title Page for Vol. 17 of THE GREEN Bag, but 4.00 Subscription to the Green Bag for

we have had one printed since, and will send it without 1906.

charge to any subscriber who wants to bind his volume. 5.00 WILLS ON CIRCUMSTANTIAL Evi

Humble apologies !
DENCE ; Beers' Notes.

5.50 SCHOULER ON WILLS.

OUR SINCERE THANKS
6.00 GARLAND's New ENGLAND TOWN

To the GREEN BAG subscribers who have answered LAW .

our request for suggestions, with such excellent advice 7.50 Ewell's ESSENTIALS. 3 Vols.

and such generous praise, we return our cordial thanks. 10.00 SCHOULER ON WILLS AND EXECU

We wanted to answer each letter, but the avalanche is
2 VOLS,

too great. We wanted to print all their encomiums, 12.00 Bouvier's Law Dictionary by

16 of this LEG. Bib . shows how few and how
Rawle. 2 Vols.

brief are the extracts our space allows. At some time
20.00 Jones's Index To LEGAL PERIOD

we may print more and fuller extracts from these too
2 VOLS.

kind letters.

As it is we thank all our friends for their approbation,
51.00 BOUND SET OF THE GREEN BAG . 17

Vols,

and will take to heart their suggestions for the future.

78.00 English Ruling Cases (subscription

BIBLIOGRAPHIC SUPPLEMENT FREE
edition) . 26 Vols. in 13 .

96.00 Mews' DIGEST OF ENGLISH CASE

We print for this number a four-page Bibliographic
LAW. 16 Vols.

Supplement , containing a lot of information about recent
143.00 ENGLISH RULING CASES (ORIGINAL

law -books: i.e.

A list of the latest volume of reports, the latest digest,
EDITION ). 26 Vols.

and the latest revised statutes of every state, and of the
342.00 FULL REPRINT OF ENGLISH Reports,

Federal jurisdictions ; of England, Ireland, Scotland,
THE. 57 Vols. NOW READY.

and all the British Colonies. 900.00 FULL SET OF THE ENGLISH REPRINT .

A list of the Text Books published in the United States 10,000.00 LIBRARY FOR YOUR SON TO START

and in England during the year 1905.
His LAW PRACTICE.

A list of the latest bound volumes of the principal 250,000.00 Good LIBRARY FOR A LAW SCHOOL.

current law periodicals.
10,000,000.00 ENDOWMENT FOR AN INSTITUTE OF

This supplement will be valuable to law librarians, and JURISPRUDENCE.

to lawyers who have large libraries. We do not enclose
[That is as far as we will go now ; but if you have

it with 12 LEG. BIB ., because it may be somewhat
more to spend, come to us for suggestions.]

“ caviare to the general," and we do not want to waste

it on the bookless or the non -reciprocating.

To any of our regular customers, - or to anyone who Early Forecast. When old Thomas Fidell, in 1654,

sends us an order in response to this number, we will published his “ Perfect Guide for a Studious Young

take great pleasure in mailing this supplement free, upon Lawyer ,” he anticipated by 250 years Ewell's Essen .

application.
TIALS OF THE LAW .

3

ICALS .



Have you these Books in your Library ?

THE BEST CYCLOPÆDIA OF LAW

The one essential book for Judges, Lawyers, and Students

BOUVIER'S LAW DICTIONARY, Revised by FRANCIS RAWLE

2 vols. 2400 pages. $12.00

“ A Law Library in itself . "

“ A concise Encyclopædia of the Law ."

“ The best work of its kind.” — Miller, J. , in Kring v. Mo.107 U. S. 231.

No book is like it No book can take its place

WILLS ON CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE

New Edition , with full late American Notes by Prof. George E. Beers of Yale

ONE VOLUME, SHEEP, $5.00

VOORHEES ON THE LAW OF ARREST

ONE VOLUME, CLOTH, $2.00

THE AMERICAN STANDARD ON TESTAMENTARY TOPICS

SCHOULER ON WILLS, 3d Edition, Sheep, $5.50

SCHOULER ON EXECUTORS, 3d Edition, Sheep, $5.50

or together , 2 vols . $ 10.00

WOOD ON LIMITATIONS, 3d Edition , $6.50

JONES'S INDEX TO LEGAL PERIODICALS

2 vols. Half Morocco, $20.00

Expensive but useful. Unlocks Treasures of valuable Monographs.

ABBREVIATIONS USED IN LAW BOOKS. SHEEP, $ 1.50

A mightily useful desk manual for reader or brief -maker .

SHELDON ON SUBROGATION, 2d Edition , Sheep, $5.00

By Judge Sheldon of the Mass. Supreme Court.

MOORE ON EXTRADITION. 2 vols. Sheep, $ 12.00

All Published by THE BOSTON BOOK CO ..



BARGAINS IN FULL SETS

12.00

20.00

20.00

3

220.00

roan .

green cloth .

We have in stock the following sets. The prices are net cash .

Where cash accompanies the order, we will pay delivery charges.

$ 10.00 AMERICAN CORPORATION CASES, 10 vols. $135.00 MAINE REPORTS. Vols . 1 to 45 .

ARIZONA REPORTS, 3 vols . 140.00 QUEBEC. MATTHEWS REVISED REPORTS,

18.00 ENGLISH ADMIRALTY REPORTS, 9 vols. ( The 1726–1892, 28 vols. Practically all of the

excellent American reprint.) cases decided in the various series of Quebec.

EVANS' STATUTES IN FORCE, 10 vols ., 1836 . 150.00 U. S. PATENT OFFICE GAZETTE, 1872–1903,

[Important series of English Statutes.] 110 vols. Index bound in each volume,

MOAK'S ENGLISH REPORTS, 38 vols. and one-half leather.

Digest, 2 vols . 175.00 PATENT REPORTS. Cutler, 20 vols . ( This is

25.00 NEVADA REPORTS, 16 vols. in 8 to Pacific the official series of English Patent Reports.)

Reporter. 175.00 VERMONT REPORTS. Vols. 1-58; original ed .

28.00 NEW YORK ANNOTATED CASES, 14 vols . 185.00 U. S. SUPREME Court. Curtis Edition . (First

[Continuation of Abbott's New Cases.] 58 vols. in 22 Books. Vols. 59 to 198 separate .]
32.00 BENTON'S CONGRESSIONAL DEBATES, 1789- 215.00 FULL REPRINT OF THE ENGLISH REPORTS.

1850, 16 vols., cloth . First 43 volumes fine second -hand. [Pur

35.00 NATIONAL BANKRUPTCY REGISTER, 18 vols . chaser to subscribe for remaining volumes

40.00 COLORADO APPEALS REPORTS, 18 vols. at $ 6.00 per volume.]

40.00 ONTARIO LAW REPORTS, 8 vols . ( Current.) MASSACHUSETTS REPORTS, Vols . I to 130 in

[ These reports are next in importance to 65 . 131 to 186 , single vols.

the Canada Supreme Court Reports. 235.00 Privy COUNCIL. 1811-1904. (Acton to Moore

45.00 AMERICAN RAILWAY REPORTS, 21 vols . Indian Appeals. 43 vols, in 9 (Full Reprint)9

45.00 NEW YORK WEEKLY DIGEST, 28 vols. [Con and Law Reports. Ind. App. 1873-1904.

sidered as a part ofa set of N. Y. Reports.) (Originals ). 32 vols.]

50.00 ALABAMA REPORTS, Minor, Stewart, 3 vols., 250.00 REPRINT OF SCOTCH REPORTS (House of

Stewart & Porter, 5 vols ., Porter, 9 vols. , Lords and Sessions Cases) , 40 vols., half

Alabama, 1 and 2 , 20 vols. (We have only three sets left . )

50.00 WASHINGTON REPORTS. Ty. 3 vols. State 270.00 NEW JERSEY. Law Reports, 70 vols . Equity

vols. 1-22 . 65 vols. 135 vols . in all.

51.00 GREEN BAG , 17 vols. complete to 1905. Half 300.00 PENNSYLVANIA REPORTS. Supreme Court, 65

vols. State Reports, 109 vols . to Atlantic

55.00 ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF FORMS, 18 vols. Reporter.

69.00 ENGLISH CHANCERY REPORTS, 69 vols. (Ameri- 300.00 U. S. SUPREME Court. Brightley's Notes.

can Reprint covering from 1820 to 1865.] Present Official Edition . 198 vols . in 169.

72.00 U. S. Court of CLAIMS REPORTS, 36 vols. 550.00 CHANCERY REPORTS . 1650-1904. (Cary to

74.00 ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF PLEADING AND PRACTICE, DeGex, Jones & Smith in 27 Books ( Full

Reprint); Chancery Appeals, 10 vols .

75.00 AMERICAN AND ENGLISH CORPORATION CASES, Equity Cases, 20, vols . , and Chancery Di

Old Series, 48 vols ; New Series, 16 vols. vision, 1876 to 1904, 77 vols.; in all 134

75.00 AMERICAN AND ENGLISH RAILROAD CASES, vols.

Old Series, 61 vols.; New Series, 14 vols . 625.00 LAW REPORTS , 1865-1904, 282 vols . [First

75.00 COLORADO SUPREME COURT REPORTS, 32 vols. ' six years American Reprint; rest origi

75.00 ENGLISH LAW REPORTS STATUTES, 1865 nals .]

1904, 39 vols.
Prices

ENGLISH REPORTS. Practically full set of

75.00 LAW QUARTERLY REVIEW, 21 vols . Cloth.

on appli- IRISH REPORTS, 167 vols.
original editions, about 1500 vols .

75.00 U. S. ATTORNEY -GENERAL'S OPINIONS, 24
cation

vols. [ This set is becoming scarce .] CANADIAN REPORTS, 190 vols.

75.00 U. S. STATUTES AT LARGE, 32 vols .

80.00 ASPINWALL'S MARITIME CASES, vols . I to 8 .
ALSO FOR YOUR HOME LIBRARY

[ These frequently cited English Admiralty

Reports have been sold for $ 120. Vol. 9 is $ 10.00 Von Holst's CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY OF

We can supply it for $15.00.] THE UNITED STATES. 8 vols.

85.00 HAWAIIAN REPORTS, 16 vols. and Digest. 15.00 MESSAGES OF THE PRESIDENTS. 10 vols . (half

95.00 UNITED STATES APPEALS REPORTS. 63 vols . morocco ).

Complete. 18.00 THE WORLD'S WORK , N.Y., 1900-1905. 9 vols.

100.00 CLUNET, JOURNAL DU DROIT INTERNATIONAL. 18.00 MUNICIPAL AFFAIRS, N.Y, 1897-1903. 6 vols.

[A ' very valuable set which is and Supplement (all published ).

Jacking in most libraries.] 25.00 COUNTRY LIFE IN AMERICA, 1901. 8 vols .

STATUTES OF THE REALM . Large folio, 11 40.00 VANITY FAIR , London, 1868-1878 . 20, vols .

vols . Half morocco. (Containing the series of

105.00 CANADA SUPREME COURT REPORTS, 1869 graphic caricatures on lawyers, judges, and

1904, 35 vols. (full set) fine condition. public men , by " Spy ." ]

[ These reports are getting to be valuable 55.00 THE FORUM, New York, 1886–1904, 35 vols.

in this country .] 60.00 NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE PROMOTION

PENNA. WEEKLY NOTES OF Cases, 44 vols. OF SOCIAL SCIENCE, London . Full set of the

and Digest. transactions, 1857-1886 . 30 vols .

- 120.00 DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA APPEALS, 24 vols . 69.00 ANNALS AMERICAN ACADEMY OF POLITICAL

125.00 PENNA. County Courts REPORTS, 30 vols . AND SOCIAL SCIENCE, 1890-1904. 23 vols.

125.00 PIC ERING'S STAT Es . Magna Charta to 109.00 HARPER'S MONTHLY MAGAZINE, New York,

1865, 105 vols. 1850-1894, 109 vols .

23 vols .

now out.

24 vols.

TOO.00

I10.00
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AMERICAN ELEMENTARY BOOKS RECENT BOOKS

Published since October 1 , 1905.
Among books we have recently published or imported

CLEMENT (G. A. ) on Fire Insurance as a Void – we call attention again to WILLS ON CIRCUMSTANTIAL
Contract. Vol. 2 $ 6.00

CONYNGTON on Corporate Management
EVIDENCE ; with notes by Professor Beers of Yale Law

3.00

DEMAREST (T. F. C.) . Hints for Forensic Prac School ( $ 5.00 ) . This is an entertaining book to read ,

tice. Cloth 1.50 and Professor Beers ' American notes make it an essential

High on Injunction . 6th ed . 2 vols.
one to consult in cases involving C. E. Don't wait until

HOPKINS ( J. L. ) on Trade-marks. 2d ed . 7.50

HUGHES (WM. T. ) on Procedure.
you need it , — but order it now, -- and have it ready when

2 vols .

OLIVER'S (BENJAMIN ) Precedents. Sth ed .
need comes Even if you have an old edition, you ought

vised 6.00 to get this because the notes are so good, so thorough ,

Pollock on Contracts . 3d ed . (Williston ) 6.00 and so modern .

TUCKER (Geo. F.) . Manual of Managementof
VOORHEES ON THE LAW OF ARREST ( cloth, $ 2.00) is

Manufacturing and Mercantile Corporations
in Mass. 2d . a convenient and safe manual for prosecuting attorneys,

3.00

WARVELLE (G. E.) on Ejectment 6.00 officers of the law, and attorneys for the defence.

STROUD'S JUDICIAL DICTIONARY (3 vols . , sheep
ENGLISH ELEMENTARY WORKS , ETC.

$ 18.00) is really a dictionary of the English language
Published since October 1 , 1905 .

so far as it has been defined by the English courts . It

ATKINSON'S (F. W.) . Law and Practice Relating s.d.

to Solicitors Liens and Charging Orders
is a dictionary pure and simple and not an encyclopædia

Clark's (J. W.) . Students Precedents in Con- like BOUVIER . It is not exactly a popular book, but will

veyancing 6.0 be wanted in every library.

DISNEY'S(Å. W. ). Law of Carriage by Railways Smith & SIBLEYS' INTERNATIONAL LAW AS INTER

ENCYCLOPÆDIA of Local Government . Vol. 1 .

“ Accounts to Baths and Warehouses " PRETED IN THE Russo - JAPANESE WAR (cloth , $ 5.00 )
25.0

Fraser's (H.) . Law of Torts . 6.9
is another book which libraries will want.

Gibson and WELDON'S Intermediate Exam . Digest 15.0 Todd's BELGIAN LAW (cloth , $7.50) is a recent

Gover's ( H. W.) . Hints as to Advising on Title 9.0 English translation of the laws of Belgium , also desirable

HUDSON (A. A.) and ARNOLD's ( I.) . Law of Light
for libraries ,

and Air 6.0

HURRELL (H. ) and HYDE'S ( C. G. ) . Laws of BENJAMIN ON SALES. The new English edition of

Directors and Officers of Joint Stock Companies 6.0 this standard (cloth, $6.50 ) which we expected to get

KNIGHT's Annotated Model By-laws . 7th ed . 16.6 before the end of 1905, is not yet ready : -- why,

LAWSON'S Notes of Decisions Under the Represen
don't know .

tation of the People Acts and the Registration

Acts , 1885-1893 . Vol. III . , pt. 4
JENKS' New CODE OF THE COMMON LAW.- Part 1 .

MACQUEEN'S Rights and Liabilities of Husband (General) is now ready, in pamphlet form, for $ 1.25 .

and Wife . 4th ed . By WYATT PAINE 25.0 The other parts will appear from time to time, until the

MAINE'S (H. S. ) . Ancient Law
2.6

MAXWELL on Interpretation of Statutes. 4th ed .
work is completed .

By J. A. THEOBALD 25.0 The Best WORK FOR THIS PERIOD . " — In building

MINTON -SENHOUSE's Workmen's Compensation up your library , don't forget SCHOULER'S HISTORY OF

Cases. Vol. 7 6.0
THE UNITED STATES FROM THE CONSTITUTION TO

MOORE's Solicitors Handbook of Practical Forms 20.0

OAKLEY's Divorce Practice. 6th ed .
THE Civil War, 6 vols . , cloth binding, $ 13.50 . This is

PALMER's Company Law . 5th ed . . 12.6 the same Schouler who is the author of well-known treat

PENNANT'S ( D. F.). Trade Unions and the Law 5.0 ises on the Law of Wills , Executors, etc.

POLLOCK'S (Sir F. ) . Digest of the Law of Part

nership. 8th ed .. 10.0

Scott's ( C. W.). A.B.C. Guide to Costs . 5.0 THE BEST BLACKSTONE

SLATER's ( J. ) . Law of Arbitration and Awards .

4th ed .
6.6 For a lawyer, or a student , Ewell's POCKET BLACK

STUBB's ( W. C. ) . Digest of Cases Decided by the STONE (sheep, $3.00 or cloth , $2.50 ) is the best edition to

Superior and other Courts in Ireland, 1894-1903. 30.0 read . It omits what is obsolete ; and separates the

TASWELL -LANGMEAD's English Constitutional His
essential from the historical by different types, without

tory . 6th ed . By P. A. ASHWORTH 15.0

THOMPSON'S (W. P.). British Patent Law. 13th
encumbering notes, so as to facilitate reading, study, and

ed . 6.0 especially review . And also it is the cheapest edition .

WALKER & Elgood's Law of Executors. 4th ed . 21.0 If anyone wants the full text , we have a number of

WESTLAKE'S ( JOHN ). Private International Law

with Principal Reference to its Practice in Eng
four volume editions with notes , published between the

land . 4th ed... 16.0 years 1800 and 1840 , which we can sell , in old binding,

WESTENHOLME's Conveyancing and Settled Land for $4.00 per copy .

Acts. 9th ed . 25.0 There are two editions ( 1793 and 1800 ) embellished

YEARLY Supreme Court Practice , 1906

Young's Corps de Droit Ottoman
with thirteen portraits of English judges . These editions

( in French ) Vols . I to 3. Cloth 94.6
we can sell for $6.00 each . There is little difference

(in French) . Vols . 4 to 6. Paper
84.0 between them .

.

we

4.6
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Vol. 2 .

2

Pa .

I.

For some we will pay cash ; for any we will offer a good trade.

Ala . Reports . Vols. 9 , 11 , 12 , 13, 15 . Neb. Laws. Jan. , Dec. 1855. 1872 Adjourned .

Laws. Nov. 1831 , ²32 , '32 Extra , '33 , '35 , '36 . Pr. '73 , 1901 , 1903.

June 1837 , Dec. 1847 , Sept. and Nov. 1864. Nev . Laws. 1873.

Ariz . Laws. 1899, 1905. N. H. Reports. Vols . 19, 30, 31 , 44, 45 , 46.

Statutes, Howell's Code, 1865 , Revised 1901 . Laws. June 1823 , '28, '37, Nov. '36 .

Ark. Laws. Nov. 1844, '50, '56 . N. J. Laws. Oct. 1828 , '32–37, '39-41 , Jan. '55 ,

Calif. Reports . Myrick, Probate . '93 , 1900, 1902, 1903.

Coffey, Probate, 2 vols N.M. Laws. Dec. 1852, '57 , '59 , '65 , '68.

Laws. 1852, ²53 , '97. N. Y. Reports. Armstrong's Election Cases.

Colo. Appeals, Reports. Vol. io.
Jones and Spencer. Vol. 47.

Laws. Sept. 1861, Feb. 1864, Jan. 1865 , Howard's Practice.

Priv . 1867 , Jan. 1883, Ex. 1894. Civil Procedure Reports. Vol. 3, 1C - 36 .
Conn . Rev. Laws, 1769, 1805. N. Y. Condensed , 2 vols.

Laws. May, Oct. 1818 , May 1819 , '20, '21 . Transcript Appeals. Vols. 6 , 7 .

Pub. Laws, 1832, '34 . Priv. Laws, 1893. Laws. Greenleaf's Laws. Vols. 2, 3, 1798.

Dak. Laws. Dec. 1865 . Webster & Skinner's Laws. Vols. 3-6

Del. Laws, 1817 to '23 , '27 , 29, July 1835 , 36,
( 1802-1812 ). 48th Sess . 1825 .

1845 to '53 , '57, Oct. 1864, '89. N. C. Laws. Pub. 1822 , July '63 .

Fla . Laws. 1840, '41, '42, '44, '64 , '75 .
Ohio . General , Laws. Dec. 1822 , '30 , June '32,

Ga. Decisions. R. M. Charlton.

July '42 .
Laws. 1809, '19 , '20 , Apr. '21 , Nov. '24 , Local Laws . Dec. 1821 -'31 , June '32, Dec.

'25 , '31 , '32 , '33 .
'34, July '42 , Dec. '50 .

Watkins' Laws. 1800 . Okla . Laws. 1895 , 1901-1905.

Ida. Laws. Dec. 1866, '68 , '72 , '70 , '84 , '93, '97 , Ore. Laws. 1849-50 , Dec. '51 , '52 , '58, Oct. '62 , '78 .

1901 to 1905 .
Vaux's Recorder's Decisions .

Revised Statutes, 1887.
Delaware Co. Reports, 7 vols .

II . Priv. Laws. 1826, '28, ²32 , '36, '38, '46, '63 ,
Laws. 1842 , '43 , '45 , 46, 47, 49, '51 , '53 .

Adj . June '63 .
R. I. Reports. Vols. 9 to 13. Any volume.

Ind Gen. and Local Laws . Local Laws, Dec. 1837 ,
Laws. Jan. 1845 , June '46 , Nov. '87, May' 93 .

'39 , '41 .
S. C. Reports. Mill's Constitutional. 2 vols .

la . Laws. Dec. 1840, Local 1842, Dec. 1845 ,
Richardson's Law. Vol. Rice Law,Nov. 1846, Jan. 1892-1902 .
Rice Eq. , Speers Eq.

Kan. Laws. Gen. & Priv. Jan. 1861.
Laws. Dec. 1863, Nov. '81 , '83 , Dec. '95 ,

Ky. Kentucky Law Reporter, full set.
'96, '99, 1904.

Laws. Aug. , Dec. 1840, 45, 46, '50, 2 vols.; S. D. Laws.
1905 .

'51 , '65 , Jan. '67 , vol . 2 ; Dec. '69, vol. 1 ;
Tenn . Pub. Laws. 1803, 1804, 1807, 1809, 1829, '32 ,

Jan. '71 , vol. 1 ; '73, 2 vols .; '77 , 2 vols;
'33 , '35 , '36 , '49 .'79 , vol. 2 ; '81, 2 vols.; ’83, vol . 1 ; '87 , vols .

Priv. Laws.1831, '32, '33 . Laws, May, '95 ,
2 , 3 ; '96 , '98, 1904 .

Jan. '97 , 1903.La. La . Ann . Vols. 5 to 15. Any volume.
Utah. Adj. 1853, Sept. '58, '59 , '61 , '63 , Jan. '72, '8o .

Laws. Dec. 1860, Jan. 6 , May '96, '98 , Ex.
VI.

'99 , 1900-1904. Reports. Vols . 59, 60, 61 , 63 .

Laws. 1814 , 1829 .
Me. Reports. Vols. 46 to 77. Any volume.

Va.
Laws . Priv. 1820, '21 , '22, '28 , '29 , '30 . Reports. Va . Cases, vol . 2 .

Acts and Resolves. Sept. 1840, Jan. '51, 1903 . Patton Jr. and Heath, 2 vols.

MI. Laws. Dec. 1815 , Jan. '92 , '94 , Mch. 1901 , Washington . Vol . 2 .

Call . Vols. 4-6.
Jan. 1902, 1904 .

Mass. Reports. Mass. Vols. 98-100, 102-104, 106 , Howison's Criminal Cases.

Laws. Dec. 1813, '31 .108-115, 117-138, 155-169. Any volume.

Laws. 1808-1830 . Resolves, 1807-1833.
Wash . Reports. Vols. 23-34 .

Acts and Resolves. Jan. , Sept. 1842 , '44 , W. Va. Laws. 1869, 70, '83 , '87 , Apr. '87 , '89 -95

'46, '47 , '48 , '51 , '54 , '55 , '57, Nov. '63 . '99 , 1901-5.

Mich, Laws. 1825, '29 , 30, 31, 33, 1845. Ex. Wis. Laws. Local, Nov. 1838, Dec. '41 , 43, Jan.

1898, Ex. 99 , 2d Ex. 1900, 1903 . .'47 , Oct. '47 , '91 . Vol. 2 , '95 , '99, 1901,

Minn. Laws. 1852 , '53, '54 , '55 . 1903

Miss. Reports. Vol . 34. Wyo. Laws. 1886, '99, 1901 , 1903.

Laws. 1827, 29, '30, 31-2. Adj . Called , U.S. Court of Claims. Vols . 26-31.

'37 , Called , '43, Jan. and Called , '52 , Called ,
Internal Revenue Record. Vols. 33-40 .

'60, Jan. '61 , March '64 .

Mont. Laws. March and Nov. 1866 , Nov. and Text Books

Dec. '67, '68, 69 , Jan. '70, '83 , '85 , '93 , '95 , Dahlgren Maritime International Law, 1877 .

'99, 1903 Phillips, Average and Marine Insurance, 1833.

Also : Sets, Stretches, and Odd Volumes of Reports ; Old Statutes and Laws of

any State or Territory ; Sets, Stretches, Volumes or Numbers of Law Periodicals ;

and sometimes even old Text-books. Search your shelves and closets , and send lists of your old trash to

THE BOSTON BOOK CO., 83 to 91 Francis Street, Fenway, Boston, Mass .



FOR LA W STUDENTS

EWELL'S ESSENTIALS OF THE LAW

A COURSE OF PREPARATION , OR REVIEW , IN THREE VOLUMES

These manuals comprise the gist of standard text-books;

so graphically printed in different kinds of type as to im

press the mind in study and quicken the memory in review.

Vol. 1. POCKET BLACKSTONE : Containing all of the Commentaries which is now

sound law.

Price separately , $3.00 in sheep, or $2.50 in cloth .

Vol . 2. PLEADING - CONTRACTS — and EQUITY.

Price separately , $2.50 in sheep , or $2.00 in cloth .

Vol. 3. EVIDENCE – TORTS – and REAL PROPERTY.

Price separately , $2.50 in sheep , or $ 2.00 in cloth.

The set, 3 vols. in sheep, $ 7.50 or in cloth , $ 6.00 .

BROWNE on SALES of PERSONAL PROPERTY

BROWNE on THE DOMESTIC RELATIONS

BROWNE'S ELEMENTS of CRIMINAL LAW

Each of these terse, clear, statements of elementary law for students

costs only $2.50 in sheep , or $2.00 in cloth.

SCHOULER ON WILLS - Sheep, $5.50,

Good for study -- good afterwards for practice - a standard.a

EVIDENCE . BEST'S PRINCIPLES OF EVIDENCE — with CHAMBER

LAYNE'S NOTES. ' Sheep , $ 5.00. Is still best for student or lawyer.

REAL PROPERTY, - WILLIAMS ON REAL PROPERTY : NOTES BY

HUTCHINS . Sheep, $ 4.00. The old standard , with modern notes .

EQUITY PLEADING . - HEARD'S PRINCIPLES OF EQUITY PLEAD

ING . Sheep, $ 2.50 ; cloth , $ 2.00. Clear – Concise — Accurate.$ .

CONTRACTS. – METCALF ON CONTRACTS: HEARD'S NOTES. One.

volume, $ 3.50. By Mr. Justice Metcalf of “ Metcalf's Mass. Reports."

ENCYCLOPÆDIA. Early in study ; certainly very early in practice.

The young lawyer should own BOUVIER'S LAW DICTIONARY,

RAWLE'S REVISION. 2 vols. $ 12.00 . The best, most compact, and

cheapest Cyclopædia of the whole law.

The Student who reads every number of the Green

Bag, keeps as well posted on modern law as the most

learned judge.

PUBLISHED BY THE BOSTON BOOK CO.
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PORTRAITS FOR OFFICE EMBELLISHMENT

We had five pictures to offer, but two of them , Chief

Justice Marshall, and the United States Supreme Court

of 1894 in Session, are now all sold out.

We have three left for sale :

Daniel Webster (full length ) 19 x 23 inches .. . $ 1.00

Chief Justice Jay ( half length ) 17 x 22

Group of the Chief Justices of the United States,

24 X 30..

These .we send by mail rolled in cartons, without

additional charge.

66
.2.00

• * • .3.00

-
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JOKES FROM THE GREEN BAG

The Court Agreed . - “ Your honor," observed Mr.

Bailey , “ my unfortunate client — ”

“ There, the court is with you," gently interrupted the

judge, with a grim smile .

And the future senator lost his case . Green Bag, Jan.,

1905 .

Canadian Judicial Definitions , “ Goo -goo eyes

— “ attentions with intentions contrary to conventions. "

“ A widow's second marriage " — " The triumph of

hope over experience." Green Bag, Feb., 1905.

A Postponed Sentence. - “ If yoh husban' beats you,

mebbe
you kin hab him sent to de whippin ' pos',” said

Mrs. Potomac -Jackson. “ If myhusban 'ever beats me, "

said Mrs. Tolliver-Grapevine, “ dey kin send him to de

whippin ’- pos' if dey wants to. But dey'll have to wait

till he gits out'n de hospital .” — Green Bag, April, 1905.

Vocation or Avocation . -A leading Boston lawyer

asked a witness, a young man of dissolute habits, whether

he was not accustomed to loaf around bar-rooms and bil

liard halls. The witness pertly answered, “ That is my

business . ” “ Yes, I know," the lawyer replied ; " but is

it your only business ? " -- Green Bag, July , 1905.

Advice . — Abe Hummel, the New York lawyer, who is

known as a master of repartee, is to be credited with a

very -much -to -the-point retort. The other morning the

counsellor had been giving his client in a breach -of

promise case based on letters written by the defendant,

a lesson on morals, when the latter remarked dejectedly :

. " It's the same old song, Abe, Do right and fear

nothing.' " Nol no ! That's not it at all ," answered

Abe, “ don't write and fear nothing." – Green Bag,

JOKES WANTED

To keep green the GREEN BAG department, “ The

Lighter Side,” and to enliven the somewhat sober col

umns of Leg. Bib . —- we need a constant supply of good

legal jokes and stories. We invite contributions of this

kind from our readers. As we have said before, — we

could not think of offering sordid lucre for such friendly

help ; but we will be glad to reciprocate in kind ; for

each batch of good jokes or stories or verses, suitable for

either G. B. or L. B. , we will send either “ Fuller's Im

portant French Trials : Impostors and Adventurers, " or

Pullings' “ Order of the Coif. ” We do not promise to

print all the jokes received, but we will read them pa

tiently, laugh when pleased, and only resort to the waste

basket in extreme cases .

-

NOTES

Convey : the Wise it Call ! - Those who like dry and

delicious humor should read Sir Alfred Wills' preface

to the Fifth Edition of WILLS ON CIRCUMSTANTIAL

EVIDENCE ( Beers’ American edition , $ 5.00 ), Pages ix , x ,
and xi.

-

Aug., 1905.

6

The Strenuous Phrase. We recently asked our

subscribers for comments or suggestions as to The

GREEN BAG. The most up -to -date, epigrammatic,

timely-topic, American -humor reply was from H. C.

Boyer of Philadelphia, - in the single word “ De

lighted ! ”

They All Like the Set . From John B. Barnes,

Jr. , Casper, Wyoming, we receive a letter as we go to

press, saying : “ I am each day more delighted with the

set of ENGLISH RULING Cases, I find them more

valuable as I become better acquainted with them. I

thank you again for allowing me to become possessor of

so valuable an addition to my library . "

In Doubt About the Head . - Patrick Murphy was hit

on the head by a brick from a building in process of

construction, and once home in bed sent for a lawyer.

A few days later his lawyer settled the case and handed

Pat five crisp new $100 bills.

How much did you get, ” he asked.

“ Two thousand dollars , ” the lawyer answered .

“ Two thousand, and you give me $500 ? Say, who

got hit by that brick, you or me? " – Green Bag, Sept.,

1905 .

Both Mad. — Judge R. W. Clifford of Chicago, is re

sponsible for the following : A corpulent German came

rushing into the circuit court, and said :

“ I vant to git varrant for a man to kill a tog . " On

being informed that he had better apply to the police

court he started to leave , when the judge inquired in an
interested manner :

“ Did the dog bite you ?

· Yeas, he bit me."

“ Well, was the dog mad ? "

“ Vas de dog mad ? No, I vas mad." - Green Bag,

March, 1905.

Evidence much in Evidence . - Haven't we about

all the literature we want on this trite topic ? Here are

two four-volume treatises, published in 1905; -- and now

we ourselves add to the cloud-burst by publishing a new

edition of WILLS ON CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE

( $ 5.00 ). We had two fine works ourselves, — BEST ON

EVIDENCE ( $ 5.00 ), and TAYLOR ON EVIDENCE ( 3 vols .

$ 12.00 ) with Chamberlayne's exhaustive American Notes,

- so good that we don't quite see why Wigmore and

Elliott wanted to come into the field . We still hold the

record on price, however, -and our advice to lawyers is

to get Best and Taylor and Wills anyway , — whether

they have the four- volumers or not.

6



RARE BOOKS RECENTLY RECEIVED
I

:

1902 .

2

2

on

Conditions of binding shabby, unless otherwise indicated.

We have over a thousand similar books in stock , enumerated in our

Catalogue No. 53, which we will send free on application.

When cash accompanies order, we pay express charges.

Adlington (John H.) . The Cyclopædia of Law , or the Correct Johnson ( J.) . Jurisprudence of the Isle of Man , etc. Boards.

British Lawyer. Old calf . London . 1820. 83.00 Edinburgh. 1811. .82.00

[ Is this the first “ Cyclopædia of Law " ? ] Johnston ( J ) . Popular Handbook of the British Constitution.

Ahrens (H.). Cours de Droit Naturel , ou de Philosophie du Cloth . London . 899 . . . 1.00

Droit . 6me edition . 2 vols ., paper . Leipzig. 1868. 2.00 Jolly (Dr. J.). Naradiya Dharmasastra, or The Institutes of Nara
Beaman (C. C. Jr.) . The National and Private Alabama da , translated for the firsttime . Paper. London . 1876 . 1.50

Claims" and their final and amicable settlement . Boards. Wash- [Kames (Lord ) ). Historical Law Tracts. 2d edition . Broken

ington . 1871. 2.00 calf . Edinburgh. 1761 . 2.50

American Law (Treatise on ). Designed for the Use of the People. Kinne’s Law Compendium . (Vols.i to s entitled Questions and5 ing

By a Citizen of Tennessee . Boards. Nashville , 1843 . 2.00 Answers in Law . Alphabetically arranged : Vols . 6 to 10 entitled

Andrews (S.M.). Trial for Murder of C. Holmes (Circumstantial “ Select Cases in the years 1844 to 1850, some entire , but mostly

Evidence). Reported by Chas. G.Davis. Cloth . N.Y. , 1869. 2.50 condensed . ' 10 vols ., fresh sheep. N. Y. 1852. (Query :

Beccariaon Crimes : With Voltaire's Commentary , translated. Containing Cases not elsewhere reported ?) 15.00

6th edition . Old calf . London . 180r. 1.50 Kovalevky (M.). Modern Customs and Ancient Laws of Russia .

- The same– New edition. Broken calf. Edinburgh . 1788. 1.00 Cloth . London. 1891. 2.00

Blount ( T.). Fragmenta Antiquitatis : Ancient Tenures of Land Levi (Leone). International Law : 'with Materials for a Code.
and Jocular Customs of Some Manors . First edition . Old calf . Cloth . London . 1887 . 1.50

London. 1679 . 3.50 Livingston (Edw.). System of Penal Law for the Siate oi Louisi

Burn's Justice ofthe Peace ( Abridgment of) . Printed for ana. Old sheep. Phila. ( 1833 ) . ( This Code was prepared for

and sold by Joseph Greenleaf . Small quarto boards. Boston , the Legislature, but never enacted .] 3.50

Mass. 1773 .
5.00 Lyon -Caen & Renault. - Avaries : Abordages : Assurances Mari

Cartwright ( John ). The Commonwealth in Danger. 1795. The times : etc. (Part 6 of Droit Commercial - butcomplete in itself ).
Constitutiona Defence of England . 1796. An appeal on the Paper. Paris. 2.50

English Constitution . 1799 . England's Ægis : the Military Mackenzie (Lord ). Studies in Roman' law (compared with

Energies of the Empire. 1804. A vols. in 3. Cloth . London. 6.00 French , English and Scotch Law) . 3 ed . Cloth. Edinburgh.
Celebrated Trials of All Countries and Remarkable Cases of 1870. . 2.50

Criminal Jurisprudence. Selected by a Member of the Phila. Bar . Manning (Wm. o .). The Law of Nations . New edition , by S.

Old Sheep. Phila . 1835 . 2.50 Amos. Calf, London. 1875. 3.50

Chandler ( Peleg w. ).American Criminal Trials ." 2vois. Cloth. Marsden ( J. B.) Influence of the Mosaic Code on Subsequent
Boston . 1844 . 4.00 Legislation . Cloth . London. 1862. 2.50

Clark ( E.C.). Practical jurisprudence : a Commentaryon Austin. (Mildmay (Wm .?)]. The Police of France. vols. Small

Cloth . Cambridge . 1883.
1.50 quarto , calf, London . 1763 . 4.00

Collins (Arthur) . Proceedings. Precedents, etc., Claims Moore j. B.). History and Digest of the International Arbitra
Concerning Baronies , etc. Folio , calf . London . 1734 . 5.00 tion to which the United States has been a Party . 6 vols . , sheep.

Cowell (Herbert). Courts and Legislative Authorities in India . Washington . 1898. . 15.00

( Tagore Law Lectures.) Cloth . Calcutta . 1899 . 2.50 Nelson ( W ). Office and Authority of a Justice of the Peace . ith
a

Cowell (John ) , The Interpreter, or Booke containing the Signifi- edition. 2 vols . Sheep. London. 1736 .
2.00

cation ofWords.FirstEditionSmall quarto,calf,"Cambridge: i New York Lawsand Ordinances, passed and publishedJan.1z.
the ordered 1805 , in the . Broken boards

burnt ; and the author imprisoned, on account of doctrines held by Y. 1805 , 5.00

Lord Coke to be dangerous.)
. 25.00 Irish State Trials. The Queen v. Daniel O'Connell, and others.

Coxe (H.C.). Manual of French Law and Commercial Informa- Pamphlet. N. Y, 1844 . 1.50

tion . Cloth . Paris, N. Y. , and London . 1902 . 1.50 Panama CivilCode and Amendatory Laws. May 9 , 1904. Trans

Cuninghame (Wm.). Principles of the Constitution of Govern. lated by C. E. Magoon and F. L. Joannini . Paper. Washington.
ments . Quarto , boards. London. 1811. , 2.00

1905..
3.50

Danby ( Earl o1 ). Impeachment. Old calf. London. 1710. 2.00 Phillimore (W. P. W.). Calendar of Chancery Proceedings.

Du -May ( Lewis , Knt.) . The Estate of the Empire, or Abridg- - temp. Chas . I. , 3 vols., and Index to Bills of Privy Signet,

ment oftheLaws , etc. , of Germany. Old calf, London. 1676. 3.60 etc. 1584 - 1624 . i vol . ( “ The Index Library " ) . 4 vols. Cloth .
Eldon ( Lord Chancellor ). Public and Private Life of,-byHorace , London . 1839-90 . . 10.00

Twiss. 3 vols . Cloth . London . 1844. . 4.50 Proctor (L. B.) . The Bench & Barof New York. (Biographies
England's Black Tribunal : containing the Tryal of Chas: 1., the and Sketches of Trials ) . Sheep . N. Y. 1870 . 2.00

Loyal Martyrology, etc. 5th edition . Old calf. London . Proctor ( L , B.) . Bench and Bar of King's County, N.Y 4to ,

1720. 2.50 paper . Brooklyn . 1884 . 3.50

Filzherbert (a ). New Natura Brevium . sth edition : Quario, Reddie (Jas . ). Historical View of the Law of Maritime Commerce.
broken calf . London . 1755 1.50 Cloth . Edinburgh. 1841. 3.00

Garde ( Richard ) . Principles , etc. , of the Law Evidence. Old Risley ( John H.) . Law ofWar . Cloth . London . 1897. 3.00

sheep. Boston . Charles C. Little & James Brown . 1850... 1.00 Rogers (Abner Jr.) . Trial for Murder of Chas. Lincoln Jr. (De

Gilbert (Lord Ch . Baron ). TheLaw of Tenures. 5th edition by fence : Insanity . Reported by Bigelow and Bemis . old sheep:

Watkins & Vidal. Old sheep . London. 1824 :
5.00 Boston . 1344 . 2 50

Gibson (Edm . ) . Codex Juris Ecclesiastici Anglicani. 2d edition . Salvador : Codigo Penal de la Republica del . Quarto. Morocco.

2 vols . Folio , half bound. London . 1761 . . 10.00 New York . 1860.) 2.00

Glanville (Ranulpho de ) . Tractatus de Legibus et Consuetudini- Saunders (John S.). Pleading and Evidence in Civil Actions. ad

bus Regni Anglie, (Preface by John Rayner ). Old calf . London . English edition , - by Robt . Lush . 5th American edition . 3

1780. ( This is the edition Sir John Wilmot claims was pirated by vols. Old sheep . Phila . 1851. .
9.00

Rayner from him . See page 13 , 15 Leg . Bib . , N. S. ) 6.00 Selden ( John ) De Jure Naturali ei Gentium juxta Disciplinam

Glass ( Henry ) . Marine International Law . (Republished from Ebræorum . Small quarto . Broken calf. Argentorati. 1665, 5.00

No. 3. , Vol . XI . of the Proceedings of the U.S. Naval Institute ). Select Criminal Trials in the Old Bailey . Old calf. Edinburgh.

Old sheep. Annapolis , Md. No date ) . 6.00 1803. 2.50

Haiti - Les Codes Haitiens : Code de Procédure Civile , Annoté par Smith (o: H. ) . Early Indiana Trials, etc. Cloth . Cincinnati,

J. N Leger. Paper. V. Y. 1902. 2.00 1858 . 5.00

( Hatsell (John)). Precedents of Proceedings in the House of Star Chamber Cases . ist edition. Paper. London. 1641. 5.00
Commons . 3d ed . 4 vols in 3. 4to , bds. London . 1796. 8.00 Staunton ( Sir G. T.). Ta Tsing Leu Lee. The Fundamental

Hersey (Geo. C.). Trial for Murder. ( Strychnine poison -- Cir- Laws, etc. , of China. Quarto. Boards. London . 1810 . 7.50

cumstantial Evidence ) . Reported by J. M.W. Yerrinton . Broken Taylor (John ). Elements of the Civil Law . ist edition . Quarto .

call , Boston . 1862. 2.50 Broken calf. Cambridge. (1755). 2.50

Hore (P. H.). Ancient Terms and Measures of Land : -Old Ten . Trefethen & Smith . "Trial for'Murder. (Circumstantial Evi
ures . Cloth . London . 1.00 dence) . Sheep. Boston . 1895.

2.80

Hurd ( John C. ) . Law of Freedom and Bondage in the U.S. 2 Valabrégue (E.). Nouveau Précis de Droit Maritime Commer
vols , Broken sheep . Boston . 1858 . 10.00

cial . Paper . Paris . 1893 . 2.50

Institutes of Hindu Law, Ordinances of Menu. Translated by
Sir Wm . Jones . 4to , calf. Calcutta . 7.50

Venezuela Arbitrations of 1903. Prepared by J. H. Ralston and

Jay (Ch . Just. John ). Life of ,- by Wm . Jay. 2 vols . , boards.
3.50W. T. S. Doyle. Cloth . Washington. 1904. .

V. Y. 1833. . 4.00 Whitman (Benj. ). Index to the Laws of Massachusetts to the

Jenks ( Edw .). Edward Plantagenet ( Edw. i . ) ihe English Justi- year 1796. Old sheep. Worcester. 1797 . 5.00

nian : or the Making of the Common Law . Boards . N. Y. Wilson ( H. H.) . Glossary of Judicial and Revenue Terms, etc. -

1902.. 2.00 of British India . Quarto . Cloth . London . 1855 .
5.00

1874 .

1794 .

.
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NEW FEATURES IN THE GREEN BAG tion against another foreign corporation to have declared

void for fraud an agreement cancelling a lease from

The two new departments in The Green Bag, defendant to the corporation of which plaintiffs were

referred to on pages 15 and 16 of this Leg Bib ., members. The majority opinion places its holding upon

are Current Legal Articles and Notesof Re- the ground that while the relief to be awarded would be

cent Cases . To explain just what these are , in favor of the corporation in which plaintiffs were stock

we give below an extract from each . holders, nevertheless, the cause of action sought to be

enforced was one which vests in a minority stockholder

From Current Legal Articles to prevent the majority stockholders and officers from

*ACCIDENT (Definition ). The cases defining th carrying out a fraudulent scheme to injure the corpora

meaning of “ accident ” in relation to the verdicts of in- tion. McLaughlin, J. , in the dissenting opinion,suggests

quest juries, accident insurance policies , and friendly that as it is conceded in the main opinion that the court

society rules, and workmen's compensation acts, are col would not have jurisdiction had the action been brought
lected in an article entitled, “ Definitions of Accident, by one corporation against another, he does not under

Accidental, Accidentally," by Stanley B. Atkinson in the stand that the stockholder can do for the corporation

August Law Magazine and Review (V. xxx, p. 439 ). what it cannot do for itself, and is, consequently, of the

AUTOMOBILE. “ The Law of Automobiles," by opinion that the court was without jurisdiction .

X. P. H. Law Notes (V. ix , p . 147) . The above is the summary of the case by the Editor of

CONFLICT OF LAWS (Jurisdiction ). " Exit of the Reporter System . Below are the opinions of two

the Doctrine of Situs," by John R. Rood, Central specialists on Corporation Laws.

Law Journal ( V.Ixi , p. 265). This decisionshould be compared with that of the

CORPORATIONS. “ Alabama's New Corporation Court of Errors and Appeals of New Jersey in Wilson

Law ," by Armstead Brown, American Lawyer ( V. xiii , V. American Palace Car Co.,65 N. J. Eq . 730 ( 1903), in

p . 327 ) .
which it was held that the Court of Chancery of New

CRIMINAL LAW . “ Christian Scientists and the Jersey, had no jurisdiction over a foreign corporationin

Law ," by Walter Mills, Canadian Law Review ( V. iv , p .
a suit by some of its stockholders to set aside a transfer

435 ).
of all of its property, not being real estate, to a corpora

PROPERTY “ Reform of Our Land Laws,” by tion of New Jersey. The courtin that case applied the

Eugene C.Massie, Virginia Law Register (V.xi, p . 359). doctrine of Pennoyer v . Neff (95 U. S. 714 ) and said

*WILLS (Equitable Conversion ). In the Novem- that a decree against the foreign corporation would be

ber Harvard Law Review (V. xix, p. 1 ) , Professor Lang- without due process of law , but the purpose of the suit

dell concludes his important treatise on “Equitable was only to give notice to the corporation of a suit to

Conversion." He deals chiefly with the changes in the
restore to it its own property, and the decision would

law , real and supposed, since the decision of Ackroyd v. seem to be an unnecessary extension of the principal of

Smithson. On the whole he finds these to be less than Pennoyer v. Neff. In this connection it is interesting to

has generally been supposed . What constitutes such see that the English and continental courts have not

conversion is still the declared intention of the testator. hesitated to take jurisdiction over foreigners in cases

Before that case, evidence of such intention seems to in which the contract was made or to be performed with

have been looked for only in such directions as the will out the jurisdiction and in many other classes of cases,

contained respecting a sale of the land and the mode of and it is worth while to refer to Piggott on Serviceout

dealing with the proceeds independent of any gift of the, of the Jurisdiction. ( F. T. Piggott, London, William

latter. Since that case, such evidence has been primar
Clowes & Son, 1892.)

ily looked for in the gift of the proceeds, and a gift The cases have been collected by the writer of this

which does not take effect is disregarded. Moreover, note in an article on Jurisdiction over Non-Residents in

“ the doctrine has become established that an equitable Personal Actions, in the Columbia Law Review for June

conversion by will is presumptively coextensive only
last .

EDWARD Q. KEASBEY,

with the purposes for which the sale is directed , and forma Editor of the N. J. Law Journal.

hence thedistinction has become established between an

equitable conversion for the purposes of the will only and
This case squarely holds that the right of a stockholder

an equitable conversion out and out. ” And an unquali
to enforce a claim of the corporation against a stranger

fied direction to sell is presumed to be only for the pur
is a cause of action belonging to the stockholder, and not

pose expressed in the will . Hence a conversion out and
merely a cause of action on behalf of the corporation

out hasmeant less than it did before " for while such a
which the stockholder may under certain circumstances

conversion before Ackroyd v . Smithson caused any
assert on behalf of the corporation. The majority

portion of the land , the produce of which was not dis
opinion is in accord with the doctrine of the Federal

posed of, to go to the testator's personal representative,
courts, which determine questions of jurisdiction on the

it now has merely the effect of causingthe heir to take
ground of diverse citizenship in such cases by looking to

the same as money ." The authorities, however, give no
the actual citizenship of the stockholder suing (Dodge v.

satisfactory reason for these changes. It has been held
Woolsey, 18 How . 331 ) , rather than to the fiction which

that these changes should be extended by analogy to the
would be resorted to were the action by the corporation

itself, that all stockholders are citizens of the state creat

equitable conversion by will of money into land.
ing the corporation (Barrow Steamship Co. v. Kane , 170

From Notes of Cases U. S. 100 ). The Federal courts are in a measure

Corporations. (Stockholders' Bill — Jurisdiction.) protected against frauds upon their jurisdiction in such

N. Y. S. C. , App . Div . – Jacobs v. Mexican Sugar
cases by Equity Rule 94 , requiring the bill to be verified

Refining Co., 93 New York Supplement, 776, has a
and to allege that the suit is not a collusive one, to con

holding of some moment on the question of jurisdiction. fer on a court of the United States jurisdiction in a case

Under the provisions of Code Civ. Proc . § 1780, that an of which it would not otherwise have cognizance. Some

action against a foreign corporation may be maintained safeguard should be provided in New York should this

by a resident of the State for any cause of action, it is
doctrine be affirmed by the Court of Appeals.

held that the courts of New York have jurisdiction of an
FRANK IRVINE,

action by resident stockholders in a foreign corpora Professor of Law at Cornell University.
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NEW FEATURE
S

IN THE GREEN BAG tion against another foreign corporatio
n
to have declared

void for fraud an agreemen
t
cancelli

ng
a lease from

The two new departm
ents

in The Green Bag, defendant to the corporati
on

of which plaintiffs were

referred to on pages 15 and 16 of this Leg Bib ., members. The majority opinion places its holding upon

are Current Legal Articles and Notes of Re- the ground that while the relief to be awarded would be

cent Cases. To explain just what these are , in favor of the corporat
ion

in which plaintiffs were stock

we give below an extract from each .

holders, neverthel
ess

, the cause of action sought to be

enforced was one which vests in a minority stockhol
der

From Curren
t Legal Article

s

to prevent the majorit
y stockho

lders and officers from

* ACCIDE
NT

(Definiti
on

) . The cases defining the carrying out a fraudule
nt scheme to injure the corpora

meaning of “ accident ” in relation to the verdicts of in- tion. McLaugh
lin

, J. , in the dissent
ing opinion , suggest

s

quest juries, accident insuranc
e policies, and friendly

that as it is concede
d

in the main opinion that the court

societyrules, and workmen
's

compensa
tion

acts , are col. would not have jurisdict
ion had the action been brought

lected in an article entitled, “ Definiti
ons

of Acciden
t

, by one corporati
on

against another, he does not under

Accident
al, Accident

ally,” by Stanley B. Atkinson in the stand that the stockhol
der

can do for the corporat
ion

August Law Magazin
e
and Review (V. xxx, p. 439 ).

what it cannot do for itself, and is, consequen
tly

, of the

AUTOM
OBILE

. • The Law of Automobil
es

," by opinion that the court was without jurisdictio
n
.

X. P. H. Law Notes (V. ix, p. 147) .

The above is the summary of the case by the Editor of

CONFLI
CT

OF LAWS ( Jurisdict
ion ). "Exit of the Reporter System . Below are the opinions of two

the Doctrine of Situs,” by John R. Rood , Central specialists on Corporati
on
Laws.

Law Journal (V. Ixi, p. 265).

This decisionshould be compared with that of the

CORPO
RATIO

NS
. “ Alabama'

s New Corporati
on

Court of Errors and Appeals of New Jersey in Wilson

Law ," by Armstea
d

Brown, America
n Lawyer ( V. xiii ,

v. American Palace Car Co., 65 N. J. Eq. 730 ( 1903), in

p. 327 );

which it was held that the Court of Chancer
y of New

CRIMIN
AL

LAW . “ Christia
n

Scientis
ts and the Jersey, had no jurisdicti

on
over a foreign corporat

ionin

Law , " by Walter Mills, Canadia
n Law Review (V. iv, p .

a suit by some of its stockhol
ders

to set aside a transfer

435 ).

of all of its property, not being real estate, to a corpora

PROPERT
Y

. “ Reform of Our Land Laws,” by

tion of New Jersey . The court in that case applied the

Eugene C.Massie, Virginia Law Register (V.xi, p . 359) .

doctrine of Pennoyer v. Neff (95 U. S. 714 ) and said

* WILLS (Equitabl
e Conversi

on ). In the Novem- that a decree against the foreign corporati
on would be

ber Ilarvard Law Review (V. xix , p. 1 ) , Professo
r Lang

without due process of law, but the purpose of the suit

dell conclude
s
his importa

nt treatise on Equitabl
e was only to give notice to the corporati

on of a suit to

Conversio
n
." He deals chiefly with the changes in the restore to it its own property, and the decision would

law, real and supposed, since the decision of Ackroyd v. seem to be an unnecess
ary extensio

n of the principal of

Smithso
n

. On the whole he finds these to be less than Pennoyer v. Neff. In this connecti
on

it is interesti
ng to

has generally been supposed . What constitut
es such see that the English and continen

tal courts have not

convers
ion is still the declared intentio

n
of the testator .

hesitated to take jurisdicti
on

over foreigners in cases

Before that case, evidence of such intention seems to in which the contract was made or to be performed with

have been looked for only in such directions as the will

out the jurisdicti
on

and in many other classes of cases ,

containe
d respectin

g
a sale of the land and the mode of and it is worth while to refer to Piggott on Serviceout

dealing with the proceeds independe
nt

of any gift of the of the Jurisdicti
on . (F. T. Piggott, London , William

latter. Since that case , such evidence has been primar
Clowes & Son, 1892.)

ily looked for in the gift of the proceeds , and a gift The cases have been collected by the writer of this

which does not take effect is disregard
ed . Moreover, note in an article on Jurisdicti

on over Non -Residents in

“ the doctrine has become establishe
d

that an equitable

Personal Actions, in the Columbia Law Review for June

conversio
n by will is presumpti

vely
coextensi

ve only
last .

EDWARD Q. KEASBEY,

with the purposes for which the sale is directed , and

formerly Editor of the N. J. Law Journal.

hence the distinct
ion

has become establis
hed

between an

equitableconversio
n
for the purposes of the will only and

This case squarely holds that the right of a stockhold
er

an equitable conversio
n
out and out.” And an unquali

to enforce a claim of the corporati
on

against a stranger

fied direction to sell is presumed to be only for the pur

is a cause of action belongin
g
to the stockhol

der
, and not

merely a cause of action on behalf of the corporat
ion

Hence a convers
ion outand

pose expresse
d

in the will .out has meant less than it did before " for while such a

which the stockhol
der may under certain circumst

ances

conversi
on before Ackroyd v. Smithson caused any

assert on behalf of the corporation. The majority

portion of the land , the produce of which was not dis

opinion is in accord with the doctrine of the Federal

posed of, to go to the testator'
s personal represent

ative
,

courts, which determin
e

question
s of jurisdict

ion on the

it now has merely the effect of causing the heir to take

ground of diverse citizensh
ip

in such cases by looking to

the same as money ." The authoriti
es

, however, give no

the actual citizensh
ip of the stockhol

der suing ( Dodge v.

satisfacto
ry reason for these changes . It has been held

Woolsey, 18 How . 331 ) , rather than to the fiction which

that these changes should be extended by analogy to the

would be resorted to were the action by the corporatio
n

equitable conversion by will of money into land .

itself, that all stockho
lders are citizens of the state creat

ing the corporat
ion (Barrow Steamshi

p
Co.v. Kane, 170

From Notes of Cases

U. S. 100 ). The Federal courts are in a measure

Corporat
ions. (Stockhol

ders' Bill — Jurisdict
ion .)

protecte
d

against frauds upon their jurisdict
ion

in such

N. Y. S. C. , App. Div. - Jacobs v. Mexican Sugar cases by Equity Rule 94 , requiring the bill to be verified

Refining Co. , 93 New York Supplem
ent

, 776 , has a

and to allege that the suit is not a collusive one, to con

holdingof some moment on the question of jurisdict
ion.

fer on a court of the United States jurisdict
ion in a case

Under the provision
s
of Code Civ. Proc. $ 1780, that an

of which it would not otherwise have cognizanc
e
. Some

action against a foreign corporati
on

may be maintain
ed

safeguard should be provided in New York should this

by a resident of the State for any cause of action, it is

doctrine be affirmed by the Court of Appeals.

held that the courts of New York have jurisdiction of an

FRANK IRVINE,

action by resident stockholde
rs

in a foreign corpora

Professor of Law at Cornell University.
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TERMS ON E. R. C.

As advertised elsewhere, we have still for sale some

copies of the “ SUBSCRIPTION EDITION " of ENGLISH

Ruling CASES WITH AMERICAN NOTES, 26 vols. ,

bound as 13 vols. The price on the original separate

volume edition was (and is , for we can still furnish it )

$ 143.00. The price of the subscription edition is $ 78.00,

We will sell it for $ 75.00, cash with order, and will

pay charges of delivery.

Or— to any purchaser who will give us good refer

ences, we will sell for $ 78.00 ; $ 18.00 cash with order

and six monthly payments of $ 10.00 each ; title of books

to remain with us until last payment is made. In this

case, the purchaser is to pay freight charges on the

set. See order blank enclosed herewith .

PROGRESS OF THE ENGLISH REPRINT

The last volume issued of the FULL REPRINT OF THE

ENGLISH REPORTS, at the time of going to press of this

LEG , BIB . , is 59. All the original English House of

Lords, Privy Council , Chancery, and Vice-Chancellors'

reports have been reprinted, and the Rolls Series

( Beayan ) is now in progress.

Those who have secured this series are to be con

gratulated, for the edition is practically exhausted (we

have only five more sets left in stock) before the

REPRINT is half issued.

NEW ENGLAND TOWN LAW

We have in press to be published a February or March ,
GARLAND ON NEW ENGLAND TOWN LAW . The

township system of the six New England States is sub

stantially the same, and is recognized as the purest sur

vival, in England or America, of the oldest forms of

Anglo -Saxon local law. It has been much written about,

but no work (we believe) has been published which

treated of the system as a whole,

The author (James'S . Garland, Esq . of Boston and

Concord, Mass.) first discusses at length the features of

town law, which are common to the six states , and then

gives a summary of the statute law of each state,

grouping the laws governing the duties of the several

town officers , and abstracting the decisions of the courts

wherever town matters have been adjudicated . By this

plan the lawyer or town officer in each state can compare

the laws and decisions of all the New England States on

doubtful points, noting the decisions of other states

where there are none to follow in his own.

The value of this book in New England is obvious.

We are inclined to think that such a grouping of laws

and cases illustrating the duties of all the officers of a

township will have an interesting and illuminating value

also in other states, where the city or county or town
ship officers have similar duties .

The price of the book when published ,will be$ 6.50.
We will take advance orders, however, to be filled upon

publication, for $6.00. See ' order blank enclosed here

with.

Supplement to Ruling Cases. The American Ed

itor hopes to give us the copy in January for a Supple

mentary volume, bringing that excellent set , ENGLISH

RULING CASES WITH AMERICAN Notes, right down to

date . But there's many a slip between editor and

printer, and many postponements have made us pessi

mistic .

Coke's Reports. Does anyone of our readers own

or has anyone ever seen, the first edition of Part I, of

Coke's Reports ? We have been trying for years to

make up a set of the first editions of all the thirteen

parts and have finally secured all but Part I , which we

want consumedly . When we get it , we will have about

as unique a treasure as any book collector ever acquired.

Shakespeare's first folios will be nowhere in comparison.

Guides in a Library. — We suggest to owners of a

large law library the purchase of a dozen or so copies

of ABBREVIATIONS USED IN LAW BOOKS, a conven

ient little manual costing $1.50 per copy,- to hang up at

the end of each range of shelves .

MASSACHUSETTS LOCAL BOOKS

We publish the following books on Massachusetts law .

Davis's Judiciary is of course interesting to lawyers

everywhere, and Richardson's Equity will interest equity

practitioners, but the others have mainly local value:

INDEX TO PENALTIES FOR CRIME prescribed in the
MASSACHUSETTS REVISED LAWS . By Hon .

CHARLES U. BELL, Justice of the Superior Court .

Boards. 1903. $ 1.50 .

HISTORY OF THE JUDICIARY OF MASSACHUSETTS.

By WILLIAM T. DAVIS. Cloth . 1900. $2.50

MARRIAGE AND DIVORCE LAWS OF MASSACHU

By L. S. FAIRBANKS . Cloth . 1881 .

$ 1.00 .

POINTS IN PLEADING AND PRACTICE UNDER THE

MASSACHUSETTS PRACTICE Act. By CHARLES E.

GRINNELL. Sheep . 1889. $ 3.00

NOTES ON EQUITY PLEADING AND PRACTICE IN

MASSACHUSETTS. By Hon . JAMES B. RICHARD

SON , Justice of the Superior Court. Cloth . 1904 .

$ 2.00 .

In this connection it may be noted that Hon . HENRY

SHELDON , author of SHELDON ON SUBROGATION , has

just been promoted from the Superior to the Supreme

Court of Massachusetts .

See above for GARLAND'S NEW ENGLAND TOWN LAW.

WHAT WE SELL AND BUY

We Sell all kinds of law books. If you want a new

book , and know the advertised price, - send it to us by

draft or money -order and we will forward the book at our

own expense. If you want a set of reports, — write us

for a price.

But our specialty is rather in scarce out-of-print, or

foreign lawobooks. A dozen book sellers can serve you

equally well as to new American publications. It is only

on out-of- the-way books that we claim any advantage .

When the canvasser who calls on you, cannot answer

your questions about books, — write to us .

We Buy second -hand law books, sets, broken sets , and

odd volumes of reports, session -laws, law magazines

bound or unbound , in sets or stretches , and trials, –

and sometimes even old text-books. We pay cash for

what we want very much,- and offer books in trade for

stock too slow to buy for cash . If you want to sell or

trade any sort of books, send us your list .

SETTS.
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with American Hotes
[26 VOLUMES, ORIGINALLY PUBLISHED AT $ 143.00 )

Limited Subscription Edition , 26 Volumes in 13

$ 78.00 NET

The only set of reports which can be used for original research without previous searches in die

gests, text-books, or cyclopædias :

The only law book which codifies the whole law in Rules ; cach Rule sustained by great cases :

And consequently the most useful set of reports & judge or lawyer can buy.

E. R. C. CIVES IN FULL

The Great Cases of our Common Law

Controlling in America as well as in England

Grouped under topics in encyclopædic form .

UNDER EACH TOPIC ARE GIVEN -

A “ rule " of law deduced from the cases

The earliest (" • leading " ) case , in full

The later “ ruling " case or cascs , in full

English notes abstracting collateral cases

American Notes , confirming the Ruling Cases .

In this accessible form , two thousand of the living decisions of Eldon, Mans

field , and other great judges, are presented in full, in support of the Rule of Law

which they established .

Twenty thousand other decisions abstracted in the English Notes, illustrate

developments or variations of the “ Rule. ”

Twenty thousand American citations, chosen from a great range of our Fed

eral and State jurisdictions, enable every lawyer to connect the Rule and the Ruling

Cases, with some American case which is accessible on his own shelves, and through

that case, with a chain of our own authorities.

The “ Rules ” deduced from the Ruling Cases, have been pronounced by

competent authority to be the clearest and most accurate Maxims in law literature,

and to constitute a remarkable CodiFICATION OF THE COMMON LAW.

How a Careful Judge Found the Law .

The late Amos R. Thayer of St. Louis, Judge of the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals, said as

to his method of coming to a decision :

" Some judges begin by examining all the cases cited by both sides in their briefs. They

get out a lot of books, and read case after case, and patiently reach their conclusion. I can

not work that way -- it befogs my mind.

" My method is different. I listen to arguments and read the briefs. Then I study the facts .

When I get these clear in my mind, I shut myself up and think until I see a principle of

settled law, which will apply to the case . Having got this far, I go - not to recent cases

but back to decisions by great judges which have stood the test of time, and hunt for the

principle at stake. If they agree with me, most of my work is done, and I can find easily

the later cases.

• Formerly, hunting for these great decisions took a deal of work, but now much of my

labor is saved by using ' English Ruling Cases with American Notes.' "



THE GREEN BAG IN 1905

Every number had two features which kept GREEN BAG readers fully informed

as to recent law .

1

1

1

I. THE MONTHLY REVIEW OF ARTICLES IN OTHER MAGAZINES.

II. THE NOTES OF RECENT CASES.

In I. the Editor abstracts or refers to every article in the whole range of legal

periodical literature, which any lawyer might want to know about.

In II . the Editor of “ The Reporter System indicates new cases in the Federal

and State courts which have special value ; and forty experts in different branches

of the law comment on such as they deem most noteworthy .

.

Note the timely character of most of the articles ; on topics widely discussed in the

press. The authors are generally men oſ prominence and authority.

SOME OF THE MOST IMPORTANT ARTICLES BIOGRAPHY (with portraits )

JANUARY : — The Maintenance of the “Open Shop . " JANUARY : - Wm. H. Seward as a Lawyer.

The State and the Street Railway. FEBRUARY : — The Legal Side of Joseph W. Folk,
FEBRUARY :- The Need of Legislative Experts. Fed- MARCH : - Governor Charles S. Deneen of Illinois .

eral Control of Insurance Corporations. Martin Van Buren , the Lawyer.

MARCH : - Federal Regulation of Corporations. The JUNE : - Chief Justice Jonathan Ross of Vermont.

Judiciary and Elections. JULY: - Charles J. Bonaparte as a Lawyer.

APRIL : — Impeachment of Judge Swayne. Perpetua- AUGUST : - John K. Cowen .

tion of the Open Market. Newspapers and the SEPTEMBER : - George R. Peck .

Jury.
OCTOBER : - An Octogenarian Lord High Chancellor.

MAY: The Law's Delays -- Can they beobviated ? - NOVEMBER : - Jerome, the Lawyer. Hughes, the In

Conditions in the United States, England, France, surance Investigator.

and Italy. Discussion by fifteen prominent Ameri- DECEMBER : - Jas. C. Carter.

can judges and lawyers.

JUNE :- Aspects of the Equitable Life Ins. Co. Contro
LEGAL EDUCATION

versy. The Lawyer in Public Affairs — (Alton B. JANUARY : A Scientific School of Legal Thought

Parker) . - ( Melville M. Bigelow ).

JULY : - The Reign of Law — (Joseph W. Folk ). FEBRUARY : — The Study of Old Greek Law .

Limitation of the Hours of Labor, and the Federal SEPTEMBER : - Practice Work in Law Schools.

Supreme Court . The Civil and the Common Law

in the Louisiana Purchase .
INTERNATIONAL LAW

AUGUST :-The Conviction of a Senator . FEBRUARY :-- International Arbitration- ( Hannis Tay

SEPTEMBER : Noteworthy Changes in Statute Law . lor).

The Constitutionality of General Arbitration APRIL : Agreements of the United States other than

Treaties. The American Lawyer. Treaties.

OCTOBER : - Legitimate Functions of Judge -made Law. JUNE : – The North Sea Inquiry.

Public Duty of the Common Carrier in Relation to NOVEMBER : — Extradition of Greene & Gaynor.

Dependent Services. The Kansas - Colorado Water

suit .
MISCELLANEOUS

NOVEMBER : - The Jury System . Government Regu- The Tucker Trial for Murder (Massachusetts ) .

lation of Prices. Lynch Law. Naturalization. Legal Rights in the Remains of the Dead.

DECEMBER : — The Insurance Investigations - Dissent- The Lawand Lawyers.

ing Opinions . Power of a State to Exclude Cor- Tobacco Laws of the Old Dominion.

porations. Life Salvage. The Boorn Murder Case .

And in every number sprightly lighter articles and a department, THE LIGHTER SIDE, of legal
humor.

|

THE GREEN BAG

is an illustrated monthly magazine for lawyers, intended to keep

them in touch with the life and progress of their profession and

at the same time to afford stimulusand recreation .

Editor : S. R. WRIGHTINGTON.

Publisher : THE BOSTON BOOK CO.
.

Terms four dollars per year, payable in advance. Single number, fifty cents .

1
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The GREEN BAG in 1906

In the December 1905 number, the editor,

S. R. WRIGHTINGTON OF BOSTON , thus

announces his plans for the coming year

.

While it is our purpose to adopt all new developments McGibbon, K.C., of Montreal, has kindly consented to

in legal periodical literature likely to improve our pages, send us notes of Canadian cases,

in general the magazine will appear in its present These Critical Notes will be written by one or the

form, other of the following list ofexperts.

Our Leading Articles will cover
a wide range James Barr Ames, Dean of Harvard Law School .

of topics, including not only the discussion of purely James Parker Hall, Dean of Chicago University Law
technical problems of law, the broader questions of jur- School .

isprudence, and reforms in the judicial system , butalso a Robert M. Hughes of Norfolk, Va. , author of

due proportion of the so -called lighter articles, including “ Hughes on Admiralty.”

biographical sketches of eminent lawyers and jurists, William Draper Lewis, Dean of the Law School of

articles suggested by important recent books of interest the University of Pennsylvania .

to the profession, and accounts of trials of national inter- Melville M. Bigelow, Dean of Boston University Law
est. Weare promised for the early numbers of next School.

year, articles upon all of these lines by men not only J. Newton Fiero , Dean of Albany Law School .
familiar with their subjects but capable of expressing Francis Rawle of Philadelphia , editor of Bouvier's
themselves in an interesting way. “ Law Dictionary.”

TheEditorial Department of the magazine is, how- Professors Eugene Wambaugh, Joseph H. Beale, Jr. ,
ever, that in which most changes have recently been Bruce Wyman, Edward H. Warren of Harvard Law

made, and it is this work which we hope will make The School .

GREEN BAG an important as well as interesting part Professors Horace C. Wilgus and Henry M. Bates of

of the lawyer's equipment. Michigan Law School .

The Reviews of CurrentLegal Articles will contain Professors Ernest W. Huffcut and Frank Irvine of

under the topics discussed not only summaries of the Cornell Law School .

most important contributions to our contemporaries Prof. William E. Mikell of Pennsylvania Law School.

alphabetically arranged, but the titles of and references Prof. W. C. Dennis of Columbia Law School .

to all other leading articles in legal periodicals of the Prof. William E. Walz, Dean of the Law School of

preceding month . the University of Maine .

The department of Notes of Recent Cases we are Professors Harry A. Bigelow , Emst. Freund, Floyd

convinced should be in the hands of every lawyer. The R. Mechem, Clarke B. Whittier of Chicago University

original selection of cases will be made and the summa. Law School .

ries written by the experienced editors of the John H. Wigmore, author of “ Wigmore on Evi

National Reporter System , who are obliged in dence " and Dean of the Northwestern University Law

their daily work to examine every decision published in School .

the United States. Their selection seems, more likely Professors Albert M. Kales, Charles Cheney Hyde of

to include the most important cases of the month than the Northwestern University Law School.

any that can be devised . These summaries will then be Professors Frank L, Simpson, Archibald Boyd , George

submitted in.galley proofs to A Corps of Eminent G.Gardner, Oscar Storer of the Boston University Law
Specialists, both teachers and practitioners, who will School.

briefly note their views of the value and importance of Charles F. Chamberlayne, editor of “ Best on Evi

cases on their special subjects, with especial reference to dence and Taylor on Evidence,” Lee M. Friednian of

the settlement of conflicting authorities, the establish- the firm of Morse & Friedman of Boston, Edward Q.

ment ofold doctrines in newjurisdictions, and the recent Keasbey of Newark, N. J.

tendencies of the law. We shall round out this depart- The reputation of The Green Bag as the publisher

ment by presenting from time to time notes of the most of the best original Anecdotes of the Bar, which was one
important cases decided in England , Canada, and Aus- purpose of its foundation , will be maintained as in the

tralia and other colonial jurisdictions. The English past through the kindness of thousands of lawyers

cases will be treated by R. Newton Crane, Esq. , form- throughout the country who send us their best stories from

erly of St. Louis, now a barrister in London. R. D. which to choose .

The Green Bag is the most useful and the most readable

magazine for lawyers.

Its unique Monthly Notes now make it indispensable.

Price $ 4.00 per year.

PUBLISHED BY THE BOSTON BOOK CO.

1



WHAT LAWYERS SAY ABOUT THE GREEN BAG
i

SOUTHERN STATESHere are brief extracts from letters recently re

ceived from subscribers to the Green Bag. We

blush to note how complimentary they all are .

1

age."

6 11

“ The best publication, in a readable form , now accessible to lawyers. "a

S.S. PATTERSON , Richmond, Va .

“ The ideal and leading law magazine."

GEORGE H.SHREWSBURY, Charleston , W.Va.

" I read it with much interest."

WELLS GOODYKOONTZ, Williamson , W.Va.

"The first legal magazine of this country."

J. H. STRICKLING, Sistersville, W.Va.

" I cannot find any faults. "

C. WILLIAM CRAMER, Morgantown, W.Va.

“ The best legal magazine.' WILLIAM MACDONALD, Keyser, W. Va .
Success to it. " ROBERT L. RODGERS, Atlanta , Ga.

" I find it more than ever an indispensable luxury ."
OSCAR R. HUNDLEY, Huntsville, Ala .

" I am delighted with it." - R. H. THOMPSON, Jackson, Miss.

" Always delighted to receive each new copy.'

JOHN J. Adams, Pittsboro, Miss.

" Cordial congratulations onthe marked improvement in matter.'

HON . HENRY H. INGERSOLL, Knoxville, Tenn .

" I take much pleasure in , and derive much information from , your

GREEN BAG ." - W. S. BENEDICT, New Orleans, La

" I am very much pleased with theGREEN BAG, as conducted ."

E. B. KRUTTSCHNITT, New Orleans, La .

" A splendid magazine ." . Wu. M. WALTON, Austin , Tex .
“ I can see more than ever its practical value .'

HARRY TOM KING , Abilene, Tex .

‘ Affords a lawyer more pleasant recreation than any other journal."

F. M. ROGERS, Arkansas City, Ark .

WESTERN STATES

"

NEW ENGLAND

“ Very interesting andvery useful. Ithas improved rapidly with
HON . A. R. SAVAGE, Auburn, Me. ( Supreme Judicial

Court, State of Maine).

" Successfully combines the heavier and the lighter side of profes

sional work ." -- LESLIE C. CORNISH, Augusta, Me.

I likethe present plan much better than the old one."

C. H. BARTLETT, Bangor, Maine.

** Should not want to be without it. Improved verymuchduring the
past year." - Walter P. PERKINS, Cornish, Me.

“ I find myself reading it more frequently than any other legal peri

odical." - CHARLES F. LIBBY, Portland, Me .

“ I appreciate the GREEN BAG very highly .”

S. C. STROUT, Portland, Me.

“ The review of cases is valuable, as I have found in one case of my

own." - E. H. GLEASON, Rumford Falls, Me .

" Approval 1. Topical arrangement admirable. 2. Matter, in kind

and quality, excellent . 3. Classification , easy and sensible.

4. Growing in the right direction ." - HAMILTON S. PECK .,

Burlington, Vt.

" No lawyer should miss being a subscriber ."

JOHN W. GORDON, Barre, Vt .

" Very satisfactory as now edited . ” — FRED . L.LAIRD, Montpelier, Vt.

" Most enjoyable. In many respects superior to any other publica

" I note the improvement and enjoị . the Mastr, Waterbury, Vt.
tion ." – YOUNG & YOUNG, Newport, Vt .

magazine

“ I have noticed the marked improvement in the magazine."

J.H. BENTON , Jr., Boston, Mass .

" The present selections of subjects seem to me good, the current

* Legal Articles' particularly so ."

FREDERIC CUNNINGHAM , Boston, Mass .

“ I have always enjoyed it but never more than recently. "

M. F. DICKINSON, Boston , Mass.

“ Read it with pleasure and profit.” –G . C. TRAVIS , Boston, Mass.
“ The most valuable commendation I can give is enclosed check for

renewal.” – A. D. FLOWER, Greenfield , Mass.

" I desire to commend it in no uncertain terms."

William H. BROOKS, Holyoke, Mass.

“ Please renew subscription, the most emphatic way in which I can

express approval. - HON . WALTER ADAMS, South Framing

ham , Mass .

“ Our continuance of subscription is sufficient commendation."

PEGRAM & COOKE, Providence, R.I.

" Better now than ever before . "

THEODORE LYMAN, Hartford, Conn .

MIDDLE STATES

“ Always most entertaining and latterly, most instructive . "

FRANK S. WOOD , Batavia , N.Y.

" A very helpful magazine. I most cordially recommend it."

GERRIT A. FORBES, Canastota, N.Y.

" Meets every requirement for a publication of the kind."

John E. Parsons , New York City , N.Y.

“ It affords me pleasure to express a most favorable opinion of your
magazine." Simon H. STERN, New York , N.Y.

“ Improved every year and to mymind now merits the highest com
mendation . " - GEORGE R. DUTTON, Englewood , N.J.

" I shall retain my subscription for years to come iſ the magazine

continues its high plane." -Edward D.DUFFIELD , Newark, N.J.

“ I became a subscriber at the outset, and have never wished to ccase

to be such . " - ELMER EWING GREEN, Trenton , N.J.

" I am nuch gratified with the improvement."

L. NEWCOMB, Vineland, N.J.

" The best law magazine published .”

JAMES C.MCFARLAND, Ridgeway, Pa .

“ I am much pleased with the work and cheerfully recommend it to

the profession ." - C. H. McCAULEY , Ridgeway, Pa.

" Nothing but commendation for your splendid magazine."

ALFRED J. FEIGHT, Harrisburg, Pa .

“ I read and digest every word and sentence . COL . JOHN I. ROGERS,

Philadelphia, Pa. (Former Judge Advocate General,N.G. of Pa .)

“ Delightful." - H. C. Boyer , Philadelphia , Pa .

" I read it with interest and look forth to its coming with pleasure."

J. L. Pugh , Somerset, Pa .

" You can count me as one of your subscribers for the years to come."

Thomas B.HARNED, Philadelphia , Pa .

“ I am very much pleased with the GREEN BAG . Improved very

much in the last two years ." HoN , H , M , EDWARDS, Scran

ton , Pa . ( President Judge, 45th Jud . Dist .) .

“ Both highly interesting and very instructive."

MILTON W. Lowry, Scranton , Pa .

" I enjoy each number." - HERBERT H. WARD , Wilmington, Del .

" There is no publication I value more highly.”

C. W. TALBOT, Rockville , Md .

.

" Entertaining and now also useful." - J.KOPELKE, Crown Point, Ind .

“ I like it better now than ever .' - John R. WILSON, Indianapolis.

" We are well pleased with it ." - MEADE VESTAL, Noblesville, Ind .

“ I consider it perfect .” – J. B. OAKLEAF, Moline, Ill.

Indispensable; both useful and entertaining ."

CHARLES A.BROWN, Chicago, Ill .

"The best publication of its kind." —P. J. O'KEEFE, Chicago, Ill.

“ Cannot be left unread by any lawyer who wishes to keep up with

the best thought of the profession .” - F.J. LOESCH , Chicago, Ill .

Conducted with great ability ." - FRANCIS B. PEABODY, Chicago, IL .

“ The best legal magazine." - Philip T.VAN ZILE, Detroit, Mich .

" Instructive, entertaining and useful."

THOMAS A.WILSON , Jackson, Mich .

" Much pleased with it. Greatly improved in the last year. "

Hon . JOHN W. STONE, Marquette, Mich . (Judge 25th Circuit ).
" I have read cach copy from cover to cover."

Jas . M. PERELES, Milwaukee, Wis .
A very valuable accessory to mywork ."

JAMES CAVANAUGH, Kenosha, Wis .

" The most satisfactory law magazine. Greatly improved ."

J. E. MCCONNELL, La Crosse , Wis .

'Have taken it many years and like it very much ." . HON. J. E.

KERWIN, Madison, Wis. (State of Wis ., Supreme Court).

“ I am highly pleased with it . - E. H. NABER, Mayville ,Wis.

" Every lawyer could , with profit, dispense with some other item of

expense and take the GREEN BAG." – Hon . CALVIN L. BROWN,

St. Paul, Minn . Supreme Court.

" An admirable publication .' Hon . GEORGE L. BUNN , St. Paul

(Minn. District Court, ad District ) .

" I am well satisfied ." --JOHN OTT, Buffalo Center, Ia .

The leader in legal journalism ." - J . O. BOYD, Keokuk, la .

" The GREEN BAG is all right ." - F. L. ANDERSON , Marion, la .

A valuable part of my library.” —- C.E. PICKETT, Waterloo, Ia .

Entertaining as well as useful." — T. N. LAVELOCK, Richmond, Mo.

" Nourishing roast beef and potatoes, as well as the appetizing entrée

and dessert. " - JOSEPH G. HOLLIDAY, St. Louis, Mo.

" I have never seen a number which did not contain something of

interest and something instructive." — JACOB KLEIN, St. Louis,
Mo.

" It is instructive, and what is perhaps more important, it issuggestive . "

CHARLES NAGEL, St. Louis, Mo.

" By all odds the best legalmagazine." - A.B. FAIRBANK, Huron, S.D.

" Perfectly satisfied with it ." - WILLIAM ISSENHUTH , Redfield , S.D.

The most practically useful and indispensable periodical in the
United States." JOHN WATKINS, Muskogee , I.T.

" I get pleasure out of it, and much information .'

HAROLD PRESTON , Seattle , Wash .

" Well worth the price of subscription."

M. A. FOLSOM, Spokane, Washa .

" A splendid legal journal.” — JOHN I. STAFFORD, Modesto, Cal.

" Not only entertaining, but instructive and useful.

JAMES M. ALLEN, San Francisco , Cal.

“ I consider the summary of legal articles and the notes of recent cases

very valuable .” MILTON ANDROS, San Francisco, Cal.

" Not only interesting but very useful and helpful in my business."

J. C. Bates, San Francisco, Cal.

“ Very useful as well as delightful.”'

HENRY H. RED, San Francisco, Cal.

.
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Published in April, 1906, by The Boston Book Company,

Address , 83 to 91 Francis Street, Fenway, Boston, Mass.

This paper is issued quarterly, to give information about

American and foreign legal literature. We send it without charge

to any book -buyer who asks for it.

CONTENTS OF THIS NUMBER

PAGE

3 INTERNATIONAL LAW

PAGE

14BARGAINS IN REPORTS

BENJAMIN ON SALES ; New Edition . 4,6

BEST LAW MAGAZINE . 7 , 10, 14, 16

BEST SET OF REPORTS TO USE. 3, 15

|
2LATEST LAW BOOKS .. 11, 12, 13, 14

LAWYERS NOT BOOK COLLECTORS, 5

NEW ENGLAND TOWN LAW . 3, 6 , 14

PERSONAL INJURY LITIGATION . 5

RARE & INTERESTING BOOKS . 8 , 9, 10

2

CASH PAID FOR OLD LAW BOOKS. 7

GAP IN CHANCERY REPORTS , , 2

In place of the Order Blank which we usually en

close, we suggest below an acceptable form for response

to this LEG. BIB. , viz. :

To the Boston Book Company :

Dear Sir : - Enclosed find

send the books below to

Yours truly ,

, for which

.

[ In return for payment in advance , we understand that the Boston Book

Company will pay delivery charges.]

THE GREEN BAG, FOR ONE YEAR , FROM $ 4.00

BENJAMIN ON SALES ; NEW EDITION, Cloth 6.50

GARLAND'S NEW ENGLAND TOWN LAW, Cloth . 6.50

BOUVIER'S LAW DICTIONARY , RAWLE'S REVISION, 2 Vols. , Sheep. 12.00

EWELL'S ESSENTIALS OF THE LAW (for Students ) , 3 Vols. , Sheep . 7.50

WILLS ON CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE ; BEER'S NOTES , Sheep . 5.00

VOORHEES ON THE LAW OF ARREST , Cloth 2.00

SET OF ENGLISH RULING CASES WITHAMERICAN NOTES, SUB

SCRIPTION EDITION , 26 Vols. in 13 ( $ 78.00 ) Cash, 75.00

Put us down for the 29 volumes of Vice - Chancellors to fill

gap in our set of English Chancery.

ALSO THE FOLLOWING BOOKS FROM THE “ RARE BOOK LIST " :

The Green Bag reader gets all the latest law .



TO OWNERS OF

ENGLISH CHANCERY REPORTS

CHANCE TO COMPLETE YOUR SET

When the Set entitled English Chancery Reports

was reprinted in this country, several Vice -Chancellors"

Reports were omitted, namely:

.DREWRY 4 vols.

DREWRY & SMALE 2

DE GEX & SMALE . 5

SMALE & GIFFORD 3

GIFFORD 5

KAY I vol.

4 vols.

JOHNSON I vol.

JOHNSON & HEMMING 2 vols .

HEMMING & MILLER 2

In all 29 vols.

1

THESE ARE

NOT IN

YOUR SET
KAY & JOHNSON

.

By arrangement with the publishers of the FULL

REPRINT OF ENGLISH REPORTS, we have

secured a few additional copies of the reprint of these

hitherto unreprinted volumes which we can offer at a

low price.

If you wish to secure these volumes, write at once to

THE BOSTON BOOK CO.

83 to 91 Francis St., Fenway, BOSTON, MASS .

He who uses E. R. C. founds his case firmly.
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NOTES A SET EVERY LAWYER OUGHT TO OWN

) 7

A Quaint Dun . We overlooked recently a

Berlin bill, and got this polite reminder , written

in English , from our German correspondent;

Our commerce may be rendered difficult with

slow payings." We pass this excellent sentiment
on to such of our customers as are slow pay."

What a Purchaser saysof E. R. C.— “To say
that I am pleased with English Ruling Cases is

putting it far too mildly . The set will be of

the greatest value tome in my work ." John B.
Barnes, Jr. , Casper, Wyoming .

Town Law , City Law , County Law .— Although

the town system of New England differs essen

tially in its foundation from the city and county

systems of other states , the officers of towns have

functions so similar to local officers throughout

the United States that the statutes and decisions

digested in Garland's New ENGLAND Town Law

(cloth, $6.50) will interest lawyers and local
officers everywhere.

The Intelligent Typewriter. The latest varia

tion of the title to our law magazine appears in a

late letter to us, as “ The Green Bug," which

transmutes jurisprudence into entomology.

A new ex -pounder on our own machine turned

out these choice bits :

“ We have not at present a copy of Campbell's

' Lies of the Chancellors .' ”

Please accept this book if it is of no use to
you . (We tried to dictate any use ." )

Patrick's Speeches." (Pamphlet , we wanted

to say .)

Voorhees on Arrest followed. - A letter from

Wm. C. Dunbar , of Boise , Idaho , says , It might

interest you to know that I heardthe argument

in the Idaho Supreme Court the other dayin the

Habeas Corpus proceedings to secure the liberty

of the officers of the Miners' Union who were ex

tradited here from Denver. I was pleased to find

the whole subject in a nutshell on p . 127 , Section

221 , of Voorhees on Arrest , under the heading

“ Jurisdiction Procured by Strategem .” Our

court made a decision following the authorities

there cited .” (Voorhees on Arrest, cloth , $2.00 .)

E. R. C. stands for ENGLISH RULING

CASES,

The set of E. R. C. comprises 26 vols., price,

$ 143.00 . *

It is an Encyclopædia of the great cases

on which all lines of English and American

decisions are based.

The arrangement of topics is alphabetical.

The principal cases are given in full, English

notes cover less important cases .

American notes show accord or difference

in our decisions ,

* There are some sets still for sale of the

Subscription Edition, 26 vols. in 13 , $ 78.00.

Better secure one of these while you can .

Write to the Boston Book Co. about it.

( 6

THE CRADLE OF DEMOCRACY .

The system of town government which prevails

in the six New England states , and nowhere else

in the world (except perhaps the Russian " Mir " )

has always attracted the special attention of

publicists. For instance :

The town is the preparatory school forthe state.

The structure of republics has its foundations in
the independence of the towns. Bluntschli.

Ą New England town meeting is essentially the

same as the folk moot. --E. A. FREEMAN .

All New England is an aggregate of organized

democracies. - George BANCROFT .

The town meeting has been not only the source

but the school of democracy. BRYCE.

In New England especially , towns were the

primordial cells of the body politic.
HERBERT B. ADAMS .

Something like the town meeting, principle

lies at the bottom of all the political life of the

United States. -- John Fiske.

This political importance of the town system

of government will give Garland's New ENG

LAND Town Law (ready in May ; price $6.50 net)

interest and value far beyond the limits of New

England . Several of the states have had local

compilations entitled “ Town Officer " or "Town

Law ," but Mr. Garland's work will present for

the first time , side by side , the similar and often

identical statutes relating to town meetings and

the various town officers , together with the deci

sions of the courts; a bodyof municipal law so

harmonious and so striking that it deserves study

everywhere,

THE GREEN BAG UNIQUE

Mr. Justice Brown, of the Supreme Court of

the United States , writes us this :

“ It affords me pleasure to state that I have

every number of The GREEN BAG from its com

mencement , and intend to continue it so long as

I remain an active member of the profession .

“ It has a characteristic quite rare in legal

periodicals, of being interesting not only to

lawyers, but to general readers — even to ladies.

It is quite unique in its way ; and if I have not

read every number as it came out , it is because

of professionalengagements so urgent that I could
not get the time,'

The Green Bag reader gets all the latest law .



NEW EDITION OF

BENJAMIN ON SALES

A treatise on the Law of Sale of Personal Property, with references

to the American decisions and to the French code and civil law . By

the late Judah P. Benjamin (of New Orleans and London ). Fifth

Edition by W. A. Ker and A. R. Butterworth , London , 1906 .

ONE LARGE VOLUME BOUND IN LAW CANVAS, $6.50 .

Of this international standard the late BARON POLLOCK said , “ Few works have been

so readily accepted and so universally used .” The reason is not far to seek . The author

was educated at Yale, began practice in New Orleans, rose to be leader of the Louisiana

Bar and prominent in national politics. In the Civil War he was Secretary of State to the

Confederacy. At its termination he went to England, was called to the Bar in London .

His talents and his energy speedily brought him once more to the front rank of his

profession .

In 1868 MR. BENJAMIN, whose experience with the law merchant had been arge

throughout his career, published in London the first edition of his TREATISE ON SALES,

which has reached five editions in England and nine in the United States . It is known

to every lawyer and recognized as authority in every court.

The 1906 edition has no separate “ American Notes " — nor does it need any. The

author as an American gave full consideration to our decisions in his original work. The

present editors have studied and cited the most important recent cases in our courts.

Imported by The Boston Book Co., Boston , Mass.

!

JUDAH P. BENJAMIN .

The publication of a new edition of BENJAMIN
ON SALES will revive interest in the author. The

older lawyers know about him . For the younger

generation we condense a few facts from a sketch

of his life in 1 GREEN BAG , 365 , and from Baron

Pollock's “ Reminiscences of Benjamin ," 10 GREEN
BAG , 396 .

He was born in St. Croix , West Indies, in 1811 .

In childhood he was brought to Wilmington, N. C.

After a partial course at Yale he went to New

Orleans in 1831 , and began the study of the law.

Admitted to practice in 1833, he speedily became

a leader not only of the local but also of the

national Bar. In 1852 he was sent to the Senate

of the United States, resigning his Senatorship

when his State seceded from the Union . He

served in the Cabinet of President Jefferson

Davis , first as Attorney -General, then as Secre
tary of War, and finally as Secretary of State . In

1865, at the fall of the Confederacy , he fled to

England, entered Lincoln's Inn, and applied him

self vigorously to the study of English law . After

only one year's probation he was called " to
the English Bar. “ It is difficult,” says the

biographer, “ to imagine a position more appar

ently hopeless than his . At the age of fifty -five

he had to adapt himself to an entirely new state

of things. He had a great deal to learn, and a

great deal to unlearn . He had to contend against

the elite of the English Bar."

At first his earnings were so small that he had

to write for newspapers to make a living. In

1868 he published a treatise on “ Sales of Per

sonal Property ." Legal authorship is often the

first essay ofan English barrister toward publicity

and reputation, the only allowable method of

advertising himself in his profession . In this

instance the essay was instantly and largely suc

cessful. Mr. Benjamin's practice had always

been largely on commercial lines , and as the " law
merchant is very much alike throughout the

civilized world , his practice under the civil law

of the Code Napoleon , in Louisiana, helped rather

than hindered his grasp of the commercial law of

England. His talents, becoming known through
this work , brought him both reputation and prac

tice . In the short space of six years he attained

the rank of Queen's Counsel , the highest in the

practicing profession . His income is said to have

reached $40,000 a year .

Owing to failing health , Benjamin had to relin

quish practice in 1883, and he died in Paris in

the following year, leaving as a monument to

succeeding generations his work on Sales.

He who uses E. R. C. founds his case firmly .
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ABUSES OF PERSONAL INJURY LITIGATION . to its ultimate essence . How many English

The Green Bag for April, 1906 , has a “ Sym- think, were brought up on this pabulum ?
lassies of the early nineteenth century, do you

posium " which will interest lawyers who deplore

the notorious abuses of personal injury litigation

which are choking the dockets of our courts and
LAWYERS NOT BOOK COLLECTORS

demoralizing the administration of justice . To the editor of the Leg . BiB , the most interest

The editor, “ believing that there is need of ing part of each number is the “ Rare Book List . ”
widespread discussion of this problem ,” has col- But mighty few of our readers seem to look at

lected information and opinions from practical it , much less order from it . Lawyers who have

trial lawyers throughout the United States and large general libraries and choice collections on

also from foreign countries , as to this class of other lines, have apparently no taste for the old

abuses , and the bestmethods of remedying them . literature of their own profession a literature

The “ Symposium " opens with a general article abounding in quaintness , in interest , in actual
on EMPLOYERS ' LIABILITY AS AN INDUSTRIAL values. The man who will spend thousands of

PROBLEM , by Roger S. Warner, of Boston . dollars for a. Shakespeare folio or hundreds for

Under the heading of THE ABUSE OF PERSONAL a first edition of Poe, cares nothing for a first edi

INJURY LITIGATION , leading trial lawyers of New tion of Littleton , or Coke , or Blackstone , or Kent .

York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Cleveland , De- He will gloat over an Aldus or a Pickering, but

troit, Chicago,and St. Louis,whohave been largely ignore imprints of Tottell, of Redman , of the
engaged in personal injury litigation , contribute Companie of Stationers.'

short articles embodying their experience and If a lawyer wants to become a collector of books,

their suggestions . These articles are extremely why not take for his range something in the line

interesting, because they present opinions from of his professional reading and study ? There

various standpoints. Some of them emphasize are almost untouched fields of exploration among

the perjury of the workmen who sue , and the the early reporters and commentators in England ,

lowering moral tone of lawyers who represent among first editions and forgotten oddities. In

them ; others denounce the tricks of employers our own country, there are seventeenth century

and corporations to evade responsibility ; — others statutes and trials, eighteenth century reports and

again find in the substitution of Liability Insurance reprints of English works , early nineteenth cen

companies a final elimination of humane considera- tury reports and treatises, illustrating the begin

tions in the relations of employer and employed . nings of American law literature , and a gradual

Following this series of articles, there are state- emancipation from English precedents. There

ments from lawyers in ENGLAND, FRANCE , BEL- are local imprints — unexplainable activities of

GIUM , and Italy , of the provisions and effects of country printers in places like Exeter, N. H. , Bur

recent WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION Acts in those
lington, Vt . , and New Berne, N. C. There are the

countries . embryos of American law literature, such books

The editor then briefly sums up these contribu
as Nathaniel Chapman's “ Dissertations and De

tions .
cisions,” and Francis Xavier Martin's “ Notes of

The only other article in this number (except
Cases, and Translation of Latch's Reports .

the valuable Notes Of DECISIONS AND Legal There are old volumes with the autographs and

Discussions) isaletterfrom Donald R.Richberg, book -plates of the earliest days of our courts.

of Chicago , on IMPRISONMENT OF CORPORATIONS
And on other lines there is a very interesting

in which he makes the novel query , since the
literature of legal history , biography, anecdote,

There are sets of oldcourts are holding that corporations may be gossip, parody, even verse.
guilty of criminal intent and criminal action for magazines, reflecting the decisions, discussions,

which their officers cannot be imprisoned and
comments , reviews, and professional views of

since fines are not adequate punishments or de- bygone generations of lawyers.

terrents - WHY CANNOT THE ASSETS OF COR Ye who have money to spend in houses, in auto

PORATIONS BE IMPRISONED , and their franchises
mobiles , even in libraries, why not spend a little

forfeited during such imprisonment?
of it in following out your individual taste in the

The April number of THE GREEN Bag costs
older and the quainter books of your own profes

sion ? Begin by studying the two pages of " Rare
50 cents.

Books " in this LEG. BIB . There, among many

titles which will not attract , you are sure to find

Blackstone for Women. -- Among the many some items which strike your fancy. Yield to

Abridgments of Blackstone's Commentaries, one
the temptation to buy them , and find relaxation ,

was published in London , 1822, as a “ Series of
amusement, the zest of the chase , in forming a

collection which shall be unique .
Letters from a Father to his Daughter chiefly

intended for the Use and Advancement of Female

Education .” The author, “ A barrister at law , Where to find the Law. - A. correspondent in

F. R. , F. A. , and F. L. S.” (whatever these letters Ann Arbor, Mich . , writes thus: While consult

stand for) explains that he " would avoid in female ing the last second-hand list of one of your emi

education the two extremes of pedantic learning nent competitors to -day , I discovered amongst
and of mere superficial accomplishment." the bargains on Criminal Law the well-esteemed

He wishes to adorn his daughter's mind with use- work of Mr. Cruise on Fines and Recoveries. I

ful knowledge, and with such literary acquire looked further under the same, head , hoping to
ments as will eventually render her a cheerful find an offer of Van Fleet on Collateral Attack ; but
companion and an accomplished woman . Then the listerseemed to think that work had something

he lets her off easily in a nice little volume of three to do with Pleading and Practice, and so listed it
hundred small pages , Blackstone boiled down under that head ."

>

11
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The Green Bag reader gets all the latest law .
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WE WANT TO SELL

AMERICAN REPORTS

Vols . 59

.

I 20.00

.

U.S. SUPREME COURT . Curtis Edition .

( First 58 vols . in 22 Books .

to 199 separate .)

Worn , but sound ; a special bargain .

ALABAMA REPORTS . Minor, Stewart ,

3 vols . , Stewart and Porter , 5 vols . ,

Porter, 9 vols. , Alabama i and 2 . In

all 20 vols.. ...

DISTRICT OP COLUMBIA APPEALS Re

ports, 24 vols . New .

Maine REPORTS , i to 45 :

Binding in shabby condition .

New Jersey Law REPORTS , 70 vols.

EQUITY , 65 vols . 135 vols . New

New YORK STATE REPORTER . Vols .

1-70 and Digest of vols . 1-62. Good

second -hand.

New YORK WEEKLY Digest , 28 vols .

[Considered as a part of a set of N. Y.

Reports . ) - fine second-hand

PennsLVANIA REPORTS , early Supreme

Courts, 65 vols. State Reports, 109

vols . to Atlantic Reporter.

New .

United States CIRCUIT AND DISTRICT

COURT REPORTS . ORIGINAL Edi

TIONS . Various Bindings. 164 vols.

Complete up to Federal Reporter.

UNITED STATES Statutes At LARGE .

Good second-hand .

VERMONT REPORTS . Vols . 1-58 (ex

cept Vols. 47 and 48) . Original

edition . Shabby binding.

VIRGINIA REPORTS , original volumes

to Vol. 103 ( except Jefferson, and

Vols . 4 , 5 , and 6 of Call). 99 vols .

in all . Good second -hand.

ENGLISH, IRISH , AND SCOTCH

ENGLISH COMMON LAW REPORTS ,

118 vols . and Digest 3 vols . UN

CONDENSED . $ 125.00

Now that the Full Reprint of English

Reports is exhausted, the earlier reprints
$185.00 become more valuable .

ENGLISH RULING Cases , 26 vols. in 13 . 78.00

Some sets remain for sale.

ASPINALL's Maritime Cases , 9 vols. 100.00

These important admirally reports are
50.00

like the Sibylline leaves, the scarcer they

get the higher the price .

REPRINT OF Scotch REPORTS ( House

112.50 of Lords and Sessions Cases) , 40 vols .

half roan
250.00

Three out of five sets then remaining

270.00 have been sold since last Leg . Bib .

ENGLISH REPORTS . Practi

cally full set of original edi
Prices on Applica70.00 tions, about 1500 vols .

tion

Irish Reports , 167 vols .

CANADIAN REPORTS , 190 vols.

45.00

INTERESTING TO LAWYERS

Benton's CONGRESSIONAL DEBATES ,

1789-1850 , 16 vols . Cloth .

325.00
Von Holst's CONSTITUTIONAL His

TORY OF THE UNITED States . 8 vols .

Cloth . Price raised to

MESSAGES OF THE PRESIDENTS, 10 vols . 15.00

300.00 U. S. Patent Office GAZETTE , 1872

1903 110 vols., half leather,. 150.00

75.00

* If you haven't the cash to pay forany set you

want, perhaps you have useless books, reports,

laws, or pamphlets which we could take in part
112.50

trade.

174 vols.

32.00

12.00

32 vols .

250.00

COLLECTIONS OF CASES

10.00

64.00

AMERICAN CORPORATION REPORTS , 10

vols...

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH CORPORATION

Cases , Old series , 48 vols .; New series ,

16 vols .; in all , 64 vols .

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH RAILROAD

Cases , Old series, 61 vols., New

series, 14 vols .; in all ,

AMERICAN RAILWAY REPORTS , 21 vols .

AMERICAN REPORTS , 60 vols .; Digest

75 vols. 75.00

42.00

60.00

NEW ENGLAND TOWN LAW.

In May we expect to publish a work on this

subject on which JAMES S. GARLAND , of Boston ,

has been at work for three years . It is a sys

tematic presentation , in the form of a digest, of

statutes and decisions relating to towns and town

officers. Although the system of the town, gov

ernment is the same throughout the six New

England states, the statutes governing it differ

in detail , and Mr. GARLAND has therefore given

the abstract of the statutes and decisions of each

state separately , following the sameorder through

out, so that comparison is easy, and combining all

in a common summary, as an introduction to the

work .

The value to lawyers, town officers, libraries,

and citizens, of such a thorough comparative view ,

is obvious : for there is such similarity in the whole

body of this law , that where doubt exists as to

the duty of an officer in anystate, the statutes

and decisions of the other five New England states

may throw light upon the matter and aid in

solving the doubt.

Garland's New ENGLAND Town Law, in one

large octavo volume, bound in law canvas , will

sell for $6.50 net .

CYCLOPÆDIAS

AND

31 vols .

AMERICAN ENGLISH ENCYCLO

PÆDIA OF LAW , first edition .

Complete. Good condition .

ENCYCLOPÆDIA OF FORMS, 18 vols.

ENCYCLOPÆDIA PLEADING

PRACTICE , 23 vols.

40.00

50.00

OF AND

70.00

He who uses E. R. C. founds his case firmly.
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WE WANT TO BUY MORE PRAISE FOR THE GREEN BAG

Ala. Reports. Vols . 9 , 11 . In the January LEG. BiB. we published a page
of Commendations for The Green Bag . Here

Laws . Nov. 1831,' 32, '32 Extra .
are more of the same kind received since then .

Ark . Laws . Nov. 1844, '50, '56.

Cal . Laws. 1852 , '53 , '97. I have been very much pleased with The Green Bag ."

C. O. SMALI , Madison , Me.
Conn . Rev. Laws, 1769, 1805.

Themost interesting legal miscellany published . " .

Laws. May , Oct. 1818 ,May '19 , '20 , '21 . Hox: E. D. KINNE, Judge 22d Circuit, Ann Arbor, Mich .

Pub . Laws, 1832 , '34 . Priv . Laws, 1893 . " Interesting and instructive.'

WM . R. HAMMOND, Atlanta , Ga.Dak . Laws. Dec. 1865 .
" I like The Green Bag very much .

Del . Laws. 1817 to '23 : R. M. PROUDFIT , Friend, Neb.

Fla. Laws . 1840, '41 , 42, '44 , '04 , '75 . Omne tulit punctum , qui miscuit utile dulcis . "

A. S. BATCHELLOR , Littleton , N. H.
Ga . Watkins' Laws . 1800 .

" A first-class law publication . "

II. Priv . Laws . 1826 , '28 .
Hon. W. J. TOWNSEND, JR . , CountyJudge, Lufkin , Texas .

Ind. Local Laws, Dec. 1837 , '39. " I desire to express my admiration of its conduct in every

way . --- Wu. M. WATSON, Seattle, Wash .

Ky. Laws. 1896 and Special 1897 .
:: No lawyer should be without it."

La . La . Ann. Vols. 7 to 14. Any volume. A. B. STEELE , Herkimer, N. Y.

Me . Reports. Vols . 46 to 77. Any volume. ' ' I desire to add a word of commendation for your timely

articles ." -- L. W. HENDERSON , Pipestown, Minn .
Mass. Reports. Any volume, : Fills an important placein legal literature.'
Mich . Laws. 1833 . Thomas Dent, Chicago, Ill .

" I consider The GREEN Bag a success.Minn , Laws , 1852 , '53, '54 , '55 .
Howell A. POWELL, San Francisco, Cal.

Miss, Reports . Vol. 34 . Has steadily grown better. Tome it seems indispensable ."

Laws. 1827 , 29, 30 , '31 -2 . Adj . Hon . Clement SMITH , Circuit Judge, Hastings, Mich.
" THE GREEN Bag is all right . ' --- R.F.DUNTON, Belfast, Me .

Called , '37. Called, '43, Jan., '43 , Jan. and : I like your magazine very much .'

Called , '52 , Called , '60 , Jan. '61 , March T. F. JOHNSON, Colebrook , N. H.

'64 . " I think very highly of The GREEN Bag .

Joseph S. LAWRENCE, Sioux City, Iowa .
Mont. Laws. Nov. and Dec. 1867 .

"Always interesting and instructive."
Neb . Laws. Jan., Dec.1855. 1872 Adjourned . C. W. ROBINSON, Newport News, Va.

N. H. Reports. Vols . 10 , 30, 31. One of the most useful magazines that a lawyer can secure .

H. E. Foster, Seattle, Wash ,
N. Y.

Transcript Appeals. Vols . 6 , 7 . I most heartily approve it."

N. C. Laws. Pub. 1822 , 1834 . PETER MAIER, Evansville, Ind.

Ohio . General Laws. Dec. 1822 , '30 , June '32 , I wantto continue as a subscriberto your interesting jour

SAMUEL W. JACKSON, Chicago, Ill.
July '42 . A progressive and up -to -date law magazine ."

Ore. Laws. 1849-50 , Dec. '51 , '52 , '58 , Oct. B. L. FARINHOLT, West Point, Va.

'62 , '78 .
Keep on the path youhave marked out and you will notonly

merit but command even a wider circleoffriends."
Pa . Delaware Co. Reports , 7 vols .

WILLIAM HEPBURN Russell, New York .

S. C. Reports. Mill's Constitutional . 2 vols . : A welcome visitor at this office."

J. A. RAMSAY, Fayette, Miss.Richardson's Law . Rice Law ,
" I have a full set and prize it highly . "

Rice Eq . , Speers Eq . JBSSE L. ROGERS, Knoxville, Tenn .

Laws . Dec. 1863 . " It is indispensable ." - W. C. SULLIVAN, Washington, D.C.

'' Each number has been greatly enjoyed ."Tenn . Pub . Laws. 1832 , '36 , April 1861 .
A. W. HUTTON , Los Angeles , Cal.

Priv . Laws. 1831, '32 , '33 . Laws , May , Very interesting and entertaining . Entitled to the highest

'95 , Jan. '97, 1903.
praise. - CHARLES W. SLOAN , Harrisonville , Mo.

:: Admirable in every respect.".
Utah . Adj. 1853 , Sept. '58, '59 , '61 , '63 , Jan.

T. A. McWillie, Jackson, Miss.
I like it . It is one of the magazines I make time to read .

Vi. Reports . Vols . 47 , 48 . Hon . Jesse HOLDOM, Superior Court, Chicago, Ill .

" I have been a subscriber for many years, and will not try to
Laws. 1814 , 1829 .

get along without it." - J. Leahy, Raton , New Mexico .
Va. Reports. Va . Cases, vol . 2 .

Note how widea range of locality these opinions
Jefferson , I vol.

Patton Jr. and Heath , 2 vols.
represent. THE GREEN Bag is national, not local,

in its scope.Call . Vols . 4-6 (or 6 vols . ) .

Laws . Dec. 1813 If you do not take The GREEN BAG why not

subscribe now ? A magazine so highly com
Wash . Reports. Vols. 23–34.

mended must be worth reading.
W. Va Laws . 1869 , '70 , '83, '87, Apr. '87 , '89-95 ,

'99 , 1901-5

Wyo. Laws. 1886 , 1901, 1903. More Heathen Hindoo Law. — Those of our

General. American Probate Reports . Vol. 1. readers who have shown a lively interest in East

Text Book . Story on Agency. 9th edition , 1891 , Indian law , will be glad to learn (from Bellasis's

Reports of Sudder Dewance Adalut Cases in Bom
In addition to these books , we would take in trade

bay) that the Moonsiff Burjorjee Bhickajee, after
almost any useless books you have on your shelves

obtainingan exposition of the law from the Shas
or stowed away ; for instance ,

tree, held that the plaintiff, Dewrow Wullud
Sets , Stretches or Volumes of RePORTS .

Janow , was entitled to enjoy the Wywat of the
OLD STATUTES , CODES, OR SESSION Laws .

Wuttun , in preference to the defendant, Anpoor
Sers , STRETCHES , VOLUMES OR NUMBERS OF naball Kome Bulwuntrow Deshmook .

Law MAGAZINES .
Also, that Hunnapa (Lohar) , blacksmith , was

Why not gain space and improve your library entitled to receive bulloottee Hucks from his

by exchanging such books for what you need ? fellow villagers.

If you have any truck of this sort , send us a Sounds a little like a Carlisle football team ,

list , giving short title and date of each book. doesn't it ?

)

Vol. I.

72, '80 .

The Green Bag reader gets all the latest lo .



RARE BOOKS RECENTLY RECEIVED

.

Books marked *havebookplateofG. Okill Stuart. Books marked t
have bookplate of William Locker Felton .

We have over a thousand similar books in stock, enumerated in our

Catalogue No. 53, and supplements, which we will send free on application.

Advocates' Library Catalogue.- Catalogue of the Printed Chipman (Daniel). The Law of Contracts for the Payment of

Books in theLibraryof the Faculty of Advocates. 7 vols. 4to .

Cloth . Edinburgh. 1867-1879
Specific Articles, with a Supplement by D. B. Eaton. Svo, old

815.00 sheep. Burlington (Vt .), 1852. [ Original edition printed in

As a Catalogue of one of thelibraries whichgets all bookscopy. Middlebury, Vt., 1822, with new title-page and additional

righted in Great Britain , this has great bibliographic value. matter .] 2.80

Aegidii Monagii; Juris CivilisAmoenitates. 18mo , old Chipman (Nath.) . 'Principles of Government. A Treatise on Free

calf. Lutecice Parisiorum . 1664. (From the “ Privilege du Roy," Institutions. 2d ed . 8vo ,sheep . Burlington ( Vt.) . 1852. 2.50

in the colophon , it would appear that the author of this bookwas Clarke (S. R.). Criminal Law as Applicable to the Dominion of
a Monsieur Menage.]

2.50 Canada . 8vo, half sheep. Toronto . 1872. ( First edition .) 2.00

Allnatt (C. B.) on Partition : Reprint of London Edition . 8vo, Clode (C. M.) . Administration of Justice under Military and

boards. Phila . 1834
1.00 Martial Law . 8vo, cloth . London , 1872 1.50

Amos (A.) and Ferard ( J.) on Fixtures. ist Amer. Edition . 8vo, Coke (Sir Edw .). Lifeof, by C.W.Johnson . ad edition. 2 vols.

old sheep. N. Y. 1830.* 1.00 8vo (Portrait), cloth , London . 1845 . 4.00

Angell (J. K.). Inquiry into the Rule which creates a Right to an Coke's Institutes. The First Part: a Commentary on Littleton.

Incorporeal Hereditament, by an Adverse Enjoyment of 20 years . 14th edition , with Notes, etc. , by Hargrave and Butler . Thick

8vo , boards . Boston . 1827 .
1.00 folio , broken calf. London . 1789. [Original Law - French text,

Aram (Eugene). Trial and Life : with his Poems, etc. 12mo , English translation , notes, references, and subnotes, in five dif.

boards. Richmond ( Eng .). 1832 .
1.50 ferent kinds of type,dovetailed into every page]

3.50

Archbold (J. F.) . The Municipal Corporation Act. 5 and 6: Comyn (S. ) on Contracts and Agreements not under Seal, with
Wm. IV. ch . 76. 12mo , boards . London , 1836 1.00 Cases thereon in the action of Assumpsit. parts in 2 volumes .

Backus (J.) . "Digest of the Laws relating to Sheriff, Coroner ,and (American reprint .) 8vo, broken calf. Flatbush ( N.Y.) 1809. 2.00

Constable. 2 vols. 12mo , old sheep. " Printed for the author. " Constitutions and Canons Ecclesiasticall, agreed upon in

N. Y. 1812 (Recommended to the Profession by Cadwallader the Synode begun at London Anno Dom . 1603. Black Letter ,

D. Colden ,David Daggett, and Tapping Reeve.] · 2.00 Small, 4to boards. (London .] 1604. (The first English Can .

Bacon (Nath.) . An Historicaland Political Discourse on the Laws ons, attributed to Bishop Bancroft. First edition .) • 10.00

& Government of England. Collected from some MS , notes of Cornish (W.F. ) . Essay on Uses . (American reprint.) 8vo , boards.
John Selden , Esq. Folio , old calf . London . 1689. (Bookplate Phila . 1834.1 1.00

of Lord Handyside.) . 5.00 Coventry (Thos.). Conveyancers' Evidence . svo , boards. Lon

Babington (R.) on the Law of Auctions. ' 8vo, oid call. don . 1832

London. 1826.. 1.00 Creasy (šir E.) . Imperial and Colonial Constitutions of the

Ballantine(Wm .), on the Statute of Limitations. 8vo, old calf. Britannic Empire, including Indian Institutions. Svo , cloth (with

London . 1810 . 1.00 Maps) . London . 1872 3.50

Ball ( J. T.). Historical Review of ihe Legislative Systems Oper- Cullen (Archibald ). Principles of the Bankrupt' Law . 12mo , old

ative in Ireland . 1972-1800 . New Edition . 8vo , cloth . Lon- calf. London . 1800 . 1.00

don. 1889 . 3.00 Curran (John P ).Speecheson the Late Very Interesting State
Barrington ( Sir J.) . Judge of the High Court of Admiralty in Trials (portrait). 8vo , old calf . Dublin . 1808 . 1.50

Ireland. Personal Sketches and Recollections. 12mo , cloth . Dalloz ;' Jurisprudence Générale du Royaume ; ou Journal des

Glasgow. , 1876. . 1.50 Audiences, Nouvelle Collection. 12 vols. 4to, old calf. Paris.
Bayley (j.) on Bills ofExchange, etc. Dublin. ' 1789; Lovelass . 12.00

on Bills, etc. 2d ed . Dublin , 1790 ; Kyd on Bills , etc. Dublin , Davies (H.) and Laurent' (E. ) . ' The Mercantile and Bankrupt
1791 - all in one volume. 12mo , old call 1.50 Law of France . 12mo , cloth. London . 1855 1.00

Beaumont (G. ) . The Law of Fire and Life Insurance . 8vo, Documentary History of the Constitution of the United States.
old calf . London . 1833.* 1.00 1786-1870 . 3 vols . 4to, sheep. Washington . 1894 . 7.50

Benecke (Wm .). Principles of Indemnity in Marine Insurance, Dreyfus Case. By F. C. Conybeare . With portraits and fac
Bottomry and Respondentia . 8vo , boards. London . 1824. 2.00 similes . 12mo , cloth . London. 1898 1.50

Beveridge ( T.). Forms of Process : containing the New Regula . Eldon (Lord Chancellor ). Lifeby Twiss. 2d edition.

tions before the Courts. 2 vols . 8vo , old calf. Edinburgh. 12mo , cloth . London . 1844. ( Two bookplates in each volume,

1826.* [ Introduction , in regard to the Scottish Courts.] 4.00 C.P.J. and Fredk . A. Philbrick] 6.00

Bingham ( P.) . The Law of Infancy and Coverture. 8vo , old Ellis (Chas.) The Law of Fire and Life Insurance and Annuities .
cali. London . 1816 .

1.00 (American reprint.) 8vo , boards. Phila . 1834.1 . 1.00

Birkbeck ( W , L. ) . Historical Sketch of the Distribution of The same - Anothercopy . 8vo, old calf . London. 1832. 1.00

Land in England . 12mo, cloth . London. 1885. 1.50 Essay upon the Action ofan Orator, as to his Pronunciation and
(Black (W.) ?! Privileges of the Royal Burrows, as contained in Gesture . Done out of French . 24mo, broken calf. London .

their particular Rights, and the Ancient Laws. 16mo, broken No date (about 1700 ? lacks last leaf of text.) 1.50

calf . Edinburgh. 1707. ( Bookplate of C. Cunningham , " .S.) 3.50 Ewald (Chas. A.). Our Constitution : an Epitome of our Laws

Blanshard (Wm. ) on the Statutes of Limitations . Svo , boards. and System of Government . 12mo, cloth . London. 1867. 1.50

Reprinted . Phila. 1833.1 1.00 English Constitution ; Portions of Information on , etc.
Boacheron -Des Portes . Aperçu du Droit Hindou. Régime cloth . London . 1834. [Printed for the Author) 1.50

Judiciaire ... Français dans l'Inde . 8vo , boards. Paris . Fearne ( Chas. ). On Contingent Remainders. gth edition by

1855 1.50 Chas. Butler. 8vo, boards. London . 1831 . 2.50

Blount (Thos.). Fragmenta Antiquitatis ; or Antient Tenures of Falconer (Thos.).' On County Courts ,Local Courts of Record,

Land, and Jocular Customs of some Manors. New edition , by and on the Changes Proposed. 8vo, cloth .
London . 1873 .

Joseph Beckwith . 12mo , old calf. York ( Eng.). 1784: 3.50 [ Presentation copy, from the author] 1.50

Bohun (W.) . Declarations and Pleadings in the most usual Actions Finch (Sir Henry) . Law : or a Discourse thereof. Written in

in K. B. and C. P. 12mo, old calf . London . 1733 2.50 French, and done into English by the Author .
Borthwick (Wm.). Remarks on British Antiquities. (1. Judicial London . 1636

5.00

Combats ; 2. Ancient Writs ), boards . Edinburgh. 1776. 1.50 Foublanque (John ). A Treatise of Equity . 2 vols., 8vo . old

Bradby (J.). The Law of Distresses . 2d edition by John Adams. calf . London . 1805 .
2.00

Reprinted Phila . 1833.1 1.00 FutawaAlemgiri:A Collection of Opinions and Precepts onBrazilian Laws. - Consolidaçao das Leis Civis: gvo, cloth . Mohammedan Law . Compiled by Sheikh Nizam , etc., 6 vols. 4to ,

Rio de Janeiro 1865 : and Analyse da Constituicao Politica . 8vo , paper . Calcutta. 1828. [Printed in Arabic or some equaliy re

boards. S. Paulo . 1891. 2 vols . 3.00 condite language]

Broom (Herbert) . Philosophy of Law . 10 mo . , cloth . San Fran- Gentilis (Alberici) De Jure Pelli .. Edidi ' Thos.' E. Holland.

cisco ( 1876) . . 1.00 4to , cloth . Oxon . 1877 3.50

Business Law ,with Forms : for SchoolsandBusiness Men. 12no, Gibelin (E.). Études sur le droit civil des Hindous; Recherches

cloth . (N.Y. ] 1892 . [One paragraph treats of " Pleading de Legislation comparée sur les lois de l'Inde, d'Athens et de

the Baly Act.'' 1.00 Rome, et les contumes des Germains . 2 vols . 8vo , half calf .

(Charlie (P. Anunda)? Our Courts of Law , and How to improve Pondichéry (India ) . 1846 . : 6.00

Them . 12mo, pamphlet (Madras) 1877 .
0.50 Girdler (). S.). The Pernicious Consequences of Forestalling,

Chase Impeachment. Trial of Hon. Samuel Chase, U. S. Regrating and Ingrossing with a list of the statutes on the punish
Supreme Court , before the U. S. Senate . Taken in Shorthand by ment of these offences, etc. Abridged from a Work just pub
Chas . Evans , 8vo , boards (untrimmed) . Baltimore , 1805 . 5.00 lished . vo, pamphlet. London . 1800 . 1.50

3 vols .

12mo ,

32mo , calf.

.

.
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1774. 1.50

12mo , cloth .

I 2mo , cloth .

.

4

Goodrioh (Chas. B.) . The Science of Government as exhibited in

the Institutions of the United States , 8vo , cloth, Boston .

1853.* 1.80

Guptius (Hugo). The Rights of War andPeace. Translated into

English by Wm. Erats , B.D. Folio , old calf. London . 1682 .

(Rudely engraved frontispiece in tablets, with portraits of Grotius
and Evats ] 3.50

Grounds and Rudiments of Law and Equity; illustrated by various

Cases ," a great number never before printed .” By aGentleman

of the Middle Temple, 2d edition. Folio , broken calf . London.
1751. [“ Far more valuable than Finch's Law . " . Barton's

Conveyancing ; 28, note] 5.00

Hammurabi, Code of. - The Oldest Code of Laws in the

World ; B.C. 2285-2242. Translated by C. H. W. Johns . 12mo,
cloth . Edinburgh . 1903

Hantos ( Elemer). The Magna Carta of the English and of the

Hungarian Constitution . 8vo, cloth . London . 1904 2.50

Hardwicke (Lord Chancellor). Life ; with Selections from Cor.

respondence, Diaries, Speeches and Judgments ; by George

Harris. 3 vols. ( Portrait.) 8vo , cloth . London . 1847. 6.00

Hardy (Thos.). Trial.- Proceedings in Cases of High Treason,

under a Special Commission of Oyer and Terminer. Taken in

Shorthand, by William Ramsey. (811 pages .) 8vo , broken calf.
London . 1794 . 2.50

- The same-Another copy, in boards, uncut. [ The Introduction

begins thus : " Few indeedhave been the periods in English his

tory in which the minds ofEnglishmen have beensoagitated,

and wrought up to so fearful, so trembling a state of suspense, as

they are at this awful moment.'') 3.00

Hector (Wm.) . Selections from the Judicial Records of Renfrew

shire : With Six facsimiles. 2 vols . cloth . Paisley . 1876. 6.00

Hedaya , or Guide : A Commentary on the Mussulman Laws.

Translated by Chas. Hamilton . 2d edition , by Standish G.

Grady. 8vo , cloth. London. 1870 8.00

Herno (John ). The Law of Charitable Uses . 24mo, old calf.
London . 1060 : 3.00

Hening (Wm. w .). Maxims in Law and Equity: comprising
Noy's , Francis's, and Branch's with Translation and References.

8vo, old calf. Richmond (Va . ) . 1824. 3.80

Historious Letters ; or somé Questions of International Law .

Reprinted from the Times , with considerable additions. 8vo ,

cloth . London . 1863. [ These remarkable letters, now known

to have been written by Sir William Vernon Harcourt, treat of

the questions arising between England and the United States
during our Civil War 8.00

Hotten (John C.). Literary Copyright. cloth . London . 1871. 1.50

Hurlstone (Edwin T.) . TheLaw of Bonds, with Forms, Decla .

rations and Pleas. 8vo , boards. London , 1835 1.00

Illingworth (Wm .). The Laws Ancient and Modern, respecting

Forestalling, Regrating and Ingrossing , together with

the Cases, Records, etc. 8vo , boards. London . 1800 6.00

Inderwick (F. A. ) . The King's Peace . – Historical Sketch of

the English Law Courts . 15 illustrations . cloth. London .

1.50

Jacob (Giles). The Accomplished Conveyancer. ' 3 vols. 12mo,
old call . London . 1714-1715 3.00

Jani AnglorumFaciesNova : or Several Monuments of Antiquity

touching the Great Councils of the Kingdom . 18mo ,, old calf.
London . 1680. ( Said to be " by William Attwood, Gap in

paging from 68 to 185 ; but text appears to be perfect) . 2.50

Jeffreys (Lord , High Chancellor) . Memoirs of the Life of ; by

Humphry W. Woolrych. (Portrait.) 8vo , boards untrimmed.

London . 1827. (Bookplate of William Powell) . 2.50

Johnson (Samuel). History and Defence of Magna Charta . 2d

edition . 12mo , old calf. London . 1782 2.50

- The same - First EDITION . ( Anonymous .) 12mo , old calf.
London . 1769 3.50

Jones (Silas). Introduction to Legal Science. 12mo, boards.

New York. 1842 1.00

Jones (Sir Wm.). Institutes of Hindu Law, or, Ordinances of
Menu . Collated by G. C. Haughton . 3d edition by S. G. Grady.
8vo , cloth . London . 869 3.00

(Justice (Alexander)). General Treatise of the Dominionand

Laws of the Sea : containing that Excellent Body of Sea

Laws lately published in France :- the Laws of the Rhodians and

Romans and of Oleron, etc. Small 4to , old calf .

[ Anonymous. Justice'snameis subscribed to the Dedication .] 5.00

(Kames (Henry Home , Lord )). Historical Law Tracts . 2d edi .

tion (anonymous): 12mo , old calf. .Edinburgh . 1761 1.50

Kames (Henry Home , Lord). --- Principles of Equity : corrected

and enlarged in a second edition . Folio , broken calf. Edin
burgh . 1767 2.60

Knocker( Edward).' Grand Court of Shepway, hoiden for the

Installation of Henry John Temple Viscount Palmerston as Con

stable of Dover and Warden of the Cinque Ports. 4to , cloth .

London . 1862 3.50

Kyd (Stewart). The Law of Corporations. 2 vols., broken calf.
London. 1793 7.50

Laferrière (M.F.). Histoire du Droit Français. 6 vols.

polished calf . Paris. 1852-1858. [ This set is reported in French

Catalogues as out-of -print and rare) . • 12.00

Låw Grammar : or anIntroduction tothe Theory and Practice

of English Jurisprudence . 12mo , broken calf . London . 1701 .

Laws of Nature ; Law of God ; Law of Nations ; Law Politic ;

Civil Law ; Common Law ; Law of Reason ; General Customs;

Established Maxims; Roman Code'; Canon Law ; Marine Law;

Military Law ; Forest Law , etc. ) . 3.50

LawTorms. A Dictionary of ;explaining Technical Wordsand

Phrases employed in the Several Departments of Law ; with a

Glossary of Indian Judicial and Revenue Terms. 12mo , cloth .

Madras, 1866. ( A dictionary of English Law for East Indians,
and of Indian Law for Englishmen ) 2.80

Lawes ( Edw .). Pleading in Assumpsit. ' ( Edited by) Joseph
Story, 8vo, broken sheep.. Boston. 1811. ( The editor in his

Advertisement ” says , This beautiful outline may be pro

nounced without hesitation the mostfinished and accurate illus

tration of the theory of the Science,which has ever adorned the
annals of the common law .”']

2.00

Lawsand Customs, Rights, Liberties and Privileges, of the City
of London . 2d edition . 18mo, old calf. London.

Lefevre (G. Shaw ). Agrarian Tenures : the Laws and Customs

relating to the Holding of Land in England , Ireland , and Scot
land . 8vo , cloth. London . 1893 2.00

Leigh (J. H.) and Dalzell (R.). The Equitable Doctrine of the
Conversion of Property . From the London edition . 8vo , boards .

Phila . 1834.1 1.00

Littleton's Tenures in English. Å new edition . Corrected.

32mo , boards. London . 1831 . 1.50

Lorimer (Jas.).Handbook of the Law of Scotland. 2d edition.

Edinburgh . 1862 1.00

Lyon (Andrew ), Law of India. ' vol . 1 , Codes ; vol. 2. Mis

cellaneous Laws. 2 vols. 8vo ,cloth . Bombay. 1873 10.00

Lyndhurst ( Lord ). Life, by Sir Theo. Martin . 2d edition . (Por

trait.) 8vo, cloth . London. 1884
3.00

Macfie ( R. A.). Copyright and Patents for Inventions. Pleas

and Plans for Cheaper Books and Greater Industrial Freedom .

2 vols., boards. Edinburgh. 1879-1883 4.00

Mackintosh (Robt.). Christ and the Jewish Law.
London . 1886 1.80

Markby (Sir Wm.). ' The Indian Evidence Act, with Notes . 8vo,
cloth . London. 1897 1.00

Martin (Sam .). Lord ' Tenterden's Act ( for rendering a written

memorandum necessary to certain engagements ). 16mo , calf.

London . 1829.* 1.00

MedicalCouncil, Cases relating to . ( For the Use of Members

only .) 8vo , cloth . London . 1897. [ " Confidential.” Pre

facesigned by Fred. W. Farrer] : 1.50

Middle Temple Records . Editedby Chas.H.Hopwood . vols .

Calendar, i vol . Notable Middle Templars. I vol . In all, 6

vols., cloth . London . 1904 15.00

Michell ( R.B.). Jurisprudence, with Special Reference tothe
Law of India . Svo , cloth . Madras . 1883 . 1.00

Moir (John M.). Capital Punishment : based on Mittermaier.

12mo , cloth . London . 1865 1.50

Molloy (Chas.). De Jure Maritimo ei Navali: or a Treatiseof

Affairs Maritime , and of Commerce . 6th edition , with large ad

ditions . 8vo , old calf, London . 1707 . 5.00

- The same-- First edition . (Anonymous .) 12mo, old calf.

London . 1676 .
3.50

Montagu ( Basil) . Opinions of Different Authors on the Pun

ishmentof Death . 8vo , old calf. London . 1809 1.50

Montagu ( Basil). Summary of the Law of Lien , with an Appendix

of Cases in full. 8vo , old calf. London . 1821. 2.50

Montagu ( Basil ). Summary of the Law of Composition with

Creditors. With an appendix of Cases in full . 8vo , old calf .
London . 1823.* 2.50

Montesquieu (Baron ). Spirit of Laws ; with D'Alembert's

Analysis. Translated by Thos. Nugent. New edition by J. V.

Prichard . (Portrait.) 2 vols.12mo, cloth. London. 1878 . 2.00

Morley (Wm . H.). The Administration of Justice in British

India : its Historyandpresent state. Cloth . London, 1858 3.00

Napier (Sir Joseph -Lord Chancellor of Ireland ). Life , by Alex.

C. Ewald . ( Portrait.) 8vo , cloth. London . 1887 2.50

New York Bar Association Library Catalogue. "Thick Royal.

8vo , cloth . New York , 1892. [Valuable as an accurate and

very complete list of American, English, etc., law books .) 5.00

New York Commission on the Law's Delays . Report. 8vo , cloth .
Albany, 1904 · 1.50

Nicolas (sir Harris). The Law of Adulterine Bastardy: with a

report of the Banbury Case, and of all other cases bearing upon
the subject. 8vo , cloth . London . 1836 3.00

Noy (Wm.). Grounds and Maxims : also an Analysis of the Eng
lish Laws, etc. From the 7th London edition . 16mo , old sheep.

Middletown (Conn .) . 1808 1.00

Ord (Mark). TheLaw of Usury. 3d edition, byThos. Day. 8vo,
old calf. Hartford ( Conn . ) . 1809 1.00

Ordonnance de la Marine du mois d'Aout. ' 1681. ' Nouvelle
edition . 16mo, broken calf. Paris . 3.00

Osgoode Hall: Reminiscences of theBench and Bar ( of Canada).

By C. Hamilton . (Portraits . ) 4to , cloth . Toronto . 1004 . 2.50

Parker ( James ). Conductor Generalis ; or the Office, etc., of Jus

tices of the Peace, Sheriffs, etc. Old sheep. Phila . 1801. 1.50

Parry (Chas. H.) . The Parliaments and Councils of England ,
from William I to 1688. 8vo , cloth . London . 1839 5.00

Peake (Thos.). Compendium ofthe Law of Evidence . 2d edition .
8vo , old calf. London. 1804 1.00

Pennsylvania Proceedings and Minutes of the constitutional
Conventions of 1776 and 1790 . vol. boards , uncut.

Harrisburg. 1825 ..... 5.00

. .

London . 1705.

.

1749 .

.

I 2mo ,

1
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Vattel's Law of Nations . 12mo , old sheep. Northampton,
Mass. 1820 1.50

Warren (Samuel).' The Moral, social, and Professional Duties

of Attorneys . 18mo , cloth . New York . 1849.
1.00

Wentworth (John ). A Complete System of Pleading ; with Pre

cedents and Forms. 10 vols . 8vo , old calf. London . 1797

1799 15.00

The same - 10 vols ., izmo. ' Dublin 1799
7.60

Wharton ( Francis ) . State Trials of the U.S .; Administrations

of Washington and Adams . 8vo , cloth . Phila. 1849 5.00

Williams (John ). Study and Practice of the Law . o, old

calf. London . 1823.* 1.00

Willis (John W.).Duties and Responsibilities of Trustees. 8vo,
calf. London , 1827 1.00

Wilmot (Edw . c . ).' The Law of Mortgages. 8vo , old calf.
London , 1798 1.00

Wiseman ( Sir Robt.). TheLawof Laws; or , the Excellency of

the Civil Law . Small 4to , old calf. London. 1664 5.00

– The same – 24mo, old caíf. London . 1686. ( The 1664 edition

contains also Lake's “ Touching the Oath Ex-officio, Canonical

Purgation , etc.] [Bookplate of Edward Lord Suffield .) 3.00

Wood ( Edw.). Complete body of Conveyancing. Newedition
(Sth ) , by John J. Powell. 6 vols. Dublín. 1792. Autograph

of W. Cranch . 1797 •
5.00

Wooddesson (Rich.).' Lectures on the Law of England. ad

edition , by W. R. Williams. 3 vols ., boards. London. 1834. 4.50

Wright (Andrew ). Court Hand Restored ; or Assistant in reading
Old Deeds, etc. 8th ed. boards. London . 1867 6.00

Wynne (Edw .). Eunomus,or Dialogues concerning the Law and

Constitution of England.3d ed. 12mo, old calf. Dublin. 1791.1.00
Zouch (Richard). Questionum Juris Civilis Centuria. Editio

Secunda. 32mo , old calf. London . 1682 2.50

POSTSCRIPT.

Maitland ( F. W.) Pleas of the Crown for the County of Glou.

cester . (1221). Cloth . London . 1884 . 2.50

Scenes and Sketches of Legal Life. By a member of the
Colege of Justice. Cloth . London . 1876 1.50

Peep at the Wiltshire Assizes. A serio ludicrous poem .

Boards. Salisbury , England . No date (1820 ?) 1.00

:

.

•

Phillimore (John G.) . Principles and Maxims of Jurisprudence.

8vo , cloth . London . 1856 3.00

[Philipps (H.)]. The Grandeur of the Law : Nobility and Gen
try, whose Estates have been acquired by the Practice of the Law .

24mo,broken binding. London. 2.50

Platt ( Thos.). The Law of Covenants. From the Londonedi

tion. 8vo , boards. Phila. 1834 1.00

Poor Laws in Foreign countries. ' Reports to Parliament. In
troduction by Andrew Doyle. 8vo , paper. London. 1875. 2.50

Powell (John J.). The Law of Mortgages. 1st American, from

the 4th London edition . vols. in one; 2 pages in one; 8v3,

old sheep. Hartford. 1807. [“ From Sidney's Press." ] 1.50

Powell (John J.) . The Creation and Execution of Powers. 2d
edition . 12mo , old calf. Dublin . 1791 1.00

Pratt( Lt. Col. Sisson C.). TheMilitary Law Examiner. 16mo,

cloth . London . (1903.) ( Questions and Answers. ) 1.50

Proctor's Practiceofthe Ecclesiastical Courts. (Anonymous.)

12mo, cloth . Dublin . 1798 1.00

Pulton (Fardinando). Collection of Sundry Statutes, frequent in

Use ; together with an Abridgement of the residue which be ex.

pired, repealed , altered and worn out of use, or doe concern

Private Persons, etc. Thick folio, old calf . London . 1640. ( This

is the last edition ofStatutes before the Commonwealth .) 16.00

Raikos ( F. W.). The Maritime Codes of Holland and Belgium ,

translated and annotated . 8vo , cloth . London . 1898 2.50

Ram (James) on Assets , Debts , and Incumbrances . From the

London edition . 8vo , boards. Phila . 1835 1.00

Reeve ( Tapping). The Law of Baron and Feme; Parent and

Child ; Guardian and Ward ; Master and Servant ; Powers of

Chancery , etc. 8vo , old calf. New Haven. 1816 . 1.50

Reeves (John) . History of the EnglishLaw . 2d edition . 5 vols.

12mo , broken calf. Dublin , 1787. (Vol. 5. London . 1829.) 3.50

Registrum Brevium , tam Originalium quam Judicialium : Editio

Quarta . Folio , old calf. London . 1687 • 6.00

Regiam Majestatem . The Auld Lawes and Constitutions of

Scotland, faithfullie collected furth of the Register , and other

auld authentick bukes, fra the dayes of Malcome the Second, un

till the time of James the first, of gudememorie . Folio , boards .
Edinburgh . 1609. ( Dedication signed by Joanne Skene ) 6.00

Ridley ( Sir Thos .). A View of the Civile and Ecclesiasticall Law.

4th edition , by J. Gregory. 18mo , old calf. Oxford . 1675. 5.00

Robertson (Wm .). Proceedings relating to the Peerage of Scot
land . 1707-1788. 4to , boards. Edinburgh. 1790 10.00

Roper (R. S. D.) . The Revocationand Republication of Wills,

etc. (Reprint.) 12mo , old calf. Phila . 1803 1.00

Roscoe ( Henry ). Lives of Eminent British Lawyers. 16mo,
half calf . London . 1830 1.50

Russell (John , Earl). Essayonthe Historyof the English Gov

ernment and Constitution . New edition . 8vo, cloth . London .

1865. (Bookplate of William Fowler.) 2.50

Samuel ( E.). Historical Accountof the British Army , and ofthe

Law Military ; illustrated by various Decisions of Courts

Martial. 8vo , boards. London . 1816 2.50

Sandys (Chas.). ConsuetudinesKanciae; A History of Gavel
kind and other Remarkable Customs in the County of Kent . 8vo,
cloth . London . 1851 .

7.50

Scott (Henry W.). Distinguished American Lawyers , with their
Struggles and Triumphs in the Forum. 8vo, hall calf. ( 62 por

traits .) New York . 1891 3.50

Selden (John). Fleta, seu CommentariusJurisAnglicani.' Small
4to , old calf. London . 1647. ( First edition .) 7.50

Selden (John),MareClausum, seu de Dominio Maris Libri Duo.
Small folio , old calf. London . 1685 . 6.00

Sheppard (Wm. ). Epitome of all the Common&Statute Laws
now in Force ; wherein more than 1500 of the hardest Words or

Terms of the Law are explained, and allthe most useful Heads of

the Law are largely handled : Thick folio, broken calf.
London .

1656. (An early “ Law Dictionary . " ] 5.00

Sheppard (Wm .). Actions upon theCase for Deeds: 2d edition .

24mo,oldcalf. London . 1075 3.50

Sied ( Eugène ). Traite des Lois Mahoméianes . izmo, cloth.,

Paris . 1858 1.50

Shamachurn -Sircar.' Vyavastha-Darpana. A Digest of Hindu
Law ; with decided Cases . 2d edition . 8vo, old calf . Calcutta.

1867 6.00

Smith ( r .). " The Assize of Jerusalem .' 8vo , boards.' Leicester

(Eng .). 1842 1.50

Some Professional Recollections: By a Member ofthe Incor.
porated Law Society . 12mo , cloth . London . 1883 . 1.50

Somner (Wm .) . A Treatise of Gavelkind . 2d edition . Small

4to , old calf. London . 1726 5.00

Stephen (Henry J.) . Principles of Pleading in Civil Actions ,

comprising a Summary View of the whole Proceedings in a Suit at
Law . 2d edition . 8vo , old calf. London . 1827.* 1.00

Taylor (Jefferys ). Parlour Commentaries on the Constitution of

England. 18mo, boards. London. 1825. (Quaintfront ispiece ,

" Game of Judge and Jury.'' ] 1.00

Theobald (Wm .). The Law of Principal and Surety . From the

London edition . 8vo , boards. Phila . 1833.1 1.00

Tomlins ( Thos. E.) . Popular Law Dictionary . t2mo , boards .

London . [1838.) . 1.50

Van Heythuysen ( F. M. ). Marine Evidence in the Courts of

Law and Equity ; with a Glossary of Sea Terms . 8vo, boards .
London . 1819 · 3.50

CONTENTS OF RECENT GREEN BAGS.

Every number has had the extremely valuable

" Reviews of Current Legal Literature " and Notes

of Recent Cases , by which readers are kept in

touch with current discussion and decisions.

The articles of the FEBRUARY number were :

WHEELER H. PECKHAM (with Portrait) .

THEORY AND DOCTRINE OF Tort . — By MELVILLE
M. BIGELOW.

The THREE DEPARTMENTS OF GOVERNMENT.--- By

Hon . Chas. E. LITTLEFIELD .

CENTRALIZATION AND THE LAW . By Harvey

N. SHEPHERD .

A ROMANCE OF THE COURTS . - By A. D. YOUNG .

In the March number were :

LORD LOREBURN : THE NEW LORD CHANCELLOR

OF ENGLAND (with Portrait) .

THE JUVENILE LAWS OF COLORADO . — By BEN .

B. LINDSEY.

INSURANCE AS A COMMODITY .. By E. A. GILMORE.

The Gary COLLECTION ( IN CHICAGO) . By F. B.

CROSSLEY.

AMENDMENT OF THE INTERSTATE COMMERCE Act .

- By J. B. Daish .

The World's Most CeLEBRATED TRIALS . - By

ELMER E. Rogers .

EXEMPTION
OF PRIVATE PROPERTY AT SEA FROM

CAPTURE . By EDWIN MAXEY.

In April the " Symposium " on Employer's

Liability and the Abuse of Personal Injury Liti

gation , occupies nearly the whole number.

The Lighter Side of the Law is embodied in

each number in humorous anecdotes and sketches,

He who uses E. R. C. founds his case firmly.



Have you these Books in your Library ?

THE BEST CYCLOPÆDIA OF LAW

The one essential book for Judges, Lawyers, and Students

BOUVIER'S LAW DICTIONARY, Revised by FRANCIS RAWLE

2 vols. 2400 pages. $12.00

“ A Law Library in itself .”

“A concise Encyclopædia of the Law .”

“ The best work of its kind . ” — Miller, J., in Kring v. Mo. 107 U. S. 231 .

No book is like it No book can take its place

WILLS ON CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE

New Edition , with full late American Notes by Prof. George E. Beers of Yale

ONE VOLUME, SHEEP, $5.00

VOORHEES ON THE LAW OF ARREST

ONE VOLUME, CLOTH, $2.00

THE AMERICAN STANDARD ON TESTAMENTARY TOPICS

SCHOULER ON WILLS, 3d Edition, Sheep, $5.50

SCHOULER ON EXECUTORS, 3d Edition, Sheep, $5.50

or together, 2 vols . $ 10.00

WOOD ON LIMITATIONS, 3d Edition , $6.50

JONES'S INDEX TO LEGAL PERIODICALS

2 vols. Half Morocco, $20.00

Expensive but useful. Unlocks Treasures of valuable Monographs.

ABBREVIATIONS USED IN LAW BOOKS. SHEEP, $ 1.50

A mightily useful desk manual for reader or brief -maker .

SHELDON ON SUBROGATION, 2d Edition, Sheep , $5.00

By Judge Sheldon of the Mass . Supreme Court.

MOORE ON EXTRADITION . 2 vols. Sheep, $ 12.00

All Published by THE BOSTON BOOK CO .

The Green Bag reader gets all the latest law .
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Vol. 40 .

Vol. 33

Vol . 117

5 vols .

Vol . 35 Rate regu

AMERICAN REPORTS, DIGESTS, ETC.
AMERICAN , ETC. , ELEMENTARY BOOKS.

Published since January 1 , 1906 .
Published since January 1 , 1906 .

Amer . & ENG. RAILROAD CASES . N.S. Vol . 40 .
BENJAMIN (J. P.) . On Sales . 5th Eng

lish ed . Cloth (see elsewhere)
AMERICAN NEGLIGENCE Cases . Vol . 18 .

$6.50

Black (Charles C.). New Jersey Law
AMERICAN Street Railway Reports. Vol . 3 .

of Taxation . Canvas .

AMERICAN STATE REPORTS . Vol . 106 .
5.00

CONYNGTON (Thomas). Partnership ReCYCLOPÆDIA OF LAW AND PROCEDURE . Vol . 20 .

SOUTHWESTERN
REPORTER . Vol . 90 .

lations . Buckram , $2.00 , sheep .
2.50

FROST (T. G.). The Incorporation and

U. S. Supreme Court REPORTS . Vol . 199. Organization of Corporations. Re

CIRCUIT COURT OF APPEALS REPORTS . Vol. 68 . vised ed . Buckram
3.75

COURT OF Claims REPORTS . Gray (John C.). Rule Against Perpe

tuities . 2d ed . Buckram 6.00

Ala . Reports. Reprint. Vol . 35 . HESSELTINE ( N. F.) Digest of the Law

ARIZ. Reports. Vol. 6 . of Trade Marks and Unfair Trade .

Cal . . Reports. Vol. 147 .
Buckram

5.00

Colo . Reports. Supreme Court .
Jones (LEONARD A.) . On Landlord and

Fla . Reports. Vol . 45 . Tenant 6.00

Ida . Reports. Vol . 10 .
KEEZER ( FRANK) . The Law of Mar

Ill . Reports. Supreme Court . Vol . 218 . riage and Divorce 4.00

Appellate Court. LINCOLN (Charles Z.). Constitutionai

IND . Reports . Supreme Court . Vol . 164 . History of New York. Cloth 15.00

Appellate Court.
Lindsley (Van SINDEREN).

IA . Reports . Vol. 127 . lation of Gas and Electric Lighting, and

KAN . Reports. Supreme Court . Vol. 69 .
Public Utilities. Cloth . . 1.50

LA . Reports. Vol. 114. MANN (JOHN HENRY) . Law of Foreign

Mass . Reports. Vol . 188 . Corporations and Taxation of Domes

Mich . Reports. Vol. 136 . tic and Foreign Corporations ( N.Y.) 3.50

Mo. Reports. Appeals. Vol . 113 . McQuillin (EUGENE) . Instructions to

Mon. Reports . Vol . 32. Juries in Civil Cases ( Missouri Law) . 7.50

N. J. Reports. Law . Vol. 71 .
MCCORRACK. ( WALTER EDWIN) . The

Equity. Vol . 67 .
Insurance Law of the state of Illinois 6.00

N. Y. Reports Court of Appeals.Vol. 182 .. . OverLAND (M. U.) . Classified Corpora

Benjamin's Annotated Cases. tion Laws of all the states . Buck

Ohio. Reports . Circuit Court. ram , $3.00 , sheep 3.50

Pa . Reports. Supreme Court. SaviDGE (FRANK RAYMOND ). Forma
Superior Court. Vol. 28 . tion and Management of Corporations

Montgomery County Reports. Vol . 21 .
in Pennsylvania. 2 vols . Buckram 10.00 "

S. C. Reports . Vol. 71. Tapp ( Hon . SIDNEY C.). Anglo-Saxon

TENN . Reports . Institutions, or the Development of

Texas. Reports. Criminal Appeals . Vol . 46 . Constitutional Government 1.50

Civil Appeals. Vol. 36 . TERRELL (HENRY) . Crimes by National

Court Reporter . Vol. 13 . Bank Officers and Agents . 3.00

WASII . Reports. Vol. 39 . Walds Pollock on Contracts. 3d Am .

Wis . Reports. Vol . 124 . ed ., by Samuel Williston 6.00

Wyo . Reports. Vol . 13 .
Wise (JOHN S.) . A Treatise on Ameri

can Citizenship . Silk Cloth . 3.00

CANADIAN REPORTS, DIGESTS, ETC.
RECENT PUBLICATIONS OF INTEREST .

DOMINION . Railway Cases . VOORHEES on the Law of Arrest . Cloth

Nova Scotia . Reports. A convenient and safe manual for prose

ONTARIO . Reports. Vol . 10 . cuting attorneys , officers of the law , and

BRITISH EMPIRE REPORTS, DIGESTS , ETC. attorneys for the defense.
Stroud's Judicial Dictionary. 3 vols .

ENGLAND. sheep 18.00

Reports. Law Times . Vol . 119 . Really a dictionary of the English lan

Law Times Reports. guage so far as it has been defined by

Bankruptcy Reports (Manson ). Vol . 12 . the English courts. It is a dictionary

Magisterial Cases . Vol. 10 . pure and simple and not an encyclo

Revised Reports. Vol. 80 . pedia like Bouvier.

English Reports Reprint. Vol . 60 . Smith & SIBLEY's International Law as

Digests: Mews' Annual. 1905 . Interpreted in the Russo - Japanese War.

IRELAND . Cloth

Reports. Irish Law Times. Vol . 39 . Todd (ERNEST). A treatise on Belgian

SCOTLAND. Scots Revised Reports. Faculty . Vol.1. law ; a translation of the code of com

COLONIAL. merce and code of procedure, extracts

Australia . Commonwealth . Law Reports.Vol.2. from the civil code on inheritance , suc

N. S. Wales State Reports. Vol. 5 . cession , marriage contracts, divorce

N. S. Wales Arbitration Reports. Vol. 3 . and judicial separation ; patents , etc.

N. S. Wales Weekly Notes .
Vol . 22 . Cloth 7.50

Vol . 15 .

Vol. 27 .

Vol . 212 .

Vol . 114

Vol. 4 .

Vol . 37

2.00

Vol . 93

5.00

He who uses E. R. C. founds his case firmly.



FOR LAW STUDENTS

EWELL'S ESSENTIALS OF THETHE LAW

A COURSE OF PREPARATION , OR REVIEW , IN THREE VOLUMES

These manuals comprise the gist of standard text-books,

80 graphically printed in different kinds of type as to im

press the mind in study and quicken the memory in review.

Vol. 1. POCKET BLACKSTONE : Containing all of the Commentaries which is now

sound law.

Price separately, $3.00 in sheep , or $2.50 in cloth.

Vol. 2. PLEADING – CONTRACTS — and EQUITY.

Price separately , $2.50 in sheep, or $ 2.00, in cloth .

Vol. 3. EVIDENCE – TORTS – and REAL PROPERTY.

Price separately, $2.50 in sheep, or $2.00 in cloth.

The set, 3 vols. in sheep, $ 7.50, or in cloth, $ 6.00.

BROWNE on SALES of PERSONAL PROPERTY

BROWNE on THE DOMESTIC RELATIONS

BROWNE'S ELEMENTS of CRIMINAL LAW

Each of these terse, clear statements of elementary law for students

costs only $2.50 in sheep , or $2.00 in cloth.

-SCHOULER ON WILLS - Sheep, $5.50

Good for study - good afterwards for practice - a standard .

EVIDENCE . BEST'S PRINCIPLES OF EVIDENCE — with CHAMBER

LAYNE'S NOTES. Sheep, $ 5.00. Is still best for student or lawyer.

REAL PROPERTY. WILLIAMS ON REAL PROPERTY : NOTES BY

HUTCHINS. Sheep, $ 4.00 . The old standard , with modern notes .

EQUITYPLEADING. – HEARD'S PRINCIPLES OF EQUITY PLEAD

ING . Sheep , $ 2.50 ; cloth , $ 2.00 . Clear — Concise – Accurate..

CONTRACTS. - METCALF ON CONTRACTS : HEARD'S NOTES. One-

volume, $ 3.50. By Mr. Justice Metcalf of “Metcalf's Mass. Reports."

ENCYCLOPÆDIA. Early in study ; certainly very early in practice.

The young lawyer should own BOUVIER'S LAW DICTIONARY,

RAWLE'S REVISION. 2 vols. $ 12.00 . The best, most compact, and

cheapest Cyclopædia of the whole law.

The Student who reads every number of the Green

Bag keeps as well posted on modern law as the most

learned judge.

PUBLISHED BY THE BOSTON BOOK CO.

The Green Bag reader gets all the latest law .
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ENGLISH ELEMENTARY WORKS. " I must confess that I have thought for a

Published since January 1 , 1906 .
couple of years that your magazine hasnot been

.. d . as entertaining as previously , and that it has not

BENJAMIN on Sales . 5th ed . 32.0 been carried out on the lines originally laid down ;

CARTER's Legal Institutions. 3d ed .
in other words , that the matter is heavier than

14.0

Clerk and LINDSELL on Torts. 4th ed . formerly, instead of growing lighter as many law.
30.0

EMANUEL on Contracts, 2d ed . IO.O
yers would wish .

Fraser's Parliamentary Elections “ I do not encourage the idea of making it15.0

FREEMAN's Statutes Against Drunkenness
We have law magazines

6.0
practically useful."

LAW ANNUAL . 1906. “ A Set of Statutes ,
by the score to cover that field , and THE GREEN

a concise dictionary and digest of
BAG has been the only one to furnish the ' enter

Law, etc.” 8.0 taining features. ' What we want is light , frivo

LIVESEY's Handbook of Licensing Forms 3.6
lous literature , such as after-dinner speakers

NORTON on Deeds sometimes unravel to their overfed listeners, and
30.0

Paterson's Licensing Acts. 17th ed . absurd pleadings and happenings in the Courts,
15.0

Stone's Justices' Manual
and anything which may provoke a smile. We

25.0

TERRELL on Patents. 4th ed . have enough troubles and practically useful
30.0

Ward's ParliamentaryElections. 3d ed .
things in our days' doings. We get enough

9.0

Yearly County Court Practice. 1906 .
opinions from judges every day in Court, without

25.0

wanting their embalmed opinions as entertaining
features, and then a continuous and everlasting

narration of their lives in The GREEN BAG. For

BOOKS DE TROP God's sake give us some pleaure, not pain all the

time . No client comes to us to tell us of his joys .

We clip from the April number of The GREEN It is his hard luck stories which disturb our equa

Bag these two anecdotes . In the first an Ohio nimities. Hence, to keep your magazine light,

lawyer contemptuously says of his opponent: airy , frivolous, and joyous, is my idea. I am
“ What does he know about the law ? What Yours sincerely,

law books has he ever read ? Why, he hasn't A. V. D. Watterson ,

even a single text-book in his office. All the law Pittsburgh , Pa."
books he has are a few annuals that he got at the

auditor's office for nothing, and an old copy of

‘ Swan's Treatise ' that some kind friend gave him .”

He then argued his side of the case and sat down.
OUR CONTRIBUTIONS TO INTERNATIONAL

In reply to the opening of the answer, his oppo LAW

nent said : “ Yes, if it please the court, I admit that
I am a poor man. I had no rich father to buy In discussing “ Rights and Duties of Neutral

me law books and line the walls of my office with
Nations,” Sir William Vernon Harcourt (Letters

volumes of legal lore , but,” laying his hand upon
of Historicus, see Rare Book List in this LEG,

his forehead, “ my library is here," and seeking to
BIB.) says in his preface :

produce a deeper effect, he paused , but the pause “ The lectures of Chancellor Kent at the com

was fatal, as the response came, “ Yes , bound like mencement of his Commentaries are a perfect

mine, in calf." specimen of juridical exposition . The “ Ele

Speaking about law books reminds me of a ments of International Law, ' by Mr. Wheaton ,

little incident that happened in our circuit court present on the whole , next to that of Kent , the

here, Judge Beer presiding. A young lawyer was best general attempt which has yet been made at

about to argue his first case in that court , and a discussion of these questions. • But of all the

before beginning he dragged a big table out in sources of authority, the most valuable are the
front of the judge's bench and simply covered it decisions of the American courts. The policy

with law books. After he had them all arranged of neutrality and peace which was the sacred

to suit , the court meantime looking on in silence , tradition of the United States has brought it about

he cleared his throat and began : "May it please that the rights and duties of belligerents and

the court , in support of my position , I desire to cite neutrals have been more fully and minutely dis

a few authorities , ' and as he turned to reach a cussed in the jurisprudence of that country than

volumeand open it at the place previously marked in that of our own . No praise too high can be

Judge Beer said, “ Young man, are you going to awardedto a body of decisions which for learning,

read to us from all those books ? ' “ Yes, sir, impartiality, logic, and good sense are unsur

your Honor .' ' If you do we'll beat you sure , passed in judicial annals. . . . But an equal if

was the comment of the presiding judge, evi not higher reputation belongs to the archives of

dently heartily concurred in by the entire bench American diplomatic statesmanship at the close

if their confirmatory nods were any indication of
of the last and the beginning ofthe present cen

their feelings.” tury . The published volumes of American State

Papers during the early years of the French Revo

lutionarywar present a noble monument of dig

THE OTHER SIDE nity , moderation , and good faith. They are rep.

ertories of statesmanlike principles and juridical
We publish elsewhere a lot of commendations knowledge. Their relation to the publications of

for THE GREEN BAG. It is only fair that we modern transatlantic politicians is much that of

should print also this different view from an old the literature of Rome under Augustus to that
subscriber:

of the Lower Empire."

He who uses E. R. C. founds his case firmly.



How to Use E. R. C.

If your case is difficult you want

First : to grasp all the facts thoroughly ;

Second : to find the PRINCIPLE OF LAW which applies to the case.

To take this second step, do not waste time on conflicting citations in digests,

text-books, and cyclopædias.

Go right to

English Ruling Cases with American Aotes

Take down the volume covering the subject under which your
facts fall.

Examine the analysis of the subject, and turn to the topic closest to your facts.

There you will find in large type the “ Rule ” of law , — the bed-rock prin

ciple, — which applies to your case, and must govern its decision.

Read the one, two, or three great cases, reprinted in full, from which the Editor

deduces his “ Rule," and make them the basis of your argument..

Examine the English notes to see if any case therein abstracted fits your facts

better than the principal cases.

Then find in the American notes some citation to a set of reports which you

own, or which is easily accessible, and from that citation trace the American de

cisions which support your line of argument— and thus complete your brief.

Having started the right way , — from a settled principle of law

downward, —you have saved much time and labor, and are får

more likely to succeed in your case, than if you try to work back

ward through the mazes of the law of to -day.

Used in this way, E. IR . C. is the greatest

labor- saving device in all law literature.

The set may of course be used, through the Table of Cases,-in verifying

citations or in hunting from a known case, for groups of kindred cases .
Even

in this use it is superior to most sets of reports, because it contains all the great

cases, and only the great cases, which have stood the test of time.

But its eminent superiority to other sets, — its unique excellence,- lies on lines

of original research, as sketched above.

Special limited subscription edition ,

26 vols. bound in 13, for $78.00.

THE BOSTON BOOK CO .

83 to 91 Francis St., Fenway, BOSTON , MASS.



The busiest lawyers need it most.

Helpful. Suggestive. Indispensable.

THE GREEN BAG

I.

2 .

In its present form enables its subscribers, as no other magazine does, to keep thor

oughly informed in regard to the latest decisions and discussions of the law.

It does this through two new features :

Its MONTHLY REVIEW OF REVIEWS, in which the editor notices and abstracts arti

cles from other law magazines, American or foreign, covering the whole range of

periodical literature, and informing the reader promptly of anything noteworthv

in his line. In this department are incorporated also reviews of new, books.

Its NOTES OF RECENT Cases. In order to getIn order to get a prompt, thorough , and careful

selection of the BEST CASES FROM ALL JURISDICTIONS , the Editorial Corps of

the West PUBLISHING Co. REPORTER SYSTEM, who have to read every case decided

in the United States, furnish to the Green Bag monthly abstracts of those cases

every lawyer ought to know about . These abstracts are sent before publication

to fifty specialists (authors, instructors in law schools, lawyers, or judges) who

add brief notes to cases particularly worth notice.

Both these departments are arranged alphabetically by subjects to enable

the reader to pick out at a glance the topics he is interested in .

No judge or lawyer who wants to keep in touch with modern law can

get this information so thoroughly stated in any other form .

Every judge or lawyer ought to take THE GREEN BAG .

The Green Bag is a monthly magazine published at

$ .$4.00 per year in advance. Single number, fifty cents.

THE BOSTON BOOK CO .

83 to 91 Francis Street, Fenway, BOSTON , MASS.
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Published in July , 1906, by The Boston Book Company,

Address, 83 to 91 Francis Street, Fenway, Boston, Mass.

This paper is issued quarterly , to give information about

American and foreign legal literature. We send it without charge

to any book -buyer who asks for it.

This is a Law Library number. See

pages 4 & 5; also Rare Books, on page 2.

...NEW BOOKS ...

Perhaps the most interesting news of the quarter

is the rivalry of English Encyclopædias. A second edition

of the Encyclopædia of the Laws of England is announced

revised to date ; and now comes the prospectus of a 20

volume work, entitled , “ The Laws of England," edited by

Lord High Chancellor Halsbury . We can supply either set

at the lowest rates, and will give full particulars as to

both in the October number of Leg : Bib.

Garland's New England Town Law ($6.50) will be

ready in August.

The first four volumes of the supplement to the

English Chancery Reports are ready for delivery.

A few sets remain unsold of the Subscription Edition

of English Ruling Cases (26 vols . in 13- $ 78.00).

The Green Bag is good summer reading.



RARE AND INTERESTING BOOKS RECENTLY ADDED TO STOCK

roan .

12

.

a

up

[ In October next, we propose to publish a classified list of our large stock of

works on Jurisprudence , History and Antiquities of the Law, Legal Biography,

and other topics touching upon Law and Lawyers, not usually found in Law

Catalogues. This will be sent free to any one who asks for it.)

Andrews (Wm . ) . TheLawyer in History , Literature, and Humor. | Langdell's Select Cases on Discovery. Four parts. 703 pages,
Cloth . London . 1896 $ 1.80 bound in one volume , without title page. Sheep (broken ). No

Anglo-Saxon Law : Essays on ; with Select Cases (Courts of place ; no date 3.00

Law , by Henry Adams ; Land -Law , by Henry Cabot Lodge ; LawReformTracts. Compiled by a Member of the Ohio Bar.

Family Law ,by Ernest Young ; Legal Procedure, byJ. Laurence Paper . Columbus (0.). 1849 2.80

Laughlin ). Cloth . Boston . 1876 1.50 Locke (John ). Collection of'Several Pieces never before printed
Baillio (Neil B. E.). The Moohummedan Law of Sale according to or not extant in his Works. ( Containıng " The Fundamental

the Huncefeca Code. Half- calf. London . 1850 2.80 Constitutions of Carolina . " ) izmo. Old calf. London. 1720.
Bentham (Jeremy) . Plan of Parliamentary Reform in the form of · 6.00

a Catechism . Calf(broken ). London . 1817 2.00 Logan (Hon. James: Chief Justice of the Province of Pennsyl.

Bishops' Right to Vote in Parliamentin Cases Capital. The vania ). Charge delivered to the Grand Inquest of Phila. Half

Grand Question ." ) Old calf, 16mo, London . 1680
2.00 London. 1737 5.00

Blasphomous Libel. Report of Trials of G. W. Foote, etc. , London : The RoyalCharter of Confirmation granted to the City,
bound up with his pamphlets. Boards. London . [1883] . 2.30 by Charles II . 16mo. Boards. No date . ( 1080 !) 2.00

Bractonand hisrelationto theRomanLaw , byCarl Güterbock. Magna Charta, cum Statutis, tam antiquis, tam recentibys. 18mo.

Translated by Brinton Coxe. Cloth . Phila . 1866
8.00 Vellum . London . 1608 6.00

Bright (John E.). The Law of Husband and Wife; with Ameri- Manchester Court-Leet Records, 1552 to 1846. ii vols. Cloth.
can notes by Ralph Lockwood . 2 vols . , sheep (broken ). New Manchester . 1884-1890 25.00

York . 1850 2.00 Marsden (J. Benj.). Influence of the Mosaic Code opon Subsc.
Broom (Herberi) and Hadley ( Edw. a.) . "Commentaries on the quent Legislation . Cloth London . 1862 1.50

Laws of England . 4 vols ., cloth . London . 1869 8.00 Maurice v . Judd. (" Is a Whale a Fish ?'') In the Mayor's

Brooks (James W.) . History of the Court of Common Pleasof the Court of New York. Reported by Wm. Sampson . Paper. New

City and County of New York (with portraits ). Cloth . N.Y. Tork . 1819 1.50

1896. ( Printes by subscriptions, 300 copiesonly.' No. 123). 8.00 Mead (Leon )and Gilberi (F.N.) Manual of Forensic Quotations.
Brougham (Henry ). Present State of the Law . Quarto. With 24 portraits. Cloth . New York. 1903 1.00

Boards. London . 1828 1.50 Mills ( Arthur). India in 1858 : a Summary of the Existing Admin.

Browne ( Arthur). Compendious View of the Civil Law and the Law istration (of Justice, etc.). Cloth . London. 1858 1.50

of the Admiralty. 2d edition. 2 vols., calf. London . 1802. 6.00 Norton (George ). History, Constitution , and Franchises of Lon
Burlamaqui(f.J.). Principles of Natural Law . Translated by don . 3d edition . Cloth . London . 869 2.00

Mr. Nugent. 7th edition . 16 mo., boards. Dublin . 1819. 1.00 Oldenberg (Hermann ). The Grihya -Sutras : Rules of Vedic

Caines (George ). Enquiry into the Law Merchant of the U.S.or Domestic Ceremonies. (Vol. 29 of Sacred Books of the East ),

Lex Mercatoria Americana. vol . 1 (no other published ). Calf. Cloth . Oxford . 1886 3.00

New York. 1802 3.00 Nath (Lala Baij). Legal Maxims in Urdu ; indexed in Latin and

Choato (Rufus). Life, by Sam'i G. Brown. 3d edition. ( Portrait.) English. Boards. Agra. 1886 3.00

Cloth. Boston . 1879 1.66 Nicholls (George). Three Reports on the Poor Laws of Ireland.

Christison (Robert). Poisons in relation to Medical Jurispru- Cloth . London . 1838 1.00

dence . 2d edition . Boards. Edinburgh . 1832 2.00 O'Brien (John). American Military Laws and the Practice of
Claims against Governments , The Law of ( Pub. Doc.). ' Sheep. Courts Martial. Cloth . Phila . 1846 1.80

Washington. 1875 3.00 Paine( Thomas ). Trial for Libel upon theBill of Rights, etc., be
Colo (Robl.). Manual of Coorg Civil Law . Cloth . 'Bangalore. fore Lord Kenyon. Reported by Joseph Gurney . Bound with

1871 2.00 the Life of Paine, by Francis Oldys. Boards. London . 1792-3

Constitutions and canons Ecclesiasticall for the Provinces of 3.00

Canterbury and York agreed upon at the Synods of 1640.UD Pike ( Luke o.) . History of Crime in England . ' ; vois. Cloth.
.

.

- The same-- For the Province ofCanterbury,agreed upon at the Practick Part of the Law . ' 3dedition. Cali. London. 1902
Synod of 1603. Now published under the Great Seal of England. 2.50

Unbound. London . 1676 3.00 Roor ( Edward) and Montriou (w .A.). HinduLaw and Judicatore,

Coote (HenryC.). The Legal Procedure of the Anglo-Saxons ; from the Dharma -Sastra. Cloth . Calcutta . 1859 1.60

read Dec. 14, 1869. Unbound. 1.00 Rowan (Arthur B.). The Case and Conduct of Trinity College.
Cowell (Herbert ) .The Hindu Law . administered by the British A.D. 1686-90. Small quarto . Cloth. Dublin . 1858 : 1.00

Courts in India . ( Tagore Law Lectures , 1870.) Cloth . Cal. Rumsey (Almaric). Chart of Hindu Family Inheritance, with an

cutta . 1870 2.80 Explanatory Treatise. Cloth . London . 1868 1.00

Curran (Wm. H.). Sketches of the Irish Bar , etc. 2 vols. 12mo. -The same- Chart of Family Inheritance according to Orthodox
Cloth . London. 1855

3.60 Mohammedan Law , with an Explanatory Treatise.Cloth . Lon

DeLolme (J. L.). Rise and Progress of the English Constitution. don . 1866 1.00

Edited by A. J. Stephens. a vols. Cloth . London .1838. 4.00 Savigny (F. C.von ). · Private International Law: a Treatiseon
Dominion of the Sea (A General Treatise on — by Alexander Jus- the Conflict of Laws. Translated by Wm. Guthrie . Cloth.

tice ?) and a Complete Body of the Sca -Laws. Third (last) edition. Edinburgh . 1869 3.50

Small quarto. Old calf. London. (1710 ?) . 7.80 Selden(John ) .The Laws and Government ofEngland, from the

Elton (Charles ). Custom and Tenant-Right. 'cioth. ' London. first times to the end ofthe Reign of Queen Elizabeth . Collected

1882 1.00 from Selden's notes by Nathaniel Bacon. Folio. Half calf. Lon

Finlason (w .F.) History and Effects of the Law of Mortmain. don . 1689. ( First edition) 6.00

Cloth . London . 1853:
2.80 Spelman (Sir Hen .). The Larger Treatise concerning Titles.

Fischel (Edward), The English Constitution. Translated by Small quarto . Broken calf. London . 1647 2.00

Richard J. Shee . Cloth . London . 1863 2.00 Strange (Sir Thomas ): Hindu Law .
Fitzherbert's Abridgment. Large folio. Broken binding.

in the King's Courts in

India . 2 vols . Boards. London . 1830 4.00

London. 1565. ( Title torn in one corner; otherwise fine copyid Tagore ( P. C.). Vivada Chintamani : the Hindu Law prevalent
15.00

Foulkes (Thomas ). · The Hindu Law of inheritance, accordingto
inMithila . Cloth. Calcutta. 1863 3.50

the Sarasvati- Vilasa . Cloth . London . 1881 3.50 Tallack (William). Penological and Preventive Principles with

Hallifar and its Gibbet LAW . Edition of 1708 , reprinted for
especial reference to Europe and America . Cloth . London .

J. H. Turner , Cloth . Idel . No date 1.80
1889 2.00

Harrington (J.) . The Art of Law -Giving, in three books. ( The Todd (Alpheus). Parliamentary Government in England : its Ori

third book contains “ A Model of Popular Government . " ) 18mo. gin , Development , and Practical Operation . New edition, by

Old calf . London . 1659. By the author of “ Oceana " 10.00 Spencer Walpole. ' vols . Cloth. London . 1892 3.00

Hawkins (Wm.). Pleas of the Crown, in two books. 2d edition . Trials for Treason at Indianapolis, disclosing plans for establish
Folio . Old calf. London , 1724. ( Autographs of R. Dana, inga North Western Confederacy. Edited by Benn Pitman .

L. Baldwin , 1. H. Ashman , and H. C. Simonds- leaders of the Sheep . Cincinnati. 1865 8.00

Mass. Bar)

Herne ( John ). " The Law of Charitable Uses (including Cases
3.50 Vyuvuharu Muyookhu ; embracing the Heads of Hindu Lawof

authority in Western India . Translated by Harry Borradaile.

adjudged upon Appeals). ad edition . 24mo. Old calf. London . Quarto. Boards. Surat , 1827 3.50

Hozumi (Nobushige). Ancestor-Worship and Japanese Law.
8.00 Warden (Alex . J.) . Burgh Laws of Dundee. Cloth . London .

1872 3.00

Paper . Tokio . 1.00

Innos ( L. C. ) . Examination of Mr. Nelson's views of Hindu Law . Wheaton (Henry) . Elements of International Law . 4th English

Boards. Madras .
6 001882 edition , by J. Beresford Atlay . Sheep . London . 19041.50

Institutions, or Principall Grounds of the Lawes and Statutes of Whiting (William ). War Powers under the Constitution . With

England . (Last edition .) 18mo. Boards. London . 1625. 3.80 Appendix of Opinions and Cases. Cloth . Boston , 1871 2.00

Japanese Laws (New) Supplementary to the Codes. Translated Wilson (Woodrow) . State and Federal Governments of the United

by Dr. Ludwig Lönholm . Paper . Tokio. 1898 .
States

Jolly (J.). Manava Dharma-Sastra ; the Code of Manu . Original (Wooddeson (Richard ) ? ). Elements of Jurisprudence. Anody.
Sanskrit text , critically edited . Cloth . London.

.

.

.

1663

1901.

2.50

1887 Quarto . Paper . London . 1783 1.002.00 mous,
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ENGLISH JUSTICE THESAURUS FOR JUDGES

The “ Outlook ” for July 14, 1906, gives an interesting The judge who is anxious to do exact justice, and

address by Hon. Chas. F. Amidon , on “ The Quest for ambitious to earn a reputation for ability, learning,

Error and the Doing of Justice, ” from which we quote and sense must often want a handy guide to really
as follows : sound law, to which he may turn when puzzled by

These facts point unmistakably to the capital vice of
the subtle arguments and confusing citations of counsel.

American law–viz., its instability of administration, the He cannot spare time to run down even a tithe of the

frequent retrials of the same controversy. For the pur
decisions cited .' The decisions he reads refer back to

pose of comparison, and of seeing whether this condition prior decisions, and they again rely for authority on
still older cases .

is a necessary evil , I have examined the law reports of
Every line of law takes him back

England for the period extending from 1890 to 1900,
to some bed rock case, rendered by some great judge

and I find that of all the causes that were brought under who could think clearly and knew how to put his thoughts

review on appeal in that country, new trials were granted into clear-cut language. If only the conscientious, be

in less than three and one-half per cent . Here is a wildered, and jaded judge could get at once at the gist

country having the same body of substantive law that of the law , how many more cases he could decide, and

we have, having substantially the same practice that we
how much surer and easier the decision would be !

have, and yet the result in the one case is new trials in But he can get at the gist of the law now, - if he

forty -six per cent of all causes brought under review , chooses. He can go at once to a set, if he has it on his

and in the other in less than three and one-half per cent. shelves, where he can find the great leading cases to

which all these reports and text-books and encyclopedias

and briefs lead back . And he can find them all syste

The fundamentaldefect of our legal administration is matically grouped for him under appropriate headings;

the doctrine that, where error is found, prejudice will be all analyzed and reduced to definite “ Rules " which help

presumed. That is the difference between the English clear thinking; all annotated with reference to analagous

and American administration of the law. In England cases, by clever editors. If he only owns this set, he

there is no such thing at the present time as a bill of can dig right down to the roots of the law at once, with .

exceptions. A copy of the pleadings and of the written out worryover conflicting citations, and can come to a

instruments that have appeared in the trial of the case is sure decision on the facts presented to him, with a

furnished to the appellate court, together with a tran- minimum of work, worry, and doubt.

script of the evidence, or more frequently atranscript What set is this which works such magic for judges

of the brief notes of the presiding judge, and then the and lawyers? It is ENGLISH RULING CASES WITH

question is not, Is there error in the proceedings of the AMERICAN NOTES, -- a set of 26 volumes (bound in 13

trial court ? but the question is, Is the judgment just ? vols . $78 ) in which the great cases of the common

And if it is, it is let alone . law acknowledged by generations of American and Eng

If you were to step into an English court and see a lish lawyers as authority , are given in full and grouped

cause in the progress of trial, the one thing that would under subjects, with analysis and annotation .

impress you above all others would be that the judge There is no other set like this in all law literature .

and the lawyers are all bent on getting at the substance It is unique and unrivaled, -- a veritable cyclopedia of

of that cause . The fact that has impressed me most in the common law.

keeping track of English decisions during thelast twenty

years is this : the skill and the zeal which the trial court LAW LIBRARY ASSOCIATION

and the trial counsel display in putting the record in

such shape that the cause may be disposed of in the
Pursuant to a call in which twenty -four law libraries

appellate courton the merits, provided theappellate joined,there wasformed at theconferenceoftheAmer

court takes a different view of the controversy from that
ican Library Association atNarragansett Pier,June 29th

taken by the trial court.
to July 6th, 1906, the "AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF

LAW LIBRARIES. "

The purpose of this new organization is to develop

and increase the usefulness and efficiency of the law
Again I appeal to experience. What has happened libraries of the United States and Canada.

in England ? For more than a generation it has been
Those interested, to all of whom the membership is

impossible to base error on any matter of practice, plead.
open, are invited to assist in the work by sending their

ing, or evidence, unless it was fundamental to the cause .

What has been the result? Are the rules of pleading proposed to hold meetings each year at the same time
names and addresses to the Secretary- Treasurer . It is

thrown away in England ? Are the rules of evidence
and place as the conference of the American Library

disregarded in their courts ? By no means. It is the
Association .

testimony of all who are familiar with English practice Printed circulars outlining the programme for the

that the rules of pleading and the rules ofevidence are
coming year will be issued shortly and forwarded to any

much better observed there than they are with us . addre.s upon application,

The officers are :

President , A. J. Small , Iowa State Law Library, Des

Something ought to be done by the legal profession to Moines, Iowa ; Vice- President , Andrew H. Mettee,

correct this confessedly serious fault of American law. Library Company of the Baltimore Bar ; Secretary

I believe that it is comparatively easy of rectification if Treasurer, Franklin 0. Poole, Association of the Bar,

the rule which has been tried in England for more than 42 West 44th St. , N. Y. City. Executive Committee :

a generation, providing that those errors which do not President, ex -officio ; Vice -President, ex -officio ; Secretary.

result in a miscarriage of justice shall be disregarded on Treasurer, ex -officio ; Frank B. Gilbert, G. E. Wire,

appeal, be made a part ofour law. Frederick W. Schenk ,
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TO LAW LIBRARIANS AND TRUSTEES. 1

obvious. We prefer to place our services on an expert
IN GENERAL

basis. We give advice and submit estimates only to

Our Specialty. - The principal business of The Bos- those ( as a rule ) who employ us as experts. When an

TON Book Co. lies in supplying bar, state , and law
inquiry for information or prices comes to us in proper

school libraries, and lawyers who have large libraries. form , it is placed in the hands of the member of our staff

Our Staff . We have a staff especially qualified for who is most familiar with the matter. When the list of

this work . MR. CHARLES C. Soule, our President, books wanted is large or difficult, all three tackle it first

founded the firm Soule, Thomas & Wentworth, in St. | singly and afterward in conference, thus giving customers

Louis, in 1869, and has ever since devoted himself to the benefit of our combined experience.

library problems. In 1883 he published THE LAWYERS' Our Prices. — We do not try to attract orders by

REFERENCE Manual of Law BOOKS AND Citations, promising especially low prices. We undertake (and

-the only legal bibliography of this generation . MR. guarantee ) that our prices will be, on the average, as low

F E. Chipman , a member of the Minnesota Bar, is as those of any other firms. Our estimates on out-of

manager of our Law Library Department, Mr. I. L print or foreign books, not actually in stock , are usually

McCloud of the Iowa Bar (formerly of the firm of Kins
rather high, because we realize, more than less experienced

man & McCloud, Omaha), has recently taken charge of firms, the difficulty of finding scarce itemson short notice .

our stock rooms and correspondence. All three have But where an order is placed in our hands without com

had large acquaintance with the arrangement, manage petitive bids, we consider ourselves as agents of our

ment, and methods of purchase and growth of law customers and always give them the benefit of any bar

libraries. Through constant visits to libraries of all gains we get. We frequently give an unsolicited discount

grades in all parts of the country, through conference with of five or ten per cent to those who have trusted us.

the best librarians and managing trustees, and through Advantages we Offer . - We thus offer to those who

experience gained in filling thousands of orders for books, buy for libraries not only our own experience, accumu

from the simplest to the most complex, they have be- Jated in forty years of active business, but also a digest

come library experts, competent to make suggestions and (so to speak ) of the experience of all the libraries which

submit estimates. MR. Soule has made sixteen trips in the past have entrusted orders to us. We are not in

abroad to purchase books for our customers, and MR. terested in the sale of any special books, but try to put

CHIPMAN is now in London for that purpose. The lat- ourselves in the place of whoever comes to us for infor

ter has made a special study of British colonial law mation , and to make our correspondents' funds go as far

literature . as possible in filling their particular wants. Our cus

Our Stock . — We occupy the whole of a large brick tomers , without paying any higher prices, thus get all the

building, formerly a schoolhouse, and have filled it with benefit of our expert estimates, advice, and assistance.

out-of-print law books, gathered with special reference Foreign Catalogues.- We can supply at the cata.

to the future wants of American law libraries. We are logue price any book advertised in domestic or foreign

thus prepared to fill from stock more demands for scarce second-hand catalogues. If you will call our attention

law books than can any other firm in the world . to any such item you see , we can ( if you wish ) advise as

Our Records. - We have tabulated on cards the ex- to whether the price is low, and can import the work at

perience of nearly forty years of book buying and book once, without asking any commission or advance in

selling ; and we have in our safe manuscript lists for a price .

new edition of THE LAWYERS' REFERENCE MANUAL .
LARGE LIBRARIES

These records are at the service of our regular cus

tomers , and enable us to furnish , without delay, informa- A very few of the largest libraries have a staff of com

tion as to all books, new or old , on any particular topic . petent clerks and correspondents and a record of long

Our Correspondents. — In the course of years we have experience in book buying which enables them to do

discovered and employed trustworthy agents all over the most of their own buying. Even to these exceptional

world — who search quietly (and so far as possible with libraries, however, we may occasionally be of service, in

out unduly stimulating demand and this increasing lines where they find difficulty in getting information .

prices) for such books as we cannot supply from stock . Most large libraries , however, having outgrown the

Our customers thus get the benefit of a system of inquiry knowledge of the ordinary law book canvasser and the

which covers all lands and all languages . We get weekly experience of the judges and lawyers who constitute their

shipments from our English agents, and frequent impor boards of control , are confronted with serious problems

tations from Germany and France, and can thus offer of increase along lines of possible future use, where they

advantages in speedy delivery and low freight. need information both as to the intrinsic and the market

Our Methods . — We do not, as a general rule , make values of books not often advertised . Here we come in

competitive bids, for reasons which will be sufficiently with offers of assistance to those who are willing to en

a
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trust us with their orders. Among these lines of growth tion of existing libraries, it is hard to learn where good

we may specify.
models are to be seen.

Advice on this subject is one of our specialties. We
STATUTES AND SESSION LAWS.

are continually on themove among law.libraries through

LAW PERIODICALS, AMERICAN AND FOREIGN. out the United States, and are familiar with their merits

ENGLISH, IRISH , AND SCOTCH REPORTS, ETC. and defects. Our Mr. Soule has studied and written

BRITISH COLONIAL REPORTS, ETC. much on the general subject of library construction (see

EUROPEAN LAW.
his “ Tract on Library Rooms and Buildings " published

by the American Library Association ; and his article on
WORKS ON JURISPRUDENCE, HISTORY OF LAW, ETC. “ Libraries " in Macmillan's Cyclopædia of Architecture,

LEGAL BIOGRAPHIES. edited by Russell Sturgis).

TRIALS. We are glad to give suggestions on this subject with

GROWING LIBRARIES out charge to those librarians which are our regular

customers. This is another advantage you get by buy

The growing law library, — with an income sufficient
ing books of us.

not only for continuations , but also for annual purchases
CATALOGUING LAW BOOKS

of additional sets, has troubles of its own . Whenever

the purchasing committee has a definite idea as to the
When a public or private law library begins to attain

respectable dimensions the question arises, “ Do we need

next purchase, — and whenever that purchase is a set of a printed catalogue, and if so , how shall we prepare it ? ”

reports in print, or a specfiic list of text -books, we Adeal of money is apt to be spent, at this stage, in poor

cannot help much, and any good law bookseller can work and unsatisfactory results. To catalogue well has

supply the books. But when the purchasing committee
now got to be the result of years of professional study:

to catalogue law books well , requires further special

is in doubt, or is divided, as to what books to buy next, experience or knowledge.

we can usually submit suggestions, founded on the ex- But in the smaller libraries there is really no need of

perience of many other libraries of similar scope and size, either compiling or printing a catalogue. 'It is usually

which will materially aid in making up lists for purchase . of somebookseller, or,better, of somelibrary asnearly as
sufficient to get several copies of the printed catalogue

Our general advice to librarians of growing libraries is to possible of the sameclass, and check up, on the list of

watch the quarterly lists in LEG. Bib . and write us for reports the author list of text books and the subject

information as to the relative value of books or sets. index, all the books that are in the library. This not

only makes a convenient, cheap, and easily compiled

SMALL LIBRARIES catalogue, but it shows at a glance not only what is in

The numerous small bar libraries scattered over the
the library, but also what gaps exist , and on what lines

further purchases ought to bemade. If any of our regu

country, with limited or uncertain means, have a hard lar customers want to do this,it will give us pleasure to sug

problem before them. With hardly money enough for gest, and get for them, printed catalogues to be thus used .

fixed charges, how shall they keep fairly up with current Larger libraries can use in the same way copies of

law literature ? The best rule, as a general thing, is to
“ The Lawyer's. Reference Manual of Law Books and

Citations " if they are lucky enough to have them, or of

confine purchases to sets of the most frequently cited any good catalogues of alarge library, like that of the

reports and the least frequently cited text-books, leav- New York Bar Association.

ing practitioners to buy the ordinary text-books : — thus If, in a very large library, the problem of compiling

widening the range of citation for the whole Bar. We carefully reconnoitered,all the best lawcataloguesshould
and printing a catalogue is inevitable, the field should be

will be glad to submit suggestions on these lines . be collected and compared, and a definite plan of com

pilation and arrangement, complete to the minutest details
LAWYERS

of style and type , should be settled by the librarian or com

There are many lawyers who have libraries larger than petent committee before work is actually begun. Then

the average county law library, and who buy to suit the librarian, or some intelligent person under his super

their practice. If they will let us know what their next vision , should write a card or slip for every book or set

purchases are likely tobe, we will be on the lookout for or series in the library, giving in similar form the facts

cheap sets to offer them . Verb. sat, sap. which the plan covers. Most of the standard library

rules for cataloguing apply to law books, but some

( THANKS modifications are necessary to conform to legal usages

Our thanks are due to those librariansandlawyers transcriptions, without any hint ofthebrief or usually
and traditions . A common error is to give full -page

whose confidence and orders in the past have enabled us

to devote so much of our time to research , and thus help
cited title . It is confusing, ( to take an instance from

out (we hope) the course of legal bibliography. By proof before us),to wade through four linesof circum
locution to discover that the book described is only ar

their generous patronage they have aided us and their

staff of assistants and have insured our aid without any
old edition of Archbold's Criminal Pleading .

added expense to their libraries. If an educated cataloguer not experienced in lawbook

cataloguing is employedtomake the cards or slips , it will

NEW BUILDINGS ; NEW SHELVING
be necessary to get some lawyer or law bookseller who

has “ been through the mill ” to supervise the work .

The problem of planning new rooms and shelving for .An inexperienced but intelligent and accurate cataloguer

a law library when it moves into better quarters, or when with such supervision is better than an expert without it .

it is first installed, is usually a difficult one for librarian To those libraries which are our regular customers we
and trustees. There is no book or series article are glad to ffer advice and assistance on such matters

existing which treats of law -library arrangement, and even without charge. This is one of the many advantages of

if time and money are available for travel and examina- ' buying books from The Boston Book Co.
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Vol . 19 .

Vol. 107

1905 B.

LATEST AMERICAN REPORTS, ETC.

Published since April 1 , 1906 .

AMERICAN BANKRUPTCY Reports. Vol . 15 .

Digest . Bender & Hinman's . Covering Vols.

1-14 (1898-1906) .

American NEGLIGENCE REPORTS .

AMERICAN State ReportS .

AMERICAN Digest .

AMER . AND ENG . RAILROAD Cases . Vol . 41 .

AMER . AND Eng . Encyclo . of Law , Supp. Vol.

2 .

ATLANTIC Reporter . Vol . 62 .

Cyclo . OF LAW AND PROCEDURE .

Finch's INSURANCE Digest. Vol . 18 .

LAWYERS ' ReportS , ANNOTATED .

LAWYERS ' REPORTS , New scries. Book 1.

NORTHEASTERN REPORTER .

NORTHWESTERN REPORTER . Vol . 106 .

Pacific REPORTER . Vol . 84 .

Southeastern REPORTER .

LATEST BRITISH REPORTS , ETC.
ENGLAND.

Journal of Comparative Legislation .
N.S. No. 15 .

Justice of the Peace . Vol . 69.

Law Magazine and Review . Vol. 31 .

Law Journal Reports . Vol . 74 .

Law Times. Vol. 120 .

Revised Reports. Vol. 81, 82 .

Times Law Reports. Vol . 21 .

IRELAND .

Irish Law Reports . 1905 (2 vols . )

SCOTLAND .

Scotch Court of Sessions Cases, 5th series.

Scots Law Times . Vol . 13 .

Scots Revised Reports . Faculty. Vol .

COLONIAL .

Queensland State Reports . Vol . 4 .
Victorian Law Reports. Vol. 30 .

Argus Law Reports. Vol . 11 .

Transvaal Law Reports. 1905; 2 vols.

Mysore Chief Court Reports. Vol. 6 .

Vol . 20 . Vol . 7 .

Book 70 .

2 .

Vol . 76 .

Vol. 52 .

United States Circuit Courts OF APPEALS

REPORTS . (West edu . ) Vol . 69 .

United States Supreme Court REPORTS . Vol .

200 , 201 .

FEDERAL REPORTER .
Vol. 140 .

$1.50

1.00

6.50

2.00

AMERICAN ELEMENTARY BOOKS

Published since April 1 , 1906 .

Bigelow . Centralization and the Law

DONOVAN (J. W.). Art of Advocates

GARLAND's New England Town Law 6.50

Gilbert (H.T.). Chicago Municipal Court 2.00

GOODNOW
on Taxation 5.00

Gray on Limiting of Tax Power

HUDDY (X. P. ) on Law of Automobiles 3.50

Jackson (E. H. ) . Law Latin . 2d ed . .

Magee (H.W.). National and State Banks

Clearing House, Trust Companies 6.00

Moore (D. C. ) on the Law of Carriers

Street ( T. A. ) . Foundations of Legal

Liability . 3 vols. 15.00

Whitworth Ü . F.). Creation of Corpo.

rations for Profit in Pennsylvania . 5.00

WIGMORE (J. H.) . Cases on Evidence 5.00

Williams (W. L. ) . Statutory Torts in
Massachusetts. 2d ed .

3.00

Wood. Practice Evidence. 2d ed . 6.50

6.50

ALA . Reports. Vol . 142. (Alabama Reports,

reprint vol . 34. )

Ariz . Reports. Vol . 7 .

Cal . Reports. Appellate Court .
Vol . i .

Fla . Reports. Vol . 49 .

Ga . Reports. Vol . 124. (Georgia Reports re

print, vols. 50-52 . )

Ill . Reports. Vols. 219, 220 .

Appellate Court. Vols. 118 , 119 .

IND . Reports. Vol . 165 .

Kan . Reports. Vol . 70 .

Ky . Reports. Vol . 117 .

Me . Reports. Vol . 100 .

MD . Reports. Vol. 101 .

Mass . Reports. Vol . 189 .

Mich . Reports. Vol. 137 , 138 .

MINN . Reports. Vol. 94.

Miss . Reports. Vol . 86 .

Session Laws . 1906 .

0. Reports. Supreme Court . Vol. 73 .

Circuit Court Reports. Vols . 6 , 7 .

Nisi Prius Reports. Vol. 3 .

Pa . Reports. County Courts . Vol . 31 .
District. Vol . 14 .

Superior Court . Vol. 29 .

State Reports. Vol. 213 .

Delaware County Reports.

Luzerne Legal Register. Vol . 12.

Session Laws. Extra session . 1906 .

R.I. Reports. Vol . 26 .

Tex . Reports. Court Reporter. Vol . 14 .

VA . Session Laws. 1906 .

Wis . Reports. Vol . 125 .

LATEST CANADIAN REPORTS

N. J.

Vol. 9 .

ENGLISH ELEMENTARY WORKS, ETC.

Published since April 1 , 1906.

£. s . d .

BesȚ on Evidence . roth ed . 25.0

Buckle. Transvaal Magistrate Court 25.0

DUCKER . Guide to Students ' Law Books 3.9

Freeman. A. B. C. of Parliamentary

Procedure 2.6

Goo ve on Real Property. 5th ed . 21.0

Hart on Law of Banking. 2d ed . 30.0

HENRIQUE . Aliens and Naturalization

Hudson on Compensation. 2 vols .

Kelly. Draftsman . 5th ed . 15.0

MCKENZIE . Overseer's Handbook . 6th ed . 5.0

Matthews on Money Lending . 5.0

MORICE . Roman-Dutch Law . 2d ed. 28.6

Morrow . Building Cases . 15.0

TAYLOR on Evidence . 2 vols , loth ed .
3.3.0

Tudor on Charities. 4th ed . 2.5.0

Williams on Vendors. 2 vols . 2.5.0

WILSHIRE on Criminal Law

Wood on Farm Valuation . 2d ed . 6.0

WOODMAN . Bookkeeping for Solicitors.

Revised ed . 5.0

7.6

37.6

.

CANADA .

Reporis. Supreme Court, Vol. 36 .

Exchequer Court Reports. Vol . 9 .

QUEBEC .

Reports. Official King's Bench . Vol . 13 .

Supreme Court . Vols. 25 , 26 .

7.6



IS YOUR SET OF

ENGLISH CHANCERY REPORTS

COMPLETE

The American reprint entitled English Chancery Reports, published

in 43 volumes, 1843-1857 ; continued in 1871 by vols. 44 , 45 , and 46 ; and

in 1871-1874 by vols. 47 to 69, purported to reprint all the English Chancery

reports and Vice -Chancellors' reports from 1822 to 1865 ( the principal reports

prior to 1822 having been already reprinted in separate form ).

But for some reason not now known, several of the best of the Vice

Chancellors' series, namely :

SMALE:
N
i

m
m

DREWRY 4 vols.

DREWRY & SMALE . 2

DE GEX & SMALE 5

SMALE & GIFFORD . 3

GIFFORD 5

KAY 1 vol.

KAY & JOHNSON 4 vols.

JOHNSON I vol.

JOHNSON & HEMMING 2 vols.

HEMMING & MILLER 2

THESE ARE

NOT IN

YOUR SET

.

-twenty -nine volumes in all, were omitted from that reprint, and every set of

the English Chancery Reports, ( so called ), in the United States and in Canada,

is to that extent incomplete.

To fill this gap, we have secured a few extra copies of the volumes

of the Full Reprint covering these reports and have bound them up as a

Supplement to the English Chancery Reports..

If you have in your library either 43 volumes or 69 volumes

labelled ENGLISH CHANCERÝ REPORTS, you need this SUP
PLEMENT to complete your set.

We offer 250 sets (only) of these twenty -nine hitherto lacking

volumes, bound in seven or eight “ Books,” for $60.00 per set, -

about two dollars per original volume,

-

FOR SALE BY ...

THE BOSTON BOOK CO.,

83 to 91 Francis St., Fenway, BOSTON, MASS.
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.

in one .

2.00

RARE-BOOK SUPPLEMENT CONTENTS OF THE GREEN BAG

Here are a few titles received since our page of RARE May, 1906.

AND INTERESTING Books was made up :

[BROWN (WM. )] . Treatise of Fines and Re
FRANÇOIS XAVIER MARTIN : HISTORIAN AND JUR

coveries . Third edition . Calf. London. 1693. $ 1.50 The Medieval INNKEEPER AND HIS RESPONSI
IST . - By PIERCE BUTLER , of New Orleans, La .

C [ARTER] (S.) Legal Provisions for the Poor.

Third edition . 16mo, old calf . London. 1715 .
BILITY . By Joseph H. Beale , JR . , of the

1.50

CODE NAPOLEON , MIS EN VERS FRANÇAIS. Par
Harvard Law Faculty .

ARBITRARY SEARCHES AND Seizures AS APPLIED
D . . . , ex - Legislateur. 16mo, half roan. Paris.
1811 .

TO MODERN INDUSTRY. - By Dean ANDREW
5.00

CURSON ( H. ). Compendium of the Laws and
ALEXANDER BRUCE of the University of North

Government of Great Britain and Ireland, and
Dakota .

AN OLD - FASHIONED Law Office .
Dominions, Plantations and Territories there

· By George

unto belonging. Second edition, 12mo. Lon
CARLING , of Lynn , Mass .

LIMITATIONS UNDER WHICH A PUBLIC SERVICE
don . 1716 .

3.00

Fulbecke (WM.)." A Parallele or Conference of
COMPANY MUST CONDUCT AN IndepenDENT

the Civil Law, the Canon Law, and the Com
BUSINESS .— By BRUCE WYMAN, of the Harvard

Law Faculty.
mon Law of the Realme of England , 1618. The

Second Part of the Same, 1602. The Pandectes
June, 1906.

of the Law of Nations , 1602. Three volumes MR. Justice Brown. By CHARLES H. BUTLER ,

Small quarto . Old calf. London. 7.50 ofNew York and Washington .

PRAXIS UTRIUSQUE BANCI. The Antient and THE CASE OF THE BRIG GENERAL ARMSTRONG .

Modern Practice of K. B. and C. P. etc. 16mo, By CHARLES Noble GREGORY, Dean of Univer

old calf, London . 1674. sity of Iowa Law School.

(RASTELL (WM .) ]. A Collection of Entrees , of The CLOSED Shop CONTROVERSY. By CHARLES

Declarations, Barres, etc. Newly augmented. DARLING of Boston, Mass .

Thick folio, old calf. In ædibus Richardi Tot Two RECENT Cases ON INTERSTATE MARITAL

tel . Anno 1574 , vicesimo secundo Januarii 15.00 RELATIONS . By HARRY A. Bigelow , of the

VIDIAN (ANDREW ). The Exact Pleader. Plead University of Chicago Law School.

ings in K. B. temp. Charles II. Folio. Old

calf. London . 1684. . 3.00 July, 1906.

Calvo AND the Calvo DOCTRINE .
THE CODE NAPOLEON VERSIFIED

By PERCY

Bordwell of the New York Bar.

Think of laboring to turn a whole code into verse ! Can Stock with EXCLUSIVE VOTING POWER BE

What fruitless toil, what foolish ingenuity , what futile TREATED AS A Trust ? By Robert RANTOUL

cost , have been put into the seven hundred pages of the Reed of New York .

volume advertised above as CODE NAPOLÉON MIS EN JOINDER OF ActionS IN FIRE INSURANCE LITI

Vers FRANÇAIS ! GATION . By FREDERICK T. Case , of New York .

In his rhymed dedication to Marie Louise, Imperatrice The Soul OF THE PROFESSION . By CHARLES

des Français, the author says : F. CHAMBERLAYNE , of Schenectady , N. Y.

MARRIAGE IN Old Rome.
C'est en vain que l'auteur, offrant pour son excuse

- By R. Vashon Rogers

L'utilité du but qu'a poursuivi sa Muse,
of Kingston , Ontario .

Dira qu'il a voulu, par cette nouveauté,

Eveiller des lecteurs la curiosité,
The Green Bag is a monthly periodical

Répandre quelques fleurs sur une étude aride, fór lawyers. Subscription , $4.00 per

En étendre le cours, le rendre plus rapide, year. Single number, fifty cents.

Graver dans la mémoire avec plus de succés

Les principes fixés du droit civil français, No Bargains. — This time we have no column of
Et , jusques au beau sexe , ouvrir une carrière

· Bargains in Sets." We are saving them up for our

Qui, pour lui , ne doit plus demeurer étrangère; October number, quod vides .

Eût -il avec bonheur accompli ce projet,

Ou pardonnera peu le choix de son sujet.
Is it in your Library ?- The new edition of BENJA

MIN ON SALES (Cloth , $6.50) ought to be on the shelves

MORE BLACKSTONES of every library which aims to cover commercial law.

In 15 LEG . BIB . U.S. ( January, 1903) we printed a
Have you a set of English Chancery Reports ? - If

bibliography of Blackstone's Commentaries. Since then
you have the old reprint with this title , it is incomplete,

we have discovered fourmore editions , as follows :
unless you have already ordered our SUPPLEMENT. See

Octavo . Dublin (pirated ), 4 vols . , 1766–1770 .
advertisement elsewhere .

“ Sixth Edition ,” London, 4 vols. , 1780.4
Chance to get English Books.- Our MR. CHIPMAN

Duodecimo. “ Twelfth Edition , ” Dublin (pirated ) , 4 is now in London, buying for our customers.

vols . , 1794. need anything foreign, send us a memorandum right

Octavo. W. Blackstone's Handbuch des English - away , and we can get word to him before he leaves for

chen Rechts, von Gifford ; aus dem home in August .

Englischen von H. F. C.von Colditz; Trade for Truck . - This is the season of the year

mit einer Vorrede begleitet von Dr. for swapping. If you have any useless old lawbook's of

N. Falck . 2 vols . Schleswig . 1822 . any kind (even old laws or odd periodicals) send us a

[Note that the 1780 imprint above, although called list giving titles and dates, and we will propose a trade,

the sixth edition, comes in between the hth and ps make a conservative cash offer. Whatever

minth editions of the regular series .] you get from such a clearance will be net gain ,

-
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This paper is issued quarterly , to give information about

American and foreign legal literature. We send it without charge

to any book buyer who asks for it.
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THE most interesting item in this paper is the

REFERENDUM TO THE BAR OF THE

UNITED STATES

(see p. 8) as to its choice for Justice of the United

States Supreme Court.

The next item of importance is the definite

announcement of a supplement to English Ruling

Cases, see page 5.

Note (on p. 6) that we have been able to make

up a few more sets of the Full English Imprint.

If you have a set of the old English Chancery

Reports Reprint in your library, it is probably

defective, see page 11 .

Scholarly lawyers will gloat over pages 14 and 15.

Bargain hunters see page 12.

The usual Bibliography fills pages 10 and 15.

THE GREEN BAG HELPS IN PRACTICE . SEE PAGE 9
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BOUVIER'S LAW DICTIONARY , RAWLE'S REVISION
Best

" A concise Encyclopedia of the Law .” “ A Law Library in itself . "
Cyclopedia “ The best work of its kind ."

2 Vols. Sheep. $12.00.

Wills SCHOULER ON WILLS. 3d edition. Sheep, $5.50.

Executors SCHOULER ON EXECUTORS. 3d Edition . Sheep, $5.50 .

Limitations WOOD ON THE LAW OF LIMITATIONS, 3d Ed. $ 6.50 .

Sales BENJAMIN ON SALES . 5th English Ed . , 1906. Cloth , $ 6.50 .

BEST ON EVIDENCE. New Ed. preparing by Chamberlayne.

Evidence WILLS ON CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE. New

Circ. Ev. Notes by Beers. Sheep, $ 5.00 .

TAYLOR ON EVIDENCE , by Chamberlayne. 3 Vols. $ 12.00 .

Arrest VOORHEES ON THE LAW OF ARREST. Cloth, $ 2.00 .

Town Law GARLAND'S N. E. TOWN LAW . Sheep, $ 6.50.

Abbreviations ABBREVIATIONS USED IN LAW BOOKS. Sheep, $ 1.50 .

Constitution FOSTER ON U. S. CONSTITUTION . Vol. I. Cloth , $ 4.50.

Subrogation SHELDON ON SUBROGATION . 2d Edition . Sheep, $ 5.00 .

JONES'S INDEX TO LEGAL PERIODICALS. 2 Vols .

Magazines Half Mor., $ 20.00.

Eartradition MOORE ON EXTRADITION . 2 Vols. Sheep, $ 12.00 .

STIMSON'S AMERICAN STATUTE LAW. 2 Vols.

Statutes
Sheep, $ 14.00.

International Smith & Sibley : RUSSO -JAPANESE WAR. Cloth, $ 5.00 .
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BELL'S PENALTIES FOR CRIME. Cloth, $ 1.50.

GRINNELL'S POINTS OF PRACTICE . Cloth , $2.50.
Local

RICHARDSON'S EQUITY PLEADING AND PRAC

TICE . Cloth, $ 2.00.

EWELL'S ESSENTIALS OF THE LAW. 3 Vols.

Sheep, $ 7.50 . Cloth , $ 6.00 .
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THE TEN BEST.

In this age of lists of the ten best books , has

any one taken a census of lawyers as tothe leading

books of their profession ?

What is your choice of the ten best law books

for a lawyer's library ? General books , that is ,

not local ?

We nominate two of our publications for the

list : Bouvier's Law Dictionary and ENGLISH

RULING Cases .

If periodicals are eligible, we nominate The

GREEN Bag .

If size counts , we beg to include the Full

ENGLISH REPRINT .

And for students' books , how about Ewell's

ESSENTIALS ?

TRADE YOUR TRUCK.

Have you any old law books or pamphlets

cluttering shelves , filling closets, cobwebbing in

attics ? If so get them out , dust them , take

down a penciled list of short titles and dates ,

send the list to us , and maybe get something

late and good in trade for what you would other

wise throw away .

Three quarters of the old text-books stranded

in lawyer's libraries are of course absolutely

worthless ; but the other quarter may be valuable

— and old reports, old laws , odd law periodicals,

even old statutes, may strike our fancy. Try us .

You will clear your shelves of dead weight, any

way.

STARE DECISIS : USE BOUVIER .

How many law books do you know that have

the stamp of judicial approval in our generation ?

We only know of one such book , and that is

Bouvier's Law DICTIONARY . Mr. Justice Miller

said of it , in Kring v. Missouri ( 107 U. S. 231 ) ,

that it is “ the best work of its kind. ”

In this dictum he only records the opinion of

two generations of American lawyers and judges,

who have found Bouvier to be so sound, so com

prehensive , so practical , so helpful, that it is uni

versally regarded as the one standard work every

lawyer must own .

With BOUVIER and the statutes of his state, a

young lawyer may venture to start practice for

himself ; and if he live to be full of fees and honor,

he will never outgrow the need of his Bouvier.

Of course you have Bouvier ; but have you

Rawle's edition ? If not , you ought to get it at

once , for it is fifty per cent larger and a hundred

per cent better than any previous edition .

TOWN LAW.

Assessors. Police.

Boroughs. Registrars of Voters.

Caucuses . Road Commissioner .

Collectors. Schools .

Constables. School Committees .

Elections. Selectmen .

Health Boards. Street Railways.

Highways. Supervisors.

Highway Surveyors. Taxation .

Intoxicating Liquors. Town Clerk .

Jurors. Town Council.

Justices of the Peace. Town Treasurer .

Libraries. Trustees of Public Funds.

Militia . Unorganized Towns.

Moderator. Villages.

Overseers of the Poor. Voters.

Paupers. Ways.

Are you interested in any of the above topics of

municipal law and local government ? If so , you

may want GARLAND's New England Town Law

(Sheep , $6.50 ) , which we have just published . In

it , the statutes and decisions which form that

body of town law peculiar to the New England

States , which has more or less influenced the

corporate law of the West , are collected .

New England lawyers, especially those resid

ing in towns, will need this practical work .

Lawyers outside New England will find the

dec ions gathered and grouped by Garla

tremely useful in examining similar topics.

Every law library surely ought to have it .

WE WANT GOOD JOKES.

For the department “ The Lighter Side" of

The Green Bag , we want good , original legal

jokes , and might take original humorous verse , if

it were extra gilt edged , first class , and strictly

legal in topic and treatment . Perhaps some old

chestnut , cleverly retold , might impose on the

editor. Try it on and see.

Such friendly contributions are not to be meas

ured in a mercenary way, by offers of money ;

but to show a just reciprocity , we will be glad to

send in exchange for any jokes or " pomes ” which

the G. B. editor accepts (he is rather critical )

either a portrait of John Jay or of Daniel Webster ,

a copy of Fuller's " French Trials," or of Pulling's

" Order of the Coif," or Davis's “ Massachusetts

Judiciary.”

Get in Early. — Better book your order with us

now for Keen'S SUPPLEMENT TO ENGLISH RULING

Cases . I vol . sheep , $5.50 , to be published next

December or January .

ex
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VERY LIKE A WHALE ON SALE .

A bookseller (not a lawyer) objected to ordering

from us a supply of the new edition of BENJAMIN

ON Sales , because it was too high - priced, and

because it was an “ English book .”

Too high priced! Just look at it ! 145 pages of

preliminary matter ; 1160 pages of text ; 1305

pages in all , large octavo size , not leaded or padded ,

but just as small type as can be easily read .

And all this for $6.50 . How many books in your

library cost you less than half a cent per page ?

And English ! Yes to be sure , printed in

England ; but isn't the Law Merchant so interna

tional that an English work on Sale would be at

least persuasive authority in our courts ? And

bless us ! The author was good enough American

for most people. Judah P. Benjamin got his edu

cation , his practice , his experience, and his repu

tation in New Orleans , before the end of the

Civil War carried him to London . We ought all

to be proud of the way he made a second career

there . This book was one of his first steps to

English success. Naturally it pays as much at
tention to American as to English cases . It has

lived as an international standard nearly forty

years , and this fifth edition , better , bulkier ,

more useful , more necessary to a good lawyer

than any of its predecessors , is evidence of its

strong hold on bar and courts.

Have you bought it yet ? If not , order it of us

now, or educate the next law bookseller who

invades your office, by giving him an order for it .

(A Treatise on the “ Law of Sale of Personal

Property , with References to American Decisions

and to the French Code and Civil Law , " by

Judah P. Benjamin . Fifth edition by W. C. A.

Ker and A. R. Butterworth . London , Toronto,

and Boston , 1906. Cloth binding , $6.50 . ]

CIRC. EV. TRIALS, AND A TRIAL INDEX.

We should be glad to hear about any recent

trials which have turned upon circumstantial evi

dence , for we are interested in this subject through

our recent publication of a new cdition of that

standard work , WILLS ON CIRCUMSTANTIAL Evi

DENCE, with excellent notes by Prof. George E.

BEERS, of Yale Law School ( Sheep, $ 5.00 . )

Has any of our readers a list of trials which

have turned on circumstantial evidence , and

which have been separately reported ? Is there

any large law library whose catalogue contains

an analytical subject index of the separately

reported trials and the collections of trials, in the

library ?

Would not such a printed index or digest of

trials not merely by general topics, like Murder,

but by specific sub -topics, such as Poison by Arse

nic , be of great value to lawyers ?

GOOD THINGS IN G. B.

The most interesting series of articles we have

read recently is that entitled “ A Philadelphia

Lawyer in the London Courts ,” in which Thomas

Leaming records his impressions and experiences

on a recent visit to England . They run through

the August , September, and October numbers of

The Green Bag. Other notable articles are

In August

“ Christopher C. Langdell, " by Samuel F.

Batchelder.

“ The Lawyer" (verse) , by Shearon Bonner .

“ The Gilhooley Case ," by Frederick L.

Fake , Jr.

“ Squire Attom's Decisions under Rules of

Equity," by Herbert J. Adams (continued

in October ).

" The Rise and Fall of the Green Bag," by

Donald Richberg (The BAG , not the mag

azine , which hasn't fallen .)

In September

“ James M. Woolworth ," by John Lee Web

ster .

“ A Government of Law as Distinguished

from a Government of Functionaries," by

Hannis Taylor .

" Questions of Ethics : Career of Lord Chan

cellor Bacon ,” by Richard L. Ashurst .

“ The Multiplicity of Statutes,” by Ernest

Bruncken .

In October

“ The Congestion of Law ," by Alton B.

Parker .

“ Limitation of Actions by Creditors Against

Stockholders for Corporation Debts," by

George P. Costigan , Jr.

" Cases from the Criminal Docket of a Philip

pine Court," by W. F. Norris.

Each number contains also the usual practical

features described elsewhere in this LEG . BIB . , -

Current Legal Literature and Notes of Recent

Cases, — besides a humorous department entitled

The Lighter Side.

( 6

POLICE , PROSECUTION, OR DEFENCE,

The convenient manual VOORHEES ON THE LAW

OF ARREST (cloth , $ 2.00) has been found so valu

able that the police department of one of our

cities has ordered a copy for every police station .

In fact it might be well for every “ cop ” to have a

copy in his inside breast pocket . With Voorhees

in one hand and his club in the other, he could

steer the safe way of legality , and no guilty man

couli escape him , or get released on technicalities

laier on .

Seriously, this is a mightily good book for all

who have to consider tne subject of arrest .
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FINE SUPPLEMENT TO E. R. C.

This long- looked for volume , postponed from

time to time by the illness of the American editor ,

is now finally in press , and scheduled for publica

tion in January, 1907. (One volume , sheep , $5.50 .)

Great cases have been decided in the last ten

years. The rapid expansion of business, the

growth of great corporations and monopolies, the

struggle between capital and labor, the disputes

over hitherto untried questions of Federal juris

diction and corporate rights, and the new doctrine

of the liability of common carriers, all stamp the

period between 1896 and the present as a great

era in the development of the law .

The English notes are by Robert CAMPBELL ,

and the American notes by James T. Keen , Lec

turer at Boston University Law School , Editor

of Keen's Cases on Pleading , and a specialist on

questions of jurisdiction and procedure. They

trace accurately and completely, yet with the

utmost brevity , the trend of the law as evidenced

by recent decisions. For example , the line of

cases governing malicious interference with con

tract in England , which finally ended in the over

turning of the doctrine of Allen v. Flood by that of

Quinn v . Leatham , is fully treated by Mr. Camp

bell ; while the concurrent growth of the law in

America as shown by the line of precedents ending

in Berry v. Donovan in Massachusetts and Na

tional Protective Association v. Cummings in New

York , is stated by Mr. Keen . No case on Mon

opolies has been more prolific of discussion than

the Northern Securities Case ; no on the

liability of common carriers has evoked more dis

cussion than Hayne v . The Union Street Railway ;

no case on the extent to which legislatures can go

under the protection of the Constitution in creat

ing new forms of legal process is more instructive

than Tyler v. The Court of Registration .

The following extract , dealing with the liability

of a common carrier for the torts of its servants

may be referred to as typical of the thoroughness

of Mr. Keen's notes .

Knowlton, C. J. , said : “ Under the authorities, it is plain

that if the wrongful act which caused the injury in the present

case had been done by the conductor or motorman of the car

on which the plaintiff was riding, the defendant would be

liable . The only question upon which there is ground for any

doubt is, whether the rule applies to an injury done by a ser

vant who was engaged in the same general service, but was

employed upon another car , and was not charged directly and

primarily with any duty to provide for the safety of the plain

tiff. We are of the opinion that the liability of the defendant

is the same as if the conductor who threwthe hen had been

in charge of the plaintiff's car. The rule of liability in such

cases is made absolute. The reason for the rule applies as

well when the servant is employed upon another car as when

he is working on the car upon which the injury occurs.

" If one of the reasons for the liability is that the servant,

through his relation to his master, owes a duty to protect the

passenger from injuries by others, and a fortiori from injuries

by himself, this duty, so far as it relates to the last branch of

the obligation, is not confined to servants the nature of whose

service requires them to give personal attention to the pass

enger in reference to possible injuries from others , but it

includes those employed in the general business of transpor

tation , and involves a duty to refrain from doing injury to

any of the master's passengers, whether in the special charge

of the servant or not . It would be too strict and narrow a

rule to hold that this liability of the master extends only to

injuries by servants especially charged with the duty of protec

ting passengers from injury .'

See , also , Dwinelle v . N. Y. C. & H.R.R. R. , 120 New York ,

117 ; Brunswick & W. R. Co. v. Moore, 101 Georgia, 684:
Houston & T. C. R. R. v. Batchler, 83 S. W. (Texas) 902 ;

Atlanta Consolidated St. Ry, v. Bates, 103 Georgia , 333 ;

Cf. Planz v. The B. & A. R. R. , 157 Massachusetts, 377; cf.

Gillespie v. Brooklyn Heights R. R., 178 N. Y. , 347 . These,

prior to the decision of Hayne v. The Union St. Ry. , were ali

the decisions which even by implication extended the car.

rier's liability to wrongs by the carrier's servants to passengers

with the duty of whose protection the wrongdoing servants

were not directly charged .

The extraordinary liability of the carrier ceases, however,

when the plaintiff is not a passenger, the ordinary rule of
master and servant applying. Thus, a conductor of a street

railway company called a policeman as a practical joke to
arrest “ two crooks in an old car on the defendant's prem

ises, used as a place of shelter for conductors when off duty.

The policeman stepped through a hole in the car platform

and was injured . Per Lathrop , J .: " It seems to us clear

that the act of the conductor was not within the scope of his

employment, and that the defendant is not liable. Berry v.

Boston Elevated Ry. Co., 188 Massachusetts, 536 . Cf. Crowley

v. Fitchburg & Leominster St. Ry . Co. , 185 Massachusetts
,

279 ; Brown v. Boston Ice Co., 178 Massachusetts
, 108 . The

courts of some states have recently adopted a new test of

liability in cases where servants charged with the custody

of dangerous things wantonly use them to inflict injury.
Where an engineer in care of railway torpedoes put one on the

track and exploded it solely for his own amusement, thus

injuring a boy standing near, the company was held liable.

Winslow , J. , said : “The engineer was not beyond the scope

of his employment, but he was wilfully or wantonly violating

a duty resulting from his employment, his duty to safely keep

and properly use thetorpedoes .' Enting v . Chicago & N. W.
Ry . Co. , 92 N. W. (Wis . ) 358 ; 98 N. W. (Wis .) 944. So where

an engineer blew off steam from a blow -off cock solely to

frighten some children , and one of the children , by reason of

her fright, fell and broke her leg, it was held that a verdict
for the plaintiff could be sustained. Alsever v . R. R. Co.,

88 N. W. ( Iowa) 841 . See also Meade v. Chicago , Rock

Island & Pacific R. R. , 68 Missouri App. 92 . A tramp went

to sleep in the defendant's railroad station. The station

agent in sport, to scare the tramp from the station , poured
benzine upon him and the bench where he was lying, and

set fire to the benzine. It was part of the station agent's

duty to keep tramps away from the station . Per Smith , P. J.

" It might have been well that Keating , in the performance

of the duty which was required of him in keeping a certain

class of persons away from the defendant's station had con
cluded to combine pleasure with business and so to accom

plish this double purpose , had saturated the plaintiff's clothes

with benzine, and set fire thereto , in consequence of which his

legs and feet were severely burned and injured, and , if so ,

would any one insist that in such case the defendant would
not be liable for this act of its agent? " These cases rest upon

the doctrine enunciated in Railway Company v . Shields, 47

Ohio St. , 387 : “ A servant may depart from his employment
without making his master liable for his negligence when

outside the employment of his master, and he so departs

whenever he goes beyond the scope of his employment and

engages in affairs of his own , but he cannot de part from the duty
entrusted to him when that duty regards the rights of others in

respect to the en ployment of dangerous instruments by the master

in the prosecution of his business, without making the master

liable for the consequences ; for the first step in that direction is a

case

The law is settled beyond dispute inevery state in the Union

that a common carrier is liable absolutely for injuries to its
passengers by its servant, whether the servant who does the

wrong acts in the scope of his employment or not , provided

he is on duty at the time of the assault upon the same vessel,

car, or train as that upon which the plaintiff is a passenger.

But if the passenger were upon one train and the employee

upon another, and the employee without provocation and of

his own malice assaulted a passenger, would the carrier be

liable ? This exact question arose for the first time in the

year 1905 in Hayne v.The Union St. Ry . Co. , 189 Massachu

setts 551 The plaintiff, a female school teacher, was a passen

ger on the defendant's street car, and was riding near à front

window , on a seat in the corner of the car, when she was

struck with a dead hen , thrown in sport by the conductor of

a passing car, owned by the defendant. Action was brought

to recover compensation for the injury, and the judge of the

Superior Court directed a verdict for the defendant, on the
ground that the servant w inflicted wrong was on a

separate car from the plaintiff, and therefore under no duty

to protect her. The plaintiff alleged exceptions, which were

sustained by the Supreme Court.
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PROGRESS OF THE REPRINT ?

1

breach of the duty intrusted to him by the master, and his nes;

ligence in this regard becomesthe negligence of the master .

See also Hasriman v. Railway Co., 45 Ohio State, 11.

This , we believe, is not the better rule. In Obertoni v.

B. & M. R. R., 186 Massachusetts, 481, there arose the iden

tical question involved in Enting v. Chicago & N. W. R. R.
supra , and in Railway Co. v . Shields, supra . A boy eight

years old found a signal torpedo on theplanking of a railroad,

on the grade crossing of a highway . He took ithome and,

ignorant of the danger , cracked it with a rockand was hurt.

A brakeman had thrown the torpedoto the Aagman at the

crossing, and it dropped at his feet as he did not catch it ; the

flagman threw the torpedo back to the brakeman, who did
not catch it , and the torpedo went to the ground. After

the train went by, the flagman went back to his covered

station without touching the torpedo. LORING, J. , said :
" There is nothing in the evidence in this case, or in the com

mon knowledge of mankind, as to railroad signal torpedoes,

which would make it the duty of a brakeman to throw a tor

pedo to a flagman. There was nothing in the evidence

showing that it belonged to a flagman at a railroad crossing

to signal trains by torpedoesor otherwise, much less is that

within the common knowledge of mankind. If the use of
railroad torpedoes is a fact within such common knowledge

at all , the flagman has nothing whatever to do with signaling
trains or with torpedoes The two cases from Ohio

(Harriman v . The Railway, supra, and Railway Co. v. Shields ,

supra ) are entitled to great consideration as cases of the high

est court of another state; but after careful consideration of

them we are of opinion that they are not in accordance with
the settled law of this Commonwealth . ” Howev. Newmarch ,

12 Allen , 419 ; Hankinson v . Lynn Gas and Electric Light Co. ,

175 Massachusetts, 271 ; Brown v . Boston Ice Co., 178 Massa

chusetts, 108 ; McCarthy v. Tim . nins, :78 Massachusetts, 378.

To summarize: the real criterion of liability in all actions

against a carrier for injuries inflicted by its servants beyond

the scope of their employment, whether of malfeasance, mis

feasance, or nonfeasance, is this : Was the person injured a

passenger? If not, he cannot recover. If so , he can recover,

provided that the wrongdoing servant was on duty at the

time the wrong was committed.

( Vol. 27. English Ruling Cases, being a Supple

ment; silh Cases and Noles covering theperiod from

1892.1906. Sheep , $5.50. )

The Full ENGLISH REPRINT, — so gigantic an

undertaking that many lawyers refused to sub

scribe for it for fear they would get left with an

incomplete set on their hands, - has gone way

beyond the experimental stage. Nearly half the

series (sixty-six volumes , to be exact) have been

published , and the others are coming forward at a

steady jog of about a volume a month .

All the original English House of Lords, Privy

Council, Chancery, Rolls, and Vice-Chancellors'

Reports up to the beginning of the current " Law

Reports " in 1865 , have been reprinted in full,

with notes, - in uniform size and style. The

King's Bench series will come next . Much curi

osity is felt as to how the publishers will treat the

Year Books and the other old black -letter vol

Will they be given by photographic re

production ? Will facsimile type be cast to print

them , or will they be “ transliterated " into mod .

ern type ? Will any translation be attempted ?

Those libraries and lawyers who secured early

subscriptions to this great work are to be con

gratulated . It is not stereotyped , and the allot

ment to the United States has been exhausted .

At this writing, we have in stock only a very few

sets , -- which we have made up through filling

up sets , broken to sell separate courts. If there

is any possible customer still unsupplied, he should

apply at once , lest the chance be lost.

umes .

If you wantChristmas Presents for Lawyers.

to make a present to a lawyer, why not get us to

bind up sumptuously some rare book , like the

first edition of Blackstone , or Thompson's Magna

Charta ? Write us for suggestions .

Round the Rascals up . — As we go to press we

get an order for copies of VoorHEES ON ARREST

for the Police Department of Allenhurst, N. J.

Now let the criminals of that borough reform .

Brag . Did you see the July number of Leg .

Bib ? Our scoffing friends describe it as a “ Brag

number, '' because we puffed ourselves in it . But

what would you have ? Do you expect modesty

in a lawbook salesman or in a lawyer ?

Extravagant, but fascinating. - If you have

bookish taste but no money to spare , don't send

for our List No. 54 , " RARE Law Books," for you

will be tempted to buy , and we exact cash . Hardly

any cultivated reader can fail to find in that list

books which will so appeal to his imagination as

to mount at once from the grade of luxury to the

rank of primal necessity .

Stenography by Ear . We thought about all

possible variations on the title of The Green

Bag had been perpetrated , but here comes

letter with a year's subscription to “ The Dream

Bag." Sort of soporific , we suppose .

ENGLISH PROCEDURE BETTER ?

At the end of the last of Mr. Leaming's interest

ing articles in The GREEN Bag , describing his im

pressions of the London courts , he summarizes:

“ In America litigation begins in the court room .

In England it ends there . American proceedings

tend to be somewhat formal, conventional, dif

fuse, and dilatory , pitfalls and traps are occasion

ally laid by astute practitioners, which embarrass

the side really in the right and delay a conclusion

upon the merits. Much is incomprehensible to

the layman concerned except the result .

English legal proceedings on the contrary are
colloquial, flexible , simple , and prompt , - thor

oughly in touch with the spirit of the times and

with the ordinary man's every -day life .

* This was not always so . Up to 1875 the Eng

lish courts were most dilatory, expensive , and

unsatisfactory in method, but in these thirty

years reforms in methods have been evolved

by which the most important action can be tried,

a judgment given , appeal be taken , argued , and

orally decided , all in ninety days. These improve

ments are characterized by the utmost simplicity,

and many of them are capable of adaptation to

American conditions . "

a
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This page is for Law Students

FOR PREPARATION OR REVIEW EWELL'S WMS. REAL PROP ; BEST EDITION, $ 3.00 .

ESSENTIALS OF THE LAW . In order to put WILLIAMS ON REAL PROPERTY ,

Hutchins ' American Notes , right down where it
Vol. I. The Pocket Blackstone contains all that

is as cheap as it is standard , we are binding it up
is essential in BLACKStone's COMMENTARIES .

in buckram to sell for $3.00 net . For an 850 page

That portion which is obsolete is entirely omitted
book this is certainly low enough .

from this edition . Another large portion , which
WILLIAMS has always remained a favorite work

is merely historical or illustrative, is printed in for students , and ought to be more popular than

small type, to be skipped or not , as the reader
ever at this price.

chooses ; while all of the original which can be

relied on now as a statement of the Common Law
WILL'S CIRC. EV. LIKE A NOVEL .

is printed in full , with catch-words , etc. , in heavy

type . “ This edition (by Beers , sheep , $5.00) contains

Vols . II and III follow out the same idea , and a well-known English work , to which are added

give with graphic distinctions of type the PRIN- copious American notes . The original edition ap

CIPLES embodied in standard authorities. peared in 1838 and the work has now gone through

Vol. II. Pleading Contracts, Equity. This its fifth edition . It contains a remarkable col

volume contains the substance of STEPHEN ON fection of most interesting and sometimes start

PLEADING , SMITH ON CONTRACTS , and ADAMS ON ling instances of the potency of circumstantial

Equity . evidence . Most law books are consulted only for

Vol. III. Evidence, Torts, Real Property. This the purpose of ascertaining the law on some par

volume embodies the gist of CHAMBERLAYNE's ticular point , and when this object is attained the

Best on EVIDENCE , of POLLOCK ON Torts , and of
book is thrust aside . Few law books are so in

WILLIAMS ON REAL PROPERTY . teresting as to induce the lawyer to read them

Price Separately :
except for practical purposes, but Wills “ on Cir

Vol. I. Sheep , $ 3.00 , Leatherette $ 2.50 . cumstantial Evidence ," reads like a novel , and the

Vol . II . Sheep , $2.50 ; Leatherette $ 2.00. lawyer who takes it up will not only have his

Vol . III . Sheep , $2.50 ; Leatherette $ 2.00.
attention attracted and held , but will find many

The Set 3 vols., 12mo. , Sheep, $ 7.50 ; Leatherette, $6.00 . interesting incidents which will be of immense

value to him in practice." -Virginia Law Regis

EVIDENCE FOR STUDENTS.
ter , January, 1906 .

Best on Evidence has always been considered ,
NOTES.

since its first publication in 1849, the best

single volume work on the subject . Although we
Best Blackstone. If a student asks you what

have had rather an over-supply of works on evi
is the best edition of Blackstone's Commentaries

dence in the last few years , there is still no other
to read , — refer him to Ewell's Pocket BLACK

book which so satisfactorily occupies the middle
STONE - ( Vol . I , sold separately , of Ewell's

ground between the elementary condensations “ Essentials of the Law " ). Price in sheep , $3.00 ;

called students' books and the huge four-volume
in cloth , $ 2.50 .

treatises to which law literature is tending .
A Good Quizzer. ever

A good one- volume work , scholarly and thor- “ Rawle's Bouvier Law Quizzer ?” 100 questions

ough enough for a lawyer , authoritative in the Bouvier's Law DictioNARY , last edition ,

courts , yet clear and readable for students , is still edited by Rawle . We will send you a copy of it

a desideratum . Best On Evidence fills the bill for nothing, if you write us for it .

except perhaps as to late cases ; and we are going
A Most Useful Set . - “ We have had ENGLISH

to bring it right up to date in that respect .
RULING CASES on our shelves three years , and

Mr. Chamberlayne whose excellent notes to

Best have made his edition the favorite in the
judging from its frequent use by our attorneys, I

United States, is preparing citations of the later
should judge that it is a valuable work." — F. A.

cases for a new edition , which we hope to issue
RICHARDSON , State Librarian , Denver , Col.

Notwithstanding the size of the book, How Students Can Earn Money. – To any law

full law octavo ,- we propose to put this edition student who can canvass his neighborhood for

within the reach of students , by binding it in The Green Bag , either in term time or vacation ,

cloth , and selling it for $3.50 . We anticipate a we can give a liberal commission for new sub

large sale . scribers . Write us for particulars.

Did you see our

on

soon .



A REFERENDUM

The Vacancy in the Supreme Court

WHO IS YOUR CHOICE ?

aIs there a national professional reputation membership is voluntary rather than repre

for fawyers, apart from whatever political sentative , and is distributed unequally

prominence they may have? among the states . Is there any general

In watching newspaper discussion as to
knowledge in any state as to the leaders of

suggested vacancies in the Supreme Court
the Bar in other states ?

of the United States , we have wondered We would like to test this right now .

whether it is now possible for a lawyer or a This number of LEG . BiB . goes to every

judge of any of the state courts to acquire lawyer in the United States . If they all

a really national reputation in regard to could be polled as to their preference as to

those qualities which would fit him for the next justice to be appointed to the

appointment to our highest court ; not Supreme Court , the summary of their

the learning which makes a good author, or votes would be mightily interesting . They

the eloquence which earns distinction as an cannot all be polled because some will not

advocate, or the various talents which read this paper , even if it reaches their

bring success in politics , but that rare offices, and some will be too busy to reply .

blending of common sense , learning , experi- But some will be interested enough in the

ence , industry , impartiality , and equity speculation to send an answer , and we

which constitute a great judge . would therefore

As our litigation is largely confined to
Invite every lawyer who reads this

state lines , the Bar - and to a certain ex
article to reply at once, using the

tent the public of each state through the
printed return envelope enclosed

Bar and the press - can know something herewith , and state who in his judge

of the comparative standing and merits of
ment ( leaving out any claim of

prominent lawyers within the state , and
locality or of political prominence,

their opinion largely influences the appoint
and basing his vote only on emi

ment and election of local judges . This
nent fitness for the place) ought to

statement applies to the appointment also
be appointed to fill the next vacant

of United States district judges , and also
seat on the Bench of the Supreme

to the appointment of United States Cir
Court of the United States.

cuit Court judges , or even to those of the

Supreme Court, when geographical consid- If enough answers are received we will

erations narrow the selection of a judge to tabulate the results and print them in the

one or two states . December number of the GREEN BAG . We

But if the President should want to as
hope that our readers generally will be suffi

certain the general opinion of the Bar , back
ciently interested in this attempt (the first

of and outside of the lawyers in Congress,
ever made , we believe) to analyze the

how can he get at it ? There is the Ameri
national reputation of American lawyers

can Bar Association, to be sure , which does purely as lawyers.

a certain amount of " sizing up ” of its If you intend to respond, please write us

inembers at every annual meeting, but its at once .



How to Keep in Touch with Late Law

a

you could

How can an overworked judge, or an over-busy lawyer, keep up with the lat

est decisions of all the States, of the United States Courts, and of England, and

the latest discussions of legal principles in the law journals ?

There are perhaps three hundred volumes issued every year, of American, Brit

ish and British Colonial reports . Any one of these volumes may contain a recent

decision right in point, which you ought to know about at once.

There are (besides the purely local journals) say a dozen American and a dozen

English law periodicals, which publish weekly, monthly , or quarterly, practical and

illuminating discussions of legal topics, which one ought to read.

It is impossible for any one man to take, or read, or even glance through all
these numbers and volumes as they appear.

But if
get, for four dollars a year, forty good lawyers to read them

all , and report to you every month the most important decisions and discussions

contained in all this literature of to-day, would you not consider it worse than foolish

to neglect so unusual an opportunity?

Yet this is just what you can get by subscribing for The Green Bag.

In every monthly number of The Green Bag, under the head of Notes of

Recent Cases, the editors of the West Publishing Company's Reporter System ,

who have to read every American case as soon as it is reported, furnish the GREEN

Bag editor with abstracts of those decisions, out of all that they read , which seem

to them most important. These abstracts are sent by the Green Bag editor to

a staff of forty experts (authors of standard books, or lecturers at law schools)

each of whom watches for decisions in his specialty, and adds a comment or note

whenever he finds an especially significant case. These abstracts and notes are

printed in the next number of The Green Bag.

Under the head of CURRENT LEGAL LITERATURE in each number, a sub -edi

tor , who has carefully searched every law magazine which has appeared during the

preceding month , gives an abstract of all articles which seem to him valuable, with

such citation as enables the reader to order the magazine containing any article

which might be especially useful to him .

These two departments are arranged alphabetically by topics, so that the busy

reader need not read them through to find what he wants, but can get at once at

the topics in which he is most interested .

Besides these two Practical features, The GREEN BAG numbers contain a variety

of articles on the lines which have made it so popular ; BIOGRAPHY, HISTORY,

ANECDOTE, HUMOR , " THE LIGHTER LITERATURE OF THE LAW . ”

The subscription price of The Green Bag is $4.00 per year, payable in advance.

Single numbers (so far as they can be supplied ) 50 cents each .

Published by THE BOSTON BOOK CO.

83 to 91 Francis St. Fenway - Boston, Mass.

Why not subscribe by next mail, and get the help of these forty

experts ?

To any new subscriber who sends us $ 4.00 before Nov. 15 , we

will send the December 1906 number free, and THE GREEN BAG

for 1907.
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SIONS . 39 vols .

10.00

9 vols .

IO

SPECIAL BARGAINS IN SETS

The unpriced items we are now negotiating for. Prices given on application .

Condition generally good second hand. -

American Reports. (With right to future volumes at

UNITED STATES COURTS $6.00 per vol.)

U. S. SUPREME Court . First 58 vols . (Our buyer completed a few broken

in 22 vols . Curtis's edition . Vols . sets in England this summer ;

59 to 202 , separate vols . $200.00 the last of the limited edition .]

U." Ś . Circuit And District Courts , Full Sets Of ORIGINAL EDITIONS ,

ORIGINALS , full set , 163 vols. (Any
About 1500 vols.

Circuit or District sold separately .) 350.00
English Ruling Cases ( originally

U. S. APPEALS . 63 vols . 95.00 published at $ 143.00) ". Subscrip

U. S. Court of Caims. 36 vols . 72.00
tion Edition ," 26 vols .in 13 . $78.00

U. S. ATTORNEY-GENERAL's Deci
LawReports , 1865 to 1905, full set .

75.00
LAW REPORTS : INDIAN APPEALS , full

U.S. STATUTES AT Large . 32 vols.
set

75.00

CollectIONS of Cases
TIMES LAW REPORTS . 21 vols. and

General. - American Reports. 60
Digest . 2 vols .

I 25.00

vols, and Digest 60.00
[ This is not the same as the Law

Bankruptcy. - American Bankruptcy
Times Reports; but is a reissue of

Reports. 15 vols . and Digest
the excellent law reports published

65.00

National Bankruptcy Register . 18
in the daily “ Times ” of London.)

ASPINALL's
vols .

MARITIME CASES .
35.00

9

vols . now

- American CorporaCorporations
105.00

tion Reports.
English ADMIRALTY REPORTS (re

10 vols .

Amer. and Eng. Corporation Cases.
print) . 27.00

STATUTES OF THE REALM .

48 vols . and New Series, 16 vols ;

Il vols.

100.00

in all 64 vols.
Elephant folio

64.00

Criminal. American Criminal Re
LAW REPORTS STATUTES . 1865 to

ports . 12 vols .
80.001905. 40 vols ,

45.00
Evans's STATUTES

Mining . Morrison's Mining . Re:
IN Force

vols . 1836
ports. 21 vols . 80.00

25.00

Probate. American Probate Reports Scotch RePORTS

Annotated .
Reprint of the House of Lords and

9
vols . 45.00

Railroad . American Railway Re
Sessions Cases . 42 vols... 250.00

CANADIAN REPORTS

ports ,
21 vols . 42.00

Amer, and Eng. R. R. Cases , 61
ONTARIO Law Reports . 8 vols . (cur

vols . , and New Series , 14 vols .;
rent) 40.00

in all 75 vols .

Quebec. Matthew's Revised . Re
75.00

ports. 1726–1892 . 28 vols. 140.00

STATE REPORTS PERIODICALS

District of COLUMBIA APPEALS .
CLUNET ; Journal du Droit Interna

Vols . tional.

ILLINOIS, full set.

1 25.00

GREEN Bag . 51.00

Iowa , full set . Law QUARTERLY Review . 21 vols .

MAINE, full set.

75.00

JURIDICAL Review . 65.00

MICHIGAN , full set . CYCLOPEDIA

NEBRASKA , full set . AMERICAN AND ENGLISH ENCYCLO

New HAMPSHIRE, full set . PÆDIA OF LAW . First Edition .

New Jersey ; Law , 70 vols .; EQUITY , 31 vols. Complete

65 vols ; in all , 135 vols. 270.00 Text Books

NewYORK Court of Appeals, full A large number of second -hand text
set

books at low prices. Send us list

Court of Appeals , 104 vols. in 52 75.00 of what you want.

Court of Appeals. 16 vols . 80.00 Rare , Scarce, and Scholarly Law

N. Y. State Reporter. 70 vols .. 70.00 Books. Send for our List No. 54.
N. Y. Weekly Digest . 28 vols .

45.00 For YOUR HOME LIBRARY

Ohio, full set . BENTON's ABRIDGEMENT of CON

PENNSYLVANIA. Early reports , 65 GRESSIONAL DERATES . 16 vols .
32.00

vols . Pa . State , 109 vols . (to At MESSAGES OF THE PRESIDENTS .

lantic Reporter) in all , 174 vols . vols. 15.00

Also , a full set . Von Holst's CONSTITUTIONAL HIS

VERMONT. A full set . TORY OF THE UNITED States . 8

WisCONSIN, Pinney, 3 vols .; Wis . 45 vols ..

vols .; in all 48 vols. CENTURY Magazine ,

Also , a jull set .

1870 to 1898 .

56 vols . half morocco ; two styles 75.00

ENGLISH REPORTS. Harper's MONTHLY MAGAZINE. Full

Full REPRINT OF ALL THE ENGLISH sct . 1850-1805 . 110 vols . uni

REPORTS . 66 vols . now issued , 396.00 form brown half-morocco 150.00

-

24

24 vols .

17 vols.

17 vols.

35.00

IO

I 2.00

I00.00



WANT LIST

2

Local 1903

17 , 18 .

'21 .

1

72, '8o .

We want to buy for cash, or in trade, the following books.

If you have any of them , or any other law books you would sell or

swap, send us lists, giving short title , date, and condition.
ALA . Reports. Vols . 5 , 6 , 7 , 8 , 9 , 10 , 11 , 12 , N. M. Laws . Dec. 1852 , '57 , '59, '65 , '68 .

N. Y.
13 , 14 , 15, 33, 35 , 53. ,

Reports. Armstrong's Election Cases

Laws . Nov. 1831 , '32, '32 Extra ,' 33, N. Y. Condensed , 2 vols .

'35 , '36 . June 1837 , Dec. 1847 , Transcript Appeals. Vols. 6, 7 .

Sept. and Nov. 1864 , 1898. Laws. Greenleaf's Laws . Vols. 2 , 3 ,

Ariz. Laws . Nov. 1868, Jan : 1871 , 1875.
1798 . Webster & Skinner's Laws.

Statutes. Howell's Code, 1865 . Vols. 3–6 ( 1802-1812) . 48th Sess .

ARK. Laws. Nov. 1844 , '50 , '56 , '56-7 . 1825 .

Cal. Laws . 1852 , '53 , '97: N. C. Laws. Pub . 1822 , 1834 , July '63 ,

Colo. Appeals , Reports. Vols. 1 , 2 , 4 , 10 ,

Ohio . General Laws . Dec. 1822 , '30 , June

Laws . Sept. 1861 , Feb. 1864, Jan. '32 , July '42.

1865 , Priv . 1867 , Jan. 1883 , Ex. Local Laws. Dec. 1821- '31 , June '32 ,

1894 Dec. '34 , July '42 , Dec. '50 .

CONN. Rev. Laws , 1769 , 1805. Pa. Delaware Co. Reports, 7 vols.

Laws. May , Oct. 1818 , May 1819 , '20 , S. C. Reports. Mills Constitutional . 2 vols .

Richardson's Law . Vol . 1 . Rice Law ,

Pub. Laws, 1832 , '34 . Priv. Laws , Rice Eq., Speers Eq .

1893 .
Laws. Dec. 1863 .

Dak. Laws. Dec. 1865 . Tenn . Pub . Laws. 1832 , '36 , April 1861 .

Del. Laws, 1817 , to '23 , '27 , '29, July 1835 , Priv. Laws. 1831, 32, '33 . Laws ,

'36 , 1845 to. '53, '57, Oct.1864, '89 . May, '95, Jan. '97,1903;
FLA. Laws . 1840, 41, 42, '44, '64 , '75 . Utah . Adj . 1853 , Sept. '58, '59 , 61, '63 ; Jan.

GA . Decisions. R. M. Charlton.

Laws . 1809,'19, '20 , Apr : '21 , Nov.
Vr. Reports . Vols. 47, 48 , 63 .

'24 , '25 , '31 , '32, '33 , 1890 , 1892 .
Laws . 1814 , 1829 .

Watkins' Laws. 1800 . Va . Reports. Va . Cases , vol . 2 .
Ida . Laws . Dec. 1866 , '68 , '72 , '70 , '84 , Wythe .

'93 , '97 , 1901 to 1905.
Patton Jr. and Heath , 2 vols .

Revised Statutes, 1887 . Laws . Dec. 1813 , 1831 .

ILL. Priv . Laws . 1826 , '28 , '32 , Adj . June W. VA . Laws . 1869 , '70 , '83 , '87 , Apr. '87 ,

63. '89-95, '99, 1901-5 .

IND. Local Laws, Dec. 1837 , '39 . Wyo . Laws. 1886 , 1901, 1903.

IA. Laws . Dec. 1840 , Local 1842 , Dec. General. American Probate Reports. Vol . 1 .

1845 , Nov. 1846. TEXT BOOKS
ΚΑΝ . Laws. Gen. and Priv . Jan. 1861 .

(We have an inquiry for some old editions of theKy . Laws . Aug. , Dec. 1840, '45 , 46 , '50 ,
following books. If you can spare any, please send

2 vols .; 1896 , '97 , 1904 .
memo. of date ,number of volumes, and condition .)LA . La . Ann. Vols. 7 to 15. Anyvolume.
Benjamin on Sales .

Laws . Dec. 1860 , Jan. 6 , May'96 , '98 ,

Chitty on Pleading .
Ex. '99 , 1900-1904 .

Domat's Civil Law .
ME. Reports . Vol . 46 to 77 . Any volume .

East's Pleas of the Crown .
Laws . Priv . 1828 , '30 .

Acts and Resolves . Sept. 1840, Jan.
Espinasse; Nisi Prius.

Fearne on Contingent Remainders.
'51 , 1903 ;

Greenleaf on Evidence .
Mass. Reports. Mass . Vols. 98-100 , 102–

Kent's Dissertations ( 1795) .

104 , 106 , 108–115 , 117-138 , 155- Kent Summary (1824) .
169. Any volume .

Laws. 1808-1830 . Resolves, 1807
Langdell's Summary of Law of Contracts ( 1880 ) .

Mitford's Chancery Pleading.
1833 .

Pothier on Obligations.
Acts and Resolves. Jan., Sept. 1842 , Pothier on Sale .

'44 , '46 , 47, '48 , 51, '54, 55, ²57 ,
Starkie on Evidence .

Nov. '63

Story on Agency.Mich . Laws. 1825, '33 . Local, 1891 , Ex .

Story on Bills of Exchange .
Sess . 1892 .

MINN . Laws. 1852, '53 , '54 , '55 .
Story, Equity Jurisprudence .

Story on Contracts.
Miss . Reports . Vol .

34 . Story on Sales.

Laws . 1827,1827, '29 . '30, '31 -2 . Adj. Tidd's Practice .

Called, 37, Called , '43, Jan. and Williams on Real Property .
Called '52 , Called , '60 , Jan. '61 ,

March , 64 . LEGAL PERIODICALS

Mont. Laws . Nov. and Dec. 1867,1903 . Any late volume of Albany Law Journal, American

NEB. Laws. Jan., Dec. 1855. Law Register, American Law Review , Central
NEV . Reports. Vols . 1-16 .

Law Journal. Insurance Law Journal.

N. H. Reports. Vols . 19 , 30, 31 , 44, 45 , 46. Any early volume oj— llarvard Law Review .

Laws. June 1823, '28 '37: Nov : '36 . Any volumeof - Banking Law Journal, Columbia
N. J. Laws . Oct. 1828, '32 , 7 , '39-41, Jan. Law Review , Michigan Law Journal, Yale Law

'55 . Journal .



RÁRE ANDAND INTERESTING BOOKS RECENTLY ADDED TO STOCK

[We have just issued Second Hand List No. 54 of works on Jurisprudence ,

History and Antiquities of the Law, Legal Biography , and other topics touching

upon Law and Lawyers, not usually found in Law Catalogues. This will be sent

free to any one who asks for it.]

en

.

.

Amos (Andrew ) . Introductory Lecture on Davys (Sir John) . Le Primer Report des Kununga of Hofdinga Styrilse : hoc
the Law of Property. jamo . Cloth . Cam- Cases & Matters en Ley . Ireland . est Regum Principamque Institutio ; ab

bridge . 1853 .81.00 Folio , Boards. Dublin . 1615 ( First edition incerto auctore : in Latinum rertit Joannes

Arundell (Lord of Wardour). Tradition of Davies Reports ) $ 10.00 Schefferus (in Swedish and Latin ) . Folio .

with reference to Mythology and the Law -Thesame- Folio, 'old call, London . 1628 Old calf . Holmiæ Suecorum . 1669. 87.50

of Nations . Cloth . London . 1872. 2.50 3.50 Kuricke ( Reinold) . Jus Maritimum Hause

Bacon(Sir Francis ). Readings of Sir Robt. Digs (Dudley) . The unlawfulness of Subjects aticum in German and Latin ) with Com
Holbourne upon the Statute of Trea taking up Arms against their Soveraigne mentary on Maritime Law . Small 4to .

sons . 24mo. Old calf . London . 1681. 3.50 in what case soever . 18mo . Old calf. Lon- Old calf. Hamburg. 1667 5.00

Baden Powell ( B. H. ). Land Revenue Sys . don . 1679 . 1.50 Laws concerning the poor. 18mo . Old

tems and Land Tenures of British India . Dirksen ( Heinrich E. ) . Versuche zur Kri. calf. London , 1705. 1.00

Half roan . Calcutta. 1882
3.50 tik und Auslegung der Quellen des Rönu- Layer (Christopher).. Tryal for High Trea

Blackburn ( Rt . Hon . Francis, Lord Chan- schen Rechts. Boards. Leipzig: 1823. 1.00 son, in compassing the death of the King

cellor ) . Life , by his son , Edw. Blackburn . Discourse of the judicialAuthority ofMaster with Proceedings and Papers . Folio. Old
Cloth . London . 1874 2.00 of the Rolls, in theHigh Court of Chancery. calf. London . 1722 2.50

Bohun (Wm .). Cursus Cancellariæ : orthe 12mo. Panelled calf. London . 1727. 2.50 Livingston ( Edward) . Complete Works on
Course of Proceedings in the High Court Disney (John ) . View of Ancient Laws

Criminal Jurisprudence : with Introduction

of Chancery. ( First edition . ) izmo . Calf. against I'mmorality and Profaneness (Jew by Chief Justice Salmon P. Chase . 2 vols.
London . 1715 2.50 ish, Roman, Greek , Gothic , Lombard, etc. Cloth. New York . 1873 7.50

Bowyer (George) Readings before the Mid- laws, down to the inth century ) . Folio. Lockwood ( Frank ). The Law and Lay .

dle Temple in 1850. ( 15 readings on Juris Old calf . London . 1729 3.50

yers of Pickwick, Cloth. London . ( 1894 ?).
prudence .) Cloth. London. 1851. 2.50 Doctor and Student. 24 mo. Old calf.

1.50

Brodrick (Geo . C. ) English Land and London . 1613 2.50

English Landlords with proposals for Doctor and student. An Exact Abridg- Maine (Sir Henry S.), AncientLaw . 16th
edition . Cloth. London . 1897 1.50

Half calf, London. 1881. 2.50 ment of. 24 mo. Old calf. London. 1658.

( Brown (Wm .) ). Treatise of Fines upon 2.00
Maine (Sir Henry S.). Popular Govern

Writs of Covenant, and Recoveries upon London . 1897 180
ment , four essays. 5th edition , Cloth.

Writs of Entry . 3d edition . 16mo. Calf. - The same 2d edition .' cloth .' London . Maino (Henry s.). Village Communities

London. 1.50 1886 1.50 in the East and West. Cloth. London .

Buchanan (Geo.). De Jure Regni apud Euer) (s.). Doctrina Placitandi: ou L'Art 1871

1.50

Scotos. 24 mo . Old calf, n . p . 1680 , 1.50 & Science de Bon Pleading. Small 4to . Manuscript: Formulare Legum , temp

Buchholts (A.A. de) . Juris Civilis Ante- Old calf. London. 1677 3.00 Chas. I. Folio, limp vellum . (An inter .

justineanaei Vaticana Fragmenta ,E codice Fenwick (Sir John ). Proceedings against, esting copy of a lawyer's note book, written

rescripto ab Angelo Maio . Boards. Reg. for High Treason . 12mo. Calt (panelled). in the crabbed “ court-hand ” of the early

Boruss. 1828 1.50 1698 1.80 17th century) . 5.00

Cagnolus ( Theronyums) De Regulis Juris. Finett ( Sir john). Finetti Philoxenis; Michell (Chas.). Principles oi Legislation.
18mo. Limp vellum . Venetiis . 1559. 3.50 Some Choice observations touching. Calf . London . 1796 . 2.50

Campbell (Gordon ) . Analysis ofthe Eng- Ambassadors in England. 18mo. oid calf. Nicolas (N.H.). Refutation of Mr. Pal

lish Law of Real Property (from Black- London . 1656 . 3.00
grave's Remarks : Additional Facts relative

stone) . ad edition . Cloth . Oxiord Glendook (Sir Thomas Murray of). Laws to the Record Commission , Boards, Lon

1887 and Acts of Parliament made by James I , don . 1831 . 1.50

Campbell (John, Lord ).' lives of the II, III, IV , V, James VI , Charles I and I!. Noy (Guliel). The Compleat Lawyer : con
Lord Chancellors , etc. 7 vols , Cloth . Fólio calf. ' Edinburgh. 1681. (First edi

cerning Tenures and Estates. 32mo .

London . (Murray ) 1845 7.00 tion; with portraits) 5.00 2.00

Carter) (s.)Lega Provisions for the Poor. Goodell(Wm.), The American Slave Code, Oates(Titus), etc. History of the Most Re
Boards. London . 1651

3d edition . 24mo. Calf . London . 1715
in Theory and Practice . Cloth .

1.50 London . ( 1853) 3.00 markable Passages of the last 14 Years ;

ciarondon (Earl of , Lord Chancellor) Im- Gruchy (Wm. L. de). L'Ancienne Coutume
with an Account of the Plot . 18mo .

Old calf. London . 1680 1.50
peachment of . 2d edition . 16mo . Calf de Normandie . Cloth . Jersey . 1881. 3.50

(London ?) 1700 . 2.00 Hearth-Money (and Stoves ). Acts for Parliamentary Right Maintained : or

Cobuen Club Essays, Second Series (in- Collecting Revenue by: 24mo. Old calf . the Hanover Succession Justify'd. [ AR

cluding Brodrick on the Law of Primogeni- London . 1681. [Boundwith Instructions
answer to “ The Hereditary Right of the

ture ; Fowler on the Land Question , etc.) as to collecting Revenues on Chimneys, etc. Crown of England ." ] Old calf.12mo.

Cloth . 1872 1672. )
(London ?] 1714 · ·

1.50

CodeNapoleon. "First Edition :-Code Hunt Tho:). The Bishop's Right in Judg- Pearce (Robt.R.).History of the Inns of,
Civil des Français. Edition Originale et ing in Capital Causes in Parliament. 16mo .

Court and Chancery . Cloth . London ,

Seule Officielle . Quarto , boards . Paris Old calf . London . 1682 . 2.50 1848 . 3.00

An XII . – 1804 I" Bonaparte , premier Impositions: The Case State of the Juris- Petyt (Wm .). Miscellania Parliamentaria :

Consul proclame loi delaRepublique, ” etc. diction of the House of Lords . 24mo. Old Presidents of Freedom from Arrests and

" Table Alphabetique des Matières ; et Table calf . London . 1676 . 1.50 from Censures . 18mo . Half calf. Lon .

des Conseillers et Tribuns qui ont fait la Index to the Records: with Chronological don . 1680 . 3.50

des Rapports et prononcé des Discours dans Table of the Reigns ; Showing the Year of Pitts (Thomas), A New Martyrology; or
discussion du Code "

10.00 our Lord answering to the particular year the Bloody Assizes ; Lives of the Eminent

Coke (Sir Edward ). A Booke of Entries, con- of each reign . 10mo . Old calf. London . Protestants who fell in the West of Eng

taining perfect . Presidents . . collected for 1739 2.50
land, from 1678 to the present time. sth

the common good and benefit of all the (Kames (Henry Home , Lord)) . Historical edition . 12mo . Calf . London . 1693.

studious andlearned professors of the Laws Law Tracts . Anonymous . 4th edition . 3.50

of England. Thick folio , broken call. Lon Old calf . Edinburgh , 1792 . 2.50 Puffendorf (Samuel). The Whole Duty
don . 14 . ( Text complete ; " Table " Keilwey's Reports ; Second Edition .

of Man according to the Law of Nature:
lacks last pages .) 2.50 Relationes Quorundum Casuum Selectorum

Complete Parish oficer (Constable : ex Libris Rob : Keilwey Ar : . . necnon
now made English . 2d edition . London .

1698 2.50

Church- warden ; Overseer of the Poor ; Relationes nonnullorum Casuum per .

Surveyor of Highways. Watchman) . Ith Gulielmum
Dalison & per Gulielmum

Pulszky (Aug.) . The Theory of Law and
Cloth.Civil Society. London . 1888 .

edition . 18mo. Old calf . London . 1747 Bendloes. ( Preface by Jo. Croke.) Folio,
2.50

1.00 broken calf. London . 1633 . 10.00

Cowell ( John). Institutiones Juris Angli- The same – First edition. Folio . Old (Rastell (Wm .).) A collection of Entries,

cani. 32mo. Broken call. Oxford . 1664 call . London , 1602 10.00
etc. Folio . Old calf , Richard Tottel !

2.00 (Comparison of these two editions verifies
London . Jan. 22 , 1574 . . 10.00 .

Craig (Sir Thomas of Riccartoun ). The the supposition expressed in note 8.p.91.) Reflections upon the Eloquence of

I 2mo.

12mo .

Right of Succession to the Kingdom of Eng- Lawyers Reference Manual, that the first these Times particularly of the Bar and

land : against the Sophisms of Parsons the and second editions of keilway are not the Pulpit , 18mo . Old calí. London. 1673 .

Jesuite : translaied into English . Folio The type is different, andthe Dali

calf . London . 1703 2.50 son and Bendloes cases are not in the first Reformatio Legum Ecclesiastica

Curson ( H. ) . Compendium of the Laws and edition ) rum , ex Authoritate primum Regis Hen.

Government of Great Britain , Ireland, and Kenyon (Lord). Manuscript Notes of Cases 8. Small 4to . Calf . London . 1640 (bound

Dominions ( including America ). 2d edition. tried at Rutbin and Chester, 1798-9 . Ob- with Zouch , Elementa Jurisprudentiae.

18mo. Calf. London . 1716 3.00 long form . Call (with clasp ) 10.00 Oxon . 1636 : ' Descriptio Juris Feu

Danz (H. A. A.) Lehrbuch der Geschichte This Note Book has no signature, but comes dales et Normannicas; Oxon . 1636 ; and

des Römischen Rechts. 2 vols . Boards . Leip . from the collection of Lord Eldin , and is un- Descriptio Juris Ecclesiastica . Oxon. 1636)

zig . 1840 . 2.00 doubtedly Lord Kenyon's original notebook) 5.00

same .
.. 1.00
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ments

.

.

(Ridpath (George) ! ) Antient Rights and
Powers of the Parliament of Scotland .

Boards . [ N. P. Edinburgh ? ] 1703. . $ 2.00

Rob Roy: Trials of James Duncan and

Robert McGregor , sons of Rob Roy, with

Anecdotes . tomo. Half Roan , Edinburgh .

1818 . 3.00

Roper (R.S.D.). Law of Property arising
from the relation between Husband & Wife .

2 vols . Old calf London . 1820. . 2.00

Rudorff (Adolf F.). Römische Rechtsge

schichte . 2 vols . in one . Half Calf. Leip

zig . 1857 . . 2.00

Rules and Orders for the Court of

Upper Bench , made by the Judges.

Small 4to . Boards. London. 1655 · 1.00

Russell ( Lord John) . History of the English

Government and Constitution . 2d edition .

Calf. London . 1823 . 1.50

St. Amand (Geo . ) , Historical Essay on the

Legislative Power of England. 12mo.

Broken calf. London . 1725 . 2.00

Sanchez (Thomas ). De Sancto Matrimonii

Sacramento, 3 vols . bound in one , folio .

Boards. Lugduni. 1739 . “ This work is

written in Latin ; in the vernacular it would

be unfit for publication . " 10,00

Saunders (Sir Edw. Lord Chief Justice ).

The Statutes of 22 Car. II . to prevent and

Suppress Seditious Conventicles. 18mo.

old calf. London. 1685. 1.50

Savigny ( Friedrich Carl von ). Beruf unsrer

Zeit für Gesetzgebung und Rechtswissens
chaft . Boards. Heidelberg. 1814 . 1.50

Scargill - Bird (S. R.) . Guide to the Princi

pal Classes of Documents preserved inthe
Public Record Office. Cloth . London .

1891. 2.50

Scott (DA) and Davey (Samuel). Guide to the
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BIBLIOGRAPHIC NOTES.

Coke's Reports . What library or individual

has a copy of the first edition of Part One of

Coke's Reports ? We want a collation of the

title page , etc.

The Old Reports. For corrections of or com

on notes in The LAWYERS' REPERENCE

MANUAL OF LAW Books and Citations , see List

of Rare Books in this number, titles Davy's (Sir

John) and Keilway's REPORTS . Also note the

first edition of the Code NAPOLEON .

Jap. and Russ. — In completing your library of

International Law , do not overlook Smith and

Sibley's “ International Law as interpreted during

the Russo -Japanese War" ( 1905 . loth , $5.00) .

Ancient history now , events march so rapidly ,

but valuable nevertheless .

Index - Titles. — It is mightily puzzling to select

subjects, and assign titles under them , for any

subject-index like that of our Catalogue No. 54 ,

RARE AND INTERESTING LAW Books . Look it

over and send us your criticisms on the arrange

ment . We may write an article on this subject

in a future LEG . Bib .

United States History. We commend to all

lawyers Schouler's " History of the United States

from the Adoption of the Constitution to the

Close of the Civil War," 6 vols . , cloth , $ 13.50 .

This excellent work is by the author of SCHOULER

ON Wills, Schouler on EXECUTORS , and other

standard law books.

H. Blackstone. - The Lawyer's Reference Man

ual says (p . 107 , note 20) that the last edition was

Meymott's , 2 vols. in 1 , 1837. A copy of this edi

tion now before us shows a date of 1833,

roborated by the preface , which is dated May 1 ,

1833. All the other copies we have seen bore the

date 1837 on the title page .

Hardesty . — A correspondent wants to know

what the “ Hardesty's Delaware Reports” are ,

which are referred to in the Century Digest. We

understand that a typewritten pamphlet with

this title was manifolded and circulated about the

Has any one a copy to show or sell

All the cases deemed to be important were

printed afterwards in Marvin's Reports.

A New Report. - Did you ever hear of “ BAN

Nister's REPORTS, or a Series of Adjudications

before Lord Chief Justice Joker, in His Majesty's

High Courts of Wit , Humour, and Fun ; published

without Authority of the Respective Courts :

Second Edition , with a Great Number of New

Cases, London : Printed for John Fielding.

1785 " ? We find this title in a catalogue . Was

this Fielding the novelist ?

cor

Collector of Historical Documents, Lite

rary Manuscripts, Autograph Letters, & c .

with a New Edition of Wright's Court Hand
Restored, etc. 4to . Half -Roan . London ,

1891. 7.50

Selden (John ) . History of Tithes (with Laws).

Small quarto. Calf. (London?) 1618.

3.50

Some Observations upon the Eccle

siastical Jurisdictionof the Kings

of England. 18mo . Old Calf . London .

1689.
1.00

Stubbs (Wm .). Historical Introductions to

the Rolls Series; collected & edited by
Arthur Hassall. Cloth . London. 1902 .

3.50

Thesaurus Brevium : Writs and Plead

ings collected by J. C. 2d edition . Folio

old Calf . London . 1687 . .3.50

Tidd (Wm . ) . Practice of K. B. in Personal

Actions , &c. 2 vols , ad American Edition .

N. Y. 1807. (with George Caines's Practical

N. Y. Forms as Vol . 3. Appendix. N. Y.

1808] 3.00

Vidian (Andrew) . Exact Pleader ; a Book of

Entries in K. B. Folio . Call . London .

1685. 3.50

Wa ter ( Ferdinand ) . Geschicte des Römi.

schen Rechts bis auf Justipian . 2d edition .

2 vols . boards . Bonn. 1845 . 2.00

West (Wm . ) . Symboleography ; The art of

Instruments and Presidents. 2 partsin one

vol . Small 4to . Broken calf. London .

1632-1627 . 10.00

Wheeler (J. D .)." American Common Law .”
A practical Abridgment of American

Common Law Cases. 8 vols . Old sheep.

N. Y. 1833-36 . 10.00

Willan (Leonard ). The Exact Politician , or
Compleat Statesman . Folio . Old call.

London . 1670 . 1.50

Wingate ( Edm .). An Exact Abridgment of

all Starutes in Force and use Jan. 4 , 1641.

4th edition . 18mo . Old calf . London.

1659 . 3.50

Year Books : Liber Assisarum . Folio . Old

calf. London . Society of Stationers. 1606 .

10,00

•

year 1896 .

us ?



E. R. C.

THE BEST SET OF REPORTS FOR PRACTICAL USE

THE EASIEST SET OF REPORTS TO CONSULT

THE FIRST SET OF REPORTS TO BUY

A CYCLOPEDIA OF SOUND LEGAL PRINCIPLES

A CODIFICATION OF THE COMMON LAW

Importance of “ Ruling ” English Cases

Hon. SAMUEL F. MILLER, late a justice

of the United States Supreme Court, said in

1888 , of English Cases :

" This body of authoritative decisions is of

immense value- a fountain of light in con

troverted questions."

As precedents, English reports are cited
in American courts as often as those of the

Federal courts, and oftener than those of any

single state.

All our lines of decisions , when traced

back to their source , are found to spring from

such great English cases as are collected in

E. R. C.

Just as the last generation of lawyers

used Smith's Leading Cases in searching

principles of the law , the present generation

uses the larger and richer collection of “ Rul

ing " cases in E. R. C.

To quote from owners of the set, E. R. C.

"contains the whole body of the unwritten

law " ; - is “ an ideal law book ” ; - is “ in

valuable " ; “ indispensable " ; " the best series

of the century . ”

How to Use E. R. C.

If your case is difficult,

First : grasp all THE FACTS thoroughly ;

Second : find the PRINCIPLE OF LAW

which applies to the case .

To take this second step, do not waste

time on conflicting citations in digests , text

books, and cyclopædias. Go right to ENGLISH
RULING CASES .

Examine the analysis, and turn to the

sub -topic closest to your facts.

There you will find the “ Rule ” of law

which applies to your case.

Read the cases from which the Editor de

duces his “ Rule," and make them the basis of

your argument.

Examine the English notes to see if any

case fits your facts better than the principal

cases .

Then find in the American notes some

citation to a set of reports which is accessible ,

trace the American decisions which support

your argument- and thus complete your brief.-

Thus used , E. R. C. is the greatest labor .

saver in all law literature.

}

English Ruling Cases with American Notes

Selected and annotated by Robert CAMPBELL of LINCOLN'S INN. , Series of 26 vols.

American Notes by Irving BROWNE and LEONARD A. JONES. S $ 143.00 .

[We offer the remainder of the reprint edition , while it holds out, 26 volumes

bound in 13, at $ 78.00 a set . ]

E. R. C. presents the whole range of law by printing in full the great decisions which
have stood the test of time, grouped under alphabetically arranged topics. Each group is

crystallized into a " Rule ” of law. English notes abstract cases less important: American notes

cite_one case from each state , to show where the principal cases have been held binding .

1880 « Ruling ” or “ leading " cases are printed in full , ready to read in court .

24254 Other English Cases are abstracted in the English notes.

*25035 American cases are cited in the American notes .

le
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Published in January , 1907, by The Boston Book Company.

Address, 83 to 91 francis Street, Fenway, Boston, Mass.

This paper is issued quarterly, to give information about

American and foreign legal literature. We send it without charge

to any book -buyer who asks for it.

CONTENTS.

Note that this number begins a new volume (3).

We have a few copies left of Vols. 1 and 2 , which we

can sell, bound in half roan , for $ 2.00 per volume.

This is a review number for the year 1906. See Biblio.

graphic Lists on pp. 10 to 15 .

Graduates of the Harvard Law School will be interested

in our announcement ( p . 4) of a volume of Legal Essays

by the late Prof. James B. Thayer.

Instructors and readers in Constitutional Law will wel

come the announcement of a Hand -Book to State and Fed :

eral Constitutional Law, by F. J. Stimson, see p. 3 .

New England Lawyers will find an interesting review

of a new local book on p. 6 .

ENGLISH RULING CASES.

The set of sets is E. R. C.

It is the only set of reports giving nothing but great

decisions.

It gives the great decisions in full.

They are grouped under topics easy to find.

The notes connect them with modern decisions.

The “ Rule ” of law deduced from each group is a gem

of clear and accurate statement.

The set, in 26 vols ., was published at $ 143.

Some sets of the “ Reprint Edition ,” 26 vols. in 13 , at

$ 78.00 , remain unsold ..

A supplementary. volume ( 27) is in press.

The GREEN BAG (only $ 4.00 per annum) is a monthly

supplement to all text-books, digests, and cyclopædias.

It is a necessity of practice.



GREEN BAG ARTICLES IN 1906

Note the timely character of most of the articles ; on topics

widely discussed in the press . The authors are generally men of

prominence and authority.

THE MOST IMPORTANT ARTICLES

AMERICAN JUDICIARY.. January

THEORY AND DOCTRINE OF TORT . . February
BIOGRAPHY ( Continued )

DEPARTMENTS OF GOVERNMENT .. .February FRANCOIS X. MARTIN ... May

JUVENILE LAWS OF COLORADO ... March
HENRY B. BROWN .. June

INSURANCE AS A COMMODITY ... . March
CARLOS CALVO . July

EXEMPTION FROM CAPTURE OF PRIVATE
C. C. LANGDELL . . August

PROPERTY AT SEA .. .March
J. M. WOOLWORTH.. .September

ABUSE OF PERSONAL INJURY LITIGATION.. . April LORD CHANCELLOR BACON
. September

WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION ACTS ABROAD ... ,April THOMAS H. BENTON ,
.November

ARBITRARY SEARCHES AND SEIZURES. . May THADDEUS STEVENS ..December

CLOSED SHOP CONTROVERSY..
June

INTERSTATE MARITAL RELATIONS.. .June ENTERTAINING AND HUMOROUS

JOINDER OF ACTION IN FIRE INSURANCE
LITIGATION .... July

SQUIRE ATTOM'S DECISIONS.

THE LONDON Courts ( Illustrated ).
GOVERNMENT OF LAW.. . September

AN OLD FASHIONED LAW OFFICE.
MULTIPLICITY OF STATUTES . . September

CONGESTION OF LAW... October
LITTLE JOURNEYS TO THE LEGAL PROFESSION.

TEACHING OF EVIDENCE .
STOCKHOLDERS LIABILITY FOR CORPORATE

DEBTS........ RISE AND FALL OF THE GREEN BAG.
.October

JURISPRUDENCE OF LAWLESSNESS.. . November
MARRIAGE IN OLD ROME.

DecemberAPPOINTMENTS TO SUPREME COURT..
A ROMANCE OF THE COURTS.

THE LAWYER ( verse ).

CORPORATIONS
INTERESTING CASES

RAILROAD RATE REGULATION January

INTERSTATE COMMERCE ACT .. March
CASE OF OLIVIO January

LIMITATIONS OF Public SERVICE COMPANIES...May
WORLD'S CELEBRATED TRIALS . March

STOCK WITH EXCLUSIVE VOTING POWER .. ...July GILHOOLEY Case .. August

STOCKHOLDERS LIABILITY FOR CORPORATE
THREE PHILIPPINE CRIMINAL CASES . October

October
SEYMOUR WILL CASE... November

LAWYERS AND CORPORATE CAPITALIZATION . November
ORANGE ROUTING CASE... . December

CONTROL OF COPORATIONS.. . December
MISCELLANEOUS

BIOGRAPHY (with portraits) SPIRIT OF THE COMMON LAW.

CHRISTOPHER ROBINSON , K. C .. January CENTRALIZATION AND THE LAW.

WHEELER H. PECKHAM .. .February SOUL OF THE PROFESSION ,

LORD LOREBURN . . March RESPONSIBILITY OF MEDIEVAL INN KEEPERS.

DEBTS .....

1

1

1

Every number has two features which keep GREEN BAG readers

fully informed as to recent law.

I. THE MONTHLY REVIEW OF ARTICLES IN OTHER

MAGAZINES.

II. THE NOTES OF RECENT CASES.

In I. the Editorial Corps abstracts or refers to every article in the

whole range of legal periodical literature, which any lawyer might
want to know about.

In II. the Editors of “ The Reporter System ” indicate new cases in

the Federal and State courts which have special value ; and forty ex

perts in different branches of the law comment on such as they deem
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STARE DECISIS CHALLENGED .

Every lawyer , and especially every judge ,

ought to read Brooks Adams's article on “ The

Modern Conception of Animus” in the January

Green Bag . Starting with the proposition that

" Law is not a science in itself ... (but) ex

presses a resultant of social forces ; ” - and that

those who “ take refuge in precedent, supposing

as the cause of each judicial decision some pre

ceding determination ... might equally rea

sonably attempt to deduce the prices which rule

to-day from those which ruled in the last century."

– Mr. Adams holds that to comprehend the

" weltering mass which we call the Modern Law "

we must study social conditions , and note that

in the course of history , “ the law is regularly

wrenched , more or less violently , from its logical

path , to facilitate the rise of each new species of

the competitive man " - king , ecclesiastic , noble ,

landlord, merchant , corporation , laborer , in turn .

Sentences quoted at random will indicate the

trend of his argument, as follows :

" Each dominant class during its ascendency

uses such methods as conduce to its success."

" Abstract principles of eternal justice have had

little to do with the development of our legal prin

ciples or procedure."

“ The dominant classes have named the judges

who have manipulated evidence , who have de

fined crimes, and who have made and interpreted

precedents. They have also controlled legisla

tures and have passed statutes to effect their

purposes."

" The rules of evidence were shaped to protect

the strong and expose the weak ."

“ The old rules of evidence were so changed by

the rise of a powerful moneyed class that all

evidence has been made competent , calculated

to hold a debtor."

“ In modern times as the courts have formu

lated the law they have so burdened the plaintiff

that human life is cheap, so cheap that it is

cheaper than railway equipment. "

" In periods of rapid change courts can follow

no inflexible rules ; they are creatures of circum

stances, and must yield to the force which created

and upholds them .”

" That party will prevail before courts of justice

whose cause embodies power rather than logic."

The article occupies 22 pages of The Green

Bag and abounds in pertinent illustrations. We

commend it as interesting reading.

[Price of the January number 50 cents. Sub

scription for a year $ 4.00 payable in advance.]

AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONS.

In May next we shall publish a volume which

will interest all our readers both as lawyers and as

citizens , and will be of special value to instruc

tors of Constitutional Law and Civics in law

schools or universities.

The author, Frederic J. Stimson , Professor of

Comparative Legislation at Harvard University,

and formerly counsel to the United States In

dustrial Commission, has the distinction of being

a popular novelist, a publicist of high standing

and also of being the author of profound law books.

This union of imagination , logical power , and the

capacity for such minute dry hard work as was

shown in Stimson's American Statute Law, is

unusual and remarkable .

The first 134 pages of this latter work were

devoted to an analysis and comparison , arranged

under topical heads, of the constitutions of all

states of the Union . The new work , to be entitled

A Hand Book to State and Federal Constitutional

Law will in part be based on that portion of Mr.

Stimson's former work, but will also include a state

ment of constitutional principles from Magna

Charta through the recognized constitutional

documents to the latest constitution of Oklahoma .

The first part of the book will contain a general

summaryby the author, tracing the historical prin

ciples of American Constitutional law with a special

discussion of those which remain most alive to -day ;

such as control the right of the Federal power to

regulate the private rights and liberties of the peo

ple of the United States, and the right and limits

of the power of a portion of the people to control

the action of others, as in Labor Unions, Trusts,
and Monopolies. The second part will present.

under the three broad principles of Rights of the

Person, Rights of Property, and Rights to Law,

a concise statement of all the propositions of all

the American state constitutions in their latest de

velopment , including the corresponding principles

of the Federal Constitution .

Division I. — Bill of Rights.

CHAP. I. Civil . Articles 1 to 10 : Natural

Rights . — Civil Rights. — Slavery and Apprentice

ship. —ReligiousRights. - Education . Miscella

neousRights .— Rights at Law . – Debtors.-- Emi

nent Domain . – Citizens , Aliens , Language, etc.

CHAP. II . CRIMINAL . Articles 12 to 16 :Rights

before Trial. – Rights at Trial. — Rights after

Trial. — Special Provisions concerning Criminal

Offenses. Pardons.

Division II.- Political Provisions.

CHAP. I. Political ConstitUTION . Articles

18 to 29 : Rights of Government. State Sover .

eignty.--Constitution of The State Governments.
- of Offices . Qualifications for Office . - Elec

tions . — The Right of Suffrage . - Disfranchise

ment . — Removal of Officers .-- The Legislature .

The Executive . --The Militia .

Chap . II . LEGISLATION, FORM OF. Articles 30 to

31 : ProcessofLegislation . - Form of Revenue Bills.

CHAP . III . FINANCE . Articles 32 to 38 : Ap

propriations. - Taxation.-Municipal Finance and
Taxation . --- Collection of Taxes. — State Debts. -

Municipal Debts. -State and Municipal Ownership.
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CHAP. IV . LEGISLATION : Content . Articles 39 A NEW WORK BY JAMES B. THAYER

to 54 : General Provisions. — Land Laws . – Navi

gable Waters and Easements. - Personal Property.
At the time of Professor Thayer's death he

Law of Persons.-Lawof Corporations. - Rail
was preparing to publish a Treatise on Constitu

roads. Banks. – Miscellaneous Corporations. tional Law similar in its plan and general scope

Municipal Corporations Intoxicating Liquors. to his Preliminary Treatise on Evidence on the

Labor.– Novel Principles controlling Legislation
Common Law , and also a second volume on evi

in recent State Constitutions. — Initiative and
Referendum . dence following up the historical matter of the

CHAP. V. The Systems OF JUDICATURE . Arti earlier volume by a statement of the existing

cles 55 to 60 : The Courts. — Judges . – Remedial rules of evidence and a collection of the authori

Laws, — Procedure. ties . His death prevented the fulfilment of both
CHAP . VI . GENERAL PROVISIONS . Article 99 : these plans , for his matter was not in such shape

Amendments to the Constitution .

that it could be put into proper form by another
So far as we know , this will be the first time

hand .
that a text-book has been published presenting

But this grave loss to the legal profession

clearly in comparative form the substance of all will be partly met , especially so far as concerns

our constitutions, state and national . The title the subject of constitutional law , by the publi

might well be “ American Constitutional Law , " cation of certain of Professor Thayer's essays

if that phrase hadnot been already appropriated
which are in'available shape. In these essays are

by writers on the Federal Constitution .

Particulars as to size and price will be given in formulated some of the more important views

the April number of Legal Bibliography. which would have furnished the basis for his

Treatise on Constitutional Law , just as his Pre

OUR “ REFERENDUM .” liminary Treatise on Evidence was based in large

In our October number we asked an expression part on articles which had already appeared in

of opinion from lawyers as to who should be the Harvard Law Review and elsewhere. Mem

appointed to the next vacancy on the Supreme oranda of Professor Thayer indicate that he was

Court of the United States , in view ofproved considering the publication of these essays in

legal ability and judicial qualities , aside from

prominence in politics. If the response had been collected form before the completion of the

general we had intended to analyze and tabulate treatises on which he was working. They include

the vote , and try to determine whether a national an examination into the Origin and Scope of the

reputation is possible for a lawyer who confines
American Doctrine of Constitutional Law and

himself to practice and does not get publicity

through participation in affairs outside of the
discussions of various important topics in Con

law . stitutional Law , such as the legal tender ques

The answers received , while coming from tion , the function of the court in rendering advi

such prominent lawyers, and from so many states ,

as to be representative, were not numerous enough
sory opinions at the request of the executive or

to form the basis of a formal article , or of a table legislative , and the status of the new territorial

of comparative professional rank .
possessions acquired by us a result of the

No judge or lawyer received more tha about
Spanish war ; a careful analysis of the confused

one tenth of the votes cast . The three favorites

the only ones who got anywhere near a tenth of
and different groups of exceptions to the hearsay

the votes were (in the following order) : rule which are ordinarily classed under the name

WILLIAM H. Taft , of Ohio. of the res gestae ; a discussion of the position of

Elihu Root, of New York. the American Indians under the law ; an essay on

Horace H , LURTON , of Tennessee.
the trial by jury of things supernatural ; and other

It will be noted that the first of these made an

excellent reputation as a judge, but owes his matters of interest to the student of legal insti

present prominence to participation in public tutions and legal history . While some of these

affairs — the second, known as an able lawyer. essays were published in periodicals from time to

has also come to national reputation in larger
time as they were written , others have had no

politics --- while the third owes his votes only to

proved legal and judicial ability. permanent form and their collection and preser

The other lawyers and judges who received vation will be a matter of much interest to legal

more than a scattering vote were : scholars and the profession in general.

ALTON B. PARKER , of New York .

Further particulars in regard to a volume of
CHARLES F. CHOATE , of New York .

U. M. Rose , of Arkansas. these Essays on Constitutional Law, etc. , to be

WALTER HI . SANBORN , of Minnesota . published by the Boston Book Co. , will be given

GEORGE Gray , of Delaware .
in the April number of Legal Bibliography.

Peter S. GrossUp, of Illinois.
Advance orders are solicited .

SIMEON E. Baldwin . of Connecticut.

It is to be regretted that the response in this For Every Library. Garland's New England

legal “ Referendum ” was not more general, and Town Law ($6.50 see page 6 ) is a book which

that the American Bar did not take this oppor- ought to be in every library throughout the

tunity to place on record its opinion of the judicial country, as a Source -book " of American Muni

aptitude of its leaders. cipal Law.

as



The Whole Law of New England Towns

NEW ENGLAND TOWN LAW

A Digest of Statutes and Decisions concerning Towns and Town Officers.

By JAMES S. GARLAND .

IN
Voters , Road Commissioner, Schouls, School Com.this volume, for the first time, the Town

Law of the New England States is pre mittees, Selectmen, Street Railways, Supervisors

sented for comparison, study, and reference, as
of the Check- list , Taxation , Town Clerk, Town

Council , Town Treasurer, Tree Warden, Trustees

a separate body of homogeneous law, different
of Public Funds, Unorganized Towns and Gores,

from the municipal law of the rest of the United Villages, Village Districts , Voters, Ways, Weights

States. and Measures.

The plan of the work comprises an Introduc- Similarity of arrangement throughout the

tion, and six divisions covering summaries of work facilitates comparison of statutes and de

the statutes and decisions relating to towns and cisions on any subject, and there is also a

town officers in Massachusetts, Maine, New common Index to the Introduction and to the

Hampshire, Vermont, Rhode Island and Con
Statutes of the six states.

necticut. The value of this collection of statutes is

The introduction treats of the origin and evident. Questions as to the law of any state

growth of town government ; the relation of can often be solved , or at least illuminated , by

towns to state and county ; their powers and
reference to the statutes of other states, and to

duties ; various forms of minor municipal cor the decisions which construe them.

porations; taxation ; debt limits; schools ; poor- The work is thus a compilation of all the

laws ; the caucus and primary elections ; and statutes and a digest of the pertinent cases ,

other phases and problems of town government. presenting in a convenient form for towna

The statutes ofeach state, with the decisions officers, and for lawyers who have to advise

of the courts interpreting them , are separately them, all the law there is on any topic of

abstracted, and arranged under the following town government.

principal heads : The thoroughness of the editor's work may

Assessors, Boroughs, Caucuses and Primaries, be inferred from the fact that 3540 cases are

Collectors, Constables, Elections, Fence Viewers, cited under the statutes they discuss. The

Health Boards, Highways, Highway Surveyors,
abstract of laws and decisions is brought down

Intoxicating Liquors, Jurors , Justices of the Peace,
to the year 1906.

Libraries, Listers, Militia, Moderator, Overseers of

the Poor, Paupers , Police, Pounds , Registrars of

GARLAND'S NEW ENGLAND TOWN LAW

is a volume of 950 pages, bound either in law sheep or in cloth.

Price , in either binding, $6.50 net.

[ If you wish cloth binding, so specify in ordering.

sent in sheep binding. ]

Unless preference is stated, the book will be

Published by THE BOSTON BOOK CO ,

CHARLES C. SOULE, President. 83 to 91 Francis St., Fenway, Boston .
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Book your

2 vols. 2 vols .

I vol.

I vol .

5 vols. 8 vols .

3 vols . vols.

I vol .

“ A SOURCE -BOOK ON TOWN LAWS." SUPPLEMENT TO E. R. C.

(We quote the following readable review from The SUPPLEMENTARY VOLUME ( 27 ) to ENGLISH

the December , 1906 , number of the Harvard Law RULING CASES WITH AMERICAN Notes is progress

Review . ) ing satisfactorily.

New ENGLAND Town Law : a Digest of Statutes The editor, James T. Keen , author of Cases on

and Decisions concerning Towns and Town Pleading, and Instructor in the Boston University

Officers. By James S. GARLAND. Boston : School of Law , has laid aside his practice so as to

The Boston Book Co. 1906. $ 6.50 push the work right through . His volume will

This interesting book on New England town not only be a presentation of the “ Ruling " Eng

law is of wider interest than its title would seem lish Cases decided since the set was published ,

to indicate . As the author says (p. 83 ) , speaking with very thorough American notes, but it will

of the town : “ a scheme of local autonomy which also be in some sense a review of the whole series,

has proved itself so well suited to the genius of a filling gaps and correcting errors. The many

great nation , and is so easily adapted to the lawyers who rely on E. R. C. as their - best help

changing needs of its people, deserves not only in difficult cases will welcome this volume, and

the highest praise as an instrument of govern- those lawyers who have not yet bought the set

ment , but as an object of study challenges the will be spurred on to get it (while there is yet

best thought of students of political institutions." time) by the excellent editorial work of MR.

Examination of the book will show that it is Keen.

full of materials for the student of our political We hope to publish Vol. 27 , E. R. C., in March

institutions. It is , so far as the writer knows , next . The price will be $5.50 net .

the first attempt to gather into one book the orders in advance.

town laws of all the New England states , laws

copied or imitated throughout the country ENGLISH CHANCERY REPORTS — 1821-1865.

wherever the town system has been adopted. It We have made up a fine newly bound set of
is therefore a source book on town laws. An the American reprints of the following reports,

introduction of 83 pages treats of the subject supplemented by volumes from the Full English
generally, giving an account of the formation of Reprint :

the first settlements in New England towns, CHANCERY

townships, or more properly speaking, separate
Jacob and Walker Phillips

little colonies , by the union of which, under char Jacob McNaghten and Gordon 3 vols .

ters subsequently obtained from England , the Turner and Russell De Gex McNaghten andGordon

New England colonies, afterwards states, were
Russell

the result .
De Gex and Jones 4 vols.

In view of the prevailing tendencies
Russell and Mylne 2 vols.

Mylne and Keen De Gex , Fisher and Jones 4

of our courts of law to minimize the sphere of Mylne and Craig 5 vols. De Gex, Jones and Smith 4 vols.

town power , it cannot be too strongly impressed Craig and Phillips

upon all that these towns came first and the Vice -ChanceLLORS

chartered colony came afterwards. There is no
Simons and Stuart * Smale and Giffard 3 vols.

instance in New England of immigration of set- Simons •Giffard

tlers bringing with them a charter with the inten
Simons New Series 2 vols . Hare

tion of forming a colony in the sense of a state ,
* Drewry 4 vols. *Kay

* Drewry and Smale 2 vols . *Kay and Johnson vols .

but everywhere the iminigrants formed separate Younge and Collyer *Johnson I vol .

little colonies or towns that by coalescence under Collyer 2 vols. * Johnson and Hemming 2 vols.
*DeGex and Smale

some charter subsequently obtained from England
*Hemming and Miller 2 vols.

formed, respectively , the colonies that later be These 109 volumes , bound in 77 , we can sell

came the New England states.
for $175 .

In the history and the political development of We remind those lawyers who already own the

these New England towns there is therefore sound
old ENGLISH CHANCERÝ REPORTS reprint , in 69

historical foundation for the claim that within vols . , that we can now furnish , to supplement

their own limited sphere , the towns enjoyed a and complete that series , the important Vice

certain limited sovereignty that has disappeared
Chancellors Reports (starred in above list ) which

in the limited sovereignty assumed and accorded
were omitted for some unknown reason when

by the courts to the united colony that after
that series was published . These 29 volumes

wards became the state . Mr. Garland does not (full reprint) bound as 8 vols. we can sell for

profess to follow the steps by which the towns
$60 . - so long as our stock holds out.

have lost their original inherent powers , and in

deed the material for such a study does not exist
FULL REPRINT OF THE ENGLISH REPORTS .

in print. For the process was about completed Out of the 150 volumes into which the publisher

when the success of the American Revolution expected to compress the reprint of 1000 volumes

gave to the states a legal prestige they had never of the English reports, sixty-nine have been issued

had before . This process of loss of town power to date , covering all of the House of Lords, Privy

and of gain of colonial legislative power was Council, Chancery, Rolls , and Vice -Chancellors

going onfrom the beginning of the settlement of series. They slightly overrun the calculation ,

the country until the end of the Revolution , but pro rata , and it now looks as if the series would

no reports of the decisions of the courts on these make about 100 volumes , —- rather a good guess

questionsare in print until the process was about for so big a work .

completed at the time when the state constitu- The edition (unfortunately) is not stereo

tions and the United States Constitution were typed, and is practically exhausted. We had

adopted . He who would study this sub must reached the end of the apportionment to the

go back of the printed reports of decided cases , United States, but have managed to make up a

and if they are still preserved he must study the dozen sets more, which are still available , at $6.00

records of the unreported cases from 1620 to per volume.

about 1790 . First come, first served .

2 vols.

17 vols. 5 vols.

II vols .

I vol .

4

2 vols.

5 vols.



How to Use E. R. C.

{

If your case is difficult you want

First : to grasp all the facts thoroughly ;THE

Second : to find the PRINCIPLE OF Law which applies to the case.

To take this second step, do not waste time on conflicting citations in digests,

text-books, and cyclopædias.

Go right to

English tRuling Cases with American Hotes

Take down the volume covering the subject under which your
facts fall.

Examine the analysis of the subject, and turn to the topic closest to your facts.
.

There you will find in large type the “ Rule ” of law , - the bed-rock prin-

ciple, - which applies to your case, and must govern its decision.

Read the one, two , or three great cases, reprinted in full, from which the Editor

deduces his “ Rule," and make them the basis of your argument.

Examine the English notes to see if any case therein abstracted fits your facts

better than the principal cases.

Then find in the American notes some citation to a set of reports which you

own, or which is easily accessible, and from that citation trace the American de

cisions which support your line of argument—and thus complete your brief.

Having started the right way, - from a settled principle of law

downward,-you have saved much time and labor, and are far

more likely to succeed in your case, than if you try to work back

ward through the mazes of the law of to -day.

Used in this way , E. TR . C. is the greatest

labor -saving device in all law literature.

The set may of course be used, through the Table of Cases, - in verifying

citations or in hunting from a known case, for groups of kindred cases . Even

in this use it is superior to most sets of reports, because it contains all the great

cases, and only the great cases, which have stood the test of time.

But its eminent superiority to other sets , — its unique excellence, - lies on lines

of original research , as sketched above.

Special limited subscription edition ,

26 vols. bound in 13, for $78.00.

-

THE BOSTON BOOK CO .

83 to 91 Francis St., Fenway, BOSTON , MASS.
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RARE AND INTERESTING BOOKS

This list is a Supplement to List 54 ( our whole stock of Rare

Law Books, arranged under topics 32 pages ) . That list will

be sent without charge, on application , to any one interested in

this class of literature.

The books in this list are guaranteed to be perfect and in

good condition inside, but the bindings of some items are shabby.

Delivery free when cash accompanies order .

PETERSDORFF (Chas. ). Concise, Practical Abridgement of

the Common Statute Law as at Present Administered . Con .

sisting of condensed treatises of the different branches of

the law. Second edition , 6 vols.....

$ 9.00

POCQUET (Claude) . Traité des Fiefs . Quarto . Paris

1771 ..

$ 2.00

[ POTHIER ? ). Traités des Contrats Aleatoires. 18 mo. Paris,

1777..

$ 1.00
POTHIER . Traités des Fiefs Censives Releroisons et Cham

parts. 2 vols . 18 mo. Paris , 1776 .
$ 2.00

PRIVILEGES AND PRACTICE OF PARLIAMENTS in Eng

land . Small quarto . No place, 1728. 46 pages .. $ 2.00

ROBINSON (Mr. Serjeant ). Bench and Bar. Reminiscences

of one of the last of an ancient race . London , 1889 ..... $ 1.50

RODIER (M. A.) . Questions sur L'ordonnance de Louis XIV .

du Mois d'Avril 1667. (Parlement de Toulouse.) Quarto.

Toulouse, 1777
$ 2.50

ROWLAND (David) . Manual of the English Constitution .

London , 1859..
$ 2.00

RUSSIA . Instructions to the Commissioners appointed to

Frame a New Code of Laws for the Russian Empire. Trans

lated to English by M , Tatischeff . London , 1768....... $ 5.00

STATUTE LAW OF SCOTLAND . Abridged with Historical

Notes . 12mo. Edinburg. 1757 ...
$ 2.50

STUBBS (Wm.) . Select Charters and other Ulustrations of

English Constitutional History . London , 1900 ....... $ 2.50

SURTEES (Wm. E. ) . Sketch of the Lives of Lord Stowell

and Eldon. London, 1846..
$ 1.50

WARREN (Samuel) . Blackstone's Commentaries systemati

cally abridged and adapted to the existing state of the Law .

London , 1855 ..
$ 2.00

WILLIAMS (Thos . W.). Original Precedents in Conveyancing.

4 vols. London, 1788 ...
$ 15.00

1

OUR STANDARDS

ADAM (Wm.). Law and Custom of Slavery in British India .

London , 1840......
$ 2.50

AIKIN (P.F.) . Comparative View of the Constitutions of Great

Britain and United States. London , 1842.....
$ 1.50

AMERICAN ACADEMY of Political and Social Science.

Supplements to Annals, as follows :

Constitution of Prussia . Translated by J. H. Robinson .

Constitution of Italy . Translated by S. M. Lindsay and

L. S. Rowe.

Constitution and Organic Laws of France. Translated by

C.F.A.Currier .

Constitution of Belgium . Translated by J. M. and A. S.

Vincent.

Constitution of Colombia , Translated by B. Moses.

Five pamphlets .... $ 5.00

AUSTIN ( John ). Province of Jurisprudence determined and

Lectures on Jurisprudence. 3 vols. London , 1861-63 .. $ 7.50

BALLANTINE ( Sergeant). Some Experiences of a Barrister's

Life. London, 1898 ...
$ 1.00

BLOUNT ( Thos . ). Nomo- lexicon : A Law Dictionary, folio .

London, 1670 .........
$ 2.50

BURN (John S.) . The Star Chamber: Notices of the Court and

its Proceedings. (Contains a large number of cases.) Lon

don, 1870.........
$ 5.00

CHITTY (Joseph) . Practical Treatise on Pleading, Parties to

Actions and Forms of Action and Procedents. Second

edition . By Thos. Day. New York, 1812 .. , ....
$ 4.00

COCKBURN ( Lord ). Circuit Journeys. Edinburg , 1889 ... $ 1.50

COODE (Geo . ). Legislative Expression , or the Language of

the Written Law . London, 1852....
$ 1.25

DICEY (A.V.). The Privy Council. London , 1887... .... $ 1.00

BAST (E. H.) . Pleas of the Crown. 2 vols. London ,

1803 ..
$ 6.00

FRANCIS (R.) . Maxim of Equity. Folio. London , 1728. $ 2.00

FYTZHERBERT (Anthony) . Table to La Graunde Abridge

ment ; printed by Richard Tottell , Nov. 10, 1565 ....... $ 15.00

GLANVILLE (Ranulpho ). Tractatus de Legibus , etc. Angliae.

32mo. Printed by Thomas White. London , 1604 ...... $ 7.50

INSTITUTES OF HINDU LAW ; or , The Ordinances of Menu .

Preface by W. Jones. Quarto. Calcutta , 1794... $ 6.00

JEFFREYS (Lord Chancellor ). Memoirs of His Life. By

H. W. Woolrych (fine portrait). London , 1827 .......... $ 2.50

LAWS CONCERNING TRAVELING , etc. Robbery, Accidents,

Bad Roads, Carriers , Innkeepers, Coaches, etc. 24 mo. Lon

don , 1718...
$ 3.50

MANAVA -DHERMA -SASTRA ; or , The Institutes of Menu,

Edition by G. C. Haughton (vol . 2 only . Being the English

translation ) . Quarto, unbound . London , 1825.. $ 5.00

MORRISON (Wm . D.) . Juvenile Offenders. London ,

1896 ..
$ 2.00

MURRAY (Jos . ) . Reports of Cases tried in the Jury Court.

1815-18 . 5 vols . Edinburg, 1818....... $ 12.50

NEILSON (Geo .). Trial by Combat. Glasgow, 1890 . $ 1.50

NEW ENGLAND STATES ; their Constitution, Judicial , etc.

History. Edited by Wm. T. Davis . 4 vols. Quarto. Bos

ton , [1897 ) ....... $ 12.00

OLDFIELD ( T. H.B) . Representative History of Great Britain

and Ireland . Being a History of the House of Commons.

Counties, Cities , Boroughs of the United Kingdom. London ,

1816....
$ 9.00

1

$

The best Encyclopædia. BOUVIER'S LAW

DICTIONARY , RAWLE'S REVISION (2 vols. , 2500

pages, $ 12.00 net) is still the best brief encyclo

pædia of law for judge, lawyer, and student .

It has stood the test of sixty years use, and no

rival has ever even threatened its hold on the

American Bar. Whoever lacks it is poor indeed.

Standards on Administration . Schouler on

Wills and ScHOULER on ExecutORS ($5.50 each)

are the clearest , concisest , most reliable, and best,

of all works on testamentary matters. The

author is a master of law and of style. His

“ History of the United States from the Constitu

tion to the Civil War” (6 vols. $ 13.50) is the best

history of its period , and his treatises on Wills and

Executors are the best works on those topics.

For Students. - For Introduction and for

Review , Ewell's EssENTIALS OF THE LAW (3 vols.

sheep, $ 7.50 ; cloth , $6.00) still hold the palm .
Vol . I is a concise Blackstone's Commentaries

(sheep $3.00 ; cloth $ 2.50 ) .

Vol. 2 covers Pleading, Contracts and Equity

(sheep $ 2.50 ; cloth $2.00) .

Vol. 3 covers Evidence, Torts, and Real Property

(sheep $ 2.50 ; cloth $ 2.00) .

Arrest. VOORHEES on ARREST (cloth $2.00 )

is a recent , clear , authoritative manual for the

peace officer, prosecuting officer, or defence.

Circumstantial Evidence. Have you ever read

Wills on CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE? If not,

you have missed a treat. Beer's edition , just out,

( $ 5.00 ) presents this favorite work in modern

shape .



The Latest and Best Work on Limitations.

WOOD ON LIMITATIONS: THIRD EDITION

A TREATISE ON THE LIMITATIONS OF ACTIONS AT LAW AND IN

EQUITY . BY H. G. WOOD . THIRD EDITION, REVISED AND

PARTIALLY REWRITTEN BY JOHN M. GOULD.

Price, $6.50

TABLE OF CONTENTS

I. Statutes of Limitations - What are

History of - General Rules.

II . What Actions on Simple Contracts

may be Barred .

III . Specialties.

IV. Available for and against Whom.

V. Computation of Time.

VI. Equity, Adoption of Statute by Courts of.

VII . Removal of the Statutory Bar. Acknowl

edgments .

VIII . Acknowledgments in Writing.

IX . Part Payment, Acknowledgment by.
X. When Statute begins to run . Contracts.

XI. Agents, Factors, etc.

XII . Bills, Notes, Checks, etc.

XIII . Miscellaneous Causes of Action .

XIV. Specialties.

XV . Torts Quasi e Contractu .

XVI . Executors and Administrators.

XVII. Trusts and Trustees .

XVIII. Mortgagor and Mortgagee.

XIX. Disabilities in Personal Actions.

XX. Adverse Possession and Real Ac

tions.

XXI . Dower.

XXII . Effect of Fraud.

XXIII , Mutual Accounts, etc.

XXIV . Set-off, Recoupment, etc.

XXV. Co -Contractors, etc.

XXVI . Judicial Process.

Appendix of Statutes.

Index .

The late H. G. Wood had the power of finding the exact cases, and selecting just the

points, which the practising lawyer wanted. His books have been for this reason much more

useful to lawyers than other books which claim greater merit.

The editor of this edition is known to the legal profession as the author of Gould on

Waters , Gould and Tucker's Notes, on United States Statutes, etc. He has gone over the

text in the same spirit which would have animated the author; carefully revised the citations ;

developed phases of the subject not adequately treated before ; added new notes, and brought

the citations down to date, adding nearly fifty per cent more cases,

Among these New Notes of MR. GOULD, are the following :

§ 7. Suits against the Government.

§ 7. Pleading the Statute, and burden of

proof.

888-11 . Effect of foreign statutes ; lex fori and

lex loci contractus.

§ 13. Fraudulent concealment.

§ 2o, etc. Effect of statutes on continuing guar

anties ; dividends,coupons, and interest .

§ 21. Judgments of court not of record .

§ 27. Application of Statutes in the Federal

Courts and in Admiralty .

§ 30. Effect of taking out Execution on time

allowed on judgments.

§ 35. Ejectment.

$ 41, etc. Waiving the Statute by agreement.

§ 42. Insurance Conditions.

§ 46. Injunctions, receiverships and insolvency.

$ 52. Official bonds .

§ 54. Computing the time.

§ 58 , etc. Trusts.

$ 58 , etc. Laches and acquiescence .

$ 72, etc. Acknowledgment; new promise ;
indorsements.

$ 145 . Contribution and Subrogation by Sure

ties .

$ 149 . Stockholders.

$ 158 . Partners, etc.

$ 178 . Subterranean injuries.

$ 180 . Continuing nuisances .

$ 222 . Redemption and foreclosure.

$ 254 . Adverse possession and color of
title .

$271 . Taking possession .

$294 . Amendments.

Published by THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY.,

83 to 91 Francis St. , Back Bay, Boston , Mass.



Bibliographic Lists for 1906
Containing (as a Supplement to all Law Catalogues)

1. Lists of the Latest Reports, Digests, and Statutes, published up to Dec. , 1906.

2. Lists of American and English Elementary Works, published during the

year 1906.

GENERAL SERIES .

AMERICAN BANKRUPTCY REPORTS. Vol. 15 .

AMER. and ENG . COR . CASES. New Series. Vol. 19.

AMER . AND ENG . DECISIONS IN EQUITY. Vol. 10.

AMER. AND ENG. ENCYCLO. OF LAW. 2d ed . Supp.

vol. 3 .

I vol .

Vol. 41 .

AMER . AND ENG. RAILROAD CASES. New series. Vol.

43

AMERICAN CRIMINAL REPORTS. Vol. 12 .

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL CASES . Vol. 8.

AMERICAN NEGLIGENCE CASES. Vol. 16.

AMERICAN NEGLIGENCE REPORTS. Vol. 19.

AMERICAN PROBATE REPORTS, ANNOTATED . Vol. 10.

AMERICAN STREET RAILWAY REPORTS . Vol. 3 .

AMERICAN STATE REPORTS. Vol. 1o9.

AMERICAN DIGEST, Annual . 1906 A.

ATLANTIC REPORTER. Vol. 63.

BANKING CASES. Vol . 5 .

CYCLO. OF LAW AND PROCEDURE . Vol. 22 .

FINCH'S INSURANCE DIGEST. Vol. 18.

GENERAL DIGEST. New series . Vol. 21 .

LAWYERS' REPORTS, ANNOTATED . New series Bk. 4.

MORRISON'S MINING REPORTS. Vol. 21 .

MUNICIPAL CORPORATION CASES. Vol. II .

NORTHEASTERN REPORTER . Vol . 77 .

NORTHWESTERN REPORTER. Vol . 108.

PACIFIC REPORTER. Vol. 86.

SOUTHEASTERN REPORTER. Vol . 64.

SOUTHERN REPORTER.

SOUTHWESTERN REPORTER . Vol. 96.

UNITED STATES.

U. S. SUPREME COURT REPORTS. Vol. 202.

Lawyers' Edition. Book 50 , ( vols . 199–202 ) .

SUPREME COURT REPORTER . Vol. 26.

CIRCUIT COURT OF APPEALS REPORTS. Vol. 72 .

FEDERAL REPORTER. Vol. 146.

Digest . 5 vols.

COURTOF CLAIMS REPORTS. Vol. 40. 1906 .

OPINIONS OF ATTORNEY GENERAL. Vol . 25 .

PATENT OFFICE, OFFICIAL GAZETTE. Vol. 119. 1906.

Porto Rico FEDERAL REPORTS. Vol. I.

LAND DECISIONS. Vol . 34. 1906 .

TREASURY DECISIONS. Vol . 8 .
1904.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE REPORTS. Vol. II . 1906.

DIGESTS .

Butler's Index Digest ( to vols. 187–202 ) i vol .

Russel and Winslow's Syllabus-Digest. 4 vols.

Lawyer's Edition . 4 vols.

Rose. 3 vols.

STATUTES.

Compiled Statutes. 3 vols. 1902. Suppt. 1905 .

Statutes at Large. Vol . 33 .

STATE AND TERRITORIAL REPORTS, ETC.

ALA. Reports. Vol . 144. ( Alabama Repts. reprint
vol. 31. )

Digest, Mayfield's. 5 vols . 1905.

Statutes , New Revision ( 1907 ) in preparation.

ALASKA. Reports. Vol . 1 . 1903 .

Statutes , Carter's Laws. 1900.

Boone's Codes. 1900 .

ARIZ. Reports. Vol. 7. 1906.

Statutes, Revised . 1901 .

Session Laws. 1903, 1905.

ARK. Reports. Vol. 77.

Digest, Crawford's. 2 vols. 1897.

Statutes, Kirby ( 1905 ) .

CAL. Reports. Vol. 148.

Appellate Court. Vol. I.

Digest, Deering's. 5 vols. to 1905 .

Statutes, Revision. 5 vols. 1905 .

Session Laws. Extra. 1906 .

Colo. Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 33. 1906 .

Court of Appeals. Vol . 20. 1906.

Colorado Decisions, Vol. 4. 1903.

Digest, Mills ' . 2 vols. 1900. Supp. 1906.

Statutes , Mills' . 3 vols . 1903.

Mills' Annotated Civil Code. 1905 .

CONN. Reports. Vol. 78.

Digest, Baldwin's. 2 vols. 1900 .

Statutes, Revised . 1902 .

Session Laws. 1905.

DEL. Reports. Pennewill. Vol. 4 . 1905.

Digest, Ridgley's. I vol. 1894.

Statutes, Revised Code. 1893.

Session Laws. 1895, 1897, 1898, 1899, 1901 , 1903,

1905 .

D. C. Reports. Court of Appeals. Vol. 27. 1906.
Digest, Maupin . 1900 .

Statutes in Force ( 1889 ). 1894.

Garges Code. 1905 .

Fla. Reports. Vol. 50. 1906 .

Digest, Wurts. 1904 .

Statutes, New Revision ( 1907) in preparation .

GA. Reports. Vol . 125. 1906.

Digest, Cyclopedic. To be complete in 10 vols .

Van Epps & Aiken, 3 vols. 1899.

Van Epps & Aiken, Supplement, 2 vols. 1905.
Statutes, Code. 4 vols. 1901 .

Session Laws. 1905 .

HAWAII. Reports. Vol . 16.

Digest, Hawaiian . 1903

Statutes, New Revision . 1905 .

IDA. Reports. Vol. 10. 1906.

Statutes, Code. 1901 .

Session Laws. 1905 .

ILL. Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 222.

Appellate Court. Vol . 122 . 1906.

Digest, Cyclopedic . 9 vols. 1903.

Statutes, Starr and Curtis, Annotated, 4 vols. 1902 .

Hurds, 1905 .

IND. Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 165. 1906.

Appellate Court. Vol. 35 .

Digest, Burns. 1905 .

Statutes, Burns. 3 vols. 1901 .

Burns Supplement. Vol . 4. 1905 .

IND. TERR. Rе ports. Vol. 5. 1906.

Statutes, Carter's Annotated . 1899.

IA. Reports. Vol. 128.

Digest, McClain's. 3 vols. 1898.

McClain's Supplement. I vol. 1904.

Statutes, Code. 1897.

Supplement. 1902.

Session Laws. 1904 , 1906.

1

4 vols.

1906 .

2 vols .
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KAN . Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 71. 1906.

Digest, Dassler's. 1902 .

Dassler's Supp. 1906 .

Statutes, Dassler's. 1905.

Ky. Reports. Vol. 118. 1906.

Digest. 5 vols. 1905.

Statutes, Carroll's. 1904.

Session Laws. 1906.

LA. Reports. Vol. 115. 1906.

Digest, Hennen, Louque, Taylor & Breaux. 5 vols.

1901.

Statutes, Wolff's Revised . 2d ed. 2 vols. 1904 .

Session Laws. 1906 .

ME. Reports. Vol. 100.

Digest, Savage Index. 1896.
Statutes, Revised . 1903.

Session Laws, 1905.

MD. Reports. Vol. 102 .

Digest, Brantley's. 3 vols. 1899.

Statutes, Code, Poe's. 2 vols. 1905 .

Session Laws. 1900 , ex. 1901 , 1902 , 1904 , 1906.

MASS. Reports. Vol. 190 .

Digest, Throops'. 4 vols. 1906.

Massachusetts. 8 vols . 1906.

Kellen's Index. 2 vols. 1899.

Statutes. Revised Laws. 3 vols . 1902 .

Session Laws. 1902, 1903,1904 , 1905 , 1906 .

Mich . Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 141 .

Digest, Jacob and Chaney's. 4 vols. 1894-1900.

Statutes. Compiled Laws. 4 vols. 1897

Session Laws, Special. 1898, 1899, ex . 1900, 1901 .

1903, 1905, Local 1905.

Minn . Reports. Vol. 96. 1906.

Digest, Minnesota. 4 vols. 1904.

Statutes, New Revision ( 1906) .

Miss. Reports. Vol. 87.

Digest, George, Brame and Alexander, to 1899.

Statutes, Revised Code. 1906.

Session Laws. Biennial Sessions to 1906.

Mo. Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 195. 1906 .

Appeals Reports. Vol. 118. 1906 ,

Digest, Pattison's Complete. 6 vols . 1903. Vol . 7 .

1905.

Digest ( West Pub. Co. ) , 10 vols. 1905 .

Statutes, Missouri. 1900 .

Annotated Statutes . 5 vols. 1906.

Session Laws. 1901, 1903, 1905 .

Mon. Reports. Vol. 32. 1906.

Digest, Bishop's . 1900 .

Statutes, Code. 2 vols. 1895.

Session Laws. 1895, 1897, 1899, 1901 , 1903, ex .

1903 , 1905

NEB. Reports. Vol. 69. 1906.

Digest, Page's. 2 vols.
1902.

Statutes. Cobbey. 2 vols. 1903.

Cobbey Supplement . 1905 .

Session Laws. 1905.

Nev. Reports. Vol. 27. 1905 .

Digest, Lawson's. 1892 .

Statutes. Compiled Laws. 1900 .

Session Laws. 1901 , 1903 , 1905 .

N. H. Reports. Vol . 73. 1906.

Digest, Morrison's. 1891.

Statutes, Public. 1900 .

Session Laws. 1901 , 1903 , 1905 .

N. J. Reports, Law. Vol . 72. 1906.

Equity. Vol. 68. 1906.

Digest, Stewart and Wall . 4 vols. 1898 .

Statutes, General Public. 3 vols. 1895.

Session Laws. Annual Sessions to 1906.

N. M. Reports. Vol. 12 . 1906.

Digest, Money's. I vol.. 1901 .

Statutes. Compiled Laws. 1897.
Session Laws. 1899, 1901 , 1903, 1905 .

N. C. Reports. Vol. 140.

Digest, Womack's. 3 vols . 1898.

Statutes, New Revision. 1905 .

N. Y. Reports. Court of Appeals. Vol. 185. 1906.

upreme Court. Hun's Appellate. Vol. 112 , 1906.
Criminal. Vol. 19 .

Civil Procedure. Vol. 35 .

Benjamin's Annotated Cases. Vol. 16.

Surrogate Reports Annotated. Gibbons. 1905 .

Miscellaneous Reports. Vol. 49. 1906.

New York Supplement. Vol. 89. 1904.

New York State Reporter. Vol. 126. 1904.

Digest. Abbott's Cyclopedic Digest. 14 vols. 1903.

Statutes. Cumming and Gilbert. Annotated Laws.

3 vols. 1902.

Heydecker's General Laws. 5 vols. 1902.
Birdseye's Revised Statutes, Codes and Laws.
2d ed. 3 vols . 1902. Supplement Birdseye's Stat

utes, etc. 1905 .

Gilbert's Annotated Code. 1905 .

Session Laws. 2 vols.
1903 . 2 vols.

1904 , 1905 .

2 vols. 1906.

N. D. Reports. Vol. 13. 1906.

Digest, Hill's. 1903 .

Statutes, Revised, 1906.

Session Laws. 1901 , 1903, 1905 .

O. Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 74. 1906.

Circuit Court. Vol. 27 .

Circuit Court Reports. New series. Vol . 7 .

Nisi Prius. Vol. 9. 1903.

Nisi Prius Reports. New series. Vol. 3 .

Digest, Bates' Complete . 3 vols. 1900 .

Statutes, Bates' Annotated . 3 vols. 1905.

Session Laws. 1906.

OKL. Reports. Vol. 14 . 1905 .

Digest, Wilson's. 1903.

Statutes, Wilson's. 2 vols.
1903

Session Laws. 1905 .

OR. Reports. Vol . 47. 1906 .

Digest, Montague. 1905.

Statutes, Bellinger and Cotton's Code.

Session Laws. 1905.

PA. Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 214. 1906.

Superior Court. Vol. 30. 1906.

District. Vol. 14. 1906.

County Courts . Vol . 31. 1906.

Dauphin County Reports. Vol. 8. 1906 .

Delaware County Reports. Vol. 9. 1906.

Kulps' Reports. Vol. 12 . 1906 .

Lackawanna Jurist . Vol . 7. 1906.

Lackawanna Legal News. Vol. 8. 1904 .

Lancaster Law Review. Vol. 22 . 1905

Maxwell's Reports (Northampton Co. ).

1905

Montgomery County Reports. Vol. 22 . 1906.

Philadelphia Legal Intelligencer. Vol . 63. 1906.

Pittsburgh Legal Journal. N.S. Vol. 36. 1906.
Digest, Pepper and Lewis. 20 vols .

Statutes, Brightly's Purdon's Digest. 4 vols. 1905.

Session Laws. 1905 .

R. I. Reports. Vol. 26. 1906.

Digest, Stiness'. 1901 .

Statutes, Revised . 1895.

Session Laws. Annual Sessions to 1906.

S. C. Reports. Vol. 73. 1906.

Digest. 9 vols . 1899.

Statutes, Revised. 2 vols. 1902. ,

Session Laws. 1905.

2 vols . 1902.

2 vols.

I vol.

Vol. 9.

I vol.
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S. D. Reports. Vol . 18. 1906.

Digest, Hill's. 1903 .

Statutes, Revised Code. 1903 .

Session Laws. 1905.

TENN. Reports. Vol . 115. 1906.

Digest, Webb and Meigs' . 3 vols. 1899.

Statutes, Shannon's Code. 1897. Supplement . 1904 .

Session Laws. 1896 , extra , 1897 , 1898, 1899, 1901 ,

1903, 1905 .

Tex. Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 98. 1905.

Criminal Appeals. Vol. 46. 1906.

Civil Appeals. Vol. 36. 1906.

Court Reporter. Vol . 15. 1906.

Digest, Index. 5 vols. 1903.

Statutes, Revised. 1895.

Session Laws. 1895 , 1897, 1899, 1900 , 1901 , 1903 ,

1905 .

UTAH . Reports. Vol. 29. 1906.

Digest, Kinney's Index. 1902 .

Statutes, Revised . 1898.

Session Laws, 1899, 1901 , 1903, 1905 .

Vr. Reports. Vol. 78. 1906.

Digest, Roberts '. 2 vols. 1889.

Statutes, Revised . 1894.

Session Laws. 1896, 1898 , 1900 , 1902, 1904.

VA. Reports. Vol. 104. 1906.

Digest. 5 vols. 1906.

Statutes, Pollard's Code. 1904.

Session Laws. 1906.

WASH . Reports. Vol. 41. 1906.

Digest, Miller's . 1903.

Statutes, Ballinger's Annotated Codes. 3 vols. 1903 .
Session Laws. 1903 , 1905 .

W. VA. Reports. Vol . 57. 1906.

Digest, 5 vols. 1906.

Statutes, Warth's Code. 1899.

Revised Code. 2 vols . 1906.

Session Laws. 1901 , 1903 , 1905.

Wis. Reports. Vol. 125. 1906.

Digest, Bailey's. 3 vols. 1902 .

Statutes, Revised , Annotated . 2 vols . 1898.

Supp . to Stats. 1906.

Session Laws. 1899, 1901, 1903 , 1905.

Wyo. Reports. Vol. 13. 1906.

Statutes, Revised . 1899.

Session Laws. 1901 , 1903, 1905 .

CANADIAN LAW BOOKS.

Latest Volumes of Reports, Digests, Statutes, etc.

DOMINION.

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 36. ( 1906.)

Exchequer. Vol . 9. ( 1906. )

Commercial Law Reports. Vol . 4. ( 1905. )

Criminal Cases. Vol . 11. ( 1906. )

Railway Cases . Vol . 4. ( 1906. )

Canada Law Journal . Vol. 42. ( 1906. )

Canadian Law Times. Vol. 26. (1906

Digest, Coutlee . 1903 .

Canadian Annual. 1900 to 1906.

Statutes, Revised.(New edition in prep .)
Annual Lau's. 1886 to 1906.

BRITISH COLUMBIA .

Reports. Vol. 11. ( 1906.)

Digest, Canadian Annual. 1896 to 1906.

Statutes, Revised . 2 vols. 1897.

Annual Laws. 1897 to 1906.

MANITOBA.

Reporls. Vol. 15. ( 1906.)

Digest, Ewart. 1900 .

Canadian Annual. 1896 to 1906 .

Statutes, Consolidated . 1903 .

Annual Laws. 1904 , 1905 , 1906.

2 vols.

NEW BRUNSWICK.

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 36. ( 1905.)

Equity. Vol. 2. ( 1904. )

Digest, Stevens' . 1897.

Canadian Annual. 1896 to 1906.

Statutes, Consolidated . 1903.

Annual Laws. 1904, 1905, 1906.

NEWFOUNDLAND.

Reports. Morris. Vol. 6. (1905. )

Digest, Canadian Annual. 1896 to 1906.

Statutes, Consolidated . 1806 .

Annual Laws. 1896 to 1906.

NORTHWEST TERRITORIES.

Reports. Vol. 5. ( 1904. )

Digest, Canadian Annual. 1896 to 1906.

Statutes, Revised Ordinances . 1898.

Annual Ordinances. 1899 to 1906.

NOVA SCOTIA.

Reports. Vol . 38. ( 1906. )

Digest, Condon's. 2 vols. 1903

Canadian Annual. 1896 to 1906.

Statutes, Revised . 1900 .

Annual Laws. 1901 to 1906.

ONTARIO .

Reports. Law Reports. Vol. 11. ( 1906.)

Election Cases. Vol. 2. ( 1901. )

Weekly Reporter. Vol . 7. ( 1906.)

Digest. Century Digest. 4 vols.

Canadian Annual. 1896 to 1906.

Statutes, Revised . 2 vols. 1897

Annual Laws, 1898 to 1906.

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND .

Reports. Vol. 2. ( 1886.)

Digest, Canadian Annual . 1896 to 1906.

Statutes, Revised . 3 vols. 1868.

Annual Laws. 1868 to 1906.

QUEBEC.

Reports. Official King's Bench. Vol. 14. (1906.)

Supreme Court. Vol. 28. (1906.)

Revised Reports. Vol. 28. ( 1903.)

Revue Légale. Vol . 12. ( 1906. )

Revue de Jurisprudence . Vol. 12. ( 1906.)

Practice . Vol. 6. ( 1904.)

Digest, Quebec Consolidated . 1899.

Canadian Annual. 1896 to 1906 .

Statues, Revised . 1888 .

Annual Laws. 1888 to 1906.

2 vols.

3 vols.

BRITISH EMPIRE .

Latest Reports, Digests, Statutes, Serials.

ENGLAND.

Reports, and serials containing reports:

Law Reports. 1906. Common Law, 2 vols.

Equity, 2 vols. Appellate, I vol . Probate,

I vol . Statutes, i vol .

Law Reports, Indian Appeals. Vol. 33. ( 1906.)

Law Reports, Weekly Notes. (1906.)

Law Journal Reports. Vol. 75. ( 1906.)

Law Journal Notes and News. (1906.)

Law Times Reports. Vol . 94. ( 1906. )

Weekly Reporter. Vol. 54. ( 1906.)

Times Law Reports. Vol . 21. ( 1905.)

Justice of the Peace. Vol. 70. ( 1906.)

Aspinall’s Maritime Cases. Vol . 9. ( 1905.)

Bankruptcy Reports. (Manson.)

( 1906.)

Railway and Canal Traffic Cases. Vol. 12.

( 1906.)

Commercial Cases. (Matthew.) Vol. 11. ( 1906.)

County Courts Cases. Vol. 26. ( 1905.)

Vol. 12 .
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2 vols.

ENGLAND- cont'd

Cox Criminal Cases. Vol. 20. ( 1906.)

Cox Magistrates' Cases. Vol. 21. (1905.).

Dasent's Acts Privy Council. Vol . 28.

Magisterial Cases. Vol. 11. ( 1906.)

Minton -Senhouse, Workmen's Compensation

Cases. Vol. 8. ( 1906.)

Patent Office Reports. (Cutler. ) Vol. 22. ( 1905.)

Registration Cases. (Smith .) Vol. 1 , part 10.
State Trials. New series. Vol. 8.

Year Books. Edward III . Year 18.

Revised Reports . Vol. 85. ( 1906.)

English Reports Reprints. Vol. 69.

Digests :

Mews' Digest English Case Law to 1898. 16

vols .

Mews' Annual Digest. 1898 to 1905 .

Statutes:

Revised Statutes, ( Chitty.) 14 vols. to 1901.

Annual Statutes. Law Reports. 1902, 1903 ,

1904 , 1905, 1906 .

Statutory Rules and Orders. 2 vols. ( 1905.)

IRELAND .

Reports : Law Reports, Ireland. 2 vols. 1905 .

Irish Law Times. Vol. 39. ( 1905.)

Digests: Brunker, Common Law . 1864. O'Don

nell and Brady, Equity, 1838. Gamble and

Barlow, Equity. 2 vols. 1838–67. Green,

Common Law and Equity. 1867-94. Stubbs,

1894-1903.

Statutes : None since 1802 .

SCOTLAND .

Reports, and serials containing reports:

Court of Session Cases, 5th series. Vol. 7 .

( 1906.)

Judiciary Cases. Adam . Vol. 3. 1903 .

Scots Law Times. Vol. 13. ( 1906.)

Scottish Law Reporter. Vol. 42. (1905.)

Scots Revised Reports. ( Faculty vol. 2.)

Digests: Shaw, 5 vols. to 1885 .

The Scots Digest (Second Series) 2 vols. 1873–

1904.

Statutes: Revised Statutes. 10 vols . 1607-1900.

Public General Statutes. 1901 to 1905 .

COLONIAL.

Australasia . Australian Commonwealth Law Re

ports. Vol. 2 . 1906.

Australian Law Times. Vol . 27. ( 1905. )
Australian Annual Digest. 1902–1905 .

Commonwealth Statutes. Vol. 2. (1906.)

New South Wales State Reports. Vol . 5 .

( 1905.)

New South Wales Land Court Cases. Vol. 15 .

( 1906.)

New South Wales Arbitration Reports. Vol. 3 .

( 1905.)

New South Wales Weekly Notes. Vol. 22 .

( 1906. )

Revised Statutes. 7 vols. 1901 .

Annual Laws. 1902–1906 .

Queensland State Reports. Vol. 4. ( 1905.)

Digest. 1896.

Revised Statutes. 9 vols. to 1902.

Annual Laws. 1903-1906.

Squth Australian Law Reports. 1905 .

Statutes. 8 vols. to 1894.

Annual Laws. 1894 to 1906.

Tasmania Law Reports, 1905.

Revised Statutes. 5 vols . to 1904.

Annual Laws. 1905 , 1906 .

Victorian Law Reports. Vol. 30. ( 1905.)

Argus Law Reports. Vol. 11. ( 1905.)

Revised Statutes. 7 vols . 1890.

Annual Laws. 1890 to 1906.

West Australian Law Reports. Vol. 7. ( 1905.)

Arbitration Reports. Vol. 3. (1906.)

Revised Statutes. 4 vols. to 1895.

Annual Laws. 1895 to 1906.

New Zealand Law Reports. Vol. 24. ( 1906.)

Gazette Law Reports. Vol. 8. ( 1906.)

Revised Statutes. 4 vols. to 1892.

Annual Laws. 1893 to 1906.

Fiji. Law Reports. ( 1875-97) 1905.

Ordinances. (New ed. in press .)

British Guiana. Ordinances. 1903.

Cape of Good Hope. S. C.Repts. Vol. 17. ( 1902.)

Eastern Dist. Rep. Vol. 17. ( 1906.)

Griqualand Reports. Vol. 8. ( 1901.)

Revised Statutes. 3 vols. to 1895.

Annual Laws. 1896 to 1904.

Gold Coast. Fanti Law Reports. 1904.

Ordinances. 2 vols.
1903 .

Lagos. Ordinances. 1902.

Natal Law Reports. 1905.

Digest, Broome's. 2 vols. 1903

Compiled Statutes. 3 vols. 1900 .

Annual Laws. 1901 to 1906 .

Orange River. Law Reports. 1905 .

Ordinances. 1906 .

Southern Rhodesia . Law Reports. Vol . 1. ( 1899.)

Transvaal. Law Reports. 2 vols. 1905 .

Proclamations. ( 1900–1902 .) 1904.

Ordinances. 1902–1906.

Ceylon. New Law Reports. Vol. 8. ( 1906.)

Tambyah's Reports. Vol.4. ( 1905.)

Balasingham's Reports. Vol. 2. ( 1906.)
Revised Ordinances. 3 vols. to 1900 .

Annual Ordinances.
1901 to 1905.

Cyprus. Law Reports. Vol. 6. ( 1904.)

Hong Kong. Annual Ordinances. 1904 .

India. Law Reports. 4 vols. ( 1905.)

General Acts. 7 vols. to 1903.

Annual Laws. 1904-1906.

Bengal. Calcutta Weekly Notes. Vol. 10. ( 1906.)

Code. 4 vols. ( 1906. )

Baluchistan . Code. 1900.

Bombay. Law Reporter. Vol. 8. (1906.)

Kathiawar. Law Reports. Vol. 15. ( 1906.)

Sind Sadar. Court Reports. Vol. 3. ( 1900.)

Code. 3 vols. 1896.

Burma. Lower Burma Rulings. 1905.

Upper Burma Rulings. 1905.

Central Provinces. Nagpur Law Repts. 1906.

Code.
1905.

Madras. Law Journal . . Vol. 16. ( 1906.)

Code. 2 vols. 1902.

Mysore . Chief Court Reports. Vol. 9. ( 1904. )

N. W. Provinces and Punjab. Allahabad Law.

Journal. Vol. 3. ( 1906.)

Punjab Law Reporter. Vol. 7. ( 1906.)
Code. 1903 .

Jamaica . Annual Laws. 1906.

Law Reports. 1905.

Mauritius. Decisions. 1904 .

Compiled Laws. 3 vols. 1896.

Annual Laws. 1897 to 1905.

Seychelles. Ordinances. 3 vols. 1905 .

Straits Settlements. Law Reports. Vol. 6. ( 1902.)

Revised Acts and" Ordinances . 2 vols.

1886

Annual Laws. 1887 to 1906.

Trinidad. Revised Laws. 9 vols. 1892.

Annual Laws. 1893 to 1906.

Windward Islands. Judgments. 1905 .
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LAST VOLUMES OF THE LAW PERIODICALS. 6.50

American . 6.00

7. 50

6.00

5.00

2.65

3.50

18.00

2.00

6.00

6.00

6.30

5.00

4.00

15.00

ALBANY LAW JOURNAL. Vol. 68. ( 1906.)

AMERICAN LAW REGISTER . Phila. N. S. Vol. 45. ( 1906.)

AMERICAN LAW REVIEW . St. Louis. Vol. 40. ( 1906. )

AMERICAN LAWYER . New York. Vol. 14. ( 1906.)

BANKING LAW JOURNAL. New York . Vol. 30. ( 1906.)

CENTRAL LAW JOURNAL. St. Louis. Vol. 61. ( 1906. )
Chicago LEGAL NEWS. Vol. 39. ( 1906.)

COLUMBIA LAW REVIEW. New York. Vol . 6. ( 1906. )

GREEN BAG . Boston. Vol. 18. ( 1906. )

HARVARD LAW REVIEW . Cambridge. Vol. 19. ( 1906.)

INSURANCE LAW JOURNAL. New York. Vol. 30. ( 1906.)

KENTUCKY LAW REPORTER. Frankfort. Vol. 29. ( 1906.)

LAW STUDENT'S HELPER. Detroit. Vol. 14. ( 1906.)

MEDICO -LEGAL JOURNAL. New York. Vol . 24. ( 1906.)

MICHIGAN LAW REVIEW . Ann Arbor. Vol. 4. ( 1906. )

NATIONAL CORP. REPORTER. Chicago. Vol . 26. ( 1906. )

NEW JERSEY LAW JOURNAL. Plainfield. Vol. 29. ( 1906.)

VIRGINIA LAW REGISTER. Lynchburg. Vol. 12. ( 1906. )
WASHINGTON LAW REPORTER. Vol. 34. ( 1906.)

WEEKLY LAW BULLETIN. OH10. Vol. 53. ( 1906. )

YALE LAW JOURNAL. New Haven , Conn. Vol. 15.

( 1906. )

English .

COUNTY Courts CHRONICLE. Vol. 42. ( 1906. )

JOURNAL OF COMPARATIVE LEGISLATION . N. S. No.

15. ( 1906.)

LAW MAGAZINE AND REVIEW. Fourth series. Vol . 31 .

( 1906. )

LAW QUARTERLY REVIEW. Vol. 22. ( 1906.)

LAW TIMES ( newspaper). Vol. 121. ( 1906.)

Solicitor's JOURNAL. Vol. 50. ( 1906.)

1.50

3.00

7.50

6.00

6.00

1.75

3.50

15.00

GRAY on Limiting of Tax Power .

GRAY (JOHN C. ) . Rule against Perpetuities.

2d ed. Buckram

HAMILTON (C. H.) . Special Assessments

HARVEY. Hand -Book of Corporation Law

HESSELTINE (N. F. ) . Digest of the Law of Trade

Marks and Unfair Trade. Buckram

HIRSCHL. Trial Tactics

HUDDY (X. P. ) on Law of Automobiles

HUTCHINSON . Law of Carriers. 3d ed. 3 vols.

JACKSON (E. H.) . Law Latin. 2d ed. .

JONES (LEONARD A. ) . On Landlord and Tenant

JONES. Telegraph and Telephone Companies .

JOYCE. Law of Nuisance .

KEASBY. Corporation Legal Manual

KEEZER ( FRANK) . The Law of Marriage and

Divorce .

LINCOLN (CHARLES Z. ) . Constitutional History
of New Yo 5 vol: Cloth

LINDSLEY (VAN SINDEREN ). Rate regulation of

Gas and Electric Lighting, and Public Utilities.

Cloth .

McGEHEE. Due Process of Law under the

Federal Constitution

McQUILLIN ( EUGENE) . Instructions to Juries
inCivil Cases (Missouri Law )

McCORRACK (WALTER EDWIN ). The In

surance Law of the state of Illinois

MAGEE ( H. W. ) . National and State Banks

Clearing House,Trust Companies

MAINE's Ancient Law , by Sir Frederick Pollock

MANN (JOHN HENRY) . Law of Foreign Corpo

rations and Taxation of Domestic and Foreign

Corporations (N. Y.)

Marr. Criminal Jurisprudence of La.

MOORE (J. B. ) . Digest of International Law.

8 vols..

MOORE (D. C.) . Law of Carriers

OVERLAND (M. U. ) . Classified Corporation

Laws of all the states. Buckram , $ 3.00, Sheep

SAVIDGE ( FRANK RAYMOND) . Formation and

Management of Corporations in Pennsylvania .

Buckram .

SNYDER (W. L. ) . The Interstate Commerce

Act and Federal Anti - Trust Laws, with Sup

plement embracing Federal Legislation of

1906

STREET (T. A.) . Foundations of Legal Liability.

3 vols.. :

TAPP (HON . SIDNEY C. ) . Anglo-Saxon Insti

tutions , or the Development of Constitutional

Government

TERRELL (HENRY) . Crimes by National Bank

Officers and Agents

TIEDMAN. Real Property Law. 3d ed . , by
White

WALDS POLLOCK on Contracts. 3d Am . ed . ,

by Samuel Williston

WEIMER and DENNISTON. Law of Railroads in

Pa. , vol . 3

WhitworTH (J. F.) . Creation of Corporations

for Profit in Pennsylvania

WIGMORE ( J. H.). Cases on Evidence

WILLIAMS (W. L. ) . Statutory Torts in Massa

chusetts . 2d ed .

WINSLOW (J. B. ) . Forms of Pleading and Prac

tice under the Code. 2 vols ..

WISE (JOHN S.) . A Treatise on American Citi

zenship. Silk Cloth

Wood and EWBANK. Modern Business Corpo

25.00

Scotch. 6.50

JURIDICAL REVIEW. Edinburgh . Vol . 18. ( 1906. )

Scottish LAW REVIEW. Vol . 22. ( 1906. )
3.50

AMERICAN ELEMENTARY BOOKS.
2 vols. 10.00

$6.00 4.50

6.00
15.00

6.50

1.50 1.50

5.00 3.00

2.50 6.00

Published During the Year 1906.

BEALE. ' Hotels and Innkeepers

BEALE AND WYMAN . Railroad Rate Regula

tion

BENJAMIN (J. P. ) . On Sales . 5th English ed.

Cloth (see elsewhere)

BIGELOW . Centralization and the Law .

BLACK (Charles C. ) . New Jersey Law of Tax

ation . Canvas

CONYNGTON (Thomas) . Partnership Relations.
Buckram , $ 2.00 , Sheep

COOLEY (T. M.) Law of Torts. 3d ed . by

John Lewis.

DEAN (M. B. ) . Digest of Corporation Cases.
Buckram

DEMAREST (T. F. C. ) . Studies in American

Jurisprudence

DONOVAN ( J. W.). Art of Advocates

FINKELNBURG . Missouri Practice . 2d ed .

FRANKLIN . Legislative History of Naturaliza

tion in U. S ..

Frost (T. G.). The Incorporation and Organi

zation of Corporations. Revised ed. Buck

2 vols. 12.00 6.00

5.00 6.00

3.00

1.00

5.00

5.00

4.50

3.00

1.50

12.00

ram 3.75 3.00

GARLAND's New England Town Law .

GILBERT (H. T. ) . Chicago Municipal Court

GOODNOW on Taxation

rations

Wood. Practice Evidence. 2d ed ..

6.50

2.70
2.00

5.00 6.50
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Esd

5.0

38.0

8.6

25.0
3.6

10.6

10. O

32.0

32.6

7.6

25.0

10.6

25.0

14.0

10. O

30.0

25.0

3.9

IO.O

27.6

20,0

21.0

6.0

15.0

2.6

6.0

21.0

30.0

7.6

10.6

7.0

A. B. C. Guide to Practice, 1907. 5th ed . .

ADDISON, Law of Torts, 8th ed. by W. E. Gor
don and W. H. Griffith

ALFORD . Mining Law of British Empire

ANNUAL Practice, 1907 . 2 vols.

ANSON. Principles of Contract with ed.

BENJAMIN on Sales. 5th ed.

BERNARD . The First Year of Roman Law

Translated into English by Charles P. Sher

man of Yale Law School .

BEST on Evidence . Ioth ed.

BROWN. Austinian Theory of Law

BUCKLE. Transvaal Magistrate Court .

CARTER's Legal Institutions. 3d ed.

CHANDLER. Executors' Accounts.

CLERK and LINDSELL on Torts. 4th ed.

COHEN. London Building Acts

DUCKER. Guide to Students' Law Books

EMANUEL on Contracts. 2d ed.

EMDEN. Building Contracts. 4th ed. .

ENCYCLOPAEDIA of Laws of England. 2d ed .

Vols. 1 and 2 now ready. Per vol.

Foa. Outlines of Landlord and Tenant

FRASER. Parliamentary Elections

FREEMAN . A. B. C. of Parliamentary Procedure

FREEMAN'S StatutesAgainst Drunkenness

GOODEVEon Real Property. 5thed.

Hart on Law of Banking. 2d ed .

HARRIS. Hints on Advocacy

HAWORTH. Law Relating to River Pollution .

HENRIQUE. Aliens and Naturalization

HOLLAND. Elements of Jurisprudence. Toth ed.

HUDSON on Compensation. 2 vols.

HURST. Principles of Commercial Law.
2d ed .

INDERMAUR. Manual of Equity. 6th ed.

KELLY. Draftsman . 5th ed.

Law ANNUAL. 1906. “ A Set of Statutes, a

concise dictionary and digest of Law, etc."

LEAKE. Law of Contracts . 5th ed.

LIVESEY. Handbook of Licensing Forms

MCKENZIE. Overseer's Handbook. 6th ed.

MACGILLIVRAY. Digest of the Law of Copy

right

MARKBY. Introduction to Hindu and Moham

medan Law

MATTHEWS on Money Lending

May. Law, Privileges, and Usages of Parlia

ment. IIth ed .

MINTON -SENHOUSE . Workmen's Compensa

tion Cases. Vol . 8

MONTAGUE. The Law of Contract.

MORICE. Roman-Dutch Law . 2d ed.

MORROW. Building Cases

NORTON on Deeds .

ODGERS. Principles of Pleading and Practice

in Civil Actions

PATERSON's Licensing Acts. 17th ed.

PALMER. Company Precedents. Part I.

General Forms. 9th ed .

PAWLES and OAKLEY. Probate Law and Prac

tice. 4th ed.

PRIDEAUX. Precedents inConveyancing. 19th

ed . by Whitcombe& Cherry

RUDALL . Party Walls .

RUSSELL. Power and Duty of an Arbitrator.

8.6

37.0

£ sd

SLATER. Arbitration and Award . 4th ed. 6.6

SMITH . Law of Master and Servant. 6th ed.
30.0

STONE. Justices' Manual
25.0

TAYLOR on Evidence. 2 vols . Toth ed .
3.3.0

TERRELL on Patents. 4th ed .
30.0

THATCHER. Students' Handbook of Local Gov

ernment Law .

Thwait. Guide to Criminal Law and Pro

cedure .

TRISTRAM and Coote. Probate Practice. 14th

ed.

TUDOR on Charities. 4th ed. 2.5.0

Ward's Parliamentary Elections. 3d ed. 9.0

WILLIAMS. Vendors. 2 vols.
2.5.0

WILSHIRE . Criminal Law

WOOD. Farm Valuation . 2d ed. 6.0

WOODMAN.' Bookkeeping for Solicitors. Re
vised ed.

5.0

YEARLY County Court Practice. 1906 . 25.0

YEARLY Practice of Supreme Court. 1907

FULL SETS OF PERIODICALS.

We give below a list of some of the sets we have for

sale , absolutely complete to date .

These contain so much valuable matter in the way

of monographs not elsewhere accessible, and they have

been so opened to use by the issue of JONES'S INDEX TO

LEGAL PERIODICALS ( 2 vols. $ 20.00 ), that they are indis

pensable for any first-class library.

Check up the list, and if you find any sets not now on

your shelves, write us for prices.

ALBANY LAW JOURNAL, 68 vols. 1870–1906.

AMERICAN JURIST, 28 vols . 1829–1843.

AMERICAN LAW JOURNAL (HALL ), 6 vols. 1808–1817.

AMERICAN LAW MAGAZINES, 6 vols. 1843–1846.

AMERICAN LAW RECORD, 15 vols. 1872-1878.

AMERICAN LAW REGISTER , 54 vols. 1852-1906.

AMERICAN LAW REVIEW, 40 vols. 1866-1906 .

CENTRAL LAW JOURNAL, 61 vols. 1874-1906.

CHICAGO LEGAL NEWS, 39 vols. 1869-1906.

COLORADO LAW REPORTER, 4 vols. 1880-1884.

COLUMBIA LAW REVIEW, 6 vols. 1901-1906.

COMMONWEALTH LAW REVIEW, 3 vols. 1902-1906.

COUNSELLOR, 5 vols. 1891-1896 .

CRIMINAL LAW MAGAZINE, 18 vols. 1880-1896.

GREEN BAG , 18 vols . 1889–1906.

HARVARD LAW REVIEW, 19 vols . 1887–1906.

INSURANCE LAW JOURNAL, 30 vols. 1871-1906.

JURIDICAL REVIEW, 18 vols. 1888–1906 .

KENTUCKY LAW REPORTER , 29 vols. 1880-1906.

LAW QUARTERLY REVIEW , 22 vols. 1884-1906.

MICHIGAN LAW REVIEW, 4 vols. 1902-1906.

MONTHLY LAW REPORTER, 27 vols. 1838–1866.

PACIFIC COAST LAW JOURNAL, 12 vols. 1878-1884.

PENNSYLVANIA LAW JOURNAL, II vols . 1842-1852.

RAILWAY AND CORPORATION LAW JOURNAL, 12 vols.

1887-1893.

Scotch JOURNAL OF JURIS PRUDENCE, 35 vols. 1857–1891 .

SOUTHERN LAW REVIEW , 11 vols. 1872–1883.

UNITED STATES JURIST, 3 vols. 1871-1873.

VIRGINIA LAW JOURNAL, 17 vols. ' 1887-1893.

VIRGINIA LAW REGISTER, II vols. 1895-1905 .

WASHINGTON LAW REPORTER, 34 vols. 1873-1906.

WESTERN JURIST, 17 vols. 1867-1883 .

WESTERN LAW JOURNAL, 10 vols. 1843-1853 .

THE GREEN BAG, among all these sets, has been

best indexed. It is included not only in Jones's

Index to Legal Periodicals; but also in Þoole's

Index to Periodical Literature and in the A.L.A.

Portrait Index, just issued by the Library of

Congress.

7.6

20. O

15.0

8.0

32.0

3.0

5.0

7.6

6.0

5.0

45.0

6.0

10.6

28.6

15.0

30.0

12.6

15.0

36.0

30.0

25.0

7.6

9th ed. 30.0

SEBASTIAN. Trade Mark Registration under

Act 1905 10.6



The Green Bag

Indispensable to the Legal Profession

CORPS OF EXPERTS.

Thus Green Bag readers get every month

notes of cases carefully selected for them by a

double corps of expert editors , who have sur

veyed the whole field of contemporary law .

PRACTICAL ARTICLES .

The second development is in the line of leading

articles on jurisprudence, public law , and the

higher planes of private law . No attempt will

be made to give mere compilations of citations ;

but weightier questions of law will be treated

thoughtfully and soundly by able writers.

ALWAYS INTERESTING .

For eighteen years The Green Bag has been

a favorite among lawyers as bright, entertaining,

and stimulating.

FORMERLY A LUXURY.

But as it was devoted mainly to legal history,

biography , anecdote , and humor , many lawyers

of limited income , while wishing to take it , felt

obliged to forego subscription because it gave

them too little of “ practical" law .

RECENT CHANGES.

Recognizing this limitation to its usefulness,

the publishers have enlarged the size of each

number, giving room (without sacrificing any

part of its former attractiveness) for three addi

tional features of great practical usefulness .

EPOCH -MAKING DECISIONS.

The most valuable of these is the new depart

ment of “ Notes OF RECENT Cases," giving a

concise summary of such current cases as a judge

on the bench , or a lawyer having (or hoping for)

good practice , ought to know of , in order to keep

abreast of the constant development and defini

tion of the law.

To be sure that these notes cover the whole

ground, and are not merely the chance finds of a

partial observer, the publishers have made ar

rangements with the editors of the West Pub

lishing Company's Reporter System , who see and

read every decision in the country as soon as it

is handed down , to select every month , and sum

marize for The GREEN BAG, those cases in the

Federal or State Courts which contain new points

of law or which criticise or overrule previous cases .

This feature was recently further developed

by submitting these Notes Of Recent Cases

before publication , to leading legal writers and

lecturers, who may be considered as experts in

different branches of the law , and who comment

on such cases as they consider especially im

portant .

CURRENT DISCUSSIONS.

The third valuable new feature is an addition

to the editorial department , in which the editor

gives a list of all noteworthy articles in other

American and English law periodicals, and sum

marizes the most important . This “Review of

Reviews” serves to keep the subscriber always

in touch with contemporaneous legal thought .

RELAXATION AND STIMULUS.

In addition , The Green Bag will contain por

traits and illustrated articles of legal history and

biography, with a cheery variety of verse, anec

dote , and humor , to regale the reader when he

is worn out with work and worry .

DELIGHTFULLY INDISPENSABLE.

The Green Bag has thus been promoted to

rank among the necessities of practice. Through

no other magazine can a lawyer keep so well

informed as to new thought and novel precedent;

nor can he find this information so flavored with

diverting literature on the lines of his vocation .

COST.

The subscription price of The Green Bag is four

dollars per year (payable in advance). A single

number costs 50 cents.

The Green Bag is a monthly illustrated magazine for lawyers,

whose nineteenth volume began in January , 1907 .

It is published by

THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY,

83 to 91 FRANCIS STREET, FENWAY BOSTON, MASS.
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Published in April, 1907, by The Boston Book Company.

Address, 83 to 91 Francis Street, fenway, Boston , Mass .

This paper is issued quarterly, to give information about

American and foreign legal literature . We send it without charge

to any book -buyer who asks for it.

There is good reading in this number for judges,

leaders of the bar, young lawyers, and students .

If you are interested in Modern European Law,

see page 3.

If you have antiquarian tastes, see page 2.

International Law , see page 3.

Bibliographical lists, see page 4.

Students, see pages 6, 7.

HAVE YOU ENGLISH RULING CASES ?

The set of sets, the best help in briefing , is E. R. C.

It is the only set of reports giving nothing but great de

cisions, the foundations of the Common Law .

It gives the great decisions in full .

They are grouped under topics easy to find .

The notes connect them with modern decisions.

The “ Rule ” of law deduced from each group is a gem of

clear and accurate statement.

The set , in 26 vols . , was published at $ 143.

Some sets of the “ Reprint Edition ,” 26 vols . in 13, at

$ 78.00 , remain unsold .

A supplementary volume (27) is in press.

The GREEN BAG (only $ 4.00 per annum) is a monthly

supplement to all text-books, digests, and cyclopædias.

It is a necessity of practice.



RARE AND INTERESTING LAW BOOKS

This list is a second supplement ( first supplement published in 1 Leg. Bib . N. S. 3 , for January last) to our LIST 54,

covorlag our wholo stock of books of this klad. List 54and Supplement will be sent tree to anyone asklag for them .

These books are perfect and la good condition as to text, but the biodlag of maoy items is shabby .

5.00

2.00 6.00

mo.

2.00

4.00

ad

Barrington (Boyd C. ) . Magna Charta Imbertus (Joan Rupellano). Enchiridion Roscoe (Wm .). Observations on Penal
andother Great Charters of England. Juris ScriptiGalliae . 18mo. Lugduni. Jurisprudence, and the Reformation of

Philadelphia . 1900 1.50 1556 Criminals. 1819. Additional Obser

Bellers (F.). Delineation of Universal Indian Wariare in the Northwest: vations. 1823 . Observations Part

Law . 4to . London . 1750 Message of the Governor of Washing- III. 1825. 3 vols. London

Bennet (Wm. H.) . Select Biographical ton Territory; also Correspondence Russell (John ). Form of Process in the

Sketches from the Note - books of a Law (1855-56 ) with the Secretary of War, Courts of Session and Teinds, with an

Reporter. London . 1867 2.50 Maj. Gen. Wool, officers of the Regular account of the College of Justice. 18

Bigelow (M. M. ).History of Procedure Army and the Volunteer Service . Edinburgh. 1768 $10
in England. The Norman Period , Olympia, W.T. 1857 10.00 Sandys (Chas.). Consuetudines Kanciæ .

1066-1204 . London. 1880
3.50 Innes (Cosmo). Scotch Legal Antiqui- A History of Gavelkind and other

Bigelow (M.M.). Placita Anglo -Norman- ties. Edinburgh. 1872. 3.50 Remarkable Customs of the County of
nica : Law Cases from William I. to Jenkins (John) .LawsConcerning Reli- Kent. London . 1851 5.00

Richard I. Boston . 1881 4.00 gious Worship , also Mortmain and Savigny (F. C. von ). Vocation of our
Buckalew (Chas. R.). Examination of Charitable Uses. London . 1885. 1.50 Age for Legislationand Jurisprudence.

the Constitution of Pennsylvania, Johnes (Arthur J. ) . Suggestions for a Re- Translated by A. Hayward. London

Phila . 1883 2.50 form in Chancery by a Union of Equity ( 1831 — "Not for sale." ) 10.00

Buckley (H. B.). Companies Acts , 1862 and Law , etc. London . 1834 . 1.50 Schilterus (Jo .). Codex Juris Aleman

to 1893, and Life Assurance Companies Judicial Impeachment. Proceedings be- nici Feudalis . 3 vols . Small. 4to .

Acts, 1870 to 1872. 7th ed . London . fore the Judicial Committee of the Argentorati. 1697 6.00

1897 . 2.50 Privy Council for the removal of Chief- Selden (John ). Reverse or Back-face of
Burrows (Montagu ). Constitutional Pro- Justice Beaumont of British Guiana. the English Janus: the Common and

gress . 2d edition . London. 1872. 1.50 Georgetown, Demarara. 1869. 5.00 Statute Law ofEnglish Brittany. Ren

Campbell (Peter). Formsof Procedure Labor Laws of the United States (with dred into English by Redman Westcot.

in Cessio Bonorum . 1 omo. Edin- Decisions). Prepared by Carroll D. Folio. London.
1682 (Bound with

burgh . 1837
1.00 Wright. 2d edition . 1896. 2.50 England's Epinoums, 1683,, and I wo

Carlile (William , Lord Bishop of ) . Leges Lawrence (Wm . Beach ) v. Dana (R. H. TreatisesonTestamentsand Intestates,
Marchiarum , or Border-Laws. Iomo. Jr.). Infringement of Copyright. In 1683 , both by John Selden ) 6.00

London . 1747
3.50 Equity. Boston . 1867 . 9.50 Sheppard (Wm . ). Law of Common

Chartae, Privilegia et immunitates: Local Taxation . Final Report of H. M. Assurances, touching Deeds in General

to Cities, Towns, Abbeys, and other Commissioners . 3 parts, folio , paper. ( viz. Feoffments, Gifts, Grants, Leases )

Bodies Corporate , A.D. , 1171 to 1395 . London . 1901-02 3.00 Folio . London. 1669
7.50

Folio . Dublin. 1829-30. (1889 ) 2.50 Lefevre (G. Shaw ). Agrarian Tenures. ( Sub title on p. 1 , An Exoc Survey of

Clode (Chas.M.). Administration of Jus. London. 1893. : 1.50 Common Assurances; The Second Part.

tice under MilitaryandMartialLaw . Lilly (John ). PracticalConveyancer. Two The preface explains that the First Part

London . 1872 Parts (Rules and Precedents ) in one. waslost in the rage of the late dreadful
Collection of Laws, etc. , 1887-1899 relat- ad ed. Fol . London . 1732. 3.00 Fire ."') .

ing to the Commerce and Shipping of Lilly (John ). Practical Register or Silver Spring Bleaching Co. v. Wanskuck
the Kingdom of Norway, etc. Pub- Practice of the Several courts of Chan- Co. Bill, Answer, etc. a vols . Provi

lished forthe use of ConsularOfficers cery . K. B. C. P. and Exch . 2d ed . dence, R. I. 1880

(Norwegian text and English transla- , vols ., folio . London.
1745 6.00 Sircar (Shamachurn ).Vyavastha-Darpana.

tion ) . Christiania. 1901 3.00 McDouall (Andrew , Lord Bankton ) . a Digest of HinduLaw , as current in
Constitutions of the United States.

24 Institute of the Laws of Scotland , their Bengal. ad edition. Calcutta . 1867. 3.50

mo. New York 1820 1.00 Agreement or Diversity with the Laws Spicer (Henry ). Judicial Dramas: or

Curran (John Philpot ). Speeches in the of England. 3 vols . folio . Edinburgh . the Romance of French Criminal Law .

late very interesting State Trials. London. 2. So

edition . Dublin . 1808
1.00 Modern Lawyer's office: Suggestion for Squire (Samuel). Enguiry , into the

Davis (Wm . T.). History ofthe judiciary the Adoption of American Methods. Foundation of the English Constitu
of Massachusetts . Boston. 1900: 2.50 (Anon .) . London .

1902 tion . . . Anglo -Saxon Government in

Duke (George). Law of Charitable Uses Molesworth ( ? ). Denmark as it was in Germany and England. Izmo . LOR

and Mortmain , - (with 450 pages of 1692 and Sweden as it was in 1688. don. 1745
3.00

Decisions) . Edited by R. W.Bridgman . 4th edition . London . 1738 Stapleton (Thomas). ' De Antiquis Legi3.50

London. 1805 10.00

- The

bus Liber: Chronica Maiorum et Vice
Montagu (Basil ). Opinions of Different

ist edition . Folio .

Authors upon the Punishment of Death .
comitum Londoniarum , 1678-1774.

London . 1676 3.50
Vol. 1 .

Small 4to .
2d edition . 1816 : Vol. (Camden Society ). Lon .

2 .

Federalist ( reprint of the 1818 edition, 1812 : Vol . 3 .
don . 1846

* revised by theauthors " ). Hallowell, Moss (Saml.). English Land Laws; His

1813. London .
3.50

7:50 Surrebutter (John ). The Pleader'sGuide:
Me. 1857

Fuller (Horace w .) . Noted French Trials. tory. Features, and Proposed Reforms.
adidactic poem . Edited by Jas. L.

High. Albany and Chicago. 1870. 1.50
London. 1886

Impostors and Adventurers. 1.00 Swinburne (Henry ). Briefe Treatise of

Boston . 1882
1.00 New Almaden Mine. U.S. V. Andres Testaments andLast Wills . Small 4to .

Glanville (R. de). . Tractatus de legibus Castillero . Record , Arguments, and London . 1635
5.00

et consuetudini
bus

regni Angliae, etc. Briefs. 6 vols.and3pamphlets. (Taria ) Proceedings and Reports of the

No date ( first edition ; printed by San Francisco and N. Y. 1859-1864. Committee of Merchants for the Reform

Richard Tottel, London, about 1554. 15.00 of the Board of Customs. 3 parts in

Fine copy, broad margins, sound hand . New York City Charter; also a Treat- I vol. London . 1851-52 : 4:50

someold binding) ise on the Powers of Mayor, etc., and Taylor (John ). Elements of the Civil25.00

Hale (Sir Matthew ). Life and Death,by Journal ofthe City Convention, by Law . 4th ed. London . 1878. 2.50

G. Burnett. 16mo. London . 1682 . Chancellor Kent. N. Y. 1836 . 5.00 Warren (Samuel). Miscellanies, Critical,

Hale (Sir Matthew ). Memoirs of Life, Norton (C.). English Laws for Women Imaginative, and Judicial, 3 vols .

Character, and Writings; by J. B. Wil- in the 19th Century . London. Printed Edinburgh . 1855 .

liams. izmo. London . 1835 . for Private Circulation . 1854 . 2.50 Washburn (Emory). Sketches of the

Hammond (Wm . G.) . Synopsis of Lec- Orfila ( ? ). Traité de Medicine Légale Judicial History of Massachusetts

tures on Equity Jurisprudence. Iowa 3me edition ; suivie du Traité des Ex- 1630 to 1775- (See also Davis . )

City. 1876 humations Juridiques. 4 vols. with At- Boston 1840 3.50

Hansard ( John). Book of Entries of las , - 5 vols. Paris . 1836 7.50 Whitelocke (Sir James). Liber Pameli.

Declarations and Pleadings. Folio. Pailliet (J. B. J. ) . Constitutions Améri cus; of a Judge in K. B. temp. Jas. I
London . 1685 3.00 caines et Françaises, etc. and Chas . I. Edited by John Bruce

24

Hargrave (Francis ). Collection of Tracts Paris . 1848. (Paper ). (Camden Soc. ). London . 1858.

relative to the Law of England, from Phillimore (Sir Robt.). Wiener (Harold ) . Studies in Biblical

Manuscripts. Vol. 1 (no other volume

International

Law . ad ed . 4 vols. London. 1871. Wilkins (David ). Leges Anglo-SaxonicæLaw . London . 1904

published ); 4to. London. 1787. ( Tracts
10.00

by Hale, Blackstone, Hargrove, etc.) 6.00 Pothier ( ? ) . Contract of Partnership. Ecclesiasticae et Civiles: acceduntLeges
The Same. Dublin . 1787. 3.50

Hildyard (Francis ). TheLaw of Marine
Translated by Owen D. Tudor. Phila .

Edwardi, Guilielmi Conquestoris, et
HenriciI .; Subjungitur Henr, Spel.

Insurances. From the London Edition .
1854 . 2.50

manni Codex Legum Veterum . Folio .

Harrisburg, Pa. 1847 Pothier (R. J.). The Contract of Sale. London .
Translated into English by L. S. Cush- Wingate (Edw .).

1721 .

Homicide (Poison ). Record in case of

1.00

same.

1.50

12mo.

3.00

4.00

2.00

mo.

1.00
2.00

1.00

Èxaci'Abridgement

People 0. Carlyle W. Harris. New
ing. Boston . 1839 3. So of Statutes in Force and Use ( 1641-42. )

York . 1892
3.00 Rapin , Acta Regia : Treaties , etc. in

3d ed . 16mo. London . 1659. 3.00

Homicide ( Justifiable ). Record in Cases Rymer's Foedera, the Basis of English Woolrych (H.W.). Lives of Eminent

of People v. Carlton , 1889; and People History . Translated into English .
Serjeants-at-Law of the English Bar.

v. Pallister, 1893 . New York . vols . I ? mo. London . 1726.
2 vols. London . 1869

ini . 3.00 Report of Special Committee of the Zeller (H.). Das Seerecht von Oléron
Horeman (Gilbert ). Precedents' in Con- National Assembly of France, on nach der Handscrift Troyes (1386 ) mit

veyancing. 2d edition, o vols. folio . Juvenile Offenders. (Pamphlet) deutscher übersetzung, glossae, etc.

London . 1757.. 6.00 Riegate (Eng . ). 1850 . Pamphlet. Mainz. 1906 1.00

2 vols .

4

10.00
4.00

1.00
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INTERNATIONAL LAW . FOREIGN LAW .

We welcome with appreciation and enthusiasm , Mr. Soule, president of The Boston Book Com

the first number (Vol . 1,- first quarter, January, | pany, is to make an interesting trip abroad this

1907) of The AMERICAN JOURNAL OF INTER
summer . He has made sixteen trips to England,

NATIONAL LAW, organ of the American Society of Ireland, and Scotland for our customers, who

International Law. wanted Common Law books.

This first number is a very handsome royal This year he searches a wider field . The

octavo of 272 pages, with a supplement of 88 increasing commercial relations between the

pages . The introduction “ Need Of Popular United States and Europe -and the increasing

UNDERSTANDING OF INTERNATIONAL Law , ” is influx of European immigrants to all parts of our

written by the Secretary of State, Elihu Root .
country - are creating an interest in foreign

law and a demand for foreign law books. Six
THE LEADING ARTICLES ARE :

libraries (Library of Congress, Harvard Law , Mass.

International Responsibility to Corporate Bodies State, N. Y. State ,N. Y. Bar, and N. W. University

for Lives Lost by Outlawry ; by John W. Foster, Law ), have already large collections of European

formerly Secretary of State. law , but most law libraries have nothing at all

International Law ; its Present and Future ; by Prof. in this line , — and little money to spare for it .

John Bassett Morse of Columbia University. But in the interests of the clients of the lawyers

Dr. Francis Lieber's Instructions for the Govern- who use the libraries it seems necessary to begin

ment of Armies in the Field ; by Geo . B. Davis , to get the most essential works of the modern

Judge Advocate General, U. S. A. Civil Law, and we have had many inquiries as to

The Calvo and Drago Doctrines ; by Prof. A. S. what are the best editions of the Codes and the

Hershey of the University of Indiana. best works on Commercial law and the law of

Insurgency and Maritime International Law ; by Inheritance of various countries .

Prof. Geo . G. Wilson , Brown University.
How to answer these questions is our problem .

The Doctrine of Continuous Voyages ; by Hon . C.
It is comparatively easy to suggest how to spend

B. Elliott, Supreme Court of Minnesota . ten thousand dollars, but hard to recommend five

Notes on Sovereignty ; by Robert Lansing. hundred or a thousand dollars' worth of books to

The EDITORIAL DEPARTMENTS COMPRISE : cover all Europe. No one seems able to advise

Editorial Comment (24 pages ); Chronicle of
us definitely as to all countries, and in order to

International Events (32 pages) ; Public Docu
do justice to our customers we must investigate

the matter ourselves.
ments relating to International Law, 1906 ( 14

pages) ; Judicial Decisions (50 pages); Book
Mr. Soule will, therefore, start May 9 to visit

Reviews (20 pages ); Periodical Literature.
the capitals of Spain , Portugal, Italy, Austria ,

The Supplement gives Official Documents ; Norway , Sweden, Denmark, Germany, andmake
Switzerland, France, England, Belgium , Holland,

Important Texts of an International Character.
a selection in each country of the best books for

THE BOARD OF EDITORS COMPRISES : use with us. For the larger libraries he will buy

James Brown Scott, Solicitor of the State Depart- and treatises as round out and perfect their collec
such reports, law periodicals, encyclopædic works,

ment , (Managing Editor) .
tions but for most of our customers, who have

Charles Noble Gregory, Iowa State University .
little money to spend in this direction, he will

Robert Lansing , Watertown, N. Y. consult the local authorities, and pick out the best,

John Bassett Moore, Columbia University. latest, and cheapest works in the following classes :

William W. Morrow , San Francisco. Codes (official or annotated ) and Statutes.

Leo S. Rowe , University of Pennsylvania. Institutional or Constitutional works(correspond

Oscar S. Straus, Washington, D. C. ing to Blackstone or Reeve's History ).

George G. Wilson , Brown University.
Treatises on the Law Merchant, Inheritance,

Theodore S. Woolsey, Yale University,
and other subjects indicated by customers.

Encyclopædic Works on Law.
David J. Hill , The Hague .

In Spain : Works on Spanish -American Law.

As this periodical is likely to get out of print As England is to be included in his itinerary,

soon , we advise our customers to subscribe at Mr. Soule will be able to secure English, Irish ,

We will receive subscriptions at $ 5.00 per Scotch, and British Colonial reports, statutes,

year. law periodicals, and text-books to fill gaps.

once .
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AN ENCYCLOPÆDIA FOR $12.00.

If you want to cover the whole law , and if you

have neither shelf - room nor money, nor practice

enough yet, to warrant purchase of one of the

extension Encyclopædias of Law , you can get ,

within your means, a comi work , approved as

a classic by two generations of lawyers, covering

the whole range of the law in cyclopædic form ,

brought down to date by one of the ablest living

lawyers, Bouvier's Law DictioNARY , A Con

cise ENCYCLOPÆDIA : Revised By Francis RAWLE.

$ 12.00 net .

CONTENTS OF THE GREEN BAG .

Here is a table of the principal contents of

The Green Bag for the last three months.

Every number has, in addition, the two features

which now make this magazine indispensable to

lawyers — namely :

The Review of Law Reviews, a careful summary

of notable articles in all other law periodicals,

enabling the reader to keep in touch with all cur

rent legal discussion .

The Annotated Notes of Cases , in which the

editorial corps of the West Publishing Com

pany's Reporter System furnishes syllabi of the

most notable cases in all the federal and state

courts for the last month , with notes furnished

by a corps of fifty expert writers on different

branches of the law .

2 VOLS .

AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAL LAW.

We had hoped to publish in May, Essays ON

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW, by the late Prof. JAMES

B. THAYER of Harvard Law School, but the work

has been delayed , so that we will not try to pub

lish it until October .

In September or October we also expect to

publish the new work on American Constitu

TIONAL Law which is being prepared by F. J.

Stimson , Esq . – author of Stimson's American

Statute Law and other well-known law books.

It will be remembered by those who read our

announcement in the January Leg . BiB . that

this work will compare the constitutions of the

United States and of all the individual states

thus treating American constitutional -law as a

whole which has not been done before.

-

February Number.

MR. JUSTICE Moody. Frontispiece with auto

graph. By Hon. Herbert Parker.

ConstitUTIONAL ASPECTS OF EMPLOYERS LIA

BILITY LEGISLATION . By Ernst Freund.

The Baltimore Court House. Illustrated . By

Gertrude B. Knapp.

THE MERCY OF THE COURT OF BURGOMASTERS .

By Lee M. Friedman .

A QUESTION OF RatificATION IN INSURANCE Law.

By Frederic T. Case .

JAMES WILSON NATION BUILDER. By Lucien

Hugh Alexander.

A CODE OF ENGLISH LAW .

The codification of the Common Law is develop

ing gradually from individual initiative . Stevens

Digest of the Law of Evidence may be said to

have begun it for our generation . Pollock fol.

lowed in his Law of Partnership : English RUL

ING CASES reduces all the law to rules ; and other

works have followed in the same path .

The latest step in this direction is Jenks'

Digest OF THE ENGLISH Civil Law , which is

passing slowly through the press . Three parts

have so far been published (at $ 1.25 per pamphlet

part), namely :

(Part 1 ) Book I. General; by Edward Jenks .

( Part 2 ) Book II, Part 1. Law of Contract

(General) ; by R. W. Lee .

( Part 3 ) Book II , PART 2. Law of Contract (Par

ticular Contracts ); by R. W. Lee.

Valuable and excellent, so the Annals of the

American Academy of Political and Social Science

praises GARLAND's New ENGLAND Town Law

($6.50) .

Good U.S. History . We commend the “ His

tory of the United States from the Constitution

to the Civil War," 6 vols . , $ 13.50 , by James

Schouler , author of ScHOULER ON Wills, Schou

LER ON ExecUTORS . He is as clear and sound in

history as in law , which is saying a great deal .

March Number.

JAMES WILSON NATION BUILDER . By L. H.

Alexander. 6 illustrations.

MONOPOLY AND THE LAW. By Frank B. Kellogg .

THE IMPRISONMENT OF CRIMINAL CORPORATIONS.

By Donald R. Richberg.

LITTLE JOURNEYS TO THE LEGAL Profession.

By Stanley E. Bowdle.

METHODS OF ASCERTAINING Cost Of CARRIAGE .

By John B. Daish.

SQUIRE ATTom's Decisions . By Herbert J.

Adams,

April Number

FREDERIC WILLIAM MAITLAND . Frontispiece with

Autograph. By Gaillard T. Lapsley.

The New CENTRAL CRIMINAL COURTS , LONDON.

Illustrated. By Godfrey Pinkerton .

THE OPENING OF THE New CentRAL CRIMINAL

Courts . By Percy A. Atherton .

SHOULD FEMALE MURDERERS BE HANGED ? Ву

Maynard Shipley .

Some QuestiONS OF MINING Law. By R. L.

McWilliams .

! Subscription to the GREEN BAG is $ 4.00 per

year. Single number 50 cents.

Published by the Boston Book Co., Boston,

Mass.
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6.50

1.75

6.50

6.30

.

3d ed.

3.00

4.00

Vol. 223

Vol. 124 .

6.35

Vol . 191 .

Vol. 143
2.00

Vol. 33 .

AMERICAN ELEMENTARY BOOKS LATEST AMERICAN REPORTS, ETC.

Published since January 1 , 1907.
Published since January 1 , 1907.

American BANKRUPTCY REPORTS . Vol. 16 .
BISHOP. Contracts. 2d ed.. . $6.00

AMERICAN CRIMINAL REPORTS. Vol. 13 .
CALVERT. Regulation of Commerce 3.00

AMERICAN NEGLIGENCE REPORTS . Vol . 20 .
COLLIER. Bankruptcy. 6th ed.

ATLANTIC REPORTER. Vol. 64.

Dos Passos . The American Lawyer
BALLARD'S ANNUAL OF REAL PROPERTY . Vol. II .

Gray. Taxing Power
Circuit Court of APPEAL Reports . Vol. 75 .

Hamlin. Index - Digest of the Inter

state Commerce Act
FEDERAL REPORTER . Vol. 148 .

3.50

LoveLAND . Bankruptcy. 3d ed.
Court of CLAIMS REPORTS. Vol. 41 .

McGehee. Due Process of Law Under
Ala . REPORTS. (Reprint vol. 28) .

Federal Constitution D. C. REPORTS. Court of Appeals . Vol. 28.

Owen. Law Quizzer.
IDA . REPORts . Vol. II ,

PERLEY. Massachusetts Probate Prac
Ill. REPORTS . Supreme Court.

tice , 2d ed. 3.75 Appellate Court.

Pond. Municipal Control of Public Utili Ind . Reports . Appellate Court . Vol. 36 .

ties 1.65 IA . REPORTS . Vol. 130 .

Remsen. Preparation and Contest of Kan. Reports . Supreme Court. Vol. 72 ,
Wills KY. REPORTs . Vol. 119 .

ROSE. Federal Code of Procedure, 3 vols. 18.00 LA. REPORTs . Vol. 116 .

STODDARD. Practice in U. S. Patent Mass. REPORTS.

Office
Mich. REPORTS.

Smith . Fraud with American and Eng Minn. Reports. Vol. 97 .
lish Statutes Annotated 6.00

Miss. REPORTS . Miss. Decisions. Vol. I.

Underwood. Complete List of Adjudi
Mo. Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 196 .

cated Patents arranged Numerically
Mon. REPORTS .

and by Title or Subject Matter . 5.25
N. Y. REPORTS . Huns Appellate. Vol. 113 .

Miscellaneous Reports. Vol. 50 .
ENGLISH ELEMENTARY WORKS OHIO REPORTS. Circuit Court, U. S. Vol . 8 .

Published since January 1 , 1907.
Pa. Reports . Supreme Court. Vol. 215 .

Dauphin County. Vol. 9 .

ATHERLEY-JONES . Commerce in War S. C. REPORTS .

Betts. Glossary of Ancient Words VA . REPORTS . Vol. 105 .

Bowstead. Digest of the Law of Agency. WASH. REPORTS.

3d ed. 18.0 W. VA. REPORTS. Vol. 58 .

CANE . Law of Stamp Duties on Deeds and Wis. REPORTS . Vol. 128.

other Instruments. uith ed. 10.6
Wyo. REPORTS .

Craies. Statute Law ; being 4th ed. of

Hardcastle on Statutory Law
28.0

BRITISH EMPIRE .

Everest AND STRODE . Estoppel. 2d ed . 25.0

FITZPATRICK . Manual on Law and Prac
Latest Reports, Digests, etc.

tice of Joint Stock Companies with Forms 5.6 | England. REPORTS.

Gore -BROWNE. Winding up of Companies Law Times. Vol. 121 .

by the Court with Acts ,Rules and Forms. 15.6 County Court Cases.

MACKENZIE . Paterson's Licensing Acts.
Revised Reports. Vol . 87 .

18th ed.. 15.0
English Reports, Reprint. Vol. 72 .

MACMORRAN AND COLQUHOUN. The Local

Government Act , 1894
Digests. Mew's Annual , 1906 .

22.6

MAUDE AND LEACH. Contracts of Local Colonial. AUSTRALASIA .

Authorities
Commonwealth Law Reports. Vol . 3 .

Merlin . Law and Practice of Interpleader CAPE OF GOOD HOPE REPORTS. Eastern Dis

in High Court and County Courts 6.0
trict . Vol. 18 .

MINTON-SENHOUSE . Workmen's Compen

sation Act, 1906

Schuster. Principles of German Civil

Law Many just like him . - In declining to buy Gar

Webster . Law Relating to Particulars land's NEW ENGLAND TOWN LAW , the town clerk

and Conditions of Sale on a Sale of Land 25.0 of Needham , Mass. , says that “ no book can learn

WOODFALL AND ATKINSON. Yearly County him anything ."

Court Practice , 1907 edition . 25.0
Just as Nourishing. A friend confesses that

he saw Leg. Bıb . on the corner of our envelope ,
CANADIAN LAW BOOKS .

thought it an “ ad ." for Liebig's Extract of Beef ,

DOMINION REPORTS . Railway Cases . Vol. 5 . and chucked it into the waste basket.

£ s. d .

21.0

10.6

Vol. 74 .

Vol . 42 .

Vol. 14 .

Vol. 27 .

12.6

. 3.6

12.6.

>
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PUBLICATIONS OF THE BOSTON BOOK CO.

83-91 Francis St. , Fenway, Boston.

VACATION WORK FOR LAW STUDENTS .

We suggest to students working their way

through law schools , that they might earn some

thing during the summer vacation by getting

subscribers for The Green Bág . The commis

sions allowed are liberal, and the magazine is so

favorably known that it almost sells itself.

If you want to try it , write (with references) to

" Manager Green Bag , 83 Francis St. , Boston ."

THE READING OF BLACKSTONE .

Notwithstanding the recommendation of the

New Hampshire Examining Board , that Black

stone's Commentaries should not be given to

students to read , because they contain so much

obsolete law , that solid old standard continues to

be the first reading in a law course .

The New Hampshire Board was right in declin

ing to put before an untrained mind the full text

of Blackstone , encumbered with voluminous

notes ; — but surely there can be no harm in

letting the beginner read Ewell's Blackstone,

which presents only that part of Blackstone which

is still good law , omitting all notes , and discrimi

nating in type between the essential principles

and the historical illustrations . Such reading

should help a student to comprehend at the out

set , the whole framework of the Common Law .

[ Ewell's Essentials of the Law, Vol. 1 ; Pocket

Blackstone; Sheep, $ 3.00 ; cloth , $2.50 .)

Sets.

Full Reprint OP ALL THE ENGLISH REPORTS ; to

comprise about 160 vols., 71 vols. already pub

lished at $6.00 per vol.

English Ruling Cases with AMERICAN NOTES, 26

vols, $ 143 . (Reprint Edition, 26 vols. in 13 ,

$78.00 . Vol. 27 , Supplement, in press.)

Mew's DIGEST OF ENGLISH CASE LAW. 16 vols .

$96.oo .

STANDARD Works.

Bouvier's LAW DICTIONARY , Rawle's Edition .

2 vols. $ 12.00 .

Schouler on Wills. 3d ed . $5.50 .

SCHOULER ON EXECUTORS . 3d ed. $5.50.

WOOD ON LIMITATIONS. 3d ed . $6.50.

VOORHEES on Arrest . Cloth . $ 2.00 .

WillS ON CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE. $ 5.00 .

SHELDON ON SUBROGATION. 2d ed . $5.00 .

Jones's Index to LEGAL PERIODICALS. 2 vols .

$ 20.00 .

MOORE ON EXTRADITION . 2 vols. $12.00.

BENJAMIN ON Sales , New England Edition . $6.50 .

ABBREVIATIONS USED IN LAW Books.

Foster On The Constitution. Vol. 1 . $5.00 .

TAYLOR ON Evidence. Chamberlayne's Notes.

3 vols. $ 12.00 .

WOOD ON RAILWAYS. Minor's Notes. 3 vols .

$ 18.00.

For Law STUDENTS.

Best on Evidence . Chamberlayne's Notes. $3.50 .

WILLIAMS ON REAL PROPERTY . Hutchins' Notes.

Cloth . $3.00.

BROWNE CRIMINAL LAW. Sheep. $2.50 .

Cloth . $2.00 .

BROWNE ON Domestic Relations. Sheep. $2.50.

Cloth . $2.00 .

BROWNE ON SALes . Sheep. $2.50 . Cloth . $ 2.00

Heard ON Equity Pleading. Sheep. $ 2.50 .

Cloth. $2.00 .

METCALF ON CONTRACTS , Heard's Edition. $3.50 .

ON

EVIDENCE , $3.50 : REAL PROPERTY, $ 3.00.

Realizing the value of Best on Evidence and

Williams ON REAL PROPERTY for law-students,

and for lawyers studying principles rather than

cases, we have lowered the price of Williams

ON REAL PROPERTY with Hutchins ' AMERICAN

Notes to $ 3.00, which puts it within students '

reach and makes it the cheapest as well as the

best work for the study of real property law.

We are also getting from CHARLES F. CHAMBER

LAYNE , the editor of the last American edition

of Best on EVIDENCE, notes to bring that edition

down to date.

We will have this new edition of Best ready

in time for the fall opening of the law schools,

and will put the price at $3.50 , thus making

CHAMBERLAYNE's Best the cheapest as well as

the best elementary work on Evidence.

ON

LOCAL WORKS.

GARLAND's New ENGLAND Town Law. $ 6.50 .

RICHARDSON'S Notes EQUITY PLEADING

(Mass.). Cloth . $2.00 .

Davis's MASSACHUSETTS JUDICIARY . Cloth . $2.50.

Bell's Index TO PENALTIES (Mass. ) . Boards .

$1.50 .

GRINNELL's
PointS OF MASS. PRACTICE. Cloth .

$2.50 .

MAGAZINE.

The Green Bag. Subscription , $4.00 per year.

Set , 18 vols . , half cloth , $54.00.

The Typewriter at it again . We dictated

“ Better put the Windward Island Reports at ten

dollars a volume. " It came out thus : “ Better

put the window down on report at ten dollars a

volume.” That's what our customers probably

say.



Introduction or Review for Law Students

To Begin the Study of Law

To “ Cram ” . Before Examination

use

Ewell's Essentials of the Law

There are many books published expressly for law students but none of them is so

popular as this work.

The design is simple. The gist of seven standard works on seven leading topics, is

given in the three volumes.

The relative weight of the principles stated is shown by different kinds of type .

Catch words in full -face type attract the attention, in review , to the most important points.

There are no notes to encumber the text, or divert attention from the principles

presented

The size is a convenient pocket duodecimo.

The series consists of

Vol. I. Blackstone : General Principles of Law

This volume presents all of Blackstone's Commentaries now recognized as good law .

The portions absolutely obsolete are omitted .

The text is differentiated by two types. The smaller type presents matter which is

only historical or illustrative and may be skipped if the reader is in haste ; the larger type

shows the essential points of the law , which must be read.

Vol. 2. Pleading, Contracts, Equity

In this volume the essential principles from three standard works are presented,

STEPHEN ON PLEADING, SMITH ON CONTRACTS, and ADAMS ON Equity.

Vol. 3. Evidence, Torts, Real Property

gives the essence of BEST ON EVIDENCE, POLLOCK ON TORts, and WILLIAMS ON REAL

PROPERTY.

The three volumes together sell for $7.50 in sheep, $6.00 in cloth

Vol. 1. Pocket Blackstone

Sells separately for $3.00 in sheep, $2.50 in cloth

Vol. 2. Pleading, Contracts, Equity

Sells separately for $2.50 in sheep, $2.00 in cloth

Vol. 3. Evidence, Torts, Real Property

Sells separately for $2.50 in sheep, $2.00 in cloth

Sent postpaid by mail on receipt of price For sale by all law -booksellers

Publishod by

The Boston Book Company

83 to 91 Francis Street, Fenway, Boston, Mass.



What to do in Perplexing Cases

A JUDGE perplexed by arguments or alawyer uncertain how to treat a case
and start a brief, has three sure solaces.

1. BOUVIER'S LAW DICTIONARY (Rawle's Revision ,

2 vols. , $12.00)- the ever -present help and trusted adviser of judges and lawyers

for seventy years. This edition is better eventhan its predecessors. It is an encyclopedia

in compact form , - compact enough to be kept under a judge's desk in court or on a

lawyer's desk in his office.

Who lacks Bouvier, is poor indeed .

.

2. THE GREEN BAG. (Subscription, $4.00.) Every monthly

number of this favorite periodical has two features which the conscientious judge and the

thorough lawyer cannot afford to disregard.

One is the Review of Legal Reviews , the other the Annotated Notes

of Cases.

In the first department, one of the editorial corps prints, as a result of reading all

the American and foreign magazines, a synopsis of every article of the previous month

which American lawyers oughtto know about. Whoever glances through this department

of THE GREENBAG will not miss any article in the whole field of legal periodical

literature which bears on his practice or merits his special interest.

In the second department, the editorial corps of the Reporter System , which has

to read every case decided in the United States or State Courts, presents notes of

those cases of the past month which appear to be most important. The editor of

THE GREEN BAG sends these notes to fifty specialists, who further annotate any

cases which present novel views or new precedents. By glancing through this department,

the reader keeps run of all the latest law , and cannot be surprised by the citation against

him of a recent case he has not seen.

3. ENGLISH RULING CASES WITH AMERICAN NOTES

(26 Vols. $143.00 ; or 26 Vols. in 13, $78.00) . In this series the great

cases which form the foundations of lines of legal precedents in all Common Law countries,

are given in full, with such English and American notes as define their bearing, and

connect them with cases in all American jurisdictions.

The wise lawyer, in taking up a new case which presents puzzling points, does not

waste time in groping among the thousands of conflicting or inapplicable or weak cases

cited in digests, text-books, and encyclopedias ; goes right to his set of E. R. O., finds

his point of issue, reads the leading case , and the “ Rule " of law deduced from it, connects

this decisive authority with late cases in his own State, and goes into court triumphant

over his late - case opponent.

The judge puzzled by the ingenious sophistries of counsel, gets right back to the

sources ofthe law in E. TR . O. , and so clarifies his mind that he can see clearly how to

decide even the most perplexing case.

THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY

83 TO 91 FRANCIS STREET, FENWAY, BOSTON, MASS., .
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Published in July, 1907, by The Boston Book Company.

Address, 83 to 91 Francis Street, Fenway, Boston, Mass.

This paper is issued quarterly , to give information about

American and foreign legal literature. We send it without charge

to any book -buyer who asks for it.

OUR SPECIALTIES

ENGLISH AND BRITISH COLONIAL REPORTS.

MODERN EUROPEAN LAW BOOKS.

LEGAL PERIODICALS.

SESSION LAWS.

RARE BOOKS.

HAVE YOU ENGLISH RULING CASES ?

The set of sets, the best help in briefing, is E. R.C.

It is the only set of reports giving nothing but great

decisions, the foundations of the Common Law .

It gives the great decisions in full.

They are grouped under topics easy to find .

The notes connect them with modern decisions.

The “ Rule ” of law deduced from each group is a gem of

clear and accurate statement.

The set, in 26 vols. , was published at $ 143.

Some sets of the “ Reprint Edition ,” 26 vols. in 13, at

$78.00, remain unsold.

A supplementary volume (27) is in press .

The GREEN BAG (only $ 4.00 per annum) is a monthly

supplement to all textbooks, digests, and cyclopædias.

It is a necessity of practice.



A SHORT LIST OF BRITISH COLONIAL

STATUTORY LAW.
1900 , 6 vols .

$ 2.50

10.00

TASMANIA . Acts of Parliament, 1895

$ 30.00

TRINIDAD . Revised Laws , vol . I , 1832–

1852. (Lacks title page.) 1.00

TURKS AND Caicos Islands . Duncombe's

Laws. London , 1862 . 5.00

Victoria . Public General Statutes , 5 vols.

1887 .

Sessional Acts , 1877 (No. 567-575 ) , 1884

1889 ( No. 787–1055 ) , 1891-1900 ( No.

1 204-1655) , 1902-1904 (No. 1790

1962 ) , 21 vols . 30.00

WEST AUSTRALIA . Acts of Council , 1884 , 2.50

Acts of Parliament , 1901–2 , to 1903-4 ,

3 vols .

10.00

I

10.00

SHORT LIST OF PERIODICALS AND REPORTS

YOU SHOULD HAVE .

2.00

2.00

2.50

2.50

BARBADOS . Laws of Barbados, 1855 .

Laws of Barbados. 2 vols . 1875 . 5.00

Sessional Acts , 1886–7, 1887-8, 1888-9 ,

1889-90 ,

BermudA . Acts of Assembly made and

enacted in the Bermuda or Summer

Islands, from 1690 to 1713-14 . Lon

don , 1719 . 25.00

British'HONDURAS. Consolidated Laws

of the Colony of British Honduras,

London , 1887 7.00

CANADA . Dominion of Canada Statutes ,

1867 to 1905. 39 sessions . 25.00

Revised Statutes, 2 vols. 1886 . 3.00

Cape of Good Hope. Sessional Acts ,

1887 , 1888 , 1889 , 1890 , 1891 , 1892 ,

1894. 1895, 1896 , 1897 , 1898, 1900 ,

1902 , 1903 , each .

GRENADA . Laws of, from 1763 to 1805 ,

byGeorgeSmith , London, 1808 . 7.50

HONG KONG . Ordinances, 1889 . 1.50

INDIA . Assam Code , 1897 .

Baluchistan Code, 1890 . 1.75

Bombay Code , 1880 .

Bombay: Brown's Compilation of Laws

on Administration of Criminal Justice,

etc. for Town and Island of Bom

bay. 1855 . 5.00

Lower Provinces Code , 3 vols . 1878 . 4.50

North- Western Provinces Code, 1886 .

Theobald's Compilation of Legislative

Acts , 1834-1867 . 5 vols . 15.00

Legislative Acts, 1868, 1869, 1872 , 1873 , .

1874 , 1876 , 1877 , 1880, 1882 , 1884,

1889 to 1898.

Proceedings of the Legislative Council ,
1854-1861 , 7 vols . 35.00

JAMAICA . Digest of the Laws of Jamaica

from 33 Charles II to 28 Victoria, by

James Minot. 1865. 3.50

Laws, 33d and 34th George III , 2 vols .

St. Jogo de la Vega , 1793, 1794 15.00

Laws , 1893 , 1896 , 1897 , 1898 , each

LEEWARD ISLANDS. Acts of Assembly

passed in the Charibbel Leeward

Islands, 1690-1730 . London , 1734 . 12.50

MAURITIUS. Ordinances, 1891 , 1892 , 1893

Thebaud's General Index to Laws in

Force , Jan. 1 , 1886 .

New BRUNSWICK . Annual Statutes , 1877

to 1905 , 29 sessions. 35.00

New South Wales . Statutes , 1891-2 ,

1892-3 , each 2.50

New ZEALAND. Statutes , 1892 , 190.4 , each 2.50

Nova SCOTIA . Annual Statutes, 1884 to

1905 , 23 sessions.
55.00

ONTARIO. Annual Statutes , 1887 to 1906. 20.00

Revised Statutes, 2 vols . 1887 .

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND . Statutes, 3

vols . 1773 to 1868 , with Annual Acts,

1868 to 1906 , 40 sessions , ii vols , 75.00

QUEBEC . Annual Statutes , 1867 to 1905 ,

39 years . 25.00

QUEENSLAND . Sessional Acts , 1893 , 1894 ,

1904 , each 2.50

STRAITS SETTLEMENTS. Harwood's com

piled Ordinances , 1867-1886 , 2 vols.

1886 .
7.50

Ordinances, 1867-1886 and Index , 21

sessions in ii vols. 50.00

30.00

We have all of the sets below listed in stock at

this time.

Every library should contain these at least .

Why not checkup the list and write us for prices

of those you do not have ?

ALBANY Law Journal, 68 vols. 1870-1906 .

AMERICAN JURIST, 28 vols . 1829-1843.

AMERICAN LAW JOURNAL (Hall) , 6 vols. 1808

1817 .

American Law MAGAZINE , 6 vols . 1843–1846 .

AMERICAN LAW RECORD , 15 vols. 1872-1878 .

AMERICAN LAW REGISTER , 54 vols . 1852-1906 .

AMERICAN LAW Review , 40 vols. 1866-1906 .

BRODix's AMERICAN AND English Patent Cases ,

20 vols . 1754-1890 .

Central Law JOURNAL , 64 vols. 1874-1906 .

CHICAGO LEGAL News , 39 vols. 1869-1906 .

Colorado LAW REPORTER , 4 vols . 1880-1884 .

COUNSELLOR, 5 vols . 1891-1896 .

Court of Claims REPORTS , Devereux, and vols.

I -40 . 1856-1906 .

CRIMINAL LAW MAGAZINE, 18 vols . 1880-1896 .

GREEN BAG , 18 vols . 1889-1906 .

HARVARD LAW REVIEW , 19 vols . 1887-1906 .

LAW QUARTERLY REVIEW , 22 vols . 1884-1906 .

MICHIGAN LAW REVIEW , 4 vols. 1902-1906 .

Monthly Law REPORTER , 27 vols . 1838-1866.

NATIONAL BANKRUPTCY REGISTER , 18 vols . 1874

1882 .

Pacific Coast Law JOURNAL , 12 vols. 1878–

1884 .

RAILWAY AND CORPORATION LAW JOURNAL, 12

vols. 1887-1893 .

Scotch JOURNAL OP JURISPRUDENCE , 35 vols .

1837-1891 .

Scottish LAW REPORTER , 43 vols . 1865-1906 .

Southern LAW REVIEW , II vols . 1872-1883 .

TREASURY DECISIONS, 45 vols. 1868-1906.

UNITED STATES Jurist, 3 vols . 1871-1873

Virginia Law JOURNAL , 17 vols . 1887-1893 .

Western JURIST , 17 vols . 1867–1883 .

WESTERN LAW JOURNAL , 10 vols. 1843-1853

2.00

6.00

1.50

2.00 i

1

THE GREEN BAG, among all these sets , has been

best indexed . It is included , not only in Jones's

Index to Legal Periodicals, but also in Poole's

Portrait Index , recently issued by the Library of

Congress.
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BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NOTES. Crown in England to grant leave to appeal being

abrogated on this point.

The principal decisions of the High Court may

This number of Leg. BiB . is limited . It is
be roughly classified as decisions upon constitu

designed primarily to be of interest to Law Libra- tional law and the general law relating to property .

rians . If you should fail to receive a copy , we In the sphere of constitutional law the court has

would be glad to receive advices as early as not been engaged only in explaining the meaning

possible, so that your files will not become broken . of the Australian Constitution itself ; the general

A limited number will be sent to those of the theory of the modern state in its relations to

legal profession , whose names are on our list , and individual members of the community has come

are likely to be interested in the information
under discussion , and judicial recognition has been

herein given. taken of the wide difference between the theoretical

rights of the Crown and the practical restriction

of these rights by means of the legislation sub

THE HIGH COURT OF AUSTRALIA . stitutes for the royal prerogative.

By clearly pointing out the distinction between

Commonwealth Law Reports . matters of substance and matters of form , and by

insisting in clear and express language on names
Although the Commonwealth of Australia came

having their real practical meaning assigned to

into existence on Jan. 1 , 1901 , the High Court of them , or , if necessary, having another name

Australia was not constituted until late in 1903 .
substituted for an ambiguous one , the court has

The date of the first reported case decided by the
been clearing the way for an improved terminology

court is Nov. 6 , 1903 , and the fourth volume of
in constitutional matters, which must eventually

the Commonwealth Law Reports is now current. lead to clearer thinking .

The new court is at least of equal dignity with
The constitutional cases are of especial interest

the Supreme Court of Canada , which it resembles
to American lawyers. The principle of our Con

closely in its status and functions as a Federal
stitution that the central government has only

Court of Appeal. The High Court of Australia is
such power as is given it by the individual states

of greater interest and importance than is the
is embodied in the Australian Constitution , and

Supreme Court of Canada , as the Canadian court
our Constitution and its interpretation by our

has to deal with appeals from the Province of
Federal Supreme Court are held by the High Court

Quebec , where the English common law is not in
of Australia to afford a proper guide to the inter

force, consequently it is necessary to guard pretation of the Australian Constitution.

against the possibility of the decision being based

on the civil or old French law which prevails in

Quebec , and which may render the case inappli

cable as a guide in a court which administers the
THE INTERPRETER :

English common law only.

Australia and its highest local court will con

tinue to enjoy the pre-eminent position that they
Booke containing the Signification of Words.

now hold , the Commonwealth being the only Collected by John Cowell, and printed by

large group of the British dominions in which the
John Legate , at Cambridge,

system of jurisprudence is based entirely on the
1607.

English common law .

On one point the High Court of Australia may This is a copy of the exceedingly scarce first

perhaps be regarded as of somewhat higher edition , which was suppressed and burned , and the

status than the Supreme Court of Canada the
author imprisoned by the influence of Coke, on

decisions of the court on questions relating to the account of alleged dangerous doctrines under the

constitutional powers of the Commonwealth and titles, Subsidy, Parliament, King, Prerogative, etc.

the states can only be reviewed by the Judicial It is a work supposed to have been utilized by

Committee of the Privy Council after leave given Shakespeare .

by the court itself, the prerogation right of the $ 25.00.

or
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COMMONWEALTH LAW REVIEW . GILCHRIST'S BOROUGH AND SHIRE MANUAL .

1870 .

GILCHRIST'S LOCAL GOVERNMENT MANUAL.

1875 , 1879 .

A collection of the legal literature of the Aus

tralian Commonwealth is incomplete without a

set of the Commonwealth Law Review . This

periodical was begun in Oct. 1903 , and the fourth

volume is now current.

The following are some of the original articles :

Volume I.

Actions Against the Commonwealth for Torts.

Commonwealth Legislation and Judicial Inter

pretation.

Inter- state Service of Process .

Judicial Power of the Commonwealth.

Volume II .

Appeals on Matters of Federal Jurisdiction.

Criminal Lảw as affected by Commonwealth

Legislation .

Federal Servants and State Income Tax .

Maritime Law and Jurisdiction in Australia .

Real Property Law in New Zealand .

Short Studies in the Common Law.

Should the State Full Courts be abolished .

The Judicial Power and Inter-State Claims .

I

Text ks , not Reports .

In a check list of British Colonial reports

recently issued by an English firm , we note under

Australian reports :

Victoria . Gilchrist's Decisions affecting Boroughs

Shires and Districts, 1870 .

The title of the book is the “ Borough and Shires

Manuals of 1870." It contains the “ Boroughs

and Shires Statutes.” In an appendix, cases

decided between Sept. 1861 and Jan. 1870 are

referred to and in some cases fully noted. These

cases are mostly abstracts of cases reported in full

in the regular series of the Victorian Reports or

in the Argus Law Reports.

The Boroughs and Shires Statutes were repealed

by the Local Government Act of 1874. The

author of the above named work , in 1875 , pub

lished the Local Government Manual, which has

since gone through several editions .

The notes to this refer to cases printed in the

first named work , and to other cases as late as

1875. These cases are from the various series of

Victorian reports or the Law Journal and Law

Times Reports.

A supplement was published in 1879 contain

ing decisions from April , 1875 to April 1878 .

The author states in his preface that

endeavor has been made,in the notes supplied with

the Act , to assist its practical application by refer

ence to cases containing decisions of the Law

Courts of Westminister and of the Supreme Court

of Victoria .”

an

Volume III.

A Defect in our Commercial Law and Federal

Responsibility.

Law and Government.

Literary and Artistic Copyright.

Remedies for Personal Insult .

The Home of the High Court.

The Interpretation of Statutes.

The Union Label .

The Weakness of the Privy Council .

Most of the leading libraries in the United

States have the Commonwealth Law Reports, but

comparatively few have the Law Review . This

periodical ranks with the Law Quarterly Review ,

the Juridical Review , the American Law Review ,

and the Green Bag , and should be secured while a

supply is available.

The Boston Book Company can supply a limited

number of sets (vols. 1-3 . cloth binding ) for $ 15.00 .

SCHOULER'S HISTORY.

Hudson's Law of Building, Engineering, and

Shipbuilding Contracts.

3d ed. London, 1907 . 2 vols . $15.00.

Delivered.

We are importing a number of copies of this

work and will have them ready for delivery at an

early date .

Nearly 500 pages of important cases, not

reported elsewhere , are given , making the work

more valuable than the ordinary text-book .

A HISTORY OF THE UNITED States from

THE ADOPTION OF THE CONSTITUTION

TO THE CLOSE OF the Civil War. By

James Schouler. ( 1789-1865 .) (Re

vised edition . ) Six volumes , 8 vo . ,

cloth .. 13.50

The completion of the sixth volume marks the

accomplishment of Professor Schouler's original

plan of a History of the United States, from the

beginning of its existence as a nation until the

close of the Civil War. A few opinions of the his

tory from high authorities are appended :

• The books have so established themselves

as scholarly and attractive that it would be vain

to compare them for the period treated with any

other work in the field .” – A C. McLaughlin ,

Professor of History, University of Michigan.

66
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1862

n.d.

.

.

made up.

1

CHECK LIST OF CEYLON REPORTS. Perera's Kandyan Cases.

(“ Vol. 2 , " being a companion volume to

Regular Series ,
Austin's Kandyan Law . )

Nell's Courts of Requests

Rama-Nathan ..1820-1833 1877
Cases 1845-1855 1856

Marshall ..1833-1836 1839
Nell's Toll Cases 1858

Morgan, Conderlag & Beling, 1833-1842 Siebel's Estates Owner's

Rama -Nathan 1843-1855 1884
Cases

Lorenz, 3 parts . 1856-1869 1860-1871
Sinnacutty's Maintenance

Rama -Nathan 1860-1862 1880
Cases 1878

Rama-Nathan 1863-1868 1881

Lorenz, Namptissement
Vanderstraaten .1869-1871 n.d.

Cases 1881

Rama-Nathan .... 1872 , 1875-1876 1890
Lewis, Master & Servant

Grenier, 2 vols. . 1873 , 1874 , 1873 , 1874 Cases ... 1883
Rama-Nathan 1877 1878

Sawyer's Digest of Kandyan

Supreme Court Circular, 9
Law n.d.

vols. 1879-1891 1880-1892 (Contains cases on native law . )
Wendt .. . 1881, 1883 1884

Ceylon Law Reports, 3 The Boston Book Company bought from a

vols. 1889-1897 1892-1897 retiring judge what is probably the most com

Supreme Court Reports, 3 plete set of Ceylon reports in existence , certainly

vols. · 1892-1894 1893-1896 in the United States . An exhaustive study was

Examiner Reports 1896 1898 made of the various reports to determine their

Kock . 1899 1900 values . As a result the above arbitrary list was

Browne, 3 vols . ..1900-1902 1901-1903 This list was afterwards submitted to

New Law Reports, 8 vols . Hon . Dodwell F. Browne, for twenty years a

(Current) .... 1894-1906 1896-1906 judge of the District or Supreme Court of Ceylon ,

Bala-Singham , 2 vols . , (Cur and Hon. P. Rama -Nathan, late Solicitor General

rent) .1904-1907 1905-1907 of that colony. and met with their entire approval.

Tambyah, 5 vols. . .1899-1906 1901-1907 Since this list was made up we have learned of

( Issued in connection with the Ceylon Law Review. ) a new volume of reports, entitled Leembruggen's

Supreme Court Decisions , but , as yet , have been

Collateral Series.
unable to obtain a copy , and cannot classify it .

Ceylon reports are becoming very scarce . There

Bevee & Mills, “ Legal Miscellany," 1820-1867
is a very limited supply available , and when this

Austin 1833-1859 1862 is exhausted , they will be practically unobtainable.

Murray ..1846 , 1847 1848

Legal Miscellany (Morgan ).. 1852 1853

Joseph & Bevee ... 1859 1863

Bevee & Siebel .1859-1863 1877 ENGLISH CHANCERY REPORTS , SUPPLEMENT

Creacy . .1859-1870 1876
9 vols . $ 65.00

Crowther 1863 n.d.

Contains the following Vice -Chancellors' reports :

Miscellaneous Reports. Drury, 4 vols.; Drewry and Smale, 2 vols .; DeGex

and Smale, 5 vols .; Smale and Giffard , 3 vols.;

Mutukisna's Thesawaleme, 1862 Giffard , 5 vols.; Kay ; Kay and Johnson, 4 vols.;

(Contains cases on special subjects , 1801-1860 . ) Johnson ; Johnson and Hemming, 2 vols. ; Hemming

Brito's Mukkuva Law ...... 1876 and Miller, 2 vols .; Holt's Equity, 2 vols .

(Contains cases on native law . ) Small Libraries not owning the English Reports,

Beling's Policy Court Cases ; Reprint, now sold out, should secure this set, as the

1846-1862 1863 reports above mentioned were NOT reprinted in the

Part 2 ... 1863-1868 1869 | English Chancery Reports, which are found in most

Grenier's Police Court Cases , 1872 small libraries.

(One part only . ) We can supply a set of the English Chancery

Solomon's Courts of Requests Cases, Reports, 69 vols. , with the English Chancery Reports,

Fernando's Police and Courts Supplement, 9 vols . , covering the chancery reports

of Requests Cases 1878 of England from 1821 to 1865, for $ 135.00.

Part 1 ....

1873

1871
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CONTENTS OF THE GREEN BAG .

Los

HAMILTON'S EAST AFRICA PROTECTORATE.

Law Reports .

The cases reported , covering ninety-six pages,

illustrate the laws and customs existing in the

Protectorate, and the practice and procedure of

the Courts.

The volume contains two appendices (pages 97

to 160 ) giving notes on Native Laws and Customs ,

and certain orders in Council and Court Rules.

The laws administered in the Protectorate are

varied : - Among Mahomedan natives in the

dominions of the Sultan of Zanzibar, Mahomedan

law , or the Sheriah as expounded by the Shafe's

school of commentators; among natives in the rest

of the Protectorate, native law and custom , pro

vided it is not repugnant to justice or morality, and

among all natives such Acts and Ordinances as

are specifically applied to them ; among non

natives, applied Indian Acts , local Ordinances and

Regulations , and where these are inapplicable the

Common and Statute Law of England existing at

the time of the passing of the Order-in-Council ,

1897 .

In all, forty - five cases are reported .

Half calf, $3.50.

Here is a table of the principal contents of

THE GREEN Bag for the last three months .

Every number has , in addition , the two features

which now make this magazine indispensable to

lawyers namely:

The Review of Law Reviews, a careful summary

of notable articles in all other law periodicals ,

enabling the reader to keep in touch with all cur

rent legal discussion.

The Annotated Notes of Cases, in which the

editorial corps of the West Publishing Com

pany's Reporter System furnishes syllabi of the

most notable cases in all the federal and state

courts for the last month , with notes furnished

by a corps of fifty expert writers on different

branches of the law ,

May Number.

James Wilson — Nation Builder. By L. H.

Alexander. 3 Illustrations.

The Justification of Fair Competition . By

Bruce Wyman.

Judicial Manners. By Ira Jewell Williams .

The Constitutionality of the Beveridge Child

Labor Bill. By Edwin Maxey.

June Number.

ERCK'S ECCLESIASTICAL REGISTER .

This work published in Dublin , 1830 , gives an

account of the Ecclesiastical Establishment sub

sisting in Ireland .

It contains an appendix of 36 pages of cases of

" quare impedet " or suits for recovery of the right

of presentation to churches . These cases , num

bering twenty, date from 1608 to 1825 .
Outside of the cases , it contains no legal matter.

This book is worthy of a place among the Irish

Miscellaneous Reports.

We have one copy which we will sell for $ 5.00 .

Samuel Nelson . , By Edwin Countryman .

The Origin of the System of Recording Deeds

in America . By Joseph H. Beale , Jr.

Has Trial by Jury in Civil Actions been

abolished ? By William Hamilton Cowles .

Ancient Mortmain and Modern Monopoly. By

Richard Selden Harvey.

The Abolition of Capital Punishment . By

James H. Vahey.

July Number.

FEDERAL ANTI - TRUST DECISIONS.

This set covers the cases decided in the United

States Courts arising under , involving, or growing

out of , the enforcement of the Anti-Trust Act of

July 2 , 1890 ( 26 Stats-at- Large , 209) , including a

few somewhat similar decisions not based on that

act .

The work is prepared and edited by James A.

Finch , under the direction of the attorney-gene

ral . We know that Mr. Finch is an able lawyer,

a painstaking editor, and a man of accurate judg

ment, consequently recommend the purchase of

the set, which is a library in itself, on the subject

of Anti- Trust Law . 2 vols. Buckram . $ 12.00 .

Delivered .

Thomas F. Marshall. By Charles Fennell.

The Equitable Life Assurance Society ; A pos

sible Remedy to Cancel the Stock Control . By

Robert Rentoul Reed .

Pleading . By J. J. Godfrey .

The Protection of Unused Patents. By Paul

Bakewell.

The Public Service Commissions Act . By

Travis H. Whitney.
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LATEST AMERICAN REPORTS, ETC.

Published since April 1 , 1907 :

GENERAL SERIES .

Vol . 17 . Vol. 13AMERICAN BANKRUPTCY REPORTS .

AMERICAN PROBATE REPORTS , ANNOTATED. Vol.

II .

AMERICAN STATE REPORTS , Vol. 112 .

AMERICAN Digest ANNUAL. Vol. B. 1906.

Cyclo . OF LAW AND PROCEDURE . Vol. 24 .

General Digest. New Series. Vol. 22 .

LAWYER'S REPORTS , ANNOTATED . New Series
Bk. 6 .

BRITISH EMPIRE .

Reports Digest, etc. , published since April 1 , 1907,

ENGLAND .

Reports . Law Times Reports. Vol. 95 .

Bankruptcy Reports (Manson ).

IRELAND .

Reports. Law Reports. 2 vols. 1906 .

ScotLAND.

Reporis. Court of Session Cases. 5th series.

Vol . 8 .

Scottish Law Review. Vol. 43 .

COLONIAL .

Australasia . New South Wales Arbitration

Reports Vol. 4

Victorian Law Reports. Vol. 31 .UNITED STATES.

U. S. SUPREME COURT REPORTS . Vol. 204 .

Circuit Court of Appeals Report. Vol . 77 .

FEDERAL REPORTER. Vol. 150 . AMERICAN ELEMENTARY BOOKS.

Published since April 1 , 1907 .

$3.00

3.75

4.50

1.50

Vol . 2 .

BARGER . Law and CustomsofRiot Duty

CLARK . Corporations. 2d ed

Ess . Power of SpecialTaxation

GREELEY . Study of Federal Food and

Drugs Act of June 30 , 1906

Jones. Corporate Bonds and Mort

gages . 3d ed

MAUPIN. Marketable Title to Real Es

tate . 2d ed

Mills ' Irrigation Manual

Wells . Replevin . 2d ed .

White , Commentaries on ' Constitution

of Pennsylvania . Net

6.00

6.40

!

4.00

5.00

6.00

ENGLISH ELEMENTARY WORKS.

Published since April 1 , 1907 .

STATE AND TERRITORIAL REPORTS, ETC.

Ala . Reports. (Reprint Book 25.)
ALASKA. Reports. Vol. 2 .

ARK . Reporis. Vol . 79 .

Digest. Supplement to Crawford's.

CAL . Reports. Appellate Court .

Ga. Session Laws. 1906 .

Ill . Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 225 .

Appellate Court . Vol . 126.
IND . Session Laws. 1907 .

IA . Reports. Vol . 130.

Ky. Reports . Kentucky Opinions. Vol. 2 .

LA. Reports. Vol. 117.

Me . Reports. Vol . 101.

Session Laws. 1907

MD . Reports. Vol. 103 .

Mass . Reports. Vol . 192 .

Mich . Reports. Vol. 145 .

Minn. Reports. Vol . 98.

Mo. Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 198 .

Mon. Reports. Vol. 34 .

N. J. Reports. Equity. Vol . 69 .

N. Y. Reports. Court of Appeals . Vol. 186 .
Supreme Court .

Benjamin Annotated Cases . Vol . 17 .

Miscellaneous Reports. Vol. 51.

Ohio . Reports. Supreme Court . Vol . 75 .

Or . Session Laws. 1907 .

PA . Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 216 .

Superior Court. Vol. 31 .
District Court . Vol. 15 .

County Courts.

Lancaster Law Review . Vol 23 .

TENN . Reports. Vol . 116 .

UTAH . Reports.

Session Laws. 1907 .

Vr . Session Laws. 1906 .

Wyo. Session Laws. 1907 .

£.s.d.

27.0

16.0

Hun . 115
10.6

7.6

20.0

5.0

6.6

38.0Vol. 32 .
3d ed

AND

AMEER . Law of Evidence Applicable to

British India

BANNING . Limitations of Actions. 30

ed ..

Belts. Glossary of Ancient Words.

Part I. , letter A.
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A MANUAL OF CIVICS

G

ARLAND'S NEW ENGLAND TOWN LAW must not be con

sidered merely a text-book for lawyers. It is also a manual of law and cus

tom for the town -officer and the citizen , and should be on the reference

shelves of every library.

On the practical side it is a digest of the statutes and decisions of the New

England States which relates to Towns and Town Officers. Its plan includes a

General Introduction and six divisions, one for each state . The statutes of the

states, with the decisions of the courts construing them, are abstracted, and grouped

under the following principal heads :

Assessors, Boroughs, Caucuses and Primaries, Collectors, Constables, Elections, Fence

Viewers, Health Boards, Highways, Highway Surveyors, Intoxicating Liquors, Jurors,

Justices of the Peace, Libraries, Listers, Militia , Moderator, Overseers of the Poor, Paupers,

Police , Pounds, Registrars of Voters, Road Commissioner, Schools, School Committees,

Selectmen , Street Railways, Supervisors of the Check -list, Taxation, Town Clerk , Town

Council, Town Treasurer, Tree Warden, Trustees of Public Funds, Unorganized Towns and

Gores, Villages, Village Districts, Voters, Ways, Weights and Measures.

Similarity of arrangement throughout the work facilitates comparison of

statutes and decisions on any subject, and there is also a Common Index covering
the Introduction and the statutes of all the states . The work thus presents, in the

most convenient form for town officers and citizens , all the law there is on

every topic of town government.

On the side of Civics and Social Science this volume presents for the

first time a complete view of that system of local government which has attracted so

much attention from political and historical writers. The old Anglo-Saxon popular

institutions survive in New England most distinctly and most vigorously ; and their

working is an interesting study for the intelligent reader. To quote well-known
authorities :

“ The town is the preparatory school of the state.” Bluntschi,

“ A New England town meeting is essentially the same as the folk moot.” — E. A. Freeman.

" The town meeting has been the most perfect school of self-government in any modern

country." - James Bryce.

“ In New England , especially , towns were the primordial cells of the body politic." —

Herbert B. Adams.

Something like the town meeting principle lies at the bottom of the political life of the

United States.” – John Fiske.

NEW ENGLAND TOWN LAW

By JAMES S. GARLAND

950 pages ; bound in cloth or in law sheep, $6.50 net.

. [If you wish cloth binding, so specify in ordering. Unless preference is stated, the book

will be sent in sheep binding. ]

Published by

THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY

CHARLES C. SOULE, President 83 to 91 Francis St. , Fenway, Boston
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FOR STUDY OF THE LAW
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Introduction and Preparation — Use Ewell's EssentiALS OF

THE LAW.
3 vols . ( Sheep, $7.50 ; or cloth , $6.00 ) — Vol . I ,

BLACKSTONE—Vol . 2 , PLEADING, Contracts, EQUITY_Vol. 3 ,

EVIDENCE, Torts, REAL PROPERTY.

Blackstone - The best edition of BLACKSTONE'S COMMENTARIES for

a student is Ewell's ESSENTIALS . Vol. 1. Sheep, $ 3.00 ; or

cloth, $2.50 .

Evidence (1907) — For principles no book is better than

CHAMBERLAYNE's Best on EVIDENCE , a new edition of which

has just been published at $ 3.50.

Constitutional Law The law of American Constitutions, State

as well as National , is for the first time thoroughly treated in

STIMSON'S STATE AND FEDERAL CONSTITUTIONS. $ 3.50 .

Wills— SCHOULER on Wills, $ 5.50 .
American Standards.

Executors — SCHOULER ON EXECUTORS, $ 5.50

Contracts— METCALF ON CONTRACTS — HEARD's Edition, $ 3.50.Heard's

Sales - BROWNE
Concise Manuals on these sub

Domestic Relations — Browne ( jects. Each $ 2.50 in sheep,BROWNE

Criminal Law BROWNE
or $ 2.00 in cloth binding.

Review for Examinations- Ewell's EssENTIALS OF ,

LAW . 3 Vols . Sheep , $7.50 ; or cloth , $6.00 .

Blind Citations See ABBREVIATIONS USED IN Law Books . $ 1.50 .

Study of Cases The great decisions of the Common Law are

grouped under subject headings in English RuLING CASES WITH

AMERICAN Notes. 26 vols. in 13 , $ 78.00 .

Equipment for Practice For reference while studying, for

resource in practice, own and use Bouvier's Law DICTIONARY,

RAWLE'S REVISION, which is a concise and reliable encyclopedia

of the law , published in two volumes, for only $ 12.00.

Stimulus and Recreation Do not fail to read

of THE GREEN BAG.

!
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THE LAW OF AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONS. EUROPEAN LAW AND LAWS.

MR. Stimson's forthcoming work on the Federal

and State Constitutions is now in press . It will

include a statement of constitutional principles

from Magna Charta , through all the recognized

constitutional documents , down to the latest

constitution , - that of Oklahoma , and a histori

cal view of important legislation embodying con

stitutional principles, from 1066 to the Railroad

Rate Law of 1906 .

It will be divided into three books.

Book I will contain a general summary , tracing

the historical principles of American Constitutional

Law with special discussion of those which remain

most alive to-day , such as the right of the Federal

power to regulate the private rights and liberties

of the people , and the right and limits of the power

of a portion of the people to control the action of

others , as in Labor Unions, Trusts , and Monop

olies .

Book II gives the history of legislation .

Book III presents , under the three broad prin

ciples of Rights of the Person , Rights of Propery

and Rights to Law , a concise statement of all the

propositions of all the American State constitutions

in their latest development , including the corres

ponding principles of the Federal Constitution.

The volume will include also two very interest

ing charts, one depicting graphically Federal and

State powers , the other tracing constitutional

principles through all the Constitutional docu

ments from Magna Charta to the Federal and

State Bills of Rights.

In our April number we announced that our

president would spend the summer abroad getting

information in Continental Europe as to what

foreign law books would be most useful to lawyers

in this country , in view of increasing commercial

relations , and of the interests of our immigrants , as

well as of the study of comparative jurisprudence,

Going abroad with generous advance orders from

American libraries, and with excellent introduc

tions , he was enabled to interest judges , professors

and leading lawyers in his investigations , in Spain ,

Portugal , Italy , Austria-Hungary , Switzerland .

France , Belgium , Holland , Denmark , Norway,

Sweden , and Germany, and through their advice

to get an insight into the essential law literature

of these countries.

As a result of his investigations we now have ,

not only lists of the best European law books , out

of the huge mass of literature listed in the cata

logues, but also a business correspondent and good

legal advisers, in each of the countries named.

These connections will enable us to answer in

quiries and fill orders for our customers. There

seems to be a very general interest in European

law and a wish to go gradually into such of its

literature as may be most useful here .

We suggest to librarians interested in this

matter grades of possible purchase , as follows :

I. Translations into English of foreign codes ,

etc. ( There are not many of these .)

II . The Codes and Laws in force in the original,

of these Countries represented in each com

munity by immigrants.

III . Treatises and decisions of the courts upon

topics wherein foreign law is most like ours

commercial law , maritime law , patents , etc.

IV. Treatises on family law and inheritance .

(Usually found in Commentaries on the Civil

Codes . )

V. Encyclopædias and general treatises .

VI . Histories of national law , work on the

Conflict of Laws : Comparative Jurisprudence.

VII . Decisions of the Courts , and Digests .

VIII . Official Sets of Laws .

EVIDENCE IN ONE VOLUME .

In these days of four and six- volume text-books

with correspondingly voluminous prices it is

refreshing , reassuring, altogether worthy of praise

and patronage to see a return to the good old one

volume days and low cost .

Such a gratifying reaction from extravagance is

shown in the publication of a new edition of the

old standard BEST ON EVIDENCE , always a favorite

manual of principles for lawyer and student alike ,

with notes by Charles F. Chamberleyne, bringing

it down to date , not increased in size or cost but

still in one volume , at the very moderate price

of $3.50.

If you are getting , or recommending, a treatise

on Evidence , encourage economy by selecting

BEST.

Belgian Law Englished . There are only a few

translations of foreign laws into the English lan

guage . One of the best of them is Todd's TREAT

ISE ON BELGIAN LAW : - containing a Complete

translation of the Code of Commerce (including

Company or Corporation Law) , and Code of Pro
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cedure, Extracts from the Civil Code on Inheri
ESSAYS BY PROF. JAMES B. THAYER .

tance , Succession , Marriage, Divorce, etc.; Patent

Law, Insolvency ; - etc , etc. Price in cloth The many friends of the late Prof. James B.

binding $7.50 , or to libraries entitled to remission THAYER , and the thousands of graduates who

of duties $6.00. remember his scholarly and kindly teaching at

Harvard Law School , — will welcome the publi

FULL SET OF AUSTRIAN LAWS.
cation of " Legal Essays,” edited by his son, Ezra

R. Thayer. As the Prefatory Note explains :

We have in stock a set of the laws of Austria At the time of his death Professor Thayer was

from 1704 to 1902 ; as follows: actively at work on a second volume on Evidence .

Gesetz -Sammlung 1704-1848 . 1. Codex Aus- This, as he said in the introduction to his “ Prelim

triacus . 2 Bde. u. 4 Supplemente in 5 Bdn . inary Treatise on Evidence at the Common Law ,"

Wien 1704–77 . Fol. Lwdb . was to be similar in form to the Preliminary

2. Handbuch aller unter d. Reg. des Kaiser Treatise, but " of a more immediately practical

Josef II . für die k. k. Erblände ergangenen character , giving a concise statement of the

Verordungen u . Gesetze. 18 Bde. Wien existing law of evidence. " He hoped to finish

1785–1790 . 8. Ppb. the book within a year, and he meant then to

2a. Sammlung d . k. k. Verordn. u . Gesetze publish a single volume on Constitutional Law

vom Jahre 1740-1780 , die unter d . Reg. Joseph resembling the Preliminary Treatise in its form

II , theils noch ganz bestehen , theils abgeändert and general scope . He had collected much

sind . 8 Bde. u. Hauptelenchus. Wien 1786- material for both books , but it was not in shape

87. 8. Hlwdb . for publication , and to one who knew the standards

3. Samml. d. Gesetze, welche unter d . which he set for himself, and his ceaseless labor

Regierung Leopold II . in den k. Erblanden in revising and perfecting his work , even when it

erschienen sind . 5 Bde . Wien 1790–92 . 8 . seemed most complete , the attempt to shape his

Hlwdb . matter by another hand would be little short of

4. Franz II . politische Gesetze u. Verordn . desecration .

f. die osterr ., böhm . u . galiz . Erbländer. 76 It appears from notes in his diary that he also

Bde. Wien 1817–1851 . 8. Ppb. had it in mind in the meantime to collect in book

5. Haupt-Repertorium der k . k . Gesetze.
form some of the essays which he had prepared

Verordn. vom Jahre 1740–1830 . 10 Bde. u on many different occasions. The shape in which

2 Suppl. Wien 1825–33 . 8. Hlwdb . these were left makes this work possible after his

Komplette, auberordentlich seltene Gesetzes death , and it is of special value from the face

Sammlung , wie sie fast niemals vorkommt . that much of the material which would have

(Continued by Reichsgesetzblatt). gone into the proposed treatise on Constitutiona

Reichsgesetzblatt für die im Reichsrathe vertre- Law may be found in these essays. Thus in a

tenen Königreiche und Länder. Jahrg . 1848– measure they preserve the fruits of his long and

1902 . Mit vollst . Register bis 1872 von Starr . deep study of constitutional topics.

4. 51 uniforme Hfzbde. (1897–1903 br. ) The collection contains the following Essays:

The Origin and Scope of the American Doctrine

AUSTRIAN LAWS. of Constitutional Law.— Advisory Opinions.

Legal Tender. - A People without Law.

We also have : Gelpcke v. Dubuque ; Federal and State Decisions.

Juristische Blätter, Vienna, 1872-1904 , 33 vols . Our New Possessions . International Usages;

( leading Austrian law journal .) A Step Forward . Dicey's Law of the English

Adler - Clemens: Sammlung Entscheidungen zum Constitution :- Bedingfield's Case ; Declarations

Handelsgesetzbuch , 1891-1902 . II vols . bound as a part of the Res Gesta . — “ Law and Logic . "

in 8 . A Chapter of Legal History in Massachusetts . –

Law of the West-Goths. We have for sale the
BracTrial by Jury or Things Supernatural.

ton's Note Book.
remainder of the small edition published , of THE

The Teaching of English Law

LAW OF THE West-Goths ACCORDING TO at Universities.

MANUSCRIPT OF ÆSKILL, Lawman of Västergöt- Thayer's Legal Essay's are published in a cloth

land, Sweden , A.D. 1200 . With Introduction and bound volume uniform in size and style with the

Explanatory Notes , done into English by ALFRED “ Preliminary Treatise on Evidence,” at the same

BERGIN , B.D. , A.M. , Ph.D. price, $3.50 net . An excellent portrait of Pro

Pamphlet 75 cents. fessor Thayer serves as frontispiece.

THE
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SUPPLEMENT TO E. R. C.
1

A Rewiew of Recent Cases.

cases

The SUPPLEMENT TO ENGLISH RULING Cases , by

Robert Campbell , English Editor , and James T.

Keen , American Editor , is now fully in type and

will be published before January first.

The recent decisions upon most of the important

cases are fully presented ; and in cases where the

doctrines of the subject discussed have been

materially modified or changed by recent decisions ,

the old as well as the new theories are set forth .

Thus , in the law of interferance with contract,

cases adjudicated within the last few months have

discredited decisions upon similiar facts made

within the past ten years. These older decisions

in turn were when made regarded as themselves

modifying still older rules of law . For example, in

Massachusetts the very recent cases of Berry vs.

Donovan and Pickett vs. Walsh seem to have

discredited the slightly older cases of May v. Wood

and Rice vs. Albee , which , when decided , were

regarded as settling the law. So in England ,

Allen vs. Flood , decided in 1898 , is practically

nullified by Quinn vs. Leatham , and the line of

cases which follow it .

The specific tort here mentioned was until recent

times known as malicious interferance with con

tract . Such decisions as Walker vs. Cronin and

Carew vs. Rutherford , leading cases in Massa

chusetts , make malice the gist of the action. But

the more recent cases eliminate malice as an

element of the tort. Thus, in Brennan vs. United

Hatters of North America, 73 New Jersey Law ,

Mr. Justice Pitney says : “ In examining reported

decisions in other jurisdictions we frequently find

the question of malice discussed ; malice being

commonly treated as an essential ingredient of an

action like the present. But malice in the law

means nothing more than the intentional doing of

a wrongful act , withqut justification or cause ,

King vs. Patterson , 20 Vroon 418 , McFadden vs.

Lane 42 Vroon 624 , 630. And what is a wrongful

act within the meaning of this decision ?
We

answer , any act which in the ordinary course will

infringe upon the rights of another to his damage

is wrongful except it is done in the exercise of an

equal or superior right."

The law of common carriers is dealt with in

great detail , and their duties to their passengers,

shippers, servants , and third persons are carefully

analyzed .

Much labor has been bestowed by Prof. Keen

upon questions of pleading. Settled questions of

substantive law may be easily answered from the

numerous encyclopedias and text - books which are

at the hand of every practitioner ; but just what

the plaintiff must allege in his declaration in order

that it may be good on demurrer; just what

evidence he must introduce to get to the jury; just

how the plaintiff's prima facie case is to be met

and overthrown, are questions which in many

not adequately answered in any other

modern work. Prof. Keen has gone beyond the

substantive law to deal with the pleadings and

evidence . For example , in his treatment of

questions of interferance with contract above

referred to , he has determined what is the least

amount of allegation necessary in an action of tort

for interferance with an existing contract; and in

an action for prevention of contract . The bill in

equity , and the indictment for the wrong are

similarly treated. Prof. Keen then points out

what evidence is necessary to support these

several pleadings, and how this evidence may be

met and overthrown. This is only typical of

what has been done wherever necessity seemed to

require. Thus , it has been worked out with

extreme care in the law of common carriers ,

slander and libel , and the like.

The law of extraordinary remedies is dealt with

minutely from the standpoint of pleading and

evidence ; the practice of the courts is set forth ,

and the various steps in the trial examined .

In short, the American notes have been designed ,

not only to deal with matterswhich may be found

in any comprehensive work of similiar nature, but

to go beyond that and treat questions of procedure

which are unanswered in other works, and for

which lawyers until now have had to go (with few

or no guides) to the digests and indices of the

official reports .

Price of the Supplement $ 5:50 . (Set of ENGLISH

RULING Cases , 26 vols. in 13 , $ 78.00 . )

Bentham's Complete Works. — We have in

stock a copy of the works of Jeremy Bentham ,

published under the Superintendence of his

Executor, John Bowring." II vols. , old half calf

Edinburgh 1843. The portrait of Beutham is

slightly spotted with damp, but the set is otherwise

in good condition. It hasthe book-plate of Robert

Lowe, Viscount Sherbrook .

Recent Importations. --Hudson, Law of Build

ING , ENGINEERING AND Ship BUILDING CONTRACTS .

3rd ed. An excellent treatise on the duties and

liabilities of engineers , architects, surveyors and

valuers. Two large vols. buckram , $ 15.00.

BARCLAY, PROBLEMSOF INTERNATIONAL PRACTICE

AND DIPLOMACY. With special reference to the

Hague Conferences and Conventions and other

international agreements. Cloth , $6.50 .

BENTWICH Law or PRIVATE PROPERTY IN WAR .

Cloth , $ 1.80 .

RentON AND PHILLIMORE , COLONIAL LAWS AND

Courts . A comprehensive sketch of the legal sys

tems of the world , and particularly in the British

Empire. This is a reprint from Burge's Comment

aries on Colonial and Foreign Laws. Cloth , $ 4.00.

WOODS AND RITCHIE, Digest OF CASES OVER

RULED , APPROVED , OR MODIFIED IN THE ENGLISH

AND Other Courts . This work will be ready for

delivery soon . Three volumes, cloth , $ 25.00 .
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cedure, Extracts from the Civil Code on Inheri

tance, Succession, Marriage, Divorce, etc.; Patent
ESSAYS BY PROF. JAMES B. THAYER .

Law, Insolvency ; — etc , etc. Price in cloth The many friends of the late Prof. James B.

binding $7.50 , or to libraries entitled to remission Thayer , and the thousands of graduates who

of duties $6.00. remember his scholarly and kindly teaching at

Harvard Law School, will welcome the pu

FULL SET OF AUSTRIAN LAWS. cation of " Legal Essays," edited by his son , Ezra

R. Thayer. As the Prefatory Note explains: ---

We have in stock a set of the laws of Austria At the time of his death Professor Thayer was

from 1704 to 1902 ; as follows:
actively at work on a second volume on Evidence .

Gesetz - Sammlung 1704-1848.- I. Codex Aus- This, as he said in the introduction to his “ Prelim

triacus. 2 Bde. u. 4 Supplemente in 5 Bdn . inary Treatise on Evidence at the Common Law ,”

Wien 1704-77 . Fol. Lwdb. was to be similar in form to the Preliminary

2. Handbuch aller unter d. Reg. des Kaiser Treatise , but “ of a more immediately practical

Josef II . für die k . k. Erblände ergangenen character , giving a concise statement of the

Verordungen u . Gesetze. 18 Bde . Wien existing law of evidence .” He hoped to finish

1785-1790 . 8. Ppb. the book within a year , and he meant then to

2a . Sammlung d. k. k. Verordn. u . Gesetze publish a single volume on Constitutional Law

vom Jahre 1740-1780 , die unter d . Reg. Joseph resembling the Preliminary Treatise in its form

II . theils noch ganz bestehen , theils abgeändert and general scope . He had collected much

sind. 8 Bde. u. Hauptelenchus. Wien 1786– material for both books , but it was not in shape

87. 8. Hlwdb . for publication , and to one who knew the standards

3. Samml. d. Gesetze, welche unter d . which he set for himself, and his ceaseless labor

Regierung Leopold II . in den k. Erblanden in revising and perfecting his work , even when it

erschienen sind. 5 Bde. Wien 1790–92. 8 . seemed most complete , the attempt to shape his

Hlwdb . matter by another hand would be little short of

4. Franz II . politische Gesetze u . Verordn . desecration.

f. die ostert ., böhm . u. galiz . Erbländer . 76 It appears from notes in his diary that he also

Bde. Wien 1817–1851 . 8. Ppb. had it in mind in the meantime to collect in book

5. Haupt-Repertorium der k . k. Gesetze . form some of the essays which he had prepared

Verordn . vom Jahre 1740–1830 . 10 Bde . u on many different occasions. The shape in which

2 Suppl. Wien 1825–33 . 8. Hlwdb. these were left makes this work possible after his

Komplette, auberordentlich seltene Gesetzes death , and it is of special value from the face

Sammlung, wie sie fast niemals vorkommt . that much of the material which would have

( Continued by Reichsgesetzblatt). gone into the proposed treatise on Constitutiona

Reichsgesetzblatt für die im Reichsrathe vertre Law may be found in these essays . Thus in a

tenen Königreiche und Länder. Jahrg. 1848- measure they preserve the fruits of his long and

1902. Mit vollst. Register bis 1872 von Starr. deep study of constitutional topics.

4. 51 uniforme Hfzbde. ( 1897-1903 br.) The collection contains the following Essays:

The Origin and Scope of the American Doctrine

AUSTRIAN LAWS. of Constitutional Law.— Advisory Opinions. —

Legal Tender. - A People without Law.

We also have: Gelpcke v. Dubuque ; Federal and State Decisions.

Juristische Blätter, Vienna , 1872–1904 , 33 vols . Our New Possessions. International Usages;

(leading Austrian law journal.) A Step Forward . — Dicey's Law of the English

Adler - Clemens: Sammlung Entscheidungen zum Constitution :- Bedingfield's Case ; Declarations

Handelsgesetzbuch, 1891-1902 . II vols . bound as a part of the Res Gesta . — “ Law and Logic. "

in 8 . A Chapter of Legal History in Massachusetts. -

Law of the West -Goths. — We have for sale the
Trial by Jury or Things Supernatural. Brac

ton's Note Book.
remainder of the small edition published , of The

- The Teaching of English Law

LAW OF THE WEST-Goths ACCORDING TO at Universities.

MANUSCRIPT OF Æskill , Lawman of Västergöt- Thayer's Legal Essay's are published in a cloth

land, Sweden , A.D. 1200 . With Introduction and bound volume uniform in size and style with the

Explanatory Notes , done into English by ALFRED “ Preliminary Treatise on Evidence,” at the same

Bergin , B.D. , A.M., Ph.D.
price, $3.50 net. An excellent ortrait of Pro
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SUPPLEMENT TO E. R. C.

A Rewiew of Recent Cases.

The SUPPLEMENT TO ENGLISH Ruling Cases , by

Robert Campbell , English Editor , and James T.

Keen , American Editor , is now fully in type and

will be published before January first .

The recent decisions upon most of the important

cases are fully presented ; and in cases where the

doctrines of the subject discussed have been

materially modified or changed by recent decisions ,

the old as well as the new theories are set forth .

Thus , in the law of interferance with contract,

cases adjudicated within the last few months have

discredited decisions upon similiar facts made

within the past ten years. These older decisions

in turn were when made regarded as themselves

modifying still older rules of law . For example , in

Massachusetts the very recent cases of Berry vs.

Donovan and Pickett vs. Walsh seem to have

discredited the slightly older cases of May v . Wood

and Rice vs. Albee , which , when decided , were

regarded as settling the law . So in England ,

Allen vs. Flood, decided in 1898 , is practically

nullified by Quinn vs. Leatham , and the line of

cases which follow it .

The specific tort here mentioned was until recent

times known as malicious interferance with con

tract . Such decisions as Walker vs. Cronin and

Carew vs. Rutherford, leading cases in Massa

chusetts , make malice the gist of the action. But

the more recent cases eliminate malice as an

element of the tort. Thus , in Brennan vs. United

Hatters of North America , 73 New Jersey Law ,

Mr. Justice Pitney says: “ In examining reported

decisions in other jurisdictions we frequently find

the question of malice discussed ; malice being

commonly treated as an essential ingredient of an

action like the present. But malice in the law

means nothing more than the intentional doing of

a wrongful act , withqut justification or cause,

King vs. Patterson , 20 Vroon 418 , McFadden vs.

Lane 42 Vroon 624 , 630. And what is a wrongful

act within the meaning of this decision ? We

answer , any act which in the ordinary course will

infringe upon the rights of another to his damage

is wrongful except it is done in the exercise of an

equal or superior right."

The law of common carriers is dealt with in

great detail , and their duties to their passengers ,

shippers, servants, and third persons are carefully

analyzed .

Much labor has been bestowed by Prof. Keen

upon questions of pleading. Settled questions of

substantive law may be easily answered from the

numerous encyclopedias and text - books which are

at the hand of every practitioner ; but just what

the plaintiff must allege in his declaration in order

that it may be good on demurrer; just what

evidence he must introduce to get to the jury ; just

how the plaintiff's prima facie case is to be met

and overthrown , are questions which in many

cases not adequately answered in any other

modern work . Prof. Keen has gone beyond the

substantive law to deal with the pleadings and

evidence . For example, in his treatment of

questions of interferance with contract above

referred to , he has determined what is the least

amount of allegation necessary in an action of tort

for interferance with an existing contract ; and in

an action for prevention of contract . The bill in

equity, and the indictment for the wrong are

similarly treated . Prof. Keen then points out

what evidence is necessary to support these

several pleadings, and how this evidence may be

met and overthrown. This is only typical of

what has been done wherever necessity seemed to

require. Thus, it has been worked out with

extreme care in the law of common carriers,

slander and libel, and the like .

The law of extraordinary remedies is dealt with

minutely from the standpoint of pleading and

evidence ; the practice of the courts is set forth,

and the various steps in the trial examined.

In short, the American notes have been designed,

not only to deal with matterswhich may be found

in any comprehensive work of similiar nature, but

to gobeyond that and treat questions of procedure

which are unanswered in other works, and for

which lawyers until now have had to go (with few

or no guides) to the digests and indices of the

official reports .

Price of the Supplement $ 5 : 50. (Set of ENGLISH

RULING Cases , 26 vols. in 13 , $ 78.00 . )

Bentham's Complete Works. We have in

stock a copy of the works of Jeremy Bentham ,

published under the Superintendence of his
Executor , John Bowring. II vols. , old half calf

- Edinburgh 1843. The portrait of Beutham is

slightly spotted with damp,but the set is otherwise

ingoodcondition . It hasthe book -plate of Robert

Lowe, Viscount Sherbrook .

Recent Importations.- Hudson, Law of Built

ING, ENGINEERING AND SHIP BuildiNG CONTRACTS .

3rd ed. An excellent treatise on the duties and

liabilities of engineers, architects, surveyors and

valuers. Two large vols. buckram , $ 15.00.

BARCLAY, PROBLEMSOF INTERNATIONAL Practice

AND DIPLOMACY. With special reference to the

Hague Conferences and Conventions and other
international agreements. Cloth, $6.50 .

Bentwich LAW OF PRIVATE PROPERTY IN WAR.

Cloth , $ 1.80 .

RENTON AND PHILLIMORE , COLONIAL LAWS AND

Courts . A comprehensive sketch of the legal sys

tems of the world , and particularly in the British

Empire. This is a reprint from Burge's Comment

aries on Colonial and Foreign Laws. Cloth , $4.00 .

WOODS AND RITCHIE, DIGEST OF CASES OVER

RULED , APPROVED , OR MODIFIED IN THE ENGLISH

AND Other Courts . This work will be ready for

delivery soon . Three volumes, cloth , $ 25.00 .
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AMERICAN AND ENG. RAILROAD Cases , N. S. Vol .

46 .

AMERICAN STREET RAILWAY REPORTS . Vol. 4 .

AMERICAN STATE REPORTS . Vol. 114 .

ATLANTIC REPORTER. Vol. 66 .

Cyclo . OF LAW AND PROCEDURE. Vol. 25 .
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UNITED STATES.

U. S. SUPREME COURT REPORTS .
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STATUTES AT LARGE . Vol. 34 . 3 parts.

Supplement to Compiled Statutes Covering 57th ,
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Miss . Reports. Vol. 88 .

NEB . Reports. Vol . 72 .

Session Laws . 1907 .

N. H. Session Laws . 1907 .

N. J. Reports . Law . Vol . 73 .

Equity . Vol . 70 .

N. C. Session Laws.

N. Y. Reports. Court of Appeals . Vol . 188 .

Supreme Court (Fisher) . Vol. 117 .

Miscellaneous Reports .
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Digest .

N. D. Session Laws. 1907
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BIERLY . Police Power $3.50

BIGELOW . Law of Torts 3:50

BURDICK . New Trials and Appeals in

Kansas and Oklahoma .. 6.00

CAMPBELL . Principles of English Law 4.50

Childs . Suretyship and Guaranty 3.75

DewHURST. Annotated Rules of the

Federal Court 5.50

DRESSER . Employers Liability. Vol . 2

Essays in Anglo -American Legal History

(3 vols .). Vol . i ready 4.00

( Being prepared by American Association of Law

Schools ).

HARING. Conditional Sales

Heaton. Procedure and Law of Surrogates

Court. 2 vols.. 12.50

HOLDING . Railroad Law of Tennessee
6.00

Joyce . Electric Law . 2 vols . 12.75

LINCOLN . Fundamentals of American

Government 3.00

McKelvey. Law of Evidence . 2d ed . 3.75

MULHALL. Quasi — Public Corporations

Accounting and Management

RENTON AND Phillimore. Colonial Laws

and Courts

SIMONS . Probate Practice and Law of

Estates in Illinois . 2 vols.

Van Dyne . Naturalization in the United

States ,
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Statutes of Illinois 4.00
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1906 . 4th ed. . 15.0

KNOWLES. Law Relating to Compensation

for Injuries to Workmen 6.0

MATTHEWS AND ADLER. Law Relating to

Covenants in Restraint of Trade

NATHAN . Common Law of South Africa

50.0

PALMER. Peerage Law in England
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PARSONS . Workmens Compensation Act.

3d ed .

PELLERIN . French Law of Bankruptcy

RENTON AND PHILLIMORE . Colonial Laws

and Courts 15.0
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Trial of Actions at Nisi Prisis . I8th ed . 42.0
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Do you take " The Green Bag ” ?

a

If you do (and you like it),— please do us the

favor to commend it to other lawyers. A word ofA

praise from a subscriber will do more good than a

year's advertising by the publisher.

If not,-we ask you to send in now your sub

scription for 1908 ( $4.00 ) and give it a fair trial .

Every new subscriber helps to make this excellent

magazine even better, more practical , more helpful,

more entertaining than it is now.

Judges and leaders of the Bar should surely take

the leading American law periodical.

A bound set of The Green Bag ( 18 volumes,

half-green - cloth binding, $ 54.00 ) is an excellent

Christmas present to a friend or to yourself.

Contents of “The Green Bag "

August, 1907
THE WISCONSIN PUBLIC UTILITIES

ACT. By Eugene A. Gilmore.
HENRY FIELDING AS A LAW REFORMER .

By Charles Morse. “ JOTTINGS OF AN OLD SOLICITOR ,” by

Sir John Hollam . By J. G. Cotton -Minchin .
STARE DECISIS IN CONTINENTAL

EUROPE. By Charles C. Soule. CORPORATIONS SUBJECT TO BANK

RUPTCY . By R. Jackson Cram .

A STUDY IN MEXICAN CRIMINAL PRO

CEDURE AS ILLUSTRATED IN THE October, 1907

BARILLAS CASE. By Joseph Wheless.

JACOB M. DICKINSON . By S. S. Gregory.
SHERLOCK HOLMES , WITNESS

By Donald R. Richberg.
THE INFLUENCE OF NATIONAL CHAR

ACTER AND HISTORICAL ENVIRON

COMMON CARRIERS IN FRANCE.
MENT ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF

By B. H. Conner. THE COMMON LAW . By the Rt . Hon .

ANCIENT LAWYERS . By Eugene F. Ware .
James Bryce.

PRESIDENT'S ANNUAL ADDRESS .

September, 1907 By Hon. Alton B. Parker .

THE RT. HON . JAMES BRYCE. THE NATION AND THE CONSTITUTION .

By Edward Manson. By Hon . Charles F. Amidon .

CONSTRUCTIVE CONTRACTS . By George THE NEED OF A SOCIOLOGICAL JURIS

P. Costigan, Jr. PRUDENCE. By Roscoe Pound.

Single numbers of The Green Bag, 50 cents. Doel Subscription, $4.00 per year

Published by the Boston Book Co., 83 to 91 Francis St., Fenway, Boston , Mass.



The Chief Uses of E. RRR.. C.

The series called ENGLISH RULING CASES WITH AMERICAN NOTES is a most

valuable set for the lawyer in every stage of his career

For the Law Student

It presents a study of the methods of greatjudges : a statement of the

principles of the Common Law in the words of its famous expositors .

Every Law School should have several sets on its

shelves— to which the professors can refer their classes.
-

For the Young Lawyer

It is an arsenal of weapons which will overwhelm opponents and

convince courts.

For the Older Practitioner

It presents firm foundations for briefs which cannot be confuted and

arguments which cannot be upset.

For Judges

It clears the mind after conflicting and sophistical arguments of counsel

in close cases.

For the Home Library

It is an encyclopedia of principles : — the one book for quiet study, away

from the confusion of court and office.

-

For the Public Library

It is a choice collection of the best literature of the legal profession.

26 vols. in 13English Ruling Cases with American Notes.

(while Subscription Edition holds out) , $78.00 .

Supplement, Vol . 27, bringing Cases and Notes down

to 1907, edited by James T. Keen, in press, price, $5.50.

Published 83-91 Francis Street, Fenway ,

BOSTON, MASS.by The Boston Book Co. ,
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PUBLISHED IN JANUARY, 1908 , BY THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY

Address, 83 to 91 Francis Street, Fenway, Boston, Mass.

This paper is issued quarterly, to give information about American and foreign legal

literature. We send it without charge to any book - buyer who asks for it.

BARGAINS IN THIS NUMBER .

We have issued about thirty numbers of Legal Bibliography , but never a number so full

of bibliographical lists ( see eight-page Bibliographical Supplement herewith ), important

announcements, and real bargains.

NEW BOOKS.

THAYER'S LEGAL ESSAYS , published January 15 .

STIMSON'S AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAL LAW, ready about March 1 .

SUPPLEMENT TO ENGLISH RULING CASES, nearly all in type.

CHAMBERLAYNE'S BEST ON EVIDENCE , all done but Table of Cases .

LAST CALL. FULL REPRINT OF THE ENGLISH REPORTS.

The volumes of this great work come out with surprising regularity , at monthly inter

vals . The last volume issued (79) covers Croke and Popham of the King's Bench chrono

logical series . All of the House of Lords, Privy Council, Chancery , Rolls, and Vice

Chancellors Series have been already completed in this reprint.

The edition is a limited one, not electrotyped. The supply allotted to The Boston Book

Co., as agent for the United States, was exhausted a year ago , and the edition (as we had

previously warned intending subscribers ) went wholly " out of print."

Last summer Mr. Soule went to England to see if he could get a further assignment

from uncalled-for sets which had been allotted to British Colonies, and succeeded in get

ting 25 sets more for the United States, which we offer for sale at $6.50 PER VOLUME .

NEW SECOND -HAND CATALOGUES.

No. 55. SCHOLARLY, HISTORICAL AND INTERESTING LAW BOOKS.

No. 56. SECOND -HAND TEXT-BOOKS AND ELEMENTARY TREATISES .

Either or both of these catalogues will be mailed free of cost to any applicant.

THE GREEN BAG (only $ 4.00 per annum ) is a monthly supplement to all

text-books, digests , and cyclopedias.



CHIEF USES OF E. R. C.

The series called ENGLISH RULING CASES WITH AMERICAN Notes is a most

valuable set for the lawyer in every stage of his career.

For the Law Student

It presents a study of the methods of great judges : - a statement of the

principles of the Common Law in the words of its famous expositors .

Every Law School should habe several sets on its shelves—

to which the professors can refer their classes.

For the Young Lawyer

It is an arsenal of weapons which will overwhelm opponents and

convince courts .

For the Older Practitioner

It presents firm foundations for briefs which cannot be confuted and

arguments which cannot be upset.

For Judges

It clears the mind after conflicting and sophistical arguments of counsel
in close cases.

For the Home Library

It is an encyclopedia of principles : — the one book for quiet study, away

from the confusion of court and office .

For the Public Library

It is a choice collection of the best literature of the legal profession .

English Ruling Cases with American Notes, including Supplement.

27 vols. $ 108.00 .

The Subscription Edition , 26 vols. in 13, is out of print.

Supplement, Vol . 27, bringing Cases and Notes down to 1907,

edited by JAMES T. KEEN, in press, price, separately , $ 5.50.

Published

by
The Boston Book Co.

83-91 Francis St. , Fenway.

BOSTON , MASS .
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PROMOTION .

The work of the Boston Book Co. having grown too

large for the immediate super ion of President Soule,

Mr. F. E. Chipman (who has been manager of our Law

Department), has been placed on the Board of Di

rectors and appointed Managing Director. He will in

future have charge of administrative details in all

branches of the business .

66

his great

THAYER'S LEGAL ESSAYS.

For twenty -eight years (1874 to 1902) James Bradley

Thayer served as professor in the Harvard Law School.

" No one can measure," says Dean Ames,

influence upon the thousands of his pupils . While at

the school they had a profound respect for his character

and ability, and realized that they were sitting at the

feet of a master. In their after life his precept and ex

ample have been , and will continue to be , a constant

stimulus to genuine, thorough and finished work ."

In these years he gave so much time to teaching , and

he was so thorough in his methods of study and work,

that he accomplished little in legal authorship ( so far

as quantity is concerned ) comparable to his influence

as a teacher on his generation of lawyers. He compiled

for the use of his classes excellent collections of Cases on

Evidence and on Constitutional Law, and published a

“ Preliminary Treatise on the Law of Evidence , ” which

gave him a reputation , both at home and abroad , as a

legal historian and jurist of the first rank. He planned ,

but never finished , a practical work giving a concise

statement of the existing law of Evidence , and a treatise

on Constitutional law.

It appears from notes in his diary that he also had it in

mind in the meantime to collect in book form some of

the essays which he had prepared on many different

occasions. The shape in which these were left makes

this work possible after his death , and it is of special

value from the fact that much of the material which

would have gone into the proposed treatise on Consti

tutional Law may be found in these essays. Thus in a

measure they preserve the fruits of his long and deep

study of constitutional topics ; and illustrate – to use

the words of “ The Green Bag" — " the excellent and

cultured style, the charming modesty, the deep learn

ing and vigorous thinking, which mark all that Professor

Thayer has written . "

The essays contained in this volume are : --

The Origin and Scope of the American Doctrine of

Constitutional Law.

Advisory Opinions.

Legal Tender.

A People without Law (the American Indians) .

Gelpcke v. Dubuque ; Federal and State Decisions .

Our New Possessions.

International Usages ; A Step Forward .

Dicey's Law of the English Constitution.

Bedingfield's Case ; Declarations as a part of the Res

Gesta .

“ Law and Logic."

A Chapter of Legal History in Massachusetts.

Trial by Jury of Things Supernatural.

Bracton's Note Book .

The Teaching of English Law at Universities .

(Legal Essays.- By James Bradley Thayer, LL.D. ,

late Weld Professor of Law at Harvard University. One

volume in cloth binding $3.50 net .]

GRAPHIC CONSTITUTIONAL LAW .

One of the novel and interesting features of the forth

coming work on our State and Federal Constitutions, by

F. J. Stimson, is the chart which serves as frontispiece

to the volume. To quote the author's words :

" The frontispiece graphically represents the exact

division of political and legislative power between the

States and the Federal Government, as well as the large

field reserved by the Constitution to the people ; and it

does this even to the finer shades of distinction , as when

powers delegated to the Nation are, at the same time,
forbidden to the States , or when they are shared by the

Nation and the States , or when nothing is said about it ,

so that the matter must depend upon the interpretation

of the Supreme Court."

This is accomplished by an ingenious arrangement of

zones, whose clear fields represent clear powers, while

their intersections cover cases of doubt or conflict. The

zones and their intersections are lettered and explained

as follows:

AZ.-Federal Powers which are forbidden to the States.

A.-Powers granted to the United States simply.

AB.-Powers common to the Nation and the States.

B.-Powers reserved in the States simply.

BX . - State powers forbidden to the United States.

X. - Powers forbidden to the UnitedStates simply .

2.-Powers forbidden to the States simply.

ZX.- Powers expressly forbidden to both the Nation and
the States .

Y. - Rights reserved or expressly retained in the people .

The author says : “ If the reader of this book will take

the diagram and carefully , for himself . decide (for on

some clauses there may be a difference of opinion) just

what sentences or sections of the Constitution , or matters

or powers mentioned therein , fall within each of these

nine divisions of our sphere of the total powers of govern

ment, he will almost, by the very study required , the

close examination of the Constitution necessary , become

a good American constitutional lawyer."

NOTES.

Great Charters and Laws.-- An interesting feature of

the forthcoming work by F. J. Stimson , American Con

stitutional Law , Federal and State , is the “ Historical

Digest of English Social Legislation," in which 150 of the

laws which marked the evolution of constitutional lib

erty are abstracted and arranged chronologically .

Chancery Reports. - Have you on your shelves a set of

the old “ English Chancery Reports" first reprinted in

America in 43 volumes, and finally extended to 69 vol

umes ? If so , you need our recent supplement to this

series , 29 volumes bound in 9 books , containing the Vice

Chancellors Reports omitted in the earlier reprint.

Office Students. - If you have a law student in your

office, or a son in any law school , perhaps Ewell's Essen

tials of the Law (3 vols . , sheep , $7.50; or cloth , $6.00, )

would help him in preparatory work, or in review for

examination. Vol . 1 of Ewell's Essentials (which is sold

separately at $3.00 in sheep, or $2.50 in cloth ) is the best

edition of Blackstone's Commentaries for any student .

United States History . - James Schouler, author of

the standard treatises on Wills and on Executors is also

author of an excellent “ History of the United States

from the Adoption of the Constitution to the Close of the

Civil War, 1789-1865," in six volumes. Price in cloth ,

$13.50 .

!
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ready printed ” should be published , and hence the print

ing of pages 5 to 56 not included above.

The check list of New Hampshire laws should be re

vised so as to read for 1803

1803 . June

November. pp. 16. Concord, 1803 .
56. 1804 .

Pp. 13 .

1
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1

RECENT ENGLISH BOOKS.

We suggest that all these ought to be in your library. Check

them up and see it you have them .

Wood and Ritchie's Digest of Cases Overruled , Ap

proved , or Modified. 3 vols . $ 26.00.

A necessity for successful practice .

Renton and Phillimore's Colonial Laws and Courts.

London , 1907. Cloth . $ 4.00.

A comprehensive sketch of the legal systems of the

world , being the first volume (published separately ) of
a new edition of Burge's Colonial Law.

Jenk's Digest of English Civil Law . 3 parts. Paper.

$3.76.

Book I. General. 1905.

II . Pt. J. Contracts (General). 1906.

II. Pt. II . Contracts (Particular). 1907 .
Barclay's Problems of International Practice and

Diplomacy. London , 1907. Cloth . $6.50.

With special reference to the Hague Conferences and

other international agreements.

Bentwich's Law of Private Property in War. London,

1907. Cloth . $ 1.80.

A treatise on the development of the International

Law of War and Neutrality.

Hudson's Law of Building, Engineering, and Ship

building Contracts. 3d ed. , London, 1907. 2 vols .

$ 16.00.

An excellent treatise on the duties and liabilities of

engineers, architects, and surveyors.

Benjamin on Sales. 6th ed . , London, 1906. $ 6.50.

Few works have been so readily accepted and so

universally used . - Baron Pollock .

Todd's Belgian Law . London, 1905. Cloth . $ 7.50 .

Translation of the Code of Commerce and Code of Pro

cedure and selections from the Civil Code, with a

Vocabulary of Phrases and Words.

20 We have received notice that a consolidated

supplement to Mews' Digest of English Case Law will

be published shortly. Better enter your order with

us for an early copy. We are the United States agents

for all of the above books.

1

REPORTED DECISIONS OF ENGLISH COURTS.

The three most important sets reporting the current

decisions of the English Courts are the English Law

Reports, the Law Journal Reports, and the Law Times

Reports. Each set is digested in Mews' Digest of English

Law , and is cited in all modern English text -books.

The English Law Reports are published under the
direction of the Council of Law Reporting. The series

commenced in 1866, and a complete set to 1907 numbers

some 300 volumes. The greater portion of these are out

of print so that only secondhand sets can be had, and

these are becoming scarce and the price is rapidly ad

vancing.

The Law Journal Reports are published by a pro

prietary company. This series commenced in 1823, and

a complete set to 1907 numbers some 200 volumes .

The Law Times Reports are also published by a pro

prietary company. The present series commenced in

1859 , and a complete set to date consists of 96 volumes .

A periodical called the Law Times commenced in 1843 ,

the first 34 volumes of which contained reports of cases

in addition to miscellaneous legal matter. These 34 vol

umes are cited as the Law Times Reports, old series.

About the same number of cases are reported in each

series , during the year, though each set contains a few

cases not appearing in the other two .

None of these are " official reports," as the term is

understood in the United States , there being no official

reporter of decisions in England. The Master of the Rolls

(May 21 , 1887, ) said : - “ All reports made by gentlemen

of the Bar and published on their responsibility, are

equally regular. There is no superiority in the Reports

of the Council of Law Reporting. Counsel are as much

entitled to cite one as the other."

The Law Journal Reports are popular, as would appear

from the author's preface to the 5th English edition, 1906,

of Benjamin on Sales, where the following appears :

“ The Editors wish to hear testimony to the sustained

excellence of the Law Journal Reports, which they have

consulted in all cases of difficulty, and upon which alone,

in some instances, the statement of a case has been based.

These Reports have been especially valuable in disclos

ing the distinction between similar cases , or the particular

ground on which a decision was rested - matters which

have been much facilitated by the practice of setting out

the pleadings at length . Reference to these Reports has

not infrequently been the means of clearing up obscurities

which the other Reports had failed to dispell."

EARLY ENGLISH TARIFFS, ETO.

(Carkesse (Charles) . ] “ The Book of Rates." A Collection

of Law relating to the Customs, The Act of Tonnage and

Poundage, etc. , etc. Folio . London . 1726.

Supplement to the Same - 1737.

Together with two bound volumes of subsequent Acts

on Duties , Customs , etc. , from 1737 to 1756.

In all 3 vols . , folio . $30.00

We have this apparently unique collection of English

Tariff Acts. " Carkesse's Book of Rates" was a well

known work in its day, and is described in Clarke and

other bibliographies . The later volumes were apparently

collected , contemporaneously, by some lawyer or customs

officer, and bound up as a supplement to Carkesse. To

gether, they give the English legislation during an inter

esting period of our Colonial history .

NEW HAMPSHIRE SESSION LAWS.

November Session, 1803 .

Heretofore we supposed that the las for this session

were printed in a pamphlet consisting of a half-title ,

title and pages 5 to 56 , published at Concord, in 1804 .

At the Wait sale , two items covering the laws passed at

this session were offered , that described above, and a

reprint consisting of a title and pages 5 to 8. imprinted

at Concord in 1803 .

A comparison of this reprint with the other pamphlet

showed that the reprint contained three acts that did

not appear in the other . The librarian of the New York

Bar Association called our attention to the fact that they

had an original copy of this reprint, but that the pagina

tion extended to page 16 .

Through the kindness of Arthur H. Chase, Librarian

of the New Hampshire State Library, we are now able to

advise our readers of this matter. At the 1803 session a

joint committee was appointed " to procure as soon as

may be five hundred printed copies of the act directing

that state and county officers shall be elected on the

same day throughout this State, also of the act to estab

lish the rates at which polls and rateable estate shall be

valued in making and assessing direct taxes, and also of

the act altering one of the terms of the Superior Court

of judicature in the counties of Hillsborough, Cheshire

and Grafton ." By the above authority the first signa

ture, consisting of pages 5 to 8 , was printed, but pages

9 to 16 were subsequently added , apparently without

vote. It was afterwards voted that the laws “ not al

1
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SUPPLEMENT TO E. R. O.

A Review of Recent Cases.

The Supplement to English Ruling Cases, by Robert

Campbell, English editor, and James T. Keen , American

editor, is now in type .

The recent decisions upon most of the important cases

are fully presented ; and in cases where the doctrines of

the subject discussed have been materially modified or

changed by recent decisions , the old as well as the new

theories are set forth .

Thus, in the law of interference with contract, cases

adjudicated within the last few months have discredited

decisions upon similar facts made within the past ten

years. These older decisions in turn were when made re

garded as themselves modifying still older rules of law.

For example, in Massachusetts the very recent cases of

Berry vs. Donovan and Pickett vs. Walsh seem to have

discredited the slightly older cases of May vs. Wood and

Rice vs. Albee , which, when decided , were regarded as

settling the law So in England, Allen vs. Flood , decided

in 1898, is practically nullified by Quinn vs. Leatham,

and the line of cases which follow it .

The specific tort here mentioned was until recent times

known as malicious interference with contract . Such de

cisions as Walker vs. Cronin and Carew vs. Rutherford ,

leading cases in Massachusetts, make malice the gist of

the action . But the more recent cases eliminate malice as

an element of the tort. See Brennan vs. United Hatters,

73 N. J. Law .

The law of common carriers is dealt with in great de

tail, and their duties to their passengers , shippers, ser

vants, and third persons are carefully analyzed .

Much labor has been bestowed by Prof. Keen upon

questions of pleading. Settled questions of substantive

law may be easily answered from the numerous encyclo

pedias and text -books which are at the hand of every

practitioner; but just what the plaintiff must allege in

his declaration in order that it may be good on demurrer;

just what evidence he must introduce to get to the jury ;

just how the plaintiff's prima facie case is to be met and

overthrown, are questions which are in many cases not

adequately answered in any other modern work.

The law of extraordinary remedies is dealt with

minutely from the standpoint of pleading and evidence;

the practice of the courts is set forth, and the various

steps in the trial examined .

In short, the American notes have been designed , not

only to deal with matters which may be found in any

comprehensive work of similar nature , but to go beyond

that and treat questions of procedure which are unan

swered in other works.

[ Price of the Supplement $5.50. (Set of English Ruling

Cases and Supplement, 27 vols . , $108.00 . )]

NEW ENGLAND TOWN LAW .

[ Taken from The Annals of the American Academy

of Political and Social Science, Vol. XXIX, No. 1.]

Garland, J. S. New England Town Law. Pp. xxxi, 894 .

Price, $6.50 net.

This valuable volume consists of two very distinct

parts. The first eighty - three pages are taken up with an

interesting review of the origin , development and pres

ent status of the New England town. Little that is really

new to the student of municipal history is offered here,

but the results of various detailed studies are presented

in an attractive and concise manner. The most interest

ing portion of the study , especially to those not per

sonally familiar with New England, is the description

of thesurvivals of former customs and methods of organ

ization , not only in the out-of-the-way country districts,

but even in some of the most progressive of New England

municipalities.

The study of the communal holdings by the towns is

also well done. How long these survived is a surprise to

the average reader. It seems hard to realize that Boston

Common was still used as a pasture in 1830, and that

Plymouth , Salem and Sandwich still preserve remnants

of their old communal lands , administered much as they

were when they were originally established .

The second part of the book presents the first sys

tematic compilation of the laws of the New England

states in relation to towns and town government. The

laws are grouped around the titles of the officers of the

towns, and those of each state are arranged together.

By these means the whole body of the law is rendered

accessible to the reader, an advantage impossible through

any other method because of the great mass and diver

sity of the statutes. Over three thousand five hundred

references are given , citing the more important decisions

given by the courts in cases under the various enactments.

THE COMPLETE LAW LIBRARY .

In the Harvard Graduates ' Magazine for December,

1907 , we find this statement of the features of the Har

vard Law School Library in which the librarian and the

professors take the most pride. They indicate the

ideal of an American Law Library .

1. Completeness of the collections of American,

English , Irish and Scotch Reports. There are two

copies of all the American State Reports, and in

many casesthree copies ; two complete copies of the Irish ,

and four or more copies of nearly all the English
Reports.

2. An unusually complete collection of English

Colonial Reports and Statutes.

3. American Statute Law, almost complete since

1800 , and very rich , though incomplete, in the rare and

costly revisions and session laws of an earlier period.

4. A collection of Local and Private Acts of Great

Britain complete from 1820 to 1906. This collection is

believed to be unique so far as this country is concerned .

5. A collection of trials, civil and criminal, remark

able in extent. It includes a complete set of the Old

Bailey Sessions Papers, continued by the Central Criminal

Court Papers, covering the period from 1729 to date .

6. A very full collection of legal periodicals.

7. A large collection of civil and foreign law, pre

viously described .

8. A collection of Peerage Cases , purchased in 1892 .

At that time there was but one collection superior to

it in England.

9. The early Year Books, as issued year by year, by

famous printers, unsurpassed by any known collection.

10. The quality and number of editions of the

standard and famous legal treatises . Among such works

may be mentioned Coke's “ First Institute," in every

English edition, from the first in 1628 to the last in

1832; Blackstone's “ Commentaries," in nearly every

edition , some 49 in number, including the first; “ Com
plete Clerk ," five editions; St. Germain's “ Doctor and

Student," 22 editions ; “ Trials per Pais," 9 editions ;

Fearne's Contingent Remainders ," all the editions ;

Fitzherbert's “ New Natura Brevium ," 13 editions ;

Glanville's Laws of England,” 6 editions ; Green

Evidence," all the editions except the second

and third of vol . 1 ; Kent's Commentaries," all the

editions; Littleton's " Tenures, " 34 editions; “ Old

Natura Brevium ,” 9 editions ; Perkins's “ Law Con

veyancer," 17 editions; Sheppard's " Touchstone," 7

editions ; Story's Works, all the editions of every treatise ,

except one or two.

60
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CHEAP ENGLISH LAW REPORTS.

We have recently purchased a large library, containing

a practically complete chronological set of the English

reports. At the present time we have the following re

mainders in stock, which we wish to close out without

delay, at less than the usually advertised London prices .

As we have but one set of each court on hand, it will be

necessary to order without delay, as the first applicant

will secure the books.

House of Lords. 1694 to 1866 .

Shower, 1740 ; Colles ; Brown, 8 vols.; Dow, 6 vols .;

Bligh , 4 vols.; Bligh (new series ), 11 vols.; Dow and

Clark , 2 vols.; Clark and Finelly , 12 vols . , Am . ed.;

West ; House of Lords Cases, 11 vols . , Am . ed.; together,

57 vols . $85.00

Privy Council. 1809 to 1872 .

Acton , 2 vols. in 1 , Am. ed.; Knapp, 3 vols.; Moore ,

15 vols.; Moore (n. s. ) , 9 vols .; Moore, Indian Appeals,

14 vols.; together, 53 vols .
$80.00

Chancery. 1557 to 1823.

Cary ; Choice Cases; Tothill; Dickens, 2 vols.; Nel

son ; Cases in Chancery, 3 vols . in 1 ; Equity Cases

Abridged , 3 vols.; Freeman ; Vernon , 2 vols.; Finch's

Precedents ; Peere Williams , 3 vols.; Gilbert ; Select

Cases, temp. King ; Moseley ; Talbot; Atkyns, 3 vols.;

Ambler, 2 vols .; Bamardiston ; Ridgway, temp. Hard

wicke ; Vesey, Senior, 3 vols.; Eden , 2 vols.; Brown, by

Perkins, 4 vols.; Cox , 2 vols.; Vesey Jr. , 22 vols .;

Vesey and Beames, 3 vols .; Cooper, temp. Eldon ; Meri

vale, 3 vols .; Swanston , 3 vols.; Jacobs and Walker, 2

vols .; together, 75 vols .
$75.00

Chancery . 1828 to 1866.

All American Editions .

Jacob ; Turner and Russell; Russell, 5 vols.; Russell

and Mylne, 2 vols.; Myine and Keen , 3 vols .; Mylne and

Craig , 5 vols .; Craig and Phillips ; Phillips , 2 vols .;

Macnaghten and Gordon , 3 vols.; De Gex , Macnaghten

and Gordon , 8 vols .; De Gex and Jones, 4 vols .; De Gex,

Fisher and Jones , 4 vols .; De Gex, Jones and Smith , 4

vols .; together, 43 vols . $20.00

Rolls Court. 1829 to 1866.

Tamlyn ; Keen , 2 vols.; Beavan , 36 vols .; together,

39 vols .
$50.00

Vice -Chancellor's Court. 1815 to 1866 .

Maddock , 6 vols.; Simons and Stuart, 2 vols . , Am .

ed .; Simons, 17 vols . , Am . ed .; Simons (n . s . ) , 2 vols . ,

Am . ed .; Drewry, 4 vols .; Drewry and Smale, 2 vols.;

Younge and Collyer, 2 vols . , Am. ed .; Collyer , 2 vols . ,

Am. ed .; De Gex and Smale , 5 vols.; Smale and Giffard ,

3 vols ; Giffard , 5 vols .; Hare , 11 vols . , Am . ed .; Kay ;

Kay and Johnson , 4 vols .; Johnson ; Johnson and Hem

ming , 2 vols .; Hemming and Miller, 2 vols .; together,

71 vols .
$ 125.00

Bankruptcy. 1810 to 1852.

Rose , 2 vols .; Buck , Glyn and Jameson , 2 vols .;

Montagu and McArthur; Montagu ; Montagu and Bligh ;

Deacon and Chitty , 4 vols .; Montagu and Ayrton , 3 vols .;

Deacon , 4 vols.; Montagu and Chitty ; Montagu , Deacon

and De Gex , 3 vols .; De Gex ; together , 24 vols . $25.00

King's Bench Reports. 1378 to 1785.

Bellewe ; Keilwey ; Moore; Dyer, 3 vols.; Benloe ;

Leonard ; Plowden , 2 vols .; Owen : Noy ; Coke, 7 vols .;

Godbolt ; Croke, 3 vols .; Goldesborough ; Popham ;

Yelverton ; Hobart ; Davies ; Ley ; Calthorp ; Bulstrode ,

Rolle , 2 vols .; Palmer ; Jones (W.) ; Latch ; March , New

Cases ; Aleyn ; Style ; Siderfin , 2 vols .; Keble , 3 vols .;

Saunders , 3 vols .; Ventris , 2 vols .; Pollexfen ; Modern ,

12 vols.; Freeman ; Shower, 2 vols .; Skinner ; Com

berbach ; Carthew; Holt ; Salkeld , 3 vols.; Raymond

(Lord) , 3 vols.; Fortesque ; Comyns, 2 vols.; Sessions

Cases , 2 vols.; Gilbert's Cases in Law and Equity ;

Strange, 2 vols.; Barnardiston , 2 vols .; Fitzgibbon ;

Lee , temp. Hardwicke ; Andrews; Blackstone ( W. ), 2

vols.; Sayer; Kenyon, 2 vols.; Wilmot's Notes; Bur

row ,
5 vols.; Cowper, 2 vols.; Douglas, 4 vols.; to

gether, 105 vols.
$ 145.00

King's Bench Reports. 1783 to 1865.

Dumford and East , 8 vols.; East, 16 vols ., Am. ed .;

Maule and Selwyn, 6 vols.; Barnewall and Alderson , 5

vols.; Barnewall and Cresswell, 10 vols.; Barnewall and

Adolphus, 5 vols .; Adolphus and Ellis, 12 vols .; Queen's

Bench (Adolphus and Ellis, n . s . ) , 18 vols ., Am. ed .; Ellis

and Blackburn , 8 vols . , Am . ed.; Ellis , Blackburn and

Ellis ; Ellis and Ellis , 3 vols . , Am . ed.; Best and Smith,

vols . 1 to 6 , Am . ed .; together, 98 vols .
$50.00

Common Pleas . 1532 to 1866 .

Benloe and Dalison ; Anderson ; Brownlow and Goldes

borough ; Savile; Hutton ; Bridgman ( J. ) ; Winch ;

Littleton ; Hetley ; Carter ; Vaughan ; Barnes; Wilson ,

3 vols.; Willes Blackstone ( H. ) , 2 vols.; Bosanquet and

Puller, 5 vols.; Taunton , 8 vols.; Broderip and Bing

ham, 3 vols .; Bingham , 10 vols.; Bingham , New Cases,

6 vols .; Manning and Granger, 7 vols .; Common Bench

Reports, 18 vols . , Am . ed.; Common Bench Reports

( new series ) , 19 vols . , Am. ed.; together, 94 vols. $ 95.00

Exchequer. 1220 to 1866 .

Jenkins; Lane, 1657 ; Hardres; Bunbury ; Parker ;

Anstruther, 3 vols.; Wightwick ; Price , 13 vols.; M'Clel

and ; M'Cleland and Younge; Younge and Jervis, 3 vols.;

Crompton and Jervis , 2 vols.; Crompton and Meeson , 2

vols.; Crompton, Meeson and Roscoe, 2 vols .; Meeson

and Welsby, 16 vols.; Exchequer Reports, 11 vols.;

Hurlstone and Norman , 7 vols .; Hurlstone and Coltman ,

4 vols.; together , 71 vols . The 46 vols , from M'Cleland

to Hurlstone and Norman are Am . editions . $60.00

Ecclesiastical. 1752 to 1857.

Lee , 2 vols .; Haggard ( Consistory ), 2 vols.; Philli

more, 3 vols .; Addams, 3 vols .; Haggard, 4 vols.; Curteis,

3 vols .; Robertson , 2 vols .; Spinks ( Ecclesiastical and

Admiralty ), 2 vols .; Deane and Swabey ; together, 22

vols .
$40.00

Probate and Divorce. 1858 to 1865 .

Swabey and Tristram , 4 vols.; Searle and Smith ;

together , 5 vols .
$27.50

Admiralty. 1815 to 1906 .

Dodson , 2 vols.; Swabey ; Lushington ; Browning

and Lushington ; Aspinall's Maritime Cases ( new series ),

9 vols .; Holt's Cases ; together, 15 vols .
$ 155.00

Crown Cases. 1662 to 1865 .

Kelynge ( J .) , 1789 ; Foster , 1782 ; Leach , 2 vols.; Rus

sell and Ryan ; Lewin , 2 vols .; Moody, 2 vols.; Denison ,

2 vols .; Dearsley ; Dearsley and Bell; Bell; Leigh and

Carr; together, 15 vols.
. $45.00

Nisi-Prius. " 1688 to 1867.

Lilly , 1719 ; Peake , 2 vols .; Espinasse, 6 vols .;

Campbell , 4 vols.; Holt ; Starkie , 3 vols.; Dowling and

Ryland ; Ryan and Moody; Moody and Robinson , 2

vols .; Carrington and Payne , 9 vols.; Carrington and

Marshman ; Carrington and Kirwin , 3 vols.; Foster and

Finlason , 4 vols .; together, 38 vols .
$ 75.00

Bail Court. 1770 to 1854 .

Chitty, 2 vols ; Dowling, 9 vols.; Dowling (n. s . ) , 2

vols.; Dowling and Lowndes, 7 vols.; Saunders and

Cole, 2 vols .; Lowndes, Maxwell and Pollock, 2 vols.;

Lowndes and Maxwell ; together , 25 vols .
$75.00
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UNIQUE COLLECTION.

We have for sale 114 sets of periodicals, as below .

This is the most complete collection ever offered

and in view of increasing demand and limited supply, we

do not believe a similar lot can be again made up .

The issue of Jones's Index to Legal Periodicals (2 vols . ,

$20.00) has opened to research all the treasures of essay

and monograph hitherto hidden away in the back vol

umes of periodicals which in their day recorded the inves

tigations of leading lawyers of successive generations .

The periodicals themselves have gone entirely out of
print, and complete sets can only be made up by assemb

ling volumes and parts from scores of different sources .

As lawyers are finding out how useful such periodicals

are , and as the demand increases, the difficulty of getting

them increases. Whoeverwants them must strike quickly.

We wish to sell this collection as a whole, and will

quote price if desired. Of some of the sets we have dupli

cates. If you see any set listed here which you want, or

if you would like to make a beginning for a collection of

periodicals by buying a few of the more common and

cheaper sets , write us for separate prices on these .

American Periodicals .

Albany Law Journal, 67 vols. (Current.) 1870–1906 .

American Bar Association Reports, 30 vols. 1878–1906.

American Jurist , 28 vols . 1829-1843 .

American Law Journal (Hall ), 6 vols . 1808–1817.

American Law Journal (Okey) , 2 vols . 1884–1885 .

American Law Times Reports, 10 vols . 1868-1877 .

American Law Magazine, 6 vols . 1843–1846.

American Law Record, 15 vols . 1872-1887 .

American Law Register, 54 vols . (Current.) 1852–1906 .

American Law Review, 40 vols . (Current .) 1866–1906 .

American Lawyer, 14 vols. ( Current.) 1892–1906 .

Bench and Bar, N. Y. , 8 vols . in 2. (Currert . ) 1903 .

Brief, Phi Delta Phi , 6 vols . (Current . ) 1886-1906.

California Legal Record, 2 vols . 1878-1879 .

Carolina Law Journal. 1830-1831.

Carolina Legal Repository, 2 vols . 1814.

Case and Comment , 13 vols . ( Current .) 1894-1906 .

Central Law Journal, 64 vols . ( Current .) 1874-1907.

Chicago Legal News, 39 vols . (Current . ) 1869-1906 .

Cleveland Law Record . 1856-1857.

Colorado Law Reporter, 4 vols . 1880-1884.

Columbia Law Review , 6 vols . (Current.) 1901-1906 .

Cornell Law Journal, 1 no . only published . June, 1894 .

Counsellor, 5 vols . 1891-1896.

Criminal Law Magazine , 18 vols . 1880-1896 .

Current Comment and Legal Misc . , 3 vols . 1889-1891

Detroit Legal News , 11 vols . (Current.) 1896–1907 .

( This periodical begins with vol . 3 , in continuation of

the Wayne County Legal News, 2 vols . , folio , which

was a real estate and financial bulletin . )

Eastern Reporter, 11 vols . 1885-1888 .

Green Bag, 18 vols . ( Current .) 1889-1906 .

Griffith's Law Register, 2 vols . 1822.

Harvard Law Review, 20 vols . (Current .) 1887–1907 .

Illinois Law Review , Vol. 1. ( Current.) 1896–1907.

Insurance Law Jour., 35 vols . (Current.) 1871-1906 .

Journal of Jurisprudence, Hall , 1821 . 1821 .

Journal of Law 1831 .

Journal of Law School , Taylor. 1822 .

Kentucky Law Reporter, 29 vols . ( Current .) 1880-1906 .

Law, The, Chicago, 2 vols . 1889-1890.

Law Book News, 2 vols . 1895-1896.

Law Central. 1881 .

Law Reporter, Boston , 27 vols . 1839-1866.

Lancaster Law Review, 23 vols . (Current.) 1884-1906 .

Law Students Helper, 14 vols . (Current.) 1892-1906 .

Legal Intelligencer, vols . 20 to 64 , 45 vols . 1863-1906 .

( The early portion of this set is practically unobtain

able, and is found in very few libraries . )

Livingston's Law Magazine, 3 vols . 1853-1856.

Medico -Legal Journal, vols . 2 to 24. (Current .) 1884

1907. (Very few libraries have vol. 1. )

Michigan Law Review , 5 vols . (Current.) 1902-1907.

Militia Reporter. 1810 .

Monthly Journal of Law. 1881 .

Monthly Jurist, 2 vols . 1878-1879 .

Monthly Western Jurist, 3 vols . 1875–1877.

Morrison's Transcript, 5 vols . 1881-1883 .

National Bankruptcy Register, 19 vols . 1867-1880 .

National BankruptcyNews and Reports, 4 vols. 1898-1901

National Corporation Reporter, 34 vols . ( Current .)

1890-1907 .

National Law Review. 1875 .

New Jersey LawJournal, 29 vols . ( Current .) 1878–1906 .

New York Bulletin , 5 vols . in 1 . 1881-1885.

New York Law Review. 1885 .

New York Legal Observer, 12 vols. 1842-1854.

North Carolina Journal of Law, 2 vols . 1904-1905 .

Pacific Coast Law Journal, 12 vols. 1876-1884 .

Pennsylvania Law Journal, 11 vols. 1842-1852.

Quarterly Law Journal (Richmond) , 4 vols . 1856–1859.

Railway & Corporation Law Jour ., 12 vols . 1887-1893 .

San Francisco Law Journal. 1877-1878.

Southern Law Review, 11 vols . 1872-1883 .

Southern Law Review, N. S. 1901-1902 .

Southern Law Journal and Reporter, 2 vols . 1879-1882.

Tennessee Legal Reporter (Baxter) , 3 vols . 1877–1879 .

Texas Court Reporter. 1885–1886 .

United States Jurist, 3 vols . 1871-1873 .

United States Law Intelligencer , 3 vols . 1829–1831 .

Virginia Law Journal, 17 vols. 1877-1893 .

Virginia Law Register, 12 vols . (Current.) 1895–1907.

Washington Law Exchange, 2 vols . 1890–1891 .

Washington Law Reporter, 34 vols . (Current .) 1873–1906 .

(Pagination complete, but a few early titles and in

dexes wanting, as usual.)

Western Jurist , 17 vols . 1867-1883.

Western Law Journal, 10 vols . 1843-1853 .

Western Law Monthly , 5 vols . 1859-1863.

Western Reporter, 15 vols . 1885-1888 .

English , Scotch , Irish and British Colonial,

Brief, The, London , 3 vols . in 1. 1894–1895.

Canada Law Journal, 42 vols . (Current.) 1865–1906 .

Canadian LawTimes, 26 vols . (Current .) 1881-1906.

Canadian Municipal Journal, 2 vols . 1891-1892 .

Cape & S.African Law Jour., 23 vols. (Current.) 1884–1906 .

Cape Law Times Reports, 16 vols . (Current.) 1891–1906 .

Ceylon Law Review, 5 vols . (Current.) 1901-1906 .

Collectanea Juridica , 2 vols . 1791-1792 .

Commonwealth Law Review , Aust . , 4 vols . 1903-1907 .

Gibson's Law Notes, 24 vols . (Current.) 1882–1906 .

Journal of Jurisprudence, 35 vols . ( Scotch .) 1857–1891.

Juridical Review, Scotch , 18 vols. (Current .) 1889–1906.

Jurist or Quarterly Journal, 4 vols. 1827-1833 .

Justice of the Peace, 70 vols . (Current .) 1837–1907 .

La Themis, Quebec , 5 vols. 1879–1883 .

Law Chronicle, Edinburgh , 4 vols. 1829-1832 .

Law Journal, Notes, etc. , 51 vols . ( Current .) 1886–1906 .

Law Quarterly Review , 22 vols. ( Current .) 1885–1906 .

Law Times , 122 vols . ( Current. ) 1843-1907 .

Lawyers and Magistrates Magazine, 6 vols . 1790-1794 .

Legal Observer, 52 vols. 1830-1856 .

Legal Reporter, Dublin , 2 vols . 1840-1842 .

Local Courts & Munic . Gaz . , Ontario , 8 vols . 1864-1872.

Monthly Law Digest and Reporter, Montreal . 1892-1893 .

Property Lawyer, 15 vols . 1826-1830.

Scots Law Times , 14 vols . ( Current.) 1892-1907.

Scottish Jurist , 46 vols . 1829-1873 .

Scottish Law Reporter, 44 vols . (Current .) 1863-1907 .

Scottish Law Review , 22 vols . (Current .) 1885–1906 .

Solicitors' Journal, 51 vols . ( Current .) 1857-1907 .

Upper Canada Law Journal, 10 vols . 1855-1864 .

Weekly Reporter, 54 vols . ( Discontinued . ) 1852-1906 .

Western Law Times, Manitoba , 6 vols . 1890-1895 .
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WE HAVE IN STOCK AND WANT TO SELL .

American Reports .

U. S. Supreme Court . Brightly Edition. 200

vols.. $250.00

Curtis Edition . (First 58 vols . in 22 Books.

Vols . 59 to 200 separate. ] 185.00

Curtis and Miller Edition. [ First 67 vols .

in 26 Books. Vols. 68 to 200 separate. ] 175.00

Supreme Court Reporter. Vols. 1-16 32.00

United States Appeals. 63 vols . 31.50

Circuit Court Appeals Reports. (C. C. A. ) Vols.
1-40 40.00

U. S. Circuit and District Court Reports. Orig

inal Editions. Various Bindings. 164 vols .

Completeup to Federal Reporter .. 300.00

U. S. Court of Claims Reports. 40 vols. 100.00

Patent Office Reports, 1847-1871 . 56 vols.

Patent Office Gazette, 1872–1906 . 125 vols .

Commissioners Decisions, 1869-1906 . 38 vols .

In all 219 vols. 275.00

Myer's Federal Decisions. 30 vols . ..30.00

The best interpretation of the law of Decedents

and Indians is found in this set.

National Bankruptcy Register. 18 vols . 35.00

Conn . Kirby, Root , and Day, 8 vols . , Conn.

Vols. 1-75 . Original edition 200.00

Kansas Reports. 74 vols . Fine condition 137.00

Massachusetts Reports. 192 vols . in 107. Fine

condition . 235.00

New Jersey Law Reports. 70 vols . Equity, 65

vols . 135 vols . Fine condition 250.00

New York Appeals Reports. 104 vols . in 52 75.00

New York State Reporter. Vols. 1-70 , and Di

gest of vols . 1--62. Good second-hand 50.00

Ohio Roports, 20 vols . State Reports , 66 vols .

86 vols . Fine condition 105.00

Pennsylvania Reports, early Supreme Courts.

65 vols. State Reports, 109 vols . to Atlantic

Reporter. 174 vols. Good condition 300.00

-Superior Court Reports. 30 vols . 37.50

Wisconsin Reports. 45 vols . to Northwestern

Reporter. Fine condition 75.00

roan

1

1

1

1

English Chancery Reports, Supplement, 9 vols .

[ Contains reprint of Drewry ; Drewry &

Smale; De Gex & Smale; Smale & Giffard ;

Giffard ; Kay ; Kay & Johnson ; Johnson ;

Johnson & Hemming; Hemming & Miller ;

Holt's Equity, not heretofore reprinted. ) .. 60.00

Small Libraries not owning the English Re

ports Reprint, now sold out , should secure this

set , as the reports above mentioned were not

re printed in the English Chancery Reports,

which are found in most small libraries.

English Reports. Practically full chronological

set of original editions , about 1500 vols . 2,250.00

Moak's English Reports, 40 vols . 20.00

Sold at Wait Sale for $25.00 .

Aspinall's Maritime Cases, 9 vols . 100.00

These important admiralty reports are like the

Sibylline leaves, the scarcer they get the higher

the price.

The Reports, 1893-1895, 15 vols. 15.00

Scotch House of Lords, Reprint, 10 vols . Half

50.00

Canada Supreme Court Reports, 38 vols. 1875–

1906 .. 115.00

Ontario Law Reports, 14 vols . 1900-1907 55.00

Canadian Law Times Reports, 26 vols . 1881

1906 100.00

French Sets.

Journal du Palais, 1791-1893 , 93 vols. Reper

toire General, 1791-1880, 18 vols . Jurispru

dence Administration , 1813-1886, 11 vols .

Lois et Decrets, 1845–1888 , 10 vols . 132

vols . Finebindings.. 100.00

Choix de Rapports, Opinions et Discours, pro

noncés à la Tribune Nationale , 1789-1819 .

23 vols . Broken bindings 20.00

Duvergier. Collection complete des Lois , etc.,

avis du Conseil- D'Etat. 1788-1892 . 94 vols ... 75.00

Encyclopedie du Notariat et de L'Enregistre

ment ou Dictionnaire de Législation et du

Jurisprudence. 21 vols . 1879-1893 . Fine

bindings 25.00

Laurent. Principes de Droit Civil . 4th ed. 33

vols . 1887. Fine bindings 25.00

Laurent. Le Droit Civil International. 8 vols.

1881
12.00

Journal du Droit Internationale Privé (Clunet ).

33 vols . 1874-1906 . ( Largely out of print. ) 100.00

Revue Internationale du Droit Maritimo. 21

vols. 1886–1906 . Fine half calf bindings 75.00

THE BEST ENGLISH LAW PERIODICAL.

We are the American agents for the Law

Quarterly Review ($3.00 per year) , edited by Sir

Frederic Pollock , which we believe to be the leading

foreign law magazine . To substantiate our opinion ,

we take the liberty of quoting letter just received from

Hon . Charles Nagel, of St. Louis.

“ Enclosed please find my check for $3.00, subscrip

tion for the Law Quarterly Review for 1908 .

“ In this connection permit me to say that I have

found this to be a most valuable publication. Again

and again , when questions have presented themselves,

for the solution of which the usual publications seemed

to afford no assistance, I have found a reference , com

ment or discussion in this publication that seemed to

be made for the occasion .

Can I get the volumes prior to 1907 ? "

7.50

57.50

40.00

30.00

25.00

37.50

70.00

COLLECTIONS OF CASES.

American Corporation Reports . 10 vols.

American Bankruptcy Reports, 17 vols.

American Criminal Reports, 12 vols .

American Railway Reports, 21 vols .

Amorican and English Corporation Cases, Old

series, 48 vols .

American and English Railroad Cases, Old

series, 61 vols.; New series , 14 vols .; in all ,

75 vols .

Morrison's Mining Reports, 21 vols.

Cyclopædias.

Amorican and English Encyclopædia of Law ,

first edition . 31 vols . Complete. Good condi

tion

Encyclopædia of Pleading and Practice, 23

vols. ...

English, Scotch, and Canadian .

English Common Law Reports, 118 vols . and

Digest , 3 vols . Uncondensed

Now that the Full Reprint of English Reports

is exhausted, the earlier reprints become more

valuable .

English Chancery Reports, 69 vols . , with Sup

plement, 9 vols . 1821-1865

25.00

57.50

125.00

135.00
66

The Green Bag supplements all text- books
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4.00

7.50

6.00

6.00

8.00

2.50

5.00

7.50

3.50

7.50

3.50

BOOKS FOR SCHOLARLY LAWYERS.

(We are issuing our Second-Hand Catalogue No. 55 ,

Scholarly, Historical and Interesting Law Books, and

will send it without charge to any lawyer or librarian who

would like it .

The catalogue contains about 1,500 works. We give

below a few specimen titles . 1

Austin (John) . Lectures on Jurisprudence, or

the Philosophy of Positive Law. 3d edition .

Revised by Robert Campbell. 2 vols London .

1869 5.00

Åsso y del Rio and Manuel y Rodriguez. Insti

tutes of the Civil Law of Spain. Translated

by L. F. C. Johnston. London . 1825. (Usual

ly catalogued asJohnston's Laws of Spain ) ... 5.00

Azuni (M. D. A. ) . The Maritime Law of Europe.

Translated from the French (by Wm. John

son ). 2 vols . N. Y 1806 5.00

Bentham (Jeremy). Rationale of Judicial Evi

dence, specially applied to English Practice .

5 vols. London 1827 15.00

Bentham (Jeremy). Works of, published under

the superintendence of his Executor, John

Bowring. 11 vols . Edinburgh . 1843 70.00

Blackstone's Commentaries. 1st edition . 4 vols .

4to . Oxford . 1765-1766 20.00

-The same. Collection of all the editions of

the Commentaries. (See list in 15 Leg. Bib.) . 1000.00

-The same. 4 vols . 12mo. London. 1793 or

1800 8.00

This edition has portraits of Blackstone, Coke,

Comyns, Fortesque, Foster, Gilbert Hale , Hard

wicke, Holt, Littleton , Mansfield , Somers.

- The same. Various editions published in

London between 1790 and 1820 . Each 4.00

Blaxland (George) . Codex Legum Anglicana

rum : A Digest of English Law in the Order of

the Code Napoleon . London . 1839 6.00

Britton . 2d edition . Faithfully corrected accord

ing to divers ancient manuscripts. By Edm .

Wingate, Gent. 24mo . London . 1640 6.00

Browno (Arthur ). Compendious View of the

Civil Law and the Law of the Admiralty . 2d

edition . 2 vols. London . 1802 6.00

Ohs les (I. ) , Trial of (and of some of the Regi

cides) . 16mo. London . 1832 1.50

Code Napoleon ; literally translated into Eng

lish by R. S. Richards . London. [No date. ] 7.50

Coke (Sir Edw. ) . The Second , Third and Fourth

Parts of the Institutes of the Laws of England.

4 vols . Rebacked . London . 1797 16.00

Colquhoun (P. McC.de) . Summaryof the Roman

Civil Law. Bibliography, History, Transla

tion and Commentary . Illustrated by Mosaic ,

Canon , Mohammedan, English , and Foreign

Law . 4 vols . London . 1849-1860 12 00

(A valuable work. The bibliography in Vol. I.

is very comprehensive. )

Crabb (Geo ). A History of English Law. Lon

don . 1829 3.50

Dane (Nathan ). A General Abridgment and Di

gest of American Law ; with supplement . 9

vols . Boston. 1823-1829. (ContainsMassachu

setts cases not elsewhere reported ) 27.00

De Antiquis Legibus Liber : Cronica Maiorum

Londoniarum . Curante Thoma Stapleton .

4to . (Camden Society.) London . 1846 5.00

Eldon (Lord Chancellor ), Public and Private

Life of, by Horace Twiss. 3 vols . Cloth . Lon

don . 1844 6.00

Grotius de Jure Belli ac Pacis , with an abridged

Translation by Wm. Whewell. 3 vols . Cam

bridge. 1853
9.00

(Gurdon ( Thornhagh ). ] History of the High

Court of Parliament, Court Baron and Court

Leet. 2 vols . 12mo. London . 1731

Herbert (W. ) . Antiquities of the Inns of Court

and Chancery :-with a concise History of the

English Law, Embellished with 24 plates.

London . 1804 ...

Howard (John H. ) . Laws of the British Colonies

in the West Indies and other parts of America,

concerning Real and Personal Property and

Manumission of Slaves . 2 vols. London . 1827

Humphreys (C. ) . Compendium of the Common

Law in Force in Kentucky. 12mo. Lexington .

1822

Humphrey (C. ) . Practical Forms in Suits at

Law, also Precedents of Contracts, Convey

ances , Wills , etc. 2 vols. Albany. 1845

Kovalevky (M. ) . Modern Customs and Ancient

Lawsof Russia . Cloth. London . 1891 ....

Littleton's Tenures. A Commentary upon, writ

ten prior to that of Coke. Edited by Henry

Cary. London . 1829

Livingston (Edward ). Complete Works on Crim

inal Jurisprudence: with Introduction by

Chief Justice Salmon P. Chase , 2 vols . Cloth .

New York . 1873

London . Historical Charters and Constitutional

Documents, with Notes by an Antiquary . 4to .

London . 1884 ..

Magna Charta : Historical Essay on, by Richard

Thomson . Elegantly printed, with a different

border to each page - composed of the em

blems and devices of the signers of the Charter.

London . 1829 .

Marvin (Wm .). The Law of Wreck and Salvage.

Boston . 1858 ...

Nicolas (Sir Harris ). Law of Adulterine Bas

tardy; with Cases. London . 1836 ...

Old Bailey Experience: Criminal Jurisprudence

and the Actual Working of our Penal Code.

London . 1833 ..

Probyn (J. W.) . Systems of Land Tenure in

Various Countries . New edition . 12mo. Lon

don . ( 1881. ] 1876

Robinson ( Conway ). Practice in Courts of Jus

tice in England and the United States. ( " New

Practice ." ) 7 vols . Richmond . 1854–1870 ...

Robinson (Conway ). Practice in the Courts of

Virginia . ( " Old Practice ." ) ol. I. Courts of

Law in Civil Cases, 1832 ; Vol . II . Suits in

Equity, 1835 ; Vol . III . Criminal, Probate,

etc. , 1839 ; Vol. IV. Forms, 1841. 4 vols .

Richmond

Savigny (F. C. von . ) The Conflict of Laws.

Translated by Wm. Guthrie . Revised . Edin

burgh . 1869 ...

Savigny (F. C. de) . Traité de Droit Romain ,

traduit, par Guenoux. 8 vols. Paris. 1855 ..

Selden (John) . Opera Omnia, tam Edita quam

Inedita . ... Recensuit David Wilkins (with

life and fine portrait engraved by Vertue after

Lely) . 3 vols . in 6 parts. London . 1726 .....

Sullivan (Jas .). History of Land Titles in Mas

sachusetts. Boston. 1801

Symonds (Arthur) . The Mechanics of Law

Making, intended for Legislators, etc. 24mo .

London. 1835 .

Wallace (John Wm. ) . The Reporters, arranged

and characterized ; with incidental Remarks.

4th ed . , by F. F. Heard. Boston . 1882

White (A.M. ) . Outlines of Legal History . 12mo.

London . 1895

( Sketch of English Courts and Legal Doctrines . )

3.50

2.50

1.50

25.00

40.00

3.50

25.00

25.00

5.00

1.50

7.50

1.50
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THE TRANSVAAL LAW REPORTS .

History .

The first European settlers in this territory were

emigrant Cape farmers, whose original destination was

Natal , but upon its annexation to the English Crown

some went to the country beyond the Vaal. This

country eventually became the South African Republic ,

and so continued until 1877 , when it became the Trans

vaal Province, under English rule. In 1881 it again

became the South African Republic , and so continued

until 1900, when it was formally annexed under a pro

visional administration , and became a part of the British

Empire in 1902.

Law in Force .

The Statutes of Batavia of 1642 were adopted by the

Dutch East India Company, and observed at all its

stations , and were probably used in the administration

of justice in the Dutch colony that was settled in South

Africa in 1652. They were certainly used in the begin

ning of the eighteenth century . They were clear, but

short, and therefore did not make precise provisions re

garding many matters of daily occurrence. Towards

the end of the seventeenth century, the laws for Dutch

India were collected in one body, under the title of

Statutes of India , and these , in 1715 , were declared to be

the law in South Africa. Where the laws might be

found deficient, the courts were directed to recur to the

civil law, except in those particulars where the Dutch law

was not regulated by the civil law , when recourse was to

be had to the law of Holland .

The Articles of the Republic , ratified in 1849 , pro

vided that for all cases not specifically mentioned , the

Dutch Law, i. e . the Roman-Dutch law , should serve as a

basis, yet upon a reasonable system and in accordance

with the usage of South Africa. This giving rise to un

certainty, it was later provided that the work of Van

der Linden should be the law book of the state , so far as

it did not conflict with legislative enactments, and

whenever that work did not treat any matter with

sufficient clearness or altogether omitted it the common

taries of Simon Van Leeuwen and the introduction of

Hugo Grotius should be binding .

This system was kept in force after the annexation in

1902 , when it was provided that “ the Roman-Dutch

law , except in so far as it is modified by legislative en

act ment , shall be the law in this Colony."

Check List of Reports.

Province . Kotze High Court Reports 1877-1881

South African Republic.

Kotze (Vol . I.) 1881-1884

Kotze and Barber (Vol. II . ) 1885-1888

Barber and Macfadyan (Vols . III . , IV . ) .. 1889-1892

Hertzog
1893

Official Reports of High Court. 4 vols . 1894–1897

Colony. Transvaal Law Reports. 10 vols . · 1902–1906

Bibliographical Notes .

Province Reports. This volume contains cases de

cided in the High Court of the Transvaal Province, re

ported by J. G. Kotze, during the period from July,

1877 , to June , 1881 . The first edition is said to have

been published in 1885, though we have never seen a

copy. A second and revised edition was published at
Pretoria , in 1896 .

During the last five years we have had our agents

make a systematic search through South Africa for copies

of this volume, but have only succeeded in finding four

copies, one of which we now have on hand. When this

copy of this very scarce book is sold we will probably

not be able to procure another .

H. Rider Haggard, the author of “ She, " and other

novels of South African adventures, was Registrar of

this court from Aug. 3, 1877, to July 1 , 1879 .

S. A. R. Reports. The cases decided during the

period from 1881 to 1892, by the Supreme Court of

the Republic , were published at Cape Town between
1894 and 1904 .

The cases for 1893 , decided by the High Court, were

reported by J. B. M. Hertzog and originally in Dutch.

A translation by J. W. S. Leonard , revised by the Hon.

J. G. Kotze, late Chief Justice of the South African

Republic, subsequently Attorney -General of Rhodesia ,

and now Judge- President of the Eastern Districts

Court in the Cape Colony, was published in London , in

1903 .

The first three volumes of the Official Reports, cover

ing the period from 1894 to 1896, were translated by

Walter S. Webber, and revised by Judge Kotze. These

are literal translations of the original “ Officelle Rep

porten ,” the editors not thinking it advisable to revise

them . These volumes were published in London in
1903 .

Volume 4 , covering the year 1897, was translated by

Judge Kotze . The translator calls attention to the

fact that in the High Court of the S. A. Republic the

plaintiffs' summons stood in the place of a Declaration.

This volume was published in London in 1907.

It is proposed to continue this series and translate

all the later cases decided by this court until it went

out of existence . We are advised that a fifth volume

is well under way.

Transvaal Colony. Military rule was in force

from 1900 until 1902 . The Transvaal Law Re

ports are published in two series , consist

ing of Supreme Court Reports, the other of

the Witwatersrand High Court Reports. The Su

preme Court consists of a Chief Justice and not less

than three Puisne Judges, and sits at Pretoria . The

Whitwatersrand High Court consists of one Judge , and

sits at Johannesburg. It has concurrent jurisdiction

with the Supreme Court, except as regards its appellate

jurisdiction and power of review. The series is cited

by year and court, the Supreme Court reports being

cited : ( 1902 ] T. S .; the High Court reports, ( 1902 ] T.

H. The Supreme Court reports for 1902 were reported

by W. A. Macfadyan and B. A. Tindall ; for 1903 , by

N. J. de Wet and A. J. Barry ; for 1904 , by N. J. de

Wet and B. A. Tindall ; for 1905, by B. A. Tindall ,

I. Grindley -Ferris and A. S. Benson ; for 1906 , by B.
A. Tindall .

The High Court reports for 1902 were reported by

Manfred Nathan ; for 1903 , 1904 and 1905, by I. P.

van Heerden ; for 1906, by G. Hartog and B. Amet .

These reports are compiled and arranged in an admir

able manner, a list of cases and full digest with each

volume making reference easy. They illustrate and

are in fact an epitome of the Roman- Dutch law as ad

ministered in South Africa . The decisions also take into

account Volksraad Resolutions of the old South African

Republic, local ordinances , etc. In one or two of the

cases reported points similar to those which have arisen

in the American Courts have occurred , and in the main

the decisions seem to be on the same lines ; see Cooper

v . Government ( 1906 ) , T. S. 436, and Liddell v . Govern

ment ( 1906) , T. S. 863 .

one

Phipson's Natal Reports. - Can any one give us the bib

liography of this book ? A copy consisting of 48 pages has

come into the market , but we have never seen it before

and cannot find a copy by which to collate it .

Keep up with late law through The Green Bag
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THE JAMAICA LAW REPORTS.

Early in 1905 an announcement was made of the

publication of a new series of the reports decided in

Jamaica . In such announcement the publishers stated

that the only reports that had hitherto appeared existed

in the form of a selection of Judgments of the Supreme

Court between the years 1866 and 1876, published in

two volumes . It was proposed to publish the reports

quarterly, for subscribers only , and no copies were to be

kept on sale.

Volume 1 , for 1905 , was completed during the first

six months of 1906. Part 1 , for January to March , con

sists of 40 pages. Part 2, for April to June, consists of

pages 41 to 69 , the last page of the pamphlet being

blank . Part 3, for July to September, consists of pages

70 to 113. In this part the page was, through the

printer's error, numbered on the inside of the page. The

last part consists of pages 117 to 137 , followed by the

digest, beginning with page XIII . and running to page

XX. , with page eighteen wrongly marked XXIII. With

this part appeared a title page; a list of judges and law

officers; a table of cases to part 4 only ; a table of cases

cited in the complete volume, consisting of four pages ,

the last three of which are numbered X to XII .; a state

ment of the mode of citation ; a list of cases reported in

the complete volume.

The case ending on page 113 began on page 106, and

the table of cases reported shows that the next case be

gan on page 117 , showing that there were no pages

numbered 114 to 116.

This volume was printed by a local company, not ex

perienced in law publishing, apparently, which accounts

for the very crude way in which the work was done.

1906 .

For 1906, two parts only have been issued Part 1

covers the decisions reported from January to March .

This part reports three cases and the pagination runs

from pages 5 to 16 . The part contains a table of cases

whichstates that the case beginning on page 5 is reported

on page 1 , and that the case beginning on page 6 is re

ported on page 2. There is a title page to this part.

Part 2 covers the decisions reported from April to

June. This part reports five cases , and the pagination

runs from pages 21 to 45. The gap between pages 17

and 20 is supplied by a title page , a statement of the

mode of citation , a table of cases, and a blank page .

The earthquake and fire occurred before the third

part was issued . Since then we have written several

times to the publishers asking for information , but have

received no reply. We are now forced to the conclusion

that the publication has suspended.

We secured the small remainder of the reports for

1905, and the publishers sent us a corresponding number

of both parts for 1906. We believe that we have the

only available supply. For the present we will supply

this set for $ 15.00 , and would suggest that orders be

sent to us without delay. This new series bids fair to

become as scarce as the remainder of the Jamaica Reports,

THE LAW OF AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONS.

Mr. Stimson's forthcoming work on the Federal and

State Constitutions will be published in February or

March . It will include a statement of constitutional prin

ciples from Magna Charta, through all the recognized

constitutional documents, down to the latest constitu

tion—that of Oklahoma - and a historical view of im

portant legislation embodying constitutional principles,

from 1066 to the Railroad Rate Law of 1906 .

It will be divided into three books. (In one volume.

Cloth . $3.50. )

Book I will contain a general summary, tracing the

historical principles of American Constitutional Law,with

special discussion of those which remain most alive to -play,

such as the right of the Federal power to regulate the

private rights and liberties of the people, and the right

and limits of the power of a portion of the people to con

trol the action of others, as in Labor Unions, Trusts, and

Monopolies.

Book II gives the history of legislation .

Book III presents, under the three broad principles of

Rights of the Person , Rights of Property and Rights of

Law , a concise statement of all the propositions of all the

American State constitutions in their latest development,

including the corresponding principles of the Federal

Constitution .

The volume will include also two very interesting

charts, one depicting graphically Federal and State pow

ers , the other tracing constitutional principles through all

the Constitutional documents from Magna Charta to the

Federal and State Bills of Rights.

NEW ENCYCLOPÆDIA OF ENGLISH LAW .

We have received the first vo ume of “ The Laws of Eng

land , being a complete statement of the whole Law of

England, by Rt. Hon. the Earl of Halsbury . Lord High

Chancellor of England and other distinguisherl lawyers."

This is the most important English legal work in ex

istence , not only on account of its exhaustive treatment,

but also because it is a consolidation and complete state

ment of the law as it exists at the present time .

The first volume contains ccxviii + 647+ 68 pages,

handsomely printed . A series of 20 volumes is announced ,

which may perhaps grow to 24 or 25 if the whole work

is as exhaustive as volume one.

The price is $7.50 per volume. English buckram

binding.

THE ONE ESSENTIAL LAW BOOK.

THE MOSAIC LAW .

We have for sale a singular law book in the shape of a

" Pentateuch Roll , ” such as is used for expounding the

Mosaic law in the Jewish Synagogues of Europe.

It is a parchment Hebrew manuscript of uncertain age ,

about 100 feet long , rolled on a cedar wood rod , with

silken covering.

A similar Roll was offered for sale in London recently

for five thousand pounds, with no takers. Our price is

more moderate . It has been appraised by good authority
at $ 100, and that is our price .

When the young lawyer opens an office, before he

buys his own state reports, or an encyclopædia, or

text -books, he needs Bouvier's Law Dictionary , Rawle's

Revision, (2 vols . , $ 12.00 , ) for two reasons :

1. In it he can readily find some answer on every

question of law clients may ask.

2. It can be cited in court as authority because it

has been known by all judges as the tested and re

fined law standard for seventy years.

No matter how large a lawyer's library gets to be ,

he must have Bouvier right on his desk for ready

reference , to remind him of the law he knows.

The wise judge has a copy of Bouvier on a shelf

under his desk, in which to test the claims and cita

tions of conflicting counsel.

Whoever lacks Bouvier, lacks books !

When briefing difficult cases , try E. R. O.
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BRITISH COLONIAL REPORTS . Transvaal.

Kotze, Province Reports; Kotze, Macfadyan &
During the past year we have succeeded in accumu

Barber. 4 vols.; Leonard ; Webber, 4 vols.;
lating a very choice collection of this material. Most of

Transvaal Law Reports, 10 vols.; Barber's Gold
this literature is out of print. Some of the items which we

Law Cases . 21 vols . 1877-1906.

have are the only ones now on the market.

This collection was made up with the idea of selling it
Transvaal Colony Proclamation , 1900–1902.

as a whole, and we would be glad to price it as a whole .
Orange River Colony.

The collection is on the market , however, and will be
O. R. C. Law Reports, 4 vols. 1903-1906.

broken up unless some library makes early application
Laws O. R. C. 1901 .

for it . Natal.

It would be well to designate on this list what is now Browne's Digest, 2 vols. ( 1858–1901 .)

lacking from your collections and write to us at once for Natal Law Reports, 5 vols. 1902-1906.

prices. We have a few duplicates. Natal Statutes, Supplement. ( 1900–1906 .)

Southern Rhodesia .

AUSTRALIA . Burns-Begg. 1899 .

Commonwealth . East Africa Protectorate.

Commonwealth Law Reports. 4 vols. 1903-1907 . Hamilton . ( 1897–1905 . )

Commonwealth Law Review. 4 vols . 1902-1907 .
Gold Coast.

Commonwealth Statutes . 2 vols . 1901-1905 .
Fanti Law Reports, 2 vols. 1906.

Victoria .

Reports. Wyatt & Webb , 2 vols.; Wyatt , Webb & OANADA .

A'Beckett, 6 vols .; Victorian Reports, 3 vols .; Dominion .

Victorian Law Reports, 31 vols . 42 vols . 1861- Canada Supreme Ct. Reports, 38 vols . 1875–1907.

1906 .
Canada Exchequer Reports, 10 vols . 1875-1907 .

Argus Law Reports, 12 vols . 1895–1906 . Canadian Criminal Cases , 12 vols . 1898–1907 .

Australian Jurist Reports, 5 vols . 1870-1874 . Canadian Railway Cases , 6 vols . 1902–1907 .
Victorian Digest, 5 vols . 1861-1905 .

Commercial Law Reports, 3 vols . 1901-1906.
Victorian Statutes, 5 vols , 1887.

Cartwright's Constitutional Cases , 5 vols. 1873–1897 .

New South Wales. Cameron's Supreme Court Cases. 1906.

Legge's Decisions, 2 vols.; N. S. W. Reports, 14 vols.; Coutlee's Supreme Court Cases . 1906.

Knox ; Knox & Fitzhardinge, 2 vols.; N. S. W. Laperrière's Speakers' Decisions . ( 1841-1872 . ) 1872 .

Law Reports, 21 vols.; N. S. W. State Reports, Canada Law Journal, 53 vols . 1855-1907.

6 vols . 46 vols . 1825-1906 . Canadian Law Times, 27 vols . 1881-1907 .

New South Wales Weekly Notes, 23 vols . 1884–1906 . Statutes. Dominion Statutes, 38 vols. 1867-1905 .

Bankruptcy Cases , 9 vols . 1890–1899 . Provincial Legislation, Correspondence, Reports

Land Appeal Court Cases, 16 vols. 1891–1906. of Ministers and Orders in Council, 2 vols . 1867

Pike's Digest , 3 vols . 1891-1905 . 1887.

Queensland. Provincial Statutes , 20 vols . 1841-1866 .

Supreme Court Reports ( 1860-1883 ) , 5 vols .; Beor; Ontario , Formerly Upper Canada.

Law Journal Reports, 11 vols .; State Reports, Appeals. Error and Appeals, 3 vols.; Ontario Ap

1902-1906 . 22 vols . 1860-1906 . peals, 27 vols . 30 vols . 1846-1900.

Queensland Digest , 2 vols . 1860–1905. Chancery. Grant's Reports, 29 vols.; Chamber's

South Australia . Reports, 4 vols . 33 vols. 1849-1882.

Pelham ; Law Reports, 25 vols . to 1892 ; Law Re King's Bench . Taylor ; Draper; K. B. old series, 6

ports , 1899 , 1900 , 1904-1906 , all published. 31
vols .; Queen's Bench, 46 vols . 54 vols. 1823

vols. 1865-1906 .
1882 .

Tasmania .
Common Pleas. N. C. C. P. , 32 vols . 1860-1882.

Nicholls & Stops , 2 vols .; Law Reports, 3 vols.; all
Practice . Chamber's Reports, 2 vols .; Ontario Prac

tical Reports, 19 vols . 21 vols . 1848–1900 .
published. 5 vols. 1897–1907.

All Courts. Ontario Reports, 32 vols .; Ontario Law
West Australia .

Reports, 14 vols.; Ontario Weekly Reports, 10
Law Reports, 8 vols . 1898–1907 . vols . 56 vols . 1882-1907.

New Zealand. Elections. Patrick ; Hodgins; Ontario Election Cases,

Johnston's Appeal Cases, 3 vols.; Oliver , Bell & 2 vols . 4 vols . 1824-1904.

Fitzgerald : Law Reports, 24 vols . 28 vols . 1867– Miscellaneous. Harrison & Hodgins' Municipal Cases;

1905 . Clark and Scully's Drainage Cases, 2 vols. 3 vols .

Fenton's Important Judgments, 1879 . 1845-1903 .

Gazette Law Reports, 8 vols. 1898–1906 . Digest. Ontario Case Law Digest, 5 vols. to 1905 .

Consolidated Digest , 1904 . Statutes. Revised Statutes , 2 vols . 1887 .

Annual Statutes , 21 vols . 1887-1906.

AFRICA. Quebec.

Cape Colony. Stuart's King's Bench Reports. ( 1810–1835 .)

Court of Appeals. Buchanan , 2 vols . Montreal Law Reports, 14 vols . 1884–1891.

Supreme Court. Menzie , 3 vols.; Searle, 5 vols ; Quebec Official Reports , S. C. , 27 vols . 1892–1906 .

Watermeyer ; Roscoe , 3 vols .; Buchanan , 9 vols .; Legal News, 20 vols . 1878-1897 .

Foord ; Juta , 22 vols . 44 vols . 1828-1905. La Themis, 5 vols 1879-1883 .

Cape Law Times Reports, 16 vols . 1891-1906 . Stuart's Vice-Admiralty Reports, 2 vols. 1836–1874 .
Cape and South African Law Journal, 24 vols . 1885– Jugements et Déliberations du Conseil Souverain .

1907 6 vols . ( 1663–1634 , 1705-1716 . ) 1885–1891.

Rawle's Bouvier is handier than the encyclopædias

!
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CEYLON .

Ramanathan ( 1820–33 ); Marshall; Morgan ; Rama

nathan ( 1843-55) , ( 1860-68) ; Vanderstraaten ; Grenier,

2 vols.; Ramanathan ( 1877) ; Supreme Court Circular,

9 vols .; Wendt ; Supreme Court Reports, 3 vols .; Kock ;

Browne, 3 vols.; New Law Reports, 8 vols.; Balasing

ham, 2 vols . 37 vols . Regular Series , 1820–1906 .

Austin ; Murray ; Morgan ; Joseph & Beven ; Creasy ;

Crowther ; Mutukisua ; Brito ; Beling & Vanderstraaten ;

Nell ; Lorenz ; Tambyah, 5 vols . 16 vols .

BURGE'S COLONIAL LAW .

Commentaries on Colonial and Foreign Laws Generally

and in their Conflict with Each Other.

New and Enlarged Edition .

5 vols . $42.00.
/

Quebec . - Continued.

Statutes. Lower Canada Statutes and Orders of

Special Council ( 1836 wanting Ch . 59 ) . 16 vols .

1793-1840 .

Revised Statutes, 3 vols. 1888 .

Annual Statutes , 39 vols . 1867-1905 .

Code Civil, Lorimer & Vilbon's, La Bibliotheque du,

29 vols . 1885 .

New Brunswick .

Supreme Court Reports, 37 vols . 1825-1907.

Equity Reports, 4 vols. 1876–1907 .

Stockton's Admiralty Reports, 1897 .

Statutes . Annual Statutes, 21 vols. 1877–1905 .

Nova Scotia .

Supreme Court Reports, 40 vols . 1834-1907 .

Equity Cases, 1873–1882 .

Stewart and Young's Admiralty, 2 vols. 1803–1880.

Russell's Election Cases. 1874 .

Eastern Law Reporter, 3 vols . 1905–1907.

Digest. Congden . 1900 .

Statutes . Annual Statutes , 22 vols . 1884-1905 .

Manitoba.

Armour, Law Reports, 16 vols . 17 vols . 1875-1907.

Western Law Times , 6 vols . 1890-1895 .

Western Law Reporter, 5 vols . 1905–1907.

Statutes. Consolidated Statutes , 2 vols . 1902 .

British Columbia .

Law Reports, 12 vols. 1867-1906 .

Martin's Mining Cases . ( 1867-1902 . ) 1903 .

Digest. Bird . 1905.

Statutes. Revised Statutes, 2 vols . 1897.

Northwest Territories .

Territories Law Reports, 4 vols. 1885-1905 .

Prince Edward Island.

Statutes, Revised Statutes, 3 vols . 1868.

Annual Statutes, 1868-1906.

WEST INDIES.

Jamaica. Law Reports, 2 vols . 1905–1906 .

Minot's Digest of Laws. 1865 .

Windward Islands . Appeal Cases ( 1888–1904) . 1905 .

Barbadoes . Statutes , 2 vols . 1875 .

Grenada. Smith's Laws ( 1762-1805 ) . 1808.

Leeward Islands. Acts of Assembly, 1690-1730. Lond.

1734 .

Turks and Caicos Islands. Duncombe's Laws. 1862 .

INDIA .

Empire. Digests. Morley's Analytical Digest , 3 vols .

1850.

Woodman's Digest , 6 vols . (1836–1900 ). 1902.

Statutes. Unrepealed General Acts , 6 vols . 1834-1903 .

Privy Council Sutherland's Appeals, 3 vols . 1831

1880.

Moon's Indian Appeals, 14 vols . 1836–1872.

Law Reports, Indian Appeals, 17 vols . 1872-1885 .

Assam , Code. 1897 .

Baluchistan . Code. 1890.

Bengal. Bengal Law Reports, 15 vols . 1868–1875 .

Calcutta Law Reports, 13 vols . 1877-1883 .

Revenue, Judicial and Police Journal, 5 vols .

1863-1865 .

Burma. Mayle's Criminal Circular. 1872-1892.

Central Provinces. Law Reports, 17 vols . 1888–1904 .

Kathiawar. Law Reports, 16 vols . 1891–1906 .

Lower Provinces. Code, 3 vols . 1878 .

Madras. Strange's Reports , 2 vols . 1827 .

Mysore. Chief Court Reports, 9 vols . 1896–1906 .

Northwest Provinces. Oudh Cases , 8 vols . 1898-1905 .

Code. 1886 .

Sindh . Hoonahan , 2 vols.; Leggett; Sindh Sadar Reports,

3 vols . 6 vols . 1870-1899 .

Its It is described by Prof. von Bar, the

International eminent authority on Private Interna

Reputation . tional Law, as " a most comprehensive

work , consisting of the different systems

of law that are recognized throughout the British Em

pire, which is remarkable for the astounding knowledge

of the most various systems of law and legislation dis

played by the author, for the wealth of legal cases and

decisions that are cited and criticised with acuteness and

great independence, and for many excellent discussions

of different questions."

It is the only legal work which attempts to deal com

paratively with the main divisions of the Law of Persons

and Property in the British Dominions and foreign
countries.

In this edition care has been taken to preserve entire

all passages expressing Burge's personal opinions , not

superceded or rejected by subsequent judicial opinions.

The first volume is an expansion of
A New

the introduction to the former edition.
Volume.

It shows the principal systems of law

underlying the jurisprudence of the world. It gives a

summary of the political history , law inforce, and judi

cial organization of each of the British Dominions, out

side of the United Kingdom , as well as the British Courts

exercising ex -territorial jurisdiction. The law of British

India and the Roman - Dutch Law is dealt with more fully

than in any work heretofore published.

Besides the new volume, new chapters
New

have been added on Adoption , the Ali
Matter.

mentary Obligation , and the Parental

Power. The systems of Land Registration in Australia

and England are described by experts, and every subject

has been treated with relation to comparative legislation

and private international law.

The main work is divided into four

Arrangement

and Contents .
books, treating respectively of the Law

of Persons, the Law of Things, Con

tracts and Succession .

Editors.
The general editors are A. Wood Ren

ton and G. G. Phillimore . They are

being assisted by eminent lawyers, who have special

knowledge of the systems of jurisprudence of which they

write .

Volume 1 Now Ready.

The remaining volumes will follow as quickly as pos

sible.

THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY ,

Selling Agents for the United States.

If you want information about books, write to us
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.. ... October

THE GREEN BAG FOR 1907. The Public Service Commissions Act ... July

Below we give a list of the principal leading articles in The Wisconsin Public Utilities Bill .. .September

The Green Bag for the year 1907 . Reviews,

In addition to these interesting contents , each monthly Jottings of an Old Solicitor September

number had humorous and editorial matter, and two New England Town Law · January

very practical features, through which subscribers are Miscellaneous.

enabled to keep up with the very latest literature of their Ancient Lawyers.. August

profession , namely : Current Legal Literature, in which Ancient Mortmain and Modern Monopoly . . June

new books are reviewed , and the most notable articles in An International Prize Court November

American and foreign law journals of the previous month Cotton Mather in the Probate Court ... November

are abstracted ; and Notes of the Most Important Constructive Contracts September

Recent Cases - Annotated by Specialists . Has Trial by Jury in Civil Actions been Abol

[Subscription price , $4.00 per annum . Why not try ished ? June

it for 1908 ? ) Judicial Experiences in the Philippines Nov., Dec.

Biography (with full page portraits) . Judicial Manners . ...May

Bryce, Rt . Hon . James . .September The Bars of the United States and England ..December

Dickinson, Jacob M. October The Effect of the Presumption of Death upon

Fielding , Henry ...August Marketability ofReal Estate .. December

Hoadley, George December The Growth of Mining Law .April

Lumpkin, Joseph H .. November The Influence of National Character and His

Maitland, Frederic W. . April torical Environment on the Development of

Marshall, Thomas F. · July the Common Law October

Moody, William H. February The Judge as a Political Factor November

Nelson, Samuel June The Origin of the System of Recording Deeds

Wilson , James .Jan . , Feb., Mar.,May in America June

Constitutional Law . The Will of an English Gentleman of Moderate

A Constitutional Question suggested by the Fortune April

Trial of William D. Haywood November
A VERSATILE AUTHOR.

Constitutional Aspects of Employers' Liability
Otis Notman , in the New York Times " Saturday Re

Legislation ... February view of Books," talks thus of the varied genius of Fred

President's Annual Address (Am. Bar Ass'n ) . ... October eric J. Stimson , author of " American Constitutions " :

The Constitutionality of the Beveridge Child Before Mr. Stimson left college he had written his first
Labor Law ..May novel , “ Guerndale ," which he signed “ J. S. of Dale."

The Nation and the Constitution
But he decided then that his interest in public affairs

The Protection of Unused Patents · July attracted him to law , while his duty to his family required

The Segregation of Japanese Students by the a more money-making profession than the writing of
School Authorities of San Francisco January novels not made to sell. For thirty years he has been

Corporations. active in politics, and is a member of both the New York

Corporations subject to Bankruptcy September and Massachusetts bars , and was at one time Assistant

Monopoly and the Law .March
Attorney General in the latter state . He has numbered

The Imprisonment of Criminal Corporations ..March
among his clients the United States Government, the

The Justification of Fair Competition ..May Bank of England, and the State of Massachusetts, a

Court Houses . curious record for a man not avowedly of large practice.
The Baltimore Court House. ( Illustrated) ..... February He has an office now in the lawyers' section of Boston ,

The New Central Criminal Courts . London
and is still hard at work . He has written a number of law

(Illustrated) .April
books, in fact has two coming out this year. One, “The

Criminal Law.
Law of the Constitutions, National and State," the other

A Study of Mexican Criminal Procedure. .Aug.- September a new edition of his handbook to the labor law of the

English and American Murder Trials .May United States .

Should Female Murderers be Hanged ?. . April In his capacity as professor he lectures at Harvard

The Abolition of Capital Punishment . June College on Comparative Legislation and Constitutional

Humor.
Limitations. He gives four or five lectures every week .

A Closed Chapter in Aeritime Law December He has also just given a course of lectures at the

Little Journeys to the Legal Profession ..March Lowell Institute , with the striking title " The Federal

Sherlock Holmes - Witness August Powers , the Rights of the States , the Liberties of the

Squire Atton's Decisions ..March People ."

The Lawyer's Patron Saint · January Mr. Stimson appears in his third role as a writer of

The Mercy of the Court of Burgomasters and fiction. He takes a good vacation , and when attending
Scheppens February to railroad practice in his private car , or on his annual

Insurance. voyage to England, he writes his novels . At first he wrote

A Question ofRatification in Insurance Law .. February under a pen name, that of J.S. of Dale, but his later books

Equitable Life Assurance Company : A possi have been under his own name. His last novel is entitled

ble Remedy to cancel Stock Control July " In Cure of Her Soul."

Jurisprudence . There are really four different occupations in which
Stare Decisis in Continental Europe .. .August Mr. Stimson is vitally interested ,-his law, his professor

The Modern Conception of Animus · January ship, his writing, and his politics . In 1902 he ran as one

The Need of a Sociological Jurisprudence October of the Democratic candidates for Congress, and he it was

Public Service Companies.
who wrote the Massachusetts Democratic platform of 1903.

Common Carriers in France August Also for four years he was Counsel to the United States

Industrial Peace Legislation in Canada .December Industrial Commission at Washington , and was chosen

Methods of Ascertaining Cost of Carriage March to draw the present corporation code of Massachusetts .

When in doubt, first turn to Rawle's Bouvier



FOR STUDY OF THE LAW

-

Introduction and Preparation — USE Ewell's ESSENTIALS OF THE LAW.

3 vols . (Sheep, $ 7.50 ; or cloth , $6.00) — Vol. 1 , BLACKSTONE

Vol. 2 , PLEADING, CONTRACTS, EQUITY— Vol. 3 , EviDENCE, TORTS,

REAL PROPERTY.

Blackstone —The best Edition of BLACKSTONE'S COMMENTARIES for a student

is Ewell's ESSENTIALS. Vol. 1. Sheep, $ 3.00 ; or cloth, $ 2.50.

Evidence ( 1907) — For principles no book is better than CHAMBERLAYNE's

Best on EVIDENCE, a new edition of which ( $3.50) is nearly ready.

Constitutional Law— The Law of American Constitutions, State as ' well

as National , is for the first time thoroughly treated in Stimson's STATE

AND FEDERAL CONSTITUTIONS. $ 3.50. Ready in February.

Wills — SCHOULER ON WILLS, $5.50

American Standards.

Executors - SchoulER ON EXECUTORS, $5.50SCHOULER

Contracts— METCALF ON CONTRACTS HEARD'S EDITION, $3.50.

}-

Sales- BROWNE

Domestic Relations — BROWNE
-

Concise Manuals on these subjects .

Each $2.50 in sheep, or $ 2.00 in cloth

bindingCriminal Law- BROWNE

3 Vols.Review for Examinations - EWELL'S ESSENTIALS OF THE LAW.

Sheep, $ 7.50 ; or cloth , $ 6.00 .

Blind Citations - See ABBREVIATIONS USED IN LAW Books. $ 1.50.

Study of Cases— The great decisions of the Common Law are grouped

under subject headings in English Ruling CASES WITH AMERICAN

Notes. 27 vols ., $ 108.00.

Equipment for Practice – For reference while studying, for resource in

practice, own and use Bouvier's Law Dictionary, Rawle's REVISION,

which is a concise and reliable encyclopedia of the law, published

in two volumes, for only $ 12.00.

Stimulus and Recreation — Do not fail to read every number of The

GREEN BAG.

Published

by
The Boston Book Co.

83-91 Francis St. , Fenway ,

BOSTON , MASS.



THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY'S LIST OF PUBLICATIONS

LONG SETS.

Full Reprint of all the English Reports. (About 1,000 original volumes

reprinted in about 160 " Books." ) Vols. 1-76 already issued, including all

the House of Lords, Privy Council, Chancery, Rolls , and Vice-Chancellors

Reports, and Part of the King's Bench .

English Ruling Cases with American Notes . 27 vols . $ 108.00 .

[ Vol . 27 Supplement in press. Price, separately, $ 5.50. ]

The only encyclopædic collection of annotated leading cases.

Mews' Digest of English Case Law . 16 vols . $96.00.

We are taking advance orders for a Supplementary Volume to be published

next fall.

Supplement to the American Reprint of English Chancery Reports. 9 vols.

$ 60.00.

Containing the 29 hitherto omitted volumes of Vice- Chancellors Reports.

.

COMPACT ENCYCLOPÆDIA .

Bouvier's Law Dictionary, revised by Francis Rawle. 2 vols. $ 12.00.

For 70 years the Standard American law dictionary and vade-mecum .

$ 3.50

3.50

FOR PRACTITIONERS.

Thayer's Legal Essays (new ). Cloth

Stimson's Federal and State Constitutions (new ). Cloth

x Jenks' Digest of Civil Law ( new )..

Abbreviations used in Law Books

Schouler on Wills . 3d edition ..

Schouler on Executors . 3d edition

Wood on Limitations. 3d edition

Sheldon on Subrogation . 2d edition .

Voorhees on Arrest. Cloth

Wills on Circumstantial Evidence ; Beer's American Notes

Garland's New England Town Law .

Taylor on Evidence; Chamberlayne's American Notes. 3 vols.

Stimson's American Statute Law. 2 vols.

Moore on Extradition . 2 vols.....

1.50

5.50

5.50

6.50

5.50

2.00

5.00

6.50

12.00

14.00

12.00

20.00

FOR LIBRARIES,

Jones's Index to Legal Periodicals. 2 vols.

LEADING LAW MAGAZINES.

AMERICAN . — The Green Bag. Monthly . Subscription per year

ENGLISH . - Law Quarterly Review. Subscription per year

SCOTCH . - Juridical Review . Subscription per year

STUDY OF THE LAW . See reverse of this page.

Check up this list and order what you need.

4.00

3.00

3.50

1
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Bibliographical Supplement

CONTAINING (AS A SUPPLEMENT TO ALL LAW CATALOGUES)

LISTS OF THE LATEST REPORTS, DIGESTS, STATUTES, AND

LEGAL PERIODICALS, AND OF THE AMERICAN AND ENGLISH

TEXT-BOOKS PUBLISHED DURING THE YEAR 1907

THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY,

in addition to a general business in publishing, selling and im

porting law books, offers to libraries and to all large purchasers

special service in the line of scarce , scholarly and foreign law

literature .

On all purchases, large or small, it can offer full information ,

prompt service, and low prices.

Orders solicited .

CHARLES C. SOULE, President

F. E, CHIPMAN , Managing Director
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$ 1.50

6.30

$ 13.00

3.00

3.75

6.00

7.50

2.00

5.00

12.00

3.00

5.00 6.40

4.00

5.5018.00

1.25

3.75

5.00

4.00

3.75

3.00

3.50

3.50

6.00

6.00

1.65

7.50

6.35

3.00

2.50

4.00

18.00

7.50

10.00

3.50

3.00 3.50

0.00 7.50

12.00

AMERICAN ELEMENTARY BOOKS.

Published During the Year 1907.

Abbott . Practice and Forms. 2d ed. by Alden .

2 vols .

Anderson. Index Digest Interstate Commerce

Laws ...

Andrews. American Law . 2d ed . 2 vols .

Barger. Law and Customs of Riot Duty

Bashore. Common School Law (Penn . ) ..

Batos. Pleading , Practice and Forms under the

Codes. 3 vols .

Beers. The Torrens System . Comparative An

alysis of Proposed Law in New York

Benjamin. Contracts. 2d ed .

Biddle. Divorce Law Pleading and Practice

(N. J.)

Bierly, Police Power

Bigelow. Law of Torts . 8th ed .

Bishop. Contracts. 2d ed .

Bishop. Law Governing Cities , Towns and Vil

lages in West Virginia

Bolles. Modern Law of Banking . 2 vols .

Borland. Notes on Law of Wills and Adminis

tration

Boyd. Cases on American Constitutional Law .

2d ed.

Burdick . New Trials and Appeals in Kans. and

Okl.

Caldwell. Notes to the Kentucky Reports. 2

vols .

Calvert. Regulation of Commerce

Campbell. Principles of English Law .

Ohilds. Suretyship and Guaranty

Clark . Corporations. 2d ed .

Cooley. Torts. Students' edition

Collier. Bankruptcy. 6th ed.

Oouse. Ohio Form Book ..

Dewhurst. Annotated Rules of the Federal

Court

Dos Passos. The American Lawyer

Dresser. Employers' Liability . Vol. 2

Elliott. Railroads . 2d ed . 5 vols.

E88 . Power of Special Taxation

Essays in Anglo- American Legal History (3

vols . ) Vol . 1 now ready. Per vol.

( Being prepared by American Association of

Law Schools .)

Poster. Chicago Municipal Act as Amended

with Rules

Gilbert . Chicago Municipal Practice

Gray . Taxing Power

Greeley. Study of Federal Food and Drugs Act

of June 30 , 1906

Hamlin . Index- Digest of Interstate Commerce

Act

Hamilton . Special Assessments

Haring. Conditional Sales

Harlow . Sheriffs, (Calf)

Heaton . Procedure and Law of Surrogates

Court. 2 vols . ( N. Y. )

Hogate. Pleading and Practice. 2 vols . ( In

12.00

3.00

5.00

3.75

3.75

5.00

6.50

6.00

Loring. Handbook for Trustees . 3d ed .

Loveland . Bankruptcy. 3d ed ..

McGehee. Due Process of Law Under Federal

Constitution

McKelvey, Law of Evidence . 2d ed .

Marshall. Probate Law (Kansas)

Marshall. Trial Brief (Kansas)

Mason . Highways

Maupin . Marketable Title to Real Estate . 2d

ed .

Mills. Irrigation Manual

Morison . Pleading on Forms ( Tennessee )...

Mulhall. Quasi- Public Corporation Accounting

and Management

Owen. Law Quizzer . 3d ed .

Perley. Probate Practice , 2d ed. (Mass. )

Pomeroy. Equity Jurisprudence. Students '

edition

Pond. Municipal Control of Public Utilities

Prout. N. J. Law Forms

Remsen. Preparation and Contest of Wills .

Rockel. School Officers Guide (Ohio)

Rockwell. Landlord and Tenant (N. J. )

Roe. Opinions of Dixon and Ryan (Wisconsin )

Rose . Federal Code of Procedure. 3 vols .

Reed and Shutt Manual for Overseers and Su

perintendents of Poor (N. Y. )

Seabury. Law and Practice in Courts of City of

New York ..

Simons. Probate Practice and Law of Estates.

2 vols . ( I11 . )

Smith , Fraud with American and English Stat

utes Annotated

Smurr. Local Improvements ( Ill . )

Stearns. Annotated Cases on Suretyship

Stoddard . Practice in U.S. Patent Omce

Thompson. Supplement to Indiana Citations

Treadwell. California Annotated Constitution .

2d ed .

Tyler. Questions and Answers on International

Law

Underwood . Complete List of Adjudicated

Patents arranged Numerically and by Title

or Subject Matter ...

Van Dyne. Naturalization in the United States .

Van Zile. Bailments and Carriers

Warvelle . Abstracts and Examinations of

Titles . 3d ed..

Watts. Corporation Laws (Tennessee)

Wells . Replevin . 2d ed .

Wharton . Homicide . 3d ed .

White. Commentaries on Constitution of Penn

sylvania

White ., Supplement to Thompson on Negli

gence

Whitehead. Law of Evidence ( Illinois )

Wigmore. Evidence. (Supplementary volume . )

Wilkinson , Mechanics' Liens (Mich . )

Wilson . Cases on Suretyship and Guaranty

Winslow . Forms of Pleading and Practice. 2

vols . (Wis . )

Wood . Practice Evidence . 2d ed .

6.00

3.50

4.00

2.00

7.50

5.00

.50

5.50

1.75

4.00

27.00

4.50 5.25

4.00

5.004.00

2.50

6.00

6.50

6.50

6.00

5.00

7.50

5.00

1.50

3.50

7.50

4.00

6.00

6.00

4.00

6.00

3.00

5.00

12.50 12.00

6.50

LAW OF THE WESTGOTHS.

We offer for sale the balance of the edition of “ The

Law of the Westgoths, according to the Manuscript of
Aeskil , Lawman of Västergöthland, Sweden , 1200 A. D.

Done into English with an Introduction and Explana

tory Notes by Alfred Bergin .” Pamphlet, 75 cents ,

diana) .

Holding. Railroad Law ( Tennessee)

Huffcut. Cases on Agency. 2d ed .

Jones. Corporate Bonds and Mortgages. 3d ed .

Joyce. Defenses to Commercial Paper

Joyce. Electric Law. 2 vols .

Kennedy . Trial Evidence

Lincoln . Fundamentals of American Govern

ment

12.00

6.00

4.50

6.00

6.00

12.75

2.00

3.00
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ENGLISH ELEMENTARY BOOKS. £ sd

Published During Year 1907 .

€ s dS

5.0

6.0

6.0

15.0

10.0

5,0

5.0

10.0

6.0

men . 8.0

15.0

27.0

25.0

21.0

25.0

16.0

22.6

42.6

7.6

21.0

10.0 12.6

6.04.6

6.0

10.6

70.0

3.6

7.6

8.0

3.0

6.0

18.0: No

Jenks. Digest English Law Book 2. part 2 ..

Kelke. Constitutional Law aed Cases

Kelke. Epitome of Real Property Law . 4th ed..

Kennedy. Law of Civil Salvage . 2d ed ..

Kinny. Outlines of Criminal Law . 3d ed.

Knowles. Compensation for Injuries to Work

2d ed ..

Mackenzie. Paterson's Licensing Acts . 18th ed.

Mackenzie , et al . Yearly Practice in Supreme

Court, 1908

Macmorran and Dill, The Local Government

Act, 1894

MacSwinnoy. Mines. 3d ed..

Matthew and Adler. Covenants in Restraint of

Trade , 2d ed.

Maude and Leach. Contracts of Local Autior

ities .....

Merlin . Law and Practice of Interpleader in

High Court and County Courts

Minton - Senhouse . Workmen's Compensation

Act, 1906

Moloney. Registration of Voters. 2d ed.

Monnier. Law of Confession

Muirhead . The Law of Meetings

Nathan . Common Law of South Africa (vol . 3 ,

42.0) , vol . 1 .....

Nelham . Workmen's Compensation Act, 1900

Palmer . Company Precedents, part III , Deben

tures . 10th ed.

Palmer. Peerage Law in England

Palmer. Shareholders' Companion. 24th ed .

Parson . Workmen's Compensation Act, 3d ed ..

Paterson . Licensing Acts and Forms . 18th ed .

Pellerin . French Law of Bankruptcy

Phipson. Law of Evidence . 4th ed .

Pigott. Exterritoriality

Pollock . Law of Torts , 8th ed.

Renton and Phillmore . Colonial Laws and

Courts

Roscoe . Digest of Law of Evidence on Trial of

Actions at Nisi Prius. 18th ed .

Roberts. Patent Act

Rubenstein . The Land Registry Fiasco

Ruegg. Employers' Liability . 7th ed ..

Russell. Banking Law of Australia

Russell. Railway Rates and Charges Orders

Salmond . Jurisprudence. 2nd ed.

Salmond . Law of Torts

Schuster. Principles of German Civil Law

Scott. Law Affecting Foreigners in Egypt

Sieviking. German Law of Carriage of Goods by

50.0

1.610.6.

8.8.0

20.0

10.6

6.0

7.6

2.6

A. B. C. Guide to Practice, 1908

Addington. Workmen's Compensation Act,

1906. 10th ed.

Adkin . Copyhold and Other Tenures of Law

Alabaster, Law of Money Lenders

Ameer. Law of Evidence Applicable to British

India

Annual County Court Practice, 1908

Asherly -Jones. Commerce in War

Annual Practice, 1908

Banning. Limitations of Actions. 3d ed.

Barclay. Problerns in International Practice

and Diplomacy

Bartley . Adulteration of Food . 3d ed .

Belmonte . The Legitimate Portion Under the

Roman -Dutch Law

Bentwich . War and Private Property

Betts. Glossary of Ancient Words. Part 1 , Let

ter A ..

Beyens. Law of Negligence. 2 vols . 3d ed. ..

Bonsfield . Weights and Measures Acts, 1878

1901 .

Bowstead . Digest of the Law of Agency , 3d ed .

Brown. Covenants Runniug with Land .

Burge. Colonial and Foreign Law. 5 vols. (vol .

I ready)

Campbell's Principles of English Law .

Cane. Law of Stamp Duties on Deeds and other

Instrumeuts. 11th ed.

Carson . Prescription and Custoin

Carter. Eleinents of Law of Contracts, 2d ed.

Ohalmers. Public Meetings. 3d ed.

Chalmers and Barnes . Students ' Guide to Ro

man law

Ohandler. Trust Accounts .

Clemson . Methods and Machinery of Business

Cockle. Leading Cases on Evidence

Cohen . Trade Union Law . 2d ed...

Craies. Statute Law ; being 4th ed. of Hard .

castle on Statutory Law

Dawbarn . Employers' Liability . 3d ed .

De Beckers . Japanese Law of Trading Com

panies

Douglas. Summary Jurisdiction Procedure ..

Dowell. Income Tax Laws..

Eldridge. Marine Policies

Elliott. Workmen's Compensation Act, 1906 .

4th ed .

Eustace . Practical Hints on Plcading

Evans and Cooper. Notes on the Companies

Act, 1907. 5th ed .

Everest, Strode's Estoppel. 2d ed.

Fitzpatrick . Manual on Law and Practice of

Joint Stock Companies with Forins

Fletcher. London Building Acts, 1894-1905 .

4th ed ....

Poa. Landlord and Tenant. 4th ed.

Fyfe. The Sherill Court Code

Godefroi. Law of Trusts. 3d ed

Gore - Browne. Winding up of Companies by the

Court with Acts , Rules and Forms

Halsbury. Laws of England. Vol . 1 ready

Hart and Sinney. Marine Insurance Act, 1000

Heighmore. The Customs Laws. 2d ed.

Heywood and Massey. Practice in Lunacy . 30

ed ....

Hudson . Law of Building , Engineering and

Shipbuilding Contracts. 3d ed. 2 vols.

Jackson and Gassett . Investigation of Titles .

25.0

12.6

2.6

10.0

15.0

2.6

15.0

21.0

25.07.6

7.6

5.0

7.6

5 0

15.0

28.0

21.0

42.0

4.0

6.0

21.0

21.0

10.6

12.6

5.0

15.0

21.0

20.0 12.6

15.0

15.0

5.0 Sea . 15.0

... 6.0

25.0

5.6

16.0

7.6

7.6

25.9

30.0

7.6

21.0

7.6

6.6

30.0

10.0

38.0

Slater. Principles of Mercantile Law

Sohn . The Institutes of Roman Law . Trans

lated by Ledlie

Stephens. Law Relating to Deinurrage

Stephens . Law Relating to Freight

Stone. Justices Manual, 1907. 29th ed ..

Temporley. Merchant Shipping Acts . 2d ed .

Topham . Company Law . 2d ed .

Wang. German Civil Code Translated

Watson , Indian Criminal Law

Webster. Law Relating to Particulars and Con

ditions of Sale on Sale of Land

Westlake. International Law , part II . War

Wills . Law of Evidence. 2d ed .

Wise. On Riots ...

Wood and Ritchie . Digest of Cases Overruled

and Modified . 3 vols . , cloth , 5.5.0 ; half calf..

Woodfall. Landlord and Tenant . 18th ed .

Woodfall and Atkinson . Yearly County Court

Practice , 1907 edition .

Yearly Supreme Court Practice

15.6

30.0

25.0

9.0

15.0

5.0

6.0

6.0

25.0 6.0.0

38.0

52.6

3d ed ....

25.0

25.0
15.0
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GENERAL SERIES.

American Bankruptcy Reports. Vol. 17 .

Amer . and Eng. Enclyco. of Law . 2d ed. Supp. vol. 4 .

Amer. and Eng. Railroad Cases. New series. Vol. 47 .

American Criminal Reports. Vol. 13 .

American Negligence Cases . Vol. 16 .

American Negligence Reports. Vol. 20 .

American Street Railway Reports. Vol. 4 .

American State Reports. Vol . 116 .

American Digest, Annual. 1907 A.

Atlantic Reporter. Vol. 68 .

Ballard Law of Real Property. Vol . 11 .

Current Law. Vol. 8 .

Cyclopedia of Law and Procedure. Vol. 26 .

Finch's Insurance Digest. Vol . 19 .

General Digest. New series. Vol. 22.

Lawyers' Reports, Annotated . New series. Bk. 10

Morrison's Mining Reports. Vol. 22.

Municipal Corporation Cases. Vol. 11 .

Northeastern Reporter. Vol . 82 .

Northwestern Reporter. Vol. 114 .

Pacific Reporter. Vol. 92 .

Probate Reports, Annotated. Vol. 11 .

Southeastern Reporter. Vol. 69 .

Southern Reporter. Vol. 44.

Southwestern Reporter. Vol. 109 .

CANADIAN ELEMENTARY BOOKS.

Publishod During the Year 1907 .

Barron . Conditional Sales $3.00

Cameron . Practice and Procedure in Supreine

Court of Canada 9.00

Cameron . Supreme Court Rules of Canada 6.00

Canadian Lawyer. 4th ed . 1.50

Orankshaw . Supplement to Crankshaw's Crim .

inal Codeand Evidence Act..... 4.00

Falconbridge. Banks, Banking Negotiable In

struments and Bills of Exchange 6.50

Farmor. Ontario Railway Act, 1006. With An

notations 3.00

Godfrey. Shavings. A Semi-Legal Medley 1.00

King. Lawof Slander and Libel in Canada 8.00

Lear. The Bank Act, with Index 1.50

Lear. Bills of Exchange Act, with Index
2.50

Lefroy and Campbell. Translation of Girard's

Introduction to Roman Law 2.50

McCrossman , Schultz and Harper. Digest of

Canadian Criminal Cases.... 8.00

Maclaren . Law of Banks and Banking. 3d ed ... 4.50

McMahon . The Coroner and his Duties at In

quests without and with a Jury ... 5.00

Masters . Practice ofthe Supreme Court. 3d ed . 6.00

Saeger. Certiorari and Habeas Corpus Practice.

2d ed . 5.50

Saeger. Criminal Proceedings before Justices of
the Peace 3.00

Theobald . Law of Wills in England and Can

ada. 7th ed.... 10.00

Tristram and Coote . Probate Practice in Eng

land and Canada. 14th ed . 10.00

Walton . Scope and Interpretation of Civil Code

of Lower Canada 2.00

Weir. Law of Probate , Administration and

Death Duties in Canada 8.50

LAST VOLUMES OF THE LAW PERIODICALS.

American ,

Albany Law Journal. Vol. 68 . 1906 .

American Law Register. Phila . N. S. Vol. 46. 1907 .

American Law Reriew . St. Louis. Vol . 41 . 1907.

American Lawyer. New York . Vol. 14 . 1906 .

Banking Law Journal. New York. Vol. 24. 1907.

Central Law Journal. St. Louis. Vol. 65. 1907.

Chicago Legal News. Vol. 40 . 1907.

Columbia Law Review . New York. Vol. 7. 1907.

Green Bag. Boston. Vol. 19 . 1907.

Harvard Law Review . Cambridge. Vol . 20. 1907 .

Insurance Law Journal. New York. Vol. 36. 1907.

Kentucky Law Reporter. Frankfort. Vol . 31. 1907 .

Law Student's Helper. Detroit. Vol. 15. 1907.

Medico -Legal Journal. New York . Vol. 25 . 1907 .

Michigan Law Review . Ann Arbor. Vol. 5 . 1907.

National Corp. Reporter. Chicago . Vol . 30. 1907.

New Jersey Law Journal. Plainfield . Vol. 30. 1907 .

Virginia Law Register. Lynchburg . Vol . 13 . 1907 .

Washington Law Reporter. Vol . 35. 1907.

Weekly Law Bulletin . Ohio. Vol . 54. 1907.

Yale Law Journal. New Haven , Conn . Vol . 16. 1907 .

English .

County Courts Chronicle . Vol . 42. 1906.

Journal of Comparative Legislation . N. S. No. 17. 1907.

Law Magazine and Review . Fourth series. Vol . 32 .

( 1907. )

Law Quarterly Review . Vol . 23 . 1907 .

Law Times (newspaper ). Vol. 122. 1907.

Solicitor's Journal . Vol . 51 . 1907 .

Scotch.

Juridical Review . Edinburgh . Vol 19. 1907

Scottish Law Review . Vol. 23 . 1907.

UNITED STATES .

U.S. Supreme Court Reports. Vol. 206.

Lawyers' Edition. Book 51 (vols. 203-206 ).

Supreme Court Reporter. Vol. 27.

Circuit Court of Appeals Reports. Vol. 81 .

Federal Reporter. Vol. 155 .

Digest. 5 vols.

Court of Claims Reports. Vol. 41 . 1907.

Opinions of Attorney General. Vol. 25. 1906.

Patent Office , Official Gazette. Vol. 119. 1906.

Porto Rico Federal Reports. Vol. 1 .

Land Decisions. Vol. 34. 1906.

Treasury Decisions. Vol. 14 . 1907.

Interstate Commerce Reports. Vol. 12 . 1907.

Digests.

Butler's Index Digest (to vols . 187-202) . 1 vol.

Russel and Winslow's Syllabus-Digest. 4 vols. (Vol.

4 is Supplement to 1907.)

Lawyers' Edition . 4 vols ,

Rose. 3 vols .

Statutes.

Compiled Statutes . 3 vols . 1902. Supplement 1907

Annotated Statutes . 10 vols. 1906.

Statutes at Large. Vol . 34 in 3 parts.

STATE AND TERRITORIAL REPORTS , ETC.

Ala . Reports. Vol. 147. ( Alabama Reports reprint vol.

19. )

Digest, Mayfield's. 5 vols . 1905.

Statutes, New Revision ( 1908) in press.

Alaska . Reports. Vol. 2. 1907.

Statutes, Carter's Laws. 1900 .

Boone's Codes. 1900.

Ariz . Reports. Vol . 8. 1907.

Statutes, Revised . 1901 .

Session Laws. 1903 , 1905 , 1907.

Ark . Reports. Vol . 82 . 1907 .

Digest, Crawford's. 2 vols . 1897. Supp. vol. 3. 1907

Statutes, Kirby 1905 .

Session Laws . 1907.

Cal. Reports. Vol . 149 . 1907.

Appellate Court. Vol. 3 .

Digest, Green's. 6 vols . 1907 .

Statutes, Revision 5 vols . 1906 .

Session Laws. Extra . 1906, 1907 .
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Dolo . Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 38. 1907,

Court of Appeals. Vol. 20. 1906.

Colorado Decisions. Vol. 4. 1903 .

Digest, Mills'. 2 vols. 1900. Supplement 1906.

Statutes , Mills'. 3 vols . 1903 .

Mills' Annotated Civil Code. 1905.

Session Laws. 1905, 1907.

Conn . Reports. Vol. 79 . 1907.

Digest, Baldwin's. 2 vols 1900.

Statutes, Revised . 1902.

Session Laws. 1905, 1907 .

Del. Reports. Pennewill. Vol . 5 . 1907 .

Digest, Ridgley's. 1 vol . 1894.

Statutes, Revised Code. 1893 .

Session Laws. 1895, 1897, 1998, 1899, 1901 , 1903 ,

1905, 1907.

D. 0. Reports. Court of Appeals. Vol. 29 1907.

Digest, Maupin . 1 vol . 1900.

Statutes in Force ( 1889 ) . 1894.

Garges Code. 1905.

Fla . Reports. Vol. 50 . 1906.

Digest, Wurts. 1904.

Statutes, New Revision . 1906

Session Laws. 1907.

Ga. Reports. Vol . 125 . 1906.

Digest, Cyclopedic. To be complete in 10 vols .

Van Epps & Aiken, 3 vols . 1899 .

Van Epps & Aiken, Supplement, 2 vols. 1905 .

Statutes, Code. 4 vols . 1901 .

Session Laws. Annuals to 1907 .

Hawaii. Reports. Vol. 17. 1907 .

Digest, Hawaiian . 1903 .

Statutes, New Revision . 1905 .

Ida. Reports. Vol. 12 . 1907.

Statutes, Code. 4 vols . 1901

Session Laws. 1905. 1907.

Ill . Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 228. 1907.

Appellate Court. Vol . 129 . 1907 .

Circuit Court . Vol . 1 . 1907.

Digest, Cyclopedic. 9 vols. 1903 .

Statutes, Starr and Curtis, Annotated , 4 vols . 1902.

Hurd's, 1905 .

Session Laws. 1903, 1905, 1907.

Ind . Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 166. 1907

Appellate Court. Vol . 38 . 1907.

Digest, Burns. 2 vols . 1905 .

Statutes, Burns. 3 vols . 1901 .

Burns' Supplement. Vol. 4 . 1905.

Session Laws. 1907.

Ind . Terr . Reports. Vol. 6 . 1907.

Statutes, Carter's Annotated . 1899 .

Ia . Reports. Vol . 131 . 1907.

Digest, McClain's . 3 vols . 1898.

McClain's Supplement. 1 vol . 1904.

Statutes, Code. 1897.

Supplement. 1902 .

Session Laws, 1904 , 1906, 1907.

Kan . Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 74. 1907 .

Digest, Dassler's. 1902.

Dassler's Supplement. 1906.

Statutes, Dassler's. 1905.

Session Laws. 1907 .

Ky. Reports. Vol. 120 . 1907

Kentucky Opinions. Vol . 3 . 1907 .

Digest. 5 vols. 1905 .

Statutes, Carroll's . 1904 .

Session Laws. 1906.

La . Reports. Vol . 118 . 1907.

Digest, Hennen, Louque, Taylor & Breaux. 5 vols .

1901 .

Statutes, Wolff's Revised . 2d ed 2 vols . 1904.

Session Laws. 1906.

Me. Reports. Vol. 101. 1907.

Digest, Savage Index. 1896.

Statutes, Revised. 1903 .

Session Laws. 1905, 1907 .

Md. Reports. Vol . 104 . 1907.

Digest, Brantley's. 3 vols. 1899 .

Statutes, Code, Poe's . 2 vols . 1905.

Session Laws. 1906.

Mass. Reports. Vol. 193 . 1907.

Digest, Throops'. 4 vols . 1906.

Massachusetts. 8 vols. 1906.

Statutes. Revised Laws. 3 vols. 1902.

Session Laws. 1902, 1903 , 1904, 1905, 1906, 1907 .

Mich . Reports Supreme Court. Vol. 148. 1907.

Digest, Jacob and Chaney's . 4 vols. 1894-1900 .

Statutes. Compiled Laws. 4 vols. 1897 .

Session Laws, Special . 1898, 1899 , ex. 1900, 1901 ,

1903 , 1905, Local 1905, 1907, Local 1907.

Minn . Reports. Vol . 101 . 1907.

Digest, Minnesota . 4 vols . 1904 .

Statutes, New Revision 1906.

Session Laws. 1907 .

Miss. Reports. Vol. 89. 1907.

Mississippi Decisions . Vol. 2 . 1907 .

Digest, George, Brame and Alexander, to 1899 .

Statutes, Revised Code. 1906.

Mo. Reports. Supreme Court . Vol. 198. 1907 .

Appeals Reports. Vol. 120. · 1907.

Digest, Pattison's Complete. 6 vols. 1903. Vol . 7 .

1905.

Digest (West Pub. Co.), 10 vols. 1905

Statutes, Missouri. 2 vols . 1906.

Annotated Statutes . 5 vols . 1906 .

Session Laws. 1901 , 1903, 1905, 1907.

Mont. Reports. Vol . 35. 1907.

Digest, Napes. 1 vol. 1907.

Statutes, Code. 2 vols . 1895 .

Session Laws. 1895, 1897 , 1899 , 1901 , 1903 , ex . 1903 ,

1905, 1907.

Neb. Reports. Vol. 72 . 1907.

Digest, Page's. 2 vols . 1902.

Statutes. Cobbey . Annotated 2 vols. 1907 .

Nov. Reports. Vol . 27 . 1905.

Digest, Lawson's. 1892 .

Statutes. Compiled Laws. 1 vol . 1900.

Session Laws. 1901 , 1903 , 1905, 1907.

N. H. Reports. Vol. 73. 1906.

Digest, Morrison's. 1891 .

Statutes, Public. 1900.

Session Laws. 1901 , 1903 , 1905 , 1907.

N. J. Reports, Law . Vol. 73 . 1907.

Equity. Vol. 70. 1907.

Digest, Stewart and Wall. 4 vols . 1898.

Mackey & N. Supplement to 1907 .

Parker . 7 vols . to 1908 (vol. 1 in press ).

Statutes, General Public. 3 vols. 1895.

New Revision in preparation .

Session Laws. Annual Sessions to 1907 .

N. M. Reports. Vol. 12 . 1906.

Digest, Money's. 1 vol. 1901 .

Statutes. Compiled Laws. 1897.

Session Laws. 1899 , 1901 , 1903 , 1905.

N. Y. Reports. Court of Appeals. Vol . 188 . 1907.

Supreme Court. Appellate. Vol. 118 . 1907 .

Criminal. Vol . 19 .

Civil Procedure. Vol. 37. 1907 .

Benjamin's Annotated Cases. Vol . 17. 1907.

Surrogate Reports, Annotated . Gibbons. 1905

Miscellaneous Reports. Vol . 54 . 1907.

New York Supplement. Vol. 105 . 1907 .

Digest. Abbott's Cyclopedic Digest. 14 vols. 1903 .

Abbott's Annual. 1904-1907.
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N. Y. - Continued .

Statutes. Cumming and Gilbert . Annotated Laws .

3 vols . 1902. Vol . 4. Supplement. 1904 .

Heydecker's General Laws. 5 vols . 1902.

Cook's Criminal & Penal Code. 1907 .

Birdseye's Revised Statutes , Codes and Laws .

2d ed . 3 vols . 1902. Supplement Birdseye's

Statutes, etc. 1905.

Gilbert's Annotated Code. 1905 .

Parson's Code Civil Practice . 1907.

Session Laws.2 vols . 1903 , 2 vols. 1904, 1905 , 2

vols . 1906 , 2 vols . 1907 .

N. O. Reports. Vol. 140. 1906 .

Digest, Womack's. 3 vols . 1898.

Statutes, New Revision . 2 vols . 1905 .

Session Laws. Pub. 1907 .

N. D. Reports. Vol . 13 . 1906.

Digest, Hill's . 1903 .

Statutes, Revised . 1906 .

Session Laws 1907.

0. Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 76 . 1907 .

Circuit Court. Vol . 27 .

Circuit Court Reports. New series. Vol . 9 .

Nisi Prius. Vol . 9 . 1903 .

Nisi Prius Reports. New series . Vol . 3 .

Digest, Bates' Complete. 3 vols . 1900.

Everett. Supplement. (Vol . 4. ) 1905 .

Statutes, Bates' 'Annotated . 3 vols . 1905 .

Session Laws. 1906.

Okla . Reports. Vol . 16 . 1907.

Digest, Wilson's. 1903 .

Statutes, Wilson's . 2 vols . 1903

Session Laws . 1905 .

Ore . Reports. Vol. 47 . 1906.

Digest, Montague . 1905 .

Statutes , Bellinger and Cotton's Code. 2 vols . 1902 .

Session Laws. 1905 , 1907.

Pa. Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 217. 1907 .

Superior Court. Vol . 33 . 1907 .

District Courts. Vol . 15 . 1907

County Courts. Vol. 33 . 1907 .

Dauphin County Reports . Vol . 9 . 1907 .

Delaware County Reports. Vol . 9 . 1906.

Kulps' Reports. Vol. 12 . 1906.

Lackawanna Jurist. Vol . 7 . 1906 .

Lackawanna Legal News. Vol . 8 . 1904 .

Lancaster Law Review. Vol . 23 . 1907 .

Maxwell's Reports (Northampton County) . Vol .

10. 1907.

Montgomery County Reports . Vol . 22 . 1906 .

Philadelphia Legal Intelligencer . Vol. 64 . 1907.

Pittsburgh Legal Journal. N. S. Vol . 36. 1906 .

Digest, Pepper and Lewis. 20 vols .

Statutes, Brightly's Purdon's Digest. 4 vols . 1905 .

Session Laws. 1905, 1907 .

R. I. Reports. Vol. 26 . 1906.

Digest, Stiness ' . 1901 .

Statutes, Revised . 1895 .

Session Laws . Annual Sessions to 1906 .

S. C. Reports. Vol . 75 . 1907.

Digest. 9 vols . 1899 .

Statutes, Revised . 2 vols . 1902 .

Session Laws . 1905

S. D. Reports. Vol . 19 . 1907 .

Digest, Hill's . 1903 .

Statutes, Revised Code . 1903 .

Session Laws. 1905 , 1907.

Tenn . Reports. Vol . 116 . 1907 .

Chancery . Vol . 2 . 1907 .

Digest, Webb and Meigs . vols . 1899 .

Statutes, Shannon's Code . 1897. Supplement . 1904 .

Session Laws. 1896 , ex . 1897, 1898 , 1899, 1901 ,

1903 , 1905 , 1907 :

Tex. Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 98 . 1905.

Criminal Appeals. Vol. 46 . 1906 .

Civil Appeals. Vol . 36 . 1906 .

Court Reporter. Vol . 17 . 1907.

Digest, Index. 5 vols . 1903 .

Statutes, Revised . 2 vols . 1897. Supp. 1897-1906 .

Session Laws. 1907 .

Utah . Reports. Vol . 30. 1907 .

Digest, Kinney's Index. 1902 .

Statutes, Revised. 1898.

Session Laws. 1899 , 1901 , 1903 , 1905, 1907 .

Vt. Reports. Vol . 79 . 1907.

Digest, Roberts' . 2 vols . 1889 .

Statutes, Revised . 1894 .

Session Laws. 1896 , 1898, 1900, 1902 , 1904 .

Va. Reports . Vol. 106. 1907 .

Digest. 5 vols . 1906 .

Encyclopedic . 13 vols . , 1907. ( Covers W. Va . )

Statutes, Pollard's Code . 2 vols . 1904 .

Session Laws . 1906 .

Wash . Reports. Vol. 46 . 1907.

Digest, Remington's . 3 vols . 1907 ,

Statutes, Ballinger's Annotated Codes. 3 vols. 1903 .

Session Laws. 1903 , 1905, 1907 .

W. Va. Reports . Vol . 58 . 1907 .

Digest. 5 vols . 1906 .

Encyclopedic . 13 vols . (Covers Va . )

Statutes, Warth's Code. 1899 .

Revised Code. 2 vols . 1906. Supplement. 1907 .

Session Laws. 1907 .

Wis . Reports . Vol . 130 . 1907 .

Digest, Bailey's . 3 vols . 1902 .

Statutes, Revised , Annotated . 2 vols . 1898 .

Supplement to Statutes . 1906.

Session Laurs . 1907 .

Wyo. Reports . Vol . 14 . 1907.

Statutes, Revised. 1899 .

Session Laws. 1901 , 1903, 1905, 1907 .

CANADIAN LAW BOOKS.

Latest Volumes of Reports, Digests, Statutes, etc.

Dominion .

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 38 . 1907.

Exchequer. Vol . 10 . 1907.

Commercial Law Reports. Vol. 4 . 1906 .

Criminal Cases. Vol. 12 . 1907 .

Railway Cases . Vol . 6 . 1907 .

Canada Law Journal. Vol. 43 . 1907.

Canadian Law Times. Vol . 27 . 1907 .

Digest, Coutlee . 1903 .

Tremeear Criminal Law Digest . 1907.

Canadian Annual . 1903-1907.

Statutes , Revised . With Annotations. 4 vols . 1907 .

Annual Laws. 1886 to 1907 .

British Columbia .

Reports. Vol . 12 . 1907 .

Digest, Canadian Annual. 1896-1906 .

Statutes , Revised . 2 vols . 1897 .

Annual Laws. 1897-1907 .

Manitoba.

Reports. Vol . 16 . 1907.

Digest, Ewart . 1900 .

Canadian Annual . 1896-1906 .

Statutes, Consolidated . 2 vols. 1903 .

Annual Laws. 1904 , 1905, 1906.

New Brunswick .

Reports . Supreme Court. Vol . 37 . 1907.

Equity. Vol. 3 . 1907 .

Digest, Stevens' . 1897.

Canadian Annual. 1896-1906 .

Statutes, Consolidated . 1903 .

Annual Laws. 1904 , 1905 , 1906.
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.

Newfoundland.

Reports. Morris Vol. 6 . 1905 .

Digest, Canadian Annual. 1896-1906 .

Statutes, Consolidated . 1896 .

Annual Laws. 1896-1906 .

Northwest Territories.

· Reports. • Vol . 6 . 1906.

Digest, Canadian Annual. 1896–1906 .

Statutes, Revised Ordinances. 1898 .

Annual Ordinances. 1899–1906 .

Nova Scotia .

Reports. Vol . 40. 1907 .

Digest, Condon's. 2 vols . 1903 .

Canadian Annual. 1896-1906 .

Statutes, Revised. 1900.

Annual Laws. 1901-1906 .

Ontario .

Reports. Law Reports. Vol . 14 . 1907.

Election Cases . Vol. 2 . 1901 .

Weekly Reporter. Vol . 10. 1907.

Digest. Century Digest. 4 vols . 1901 .

Canadian Annual. 1896-1906.

Statutes, Revised. 2 vols . 1897.

Annual Laws. 1898-1906 .

Prince Edward Island.

Reports. Vol. 2. 1886 .

Digest, Canadian Annual. 1896-1906 .

Statutes, Revised . 3 vols. 1868.

Annual Laws. 1868-1906 .

Quebec.

Reports. Official King's Bench . Vol . 15. 1907 .

Supreme Court. Vol . 30 . 1907.

Revised Reports. Vol. 28 . 1903 .

Révue Légale. Vol . 12 . 1906.

Révue de Jurisprudence. Vol . 13 . 1907 .

Practice. Vol . 6 . 1904 .

Digest, Quebec Consolidated. 1899.

Canadian Annual . 1896-1906 .

Statutes, Revised . 3 vols. 1888.

Annual Laws. 1888-1906 .

Patent Office Reports. ( Cutler .) Vol. 23. 1907.

Registration Cases. (Smith . ) Vol. 1 , part 10 .

State Trials . New series. Vol. 8 .

Year Books. Edward III . Year 18 .

Revised Reports. Vol. 92. 1907 .

English Reports Reprints. Vol . 79. 1907.

Digests :

Mews' Digest English Case Law to 1898. 16 vols .

Mews' Annual Digest. 1898–1906 .

Supplement 1898–1907 . 2 vols . in preparation .

Statutes :

Revised Statutes (Chitty) . 14 vols . to 1901 .

Annual Statutes . Law Reports. 1902 , 1903 ,

1904 , 1905 , 1906 .

Statutory Rules and Orders. 1906 .

Ireland .

Reports: Law Reports, Ireland . 2 vols . 1906 .

Irish Law Times. Vol . 40 . 1906 .

Digests: Brunker, Common Law . 1864. O'Donnell

and Brady, Equity. 1838. Gamble and Bar

low, Equity. 2 vols . 1838-67. Green , Com

mon Law and Equity. 1867-94 . Stubbs ,

1894-1903 .

Statutes : None since 1802 .

Scotland.

Reports, and serials containing reports :

Court of Session Cases , 5th series . Vol. 8. 1907.

Justiciary Cases. (Adams.) Vol. 4. 1906 .

Scots Law Times . Vol. 14. 1907.

Scottish Law Reporter. Vol. 4 . 1907 .

Scots Revised Reports. Jurist, vol . 1 .

Digests: Shaw, 5 vols. to 1885 .

The Scots Digest (Second series), 2 vols . 1873–

1904 .

Statutes : Revised Statutes . 10 vols . 1607-1900 .

Public General Statutes . 1901-1905 .

Colonial. (Canada- s- see above.)

Australasia . Australian Commonwealth Law Re

ports. Vol. 4 , part 1 . 1907.

Australian Law Times. Vol . 29 . 1906 .

Australian Annual Digest. 1902–1906.

Commonwealth Statutes. Vol. 2 . 1906.

New South Wales State Reports. Vol. 6. 1906 .

New South Wales Land Court Cases, Vol. 16 .

1906.

New South Wales Arbitration Reports. Vol. 4 .

1906 .

New South Wales Weekly Notes. Vol. 23 .

1906.

Revised Statutes . 7 vols. 1901 .

Annual Laws . 1902-1906 .

Queensland State Reports. Vol. 5. 1906 .

Digest. 1907.

Revised Statutes. 9 vols , to 1902 .

Annual Laws. 1903-1906 .

South Australian Law Reports. 1906.

Statutes . 8 vols. to 1894.

Annual Laws . 1894–1906 .

Tasmania Law Reports. 1906.

Revised Statutes. 5 vols . to 1904.

Annual Laws. 1905 , 1906.

Victorian Law Reports. Vol. 31 . 1906.

Argus Law Reports. Vol . 12 . 1906

Revised Statutes. 7 vols . 1890 .

Annual Laws. 1890–1906 .

West Australian Law Reports. Vol. 8. 1906 .

Arbitration Reports. Vol. 5 . 1907.

Revised Statutes . 4 vols. to 1895.

Annual Laws. 1895–1906 .

BRITISH EMPIRE.

Latest Reports, Digests, Statutes, Serials.

England.

Reports, and serials containing reports :

Law Reports. 1907. Common Law, 2 vols .

Equity, 2 vols . Appellate, 1 vol . Probate,

1 vol . Statutes , 1 vol .

Law Reports, Indian Appeals . Vol. 34. 1907.

Law Reports, Weekly Notes. 1907.

Law Journal Reports. Vol. 76. 1907.

Law Journal Notes and News. Vol. 42. 1907

Law Times Reports. Vol. 96 . 1907.

Times Law Reports. Vol. 22 . 1906.

Justice of the Peace. Vol. 70 . 1906.

Aspinall's Maritime Cases. Vol . 9 . 1905 .

Bankruptcy Reports. (Manson . ) Vol. 13 .

1907.

Railway and Canal Traffic Cases. Vol. 12 .

1906.

Commercial Cases. (Matthew .) Vol . 12 , 1906 .

County Courts Cases. Vol. 27. 1907.

Cox Criminal Cases. Vol . 20 . 1906.

Cox Magistrates' Cases. Vol. 22 , 1907.

Vasent's Acts Privy Council. Vol . 28 .

Magisterial Cases . Vol. 12 . 1907.

Minton -Senhouse, Workmen's Compensation

Cases. Vol. 8. 1906 .
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COMPARATIVE JURISPRUDENCE .Colonial. - Continued .

New Zealand Law Reports. Vol. 25. 1906 .

Gazette Law Reports. Vol. 8. 1906 .

Revised Statutes. 4 vols . to 1892 .

Annual Laws. 1893-1906 .

Fiji . Law Reports. 1875–97. 1905 .

Ordinances. (New edition in press.)

British Guiana . Ordinances . 1903 .

Cape of Good Hope. S. C. Reports. Vol . 22. 1906 .

Eastern District Reports. 1906.

Griqualand Reports. Vol. 8 . 1901 .

Revised Statutes. 3 vols . to 1895 .

Annual Laws. 1896–1904 .

East Africa . Reports. 1906 .

Gold Coast. Fanti Law Reports. 1904 .

Ordinances. 2 vols. 1903 .

Lagos. Ordinances. 2 vols . 1902 .

Natal. Law Reports. 1906 .

Digest, Broome's. 2 vols . 1903 .

Compiled Statutes. vols. 1900 .

Annual Laws. 1901-1906 .

Orange River. Law Reports. 1905.

Ordinances. Consolidated . 1901-1906 .

Southern Rhodesia . Law Reports. Vol . 1. 1899 .

Transvaal. Law Reports. 2 vols . 1906 .

Proclamations. 1900-1902. 1904 .

Ordinances. 1902–1906 .

Ceylon . New Law Reports. Vol. 8 . 1906.

Tambyah's Reports. Vol. 4 . 1905 .

Balasingham's Reports. Vol. 2. 1906 .

Revised Ordinances. 3 vols . to 1900.

Annual Ordinances . 1901-1905. "

Cyprus. Law Reports. Vol. 6 . 1904.

Hong Kong. Annual Ordinances. 1906 .

India. Law Reports. 4 vols . 1906.

General Acts. 7 vols . to 1903 .

Annual Laws. 1904-1906 .

Bengal. Calcutta Weekly Notes. Vol . 12. 1907 .

Code. 4 vols . 1906.

Baluchistan . Code. 1900.

Bombay. Law Reporter. Vol . 9 . 1907.

Kathiawar. Law Reports. Vol. 16 . 1907 .

Sind Sadar. Court Reports. Vol. 3 . 1900.

Code. 3 vols . 1896.

Burma. Lower Burma Rulings. 1906.

Upper Burma Rulings. 1906.

Central Provinces. Nagpur Law Reports. 1906 .

Code. 1905.

Madras. Law Journal. Vol. 17 . 1907 .

Code. 2 vols . 1902 .

Mysore. Chief Court Reports. Vol. 9 . 1904 .

N.W. Provinces and Punjab. Allahabad Law Jour

nal . Vol . 4. 1907 .

Punjab Law Reporter: Vol . 8 . 1907 .

Code. 1903 .

Jamaica. Annual Laws. 1906 .

Law Reports. 1906, 2 parts.

Mauritius. De ons. 1904 .

Compiled Laws 3 vols . 1896 .

Annual Laws. 1897-1905 .

Seychelles. Ordinances. 3 vols. 1905.

Straits Settlements. Law Reports. Vol . 6. 1902.

Revised Acts and Ordinances. 2 vols . 1886.

Annual Laws. 1887-1906 .

Trinidad. Revised Laws . 9 vols . 1892.

Annual Laws. 1893-1906 .

Windward Islands. Judgments. 1905 .

Colonial Laws and Courts, with a sketch of the legal

systems of the world . By Alexander Wood Renton

and George Grenville Phillimore. London . 1907 .

$4.00 . [The Boston Book Company, Agents for the

United States.]

This book , which also forms the introductory volume

of the new edition of Burge's " Commentaries on Colonial

and Foreign Laws, " is issued separately, as there is likely

to be a greater demand for it than the remainder of that

work.

The first edition of Burge was published in 1838. The

first volume contained a preliminary treatise giving an

account of the several systems of jurisprudence adopted

in the colonies . At that time the government of India

had notpassed from the East Indian Company to the

British Crown. Exterritorial jurisprudence was compar

atively unknown. Self-governing colonies not included

in a federation , and federated self-governing colonies

had not been developed. In preparing a new edition , it

became evident that the development in the political

and judicial constitution of the colonies, in existence in

1838, and the numerous additions made to the British

dominions since , required a considerable expansion of

this preliminary treatise. The result is that a sketch of

79 pages has been expanded to a volume of nearly 500

pages.

This volume is divided into three parts: Part one,

treating of the different systems of law underlying the

jurisprudence of the legal world, the law of the Empire

of India , and the Roman - Dutch law ; Part two, treating

of the juridical constitution of the British dominions,

exclusive of the United Kingdom ; Part three, treating

of appeals to the Privy Council. The third part will

likelyprove of little interest to the profession in the

United States . The first part distinguishes between the

common , canon and civil law, and explains the various

systems of law in use throughout the world and the devel

opment and progress of codification . The second part

treats of each possession separately, giving its political

history , describing the law in force and the courts, with

their jurisdiction .

Probably no legal work of modern times has been pre

pared with greater care . The general editors have been

assisted by able associates , who are specalists on the

particular topics on which they write. In addition to

this they have had the advice and assistance of the

bench and leaders at the bar in the revision of the treat

ment of the legal systems of particular British Colonies

and States.

Many of the law libraries of the United States have

during the last twenty years accumulated collections of

British Colonial reports, and it is necessary that the

patrons of such libraries should have access to this new

work in order to determine the value of such reports

as precedents.

Every scholar of the law should read and study this

work in order to get in touch with the development and

tendencies of the modern law.

No student of the law can call his course of study com

plete until he has carefully read and pondered on this

text-book

In these modern times, when so many works of doubt.

ful value and authority are thrust upon the legal profes

sion , it is refreshing to find a treatise that will undoubt

edly be regarded with greater favor, if anything, than the

original edition , which was a classic.

Prices on any of the above items or on full sets of

British Colonial Reports furnished on application .
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TAKE AN INTEREST IN POLITICS ?

If so , get and read carefully Stimson's Law of the Fed .

eral and State Constitutions of the United States, ad

vertised elsewhere in this paper. It is an entirely novel

and very important exposition of the fundamental prin

ciples of oursystem of government. As such , it throws

a deal of light on problems which are confronting legis

latures and courts, and about which every citizen , cer

tainly every lawyer, must make up his mind.

If you are or have been or want to be in Congress or

in the Legislature, you will also be interested in Ambas

sador Bryce's article, published in the April Green Bag ,

on " Conditions and Methods of Lawgiving" in England .

The " effete monarchies" do some things better than

we do .

.

a

FREDERIC JESUP STIMSON ,

The author of our latest publication , " The Law of the

Federal and State Constitutions of the United States,"

is one of the most talented and versatile , as well as one

of the soundest and most profound of American authors.

He was born in 1855 and graduated at Harvard in the

class of 1876. Since then he has combined in one busy

life five varied activities.

As a Lawyer, Mr. Stimson took his degree at the Har

vard Law School in 1878 , and began practice in Boston.

He is a member of both the Massachusetts and the New

York Bars. He was at one time Assistant Attorney

General of Massachusetts. He has had not so much a

large , as an important practice. Among his clients he

has numbered the State of Massachusetts, the United

States Government and the Bank of England.

As a Legal Author, he has done excellent work . His

" American Statute Law " is a marvel of laborious. accur

ate and systematic analysis. His " Law Glossary " is

the best work of its kind in the English language . His

“ Labor in its Relations to Law ," and his " Handbook to

the Labor Laws of the United States," witness his appli

cation of law to sociology.

As a Teacher, he lectures at Harvard University on

Comparative Legislation and Constitutional Limitations.

He has recently delivered a course of lectures before the

Lowell Institute of Boston , on " The Federal Powers, the

Rights of the States , the Liberties of the People ." These

lectures have been published in a volume entitled, “ The

American Constitution ," which must not be confounded

with his new, larger and more important work on the

Law of the Federal and State Constitutions.

As a Sociologist, Mr. Stimson has been prominent on

such lines as labor legislation and uniformity of laws .

Besides the two works on labor laws , mentioned above ,

he has published a volume on "Uniform State Legisla

tion . " He has been advisory counsel to the United

States Industrial Commission and Massachusetts Com

missioner on Uniformity of Laws ; and he was chosen to

draw up the present corporation code of Massachusetts.

He has published in the magazines essays on various

civic questions .

As à Novelist. — Beginning to write fiction under the

pseudonym of " J. S. of Dale,” but using later his own

name, he has published eight novels, well known to

lovers of good literature . Those fortunate readers who

know his college skit , “ Rollo's Journey to Cambridge,”

recognize in him a vein of wit in sharp contrast to the

dry statistics of “ American Statute Law .”

Such is the interesting personality of the man whose

portrait is shown on our first page, and whose new work

on the Federal and State Constitutions will attract wide

attention

RECENT ARTICLES IN THE GREEN BAG.

Every monthly number of this bright and readable

magazine has two departments which the busy lawyer

cannot afford to ignore, namely, The Notes of Recent

Cases, Annotated by Experts , and the Synopsis of Im

portant Articles in Other Law Journals. read (or

even glanced through) regularly , these reviews will keep

a man who has no time to spare right up with late law.

If he has occasional time to spare , The Green Bag will

give himprofessional recreation and stimulus, as will be

suggested by the titles given below.

JANUARY, 1908 .

Royall Tyler, by Russell W.Taft.

Law , by T. Dabney Marshall.

The Unwritten Law and Why it Remains Unwritten , by the

late Abion W. Tourgée.

The Elasticity of TheConstitution , by Ernest Bruncken .

SomeLegallAspects of the Philippines, by James H.Blount.

CriminalResponsibility of Animals,by W.F. Dodd.

The (Work and Powers of the Boardof Railway Commis

sioners for Canada, by Robert C. Smith, K. C.

FEBRUARY, 1908 .

The Late Mr. Justice Kekewich , with some remarks con

cerning promotion to the Bench in England, by a practice

ing lawyer.

The Proposed American Code of Legal Ethics, by George P.

Costigan, Jr.

The Marriage of the Governor of Ilocos Norte, by James H.
Blount .

A New Light on Lincoln as an Advocate, edited by Allen
Henry Wright.

The Louisville Contested Election Cases, by Percy N. Booth.

Jeremy Bentham . - Our readers will note the reference

to Bentham in the interesting article on Evidence printed

in this Leg. Bib . His theories on that subject are in

cluded in his five -volume work entitled “ Judicial Evi

dence , " which is out of print but not very expensive . All

of Bentham's works were collected and printed in eleven

volumes, about 1843 , in Edinburgh This set has gone

entirely out of print , is difficult to get , and commands a

high price . We usually , however, have a set in stock , or

know where to find one .

MARCH , 1908.

Thayer's Legal Essays, by F. J. Stimson.

Conditions and Methods of Lawgiving, by the Rt. Hon.

James Bryce.

The Essex County (N. J.) Court House, by G. S. Parker.

Our Judges (verse), by H.R. Blythe.

The New York Negro Plot of 1741, by Henry H. Ingersoll.'

The Captain of the Quartermaster's Launch , by James H.

Blount .

APRIL , 1908 .

The LegalCareer of Senator Knox, by Henry M. Hoyt.
Some Modern Tendencies, by Robert C. Smith, K.C.

America and the Middle Temple, by C. E. A. Bedwell .
TheSherman Law and Contracts in Restraint of Trade, by

Paul Edgar Lesh .

The Scottish Law Student, by " Gael."

Squire Attom's Decisions, by Herbert J. Adams.
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INTERESTING SECOND -HAND BOOKS.

[We have recently issued List No.65 , Scholarly

Historical and Interesting Law Books, about

1500 titles. This catalogue will be sent with

out charge to any one interested in this class

of literature. Below we give a list of books not

on that list, received since it was issued. ]

Adam (Wm. ) . Trial by Jury in Civil Causes.

Edinburgh. 1836 . $3.00

Addison (Alexander ). Judicial Impeachment

Trial; unbound. Lancaster, Pennsylvania. 1803 2.50

Bench and Bar (anonymous). 2 vols . London . 1838 4.00

Bowyer (Geo. ) . Commentaries on the Constitu

tional Law of England. 2d edition. Lond . 1846 2.50

Brown (Marshall ). Wit and Humor of Bench and

Bar. Chicago . 1899 2.00

[ ( C )layton , (John ?). Topicks in the Laws of Eng

land concerning Media . London . 1646 3.00

Code Napoleon, First Edition . Code Civil des

Français . Edition Originale et Seule . 4to .

Paris . An XII ( 1804) 10.00

[ Cowell, Dr.). Law Dictionary, or the Inter

preter of Words and Terms used either in the

Common or Statute Laws, and in Tenures and

Jocular Customs. Folio . London . 1727 .... 3.50

Crumrine (Boyd) . Courts of Justice, Bench and

Bar, of Washington County, Pennsylvania.

Washington, Pa. 1902 . 3.50

Ellesmere (Thos. , Lord ). Certaine Observations

concerning the Office of the Lord Chancellor.

London . 1651 3.00

Erskine (Lord ). Speeches while at the Bar.

Edited by Jas. L. High . 4 vols . Chicago . 1876 4.00

Exact Table of Fees of all the Courts . 2d edition .

London . 1694 1.50

Fortescue ( Sir John ) . De Laudibus Legum An

gliæ ; and the Sums of Hengham . Notes by

John Selden . London . 1660 3.50

German Maritime Code : translated into English

by Wm . Arnold . London. 1900 1.50

Herbert ( Sir Edw . Ch . Just . in C. P. ) . Authorities

in Law in Sir Edw. Hale , his Case . Unbound.

London . 1688 1.00

Kornmann (Henry) . De Virginitate ; Virginum

Statu et Jure. Vellum. Norimbergæ . 1706 2.50

L (isle ) , E. Philologicall Commentary or Illustra.

tion of the most Obvious and Usefull Words in

the Law. London . 1652 . 3.00

McNair (J. F. A. ) and Bayliss (W. D. ) . Prisoners

their Own Wardens in Singapore, etc. London .

1899 2.00

Meritou (G.). Acts of Settlement (Irish Estates)

Abridged. Dublin . 1701 1 50

Office of the Clerk of Assize , etc. 2d edition .

London , 1682 2.00

Old Charters of Belgian Towns. Loix , Chartes, et

Coutumes du Chef-lieu de la Ville de Mons, et

des Villes et Villages resortissans. Mons . 1663 5.00

Raparlier. Exposition de la Lettre et de l'Es

prit des Chartes Générale du Haynant. 4to.

Donay. 1771 3.50

Ridley ( Sir Thos. ) . View of the Civile and Ecclesi

asticall Law. 3d edition , unbound . Lond . 1639 3.50

Sheppard (Wm . ) . The Faithful Councellor : or

the Marrow of the Law in English . In two parts

Part I. Actions at Law : Part II . Relief in

Chancery. 2d edition . London . 1653-4 .. 5.00

Tariff Material. Digest of the Proceedings and

Re rts of the Committee of London Merchants

for Reform of the Board of Customs. London.

1852 3.50

HOW TO FORM A PRACTICAL LIBRARY.

When the law student becomes a full- fledged lawyer ,

and starts in to practice by himself, he wants, anyway ,

the latest statutes of his own state . Some lawyers never

get beyond that stage of literature.

Next, he wants an all-round book , one to which he can

turn for an off-hand opinion on any topic any client may

spring on him any day. Every old lawyer will tell you

that there is just one such book, approved by three gen

erations, and listened to respectfully by all courts ,-

Bouvier's Law Dictionary, Revised by Rawle . It is a

sound , thorough , concise , reliable encyclopædia of law ,

and it only costs you twelve dollars. Having it , you are

ready to earn fees.

Subscribe to “The Green Bag . " Read carefully every

month its two practical departments, the review of cases

and the review of legal articles in the other magazines .

Keep up thus from the very first with late law.

When practice and fees begin to come in , set aside a

fair percentage to build up a real law library, one in which

every book means something to you, and helps you brief

and win cases . Don't wait for a honey -tongued can

vasser to come and persuade you to buy something you

will regret buying. Look ahead, survey your possible

lines of practice, and equip yourself for what is most

likely to come . For every case , buy the treatises which

bear most directly on its crucial points. Get books some

how, even if you borrow money to do it . Your library

to you is like the laboratory to the chemist or the engine

to the factory .

When you can blossom out a bit , get a set of your state

reports, then a set of annotated reports, then one of the

large encyclopædias .

When you begin to get really into the swim, and have

important cases, with a fair and steady income , continue

to add wisely to your library . Buy sets of reports. First

of all , get English Ruling Cases with American Notes,

the most valuable of all sets to a lawyer who knows how

to use authorities and make sound briefs .

Get the “ Century Digest," so as to have all American

reports at call ; and Mews' Digest of English Law

to supplement it .

If you become really prosperous , and go deeply into

important law, you can afford to subscribe for the great

est undertaking of this generation , The Full Reprint of

all the English Reports. If you wait too long , you will not

get it , because thepublishers did not stereotype the series

and the volumes issued are already out of print . We

can, at this writing, furnish a set at $6.50 per volume,

but how long the offer can be kept open , we would not

venture to say

Nothing More to Say.-They were cross-examining ,

in a Chicago court recently , a bookmaker who had been

caught in the toils for playing some other game than his

1 )

own .

The third sub - assistant district attorney was intent

upon a conviction , however, and was doing his best,

none too successfully , to shake the testimony of the

defendant .

" You're sure of that?" he yelled , as the bookmaker

stuck to an assertion that did not suit the case of the

state .

" Sure, I am certain ," came the answer .

" You remember that you are under oath ?"

" I do that. "

" And you'd swear to this statement of yours?"

" Swear to it ? Why, Mr. Lawyer, and judge, your

honor, I'd bet a hundred on it any day. " — Green Bag.
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NEW CONSTITUTIONAL FORCES.

Extract from the Preface to Stimson's Law of the

Federal and State Constitutions.

American constitutional law has had its broadest

development in the last twenty years. Since the cardinal

meaning of the Federal Constitution was settled by the

early great decisions, and the relation of the States to the

Federal Government once decided by the Civil War ,

there has, in a century, been comparatively little growth

until the last decade or two . The enormous mass of

litigation on the meaning of the " obligation of con

tract" and of the words " commerce among the States "

related , after all , to but two short phrases in that great

document; and in the latter of these two instances the

decisions of the last twenty years far exceed, both in

number and importance, all that went before. Consti

tutional law, therefore, like the law of labor and free

contract , is in the United States " a live science." Both

in the States and in the nation it has had its most active

discussion recently ; and the matter bids fair to increase

still more at the hands of the next generation. The

great social principles, of the right of the individual,

both to property and even to personal liberty, as against

the will of a majority or an organized minority having

the ears of the executive and the legislative branches of

government, have got to be resettled—the great political

questions of thesocial and jurisdictional (not political)

relation of the States to the Federal Government, the

right of the States to their own customary law and their own

police power, have , it seems, once moreto be fought over.

Personal freedom was established in England, sub

stantially as we know it now, in the 12th century . It

was taken almost as a matter of course by our ancestors,

both in England and here, until within a very few years.

It was the assertion of political power, and notably of

the right to tax and impose military rule or law, that

remained in question But when our Constitution was

adopted , these principles also were so engrained in the

popular mind as to need hardly more than expression .

Since then more than a century has gone by. Our

population has grown from four millionsto eighty mil

lions , a majority with no inherited training in English

institutions, and even the American minority, in thei

very security, forgetful of them. Two potent forces are

now at work; first that of philanthropy, general benevo

lence , ethical amelioration , seeking results rather than

liberty, traceable in theory directly back to Austin,

Bentham , and Hobbes ; the other the class - conscious

multitude of organized labor, seeking (and for the same

reason ) to reimpose regulations and control upon the

actions of others either through or beside the State,

which was tried but only partially tried in the thirteenth

or fourteenth centuries in England. For the English

agitations, when not mere risings of the peasants, re

sulted rapidly in an exclusive, almost aristocratic , trade

guild . To show how striking is the present activity of

these two forces I need but to refer to the decisions of

the Supreme Court of the United States . In all the

ninety years from 1796 to 1886 they found only one

thousand constitutional cases to consider, and in these

declared some two hundred statutes of States or Acts

of Congress to be unconstitutional . In the twenty years

from 1886 to 1906 they considered more than thirteen

hundred cases of this sort , more than half of which , and

these much the most important, were set in motion by

the two forces I have named, and probably a larger

proportion than before were held unconstitutional. For

State Constitutional law it is only necessary to refer to

the valuable annual bulletins of the New York State

Library. One hundred and four laws of the States or

of the United States were declared unconstitutional in

the one year 1906. It is a fact not possibly unconnected

with this that during the same year forty -six new con

stitutional amendments were adopted and thirty re

jected, making the attempted output seventy-six , just
about two thirds of the one hundred and six nullifica

tions; but only about one third these amendments

found the favor of the people. If these amendments

embodied in all cases the same provisions which had

been declared void by the courts, one might draw the

inference that in about two thirds of the cases the people

sustained the courts . The true number, however , is far

greater than this . Nothing is more interesting than the

unanimity with which the people, as a rule, welcome the

decision of their highest court declaring a law uncon

stitutional; that is , in conflict with their own will as

permanently expressed . Of late years only do we see an

ominous tendency in the other direction, due to the

unfortunate fact already adverted to , that so many

unconstitutional statutes embody the rash attempts

of philanthropic and labor interests to impose their will

upon others by law, rather than by persuasion or the

legitimate powers of the trades union.

DIRECT LEGISLATION.

From the Preface to Stimson's Law of the Federal and

State Constitutions.

Of the contents of the various State Constitutions, a

threefold division may roughly be made ; they usually

contain, first , the Declaration of Rights ; second, the

political constitution and organization of the State ; and

third, very varied and miscellaneous restrictions and

injunctions concerning legislation. I have attempted to

incorporate herein the entire Constitution of every State,

excepting only minute and detailed provisions, not of

general interest , concerning minor administrative offices,

courts, and municipal government. Where the wording

in the several States is not identical, I have been careful

to give the various forms when there is any possibility

of a difference of meaning or legal effect.

This third part has grown out of all proportion to the

others; in fact, in the newer Constitutions, particularly

in the West, it far exceeds the other two in bulk and

contains such a code of directions or inhibitions as to

leave very little real legislative power to the Legisla

ture . The Louisiana Constitution, for instance, con

tains one hundred and forty - four pages ! But still more

notable is that of Alabama, covering sixty-nine pages of

fine print, and those of the eight new far Western States

Even in States which do not adopt the initiative and

referendum , as some of these Western States do, the

adoption of such an elaborate Constitution is practically

direct legislation , “ Legislation by the people .” Naturally,

there is a tendency in such cases to more frequent amend

ment ; necessarily so when the Constitution, instead of

embodying a few great principles and the broad frame

work of the State government, attempts to prescribe

infinite details of legislation and of administrative

machinery . Historically, and from the point of view

of a Constitutional lawyer, such Constitutions are entirely

unscientific. The late Governor Russell of Massachu

setts , in his address before the Yale Law School , well

pointed out the objections of putting such a mass of

things into the Constitution, both as depriving the Legis

lature of all sense of responsibility, and as discrediting

the Constitution itself . Such a vast mass of directions

embodying merely the temporary desires of a present

majority, when either necessity or popular opinion re

quires a change, involves a necessity of such continual

amendment and frequent alteration as to bring a written

Constitution into contempt.

a
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THE LAST RESORT.

(From The Green Bag for April, 1908. )

When you have a very important question on which

you are unable to find authorities to suit you in text

books, digests and encyclopædias, there is still one re

course for the lawyer who knows how to use law-books ,

and that is ,—the law periodicals.

For generations learned lawyers who have not had time

to write law -books have contributed to the law journals

of their day, articles which embodied months or years of

research on topics not then (or now) so fully covered else

where in law literature. Thayer's Legal Essays, just pub

lished, collects in book form a dozen such articles, and

shows their value ; but the writings of a thousand other

lawyers and law professors and judges have not yet had

the fortune to be thus edited and collected , but remain

scattered and hidden in the bound volumes of English ,

British , Colonial and American legal periodicals.

And not entirely hidden , either . There is a work (2

vols . , $20.00 net) entitled " Index to Legal Periodicals,”

by Hon. Leonard B. Jones, the well known author of

treatises on Mortgages, etc. , in which he has provided for

his brethren a key to all this valuable literature. He

who knows how to use this key need not stop baffled

when he fails to find good law through ordinary channels,

but can delve deeperthan his opponents, and find where

some sound lawyer, after laboring months and years to

brief a difficult point of law, has put in print and left for

another generation the fruit of his thorough investigations .

To exhaust this recondite source of argument, one

must have first Jones's Index, and next — the sets of peri

odicals . Every lawyer who has a decent library ought to

own the Index. If he has a very large library of his own ,

he ought to buy for it sets of the leading American and

English law periodicals . If he cannot spare money or

space for such bulky series, he ought to see to it that the

nearest Bar or State Library has a complete collection
to which he can refer in case of sudden need.

Every State Library or library used by judges of the

courts ought surely to have a complete collection of sets

of legal periodicals, because a judge, when doubtful as to

the merits of a case which has been presented to the court,

may want to go behind and below the arguments of coun

sel, and seek for himself the most thorough examination

of the point of law in issue that can be found in all the

books, and the most thorough discussion is very possibly

in the periodicals rather than in text-books and decisions.

The Boston Book Co. is the only firm which makes a

specialty of law periodicals . On p . 7 of their Legal Bibli

ography, Vol . 3, No. 5 (January, 1908) , may be found a

list of 114 complete sets which they then had for sale .

THE AMERICAN LAW JOURNAL, 1808 .

This is the centenary of legal journalism in the United

States.

In January, 1808 , a hundred years ago , John A. Hall

of Baltimore began to publish in Philadelphia “The

American Law Journal and Miscellaneous Repertory ,"

an enterprise which the editor flattered himself in his

preface " may in time comprise the rudiments of a com

plete system of American jurisprudence ."

The publication appears to have been a somewhat

irregular quarterly ; with reports of cases and miscel

laneous matter. Thus the third volume includes Du

Ponceau's translation of Van Bynkershoek's Law of War .

The periodical had a fairly continuous existence in

Philadelphia for three years , and then lay dormant for

two years . In 1813 “ The American Law Journal, Vol . 4 ,

Being the First of a New Series ," edited by John A. Hall ,

appeared in Baltimore . A very ambitious “ Advertise

ment” outlined a plan for publishing reports of cases ,

abstracts of laws, and translations of several Latin

treatises on maritime subjects and on the Common Law

of England. The sub-title of “ Miscellaneous Repertory,"

was dropped . Vol . 4 appeared in 1813 . A note dated

May 26 , 1813 (at the time of the British invasion) , apol

ogizes for errors , on the ground that the editor and

printer were both absent on military duty.

Vol . 5 , 1814 (Baltimore) , was made up mainly of the

New Orleans Batture cases , and Robert G. Harper's

opinion on the Yazoo Question .

Another interval in publication occurred here . Vol .

6 was dated Philadelphia , 1817, and includes among

other matter Charles J. Ingersoll's translation of an anony

mous Prussian treatise on the freedom of neutral com

merce in time of war.

The Sisyphean task of rolling up a circulation for a

law - periodical again exhausted Mr. Hall for a few years.

But in 1821 he issued, in Philadelphia, “ The Journal of

Jurisprudence: a New Series of The American Law

Journal,” the most important contribution being an

English translation of Valin's commentary on the or

dinance of Louis XIV , “ Of Mariners."

With this supplementary volume the American Law

Journal finally expired , after a fitful and struggling life

of thirteen years . Its editor deserves sympathetic ap

preciation from the thousands of American lawyers who

find professional aid and recreation in the numerous law

journals of this age .

The publishers of The Green Bag lay this wreath upon

the memory of their earliest prototype.

a

A Pleading Song.

The Legal Bird on musty leaves doth sit

And sing his old refrain : “ To wit, to wit."

--Green Bag.

Within His Rights.— The Judge : "Was your chauffeur
guilty in this accident ?"

The Prisoner.-- " No, your honor, the victim was run

over in entire compliance with the ordinance . "

-Green Bag.

Religious Persecution . - A man addicted to walking

in his sleep went to bed all right one night , but when he

awoke he found himself on the street in the grasp of a

policeman. " Hold on," he cried , " you mustn't arrest

me. I'm a somnambulist ." To which the policeman

replied , " I don't care what your religion is-yer can't

walk the streets in yer nightshirt ." - Green Bag.

THE MOSAIC LAW.

Here is a clipping from a recent newspaper : --

" London , Nov. 17.-A deputation of four Samaritans,

headed by Isaac , son of Amran , second high priest at

Nablus , the Shochem of the Bible , is now in London try

ing to sell a manuscript of the Pentateuch dating from

1050 A. D. It is said that dire poverty alone induced

the Samaritan community to dispose of the treasured

manuscript , for which $25 000 is asked. It is a long roli

of parchment, mounted on stout paper. It is written in

a small , but clear Samaritan hand. The lower part has

been damaged by water, but the rest of it is perfect. It

has been offered unsuccessfully to the British Museum

and will be offered to Oxford University."

We have in our safe , and could be persuaded to sell

for less than $25,000, a similar parchment manuscript

of the Pentateuch , written in Hebrew, rolled on an olive

wood rod , and wrapped in silk . We can trace this legal

and ecclesiastical treasure back to Russia, but cannot

prove its age or scholarly authority
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NEW BOOKS, JANUARY -MAROH , 1908 .

AMERICAN REPORTS, ETC.
$3.00

3.50

2.50

3.00

General Series.

American Bankruptcy Reports. Vol. 18 .

American State Reports. Vol. 117.

Cyc. Annotations. 1907 .

General Digest. Vol . 23 .

Lawyers' Reports, Annotated. N. S Bk 11 .

McMaster's Commercial Dec. Vol. 10 .

AMERICAN ELEMENTARY BOOKS.

Bunn . Oklahoma Constitution and Enabling

Act

Burdick . Cases on Sales

Cipperly. Labor Laws and Decisions of N. Y...

Dyer. Maine Corporation Law .

Hamilton . Law of Negligence in Wisconsin ,

Supplement

Houk . Written Instruments in Texas. 2d ed...

Joslyn . Personal Injuries in Illinois

Morison . Tennessee Pleading and Forms

Moore . On Facts . 2 vols.

Parker. Corporation Manual . 1908

Remington . . Bankruptcy. 2 vols.

Shamel. Mining, Mineral and Geological Law

Thayer. Legal Essays ...

Trickett. Law of Crimes in Pennsylvania. 2 vols .

Walker. Manual of Public International Law

Westlake . International Law

5.50

5.50

6.30

5.50

12.00

6.50

12.80

5.00

3.50

11.00

2.50

3.00

ENGLISH ELEMENTARY BOOKS.

£ sd

70.0

United States.

U.S. Supreme Court Reports. Vol. 208.

Circuit Court of Appeals Reports. Vol. 83 .

Court of Claims Reports. Vol. 42 .

Porto Rico Federal Reports. Vol . 2 .

Interstate Commerce Reports. Vol. 13 .

State and Territorial Reports, etc.

Ala . Reports. (Reprint vol. 17. )

Ark . Reports. Vol. 84 .

Cal. Reports. Vol. 150 .

Del. Reports. Chancery. Vol . 8 .

Hawaii. Session Laws. 1907. ;

Ida . Session Laws. 1907.

Ill. Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 230.

Appellate Court. Vol . 131 .

Ind. Reports. Supreme Court . Vol . 167 .

Appellate Court. Vol. 39 .

Ia . Reports. Vol . 134 .

Me. Reports. Vol . 102 .

Mass . Reports. Vol . 195 .

Mich . Reports. Vol. 149

Minn . Reports. Vol . 102 .

Mo. Reports. Supreme Court . Vol . 205 .

Appellate Court. Vol . 123 .

Digest. Pattison . Vol . 8 .

Neb. Reports . Vol . 73 .

N. J. Digest. Parker. 7 vols . ( Vol. 2 ready. )

N. Y. Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 120.

Criminal. Vol . 20 .

Ore. Reports. Vol . 48 .

Pa. Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 218.

Superior Court. Vol . 34 .

District Court . Vol . 16 .

Lancaster Law Rev. Vol. 24 .

Montgomery County Reports. Vol . 24 .

Tenn . Reports. Vol. 117.

Utah . Reports. Vol . 31 .

Beven. Negligence in Law. 2 vols. 3d ed .

Brown and Jordan . Handbook on Formation

and Management of Joint Stock Companies

Clarke. Small Holdings Act. 1907

Dixon. On Divorce. 4th ed ...

Folkard. Slander and Libel . 7th ed ..

Fraser. Libel and Slander . 4th ed .

Hurry . Manual of Small Debt Procedure

Jelf. Where to Find Your Law. 3d ed .

Mosley and Whiteley. Law Dictionary . 3d ed .

Shaw . Vaccination Law. 8th ed.

Snell. Principles of Equity. 15 ed .

7.6

5.0

22.6

31.6

15.0

41.0

10.6

10.6

7.6

21.0

CANADIAN LAW BOOKS.

NEW GERMAN CODE TRANSLATED ,

We have received copies of The German Civil Code

translated into English and Annotated , with Historical

Introduction and Appendices. By Chung Hui Wang.

D. C. L. London , 1907. [Cloth , $5.50 . )

The most remarkable thing about this volume is that

its editor is Chinese. Even when it is understood that he

is a graduate of the Law School of Yale University , the

clearness and idiomatic excellence of his English style,

and the apparent accuracy of his rendition of German

legal phrases, are simply marvellous.

One of the first tasks of the government of the new

Germany was the consolidation and nationalization of the

laws of the states composing the empire . A commission

of eminent jurists devoted twenty-two years to careful

comparative study of the Roman Law, the Code Napoleon ,

the Austrian Civil Code of 1811 , and the representative

law books of Prussia, Bavaria , Saxony , and the other

constituent parts of Germany. The result of their labors ,

the “ Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch für das Deutsche Reich,"

was adopted in 1896 , to go into effect Jan. 1 , 1900. This

Code , which Maitland calls “ The most carefully consid.

ered statement of a nation's laws that the world has ever

seen ," has so far been translated into Spanish , into

Italian , twice into Japanese, four times into French,—but

not until now into English .

Of this “ thoroughly good and workmanlike" transla

tion , the Law Quarterly Review says : - " Dr. Chung has

studied in America and in Germany ; his combined mas

tery of the two languages is such as many Germans, and

many Englishmen , might envy . His translation is not

only accurate, but written in idiomatic English . His

notes are concise and practical , and he has added refer

ences to the principal editions of the Code, and a useful

bilingual list of technical terms."

Reports, Digests , etc.

Dominion .

. Reports. Criminal Cases. Vol . 13 .

Canadian Law Times . Vol . 28 .

Digest. Canadian Annual . 1907.

Quebec.

Reports. Révue Légale. Vol . 14 .

Révue de Jurisprudence. Vol . 14 .

BRITISH EMPIRE .

Reports, Digests, etc.

England.

Reports. Times Law Reports. Vol . 23.

Year Book, Edward III . Year 19

Revised Reports Vol . 95 .

English Reports Reprint. Vol . 81 .
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FOR AFTER -DINNER ORATORS .

The fortunate lawyer who is called on for an after

dinner speech, or the ambitious lawyer who wants to

make a telling political speech, sometimes even the

pleader who wants to put his jury in good humor, must

cudgel his brains for an apt and telling joke to begin his

remarks with . When memory does not work easily it is

well to have some reservoir of wit to draw from . Such a

store -house is a set of the Green Bag. There are hundreds

of good stories and legal jokes in every volume, but they

are not indexed . Here, however, is a meagre beginning

in that direction prepared by a young friend of ours who

has the oratorical fever.

Chase, Chief Justice March , 1906

Choate, Rufus .Jan ., 1906, Sept. , 1906
Continuations .May, 1906

Cross -Examination , Art of .Sept . , 1905

Damages, Domestic .March , 1907

Damages v. Repairs ..Jan ., 1907

Decision Reserved Sept., 1907

Dementia Americana in 1611 Dec., 1907

Depew , Chauncey .Feb. , 1905

Dictionary, Lawyers' Revised July, 1907

Divorce, Act of God .Nov. , 1906

Dog,Mad . .March , 1905

Evidence, Real .Feb. , 1906

Examination , Over . .Feb . , 1906

Extra - Territoriality .Sept . , 1906

Fees .May, 1907

Grand Jurors' Qualifications .Aug ., 1906

Hummel, Abe . Aug. , 1905

Identification, Complete .May, 1907

Insanity .. . April, 1906

Insurance, Theory of .Oct. , 1905

Intimacy .Dec. , 1906

Judgment, So. Carolina June, 1905

Judicial Punning ... .Oct. , 1906

Jurisdiction , Limit of · July, 1906

Juryman , German .March, 1906

Juryman , Obstinate June, 1906, Nov., 1907

Justice, Negro June, 1907

Juvenile Offender June, 1906

Kirchwey, Dean . April, 1905

Law, Stage .Jan ., 1905

Law's Delay .Nov. , 1905, April, 1907, May , 1907

Legislation, Needed .Dec. , 1906

Mandamus, Tennessee .Aug. , 1907

Necessaries
.Feb. , 1907

Nol Pros ..Sept. , 1907

Objections , Selected ..May, 1906

O'Connell, Daniel . April, 1907

O'Connor, Charles . . Jan. , 1906

Pleading, Georgia .Nov. , 1906

Pollock , Sir Frederick , at Portland . Dec. , 1907

Practice , Tennessee .Dec . , 1905

Presence ofMind ...
· Jan. , 1907

Promise, Breach .Dec . , 1905

Proof
.Jan . , 1907

Recess, Constructive · July, 1905

Sentence, Compound June, 1907

Suit, World's Longest . .May , 1905

Supreme Court Decisions not Law .Oct . , 1907

Weapons, Concealed .. .. June, 1906

BOOK NOTES.

Anti - Trust Decisions. We have on hand several sets

of Finch's Anti- Trust Decisions , 2 vols. , $ 12.00.

Right of Arrest.— “ For the right to arrest without a

warrant under the common law , see Voorhees on Arrest

112 et seq .” — Porter v . State (Georgia ), 52 S. E. Rep .

283 ; s.c. 2 L. R. A. N. S.

English Law . — Three parts of Jenks' Digest of Eng

lish Civil Law, a notable work, have now been published,

at $ 1.25 per unbound part.

Blackstone's Works . - Articles on the bibliography of

Sir William Blackstone may be found in Notes and

Queries (London ), Fourth Series , vol. 1 , p . 528, and Vol .

2 , pp . 29 ( Commentaries ), 125 , 194 and 575.

English Overruled Cases .-We suppose most of our

customers have already ordered the recent Wood &

Ritchie's Digest of Cases Overrided, Approved , or Modi

fied , 3 vols . $25.00 .

Best on Evidence, New Edition . - Mr. Chamberlayne is

preparing the index for his new edition of this standard

work, which still remains the best single-volume work on

the Principles of Evidence. It will be published in May,

price in cloth . $3.50 .

English Digest to Date . - We are taking subscriptions

for the first Consolidated Supplement to Mews' Digest

of English Case Law, to be published shortly in two

volumes; price $ 15.00

Admiralty . — The most frequently cited English work

on this topic is Aspinall's Maritime Cases, 9 vols . pub

lished, and Vol . 10 current in parts . The regular price

of the nine volumes is $ 135 . We have a new set which

we can sell for $ 100 .

United States History .--James Schouler , author of

the standard treatises on Wills and on Executors, is also

author of an excellent History of the United States from

the Adoption of the Constitution to the Close of the Civil

War, 1789-1865 ," in six volumes. Price in cloth , $ 13.50 .

The Scarce Vice -Chancellors' Reports. When the

English Chancery Reports Reprint (69 vols . ) was pub

lished , many years ago, there were twenty -nine of the

best of the Vice-Chancellor series left out by the sudden

cessation of publication . We can furnish these now,

taken from the new Full Reprint and bound in nine

volumes, for $60, about $2.00 for each original volume.

E. R. C. Supplement.-- This long-expected volume has

been delayed twice by the illness of successive editors,

but is now on the press . It will be ready in May , at

$5.50 . Would you rather have it bound in law sheep

or in buckram ; tall , to match the original 26 - volume

series, or shorter to match the double-volume sub

scription -reprint-edition ?

Colonial Law . – Our interest in colonies has led to a

call for " Burge's Colonial Law ," a standard English work,

now out of print . A new edition of it is in press, the

first volume of which has appeared , published also as a

separate book entitled , “ Colonial Laws and Courts," by

Renton and Phillimore. Cloth , $4.00 . The Juridical

Review says of it : “ Its utility as a comprehensive survey

of the various systems of municipal law in force through

out the civilized world , can scarcely be over -estimated."

The best Blackstone .-We are often asked what is

the best edition of Blackstone's Commentaries. This

depends on what it is wanted for . For a student there

is nothing so good or so cheap as Ewell's Essentials, Vol .

1 (sheep $3.00 or cloth $ 2.50) , a pocket Blackstone which

gives all of the Commentaries which is now good law.

We have on hand several copies of old four - volume

editions of Blackstone , in full, which we can sell for

$4.00 a set . There are editions with 13 portraits of

old English judges, published in 1793 or 1809, which

we can usually furnish for $6.00 .

• .

Bargains in Law Books. - If you are interested in

building up a library the lists of bargains in the Jan. , 1908,

number of Leg. Bib . would interest you. Did you see it ?

If not , you can get a copy by writing to us . And also

you can get for the asking our List 56 , Second -hand Text

Books, and List 55 , Scholarly, Historical, and Interesting
Law Books.



For the Citizen , the Student of Politics, the Lawyer, the Instructor

“Constitutional Law a Live Science "

“ Most important in our Constitutions today is not the frame of government, but the liberties of the people,-

the part most neglected by historians and commentators."

THE LAW OF THE FEDERAL AND STATE CONSTITUTIONS

OF THE UNITED STATES : By F. J. STIMSON

WITH AN HISTORICAL STUDY OF THEIR PRINCIPLES : A CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE

OF ENGLISH SOCIAL LEGISLATION : AND A COMPARATIVE DIGEST OF THE CON

STITUTIONS OF THE FORTY -Six STATES

FROM THE PREFACE

What has been sought is to give the history , origin, and present tendency of

American Constitutions , and for this purpose the bulk of the work (Book III )

is made up of a comparative presentation of the forty -six State Constitutions

annotated with the corresponding provisions of the Federal Constitution .

In Book II is presented a chronological digest of the important statutes

referring to English Constitutional principles, and also a table of excerpts

from all the great Constitutional documents, arranged chronologically , show

ing their growth from Magna Carta to the Massachusetts Bill of Rights.

Books II and III , therefore , represent an attempt never , I believe , hither

to made; while the first Book is intended for a broad historical essay , not

technical, on those parts of constitutional law which now most concern us.

Constitutional law , like the law of labor and free contract, is in the United

States “ a live science. ” Both in the States and in the nation it has had

its most active discussion recently .

The great cardinal principles , of the right of the individual, both to property

and even to personal liberty, as against the will of a majority or an organized

minority having the ears of the executive and the legislative branches of

government , have got to be resettled .

The great political question of the social and jurisdictional (not political)

relation of the States to the Federal Government, the right of the States to

their own customary law and their own police power, has once more to be

fought over .

One Volume, Cloth, $3.50 net

( N. B.-This is a different work from “ The American Constitution : Lowell Insti

tute Lectures,” by the same author , recently published .]



CONTENTS OF STIMSON'S FEDERAL AND STATE CONSTITUTIONS

BOOK I

ORIGIN AND GROWTH OF THE AMERICAN

CONSTITUTION

CHAPTER III

DIVISION OF NATIONAL AND STATE POWER

AZ Federal Powers which are Forbidden to theStates ;

A Powers Granted to the United States Simply ;

AB Powers Common to the Nation and the States ;

B Powers Reserved in the States Simply ; BX States

Powers Forbidden to the United States; X Powers For

bidden to the United States Simply ; 2 Powers For

bidden to the States Simply ; ZX Powers Expressly
Forbidden to Both the Nation and the States ; Y Rights

Reserved or Expressly Retained in the People

CHAPTER

I. INTRODUCTORY

II. THE RIGHT TO LAW

III . THE RIGHT OF LIBERTY

IV. CHANCERY AND THE INJUNCTION ORDER

V. THE RIGHT TO LABOR AND TRADE

VI . THE RIGHT TO PROPERTY

VII. OTHER CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS

VIII . RIGHTS OF GOVERNMENT

IX. GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATION

X. FEDERAL AND STATE Powers

XI . AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONS

BOOK III

STATE CONSTITUTIONS

$ 1. EXPLANATORY PREFACE

INTERPRETATION OF THE STATE CONSTITUTIONS

I

2.

BOOK II

CONSTITUTIONAL PRINCIPLES AS EX

PRESSED IN THE ENGLISH STATUTES

OF THE REALM AND AMERICAN CONSTI

TUTIONS

PART I

BILI. OF RIGHTS

$ 3. Note

4. Bill of Rights IRREPEALABLE

5. CONSTRUCTION OF BILL OF RIGHTS

6. INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS

CHAPTER I

CONSTITUTIONAL PRINCIPLES PROTECTING PERSONAL

LIBERTIES AND PRIVATE RIGHTS AS EXPRESSED

IN CONSTITUTIONAL DOCUMENTS FROM MAGNA

CARTA TO THE UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION

I. LIBERTY

(a) General Right to ; Jury Trial; (b ) Habeas Corpus

and Indictment ; ( c ) Extent of Bail and Punishment ;

( d ) Trial and Evidence; ( e ) Bills of Attainder ; (f) Sus

pending Laws ; (g) Treason

CHAPTER I

BILL OF RIGHTS : CIVIL

Natural Rights ; Civil Rights ; Slavery and Appren
ticeship ; ReligiousRights ; Education ; Miscella ous

Rights; Rights at Law ; Debtors; Eminent Domain ;

Citizens, Aliens, Language, etc.

CHAPTER II

BILL OF RIGHTS : CRIMINAL

Rights before Trial ; Rights at Trial; Rights after Trial;

Special Provisions concerning Criminal Offences; Par
dons

PART II

POLITICAL PROVISIONS

Rights of Government; State Sovereignty ; Constitu

tion of the State Governments ; Of Offices in General ;

Qualifications for Office ; Elections ; The Right of

Suffrage; Disfranchisement; Removal of Officers; The

Legislature ; The Executive; The Militia

II . LAW

(a) Common Law , Judges ; (b) Local Courts ; (c )

Martial Law , Right to Arms, etc.

III . PROPERTY AND TRADE

(a ) Property ; ( b ) Trade ; ( c) Taxation ; ( d) Miscel
laneous Rights ; Freedom of Speech ; Right to Petition ;

Religion ; Search Warrants

IV. POLITICAL RIGHTS

(a) Elections; (b ) Legislatures ; (c ) Theory of Govern

ment ; (d) The Separation of the Powers

CHAPTER II

LEGISLATION , FORM OF

Process of Legislation ; Form of Revenue Bills ;
Appropriations; Taxation ; Municipal Finance and

Taxation ; Collection of Taxes; State Debts ; Municipal

Debts ; Matter of Legislative Power; Land Laws;

Navigable Waters and Easements ; Personal Property ;

Law of Persons; Health and Morality ; Labor; Private

Corporations; Railroad; Banks; Insurance Companies ;

Miscellaneous Corporations; Trusts ; Municipal Corpora

tions ; The Courts ; Judges ; Remedial Laws; Procedure

CHAPTER VI

GENERAL PROVISIONS

Amendments to the Constitutions

CHAPTER II

CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE OF First APPEARANCE OF

CONSTITUTIONAL PRINCIPLES AND OF ENGLISH

SOCIAL LEGISLATION IN THE STATUTES AT LARGE-

(HISTORICAL DIGEST OF ENGLISH SOCIAL LEGISLA

TION]

Published by THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY

83 to 91 Francis St., Fenway, Boston, Mass.

[ Publishers of The Green Bag ; Bouvier's Law Dictionary ; The Full English Reprint; English Ruling Cases, etc., etc. )

RECENTLY PUBLISHED : THAYER'S LEGAL ESSAYS, MAINLY ON CONSTITUTIONAL LAW, $3.50



THE SET OF SETS

The issue of a supplementary volume brings to the fore again the

extraordinary value of English Ruling Cases with American Notes.

There is nothing else like it in law literature.

It is a set of annotated reports, a digest of principles, an encyclo

pædia of law , all in one .

It presents the rudiments of the Common Law in the words of its

greatest expounders.

It groups under topics the cases which the courts respect.

English Ruling Cases is a series of 26 volumes (with the supple

ment, 27 volumes).

In it,all the topics of the law are arranged alphabetically.

Under each topic and sub-topic are grouped in full the English

cases which rank as “ leading” or “ ruling .'

The “ leading" case is that in which the present rule of law took

definite shape.

The “ ruling" case is that which best presents existing law .

The " ruling" case may be the " leading" case, or it may be a later

case in which the “ leading" case is modified .

E. R. C. is the only work which brings together the "leading" and

“ ruling" cases under each topic .

It is the only work where a searcher can find all the roots of the law .

The wise lawyer goes first to E. R. C. when in doubt as to the law .

If he learns how to use it , it is the marrow of his library .

Before buying another set of reports carefully consider E. R.C.

If you have the set , get the Supplement without delay .

The price of the Supplement alone is $ 5.50 .

The price of the set of 27 vols. is $ 108.00.



THE BEST ALL-ROUND LAW BOOK

The work which all courts listen to with respect , which all

lawyers can use with profit;

The work which is the cheapest and most compact cyclo

pædia of the whole law;

The work combining in one an encyclopædia, a law dic

tionary, and a law glossary ;

The work which , with the state statutes , is a good enough

library.for a young lawyer to begin practice with ;

The work to use constantly for a vade mecum as his prac

tice grows ;

. The work to keep at his elbow when he leads the Bar or

gets to be a judge, is

BOUVIER’S LAW DICTIONARY, Revised by Francis Rawle

2 Volumes, 2400 Pages, Law Sheep, $12.00

First published by John Bouvier in 1839 ;

Kept up to date since then by successive editions ;

Now ably re-edited by Francis Rawle of Philadelphia .

Used and approved for seventy years

By more than two generations of American lawyers.

It is a STANDARD, beyond doubt or question .

“ The best work of its kind . ” See 107 U.S.S.C. Rpts.,p .23 I
>

Have you RAWLE'S REVISION of Bouvier's Law

Dictionary in your library ?

If not, why not get it ?



FOR STUDY OF THE LAW

.

-

Introduction and Preparation - Use EWELL'S ESSENTIALS OF THE LAW .

3 vols. (Sheep, $ 7.50 ; or cloth , $6.00)—Vol. I , BLACKSTONE

VOL. 2 , PLEADING, CONTRACTS , EQUITY—Vol. 3 , EvIDENCE, Torts,

REAL PROPETRY.

Blackstone-The best Edition of BLACKSTONE'S COMMENTARIES for a student

is EWELL'S ESSENTIALS. Vol. I. Sheep, $3.00 ; or cloth , $ 2.50.

Evidence ( 1908)— For principles no book is better than CHAMBERLAYNE's

BEST ON EVIDENCE. New Edition , $ 3.50.

Constitutional Law-The Law of American Constitutions, State as well

as National , is for the first time thoroughly treated in Stimson's State

AND FEDERAL CONSTITUTIONS. $ 3.50.

Wills—SCHOULER ON Wills, $ 5.50

American Standards .

Executors—SCHOULER ON EXECUTORS , $ 5.50

Contracts— METCALF ON CONTRACTS— Heard's Edition , $3.50:HEARD'S

Sales-- BROWNE
Concise Manuals on these subjects.

Domestic Relations- BROWNE Each $2.50 in sheep, or $ 2.00 in cloth

binding
Criminal Law- BROWNE

Review for Examinations- EWELL'S ESSENTIALS OF THE LAW.

Sheep, $7.50 ; or cloth, $ 6.00 .

Blind Citations- See ABBREVIATIONS USED IN Law Books. $ 1.50.

Study of Cases — The great decisions of the Common Law are grouped

under subject headings in English Ruling CASES with AMERICAN

Notes. 27 vols . , $ 108.00 .

Equipment for Practice— For reference while studying, for resource in

practice, own and use Bouvier's Law Dictionary, Rawle's Revision,

which is a concise and reliable encyclopedia of the law, published

in two volumes, for only $ 12.00.

Stimulus and Recreation - Do not fail to read every number of The

GREEN Bag.

3 Vols.

Published

by
The Boston Book Co.

83-91 Francis St. , Fenway,

BOSTON, MASS.
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SUPPLEMENT TO E. R. C.

A Review of Recent Cases .

The Supplement to English Ruling Cases, by Robert

Campbell, English editor, and James T. Keen, American

editor, will be published May 10 .

The recent decisions upon most of the important cases

are fully presented ; and in cases where the doctrines of

the subject discussed have been materially modified or

changed by recent decisions, the old as well as the new

theories are set forth .

Thus, in the law of interference with contract, cases

adjudicated within the last few months have discredited

decisions upon similar facts made within the past ten

years. These older decisions in turn were when made re

garded as themselves modifying still older rules of law .

For example, in Massachusetts the very recent cases of

Berry vs. Donovan and Pickett vs. Walsh seem to have

discredited the slightly older cases of May us. Wood and

Rice vs. Albee, which, when decided, were regarded as

settling the law. So in England, Allen vs. Flood, decided

in 1898 , is practically nullified by Quinn vs. Leatham ,

and the line of cases which follow it .

The specific tort here mentioned was until recent times

known as malicious interference with contract . Such de

cisions as Walker vs. Cronin and Carew vs. Rutherford,

leading cases in Massachusetts, make malice the gist of

the action . But the more recent cases eliminate malice as

an element of the tort . See Brennan vs. United Hatters,

73 N. J. Law.

The law of common carriers is dealt with in great de

tail, and their duties to their passengers, shippers , ser

vants , and third persons are carefully analyzed .

Much labor has been bestowed by Prof. Keen upon

questions of pleading. Settled questions of substantive

law may be easily answered from the numerous encyclo

pedias and text-books which are at the hand of every

practitioner; but just what the plaintiff must allege in
his declaration in order that it may be good on demurrer;

just what evidence he must introduce to get to the jury;

just how the plaintiff's prima facie case is to be met and

overthrown , are questions which are in many cases not

adequately answered in any other modern work.

The law of extraordinary remedies is dealt with

minutely from the standpoint of pleading and evidence ;

the practice of the courts is set forth , and the various

steps in the trial examined.

In short , the American notes have been designed , not

only to deal with matters which may be found in any

comprehensive work of similar nature, but to go beyond

that and treat questions of procedure which are unan

swered in other works.

[ Price of the Supplement $5.50. Set of English Ruling

Cases and Supplemeni, 27 vols . , $ 108.00 . )

NEW ENGLAND TOWN LAW .

Garland's New England Town Law ($6.50) is valuable

as a lawyers' manual in the six New England states, but

is also interesting elsewhere, as illustrating a form of

municipal law which is paralleled in other parts of the

country . Here is a review taken from The Annals of

the American Academy of Political and Social Science,

Vol. XXIX, No. 1 .

This valuable volume consists of two very distinct

parts. The first eighty -three pages are taken up with an

interesting review of the origin , development and pres

ent status of the New England town. Little that is really

new to the student of municipal history is offered here,

but the results of various detailed studies are presented

in an attractive and concise manner. The most inter

esting portion of the study, especially to those not per

sonally familiar with New England, is the description

of the survivals of former customs and methods of organ

ization , not only in the out -of-the-way country districts ,

but even in some of the most progressive of New England

municipalities.

The study of the communal holdings by the towns is

also well done. How long these survived is a surprise to

the average reader . It seems hard to realize thatBoston

Common was still used as a pasture in 1830, and that

Plymouth , Salem and Sandwich still preserve remnants

of their old communal lands , administered much as they

were when they were originally established.

The second part of the book presents the first sys

tematic compilation of the laws of the New England

states in relation to towns and town government. The

laws are grouped around the titles of the officers of the

towns, and those of each state are arranged together.

By these means the whole body of the law is rendered

accessible to the reader, an advantage impossible through

any other method because of the great mass and diver

sity of the statutes. Over three thousand five hundred

references are given , citing the more important decisions

given by the courts in cases under the various enact

ments .

CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE .

Did you ever read Wills on Circumstantial'Evidence

(the edition with American notes by Prof. Beers of Yale

is the latest and best.- $ 5.00 ) ? It is not only a standard

treatise on the subject, worth studying and citing in the

courts, but its narratives and analyses of cases in which

circumstantial testimony was introduced , read like the

novels of Sherlock Holmes.

In his “ Conclusion " the author says : “The design of

this Essay has been to investigate the foundations of our

faith in circumstantial evidence , to ascertain its limits

and its just moral effect, and to illustrate and confirm

the reasonableness of the practical rules which have been

established in order to prevent unauthorized assumptions,

and to secure to relevant facts their proper weight . It

has been maintained that circumstantial evidence is in

herently of a different and inferior nature from direct and

positive testimony; but that nevertheless such evidence,

although not invariably so , is frequently superior in

proving power to the average strength of direct evidence;

and that, under the safeguards and qualifications which

have been stated , it affords a secure ground for the most

important judgments in cases where direct evidence is

not to be obtained ."

BEST SETS OF PERIODICALS.

To the question , " What are the first sets of law journals

to buy for a growing library ?” we answer , having in mind

both intrinsic value and possibility of making up sets :

Old. American Law Journal. 6 vols

American Jurist. 28 vols .

Monthly Law Reporter. 27 vols .

Recent. American Law Review. 41 vols . )

Southern Law Review. 11 vols.

Green Bag. 19 vols .

Harvard Law Review. 20 vols .

English . Law Quarterly Review. 23 vols .

Scotch . Journal of Jurisprudence. 35 vols .

Juridical Review. 19 vols .

}

A Higher Court.— " Ever try an automobile, Judge?"

said a friend .

“ No," replied the Judge ; “ but I've tried a lot of

people who have. " --Green Bag.
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COMPARATIVE LEGISLATION .

The English publishers of the Journal of Comparative

Legislation did not foresee the American demand, and

the volumes they have already issued have gone out of

print and become scarce and dear.

As we have a Congress and forty -six legislatures, all

grinding out legislation , this ably-edited Journal is even

more valuable here than in England.

Unless you are lucky and have a long purse, you

cannot get the whole set, but you can begin now , and

get future numbers . The way to ensure this is to be

come a member of the Society of Comparative Legisla

tion , and pay the dues of $5.00 a year, which entitle you

to the Journal.

The Boston Book Company is the American agent for

the Society, and can furnish prospectuses for those who

are interested in the topic.

THE LEGAL AUTHOR'S TASK.

In the preface of Ram on Assets, we find this excellent

statement of the difficulties of a legal author:

“ The task of a law writer can very rarely be light , if

he undertakes personally to read the cases reported, and

to state the effect of them . To ascertain the decision

in a single case very frequently requires much patient

thought and investigation ; and it will readily therefore

be apprehended, that to gather the law that results from

a series of cases , beginning perhaps at a distant period,

and most usually determined in different Courts, and by

judges of unequal eminence, is sometimes impracticable,
and is constantly exposed to the danger of error. The

authority of a case often depends on the Court in which ,

or the learning of the judge by whom, it was decided .

A case at Nisi Prius carries less weight than one decided

by assembled judges at Westminster ; and it is certain

that, generally speaking, a judgment by a Court in

Westminster Hall yields in importance to a decision in

the House of Lords. The authority of a case may,

moreover, be strengthened by the circumstance that

it was determined by a ' strong' Court, by a Court com

posed of judges of great reputation , or by , or with the

concurrence of , a single judge distinguished for his

learning ; and be weakened by the circumstance that

the Court were equally divided , or were not unanimous.

Besides the trouble of fixing the value of cases , in search

ing for the present law, further difficulties commonly

One authority , or one series of authorities, is

contradicted by another ; a modern case and one deter

mined some years ago , or even two recent cases , are

found to be much, if not directly at variance ; and, more

perplexing still , cases that for years have uniformly

flowed in a particular direction , are not infrequently

met by an opposing stream , strong enough to stem the

older current, and to make it doubtful what course they

will hereafter take. The value of a case may be clear ,

and it may remain uncontradicted ; and yet to know the

effect of it , it is constantly needful to inquire if it deter

mines a general question , or if it is decided merely on its

own particular circumstances. The importance of this

inquiry is demonstrated by the fact that in a multitude

of instances the Court anxiously guards against mis

construction , by expressly stating in terms that it de

cides on the particular circumstances only, and leaves

the general question untouched. When it is required

to state the grounds of a decision especial care appears

to be necessary, accurately to collect them from the

facts of the case , or the language of the judgment .

' Read not to contradict and confute, nor to believe and

take for granted, but to weigh and consider , ' is advice

that seems peculiarly to apply to a writer on English

Law ."

SUPPLEMENT TO THE ENGLISH STATUTES.

In a former number of Leg. Bib. we called attention

to the fact that no collection of the English Statutes was

complete without a set of the Statutory Rules and Orders

of Great Britain . In Ambassador Bryce's article on

" Conditions and Methods of Lawgiving," in the March ,

1908, Green Bag, we find this explanation of the scope and

value of this series . Have you a set in yourlibrary ? If not,

we advise you to get it while it is still in print and cheap.

“ At one time Parliament used to pass acts which, being

of temporary application, and passed for special reasons,

ought hardly to be deemed legislation in the proper sense ,

being really rather in the nature of executive orders.

Today it very rarely passes such acts. Orders of the ex

ecutive kind are now made not directly by Parliament,

but either by the King in Council, upon some few mat

ters that are still left within the ancient prerogative of

the Crown, or else under statutory powers entrusted by

Parliament either to the King in Council or to some ad

ministrative department. I believe that in France and

Germany also such orders are not made by the legislature.

“ There is also a larger class of rules, or ordinances of a

somewhat wider but not general application, which being

of an administrative nature require from time to time to

be varied . Such rules or ordinances are, in England,

now usually made by authorities to whom power in that

behalf has been specially delegated by Parliament. We

have now a mass of such ' Statutory Rules and Orders ' ,

as we call them , filling many volumes. Some , including

those which affect the Crown colonies , are made by the

Crown in Council. Some, being those which regulate

legal procedure in the Courts , are made by the Rule Com

mittee, consisting of Judges of the Supreme Court of

Judicature, and other representatives of the legal pro

fession , chosen for the purpose. We find this a very con

venient arrangement because it enables us from time to

time to modify our legal procedure without the necessity

of referring the matter to Parliament and requiring Par

liament to enact it in a way which would be less con

venient and prompt.

“ The rest are made by the Departments of State ,

especially by the Home Office and the Local Govern

ment Board , which issue an immense number of regula

tions for the conduct of local authority. In this way

we have fixed up a very large number ofrules which have

statutory effect, because they are made under the powers

of statute , but which are not made by Parliament di

rectly but under delegated authority, and we publish

these in volumes called 'Statutory Rules and Orders, ' a

different collection from that of the statutes."

occur .

Prof. Thayer's Portrait. — The frontispiece of Tha yer's

Legal Essays reproduces the photograph of Professor

James Bradley Thayer which his relatives and intimate

friends like best . The many students who loved him as

much as they looked up to him , will prize the book for

the portrait even more than for the text.

The French Law . – We are just cataloguing a collec

tion of modern standard French law books, which was

made not many years ago for a large library in Montreal ,
and which has recently come into our hands. We will

send the manuscript catalogue for examination to any
one interested in modern Civil Law.

Bryce on Lawgiving. - Have you read the article

by the author of “ The American Commonwealth ” in the

March “ Green Bag," comparing English and American

methods of legislation ? It is well worth reading.

Constitutional Law.-If you are interested in this

topic , you will of course want F. J. Stimson's new work,

but do not forget also that Thayer's Legal Essays are

largely Constitutional.



THE LAW OF CONTINENTAL EUROPE .

A NEGLECTED STUDY. SETS AND BOOKS NOW IN STOCK .

Is it not time to have a Law University, for the study OLD LAW (See also Spain ).

of the origin and history of Law and Laws ; different
Scandinavian Code. Kong Christian den Femtis

systems,-barbarian, civil , canon, feudal, common ; the Danske Lov. Copenhagen. 1683. ( First edition
10.00

evolution of mediæval and modern national law, courts
of the great book of Scandinavian Law .)

INTERNATIONAL LAW .
and legislation ?

Private International Law . Journaldu Droit In
Our law schools as now conducted are trade-schools,

ternational Privé et de la Jurisprudence Com

for practical education in litigation, with occasionally parée. ( Clunet .) 33 vols . , parts. Paris. 1874-1906 115.50

a scholarly teacher. Of comparative jurisprudence, of Law MARITIME LAW .

as a science, as an element of history, as a factor in civil- Maritime Law . Revue Internationale du Droit

ization , as a characteristic of national life , what is taught ? Maritime. (Autran. ) Vols . 1 to 20 bound, v . 21 in

Take for instance the legal systems of modern Europe: parts, Index, 1885-95. Paris . 1885–1906 ... 62.50

what do we comprehend of their law as it is today ?
AUSTRIA .

Have we not a vague idea that " Modern Civil Law " is
Index to Laws . Frühwald. Handlexikon zum

Oesterreichischen Reichsgesetzblatt. ( 1848–

substantially one system , inherited from the Roman
1894. ) 2 vols . Vienna. 1888-95 3.00

Civil Law ? But it is not . Each country has a different
Commercial Decisions. Adler-Clemens , etc Samm

law , with different roots and growth . In some countries lung von Entscheidungen zum Handelsgesetz
early customs, a local common law , still prevail; in buche. 11 vols . in 8. Vienna. 1891-1901 .... 22.00

others , the Roman law largely survives; in others again , Leading Law Journal. Juristische Blätter . (Bu

the Code Napoleon controls . In many nations , different
rian & Johanny. ) 33 vols. in 35 ; two unbound,

districts have entirely different laws. In Austria -Hun
rest bound. Vienna. 1872-1904 50.00

BELGIUM .

gary incongruous systems are holding stubbornly apart .

In Germany, the new national life is assimilating thelaws
Late Codes. Servais et Mechelyuck . Les Codes

et les Lois les plus Usuelles en Vigeur en Bel
of a score of congregated units . Each of the other

gique , avec Notes. Brussels. October, 1907 ... 2.50

countries has interesting peculiarities of positive law. Commercial Code, Annotated . Namur. Le Code de

In what we call administrative law , there is some Commerce Belge, 2me édition, révisé, interprété ,

similarity; in legal education, in forms of practice , in etc. 3 vols . Brussels. 1884 . 7.50

constitution of the courts. An almost universal phase GERMANY

of the latter differentiates European professional life Supreme Court of Germany: Decisions . Annalen

from ours . The judicial career is a profession in itself, des Reichsgerichts:Sammlung aller wichtigen

open to all who can pass the examinations . On gradua
Entscheidungen des Reichsgerichts,(etc .). Braun

and Blum . 10 vols. Leipsic. 1880-1884 ...... 15.00

tion from the University, each student elects whether The Most Useful Practice-Book . Warneyer.

to become a practitioner , an executive officer, or a judge . Jahrbuch der Entscheidungen auf dem Gebiete

If he wishes to spend his life as a judge, he goes through des Zivil- , Handels-,und Prozessrechts. 7 vols .

a novitiate as clerk of court , and , if apt , is gradually pro- Leipzig. 1900–06
15.00

moted, until perhaps he reaches the supreme bench . Commercial Law . Archiv für Deutsches Wechsel

The Swiss think their courts better than those of other
recht und Handelsrecht . Siebenhaar. 18 vols .,

European countries, because they take their judges, as
New Series, 6 vols . Leipzig . 1851-1874 ... 20.00

Prussia : Decisions. Entscheidungen des König

we do , from the Bar. Thus , they claim , their judges are lichen Geheimen Ober -Tribunals. Begun by

not a prejudiced caste , but come fresh from the affairs Simon & Strampff, finished by Sonnenschmidt,
of life, where they have been in close touch with the Clauswitz & Hahn . 83 vols . Berlin . 1837

great forces of progress. 1879. (With General Index to vols. 1-80 ) . .... 83.00

Swiss law , indeed , is a good beginning for study, be
Saxony : Decisions. Archiv für Civilrechtliche

cause it combines three elements . Some of the cantons Entscheidungen der Königlichen Sächsischen

of Switzerland are German , some French , and some

Justizbehörden. Wengler& Francke . 6 vols.

and New Series, 11 vols. Leipzig. 1874-1890 ;
Italian, each with peculiar laws and customs . Out of

with Index to the NS 20.00

these distinct and often conflicting elements, the Swiss Laws of Prussia and Germany . Grotefend-Cret

have been trying to formulate national law. They have schwars Preussisch- Deutsche Gesetz-Sammlung

never had a federal Civil Code until this year, having ( " systematischgeordneten Sammlung entsprech
adopted in December last the final draft for a Code sub end dem Standpunkt der Gegenwart” ). 1806

1904 . Düsseldorf .5 vols . in 7 . 1904-06

mitted by the last of several successive commissions.
42.00

HOLLAND .

The decisions of the Supreme Court of Switzerland
Codes . Fruin . Nederlandsche Wetboeken . 1905 2.50

are printed in German , French , or Italian, each case in
Index to Laws. Alphabetical Register op het

the language of the canton from which it is appealed . Staatsblad van der Nederlanden , van 1813

The Swiss claim that these decisions partake of German 1900. 1901
6.50

profundity and French cla and that the need of NORWAY .

studying and applying so many systems of law renders Constitution. Faerden. Almenfattelig Udsigt over

their decisions sounder and more catholic than those of Norges Statsforfatning . Kristiania. 1894 .... 1.00 ,

courts whose scope is narrower .
SPAIN .

Throughout Europe, perhaps the most interesting Old Codes Reprinted . Códigos Españoles Con

feature of legal development isthe increasing citation of
cordados y Anotades . 2a Edicion. (San Mar

tin , Editor . ) 11 vols . , folio . Madrid. 1872-73 50.00
decisions of the courts , amounting to a practical Stare SWEDEN.

Decisis, and the growing literature of reports of cases .
Digest of Decisions . Register till Nytt Juris.

There is matter for a four years' course of study n diskt Arkiv. (Holm . )1890-1903. Stockholm. 3.00

the diversities of modern European law alone. Index to Laws. Register till Svensk Lagsamling

Stare Decisis in Europe. Those readers who took any (Lilienberg & Skarin ) till 1896. 4to . 1904.... 3.00

interest in the article under this title in The Green Bag
SWITZERLAND .

Laws of the Canton of Berne . Bernische Civil

for August , 1907 , might like to see a pamphlet issued by

Dr. Friedrich Stein in 1897 , entitled , “ Die bindende
und Civilprozessgesetze. Vol . 1. Civilgesetze.

(von Zeerleder .) Bern . 1892 ..
2.50

Kraft der richterlichen Entscheidungen nach der neuen Laws of the Canton of Fribourg . Lois Civiles du
Österreichischen Civilprocessordnung."

Fribourg. Fribourg. 1897 . Paper 2.00
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EVIDENCE A SCIENCE .

(In his preface to the new edition of Best on Evidence,
Mr. Chamberlayne presents this interesting view of the per

versions of theLaw of Evidence . ] :

The position of Mr. Best among authorities on Evi

dence has always been unique. He prefers to treat the

scientific principles which underlie the subject rather

than to formulate the empirical rules which regulate its

administration or render it effective as an art . His work

draws its greatest value from the fact that the law of

Evidence, properly restricted in scope, permits scientific

treatment to an extent and in a degree impracticable, if

not impossible, in any branch of substantive law. Posi

tive law deals not so much with the ideal as with the

utilitarian . Incessantly , scientific symmetry is marred

by considerations of assumed public policy - by the

desire to announce a rule which, in a majority of in

stances , will be best for society as a whole. The object

of the law of Evidence , on the contrary, is an ideal one

-the ascertainment of truth . Evidence is a tool and

not a product; a means of getting at ning, not the

thing in itself considered.

Its proper field is, simply, that portion of the doing of

justice which consists in this ascertainment of truth .

But this , in turn , this ascertainment of truth , is pre

cisely the object which all science, in every branch of

human knowledge, proposes to itself. Obviously, there

fore, Evidence may be treated from a scientific point of

view ; for the processes by which the truth of a disputed

proposition of fact may be ascertained are not pre

scribed by any rules of substantive law or any canons of

administration , but are primarily based in the absolute

reality of things. In other words, the rules of Evidence

are , properly, those of thought . In any consideration

of the scientific treatment of Evidence, the work of Mr.

Best, presenting, as it does , most that is still valuable in

the studies of Mr. Jeremy Bentham , is now and will long

continue to be illuminating and helpful.

The American editor is impressed with the conviction

that the need of insistence upon a dominating influence

for scientific principle in the treatment of Evidence was

seldom , if ever, greater than at the present time . The

undisputed supremacy of the transitory , incidental , inex

act, and empirical in the administration of the law of

Evidence has so confused and blended the principles of

Evidence with the rules of substantive law, or those

of pleading and other branches of procedure, as to result ,

when coupled with use of the same term or phrase in

several distinct and often discordant meanings, in a

state of affairs which closely resembles chaos. When to

this situation is added the complicating theory that the

presiding judge is a subordinate factor in a trial as com

pared with the jury; and due allowance is made for the

further fundamentally erroneous proposition that a liti

gant has a right, as a matter of law, to the observance

of a precedent in connection with the administration of

the rules of Evidence'which an appellate court will pro

tect on appeal by reversing the judgment-presuming

prejudice from error - an almost intolerable condition

arises . The wheels of judicial administration ineffec

tually turn in a weary round of trial , reversal, and retrial

until from the abortive process develops a congestion of

business by which the wheels themselves are often

chronically clogged - with a delay of justice tantamount,

in many instances , to its denial .

American civilization , like that of any other free

people, rests, in the ultimate analysis, upon doing speedy

and complete justice between man and man . Confi .

dence in the best human discharge of this God -like

function is , as it were , the very cement of society , which

holds its varied classes together. Confessedly, the high

est obligation which the legal profession owes to the

community is to see to it that this confidence is justified

and increased. And yet a very general feeling is to the

effect that the administration of law is uncertain , to say

the least ; an imperfect and inadequate means for the

attainment of justice. This feeling, in civil matters,

results in the jettison of part of one's justrights, by way

of compromise, in order to obtain any rights whatever

without inordinate expense and within a reasonable

time. In dealing with crime its effect is shown in gen

eral lawlessness, in the emotionalism of juries or the

savagery of lynching.

It cannot well be asserted that this situation -- this

general disrespect for law, not as for something which is

corrupt, but as for something which is impotent to give

justice or punish crime — is due entirely to the degrada

tion of the law of Evidence from a scientific system for

reaching truth to a bundle of empirical rules with which ,

as with cords , courts have been content to tie the hands

of justice so that she may not properly use her sword.

What may with confidence be said is that no single step

could be so quickly and so helpfully taken as to place

the subject of Evidence and its practical administration

on a proper scientific basis; to define correctly its field ,

and maintain the landmarks so established.

The changes required for taking such a step would, in

main, be three : ( 1 ) Words and phrases now used in con

fused and interblended meanings must be employed in

a single sense . (2 ) The rules of evidence now constantly

mingled with or mistaken for those of substantive law

or other branches of procedure must be replaced in their

proper sphere. (3 ) The conception that a litigant has a

vested right in the application of a rule of evidence to

the facts of his case as a matter of law ;-in other words

that the doctrine of stare decisis extends to the applica

tion of a principle of administration , -must be abandoned .

( 1 ) The use of various meanings for the same term is

so frequent and pronounced , while yet unnoticed, that

it well may happen that in the trial court the counsel

are apparently talking about the same thing when, in

reality, they are discussing, each right as to what he is

talking about , different ideas embraced in the ambiguity

of a single term or phrase ; that the court in ruling on

the contentions of counsel uses the terms employed by

them in still a third sense , while yet apparently suppos

ing himself to be dealing with the proposition before

him ; and that finally the appellate court, honestly

imagining itself to be passing on the points raised by

counsel in the trial court , is in reality passing on a fourth

proposition entirely its own . This evil is greatly inten

sified by the fact that it is precisely the most common

phrases such as “ Burden of Proof," " Presumptions," or

" Res Gestæ " that are thus employed.

(2 ) The open exercise of the right of the substantive

law to regulate the law of Evidence, as by a Statute of

Frauds or a Statute of Wills , is not the mischief from

which the law of Evidence suffers. The dangerous

thing is not the influence of the substantive law on the

law of Evidence, but of its subtle , concealed , and un

noticed presence in the law of Evidence. To say , as is

commonly done, that evidence is or is not admissible to

prove a given fact , when the meaning is not that the

fact cannot be proved in the particular way suggested ,

but that it is not within the issues or not an element of

the right or liability as defined in substantive law, and,

therefore, cannot be proved in any way, is quite ade

quate to deposit the whole corpus juris within the appar

ent boundaries of the law of Evidence . Indeed , a

current serial publication is well known to be stating in

encyclopædic form the entire body of substantive law

to general professional acceptance as nothing unusual by

the use of these simple formularies.
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It cannot well be doubted that while most of this is at

present due to loose thinking or careless talking, much ,

especially in the beginning, was the deliberate work of

clear headed judges desirous of perfecting the substan

tive law without appearing to do so . It seemed to them

desirable to preserve the fiction of following precedent

and to avoid the appearance of judicial legislation of

which in many instances they should rather have been

proud. To accomplish this the readiest instrument in the

hand of the judge was his admitted power to deal with

questions of evidence. This was, as it always should have

remained , a part of the judicial function of administration ,

of which the power to deal with witnesses has always re

mained unimpaired ; as a survival of an original judicial pos

ition from the abandonment of which much evil has ensued .

Whatever may have been the gain to the cause of jus

tice from this well-intended subterfuge, the price which

justice has paid and is now paying for it is enormous.

So skilfully was the work done, so entirely without seam

or joint was the dove-tailing of substantive law and the

law of Evidence , that the test between the true and

false wearers of the livery of evidence has been lost , the

courts have forgotten the clue themselves and wander,

with counsel, witnesses , and parties , as it were, in a

magic maze or an enchanted forest where several entirely

different things are made to bear the same name, to one

of which alone it rightfully belongs ; where certain of the

persons met with wear their own proper clothes , and

others are dressed in borrowed clothes which do not fit

them , but which they claim as theirs, though they can

not tell and do not in the least know whence they got

them ; where one may usually by fixedly looking upon

an apparently unfamiliar face suddenly become aware ,

greatly to his surprise , that through the lineaments of

the stranger at which he is gazing is smiling the face of

an old friend supposed to be far away.

(3 ) Yet perhaps the more serious result of this process

is that it has eliminated a large part of the precise judi.

cial function on which it was originally based . Sub

stantive law was introduced into the law of Evidence by

means of the administrative power of the court to deal

with questions of evidence. But when the substantive

law was introduced and so intrenched that it could not

readily be recognized, the administrative power to deal

with evidence was itself gone. Quoad the element of

substantive law, the right of appeal and reversal on

appeal , evidently could properly be claimed by the party

aggrieved. If the element of substantive law could not

be separated , the right of revision on appeal clearly

attached to the entire ruling. It needed little argument

to establish that the court could not lay down to the

jury a proposition of positive law under the guise of a

“ presumption of law " or in the phraseology of the " parol

evidence rule " and at the same time withdraw from the

parties the right to have the propriety of such a ruling

tested in an appellate court . Thus has arisen the

anomaly that a party is deemed to have a right to insist

upon the application to his case , as a matter of law, of

the same administrative ruling which the court in a

somewhat similar case applied to the facts of that case ;

although in point of principle he has no more right to

insist on such an application than he would have to

demand that the judge grant him a continuance, or

order a separation of witnesses, merely because another

judge did so under a somewhat similar state of facts .

It should be more clearly perceived that practically

the only proper substantive right which a litigant has

in the administration of Evidence is to the exercise of

reason , including the right to prove his case, within the

limits prescribed by reason , by the most probative evi
dence in his power .

THE CIVIC SIDE OF LAW .

James Bradley Thayer was known to a whole genera

tion of students at Harvard Law School as a sympathetic

and inspiring lecturer. Through his collections of Cases

on Evidence and on Constitutional Law, he was known

to the legal profession as a sound and profound scholar.

They were looking with eagerness to the publication of

his projected treatises on the whole Law of Evidence,

and on American Constitutional Law .

His untimely death in 1902 left these projects unaccom

plished . He had written, however, from time to time

discussions of some of the important branches of both

topics . In order that these should not be lost to perma

nent literature , his son , Ezra R. Thayer of the Boston

Bar , has gathered them, with explanatory notes, in a

handsome volume. As a frontispiece he publishes the

best portrait of Prof. Thayer which has ever appeared .

This alone would commend the volume to the author's

many admirers and friends.

A valuable volume of unusually fine quality

· · giving an enlarged treatment of several topics in

constitutional law . . . Surely no one has written of the

law more entertainingly or more soundly. . . . This vol

ume may be expected to take a permanent place in legal

literature, and to be read over and over again. ... On

every page one sees the work of a master, whose orig

inality was matched by his learning, and whose graceful

ness of expression was equalled by his good sense.—

Harvard Law Review .

All the Essays, and particularly those dealing with

Constitutional topics , bear abundant testimony to the

enthusiasm , insight and thoroughness with which Prof.

Thayer attacked the many problems that came before

him as a student and exponent of law . — The Outlook ,

N. Y.

All deeply interesting to the legal profession , a majority

of the essays also appeal to the thoughtful non -profes

sional reader . - The Boston Advertiser .

This volume makes accessible to the legal profession

some papers which have exerted a good deal of influence .

-Law Notes.

Proofs of his patient and deep study of Constitutional

topics. - The Sun , New York .

Prof. Thayer is entitled to rank with Sir Frederick

Pollock , Prof. Maitland and Prof. Dicey.- New York

Times .

Legal Essays. By James Bradley Thayer, LL.D. ,

late Weld Professor of Law at Harvard University. One

volume , cloth binding , price $3.50 net .

Legal Education . — To anyone interested in this sub

ject we shall be glad to send without charge the Boston

University School of Law Bulletin for the year 1908, con

taining two addresses on Unity in Modern Education :

I. General View, Historical and Psychological, by Brooks

Adams ; II . Education in the Concrete ; the Law School,

by Melville M. Bigelow.

Not for the Court to Decide .—The judge decided that

certain evidence was inadmissible . The attorney took

strong exception to the ruling and insisted that it was

admissible .

“ I know , your honor,” said he, warmly , “ that it is

proper evidence. Here I have been practicing at the

bar for 40 years , and now I want to know if I am a
fool? ”

" That, ” quietly replied the court, “ is a question of

fact, and not of law, so I won't pass any opinion upon

it , but will let the jury decide . ” —Green Bag.
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A BIT OF ANTIQUE BIBLIOGRAPHY . citations are made to Martin's Collection of English

Statutes in Force, 1792. He arranged the names of the

cases in a manner more strictly alphabetical; those of the

parties, both in the common and in the universal order,

and substituted an index, entirely new, to the former .

We know of but threecopies of this unique work. One

is in the Kellew Collection in the Library of Congress.

One we now have in stock . As a specimen of early

American printing it is interesting. Practically it is of

much value, as it makes the matter in Latch available

to the modern practitioner, not ordinarily familiar with

Norman -French .

F. E. C.

a

Bibliography is much like genealogy, a fascinating

study, with constant surprises, unimportant perhaps,

but always interesting. For instance :

The Lawyers' Reference Manual tells us that Plow

den's " Commentaries or Reports" was published in 1571 ,

1578 , 1584 , 1588 , etc. , leaving an inference that the

whole work was first published in 1571 ; and no hint to

the contrary appears in the old catalogues and bibli

ographies.

But now turns up in our stock a folio volume of which

the title page reads "Cy ensuont certeyne Cases Reportes,
per Edmunde Plowden puis le primier imprimier

de ses Commentaries & ore a le seconde imprimier de les

dites Commentaries, a ces addes."

We are not strong on Law French, but think this

means " Cases since the first edition, now added to the

second edition .” The date of the imprint is 1584 .

The volume begins with Folio 403. On comparing it

with the last edition of Plowden we find that the second

volume (or more properly “ Second Part” of the Com

mentaries or Reports ) begins with page 403, and corres

ponds with the text of our folio volume.

From this we infer that what is now the first volume

of Plowden was issued by itself in 1571 and perhaps

reissued in 1578, and that either to the 1578 or to still

another reissue in 1584 was appended this second part

of new cases, as a supplement paged right on from

Part I.

Has any reader seen a 1584 edition of volume one ?

C. C. S.

Roberts and Wallace's Employers' Liability. Fourth

Edition . — The Fourth Edition of Roberts and Wallace's

"The Common Law and Statutory Duty and Liability of

Employers as well to the Public as,to Those Employed , "

has just been issued .

The authors in this edition have attempted to " ex

plain exhaustively and in due sequence the principles

of all the liabilities of an employer for injuries to person

or property . It has thus been found necessary to dis

cuss the position of a person who employs others in or

about operations undertaken by him in relation to :

(a) members of the public generally ; (b) persons whose

business or pleasure brings them upon his premises, or

in contact with his operations; (c) persons not in his

service, but who are otherwise engaged in such opera

tions ; and (d) persons in his own service.”

The Fatal Accidents Act, 1846, the Employers' Lia

bility Act, 1880, and the Workmen's Compensation Act

1906 , have all been dealt with in separate chapters . The

Workmen's Compensation Rules of 1907 and 1908 ,

together with explanatory memorandum in regard to

the rules of 1907 , are given in an appendix to the book .

It will thus be seen that the book covers a much broader

ground than the ordinary treatise on a master's liability

to his servants. The book consists of pages lxxxii +

1014 + (120) ; English buckram ; $ 9.50 delivered.

A SCARCE AMERICAN IMPRINT.

Latch's King Bench Reports.

LABOR

AND

THE INJUNOTION PLANK .

2

Latch was published originally (London , folio, 1661 ]

in French , the only form in which , even at this day, it is

known in England . It is curious that while Latch, an

Englishman, should have written his Reports in French ,

M. Martin , a Frenchman, while resident and naturalized

in America, should have translated them into English.

Francis Xavier Martin , a native of old France , and

afterwards a distinguished jurist of Louisiana, published

in 1793 a translation of this reporter . Martin was

originally a printer in North Carolina , and the book ,

which is now very scarce, was issued “ From the Trans

lator's Press," at New Bern , in that state .

Latch's Reports, as they were not published during his

lifetime, suffer much from not having been corrected by

the parental hand . This want is glaringly conspicuous

in many parts, but the translator did not presume to

correct the deficiency .

He separated into distinct paragraphs the statement

of the cases, the arguments and the decisions, and sub

stituted the use of the first , to that of the third person .

He did much original work, increasing the value of his

edition over the original . At the end of most cases he

gave references taken from a manuscript of Judge Dewey,

an early North Carolina jurist . In a number of places ,

See

Stimson's

State and Federal Constitutions

Pages 24, 25 .
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THE GERMAN CIVIL CODE.

The new Civil Code for the German empire, which is

conceded to be the most carefully worded and scientifi

cally arranged code extant, has recently been translated

into English by Chung Hui Wang, D. C. L.

One would naturally think that an English transla

tion would be the first, and that it would be done by

either an English or German scholar. As a matter of

fact, however, the code was translated into French ,

Spanish , Italian and Japanese before the English trans

lation was undertaken .

Dr. Chung Hui Wang has demonstrated the fact in

his translation that he has thoroughly mastered both

the German and English languages as well as the fact

that he is a profound student of comparative law.

The code is divided into five books ; General Prin

ciples, Law of Obligations, Law of Things, Family Law

and the Law of Inheritance.

(One volume, cloth , $5.50 . )

£. s. d .

25.0

5.0

5.0

1.0

THE THEORIST .

Archbold. Quarter Sessions . 6th ed

Ball. Bankruptcy and Bill of Sale

Boulton . Criminal Appeals

Brice. Legal Liabilityof the Architect

Chambers . Handbook for Public Meetings .

By Harry Randolph Blythe .

To split the hairs down lengthwise

Was work that he adored ;

So over musty volumes

He pored and pored and pored .

But when he sought in courtrooms

To find fame as reward ,

Alas ! both judge and jury

Were bored and bored and bored .

Cambridge, Mass ., June, 1908 .

3d ed .

Champernowne. Public Trustee Act, 1906

Cornish . District Councils

Cotton . Practical Statutes of the Session 1907

Davey. Poor Law Settlement and Removal

Edmunds. Law of Copyright in Designs

Emanuel. Law Relating to Dogs

Frost. Patents and Designs Act, 1907 .

Fry . Income Tax

Garrett . Law of Nuisances .

Harris. Law of Tender

Hill. Yearly Digest of Reported Cases , 1907 ..

Jackson and Gosset. Investigating of Title

Knox . Justices ' Note -Book

Macnamara . Law of Carriers of Merchandise

and Passengers by Land 2d ed .....

Martin Handbook of Land Laws of New Zea

land

2.6

6.0

7.6

12.6

9.0

25.0

3.6

10.0

6.0

21.0

21.0

15.0

15.0

7.6

30.0

12.0



For the Citizen , the Student of Politics, the Lawyer , the Instructor

“ Constitutional Law a Live Science"

Most important in our Constitutions today is the LIBERTIES OF THE PEOPLE,-

the part most neglected by historians and commentators.

THE FEDERAL AND STATE CONSTITUTIONS OF THE

UNITED STATES : By F. J. STIMSON

WITH AN HISTORICAL STUDY OF THEIR PRINCIPLES: A CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE

OF ENGLISH Social LEGISLATION : AND A COMPARATIVE DIGEST OF THE CON

STITUTIONS OF THE FORTY-Six STATES. Cloth, $3.50 net.

It is an entirely novel and very important

exposition of the fundamental principles of our

system of government. It throws a deal of light

on problems which are confronting legislatures

and courts, and about which every citizen, cer

tainly every lawyer, must make up his mind .

--The San Francisco Call.

This is a different work from Mr. Stimson's lectures on " The American

Constitution ," recently published by Scribner.
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LATEST AMERICAN REPORTS, ETC.

PUBLISHED SINCE APRIL 1, 1908.

CANADIAN .

Reports, etc.

Ontario . Reports . Law Reports. Vol. 15 .
General Series .

American Bankruptcy Reports. Vol . 19 .

Amer , and Eng. Rail Cases. New series, Vo

American State Reports. Vol . 119 .

American Digest Annual, 1907. B.

Finche's Insurance Digest. Vol . 20 .

Lawyers' Reports, Annotated. New series . Bk 13 .

LAW PERIODICALS.

American .

BRITISH EMPIRE.

Reports, etc.

England .

Reports. Law Times Reports. Vol. 97 .

Justice of the Peace . Vol . 71 .

Bankruptcy Reports. Vol . 14 .

Revised Reports. Vol . 97 .

English Reports Reprint. Vol . 84 .

Ireland.

Reports . Law Reports. 2 vols 1907.

Scotland .

Reports. Court of Sessions.

Cases. 5th series . Vol . 9

Scots Revised . Morison .

Harvard Law Review . Vol. 21 .

Michigan Law Review . Vol. 6 .

Yale Law Journal . Vol . 17 .

English .

Law Times (Newspaper ). Vol 123 .

United States Reports.

Federal Reporter. Vol . 158 .

Porto Rico Federal Reports. Vol . 3 .

NEW HAMPSHIRE LAWS.

Does your set of New Hampshire laws contain the

private acts for the November session of 1836 and the

June session of 1837 ? In order to make up a complete

set we made a facsimile reprint of these two scarce

sessions .

We offer

Laws of New Hampshire. Private acts , November

session , 1836. Pages (291 ] to 366, index (2 pp) . fac

simile reprint $ 10.00

Private acts, June session , 1837. Pages (335)

to 386, index [ 2 pp . ) , facsimile reprint $7.50

Both sessions together, $ 13.50 .

State and Territorial Reports, etc.

Ala . Reports. Vol . 148. (Alabama Reports reprint .

Vol . 14. )

Ariz . Reports Vol . 9 .

Ark. Reports. Vol . 85.

Cal. Reports . Vol . 151 .

Appellate Court. Vol . 5 .

Colo . Reports Vol . 39 .

Ida. Reports. Vol. 13 .

Ill. Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 323 .

Appellate Court. Vol . 132 .

Ind. Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 168 .

Kan . Reports. Supreme Court . Vol . 75 .

La. Reports. Vol . 119 .

Md. Reports. Vol . 105 .

Mass . Reports. Vol . 195 .

Mich. Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 150 .

Mo. Reports. Appeals. Vol . 125 .

Neb. Reports . Vol 75 .

N. Y. Reporls.Court of Appeals . Vol . 190 .

Supreme Court. Vol . 122 .

Civil Procedure. Vol . 38 .

Annotated Cases . Vol. 18 .

Miscellaneous. Vol . 56 .

0. Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 77 .

Circuit Court N. S. Vol . 10 ,

Nisi Prius . N. S. Vol . 6 .

Pa . Reports. Superior Court. Vol . 34 .

Dauphin County. Vol . 10 .

R. I. Session Laws. Annual . 1907 .

S. C. Reports. Vol . 77 .

Tex. Court Reporter. Vol . 20 .

Sessions Laws. Special. 1907 .

Va. Reports. Vol . 107 .

Wis . Reports. Vol . 131 .

Wyo. Reports. Vol. 15 .

RECENT ARTICLES IN THE GREEN BAG.

Every monthly number of this bright and readable

magazine has two departments which the busy lawyer

cannot afford to ignore, namely, The Notes of Recent

Cases, Annotated by Experts, and the Synopsis of Im

portant Articles in Other Law Journals. If read (or

even glanced through) regularly, these reviews will keep

a man who has no time to spare right up with late law .

If he has occasional time to spare , The Green Bag will

give him professional recreation and stimulus, as will be

suggested by the titles given below

MAY, 1908 .

Charles W. Fairbanks as a Lawyer, by Hon . John C.

Chaney.

A Code of Legal Ethics, by Charles A. Boston .

The Assignability of Insurance Policies to One Paying

the Premium , by Edwin Maxey.

Ye Old English Bench, by Harry Randolph Blythe .

Judson Harmon , by Hon . H. D. Peck .

The Dartmouth College Case, by Robert Sprague Hall.

The Road to Jail , by James H. Blount .

JUNE, 1908 .

Judge George Gray, by George H. Bates .

The Charles River Bridge Case, by Charles Warren .

On Langdell Hall (Verse ), by Harry Randolph Blythe.

Langdell Hall and the Earlier Buildings of the Harvard

Law School, by Eugene Wambaugh.

German Ideals Concerning Private Law , by Dr. Rudolf

Leonard .

Lacson v . Lacson , by James H. Blount.

United States History . - James Schouler , author of

the standard treatises on Wills and on Executors , is also

author of an excellent " History of the United States from

the Adoption of the Constitution to the Close of the Civil

War, 1789-1865 , " in six volumes . Price in cloth , $ 13.50 .



The Standard Work on Evidence

THE PRINCIPLES OF THE LAW OF EVIDENCE ; with Elementary

Notes for Conducting the Examination and Cross-examination of Wit

By W. M. BEsT.nesses .

Third American Edition , with Notes by Charles F. Chamberlayne, brought

down to the year 1908 .

In one volume, bound in cloth , $3.50 net.

It is an edition of a SEVERELY

PRACTICAL nature. There is no new

terminology and a practitioner will FIND

THINGS where he expects to find them

and under the OLD NAMES.

This book is at the top of the CRITICAL

HELPS to a FIGHTING MASTERY of

the subject .- American Law Review .

by
Published THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY

83 to 91 Francis Street, Fenway

BOSTON , MASS .



Now Ready Second Edition

TALBOT @ FORT'S

INDEX OF CASESCASES

Judicially Noticed

Every case which has been cited in any judgment

reported from 1865 to 1907 , inclusive, in the Law Reports,

Law Journal Reports , Law Times Reports or Weekly

Reporter, has been arranged in alphabetical order , and

the manner in which each case is dealt with in its place

of citation is shown .

To know at a glance just how the courts have regard

ed the case which he may be investigating, is an aid to

the busy lawyer which cannot be overestimated , and one

which, if we may judge by the popularity of the first

edition , will be greatly appreciated.

One Volume, Buckram, $9.50

FOR SALE BY

THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY

83 to 91 Francis Street , Fenway , Boston , Mass .
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This paper is issued quarterly, to give the latest news about law books.

We send it without charge to any book -buyer who asks for it .

Orders or correspondence solicited.

THE CAMPAIGN

To understand or present fundamental issues , read STIMSON'S LAW OF THE

FEDERAL AND STATE CONSTITUTIONS , (new, $ 3.50 ).

HAVE YOU MEWS ?

Have you a set of Mews' Digest OF ENGLISH Case LAW ( 16 vols . $96.00) ,

the companion set to the Century Digest ?

If so , get the New (October 1908) SUPPLEMENT, in two volumes , $15.00 .

SAVE SPACE , GAIN VALUE

The Full REPRINT OF ALL ENGLISH REPORTS is vastly better than the origi

nals and takes far less shelf room . Better trade your originals for the

reprint.

COMMON LAW CODIFIED AND CYCLOPÆDIAD

The only case-cyclopædia of the law reduced to rules is ENGLISH Ruling CASES.

27 vols . $ 108.00 .

If you have E. R. C. , 26 vols . , get the SUPPLEMENT (1907 ), price $ 5.50.1

READ, DIGEST, BUY

Better examine every column of this paper . If you have a small library , you

will find much worth adding to it ; if your library is large you may find some

thing to perfect it .

WHEN IN DOUBT, WRITE US

When you cannot place or find the book you want, or when you want a

scarce book in a hurry ,-send to The BOSTON Book Co. , 83 to 91 FRANCIS

St. (FENWAY) , Boston, Mass .



Has your library all these books ? Check them up .

Publications, Etc. , of the Boston Book Co.

SUBJECT- INDEX .

Accounts: recent English treatise
Williams

Arrest : adequately treated by Voorhees

Blackstone's Commentaries for Students . Ewell

Building Contracts ( English)
Hudson

Circumstantial Evidence, a new edition of Wills

Colonial Law (English) .Renton

Constitution of the United States .Foster

Constitutional Law , Essays on Thayer

Constitutions, Federal and State Stimson

Contracts, Elements of , for students .Metcalf

Criminal Law ( for students) .Browne

Criminal Law , Penalties in Mass. ...Bell

Domestic Relations, for Students .Browne

Encyclopædia of Law (the most compact) .. . Bouvier

English Civil Law (now publishing)
.Jenks

English Digest
..Mews

English Reports in best form .Full Reprint

Equity Pleading, for Students .Heard

Equity Pleading, Massachusetts Richardson

Evidence, in one volume, new edition of Best

Evidence, standard English 3 -vol . treatise .Taylor

Executors : standard American work . Schouler

Extradition , out of print ..Moore

Foreign Law . See French ; German ; Servais ; Swiss .

Forgery, monograph by ..Ames

International Law topics :-Barclay : Bentwich : Smith

Introduction to Law Study . Ewell

Judicial Dictionary Stroud

Judiciary, Mass. (Biography, etc.) ...Davis

Key to Blind Citations Abbreviations

Limitations of Actions . Best treatise ...Wood

Massachusetts . Points of Practice .Grinnell

Overruled Cases (English) . Wood and Ritchie

Periodicals, Legal, indexed by ..Jones

Railway Law, American, 3 vols . .Wood

Real Property, for Students Williams

Review for Examinations .Ewell

Sales, Principles of, for Students . Browne

Statutes, Digest of American . Stimson

Subrogation , ably discussed by Sheldon

Town Law , New England Garland

Wills ; one-volume standard treatise . . Schouler

CHECK -LIST.

REPORTS, ETC.

Full Reprint of the English Reports, per vol . $6.50

English Ruling Cases. 27 vols . 108.00

* English Ruling Cases . Vol . 27 5.50

' Mews' Digest of English Case Law . 16 vols . 96.00

*Mews' Digest, Supplement. 2 vols . 15.00

* English Chancery Reports Reprint. Sup

plement . 29 vols , in 9 60.00

AMERICAN TEXT BOOKS.

Abbreviations used in Law Books $ 1.50

*Best on Evidence. 1908 edition 3.50

Bouvier's Law Dictionary. 2 vols . 12.00

Browne's Criminal Law .2.50 or 2.00

Browne's Domestic Relations .2.50 or 2.00

Browne's Sales 2.50 or 2.00

Davis, Mass . Judiciary 2.50

Ewell's Essentials . 3 vols . .7.50 or 6.00

Ewell's Blackstone ..3.00 or 2.50

Foster on the Constitution. Vol. 1 5.00

Garland's N. E. Town Law 6.50

Heard's Equity Pleading .2.50 or 2.00

Jones' Index to Legal Periodicals . 2 vols . 20.00

Metcalf on Contracts 3.50

Richardson's Equity Pleading (Mass . ) 2.00

Schouler on Executors . 3d edition 5.50

Schouler on Wills . 3d edition 5.00

Sheldon on Subrogation . 2d edition 5.00

Stimson's American Statute Law . 2 vols . 14.00

* Stimson's State and Federal Constitutions 3.50

Taylor on Evidence. 3 vols . 12.00

* Thayer's Legal Essays 3.50

Voorhees on Arrest 2.00

Williams on Real Property 3.00

* Wills on Circumstantial Evidence 5.00

Wood on Limitations . 3d edition 6.50

Wood on Railway Law. -3 vols .
18.00

RECENT IMPORTATIONS.

Barclay's International Problems .... $6.50

* Beal's Cardinal Rules of Legal Interpreta

tion (Oct. ) 5.25

Benjamin on Sales . New English edition . 6.50

* French Civil Code, in English . 6.50

*German Civil Code, in English 5.50

Jenks' Digest of English Civil Law . 5.00

* Renton & Phillimore, Colonial Laws ...... 4.00

Roberts & Wallace on Employers' Liability,

4th edition .... 9.50

*Servais : Codes Belges , etc. , 1907 , in French 2.50

Smith & Sibley. International Law . 2.50

Stroud's Judicial Dictionary . 3 vols . 18.00

* Swiss Code in French , German , and Italian 2.50

* Talbot & Fort's Index of Cases Judicially

Noticed . 2d edition .. 9.50

Todd's Belgian Code, in English
7.50

* Wessels' History of Roman-Dutch Law .. 10.00

*Wood & Ritchie's Overruled Cases . 3 vols . 25.00

THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY

CHARLES C. SOULE, President and Treasurer

F. E , CHIPMAN , Managing Director

Buys and Sells all kinds of Law Books

American and Foreign

Specialty

Scarce, Out-of-Print and Foreign Books

83 to 91 Francis St. , Fenway , Boston , Mass .

LEADING PERIODICALS .

English - Law Quarterly Review

Law Magazine and Review

Scotch - Juridical Review ..

Scots Law Times

$3.00

5.00

3.50

7.50

*New .
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NEXT SET FOR YOUR LIBRARY.

If you are trustee of a growing bar or law-school

library , or if your practice warrants increase of your

private law library, the first set you ought to consider

is the Full Reprint of all the English Reports . There

are 87 volumes now issued , which would cost you $645.50

(easy payments might be arranged ) , with about 70 more

volumes to come at monthly intervals . But no set

covers a larger range of law and citation , and no set is

more likely to increase in price if you fail to get it now.

See page 15 of this Leg. Bib.

If you want to cover the best English reports , but

cannot afford the Full Reprint, write us for particulars

in regard to English Ruling Cases ( 27 vols . , $ 108.00 )

and Mews' Digest of English Case Law ( 18 vols . ,

$ 111.00) .

LIBERIAN LAW REPORTS, Vol. 1 .

We are now putting through the press , and will very

shortly have ready the first volume of the decisions of

the Supreme Court of the Republic of Liberia .

These reports cover a period from 1861 to 1907. They

were prepared for the press by Mr. Justice Dossen, under

authority of the Legislature of Liberia .

The Legislature of Liberia early enacted that " such

parts of the common law set forth in Blackstone's Com

mentaries as may be applicable to the situation of the

people , except as changed by the laws now in force , and

such as may be hereafter enacted , shall be the civil code

of laws of the Republic .” In 1860 , this was amended

to read that Blackstone's Commentaries as revised and

modified by Chitty or Wendell, and the works referred

to as the sources of the municipal or common law in the

first volume of Kent's Commentaries should be the civil

and criminal code of laws .

It must be remembered that Liberia is a negro republic

and that its bench and bar had access to but few books.

In this volume there are but five citations to outside

reports , and none to the decisions of its own Supreme

Court prior to 1875. There are numerous citations to

Bouvier's Law Dictionary. In fact , the court seems to

rely on that to solve the questions presented to it .

This volume of reports possesses value and interest

as illustrating the spread of the common law into the

Dark Continent . The court shows considerable inge

nuity in applying the doctrines of the old writers to the

peculiar conditions existing in Africa .

As only a very small edition will be printed , it would

be well to place orders with us without delay .

The price of Liberian Law Reports , Vol 1 , is $ 15.00.

THE PRINCIPLES OF EVIDENCE .

For law-school use and for lawyers who wish to analyze

the law , Best on Evidence has especial value .

It was written not as a practice book, but to explain

the principles on which the common-law rules of evi

dence are founded . To the main treatise are annexed

a sketch of the practice relative to offering and receive

ing evidence at trials , and a few elementary precepts

for interrogating witnesses.

The position of Best among works on Evidence is thus

unique. The 1908 edition ($3.50) is annotated by

Charles F. Chamberlayne, Esq . , the able editor of the

1893 and 1903 editions, with notes and citations brought

down to date .

LATEST AMERICAN REPORTS, ETC.

Published since July 1, 1908 .

General Series .

Amer, and Eng. Railroad Cases. N. S. Vol. 50.

American Street Railway Reports. Vol . 5 .

American State Reports. Vol . 120 .

Cyclopædia of Law and Procedure. Vol. 29 .

Lawyers' Reports Annotated . New Series. Bk. 14.

United States .

U.S. Supreme Court Reports . Vol . 209 .

Circuit Court of Appeal Reports. Vol. 84.

Federal Reporter. Vol . 160 .

State and Territorial Reports, Etc.

Ala . Reports . Vol . 149 .

Ariz . Reports. Vol . 9 .

Colo. Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 40 .

D. C. Reports. Court of Appeals. Vol . 31 .

Ida . Digest. Ailshie . 1908 .

Ill. Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 234.

Appellate Court . Vol . 137 .

Ind. Reports. Appellate Court . Vol. 40 .

Statutes . Burns . 3 vols . and Index . 1908.

Ia. Reports . Vol . 135 .

Kan . Reports . Supreme Court. Vol . 76 .

Ky. Reports . Vol . 122 .

Mass . Reports . Vol . 196 .

Mich. Reports. Vol . 151 .

Minn , Reports. Vol . 103 .

Mo. Reports . Supreme Court. Vol. 209 .

Appeal . Vol . 130 .

Neb . Reports. Vol . 76 .

Nev. Reports . Vol . 28 .

N. J. Session Laws. 1908 .

N. Y. Reports. Court of Appeals . Vol . 191 .

Supreme Court. Vol . 123 .

Miscellaneous Reports. Vol . 57 .

Session Laws. 2 vols . 1908 .

0. Reports . Supreme Court . Vol . 78 .

Digest . Bates Supplement. Vol . 5 .

Okl. Digest . West's . 2 vols . 1908 .

Ore. Reports. Vol . 49 .

Pa. Digest . Vale's. Vols . 1 and 2 ready .

S. C. Reports . Vol . 78 .

Tex. Reports. Supreme Court . Vol . 100 .

Criminal Appeals. Vol. 51 .

Civil Appeals. Vol . 39 .

Statutes. Supp . (Sayles) . 1908 .

Utah . Reports. Vol . 33 .

Wis . Reports. Vol. 132 .

CANADIAN ,

Reports, etc.

Dominion .

Reports . Supreme Court. Vol . 39.

Nova Scotia .

Reports. Vol . 41 .

BRITISH EMPIRE.!

England.

Reports. Patent Office (Cutler) . Vol . 21 .

Year Books, Edward III . Vol . 20 .

Statutes. Statutory Rules and Orders. 1907.

Colonial. Australasia . Queensland State Reports . Vol .

6. 1907 .
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WE HAVE IN STOCK FOLLOWING REPORTS.

Write for Prices .

U. S. Supreme Court. Curtis and Miller Edition

(67 vols . in 26 Books.) Vols. 68 to 206 single vols .

Lawyers' Cooperative Extra Annotated Edition

(206 vols . in 51 Books . )

United States Appeals. 63 vols .

Circuit Court of Appeals. Vols . 1-40.

United States Circuit and District Court Reports.

Original editions , various bindings . 164 vols .

United States Court of Claims . 40 vols .

United States Patent Office Reports. 56 vols .

United States Patent Office Gazette. 131 vols.

Myer's Federal Decisions . 30 vols .

National Bankruptcy Register .' 18 vols .

Conn , Kirby, Root and Day, 8 vols . Conn ., vols . 1

75. Original edition ,

Idaho. 11 vols.

Ill. Appeals. 129 vols .

Kansas. 74 vols .

Ky. 118 vols .

New Jersey Reports. Law, 70 vols . Equity, 65 vols .

New York State Reporter. Vols. 1-70.

Ohio . 20 vols . State , 66 vols .

Oregon . 47 vols .

Penn . Preliminary, 65 vols. State, 109 vols . , to

Atlantic Reporter .

Penn . Superior Court. Vols. 1-30 .

Vermont. Preliminary , 8 vols . Vt . , vols . 1-78. Original

edition.

Washington . Territorial, 3 vols. Vols . 1-42.

Wis . 45 vols . , to Northwestern Reporter.

COLLECTIONS OF CASES.

American Bankruptcy Reports, 17 vols .

American Corporation Reports, 10 vols .

American Criminal Reports, 12 vols .

American Decisions, 100 vols .

American Reports, 60 vols .

American Railway Reports, 21 vols .

American and English Corporation Cases , Old series ,

48 vols .

American and English Railroad Cases, Old series, 61 vols .

New series, 14 vols .

Lawyers' Reports Annotated , 70 vols . New series ,

vols . 1-14 .

Morrison's Mining Reports, 21 vols .

ENCYCLOPÆDIAS, ETC.

American and English Encyclopædia of Law, first

edition . 31 vols .

American and English Encyclopædia of Law, second

edition , 32 vols . Supp. , 4 vols .

Century Digest, 50 vols , and Annuals to 1907.A.

ENGLISH , SCOTCH, CANADIAN .

English Common Law Reports, 118 vols . and Digest ,

3 vols . Uncondensed .

English Chancery Reports, 69 vols . , with Supplement ,

9 vols . 1821-1865 .

English Chancery Reports, Supplement, 9 vols . [Con

tains reprint of Drewry ; Drewry & Smale ; De Gex &

Smale ; Smale & Giffard ; Giffard ; Kay ; Kay & John

son ; Johnson ; Johnson & Hemming ; Hemming &

Miller; Holt's Equity , not heretofore reprinted

Small libraries not owning the English Reports Re

print should secure this set , as the reports above men

tioned were not reprinted in the English Chancery

Reports which are found in most small libraries.

English Reports. Practically full chronological set of

original editions , about 1500 vols .

Moak's English Reports , 40 vols .

Sold at Wait Sale for $25.00 .

Aspinall's Maritime Cases , 9 vols .

These important admiralty reports are like the Sibylline

leaves, the scarcer they get the higher the price .

The Reports, 1893–1895 , 15 vols .

Scotch Revised, 44 vols .

Canada Supreme Court Reports, 38 vols . 1875-1906 .

Ontario Law Reports, 15 vols. 1900-1907 .

Canadian Law Times Reports, 27 vols . 1881-1907 .

FRENCH SETS.

Journal du Palais, 1791-1893, 93 vols . Repertoire

General , 1791-1880 , 18 vols . Jurisprudence Admin

istrative , 1813–1886, 11 vols . Lois et Decrets , 1845

1888 , 10 vols. 132 vols . Fine bindings.

Journal du Droit International Prive ( Clunet ). 33 vols .

1874-1906 . (Largely out of print.)

Revue Internationale du Droit Maritime. 21 vols .

1886–1906 . Fine half-calf bindings .

GERMAN CIVIL CODE ENGLISHED .

A valuable and remarkable book , published in 1907 ,

is The German Civil Code, translated and annotated

with an historical introduction by Chung Hui Wang,

D. C. L. (Cloth , $5.50 . )

It is valuable as giving in our own language an excel

lent translation of one of the latest and most scientific

of European codes .

It is remarkable in that its translator is Chinese .

His command of the English language is explained by

his being a graduate of our Yale Law School, and is

evidenced by the following quotation :

The new Civil Code for the German Empire (Bürgerliches

Gesetzbuch für das Deutsche Reich) received the imperial

sanction on August 18th, 1896, and came into effect on

January 1st, 1900. Four French, one Spanish, one Italian ,

and two Japanese translations have thus far come to my

notice , and possibly there may be translations into other

languages . No English translation has as yet appeared ,

and consequently the work has not received the attention

which it deserves in English -speaking countries.

The need for an English translation is , however , undeni
able . Unlike the Code Napoléon, the German Civil Code is

the most carefully worded and scientifically arranged code

extant , representing no less than twenty -two years of careful

study and research by the most eminent German jurists.

The late Professor Maitland referred to it (in his Political

Theories in the Middle Ages, p . xvii) as being " the most

carefully consideredstatement of a nation's laws that the
world has ever seen , while Dr. A. Pearce Higgins speaks of

it as being " a standing object-lesson to all states that are

looking forward in the future to a scheme of codification .'

This monumental work of German intellect deserves, there .

fore, at least some place in English legal literature.

Nor is the German Code of mere academic interest to the

English -speaking peoples. Both England and America are

closely connected with Germany — the former commercially,

by its proximity to the Continent ; the latter socially, by the

great influx of German immigrants in recent years . In this

age of international intercourse, cases involving the conflict

of laws come up from time to time , and it is not an uncom

mon thing for an English or American Court to be called

upon to decide a question of German law . To place in the

hands of English -speaking lawyers, a reliable rendering of

the Code is my object in undertaking this task .

I have taken great pains to make the translation as faith

ful as possible, and have, in more than one instance, sacri
ficed style to accuracy. The cond sed statement of the

text needs elucidation even to the Germans themselves ,

while the different sections are so mutually dependent that

it is difficult, if not impossible, fully to comprehend the

meaning of one without reference to some other section or

sections . Consequently , such annotations and cross - refer

ences have, wherever necessary, been added as would con

duce toa proper appreciation of the text, care having been

taken not to make the book unwieldy. During the progress

of this work an important change has been made in the plan
as originally conceived .

Christmas Presents for Lawyers . - If you want to

give an acceptable present on Christmas to a lawyer, a

judge, (or to yourself) get our List 55, “Rare and Inter

esting Law Books," pick out something to suit his or

your taste , and have it handsomely bound up.



THE MOST IMPORTANT RECENT PUBLICATION IN

Citizenship : Government: Political Science:
In proof of this claim note the following commendations :

Boston . No mere dry index, but a well-written analysis for thoughtful readers. - Transcript.

Deals forcibly and clearly with social principles. - Globe.

Gives the broad, general principles of legislation which the genius of Anglo -Saxon peoples has de
veloped.— Harvard Graduates Magazine.

Providence . Thoughtful citizens cannot afford to overlook it . - Journal.

New York . A useful and timely piece of work . - Sun .

A most useful work : indispensable to every student of American politics.- Review of Reviews.
A very important book . – World .

Philadelphia. Conduciveto a clearer popular understanding of the constitutional muniments of liberty.— North
American .

Baltimore . An important constitutional history . — The American.

Charleston . One of themostthorough and important contributions to the study of fundamental laws.-News
and Courier.

Savannah . A valuable book.- News.

Chicago. Written with judicial fairness, admirable clarity, and fine discernment . - The Interior.

A most important addition to the literature of the subject. - Tribune.

A scholarly comparative study.-- Interocean .

St. Louis . Should be within reach of every American . — Post Dispatch .

St. Paul Ofimmense value as condensed material for reference.- Dispatch
Seattle . A valuable historical study.-Times.

London . Shows thoroughness and discrimination. Of practical value. — Times.

The student ofAmerican institutions should have it as a supplement to Mr. Bryce's book . - The
Saturday Review .

THE LAW OF THE FEDERAL AND STATE CONSTITUTIONS

OF THE UNITED STATES : By F.J. STIMSON

WITH AN HISTORICAL STUDY OF THEIR PRINCIPLES : A CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE

OF ENGLISH Social LEGISLATION : AND A COMPARATIVE DIGEST OF THE CON

STITUTIONS OF THE FORTY-Sıx STATES

One Volume, cloth binding, $ 3.50 net

Stimson's Federal and State Constitutions gives the origin , history , and present

tendencies of American Constitutions.

Many works (including the Lowell lectures on “ The American Constitution ” by the

same author) have discussed the Constitution of the United States.

This is the first work to compare and discuss also the Constitutions of all the states ,

which embody in detail the American ideas of government.

The volume is divided into three “ Books” :

Book I contains The Origin and Growth of the American Constitution .

Book II . Constitutional Principles as expressed in English Statutes and American

Constitutions.

Book III. Comparative Digest of State Constitutions.

As the author says in his Introduction:

Constitutional law , like the law of labor and free contract, is in the United Statos " a live science.” Both

in the States and in the nation it has had its most active discussion recently.

The great cardinal principles, of the right of the individual, both to property and even to personal liberty,

as against the will of a majority or anorganized minority having the ears of the executive and the legislativo
branches of government, have got to be resettled .

The great political question of the social andjurisdictional (notpolitical) relation of the States to the Federal

Government, the right of the States to their own customary law and their own police power, has once more to be
fought over.

PUBLISHED BY

THE BOSTON BOOK CO., 83-91 Francis St., Fenway, Boston, Mass.
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$ 12.00

4.00

4.00

AMERICAN ELEMENTARY BOOKS.

Published since July 1, 1908 .

Bates. Federal Procedure at Law . 2 vols .

Baylies. Test Questions

Bierly . Juries and Jury Trials Buckram

Brickwood . Sackett Instruction to Juries. 3d

ed . 3 vols .

Crawford . Negotiable Instruments Law. 3d ed .

Cumming and Gilbert . Village Law. 4th ed .

Essays in Anglo -American Legal History . Vol . 2 .

Fiero. Special Actions. N. Y. 2 vols . 3d ed .

Jenks. Digest English Civil Law. Book II ,

Part III . Quasi -Contracts and Torts . Paper ..

Jewett. Election Manual. 16th ed . (New York )

Jones. Chattel Mortgages . 5th ed . Buckram ..

Jones . Law of Evidence. 2d ed . Buckram

Jones . Law of Insolvent and Failing Corpora

tions . Buckram

Martin . Mining Law and Land Office Proce

18.00

3.00

3.00

4.00

13.00

1.25

3.00

7.50

6.50

6.50

dure .... 7.50

Noble . Disposition of a Decedent's Property

for the Payment of his Debts

Overland . Classified Corporation Laws. 3d ed .

Putney . Constitutional Law

Smith. Personal Property. 2d ed . Buckram

Wiel. Water Rights in Western States . 2d ed .

3.50

4.00

3.50

4.00

7.50

£.s.d .

6.0

2.6

RECENT ENGLISH BOOKS.

Barclay's Problems of International Practice and

Diplomacy. London , 1907. Cloth . $ 6.50 .

With special reference to The Hague Conferences .

Beals' Cardinal Rules of Legal Interpretation. 2d ed . ,

London , 1908. Cloth . $5.25.

The rules of interpretation not only of Deeds , Statutes

and Contracts but of all instruments.

Bentwich's Law of Private Property in War. London ,

1907. Cloth . $ 1.80 .

Benjamin on Sales . 5th ed. , London, 1906. $6.50.

Few works have been so readily accepted and so

universally used .-Baron Pollock .

French Civil Code as Amended to 1906 . Translated

into English by Hon. E. Blackwood Wright. London,

1908. Cloth . $ 6.50.

German Civil Code . Translated into English by Chung

Hui Wang. London, 1908. Cloth. $ 6.50 .

An excellent translation of this , " the most carefully

considered statement of a nation's laws."

Hudson's Law of Building, Engineering , and Ship

building Contracts. 3d ed. , London, 1907. 2 vols .

$ 16.00 .

An excellent treatise on the duties and liabilities of

engineers, architects , and surveyors .

Jenks' Digest of English Civil Law . 4 Parts . $ 6.00.

Book I. General . 1905 .

II . Pt . I. Contracts (General) . 1906 .

II . Pt . II . Contracts ( Particular) . 1907 .

II . Pt . III . Quasi-Contracts and Tort . 1908.

Renton and Phillimore's Colonial Laws and Courts.

London, 1907. Cloth. $4.00 .

A comprehensive sketch of the legal systems of the

world , being the first volume (published separately ) of

a new edition of Burge's Colonial Law.

Robert's and Wallace's Employers' Liability . 4th ed. ,

London , 1908. Buckram . $9.50.

The Fatal Accidents Act , The Employees' Liability

Act , and Workmen's Compensation Act have all been

dealt with in separate chapters .

Talbot and Fort's Index of Cases Judicially Noticed.

2d ed . , London , 1908. Buckram . $9.50.

Every case in the Law Reports, Law Journal Reports,

Law Times Reports or Weekly Reporter from 1805 to

1907 which has been cited in any judgment , is noted .

Todd's Belgian Law. London, 1906. Cloth . $7.50.

Translation of the Code of Commerce and Code of Pro

cedure and selections from the Civil Code, with a

Vocabulary of Phrases and Words.

Wessels' History of the Roman - Dutch Law. Grahams

town . 1908. $10.00 .

The first English treatise of this subject giving a

valuable discussion of the influences affecting legal

systems of Northern Europe. A work of unusual inter

est to the student of Comparative Jurisprudence.

Wood and Ritchie's Digest of Cases Overruled , Ap

proved, or Modified . 3 vols . $ 25.00 .

A necessity for successful practice .

NEARLY READY. ORDER NOW.

Arnould on Marine Insurance .

A new , the eighth , edition of this standard treatise is

announced for publication December 15th , 1908. 2 vols .

Buckram . $ 15.00 .

Mews' Digest of English Case Law.

The new ten year supplement , 1898–1907, will be ready

November 10th . 2 vols . $ 15.00 .

20.0

8.0

6.0

25.0

ENGLISH ELEMENTARY BOOKS.

Published since July 1, 1908.

Abrahams and Davies . Law Relating to Fac

tories and Workshops

Barnett . Legal Responsibility of the Drunkard

Beal. Cardinal Rules of Legal Interpretation .

2d ed .

Fraser. Law of Torts. 7th ed .

Fulton . Public Trustee Act .

Gale. Law of Easements . 8th ed.

Grierson . Law of Stamp Duties on Written

Instruments

Henriques . Jews and the English Law ,

Kime . International Law Directory for 1908 ..

Lumley. Public Health Acts . 2 vols . 7th ed . .

Mathews . Law of Wills ...

Mozely and Whitney. Law Dictionary. 3d ed .
Palmer. The Companies Act 1907

Phillipson . Two Studies in International Law .

Short and Mellor. Practice on the Crown Side

of K. B. Division

Warburton . Leading Cases in the Criminal Law

15.0

10.6

10.6

67.6

7.6

10.6

7.6

5.0

2d ed . ...

30.0

12.6

COMPARATIVE JURISPRUDENCE.

The title of one of the new English books we announce,

Wessels' History of the Roman-Dutch Law, is not

especially attractive to an American reader, although

the experiment of yoking this law with the Common

Law in British South Africa is worth watching .

But examination of the volume reveals most impor

tant matter which commends it to the intelligent reader.

Part 2 (pp. 405-727 ) is devoted to a clear statement of

the Roman- Dutch law now in force in South Africa ;

but Part 1 , " General Development of the Dutch Sys

tem of Law " is actually a historical analysis of the law

of northwestern Europe from the early German and

Roman periods ,-through the middle ages , down to the

present time . It contains an interesting account of the

great law books of the 16th , 17th and 18th centuries .

Wessels ' work should certainly be in every large

library. Price, $ 10.00 .

WE ARE THE AGENTS FOR THE UNITED STATES

FOR ALL OF THE ABOVE BOOKS .



THE BEST ALL-ROUND LAW BOOK

The work which all courts listen to with respect, which all

lawyers can use with profit :

The work which is the cheapest and most compact cyclo

pædia of the whole law :

The work combining in one an encyclopædia , a law dic

tionary , and a law glossary :

The work which, with the state statutes, is a good enough

library for a young lawyer to begin practice with :

The work to use constantly for a vade mecum as his praca

tice grows :

The work to keep at his elbow when he leads the Bar or

gets to be a judge, is—

BOUVIER'S LAW DICTIONARY, Revised by Francis Rawle

2 Volumes, 2,400 Pages, Law Sheep, $12.00

First published by John Bouvier in 1839 ;

Kept up to date since then by successive editions ;

Now ably re-edited by Francis Rawle of Philadelphia .

Used and approved for seventy years

By more than two generations of American lawyers .

It is a STANDARD, beyond doubt or question .

“ The best work of its kind .” See 107 U.S.S.C. Rpts. p. 23 I

Have you RAWLE'S REVISION of Bouvier's Law

Dictionary in your library ?

If not, why not get it ?
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USEFUL SETS FOR THE LIBRARY .

There are three sets of bound volumes of periodicals

which should be in every public or private law library:

The Green Bag . – The December number of this

magazine will complete its twentieth volume . Its con

tents range from grave to gay, and include sound legal

essays, history, antiquity , biography, criticism , humor,

anecdotes and portraiture. The Green Bag is better

known and better indexed than any other existing law

journal. It is indexed not only in Jones's Index to

Legal Periodicals, but also in Poole's Index to Periodical

Literature , and in the American Library Association

Portrait-Index. There is enough solid law in its volumes

to justify its inclusion in a state , bar, or law-school

library. There is enough of light and recreative reading

in it to render the set suitable for a private library, and

to make it a fine Christmas present for a lawyer.

We can furnish a complete set of The Green Bag,

20 vols . , 1879–1908, in green cloth , for $80.00.

The Law Quarterly Review , edited by Sir Frederick

Pollock, is the leading English legal periodical . It is

now closing its twenty-fourth year . The reputation of

the editor is a guarantee of the excellence of this review .

Its articles reflect the best English thought of the last

quarter century . We can supply a set of the twenty

four volumes for $72.00.

The Juridical Review , published in Edinburgh , is in

its twentieth year. As Scotch law is compounded of

Civil law, Feudal law and English law, this review

takes a somewhat wider and higher range even than the

Law Quarterly Review.

We can offer a set of the nineteen completed volumes

of the Juridical Review, bound , for $65.00.

COLONIAL LAW .

A new edition of Burge's Colonial Law is announced .

In view of our own colonial experiments, as well as of

comparative jurisprudence, this work will attract inter

est in the United States .

The first edition was published in four volumes, in

1838. Professor Barr says of it , in his International

Law : “ This most comprehensive work, consisting for

the most part of a comparison of the different systems

of law that are recognized throughout the British Empire,

is remarkable for the astounding knowledge of the most

various systems of law and of legislation displayed by

the author, and for the wealth of legal cases and deci

sions that are cited and criticized with acuteness and

great independence ." .

Why the work is so encyclopædic may be understood

from the acknowledgment of indebtedness, in the

preface , to eleven assistant editors and to over thirty

judges and lawyers in the various English colonies , for

help rendered in compiling various chapters.

Burge's Commentaries on Colonial Law still remain

the only legal work which attempts to deal compara

tively with the law of persons and property in the

systems of the British dominions and those of foreign

countries . There are to be five volumes in the new

edition ; the price in England is to be £8.8.0 , equivalent

to $42.00.

Vol. 1 is now ready.

FRENCH CIVIL CODE IN ENGLISH .

We have just received The French Civil Code, as

amended up to 1906, translated into English, with

notes explanatory and historical, and comparative

references to English law, by Hon . E. Blackwood

Wright . (Cloth , 1908, $6.50 . )

To quote from the preface:

“ This work is an attempt to make the Code Napoléon

comprehensible to English officials who are not of

French origin . It is the result of three years' work

while ChiefJustice of Seychelles . I hope it may assist

my fellow countrymen in avoiding some of the pitfalls

that an Englishman might fall into , owing to the nature

of the language used in the Code , which at times

technical and at others popular.

“ This translation is , I believe , the first made by a

person more familiar with English than French law,

if I may judge from the internal evidence contained in

previous translations . It is the only translation which

gives the Code as amended up to date , and containing

notes from the works of the leading French commen

tators , and which are explanatory of French legal terms.

Occasionally I have been tempted to make comparisons

between English and French law "

CASES JUDICIALLY NOTICED .

Few books are more useful to the legal profession than

those which guide it through the maze of myriad

precedents. Among such guides, one of the best is

Talbot and Fort's Index of ( English ) Cases Judicially

Noticed, a second edition of which has just appeared .

($9.50 . ) The first edition was published eighteen years

ago, and this one is naturally much changed and en

larged.

The minute discrimination of citations in this work

is shown by the references , which are divided into

Adhered , Adopted , Affirmed, Applied , Approved , Com

mented , Considered , Dictum Disapproved , Discussed ,

Dissented, Distinguished , Doubted, Examined, Ex

plained , Extended , Followed , Inapplicable , Observed,

Obsolete , Overruled, Questioned, Recognized, Referred

to , Reversed, Superseded, Sustained .

WHAT IS THIS BOOK?

We have before us a thick folio volume, in old binding,

printed at Stockholm in 1665-6. It is composed of

eight different treatises or collections , bound up together.

The first title page, in crabbed old -Gothic type, reads

somewhat thus : Swerikes Landzlagh effter Com honär

off fordom then Stormächtige Höghborne Furste och

Herre Herr Carl then Nijonde Swerikes, Gothes, Wendes,

Finnars, Carelers , Lappars i Norlanden, the Caijaners

och Esters i Liifland u . Konung. Ofwersedd confirmerat ,

oct Uhr 1608 , publicerat worden .

A sub-title seems to be a dedication to Carl then

Elloffte, and other titles bring in the names of Gustaff

Adolffs, Byrgher Magnusa Son (Uplandz) , Knut Erik

(Ostgötha) , Carl den Ellofftes again ( Ludhermanna) ,

and again (Wästmanna) , Carl then Nijonde (Hälsinge) .

This looks like a collection of fundamental Scandi

navian laws and probably has some connection with the

first edition of the Scandinavian Code of Kong Christian

den Femtis , 1683 (advertised in the April 1908 Leg Bib . ) ,

the foundation of Danish, Swedish and Norwegian law.

STARE DECISIS IN HOLLAND .

“ The oldest decisions of the Supreme Court (in Hol

land ) that I have been able to find are in a collection

published by Naeranus at Rotterdam in 1662. The

preface might serve as preface to a volume of English

reported cases . The author tells us that the weight

attached to the decisions of Superior Courts is such

that, although not actually regarded as law, they are of

such authority as to pass for law . These decisions , com

ing from judges appointed by the sovereign power, are

regarded as decisive interpretations of the law , and are

binding on all until amended or altered by some legislative

enactment. " — Wessels, History of Roman -Dutch Law ,

p . 237. [Eleven other reporters of early Dutch de

cisions are mentioned by Wessels as authority . )



FOR STUDY OF THE LAW

Introduction and Preparation - USE EWELL'S EssENTIALS OF THE Law.

3 vols. ( Sheep, $ 7.50 ; or cloth, $ 6.00 ). — Vol. 1 , BLACKSTONEI

VOL. 2 , PLEADING, CONTRACTS, EQUITY — Vol. 3 , EVIDENCE, TORTS,

REAL PROPERTY .

Blackstone_The best Edition of Blackstone's COMMENTARIES for a student

is Ewell's ESSENTIALS, Vol. I. Sheep, $3.00 ; or cloth , $ 2.50.

Evidence ( 1908 ) -For principles no book is better than CHAMBERLAYNE'S

BEST ON EVIDENCE. New Edition , $ 3.50.

Constitutional Law–The Law of American Constitutions , State as well

as National, is for the first time thoroughly treated in Stimson's State

AND FEDERAL CONSTITUTIONS. $3.50.

Wills — SCHOULER ON WILLS, $5.50

American Standards.

Executors — SchoulER ON EXECUTORS, $ 5.50

Contracts - METCALF ON CONTRACTS—HEARD's Edition, $ 3.50.

Sales - BROWNE

Domestic Relations-BROWNE

Concise Manuals on these subjects.

Each $ 2.50 in sheep, or $ 2.00 in cloth

binding.
Criminal Law-BROWNE

3 Vols.Review for Examinations–EWELL'S ESSENTIALS OF THE LAW.

Sheep, $ 7.50 ; or cloth , $ 6.00.

Blind Citations - See ABBREVIATIONS USED IN Law Books. $ 1.50.

Study of Cases—The great decisions of the Common Law are grouped

under subject headings in English Ruling Cases with AMERICAN

Notes. 27 vols . , $ 108.00.

Equipment for Practice - For reference while studying, for resource in

practice, own and use Bouvier's Law DICTIONARY, Rawle's REVISION ,

which is a concise and reliable encyclopædia of the law, published

in two volumes, for only $ 12.00.

Stimulus and Recreation - Do not fail to read every number of The

GREEN Bag.

Published

by
The Boston Book Co.

83-91 Francis St. , Fenway

BOSTON, MASS.
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SCARCE AND INTERESTING REPORTS .

Probably Not in Your Library ,

Here are the titles of a few reports, etc. , which we

find on our shelves , which ought to be in every large

law library , but may not be in yours :

LIVINGSTON'S JUDICIAL OPINIONS. NEW YORK ,

1803.

These were delivered in the Mayor's Court of the City

of New York, in the year 1802 .

The foreword states : — “ These decisions are given

to the bar of the court in which they were delivered ,

rather than to the public; . . . and being without

the sanction of a superior tribunal , are to be con

sidered more as opinions, than judgments which

determine the law. They are published , that the

seasoning and authorities on which they are founded ,

may be freely examined -- that such as are erroneous

may be reviewed and corrected in other cases involv

ing similar principles—and that those points which

are properly settled , may not again be raised for

useless discussion .”

SKILLMAN'S NEW YORK POLICE REPORTS . 1830 .

This is certainly a curious volume . It was written in

1828–29 , is illustrated with engravings, so says the title

page, and is dedicated to the Police Magistrates . The

preface is so out of the ordinary that we copy it in full:

Custom , all-prevailing custom , hath decreed , that a

Preface shall accompany, (as a sort of pioneer,) every

original work or compilation , which issues from the

press , whether it imparts wisdom , wit or folly still , a

preface is requisite .

Many of the following “ Policies," have never been

published before . To those who would wish to know

why I publish these “ Policies,” in a volume, I would

answer ist , It is by request. 2d , The policies will exhibit

to the public the arts and devices which are resorted to

by the idle and iniquitous . 3d , I have been informed

that these “ Policies” will be both useful and amusing.

The public will determine. 4th , every one , no doubt,

has heard the Spanish Epitaph . The following is a

translation :

)

ponent part of the judicial department of the govern

ment. "

This volume is offered occasionally at auction , but

always brings a high price .

PENNSYLVANIA STATE TRIALS. PHILADEL

PHIA, 1794.

This work was compiled by Edmund Hogan . This

particular volume was evidently designed to be the

beginning of a series , as the title page states that it is

Vol . 1 . No other volumes were apparently published .

This volume contains an account of the impeachment ,

trial and acquittal of Francis Hopkinson and John

Nicholson . Francis Hopkinson was a judge of the

Court of Admiralty for Pennsylvania during the latter

part of the eighteenth century. He was an author of

great merit , and published a volume of admiralty reports,

now very scarce . This volume should be included in all

collections of Pennsylvania material.

THOMPSON'S UNREPORTED TENNESSEE CASES.

ST. LOUIS, 1878 .

This is one of the curiosities of American law -reporting.

The reporter , Seymour D. Thompson , later became

famous as a legal editor and author.

The first page of the volume, headed “ In the Nature

of an Apology,” says :

“ The publication of this book was decided upon some

years ago , when author and publisher were both new in

their respective roles . The publisher was grossly im

posed upon by the foreman of his printing office, who

proved to be a man whose rascality was only equaled

by his ablebodied incapacity . The publisher cheer

fully absolves the author from all responsibility for

errors, and for the issuing of the work with its imperfec

tions. "

We are informed that the volume, after issue , was

withdrawn at the request of the Tennessee Supreme

Court , or suppressed by the author when he acquired

reputation as a judge and writer .

HUTTON. COURTS OF REQUESTS: their Nature,

Utility , and Powers described , with a variety of cases,

determined in that of Birmingham . 8vo. 1787 .

Bound in this volume is : " A Dissertation on Juries

with a Description of the Hundred Court, as an Appendix

to the Courts of Requests ." Birmingham , 1789. This

appendix is not usually found bound in with this volume.

The cases reported are examples of shrewd common

sense applied to perplexing facts , in the style of Sancho

Panza.

SPECIALL AND SELECTED LAW CASES.concerning

the Persons and Estates of all men whatsoever. Collected

and gathered out of the Reports , and Year- Books of the

Common -Law of England London . Printed by M. F. ,

and are to be sold by William Lee and Daniel Pakeman ,

at the signe of the Turks -head , and Rainebow, in Fleet

street , 1648 . Small 4to .

This is one of the very scarce reports that turn up

only at rare intervals and sells at auction at a high price.

YEAR BOOKS. “ The Abridgement of the Boke of

Assises, lately pused over and corrected , and nowe

newlye imprynted by Rycharde Tottle , the laste daye

of September. An . Do. 1555."

There were two different editions of this Abridgment

of the Book of Assises. This is the one numbered 2 in

the Harvard Law Review Year-Book Bibliography.

Guernsey. Le Livre des Actes des Etats de l'Isle de

Guernesey, 1605–1650 . 1856 . This volume, in 12mo,

consists of parts 1 to 8 , which ends abruptly at page 384 ,

no other parts having been published .

" I was well

I wish'd to be better,

I took medicine ,

And ,

Here I am ."

I can say of myself,

I was well ,

I wish'd to be better ,

I embarked in an expensive and hazardous business ,

And ,

Here I am ,

With pockets

M , T.

303 pages.

VAUX RECORDER'S DECISIONS . PHILADEL

PHIA, 1846 .

The title page describes this volume as being the

" reports of some of the criminal cases on primary hear

ing, before Richard Vaux , Recorder of the city of Phila

delphia, together with some remarks on the writ of

habeas corpus ; and forms of proceeding in criminal
cases. "

The preface states that " a principal inducement to

their publication , was to call attention to the importance

and responsibilities of the magisterial office, as a com
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QUAINT BOOKS FOR RIPE READERS.

( If you have a taste for books of this class, send for

our List 55, “ Scholarly, Historical and Interesting Law

Books, " about 1500 titles . See also list in April Leg.

Bib .]

Argument of the Lord Keeper Sommers on his

giving Judgment in the Bankers Case ; Deliver'd .

in the Exchequer Chamber, June 23 , 1696 .

In the Savoy, 1733 $2.50

Blackstone. The Biographical History of Sir

Wm. Blackstone ; and a Catalogue of his Works ;

with a Nomenclature of Westminster Hall.

London . 1782 .. 5.00

( Booth , A. ?) Examen Legum Angliæ ; or the

Laws of England examined by Scripture,

Antiquity , and Reason . Small quarto . Lon

don . 1656 3.50

Burke (Peter) , Romance of the Forum , or Narra

tives , etc. , from Courts of Justice . London . 1.50

Coke : The First Part of the Institutes of the

Lawes of England: or a Commentary upon

Littleton (etc. ) . The third edition . Folio.

London . Anno 1633. [The last edition pub

lished during Coke's lifetime ; with portraits of

Coke and Littleton) 10.00

Coleridge (John Duke, Chief Justice of England) .

Life and Correspondence, by E. H. Coleridge .

2 vols . London , 1904 5.00

Custance (George) . Concise View of the Consti

tution of England . 3d ed. London . No date 2.50

Dugdale (William ) . Origines Juridiciales, or His

torical Memorials of the English Laws, Courts,

etc. 2d edition . Folio . 1671. Extra illus

trated : with full-page portraits of Dyer, Clenche ,

Coke (two portraits ), Hobart, Crew, Croke,

Heath , Edward Hyde Clarendon , O. Bridgman,

Palmer, Waterhouse , Moore , Levinz , and Peere

Williams 15.00

H.- (Sir R. ) . The Young Clerk's Guide , or an Ex

act Collection Choice English Presidents .

5th Impression. 1st and 2d parts . 24mo .

London . 1652-55 5.00

Handbook of the Doctrine of Res Judicata. By

a Member of the Bar. Madras . 1883 1.00

Harrison (S. B. ) . Evidence : a title of the Code of

Legal Proceedings, according to the plan pro

posed by Crofton Uniacke. London . 1825 .. 3.50

Herne (John ) . Law of Conveyances. 2d ed .

( Frontispiece , court in session.) London . 1658 ;

and the Modern Assurancer, or Clark's Direc

tory . By J.H. London . 1658 . 18mo 5.00

Hobbes ( Thomas ). The Art of Rhetoric ; with a

Discourse of the Laws of England. 18mo.

London . 1681 3.50

Horne (Andrew) . The Booke called ,The Mirrour

of Justices : with The Diversity of Courts :
translated into English by W. H. 24mo.

London . 1646 6.00

Kelham (Robert) . Dictionary of the Norman or

Old French Language : with the Laws of Wil

liam the Conqueror. London . No date 7.50

Kelham ( Robert) . Domesday Book Illustrated .

London . 1788 6.00

Le Cras (A. J. ) . Laws , Customs, and Privileges

in the Island of Jersey (etc. ) . London . 1839 3.00

Magna Carta. A quarto large paper edition ;

with anonymous manuscript translation 1.00

Martin (François Xavier) . Discourse on the Life

of , by Henry A. Bullard . Pamphlet. New

Orleans. 1847 1.00

Mayo (Joseph ). Guide to Magistrates ( in Vir

ginia) . 2d ed . Richmond. 1860 $3.00

Melchior Adamus. Vitæ Germanorum Jurecon

sultorum , etc. Heidelberg. 1620
2.50

Michell (Charles) . Principles of Legislation .

London . 1796 2.50

(New York .) Manual of the Revised Statutes of

New York ; a Complete Series of Forms re

quired. Glen's Falls . 1831 2.00

(New York .) Reports of the Proceedings and

Debates of the Convention of 1821 , to amend

the Constitution of the State of New York,

By Carter, Stone and Gould . Albany. 1821 3.50

Norton (John B. ) Law of Evidence applicable to

India. 8th ed . Madras. 1873 3.50

Novissima Recopilacion de las Leyes de España .

Publicada por Don Felipe II , 1567 ; reimpresa

en 1775 ; decretos et hasta, 1804 ; Mandada

formar por Don Carlos IV. 2 vols . in 1. Folio .

Madrid . 1805 3.50

Plowden (Edmund). Cy ensuont certeyne Reportes,

per Edmunde Plowden .. puis le primier

imprimier de Ses Commentaries and ore a le

seconde imprimier de les dites Commentaries

ceo addes. Folio . Folios 403 to 558. 1584 .

Plus Table of Cases , 4 folios (colophon) . In

ædibus Richardi Tottelli, 15 , die Februaij, 1584.

Plus Table for the 2d parte , by William Fleete

woode, 5 folios . Plus Un Report fait per un

uncerteine author. Folios 1 to 15 . (Another

colophon .) In ædibus Richardi Tottelli . 1584 .

[The first edition of Plowden's Commentaries.

Part II . ) 25.00

Preston (Richard ). Elementary Treatise on Es

tates . 2 vols . London . 1820 4.00

Probert (Wm . ). Ancient Laws of Cambria .

Translated from the Welsh. London . 1823 3.50

Raikes (Henry) . Popular Sketch of the Origin

and Development of the English Constitution .

2 vols . London . 1851 3.00

Story (Joseph) . Discourse on the Past History ,

Present State , and Future Prospects of the Law .

Pamphlet. Edinburgh . 1835
1.00

Summary View of the Feudal Law : with the

Differences of the Scots Law from it : with a

Dictionary. 24mo. Edinburgh . 1710 2.50

Tarring (Charles J.) Law relating to the Colonies :

with Index of Cases. 2d ed . London . 1893 2.50

Test-Act Reporter: or Report of Proceedings as

to the Repeal of the Corporation and Test
Acts. ( Parliamentary Debates and Public

Documents) . London . 1829
3.50

Trial of James Stewart . (The Appin Murder , 1752. )

(On which Stevenson's " Kidnapped "

founded . ) Edited by David N. Mackay.

Glasgow ( 1907) 2.50

Turkish Law. The Medjelle or Ottoman Civil

Code . Translated into English by W. E.

Grigsby. London . 1895. , 3.00

Wendt (Ernest E. ) . Papers on Maritime Legis

lation , with a translation of the German Mer

cantile Laws relating to Commerce . 3d ed .
London . 1888 . 5.00

Whistelo Bastardy Case : Was a child the son of a

white or a black man ? Decided in N. Y. , 1808 .

Reprinted , Burlingon , Vt., 1897 ... 1.00

Year Book. Le Liver des Assises et Plees del Co

rone (etc.) . Ore nouelment imprimée, and cor

rigée. Folio . Londini Ex Typographia Socie

tatis Stationariorum Anno Domini 1606 10.00

was
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BRITISH COLONIAL REPORTS, ETC.

In the January Leg Bib . we listed what was probably

the finest collection of this material that had ever been

collected at one time in the stock of any dealer . That

collection has been broken up and portions of it sold to

leading law libraries .

We still have on our shelves , and offer subject to pre

vious sale , the items listed below .

It would be well to designate on this list what is now

lacking from your collections and write to us at once for

prices . We have a few duplicates .

AUSTRALIA .

Commonwealth.

Commonwealth Law Reports. 4 vols . 1903-1907 .

Commonwealth Law Review. 4 vols . 1902-1907 .

Commonwealth Statutes. 2 vols. 1901-1905 .

Commonwealth Statutory Rules and Orders. Vol . 1 .

1901-1905 .

Federal Convention Debates. 4 vols . 1897-98 .

Judicial Power of the Commonwealth , Quick &

Groom. Cloth . 1904 .

Constitutional Law , Clark . 2d ed . Cloth . 1905 .

Victoria .

A'Beckett's Reserved Judgments, 6 parts. 1816

1851 .

(A facsimile reprint bound in one volume. Supply

limited . )

Argus Law Reports , vols . 9-11 . 1903-1905 .

Victorian Statutes , 5 vols . 1887 .

Sessional Acts, 1877 , 1884-1889 , 1891-1900 ,

1902-1905 , 22 vols .

Victorian Cases Judicially Noticed , Perain , 2 vols .

1846-1907 .

Transfer of Land Act , 1890, Duffy & Eagleson.

Cloth . 1895 .

Gold Mining in Australia and New Zealand , Arm

strong, 2d ed . Cloth . 1901 .

Local Government Manual, Gilchrist. Cloth . 1879 .

Banking Law, Hamilton , 2d ed . Cloth . 1900 .

New South Wales .

Legge's Decisions , 2 vols.; N. S. W. Reports, 14 vols .;

Knox ; Knox & Fitzhardinge , 2 vols.; N. S. W.

Law Reports, 21 vols .; N. S. W State Reports ,

6 vols . 46 vols . 1825-1906 .

Sessional Acts , 1891-2 , 1892-3 .

Real Property Act Canaway 1902

Queensland.

Supreme Court Reports ( 1860-1883 ) , 5 vols .; Beor ;

Law Journal Reports, 11 vols.; State Reports,

1902-1906. 22 vols . 1860-1906 .

Queensland Digest , 2 vols . 1860-1905 .

Queensland Justice of the Peace , 2 vols . Reports

and Journal. 1907 .

Statutes. Pring's Statutes, 3 vols . 1862-64 .

Sessional Acts , 1893 , 1894 , 1906 , 3 vols .

South Australia .

Law Reports, 1904-1907 , 4 vols .

Tasmania.

Nicholls & Stops , 2 vols .; Law Reports, 3 vols .; all

published . 5 vols . 1897-1907

Acts of Parliament , 1895-1900, 6 vols .

West Australia .

Law Reports , 9 vols . 1898-1908 ,

Acts of Council, 1884 .

Acts of Parliament , 1901-2 to 1903-4 , 3 vols .

New Zealand.

Fenton's Important Judgments, 1879 .

Statutes, 1892 , 1903, 1904 , 1905 , 4 vols .

AFRICA .

Cape Colony.

Court of Appeals. Buchanan, 2 vols .

Supreme Court . Menzie , vols.; Searle , 5 vols.;

Watermeyer; Roscoe, 3 vols.; Buchanan , 9 vols.;

Foord ; Juta , 22 vols . 44 vols . 1828-1905 .

Cape Law Times Reports, 16 vols . 1891-1906.

Cape and South African Law Journal, 24 vols . 1885

1907 .

Sessional Acts , 1887-1892 , 1894–1898 , 1900 , 1902 ,

1903. 14 vols.

Transvaal.

Kotze, Province Reports ; Kotze, Macfadyan &

Barber , 4 vols .; Leonard ; Webber, 4 vols .;

Transvaal Law Reports, 10 vols.; Barber's Gold

Law Cases . 21 vols . 1877-1906.

Transvaal Colony Proclamation , 1900–1902 .

Orange River Colony.

0. R. C. Law Reports, 4 vols . 1903-1906 .

Laws O. R. C. 1901.

Ordinances, 1905 , 1906 .

Natal.

Phipson , 1858-59 ; Finnemore, 1860-1867 , 1873

1879 ; Law Reports , new series , 27 vols . 1879-1906 .

Statutes , Supplement . ( 1900-1906 . )

Southern Rhodesia.

Burns - Begg . 1899 .

Statutes, Evans Compilation ( 1889-1898) , 1899 .

Annual Laws, 1899-1901 , 3 vols .

East Africa Protectorate .

Hamilton . ( 1897-1905 . )

Orders in Council, Regulations , etc. , 1876–1902 . fol .

Gold Coast.

Fanti Law Reports, 2 vols . 1906 .

Mauritius. Ordinances, 1891 , 1892, 1893 .

Republic of Liberia . Law Reports. ( 1861–1907 . ) 1 vol .
1908.

CANADA .

Dominion .

Canada Supreme Ct. Reports, 38 vols. 1875-1907 .

Canadian Criminal Cases, 12 vols . 1898-1907 .

Commercial Law Reports, 3 vols . 1901-1906 .

Cartwright's Constitutional Cases , 5 vols . 1873-1897 .

Cameron's Supreme Court Cases. 1906 .

Coutlee's Supreme Court Cases . 1906 .

Laperrière's Speakers' Decisions. ( 1841-1872 . ) 1872

Canada Law Journal, 53 vols . 1855-1907 .

Canadian Law Times , 27 vols . 1881-1907 .

Statutes. Dominion Statutes, 38 vols . 1867-1905 .

Provincial Statutes , 20 vols . 1841-1866.

Ontario , Formerly Upper Canada.

Ontario Law Reports, 15 vols . 1901-1908 .

Statutes. Revised Statutes , 2 vols . 1887 .

Annual Statutes, 21 vols . 1887-1906 .

Quebec .

Stuart's King's Bench Reports. ( 1810-1835 . )

Montreal Law Reports, 14 vols . 1884-1891 .

Quebec Official Reports, S. C. , 27 vols . 1892-1906.

Legal News, 20 vols . 1878-1897 .

La Themis, 5 vols . 1879-1883 .

Stuart's Vice-Admiralty Reports , 2 vols . 1836-1874.

Jugements et Déliberations du Conseil Souverain.

6 vols . ( 1663–1634 , 1705-1716 . ) 1885-1891 .

Statutes . Lower Canada Statutes and Orders of

Special Council ( 1836 wanting Ch . 59 ) . 16 vols .

1793-1840 .

Revised Statutes , 3 vols . 1888 ,

Annual Statutes , 39 vols . 1867-1905 .
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STRAITS SETTLEMENTS .

Kyshe Supreme Court Reports, vols . 2 and 3 .

Law Reports, vol . 1 , 1893 .

Statutes . Harwood's Compiled Ordinances, 2 vols . 1886 .

Ordinances, 1867-1886 and Index, 21 sessions in

11 vols .

CYPRUS.

Law Reports, 6 vols. 1893-1905 .

CHANNEL ISLANDS.

Guernsey . Cases . 1607. ( Reglemens des Commissaires

Royaux en 1607, 1814. ] Text in English .

Actes des Etats , 1605-1650 , 1856 . Text in French ,

Jersey . Code of Laws , 1771. Text in French .

New Brunswick .

Stockton's Admiralty Reports , 1897 .

Statutes . Annual Statutes , 21 vols . 1877-1905 .

Nova Scotia .

Statutes . Annual Statutes , 22 vols . 1884-1905 .

Manitoba .

Armour, Law Reports. 16 vols . 17 vols . 1875-1907.

Western Law Times, 6 vols . 1890-1895 .

British Columbia .

Martin's Mining Cases . ( 1867–1902 . ) 1903 .

Statutes. Revised Statutes , 1871 , 1877 , 1888 , 2 vols .

Northwest Territories .

Territories Law Reports, 4 vols . 1885–1905.

Prince Edward Island .

Annual Statutes , 1868–1906 , 40 vols .

Saskatchewan .

Statutes , 1906.

WEST INDIES, ETC.

Barbadoes. Statutes , 1855 , 1875 , 2 vols .

Grenada . Smith's Laws ( 1762-1805 ) . 1808 .

Jamaica. Law Reports, 2 vols . 1905-1906.

Minot's Digest of Laws. 1865.

Laws , 1893 , 1896 , 1897 , 1898 .

Leeward Islands. Acts of Assembly, 1690-1730. Lond .

1734 .

Turks and Caicos Islands. Duncombe's Laws. 1862.

Windward Islands. Appeal Cases (1888–1904 ). 1905 .

British Honduras. Consolidated Laws, 1887 .

British Guiana .

Supreme Court Judgments, 1897.

Digest of Supreme Court Cases, 1901-1905, 1906.

Firth's Compiled Laws, 1864 .

Bermuda .

Acts, 1690-1714 , folio . London , 1719 .

INDIA .

Empire. Digests. Morley's Analytical Digest, 3 vols .

1850 .

Woodman's Digest, 6 vols . ( 1836–1900 ). 1902 .

Statutes. Unrepealed General Acts , 6 vols . 1834-1903 .

Theobold's Compilation of Legislation Acts , 1834

1867 , 5 vols .

Legislative Acts, 1868 , 1869 , 1872-1874 , 1876 , 1877 ,

1880 , 1882 , 1884 , 1889-1898.

Proceedings of the Legislative Council , 1854-1861 ,

7 vols.

Privy Council. Sutherland's Appeals, 3 vols . 1831

1880.

Moore's Indian Appeals, 14 vols . 1836-1872 .

Law Reports, Indian Appeals, 17 vols . 1872-1885 .

Assam . Code. 1897 .

Baluchistan . Code. 1890.

Bengal. Bengal Law Reports, 15 vols . 1868–1875 .

Calcutta Law Reports, 13 vols . 1877-1883 .

Revenue, Judicial and Police Journal, 5 vols .

1863-1865 .

Burma. Moyle's Criminal Circular . 1872-1892 .

Central Provinces. Law Reports, 17 vols . 1888-1904 .

Cochin and Travancore. Reports, vol . 1 . 1906-7 .

Kathiawar. Law Reports, 16 vols . 1891-1906 .

Lower Provinces . Code, 3 vols . 1878.

Madras. Strange's Reports, 2 vols . 1827 .

Mysore. Chief Court Reports, 9 vols . 1896-1906 .

Northwest Provinces . Oudh Cases , 8 vols . 1898-1905 .

Code. 1886 .

Sindh . Hoonahan , 2 vols.; Leggett ; Sindh Sadar Reports,

3 vols . 6 vols . 1870-1899.

CEYLON .

Ramanathan ( 1820–33) , ( 1843-55) , ( 1860-68) , ( 1877) ,

5 vols.; Supreme Court Circular, 9 vols.; Browne, 3 vols .;

New Law Reports, 8 vols .; Balasingham , 2 vols .

ORIGIN OF LAW REPORTING .

Here is an interesting extract from Prof. Maitland's

Selden Society edition of the Year Books of 1 and 2

Edward II . , a work which itself ranks as a volume of

English reports :

As early as 1285 , an ever memorable step was taken .

Some one was endeavouring to report in the vernacular

-that is , in French-the oral debates that he heard in

court. In 1293 a fairly continuous stream began to

flow . This surely is a memorable event . When duly

considered it appears as one of the great events in

English history . Today men are reporting at Edin

burgh and Dublin , at Boston and San Francisco, at

Quebec and Sydney and Cape Town, at Calcutta and

Madras. Their pedigree is unbroken and indisputable .

It goes back to some nameless lawyers at Westminster

to whom a happy thought had come.

What they desired was not a copy of the chilly record ,

cut and dried , with its concrete particulars concealing

the point of law, the record overladen with the uninter

esting names of litigants and oblivious of the interesting

names of sages , of justices and serjeants. What they

desired was the debate with the life -blood in it : the

twists and turns of advocacy, the quip courteous and

the countercheck quarrelsome. They wanted to remember

what really fell from Bereford , C. J .: his proverbs , his

sarcasms : how he emphasised a rule of law by Nom

Dieu ! or Par Seint Piere ! They wanted to remember

how a clever move of Serjeant Herle drove Serjeant

Toudeby into an awkward corner, or how Serjeant

Passeley invented a new variation on an old defence.

Let us look at a few of the sayings of Bereford , C. J. ,

which are written down , for they illustrate the spirit

of the Year Books. It is not enough that we should

know that he overruled a plea and ordered a serjeant to

plead over . What he said was this : “ We wish to know

whether you have anything else to say , for as yet you

have done nothing but wrangle and chatter!" One day

when he was laying down the law, Westcote interjected

a remark. “ Really," said the great man , “ I am very

much obliged to you for your challenge : not for the sake

of us who sit on the bench , but for the sake of the young

men who are here . Nevertheless you must plead over . '

It is not enough that we should know how he disposed

of a case of warranty in which it was argued that in a

particular event a man might get an exchange in value

and yet hold the land that had been warranted . We

must know the proverb into which he packed the sum

and substance of the case : “ They would like to have the

chicken and the ha'penny as well." Then listen to a

little outburst concerning compurgation . “ Now God

forbid that any one should get to his law about a matter

of which the country can take cognizance, so that with a

dozen or half a dozen ruffians he could swear an honest

man out of his goods !"
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ENGLISH CASE LAW.

We are now prepared to deliver one set of the follow

ing: -

ENGLISH REPORTS REPRINT.

House of Lords ( 1694 to 1866 ) , 11 vols .

Privy Council ( 1809 to 1872 ) , vols .

Chancery ( 1557 to 1866 ), 27 vols .

Rolls Court ( 1829 to 1866) , 8 vols .

Vice -Chancellors ( 1815 to 1865) , 16 vols .

- King's Bench ( 1378 to 1682) , thus far issued, 15 vols .

The whole set will make about 160 volumes .

ENGLISH LAW REPORTS, 1865 to 1907, 300 vols .

Digest, 1865 to 1905 , 4 vols .

MEWS' DIGEST OF ENGLISH LAW, 16 vols . to 1898.

Supplement ( 1898–1907 ) , 2 vols .

WOOD AND RITCHIE'S Digest of Overruled Cases, to

1907 . 3 vols .

TALBOT AND FORT'S Index of Cases Judicially Noticed

( 1865 to 1907) , 1 vol .

This magnificent collection consisting of 412 volumes

we will be glad to price upon application

LEGAL PERIODICALS

The issue of Jones's Index to Legal Periodicals (2 vols . ,

$20.00) has opened to research all the treasures of essay

and monograph hitherto hidden away in the back vol

umes of periodicals which in their day recorded the

investigations of leading lawyers.

The periodicals themselves have gone entirely out of

print , and complete sets can only be made up by assem

bling volumes and parts from scores of different sources .

As lawyers are finding out how useful such periodicals

are , and as the demand increases , the difficulty of getting

them increases .

In our January number we offered for sale 114 sets .

We stated that it was the most complete collection ever

offered and in view of increasing demand and limited

supply it was doubtful if a similar collection could be

made up again .

That collection was purchased practically in toto by

one of our growing libraries in the middle west . Many

of the duplicate sets were purchased by other libraries.

Our collection has now been reduced to the sets listed

below. Of some of the sets we have duplicates . If you

see any set listed here which you want , or if you would

like to make a beginning for a collection of periodicals

by buying a few of the more commor and cheaper sets .

write us for separate prices on these.

American Periodicals .

Albany Law Journal , 68 vols . (Current.) 1870-1907.

American Bar Association Reports , 30 vols. 1878–1906 .

American Jurist, 28 vols . 1829-1843 .

American Law Journal ( Hall) , 6 vols . 1808-1817 .

American Law Times Reports , 10 vols . 1868-1877 .

American Law Magazine, 6 vols . 1843-1846 .

American Law Register, 55 vols . (Current . ) 1852–1907 .

American Law Review, 41 vols . (Current . ) 1866–1907 .

Carolina Legal Repository , 2 vols . 1814 .

Central Law Journal, 66 vols . (Current.) 1874–1908.

Chicago Legal News , 39 vols . (Current . ) 1869–1906 .

City Hall Recorder (Rogers ), 6 vols . 1816-1820 .

Cleveland Law Record . 1856-1857 .

Columbia Law Review, 7 vols . ( Current.) 1901-1907 .

Cornell Law Journal , 1 no . only published. June, 1894.

Counsellor , 5 vols . 1891-1896 .

Criminal Law Magazine , 18 vols . 1880-1896 .

Green Bag, 19 vols . (Current.) 1889-1907 .

Griffith's Law Register , 2 vols . 1822 .

Harvard Law Review, 21 vols . (Current . ) 1887–1908 .

Insurance Law Jour. , 35 vols . (Current .) 1871–1906 .

Journal of Jurisprudence, Hall, 1821 . 1821 .

Journal of Law. 1831 .

Journal of Law School , Taylor. 1822 .

Kentucky Law Reporter, 29 vols . (Current . ) 1880–1906.

Law, The , Chicago , 2 vols . 1889-1890 .

Law Book News, 2 vols . 1895-1896.

Law Central . 1881 .

Law Reporter, Boston, 27 vols. 1839-1866 .

Law Students' Helper , 14 vols . ( Current.) 1892–1906 .

Legal Intelligencer, vols . 20 to 64 , 45 vols . 1863-1906.

(The early portion of this set is practically unobtain

able , and is found in very few libraries . )

Livingston's Law Magazine, 3 vols. 1853-1856 .

Michigan Law Review , 6 vols . (Current.) 1902–1908.

National Bankruptcy Register , 19 vols . 1867-1880.

National Bankruptcy News and Reports, 4 vols . 1898

1901 .

New York Law Review, 1885.

New York Legal Observer, 12 vols. 1842-1854 .

Pacific Coast Law Journal, 12 vols . 1876-1884.

Railway and Corporation Law Journal, 12 vols . 1887

1893.

Reporter, The, 24 vols . 1876-1887.

San Francisco Law Journal. 1877-1878.

Southern Law Review, 11 vols . 1872-1883 .

Southern Law Review, N. S. 1901-1902 .

Virginia Law Journal, 17 vols . 1877-1893.

Virginia Law Register , 12 vols . (Current.) 1895–1907.

Washington Law Reporter, 34 vols . (Current.) 1873

1906.

( Pagination complete, but a few early titles and in

dexes wanting, as usual.)

Western Jurist, 17 vols . 1867-1883 .

Western Law Monthly, 5 vols . 1859-1863.

Yale Law Journal, vols . 1-3 , 5–17 . (Current . ) 1891-1908 .

English, Scotch , Irish and British Colonial.

Brief , The, London, 3 vols . in 1 . 1894-1895 .

Canada Law Journal, 43 vols . ( Current .) 1865-1907 .

Canadian Law Times , 27 vols . (Current . ) 1881–1907 .

Cape & S.African Law Jour.,24 vols . (Current.) 1881–1907.

Cape Law Times Reports, 16 vols . ( Current .) 1891-1906

Collectanea Juridica, 2 vols . 1791-1792 .

Commonwealth Law Review, Aust. , 4 vols . 1903-1907.

Gibson's Law Notes , 25 vols . (Current . ) 1882-1907 .

Journal of Jurisprudence, 35 vols . ( Scotch . ) 1857–1891 .

Juridical Review, Scotch , 19 vols. ( Current.) 1889–1907

Jurist or Quarterly Journal , 4 vols . 1827-1833 .

Justice of the Peace , 70 vols . (Current . ) 1837-1907.

La Themis, Quebec, 5 vols. 1879-1883 .

Law Chronicle , Edinburgh , 4 vols. 1829-1832.

Law Quarterly Review, 23 vols . (Current.) 1885–1907.

Legal News, Quebec, 20 vols . 1878-1897 .

Legal Observer, 52 vols . 1830-1856 .

Legal Reporter , Dublin , 2 vols . 1840-1842.

Local Courts & Munic . Gaz , Ontario , 8 vols . 1864-1872 .

Monthly Law Digest and Reporter , Montreal. 1892-1893 .

Scots Law Times, 14 vols . (Current .) 1892–1907 .

Scottish Jurist , 46 vols . 1829-1873 .

Scottish Law Review, 23 vols . (Current. ) 1885-1907.

Solicitors ' Journal , 51 vols . (Current . ) 1857–1907 .

Upper Canada Law Journal , 10 vols . 1855-1864 .

Weekly Reporter, 54 vols . (Discontinued .) 1852-1906.

Western Law Times, Manitoba, 6'vols . 1890-1895 .

Foreign Periodicals .

Uebersicht der Staats- und Rechtswissenschaftlichen

Literatur . Vols . 2-40 . 1869-1907 .

Juristische Blätter , 35 vols . 1872-1904 .

Journal du Droit International Privé , 33 vols . 1874-1906 .

Revue International du Droit Maritime , 21 vols , and

index , 1885-1906 .



WILL GO UP TO $ 10.00 A VOLUME

The set

Do you realize how scarce and dear the FULL ENG

LISH REPRINT is going to be, even before it is entirely

completed ?

There will be somewhere about 160 volumes in the

series, of which only 87 have been yet issued .

is not stereotyped, and only a small edition has been pub

lished . More than a year ago the United States allotment

was exhausted . By searching Great Britain and the colonies

we got from other allotments 25 more sets for the American

market . These are going fast at the advanced price (ad

vanced because we had to pay more for them ) of $ 6.50

per volume .

Every new law library in England, Ireland, Scotland,

Canada, Australia, India, and all the other British Colonies,

every law library worth the name in the United States ,

every lawyer aiming at a first class library, has got to have

this excellent annotated reprint, which has already become

the standard edition of the English reports .

Such a large and steady demand for an out -of-print

series is sure to create eager competition for any sets that

may come on the market from time to time . If one second

hand set a year turns up after the series is finally out of

print, and there are ten customers for it, there is no knowing

how high the price will go .

Do not take any chances ! If you need the FULL

REPRINT OF ENGLISH REPORTS, get it today while

we can offer it to you at $ 6.50 per volume.

The Boston Book Co., 83=91 Francis St. , Boston, Mass. , U. S. A.



E. RR . C.

Three Hundred Years in Preparation

A Cyclopaedia and Codification of Legal Principles

Prepared by the Sages of the Common Law

English Ruling Cases is a Cyclopædia of great decisions.

The Rules of Law given in E. R. C. under each topic constitute a codification

of legal principles.

The oldest cases in E. R. C. are from Coke's Reports, published in 1608.

They were good law then ; they are good law now.

The other cases in this collection, decided by pre- eminent judges, tested

and approved by successive generations of lawyers through three

hundred years, were good law when decided and are good law still.

In E. R. C. (and nowhere else) we have the permanent principles of our law ,

in the weighty words of its oracles, arranged for us under topics, and

connected by notes with the American decisions of our own generation.

Whoever has this unique collection need not grope through the maze of

conflicting decisions in textbooks, digests and cyclopædias.

He can get right at bedrock law and embody it surely, clearly, convincingly,

in his brief, by using English Ruling Cases .

The practical lawyer who owns E. R. C. thus saves time and wins his cases .

ENGLISH RULING CASES WITH AMERICAN NOTES : with English notes by Robert Campbell ,

and American notes by Irving Browne and Leonard A. Jones .

25 vols . , Index Volume, and Supplement to 1907 ; in all, 27 vols...

Vol . 27 , Supplement (1908) , separately

$ 108 00

.5 50

THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY,

83 to 91 Francis St. FENWAY, BOSTON, MASS .
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To All Book Buyers , Greeting:

THE BOSTON Book COMPANY

Deals in all kinds of law-books .

Publishes and invites correspondence from authors.

Imports the best English books.

Carries a large secondhand stock.

Has made a specialty of library service for 30 years.

Furnishes information as to scarce books.

Deals largely in foreign law literature.

Has direct correspondents in nineteen countries.

Is American agent of leading foreign publishers.

Is prepared to estimate on any lists.

SOLICITS ORDERS.

SPECIALTIES FOR 1909 :

THE FULL REPRINT OF ENGLISH REPORTS .

MEWS' DIGEST OF ENGLISH CASE LAW .

SETS OF LEGAL PERIODICALS.

SESSION LAWS AND REVISIONS OF ALL THE STATES.

SCHOLARLY AND INTERESTING LAW BOOKS .

ADDRESS :
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NOTES . OLD VIRGINIA LAW .

For the Better ? How do you like our
Not only Virginians but all other

change of form ? We think it a decided
readers of American Colonial history

improvement. Better keep a file of this
will be interested in a publication we

paper from this on . Each number will

are now undertaking .

have something interesting and some
It has been known to a few scholars

thing valuable . You can ensure

that there was an existing manuscript ,
ceiving Leg. Bib. regularly by sending in two or three similar forms, known to

us occasional orders or inquiries .
old lawyers as Barrodall's Reports, and

Bibliographic Supplement. For this

numberwe print a supplement giving This relic of colonial practice has been
so cited in some early Virginia books .

our annual lists of the latest reports ,
described by Conway Robinson and by

digests , statutes and text books pub
William Green of Richmond , learned law

lished in the United States , Great Brit
yers of the generation just passed away .

ain and the British Colonies during the
We have obtained the sanction of the

year 1908. This supplement is not sent
Court of Appeals of Virginia for the

with the number , but will be mailed free

publication of Barrodall's Reports from
of charge to any one who asks for it .

the manuscript preserved in the library
New Books of January, 1909. Our

of the Court , and have been fortunate

new books this month are the ten -year enough to secure as editor R. T. Barton,

1898-1907 Supplement to Mews’ Digest, Esq., of Winchester , Va. , author of stan

2 vols., $ 15.00 ; Liberian Reports , vol . 1 dard treatises on Virginia practice now

(only 146 copies printed for sale ) , $ 15.00 ;
used by the courts and bar of that state .

and a new edition of Stephen's Commen
In the April number of Legal Bibli

taries on English Law, 4 vols . , $22.00 .
ography we will give in detail Mr. Bar

The Green Bag in New Hands. After
ton's plan of editing , which will collect

publishing The Green Bag for twenty
so much valuable matter regarding early

years , we find our hands too full to attend
Courts and practice that we expect for

to the details of its management , and
Barrodall a prominent place in our law

have transferred it to The Riverdale
literature .

Press of Brookline , Mass. (see their

advertisement on third page of cover) ,
MASSACHUSETTS TOWN LAW .

who will , we hope, put new vigor into it , We publish this month Garland's

and make this favorite magazine more Massachusetts Town Law , a digest of

popular than ever . all statutes relating to towns and town

State Laws. Are your sets of state officers.

session laws and revisions quite com- This is a reprint of that portion of

plete ? If not, and you care to fill them Garland's New England Town Law

up , we call your attention to an auction which covers the State of Massachusetts ,

sale of laws of all the states , by C. F. with the addition of the laws of 1908 .

Libbie & Co. , 646 Washington street, This will be a very useful manual for

Boston , to come off February 9 , 10 . all town officers and for lawyers inter

You can get a catalogue from them . ested in town affairs. Price $ 3.00 .
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To Owners of the

Century Digest

Your digest is not complete .

It covers American cases .

The Common Law covers English

cases also .

You need a digest of English cases .

Having one, you wouldcover the

whole field .

Without it , you risk defeat by an

opponent who cites strong Eng

lish decisions .

There is now an excellent English

digest complete to date .

Mews' Digest of English Case Law

covers both law and equity cases.

It was published, in sixteen vol

umes, in 1897 .

A Supplement, covering 1897 to

1908, is just issued .

Price of the eighteen volumes $110.00

Supplement, two volumes, separately , 15.00

The Boston Book Co. , American Publishers

83 to 91 Francis St. , Fenway, Boston , Mass .
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REPORT FROM A NEW COUNTRY. The detective turned over the letters

Republic of Liberia Supreme Court
of the deceased. Only one seemed of

Reports. Vol. 1 : Cases Argued and De
any importance , and that a short , ill

termined in the Supreme Judicial Court spelt note , naming an outsider as the

of the Republic of Liberia, Jan. 1861
winner of the St. Leger, and advising

Jan. 1907. Annotated and compiled
the deceased to back it heavily. The

by the Honorable James Jenkins Dossen ,
race had been run the preceding day ,

and the outsider had won. If the mur

L.L. D., Justice of the Supreme Court,
dered man had acted on his corres

by special appointment of the Presi
be indent of Liberia, in conformity with pondent's advice he should

special acts of the Legislature passed at
possession of a considerable sum of

the sessions of 1906 and 1907. Pages ix
money. Dornton was about to close

and 556 , octavo , law sheep , $15.00.
his investigation.

As he gave one final glance before

A small edition has been printed from departing,something in the threadbare

type, and only 146 copies are for sale . carpet caught his attention . Stooping,

In the British Colonies , like India and he picked up a semi-circular piece of

Australia , the first issues of reports of
coarse finger-nail, marked by a fracture

decisions , appealing to a very small extending completely across it, which

had continued , probably , some distance

Bar, have necessarily been high priced, along the entire nail. Round this the

ranging from three guineas to five detective wove his theory of the crime .

guineas ($15.00 to $25.00) per volume . The deceased , already probably half

In this same way, the cost of this first
drunk, had brought with him, to finish

their carousal, some casual acquaint
volume of Liberian Reports, distributed

While the host was becoming

over so small an edition , brings the price more and more unconscious , his guest ,

to the lower of these British Colonial drinking but little , determined to rob

standards. him of his day's winnings . Irritated by

the broken nail catching in his clothing ,

A SHERLOCK HOLMES STORY. he with a penknife trimmed it as closely

The recent edition , by Prof. Beers of as possible ; then , seeing his companion

Yale, of “ Wills on Circumstantial Evi- completely at his mercy, murdered

him .

dence" ( $5.00) is mightily interesting
Carefully guarding this slight scrap of

reading . Here for instance , is a bit
evidence , after a moment's reflection

from one of the American notes : Dornton made his way to the public

A small lodging-house in the City : house mentioned as having been fre

Road was one morning found to be the quented by the deceased . His attention

scene of a mysterious crime . The occu- was speedily concentrated on one man.

pant of the ground floor had been dis- . In spite of the assumed jauntiness of his

covered seated by the table dead , his manner , the latter was decidedly ill at

head resting on his folded arms , and a ease , and his eyes continually wandered

small penknife buried in his temple. to the door. The low felt hat and cheap

When the police arrived the body had kid gloves concealing his hands had the

not been moved , but in spite of their appearance of having been recently pur

careful search , no clue to the crime re- chased .

vealed itself . That he was not alone Under the pretence of obtaining a

on the preceding night, a couple of light , Dornton moved , glass in hand,

glasses and an empty whiskey bottle to where the object of his suspicions

clearly testified. carelessly lolled , and stumbling , as if by

Dornton , the detective , first inter- accident, completely saturated the gloves

viewed the landlord . The deceased with its contents . The stranger angrily

could not have returned until very late . tore them off, and , on the middle finger

He frequented a public sporting -house of the left hand , revealed to the detec

in the neighborhood , and was believed tive's watchful eye a short, coarse

to obtain a living by betting . broken nearly to the quick .

6
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A Vanishing Chance

English reports are cited in the United States more

than any others except those of New York, Massachu

setts, and the Federal Courts .

They are therefore more useful in the library of

an American lawyer than any sets except those three .

Formerly they were too expensive, and took too

much room , to be within reach of any except large

libraries .

Now they are being reprinted in full, in compact

form , and at a reasonable price.

The new reprint, however, is nearly out of print

when only half completed .

Those who want the set must be prompt to se

cure it now .

The Full Reprint of all the English Reports down to the beginning

of the current Law Reports of England, in 1865.

1000 original volumes reprinted in about 160.

Handsome uniform volumes of 1000 to 1500 pages.

Annotated to show wherever a case has been qualified or overruled.

Better for use than the original editions.

Over half the series ( 88 vols. ) already issued, including all the

House of Lords , Privy Council, Chancery, Rolls and Vice-Chancellors,

and over half the King's Bench .

Other series ( C. P., Exchequer, etc. ) to follow in monthly volumes.

Price per volume, $6.50 net.

AMERICAN PUBLISHERS

The Boston Book Company

83 to 91 Francis Street, Fenway, Boston, Mass.
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LAWYERS AS CITIZENS. JUDICIAL OBSESSION .
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Are you merely a case lawyer, buying
The late Professor Thayer, in his in

no books except “ practical” tools -in teresting “ Trial by Jury of Things Super
trade ? Or are you a reader on the natural” ( Thayer's Legal Essays, p . 341)

broader lines of your profession , large draws an illustration to an 1696 case in

politics and constitutional law ?
Scotland , from a recent American in

If the latter, you should own and read stance , as follows:

Stimson's Law of the Federal and

State Constitutions ($3.50) . It is not
It brings strongly to light the way

in which the security afforded by legal
a work for the practitioner . It cites forms and solemnities for the accurate

few cases. But it deals thoughtfully investigation of facts may wholly break

with the scope of American fundamental down when the men who are to do the

law , and the history and gradual evolu- judging have their minds saturated with

tion of those permanent principles of
certain sorts of opinion . We should be

very foolish if we supposed that we are
liberty and government which are em

wholly rid of this sort of difficulty at
bodied in our constitutions . It com the present day. It is familiar to us in

pares all the state constitutions with some of its plainer forms. The most

each other and with the Federal Con- conspicuous illustration of it in our own

stitution . It sets out the points of
time is the outcome of the electoral

commission for determining who had

coöperation , and the points of conflict,
been chosen President in 1876 .

illustrated by an ingenious chart, show- set of questions which divided the com

ing the zones of influence of state and mission, as they divided the country,

nation . A reviewer says of this : " A sharply on political lines, we tried to

make the commission judges. Most of
mastery of this chart would in itself

its members, no doubt, approached the
make a good constitutional lawyer.”

questions with a patriotic purpose to be

Whoever wishes to understand the perfectly impartial, perfectly judicial.

trend of our newer legislation towards They listened to arguments on both

embodying in permanent constitutions sides, and deliberated and gave their

experiments in government which may
opinions ; and they were divided , eight

to seven , -precisely on party lines ; and
be transient, ought to read it .

this not merely on one or two of the

Reviewers praise it thus: -- questions , but on every question of

“ A valuable historical study ” ; “ a importance.

source book ” ; " of immense value for
In the journal of the commission one

reference " ; " an original and immensely eight to seven , almost every one that
read thirty-four divisions of

valuable study ” ; “ gives the broad gen
is recorded . Some persons blamed

eral principles of legislation " ; " a pro- them . But whom would you blame ? I

found study of basic principles " ; " indis- believe it is common for those who lost

pensable to students of American poli
to blame all of those on the opposite

tics " ; " a scholarly comparative study ” ;
side , as having been partisans . But of

course it must not be overlooked that

of unusual interest " ; " an invaluable
the minority showed precisely the same

treatise " ; " should be in every library ''; solidarity. The fact is that the human

“ a supplement to Bryce" ; " presents creature, do what he will , cannot rid his

present practical problems" ; " should be mind of preconceptions ; and I suppose

widely read " ; " of surpassing import
that we ought to thank God that it is

so , that we cannot make ourselves into

ance " ; " every legislator ought to be mere thinking machines . At any rate ,

compelled to pass a rigid examina so the fact is ; these judicial treasures

tion on it .” we have in earthen vessels .

beginn
ing

overru
led

8 all the
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THE PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION

Has not settled the questions of

“ Government by Injunction ”

Regulation and Control of Corporations

Interrelation of State and Federal Governments

Rights and Liabilities of Labor Organizations

The Right of the Individual to Personal Liberty

and Property

All these great topics, which in their last analysis

are constitutional questions , are discussed in

STIMSON'S LAW OF THE FEDERAL AND STATE

CONSTITUTIONS, ONE VOLUME, CLOTH , $3.50

a

A book meriting careful study by every citizen ..

The Chicago Daily News says in a book review :

“ If all legislators elected to the State Legislatures and

to the Federal Congress were compelled to pass a rigid

examination in Stimson's Federal and State Constitu

tions before entering upon the really serious business

of law-making , the gain to the country would be

inestimable . ”
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HON . WILLIAM H. TAFT

UNITED States Circuit JUDGE FOR THE Sixth JUDICIAL DISTRICT, 1892-1900

We can supply enlarged copies of the above for framing ( portrait 8 x 10

inches mounted on card 11 x 14 ) , at $1.50
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But if it cannot, then the equitable plea is no | after that plaintiff prefers indictment for for

bar to the defendantcoming to a courtof equity, cible entry , this court will stop proceedings upon

subject, however, to the costs of the plea being such indictment. Ib.

controlled by the court of equity. Ib . No general jurisdiction in equity to enjoin

A courtof equity will restrain an action for or regulate proceedings upon indictment, but

damages whers the defence relied upon is an circumstances may give it ; as where prosecuted

alleged agreement between the parties for the by relators in an information as plaintiffs,they

performance of certain acts to which a court of are subject tocontrol by order personally affect
law cannot give effect. Ib. ing them ; but not the defendants. Att .-Gen . v .

Clearer , 18 Ves. 211 .

Equitable Plea not Pleaded . ] The 17 & 18 Although there may be cases in which the

Vict. c. 125, s. 83, giving a right to plead an court of chancery will interfere to restrain crim

equitable defence, is only permissive, and not inal proceedings taken by a plaintiff in equity
compulsory ; and a defendant who has not against thedefendant to the suit in respect of

exercised his option of pleading an equitable plea, the matters to which thc suit relates, yet the
may come for an injunction to restrain the court will not so interfere where the remedies in

action, as he might have done before that act. the proceedings.in the criminal court are for a

Gompertz v. Pooley, 4 Drew .448 ; 28 L. J., Ch. purely criminalcharge. Saull v. Brorne, 44

484 ;5 Jur. (N.s.) 261.; 7 W. R. 275. S.P., L. J., Ch. 1 ; L. R. 10 Ch. 64 ; 31 L. T. 493 ; 23
Kinsford v. Swinford. 28 L. J. , Ch. 413 ; 5 Jur. W.R.50 ; 13 Cox C. C. 30 .

(x.s.) 261 ; 7 W. R. 215. Unless the cases raised and the objects sought

are identical, the court will not prevent a plain .

Proceedings which would interfere with or tiff in the court of chanceryfrom proceeding in a
determine Pending Suit.] — In a suit bythree criminalcourt against the defendants to the suit

shareholders against the directors to restrain in chancery: Ib.

proceedings for recovering the amount of certain Held, that a remedy in the police court, which

calls, an injunction had been granted upon was the personal punishment ofthe defendants,
termsof plaintiffspaying the amount into court. was so distinct from a remedy in chancery,

The directors' solicitor, a shareholder, obtained which was the recovery of property, that the

judgment by default against thecompany for his courtofchancerywould notrestrain the criminal

bill of costs, andcommenced proceedings against proceedings, andthat the discretion to stay such

two of the plaintiffs for the amount due :-Held proceedingsrested with the magistrates. Ib.

( following Taylor v. Hughes, 2 Jo. & Lat. 24) A court of equity has no jurisdiction to restrain

that, the defendant ( the solicitor) not having criminal proceedingsfor the recovery of a penalty

denied that the proceedings had been taken for imposed by an aci of parliament for a breach of

the purpose of harassing and impeding the its enactments. Kerrv. Preston Corporation, 46

plaintiffs in their suit, the plaintiffs were entitled L. J. , Ch. 409 ; 6 Ch. D. 463 ; 25 W.R. 264.

to an injunction to restrain proceedings against

them on the judgment, which proceedings would 2. RESTRAINING CRIMINAL AND QUASI.

greatly interfere with, if notwholly determine, CRIMINAL ACTS .

thepending suit. Horn v . Kilkenny, fc. Ry.,

1 Kay & J. 399 ; -24 L , J., Ch. 241 ; 3 W. R.
Though the court of chancery has no juris

226. diction to prevent the commission of acts which

are merelycriminal or illegal, yet its function is

Action against Executors.] — If a cause for the to protect property,and therefore it will restrain

administration of assets has beenheard for acts which are of a criminal nature, if theyare

further directions, andtheexecutors havepaid also of such a nature as to injuriously affectrights

their balances into court, an injunction will be of property. Springhead Spinning Co.v .Riley,

granted to restrain action against the 37 L. J., Ch.889 ; L. B. 6 Eq. 551 ; 19 L. T.

executors for breach of a covenant in a lease 64; 16 W. R. 1138.

granted to their testator, and the master will be
Certain members of a trade union , employed

directed to ascertain the damages. Sutton v. reduction of their wages and lefttheirmasters'at a spinning company's mill, took offence at a

Mashiter, 2 Sim. 513.
service. The association then posted in the dis

Action at Law pending Suit forsame Matter.] or notice,which was in substance a warning to.
trict, and advertised in the local papers, a placard

A court of equity in which a suit was pending all workmen not to seek to renew their work at

would have stopped an action for trespass vi et the mill until the dispute was settled. " The

armis. York Corporation v. Pilkington, 2 Atk.

302 ; 9 Mod . 273.
company filed a bill to restrain the printing and

publishing of the notices, charging that they

were part of a scheme to prevent persons, by
Injunction granted on Terms.]—See Irving v, threats and intimidation, from hiring themselves

Harrison, 3 L. J. (0.s.) Ch. 48. to the plaintiffs, and that persons had, in fact,

been so intimidated ; that the plaintiffs' business

Criminal Proceedings.] - Whilst suits in equity was materially injured thereby, the value of

are depending, plaintiffs indict defendant's agent their goodwill depreciated, and the corpus of

at the sessions where they themselves are judges, their property irreparably damaged :-Held, that

for a breach of the peace. Order made to restrain the acts of intimidation complained of, though

plaintiffs from proceeding at the sessions till punishable as a statutable offence, were yet

the hearing of the cause and further order. within the jurisdiction of equity, as tending to

York Corporation v. Pilkington , 2 Atk . 302 ; 9 the destruction of property. Ib.

Mod . 273.

There is no restraining power in courts of Distress by a Stranger. ] — Defendant, having

equity over criminal prosecutions. Ib. assigned leasehold estate to plaintiff, afterwarıls

Where bill is brought to grant possession, if I brought an action of ejectment and was non

an

1
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RECENT ENGLISH TREATISES USEFUL
THE MODERNIZED BLACKSTONE .

TO AMERICAN LAWYERS.

The vitality of Blackstone's Commen
Mews' Digest of English Case Law .

taries is marvellous . Originally given toThe new ten year supplement, 1898–1907,

now ready. 2 vols . $ 15.00. the world in 1765–1769, they had passed

Beals' CardinalRules of Legal Interpreta- through nearly thirty editions in Eng
tion . 2d ed. , London, 1908. Cloth . $5.25 .

The rules of interpretation not only of land up to the year 1844. Even now,
Deeds , Statutes and Contracts but of all in

the original commentaries survive in
struments .

Stephen's Commentaries on the Laws of America in Ewell's Essentials of the

England. 15th ed. , 1908. 4 vols. Cloth .
Law, Vol . 1 , which contains that por

$ 22.00 .

Since 1841 this has been recognized as the tion of Blackstone which is still good law.

standard commentary on the English law .

Roberts and Wallace's Employers' Liability.
In 1840 the original work had be

4th ed . , London, 1908. Buckram . $ 9.50 . come so overlaid with notes , that Ser

The Fatal Accidents Act, The Employers ' geant Stephen , in editing the last

Liability Act, and Workmen's Compensation

Act , have all been dealt with in separate regular edition of Blackstone , became

chapters. A timely work . convinced that a new work , founded on

Talbot and Fort's Index of Cases Judicially

Noticed . 2d ed. , London , 1908. Buckram . Blackstone , but freely recast , would be

$ 9.50.
a great desideratum . He therefore de

Every case in the Law Reports, Law Journal

Reports, Law Times Reports or Weekly Re
voted himself to the task of rewriting

porter from 1865 to 1907 which has been the Commentaries.

cited in anyjudgment,is noted.

Wood and Ritchie's Digest of Cases Over- His “ New Commentaries on the Laws

ruled, Approved, or Modified . 1907. 3 vols . of England” appeared at intervals , as
$ 25.00.

A necessity for successful practice. More he finished each topic ; Vol . 1 in 1841 ,

than30,000 cases are completely dealt with . 2 in 1842 , 3 in 1844 , 4 in 1845 .

Todd's Belgian Law. London, 1905. Cloth .

$ 7.50 .
The work thus slowly ripened on the

Translation of the Code of Commerce and Blackstone stock at once superseded

Code of Procedure and selections from the

Civil Code , with a Vocabulary . the older work , and has since been the

Wessels' History of the Roman-Dutch Law . standard commentary on English law .

Grahamstown, 1908. $ 10.00 .

The first English treatise of this subject,
Successive editions of Stephen's Com

giving a valuable discussion of the influences mentaries at intervals of four or five

affecting legal systems of Northern Europe .

French Civil Code as Amended to 1906. years have kept pace with statutory

Translated into English by Hon. E. Black- changes . The end of the year 1908 sees

wood Wright. London, 1908. Cloth . $ 6.50 .

Invaluable to the student of the civil law the publication of the fifteenth edition ,

and where the civil law is still in force. with notes by fifteen specialists under

Jenks' Digest of English Civil Law . 4 parts

ready , 1905-8 . $ 5.00 . the editorship of Edward Jenks .

German Civil Code. Translated into English This new edition will be very useful to

by Chung Hui Wang. London, 1908. Cloth .

$ 5.50. American lawyers and libraries , not only

An excellent translation of " the most care- in presenting clearly the present state of

fully considered statement of a nation's laws.”

Barclay's Problems of International Practice
the whole English law , but also in digest

andDiplomacy. London, 1907 . Cloth . ing recent important statutes . This

$6.50.

With special reference to The Hague Con
latest edition of Stephen's Commentaries

ferences.
is indispensable to any library in which

Burge's Colonial Law . 2d ed . 5 vols . $ 42.00.

Vol . I , 1907, $ 7.00 ; Vol . II , 1908, $8.75 .
modern English law may have to be

(Vols. III-V in preparation). examined .

Benjamin on Sales. 5th ed ., 1906. $6.50.

Few works have been so readily accepted New Commentaries on the Laws of Eng

and so universally used.-- Baron Pollock . land (partly founded on Blackstone ) , by His

Arnould on Marine Insurance . Honour Judge Stephen. 15th edition .

A new, the eighth , edition of this standard Thoroughly revised and modernised . 4

treatise is nearly ready. 2 vols . $ 15.00 . vols . , cloth. Price , four guineas = $22.00 .



P. 'WMS. 181. 347MITCHEL V. REYNOLDS

in question is created to the lessors of the plaintiff, for securing an annuity of £ 500

per ann. , and all arrears thereof, payableto Sir Ralph Cole during his life , and after
his decease for securing an annuity of £ 200 per annum, and all arrears thereof, payable

to the Lady Cole for her life, granted prout the deed , in such manner, and withsuch

remedies prout the deed. Sir Ralph Cole died, and allthe arrears of rent due in his

life -time were paid, and the Lady Cole survived him. Afterwards the Lady Cole died,

viz. on Michaelmas-day 1704, at nine of the clock at night, being the first day of

payment after Sir Ralph Cole's death , and the plaintiff is her administrator. The

sole question is, whether the term be void without payment of this quarter's rent,

or whether this quarter's rent remains due to Lady Cole, so as to intitle her adminis

trator thereto within the construction of this deed ?

Rich. Wyn. pro Quer.

Tho. Parker , pro Deft.'

I am of opinion that this money was due when by law it ought to be paid ; therefore

since the Lady Cole lived beyond sun-set , which was the time when the money was

demandable, and to be paid by the tenant upon pain of forfeiting his lease, I think

the money was due to her, and ought to be paid to her, and that her administrator
is intitled to the same.

Jan. 18, 1706 . Robt. Tracy.

Note : J. Tracy told me that he advised with Lord C. J. Holt at his chambers, and

that, upon view of the several authorities relating to this point, his Lordship was of

the same opinion.
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( 181) DE TERM . S. HILLARII, 1711 , B. R.

Case 44.- MITCHEL versus REYNOLDS. [1711.]

[ Followed, Master of Gunmakers, &c. v . Fell, 1742 , Willes, 388 ; Davis v . Mason , 1793,

5 T.R. 120. Referred to, Gale v. Reed, 1806 ; 8 East, 85. Followed, Young v. Timmins.

1831, 1 Tyr. 241 ; Horner v . Graves, 1831 , 7 Bing. 741. Referred to, Keppell v.

Bailey, 1834, 2 My. & K. 529 ; Mallan v. May, 1843, 11 M. & W. 665 .

Followed, Wilkinson v. Wilkinson, 1871 , L. R. 12 Eq. 604 ; 40 L. J. Ch. 242 ; 24

L. T. 314 ; 19 W. R. 558. Referred to, Gravely v. Barnard , 1874 , L. R. 18 Eq. 523 ;

Collins v. Locke, 1879, 4 App. Cas. 686 ; Rousillon v. Rousillon, 1880, 14 Ch . D. 364.

Examined, Davies v. Davies, 1887 , 36 Ch. D. 386 , 390, 397. Referred to, Mogul S.S.

Co. v. M Gregor, Gow & Co., 1889, 23 Q. B. D. 627 ; Clegg v .Hands, 1890, 44 Ch. D.

509, n. Followed, Nordenfelt v. Maxim -Nordenfelt Co., [1894) A. C. 535. See also

Smith's L. C. 10th ed . vol. 1 , p. 391. ]

>

>

>10 Mod. 27 , 85, 130 ; Fort . 296 .

Resolution of the court of B. R.

*A bond or promise to restrain oneself from trading in a particular place, if made upon

a reasonable consideration, is good. (S. Davis v. Mason, 5 T. R. 118.) Secus if it

be on no reasonable consideration, or to restrain a man from trading at all .

Debt upon a bond. The defendant prayed Oyer of the condition , which recited ,

that whereas the defendant had assigned to the plaintiff a lease of a messuage and

bakehouse in Liquor pond Street , in the parish of St. Andrew's Holborn , for the term

of five years : now if the defendant should not exercise the trade of a baker within

that parish during thesaid term , or, in case he did, should within three days after proof

thereof made, pay to the plaintiff the sum of fifty pounds, then the said obligation to

be void . Quibus lectis et auditis, he pleaded, that he was a baker by trade, that he had

served an apprenticeship to it , ratione cujus the said bond was void in law, per quod he

did trade, prout ei bene licuit . Whereupon the plaintiff demurred in law.

And now, after this matter had been several times argued at the bar, Parker, C. J.,

delivered the resolution of the court.
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OUR FIRST JUDICIAL PRESIDENT. biographers says of him : " He never had

a legal tone of mind , or any but the

Will not Taft be the first president crudest knowledge of law ," and his

we have had who combines large judicial whole career showed that he conspicu

experience with thorough judicial tem- ously lacked the judicial temperament .

perament ? Judge Taft practiced law for a few

Of our twenty-six presidents , twenty years , became judge of the Ohio Su

have been real or nominal lawyers. perior Court in 1887 and served three

Washington , the elder Harrison, Tay- years ; was Solicitor-General of the

lor , Johnson , Grant, and Roosevelt are United States from 1890 to 1892 ; and for

the six who had no legal training, eight years , 1892 to 1900 , was United

although the latter “ took a short course States Circuit Judge for the Sixth Cir

of law . " cuit . During that period he delivered

Madison studied law, but never prac- several hundred opinions (see 51 to 100

ticed . Monroe intended to practice law , Fed . Reporter) , many of them on im

but " would be happy to keep clear of portant topics , making such a reputa

the Bar if possible.” John Quincy tion as an able judge that he has twice

Adams practiced law four or five years . been offered a position in the United

Tyler never developed into a real prac- States Supreme Court. He is a learned

titioner . Garfield studied law. This lawyer, a sound jurist and a sensible

group turned to politics as a vocation and practical judge . In comparing his

early in their careers . experience and his temperament with

The actual law practice, apart from those of his predecessors , it is surely not

politics, of John Adams covered about too much to say that Taft will be “ our

seventeen years ; Jefferson eight years ; first judicial president . '

Jackson eight years ; Van Buren five The training he has thus had, com

years (see also below) ; Polk nineteen bined with his character , should stand

years ; Fillmore twenty years ; Pierce us in excellent stead during his term of

sixteen years ; 'Buchanan eight years ; office.

Lincoln sixteen years ; Hayes sixteen A good judge should be able to select

years ; Arthur twenty years ; Cleveland good judges . His appointments to judi

eleven years ; the younger Harrison cial positions ought to strengthen our

thirty years ; McKinley ten years . whole judicial system , and thus directly

John Adams was elected Chief Justice improve the administration of justice in

of Massachusetts under the provisional the Federal Courts , and indirectly raise

government in 1775 , but never took his the tone of the Bar , and of the state

seat on the Bench . Jackson was judge courts.

of the Supreme Court of Tennessee from A judge of law ought to be also a

1798 to 1804, — six years . Van BurenVan Buren judge of men , and be able to appoint to

was Surrogate in New York State for political office , men of sober and judi

five years , and as State Senator was cial characteristics as well as executive

technically a member of the “ Court ability, who will do the country's worka

of Errors" for eight years .
more like judges than like partisans .

Of these three , Jackson is the only A wise judge , who has dealt with diffi

one who had real judicial experience ; cult points of law , ought to be a sage

but his service was rudimentary , in a adviser on legislation , and a calm guide

rough pioneer community . One of his in matters of foreign policy .

17
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BOUVIER FACILE PRINCEPS. CONTINENTAL LAW .

This column is addressed to two
Our supply of the new Civil Code of

classes of lawyers; the beginner who
Switzerland ( Dec. 10 , 1907) is tempo

needs the best books for the least money ,
rarily exhausted , but we can obtain

and the older lawyer who does not keep

up with new editions. Otherlawyers prob
other copies at short notice . This com

pilation , the result of many years of
ably have the last edition of Bouvier .

commission and legislation , is even more
There are many books that are useful

to a lawyer ; there is one book that is
interesting than the German Code . The

latter is a careful blending of the laws
essential , one book that for seventy

of twenty states having similar customs

years has been an acknowledged stand

ard , that has been listened to in all
and the same language ; the Swiss Code

is a careful blending of the laws of the
courts with respect , and has been used

three nations which are represented
by all lawyers in daily practice .

This book is Bouvier's Law Diction
among the cantons of Switzerland . The

edition of the Code we import is in three
ary , written by John Bouvier in 1839 ,

languages : " Schweizerisches Zivilgesetz
constantly modernized , but improved in

buch ; Code Civil Suisse; Codice Civile

successive editions ; now brought down
Svizzero . " $2.50 .

to date under the able editorship of

Francis Rawle of Philadelphia .
We have a few copies left of “ Les

Codes et les Lois Speciales en Vigeur en
No other American law book has held

the stage like Bouvier . When published
Belgique , par Servais et Mechelynck."

Oct. , 1907. $2.00.

the leaders of the bar welcomed it .

Most libraries of any size are now
Story said “ It is a truly valuable work ."
Kent was “ deeply impressed by the getting all the translations of foreign

laws into English which are published
industry , learning and judgment" of the

from time to time. Of these we now
author . Greenleaf called it “ a reliable

have :

work of great merit."
French Civil Code; translated by

Its seventy years of life have only in Wright. 1908
$6.50

creased its fame . The present genera German Civil Code ; translated by

Wang. 1908 ..
5.50

tion admire it and rely on it even more Todd's Belgian Law , 1905 7.50

than the two past generations . Mr. Wessels ' Roman -Dutch Law , 1908 . 10.00

Justice Samuel F. Miller pronounces it , Spanish law , always important in our

in one of his decisions , to be “ the best Southwestern and Pacific States , has

work of its kind.” Joseph H. Choate acquired fresh importance in consequence

calls it “ a great work .” Hon . John F. of our colonial possessions . The founda

Dillon predicts that it will still “ hold tions of Spanish law , both “ peninsular"

the field against all competitors." and " ultramarine,” are in the old codes ,

When the first client puzzles a young which ought to be in every library which

lawyer with unexpected queries , Bou- begins to consider Spanish law . We

vier answers them off -hand. have on our shelves a set of twelve

When the mature lawyer tackles a volumes , quarto , ' Los Códigos Españoles ,

great question , Bouvier stimulates his Concordados y Anotados ; Segunda Edi

intellect, and guides him to success . cion ; Antonio de San Martin , Editor,"

When the judge trying a difficult case 1872 , etc. , ($50.00, ) giving all the old

faces sudden demands of counsel , laws of the Spanish kingdoms which

Bouvier refreshes his memory and helps are still sufficiently in force to be cited

him to quick and sure rulings. in the courts .

1 )
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London auction sales. A copy of the

BELATED NEW YEAR'S PRESENTS. ordinary edition , perfect inside, but

shabby in binding, can be bought for

If your year's accounts are settled up , $5.00 ; and copies in various more per

all fees collected and all bills paid , with fect conditions of bookbinding can be

a balance in the bank, now is a good found occasionally . We have on our
time to treat yourself to a book. If you shelves several of the common edition

want practical law books, see every- at $5.00 or $6.00 , and three large paper

where in this Leg . Bib . If on the con- copies , untrimmed , one in original cloth ,

trary you are tired of tools-in-trade , one in old red half morocco , somewhat

and want a real present for yourself rubbed , one in modern brown half

or some other lawyer, some book to morocco . Any one of these three would

tickle your taste , to gloat over , to show cost $ 10.00 . We might by search in

to your friends, come to us and spend England find a China silk paper edition

money generously . or one printed on one side only , for

For instance, do you know Thom- | about $25.00 .

son's Magna Charta ? In the year 1829 Another interesting book on old Eng

John Major published in London " An lish law is Herbert's Antiquities of the

Historical Essay on the Magna Charta Inns of Court and Chancery, contain

of King John ; to which are added the ing historical and descriptive sketches

Great Charter in Latin and English ; the relative to their foundations , customs ,

Charter of Liberties and Confirmations; ceremonies , buildings, etc .; with a con
the Original Charter of the Forests , etc. , cise history of English law . With 24

with explanatory notes and illustra- plates , London 1804, $7.50 .
tions , derived from the most interesting Or, if you want a book which will

and authentic sources," by Richards,” by Richard always be interesting and valuable, why

Thomson. This work in itself is the not get a first edition of Blackstone's

best edition of thegreat English charters, Commentaries? As you know, these

but its unique form is its principal dis- were first published in Oxford , as sub

tinction . As the preface says : “ The stantial quartos, the successive books

highly decorative character of the pres- in 1765 , 1766 , 1768 and 1769. You can

ent volume has allowed of the introduc- get a sound copy of these four issues for

tion of most interesting illustrations $20.00 , or a handsome copy with large

connected with the subject, in the num- margins for $30.00 . Or you may be

erous embellishments with which the interested in the first American edition

publishers have so liberally adorned its of theCommentaries, published in Phila

pages . These consist of Facsimilæ of delphia in 1771-2 , with a list of the

the Charters of Liberties, Tombs, Monu- original subscribers on fly - leaves.

mental Effigies, Armorial Ensigns and Or again , if you have a more patriotic

Seals . ” taste you can get the first edition of

Every page of this ornamental volume Kent's Commentaries on American Law ,

has an engraved border , each one differ- published in New York in four successive

ent from every other , and the insignia volumes in 1826 , 1827 , 1828 and 1830 .

of the signers of the charters are inter- Only two volumes were at first projected ,

twined with the borders, around the but these developed in course of publi

text . In the index to the “ Arrange- cation into four .

ment of the Heraldry," in these borders, Or, if you are archæological in taste ,

612 pieces of insignia are described . we can furnish you very early copies of

There were apparently a dozen differ- Bracton , Britton , Glanville , Horne's

ent editions of this book printed , -ordi- Mirrour of Justice , Brooke's or Fitz

nary size and ordinary paper , large paper, herbert's Abridgment , Registrum Brev

Chinese paper , thick paper printed only vium , Finch's Nomotechnia .

on one side, with all manner of elegant which , and many another quaint book,

bindings . It must have been the book you may find described in our " List 55 ,

of its generation . It is of course out of Scholarly ,Historicaland Interesting Law

print now, but the issue was so abundant Books in stock or for sale by The Boston

that copies are still turning up at Book Co."
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GOOD BOOKS FOR LAWYERS.

Bouvier's Law Dictionary , Rawle's Revision . 2 vols . $ 12.00.

The desk-manual for the whole legal profession from student up to judge ; the only cheap

compact cyclopædia ; the acknowledged American standard for seventy years ; pronounced

by Mr. Justice Miller , in Kring v . Missouri , 107 U. S. 231, to be “ the best work of its

kind ” ; now better than ever. Have you the latest Bouvier ?

Stimson's Federal and State Constitutions. $ 3.50.

Do you think soberly of public policies? Do you use your legal training for the public

good ? Are you trying to do your share toward sounder legislation ? If so , read Mr.

Stimson's new work on American constitutions.

Thayer's Legal Essays. $ 3.50..

Did you know personally or by reputation the late Prof. James B. Thayer of Harvard ?

His recently published essays , recording some of the views of a clear and deep intellect ,

are worth preserving.

Voorhees on Arrest. $ 2.00 .

A small volume, but useful, is Mr. Voorhees' monograph on Arrest. For prosecuting

attorneys, for officers of the law , for the defence , it is most convenient .

Schouler on Wills, $ 5.50 ; Schouler on Executors, $ 5.50 .

Schouler's works on Decedents, each in one volume , clearly , concisely, and accurately

expressed , amply supported by authorities but not overloaded with citations , are the best
American books on these topics .

Wood on Limitations. $6.50.

There is no better book available on the important topic of Limitations than the late H.

G. Wood's useful treatise . The author had a keen eye for a practical case , and presents
the law as counsel wants it .

Sheldon on Subrogation . $ 5.00.

Although Massachusetts has gained by his promotion to the bench, it is unfortunate the

Hon. Henry M. Sheldon was diverted from authorship. This is his only book , and it is

one of the soundest published in our generation .

Wills on Circumstantial Evidence . $5.00.

Every new case of Circumstantial Evidence brings with it new problems and new fasci
nations . For reading , Wills ' book is a romance ; for use in court , a powerful aid .

Abbreviations Used in Law Books . $1.50 .

Keep this handy to explain the puzzles of citation .

$20.00 .Jones's Index to Legal Periodicals. 2 vols .

A key to modern legal essays.

Stimson's American Statute Law . 2 vols . $ 14.00 .

A digest of the law of all the States .

Massachusetts Town Law, $3.00.

Richardson's Mass . Equity Pleading , $2.00 .

Davis's Mass . Judiciary, $3.00 .

New England Town Law, $6.50.

Grinnell's Points of Mass. Practice , $ 3.50.

Bell's Mass. Penalties , $ 1.50.
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Why not let a student get Bouvier when he begins to read law and learn phrases ,

terms, legal principles,

the gist of
Bouvier's Law Dictionary , Rawle's Revision . 2 Vols. $12.00

lawon each

topic , as he goes

with his studies ,

under good guidance ?

Blackstone is by no means a dead book , but the old profusely annotated edi

tions have fallen off

in use . The e di

Ewell's Pocket Blackstone ... $ 3.00
tion which is given to

students to read now

is the first volume of " Ewell's Essentials ," --the Pocket Blackstone , containing

without notes all of the commentaries which are now good law .

Vols. 2 and 3 of Ewell's Essentials of the Law, following on after Blackstone,

give the reader the

gist of six Pleading, Contracts, Equity.... $2.50
of the best

elementary Evidence, Torts, Real Property .
2.50

works of

utation on
deading

topics of

the law.

We have just published a new edition , with notes brought down to 1908 , of this

standard work on

the princi Best on Evidence . Chamberlayne's Notes ..
Evidence . Mr. Cham

berlayne's notes are

in themselves notes on the American law of the subject .

Schouler is so clear , so concise , so sound, that it is used in many law schools

on this topic;

and has the
Schouler on Wills ..

of being useful to

the student after he

begins practice. Schouler on Executors is also used for study.

These are brief, clear outlines of law, intended to fix clearly in the student's

mind prin ciples

ra th er Browne on Sales .... $ 2.50 than de

tails . They Browne on Domestic Relations.. 2.50 are much

used Browne on Criminal Law .. 2.50 short

courses of
study .

The clear est manual

on Equity Heard's Equity Pleading .. Pleading ,
. $ 2.50

founded on an English

work by

and famed for its perspicacity.

This familiar standard, with American notes by Prof. Hutchins of Michigan Law

School , is still used

1 a
Williams on Real Property . $ 3.00

courses ,

and is bet ter than

many of the more

pretentious treatises .

The elementary work of Judge Metcalf of the Massachusetts Supreme Court is

still in use for stud

ents , and
Metcalf on Contracts ...

should be
$3.50

examined with

view to use wherever a

student is starting on Contract.
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SETS OF GREEN BAG .
GOOD LAW MAGAZINES.

Like all periodicals, The Green Bag

has gone out of print, and it is hard to In connection with the Green Bag,

make up
full sets . A full set of The Green if you wish to subscribe for some Eng

Bag is mightily valuable and interesting lish law periodical, we suggest the choice

for either a public or private library . of these three , giving the contents of

The series is indexed in Poole's Index late numbers to indicate their character.

to Periodical Literature, in Jones's In- We are American agents for all of them .

dex to Legal Periodicals , and in the
The Law Quarterly Review , edited by Sir

American Library Association Index to Frederick Pollock , London, annual subscrip

Portraits , and has besides its own index ition price $3.00 . Contents for October, 1908:

to Vols . 1-10 . It is thus , therefore, Notes .

Reason and Conscience in Sixteenth -Century Juris
very accessible . The series of articles

prudence . By Paul Vinogradoff.

in early volumes on the Supreme Courts Maritime Salvage and Chartered Freight . By M. A.

Rundell

of our various states , and another series
Two Problems in Legal History . By W. C. Bolland ,

on the leading American law schools , The Inconsistencies of the Doctrine of Equitable

have great historical value, as have
Conversion . By Walter G. Hart.

The Law of Foreign Judgments, with Special Refer

also the biographies and portraits of ence to Default Judgments of English and Colonial

Courts Inter Se . By C. C. McCaul , K. C.

distinguished lawyers and judges .
Interests for Life and Quasi-Remainders in Chattels

The lawyer who has a good private Personal. By David T. Oliver .

Domicile in Countries Granting Exterritorial Privi
library should surely own a set of The

leges to Foreigners. By Charles Henry Huberich .

Green Bag, out of pride in his profession History of Contraband of War. II . By H. J.

Randall .

and its literature .
Book Reviews .

By hunting through the country, we The Law Magazine and Review , quarterly ,

have managed to make up a few com- London, subscription $3.00 . Contents for

plete sets , 1889–1908 inclusive , 20 vol- November, 1908:

umes, which we can offer for $60.00 .
Hungarian Law. By Professor F. Nagy, LL . D. ,

late Secretary of State in the Royal Hungarian Min

FOR A GENERAL LIBRARY.
istry of Commerce.

The Defects of the Debtors Act . By " Appellant."

The Assessment of Public Bodies for Income Tax .

Lawyers who have good home libra
By E. J. Moore .

ries, or who are trustees of public , club, The Law of the Universities. By James Williams,

D. C. L. , LL . D.

college , or school libraries , will be inter
The Origin and Growth of Copyright . By W. F.

ested to know that in addition to our Wyndham Brown .

Law Book Department we have a
Communicants and the Deceased Wife's Sister

Act , 1907. By the Attorney -General for the Isle of

" Library Department," whose specialty

covers the making up and selling com
Current Notes on International Law.

Notes on Recent Cases.

plete sets of periodicals of all kinds,' on Reviews .

all topics, and in all languages. Here
Contemporary Foreign Literature .

are four sets we note as samples : The Juridical Review , published quarterly ,

Century, from its beginning as Scribner's
Edinburgh , subscription price $3.50 per year .

Contents for October , 1908 :
Monthly in 1890 to 1905, vols. 1–69. 69 vols.

in green cloth binding, fresh , $60.00 Consideration under the Finance Acts, 1894 . By

McClure's Magazine, 1893-1905, vols. 1-24 . P. J. Hamilton -Grierson , B. A. (Oxon) , Advocate,

24 vols . in cloth . $ 21.00 Solicitor of Inland Revenue.

Christian Art, a monthly magazine devoted Charitable Bequests . By A. C. Black , Advocate .

church architecture and decoration, Registration of Leases . By William Guy , Writer

sculpture, painting, stained glass, etc. , Glasgow

1907-1908 , vols. 1-3 . 3 vols ., buckram , The House of Lords . III . By C. R. A. Howden

highly illustrated $12.00 Advocate.

Craftsman, 1901-1907, vols. 1-12. 12 vols. in

buckram , finely illustrated .

a

Man .

to

$ 30.001 Reviews of Books .

Notes.
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Quid pro quo

Pardon the suggestion, but

We send this Leg. Bib . to you without charge

In the hope of increasing our business.

If you find anything interesting in it

Why won't you reciprocate

By sending us an order , or an inquiry,

Or by passing it on to some one who will ?

The Boston Book Co.

BOSTON, MASS.

CHARLES C. SOULE , Pres . and Treas .

F. E. CHIPMAN , Managing Director

IMRI L. McCLOUD, Manager Law Department
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Bibliographical Supplement

harge

CONTAINING (AS A SUPPLEMENT TO ALL LAW CATA

LOGUES) LISTS OF THE LATEST REPORTS, DIGESTS,

STATUTES, AND LEGAL PERIODICALS, AND OF THE

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH TEXT-BOOKS PUBLISHED

DURING THE YEAR 1908.

THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY

12
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CO.
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F. E. CHIPMAN, Managing Director

I. L. McCLOUD, Manager Law Department



2 Books of the Year 1908

3d ed ....

AMERICAN ELEMENTARY BOOKS

Published During the Year 1908.

Andrews. American Law . 2d ed . 2 vols . $ 12.00

Atlay. The Victorian Chancellors. 2 vols ... 8.00

Bailey. Attorneys and Their Admission to

the Bar in Massachusetts. 2.50

Bates . Federal Procedure at Law . 2 vols . 12.00

Baylies. Test Questions 4.00

Bentley and Conyngton. Corporate Finance

and Accounting , 4.00

Benton. International Law and Diplomacy

of Spanish -American War 1.50

Best. On Evidence. 3d American edition by

Charles F. Chamberlayne. 3.50

Biddle. Divorce Practice. ( N. J.) 3.00

Bierly. Juries and Jury Trials. Buckram . 4.00

Bigelow . Law of Torts . 4.00

Bishop . Cities and Towns of W. Virginia .. 6.00

Bordwell. Laws of War Between Belliger

ents 3.50

Bradbury. Forms of Pleading. 2 vols . ( N.Y. ) 13.00

Bryant. Wisconsin Justice 6.50

Bunn . Oklahoma Constitution and Ena

bling Act 3.00

Burdick . Cases on Sales 3.50

Burdick . Cases on Sales 4.50

Burdick. On Torts . 2d ed . 3.00

Caldwell. Notes to the Kentucky Reports .

2 vols . 12.00

Carbin . Corporation Law. ( N. J. ) 14th ed . 2.00

Chamberlain. Business Law 2.50

Cipperly. Labor Laws and Decisions of N.Y. 2.50

Clark and Marshall. Corporations. Vol . 4 . 6.50

Conyngton. Corporate Management. 3d ed . 3.00

Cook. Law of Corporations. 6thed. 4 vols. 26.00
Cooke . Commerce Clause of the Federal

Constitution 4.50

Costigan . American Mining Law . 3.75

Crawford. Negotiable Instruments. 3d ed . 3.00

Cumming and Gilbert. Village Law . 4th ed . 3.00

Davis . Elements of International Law 3.50

Devlin. Treaty -Making Power 6.00

Dicey. Introduction to the Study of the

Law of the Constitution . 3.50

Donovan . Modern Jury Trials. 4th ed .. 4.50

Dooling. Equitable Remedies of Creditors

in Michigan 4.00

Drake . Tax Law . ( N. Y. ) . 2.00

Dyer. Maine Corporation Law 3.00

Eastman. Corporation Law in Pennsyl
vania . 2d ed . 2 vols. 12.00

Elliott . On Railroads. 5 vols . 2d ed . 27.00

Essays in Anglo-American Legal History .
Vol . 2 4.00

Ewbank. New Indiana Criminal Law . 7.50

Fiero . Special Actions . N. Y. 2 vols . 3d ed . 13.00

Frost. Guaranty Insurance . 2d ed . 6.00

Frost. Incorporation and Organization of

Corporations 2.50

Frost. Incorporation and Organization of

Corporations. 3d ed .. 5.00

George . Law of Apartments , Flats and

Tenements 4.00

Good . Index to Cases Construing Statutes

of Pennsylvania 8.00

Gould . On Pleading. 6th ed . 6.50

Hall. Landlord and Tenant . 2d ed . (Mass .) 6.00

Hall . Mass. Business Corporations. 2d ed . 5.00

Hamilton , Law of Negligence in Wisconsin ,

Supplement
5.50

Hardy. Law of Fraternal Societies . Cloth . 10.00

Haviland and Greene . Table of Cases, 1905

1908 . ( N. Y ) . 6.50

Hess and Valentine . On Liquor Laws of

Pennsylvania 3.50

Hess and Valentine . Practice in Subordinate

Courts of Pennsylvania 7.50

Hoffman . Ohio Supreme Court Reports Re

duced to Questions and Answers 2.50

Hogate. New Indiana Pleading and Prac
tice , 2 vols .

Hogg. Pleading and Forms . 3d ed . (W.Va.) $6.00

Hosea. Ohio Decisions 3.50

Houk . Written Instruments in Texas . 2d ed . 5.50

Ivins and Mason. On Control of Public

Utilities . ( N. Y . ) ... 7.00

Jenks. Digest English Civil Law . Book II ,

Part III . Quasi-Contracts and Torts. 1.25

Jewett. Election Manual. 16th ed . ( N.Y.) 3.00

Jones . Chattel Mortgages. 5th ed . Buckram 7.50

Jones. Law of Evidence. 2d ed . Buckram . 6.50

Jones . Law of Insolvent and Failing Cor

porations. Buckram 6.50

Joslyn. Personal Injuries in Illinois 6.30

Joyce. Franchises, Especially Those of Pub

lic Service Corporations 6.50

Joyce . On Indictments 7.50

Langbein . Municipal Court Practice . ( N. Y. )
6th ed . 6.00

Lewson . Monopoly and Trade Restraint

Cases . 2 vols. 10.50

Machen. Law of Corporations. 2 vols. 12.00

Martin . Mining Law and Land Office Pro
cedure 7.50

Maryland Corporation Law Annotated 2.50

Mitchell. Motions and Rules at Common

Law in Pennsylvania . 2.50

Moore . On Facts . 2 vols . 12.00

Moore . Fraudulent Conveyances. 2 vols .. 12.00

Morison .
Tennessee Pleading and Forms 5.50

Nelson. Interstate Commerce Commission . 5.00

Newman . Criminal Law and Procedure ( N.J. ) 6.00

Niblack. Abstracters and Title Insurance. 2.00

Nichols . N. Y. Practice. Vol . 5 . 3.00

Noble. Disposition of a Decedent's Prop

erty for the Payment of his Debts 3.50

Noyes. Intercorporate Relations 6.00

Overland. Classified Corporation Laws. 3d ed . 4.00

Parker. Corporation Manual . 1908
6.50

Parker . Village Law . ( N. Y. ) 2.00

Pepper and Lewis . Cross- Reference Annual

Series C. R. A. 1898-1906 . 2 vols . 20.00

Putney. Constitutional Law 3.50

Reeder. Rate Regulation 1.00

Remington . Bankruptcy. 2 vols .. 12.80

Richards . Notaries' Manual. (Penn .) 1.50

Robinson. Iowa Justice Practice . 6.50

Ross . Probate Law and Practice in Pacific

Coast States . 2 vols . 13.00

Sackett . Instructions to Juries . 4th ed . 3 v . 19.50

Shamel. Mining, Mineral and Geological

Law 5.00

Shirts . Indiana Law of Negligence 7.50

Simpson . Cases on Torts 4.50

Skinner. Borough Law . ( N. J. ) 3d ed . 2.50

Stace . Chancery Forms and Precedents for

Michigan 6.80

Smith. Personal Property . 2d ed . Buckram 4.00

Stimson . Federal and State Constitutions .. 3.50

Stoddard . Alphabetical Table of Patent De
cisions in D. C. Appeals Reports 1.65

Student's Law Dictionary . 1.50

Takahashi. International Law Applied to

Russo-Japanese War 8.00

Taylor. " The Science of Jurisprudence

12.00

3.50

Thayer. Legal Essays 3,50

Thompson. On Corporations. 6 vols . 2d ed .

( Vol. 1 ready .) Per vol .. 6.00

Thompson Indiana Citations . ' Vol . 3 7.50

Thornton . Indiana Law of Negligence . 2 v. 12.00
Thornton . New Indiana Practice Code. 2 v . 7.50

Tiffany. Law of Sales, 2d ed . 3.75

Tompkins . Cases on Corporations 6.00

Trickett . Law of Crimes in Pa . 2 vols ... 11.00

Van Epps . Georgia Form Book 6.00

Van Zile . Bailments. 2d ed . 6.00

Walker . Manual of Public International Law 2.50

Westlake . International Law 3.00

Whittaker. Annotated Ohio Probate Code 4.00

Wiel . Water Rights in Western States ,

2d ed . 7.50

Woodman . Trustees in Bankruptcy 6.00
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ENGLISH ELEMENTARY BOOKS
Robbins and Maw, Devolution of Real Es- £ .s.d .

tate 15.0

Roberts and Wallace . Employers' Liability.

4th ed . 35.0

Robertson Law and Practice of Civil Pro

ceeding by and against the Crown 38.0

Seaborne. Vendors and Purchasers of Real

Property . 7th ed . 12.0

Shaw . Vaccination Law. 8th ed . 7.6

Shirley. Selection of Leading Cases in the
Common Law . 8th ed . 16.0

Short and Mellor. Practice on the Crown

Side of K. B. Division 30.0

Smith . Principles of Equity . 4th ed .
21.0

Snell. Principles of Equity 15th ed . 21.0

Stone. Justice's Manual, 1908. 4th ed ... 25.0

Strahan . General View of the Law of Prop

erty . 5th ed . 12.6

Sykes. Banking and Currency. 2d ed.. 5.0

Talbot and Fort. Index of Cases Judicially

Noticed . 1865–1907 38.0

Theobald. Law of Wills. 7th ed . 35.0

Topham. Law of Real Property . 12.6

Warburton . Leading Cases Criminal

Law . 4th ed . 12.6

Warburton. Leading Cases in the Criminal

Law 12.6

Warburton . Selection of Leading Cases in

Criminal Law . 4th ed . 12.6

Wigram . Justice's Note- Book 7.6

Williams. The King's Revenue
6.0

Williams. Law and Practice in Bankruptcy.

9th ed . 30.0

Williams. Law Relating to Legal Represen

tatives 9.0

Wilson . Responsibility in Law
5.0

Wright. French Civil Code as Amended to

1906. Translated into English .. 25.0

Yearly County Court Practice, 1908
25.0

Yearly Digest
15.0

2.6

in

Published During the Year 1908.

£.s.d .

Abrahams and Davies . Law Relating to Fac

tories and Workshops .
6.0

Archbold . Quarter Sessions . 6th ed . 25.0

Annual County Court Practice, 1909 25.0

Ball. Bankruptcy and Bill of Sale 5.0

Barnett. Legal Responsibility of the Drunk

ard 2.6

Bateman . On Auctions. 8th ed .. 15.0

Beal. Cardinal Rules of Legal Interpreta

tion . 2d ed . 20.0

Beven. Negligence in Law . 2 vols . 3d ed .. 70.0

Boulton . Criminal Appeals . 5.0

Brice. Legal Liability of the Architect .
1.0

Brown and Jordan . Formation and Man

agement of Joint Stock Companies . 7.6

Chambers. Handbook for Public Meetings.

3d ed .

Champernowne . Public Trustee Act , 1906 6.0

Clarke . Small Holdings Act . 1907
5.0

Cornish . District Councils 7.6

Cotton. Practical Statutes Session 1907 .. 12.6

Craies . Statute Law . (The 4th ed . of Hard

castle.)
28.0

Davey. Poor Law Settlement and Removal 9.0

Dicey. Conflict of Laws. 2d ed. 30.0

Dixon . On Divorce . 4th ed . 22.6

Edmunds. Law of Copyright in Designs . 25.0

Emanuel. Law Relating to Dogs 3.6

Evans . Law Relating to Old Age Pensions 6.0

Folkard . Slander and Libel. 7th ed . 31.6

Fraser. Law of Torts . 7th ed . 8.0

Fraser . Libel and Slander. 4th ed . 15.0

Freeth . Death Duties 4th ed . 12.6

Frost. Patents and Designs Act , 1907
10.0

Fry. Income Tax
6.0

Fulton . Public Trustee Act . 6.0

Gale . Law of Easements. 8th ed . 25.0

Grierson . Law of Stamp Duties on Written

Instruments
15.0

Garrett. Law of Nuisances 21.0

Harris . Law of Tender... 21.0

Henriques. Jews and the English Law
10.6

Hill. Yearly Digest of ReportedCases, 1907 15.0

Hurry. Manual of Small Debt Procedure 41.0

Ingpen . Law of Executors and Adminis

trators
25.0 .

Irons. Judicial Factors. (Scotland)
30.0

Jackson and Gossett. Investigating of Title 15.0

Jelf. Where to Find Your Law . 3d ed . 10.6

Kerly. Law of Trade Marks and Trade

Names . 3d ed . 35.0

Kime. International Law Directory for

1908 .. 10.6

Knox. Justices' Note - Book 7.6

Littler. Compensation in Lcensing. 4th ed . 1.0

Lumley. Public Health Acts. 2 vols . 7th ed . 67.6

Macdonell. Master and Servant. 2d ed . 25.0

Macnamara. Law of Carriers of Merchan

dise and Passengers by Land . 2d ed . 30.0

Martin . Handbook of Land Laws of New

Zealand 12.0

Mathews. Law of Wills 7.6

May. Law of Fraudulent and Voluntary
Conveyances. 3d ed .. 20.0

Minton -Senhouse. Workmen's Compensa

tion Cases. Vol. 9 6.0

Morgan . Law and Practice Under Criminal

Appeal Act, 1907
4.0

Mosley and Whiteley. Law Dictionary . 3d

ed . 10.6

Nicolas . Formation of Companies
17.6

Paget. Law of Banking. 2d ed . 12.0

Palmer. The Companies Act, 1907. 2d ed. 7.6

Palmer. Companies Act, 1907 , and Limited

Partnership Act, 1907
6.0

Phillipson. Two Studies in International Law
5.0

Porter. Law of Insurance . 5th ed .
21.0

GENERAL SERIES.

American Bankruptcy Reports . Vol . 20 .

Amer. and Eng. Enclyco . of Law. 2d ed . Supp .

vol . 5 .

Amer, and Eng . Annotated Cases. Vol. 11 .

Amer. and Eng. Railroad Cases . New series . Vol . 51 .

American Criminal Reports. Vol . 14 .

American Negligence Cases . Vol . 16 .

American Negligence Reports . Vol . 20 .

American Probate Reports Annotated. Vol . 12 .

American Street Railway Reports . Vol . 5 .

American State Reports. Vol . 122 .

American Digest, Annual . 1908 A.

Atlantic Reporter. Vol . 70 .

Ballard Law of Real Property. Vol . 11 .

Current Law . Vol . 10 .

Cyclopædia of Law and Procedure . Vol . 26 .

Decennial Digest. 1897-1906 . 25 vols . ( vols . 15

pub . 1908.)

Finch's Insurance Digest. Vol . 20 .

Lawyers' Reports , Annotated . New series . Bk . 16 .

Morrison's Mining Reports . Vol . 22 .

Municipal Corporation ( ases . Vol. 11 .

Northeastern Reporter . Vol. 85 .

Northwestern Reporter. Vol . 117 .

Pacific Reporter. Vol. 97 .

Probate Reports, Annotated. Vol. 12 .

Southeastern Reporter. Vol . 62.

Southern Reporter . Vol. 46 .

Southwestern Reporter . Vol. 113.



4 Books of the Year 1908

UNITED STATES.

U.S. Supreme Court Reports . Vol. 210 .

Lawyers' Edition. Book 52 ( vols . 207-210) .

Supreme CourtReporter. Vol. 27 .
Circuit Court of Appeals Reports. Vol . 86 .

Federal Reporter. Vol. 164.

Digest. 5 vols .

Court of Claims Reports. Vol . 42 . 1908 .

Opinions of Attorney- General . Vol . 26 . 1908 .

Patent Office, Official Gazette . Vol . 134 . 1908 .

Porto Rico Federal Reports. Vol . 3 .

Land Decisions. Vol . 36 . 1908 .

Treasury Decisions. Vol . 14 . 1907 .

Interstate Commerce Reports. Vol . 13 . 1908.

Digests.

Butler's Index Digest (to vols . 187-202) . 1 vol .

Russell and Winslow's Syllabus-Digest. 4 vols .

(Vol. 4 is Supplement to 1907.)

Lawyers' Coöp. Edition . 6 vols . 1908 .

Digest of Attorney-General's Opinions , cover

ing vols . 17-25 . 1908.

Statutes.

Compiled Statutes. 3 vols . 1902. Supp. 1907 .

Annotated Statutes . 10 vols . 1906 .

Statutes at Large. Vol . 34 in 3 parts.

STATE AND TERRITORIAL REPORTS, ETC.

Ala . Reports . Vol . 150. (reprint, vol . 12. )

Digest, Mayfield's . 5 vols . 1905 .

Statutes, Revision . 3 vols . 1908 .

Alaska. Reports. Vol. 2 . 1907 .

Statutes, Carter's Laws . 1900 .

Boone's Codes. 1900 .

Ariz . Reports. Vol. 9 . 1908 .

Statutes , Revised . 1901 .

Session Laws. 1903 , 1905, 1907 .

Ark . Reports. Vol. 85. 1908.

Digest, Crawford's . 2 vols. 1897. Vol . 3. 1907 .

Statutes, Kirby. 1905.

Session Laws. 1907 .

Cal. Reports . Vol. 153 . 1908 .

Appellate Court. Vol . 6 . 1908.

Digesi, Green's. 6 vols . 1907 .

Statutes , Revision . 5 vols . 1906 .

Session Laws. Extra . 1906 , 1907.

Colo . Reports . Supreme Court. Vol . 41 . 1908 .

Court of Appeals. Vol. 20 . 1906 .

Colorado Decisions. Vol. 4 . 1903.

Digest , Mills '. 2 vols . 1900. Supplement 1906 .

Statutes, Mills '. 3 vols . 1903.

Mills ' Annotated Civil Code . 1905 .

Session Laws. 1905 , 1907 .

Conn . Reports . Vol . 80 . 1908 .

Digest, Baldwin's . 2 vols . 1900 .

Statutes , Revised . 1902.

Session Laws . 1905, 1907 .

Del. Reports. Penewill. Vol . 5 . 1907 .

Digest, Ridgley's. 1 vol. 1894 .

Statutes, Revised Code . 1893 .

Session Laws. 1895 , 1897 , 1898 , 1899 , 1901 ,

1903, 1905, 1907 .

D. C. Reports. Court of Appeals. Vol . 32. 1908 .

Digest, Torbet's Index . 2 vols . 1908 .

Statutes in Force ( 1889 ) . 1894 .

Garges Code. 1905 .

Fla . Reports . Vol . 50 . 1906 .

Digest, Wurts. 1904.

Statutes , New Revision . 1906 .

Session Laws. 1907

Ga. Reports. Vol. 130. 1908 .

Digest , Cyclopedic. To be complete in 10 vols .

Van Epps & Aiken, 3 vols. 1899 .

Van Epps & Aiken ,Supplement, 2 vols . 1905 .

Statutes, Code. 4 vols . 1901.

Session Law's. Annuals to 1908 .

Hawaii . Reports. Vol. 18 . 1908.

Digest, Hawaiian . 1903.

Statutes, New Revision . 1905.

Session Laws. 1907 .

Ida. Reports . Vol . 14 . 1908 .

Digest, Ailshie & Snow. 1908 .

Statutes , Code . 4 vols . 1901 .

Session Laws. 1905 , 1907.

Ill. Reports. Supreme Court . Vol . 234 . 1908 .

Appellate Court. Vol . 140 . 1908 .

Circuit Court. Vol . 2 . 1908 .

Digest , Cyclopedic . 9 vols . 1903 .

Statutes, Starr & Curtis , Annotated , 4 vols . 1902.

Hurd's , 1905 .

Session Laws. 1903 , 1905 , 1907 .

Ind. Reports. Supreme Court . Vol . 169. 1908 .

Appellate Court . Vol. 40 . 1908 .

Digest, Burns. 2 vols . 1905 .

Statutes , Burns. 3 vols . 1908 .

Session Laws. 1908 .

Ind . Terr. Reports. Vol. 6 . 1907.

Statutes, Carter's Annotated . 1899 .

Ia . Reports. Vol . 136 . 1908.

Digest, McClain's. 4 vols . 1908 .

Statutes , Code . 1897 .

Supplement . 1902 .

Session Laws . 1904 , 1906 , 1907 .

Kan . Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 76 . 1908 .

Digest, Dassler's. 1902 .

Dassler's Supplement. 1906 .

Statutes, Dassler's. 1905 .

Session Laws . 1907. Spec. 1908 .

Ky. Reports. Vol. 124 . 1908.

Kentucky Opinions . Vol . 3 . 1907 .

Digest. 5 vols . 1905 .

Statutes , Carroll's. 1904 .

Russell . 1908 ( Does not include Practice

Codes . )

Session Laws . 1908 .

La Reports . Vol . 120 . 1908.

Digest, Hennen , Louque, Taylor & Breaux .
5 vols . 1901.

Statutes , Wolf's Revised . 2d ed . 2 vols . 1904.

Session Laws . 1906 Extra 1907, 1908 .

Me . Reports . Vol . 103 . 1908 .

Digest , Savage Index. 1896 .

Statutes, Revised. 1903 .

Session Laws. 1905 , 1907 .

Md. Reports . Vol . 106 . 1908 .

Digest, Brantley's. 3 vols . 1899 .

Statutes, Code, Poe's . 2 vols . 1905.

Session Laws. 1908 .

Mass.. Reports. Vol. 197. 1908.

Digest, Throops'. 4 vols . 1906 .

Massachusetts. 8 vols . 1906 .

Statutes. Revised Laws . 3 vols . 1902 .

Session Laws. 1902 , 1903 , 1904 , 1905 , 1906

1907, 1908 .

Mich. Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 153. 1908 .
Digest , West's. 6 vols . 1908 .

Statutes. Compiled Laws. 4 vols . 1897 .

Session Laws, Special. 1898 , 1899 , ex . 1900 ,

1901, 1903 , 1905 , Local 1905 , 1907 , Local

1907 .

Minn. Reports . Vol . 104 . 1908 .

Digest, Minnesota . 4 vols . 1904 .

Statutes , New Revision. 1906 .

Session Laws. 1907 .

Miss . Reports . Vol. 91. 1908 .

Mississippi Decisions . Vol . 2 . 1907

Digest , George, Brame & Alexander, to 1899 .

Statutes, Revised Code. 1906 .

Session Laws. 1908 .

Mo. Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 212. 1908 .

Appeals Reports. Vol. 130 . 1908 .

Digest, Pattison's Complete. 6 vols . 1903.

Vol . 7 , 1905 . Vol . 8 , 1908.

Digest ( ll'est Pub . Co. ) , 10 vols . 1905. Index

( Vol. 11 ) . 1907 .

Statutes, Missouri. 2 vols . 1906 .

Annotated Statutes . 5 vols . 1906 .

Session Lau's . 1901, 1903, 1905 , 1907 .

Mont. Reports. Vol. 36. 1908.

Digest, Vapes. 1 vol. 1907 .

Statutes, Code. 2 vols . 1895
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.

Mont. Session Laws. 1895, 1897 , 1899 , 1901 ,

1903, ex . 1903 , 1905 , 1907 .

Neb . Reports. Vol. 76 . 1908 .

Digest, Page's . 2 vols . 1902 ,

Statutes. Cobbey. Annotated . 2 vols . 1907 .

Nev . Reports. Vol . 28 . 1908.

Digest, Lawson's. 1892 .

Statutes. Compiled Laws. 1 vol . 1900 .

Session Laws. ` 1901 , 1903 , 1905 , 1907. Spec .

1908 .

N. H. Reports. Vol . 74 . 1908.

Digest, Morrison's . 1891 .

Statutes , Public . 1900 .

Session Lr us . 1901 , 1903, 1905 , 1907.

N. J. Reports, Law . Vol . 74 . 1908 .

Equity. Vol . 71 . 1908 .

Digest. Parker. 7 vols . 1908 .

Statutes , General Public . 3 vols . 1895 .

New Revision in preparation .

Session Laws . Annual Sessions to 1908.

N. M. Reports. Vol . 12 . 1906 .

Digest, Money's. 1 vol . 1901 .

Statutes. Compiled Laws. 1897.

Session Laws. 1899 , 1901 , 1903 , 1905 , 1907 .

N. Y. Reports. Court of Appeals. Vol . 191. 1908.

Supreme Court. Appellate. Vol . 118. 1907 .

Criminal Vol. 21 .

Civil Procedure. Vol . 38 . 1908 .

Benjamin's Annotated Cases . Vol . 18. 1908 .

Surrogate Reports, Annotated . Gibbons.

Vol. 2 . 1908.

Miscellaneous Reports. Vol. 58 . 1908 .

New York Supplement . Vol. 112 . 1908.

Digest. Abbott's Cyclopedic Digest . 14 vols.

1903 .

Abbott's Annual. 1904-1907 .

Statutes . Cumming & Gilbert . Annotated

Laws. 3 vols. 1902. Vol . 4. Supp . 1904.

Heydecker's General Laws . 5 vols . 1902 .

Cook's Criminal and Penal Code. 1907.

Birdseye's Revised Statutes, Codes and Laws.
2d ed . 3 vols . 1902. Supplement Birds

eye's Statutes, etc. 1905 .

Gilbert's Annotated Code. 1905 .

Parson's Code Civil Practice. 1908 .

Session Laws. 2 vols . , 1906 . 2 vols ., 1907. 2

vols . , 1908 .

N. C. Reports . Vol . 147 . 1908.

Digest, Womack's . 3 vols . 1898 .

Statutes, New Revision . 2 vols . 1905 .

Session Laws. Pub. 1907. Spec . 1908 .

N. D. Reports. Vol . 16 . 1908 .

Digest, Hill's . 1903.

Statutes, Revised . 1906 .

Session Laws. 1907.

0. Reports . Supreme Court. Vol . 78 . 1908 .

Circuit Court . Vol. 27 .

Circuit Court Reports. New series . Vol. 10 .
1908 .

Nisi Prius. Vol . 9 . 1903 .

Nisi Prius Reports. New series . Vol . 6. 1908 .

Federal Decisions . Vol . 15 .

Digest. Bates ' Complete. 3 vols . , 1900. vol . 4 ,

1905. vol . 5 , 1908 .

Statutes , Bates ' Annotated . 3 vols . 1905 .

Session Laws. 1906 , 1908 .

Okla . Reports. Vol. 16 . 1907.

Digest, West's . 2 vols . 1908 .

Statutes , Revised . 1908 .

Ore. Reports . Vol . 49 . 1908 .

Digest, Montague. 1905.

Statutes, Bellinger & Cotton's Code. 2 vols .

1902 .

Session Laws . 1905 , 1907.

Pa . Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 220 . 1908 .

Superior Court. Vol. 35 . 1908 .

District Courts. Vol. 17 . 1908.

County Courts . Vol . 34 . 1908 .

Dauphin County Reports . Vol . 11 . 1908 .

Delaware County Reports . Vol. 10 . 1908 .

Justice of the Peace. “ Vol . 7. 1908 .

Pa. Justice Law Reporter. Vol . 6 . 1908 .

Kulps' Reports . Vol . 13 . 1908 .

Lackawanna Jurist . Vol 9 . 1908.

Lackawanna Legal News. Vol. 8. 1904 .

Lancaster Law Review . Vol . 25 . 1908

Lehigh County Court Reports. Vol . 2. 1908 .

Legal Record Reports . Vol. 4 . 1908 .

Maxwell's Reports (Northampton County) .
Vol . 10 . 1907 .

Montgomery County Reports. Vol . 24. 1908 .

Philadelphia Legal Intelligencer . Vol . 65 .
1908 .

Pittsburgh Legal Journal. N. S. Vol . 37 .
1908 .

York Legal Record . Vol. 21 . 1908 .

Digest, Pepper & Lewis. 23 vols . 1906 .

Vales ' Digest. 10 vols . (Vols. 1-3 ready.)

Statutes, Brightly's Purdon's Digest . 4 vols.

1905 .

Session Laws. 1905 , 1907.

Porto Rico . Reports . De la Corte Suprema . Vol . 3 .

1908 ,

Session Laws. 1908 .

R. I. Reports . Vol. 27 . 1907.

Digest, Stiness ' . 1901 .

Statutes, Revised . 1895 .

Session Laws. Annual Sessions to 1908 .

S. C. Reports. Vol. 79 . 1908 .

Digest. 9 vols . 1899 .

Statutes, Revised . 2 vols . 1902.

Session Laws. 1907 .

S. D. Reports . Vol . 19 . 1907 .

Digest, Hill's . 1903 .

Statutes , Revised Code. 2 vols . 1908 .

Tenn . Reports. Vol . 117 . 1908.

Chancery. Vol . 2 . 1907 .

Digest, Webb & Meigs. 3 vols . 1899 .

Statutes , Shannon's Code. 1897. Supplement .

1904 .

Session Laws . 1896 , ex . 1897 , 1898 , 1899 , 1901 ,

1903, 1905 , 1907 .

Tex. Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 100 . 1908 .

Criminal Appeals. Vol. 52 . 1908.

Civil Appeals. Vol. 44 . 1908 .

Court Reporter. Vol . 20 . 1908.

Digest, Index . 5 vols . 1903 .

Statutes, Revised. 2 vols . 1897. Supp . 1897

1906. Supp. 1908 .

Session Laws. 1907. Special , 1907 .

Utah . Reports . Vol . 33 . 1908 .

Digest, Kinney's Index. 1902 .

Statutes , Revised . 1908 .

Vt. Reports. Vol. 79 . 1907 .

Digest, Roberts'. 2 vols . 1889 .

Statutes, Revised . 1906 .

Session Laws.

Va. Reports. Vol . 107 . 1908 .

Digest . 5 vols . 1906. (Covers W. Va . )

Encyclopedic. 13 vols . 1907 .

Statutes, Pollard's Code. 2 vols . 1904 .

Session Laws. 1906 , 1908 .

Wash. Reports. Vol. 48 . 1908 .

Digest, Remington's. 3 vols . 1908 .

Statutes, Ballinger's Annotated Codes. 3 vols

1903 .

Session Laws . 1903 , 1905 , 1907

W. Va. Reports. Vol . 58 . 1907 .

Digest. 5 vols. 1906. (Covers Va. )

Encyclopedic 13 vols .

Statutes, Warth's Code. 1899 .

Revised Code. 2 vols . 1906. Supplement.

1907 .

Session Laws . 1907. Spec . 1908 .

Wis . Reports . Vol . 134 . 1908 .

Digest, Bailey's . 3 vols. 1902 .

Statutes , Revised , Annotated . 2 vols . 1898 .

Supplement to Statutes. 1906 .

Session Laws. 1907 .

Wyo. Reports. Vol. 15 . 1908 .

Statutes, Revised. 1899 .

Session Laws . 1901, 1903, 1905 , 1907 .
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Books of the Year 1908

BRITISH EMPIRE.

Latest Reports, Digests , Statutes, Serials .

England.

Reports, and serials containing reports:

Law Reports . 1908. Common Law. 2 vols .

Equity, 2 vols. Appellate , 1 vol . Pro

bate , 1 vol . Statutes , 1 vol .

Law Reports, Indian Appeals. Vol . 35 .

1908 .

Law Reports, Weekly Notes . 1908 .

Law Journal Reports. Vol . 76 . 1907.

Law Journal Notes and News . Vol . 42 .

1907 .

Law Times . Vol. 124 .

Law Times Reports . Vol . 98 . 1908 .

Times Law Reports. Vol . 23. 1907 .

Justice of the Peace. Vol. 71 . 1907 .

Aspinall's Maritime Cases. Vol. 10 .

Bankruptcy Reports . (Manson .) Vol . 14 .

1908 .

Railway and Canal Traffic Cases . Vol . 12 .

1906 .

Commercial Cases. ( Matthew . ) Vol . 13

1907 .

County Courts Cases. Vol . 27 . 1907 .

Cox Criminal Cases Vol . 20 . 1906 .

Cox Magistrates ' Cases . Vol . 22. 1907 .

Dasent's Acts Privy Council. Vol. 32 .

Magisterial Cases. Vol . 12 . 1907 .

Minton -Senhouse. Workmen's Compensa

tion Cases, Vol. 8 . 1906 .

Patent Office Reports. (Cutler . ) Vol . 24 .

1907 .

Registration Cases. (Smith . ) Vol . 2 ,

part 2

State Trials. New series . Vol. 8 .

Year books. Edward III . Vol. 201.

Revised Reports . Vol. 100 . 1908 .

English Reports Reprints. Vol. 89. 1909 .

Digests :

Mews' Digest English Case Law to 1898 .

16 vols .

Mews' Annual Digest. 1898-1907.

Supplement 1898–1907. 2 vols.
Statutes :

Revised Statutes (Chitty . ) 14 vols . to 1901 .

Annual Statutes. Law Reports.
1902 ,

1903, 1904, 1905, 1906 , 1907 .

Statutory Rules and Orders. 1907 .

Ireland .

Reports: Law Reports, Ireland. 2 vols . 1907 .

Irish Law Times. Vol. 41 . 1907 .

Digests : Brunker, Law . 1864. O'Donnell &

Brady, Equity. 1838. Gamble & Barlow ,

Equity. 2 vols . 1838-67. Green , Law and

Equity . 1867-94 . Stubbs, 1894-1903 .

Statutes : None since 1802 .

Scotland .

Reports, and serials containing reports :

Session Cases , 5th series. Vol. 8 . 1907 .

Justiciary Cases . (Adams.) Vol . 4. 1906 .
Scots Law Times . Vol. 15 . 1908.

Scottish Law Reporter. Vol. 45. 1907-08 .

Scots Revised Reports. Morison, vol . 1 .

Digests : Shaw , 5 vols . to 1885 .

Scots Digest ( 2d series ), 2 vols. 1873-1904.

Statutes : Revised Statutes. 10 vols. 1607-1900 .

Public General Statutes. 1901-1907

Colonial . (Canada -- see above .)

Australasia. Australian Commonwealth Law

Reports. Vol. 4 , part 2 . 1907.

Australian Law Times. Vol. 29 . 1907 .

Australian Annual Digest. 1902-1907.

Commonwealth Statutes. Vol . 2 . 1906 .

New South Wales State Reports. Vol. 7 .

1907 .

New South Wales Land Court Cases. Vol.

1907.

New South Wales Arbitration Reports .

Vol 4 . 1906 .

Australasia. New South Wales Weekly Notes .

Vol. 24 . 1907.

Revised Statutes. 7 vols . 1901 .

Annual Laws. 1902-1907 .

Queensland State Reports. Vol . 6. 1907 .

Digest . 1907 .

Queensland Second Digest . 1859-1881

and 1897-1905 .

Revised Statutes . 9 vols . to 1902.

Annual Laws . 1903-1907 .

South Australian Law Reports. 1907 .

Statutes . 8 vols . to 1894 .

Annual Laws. 1894-1906 .

Tasmania Law Reports. 1906.

Revised Statutes. 5 vols . to 1904 .

Annual Laws. 1905 , 1906 , 1907 .

Victorian Law Reports. Vol. 32 . 1907 .

Argus Law Reports. Vol . 12 . 1906 .

Revised Statutes. 7 vols . 1890 .

Annual Laws. 1890-1907 .

West Australian Law Reports. Vol . 9 .

1907 .

Arbitration Reports . Vol . 5 . 1907 .

Revised Statutes . 4 vols. to 1895 .

Annual Laws . 1895-1907 .

New Zealand Law Reports. Vol . 26. 1907 .

Gazette Law Reports. Vol . 8. 1906 .
Revised Statutes . 4 vols . to 1892 .

Annual Laws. 1893-1907.

Fiji . Law Reports. 1875–97 . 1905 .

Ordinances . (New edition in press . )

British Guiana. Ordinances. 1903.

Cape of Good Hope. S. C. Reports. Vol . 22 . 1906 .

Eastern District Reports. 1907 .

Griqualand Reports. Vol. 9 .

Revised Statutes . 3 vols . to 1895 .

Annual Laws . 1896-1907 .

East Africa . Reports. 1906 .

Gold Coast. Fanti Law Reports. 1904 .

Ordinances . 2 vols . 1903 .

Lagos . Ordinances. 2 vols . 1902 .

Natal. Law Reports . 1906 .

Digest , Broome's . 2 vols . 1903 .

Compiled Statutes . 3 vols . 1900 .

Annual Laws. 1901-1907 .

Orange River. Law Reports. 1907.

Ordinances. Consolidated . 1901-1906 .

Southern Rhodesia . Law Reports. Vol . 1. 1899 .

Transvaal. Law Reports. 2 vols . 1907.

Proclamations. 1900-1902. 1904 .

Ordinances . 1902-1906 .

Ceylon . New Law Reports . Vol . 8 . 1906 .

* Tambyah's Reports . Vol . 4 . 1905 .

Balasingham's Reports. Vol . 3 . 1907 .

Revised Ordinances. 4 vols . to 1900 .

Annual Ordinances. 1901-1907.

Cyprus. Law Reports. Vol. 8 . 1906 .

Hong Kong. Annual Ordinances. 1906 .

India . Law Reports. 4 vols . 1906 .

General Acts. 7 vols. to 1903 .

Annual Laws. 1904-1907 .

Bengal. Calcutta Weekly Notes . Vol . 12. 1907 ,

Code. 5 vols. 1907 .

Baluchistan . Code , 1900 .

Bombay. Law Reporter. Vol. 9. 1907 .

Kathiawar. Law Reports. Vol . 17 . 1908 .

Sind Sadar. Court Reports. Vol . 3 . 1900 .

Code. 3 vols. 1896 .

Burma Lower BurmaRulings. 1906 .

Upper Burma Rulings. 1906 ,

Central Provinces. Nagpur Law Reports. 1906 .

Code. 1905 .

Vladras. Law Journal , Vol. 17 . 1907 .

Code. 2 vols. 1902

VI ysore . Chief Court Reports. Vol . 9. ' 1904 .

N. IV . Provinces and Punjab. Allahabad Law Jour

nal. Vol. 4 . 1907 .

Punjab Law Reporter. Vol . 8. 1907 .

Code. 1903 .

Jamaica . Annual Laws. 1907 .

Law Reports. 1906 , 2 parts.
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1905.

Mauritius. Decisions . 1906 .

Compiled Laws. 3 vols . 1896 .

Annual Laws. 1897-1907 .

Seychelles . Ordinances. 3 vols .

Straits Settlements. Law Reports. Vol . 6. 1902.

Revised Acts and Ordinances. 2 vols. 1886 .

Annual Laws. 1887-1907.

Trinidad Revised Laws. 9 vols . 1892 .

Annual Laws. 1893-1907 .

Windward Islands . Judgments. 1905 .

LAST VOLUMES OF THE LAW PERIODICALS.

American .

Albany Law Journal. Vol . 69 . 1907.

American Law Register . Phila . N.S.Vol . 47. 1908 .

American Law Review . St. Louis . Vol. 42 . 1908 .

American Lawyer. New York. Vol. 14 . 1906 .

Banking Law Journal . New York . Vol. 25. 1908 .

Central Law Journal St. Louis . Vol. 67. 1908.

Chicago Legal News. Vol . 40. 1907 .

Columbia Law Review . New York . Vol . 7. 1907.

Green Bag . Boston . Vol . 20 . 1908 .

Harvard Law Review . Cambridge. Vol . 21. 1908 .

Insurance Law Journal. New York . Vol. 37. 1908 .

Kentucky Law Reporter. Frankfort. Vol . 32. 1908 .

Law Student's Helper. Detroit . Vol . 16 . 1908 .

Medico -Legal Journal. New York . Vol. 25. 1907 .

Ulichigan Law Review . Ann Arbor. Vol . 6. 1908.

National Corp. Reporter. Chicago . Vol . 31. 1908

New Jersey Law Journal. Plainfield . Vol . 31. 1908

Virginia Law Register. Lynchburg. Vol . 14. 1908

l'ashington Law Reporter. Vol . 35 . 1907 .

Il’eekly Law Bulletin . Ohio . Vol. 55. 1908 .

Yale Law Journal. New Haven , Conn . Vol . 17 .

1908 .

English

County Courts Chronicle . Vol . 44 . 1908 .

Journal of Comparative Legislation . N.S. No. 19 .

1908 .

Law Magazine and Review . Fourth series . Vol . 33 .

( 1908.)

Law Quarterly Review . Vol . 24 . 1908 .

Law Times (newspaper) . Vol . 123 . 1908 .

Solicitor's Journal. Vol . 52 . 1908 .

CANADIAN LAW BOOKS.

Latest Volumes of Reports, Digests, Statutes, etc.

Dominion .

Reports. Supreme Court . Vol. 39 . 1908 .

Exchequer. Vol. 10 . 1907 .

Commercial Law Reports. Vol. 4 . 1906 .

Criminal Cases. Vol . 13 . 1908 .

Railway Cases . Vol. 7 . 1908 .

Canada Law Journal. Vol. 44 . 1908 .

Canadian Law Times. Vol . 27 . 1907.

Digest, Coutlee. 1903.

Tremeear Criminal Law Digest . 1907 .

Canadian Annual. 1903-1907.

Statutes, Revised . With Annotations . 4 vols .

1907.

Annual Laws. 1886 to 1907 .

British Columbia .

Reports . Vol. 13 . 1908 .

Digest, Canadian Annual . 1896-1906 .

Statutes, Revised . 2 vols . 1897 .

Annual Laws. 1897-1908 .

Manitoba.

Reports . Vol. 16 . 1907.

Digest , Ewart . 1900.

Canadian Annual. 1896-1906 .

Statutes, Consolidated . 2 vols . 1903 .

Annual Laws . 1904 , 1905, 1906 .

New Brunswick .

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 38 . 1908.

Equity. Vol. 3 . 1907 .

Digest, Stevens ' . 1897 .

Canadian Annual. 1896-1906.

Statutes, Consolidated . 1903 .

Annual Laws . 1904 , 1905 , 1906 , 1907 .

Newfoundland .

Reports . Morris. Vol. 6 . 1905 .

Digest, Canadian Annual. 1896-1906 .

Statutes, Consolidated . 1896 .

Annual Laws . 1896-1906 .

Northwest Territories .

Reports. Vol. 6 . 1906 .

Digest , Canadian Annual. 1896-1906 .

Statutes, Revised Ordinances. 1898 .

Annual Ordinances . 1899-1906 .

Nova Scotia .

Reports. Vol. 41. 1908 .

Digest, Condon's . 2 vols . 1903 .

Canadian Annual. 1896-1908 .

Statutes, Revised . 1900 .

Annual Laws. 1901-1908 .

Ontario .

Reports. Law Reports . Vol . 16 . 1908 .

Election Cases. Vol . 2 . 1901.

Weekly Reporter. Vol . 10 . 1907

Digest. Century Digest . 4 vols . 1901 .

Canadian Annual . 1896-1907 .

Statutes, Revised . 2 vols . 1897 .

Annual Laws. 1898-1907 .

Prince Edward Island .

Reports . Vol . 2 . 1886 .

Digest, Canadian Annual . 1896-1907 .

Statutes , Revised . 3 vols . 1868.

Annual Laws . 1868-1907 .

| Quebec.
Reports. Official King's Bench . Vol. 17 , 1908 .

Supreme Court . Vol. 33 . 1908 .

Revised Reports. Vol . 28 . 1903 .

Révue Légale . Vol . 13 . 1907.

Révue de Jurisprudence. Vol . 13 . 1907 .

Practice . Vol. 6 . 1904 .

Digest, Quebec Consolidated . 1899 .

Canadian Annual . 1896-1906 .

Statutes , Revised . 3 vols . 1888 .

Annual Laws. 1888-1907 .

Scotch.

Juridical Review . Edinburgh . Vol. 19 .
Scottish Law Review . Vol . 23 . 1907.

1907 .

NEW CHECK-LIST OF REPORTS .

Our Check-List of American , English , Irish ,

Scotch , and British Canadian Reports is out of

print , and we are about to issue another one .

This list was not for sale , but was only sent to

our customers who intended to give us orders to

fill gaps .

Would you like a copy of our new list to check

up your library ?

Have you any suggestions as to improvements

in the form or the contents of the Check- List ?



Always at Your Service

If you will send us a memorandum

of what your next purchases of law books

are likely to be, we will take pleasure in

making a special hunt for the items you

want, and offering you any bargains we

can discover among law booksellers and

secondhand booksellers at home and

abroad , among the duplicates of libraries,

on the shelves of lawyers throughout

the country .

If
you

notice any errors in our lists

you will confer a great favor by notifying

or

US .

THE BOSTON BOOK CO .
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An Expert I reatise on Eminent Domain

THE POWER OF EMINENT DOMAIN

By PHILIP NICHOLS

Late Assistant Corporation Counsel of the City of Boston

One volume, buckram binding, $ 5.00 net

In this volume the author has embodied the results of eleven

years study and practical experience in the land -takings of a large city .

By omitting what might be called local practice , and confining

himself to the principles which underlie the subject , he has compressed

his presentation into one volume.

TABLE OF CONTENTS

THE POWERS OF A SOVEREIGN STATE . THE TAKING OF WATERS AND WATER RIGHTS.

Ch. I. Its Powers Limited only by the Con- Ch . XXXI . The Substantive Law Involved .
stitution . Ch . XXXII. Public Waters.

Ch. II . The Power of Eminent Domain . Ch . XXXIII . Private Waters.

Ch. III . The Power of Taxation ,

Ch. IV . The Power of Levying Special Assess WHAT CONSTITUTES PROPERTY .

ments .

Ch. V.
Ch . XXXIV. Includes every Interest in the Thing

The Power of Requiring Personal
Services .

Taken .

Ch. VỊ . The Power of Destruction from
Ch. XXXV. The Point of Time when Ownership

Is Fixed .
Necessity .

Ch . VII. The Police Power.
Ch . XXXVI. Diversity of Interests does not In

crease Compensation .

JURISDICTIONAL LIMITATIONS.
Ch . XXXVII . Franchises.

Ch. XXXVIII . Property of the State and of Muni
Ch. VIII. As Between the Different States.

cfpal Corporations.
Ch. IX. As Between the Statesand the Fed . Ch . XXXIX. Property ofa Public Service Corpora

eral Government. tion .

CONSTITUTIONAL LIMITATIONS. WHAT CONSTITUTES THE PUBLIC USE .

Ch. X. The Provisions Applicable to Eminent Ch. XL. The ProhibitionBasedonImplication .
Domain . Ch . XLI . Difficulty in Defining Public Use.

Ch . XI. ThePowers to which these Provisions Ch . XLII . Performance ofGovernmentalDuties.

Apply . Ch . XLIII . Performance of Public Service .

Ch . XLIV. Assistance to Private Enterprise.

WHAT CONSTITUTES A TAKING . Ch . XLV. Uses Partly Private .

Ch. XII. A Question of Substance, not of Form .
WHAT CONSTITUTES JUST COMPENSATION .

Ch. XIII . Entry and Putting to Use a Taking.

Ch. XIV. Damaging Property not necessarily Ch . XLVI . Compensation mustbe paid in Money

Ch. XLVII.

a Taking .
Compensation_Need not be paid in

Ch. XV.
Advance, 11 Reasonably Certain .

Destroying the Usefulness of Land a Ch . XLVIII . Damages to Remaining Land.

Taking . Ch . XLIX . Set -ottof Benefits .

Ch, L. What Constitutes Special Benefits.
ADDITIONAL SERVITUDES. Ch . LI . Interest .

Ch . XVI. A Question of Substantive, not of
DUE PROCESS OF LAW AND OTHER CONSTITU

Constitutional Law .

Ch . XVII. The Easement of a Public Highway. TIONAL REQUIREMENTS.

Ch. XVIII. Rights of the owner of the Fee. Ch . LII . The Fourteenth Amendment.

Ch. XIX. Abutters' Rights when the Public Ch . LIII . Necessity of a Taking not a Judicial

Owns the Fee.
Question .

Ch . XX.
Ch . LIV.

Ownership of the Earth and Trees.
The Extent of a Takang Should Ap
pear on the Record .

Ch . XXI. Changes of Grade.
Ch. LV. Notice ofthe Taking .

• Ch . XXII. Steam Railroads in Public Highways. Ch . LVỊ. Trial by Jury .

Ch . XXIII. Street Railways in Public Highways. Ch . LVII. Limitations,Curative Acts and Costs

Ch . XXIV. Elevated Railways and Subways. Ch . LVIII . Legislative Assumption of Judicia

Ch . XXV. Pipes and Wires in Public Highways. Functions.

Ch. XXVI. Buildings and Other Structures in Ch . LIX . What can be Taken .

Public Highways.

Ch. XXVII.
RIGHTS OF THE CONDEMNOR ,

Public Easements Other than High

ways . Ch . LX Legislative Control.

Ch . XXVIII . Change of the Public Easement.
Ch. LXI . Taking of its Property for a Different

Use .

Ch. XXIX. Exercise of the Public Easement
Ch . LXII . Abandonment of Proceedings.

Causing Direct Injury Outside. TABLE OF CASES.
Ch . XXX. Discontinuance.

INDEX

THE BOSTON BOOK CO . , 83 to 91 FRANCIS STREET, FENWAY, BOSTON
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WE WANT TO BUY FOR CASH, OR IN TRADE

THE FOLLOWING BOOKS.

If you have any of them , or any other law books

you would sell or exchange, send us lists , giving

short title , date and condition .

Ala . Laws . Nov. 1833 ; Nov. 1834 ; Nov. 1840 ;

Dec. 1842 ; Nov. 1874 .

Ariz. Laws . Sept. 1864 ; Oct. 1866 ; Nov. 1868 ;

Jan. 1871 ; 1875 ; 1885 ; 1899 ; 1901 .

Ark. Comp. Laws, 1835 ; English's Stats , 1848 ;
Gould's Stats, 1858 ; Mansfield's Stats , 1884 .

Laws , Nov. 1874 ; Jan. 1893 ; 1895 ; 1905.

Colo . Laws. 1883 .

Conn . Laws. Public, 1854 ; 1865. Private, 1883 ,

1885 , 1887 .

Dak . Hand's Code, 1877.

Del. Laws. 1853 ; 1857 .

Fla . Bush's Stats. 1872. Laws, 1848 ; 1850 ; 1872 ;

Apr. 1872 ; 1875 ; 1883 ; 1891 ; 1903 .

Ga. Lamar's Comp. 1821 . Laws, March 1864 ;

Feb. 1865 .

Ida . Laws . Dec. 1866 ; 1868 ; 1870 ; 1872 ; Jan

1895 ; 1897 ; 1901 ; 1903 ; 1905 ; 1907 .

Ills . Private Laws, Dec. 1826 ; 1836 ; 1838 ; Laws .

March , 1882 .

Ky. Littells Statutes, 5 vols .; Laws , 1875 , vol . 2 ;

1877, vols . 2 ; 1881 , 2 vols .; 1887 , 3 vols.; 1896 .

La . Laws. Dec. 1828 ; May , 1882 ; 1896 ; 1902 ;

1906 .

Md. Acts and Resolves. 1846 ; 1852 ; 1853 .

Mich. Laws. Nov. 1835 ; Jan. 1855 .

Miss . Laws . Jan. 1872 ; Dec. 1874 ; Jan. 1880 .

Mo. Laws . Jan. and Nov. 1826 ; 1828 .

Mont. Laws. Jan. 1876 ; 1885 ; 1895 ; 1901 ; 1903 ;

1905 .

Neb. Laws. Jan. 1872.

Nev . Laws. 1873 .

N. J. Laws . Between 1847 and 1875. Send lists .

N. M. Laws. Jan. 1899 .

Okla . Laws . 1905 .

Ohio . Laws. June, 1832 ; Local laws , 1834 ; 1850 .

S. C. Laws. Dec. 1840 ; 1841 ; 1843 .

Tenn . Heywood & Cobb's Comp . 2 V. , Laws.

Private Laws, 1831 ; Public and Private , 1832 ;

Public and Private , 1833 ; Public , 1835 ; 1897 .

Tex. Laws . June, 1842 ; Nov. 1842 ; Dec. 1843 :

June, 1845 ; Jan. 1853 ; 1875.

Utah . Laws. 1872 ; 1894 ; 1896 ; 1903 ; 1905 ; 1907.

Va Laws . Nov. 1812 ; Oct. 1814 ; 1815 ; 1816 ;

Dec. 1835 .

Wis . Laws . Local, 1838 .

Wyo. Laws . Jan. 1886 ; 1890 ; 1895 ; 1897 ; 1899 ;

1901 ; 1903 ; 1905 ; 1907 .

American Law Review . Vols . 33 , 34 , 35 , 36 , or odd

numbers of same, or any late numbers.

Columbia Law Review . Odd vols . or numbers .

Harvard Law Review . Vols . 1 to 10 , or odd numbers

of same .

Yale Law Journal . Vols . 1 to 6 , or odd numbers of

rvice come

Notable Auction, April 28. See page 10 for

advertisement of an auction sale of law books ,

half of them practical, for lawyers; half of

them scholarly for collectors and libraries.

How to Get Leg. Bib . — We try to send

Legal Bibliography regularly to lawyers and

libraries who ask for it , but the only sure way

to get it is to send us an order or inquiry ,

in prompt response to each number you re

ceive .

To Find Our Office . - We are three miles

out of town . Take a Chestnut Hill car at

the Park St. subway station , and ask the

conductor to let you off at Francis St. Go

to the left , toward the Harvard Medical

School , and find us in a large brick building

on the left , formerly a school-house .

Eminent Domain . — Apropos of Nichols '

new treatise on the Power of Eminent Domain ,

see the abstract of provisions on that subject

in the Constitutions of all the American

States , presented on pp . 158-161 of Stimson's

Law of the Federal and State Constitutions.

Century Digest Complement. — Your “ Cen

tury Digest” only covers American cases ,

only part of the field of Common Law citation ,

To make it complete you need " Mews' Digest

of English Case Law . ” ( 18 vols . , $ 110 ) , just

brought up to date by a two -volume supple

ment . See pp. 12 , 13 .

Choice Books for Cultivated Tastes.-- See

page 9 for our latest finds in the rare -book

line . Even if you have no money to buy

them , you can gloat over the titles , and

recommend them for purchase to your nearest

law library .

Good Investment . - If you have $ 1,000 to

spare , put it into the Full English Reprint.

The daily use you make of it will yield rich

interest, and as the country grows and libraries

multiply this out-of-print set will be in con

stant demand and will gradually appreciate

in price like improved real estate in a pros

perous city . See pp . 14 , 15 .

Fill Up Your G. B. Sets.-- We have trans

ferred publication of the Green Bag to the

Riverdale Press (see p . 17) to whom 1909

subscriptions should be sent .
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American Law Register. Any late numbers or

volumes .

Green Bag. Vol . I , Nos . 6 , 9, 11, 12 ; Vol . II , No.

1 ; Vol. III, Nos . 1 , 3 ; Vol . IV , No. 3 ; Vol VI,

No. 2 ; Vol . VII , No. 1 ; Vol . XIII , No. 5 : Vol.

XVII, No. 9 .

BO
ST
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Price Marked Up . - With diminishing sup

ply and no reserve stock , the price of the Full

Reprint of the English Reports has already

gone up from $6.00 to $6.50 . If you want the

set , better get it right now , for we will have

to raise the price to $7.50 per volume when

we get to our last lot , and after that even

$ 10.00 per vol . may be considered cheap

for it .

Judge Taft's Portrait . - We still have a

few left of the photograph of Judge Wm . H.

Taft in his official robes, as he sat on the

bench of the United States Circuit Court in

Cincinnati , from 1892 to 1900 , a copy of

which was given on page 7 of the January,

1909, Leg. Bib . The portrait , 8 x 10 , is

mounted on card 11 x 14 , and is sent flat by

mail for $1.50 .

Distinctively American Doctrine. Every

thoughtful lawyer ought to read and ponder

the first monograph in Prof. Thayer's Legal

Essays ( $ 3.50 ) in which the learned author

answers the question : " How did the American

doctrine, which allows the judiciary the

power to declare legislative Acts unconsti

tutional , and to treat them as null, come

about , and what is its true scope?”

Stimson Erratum . - An Appendix, origin

ally planned for Stimson's Law of the Fed

eral and State Constitutions, was incorpor

ated in the text before the volume went to

press . Through an oversight, the reference

at the bottom of the Chart which forms the

frontispiece “ See Appendix ” was not

rected . The reference should read , “ See

page 106 , Division of National and State

Power. " Please make this correction with

pen and ink in your copy .

RECENT ENGLISH TREATISES

USEFUL TO AMERICAN LAWYERS.

Arnould on Marine Insurance.

A new, the eighth , edition of this standard

treatise is ready. 2 vols. $ 15.00 .

Stephen's Commentaries on the Laws of

England. 15th ed. , 1908. 4 vols . Cloth.

$ 22.00.

Since 1841 this has been recognized as the

standard commentary on the English law .

Roberts and Wallace's Employers' Liability .

4th ed. , London, 1908. Buckram . $ 9.50.

The Fatal Accidents Act, The Employers '

Liability Act, and Workmen's Compensation
Act have all been dealt with in separate

chapters .

Wessels' History of the Roman -Dutch Law .

Grahamstown, 1908. $ 10.00.

The first English treatise of this subject,

giving a valuable discussion of the influences

affecting legal systems of Northern Europe.

Burge's Colonial Law . 2d ed. 5 vols. $ 42.00 .

Vol. I , 1907, $7.00 ; Vol . II , 1908, 88.75.

(Vols. III-V in preparation) .

Mew's Digest of English Case Law.

The new ten year supplement, 1898-1907 ,

now ready . 2 vols . $ 15.00 .

Beals' Cardinal Rules of Legal Interpreta

tion . 2d ed. , London, 1908. Cloth . $5.25.

The rules of interpretation not only of

Deeds , Statutes and Contracts but of all in

struments.

Wood and Ritchie's Digest of Cases Over

ruled ,Approved, or Modified. 1907. 3 vols.

$ 25.00.

A necessity for successful practice. More

than 30,000 cases are completely dealt with .

Talbot and Fort's Index of Cases Judicially

Noticed. 2d ed. , London, 1908. Buckram .

$9.50.

Every case in the Law Reports, Law Journal

Reports, Law Times Reports or Weekly Re

porter from 1865 to 1907 which has been

cited in any judgment, is noted .

Jenks' Digest of English Civil Law. 4 parts

ready, 1905-8. $ 5.00.

French Civil Code as Amended to 1906.

Translated into English by Hon. E. Black

wood Wright. London, 1908. Cloth. $6.50.

Invaluable to the student of the civil law

and where the civil law is still in force .

German Civil Code . Translated into English

by Chung Hui Wang. London, 1908. Cloth .

$5.50.

An excellent translation of " the most care

fully considered statement of a nation's laws."

Todd's Belgian Law . London, 1905. Cloth.

$7.50.

Translation of the Code of Commerce and

Code of Procedure and selections from the

Civil Code, with a Vocabulary.

Barclay's Problems of International Practice

and Diplomacy. London , 1907 . Cloth .

$6.50.

With special reference to The Hague Con

ferences.

cor

French and Belgian Law .

We have just received a consignment of

“ The French Law of Wills, Probate Adminis

tration , and Death Duties of the Estates of

Deceased Foreigners leaving property in

France ” , by Pierre Pellerin , French Advocate,

also Barrister at Law of Lincoln's Inn ;—with

an outline of the French Law of Inheritance .

Pamphlet, 50 cents.

Also by the same author “ The French

Law of Bankruptcy and Winding -up of

Limited Companies.” Pamphlet , 50 cents.

We also have “ A Short Treatise on Belgian

Law and Legal Procedure, ” by Gaston de

Leval Pamphlet, 50 cents.

9 .
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NOTES.
SETS OF REPORTS

Now in Stock.

Foreign Wants . — We send some one of our

staff abroad every year to pick up books for
Prices on application .

1865-1908 .

our customers which cannot be obtained by English Law Reports.
English edi.

tion , mostly new half calf, 306 vols .

correspondence or advertisement. This Canada Supreme Court Reports. 1875-1908 . 40

summer Mr. McCloud , manager of our Law vols . 1875-1908.

Manitoba Reports. 1875-1908 . Armour, Law

Library Department, is to make the trip. Reports, 17 vols. 18 vols .

If you have any wants in the line of English , New Brunswick Reports. 1825-1908 . 38 vols .

Irish , Scotch , or.Continental books , he will be Ontario Law Reports. 1901-1908 . 16 vols .

glad to search them out for you .
Commonwealth Law Reports. 1901-1908. 5 vols .

in 6 .

Norwegian Laws-in - Force. Up to this Queensland . 1860–1907 . 23 vols .

time there has been no work in Norway Transvaal. 1877-1907 . 22 vols .

corresponding to the “ Laws-in -Force " in United States Reports. Lawyers' extra-annotated

edition . 210 vols . in 52 books. Buckram .

other European countries. This want has Curtis edition . 210 vols . in 173. Sound second

just been filled by the publication of Paul- hand .

sen's “ Norges Love," 2 volumes, which we
United States Appeals. 63 vols .

Attorneys General Opinions. 26 vols .

can import for $ 12.00 . Court of Claims Reports. 42 vols .

Swiss Polyglot Code . Switzerland is in- Brodix Am . & Eng. Patent Cases . 1754-1890 .

habited by three nationalities , German ,
20 vols .

French and Italian . Its laws and decisions
Patent Office Reports, 1847-1871 , 56 vols .; Gazette

1872-1908 , 132 vols .

are promulgated in all three languages . The Treasury Decisions . 1868–1908 . 46 vols .

first civil code of the country has just been National Bankruptcy Register. 18 vols .

published in one volume , entitled Schwei- Connecticut. Kirby, Root and Day, 8 vols . Conn .

75 vols . Original edition .

zerisches Zivilgesetzbuch ; Code Civil Suisse ; Illinois Appeals. 129 vols .

Codice Civile Svizzero ;-Dec. 10 , 1907. It Kansas . 76 vols .

affords an interesting study in comparative Kentucky. 118 vols .

jurisprudence . Cloth , $2.50.
New Jersey. Law , 70 vols . Equity, 65 vols .

New York. Common Law Reports, 80 vols. in 39 .

Ohio . Reports, 20 vols . State Reports, 66 vols .

RUSSIAN LAW .
Oregon. 47 vols .

Pennsylvania . Supreme Ct . , 65 vols . State, 109

Russia seems to be one of the European vols . to Atlantic Reporter.

countries where the Code is not final author
Superior Court Reports , 30 vols .

Sadler's Unreported Cases, 10 vols .

ity , and where judicial decisions may have Daughin Co. Reports , 8 vols.

the force of laws , as a practical “ Stare de
Vermont. Preliminary, 8 vols . Vt . , 78 vols.

Washington . Territorial, 3 vols . State , 42 vols .
cisis . "

Wisconsin . Penney, 3 vols ; Wis . , 133 vols .

In discussing Russian law, Korkunov's Lawyers ' Reports Annotated . 70 vols . New series,

General Theory of Law says :
14 vols .

“ The Code cannot be considered as new
EUROPEAN SETS.

law , but only a new form given to pre -existing
Journal du Palais. 1791-1893 , 93 vols . Repertoire

law , a form that permits the ascertainment of Général , 1791-1880 , 18 vols. Jurisprudence
the sense of the original text.” This is like Administrative, 1813-1886 , 11 vols . Lois et

Décrets , 1845-1888 , 10 vols . 132 vols . Fine

the status of the Codes in Spain , from which
bindings .

it is permissible to appeal to the Codigos Revue Internationale du Droit Maritime. 21 vols .

1886-1906 . Fine half calf bindings.
Antiguos . [Of these Spanish codes we have

Maritime Law . Revue Internationale du Droit

a fine set in stock, 12 volumes quarto, $50.00 . ] Maritime. (Autran . ) Vols . to 20 bound, v. 21

As to judicial decisions Korkunov says :
in parts , Index , 1885-95 . Paris . 1885-1906.

Commercial Law . Archiv für Deutsches Wechsel

“ The tribunals find themselves given the recht und Handelsrecht . Siebenhaar. 18 vols . ,

right to interpret the laws . ... The judi- New Series, 6 vols. Leipzig . 1851-1874 .

Prussia : Decisions . Entscheidungen des König

cial power must itself resolve all questions
lichen Geheimen Ober- Tribunals. Begun by

submitted to it . In fact , our judicial usage , Simon & Strampff, finished by Sonnenschmidt ,

Clauswitz & Hahn . 83 vols . Berlin . 1837

especially that of the Court of Cassation , as a
1879. (With General Index to vols . 1-80 ) .

result of the numerous imperfections in the Saxony : Decisions. Archiv fur Civilrechtliche

texts of the law , exhibits very often a creative Entscheidungen der Königlichen Sächsischen

Justizbehörden. Wengler & Francke. 6 vols .

character." and New Series, 11 vols. Leipzig . 1874-1890 ;

Prof. W. G. Hastings of the University of with Index to the N. S.

Old Codes Reprinted.
Nebraska has translated Korkunov's General

Códigos Españoles Con

cordados y Anotades. 2a Edicion. (San Mar

Theory of Law into the English language. tin , Editor) 11 vols . , folio . Madrid . 1872-73

3
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ough research , the published volume , whether

it be called “ Reports of Barradall and Sir

John Randolph " or " Virginia Colonial Law "

will not only be an important contribution to

American legal annals , and interesting to

Virginians and their kin , -- but it will also

be a work of literary and historical value to

every reader throughout the country .

were

A CHINESE LINGUIST.

TO FILL A GAP IN YOUR CHANCERY

REPORTS .

Bookbuyers of the days before the Full

English Reprint will remember that the most

costly law reports a large library had to get,

the Vice-Chancellor's Reports which

were for some reason omitted from the old

" English Chancery Reports" reprint. They

were Drewry ; Drewry & Smale ; De Gex &

Smale ; Smale & Giffard : Giffard , Kay, Kay &

Johnson; Johnson , Johnson & Hemming ; Hem

ming & Miller; twenty-nine volumes in all,

which cost about $500 to import.

Most libraries and many lawyers, finally

bought these expensive volumes, but there

are scores of sets of the American " English

Chancery Reports” reprint of 1843–1874

around the country , which are still defective

in the Vice-Chancellors series .

To fill the gap in such sets, we have had

the reprints of these missing volumes sepa

rately printed and bound up together as a

supplement to the old " English Chancery

Reports " series.

If you are interested , we will price them to

you.

In the column headed “ Recent English

Treatises Useful to American Lawyers " will

be found the title of a translation of the Ger

man Civil Code, which has been praised by

reviewers as a marvel of accurate statement

and idiomatic English. The marvel is doubled

by the knowledge that the translator is a

native of China, but explained by the fact

that he got his legal education in England and

America . The American part is vouched for

in the subjoined letter :

“ Gentlemen ,

" I am in receipt of your letter calling atten

tion to a new translation of the German Civil

Code, the learned editor of which , Mr. Chung

Hui Wang , is spoken of so favorably. Please

to enter my order for the book .

“ I take particular pleasure in sending this

order, as Mr. Wang was one of my students

when five years ago I was teaching at Yale

Law School . Mr. Wang was a learned stu

dent , and in an examination of the subject of

General Jurisprudence his papers surpassed

all others in the class , so much so that it was

a marrel to me at the time . Later I saw that.

Mr. Wang was Secretary to the Chinese

Embassy at Berlin ." From Hon . Walter B.

Clarkson , Jacksonville , Fla.

manu

OLD VIRGINIA LAW .

In our January number we announced that

R. T. Barton of Winchester was editing for

early publication , Barradall's Reports , a

manuscript of Virginia decisions preserved in

the library of the Court of Appeals at Rich

mond.

Further research has discovered other

manuscripts of about the same period (1730

1740) in the Virginia Historical Society's

Library , in the Congressional Library and

in the Harvard Law Library, covering not

only cases reported by Barradall, but also

others by Sir John Randolph.

Comparison and study of these

scripts has impelled Mr. Barton to a sys

tematic review of the social conditions of

that day , and the development of the admin

istration of justice in the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries . His introduction to

the volume we hope to publish in October will

be a very readable and valuable sociological

study of Colonial Virginia. The chapters he

has blocked out are entitled : 1 , The Book ;

2 , The Land ; 3 , The People ; 4 , The Govern

ment ; 5 , The Church ; 6 , The City ; 7 , Educa

tion ; 8 , The Courts; 9 , The Law and the

Lawyers ; 10 , The Reports and the Reporters.

When these themes are clothed with the

results of the editor's sympathetic and thor

A RARE TENNESSEE REPORT.

We have found among our old pamphlets

(and bound up as a volume, because it seems

valuable) the “ Decisions of the Supreme

Court of Errors and Appeals for the State os

Tennessee on the Statute of Seven Yeare

Possession . Nashville, Tenn ., 1816 . Therf

are 44 pages containing two decisions , Weather

head & Douglass v . Bledsoe's Heirs, Carthage,

June Term 1815, and Lillard and Others vs.

Elliott and Others, Nashville, August Term

1815 .

The Harvard Law Library has a copy of

this fragment , containing the same number

of pages . Can any of our readers give any

further particulars about it ?
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FEDERAL V. STATE POWERS. life and the power over property.

The division of all governmental powers,
Moreover, our national sovereign is controlled

judicial, as well as legislative and executive ,
by the most fundamental of all limitations.

into two sovereignties, whereby a strong
It may not , under the Constitution—that is

national government is made compatible
to say, without going back to the people ,

with local courts, laws suited to the conditions which it recognizes as the only source of

and institutions of each several State , and
power - change its form from a republican

home administration of domestic affairs, form of government, not even to a pure form

is the most striking of American inventions .
of democracy. It is even possible, under the

Our frontispiece shows graphically this divi
Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments, that it

sion of powers : the whole circle representing
may not adopt a system of socialism or com

the sphere of all possible legislation , and every
munism , or permit a State so to do . - From

possible division and qualification of power
Stimson's Law of the Federal and State Con

stitutions.
being represented in the several zones ; the

blue zones “ A ” and “ B ” representing powers

granted , express or implied , to the Federal

Government and to the States respectively; PRINCIPLES OF EVIDENCE, $ 3.50 .

the red zones “ X ” and “ Z” representing

powers denied or withheld , expressly or by In these days of voluminous treatises, it is

necessary implication , from the Federal Gov- refreshing to find good a law book of mod

ernment and from the States respectively; erate compass and price. Such is Best on

the perpendicular lines always referring to the Principles of the Law of Evidence thus

the States and the horizontal lines always to described by Mr. Chamberlayne, the Ameri

the Federal Government; while that domain can editor , in his preface:

of sovereign power left uncovered in the centre The position of Mr. Best among authori

by either the two blue zones of permission
ties on Evidence has always been unique.

or the two red zones of denial, represents those He prefers to treat the scientific principles

cardinal rights and that part of ultimate which underlie the subject rather than to for

sovereignty which the people who adopted
mulate the empirical rules which regulate its

the Constitution chose to keep in their own
administration or render it effective as an art.

hands not only by necessary implication, but
His work draws its greatest value from the

by the express iteration of the Tenth Amend fact that the law of Evidence , properly re

ment. stricted in scope , permits scientific treatment

The Federal powers are political; that is the
to an extent and in a degree impracticable

in any branch of substantive law .
great criterion . The State powers, on the

The object of the law of Evidence , is an

other hand , are domestic, social. They relate
ideal one - the ascertainment of truth . Evi

to the relation between a man and his fellow
dence, therefore , is a tool and not a product.

men , to his control over his own property ,
Its proper field , is , simply , that portion of

taxation for all purposes but national defence, the doing of justice which consists in this

and to the trial of his disputes with his neigh- ascertainment of truth . But this , in turn ,

bors, of his controversies with all except the this ascertainment of truth , is precisely the

Federal Government, and of all his crimes or object which all science , in every branch of

offenses except only those which , like treason , human knowledge, proposes to itself . Ob

relate directly to his duty to the Federal viously , therefore, Evidence may be treated

Government, or are committed in the places from a scientific point of view ; for the pro

subject to its exclusive jurisdiction. cesses by which the truth of a disputed pro

The Federal Government is a political position of fact may be ascertained are not

sovereign ; but has almost none of the attri. prescribed by any rules of substantive law or
butes of sovereignty for any other purpose. any canons of administration , but are pri

This broad fact is revealed to us with startling marily based in the reality of things. In

clearness when we note that it has generally other words , the rules of Evidence are , prop

neither the power of capital punishment nor, erly , those of thought . In any consideration

in effect, of direct taxation . It would be of Evidence , the work of Mr. Best , present

nard to find two more necessary attributes ing most that is still valuable in the studies

of sovereignty , as commonly understood in of Jeremy Bentham , is now and will long

the science of government, than the power continue to be illuminating and helpful .
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$6.00

6.25

6.25

3.00

5.00

3.75

5.00

10.00

3.50

8.50

3.00

12.00

6.00

5.00

6.50

19.50

4.50

12.00

AMERICAN REPORTS, ETC.

Reports Published Since 1909.

General Series.

American Bankruptcy Reports. Vol . 18 .

American State Reports . Vol. 123 .

Amer, and Eng. Railroad Cases. N. S. Vol. 52 .

Cyc. Annotations . 1909 .

American Digest. 1908B .

Lawyers' Reports, Annotated N. S. Bk 17 .

United States.

Court of Claims Reports. Vol. 43 .

Patent Office Gazette . Vol . 136 .

State and Territorial Reports, etc.

Ala . Reports. Vol . 152 .
Colo . Reports. Vol . 42 .

IU, Reports. Supreme Court . Vol . 237 .

Appellate Court. Vol . 141 .

Ind. Reports .

Appellate Court. Vol. 41 .

Ia . Reports. Vol . 137 .

Kan. Reports . Vol. 77 .

Ky. Reports. Vol. 125 .

Md. Reports. Vol. 107 .
Mass . Reports . Vol . 199 .

Miss . Session Laws. 1908 .

Mo. Reports. Appellate Court . Vol . 132 .

Mont. Reports . Vol . 37 .

Neb. Reports. Vol. 77 .

N. M. Reports. Vol. 13 .

N. Y. Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 127 .

Court of Appeals . Vol . 192 .

Civil Procedure . Vol . 39 .

Miscellaneous Reports . Vol . 59 .

Ohio . Nisi Prius Reports. N. S. Vol. 7 .

Pa. Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 221 .

Superior Court. Vol . 36 .

S. C. Reports. Vol . 80 .

Texas . Criminal Appeals. Vol . 53 .

Vt. Session Laws. 1908.

Va . Reports. Vol . 108 .

Wash. Reports. Vol . 50 .

W. Va. Reports. Vol . 63 .

( Session Laws . 1908.)

Wyo. Reports. Vol. 16 .

CANADIAN LAW BOOKS .

Dominion .

Reports. Supreme Court. Vol . 40 .

Canadian Law Times . Vol . 29 .

Digest. Canadian Annual . 1908 .

Manitoba.

Law Reports. Vol . 17 .
Ontario .

Weekly Reporter. Vol . 12 .

BRITISH EMPIRE.

England.

Reports. TimesLaw Reports. Vol. 24 .

Justice of the Peace . Vol. 72 .

Magisterial Cases. Vol. 13 .

Law Journal Reports . Vol. 77 .

Law Times Reports . Vol. 125 .

Revised Reports . Vol. 102.

English Reports Reprint. Vol . 92.
Digest . Mews' Annual , 1908.

Ireland .

Irish Law Times . Vol . 42 .

Scotland .

Scots Law Times . Vol . 16 .

Scots Revised Reports. Morrison . Vol . 2

2.50

6.00

.

s.d.

AMERICAN TEXT BOOKS.

Published Since Jan. 1 , 1909.

Brantly. Supplemental Digest of the Md .

Reports. Vols. 89-105....

Cann . Instructions to Georgia Juries

Cann . Requests to Charge in Civil and

Criminal Cases. Ga.

Cardozo. Jurisdiction of the Court of

Appeals of the State of N. Y. 2d ed.

Coffey. Probate Decisions . Vol . 1

Costigan. American Mining Law .

Daish. Procedure in Interstate Commerce

Cases

Drinker. Interstate Commerce Act . 2 vols .

Erwin . Cases on Sales of Personal Prop

erty : 2d ed .

Gerard. Titles to Real Estate in N. Y.

5th ed.

Neilson . Trial by Combat , 501 to 1819

' A. D.

Page and Jones. Law of Taxation by Local

and Special Assessments . 2 vols .

Pierce. Digest of Interstate Commerce
Decisions

Reed and Shutt. Complete Guide for

Supervisors Town and County Officers
Rose . Notes on the U. S. S. C. Reports .

Vols . 4 and 5 . Per vol ...

Street. Federal Equity Practice . 3 vols .

Torbert. Digest of Patent and Trade

Mark Cases decided by the Court of
Appeals, D. C.

Underhill. Landlord and Tenant . 2 vols .

Vandyne. Our Foreign Service . The

A. B. C. of American Diplomacy

Webb. Law of Usury.

ENGLISH TEXT BOOKS.

po Published Since Jan. 1, 1909 .

Addison. Treatise on the Law of Torts .

8th ed .

Beddoes . Law of Mortgage. 2d ed .

Bowstead. A Digest of the Law of

Agency . 4th ed.

Chalmers . Bills of Exchange. 7th ed .

Crew . Synopsis of Mercantile Law .

Disney. Law of Carriage by Railway.

2d ed .

Evans and King. Companies ' Consolida
tion Act

Everest and Strode . Law of Estoppel .

2d ed .

Hart. Law of Banking. 2d ed .

Jolly. Restrictive Covenants Affecting

Land .

Jones and Bellot . The Law of Children

and Young Persons..

Highmore. Local Taxation Licenses

Keith . Responsible Government in the

Dominions

Leake . Law of Contracts . 5th ed .

Lightwood. Time Limit of Actions

Mackenzie and Woodcock. Digest of

Licensing Cases. 2d ed.

Odgers . Principles of Pleading and Prac
tice . 6th ed .

Oppenheimer. Criminal Responsibility of
Lunatics

Palmer. Company Law . 6th ed .

Pease and Latter . Contracts .

Pollock . Law of Torts . 8th ed .

Ruegg and Coltman . Workmen's Com

pensation Cases. New Series , Vol . 1 ..

Russell. Railway Rates and charges

Orders

Simpson. Law and Practice Relating to

Infants . 3d ed .

Steele . Present Day Banking .

Symonds. Relieving Officer. 5th ed .

Williams. Taylor on Evidence in England

38.0

12.6

18.0

20.0

3.6

7.6

5.0

25.0

30.0

5.0

10.6

5.0

10.0

32.0

25.0

12.6

12.6

10.6

12.6

10.6

25.0

7.6LIBERIAN REPORTS .

The small edition of the first volume of the

Reports of the Supreme Court of Liberia

( $ 15.00) is nearly exhausted . The L'nited

States Commission to examine into conditions

in Liberia will focus attention to that

republic for a year to come, and this volume

throws an interesting light on the situation .

and Ireland . 10th ed . 2 vols .

Yearly County Court Practice. 1909

10.6

21.0

5.0

36

63.0

23.0
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CHECK LIST OF B. B. 00. PUBLICATIONS

Descriptive Circulars Sent on Application .

Abbreviations Used in Law Books .. $ 1.50

* American Constitutions. Stimson 3.50

Arrest. Voorhees ... 2.00

Blackstone (Pocket) . Ewell 3.00

* Constitutional Essays . Thayer 3.50

Contracts . Metcalf 3.50

Criminal Law . Browne 2.50

Domestic Relations. Browne 2.50

* Eminent Domain . Nichols . 5.00

Encyclopaedic Dictionaby. Bouvier.

2 vols... 12.00

Equity Pleading. Heard 2.50

Essentials of the Law . Ewell . 3 vols . 7.50

Evidence (Principles of) . Best ... 3.50

Evidence (Circumstantial) . Wills .. 5.00

Evidence, Torts, Real Property .

Ewell 2.50

Executors . Schouler . 5.50

Legal Periodical Index . Jones . 2 vols . 20.00

Limitations on Actions. Wood 6.50

* Mass . Town Law . Garland .. 3.00

Mass . Equity Pleading. Richardson . 2.00

Mass . Judiciary . Davis .. 3.00

Mass . Penalties for Crime. Bell 1.50

Mass . Practice Notes . Grinnell .... 3.50

New England Town Law . Garland .. 6.50

Pleading, Contracts, Equity . Ewells 2.50

Real Property . Williams 3.50

Sales. Browne 2.50

Statute Law (American ). Stimson .

2 vols . 14.00

Subrogation. Sheldon 5.00

Wills. Schouler .. 5.50

THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY,

83 to 91 Francis St. , Fenway , Boston , Mass.

a

The Lawyer as a Citizen .

The lawyer, though watchful to obey the

laws of the land which it is his peculiar duty

to know, deems not of himself as having then

fulfilled his duties , when he has outwardly

conformed to all that they command, and

abstained from all that they forbid , so that

he may lie down at night secure from the

rods and axes of the ministers of justice .

Love, not fear, is the spring of his obedience ;

and hence he refuses no office, however

burdensome, whereby he may serve the

commonwealth , nor shrinks from the dis

charge of any duty which his station imposes

no matter how much the performance of it

may expose him to the odium of those whom

it is his interest to please . Some he ob

serves who, careless about the welfare of the

commonwealth, and anxious only for their

own advancement, under color that , in a free

state , men , to serve their country , should

act with a party, attach themselves to

confederacy of politicians, whom they slav

ishly follow , in hopes at some future time to

receive from them or with them an ample

reward for their prostituted services. Now

the lawyer reprobates not alone the prac

tices , but the theory of such men . He holds

it as a maxim of political philosophy, that

principles should associate parties, and not

parties control principles - being well assured

that the conduct of others, how high soever

their station or intellect , can never sanction

a departure from what in each case is right ,

and deeming parties to be no further good

or useful than as they are formed by the

union of like minds earnestly striving after

high and holy ends. Hence he in no case

gives a blind assent to the acts of any set ;

but freely weighs and canvasses all measures

of which it is his duty to judge, and if in any

thing he disapproves , frankly speaks his

mind ; considering that the liberty of speech ,

which the constitution gives, not only im

parts a privilege but imposes a duty. And

while the lawyer values highly this freedom

of speech , he is careful not to abuse it for

impious ends. If abuses exist , he chooses

rather that remedy which the constitution

approves, and by petition forth

the evil , and humbly prays that it be

remedied ; which . if those in power refuse , he

cheerfully bears up under the burden , regard

ing what may not be removed by lawful

means as a judgment sent in the wisdom of

God . From “ The Lawyer, his Character and

Rule of Holy Life .” By Edward O'Brien .

Garland's th
Massachusetts Town Law .

New England Town Law ( $6.50)

covers all the six New England states , and is

of interest as a whole to the student of Amer

ican government or to the lawyer looking for

analogies to solve disputed questions . But

it has been found unnecessarily large and

expensive for the use of local town officers,

and we have therefore reprinted from it ,

with a supplement containing the 1908 laws ,

the Massachusetts portion , which we sell , in

buckram binding, for $2.50. In this form ,

as Garland's Massachusetts Town Law , it is

valuable to town officers and lawyers in that

one state.

sets

* Recent publications .
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IS“ A LITTLE NONSENSE, NOW AND THEN,

RELISHED BY THE WISEST MEN ."

was

Swore

LEGAL SUBTLETY . his warrant and commanded the constable

to arrest “ B ," and to summons twelve men as

Extract from “ Selections from the
jurors, and bring them all before him and

Court Reports, originally published in the no other Chustice , in order to try that dampt

Boston Morning Post, from 1834 to 1837." hen tief . The Officer arrested " B ," and sum
Boston . 1837 .

moned the twelve jurors. The warrant being

The trickery of lawyers has been the sub
returned and the trial brought up, the Jus

ject of reproach and ridicule from the days tice cried out, “ Stant up, you dampt hen

of ancient Romedown to our own enlightened tief!” The prisoner stood up , the justice

times. Laws that hang other men , they read the warrant, and then cried aloud, “ Ish

hop over, dodge under, or whip around, as if you guilty or not guilty ?” . “ Not guilty, sir. ”

they are “ anointed with swallow's ile ." In The prosecutor stated that "last night he

England, a legal dabster once extricated his heard the geese and ducks chattering and

client contending that, inasmuch as the thief
making a fuss." The old lady, wife of prose

was charged with stealing . “ Fowls,”
cutor, said she “ heard the old Rooster squall

incumbent to show that the fowls were alive ,- in the night;" and their four children swore

whereas the articles stolen were dead , and
the same facts as their father and mother

therefore were not fowls . By this foul dis
had . “ Tish ish dampt strong proof," ex

tinction , the thief was declared to be no thief,
claimed the Justice.

and was acquitted.
The evidence closed on both sides . The

Last week, a well-dressed man, named
Dutchman gave the jury a lengthy charge,

Barnes, was observed about a poultry wagon.
and observed : “ What a detistable crime it

As he had “ a fair round belly, with good fat
was to rob a hen roost !” And further re

capon lined,” he was at first supposed to be marked , that, from the evidence, they should

a connoisseur in poultry ; but he was slow in find him guilty. “ Go, chentlemen , and make

deciding on his purchase and was closely up your chudgment. The jury returned a

watched, till he reached out a prime goose,
verdict of “ Not Guilty." The Dutchman

with which he marched off . Hewas charged looked over the verdict , and said : “ Stant up ,

with " stealing one dead goose, valued at one
you tampt hen tief , and hear te sentensh of

dollar. "
tish court .

But the English decision above
Te chury hast found you not

quoted did not avail him - a “ dead
goose,

guilty; tarefore you ish discharged . But,

said the complaint - and " dead goose’ in te 'pinion of dish court, you ish dampt

the witnesses; and " one month to the House guilty !"

of Correction ," declared the court . Barnes

had lost his case , but had he lost himself?
POLICE . - AUGUST 6.

While waiting for the triumphal car, in

which the prisoners are conveyed, he was Extract from “ Skillman's New York

put in the watch-house ; but before the Police Reports.” Illustrated with engrav
arrival of the car, he made a successful ings. Written in 1828–29 . New York,
“ Motion in arrest of the execution of sen 1830 .

tence ” -in other words, he was a " gone

goose " -in legal phrase ,-non est inventus- Half past four o'clock in the morning

or, as per constable's translation , - non -come
wind east, and somewhat cloudy.

at - i -bus. The commonwealth lost its sen Justice Hopson, Present .

tence against Barnes by what is technically
You always end with a jade's trick ; I know

termed a “ default” —when he “ moved " to

escape, no one appeared to show cause why

he should not be permitted to do so , and so Miss Europa Africana Williams, a kind of

he was allowed to depart sine die-to go Amazon, marched up boldly in front of the

without day-but without goose , also . Magistrate . This heroine is doubtless the

offspring of some high -born European and a

princess ofGuinea - her complexion is golden.

She had declared war against one of the

LARCENY FROM THE HEN ROOST. descendants of Pepin . Europa Africana was

too much for the Frenchman ; he therefore

Extract from “ Reports of Decisions in sought succour, and obtained it , in the base
Justices Courts, of the State of Georgia ,

ment story of the City Hall .

from the year 1820 to 1851." By Joseph

Gault, Esq. Marietta, Ga . 1851" “ Take her away, for she lived too long

To fill the world with vicious qualities."

This was a case tried before a Dutch Jus

ce of the Peace, in the Ch kee country. Four girls , neither beautiful nor otherwise,

" A " went before the Dutch Justice and made exposed themselves in such a

oath that he believed that " B " did steal his rendered them amenable to the laws, and are

chickens last night. The Dutch Judge issued now in a situation by no means to be coveted .

you of old. '

manner as
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CHOICE AND RARE LAW BOOKS.

Received since Jan. 1, 1909.

For other books of this class , see our list No. 55 , sent

free on application.

Alley Trial. Trial of Leavitt Alley for the

Murder of Abijah Ellis . Reported by F. F.

Heard. (Circumstantial Evidence : ac

quitted ) $ 1.50

American Colonies. An Abridgement of the

Laws in force and use in Her Majesty's

Plantations, viz . , Virginia , Jamaica, Bar

badoes, Maryland, New England, New York

Carolina , etc. Digested in the method of

Mr. Wingate and Mr. Washington . 18 mo .

Calf gilt , neat . London , 1704 25.00

Andreas (D. ) . Press of Sebastian Gryphius

Leyden . DeVerboram Significatione, 1530 ;

and Ad Rescriptum Principum , 1532, in one

vol. folio boards Fine specimen of early

printing : quaint engraved title -page 10.00

(Austin ,Benj. ?) Observations on the Perni

cious Practice of the Law. By Honestus.

Pamphlet . Boston, 1819.. 2.50

Baty (T.) . International Law in South

Africa. London, 1900 1.25

Bellot (H. H. L.). The Inner and Middle

Temple Legal, Literary and Historic Asso

ciations, With 90 fine illustrations. London ,
1902 . 2.00

Blackstone (Sir Wm .). Discourse on the

Study of the Law . First Vinerian lecture;

first edition : and germ of Blackstone's Com

mentaries. 40 p . 4to . Sewed . Oxford , 1758 . 5.00

Blaine ( D. R.). Laws of Artistic Copyright.

London , 1853 . 1.50

Brougham (Lord ). Opinions on Politics ,

Theology, Law , etc. London, 1837 1.50

Burke (Peter). Romance of the Forum or

Narratives. Scenes and Anecdotes from

Courts of Justice . 2 vols . London , 1862 4.00

Caulfield (Jas . ) . The High Court of Justice :

Memoirs of the Principal Persons who sat

in judgment on Charles I. With 24 full

page portraits of the Regicides,among them

Cromwell, Lilbourne, Ireton, Harrison and

Hugh Peters. 4to . Half roan 10.00

Chan - Toon . Principles of Buddhist Law.

Rangoon, 1894 . 2.50

Choate, Rutus. Memories of, by J. Neilson .

Portrait cloth . Boston , 1884 1.50

Cox (Homersham ) . Institutions of the Eng
lish Government: Constitution , Powers,

Procedure . London , 1863 3.50

D'Antraigues. Memoire sur la Constitution

des Etats de la Province de Languedoc.

Paper . Vivarais . 1789 1.00

De Loisne (Ch. M.) . Gouvernement et Con

stitution Britanniques au 18me Siècle .

Paris , 1868 . Half morocco .. 2.50

Falconer (Theo . ) . Surnames and the Law

affecting their charge. 2d ed . London,
1862 . 1.50

Fletcher (Andrew , of Saltoun ) . Historical

Account of the Ancient Rights and Power

of the Parliament of Scotland. Aberdeen ,

1823 . 1.50

France. Notes et Tableaux Statistiques re

latifs a une Nouvelle Organisation Judiciaire .
( With map of judicial districts). 4 to

Half morocco Poictiers, 1871-2 2.50

Fraser ( Patrick ). Law of Scotlandas Appli
cable to Personal and Domestic Relations .

2 vols. Edinburgh , 1846
2.00

Grotins (Hugo). Apologeticus eorum qui Hol

landiæ Westfrisiæque quibusdam : nationibus

ex legibus præfuerant ante , 1618 . 24mo .

Paris , 1640 2.50

Hurd ( J. C.). Topics of Jurisprudence Con
nected with Conditions of Freedom and

Bondage. Pamphlet. N. Y. , 1856 2.00

Ibbetson (Jas.) . Judicia Customs of the

Saxon and Norman Age . 44 pages . 4to

Boards . London, 1780 . 1.50

Italy . Codice di Napoleone il Grande del

Keble (Jos. ) . Assistance to Justices of the

Peace for the Easier Performance of Their

Duty. Folio . London , 1683 .

Kluber (J : L. ) . Droit des Gens Moderne de

L'Europe et Bibliographic . Ed . by Ott .

Paris, 1861

Livingston (Edw .) . System of Penal Law for

the U. S. A. Code of Crimes and Punish

ments; Code of Procedure; Code of Prison

Discipline; Book of Definitions. Folio .

Washington, 1828

Meili ( F. ) . International Civil and Com

mercial Law . Translated , with notes of

American and English Law, by A. K.
Kuhn . N. Y. , 1905

Muller (Hermann ). Der Lex Salica, Anglio

rum et Werinorum, alter et heimat. Paper

Würzburg, 1840 ....

Muel ( L. ) . Gouvernements, Ministères et

Constitutions de la France , depuis cent ans .

3me ed . Unbound . Paris , 1892

Parsons (Chief Justice Theophilus.). Memoir

by his Son . 12mo. Cloth . Portrait. Boston ,

1859

Proctor (L. B. ) . Lives of Eminent Lawyers

and Statesmen of New York , Notes of Cases ,

etc. 2 vols . N. Y. , 1882

Reddie ( Jas. ). Researches. Historical and

Critical in Maritime International Law .

2 vols. Edinburgh , 1844-5 . 2 vols, half

calf

Reinsch (P.S.). English Common Law in the

Early American Colonies. Pamphlet. Madi

son , Wisc . , 1899

Rosadi (G.) . The Trial of Jesus. Translated
from the Italian by E. Raich . London ,

1905 .

Smith (Jeremiah) . Life of, by John H. Mori
son . Cloth . 12mo . Portrait . Boston , 1845 .

Stearns ( Asahel) . Summary of the Law and

Practice of Real Actions, with Forms. 2d ed

Old calf. Hallowell, 1831

Townsend (Wm . C.) . Lives of Twelve Emi

nent Judges (Buller, Kenyon , Alvanley.

Loughborough, Gibbs, Ellenborough, Ers

kine, Redesdale, Grant, Tenterden, Stowell,

Eldon) . 2 vols . London , 1846

Trials reported in Shorthand, by Joseph

Gurney . Rudd (Margaret C.). Exemption

for Turning State's Evidence, 1775 ; Smith

v . Hollis Bribery in Election, 1776 ; Sutton y .

Johnstone Naval trial; admission of Evi

dence, 1786 ; Proceedings at Old Bailey be

fore the Justices, Treasonable Correspond

with the French, 1781 ; Stanhope

(Maj. H. J. ) . Court Martial for Unneces
sary Surrender of Tobago, 1783 ; Bourne

(Chas . ) . Libel and Assault , 1783 ; Murray

(Lt. Gen.James) . Sentence and Evidence

on Trial for Surrender of Fort St. Philip .

Minorca, 1783

Tunisian Code. Code Civil et Commercial

Tunisian ; Avant -Projet discuté et adopté

au rapport de M. D. Santillana . 4to paper .

Tunis, 1899

United_States Constitution . Journal, Acts
and Proceedings of the Convention which

formed the Constitution . (May to Sept. ,

1787 ) . Boston, 1819

United States Constitution . Secret Pro

ceedings and Debates at the Convention to

form the Constitution, from notes taken by

Chief Justice Yates. Cincinnati, 1838

Volkmar ( L. ) . Parcemia et Regulæ Juris

Romanorum , Germanorum , Franco -Gal

lorum , Britannorum . 16mo. Berlin , 1854

Ward ( Robt . ) . Relative Rights and Duties

of Belligerent and Neutral Powers in Mari

time Affairs. London , 1875

West Indies . Acts of Assembly passed in the

Charibbee -Leeward Islands from 1690 to

1730 . London . Printed by orderof the

Lords Commissioners of Trade and Planta

tions, by John Baskett . Folio . 1734 ..

Wicks ( F ). British Constitution and Gov

ernment. London, 1873

Williams (F. Conde) From Journalist to

4.00

ence

10.00

5.00

3.50

3.00

2.00

1.50

25.00

.75

Regno d'Italia , Edizione Originale e la

sola Ufficiale. In French and Italian , paral

lel columns, with enacting proclamation of

Luosi, Gran Giudice, bound at end . First

edition of the Italian Code Napoleon . 4to

boards. Milan , 1806 10.00

Judge. Appendix , " The Colonial Judge."

Edinburgh, 1903.

Wingate (Edmund) . The Bodie of the Com

mon Law of England, as it stood in force

before it was altered by Statute . 3d ed .

18mo . London, 1662

1.50

3 00



Three Score and Ten Auction,Sale,April 28-29
FEW books finish the allotted

span of human life in our busy

and changeful age.

In the earlier days of the English

law , some of the older treatises like

Bracton , led useful lives through the

slow centuries .

Later , Blackstone's Commentaries

had nearly a century of influence

gradually dwindling or yielding to
editorial parasites .

Only one book of our country and

generation has had any such vitality .

That is Bouvier's Law Directory, first

published in 1839 , now in its seven

tieth year , as popular as ever , and

likely to live out a century of in

creasing usefulness.

The reason of its vitality lies in a

practical plan , admirably carried out

and kept abreast of time in succes

sive editions of cumulative merit.

Two volumes, sheep binding, $ 12.00

VALUABLE COLLECTION OF

Practical Law Books for

Lawyers and Law Libraries

( Text-Books and Reports)

and of

Books usually catalogued under law, but

especially valuable to general readers and

public libraries comprising among other

items

A Hebrew Parchment Scroll of uncertain

age ,79 feet long .

English Record Publications.

Parliamentary Committee Reports.

Historical English Treatises.

International and Foreign Law.

Reports of Interesting Trials.

Official Report of the Tichborne Case .

American Statute Law .

|

Catalogues sent on application by

C. F. LIBBIE & CO .

(646 Washington Street , Boston, Mass .

The Higher Politics Constitutional Monographs

EVERY man who takes part in
public work , as a voter , a speaker ,

or a legislator , ought to study

Stimson's Law of American Federal

and State Constitutions ( Buckram ,

$3.50) , recently published by The

Boston Book Co.

A reviewer says of this book that

any reader who masters and memo

rizes the diagram of State and

Federal Powers and their interrela

tion , which forms the frontispiece to

the volume, becomes from that

mastery alone a finished constitu

tional lawyer.

The work contains: I. The origin

and growth of American constitu

tions . II . Constitutional principles

as expressed in successive English

and American constitutional docu

ments. III . Digest of all the State

constitutions as compared with the

Federal Constitution .

THE late ProfessorJames B.Thayer
of the Harvard Law School whose

prelimininary treatise on evidence

established his reputation as one of

the foremost legal scholars of our

generation , died prematurely , just as

he was about to publish the results

of his life- long study .

He left practically no manuscripts

in shape for publication, and in print

he left only his case books, the

treatise on Evidence , and a few

monographs; the germs of the larger

works he had intended to write , scat

tered through the pages of periodi

cals .

These valuable papers his son has

gathered and published in a volume

entitled :

Thayer's Legal Essays (Buckram ,

$3.50) , published by The Boston

Book Co.
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We have a few copies of the original of the above group , the design measuring

17 1-2 x 23 inches , on a white “ mat” 24 x 30 , suitable for framing , which we can

deliver rolled in a " carton ” for $ 2.00 each.

We also have some copies remaining of Judge Taft's portrait in judicial robes

( $ 1.50) as advertised in the January Legal Bibliography.



Companion Set to the Century Digest of American Reports

Mews' Digest of English Case Law

16 Vols. (1897) and Supplement ( 1898-1907) 2 Vols.

Eighteen Volumes . $ 110.00

Supplement separately 15.00

. .

. •

See specimen page on the reverse of this page.

English reports are cited in our courts more than

any American set except the U. S. S. C.

Every lawyer has in his library , or at hand in a

neighbor's office, or in his bar or state library, the

best English reports, either in

The original editions or reprints of separate reporters,

Or (better) in the Full English Reprint, if he is lucky enough to

have secured a set ;

Or in former partial reprints, known as “ English Common Law ,'

" English Chancery' (with Vice - Chancellor Supplement),

" English Exchequer," "The Revised Reports," etc.

Every lawyer is constantly confronted in text

books, decisions , and briefs, with English citations .

Every lawyer in full practice needs an English

Digest.

Fortunately, a good one , giving facts and full

abstract of decision in every case and covering all

the courts , is now in the market.

Mews' Digest is , indeed , so full a compend of each

case that it serves as a fair substitute for the original

reports to a lawyer alone in a small town, with no

large libraries near.
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But if it cannot, then the equitable plea is no after that plaintiff prefers indictment for for:

barto thedefendant comingto a court ofequity, cible entry ,this court will stop proceedings upon

subject, however, to the costs of the plea being such indictment. Ib.

controlled by the courtof equity. Ib. No general jurisdiction in equity to enjoin

A court of equity will restrain an action for or regulate proceedings upon indictment, but

damages wherethe defence relieduponis an circumstances may give it ; as where prosecuted

alleged agreement between the parties for the by relators in an information as plaintiffs,they

performance of certain acts towhicha court of are subject to control by orderpersonallyaffect
law cannot give effect. Ib. ing them ; but not the defendants. Att .-Gen . v .

Clearer, 18 Ves. 211 .

Equitable Ples not pleaded . ] — The 17 & 18 Although there may be cases in which the

Vict. c . 125, s. 83, giving a right to plead an court ofchancery will interfere to restrain crim .

equitable defence, is only permissive, and not inal proceedings taken by a plaintiff in equity

compulsory ; and a defendant who has not against the defendant to the suit in respect of

exercised his option of pleadingan equitable plea, thematters to which the suit relates, yet the

may come for an injunction to restrain the court will not so interfere where the remedies in

action, as he might have done before that act. the proceedings.in the criminal court are for a

Gompertz v . Pooley, 4 Drew . 448 ; 28L. J., Ch. purely criminalcharge. Saull v . Browne, 44

484 ;6 Jur. (N.8.) 261.; 7 W.R. 275. 8.P., L. J.,Ch. 1; L. R. 10 Ch.64 ; 31 L. T. 493 ; 23

Kinsford v. Swinford .28 L. J., Ch . 413 ; 6 Jur. W.R.50 ; 13 Cox C. C. 30.

( 1.8 .) 261 ;.7 W. R. 216 .
Unless the cases raised and the objects sought

are identical, the court will not prevent a plain

Proceedings which would interfere with or tiffin the court of chanceryfrom proceeding in a
determine Pending Suit.] — In a sạitbythree criminalcourt against thedefendants to thesuit

shareholders against the directors to restrain in chancery: Ið.

proceedings for recovering the amount of certain
Held, that a remedy in the police court, which

calls, an injunction had been granted upon
was the personal punishment ofthe defendants,

termsof plaintiffspayingthe amount into court. was sodistinct from a remedy in chancery,

The directors' solicitor, a shareholder,obtained which was the recovery of property, thatthe

judgment by default against the company for his courtof chancery would not restrain the criminal

bill of costs,andcommenced proceedings against proceedings,andthat the discretion to stay such

twoof the plaintiffs for the amountdue:-Held proceedings rested with the magistrates. Ib.

( following Taylor v. Hughes, 2 Jo. & Lat. 24)
A court of equity has no jurisdiction to restrain

that, the defendant ( the solicitor) not having criminal proceedings for the recovery of a penalty

denied that theproceedingshadbeentaken for imposed by an act of parliament for abreachof

the purpose of harassing and impeding the its enactments. Kerr v.Preston Corporation, 46

plaintiffs in their suit, the plaintiffs were entitled L. J., Ch. 409 ; 6 Ch. D. 463 ; 25 W.R. 264.

to an injunction to restrainproceedings against

them on the judgment, which proceedings would 2. RESTRAINING CRIMINAL AND QUASI.

greatly interfere with, if notwholly determine, CRIMINAL ACTS.

the pending suit. Horn v. Kilkenny, & c. Ry.,

1 Kay & J. 399 ; -24 L. J., Ch. 241 , 3 W. R.
Though the court of chancery has no juris.

226 . diction to prevent the commission of acts which

are merelycriminal or illegal, yet its function is

Action against Execators.] — If a cause for the to protect property, and therefore it will restrain

administration of assets has beenheard for acts which are of a criminal nature, iftheyare

furtherdirections,andtheexecutorshavepaid of property. Springhead SpinningCo. 7.Riley,
also of such a nature as to injuriously affect rights

theirbalances into court,an injunction willbe 37 L. J., Ch . 889;L.-R.6 Eq.651 ; 19 L. Ť.

granted to restrain an action against the
execators for breach of a covenant in a lease 64; 16 W. R. 1138.

grantedtotheirtestator,andthe master will be ata spinning
company's mill,tookoffenceata

Certain members of a trade union, employed

directed to ascertain the damages. Sutton v. reductionoftheirwagesandlefttheir masters'

Mashiter, 2 Sim . 513.

service. The association then posted in the dis.

Action at Law pending Suit forsame Matter.] or notice,which was in substance a warning to
trict, and advertised in the local papers, a placard

A court of equity in which a suit was pending all workmen not to seek to renew their work at

would have stopped an action for trespass vi et the mill until the dispute vas settled. “ The

armis . YorkCorporation v . Pilkington, 2 Atk .
302 ; 9 Mod . 273.

filed a bill to restrain the printing andcompany

publishing of the notices, charging that they

Injunction granted on Terms.) - See Irving v . threatsand intimidation, from hiriug themselves
were part of a scheme to prevent persons , by

Harrison , 3 L. J. (0.s.) Ch. 48. to the plaintiffs, and that persons had, in fact,

been so intimidated ; that the plaintiffs' business

Criminal Proceedings.) - Whilst suits in equity was materially injuredthereby, the value of
are depending, plaintitfs indict defendant's agent their goodwill depreciated , and the corpus of

at the sessions where they themselves are judges, their property irreparably damaged :-Held, that

for a breach of the peace . Order made to restrain the acts of intimidation complained of, though

plaintiffs from proceeding at the sessions till punishable as a statutable offence, were yet

the hearing of the cause and further order. within the jurisdiction of equity, as tending to

York Corporation v. Pilkington , 2 Atk , 302 ; 9 the destruction of property. " IÓ
Mod. 273.

There is no restraining power in courts of Distress by a Stranger.]-Defendant, having

equity over criminal prosecutions. 16. assigned leasehold estate to plaintiff, afterwarıls

Where bill is bronght to grant possession , if I brought an action of ejectment and was non



"AN ENTERPRISE OF GREAT PITH AND MOMENT "

Full Reprint of the English Reports
The whole English Case Law in all the courts from A.D. 1500 to 1865 , fully

reprinted in compact and uniform shape, serviceably annotated and thoroughly

indexed . One thousand volumes brought into about one hundred and sixty.

a

The English reports, as the fountain -head of our law, containing the

decisions of the able courts of a kindred people with kindred problems,

are of great value in the United States.

Until now, they have been largely inaccessible because of their

bulk, great cost , diversity of size, and lack of annotation .

Notwithstanding these drawbacks, they have been more cited in

our courts than any other series except the U.S. Supreme Court.

Nine years ago the prospectus was issued for a Full Reprint . Doubt

was expressed whether such a colossal enterprise could succeed .

Eight years ago Volume One was issued. After the first few volumes,

publication settled down to a volume a month , the present rate.

Each volume contains from 1,000 to 1,500 large pages, and includes

several volumes of the original . Every case is reprinted in full with

sufficient annotation to show the present force of the decision . The

original paging is indicated . See specimen page on reverse.

Ninety-one volumes have been published, comprising all the House

of Lords , Privy Council , Chancery , Rolls and Vice - Chancellors and part

of the King's Bench Reports .

The enterprise has proved to be a complete success, so much so

that the volumes which have been issued are already out of print .

We have reserved a few sets, which we offer at $ 6.50 per volume,

subject to increase in price as the supply diminishes.

The series is thoroughly indexed in Mews' Digest.

The Boston Book Co., 83 to 91 Francis St. , Fenway , Boston , Mass.
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MITCHEL V. REYNOLDS

rozhl

in question is created to the lessors of the plaintiff, for securing an annuity of £ 500

per ann ., and all arrears thereof, payable to Sir Ralph Cole during his life, and after
his decease for securing an annuity of £ 200 per annum , and all arrears thereof, payable

to the Lady Cole for her life, granted prout the deed, in such manner, and with such

remedies prout the deed. Sir Ralph Cole died, and allthe arrears of rent dueinhis
life -time were paid, and the Lady Cole survived him . Afterwards the Lady Cole died ,

viz. on Michaelmas-day 1704, at nine of the clock at night, being the first day of

payment after Sir Ralph Cole's death, and the plaintiff is her administrator. The

sole question is, whether the term be void without payment of this quarter's rent,

or whether this quarter's rent remains due to Lady Cole, so as to intitlę her adminis

trator thereto within the construction of 'this deed ?

Rich. Wyn. pro Quer.

Tho. Parker, pro Deft.'

I am of opinion that this money was due when by law it ought to be paid ; therefore

since the Lady Cole lived beyond sun -set, which was the time when themoney was

demandable, and to be paid by the tenant upon pain of forfeiting his lease, I think

the money was due to her, and ought to be paid to her, and that her administrator
is intitled to the same.

Jan. 18, 1706 . Robt. Tracy .

its

>

ng

blems

ther :

Note : J. Tracy told me that he advised with Lord C. J. Holt at his chambers, and

that, upon view of the several authorities relating to this point, his Lordship was of

the same opinion.
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[ 181] DE TERM . S. HILLARII, 1711, B. R.

Case 44. — MITCHEL versus REYNOLDS. [1711.]

( Followed, Master of Gunmakers, &c. v. Fell, 1742, Willes, 388 ; Davis v. Mason , 1793,

5 T.R. 120. Referred to , Gale v. Reed, 1806 ; 8 East, 85. Followed , Young v. Timmins,

1831, 1 Tyr. 241 ; Horner v. Graves, 1831 , 7 Bing. 741. Referred to, Keppell v.

Bailey, 1834 , 2 My. & K. 529 ; Mallan v. May, 1843, 11 M. & W. 665 .2 ..

Followed, Wilkinson v . Wilkinson, 1871, L.R. 12 Eq. 604 ; 40 L. J. Ch. 242 ; 24

L. T. 314 ; 19 W. R. 558. Referred to , Gravely v. Barnard, 1874 , L. R. 18 Eq. 523 ;

Collins v. Locke, 1879, 4 App. Cas. 686 ; Rousillon v. Rousillon, 1880, 14 Ch. D. 364.

Examined , Davies v. Davies, 1887 , 36 Ch. D. 386 , 390, 397. Referred to , Mogul S.S.

Co. v. M'Gregor, Gow & Co., 1889, 23 Q. B. D. 627 ; Clegg v . Hands, 1890 , 44 Ch. D.

509, n. Followed, Nordenfelt v. Maxim -Nordenfelt Co., [1894 ] A. C. 535. See also

Smith's L. C. 10th ed. vol. 1 , p. 391. ]

10 Mod. 27 , 85 , 130 ; Fort. 296 .

Resolution of the court of B. R.

A bond or promise to restrain oneself from trading in a particular place,if made upon

a reasonable consideration, is good. (So Davis v. Mason, 5 T. R. 118.) . Secus if it

be on no reasonable consideration , or to restrain a man from trading at all.

Debt upon a bond. The defendant prayed Oyer of the condition , which recited,

that whereas the defendant had assigned to the plaintiff a lease of a messuage and

bakehouse in Liquor pond Street,in the parish of St. Andrew's Holborn, for the term
of five years : now if the defendant should not exercise the trade of a baker within

that parish during the said term , or, in case he did , should within three days after proof

thereof made, pay to the plaintiff the sum of fifty pounds, then the said obligation to

be void. Quibus lectis et auditis, he pleaded , thathe was a baker by trade, that he had

served an apprenticeship to it , ratione cujus the said bond was void in law , per quod he

did trade, prout ei bene licuit. Whereupon the plaintiff demurred in law .

And now, after this matter had been several times argued at the bar, Parker, C. J. ,

delivered the resolution of the court.

?

Tre
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THE GREEN BAG .

20 vols. 1889–1908 . $ 60.00 .

The Green Bag has gone out of print, but

we can make up a few sets out of our stock .

A full set is valuable and interesting for

either a public or private library .

The series is indexed in Poole's Index to

Periodical Literature , in Jones's Index to

Legal Periodicals , and in the American Library

Association Index to Portraits, and has be

sides its own index to Vols. 1-10. The series

of articles on the Supreme Courts of our vari

ous states, and on the leading American law

schools, have great historical value, as have

also the biographies and portraits of distin

guished lawyers and judges.

The lawyer who has a good private library

should surely own a set of The Green Bag,

out of pride in his profession and its litera

ture .

All new subscribers to the magazine should

get the back volumes while it is possible to

Green Bag, 20 vols . (Current .) 1889-1908 .

Griffith's Law Register, 2 vols . 1822.

Harvard Law Review, 21 vols . (Current.) 1887–

1908 .

Insurance Law Jour ., 37 vols. (Current.) 1871

1908.

Journal of Jurisprudence, Hall , 1821 .

Journal of Law. 1831 .

Journal of Law School , Taylor. 1822.

Kentucky Law Reporter, 32 vols. 1880–1908 .

Law , The, Chicago , 2 vols . 1889-1890.

Law Book News , 2 vols . 1895-1896.

Law Central . 1881 .

Law Reporter, Boston, 27 vols. 1839-1866

Law Students ' Helper , 14 vols . ( Current .) 1892

1906.

Livingston's Law Magazine , 3 vols . 1853-1856.

Michigan Law Review, 6 vols . (Current.) 1902

1908

National Bankruptcy Register , 19 vols. 1867-1880 .

National Bankruptcy News and Reports, 4 vols .
1898-1901 .

New York Law Review. 1885.

New York Legal Observer, 12 vols. 1842-1854 .

Pacific Coast Law Journal, 12 vols. 1876-1884 .

Pennsylvania Law Journal, 11 vols. 1842-1852

Quarterly Law Journal (Richmond) 4 vols. 1856

1859 .

Railway and Corporation Law Journal 12 vols

1887-1893 .

Reporter , The , 24 vols . 1876-1887 .

San Francisco Law Journal. 1877-1878.

Southern Law Review, 11 vols. 1872-1883 .

Southern Law Review , N. S. 1901-1902.

Virginia Law Journal, 17 vols . 1877-1893 .

Western Jurist, 17 vols . 1867-1883.

Western Law Monthly , 5 vols . 1859-1863 .

do so.

1

1

LEGAL PERIODICALS.

The issue of Jones's Index to Legal Peri

odicals ( 2 vols . , $ 20.00 ) has opened to re

search all the treasures of essay and monograph

hitherto hidden away in the back volumes of

periodicals which in their day recorded the

investigations of leading lawyers .

The periodicals themselves have gone en

tirely out of print , and complete sets can only

be made up with difficulty .

Lawyers are finding out how useful such

periodicals are , and the demand is increasing,

while the supply is decreasing.

We can now supply the following sets .

Prices on application :

American Periodicals .

Albany Law Journal, 69 vols . (Current . ) 1870–1908 .

American Bar Association Reports, 32 vols . 1878

1908 .

American Jurist , 28 vols . 1829-1843 ,

American Law Journal (Hall ) , 6 vols . 1808- 17 .

American Law Magazine, 6 vols . 1843-1846.

American Law Register, 55 vols . (Current . ) 1852

1907 .

Central Law Journal, 66 vols . (Current .) 1874

1908 .

Chicago Legal News , 39 vols . (Current . ) 1869-1906 .

City Hall Recorder ( Rogers ) , 6 vols . 1816-1820.

Cleveland Law Record , 1856-1857.

Columnbia Law Review , 7 vols. (Current . ) 1901

1907.

Cornell Law Journal, 1 no . only published . June ,

1894 .

Counsellor, 5 vols . 1891-1896 .

Criminal Law Magazine, 18 vols . 1880-1896 .

English , Scotch , Irish and British Colonial.

Brief, The , London , 3 vols . in 1 . 1894-1895.

Canada Law Journal , 44 vols . (Current.) 1865

1908 .

Canadian Law Times , 27 vols . ( Current .) 1881

1907 .

Cape Law Times Reports , 16 vols . (Current.) 1891

1906 .

Collectanea Juridica , 2 vols . 1791-1792.

Commonwealth Law Review, Aust . , 5 vols . 1903

1908 .

Gibson's Law Notes, 25 vols. (Current. ) 1882

1907 .

Juridical Review, Scotch , 19 vols. ( Current.) 1889

1907.

Jurist or Quarterly Journal, 4 vols . 1827-1833 .

La Themis, Quebec, 5 vols . 1879-1883 .

Law Chronicle , Edinburgh , 4 vols . 1829-1832 .

Law Quarterly Review, 24 vols . (Current.) 1885

1908 .

Legal News , Quebec, 20 vols . 1878-1897 .

Legal Observer, 52 vols . 1830-1856 .

Legal Reporter , Dublin , 2 vols . 1840-1842 .

Local Courts & Munic . Gaz . , Ontario , 8 vols. 1864

1872 .

Monthly Law Digest and Reporter , Montreal.

1892-1893.

Scots Law Times , 14 vols . (Current . ) 1892-1907 .

Scottish Jurist, 46 vols . 1829-1873 .

Scottish Law Review , 23 vols . (Current . ) 1885

1907 .

Solicitors ' Journal, 51 vols. (Current.) 1857–1074.

Upper Canada Law Journal , 10 vols . 1855-1869 .



IF YOU WISH TO KEEP IN TOUCH WITH CURRENT THOUGHT

IN THE LEGAL WORLD, YOU SHOULD READ

( THE

GREENBAG
ANENTERTAINING

MAGAZINE forLAWYERS

No legal periodical in this country enjoys the prestige that THE GREEN

BAG has won among lawyers during the twenty years of its existence . In

proof that its popularity and usefulness are increasing under the new man

agement, read the following

BRIEF EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS

a

? )

1

From New York : “ I think the Green Bag is very interesting. As a law student said to me ,

' no one cares so much for purely technical magazines, as there is plenty of that in the books.'

If a man wants to see the interesting side of the law I think it ought to appeal to him ."

From Philadelphia : " Allow me to congratulate you on the splendid form in which you are

getting out the Green Bag. The size of page and the paper add greatly to its attractiveness .”

From Tacoma : “ We are glad to know that at last the Green Bag will become not only a

literary treat, but a live magazine."

From New York : " I am sure that under its present editorship the Green Bag will reach a

high grade of merit and consequently succeed .”

From Cristobal, Canal Zone : " I am a subscriber to your able magazine, and might assure

you that I am so very well pleased with it that I shall always continue my subscription thereto ."

From Iowa : " I have been a subscriber for nearly twenty years . Among the many legal

periodicals I take I regard the Green Bag the best , not only for entertainment , but for solid
information ."

From New York : " I am a constant reader of the Green Bag and recognize its wide circu

lation and influence among the legal profession .”

From Rochester : " We want to congratulate you on the acquisition of this publication. It

has a reputation second to none in the country .”

From Boston : " I believe that the rank and file of the legal profession throughout the United

States will be pleased with this change in the character and form of the Green Bag . "

PUBLISHED MONTHLY AT $ 3.00 A YEAR

Sample Copy on request

THE RIVERDALE PRESS, C. A. W.Spencer, President

BROOKLINE, BOSTON, MASS.

Is your town represented in THE GREEN BAG PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY ?

See current issue for particulars as to representation or write for details . (A

card in this directory costs but $10 a year , or $ 7.00 if you are a subscriber to The Green Bag)



To Judges

Lawyers

Law Lecturers

and Students

The Boston Book COMPANY

Publishes law-books.

Invites correspondence from authors.

Deals in all kinds of law-books.

Carries a large secondhand stock.

Specialty of library service for 30 years .

Furnishes information as to scarce books.

Imports the best English books .

Deals largely in other foreign law literature.

Has direct correspondents in nineteen countries.

Is American agent of leading foreign publishers .

Is prepared to estimate on any lists .

Buys libraries for cash .

SolicitS ORDERS.

Next Publication

NICHOLS ON THE POWER OF EMINENT DOMAIN

CHARLES C. SOULE , President and Treasurer
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The Boston Book Company

83 to 91 Francis St. , Fenway, Boston, Mass .
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An Expert Treatise on Eminent Domain

THE POWER OF EMINENT DOMAIN

By PHILIP NICHOLS

Late Assistant Corporation Counsel of the City of Boston

One volume, buckram binding, $ 5.00 net.

A work limited to the fundamental principles which underlie the power of

eminent domain , define its extent, and restrict its exercise .

A treatise on constitutional law which relates to the taking of private property

for public use .

TABLE OF CONTENTS

THE POWERS OF A SOVEREIGN STATE .

Ch . I. Its Powers Limited only by the Con

stitution .

Ch. II . The Power of Eminent Domain .
Ch . III . The Power of Taxation .

Ch. IV. The Power of Levying Special Assess

ments .

Ch. V. The Power of Requiring Personal

Services .

Ch . VỊ. The Power of Destruction from

Necessity .

Ch. VII . The Police Power .

THE TAKING OF WATERS AND WATER RIGHTS .

Ch. XXXI . The Substantive Law Involved .

Ch. XXXII. Public Waters.

Ch . XXXIII. Private Waters.

WHAT CONSTITUTES PROPERTY .

Ch. XXXIV. Includes every Interest in the Thing

Taken .

Ch . XXXV. ThePoint of Time when Ownership

is Fixed .

Ch. XXXVI. Diversity of Interests does not In

crease Compensation .
Ch. XXXVII. Franchises .

Ch . XXXVIII. Property of the State and of Muni

cipal Corporations.
Ch . XXXIX.

Property ofa Public Service Corpora
tion .

JURISDICTIONAL LIMITATIONS .

Ch . VIII . As Between the Different States .

Ch. IX . As Between the States and the Fed

eral Government.

CONSTITUTIONAL LIMITATIONS.

Ch. X. The Provisions Applicable to Eminent

Domain .

Ch, XI. The Powers to which these Provisions

Apply .

WHAT CONSTITUTES A TAKING.

Ch . XII. A Question of Substance, not of Form .

Ch. XIII. Entry and Putting to use a Taking.

Ch. XIV. Damaging Property not Necessarily

a Taking.

Ch . XV. Destroying the Usefulness of Land a

Taking.

ADDITIONAL SERVITUDES.

Ch . XVI . A Question of Substantive, not of

Constitutional Law .

Ch . XVII. The Easement of a Public Highway.

Ch . XVIII . Rights of the owner of the Fee.

Ch . XIX . Abutters' Rights when the Public

Owns the Fee .

Ch . XX. Ownership of the Earth and Trees.

Ch. XXI . Changes of Grade.

Ch . XXII. Steam Railroads in Public Highways.

Ch. XXIII . Street Railways in Public Highways.

Ch . XXIV. Elevated Railways and Subways.

Ch . XXV. Pipes and Wires in Public Highways.

Ch. XXVI. Buildings and Other Structures in

Public Highways.

Ch. XXVII. Public Easements Other than High

ways .

Ch . XXVIII. Change of the Public Easement.

Ch . XXIX . Exercise of the Public Easement

Causing Direct Injury Outside.

Ch . XXX . Discontinuance.

WHAT CONSTITUTES THE PUBLIC USE .

Ch. XL. The Prohibition Based on Implication .

Ch. XLI. Difficulty in Defining PublicUse .

Ch . XLII. Performance of Governmental Duties

Ch. XLIII. Performance of Public Service.

Ch. XLIV. Assistance toPrivate Enterprise.

Ch. XLV. Uses Partly Private .

WHAT CONSTITUTES JUST COMPENSATION .

Ch. XLVI. Compensationmust be paid in Money .

Ch. XLVII. CompensationNeed not be paid in

Advance, ifReasonably Certain .
Ch . XLVIII. Damages to Remaining Land .

Ch. XLIX . Set -offof Benefits .

Ch. L. What Constitutes Special Benefits .

Ch. LI . Interest ,

DUE PROCESS OF LAW AND OTHER CONSTITU

TIONAL REQUIREMENTS.

Ch. LII . The Fourteenth Amendment.

Ch. LIII . Necessity of a Taking not a Judicial

Question .

Ch. LIV. The Extent of a Taking Should Ap

pear on the Record .
Ch . LV. Notice ofthe Taking.
Ch. LVỊ. Trial by Jury .

Ch. LVII. Limitations, CurativeActs and Costs
Ch. LVIII . Legislative Assumption of Judicial

Functions.

Ch. LIX . What can be Taken .

RIGHTS OF THE CONDEMNOR .

Ch . LX . Legislative Control.

Ch. LXI. Taking of its Property for a Different

Use.

Ch . LXII. Abandonment of Proceedings .

TABLE OF CASES .

INDEX

THE BOSTON BOOK CO. , 83 to 91 FRANCIS STREET, FENWAY, BOSTON
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VIRGINIA COLONIAL DECISIONS.

Ta

TODET

BIGT

READ AND ACT .

Leg. Bib . comes only once a quarter.

Every number has something good in it .

Where the nuggets are , only search can

reveal.

Seize each number when it comes , tear off

the wrapper; lock your door.

Scrutinize it carefully from cover to cover.

Reject the chaff; appropriate the kernel.

If you see anything you want , don't procras

tinate ; order it right now .

Do not let a prompter man get ahead of you .

He buys best who buys quickest.

Have you bought Nicholson Eminent Do

main ?

Have you bought Thayer's Essays ?

Have you bought Stimson's Federal and State

Constitutions ?

Have you bought everything you need from

all our lists ?

Have you weighed every item among our

Choice and Rare Books ?

When you have done all this pass Leg. Bib .

on to some other booklover.

Sigh, recline and rest with a clear conscience .

Ted

IT.

We are just now putting into the printer's

hands the work which we announced briefly

in our January and April numbers.

The Virginia Colonial Decisions will be pub- .

lished in two volumes . Vol . 1 will contain

the Introduction, by R. T. Barton , Esq . , of

Winchester, Va . , and the Reports of Sir John

Randolph . Vol . 2 will contain Barradall's

Reports.

These reports, never before published (ex

cept a few cases which were excerpted by

Jefferson ), are taken from manuscripts pre

served in the library of the Virginia Court of

Appeals , and in the Virginia Historical Soci

ety's library . They are extremely interesting

and ' valuable as illustrating the legal and

social conditions of Virginia (as well as the

other American Colonies) at the time the

decisions were rendered , from 1730 to 1740 ,

the early years of the revolutionary genera

tion.

Mr. Barton , approaching his editorial work

with the legal acumen of a lawyer and author

and the enthusiasm of an antiquarian, has

prepared an Introduction which not only

describes reporters, courts, and manuscripts,

but also sketches in a very readable manner,

the social conditions, from the earliest settle

ments up to the Revolution , which constitute

the rationale , the setting , and the back

ground of the reports. His chapters are

entitled :

1

cre

pl
a

SAT
E

de

A COMMA MISSING .

A recently enacted Massachusetts law re

quires interpretation . It reads thus :

“ Whoever operates an automobile or a

motorcycle on any public way or private way

laid out under authority of law recklessly or

while under the influence of liquor,” etc. , etc.

Now the question appears to be , how many

public or private ways in Massachusetts have

been laid out “ recklessly or while under the

influence of liquor.”

But see Beal's Cardinal Rules of Legal

Interpretation , Second Edition , p . 264 .

Br
e

ON
LY Chapter 1. The Book.

2. The Land.

3. The People .

4. The Government.

5. The Church .

6. The City.

7. Education .

8. The Courts .

9. The Law and the Lawyers.

10. The Reports and the Reporters

GAPS .

Are there any gaps in your series of

American Reports.

American Statutes .

American Session Laws .

English Reports .

Irish Reports .

Scotch Reports.

British Colonial Reports.

Legal Periodicals.

If so , send us your list of wants and let us

submit prices .

i

This framework will show how valuable

the work will be , not only to Virginia lawyers

but also to lawyers everywhere who are inter

ested in the development of American law ,

and to all libraries which have a department

of American Colonial history.OS
T
"
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EMINENT DOMAIN . RECENT ENGLISH TREATISES

USEFUL TO AMERICAN LAWYERS.

on

Mr. Nichols has limited his work to the

fundamental principles which underlie the

power of eminent domain . It is a treatise

on that branch of constitutional law which

relates to the taking of private property for

public use .

The procedure in eminent domain depends

entirely on local statutes, so that the decisions

of one state are of little value in considering

questions of practice arising in a different

state, but decisions on the broad constitu

tional limitations which restrict the power,

carry as much weight from one end of the

country to the other commensurate with the

standing of the court pronouncing them , and

the soundness of the reasoning.

The book was compiled during eleven years'

service in the Law Department of the city of

Boston, when many of the questions dis

cussed arose to be considered in actual prac

tice, and much of the material was gathered

by the author for his own use in meeting

them.

The citations on points directly within the

scope of the work are exhaustive, but on

matters only incidental reference is made to

one or two leading cases or a text-book of

recognized standing. To make the work as

serviceable as possible , citations have been

made to the unofficial reports and selected

cases as well as to the officials reports.

Arnould Marine Insurance . 2 vols .

$ 15.00

The eighth , edition of this standard

Barclay's Problems of International Practice

and Diplomacy . London , 1907. Cloth .

$ 6.50 .

Especially The Hague Conferences.

Beals ' Cardinal Rules of Legal Interpreta

tion . 2d ed. , London, 1908 . Cloth . $5.25 .

Not only of Deeds , Statutes and Contracts

but of all instruments .

Burge's Colonial Law . 2d ed. 5 vols. $ 42.00 .

Vol . I , 1907 , $7.00 ; Vol . II , 1908 , $8.75 .

(Vols . III - V in preparation ).

Jenks' Digest of English Civil Law. 4 parts

ready, 1905-8 . $ 5.00.

Roberts and Wallace's Employers' Liability

4th ed . , London, 1908. Buckram . $ 9.50.

The Fatal Accidents Act, the Employers '

Liability Act, and Workmen's Compensation

Act have all been dealt with .

Stephen's Commentaries on the Laws of

England. 16th ed . , 1908. 4 vols . Cloth .

$ 22.00 .

Since 1841 this has bee recognized as the

standard commentary on the English law .

9

Mews' Digest of English Case Law.

The new ten year supplement , 1898–1907 ,

now ready. 2 vols . $ 15.00 .

Talbot and Fort's Index of Cases Judicially

Noticed. 2d ed. , London, 1908. Buckram

$ 9.50.

• Every case in theLaw Reports, Law Journal

Reports, Law Times Reports or Weekly Re

porter from 1865 to 1907 is noted .

Wood and Ritchie's Digest of Cases Over

ruled,Approved, or Modified . 1907. 3 vol.

$ 26.00 .

A necessity for successful practice. More

than 30,000 cases are completely dealt with .

CEYLON .

A New Series of Reports.

We have just received a limited number of

sets of the Appeal Court Reports, edited by

A. L. de Witt and G. E. G. Weeresinghe .

These are issued in fortnightly parts and

make two volumes a year. The publication

began early in 1907 . If the publication has

been kept up , of which fact we are not sure,

there are three sets of law reports now cur

rent in Ceylon , the New Law Reports and

Balasingham's Reports being the other two.

The bulk of the cases reported were decided

in 1906 and 1907, though in volume one are

a few cases of 1903 and 1905. In volume

three are the 1908 cases.

We presume that the supply is quite limited ,

and will shortly go out of print . If any

librarian wishes to add this set to their collec

tion of Ceylon material , we will be glad to

quote prices on request.

French Civil Code as Amended to 1906 .

Translated into English by Hon. E. Black

wood Wright. London, 1908. Oloth. $ 6.50 .

Invaluable to the student of the civil law

and where the civil law is still in force.

German Civil Code. Translated into English

by Chung Hui Wang. London, 1908. Cloth .

$5.50 .

An excellent translation of " the most care

fully considered statement of a nation's laws."

Todd's Belgian Law. London, 1905. Cloth .

$ 7.50.

Translation of the Code of Commerce and

Code of Procedure and selections from the

Civil Code , with a Vocabulary .

Wessel's History of the Roman -Dutch Law.

Grahamstown, 1908. $ 10.00 .

The first English treatise of this subject,

giving a valuable discussion of the influences

affecting legal systems of Northern Europe.
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TISES

LAWS

SESSION LAWS.

OF MICHIGAN LEGISLATIVE

BOARD , 1821-1823 .

LAWYERS

mal Practiti

307, Clock

aces

Interpes

Floth. $

d Contest

Fols. $ 422

rs' Liabili
t

Emp3

Ompe
l

ne Law

vols. Cici

A Desirable Reprint.

The territory of Michigan was set off in

1805. Until 1823 it was governed by a Legis

lative Board consisting of a Governor and

three judges.

Before the organization of

Printed Laws. the Legislative Council , there

was published the following

volumes of laws : Woodard Code , 1806 ; Cass

Code , 1816 ; Laws , 1820 ; Laws of Legislative

Board , 1824 .

The laws adopted by the Legislative Board

since July 3 , 1821 , cover the period from

that date until the organization of the

Council , or during the years 1821 to 1823 .

They were published by authority , in 1824 ,

at Detroit , in a pamphlet of forty pages.

This pamphlet is exceedingly

Reprint. scarce and is found in but few

libraries. It is more in the nature

of a volume of session laws , than anything

else, and might well be called the first pub

lished territorial session laws of Michigan . It

should be in every collection of session laws.

As it has been impossible for us to procure

copies, we have succeeded in borrowing a

copy , from which we are having a facsimile

reprint made . It will be ready for distribu

tion early next month . Only fifty copies will

be printed , and then the plates will be de

stroyed . It will be printed on fine durable

paper, manufactured from pure rags. It will

be issued in pamphlet form . The price will

be $ 7.50 per copy. As we shall push off the

sale of this limited edition without delay , it

would be wise to file orders as early as pos

sible .

gnized a 3

ngli
sh

at

A RARE TENNESSEE REPORT .

In the April, 1909 , Leg . Bib . , we asked our

readers for information as to “ Decisions of the

Supreme Court of Errors and Appeals for the

State of Tennessee on the Statute of Seven

Years' Possession. " We have received this

interesting letter , which we reprint in full as

a bibliographical item .

The Editor of Legal Bibliography :

You stated in your April number ( p. 4 ) that you

had found two Tennessee cases in a pamphlet

bound up as a volumeand that the Harvard Law
Library has a copy . You ask for some particulars ;

here they are:

Weatherford and Douglass v . Bledsoe's Heirs is

reported in 2 Overton ( Tenn .), 352. Lillard and

others v . Elliott and others is unreported , but is

cited in Harris and Holmes v. Lessee of Bledsoe's

Heirs ( 1821) Peck, p . 249 , where that case is re

ferred to as " printed in pamphlet .” The interest

ing statement is made that there were only tw

Judges on the bench , Overton and Cooke, who

differed in opinion. The statute provided that in

such cases the lower court should be affirmed .

The case is frequently cited , with the statement

that it is unreported but published in pamphlet,

probably on account of its importance. It is a
fact that there is not a reported case of Judge

Andrew Jackson , so that it would appear not un

usual for an important case to be unreported.

Both of these cases involve early Tennessee
land law and were important in those days. The

statute has now settled the questions. In both ,

the Act of 1797 was under discussion . They were

decided in 1815 and 1821 . In 1839 Thomas Wash

ington , arguing the case of Scott et al . v . Reid et

al., before theU. S. Supreme Court said that the

construction of the Act of 1797 brought about a

controversy in Tennessee from the excitement of

which , at one time, few persons of any considera

tion in society were entirely exempt, continuing

with increasing intensity and bitterness for twenty

five years, agitating our legislative councils and

judicial tribunals to an extent that was unexampled

and alarming. The conflictcommenced with Hamp
ton's Lessee v . McGinnis, 1 Tenn . 286 , and termi

nated with Gray v . Darby's Lessee , M. & Y. 396 ,

decided 1825. The cases are numerous . The Act

of 1797 provided that the possessor before he can

avail himself of the limitation act , should show

some color of paper title . Up to 1815 the rule of
mere color of title prevailed ; afterwards the doctrine

of connected chain was the law , which was recog

nized by the Supreme Court of the United States

in 1 Wheat, 276 and 2 Peters 240 .

The Supreme Court of the state then decided

that a deed with seven year's possession, though

void , was a bar. This rule was affirmed in 6 Peters

291 , by the highest Cou in the land . One who

cares to pursue the subject further can find instruc

tion in 2 Overton ( Tenn .) pp . 386 and 7. See

foot note by Judge Wm . F. Cooper, an eminent

jurist of Tennessee, who recently died .

The legislature of 1819 in order to make a rule

forlimiting actions for land , which would be plain

and intelligible, and do away with " color of title ,"

" equitable connections," " apparent equities,” etc. ,

passed an act , which with a slight subsequent

amendment , is the present law of Tennessee. It

relieved an irritating situation .
The statute now provides that seven years'

adverse possession under registered conveyance,

devise , grant or other ass ance of title purporting

to convey an estate in fee , is a bar to all suits.

Yours truly ,

JOHN C. BROWN,

June 11 , 1909 . Nashville, Tenn .
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Adjourned 1st Session Territorial Legis
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The catalogues mention a May, 1850, ses

sion , usually as being bound with the first

territorial session of July, 1849. Hon . H. R.

Kincaid , in his “ Political and Official History

and Register of Oregon ," states that in the

archives and other public documents found

in the department of state there is no record

of a session in 1850 in continuation of the first

regular session of the territorial legislature .

Bowker makes no mention of a special session

at this time. On the other hand , Hon . 0. C.
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ENGLISH TEXT BOOKS.

Published since April 1 , 1909.

s . d .

16.0

21.0

36.0

30.0

7.6

22.6

16.0

21.0

6.0

15.0

20.0

Aske. Custom and Usages of Trade

Beven . Law of Employer's Liability and

Workmen's Compensation . 4th ed. .
Buckley on the Companies (Consolidation )
Act . 1908

Chitty Treatise on the Law of Contracts .

15th ed .

Cockburn. Private Railway Sidings, etc ..

Emden. Winding- Up of Companies. 8th
ed.

Farrer . Precedents of Conditions of Sale

of Real Estate , etc. 2d ed .

Freeman . Guide to Solicitors ' County

Court Costs

Hall and Pretty. The Children Act , 1908.

3d ed .

Hart. Digest ofthe Law of Trusts .

Hood and Challis . Conveyancing of

Settled Land Acts. 7th ed .

Hynes and Jameson County Council Li

Jolly. Restrictive Covenants Affecting

Land .

Keith . Responsible Government in the

Dominions

Kime. International Law Directory. 1909 .

Leake. Property in Land. 2d ed .

Mackenzie and Lushington. Registration
Manual. 3d ed .

Phipson. Law of Evidence. 4th ed .

Redgrave . Factory Acts. 11th ed .

Roscoe . Measure of Damages in Actions

of Maritime Collisions .

Smith. Principles of Equity: 4th ed .

Spencer. Agricultural Hodkings Act , 1908.

4th ed .

Stephenson. Study of the Law of Mort

gages .

Stone. Justices' Manual. 41st ed .

Strahan and Kendrick . Equity . 2d ed ...

censes 10.6

5.0

Pratt, in his opinion on the location of the

Oregon capital, refers to the session , and

Bancroft in his history of Oregon says the

members convened at Oregon City and were

in session about two weeks and passed a

number of acts.

Supposed State Session, 1858 . Both

branches of the legislature met at Salem on

July 5th, 1858, remaining in session four days,

but there being grave doubt as to whether

Oregon had yet been admitted , owing to the

impossibility of obtaining any direct and

speedy communication with the national

capital, it was decided to adjourn until

September of the same year. On Sept. 13th ,

a part of the members of both branches of

the legislature assembled at the capital, and

it appearing that the state had not yet been

admitted again adjourned to their respective

homes. The tenth territorial legislature con

vened in December, 1858, and continued in

session until Jan. 22 , 1859.

Provisional Government. A committee was

chosen at a " full meeting of the inhabitants

of the Willamette valley," held at the

American Mission House , Feb. 18, 1841 , to

frame a constitution and code of laws for the

area of country known as “ Oregon.” A sec

ond committee was chosen at a public mass

meeting held at Champooich, May 2, 1843.

This committee , on July 5, 1843, submitted

a number of reports which were adopted as

the laws of Oregon . A third legislative com

mittee was chosen, and was in session from

June 18 to June 27 , 1844 , and reconvened on

December 16, and continued in session until

December 24 , 1844. A fourth legislative

committee was in session from June 24 to

July 5, 1845.

Four sessions of the provisional legislative

assembly were held from 1845 to 1849 .

None of the laws passed appeared in print,

apparently , until the compilation of the general

and local laws, from 1843 to 1849 , published

in 1853.

10.0

10.6

20.0

22.6

15.0

10.6

10.6

4.0

6.0

7.6

25.0

17 6

The Higher Politics

A reviewer says that any reader

who masters and memorizes the

diagram of State and Federal

Powers and their interrelation ,

which forms the frontispiece to

the volume , becomes from that

mastery alone a finished constitu

tional lawyer.

The work contains : I. The origin

and growth of American constitu

tions . II . Constitutional principles

as expressed in successive English

and American constitutional docu

ments . III . Digest of all the State

constitutions as compared with the

Federal Constitution .

Stimson's Law of American Federal

and State Constitutions (Buckram ,

$ 3.50), recently published by The

Boston Book Co.

Constitutional Monographs

Thayer's Legal Essays (Buckram ,

$3.50) , published by The Boston

Book Co.
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Ontario .

Law Reports. Vol . 17 .

Quebec .

Reports. Official King's Bench. Vol . 18 .

Superior Court. Vol. 36.

Revue Légale. Vol . 14 .

Revue de Jurisprudence. Vol . 14 .

Saskatchewan .

Law Reports. Vol. 1 .

BRITISH EMPIRE .

England.

Reports.

Bankruptcy Reports (Manson ). Vol . 15.

Criminal Appeal Reports. Vol . 1 .

Law Times. Vol . 126.

Law Times Reports. Vol. 99.

Registration Cases (Smith ). Vol . 2 Pt . 3

Revised Reports. Vol. 104 .

English Reports Reprint. Vol. 95 .

Ireland .

Irish Law Reports. 1908.

Scotland .

Private Legislation Reports. Vol . 8

AMERICAN REPORTS, ETC.

Reports Published since April, 1909 .

General Series.

American Bankruptcy Reports. Vol. 20 .
Digest. Vol . 2 .

American State Reports. Vol. 125.

Green's Digest. Vol . 4 .

Amer, and Eng. Annotated Cases . Vol . 12 .

Amer. and Eng. Railroad Cases. N. S. Vol. 53 .
American Probate Reports Annotated. Vol. 13 .

Cyc. Vol. 31.

Lawyers' Reports, Annotated . N. S. Bk . 18 .

United States .

Supreme Court Reports. Vol . 212 .

Circuit Court of Appeals Reports . Vol . 89 .

Federal Reporter. Vol . 106.
Interstate Commerce Reports. Vol . 14 .

Patent Office Gazette . Vol. 139 .

State and Territorial Reports, etc.

Ala . Reports . Vol . 153 (Reprint. Vol. 11).

Ariz. Reports. Vol 10.

Session Laws. 1909

Ark . Reports . Vol . 87 .

Session Laws. 1909 .

Calif. App. Court. Reports. Vol . 8 .

Colo. Reports. Vol . 43.

Session Laws. 1909.

Fla. Reports. Vol. 52 .

Ida . Reports. Vol. 15 .

Session Laws . 1909.

Ill. Reports. Supreme Court. Vol. 238 .

Appellate Court. Vol . 142 .

Ind. Session Laws. 1909

Ind. Ter Reports. Vol . 7 .

Ia . Reports. Vol. 138.

Session Laws. Extra . 1908 .

Ky. Reports. Vol . 127 .

La. Reports . Vol . 122 .

Md. Reports. Vol. 108 .
Mass . Reports . Vol . 200.

Mich. Reports. Vol . 154 .
Minn . Reports. Vol . 106 .

Session Laws. 1909 .

Mo. Reports. Vol. 215 .

Appellate Court. Vol. 133 .

Mont. Session Laws 1909 .

Neb. Reports. Vol . 80.

N. J. Law Reports. Vol . 75 .

N. M. Reports. Vol . 14 .

N. Y. Reports . Supreme Court. Appellate. Vol. 129 .

Court of Appeals. Vol . 194.

Current Court Decisions. Vol. 1 .

Miscellaneous Reports. Vol . 61.

N. C. Reports. Vol. 148.

Ohio . Circuit Court Reports. Vol . 30 . (Circuit

Decisions. Vol. 20. )

Circuit Court Reports . N. S. Vol . 11 .
State Reports. Vol. 79 .

Federal Decisions . Vol . 18 .

Session Laws. Extra . 1909 .

Okla . Reports. Vol . 19 .

Ore . Reports. Vol 50 .

Pa. Reports . Supreme Court. Vol . 222 .

Superior Court. Vol. 37.

Maxwell's Reports. Northampton Co. Vol . 11

S. C. Reports. Vol . 81 .

S. D. Session Laws. 1909.

Tenn . Reports. Vol. 120 .

Texas. Civil Appeals. Vol. 45 .

Utah . Reports . Vol . 34 .

Wash. Reports. Vol. 51 .

Wis . Reports. Vol . 136 .

a

AMERICAN TEXT BOOKS.

Published since April 1 , 1909.

Alexander. Mechanics' and Materialmen's

Lien Laws of the Southeastern States $ 6.00

Berry's American Automobile Law 3.00

Birdseye - Cumming and Gilbert . Anno

tated Consolidated Laws of New York .

6 vols . 36.00

Chandler. The Trial of Jesus from

Lawyer's Standpoint. 2 vols. 5.00

Collier on Bankruptcy. 7th ed . 7.50

Davis. Opinions of Mass. Land Court .

1898-1908 . f4.00

Elliott . Evidence . 4 vols . 24.00

Gilmore. Cases on Partnership 4.00

Hamilton . Michigan General Business Cor

porations 3.50

Harrison. New York Business Corpora
tions. 2d ed . 4.25

Huddy. Automobiles. 2d ed . 4.00

Joyce. Defenses to Commercial Paper 6.00

Joyce . Injunctions. 3 vols . 18.00

Leake's Digest of the Law of Property in

Land . 2d ed... 7.00

Lorenzen . Cases on the Conflict of Laws . 4.50

Mechem and Gilbert. Cases on Damages 4.00

Mikell. Cases on Criminal Law 4.00

Minor. The Law of Real Property. 2 vols . 11.50

Morris. History of the Development of
Law 2.00

Nims. Unfair Business Competition 6.50

Ogden . Negotiable Instruments 4.00

Patton. Foreign Attachment in Pa..
2 00

Patton . New Replevin Law of Pa . 1.00

Reeves. Treatise on the Law of Real

Property. 2 vols ... 13.00

Richards. Insurance Law. 3d ed . 6.75

Ringold . Inns of Court 2.00

Scott. The Courts of the State of New

York 5.00

Scott . The Evolution of Law 3.00

Scott and Beaman. Index Analysis of the

Federal Statutes. Vol . 1 2.50

Sedgwick. Elements of Damages. 2d ed . 3.00

Thornton's Treatise on the Federal Em

ployers ' Liability and Safety Appliance

Acts 4.50

Tiffany. Domestic Relations. 2d ed . 3.75

White . Personal Injuries on Railroads .

2 vols . 13.00

1

1

CANADIAN LAW BOOKS .

Dominion .

Canadian Railway Cases. Vol . 8 .

Mignault's Droit Civil Canadien . Vol . 8 .

1

1

1
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CHOICE AND RARE LAW BOOKS .

Received Since April 1 , 1909 .

2.50

3.50

3.00

1.50

2.00

9.00

10.00

1.00

1.50

Marvin (J. G. ) . Sir Jas. Mackintosh's Dis

course on the Study of the Law of Nature

and Nations: Sketch of his Life; and

Bibliography of the subject. Boston ,

1843 .

Man, Isle of : Lex Scripta : Ancient Ordi
nances and Statute Laws. New edition.

Douglas, 1819 .

Newspaper Contempt of Court. Committal

of Richard Pigott (Nov. 1871 ) . Reported

by John Hill. Dublin , 1874 .

[ Pennsylvania Imprint]. Approved Penn

sylvania Forms. Compiled by a Gentle
man of the Bar. 18mo , Erie, Pa ., 1829

Pleas of the Crown ; or a Brief but Full Ac

count of Whatsoever Can be found Relat

ing to that Subject . 16mo. London ,

1678 .

Pratt (J. T. ) . Abstract of Acts for the Estab

lishment of Courts of Requests. London ,

1824 .

Recueil des Lois Composant le Code Civil

décrétées en l'an XI-XII . 9 vols in 6 .

Paris , 1803-4 . [ Preliminary to the Code

Napoleon ).

Rhode Island. Book of Forms. Providence,

1859 ..

Rose (Hugh J. ) . Notices of the Mosaic

Law . London, 1831 ..

Rushworth ( John ). Historical Collections:

Passages of State: Weighty Matters in

Law : Remarkable Proceedings in Parlia
ment. 1618-1629 . Folio . London , 1659

[Besides a number of Star Chamber and

Parliamentary law Cases in the text , there

are forty pages of Habeas Corpus cases in

the Appendix ]

Ward (Matt F. ) . Full Report of the Trial

of , for Murder, at Elizabethtown , Ken

tucky. N. Y., 1854 ...

(Boundup with Stone's Report, 1850 , of

the trial of Prof. Webster for the murder

of Dr. Parkman ).

Ward (Robt.) ., Foundation and History of

the Law of Nations in Europe. 2 vols .

London , 1795 ,

Whitelockes . Notes . upon the . King's

Writt . ( ... ) being · Disquisitions : on
the .Government .of . England. Published

by Charles Morton , 2 vols . 4to . London ,

1766 .

Wirt (William ). Memoirs of Life of , by

John P. Kennedy. 2 vols . Phila. 1849

Woles: Jurisdiction and Practice of the

Court of Great Sessions ; Chester Circuit .

London , 1795

Wynne (Edw .). Eunomus : or Dialogues con

cerning the Law and Constitution of Eng
land . 5th ed . , by W. M. Bythewood.

2 vols . 16mo. London , 1822 ....

7.50

It will pay every librarian and every lover

of old , quaint , scholarly or amusing law litera

ture, to glance at every title in these lists ,

as we publish them in the quarterly numbers

of Leg. Bib .

There may be something here which will fill

a gap in your library , or fall in with your

present trend of thought , or amuse an idle

hour.

Act for prohibiting the Importation of (Eng

lish ) books , reprinted abroad , etc. Folio ,

pamphlet. London , 1739 $ 1.00

Antiquity, etc. , of the High Court of Parlia

ment: the Several Opinions of sundry

learned antiquaries . 32mo. London , 1658 3.50

Bacon (Sir Francis) . Elements of the Com

mon Laws of England , branched into a

double tract : ( Rules and Maximes of the

Common Law : - The Use of the Common

Law) . Small 4to . London , 1636 .. 7.50

Bacon's New Abridgment of the Law .

7th ( last English ) ed . , by Gwillim and

Dodd . 8 vols . London , 1832 ..... 12.00

Baron and Feme : a Treatise of the Common

Law concerning Husbands and Wives

(Anonymous) . London, 1700 2.00

Boutros (F.) . Principles of the Law of

Nations . Serampore ( India) , 1845
2.50

Dickinson ( R.). Compilation of the Laws

of Massachusetts ( relating to towns ?) with

Forms. Boston , 1811 1.50

Falconer (Thos.). Surnames, and the Law

affecting their Change. 2d ed . London .

1862 .. 1.50

Finland , Précis of the Public Law of , by L.

Mechelin . Translated by Chas. J. Cooke.

London , 1889 1.50

Florence ( Italy ). Statuta Populi et Com
munis; Collecta MCCCCXV . * 3 vols . 4to

parchment binding. Friburgh ; apud

Michaelem Kluch. 1778-83 . 7.50

Fulbeck (Wm .). Direction or Preparative

to the Study of the Law . 2d ed . , by T. H.

Stirling. London , 1829 . 1.50

Hammond (Anthony). A Letter to the

Members of the Different Circuits . (Pros

pectus of his " Criminal Code ''). 1.00

[Hawkins-). A Summary of the Crown
Law 2 vols . London, 1728 . 2.00

[Impeachment] . Proceedings before the

Judicial Committee of the Privy Council

(as to ) the Removal of Chief Justice

Beaumont from the Bench of British

Guiana . Georgetown (Demarara ), 1869 5.00

Jay (Chief Justice ). Life and Times of , by

Wm. Whitelock . New York, 1887 1.00

Law of Evidence, by a late learned Judge .

" In this edition , the Errors in the Irish

Edition have been corrected ." London ,

1756. [First English edition of Gilbert

on Evidence ? ) 2.00

Lindsay (Wm .). The Christian Law as to
Relations which bar Marriage. 10mo .

Glasgow , etc. , 1855 1.50

Lushington (Godfrey ). Manual of Naval

Prize Law . London , 1866 2.00

Manlove (Edw .). The Rhymed Chronicle ,

concerning Liberties and Customs of Lead

Mines. 2d ed ., by Thos. Tapping. London ,

1851 . 1.50

5.00

5.00

10.00

5.00

2.00

3.00

BAR ASSOCIATION REPORTS

WANTED

Alabama, 1896 .

Mississippi, 1887 , 1888.

New Mexico, 1890 .

Indian Ter . , 1900 , 1901, 1902.

South Carolina, 1886 to 1906.

Tennessee, 1902, 1903.

Texas, 1903.

West Virginia , 1894, 1900.

If
you have any of them , or any odd session

laws or legal periodicals, that you would sell

or exchange, send us lists , giving short title ,

date and condition .



FOURTEEN SETS LEFT

The Full Reprint of all the

English Reports from A. D. to 1865

To be included in about 160 Reprint volumes.

94 volumes already issued .

Remaining volumes to appear regularly at monthly intervals.

PRICE (subject to increase at any time) $6.50 per volume.

The set is not stereotyped.

MEWS’ DIGEST OF

English Case Law

WITH SUPPLEMENT TO 1908

18 Volumes $110.00

[ Supplement Separately, 2 volumes $ 15.00 ]

Covers all the English Reports to date, both Law and Equity.

Companion set to the Century Digest.

AMERICAN PUBLISHERS

THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY

83-91 Francis Street, Fenway , Boston , Mass.
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LEGAL PERIODICALS.

A comparison of our present stock with the

lists which have been published in previous

issues of Leg. Bib . will show how this material

is being absorbed . Each quarter the list

grows shorter. Notwithstanding the fact that

it is becoming more and more difficult to

procure complete sets , the price has not

materially advanced as yet , though an ad

vance must necessarily be made in the near

future. Of the fifty - two sets now in stock

we have duplicates of only twelve sets . During

the past year the few sets that came on the

market were so imperfect that we had con

siderable difficulty in perfecting them .

Librarians lacking any of the sets which we

list here should write us at once for prices.

1

English, Scotch, Irish and British Colonial.

Canadian Law Times, 27 vols . (Current.) 1881

1907 .

Cape Law Times Reports, 16 vols. (Current ). 1891
1906 .

Gray's Inn Journal, 2 vols . 1756.

Juridical Review , Scotch , 20 vols . (Current ). 1889
1908 .

Jurist or Quarterly Journal, 4 vols . 1827-1833 .

La Themis, Quebec , 5 vols . 1879-1883 .

LawQuarterly Review , 24 vols . (Current.) 1885–
1908 .

Legal Reporter, Dublin , 2 vols. 1840-1842 .

Monthly Law Digest and Reporter, Montreal.
1892-1893 .

Scots Law Times, 15 vols . (Current . ) 1892–1908 .

Scottish Jurist, 46 vols. 1829-1873.

Solicitors' Journal, 51 vols . (Current . ) 1857-1874 .

EUROPEAN SETS.

Journal du Palais . 1791-1893 , 93 vols . Répertoire

Général, 1791–1880, 18 vols. Jurisprudence
Administrative, 1813-1886, 11 vols . Lois et

Décrets, 1845-1888 , 10 vols . 132 vols . Fine

bindings.

Revue Internationale du Droit Maritime. 21 vols .

1886–1906 . Fine half calf bindings .

Maritime Law . Revue Internationale du Droit

Maritime . (Autran . ) Vols . 1 to 20 bound , v . 21

in parts , Index , 1885–95 . Paris . 1885-1906 .

Commercial Law. Archiv für Deutsches Wechsel

recht und Handelsrecht. Siebenhaar . 18 vols . ,

New Series, 6 vols. Leipzig . 1851-1874.

Prussia: Decisions. Entscheidungen des König
lichen Geheimen Ober - Tribunals. Begun by

Simon & Strampff, finished by Sonnenschmidt,

Clauswitz & Hahn . 83 vols . Berlin 1837

1879. (With General Index to vols. 1-80 ).

Saxony : Decisions. Archiv für Civilrechtliche

Entscheidungen der Königlichen Sächsischen

Justizbehörden. Wengler & Francke. 6 vols ,

and New Series, 11 vols. Leipzig. 1874-1890 ;

with Index to the N. S.

Old Codes Reprinted. Códigos Españoles Con
cordados y Anotades . 2a Edición. (San Mar

tin , Editor), 11 vols . , folio . Madrid. 1872-73 .

American Periodicals.

Albany Law Journal, 70 vols . 1870–1908 .

American Bar Association Reports, 32 vols . 1878–

1908 .

American Jurist, 28 vols. 1829-1843 .

American Law Journal (Hall), 6 vols . 1808-1817 .

American Law Magazine, 6 vols . 1843-1846 .

American Law Register, 55 vols . (Current ). 1852

1907 .

Central Law Journal, 66 vols . (Current . ) 1874
1908 .

Chicago Legal News , 39 vols . (Current . ) 1869-1906 .

City Hall Recorder ( Rogers) , 6 vols . 1816-1820

Cleveland Law Record . 1856-1857 .

Colorado Law Reporter, 4 vols . 1880-1884 .

Columbia Law Review , 7 vols . (Current . ) 1901–

1907 .

Copp's Land Owner, '18 vols . in 6 . 1874-1892 .

Cornell Law Journal , 1 no. only published . June ,

1894 .

Counsellor, ' 5 vols . 1891-1896 .

Criminal Law Magazine, 18 vols. 1880-1896 .

Green Bag, 20 vols. (Current .) 1889-1908 .

Griffith's Law Register , 2 vols . 1822 .

Harvard Law Review , 21 vols . ( Current.) 1887–

1908 .

Insurance Law Jour. , 37 vols . (Current . ) 1871
1908 .

Journal of Law School , Taylor. 1822 .

Kentucky Law Reporter 32 vols . 1880-1908 .

Law, The , Chicago, 2 vols . 1889-1890.

Law Book News, 2 vols . 1895-1896 .

Law Central . 1881 .

Law Reporter, Boston , 27 vols . 1839-1866 .

Livingston's Law Magazine, 3 vols. 1853-1856 .

Michigan Law Review, 6 vols . (Current . ) 1902

1908 .

National Bankruptcy Register, 19 vols . 1867-1880 .

New Jersey Law Journal , 31 vols . (Current . )
1878-1908 .

New York Law Review. 1885 .

New York Legal Observer, 12 vols . 1842-1854 .

Pacific Coast Law Journal, 12 vols . 1876-1884 .

Pennsylvania Law Journal, 11 vols. 1842-1852 .

Quarterly Law Review (Richmond ), vol. 1 . 1860 .

Railway and Corporation Law Journal, 12 vols .
1887-1893.

Reporter, The, 24 vols. 1876-1887 .

San Francisco Law Journal. 1877-1878 .

Southern Law Review , 11 vols . 1872-1883 .

Southern Law Review , N. S. 1901-1902.

Virginia Law Journal, 17 vols . 1877-1893.

Western Law Journal 10 vols . 1843-1853 .

Western Law Monthly, 5 vols . 1859-1863.

1

THE GREEN BAG.

20 vols . 1899–1908 . $ 60.00 .

The Green Bag has gone out of print, but

we can make up a few sets out of our stock .

A full set is valuable and interesting for

either a public or private library .

The series is indexed in Poole's Index to

Periodical Literature, in Jones's Index to

Legal Periodicals , and in the American Library

Association Index to Portraits , and has be

sides its own index to Vols . 1-10. The series

of articles on the Supreme Courts of our vari

ous states , and on the leading American law

schools , have great historical value , as have

also the biographies and portraits of distin

guished lawyers and judges.

The lawyer whohas a good private library

should surely own a set of The Green Bag,

out of pride in his profession and its litera

ture .

All new subscribers to the magazine should

get the back volumes while it is possible to

do so .
1

1



IF YOU WISH TO KEEP IN TOUCH WITH CURRENT THOUGHT

IN THE LEGAL WORLD, YOU SHOULD READ

( THE

GREEN BAG
AN ENTERTAINING

MAGAZINE forLAWYERS

No legal periodical in this country enjoys the prestige that THE GREEN

BAG has won among lawyers during the twenty years of its existence . In

proof that its popularity and usefulness are increasing under the new man

agement , read the following

BRIEF EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS

1 )

From Gulfport, Miss.: “ The Green Bag is the best law publication I have ever subscribed to .

The number of recent decisions is one of the good features of it , and every article in it is

inspiring and instructive. I would not do without it for four times its cost.”

From Lingayen , P. I.: " I am compelled to express to you my appreciation of the April

number of the Green Bag. It is excellent.”

From Philadelphia : “ Allow me to congratulate you on the splendid form in which you are

getting out the Green Bag. The size of page and the paper add greatly to its attractiveness."

From Tacoma : “ We are glad to know that at last the Green Bag will become not only a

literary treat, but a live magazine.”

From New York : “ I am sure that under its present editorship the Green Bag will reach a

high grade of merit and consequently succeed.”

From Cristobal, Canal Zone : “ I am a subscriber to your able magazine, and might assure

you that I am so very well pleased with it that I shall always continue my subscription thereto . "

From Iowa . " I have been a subscriber for nearly twenty years . Among the many legal

periodicals I take I regard the Green Bag the best , not only for entertainment, but for solid

information ."

From New York : “ I am a constant reader of the Green Bag and recognize its wide circu

lation and influence among the legal profession."

From Rochester : " We want to congratulate you on the acquisition of this publication . It

has a reputation second to none in the country . ”

From Boston : " I believe that the rank and file of the legal profession throughout the United

States will be pleased with this change in the character and form of the Green Bag.

PUBLISHED MONTHLY AT $ 3.00 A YEAR

Sample Copy on request

THE RIVERDALE PRESS, C. A. W. Spencer, President

BROOKLINE, BOSTON, MASS .

Is your town represented in THE GREEN BAG PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY ?

See current issue for examples of representation and write for details . (A

card in this directory costs but $10 a year , or $7.00 if you are a subscriber to The Green Bag. )
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The Boston Book Co.

Publishes law-books.

Invites correspondence from authors.

Deals in all kinds of law-books .

Carries a large secondhand stock .

Specialty of library service for 30 years.

Furnishes information as to scarce books .

Imports the best English books.

Deals largely in other foreign law literature.

Has direct correspondents in nineteen countries .

Is American agent of leading foreign publishers.

Is prepared to estimate on any lists.

Buys libraries for cash .

SOLICITS ORDERS.

Last Publication

NICHOLS ON THE POWER OF EMINENT DOMAIN

Next Publication

VIRGINIA COLONIAL DECISIONS, 2 VOLS.

CHARLES C. SOULE , President and Treasurer

F. E. CHIPMAN , Managing Director

I. L. McCLOUD, Manager of Law Department

.

ADDRESS :

The Boston Book Company

83 to 91 Francis St., Fenway, Boston , Mass.
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ONLY TEN SETS LEFT

(THERE WERE FOURTEEN LAST JULY)

The Full Reprint of all the

English Reports from A. D. to 1865

1000 volumes included in about 160 .

98 volumes already issued .

Remaining volumes to appear at monthly intervals.

PRICE (subject to increase at any time) $ 6.50 per volume.

The set is not stereotyped , and will soon be out of print.

If you want it, order right now .

MEWS’ DIGEST OF

English Case Law

WITH SUPPLEMENT TO 1908

18 Volumes $110.00

[Supplement Separately, 2 volumes $ 15.00 ]

Covers all the English Reports to date, both Law and Equity.

Companion set to the Century Digest.

ORDER FROM

THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY

83 to 91 Francis Street, Fenway, Boston , Mass.
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THE GERMAN CIVIL CODE.

American Edition .

We are permitted to announce the early

publication of a translation of the German Civil

Code (Burgerlichesgesetzbuch ), made by Walter

Loewy of San Francisco (a graduate of Penn

sylvania University Law Department and of

Heidelberg University) under the auspices of a

committee consisting of Prof. William Draper

Lewis, Dean of the Pennsylvania Law School ,

and William W. Smithers and Charles Wetherill

representing the Pennsylvania Bar Association ,

and the Law School of the University of

Pennsylvania .

The translation of the Code will be accom

panied by a historical introduction by William

W. Smithers ; an analytical introduction by

Walter Loewy; full notes by Mr. Loewy and

one of the members of the committee ; a list

of the important Statutes of the German

Empire ; analyses of the divisions and titles

of the code and the introductory statute ;

and an Index .

The whole will form a volume of about

seven hundred pages ; price $5.00. It will

probably be ready for delivery about Novem

ber 1st , and we solicit advance orders.

Although the North German Bund enacted

laws as early as 1866, the legal life of Germany

as a nation began on the consolidation of the

Empire in 1871 . Before that date (except

as to the Commercial Code of the Zollverein)

each German state had its own courts and

laws, often widely different.

From 1871 to 1879 , although an imperial

Supreme Court had been constituted, and

was rendering decisions, the old state laws

remained in force . In 1879 , Codes of Pro

cedure and a Penal Code were adopted for

the whole Empire . The Civil Code was

meanwhile progressing under commissions, the

first of which was appointed in 1876. In 1896 ,

a " Burgerlichesgesetzbuch ” was enacted ,-not

to take effect, however, until January 1 , 1900 .

The present legal system of Germany was thus

fully launched at the beginning of the pres

ent century .

The code thus adopted by so great a nation ,

presenting both a compromise and develop

ment of the legal systems of so many kindred

but previously independent states ; and care

fully formulated by a commission of the most

learned jurists of the Empire ,-presents to

the students of modern law as interesting a

document as was the Code Napoleon a hundred

years ago , or the Corpus Juris in the days of

Justinian .

The English edition , translated two years

ago by Chung Hui Wang, was praised for its

accuracy ; but this translation , made under

such auspices , and with such full notes by

leading American legal scholars , will attract

still wider attention , and commend itself to all

students of comparative law and legislation .

VIRGINIA COLONIAL DECISIONS.

We are now printing , and shall have ready

in a few days, two volumes bearing this title,

which will be of especial value to Virginians,

but will also interest all Americans who read

history and care for the beginnings of things.

The beginning of law reporting in this

country, so far as existing records show , was

in Virginia , where Sir John Randolph , Edward

Barradall and William Hopkins kept memo

randa in the nature of reports of the cases in

which they were engaged between the years

1728 and 1743 . These reports were appar

ently copied from time to time in manuscript

and used for study and precedent by the bar

of that and the subsequent generation .

The reports of Hopkins have vanished ,

but the manuscripts of Randolph and Barra

dall have been preserved in four copies, one

in the library of Congress, one at Harvard

Law School, two at Richmond in the libraries

of the Court of Appeals and the Virginia

Historical Society.

From one of these manuscripts (or perhaps

from other manuscripts since lost) Thomas

Jefferson extracted a few cases which were

published in the thin volume known as

“ Jefferson's Reports." The rest of the cases

have never hitherto been printed . It seemed

to the publishers that these prototypes of a

literature of American reporting which com

prises thousands of printed volumes, should

be put in permanent form and placed on our

shelves by the side of their numerous progeny .

After consulting with the judges of the Court

of Appeals, and the professors of the Law

School at the University of Virginia as to the

best editors for such an enterprise, the pub
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VIRGINIA COLONIAL DECISIONS. the Council of the London Company, the

lishers were so fortunate as to get the State
General Assembly (Council and House of

Burgesses ), the successive Governors and
law librarian, W. W. Scott, to transcribe the

their vagaries , the local commanders and
manuscript for the printer, and R. T. Barton commissioners.

of Winchester, Va . , to edit and annotate the Chapter V discusses “ The Church ,” show

ing how the church and clergy affected

reports . society, law, legislation and litigation in the

Mr. Scott devoted to his part of the work early days , and how the Rev. James Blair,

minute care, intelligent criticism and the commonly known as “ Commissary Blair ,

enthusiasm of an antiquarian . Mr. Barton,
impressed himself on his generation.

one of the leaders of the Virginia bar, was well
Chapter VI, “ The City,” traces the growth

of the capital city of Virginia, Williamsburg,
fitted for the editorial work through familiarity “ city by brevet, a flourishing and pictur

with local law gained in the compilation of esque town of a thousand inhabitants. Its

his two standard treatises on Common Law architecture, its vicissitudes, its gayeties,

are described with a light touch .
and Chancery practice. He had also the en Chapter VII deals with Education . Sir

thusiasm of the antiquary, the patience of William Berkeley, in 1671 , “ thanked God

the historian, and the pride of a Virginian that there were no free schools nor printing"

in the early greatness of his state and its in Virginia , but Mr. Barton shows how the

rich planters educated their children , and how
citizens.

the vestries provided for educating the poor.
The work appears in two volumes, the An account is given of the establishment in

first containing the Introduction and the 1692 of William and Mary College, " for

Reports of Sir John Randolph ; the second , the education of white youth , the training of
ministers and the conversion of the Indians,"

Barradall's Reports.
and its subsequent growth.

The reports are printed with the original Chapter VIII comes to “ The Law and the

phraseology, spelling and abbreviations; Lawyers.” This is a very interesting chapter

with only such notes as are rendered necessary
to the legal profession , showing the gradual

adoption, subjects and scope of the Virginia
by obscurities or omissions. They are too

Statute's , and the status of the bar. This was

old to be largely useful as precedents, but
at one time precarious. In 1958 it was

they have great historical interest, and may proposed in the Assembly, whether a regu

throw light on the origin and development
lation or a total ejection of lawyers ?” To

this query the Burgesses, largely planters,
of some of the points of American law and

answered, “ Ejection ." But the lawyers

practice . managed to remain .

The Introduction is divided into ten This chapter also gives personal sketches

chapters. The first chapter, entitled “ The
of practitioners atthe bar in the time of

Barradall and Sir John Randolph and con
Books,” gives an account of the various ex

cludes with a list of the law -books they used ,

isting manuscripts and their authenticity. taken from inventories of their libraries.

The other chapters sketch the times and con- Chapter IX “ The Courts,'

ditions under which the reporters wrote ,
" Monthly Courts , " " County Courts," “ Quarter
Courts, ” “ Courts of Hustings," " Courts of

beginning with the first settlement of Vir
Oyer and Terminer, ” “ the General Court,"

ginia, and tracing the development of society , " the General Assembly ,” “ the Court of Vice

businessand litigation down to the generation Admiralty ,” — with their jurisdiction and

which just preceded the Revolution. The
procedure.

Chapter X deals with “ The Reporters and

whole Introduction , taken with the Reports,
their Reports," comprising the biographies

gives a vivid picture of Colonial life, differing of Barradall and Sir John Randolph and a

from any previous presentation . discussion of the cases reported by them.

The second chapter, “ The Land,” is an The whole Introduction is so pervaded by

interesting résumé of early settlements on a spirit of enthusiastic interest in the reports,

the coast , gradual extension up the great the reporters, their era , and in everything

rivers and their affluents, and the later colonial , Virginian and American , that it

opening of the western valleys makes mightily interesting reading. Many
Chapter III , “ The People ,” depicts the who buy this work will hesitate whether to

character of the early immigration and their
take it home and shelve it in their private

followers - the first colony led by Capt. John

Smith , the cavaliers driven from England
libraries, or to place it at the front of the set

during the Commonwealth , the Huguenot of Virginia Reports on their office shelves .

arrivals of a later period, the Scotch-Irish

andGerman settlersofthe Valley." A graphic
Librarians will catalogue “ Virginia Colonial

description is given of their mode of life.
Decisions" both under “ Law " and under

Chapter IV deals with “ The Government,” “ American Colonial History."

covers

)
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KORKUNOV'S THEORY OF LAW .

The raison d'être of this excellent transla

tion of a noteworthy book is explained in the

preface by the editor, Prof. W. G. Hastings of

Nebraska University :

In the year 1905 there came into my hands

a catalogue of a Paris publisher in which was

advertised an International Library of Pub

lic Law . The English and American works

were excellent selections. My attention was

attracted to the fact that these French

publishers of “ international” books, in whose

own country Boistel's work had lately ap

peared, and where Fouillée and Renouvier

were still writing, had taken for their work on

General Theory of the Law that of a Russian

writer of whom I had never heard . The whole

field of English , German and Italian theorists

seemed to be passed by, in thus going outside

of France, by these French publishers who

were evidently seeking the best works in

their several departments. The curiosity thus

excited resulted in an order for the French

version.

It was found to have a preface by Prof.

Larnaude of the University of Paris, sketch

ing briefly the development of legal theory in

Western Europe and England in late years,

and justifying the selection of Prof. Kor

kunov's work , as representing most fully the

tendencies of that development, notwithstand

ing the “ Quvres maîtresses" in France, Ger

many, England and Belgium , which the Paris

professor cited. The book, on examination,

seemed to justify its selection, and Prof. Lar

naude's declaration that it is not a “ simple

reflection of German science,” but that " it

has originality of its own, and above all a

surprising clearness of form and expression .”

[The editor then explains that he became

convinced that an English translation ought

to be made, and that he might undertake the

work, with competent assistance . )

Free use has been made of M. Tchernoff's

French version, and I have had the assistance

of my instructor, Mr. Felix Newton, a born

Russian, without whom this rendering would

never have beenattempted , but the respon

sibility for the English form of the work is

my own. It is hoped that no injustice is

done to the distinguished Russian teacher or

to his work, the first Russian edition of which

was published in 1887.

The author (Korkunov) was at that time a

professor in the University of St. Petersburg,

ħaving in 1878 succeeded Prof. Redkin to the

chair of " Legal Encyclopedia .” He had been
previously a teacher of the same subject in

the Imperial Alexandrian Lyceum at St.
Petersburg In 1889 , on the death of Prof.

Gradovsky, he succeeded to the chair of

“ Public Law " in the University of St. Peters

burg . This he held till his death in 1902 at

the age of forty-nine. His distinction in his

own country rests largely on his Russian

Public Law , of which the sixth edition by his

surviving colleagues appeared in 1908.

A Russian Biographical Dictionary says

that his work “ is distinguished by penetrating

analysis and abundant originality of view ."

Of his General Theory ofLaw, which is here

translated , an eighth edition was published in

1908, which I have not seen . The one used

in making this translation was the sixth , pub

lished in1904, the first after his death , and

stated to be “ without change . '

Besides its interest as the authoritative

statement of the head of legal instructionin

the Russian Empire at the close of the XIX

century, the book seems fully to deserve

Prof. Larnaude's claim for its originality and

clearness, above given . The author's studies

and teaching while holding the chair of

" Encyclopedia of Law " made him familiar

with the writings, ancient and modern , of the
theorizers of all nations. He seems to have

been most strongly drawn to English writers
and thinkers on law and government, espe

cially J. S. Mill.

His point of view is certainly much less

individualistic than theirs. He seeks to har

monize theirconceptions with his own inclina

tion to see all problems from the point of view

of society instead of that of the individual.

He is permeated with the evolutionary phil.

osophy and tries to bring social and legal

development within it . To what extent he

has succeeded will, of course , be a matter of

controversy.

He has at all events given a singularly

lucid, though condensed, perhaps lucid be

cause condensed, statement of the various

views which have prevailed as to the elements

of law and its functions in human society, and

has added many acute observations of his

His work would seem to go far towards

justifying the recent declaration of a learned

writer, Brückner, in his History of Russian

Literature, that if the Russians have no great

philosophers they have great legists as well

as greattheologians.

Prof. Larnaude , in his preface to the French

version, says that :

Korkunov's General Theory of law con

tains in truth parts of rare vigor and origi

nality. As to natural law, theorigin of law ,

legal' norms, the distinction between public

and private law , the theory of the three powers,

moral persons, the nature of society and of

the state , and a good many otherquestions,

there will not simply be found, formulated

with great precision and uncommon force of

reasoning, the chief theories which are at the

bottom of universal_legal thought . There

will be found , too, Russian theories, often

very ingenious. Russian thought is not,

even in the legal domain , though profoundly

influenced by German science, a mere reflec
tion of it . From these different points of

view Prof. Korkunov's book will be read I

think with very great interest by all those

who for the first time penetrate into Russian

juridical thought."

It is hoped that in its English form the

book will inspire some such interest in others
as its Russian and French forms have in the

translator.

Korkunov's Theory of Law is published in
one volume for $3.50.
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RULES FOR LIBRARY GROWTH.

The lawyer who is called upon to plan for

the gradual increase ofhis own professional

library, or for a bar library of which he is

trustee, is often puzzled to decide what the

next purchases should be. To aid his decision,

we submit suggestions founded on the ex

perienceof the best law libraries in all parts

of the United States . As the problems are

progressive , depending upon the size , scope

and available funds of libraries, we will

consider them in three groups: small, medium
and large .

Small libraries . - It goes without saying

that running expenses should be kept low ,

and as much money as possible should be put

into books,-certainly in the earlier stages
of growth.

A good general rule to follow is to purchase

first the most valuable and most frequently

cited books which members of the local bar

do not own and cannot afford to buy in

dividually , and to ask them to co - operate

with the library in purchases they can afford
to make. In many towns the lawyers , in

such co -operation, could buy and lend to each

other the principal elementary works in

general use and the best series of selected

cases, leaving the bar or county library to

buy the next range of books,—those of high
standing but occasional Whatever

money the library has to spend, over and
above fixed charges (cost of administration

and continuation of series already in the

library ) may be devoted to buying :

The best text books on exceptional or

narrow topics .

The best general digests, English as well
as American .

The best sets of reports not in the library .

In selecting these the “ Table of Comparative

Citation " is a valuable guide as to the order

of purchase.

English reports are so frequently cited that

a good selection of those most frequently
cited should be secured at an early stage .

The chance of getting the cheap and compact

“ Full Reprint of all the English Reports” is

passing with the exhaustion of the limited

edition which was printed. It will be out of

the market very soon, but many of the

original Chancery and Common Law reports

can still be picked up at low prices.

Libraries of Medium Size.-When

library has the reports of highest courts

of most of the American states, and the

leading English reports, what shall it buy

next ? A choice from these classes of books

is offered :

Reports of inferior American and English

courts.

Specialized selections of cases.

British Colonial reports expounding Com

mon Law principles under circumstances and

statutes analogous to ours .

Scarce reports or odd volumes passed by

in earlier purchases on account of high cost.

Sets of the leading American and English

periodicals cited in Jones's Index of Legal

Periodicals.

Statutes and session laws, first of the

neighboring states , and finally of all the states .

Reference. works — Citations, Overruled

Cases, Digests , etc. , which aid the use of

reports.

Standard works on the history, philosophy

and theory of law.

A good selection of works on Roman and

Modern Civil Law, both in English and in

other languages.

English translations of foreign codes and

laws.

Large Libraries.-When a library is ap

proaching perfection in these lines, it will

naturally seek to fill every remaining gap

in any of its sets, and secure missing volumes

even at high prices.

It will aim at having every published

decision of every court of record in any

country or colony using the English language.

It will complete the statutes and session

laws of all the states , and of the British

countries and colonies.

It will carry all series back to the very

beginning

It will reach out further and further on the

border lands of law - in legislation , govern

ment , international law, the constitutional

law of all countries, comparative jurispru
dence.

It will include a thorough department of

ancient and modern Civil Law.

It will have the principal law books of all

civilized countries in Europe and both Amer

icas-laws , treatises , reports, and periodicals;

taking first those countries with which we

have the closest commercial relations, and

from which we are getting the largest im

migration.

Expert Service.- Weshall be glad to sub

mit, on request , suggestions as to increase

under any given conditions, and estimates of

use .

1

cost .

TOO FRANK FOR ADVOCACY .
1

a

In writing us about annotations on the

manuscript of Virginia Colonial Decisions, the

editor, R. T. Barton, Esq . , of Winchester,

Virginia , makes this personal comment, which

will interest the older Virginia lawyers.

“ A note by such a man as William Green,

would be considered by all Virginia lawyers

as of great value and interest . Mr. Green

was the most learned lawyer, perhaps, that

the state ever produced . The joke on him

used to be , that his bibliographical zeal always

led him to produce all the authorities, those

against as well as those for the positions he

wished to maintain , and that he lost many

cases which he would otherwise have won ,

by discovering and disclosing precedents that
neither his adversaries nor the court would

otherwise have found.

“ Mr. Conway Robinson was a very similar

man and his connection and Green's with

these manuscripts, give them much of the

interest with which I think the lawyers will

regard them ."
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DOCUMENTS OF LIBERTY .

[ From Prof. Stimson's Introduction to the Law

of the Federal and State Constitutions) ..

And there is anotherimportant practical

difference between the English Constitution

and our own. Theirs in the main is con

posed of limitations upon the Executive . Ours

limits (what is today far more important) the

legislative assemblies as well. In theory still ,

the English Constitution is a pact between

the King and Parliament, which is sovereign

and brooks no constitutional control . Ours

is the written will of the people , who are with

us sovereign, addressed to their servants, the

three branches of government, and defining

and delimitating their powers among them
selves Both constitutions embody the frame

of government; but in this the English is

much simpler, for it provides but for the

supremacy of Parliament, the power of the

Commons in money matters, and the limita

tions imposed upon the king. Even the Cabi

net, that committee of the House of Com

mons which now rules the nation , is not men

tioned in the English Constitution But it

was necessary for our Constitution, besides

setting up the frame of government , and that

more complicated and explicit , as befits a

Republic also to set forth , in words so exact

as to be undoubted , both the powers and the

prohibitions given to Congress and the divi

sion of power between the Federal govern
ment and the States.

Most important in our Constitution today

is that portion which is not the frame of

government, but the liberties of the people ;

the part most neglected by historians and in

treatises upon constitutional law . In this

great domain the English and American Con

stitutions are practically identical ; only that

the American Constitutions, Federal and

State, express in many words what the Eng

lish Constitution puts in a very few , while of

course the English restraint upon Parliament,

though equally (some think more) effective,

is a moral one . The growth of words in which

these cardinal principles are swathed is curi

ously shown in Book II of this work . Be

sides we have , in our Federal Constitution , not

only to secure these liberties to the individual

as against the Federal government, but in

some cases against the State governments as

well ; and our State Constitutions, which ,

after all , with us are the charters of the

people's liberties in the ordinary relations of

mankind, seek to protect the individual also

against the State Legislatures.

Error Corrected . - On 11 Leg. Bib N. S. 3 ,

we advertised " The Law of Evidence, by a

late learned Judge . London , 1756." We

added our own query " first English Edition

of Gilbert on Evidence ?"

Prof. J. W. Wigmore of Chicago, our lead

ing authority on Evidence, writes us, “ This

is probably not the first English , or any, edi

tion of Gilbert on Evidence, but more likely

the first anonymous edition of the book by

Buller, which afterwards became Buller on

Nisi Prius Trials ."

THE LEGAL AUTHOR'S TASK.

In thepreface of Ram on Assets, we find

this excellent statement of the difficulties of

a legal author:

" The task of a law writer can very rarely

be light, if he undertakes personally to read

the cases reported , and to state the effect of

them . To ascertain the decision in a single

case very frequently requires much patient

thought and investigation ; and it will readily

therefore be apprehended , that to gather the

law that results from a series of cases , begin

ning perhaps at a distant period, and most

usually determined in different Courts, and

by judges of unequal eminence, is sometimes

impracticable, and is constantly exposed to

the danger of error. The authority of a case

often depends on the Court in which , or the

learning of the judge by whom , it was de

cided. The authority of a case may, more
over, be strengthened by the circumstance that

it was determined by a ' strong' Court, by a

Court composed of judges of great reputation,

or by, or with the concurrence of, a single

judge distinguished for his learning ; and be

weakened by the circumstance that the Court

were equally divided, or were not unanimous.

One authority , or one series of authori

ties , is contradicted by another ; a modern case

and one determined some years ago , or even

two recent cases, are found to be much , if not

directly at variance; and cases that for years

have uniformly flowed in a particular direction ,

are not infrequently met by an opposing

stream ,strong enough to stem the older current.

AMERICAN REPORTS IN STOCK.

We offer for sale the sets of reports listed below

Prices given on application .

United States Reports. Lawyer's extra -annotated

edition . 210 vols . in 52 books. Buckram .

Curtis edition . 210 vols. in 173 .

United States Appeals. 63 vols .

Attorneys -General Opinions. 26 vols .

Court of Claims Reports. 42 vols.

Brodix Am . & Eng. Patent Cases . 1754-1890.

20 vols .

Patent Office Reports, 1847-1871 , 56 vols ; Gazette

1872-1908, 132 vols .

Treasury Decisions . 1868-1908 . 46 vols .

National Bankruptcy Register. 18 vols .

Connecticut. Kirby, Root and Day, 8 vols . Conn .

75 vols . Original edition .

Illinois Appeals. 129 vols .

Kansas. 76 vols .

Kentucky. 118 vols .

New Jersey. Law, 70 vols . Equity , 65 vols .

New York. Common Law Reports, 80 vols . in 39 .

Ohio . Reports, 20 vols . State Reports, 66 vols .

Oregon . 47 vols .

Pennsylvania. Supreme Ct . , 65 vols . State , 109

vols . to Atlantic Reporter.

Superior Court Reports , 30 vols .

Sadler's Unreported Cases , 10 vols .

Daughin Co. Reports, 8 vols .

Vermont. Preliminary , 8 vols . Vt . , 78 vols .

Washington. Territorial, 3 vols . State , 42 vols ,

Wisconsin . Penney, 3 vols ; Wis. , 133 vols .
Lawyers' Reports Annotated . 70 vols . New

series, 14 vols .
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CANADIAN LAW BOOKS.

Dominion .'

Exchequer Reports. Vol . 11 .

• Railway Cases. Vol . 8.

Nova Scotia .

Reports. Vol . 42.

Yukon .

Consolidated Statutes . 1909 .

BRITISH EMPIRE .

England .

Reports .

Cox Magistrates Cases . Vol . 23 .

Revised Reports. Vol. 106.

English Reports Reprint . Vol . 98 .

Scotland .

Court of Sessions Cases . Vol . 10 .

Scots ' Law Times . Vol . 17 .

$6.00

6.50

1.00

6.50

6.00

2.50

AMERICAN REPORTS, ETC.

Reports Published since July , 1909.

General Series.

American Bankruptcy Reports. Vol. 21 .

American Criminal Reports. Vol. 15 .

American State Reports . Vol . 127 .

Amer. and Eng. Annotated Cases. Vol . 13 .

Amer, and Eng. Railroad Cases . Digest. Vols . 44-53 .

American Digest. 1909A .

Cyc. Vol . 32 .

Lawyers' Reports, Annotated. N. S. Bk. 20 .

Atlantic Reporter. Vol. 72.

Finch Insurance Digest. Vol. 21 .

Current Law, Vol . 11.

United States .

SupremeCourtReports. Vol . 213 .

Circuit Court of Appeals Reports . Vol . 90 .

Federal Reporier. Vol. 168.
Patent Office Gazette. Vol . 141 .

Porto Rico Federal Reports . Vol . 4 .

Statutes at Large. Vol. 35 .

State and Territorial Reports, etc.

Ala . Reports . Vol. 154 ( Reprint . Vol . 10) .

Ariz. Digest. Vols . 1-10.

Ark . Reports. Vol. 88 .

Calif. Reports. Vol. 154 .

Session Laws . 1909 .

Conn . Reports. Vol. 81 .

Session Laws. 1909 .

Fla . Session Laws. 1909 .

Ill. Reports . Supreme Court . Vol . 240 .

Appellate Court. Vol . 143 .

Session Laws . 1909 .

Ind. Reports. Vol. 170.

Kansas. * Session Laws . 1909.

Ky. Reports. Vol. 128 .

Statutes . Russell . 1908.

Carroll. 1909 .

Maine . Reports. Vol . 104 .

Supp. Index Digest. Vols . 89-103 .

Session Laws . 1909 .

Mich. Reports. Vol. 155 .

Session Laws. Public and Local. 1909 .

Miss . Reports. Vol. 92 .

Mo. Reports. Vol . 218 .

Appellate Court. Vol . 135 .

Mont. Reports . Vol. 38 .
Neb. Reports. Vol . 81 .

Session Laws. 1909 .

N. J. Equity Reports. Vol 72 .

Session Laws . 1909 .

Nev. Session Laws. 1909 .

N, H. Session Laws . 1909 .

N. Y. Reports . Supreme Court. Appellate. Vol.

N. Y. Reports . Supreme Court. Appellate. Vol . 130 .

Court of Appeals. Vol. 195 .
Annotated Cases. Vol . 19 .

Miscellaneous Reports. Vol . 62 .
N. C. Reports. Vol . 150 .

Session Laws. Public and Private . 1909 .

N. D. Session Laws. 1909 .

Ore. Session Laws. 1909 .

Pa. Reports. Supreme Court . Vol . 223 .

Superior Court . Vol . 38 .

County Courts. Vol. 35 .

Session Laws. 1909 .

R. I. Acts and Resolves . 1908 .

Tenn . Session Laws . 1909 .

Texas . Reports: Civil Appeals. Vol. 46 .

Criminal Appeals. Vol. 54 .

Utah. Session Laws. 1909 .

Wash . Reports . Vol. 52.

Session Laws. 1909 .

W. Va . Session Laws. 1909 .

Wis . Reports . Vol . 137 .

Session Laws. 1909 .

Wyo. Session Laws. 1909.

6.00

AMERICAN TEXT BOOKS.

Published since July 1, 1909 .

Alexander Mechanics' Lien Laws of the

Southeastern States

American Decisions and Reports, notes on .

Vol . 1 , ready Oct. 5

Babbitt. Massachusetts Motor Vehicle

Law

Baldwin , Law of Taxation in gan ..

Bledsoe . Indian Land Laws

Brief Making and the Use of Law Books.

2d ed .

Cooke. Trade and Labor Combinations.

2d ed .

Dodd. The Government of the District

of Columbia

Faulke. Rule Against Perpetuities .

(Pennsylvania )

Hinckley. American Consular. Jurisdic

diction in the Orient .

Jessup. Surrogate Practice. 3d ed . (N.Y. )

Jones. Legal Forms . 6th ed .

McGregor & Bloomer. Michigan Corpora

tions

Paul. Masters and Auditors in Massa

chusetts

Rockel. Mechanics' Liens

Snyder. Oklahoma Constitution Anno

tated

Warvelle. Real Property. 3d ed.

1.50

5.00

3.50

10.00

6.00

4.00

3.00

6.00

5.00

4.00

s.d.

20.0

37.6

10.0

ENGLISH TEXT BOOKS.

Published since July 1, 1909.

Chalmer. Digest of the Law of Bills of

Exchange. 7th ed .

Chaster. The Law Relating to Public

Offcers .

Connell. Agricultural Holdings (Scotland) .
Act 1908

Fry. Income Tax. Its Return , Assess

ment , and Recovery

Legislation of The Empire. Survey of
Legislative Enactments from 1898-1907.

4 vols.

Lely and Agg. Agricultural Holdings . 4th
ed .

Lightwood . Time Limit of Actions.

Piggott. Foreign Judgments . Part II

6.0

1

50.0
1

22.6

25.0

35.0

10.6

3d ed .

Pratt. Friendly Societies. 14th ed .

Rogers. On Elections. Vol . I. Registra

tion . 17th ed . 21.0
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STANDARDS IN STOCK , SECOND HAND .

(Text perfect; bindings poor, unless otherwise noted .]

Old English Classics

Britton . 2d edition , by Wingate. 1640 ... $5.00

Doctor and Student, 1658 , 1686, or 1709 2.00

Finch ; Law , or a Discourse thereof, 1759 . 2.50

Fleta : with Selden's Dissertation , 1685. 5.00

Fortezcue : De Laudibus Legum Angliae,

1660 or 1737 2.00

Glanville: Tractatus de Legibus, 1604 . 5.00

Hale ; Pleas of the Crown . 2 vols . Phila . ,

1847 5.00

Herbert: Inns of Court & Chancery. Plates 6.00

Eorne: Mirrour of Justices , 1642 5.00

Jekyll: Authorityof Master of the Roll, 1727 2.00

Littleton's Tenures, Englished, 1825 1.50

Littleton's Tenures, edited by Cary, 1829 5.00

Magna Charta, Emblematic edition by

Thomson , 1829 6.00

Perkins' Profitable Book, 1657, 1757 , or 1792 1.50

Sheppard'sTouchstone. 2 vols. 1820 or 1826 4.00

Termes de la Ley : 1659, 1685, or 1708 ...... 1.50

Civil and Admiralty Law

Browne: Civil Law and Admiralty . 2 vols.

1802 or 1840 5.00

Colquhoun : summary of Roman Civil Law .

4vols . 1849-60 12.00

Hallfax, Elements ofditto. 1779 or 1795 . 1.50

Jacobson : Laws of the Sea (by Frick ). 1818 3.50

Mackeldy : Modern Civil Law , by Kauffmann ,

1815 3.50

Reddie : Maritime Commerce, 1841 3.00

Ridley : Civile and Ecclesiastical Law , 1634 .. 3.50

International Law , etc.

Creasy : First Platform of International Law ,
1876 2.50

Goguet: Origin of Laws, etc. 3 vols . 1761 4.50

Grotius on War and Peace, by Whewell .

3 vols. 1853 7.50

Pufendorf: Law Nature and Nations. folio .

1710 3.00

Wheaton's International Law , by Lawrence .
1863 5.00

Biography

Ballantine: Experiences of a Barrister . 1898 1.CO

Eldon : Life by Twiss. 3 vols . 1844 .. 4.50

Hardwicke: Life by Harris. 3 vols . 1847 4.50

Jay : Lite of by Jay. 2 vols. New York,

1833 4.00

Jeaffreson : Book about Lawyers. 2 vols.

1867 4.00

Omond : Lord Advocates of Scotland. 2 vols.

1883 4.00

Townsend: Lives of 12 Eminent Judges.

2 vols. 4.00

Miscellaneous

Bentham : Rationale of Judicial Evidence.

5 vols .
15.00

Debates (in Congress ) on the Judiciary . 1802 3. EO

Gurdon : History of Parliament. 2 vols . 4.00

Haiti . Code de Procedure Civil . Annoté par

J. N. Leger. Pamphlet . N. Y. 1902

Halhed : Code of Gentoo Laws . 1776 2.50

Humphrey : Practical Forms. 2 vols . 1845 5.00

Levi : Commercial Laws (60 countries com

pared ) . 4 vols . 1850 10.00

Maitland: Gloucester Pleasof the Crown 2.50

Pothier on Obligations: by Evans. 2 vols .

1826 4.00

Probyn : Land Tenures of Various Countries.
1876 . 1.50

Sanford : PenalCodes in Europe. 1854. 1.00

Smith : Chancery Practice (best edition ). 2
vols . 1812 4.00

Tidd's Practice in K. B. 2 vols . 1821 or

1828 4.00

Trials of Charles I and the Regicides. 1832 1.00

White: Outlines of Legal History . 1895
1.50

Women , Laws Respecting and Their Rights.

1777 2.00

Wright: The Law of Tenures. 1730 or 1768 2.00

· Bocks.

RARE AND INTERESTING LAW BOOKS.

¡Under this heading we print in every number of

Leg. Blb. a list of recent accessions to our stock . We

have over a thousand books of similar character.

Condition of text always good ; bindings often shabby . )

Bentham (Jeremy) . Theory of Legislation .

Translated from Dumont's French version,

by R. Hildreth . 7th ed . London, 1891 $ 1.50

Brightwell (C. L.). Memorials of the Early

Lives and Doings of Great Lawyers. Cloth .

London , 1866 1.00

Brown (Marshall). Wit and Humor of Bench
and Bar. Cloth . Chicago , 1899 2.00

Brownlow (Rich .). Writs Judicial . in the

Court of Common Pleas; whereunto is added

a Collection of Formes of Writs in the

Upper Bench . 2 vols. in l. Small quarto,

broken calf . London, 1651-1653. 3.50

The Lord Coke his Speech and charge. (Nor.

wich Assizes ) . Small quarto . Pamphlet.

London, 1607 2.50

Coke's Institutes. Very old copy. Composed
of First Part , 4th ed . , 1639 ; Second

Part , 1st ed ., 1642 ; Third Part , 2d ed., 1648 ;

Fourth Part, 2d ed . , 1648 . Blackletter ,

4 vols. in 3 . Folio with four portraits : 12.00

Corpus Juris Civilis Romani(two editions,
viz . ) . Ediderunt Fratres Kriegelii, Her

mann, et Osenbrueggen . 3 vois. Half roan

Lipsiae , 1870 7.50

Cum Notis Gothofredi, Modii, et Van

Leeuwen . 5 vols . quarto . Fine half

parchment. Neapoli, 1828 15.00

Elements of the Logical and Experimental
Sciences, in their relation to the Practice

of the Law. Boards . London, 1835 .. 2.00

Halleck ( H. W. ) . International Law ; or

Rules Regulating the Intercourse of States

in Peace and War. Sheep. San Francisco ,

1861 . 3.50

Law French Dictionary : towhich is added the
Law -Latin Dictionary. 2d edition . Calf

Broken . London , 1718 2.50

Madox (Thos . ) . Baronia Anglica :an History of

Land -Honors andBaronies and of Tenure

in Capite. Folio. Boards. London, 1741 ... 5.00

Maine (Henry S.) . Ancient Law,with Intro

duction by Theo . W. Dwight. Cloth . New

York , 1887 1.50

Memories of Westminster Hall, withan His

torical Introduction by Edward Foss. 2 vols.

Cloth . New York, 1874 2.00

Oldfield (T. H. B.) . History of the Original

Constitution of Parliaments. Sheep . Broken .

London, 1797 1.50

Pulton (Fardinando ). Abstract of all the Penal

Statutes which be Generall, in force and

use , etc. Small quarto . Half-calf . Lon

don ( C. Barker) , 1592
6.00

Pulton (Ferdinando ). De Pace Regis et Regni ,

viz., A Treatisedeclaring which be thegreat
and general Offences of the Realme . Folio .

Broken calf. London, 1623 ...
5.00

Reitzenbaum (S.). Important Decisions re
garding the Working of German Patents.

Cloth . London , 1908
1.00

Ross (Denman W. ) . The Early History of

Land - Holding among the Germans. Cloth .

Boston , 1883 2.50

Sanders (T. C.). The Institutes of Justinian,

with Introduction, Translation, and Notes

4th ed . Cloth . 1869 2.50

( Trial ofthe Seven Bishops). Proceedings and
Tryal in the Case of the most Rev. Father

in God, William Lord Archbishop of Canter
bury, etc. ( 1688 ) . 12mo old sheep . Lon

don , 1739 2.50

Ward Lock & Co. Limited (employing print
ers ) against The Operative Printers' Assist

ants ' Society and its Secretary. Full

shorthand notes of trials in King's Bench

Division , July, 1905 , and in the Court of

Appeal , February, 1906 ; testimony, argu

ments and judgments . Questions at issue:

Labor strike ; trades' union ; " pickets" ; breach

of contract, conspiracy , London, 1906. 7.50

Whitmore ( Wm . H.). Bibliographical Sketch

of the Laws of Mass. Colony, 1630-1686 ,

with a Fac -simile of the ' Body of Liberties , '

1641 . Half -roan 6.00

Winch ( Sir Humphrey ). Le Beau - Pledeur: A

Book of Entries . Folio . Broken calf . Lon

don , 1680
3.50
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so

;

A Sightless Seer . — Twenty -five years ago

Ralph Waldo Emerson (see p. 22 of Thayer's

“ A Western Journey with Mr. Emerson ,

pamphlet, 1884,50 cents) , said of Nebraska,

poor, flat, worn-out common." “ Worn -out"

seems a very inappropriate phrase.



Companion Set to the Century Digest of American Reports

Mews' Digest of English Case Law

16 Vols. ( 1897) and Supplement ( 1898-1907) 2 Vols .

Eighteen Volumes $ 110.00

Supplement separately . 15.00

.

See specimen page opposite

English reports are cited in our courts more than

any American set except the U. S. S. C.

Every lawyer has in his library , or at hand in a

neighbor's office, or in his bar or state library, the

best English reports, either in

.

6

The original editions or reprints of separate reporters,

Or (better) in the Full English Reprint, if he is lucky enough to

have secured a set ;

Or in former partial reprints, known as " EnglishCommon Law ,"

" English Chancery" ( with Vice - Chancellor Supplement),

" English Exchequer," "The Revised Reports," etc.

Every lawyer is constantly confronted in text

books, decisions and briefs, with English citations.

Every lawyer in full practice needs an English
Digest.

Fortunately, a good one, giving facts and full

abstract of decision in every case and covering all

the courts, is now in the market.

Mews' Digest is , indeed, so full a compend of each

case that it serves as a fair substitute for the original

reports to a lawyer alone in a small town, with no

large libraries near.
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But if it cannot, then the equitable plea is no after that plaintiff prefers indictment for for :

barto the defendantcoming to a courtof equity, cible entry , this court will stop proceedings upon

subject, however, to the costs of the plea being such indictment. Ib.

controlled by the court of equity. Ib. No general jurisdiction in equity to enjoin

A court of equity will restrain an action for or regulate proceedings upon indictment, but

damages whers the defence relied upon is an circumstances may give it ; as where prosecuted

alleged agreement between the parties for the by relators in an information as plaintiffs, they

performance of certain acts to which a court of are subject to control by order personally affect.,
law cannot give effect . Ib. ing them ; but not the defendants. Att .- Gen. v .

Clearer, 18 Ves. 211 .

Equitable Plea not pleaded .3 - The 17 & 18 Although there may be cases in which the

Vict. c. 125, 8. 83, giving a right to plead an court of chancery will interfere to restrain crim .
equitable defence, is only permissive, and not inal proceedings taken by a plaintiff in equity

compulsory ; and a defendant who has not against thedefendant to the suit in respect of

exercised his option of pleadingan equitable plea, the matters to which the suit relates, yet the
may come for an injunction to restrain the court will not so interfere where the remedies in

action, as he might have done before that act. the proceedings.in the criminal court are for a

Gompertz v . Pooley, 4 Drew . 448 ; 28 L. J., Ch. purely criminalcharge. Saull v . Brorone, 44

484 ; 5 Jur. ( N.s.) 261.; 7 W. R. 275. 8. P., L. J., Ch. 1 ; L. R.10 Ch.64 ; 31 L. T. 493 ; 23

Kinsford v. Swinford. 28 L , J., Ch. 413; 6 Jur. W. R.50 ; 13 Cox C. C.30.

( x.s.) 261 ; . 7 W. R. 215., Unless the cases raised and the objects sought

are identical, the court will not prevent a plain .

Proceedings which would interfere with or tiff in the court of chanceryfrom proceeding in a
determine Pending Sait.] - Ina ,sạit bythree criminalcourt against the defendantstothe suit

shareholders against the directors to restrain inchancery: Ib.
proceedings for recoveringthe amount of certain Held, thata remedy in the police court, which

calls, an injunction had been granted upon was the personal punishment of the defendants,

termsof plaintiffs paying the amount into court. was sodistinct from a remedy in chancery,

The directors' solicitor, à shareholder,obtained which wastherecovery of property, that the

judgmentby default against the company forhis courtofchancerywould notrestrain the criminal

bill ofcosts,andcommenced proceedings against proceedings,and that the discretion to stay such

two of the plaintiffs for the amount due :-Held proceedingsrested with the magistrates. Ib .

( following Taylor v.Hughes,2 JO. & Lat. 242criminal proceedingsfor the recovery of a penalty
A court of equity has no jurisdiction to restrain

that, the defendant (the solicitor) not having
denied that the proceedings hadbeentaken for imposed by an act of parliament for a breach of

the purposeof harassing and impeding the its enactments. Kerr v.Preston Corporation, 46

plaintiffs in theirsuit, the plaintiffswereentit
led L. J., Ch . 409 ; 6 Ch. D. 463;25 W.R.264.

to an injunction to restrainproceedings against

them on the judgment, which proceedings would 2. RESTRAINING CRIMINAL AND QUASI.

greatly interfere with, if notwholly determine,
CRIMINAL ACTS .

the pending suit. Horn y. Kilkenny, & c. Ry.,

1 Kay & J. 399 ; -24 L. J., Ch. 241% 3 W. R.
Though the court of chancery has no juris.

226 .
diction to prevent the commission of acts which

are merely criminal or illegal, yet its function is

Action against Executors.]If a cause for the to protectproperty, and therefore it will restrain

administration of assets has beenheard for acts which are of a criminal nature, iftheyare

further directions, andtheexecutors have paid alsoofsuch a nature astoinjuriously affectrights
their balances into court, an injunction will be of property. Springhead SpinningCo. v.Riley,

granted to restrain an action against the 37 L. J., Ch .889 ; L. R. 6 Eq. 651 ; 19 L. Ť .

executors for breach of a covenant in a lease 64; 16 W. R. 1138.

grantedtotheir testator, andthe masterwill be ata spinning company's mill,tookoffenceata

Certain members of a trade union , employed

directed to ascertain the damages. Sutton v. reduction of theirwages and lefttheir masters'

Mashiter, 2 Sim . 513.
service. The association then posted in the dis

Action at Law pending Suit forsame Matter.] or notice,which was in substancea warning to
trict, and advertised in the local papers, a placard

A court ofequity in which a suit was pending all workmen not to seek torenewtheir work at

would have stopped an action for trespass vi et the mill until the dispnte vas settled. " The

armis. York Corporation v. Pilkington, 2 Atk .

302 ; 9 Mod . 273.
company filed abill to restrain the printing and

publishing of the notices, charging that they

were part of a scheme to prevent persons, by
Injunction granted on Terms.] - See Irving , threats and intimidation, from hiriug themselves

Harrison, 3 L. J. ( 0.s.) Ch. 48. to the plaintiffs, and that persons had, in fact,

been so intimidated ; that the plaintiffs' business

Criminal Proceedings.] — Whilst suits in equity was materially injured thereby, the value of

are depending, plaintiffs indict defendant's agent their goodwill depreciated, and the corpus of

at thesessions where they themselves are judges, their property irreparably damaged :-Held ,that

for a breach of the peace. Order made to restrain the acts of intimidation complained of, though

plaintiffs from proceeding at the sessions till punishable as a statutable offence, were yet

the hearing of the cause and further order. within the jurisdiction of equity, as tending to

York Corporation v. Pilkington,:2 Atk, 302 ; 9 the destruction of property. To
Mod. 273.

There is no restraining power in courts of Distress by a Stranger. ]-Defendant, having

equity overcriminal prosecutions. 1b. assigned leasehold estate to plaintiff, afterwards

Where bill is bronight to grant possession , ifl brought an action of ejectment and was non

ough
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INDEX OF TOPICS TO CHECKLIST.

...Ewell

(See pages 4 and 5.)

Abbreviations Vide

Administration . Schouler

African Law Liberian

Aids to Research ... Vide

Arrest Voorhees

Blackstone

Circumstantial Evidence .Wills

Constitutional Law
Stimson ; Thayer

Contracts Ewell ; Metcalf

Criminal Law Browne

Dictionary Bouvier

Domestic Relations .Browne

Eminent Domain . Nichols

Employer's Liability Roberts & Wallace

English Law ... Vide

Equity Ewell ; Heard

European Law Foreign Law

Evidence ..... .Best ; Ewell

Insurance (Marine) Arnould

Interpretation .Beals

Limitations Wood

Massachusetts Law Vide

New England Law Garland

Periodicals

Pleading . Ewell; Heard

Real Property Ewell ; Williams

Sales Browne

Statutory Law Stimson

Subrogation Sheldon

Theory of Law .Korkunov

Torts ...Ewell

Town Law Garland

Virginian Law Colonial Decisions

Wills Schouler

CANADIAN REPORTS AND STATUTES.

An opportunity to secure a large portion

of a set , or to fill up gaps.

We have in stock the sets listed below,

which we prefer to sell as a block, but might

sell one or more sets separately .

If you are interested write for prices.

DOMINION REPORTS AND STATUTES.

Canada Supreme Court Reports. 1876-1909 .

41 vols .

Canada Exchequer Reports. 1875–1908. 11 vols.

Canadian Criminal Cases . 1896-1908 . 13 vols.

Canadian Law Times . 1881-1908 . 28 vols .

Provincial Statutes . 1841-1866, with Consolidated

Statutes, 1859 . 21 vols .

Dominion Statutes. 1867-1909 . 45 vols .

PROVINCIAL REPORTS AND STATUTES.

Manitoba . Armour temp . Wood Law Reports.

17 vols . 1875-1908. 18 vols .

New Brunswick . Reports. 38 vols . Equity

Reports. 4 vols. Stockton's Vice -Admiralty

Reports. 1825-1908. 43 vols .

Annual Statutes . 1877-1905 . 21 vols . , with

Consolidated Statutes, 1877 .

Newfoundland . Supreme Court Reports . 1817

1828 , 1854-1903 . 6 vols .

Nova Scotia . Reports. 41 vols. Russells' Equity

Reports, Stewart's Vice-Admiralty and Young's

Vice-Admiralty Reports, Digest . 2 vols . 1834

1908 . 46 vols .

Annual Statutes . 1871-1908. 28 vols . Revised

Statutes . 1900 . 2 vols .

Ontario . Law Reports. 1900-1909 . 17 vols .

Clarke & Scully's Drainage Cases. 2 vols.
Annual Statutes. 1867-1908. 41 vols . Revised

Statutes , 1877 . 2 vols . Revised Statutes.

1887 . 2 vols .

Prince Edward Island. Supreme Court Reports .
1850-1882 . 2 vols .

Quebec. Jugements et Deliberations du Conseil

de la Nouveaux France. 6 vols .

Stuart's King Bench Reports. 1810-1835.

Stuart's Vice-Admiralty Reports. 1836-1874 .

2 vols .

L. C. Seignorial Questions. 1856. 2 vols .

La Themis. 1879-1883 . 5 vols .

Montreal Law Reports. 1885-1891 . 14 vols .

Quebec Official Reports, S. C. 1892-1908 .

33 vols .

Annual Statutes , 1867-1908 . 42 vols . Revised

Statutes. 1888 . 3 vols .

North West Territories . Territories Law Reports .
1885-1905. 4 vols .

... Jones

Corpus Juris . — Have you a set of the whole

Corpus Juris Civilis in your library ? If not ,

note the two Latin editions advertised in our

list of “ Rare and Interesting Law Books' on
another page.

9

Quid pro Quo .—This Leg . Bib . is sent to

you without charge . If you like it , pray

reciprocate by either ( 1 ) sending us an order

right now ; or (2) calling the attention of your

neighbors to something they ought to buy;

or (3) sending us a list of your duplicates or

useless books you would like to sell or trade

we are great traders ;-or (4) remembering

The Boston Book Co. when you want any

books in the future .

ENGLISH AND SCOTCH REPORTS FOR SALE

Prices upon application.

English Law Reports. 320 vols. 1865–1908 .

Jurist (The ) . 55 vols . 1837-1867 .

Law Times Reports 0. S. 34 vols. 1813-1858.

Law Times Reports N. S. 99 vols . 1859-1908 .

Scottish Jurist. 45 vols . 1829-1873 .

Scotch Revised Reports. 1540-1873 .

(Reprint of all important cases to

Session Cases 4th Series)

As to Trading.-- Among the useless books
on your shelves, or in closets or attics of

your home, there may be something we could
use . Old text-books are not often worth

anything, but odd reports, very old books ,

old statutes, stretches of bound periodicals ,

even pamphlet laws and magazines are grist

to our mill. Send us a list of what you have

to trade or sell .

Crim , Con.—We have a number of copies

of a little volume published in London re

cently without date, and entitled “ Crim . Con .

Actions and Trials and Other Legal Proceed

ings relating to Marriage before the Passing of

the Present Divorce Act." This ought to be

in every collection of trials or criminal-law

literature . Binding half roan ; price, while

the supply lasts , $2.50.
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1

EMINENT DOMAIN .

The book reviews in " Law Notes” (North

port, N. Y. ) are admirable . The ordinary

reviewer skims a lawbook, and records his

off -hand impressions. The " Law Notes” edi

tor evidently reads through the books he

undertakes to review , and presents to his

readers a condensed evaluation of each work,

made with fairness and good judgment. Here

is a quotation from his notice of Nichols on

Eminent Domain :

1

5

COMMERCIAL LAWS OF THE WORLD .

We are the American agents for the Eng

lish translation of a most important work

now being published in Germany under this

title , includingthe Mercantile, Banking, Bank

rupt and Maritime Laws, in full , of the fifty

six countries and large colonies which consti

tute the world of civilization in this era .

In addition to the translation of the laws,

there will be notes and text as to procedure, etc.

As anexample, we give the following extract,
from the article on “ Ēnglish Procedure : Costs,

which will interest our readers :

“ The expense of litigation in England is

heavy. Even in the county court a 'hearing

fee ' of £ 1 is payable on each case , and for

every step in litigation a feeof greater or less

amount is payable . Counsel's fees cannot be

less than a guinea, and on appearance in court
they are seldom less than £ 3 . 3. 0, besides a

fee for a ' conference ' previously. If two

are employed, the fee of the junior is calcu

lated at about three - fifths that of the leader.

In chancery, leading counsel are attached to

particular courts, and their fees do not vary
very much . A select circle of some half

dozen ‘ go special i. e ., they appear in any

chancery court, or in the court of appeal, and

charge higher fees. But in the King's Bench

Division, where advocacy is at a premium ,

the fees of the more noted counsel reach fancy

figures. As to solicitors, their remuneration

iscalculated by allowing a fixed small charge

for every small act performed by them .

Thus the entry of a cause for trial, which

simply means sending a clerk down to the

office with the necessary papers, is the sub

ject of a separate charge, which in reality

helps topayfor the solicitor's expenditure of

time andthought over the case . A solicitor's

bill consists of multifarious small items.

" The total expense to a suitor of carrying an

action through an assize trial, or nisi prius

trial, in the King's Bench Division may

roughly be put at about £ 100 ; but if expen

sive counsels are engaged , it may reach

thousands. The expenseof maintaining wit.

nesses , it may be for a week or more, in readi

ness for the case to come on, is also a most

serious item . Country witnesses must be

kept at the assize town, or in London, in

readiness for the hearing. The cost of the

summary process called an originating sum

mons, in Chancery, may be estimated at, say

£30, assuming that it goes into court , and is

not disposed of by the master. Regular

actions in chancery are generally of an admin

istrative character, and the expense may be

looked at in the light of a payment for the

cost of judicial administration, and may

vary to any extent. They are, besides, fre

quently ordered to be paid out of particular

funds, the subject of dispute. The costs in

admiralty are roughly comparable with those

in the King's Bench Division: but of course

on a seizure the Marshal must be paid. The

costs of an appeal to the Appellate division

of the Supreme Court may be as little as £ 20

a side. Those of an appeal to the House of

Lords are almost prohibitive."

mere

This book might have been entitled “ Con

stitutional Limitations of the Power of Emi

nent Domain ," for with fair accuracy its

scope may be thus described. Following the

present-day tendency in legal writing to

select narrow points and treat them thoroughly

the author has not attempted to cover the

whole field of even the substantive side of the

law of eminent domain , but has contented

himself with tracing and discussing the funda

mental principles which underlie the power

to take private property for public use, define

the extent of that power, and restrict its

exercise .

The author is a former assistant corpora

tion counsel of the city of Boston, and brings

to his task the experience and knowledge of

his subject gained during eleven years ' ser

vice in the law department of that muni

cipality. With these qualifications, he evi

dences an intelligent appreciation of what is

due from a text-writer to his readers in the

way of a lucid andlogical presentation of his

subject-matter. His book is not a

compilation of syllabi, but is patently the

result of a study and comparison of the cases

themselves, and the bare statements of the

holdings of the courts are supplemented by

the author's use of his reasoning powers in

comparing the decisions and making deduc

tions therefrom , as well as in argument on

principle in the absence of direct authority.
Nor has Mr. Nichols hesitated on occasion

to point out what he conceives to be mis

apprehensions of the law by the courts,

giving his reasons for dissenting from particu
lar decisions. Instances of this not

numerous— the author is by no

captious critic of the courts — but where they

appear are cogent and worthy of careful con

sideration .

Mr. Nichols's literary style is simple, direct,

and altogether pleasing , and his arrangement

of the subject-matter of his book is , as inti

mated above, logical.

Every library and every lawyer' in good

practice ought to get this elementary and

fundamental work, even if he already has

some of the works which cover more ground

of practice and local statutes. If he has one

work only, Nichols is the one which will help

him most in presenting a difficult case in

court One volume , price $5.00.
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THE GREEN BAG .

20 vols . 1889–1908 . Half Cloth, $ 80.00.

The Green Bag has gone out of print, but

we can make up a few sets out of our stock.

A full set is valuable and interesting for

either a public or private library:

The series is indexed in Poole's Index to

Periodical Literature, in Jones's Index to

Legal Periodicals, and inthe American Library

Association Index to Portraits, and has be

sides its own index to Vols . 1-10. The series

of articles on the Supreme Courts of our vari

ous states, and on the leading American law

schools, have great historicalvalue, as have

also the biographies and portraits of distin

guished lawyers and judges .

The lawyer who has a good private library

should surely own a set of The Green Bag,

out of pride in his profession .

All new subscribers to the magazine should

get the back volumes while it is possible .

LATE ENGLISH LAW REVIEWS.

We give the contents of the latest numbers

received (October not yet being out) of three

leading English and Scotch Quarterlies, of

which The Boston Book Co. is the American

agent . Subscriptions solicited .

Law Quarterly Review, July , 1909. Edited

by Sir Frederick Pollock . Subscription price

$3.00 per annum . Single number, $ 1.25 .

Notes .

The Summary Process to Punish Contempt. I , B. G.
C. Fox .

The Constitution of the Isle of Man . By R. D.
Farrant .

Covenants Running with the Land , By A. E. Ran

dall .

Pleading Rules at Common Law. By T. F. Martin .

The Immunity of the Crown from Mandamus. By
W. W. Lucas .

Interest on Debts where Intercourse Between Debtor

and Creditor is Forbidden by a State of War. By

Charles Noble Gregory.

The Dog and the Potman : or " Go it , Bob ." By the
Editor

Book Reviews .

The Juridical Review , July, 1909, Edin

burgh . Subscription price $3.50 per annum .

Single number, $ 1.00 .

1 . The Laws of Naval Warfare . By D. O. Dykes.

2 . Joint Stock Enterprise in Scotland before the

Companies Acts . By I. R. Christie .

3 . English Law in Scots Practice III . H. B. Mur

doch .

4. The Creation of a Floating Charge and a Scottish

Company, II . By A. J. P. Menzies.

Sir John Nisbet of Dirleton . By G. B. Young ,

Glasgow

Notes .

Reviews of Books .

The Law Magazine and Review , August

number, 1909 . Subscription price $ 3.75 per

Single number, $ 1.25.

1 . The Belief in Innate Rights . By H. F. Peter

2 . Counsel's Fees . By H. H L Bellot.

3 . The Law of the Universities . By James Wil

liams .

4 . Criminal Statistics , 1907 .

5 . International Law and the Aliens Act. By

N. W. Sibley.

Some Cases in the Law Relating to Theatres

By G. A. Smith ,

7 . Constructive Murder and Felonious Intent . By
W. F. W. Brown,

Current Notes on International Law .

PRACTICAL USES OF A DIGEST.

[ From the Preface to Mews' Digest of English

Case Law ).

There is no finality about law , and we need

not sigh over the fact . If there were our

national life would be stagnating. Where

there is life and growth there can be no

finality. Day after day, month after month ,

year after year, the great legislative machine,

and the great judicial machine in all its many

sided activity, are turning out new statutes

and new cases to mould and readjust law and

social order to the changing needs and condi

tions of the community.

A Digest arranged on proper principles is

the most useful book which the practising

lawyer canpossess.. It is better than a Code,

because it is not, like a Code , a mere bundle

of dry legal propositions--colorless generali
ties . It starts - if well arranged - like a Code

from general principles, butit goes on to illus

trate those principles, as a Code does not, by a

number of concrete examples from decided

cases , and a lawyer - such is the power of

precedent with us — is never happy unless he

can found himself upon a case , which, if not

identical with, yet closely resembles his own.

A Code , for instance, gives us such a proposi

tion as this : “ An infant cannot bind himself

except for necessares ” ; a useful statement,

no doubt, but there it stops . A Digest goes

on to illustrate by decided cases what areand

what are not necessaries - champagne, a dia.

mond pin, a bicycle, a marriage settlement, and

A Code tells us that “ gambling in

public place is illegal . ' A Digest goes on to

illustrate what is and what is not a " place"

the bar of a public house , a newspaper office,

an inclosure, a street archway, an umbrella

stuck in the ground . What is even more

important, in the arguments and judgments
which lie behind the cases of the Digest we

get the reason of the thing. In the Code the
law does not disclose its reasons .

Mews' Digest of English Case Law, published

in 1898, did a splendid work in reducing to
rational and lucid order the case law of more

than a century and a half . It consolidated

100,000 decisions . It fused law and equity,

as represented respectively by Fisher's Digest

and Chitty's Equity Index. It incorporated

the statute law wherever the case law without

it would have been misleading. Its sixteen
volumes were, in no conventional sense , a

notable achievement, not only as an editorial

and publishing feat, but as marking an epoch

in the history of English law .

So on .
a

5 .

6 .

7 .

annum .

sen .

6 .

The Statutes of Closh.—A chance glance at

the old book " Les Termes de la Ley ” lights

uponthese interesting paragraphs.

" Closh is an unlawful game forbidden by the

statute made in 17 E. 4 , c . 3 , and it is inhibited

also by the statute of 33 H. 8 , c . 9 . But there

it is more properly called clash, for it is the

throwing of a bowl at nine pins of wood, or

nine shank -bones of an ox or horse ; and it is

now ordinarily called ' kailes, ' or 'nine-pins.' "

Notes on Recent Cases .

10 . Reviews

11 . Contemporary Foreign Literature .

8 .

9 .



HAVE YOU MADE UP YOUR PERIODICAL

LIST FOR 1910 ?

If you have , it can be amended ; if you have not , do it now . No

matter what your list comprises, it is not complete unless it includes

8

GREEN BAG

THE

AN ENTERTAINING

MAGAZINE for LAWYERS

The busy lawyer will find this leading law monthly not only enter

taining, but an inspiring and helpful addition to his working

equipment . It is pronounced indispensable by countless readers who

wish to keep in touch with modern thought in the legal world , and its

" Review of Periodicals ' section alone is worth more than the sub

scription price . If your name is not on its list it should be there .

Send in your subscription to-day for the year 1910 (Vol. 22) and

receive free the remaining numbers of the current volume.

No legal periodical in this country enjoys the prestige that THE GREEN

BAG has won among lawyers during the twenty years of its existence .

PUBLISHED MONTHLY AT $3.00 A YEAR

Sample Copy on request

THE RIVERDALE PRESS, C. A. W. Spencer, President

BROOKLINE , BOSTON , MASS.

Is your town represented in THE GREEN BAG PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY ?

See current issue for examples of representatio and write for details.

card in this directory costs but $10 a year, or $7.00 if you are a subscriber to The Green Bag .)

(A



The Boston Book Company

83 to 91 Francis St. , Fenway, Boston, Mass.

Publishes law books

Invites correspondence from authors

Deals in all kinds of law books

Is prepared to estimate on lists

Carries a large second -hand stock

Specialty of library service

Expert advice as to purchases

Information as to scarce books

Imports from Great Britain and Colonies

Is American agent for foreign publishers

Has direct correspondents in nineteen countries

Excellent service in Continental Europe

Appraises libraries for executors

Buys libraries and odds for cash

SOLICITS ORDERS

Latest Publications

VIRGINIA COLONIAL DECISIONS, 2 VOLS.

KORKUNOV'S THEORY OF LAW

NICHOLS ON THE POWER OF EMINENT DOMAIN

Recent Publications

STIMSON ON THE LAW OF FEDERAL AND STATE

CONSTITUTIONS

PROF. JAMES B. THAYER'S LEGAL ESSAYS

For Early Publication

COMMERCIAL LAWS OF THE WORLD

CHARLES C. SOULE , President and Treasurer

F. E. CHIPMAN , Managing Director

I. L. McCLOUD, Manager of Law Department
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"Deterred neither by misrepresentation nor un

popularity, the ADVOCATE, true to his OATH and

OFFICE in proportion as such difficulties surround
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his courage and learning, in behalf of his client,

both his honor and his profession . ”
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DIAGRAM

OF STATE AND FEDERAL POWER 1

AB Federal and State Powers (4)

A Federal Powers ( 17) B Powers expressly reserved

to the States (simply) (3)
AZ Federal Powers

forbidden to

1,10 , ( 2 ).N ,3 .(1.LV, 4.v.
BX Powers expressly

States (43)
PREAMBLE 1.2 .(3 ).

reserved to the States

1,2 , ( 3 ) .

1,3 , ( A ).1,4 ,(1),
1,10,( 2).1.2.12 ).

and forbidden to

1,6.1).1.7.(1.1.8 .(1).

1,8 , (6 ). 1,8 , ( 8 ). 18,19A

1,8,18 ).I , 2,71).LV , 3 ,(1).

IV ,4.AMTS.XII , XII , 2.XIV,

(5 ). 1 ,( 2 ).

AB
U.S. (2)

"A B

AZ

1. AMTS .

1.2.15 ).1.3.5 ) . L.II, II , IY ,

1.3.16).15 (1).1,5,12 ). VY.YII,YII . LX 1.2 .(1). 1,2,31

15.(3 ). 1,7.(12 ).L8 (1.1812 ). X ,XI ,XIY ,PREAMBLE L2.(4 ). 1,3 . (1),
18.(3 ). 1.8 .(4 .18.1518M

1,1.1,2,1).L2,2). 1,2,3 ). 1.3 . ( 2 ).1.4 .(1).1,8 ,(16 )
1.8.19.1,8(10 ).1.8 .(11).1.8 .(12) 1,3,17 ). I, 74,( 2 ).1,6 (IN
18,13 ). 1,8 , (14 ) 1,8 (15 ).1.8 .(16 )

1,9 , ( 1). 0,1. (2 ). AMTS .

1,8 . (17 ). I, 8 , (18 ),1,10 .(2 )
16.(2 ). I, 7 ( 1). 18 ,( 1). 1,8 . (12N X , XI,XIV . )

V.BX(2).
1,10 ,( 3 ). ITS 1.(1). 11,1.( 4 ) . 1.9 . (2 ). 1.9 . (3 ), 1,9. (4 ). 1.9,7),

D1,1.16 ).11.1,(7 ). 11,2.(1). 11,2,2) 1,9 ,(8 ). 1,1, (8 ).0,4.II ,1,

1,2 (3 ).11.3.11.4.1.1 ,1 . 1,2 ,( 2 ). 11,2 , ( 3 ). 11,3 . 1,2 ,(1)

11,2,1). III , 2 ,(2 ). 1.3,(3 ). 1.10 ,(1).19,4 . Y.V1,2.713 1,2 ,(3 ).1312)

11.3 .( 2 ).LV , 1. 1,10 ,(2 ). 0,1,( 2 ). 1.3 ,( 4 ). 1,3 , (6 ).
1.3.C.V.AM 1,1. LV , 2 ,( 1).W ,2,3). 1,3 , ( 7).1,4 . ( 2 ). 1,5 ,(4 ) .
XT ,(3 AMTS.XY.( 1).XTY, ( 2 ).XIV ,( 3 ) . 1,6 , ( 2 ). 1,7 . (1)# 1,7 , ( 2 ). 1.7 .(3 ).

1,8,(1). L8 , ( 12). 1.9 .( 2 ).1.9.3 ).

1,9 ,( 4 ). 1,9 , (5 ). 1.9 .(6 ), 1,9 (7 ),

1,9 , ( 8 ).M ,1.XM1,2,3). 1.3 .(1).

1.2 .(1). VII.3 .(2 ).Y. /YI, L.VI, 3 , AMTS2 I.YI

1,3.(1). 1,3.13A 1,01,III, IV,V , VI, VII , VII , X,

1,6 .(1).1,9,5). XIV ,( 4 ).
11,1,5 ). 1,3 , ( 1).

, 2 .

( 4 ).X (15

Z X

AMTS: ZXxii. ,

Z Powers forbidden X Powers forbidden to

to the States U.S. (simply ) (37)

(simply ) ( 11 )

Y Rights or Powers reserved in the People (39)

ZX Powers forbidden to both States and U.S. (12)

See page 108

THE FEDERAL AND STATE CONSTITUTIONS

By F. J. STIMSON

One Volume, cloth binding , $3.50

1



Legal Bibliography .

1

No. 1 , Vol. 4, N. S.I BOSTON, MASS. JANUARY , 1910

LEGAL BIBLIOGRAPHY THE GERMAN CIVIL CODE.

The present series was started in Nov.
American Edition .

1894. The second number was issued We announce the publication of a

in Nov. 1898 . In Jan. 1900 , the plan translation of the German Civil Code,

made by Walter Loewy of San Fran
was changed and a third number issued .

cisco (a graduate of Pennysylvania Uni

Since then the numbers have appeared
versity Law Department and of Heidel

quarterly . berg University) under the auspices of a

Three volumes are now complete . committee consisting of Prof. William

In these three volumes are many articles Draper Lewis, William W. Smithers and

on legal bibliography that are worth
Charles Wetherill representing the Penn

sylvania Bar Association , and the Law
preservation .

School of the University of Pennsylvania.

A limited number of sets , bound in
The translation will have an historical

half roan , are now available , at $ 1.50 introduction by William W. Smithers ;

per volume. an analytical introduction by Walter

Loewy ; full notes by Mr. Loewy and
Commonwealth Law Review . This

members of the committee ; a list of the

periodical, we are informed , was dis
important Statutes of the German

continued after the completion of volume Empire ; analyses of the divisions and

6 . It will soon become difficult to titles of the code and the introductory

obtain at an advanced price. statute ; and an Index .

We have a few sets now in stock which
Before 1871 (except as to the Commer

cial Code) each German state had its own
we can furnish at the published price .

laws. From 1871 to 1879 the old state

Diagram . This is the frontispiece laws remained in force . In 1879 , Codes

to Stimson's Federal and State Con
of Procedure and a Penal Code were

stitutions. A fuller description can
adopted . The Civil Code was meanwhile

progressing under commissions. In 1896 ,
be found on page 10 .

a “ Burgerlichesgesetzbuch ” was enacted ,

to take effect January 1 , 1900. The

CHOSES IN ACTION .
present legal system of Germany was

A certain lawyer arguing a thus fully launched .

before a justice of the peace came across The code thus adopted, presenting

the expression , " choses in action , " in both a compromise and development

a decision from which he was quoting of the legal systems of many previously

to the court . Fearing that the justice independent states ; and carefully formu

might not understand its meaning , he lated by a commission of the most

stopped to explain : " Your Honor, learned jurists of the Empire , -presents

'choses in action , you of course know, as interesting a study as was the Code

means that a person has several rights Napoleon a hundred years ago , or the

of action and can choose which he will Corpus Juris in the days of Justinian .

pursue." Price, $5.00 .

even
.

case

1
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“Of Rare Vigor and Originality"

General Theory of Law

BY PROF. N. M. KORKUNOV

UNIVERSITY OF ST. PETERSBURG

NOW FIRST TRANSLATED INTO ENGLISH

BY PROF. W. G. HASTINGS

OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA

PRICE . $ 3.50

LAW REPORTING IN AMERICA .

The beginning of law reporting in this

country, so far as existing records show,

was in Virginia, where Sir John Ran

dolph, Edward Barradall and William

Hopkins kept memoranda in the nature

of reports of the cases in which they were

engaged between the years 1728 and

1743 . These reports were apparently

copied from time to time in manuscript

and used for study and precedent by

the bar of that and the subsequent

generation .

The reports of Hopkins have vanished ,

but the manuscripts of Randolph and

Barradall have been preserved in four

copies , one in the Library of Congress,

one at Harvard Law School , two at
SIR JOHN RANDOLPH

Richmond in the libraries of the Court

of Appeals and the Virginia Historical
be put in permanent form . After con

Society.
sulting with the judges of the Court of

From one of these manuscripts (or Appeals , and the professors of the Law

perhaps from other manuscripts since School at the University of Virginia as

lost ) Thomas Jefferson extracted a few to the best editors for such an enterprise,

cases which were published in the thin the publishers were so fortunate as to

volume known as “ Jefferson's Reports.” get the State law librarian ,W. W. Scott,

The rest of the cases have never hitherto to transcribe the manuscript for the

been printed. It seemed that these printer , and R. T. Barton of Winchester,

prototypes of American reporting should Va . , to edit and annotate the reports.
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VIRGINIA COLONIAL DECISIONS. THEORY OF LAW .

Mr. Scott devoted to his part of the
Korkunov's General Theory of Law

contains in truth parts of rare vigor
work minute care , intelligent criticism

and the enthusiasm of an antiquarian . and originality.and originality. As to natural law,

Mr. Barton, one of the leaders of the origin of law, legal norms, the distinc

Virginia bar, was well fitted for the edi
tion between public and private law,

torial work through familiarity with
the theory of the three powers, moral

local law gained in the compilation of persons, the nature of society and of the

his two standard treatises on Common
state , and a good many other questions ,

Law and Chancery practice. He had
there will not simply be found, formu

also the enthusiasm of the antiquary, lated with great precision and uncom

the patience of the historian, and the
mon force of reasoning, the chief

theories which are at the bottom of

pride of a Virginian in the early great

universal legal thought.
ness of his state and its citizens .

From 1878 until 1889 , the author

The work appears in two volumes ,

the first containing the Introduction
(Korkunov) was professor of “ Legal

and the Reports of Sir John Randolph ; Encyclopedia" in the University of St.

the second, Barradall's Reports. Petersburg, he having previously taught

the same subject in the Imperial Alex
2 vols . , cloth . $7.50 .

andrian Lyceum at St. Petersburg.

In 1889 , he succeeded to the chair of

AN ORIGINAL DEFINITION .
“ Public Law ," in the same university,

A disciple of Coke , in Charleston , S. and held it until his death in 1902 .

C. , when asked by a “ brudder” to ex- He was familiar with the writings,

plain the Latin terms " de facto " and ancient and modern , of the theorizers

“ de jure,” replied : " Dey means dot of all nations . He seems to have been

you must prove de facts ob de case to
most strongly drawn to English writers

de satisfaction of de jury.” and thinkers on law and government,

especially John S. Mill .

COMMENDATION . Prof. W. G. Hastings, Dean of the

" The author of the ' Power of Eminent Law Dept. , Nebraska University, has

Domain ' has limited the scope of his now for the first time translated this

treatise to the analysis and discussion work into English , in which form we .

of the underlying principles connected know the book will inspire interest.

with the exercise of that power. The

scheme is , as is candidly admitted , CONTENTS

somewhat narrow , but the wide differ

ences prevailing in the several states
Introduction .-Necessity for General

as to the practice in condemnation ized Knowledge.- Encyclopædia of

proceedings renders a coherent treat- Law .-Philosophy of Law.—General

ment of the procedural side of the Theory of Law .

subject well nigh impossible. In fact ,
Book I. Conceptions of Law.

it is in this very department that previ

ous works have proved unsatisfactory,
Definition of Law.

and, in the hands of the unexperienced , Leading Conceptions of Law.

positively misleading ." -- Univ . of Penn. Hypothesis of Natural Law.–

Law Review , Origin of Law.
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1

KORKUNOV CANADIAN REPORTS .

In Stock .

Book II. Objective and Subjective DOMINION REPORTS.

sides of Law.
Canada Supreme Court Reports. 1876-1909.

41 vols .

Law Objectively Considered .-Laws
Canada Exchequer Reports. 1875-1908. 11 vols .

Canadian Criminal Cases. 1896-1908 . 13 vols .

in the Subjective Sense (Right).- Pri- Canada Law Journal. 1855-1908. 54 vols .

Canadian Law Times . 1881-1908. 28 vols .

vate and Public Law. PROVINCIAL REPORTS.

Alberta Law . Reports . Vol . 1. 1909.
Book III. Social Conditions of Legal Manitoba. Armour temp. Wood. Law Reports.

17 vols . 1875-1908. 18 vols .

Development. Society .---The State . New Brunswick. Reports. 38 vols . Equity Re
ports. 4 vols . Stockton's Vice-Admiralty Re

Book IV . Positive Law. The Sources ports . 1825-1908. 43 vols .

of Positive Law . Sources of Russian
Newfoundland. Supreme Court Reports . 1817

1828 , 1854-1903 . 6 vols .

Law.-Application of Positive Law. Nova Scotia . Reports. 41 vols . Russell's Equity

Reports, Stewart's Vice -Admiralty and Young's

Vice-Admiralty Reports. Digest . 2 vols . 1834
One volume, black buckram . 1908 . 46 vols.

Ontario . Law Reports. 1900-1909 . 18 vols . Clarke

& Scully's Drainage Cases. 2 vols .

Price, $ 3.50 net. Prince Edward Island. Supreme Court Reports.

1850-1882 . 2 vols .

Quebec. Jugementset Deliberations du Conseil

de la Nouveaux France. 6 vols .

Revised Judicial Reports. 28 vols .
Quebec Official Reports , K. B. 1892-1909.

17 vols .

Quebec Official Reports, S. C. 1892-1909 . 34

vols .

Stuart's King Bench Reports. 1810-1835 .

Stuart's Vice -Admiralty Reports. 1836–1874.

2 vols .

L. C. Seignorial Questions. 1856. 2 vols .

La Themis. 1879-1883 . 5 vols .

Montreal Law Reports. 1885–1891. 14 vols .

North West Territories. Territories Law Reports.

1885-1905. 4 vols .

Saskatchewan. Law Reports. Vol . 1 . 1909 .

Write for Prices.

BEAL'S

CARDINAL RULES

OF

LEGAL INTERPRETATION

Of INTEREST to AMERICAN lawyers as

A LITTLE TOO PREVIOUS.a COMPREHENSIVE STATEMENT of time

honored COMMON LAW Rules, the
Judge Thrasher, County Judge of Cat

taraugus County, New York, has an ex

MODERN APPLICATION of which is graph. ceptionally deliberate manner of speech .

.ically portrayed . At a recent term of the county court of

that county, a certain W— was con

victed for a violation of the Liquor Tax
Cloth, $ 5,25

Law . In the imposition of sentence , the

judge said : “ I will fine you $ 200.00 . "

The American Doctrine of Consti- Before anything further was said , the pris

tutional Law. “ How did our American oner reached into his pocket and while

doctrine, which allows to the judiciary taking out a roll of bills said , “ I thought

the power to declare legislative acts that would be about the size of it , and

unconstitutional , and to treat them as I have that money right here in my

null , come about , and what is the true pocket .” The judge thereupon con

scope of it ?" This question is answered cluded the terms of sentence as follows:

in the first monograph in Thayer's " and three months in the Erie County

Legal Essays, and should be read and Penitentiary.Penitentiary . Have you got that in

pondered by every thoughtful lawyer. your pocket ?”
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FREDERIC JESUP STIMSON. the United States." His Law of the

The author of " The Law of the Federal and State Constitutions, is an

Federal and State Constitutions of entirely novel and very important ex

the United States," is one of the most position of the fundamental principles

talented and versatile, as well as one of our system of government, and

of the soundest and most profound of throws a deal of light on problems

American authors . He was born in which are confronting legislatures and

1855 and graduated at Harvard in the courts, and about which every citizen ,

class of 1876. His subsequent life has certainly every lawyer, must make up

been one of varied activity .
his mind .

As a Teacher, he lectures at Harvard

University on Comparative Legislation

and Constitutional Limitations. He

has recently delivered a course of lec

tures before the Lowell Institute of

Boston , on " The Federal Powers, the

Rights of the States , the Liberties of

the People .”

As a Sociologist, he has been promi

nent on such lines as labor legislation

and uniformity of laws. Besides the

two works on labor laws, he has pub

lished a volume on “ Uniform State

Legislation . " He has been advisory

counsel to the United States Industrial

Commission and Massachusetts Com

missioner on Uniformity of Laws; and

he was chosen to draw up the present

corporation code of Massachusetts.

As a Novelist . — Beginning to write

fiction under the pseudonym of“ J. S.

As a Lawyer, he took his degree at
of Dale ," but using later his own name ,

he has published eight novels , well
the Harvard Law School in 1878, and

began practice in Boston . He is a
known to lovers of good literature .

Such is the interesting personality
member of both the Massachusetts and

the New York Bars . He was at one time
of the man whose portrait is shown

above, and whose new work on the
Assistant Attorney -General of Massa

chusetts . He has had an important
Federal and State Constitutions has

attracted wide attention and favorable
practice , numbering among his clients

notice .
the State of Massachusetts, the United

States Government and the Bank of

England. NICHOLS

As a Legal Author, he has done
ON

excellent work . He wrote “ American

Statute Law , ” " Law Glossary, ' EMINENT DOMAIN

" Labor in its Relations to Law ," and

a " Handbook to the Labor Laws of $5.00

a

S
I
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THE POWER OF EMINENT DOMAIN I

By PHILIP NICHOLS

Late Assistant Corporation Counsel of the City of Boston

“ Not a mere compilation of syllabi ,

but is patently the result of a STUDY

and COMPARISON of the CASES

themselves , and the bare statements of

the holdings of the courts are supple

mented by the author's use of his

REASONING POWERS in COM

PARING the DECISIONS and mak

ing deductions therefrom , as well as

in argument on principle in the ab

sence of direct authority .” — Law Notes.

One volume, buckram binding, $ 5.00 net

a

me

A PUZZLING POINT OF LAW . years of thought and research . Many

This is how a Boston lawyer found such men , too busy to prepare a full

a help in need. He called on us and treatise, have recorded in a magazine

ordered a set of Jones' Index to Legal article the gist of a course of lectures,

Periodicals, and in doing so said : of a series of decisions-or of a lengthy

“ I wanted to advise a client on
brief,—the ripe fruit of their pro

puzzling point of law, and could find
fessional experience. Often the searcher

no authorities until I struck Jones '
can find in such an article a more

Index, where a reference to one of the
old volumes of an American law peri- thorough and satisfactory discussion

of principle than in any text-book .
odical directed

|
to a complete

monograph on the subject, which enabled
Jones' Index covers not only 2,355

me to give an opinion at once , and to volumes of legal periodicals, but in

earn a good fee with little trouble . | addition covers 5,064 volumes of general

Much good law, many excellent mono- i periodicals , in so far as they contain

graphs on legal questions , many thor- articles relating to law, legislation,

ough annotations of great decisions , political science , economics, sociology

can be found in the bound volumes and legal biography, and that this

and sets of the best law periodicals . ' makes this work a valuable , in fact an

In them are hundreds of articles in almost indispensable, addition to your

which legal authors, professors in law reference library . JONES' INDEX TO

schools, lawyers in large practice and LEGAL PERIODICALS, 2 vols. Half

judges on the bench have embodied Morocco . $20.00 .
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THE POWER OF EMINENT DOMAIN . DECLARATIONS AS A PART OF

THE RES GESTA .
No better field can be found for

studying in a practical manner the In Bedingfield's Case ( 14 Cox C. C.

legal problems connected with the 341 ) Cockburn , C. J. excluded all

taking of private property for public testimony of declarations after the

use than service in the legal department act was done . This ruling was much

of a great modern municipal corpora- criticized , and led to a vigorous dis

tion , and to no better use can such an cussion of the subject in public prints,

invaluable experience be put than to in the course of which the Lord Chief

give its results to the profession in the
Justice issued a pamphlet in defense

form of a book .
of his ruling

The Power of Eminent Domain was

Professor Thayer took occasion to

compiled during the author's eleven

years ' service as Assistant Corporation
go beyond this controversy and ex- .

amine with characteristic fulness and

Counsel of the City of Boston , when

many of the questions discussed arose
care the res gesta question in all its

for consideration in actual practice, bearings . In substantially all points

and much of the material was gathered the conclusions reached by him at that

for his use in meeting them .
time stood the test of his many years

The topics discussed are:
of later study .

The Power of a Sovereign State over This is one of the essays that has

Persons and Property within its Jurisdic- been reproduced in Thayer's Legal

tion . The Limitations on that Power | Essays, and has been cited in 16 R. I.

Arisingout of the FederalCharacter of the 528 and 95 N. Y. 274 .

Government and the Specific Provisions Professor Thayer meant to publish

in the Constitutions , State and Federal. a single volume on Constitutional Law.

What Constitutes a Taking . Addi- Much of the material which would have

tional Servitudes. The Taking of Water gone into this treatise is to be found in

and Water Rights . What Constitutes the Essays. Thus in a measure they

Property, Public Use and Just Compen- preserve the fruits of his long and deep

sation . What is Meant by Due Process study of constitutional topics ; and

of Law . The Rights of the Condemnor illustrate—to use the words of “ The

in the Property Taken . Green Bag” — “ the excellent and cul

The author has treated these im- tured style , the charming modesty,

portant questions with admirable clear- the deep learning and vigorous thinking,

ness and candor, never losing sight of which mark all that Professor Thayer

the fact that Eminent Domain was has written .”

born before it was baptized and cannot The essays contained in this volumes

be rationally considered without taking

into account the nature and history of The Origin and Scope of the American

our political institutions. Doctrine of Constitutional Law .

The criticism of leading cases , such as Advisory Opinions .

Eaton v . Ry . Co. , 51 N. H. 504 and Legal Tender .

Callender v . Marsh , 1 Pick . 418 , is A People without Law (the American

instructive, while the conflicting doc- Indians).

trines prevailing in the various jurisdic- Gelpcke v . Dubuque ; Federal and

tions are impartially summarized . State Decisions .

are :
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The Full Reprint of English Reports

FROM 1307 TO 1865.

A full verbatim reprint, without omissions .

Original paging preserved as cited in digests and elsewhere .

Annotations show cases overruled, etc. , and cite other references.

Editorial Board comprises best talent of England, including Lord

Chancellor, Lord Chief Justice , Attorney-General, and others.

Binding, printing and paper excellent.

Uniform , convenient size, clearly labeled and compactly shelved .

Limited edition, without stereotype plates , will soon be exhausted .

1,000 Volumes included in about 160.

100 VOLUMES ALREADY ISSUED.

Remaining Volumes to appear at monthly intervals.

PRICE (subject to increase at any time) $ 6.50 per volume.

IF YOU WANT IT, ORDER RIGHT NOW !

THAYER'S LEGAL ESSAYS COMPARATIVE JURISPRUDENCE .

Our New Possessions .
Wessels' History of the Roman -Dutch

Law should be especially attractive to
International Usages ; A Step For

an American reader, because the experi
ward .

ment of yoking this law with the Com

Dicey's Law of the English Consti
mon Law in British South Africa is

tution .
worth watching .

Bedingfield's Case ; Declarations as An examination of the volume re

a Part of the Res Gesta .
veals most important matter which com

" Law and Logic ." mends it to the intelligent reader . Part 1 ,

A Chapter of Legal History in Massa
" General Development of the Dutch

chusetts . System of Law ,” is actually a historical

Trial by Jury of Things Supernatural . analysis of the law of northwestern
Europe from the early German and

Bracton's Note Book .

Roman periods,-through the middle

The Teaching of English Law at
ages , down to the present time . It con

Universities .
tains an interesting account of the great

Thayer's Legal Essays are published law books of the 16th , 17th and 18th

in a cloth bound volume uniform in centuries .

size and style with " Korkunov's Theory Wessels' History of the Roman - Dutch

of Law ," at the same price , $ 3.50 . Law. Grahamstown, $ 10.00.
I
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THE LAWYER'S OFFICIAL OATH
REPORTS IN STOCK .

We offer for sale the sets of reports listed below :
AND OFFICE . Prices given on application .

United States Reports. Lawyer's extra -annotated

Why is any oath required for ad- edition . 210 vols . in 52 books . Buckram .

Curtis edition . 210 vols . in 173 .

mission to the practice of the law ? United States Appeals. 63vols.

United States Circuit and District Court Reports.

What is its significance and what ob- Original editions, various bindings , all sound.

ligation does it impose ?
164 vols .

Federal Reporter . 171 vols .

His oath stamps the lawyer as an Attorneys -General Opinions. 26 vols .

Court of Claims Reports. 42 vols.
officer of the State , with rights, powers Brodix Am . & Eng. Patent Cases. 1754-1890 .

20 vols .

and duties as important as those of the Patent Office Reports, 1847-1871, 56 vols.; Gazette

Judges of the Courts themselves. When
1872-1908 , 132 vols .

TreasuryDecisions. 1868-1908 . 46 vols .

a lawyer is admitted to practice and NationalBankruptcy Register. 18 vols .

Connecticut. Kirby, Rootand Day, 8 vols . Conn .
takes the required oath of office he has

75 vols. Original edition.

English Law Reports. 1865-1908 . 306 vols .

as much right to appear in Court and be English Ruling Cases . 27 vols .
heard for a party to a cause as a Judge Tlinois Appeals, 143 vols .

Kansas. 76 vols .

has to hear and decide it .
Law Times Reports. 1843-1908. 0. S. 34. N. S.

99 vols .

He is also an officer of the Court for
Massachusetts Reports. 201 vols .

life whose office cannot be taken from New York . Common Law Reports, 80 vols. in 39.

Ohio . Reports, 20 vols . State Reports, 66 vols .

him except for cause . Oregon. 47 vols .

Pennsylvania. Supreme Court , 65 vols . State ,
Josiah Henry Benton , LL.D. , one of 109 vols . to Atlantic Reporter.

the leaders at the Boston Bar, has just SuperiorCourt Reports, 30 vols.

Sadler's Unreported Cases, 10 vols .

written a work on the foregoing subject. Revised Reports. 107 vols .

Scotch Revised Reports. 1540-1873 . 44 vols .

He tells when that oath was framed and (Reprint of all important cases to Session Cases

what it was. He shows that it was , in
4th Series ).

Vermont. Preliminary, vols . Vt ., 78 vols .

England and America , a condensed code Washington . Territorial , 3 vols . State , 42 vols .

Wisconsin. Penney, 3 vols.; Wis . , 133 vols .
of legal ethics until by a reaction against Lawyers' Reports Annotated. 70 vols . New

series, 14 vols .

the multiplicity of oaths, it was changed

in form to generally become a mere

obligation to discharge faithfully the

duties of the office. The history of the

'

authentic records in England and France, EICHTH EDITION

and the quaint old oaths are in many

2 vols. , buckram , $ 15.00
cases given in full .

Upon the foundation of the English
This is the standard text-book where

law and its conception of the lawyer's
the law of marine insurance depends on

office in England , the office was estab
the common law , and is constantly cited

lished in the Colonies in North America .

as a treatise of high authority in the

An examination is made of the legis
COURTS of the UNITED STATES .

lation as to attorneys in the Colonies

which became the thirteen original THE CITATION OF AMERICAN CASES
States of the Union , and shows how the HAS BEEN BROUGHT DOWN TO DATE.
attorney's office was recognized and

established here . The authors have had the assistance of

This scholarly and interesting con- men of practical experience in marine in

tribution to the history of the law should surance , so that the work may be relied

be read by every lawyer who takes upon as accurate from a business as well

pride in his profession . Price, $ 1.50 as from a legal standpoint.

Det

7

ARNOULD ON

obligation istraced to the earliest MARINE INSURANCE AND AVERAGE

any
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CONSTITUTIONAL PRINCIPLES. B.

Division of National and State Power.
Powers Reserved in the States.

The diagram graphically represents
[A State may lay imposts or dutiess

the exact division of political and legis- absolutely necessary for executing it ]

lative power between the States and inspection laws , etc.

the Federal Government as well as

the large field reserved by the Con
BX.

stitution to the people ; and it does
State Powers Forbidden to the

United States.
this when powers delegated to the

Nation are forbidden to the States or
The times , places and manner of

when they are shared by the Nation and
holding elections for senators and rep

the State , or when nothing is said about
resentatives shall be prescribed in each

it , and it must depend upon the inter
State by the legislature thereof. Each

pretation of the Supreme Court. State shall appoint , in such manner as

the legislature thereof may direct, a

AZ.
number of electors, etc.

Federal Powers which are forbidden

to the States.
X.

All legislative powers herein granted
Powers Forbidden to the United

shall be vested in a Congress . The
States Simply.

taxesRepresentations and direct
Congress shall have power to lay and

collect ...duties,
to pay the debts shall be apportioned among the several

and provide for the common defense .
States according to their respective

To regulate commerce with foreign numbers. The privilege of the writ of

nations and among the several States ,
habeas corpus shall not be suspended ,

unless, etc.
etc.

A. Z.

Powers Granted to the United States Powers Forbidden to the United

Simply. States Simply.

Direct taxes shall be apportioned No State shall enter into any treaty ,

among the several States , according alliance or confederation ; grant letters

to their respective numbers . of marque and reprisal, coin money,

vide for the punishment of counter- emit bills of credit , make anything

feiting the securities and current coin but gold and silver coin a tender in

of the United States , etc. payment of debts, pass any bill of

attainder, ex post facto law , or law

AB .
impairing the obligation of contracts,

Powers Common to the Nation and or grant any title of nobility .

the State .

No State shall , without the consent ZX.

of Congress, lay any imposts or duties Powers Expressly Forbidden to both

on imports or exports, ... nor any State the Nation and the States.

be formed by the junction of two or The right of citizens of the United

more States or parts of States , without States to vote shall not be denied or

the consent of the Legislatures of the abridged by the United States or by

States concerned, as well as of the any State on account of race , color or

Congress, etc. previous condition of servitude .

To pro
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i duris

anne

and

Y.

Rights Reserved or Expressly Re

tained in the People.

The citizens of each State shall be

entitled to all privileges and immunities

of citizens in the several States . The

United States shall guarantee to every

State in this Union a republican form

of government.

It is not too much to say that if we

knew exactly what matters fall within

the area " AZ" and the corresponding

area "BX” and the central domain of

" Y ," we should have the solution of all

the questions that are vexing both the

constitutional lawyer and the general

public; for these neutral grounds, these

contested areas , graphically represent

both what is given or denied to the

Federal Government, what is reserved

to the States, and finally, what has never

been parted with by the people .

United

CONJUNTOS

UNITED STATES

If a
Copies of the original of the above

group, the design measuring 1772 x 23

inches, on a white “mat” 24 x 30 ,

suitable for framing, can be furnished ,

rolled in a “ carton ” for $2.00 each .

For a full discussion see Stimson's

Federal and State Constitutions.

Unitel

MEWS' DIGEST OF

English Case Law

WITH SUPPLEMENT TO 1908

18 Volumes $110.00

to h

[Supplement Separately, 2 volumes, $ 15.00]

Covers all the English Reports to date, both Law and Equity.

Companion set to the Century Digest.
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WE OFFER

ENGLISH REPORTS REPRINT 100 VOLS..

ENGLISH LAW REPORTS, 1865-1908 306

MEWS' DIGEST OF ENGLISH CASES LAW 18.

WOOD AND RITCHIE'S DIGEST OF OVERRULED

CASES 3. . . .

TALBOT AND FORT'S INDEX OF CASES 1

These books are now in stock

and can be delivered at once .

WRITE FOR PRICES

TALBOT & FORT'S

Index of Cases

Judicially Noticed

E"

GUILTY OF ARSON .

During a breach of promise case

heard in Indiana some time since , the

counsel on both sides spoke considerably

about the " fire of love,” “ Cupid's

flames,” “ the burning passion ,” etc.

The jury brought in a verdict that both VERY case which has been cited in

plaintiff and defendant were guilty
any judgment reported from 1865

of arson , and recommended them both
to 1907 , inclusive , has been

to the mercy of the court . arranged in alphabetical order, and the

manner in which each case is dealt with ,

THE STANDARD WORK ON EVI- whether followed , over - ruled, distin

DENCE.
guished , dissented from , etc. , in its place

Best on Evidence, with notes by of citation is shown .

Charles F. Chamberlayne, is an edition To know at a glance just how the

of a severely practical nature . There courts have regarded the case which he

is no new terminology and a practitioner may be investigating is an aid to the

will find things where he expects to find busy lawyer which cannot be overesti

them and under the old names . mated , and one which , if we may judge

This book is at the top of the critical by the popularity of the first edition ,

helps to a fighting mastery of the sub- will be greatly appreciated.

ject . Cloth , $3.50 . 2d Edition , Buckram , $ 9.50
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THE MODERNIZED BLACKSTONE . NOT THE SAME JOSHUA .

New Commentaries on the Laws “ What's your name , prisoner ?” asked

of England (partly founded on Black- the judge with the love for biblical lore.

“ Mah name's Jashua, jedge,” was
stone) , by His Honour Judge Stephen.

the reply .

15th edition. Thoroughly revised and
" Joshua, eh ?" said the judge as he

modernized . 4 vols ., cloth . Price,
rubbed his hands . " Joshua, you say ?

$ 22.00. Are you that same Joshua spoken of

This new edition will be very useful in Holy Writ - the same Joshua who

to American lawyers and libraries , not made the sun stand still ? ”

only in presenting clearly the present “ No, jedge,” was the hasty answer,

state of the whole English law, but
" twarn't me . Ah am de Jashua dat

also in digesting recent important made de moon shine ." -- Congressman

statutes. This latest edition of Stephen's Clayton of Alabama.

Commentaries is indispensable to any

library in which modern English law The Law of Arrest in Civil and Criminal

may have to be examined .
Actions. By Harvey C. Voorhees.

The vitality of Blackstone's Commen
Cloth , $2.00 .

taries is marvellous . Originally given to
This manual covers with fullness ,

the world in 1765–1769 , they had passed clearness and accuracy the following

through nearly thirty editions in Eng- very important topics , not elsewhere

land up to the year 1844. Even now,
satisfactorily treated : The Right of

the original commentaries survive in Personal Liberty — The Issuance and

America in Ewell's Essentials of the Service of Legal Process - Who May

Law, Vol . 1 , which contains that por
Issue a Warrant-What Constitutes an

tion of Blackstone which is still good law.
Arrest - Arrest with Warrant- Arrest

without a Warrant--Breaking Doors to

In 1840 the original work had be
Make an Arrest - Force in the Act of

come so overlaid with notes , that Ser

Arrest-Disposing of the Prisoner
geant Stephen , in editing the last

Arrest in Extradition Proceedings

regular edition of Blackstone , became
Evidence Necessary to Establish the

convinced that a new work, founded on

Offense - Exemption from Arrest- False
Blackstone , but freely recast , would be

Imprisonment - Trespass.
a great desideratum . He therefore de

voted himself to the task of rewriting it difficult to get together the law re
It is the work of a lawyer who found

the Commentaries.

quired by a lawyer, or an officer of the

The work thus slowly ripened on the
law , in making arrests, or in protecting

Blackstone stock at once superseded a client from illegal arrest . It is written

the older work, and has since been the with simple style and arrangement

standard commentary on English law.
but every proposition of law is fortified

Successive editions of Stephen's Com- by citations , so that the treatise can be

mentaries at intervals of four or five used with safety in court.

years have kept pace with statutory Prosecuting attorneys , lawyers with

changes . The end of the year 1908 sees regular or occasional practice on the

the publication of the fifteenth edition , criminal side, court officers , sheriffs ,

with notes by fifteen specialists under and police officers will find Voorhees

the editorship of Edward Jenks . on Arrest very helpful .



Virginia Colonial Decisions

DECISIONS OF THE GENERAL COURT

OF THE

COLONY OF VIRGINIA

1728-1743

REPORTED BY SIR JOHN RANDOLPH AND EDWARD BARRADALL

WITH HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION

By R. T. BARTON OF WINCHESTER, VA.

THE
"HE reports herein first printed were prepared by Randolph and Barradall for

their own use , were copied several times (four more or less perfect copies still

exist) , and were evidently passed around , consulted and quoted by contemporary

lawyers . Their story and that of the bench and bar of early Virginia are graphically

told in Mr. Barton's introduction.

Preserved as curiosities and relics for more than a hundred and fifty years,

the manuscripts now reprinted present the only surviving contemporary records of

Virginia litigation , social life and business relations in the first half of the eighteenth

century. As such they have acquired great historic interest and value .

ARRADALL'S reports, being more voluminous and of later date, occupy the

7

first volume, together with Mr. Barton's introduction .

This comprises ten chapters : I , “ Book , ” gives an account of the manuscript

reports ;-11 , “ Land , ” sketches the earliest settlements ;—III , “ People," portrays the

character of the early immigration ;-IV describes “ Government” ; — V , " Church ,”

shows the relation of church to courts ;-VI , “ City,” traces the growth of Williams.

burg ;-VII concerns " Education ” ; - VIII deals with “ Law and Lawyers” ; - IX

covers the " Courts ” ; - X gives an account of “ The Reporters and their Reports."

This introduction , pervaded by the enthusiasm of the antiquarian , the lawyer

and the Virginian , is very interesting reading. Taken in connection with the quaint

and archaic details of the Reports, it constitutes an important document in American

Colonial History.

1

Two Volumes, Bound in Law Buckram , $ 7.00
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LEGAL PERIODICALS. FOR AFTER -DINNER ORATORS

Great jurists, great lawyers, learned The fortunate lawyer who is called

professors and students of the law have on for an after - dinner speech , or the am

always given freely to the profession, bitious lawyer who wants to make a

of their knowledge and of the results of telling political speech , sometimes even

their mature thought and investigation the pleader who wants to put his jury

through the medium of legal periodicals. in good humor, must have an apt and

On the fine points of the law, and partic- telling joke to begin his remarks with .

ularly those where precedents seem to When memory does not work , it is well

be lacking , or where they are in hopeless to have some reservoir of wit to draw

conflict, you will frequently find an arti- from . Such a storehouse is a set of

cle by one of these benefactors of a busy the Green Bag . There are hundreds

and over-worked profession which is of of good stories and legal jokes in every

the greatest benefit and a complete volume . Here is a short list prepared

statement of the point in question . by a friend who has the oratorical fever .

Since the publication of Jones's Index Chase, Chief Justice March, 1906

to Legal Periodicals some years ago
Choate , Rufus Jan., 1906, Sept., 1906

Continuations May, 1906

thousands of such articles have been Cross-examinations, Art of . Sept., 1905

readily accessible , and many cases have
Damages, Domestic . March , 1907

Damages v . Repairs ..Jan .,1907

been won , and countless hours of re- Decision Reserved .Sept., 1907

search have been saved by the use of
Dementia Americana in 1611 Dec., 1907

Depew, Chauncey . Feb. , 1905

this in connection with the periodicals. Dictionary, Lawyers' Revised · July , 1907

Divorce , Act of God .Nov. , 1906

For 21 years the Green Bag has been
Dog , Mad March , 1905

the leading American legal periodical. Evidence, Real Feb , 1906

Examination, Over .Feb . , 1906

For 24 years the Law Quarterly Extra - Territoriality Sept. , 1906
Review has taken the lead of the Eng- Fees

May, 1907

lish law periodicals.
Grand Jurors' Qualifications ... Aug . , 1906

Hummel, Abe . Aug. , 1905

For 21 years the Juridical Review has Indentification, Complete. ..May, 1907

Insanity
been the leading Scotch periodical .

. April, 1906

Insurance, Theory of .Oct. , 1905

No judge or lawyer can afford to be Intimacy .Dec. , 1906

without these . Not only should he
Judgment, So. Carolina : June, 1905

Judicial Punning Oct., 1906

subscribe for the current numbers but Jurisdiction, Limit of · July, 1906

he should have a complete file of the
Juryman, German March, 1906

Juryman , Obstinate June , 1906 , Nov. , 1907

back volumes . Justice, Negro . June, 1907

We have at this time a few sets of
Juvenile Offender June, 1906

Kirchwey, Dean April , 1905

each of these , prices of which we will Law, Stage .Jan., 1905

Law's Delay Nov. , 1905, April, 1907, May, 1907

quote upon application .
Legislation , Needed Dec., 1906

Mandamus, Tennessee .Aug. , 1907

Necessaries Feb., 1907

COMPLETE SETS OF
Nol Pros . Sept., 1907

Objections, Selected . May, 1906

O'Connell , Daniel .April, 1907

O'Connor, Charles . Jan., 1906

Pleading,Georgia Nov.

Sir

Practice , Tennessee ,

Presence of Mind . Jan., 1907

20 VOLS., 1889-1908
Promise, Breach of Dec., 1905

Proof . Jan., 1907

Recess, Constructive July, 1905

Sentence , Compound June, 1907

WRITE FOR PRICES Suit, World's Longest May, 1905
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The Law of the Federal and State Con

stitutions of the United States

With an Historical Study of their Principles, a Chronological Table of English

Social Legislation, and a Comparative Digest of the Constitutions of the Forty -Six

States , by FREDERIC JESUP STIMSON .

CLOTH, $ 3.50

BOOK I.

Origin and Growth of the American Constitutions

I. Introduction . II . The Right to Law. III . The Right to Liberty . IV .

Chancery and the Injunction Order . V. The Right to Labor and Trade . VI .

The Right to Property. VII . Other Constitutional Rights . VIII . Rights of

Government. IX . Government Organization . X. Federal and State Powers.

XI . The State Constitutions.

BOOK II.

Constitutional Principles as Expressed in the English Statutes of the

Realm and American Constitutions

CHAPTER I. Constitutional Principles Protecting Personal Liberties and Private

Rights as Expressed in Constitutional Documents from Magna Charta to the

United States Constitutions .

I. Liberty . II . Law. III . Property and Trade . IV . Political Rights.

CHAPTER II . Historical Digest of English Social Legislation .

CHAPTER III . Division of National and State Power.

BOOK III.

The State Constitutions Digested, Annotated and compared

with the Federal Constitution

Part I. Bill of Rights. I. Bill of Rights : Civil . II . Bill of Rights : Criminal.

Part II . Political Provisions. Part III . Legislation . Part IV . Judicial

System . Part V. Constitutional Amendments .

PRESS COMMENTS

No mere dry index , but a well-written analysis for thoughtful readers . — Boston Transcript.

A most useful work ; indispensable to every student of American politics.- Review of Reviews

Conducive to a clearer popular, understanding of the constitutional muniments of liberty .

- Philadelphia North American .

One of the most thorough and important contributions to the study of fundamental laws .

-Charleston Neu's and Courier.

Written with judicial fairness, admirable clarity and fine discernment. — Chicago Interior.
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A matter of Vital Concern to the

Legal Profession in thein the United

States will be presented in the

next issue of the GREEN Bag.

Every Progressive Lawyer and

Judge should read of an Epoch

Making National Movement in

the enlarged February Number.

Orders Should be sent in Early

EVERY LAWYER WHO WISHES TO KEEP IN TOUCH WITH CURRENT

THOUGHT IN THE LEGAL WORLD SHOULD READ

THE STANDARD, NON-SECTIONAL, GENERAL LAW MAGAZINE

THE GREEN BAG

An Entertaining Magazine for Lawyers

Essentially a legal review of reviews designed to provide pleasant relaxation

and condensed information for busy lawyers

PUBLISHED MONTHLY AT $3.00 A YEAR
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JUST PUBLISHED

“ Of Rare Vigor and Originality ”

GENERAL THEORY OF LAW

BY

N. M. KORKUNOV

Late Professor of Public Law , University of St. Petersburg

ENGLISH TRANSLATION

BY

W. G. HASTINGS

Dean of the Law Faculty, University of Nebraska

INTRODUCTION

BOOK I. CONCEPTIONS OF LAW

CHAPTER I. Definition of Law . CHAPTER II . Leading Different

Conceptions of Law. CHAPTER III . Hypothesis of Natural Law.

CHAPTER IV. Origin of Law.

BOOK II. OBJECTIVE AND SUBJECTIVE SIDES OF LAW

CHAPTER I. Law Objectively Considered. CHAPTER II . Laws

in the Subjective Sense . CHAPTER III . Private and Public Law.

BOOK III . SOCIAL CONDITIONS OF LEGAL DEVELOPMENT

CHAPTER I. Society . CHAPTER II . The State .

BOOK IV. POSITIVE LAW

CHAPTER I. The Sources of Positive Law . CHAPTER II. Sources

of Russian Law. CHAPTER III . Application of Positive Law.

BUCKRAM, $3.50

The Boston Book Company

83-91 FRANCIS ST. FENWAY, BOSTON , MASS.
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NEW 1910READY JUNE 6

*

SCHOULER *

ON

WILLS AND ADMINISTRATION

IN ONE VOLUME, $6.00

A NEW WORK founded on the third edition of Schouler

on Wills and the third edition of Schouler on Executors

and Administrators .

These two volumes, amplified and thoroughly brought

down to date by the author, have been consolidated

(mainly through change of type) into one volume .

The new text is paragraphed , with prominent catch

words and head -lines.

There is copious citation of verified cases in the foot

notes (see specimen pages herewith ), making a convenient,

thorough and reliable treatise for practitioners , tested in

twenty -five years' use by courts and bar.

In its new form it is also especially adapted to use

in law schools. If bought by a student, it will serve him

later in practice.

A good book on wills is essential to even the smallest

collection of text-books.

This is the best and latest work on a most important topic .

Why not order it now ?

PUBLISHED BY THE BOSTON BOOK Co.

83 TO 91 FRANCIS ST. , FENWAY, BOSTON

* SCHOULER, JAMES, lawyer, historian ; born 1839 ; grad. Harvard ; LL.D .; practises

Mass. bar and Supreme Court U. S .; professor of law Boston University ; lecturer

Johns Hopkins Univ .;Author Law of Domestic Relations;-of Bailments ;-ofPer

sonal Property ;-of Husband and Wife ; of Wills ; -- of Executors; also of Life of

Thomas Jefferson ; Historical Briefs ; History of the United States, 6 vols.

-- From Who's Who in America ,
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NOTES. SCHOLARLY LAW BOOKS.

See Order Blank enclosed herewith . To offset the overwhelming output of

Chance to get Books Cheap. See
" practical law books,” we are glad to be

able to record a gratifying increase in
last page of cover .

the scholarly literature of the law .

Check up your library by the list on We ourselves have published recently

pp . 14 , 15 and 16 of this number.
Prof. Thayer's Legal Essays, his last

If you don't care for this number , we message to the American Bar, and to

beg you to pass it on . the thousands of law students who had

Send in an advance order for Schouler sat under his teaching at Harvard ; also

on Wills and Administration , so that Korkunov's General Theory of Law ,

we will be sure to have enough copies . translated into English by Prof. Has

The last volume of the Full Reprint tings of Nebraska State University ; and

of English Reports was 103 , well along | Mr. Barton's interesting " Virginia

among the King's Bench Reports . Colonial Decisions."

A Time Saver. Have you noticed what For the Pennsylvania Bar Association

an excellent compendium of all : note- and the Pennsylvania Law School we

worthy articles in current law periodicals have published an English translation

is given now in The Green Bag ? Whoever of the new German Civil Code , by Walter

reads it can keep abreast of legal | Loewy, with an historical introduction

thought . by William W. Smithers .

A Lost Opportunity. “ Our case -law As publishers for the Comparative

does not compare favorably , as regards Law Bureau of the American Bar Asso

its external form , with the case law of ciation , we have in press an English

England . Judicial decisions in this translation , by S. P. Scott of Hillsboro ,

country are loaded with far too many Ohio , of the Visigothic Code , the founda

details and are for the greater part tion of Spanish law . The Bureau will

lacking in force and vigor,” says Prof. follow this with an English translation

Street of the Missouri Law School . of the new Civil Code of Switzerland ,

Lucky the lawyer or library who interesting because it is a blend of Ger

secured a set of the Full Reprint of the man . French and Italian law .

English Reports before the few remain- We are further informed that a recent

ing sets were advanced from the special bequest will enable the Law School of

terms first offered to early American sub- the University of Pennsylvania to estab

scribers and made equal to the Eng- | lish graduate fellowships, and to publish

lish quotations . Soon they will be en- in a special series of monographs, the

tirely out of print and impossible to get . results of the original study and research

A Fair Substitute . But , if you have of its Fellows , under the direction of the

missed that chance , you can still get Faculty . This is the first instance , we

and have right at hand , next to your believe , where a Law School has been

Century Digest , Mews' Digest of Eng- able to take a step beyond the functions

lish Code Law. Don't put up with half, of teaching and utilize its equipment

get the whole range of law . to develop scholarly literature .
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A MODEL TEXT-BOOK . THE IDEAL JUDGE.

Nichols on the Power of Eminent From the first " title " of The Visi

Domain : a treatise on the Constitutional gothic Code , we take this quaint char

principles which affect the taking of acterization of the ideal judge .

property for public use . He should be energetic and clear of

By Philip Nichols, late Assistant Cor- speech ; certain in opinion; ready in

poration Counsel of the City of Boston .
weighing evidence ; so that whatever

proceeds from the source of the law
One volume, bound in buckram , $5.00 .

may at once impress all hearers that

This new treatise does not deal with it is characterized by neither doubt

procedure ,which varies in different states , nor perplexity.

but with the fundamental principles The Judge should be quick of percep

underlying the doctrine of Eminent Do- tion ; firm of purpose ; clear in judg

main , which are the same in all our states ment ; lenient in the inflicticn

It is written by an author who has penalties ;penalties ; assiduous in the practice

had eleven years ' official connection
of mercy ; expeditious in the vindication

with the land -takings of a large city .
of the innocent ; clement in his treat

ment of criminals ; careful of the rights
How practical and satisfactory his work

is , the following opinions prove:

of the stranger ; gentle toward his

countrymen . He should be no respecter

“ This book is an exceptionally good of persons, and should avoid all appear
lawyer's brief on the constitutional law ance of partiality .

of eminent domain . The style is simple, All public matters he should approach

lucid and connected . ” — Illinois Law Re- with patriotism and reverence ; those

view . concerning private individuals and do

“ A concise study . The author's pur- mestic controversies he should deter

pose is to condense, and save the reader's mine according to his authority and

time by a systematic statement of prin- power ; so that the community may

ciples . · It shows independence of look up to him as a father , and the
judgment .” — Harvard Law Review . lower orders of the people may regard

“ Important questions are treated with him as a master and a lord .

admirable clearness and candor ; con- He should be assiduous in the per

flicting doctrines are impartially sum- formance of his duties so that he may

marized." - American Law Register . be feared by the commonalty to such

" Clearly and concisely presented : . a degree that none shall hesitate to

written in a very satisfactory manner : obey him ; and be so just that all

. . . should be used by every practitioner would willingly sacrifice their lives

having work involving Eminent Do- in his service; from their attachment

main ." — Yale Law Journal. to his person and to his office .

“ A lucid and logical presentation ;- Then , also , he should bear in mind

the result of study and comparison of the that the glory and the majesty of the

cases.” — Law Notes.
people consist in the proper interpre

" Re-examining principles and their tation of the laws, and in the manner

origins in the light of all the judicial of their administration. For, as the

decisions :—very illuminating. The text entire safety of the public depends upon

contains few extracts from opinions , but the preservation of the law , he should

presents very fully their conclusions.” attempt to amend the statutes of the

-The Docket. country rather than the manners of the

“ Extracts from opinions of the courts i populace; and remember that there

have not been interjected with much are some who , in controversies, apply

frequency ; but to make the work of as the laws according to their will , and in

much service as possible to attorneys pursuance of private advantage, to such

who do not have access to all the origi- an extent that what should be law to the

nal reports, citations have been made to public is to them private dishonor; so

unofficial reports and to selected cases . ” ' that , by perversion of the law , acts

- From the Author's Preface. which are illegal are often perpetrated .

...
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ROSEBERY ON LEGISLATION . THE VISIGOTHIC CODE.

Those who have followed Lord Rose- We have in press , and shall shortly

bery's political career will read with publish (for the Comparative Law Bu

interest the following extract from his reau of the American Bar Association)

preface to The Legislation of the British a translation of the Visigothic Code.

Empire (4 vols . cloth , $12.00) . This fountain-head of Spanish law is

The more important portion of the
described in Guy C. Lee's article on the

laws that are passed now are laws of
Barbarian Codes , 9 Green Bag 430 .

construction - laws aimed at moulding The Visigotho -Roman code of Spain pre

human society in a particular and benefi- ceded by one hundred years the first purely

cent direction ; and I think , if one school Visigothic collection of laws of which a manu

had its way, it would aim still more at script has been discovered . This Visigotho

constructing a new society on the ruins Roman code was published by Alaric II (483–

of the old . But , at any rate, whether 506) in the first decade of the sixth century .

we go so far as that or not, we cannot It is cited as the Liber Aniani - from the offi

shut out from ourselves the prospect cial countersignature of Anianus the referen

that increasingly the Legislature will dary that was attached to each authentic

endeavor to raise and fortify the new copy — as the Lex Romana Visigothorum or as

structure of society , somewhat empiri- the Breviarium Alarici, and it is under the

cally , by means of legislation . Now , I last name or rather its anglicized version, the

watch this process with some vigilance Breviary of Alaric, that we best know this

and more anxiety , because I belong to important code . Important because for cen

that small school which does not believe turies in western Europe it was the Roman

that law, in the long run , can greatly Law , and when that law was cited the refer

ameliorate humanity. I am not sure ence was to the Breviarium of Alaric and not

that I do not incline to that small to the Code of Theodosius. Important be

heresy (if it be a heresy) that the state cause before the discovery of the palimpsest

is most fortunate which achieves its own of Verona ( 1816) we know scarcely anything

development by the character and indi- of the Institute of Gaius or the Sentences of

vidual efforts of its own citizens , and Paulus save from the Breviarium Alarici.

with as little support and guidance as Although the manuscripts of the Romano

possible from legislation. At any rate, Visigothic code antedate the purely Visigothic

certain I am that the progress of the code, yet the laws contained by the latter

state which is enabled so to develop were centuries older in usage among the Goths

itself will be more sure and more abun- than the Roman laws. But the preservation

dant than that of the state which rests of these early laws has been such that they

on legislative measures for the achieve- have come to us in a series of fragments con

ment of its destiny. If , however, we cerning which unsettled controversies still

are constantly engaged in the work of rage . These fragments have been attributed

construction , it surely is of the most vital to the Kings Euric ( 466–483 ); Theudis (531

importance to usus to know what other 548) ; Alaric II (483–506) ; and to Leovigild

nations are doing in the same direction ,, (570–586 ).

how far they have succeeded by their It is , however, that code attributed to

measures, and how far they have failed. Recceswinth (652-672) which is an enlarge

I will take one example --the question ment and continuation of the code of Chin

of old - age pensions. It is of vast im- daswinth (644-652) that is of the greatest

portance to all who have that matter importance to our present inquiry. Chin

at heart to know what has been done daswinth and Recceswinth gave a decided

in New Zealand, in Australia , and in forward impetus to the long process of amal

Germany . And another case , - acts and
gamation between the Goths and the Spanish

ordinances respecting the welfare of or descendants of the Roman provincials ,

children . It seems as if there were a when they deprived the Spanish of their

wave of feeling passing over the world Visigotho -Roman law -book , the Breviarium

with regard to particular subjects which Alarici, and substituted the Liber Judicum.or

sweeps legislation along with it . Forum Judicum .
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CONSTITUTIONAL CONSERVATISM .
NATIONAL LAW EVOLVED FROM

CHAOS

Mr. Nichols in his excellent treatise
The difficult task undertaken by the

on the Power of Eminent Domain ($5.00) Code Commission of the new German

says , as to extremes of interpretation : Empire ( 1874 to 1894) is thus outlined

In these days of cyclopedias and digests
by Mr. Smithers in his very interesting

national in scope , few text-books are of historical introduction to the German

real value unless the text serves as more Civil Code, translated by Loewy.

than a series of convenient pegs upon These men faced the most unique as

which to hang , no matter how exhaust- well as the most intolerable condition of

ive , a citation of authorities . The text- private law that the world had ever seen.

writer must attempt a coherent frame- In the centre of Germany was an im

work, must indulge in some reasoning mense region extending from the central

and may even express his own opinion
south to the extreme northwest, regu

of " what the law ought to be.” No lated principally by the common law,

subject better lends itself to such treat- that is , the Roman Law as “ received "

ment than constitutional law, and none into an infinity of ancient local laws and

will more repay careful study by all general customs , city statutes , privi

persons interested in the preservation
leges and royal ordinances. To the

north were sections governed by the
of their own institutions . On the one

ancient Jutland code , the Roman Law
hand we see the Constitution and its

and the Saxon particular code . To the

most conscientious expounders bitterly
eastward a vast territory subject to the

denounced by well-meaning men of many Prussian Landrecht , combined at divers

different views , who agree only in decry- points with or overridden by provincial

ing “ judicial usurpation ” when the su- laws or new limited codifications . At

preme law of the land is held to stand the west was a diversified country, where

in the way of their schemes for bettering within short distances the laws changed

humanity at the expense of those safe- from Prussian to Roman and from the

guards against class legislation and inter- latter to French . The Roman Law gov

ference with individual liberty which have erned more than sixteen millions of

made this country what it is today . On inhabitants; the Prussian , twenty-one

the other hand, we find that in many millions ; the French , seven millions ; the

of those commonwealths which are called , Badoise , two millions ; the Danish, Fris

not without reason , most progressive . sonian and Jute , four hundred thousand .

the courts have assumed or beengranted Startling anomalies existed . Within

the power to supervise every legislative à few miles one could find the law of

enactment, and with a veto which really inheritance so different as to give a

forbids , brand what seems to them female no rights in one town , equal

merely unwise or unfair as unconstitu- rights with other heirs in the next, with

tional . Between these extremes lies the heirs of the full and half blood dividing

true function of a written Constitution ; the inheritance in a third town . Here ,

and it cannot but gratify any earnest the law of primogeniture was ancient

student of constitutional principles to and unyielding, there it had never ex

note how steadfastly many of our courts isted . Some cities alone had two dis

have adhered to the ancient doctrines , tinct bodies of private law .

how carefully they have restrained them- Towards the end of the eighteenth

selves from encroaching upon the pre- century Germany had consisted of about

rogatives of the Legislature and how eighteen hundred separate states, princi

firmly they have extended their protec- palities, cities and signiories. It is true

tion to the unpopular few when their that less than four hundred had any

fundamental rights have been threat- appreciable territory, but all had un

ened with violation by unconstitutional fettered independent powers for the

legislation passed in compliance with making and undoing of laws,-custom

the outcry of the unthinking many. ary , feudal , Roman or Canonical. ...
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THE LAWYER'S OATH A CODE it was in England and in America

OF ETHICS.
from the beginning , until by a reaction

against the multiplicity of oaths im

J. H. Benton , Esq., of Boston, in his posed by law and of oaths taken without

interesting brochure on " The Lawyer's
warrant of law, the lawyer's oath

Official Oath and Office " (cloth , $ 1.50) ,
was so changed in form as to be now

in most of the State Courts and

says : in all the Federal Courts only a mere ob

Why is any oath required for ad- ligation to discharge faithfully the

mission to the practice of the law ? | duties of the office of an attorney.

No oath is required by law for admission

to practise in any other profession,

even where qualifications to practise
The old oath prescribed in Connecticut

are prescribed or ascertained by ex- in 1708 ran thus:

aminations required by law, as in the " It is ordeined by this Court and the

case of physicians . But an official authoritie thereof, That no person, except

oath has always been required for in his own case , shall be admitted to

admission to the practice of the law. make any plea at the bar, without

Why is it required ? What is its sig- being first approved of by the court
nificance, and what obligation does before whom the plea is to be made ,

it impose ? nor until he shall take in the said court

The significance of the lawyer's oath the following oath , viz .:

is that it stamps the lawyer as an “ You shall do no falshood, nor con

officer of the state , with rights, powers sent to any to be done in the court ,

and duties as important as those of the and if you know of any to be done

Judges of the Courts themselves. When you shall give knowledge thereof to the

à lawyer is admitted to practice and justices of the court, or some of them ,

takes the required oath of office he that it may be reformed . You shall

has as much right to discharge the not wittingly and willingly promote,

duties of his office as a representative or procure to be sued any false

or senator has to sit and act in the or unlawful suit , nor give aid or consent

Legislature, or a Governor to exercise to the same . You shall delay no man

the functions of a chief magistrate. for lucre or malice, but you shall use

He has as much rightto appear in Court yourself in the office of an Attorney

and be heard for a party to a cause within the court according to the best

as a Judge has to hear and decide the of your learning and discretion, and

cause . A lawyer is not the servant of with all good fidelitie, as well to the

his client . He is not the servant of the court as to the client . So help you God.”

Court . He is an officer of the Court,
The modern oath in New York is

with all the rights and responsibilities

which the character of his office gives brief and bare , to wit :

and imposes. I do hereby solemnly swear that I

He is also an officer for life whose will support the Constitution of the

office cannot be taken from him except United States and the Constitution of

for cause established by due process the State of New York and that I will

of law upon proof, hearing and judicial faithfully discharge the duties of the

determination . office of Attorney and Counsellor at

Law in the Supreme Court of the State

of New York according to the best of

It is therefore of the highest im my ability.

portance that the lawyer's oath should

not only be uniform in all our courts,
The Idaho oath is more explicit and

but that it should be so framed as to

satisfactory than either that of Connec

ticut or New York .

indicate the duties and responsibilities

of those who take it . In short , the
Mr. Benton's little book is a notable

lawyer's oath should be a condensed contribution to the literature of pro

code of legal ethics . And this is what fessional ethics .

sue

K
Y
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BANISH ALL LAWYERS. contempt , even at their best , but the

Have you seen " Virginia Colonial De- crowd of mere mercenary adventurers

cisions ” ? If not , look it up , and read who by stirring up litigation for the profit

which might be in it , destroyed the
Mr. Barton's interesting introduction

peace and good feeling of the country
upon colonial conditions, which might neighborhoods, naturally provoked the

apply to all the early American colonies . utmost efforts for their extermination

Here is an account of laws against bywhatevermeans the law could afford .

The poor legislators in their endeavors
lawyers in the seventeenth century :

to finda remedy were between the devil
The enactment of such laws was , of

and the deep sea , and so they remained
course, a fairly good indication of the

for many years to come , indeed until

need of them in the first half of the
conditions had begun to better them

seventeenth century . There was but selves , but not by reason of any of their

little business then for lawyers, of a acts ; for , untaught by their experience

legitimate character, and they lived of the inadequateness of the legislative

more by their practices than upon their remedies, they continued to enact and

practice. " The legal profession ," says re-enact them from session to session ,

Mr. Fiske , " was at first held in some mending here and there a weak spot and

what low repute , being sometimes re
making another , still hoping , no doubt ,

cruited by freed men whose careers of that they would at last find some plaster

rascality as attorneys in England had that would draw . Finally , apparently

suddenly ended in penal servitude."
as a radical resort, it was , on March 26 ,

Their capacities for mischief were only 1658. by the Assembly “ proposed

limited by their opportunities, and the whether a regulation or a totall ejecticn

exercise of their talents in this direction of lawyers .” On the vote the burgesses

made them the subject for many years said , “ An ejection .”

of most drastic legislation . This was

by no means a uniform condition , and STATES' RIGHTS IN MASSA

after the middle of the seventeenth cen
CHUSETTS.

tury , and especially in the first half of
In glancing through “ Juridical Ex

the eighteenth century, the profession

tracts " in an interesting old magazine,
grew rapidly in importanec and improved

in character . Professor John B. Minor entitled , The Carolina Law Repository,

thought that the adverse legislation of across questions submitted

1642 and subsequently, was due to to the Justices of the Supreme Judicial

jealously between the aristocracy of Court by the governor of Massachusetts

birth represented by the Assembly and

the aristocracy of merit represented by
in 1812 (see also the supplement to

the lawyers. But Mr. Chitwood, who 8 Mass .), and answers thereto, as given

quotes Mr. Minor's views, thought it below .

"more probable that this unfriendly atti QUESTIONS.

tude of the ruling class towards the 1 . Whether the Commanders-in

legal fraternity was caused by the lack Chief of the Militia of the several States

of ability and character of the early have a right to determine whether any

lawyers . ' The last is doubtless the real of the exigencies contemplated by the

reason , but lawyers as a class , in spite Constitution of the United States exist ,

of the great political , religious and social so as to require them to place the

influence of the profession , have never Militia, or any part of it , in the service

been popular with the masses , and con- of the United States , at the request of

sequently proportionately unpopular the President, to be commanded by
with the elected representatives . him , pursuant to acts of Congress .

By the planters, who mainly made up 2 . Whether, when either of the

the membership of the General Assembly exigencies exist, authorizing the em

during the earlier years , it is not to be won- ploying of the Militia in the service of

dered at that the whole race of lawyers the United States , the Militia thus em

should be regarded with some degree of ployed, can
ployed , can be lawfully commanded

we come
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in

by any officer but of the Militia, except
WHY KORKUNOV ?

by the President ofthe United States.... The following extract from Prof.

Hastings ' preface to his excellent trans
ANSWERS OF THE JUSTICES .

lation of Korkunov's General Theory

1. It is the opinion of the under- of Law ( $ 3.50 ) explains how that

signed , that this right is vested in the
Russian author now comes before Ameri

Commander-in -Chief of the Militia of

the several States .

can readers .

2. The Federal Constitution declares In the year 1905 there came into

that the President shall be the Com my hands acatalogue of a Paris publisher

mander -in - Chief of the Army of the
in which advertised an Inter

United States . He may undoubtedly national Library of Public Law . The

exercise this command , by officers of English and American works were ex

theArmy of theUnited States, by him cellent selections. My attention was

commissioned according to law. The attracted to the fact that these French

President is also declared to be the publishers of “ international” books ,

Commander - in -Chief of the Militia of in whose own country Boistel's work

the several States , when called into
had lately appeared , and where Fouillée

the actual service of the United States .
and Renouvier were still writing, had

The officers of the Militia are to be taken for their work on General Theory

appointed by the States ; and the Presi- of the Law that of a Russian writer of

dent may exercise his command of the whom I had never heard . . The whole

Militia by the officers of the Militia ,
field of English , German , and Italian

by the authority of the States duly theorists seemed to be passed by, in

appointed . But we know of no constitu
thus going outside of France, by these

tional provision , authorizing any officer French publishers who were, evidently ,

of the Army of the United States to seeking the best works in their several

command the Militia , or authorizing departments. The curiosity thus ex

any officer of the Militia to command cited resulted in an order for the French

the Army of the United States . The
version .

Congress may provide laws for the It was found to have a preface by

Militia , when in actual service ; but Prof. Larnaude of the University of

to extend this power to the placing Paris, sketching briefly the develop

them under the command of an officer,
ment of legal theory in Western Europe

not of the Militia , except the President ,
and England in late years , and justi

would render nugatory the provision fying the selection of Prof. Korkunov's

that the Militia are to have officers work , as representing most fully the

appointed by the States . tendencies of that development, not

The union of the Militia in the actual withstanding the " cuvres maîtresses ”

service of the United States with the
in France, Germany, England and

troops of the United States , so as to Belgium, which the Paris professor

form one army, seems to be a case not
cited .

provided for or contemplated in the The book seems fully to deserve Prof.

Constitution. It is , therefore, not with
Larnaude's claim for its originality and

in our department to determine
The author's

on clearness , above given .

whom the command would devolve ,
studies and teaching while holding the

in such an emergency, in the absence
chair cf " Encyclopedia of Law ,” made

of the President. Whether one officer,
him familiar with the writings, ancient

either of the Militia or of the Army of
and modern , of the theorizers of all

the United States , to be settled according nations .

to military rank , should command the He has at all events given a singularly

whole ; whether the corps must be com- lucid , though condensed, perhaps lucid

manded by their respective officers, because condensed , statement of the

acting in concert as allied forces , or various views which have prevailed

whatother expedient should be adopted, as to the elements of law and its func

are questions to be answered by others. tions in human society.

ii
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A Most Useful Aid in Briefing

A Condensed Edition of the English Reports

Now that the FULL REPRINT OF ENGLISH REPORTS is

practically exhausted (only five sets are leſt at this

writing ), it behooves the lawyer who wants to win

cases to think how he can cover in his library the im

portant field of English law .

Nothing is left for him now but the original re

ports (which take up a lot of room and cost thou

sands of dollars) and Mews Digest OF ENGLISH' DIGEST

Case Law

But this alternative is not so bad as it might be .

Mews Digest as a digest is very practical and use

ful in two ways: First, in looking up law through its

excellent alphabetical arrangement ; Second, in tracing

out citations through its Table of Cases.

But it is much more than a mere Digest. It is so

full in its statements of facts and in its abstracts of

decisions, that it is , in a way, a condensed edition of the
English Reports, and a substitute for them where it is im

possible to get the original or the FULL REPRINT.

MEWS' DIGEST OF ENGLISH CASE LAW combines all the law ,

equity, admiralty and criminal cases from the earliest reports down to date

in alphabetical arrangement.

It was published in 1897. A “ ten -year supplement " now brings it

down to 1908 . Annual supplements keep it constantly up to date.

There are sixteen volumes in the Digest ( $ 96.00 ) and two volumes of

the Supplement (sold separately for $ 15.00 ).

We offer Digest and Supplement together, 18 vols. , bound either in

sheep or in buckram as the customer may wish for $ 110.00 .

THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY

83 to 91 Francis Street, Fenway Boston , Mass:



RARE AND INTERESTING LAW BOOKS.

1

1
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We give a memorandum below of some of the scholarly and notable books

which we havereceived during the last three months, and which we can now offer

for sale :

Assises de Jerusalem ; ou Recueil des Ouvrages de Labor Troubles : Picketing . Full Report of Ward and

Jurisprudence composéspendant le XIle Siécledans Lock v . National Society of Operative Printers'

les Royaumes de Jérusalem et deChypre. Publiées Assistants, in K. B. ( 1905) ; and of the Successful

par M. le Comte Bengnot. 2 vols . folio (being part Appeal of the National Society against Justice

of the series " Recueil des Historiens des Covisades " ). Darling's decision , heard in the Supreme Court of

A fineclean copy with broad margins, in worn half- Judicature (1906 ) ; in one volume , pages 506 + 467 .

sheep binding : Report of the Case of the Trustees of Dartmouth Col

lege against William H. Woodward , argued in the

Barbarorum Leçes Antique , cum Notis et Glossariis
( etc. ) . Collegit F. Paulus Canciani . 5 vols .

Superior Court of New Hampshire, Nov., 1817, and

(bound in 3) , folio , Venetus, MDCCLXXXL .

on Error in the Supreme Court of the United States,

Feb., 1819. Reported by Timothy Farrar. Ports

We have a copy of this valuable collection in worn mouth , N. H. ( 1819 ) .

half -sheep binding. The text is fresh, the borders The original edition, an untrimmed copy , in boards ;

wide, the edges of the leaves only slightly trimmed . with bookplate of George Bancroft.

The copy was at one time evidently defective, but the

mişsing leaves have been supplied and perfected in

Separate reports (in full) of the trial of Barratry Cases

are not common .

carefully written manuscript , by a former owner, whose
Here is a pamphlet printed in

nameis a guarantee of scholarly accuracy.

Singapore, 1867 . (Queerly paged by “ Days" of the

trial, 42 + 30 + 36 + 37 + 19 + 9 pages) covering

Lex Salica : the ten texts with the Glosses and the Lex
“The Erin Barratry Case ; The Queen v . Archibald

Emendata . Synoptically edited by J. H. Hessels.
Stewart ; Albert Fitztiffin and Robert Simpson Scott .

With notes on Frankish words, by H. Kern . Quarto
From notes taken by W. F. Ferris .'

London , 1880 .

The result of the trial was the conviction and im

prisonment ofthecaptain, mate and owner of the Erin ,

Le Leggi Civil, disposte nel loro Naturale Ordine,
for the crime of scuttling the ship to get the insurance

opera di Giovanni) Domat, 10 vols. bound in 4, money .

duodecimo, half parchment. Pavia , 1825 . Elements of the Logical andExperimental Sciences

considered in their Relation to the Practice of the

Corpus Juris Civilis . Ediderunt Fratres Kriege u . Law . London , boards, 1835 .

Impressio septima decima . 3 vols . old clothſbinding. Who was the author of this anonymous publication ?

Lipsiæ , 1887. As he says in the preface, " The present work is entirely

without precedents."
Recueildes Lois composant le Code Civil, décrétées en

It is contemporaneous with

l'an XI , et promulgées par le premier Consul, avec

Dr. Whewell's works, and the title sounds like his titles.

les Discours Rapports et Opinions prononcés, dans
Life and Letters of Joseph Story , Associate Justice of

le cours de la discussion,tant au Tribunat qu'au
the Supreme Court of the United States . Edited by

Corps Legislatif . (With Projet An 8.1 11 vols . his son , William W. Story . With portrait ( slightly

Depot des Lois et des Actes du Gouvernement . A spotted) . Untrimmed edges, original cloth binding.

Paris . An XI- 1804 .
2 vols . London, 1851 .

The Court Leet Records of Manchester, A.D. 1552 to
1686 and 1731 to 1846 . 12 vols . , with the Constables

Accounts of the Manor, 1612-1647 and 1743-1776 .

An Abridgement of the Laws in Force and Use in Her
3 vols.; together 15 vols . , printed 1884 to 1892 ;

Majesty's Plantations (viz . ) of Virginia , Jamaica ,
bound handsomely in half white parchment.

Barbadoes , Maryland, New England, New York ,
The following extract from the Preface explains the

Carolina, etc. 16mo, published calf, gilt . Lon . jurisdiction of a Court Leet:

don , 1704 .
" And I must tell you that these Leets and Law dayes

(Was this the order of relative importance of the

are very ancient Laws, and they were the first Laws

colonies, in the eyes of London , two hundred years

that euer were vsed here in England , and they were

ordained for two causes ; the one was that the King
ago ?]

might vnderstand by his steward vpon the view of

Writs Judiciall, . . as now used in the Court of Com- such persons as appeared before him , how many able

mon Pleas ; Collected out of the Learned and Accur
men there were within the precinct of euery Lawday

ate Presidents of Richard Brownlow , Esq ., late
(or Court Leet) to doe him seruice in his warres if need

Prothonotary of the Court of Common Pleas. With
should require; for wee most vnderstand that at that

forms. 2 vols . in one , small quarto, old calf . London ,
time all Leets & Law-dayes were in the Kings hand ,

1653 .
and at this day no man can keepe a Law -day, but either

by the Kings speciall grant , or else by title of prescrip

The Reading of that Famous and Learned Gentleman , tion , which first began by the Kings grant: And the

Robert Callis, Esq . , upon the statute of Sewers, as other cause was for the administration of Justice to the

delivered in August, 1622. 2d edition enlarged . Small Inhabitants within the precinct of euery Leet or Law

quarto, broken binding . London , 1685 . day ; for before the beginning of those Leets or Law .

Jurisdictions: or, the Lawful Authority of Courts Leet,

dayes, there was no Law vsed, no , nor no Justice min

Courts Baron Court of Marshalseys, Court of Pye
istred but all onely before the King himselfe, and

powder, and Ancient Demesn ; together with the

wheresoever hee was, there was the Law vsed , and

most necessary Learning of Tenures, etc.

Justice ministred , and in no place else , and then by
Written

by the Methodically Learned John Kitchen .

reason of the great number of suitors which resorted

To

which is added Brevia Selecta , by Richard Antrobus
to the Court for Law and Justice, oftentimes sick .

and Thomas Impey. 5th ed . , 18mo, broken calf .

nesses & diseases were brought thither, which did

London, 1675 .

indanger the Kings person , and also by reason of the

multitude of suits which were there depending, it was

De Pace Regls et Regni, viz . A treatise declaring which
long ere matters could bee heard and determined , and

be the great and generall Offences of the Realme , etc.
very troublesome and chargeable to suitors to repaire

By Ferdinando Pulton of Lincolnes Inne Esquire. so farre and stay so long for Justice for remedy

Black letter. Folio , shattered old calf binding, 1623 .
whereof, this Realme was then diuided into Counties,

This book is old , and it has a slip of older parchment and so into Hundreds , Ridings , Lathes, Leets, and

manuscript re -enforcing the binding at the back ;
Wapentakes, which are all one in effect, though they

a curious old relic .
differ in name according to the custome of euery

Countrey. And there is no man liuing within this

An Abstract of all the Penall Statutes which be gen- Realm , but he is resident and abiding within the

erall , in force and use : ; moreover, the Auc- precinct of some one of these, and there hee ought to

thoritie and Duetie of all Justices . Sherifes, etc. appeare twice euery yeere , ce not her wise

Collected by Ferdinando Pulton . Black letter . priuiledged by his place or office, and if any wrong bee

Small quarto, rebound in half calf . Imprinted at done vnto any man vnder the value of forty shillings,

London by Deputies of Christopher Barker. Anno there hee ought to haue redresse, and not else .

1592 . where. "
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See page 108

This is not an astrolobe, or a puzzle.

It is the graphic digest of Stimson's Federal and State

Constitutions ( $3.50).

A reviewer says that anyone who can master this diagram , will

become a profound constitutional lawyer.
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MR. SCHOULER'S PREFACE .

The present volume contains the substance of my two former

treatises on “ Wills" and " Executors and Administrators." This

book is intended to supersede those two , by way of a new edition ,

so as to supply law students and members of the bench and bar

with an elementary treatise for study and practical use , covering

the whole jurisprudence of Wills and the Administration of Estates,

testate or intestate , in England and the United States . ...

Long experience convinces me that legal text -books will con

tinue , as in times past , to fulfil a leading purpose in the education

and mental aliment of the legal profession. But now that , with the

great multiplication of State jurisdictions in America , and the

vastly increasing legal business of communities largely independent

of one another , our annual array of court decisions becomes pro

digious and almost overwhelming in its general mass , the practi

tioner must rely much upon the great digests for full citation , and

most of all upon his own local digests and local reports in their

latest publication. For to every one in active practice the court

decisions and statutes most nearly indispensable must be those

of one's own State jurisdiction , and chief among these the very

latest . Digests , when well classified and arranged, bring headnotes

from the reports together ; but they do not afford competent or

comprehensive instruction . They present points passed upon

for a given period , but they do not elucidate principles. Hence
the text-book remains needful for professional guidance, to preserve

the origin and history of the law, to teach and refresh the mind

on elementary principles , and to trace the latest development and

progress of the particular topic or branch of jurisprudence.

But the text-writer should keep to his own sphere . To expect

at this day that the legal treatise upon some elementary subject

shall compete with the annual digest in supplying the latest cita

tions , English and American , in mechanical completeness — that one

must stretch text and notes to the breaking point of enumeration ,

so as to afford extra pages and volumes of hazy exposition , to

the added cost and burden of the profession ,-is to expect too

much. The author, to be sure , should still study the latest digests

and decisions for himself and winnow for his own scholarly presenta

tion of the law ; and he should cite sufficiently for illustration ; but

his chief task remains to keep abreast and keep his reader abreast

with the current. At all times he should counsel the consulting .

student or lawyer to search and examine , besides , whether or not

the principles thus presented are modified or altered in his own

local code and practice .

With health and favoring opportunity I have lately condensed

and reduced to this new basis one after another of my law treatises .

I may consider that , with the issue of this final volume , I have

rounded to a close a long and busy professional career , as prac

titioner at the bar, author and instructor, covering nearly half

a century .

1
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229 . To invalidate, therefore, a will on the ground of fraud,

compulsion, or undue influence , such conduct must be of such a

character as to destroy the testator's free agency , and substitute

for his own another person's will. " The undue influence thus

exerted amounts at least to a moral coercion , and constrains the

testator , through fear , the desire of peace , or some other motive

than affection or a sense of duty , to do that which was really against

his will . ? On the other hand , mere honest argument or persuasion ,

earnest solicitation , and such influence as one person may deservedly

obtain over another by kind offices and affection , are as a rule

insufficient to affect the validity of a will , in the absence of decisive

fraud , even though one should by such means procure a disposition

in favor of himself or of some one else whose interest he has main

tained . But while any person has the right to fairly persuade a

comparison of the two minds which antagonize . If found sufficient to destroy the

testator's free agency in the transaction at issue, it must be pronounced undue even

though slight ; and conversely, where the testator has resisted the pressure successfully,

and acted for himself, there is no undue influence which in any positive sense impairs

his will .

1 Mountain v . Bennett , 1 Cox , 355 ; Marx v. McGlynn , 88 N. Y. 357 ; 43 Penn . St.

46 ; 45 Ill . 485 ; Morris v . Stokes, 21 Ga. 552 ; 5 Harring. 469 , 60 Am . Dec. 650 ; Duffield

v . Morris , 2 Harring. 375 ; McDaniel v . Crosby, 19 Ark. 533 ; 26 Md. 95 ; Layman v.

Conrey, 60 Md. 286 ; 33 Ala . 611 ; 15 N. J. Eq. 243 ; 120 Mo. 252, 25 S. W. 506 ; Bulger

v . Ross , 98 Ala 267 , 12 So. 803 ; Schmidt v. Schmidt, 47 Minn . 451 , 50 N. W. 598 ;

O'Brien's Appeal , 60 A. 880, 100 Me. 156 ; Bohler v . Hicks, 48 S. E. 306 , 120 Ga. 800 ;

Stewart v . Lyons , 47 S. E. 442, 54 W. Va . 665 ; Crowson v . Crowson , 72 S. W. 1065,

172 Mo. 691 ; Keegan's Estate , 72 P. 828, 139 Cal . 123 ; Stull v . Stull , 96 N. W. 196 ,

1 Neb. (unoff .) 380. Thus importunity, in its legal acceptation , here imports such a

degree of urgent and incessant soliciting that , under all the circumstances, and con

sidering the testator's condition of mind and body at the time , it should be concluded

that he was too weak to resist it , and his disposition could not be deemed the free act

of a capable testator . See Kinleside v . Harrison , 2 Phillim . 551 , 552 ; 1 Moore P. C

478 ; 1 Paige, 171 ; 5 Gill & J. 269 , 25 Am. Dec. 282 ; Baldwin v. Parker, 99 Mass. 84 ,

96 Am . Dec. 697 ; 63 N. Y. 504 ; 77 N. Y. 394 , 33 Am . Rep . 626 ; Tawney v . Long, 76

Penn . St. 106 ; 57 Conn . 127 ; Thompson v. Ish . 99 Mo. 160 , 12 S. W. 510 , 17 Am . St.

Rep. 552 ; 135 Ind 440 , 35 N. E. 279.

21 Hagg . 581 ; Hall v . Hall, 38 Ala . 131 ; 76 Penn . St. 106 ; 225 supra .

3 34 N. Y. 197 , 90 Am . Dec. 681 ; Sutton v. Sutton , 5 Harring. 459 ; 41 Penn . St. 312,

80 Am . Dec. 620 ; Roe v. Taylor, 45 Ill . 485 ; 99 Mass. 88 ; Shailer v . Bumstead , 99

Mass. 112 : 19 Ark . 533 ; 18 Hun , 403 ; Hughes v . Murtha, 32 N. J. Eq . 288 ; Yoe v.

McCord, 74 Ill . 33 ; Schofield v . Walker, 58 Mich . 96 , 24 N. W. 624 ; Trost v . Dingler ,

118 Penn. St. 259, 4 Am. St. Rep. 593 , 12 A. 296 ; Robinson v. Stuart, 73 Tex. 267 , 11

S. W. 275 ; Wilcoxon v . Wilcoxon , 165 Ill . 454 , 46 N. E. 369 ; 13 Ark. 474 ; Kerr v .

Lunsford , 31 W. Va . 659, 2 L. R. A. 668 ; 49 Ark. 367, 5 S. W. 590 ; Pensyl's Will ,

157 Penn . St. 465. 27 A , 669. The influence of affection and attachment , such as

induces the desire to gratify, is not undue in any legal sense . Williams v . Goude, 1

Hagg. 581 ; 1 Wms . Exrs. 47. To rule to a jury that undue influence is " improper

influence" does notexpress the legal idea . 98 Mo. 433 , 11 S. W.974 . Nor do fair and

flattering speeches , though abundantly proved , vitiate the will , unless coupled with

fraud. 1 Wms. Exrs . 47 ; 4 Greenl . 220, 16 Am . Dec. 253. Nor even the fact that the

arguments or persuasions of the person seeking a chief benefit by the will were in

delicate , indecorous, or improper. 17 Barb. 236 ; Tawney v. Long, 76 Penn . St. 106 .

Nor that such a party passively encouraged the testator's angry resentment towards
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The Commercial Laws of the Globe American Edition

1

60

06

The spirit in which this work endeavors to meet the demands of the world's trade and its

trustworthiness may be gauged from the following statement :

Thework does not present a dry - as -dust reprint of the codes , or, as the case may be ,

theprovisions of commerciallaw , but in its notes and commentaries, summarizes everything
necessary to a thorough grasp of the principles of commercial law .

The special value of this work lies in the fact that the Commercial, Exchange, Bankruptcy

and Maritime Laws of all countries have been compiled , ona common plan, by specialists in

the language of each particular country, and published side by side with the translation into

the English language .

The whole work will be published in 50 volumes, at not to exceed $ 7.50 per volume

OLASSIFICATION OF VOLUMES

VOLS. l - 4 - NORTH AMERICA. The United States Mexico .

5–8– CENTRAL AMERICA . Nicaragua - Honduras – Guatemala - Costa Rica - San Salvador

— Panama- Hayti — The Republic of San Domingo.

9-11 - SOUTH AMERICA I. Colombia - Venezuela - Ecuador.

12–15—SOUTH AMERICA II . The Argentine Republic - Chili - Uruguay - Paraguay .

16–19—SOUTH AMERICA III . Brazil - Bolivia - Peru .

20–21 - AFRICA AND ASIA. Egypt — Liberia - Morocco — Persia - Siam - China - Japan .

22–24_SOUTH EUROPE I. Turkey_Bulgaria - Servia - Montenegro - Greece.

25–28 — SOUTHERNEUROPE II . Spain — Italy - Portugal - Roumania.

29–31 - EASTERN EUROPE. Russia -- Finland - Poland .

32-34 - NORTH AND NORTHEAST EUROPE I. Sweden --Norway - Denmark.

35–37 — NORTH AND NORTHEAST EUROPE II . England - Scotland - Ireland - The British

Colonies.

38–42 – CENTRAL EUROPE I. France - Belgium (with Congo State ) --The Netherlands and

Dutch Indies— Switzerland - Luxemburg -- Monaco.

43-47 - CENTRAL EUROPE II . Austria - Hungary ( Bosnia - Herzegovina - Croatia - Slavo

nia )-The German Empire.

48-50-- INDEX , containing :

( a ) A review of the principles of Commercial Law tabulatedon scientific methods .

(b) An alphabetical index to the technical legal terms of all foreign languages and

translations occurring in the original text.

THE ARRANGEMENT OF THE CONTENTS

PARTI . An introduction . Short review of the evolution of the commercial law .

PART II. A bibliographical survey of the literature most generally in use on the commercial law of

the particular country.

PART III. A chapter on the modes of procedure for the prosecution of legal claims.

PART IV. The reproduction of the commercial codes of the particular country, with supplementary

notes and comments with an English translation .

In countries where the commercial laws are uncodified is a digest of the trade custom law .

PART V. What may be called laws forming a corollary to the commercial code in so far as these

have been incorporated in the commercial code in question , are quoted. The law

relating to Bills of Exchange is given in full , as well as the provisions governing com

mercial bankruptcy .

PART VI Other faculties of the law, relating to the commercial code , are referred to in the notes.

Excerpts of the more important measures relating to public companies, banking and

stock exchange business . Legislation relating to inland navigation and marine insur

Laws relating to railways, postal and telegraphic services and inland naviga

tion . The laws of private and public maritime codes of importance to trade and

commerce. The consular laws .

Votes are appended to those portions of the book which seem to call for them .

Further , when necessary, corollaries of the commercial law are appended by reference

to the provisions of the civil law . Further, short explanations are subjoined to those

legal enactments which are intelligible only to the native of the country,

Hereon follows reference to the Commercial and Shipping Treaties concluded

between the State in question and other countries.

At the end of each several country division a table of contents summarizes the

whole of the legal material dealt with therein .

The conclusion of the book contains:

(a ) A SCHEDULED SYNOPSIS OF THE PRINCIPLES OF COMMERCIAL

LAW SCIENTIFICALLY ARRANGED .

This summary, which is of eminently practical and scientific value, emphasizes

in analytical review the legal principles on which the commercial laws of all nations

are based . By this means the reader obtains a comprehensive survey of the whole

range of this work which enables him to follow the tendencies in development of the

legal institutions, or rather, the gist of the provisions of the commercial laws of
every civilized nation.

( b ) An alphabetical index of the legal-technical terms of all foreign languages,

quoted in the original texts with their equivalents.
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It was well said by Gibbon that “Laws

form the most important portion of a nation's

history," for from them , more impartially

than from any other source , we derive in

formation of the customs , virtues , vices ,

political ethics, and religious prejudices of a

people . Especially is this true of the Visi

gothic Code. In it are depicted the traditions

and history of a race which , originally nomadic,

with unprecedented rapidity became sta

tionary ; and , from being for ages subject

to institutions formed by the desultory acts

of tumultuous assemblies, in less than two

generations acknowledged obedience to a

government partly imperial, partly theocratic.

--Denmark

- Treiari - ix

--The Netz

Orina - Coats

on scientifi
c

foreign Language

29.

the conte
nt

stantial memorial of greatness bequeathed

by the Goths to posterity.

In considering

FEATURES. general details of the

Visigothic Code , one of

its striking features is the inculcation of

exalted precepts of honor, probity, and justice ,

and , at the same time , the acceptance of a

belief in the basest forms of superstition .

It consists of laws ema

SOURCES. nating from four different

sources : first, those based

on ancient Gothic customs ; second, such as

were adopted from the Roman jurisprudence;

third, the acts of ecclesiastical councils; fourth,

edicts of kings, promulgated at different times ;

all of which seem to have had equal validity.

One of its most remarkable characteristics

is the maintenance of the principle of legal

responsibility. Every precaution was taken

to prevent the interference of the sovereign

with the magistracy and the tribunals.

The theocratic principle

PRECEPTS . animating the Visigothic

Code is conspicuous . The

pious and significant maxim , “ Omnis potestas

a Deo," pervades it from beginning to end ;

in the preambles , which recite the reasons

for the enactment of the laws; in the body of

the latter, which appeal to Divine sanction

for their promulgation; in the penalties,

which breathe the ferocious sentiment of the

ordinances of the Pentateuch. Founded

upon the strict principles of morality which

everywhere should control the conduct of

mankind, the precepts of the Visigothic Code

present a strong analogy to those which

govern the proceedings of modern judicial

tribunals.

The enactments

PRESENT FORCE. of the Visigothic

Code have been

never entirely abrogated by the legislative

powers of Spain , and , as the foundation of the

national judicature, many of its precepts

still maintain their original force in the legal

and ecclesiastical tribunals of the Spanish

Peninsula .

An analysis of the Visi

ANALYSIS . gothic Code may be made

under three heads : his

torical, descriptive, comparative. Its story

is practically that of the Gothic monarchy

in Spain . In the scope of its provisions; in

the skillful adaptation of its canons to ecclesi

astical supremacy ; in the care with which

it preserves the distinctions of caste; in

the conciseness of its maxims defining the

principles of equity ; in the simple arrange

ment of its judicial system ; in the thoroughly

philosophical spirit that pervades its pages ;

it is radically different from , and , in many

respects superior to , all other collections

of legal enactments of ancient or mediæval

times .
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The original Visigothic laws ,

ORIGIN . wholly based upon oral tradi

tion , were first reduced to

order and committed to writing by Euric, at

Arles, in the latter half of the fifth century .

At the beginning of the sixth century , Alaric

II promulgated the Breviarium Alaricianum ,

a body of laws compiled mainly from the

Codes of Justinian and Theodosius. From

these two compilations, between 649 and 652 ,

was formed the Forum Judicum , or Visigothic

Code ; the most remarkable monument of

legislation which ever emanated from

semi-barbarian people, and the only sub
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The Castilian version It is in this spirit that the following study

USEFULNESS. of the Visigothic Code, has been prepared . The original lectures

notwithstanding were undertaken, at the suggestion of Dr.

coarseness , its ambiguities, and its errors , is William Draper Lewis, Dean of the Law

still most useful to the philologist and the his- School, and material sought in the records

torian . It displays the beginning and the without , at first, a sufficient realization of

development of the elegant Spanish idiom , their lack of coherence . It was found that,

from its origin , full of barbarisms, down to its while some special topics had been carefully

perfection of today ; from the crude and discussed and while others were treated

awkward expressions of the chronicle and incidentally in works having a different

the missal, to the perspicuous and polished object in view , there was no concise state

diction of Calderon , Mendoza and Cervantes . ment of the origin and growth of the courts

and their jurisdiction based directly on the

statutes and archives of the commonwealth .

Such a narrative, it was thought, might
EARLY COURTS OF PENNSYLVANIA .

prove useful to those who have not found

This account of the early courts of Penn
time to become acquainted with the scattered

literature of the period described . The
sylvania is the outcome of some lectures

treatment is not exhaustive; that would be
delivered as an auxiliary course in the Law

impossible in a volume of this size ; but it is
School of the University of Pennsylvania .

believed that the information contained will

Their purpose was to describe briefly the
be found accurate , as it is based on a careful

establishment and development of the courts
examination of the public records. While

in the colonial period . That our ancestors
the labor involved was greater than antici

should have expressed such profound ad
pated , the result by no means does justice

miration for the common law while deviating
to a deeply interesting topic.

so widely from it in practice, must have
From the preface to Lloyd's Early History

puzzled many who have not learned to put of the Courts of Pennsylvania , soon to be
a true value upon the flights of forensic

published in the Pennsylvania University
oratory . History alone supplies the key,

Law School Series.

and colonial legal history has not received

the attention it deserves. The absence of

reports, the destruction of many records
ADVANCED POLITICS.

and the inaccessibility of those that have been

preserved , have all contributed to discourage A reader of Stimson's Federal and State

work in a field usually abandoned to the
Constitutions, who masters and memorizes

antiquarian . But as American law increases the diagram of State and Federal Powers

in importance, the story of its obscure begin and their inter - relation , which forms the

nings will require careful consideration . frontispiece to the volume , becomes from

The earliest emigrants, caring little for that mastery alone a finished constitutional

the common law except those principles lawyer.
associated with Magna Charta, stamped The work contains :

their peculiar notions upon our jurisprudence I. The origin and growth of American

in a way that the second and more conserva constitutions .

tive generation of colonists was unable to II . Constitutional principles as expressed

eradicate. The Revolution , and the con in successive English and American constitu

stitutional development that followed , con tional documents.

centrated attention on public rather than on III . Digest of all the State constitutions

private law , which in many of the states has as compared with the Federal Constitution .

been allowed to develop haphazard , along It is an entirely novel and very important

the lines of least resistance . Before it will exposition of the fundamental principles

be possible to classify and discuss American of our system of government. It throws a

colonial law in a thorough and scientific deal of light on problems which are con

manner, much preliminary work must be fronting legislatures and courts, and about

done in local fields, and , from material so which every citizen , certainly every lawyer,

collected , there may be derived finally a must make up his mind .

rational account of our legal institutions .
Buckram , $ 3.50 .
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WILLS AND ADMINISTRATION .

By James Schouler, LL.D.

VOL. IV JULY, 1910 NO . 3

A new work founded upon the third editions

Published Quarterly for Gratuitous Distribution by of Schouler on Wills and Schouler on Ex

ecutors and Administrators, with both text

THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY
and notes recast, brought thoroughly down

to the year 1910 , and presented in graphic
83 to 91 Francis Street, Fenway

form .

BOSTON , MASS . A convenient, thorough , practical and

reliable treatise on this important topic ,

by an author whose authority is recognized
CHARLES C. SOULE ,

President and Treasurer. in the courts and whose works have been

FRANK E. CHIPMAN ,
tested by twenty - five years' use .

Managing Director.

IMRI L. McCLOUD,
The present volume contains the substance of

the two former treatises on “ Wills” and “ Executors
Manager Law Dep't .

and Administrators." This book is intended to

supersede those two , by way of a new edition , so

as to supply law students and members of the

bench and bar with an elementary treatise for

study and practical use , covering the whole juris

prudence of Wills and the Administration of Estates,

Publishes Law Books testate or intestate, in England and the United

States..

Invites correspondence from au
Long experience convinces one that legal text

books will continue , as in times past , to fullfil a

leading purpose in the education and mental

aliment of the legal profession .

Deals in all kinds of law books
Digests, when well classified and arranged, bring

headnotes from the reports together ; but they do

not afford competent or comprehensive instruction.

Is prepared to estimate on lists They present points passed upon for a given period ,

but they do not elucidate principles. Hence the

Carries a large second-hand stock text-book remains needful for professional guidance

to preserve the origin and history of the law, to

teach and refresh the mind on elementary principles,

Specialty of library service and to trace the latest development and progress

of the particular topic or branch of jurisprudence. . .

Expert advice as to purchases But the text-writer should keep to his own sphere .

To expect at this day that the legal treatise upon

Information as to scarce books
some elementary subject shall compete with the

annual digest in supplying the latest citations,

English and American , in mechanical completeness,

Imports from Great Britain and is to expect too much . The author should study

Colonies the latest digests and decisions for himself and

winnow for his own scholarly presentation of the

Is American Agent for foreign but hischief task remains to keepabreastandkeep
law ; and he should cite sufficiently for illustration ;

his reader abreast with the current .

publishers

One volume, buckram binding, $6.00 .

Has direct correspondents in nine

teen countries

Excellent service in Continental Schouler , James , lawyer, historian ; born 1839 ;

grad . Harvard ; LL.D.; practises Mass. bar and

Europe Supreme Court U. S.; professor of law Boston Uni

versity ; lecturer Johns Hopkins Univ .; Author Law

Appraises libraries for executors
of Domestic Relations;-of Bailments ;-of Personal

Property ;-of Husband and Wife ;of Wills ;-of
Buys libraries and odds for cash

Executors ;-also of Life of Thonias Jefferson ; His

torical Briefs ; History of the United States , 6 vols.

SOLICITS ORDERS - From Who's Who in America

POLIT
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work will combine the solid information collected

from the archives and the more technical books on

the periods covered with anecdotes of the courts ;

the thought being to lighten and make interesting

a subject that might otherwise be considered by

the average lawyer, student , or casual reader,

as too dry and musty for consideration . The

book will constitute a useful means for enabling

one to bridge the gap between the courts as de

scribed in Blackstone and as found organized in

Colonial and early State times .

PENNSYLVANIA UNIVERSITY LAW

SCHOOL SERIES.

By a recent bequest the Law School of the

University of Pennsylvania is enabled to

establish graduate fellowships, and to publish

in a special series of monographs, the results of

the original study and research of its Fellows ,

under the direction of the Faculty.

The Boston Book Company has been

selected as the publishers of this series.

The volumes , as they appear, will be

uniformly bound in dark blue buckram .

The following is a list of the works now in

the course of publication :

Japanese Commercial Code , translated

into English with extensive notes and com

pared with the European Commercial Codes ,

especially that of Germany. Ready August

1 , 1910 .

The translator, Mr. Yang, is a graduate student

of the Law School working under the direction of

Dean Lewis . The object of the notes is : ( 1 ) to answer

the questions which would naturally occur to a

student of the Common Law on reading the text

of the Code; ( 2 ) to compare the changes which the

Japanese have made in the German Commercial

Code , on which the Japanese Commercial Code

is based . It has been said that it is impossible to

read the German Civil Code intelligently without

also reading the explanation given by Schuster

in his work entitled “ Principles of the German

Civil Law . " In the same way it is impossible

for a common law student to get very much out

of the mere reading of the text of the Commercial

Code. He is constantly asking questions for which

he can find no answer. The notes of Mr. Yang

are the results of the questions put to him by

Dean Lewis in the course of their conferences.

The comparison of each section with the corres

ponding section of the German Commercial Code ,

and frequent references to variations in the Com

mercial Codes of France , Belgium , Spain , Italy

and Austria , makes the work the first attempt

in English to make a comparative study of the

Commercial Codes of Civil Law countries.

Partnerships - A Study in Theories,

Statutes and Cases Appropos of the Proposed

Uniform Partnership Act. By James B.

Lichtenberger, Fellow in the Law School of

the University of Pennsylvania. Ready

September 1 , 1910.

Mr. Lichtenberger has been working under the

immediate supervision of Dean Lewis. The origin

of the work is as stated , the publication in draft

form of a proposed Uniform Partnership Act ,

which act is now under discussion by the Com

sioners of Uniform State Laws . The work will

contain : ( 1 ) a statement of the various theories

of partnership . (2 ) a discussion of the proposed

Uniform Partnership Act , which has been drawn

on the entity of partnership, from two points of

view : how far the act is consistent with the theory

on which it is drawn , and the changes which the

adoption of the act would produce in the law.

( 3 ) the draft of an act drawn on the aggregate

theory of partnership ; a comparison of this draft

with the English Act and the California Act, and

a statement of the changes which its adoption

would produce in the law.

Sources of English Law. By George F.

Deiser , Fellow in the Law School of the

University of Pennsylvania , a graduate of

the Class of 1898. Ready November 1 , 1910 .

The first part of the work will be devoted to the

development of the various form of actions from

the Saxon period to the beginning of the Year

Books , including the cases in Bracton's Note Book ,

and a discussion of the system of tenures . The

design here , apart from an effort to trace the

development of the legal system , will be to exhibit

the complicated doctrines of tenures in a reasonably

simple form . To aid in this Mr. Deiser will add

to each chapter a summary of the doctrines or

expositions of Pollock and Maitland , and of Holds

worth . This part of the work also includes a

special account of the period of Richard II upon

which Mr. Deiser made a personal investigation,

The second part of the work will be devoted to

an account of the Year Books including a list of

the manuscripts covering, as far as possible , every

year of the Year Books . No information of this

kind is now extant as Wallace cannot be relied

upon .

The book is designed, among other things, for

use by those studying for the English Bar, where

Pollock and Maitland and Holdsworth are required

to be read . Professors and tutors in England have

informed Mr. Deiser that the two works mentioned

are too abstruse to be comprehended by students .

Early History of the Courts of Penn

sylvania . By William Henry Lloyd , Fellow

in the Law School of the University of Penn

sylvania , graduate of the Class of 1893 .

Ready September 1 , 1910.

Mr. Lloyd is an authority on Pennsylvania

Colonial Law . The work will be based on the

lectures given by him as a member of the luxiliary

Teaching stafi of the Law School of the University

of Pennsylvania, on the “ History of the Courts of

Pennsylvania ." The subject is divided into

chapters on the Common Law courts in the seven

teenth and eighteenth centuries and in the nine

teenth down to about 1830 when the civil code

was revised . There are also chapters on the

Development of Equity Jurisdiction ;on the Orphans'

Court ; and on the Laying Out of Highways. The

1
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It should be explained that Mr. Deiser has spent

the last four or five years of his life mainly on the

translation of the manuscript of the Year Books.

He spent last summer in England working up the

manuscripts of the reigns of Richard II , and a group

of Law School men , at the head of which was the

late Mr. Ames, are proposing to select him to
translate the Year Books of Richard II .

S.

Employer's Liability Acts. By James T.

Carey, Fellow in the Law School of the

University of Pennsylvania . Ready January

1 , 1911 .
os of the Pro

i Bra

he Late

Sylvania. A

Mr. Carey has been working under the immediate

supervision of Professor Bohlen . The work will

treat of the common law liability of employers

and the changes affected by the acts as passed in

England and the United States. The book is

primarily intended to show the development of

the law of employer's liability by the statutes . In

the notes will be collected the cases interpreting

the acts.
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THE POWER OF EMINENT DOMAIN .

By Philip Nichols.

“ Not a mere compilation of syllabi , but

is patently the result of a STUDY and

COMPARISON of the CASES themselves,

and the bare statements of the holdings of

the courts are supplemented by the author's

use of his REASONING POWERS in COM

PARING the DECISIONS and making

deductions therefrom , as well as in argument

on principle in the absence of direct authority.”

-Law Notes.
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THE GERMAN CIVIL CODE.

The Civil Code of the German Empire ,

as enacted on August 18, 1896 , with the

Introductory Statute enacted on the same

date . Translated by Walter Loewy, B.L.

( Univ. of Cal . ) , LL.B. ( Univ. of Pa . ) , Ju.D.

(Heidelberg) . Translated and published under

the auspices of and annotated by a special

committee of the Pennsylvania Bar Associa

tion and the Law School of the University

of Pennsylvania .

Buckram . Price $ 5.00 .

The present translation of the German Civil

Code, resulted from the appointment by the

Pennsylvania Bar Association , in 1895 , of a special

committee, consisting of Messrs . William Draper

Lewis , William W. Smithers, and Charles Wetherill,

to consider and report what should be done to

forward the study of comparative jurisprudence

in the United States. On its report in 1896 the volume

was prepared under its supervision and manage

ment , in connection with the Law Department

of the University of Pennsylvania , by Walter

Loewy, Esq . , of San Francisco , a graduate of the

University of Pennsylvania and of Heidelberg.

During the progress of the translation the destruc

tion of Mr. Loewy's office and library caused an

interruption of the work , but the delay made possible

the inclusion of many references to Schuster's

Principles of German Civil Law , explaining many

points which would be obscure to a reader of the

mere text of the Code.

The Civil Code proper consists of 2385 sections ,

and the introductory statute , enacted on the same

date , August 18 , 1896 , contains 218 articles . The

main purpose of the latter is to determine the effect

of the code on other imperial laws — for the code

must be considered in relation to ( 1 ) other laws

of the empire, ( 2 ) the laws of the several states,

and (3 ) the " customary law .” A list of 44 im

portant statutes aside from the Civil Code is given .

Among these are two other codes-the Commercial

Code of May 10 , 1897 , with its introductory statute ,

and the Criminal Code of May 15 , 1871. Separate

statutes relate to land registration , usury , negotiable

instruments, patents , the military establishment

and many other matters.

The Civil Code applies to the whole empire, by

the constitutional provision that " the laws of the

empire ta ke precedence over the laws of the several

states.” Nevertheless , only the private law of the

states is superseded , the public law remaining un

affected , and hence , in applying the provisions of

the code, it is necessary to distinguish between

the private and the public law of a subordinate

state , in order to determine whether the state

law or the code is to control.

The annotations of the present translation con

tain copious references to the principal European

Codes promulgated since 1794. References are also

made to the Spanish -American Codes , the Chinese

Penal Code of Shun-chi and the Japanese Civil Code.

The student of comparative jurisprudence will

undoubtedly find the work invaluable . The

accuracy of the translation and annotation will

be presumed from the auspices under which the

work is put forth .

From “ Law Notes," April, 1910.
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The topics discussed are : --

The Power of a Sovereign State over Persons

and Property within its Jurisdiction. The Limita

tions on that Power Arising out of the Federal

Character of the Government and the Specific

Provisions in the Constitutions , State and Federal,

What Constitutes a Taking. Additional Servitudes .

The Taking of Water and Water Rights . What

Constitutes Property, Public Use and Just Com

pensation. What is Meant by Due Process of Law.

The Rights of the Condemnor in the Property

Taken.
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The author has treated these important

questions with admirable clearness and

candor, never losing sight of the fact that

Eminent Domain was born before it was

baptized and cannot be rationally considered

without taking into account the nature and

history of our political institutions.

One volume, buckram binding, $ 5.00 net.

tek?
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DECLARATIONS AS A PART OF THE

RES GESTA.

the State law librarian , W. W. Scott , to trans

cribe the manuscript, and R. T. Barton of

Winchester, Va . , to edit and annotate the

reports.

Mr. Scott devoted to his part of the work

minute care, intelligent criticism and the

enthusiasm of an antiquarian . Mr. Barton ,

one of the leaders of the Virginia bar, was

well fitted for the editorial work through

familiarity with local law . He had also the

enthusiasm of the antiquary, the patience

of the historian , and the pride of a Virginian

in the early greatness of his state .

The work appears in two volumes, the first

containing the Introduction and the Reports

of Sir John Randolph ; the second , Barradall's

Reports.

In Bedingfield's Case , Cockburn , C. J. ,

excluded all testimony of declarations after

the act was done . This ruling was much

critised , and led to a vigorous discussion in

public prints.

Professor Thayer took occasion to go be

yond this controversy and examine with

characteristic fullness and care the res gesta

question in all its bearings. In substantially

all points his conclusions stood the test of his

many years of later study.

This is one of the essays reproduced in

Thayer's Legal Essays .

The essays contained in this volume are:

The Origin and Scope of the American Doctrine

of Constitutional Law ; Advisory Opinions; Legal

Tender ; A People without Law ( the American

Indians); Gelpcke v. Dubuque; Federal and State

Decisions ; Our New Possessions ; International

Usages ; A Step Forward ; Dicey's Law of the

English Constitution ; Bedingfield's Case ; Declara

tions as a Part of the Res Gesta ; “ Law and Logic ;” .

A Chapter of Legal History in Massachusetts ;

Trial by Jury of Things Supernatural ; Bracton's

Note Book ; and The Teaching of English Law at

Universities.

Thayer's Legal Essays are published

in a cloth bound volume uniform in size and

style with " Korkunov's Theory of Law ,"

at the same price, $3.50 .

NICHOLS

ON

EMINENT DOMAIN

$5.00

a

VIRGINIA COLONIAL DECISIONS.

2 vols. Cloth . $7.50 .

The beginning of law reporting in this

country , so far as existing records show , was

in Virginia , where Sir John Randolph , Edward

Barradall and William Hopkins kept memo

randa of the cases in which they were engaged

between the years 1728 and 1743 . These

reports were copied from time to time in

manuscript and used for precedent by the bar

of that and the subsequent generation .

The reports of Hopkins have vanished ,

but the manuscripts of Randolph and Barra

dall have been preserved.

From one of these Thomas Jefferson ex

tracted a few cases which were published in

the thin volume known as “ Jefferson's

Reports." The rest of the cases have never

hitherto been printed . To put these proto

types of American reporting into permanent

form , the publishers were fortunate to get

THE LAWYER'S OATH A CODE OF

ETHICS.

J. H. Benton , Esq . , of Boston , in his inter

esting brochure on “ The Lawyer's Official

Oath and Office ,” says:

" Why is it required ? What is its signifi

cance , and what obligation does it impose ?"

The significance of the lawyer's oath is

that it stamps the lawyer as an officer of the

state , with rights , powers and duties as im

portant as those of the Judges of the Courts

themselves . He has as much right to appear

in Court and be heard for a party to a cause

as a Judge has to hear and decide the cause .

A lawyer is not the servant of his client . He is

not the servant of the Court. He is an officer

of the Court, with all the rights and responsi

bilities which the character of his office gives

and imposes .

He is also an officer for life whose office

cannot be taken from him except for cause

established by due process of law upon proof,

hearing and judicial determination .

Mr. ton's little book is a notable con

tribution to the literature of professional

ethics . Cloth . $ 1.50 .

a
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ILLINOIS PRIVATE LAWS. A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ROMAN -DUTCH

Fifth Assembly , Dec. , 1826.
LAW .

This is the first collection of private laws What Wallace has done for the English

that was separately printed in Illinois . Only reporters , Mr. Justice Wessels has performed

five hundred copies of it were ordered printed for the writers on Roman - Dutch law , during

(Revised Code , 1827 , p . 283) of which fifty the sixteenth , seventeenth and eighteenth

copies were to be retained by the Secretary of centuries. The learned author has given us

State , one copy was sent to each of the state a list of the jurists who wrote and published

officers, cashier of the principal bank , justices consultations and legal opinions, and of those

of the supreme court , attorney - general and who have collected and reported judicial de

circuit attorneys . The remaining copies were
cisions . He has also mentioned the text

distributed among the several counties . The writers, both the great luminaries and the

supply in the hands of the Secretary was minor lights of Roman-Dutch jurisprudence .

long since exhausted . No copy of this pam In every instance the period of each writer or

phlet has been bought or sold by the Boston jurist and a comment on his work , frequently

Book Company in the last ten years . expressed with judgment and discrimination

To supply the demand for this scarce are given .

pamphlet we have had made a photo-facsimlie Wessel's History of the Roman -Dutch Law.

reprint of it . Only fifty copies were printed , Price , $ 10.00 .

and the plates are destroyed . The price has

been fixed at $ 12.50 .

OTHER FACSIMILE REPRINTS .

“ Of Rare Vigor and Originality "
We still have on hand a limited supply of

the following reprints. Order now before

the supply is exhausted . To the lawyer who wishes to gain a bit

more of learning than what can be expressly

SESSION LAWS. stated in an everyday, commonplace suit, this

Michigan . Laws of the Territory , adopted
book should appeal. To the student of the law,

by the Legislative Board, 1821-1823 . 40 pp .
and the logic thereof, this volume is an absolute

necessity. For nowhere can the ingenious
$7.50 .

Russian theories of the law be so well expressed

New Hampshire. Private Acts , November as they have been by Professor Korkunov, " and

Session , 1836. Pp . (291 ) to 366 , index (2 pp . )
though living in a country of absolutism and of

$ 10.00 .
censorship , he does not fear to attack the

most delicate problems of public law .”

New Hampshire. Private Acts , June Ses
The book itself, though frequently setting

sion , 1837. Pp . (335) to 386 , index (2 pp . )
forth ideas traceable to German rather than

$7.50 .

English thought , has enough of that universal

knowledge within it to give it interest to one
Massachusetts. Laws passed at a Session

not particularly interested in affairs and
in April, 1821. Pp . (563) to 565. $2.50 .

thoughts Russian . The theories in chief which

underlie world-wide legal reasoning are all pres

BRITISH COLONIAL REPORTS. ent and are touched upon in an original and

Natal. Reports of Cases in the Supreme straightforward way.

Court of Natal , from its commencement, -From Yale Law Journal, June, 1910.

15th April , 1858. By Thomas Phipson,

Sheriff of Natal . Pietermaritzburg, 1858.

KORKUNOV'S
Title , 48 pp . no index. Half - calf. $7.50 .

a

Victoria. A'Beckett'sReserved Judgments. THEORY OFOF LAWJudgments of the Supreme Court of New

South Wales for the district of Port Phillips

(Victoria ) delivered during the years 1846 to

1851. 6 parts in 1 vol . Melbourne, 1847 to

1863 . Half-Morocco . $ 35.00. Black Buckram , Price , $3.50
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SPECIALTY OF SCARCE BOOKS. Robinson : Life of Sir John Beverley

In addition to selling new law books of all
Robinson, Chief -Justice of Upper

kinds we pay especial attention to books
Canada. London, 1904 $ 2.00

which are difficult to get through the ordinary Teignmouth : Memoirs of the Life,

channels of the book trade . Writingsand Correspondence of Sir
1.50

We give a list below of some of the
William Jones. Philadelphia , 1805.

Townsend : Liv of Twelve Eminent

Judges. 2 vols . 1846 4.00

RARE AND INTERESTING Welsby : Lives of Eminent English

Judges, of the 17th and 18th cen

law books , which we select as illustrative of turies . London , 1846 1.50

our stock of over a thousand books of similar
Whitelock : Life and Times of John Jay,

character. We may not have but one copy First Chief Justice of the United

of these books , consequently the first order States . New York , 1887 .. 1.00

gets the choice :
Woolrych : Memoirs of the Life of

I. TREATISES. Judge Jeffreys, Lord High Chan

cellor of England . London , 1827 ... 2.00

Constitutional Law .

Biography.
Bagehot: The English Constitution .

Arnould : Memoir of Thomas, First New York , 1886 1.00

Lord Denman , formerly Lord Chief Creasy : The Imperialand Colonial Con

Justice of England . 2 vols . London , stitutions of the Britannic Empire,

1873
$4.00 including Indian Institutions . Lon

Ballantine : Experiences of a Barrister. don , 1872 3.50

1898 1.00 Fischel: The English Constitution ,

Blackburne : Life of Francis Black translated from the second German

burne, late Lord Chancellor of Ire Edition, by R. J. Shee. London ,

land , London , 1874 2.00 1863 2.00

Cockburn : Life of Lord Jeffrey, with a Freeman : The Growth of the English

selection from his correspondence . Constitution, from the earliest times .

2 vols. Edinburgh, 1852 . 4.00 London , 4th edition , 1884 ... 1.50

Coleridge: Life and Correspondence of Gneist : The History of the English

John Duke Lord Coleridge, Lord Constitution, translated by P. A.Ash

Chief Justice of England . 2 vols . worth , 2 vols . London , 1886 . 3.75

London , 1904 5.00 Johnston : Popular Handbook of the

Eldon : Life by Twiss. 3 vols. 1844 . 4.50 British Constitution, Giving the His

Fairfield : Memoir of Baron Bramwell tory of its Origin and Growth . Lon

of Hever, and his opinions. London , don , 1899 1.00

1898 2.50 Russell: The English Government and

Hardwicke: Life by Harris . 3 vols . Constitution, from the Reign of
1847 4.50 Henry VII. London , 1865 2.50

Jay : Life of by Jay . vols . New York , Stubbs : Select Charters and Other

1833 4.00 Illustrations of English Constitu

Jeaffreson : Book about Lawyers . 2 tional History. 6th ed . Oxford , 1888 1.50

vols . 1867 4.00 Thorpe: American Charters, Constitu

Kennedy : Memoirs of the Life of Wil tions and Organized Laws, 1492–

liam Wirt, Attorney General of the 1908. 7 vols . 1909 10.00

United States . 2 vols . Philadelphia,

1849 2.50
English Classics.

Kent : Memoirs and Letters of Chan Bentham . Complete Works. 11 vols 75.00

cellor Kent . Boston , 1898 . 1.50 Britton. 2d edition, by Wingate. 1640 5.00

Morison : Life of the Hon. Jeremiah Burge: Commentaries on Colonial and

Smith , Chief Justice of New Hamp Foreign Laws . 1st ed . 4 vols . 20.00

shire. Boston , 1845 1.00 Doctor and Student , 1658 , 1686 , or

Neilson : Memoirs of Rufus Choate , his 1709 2.00

studies, methods and opinions , and Finch ; Law , or a Discourse thereof,

his style as a speaker and writer.
1759 2.50

Boston , 1884 2.00 Fleta : with Selden's Dissertation , 1685 5.00

O'Flanagan : The Irish Bar; comprising Fortescue : De LaudibusLegum Angliæ ,

Anecdotes, Bar-notes and Biographi 1660 or 1737 . 2.00

cal sketches of the Bench and Bar of Glanville : Tractatus de Legibus, 1604 5.00

Ireland . 2d ed . London, 1879 . 1.50 Hale : Pleas of the Crown. 2 vols .

Ormond : Lord Advocates of Scotland . Phila ., 1817 ... 5.00

2 vols . 1883 . 4.00 Herbert : Inns of Court & Chancery .

Proctor : Lives of Eminent Lawyers Plates 6.00

and Statesmen of the State of New Horne : Mirrour of Justices , 1642 . 5.00

York , with notes of Cases tried by Jekyll: Authority of Master of the

them , Speeches, Anecdotes and Inci Roll , 1727 2.00

dents in their Lives . 2 vols . New Kelham : Domesday Book, 1788 6.00

York , 1882 2.00 Kelham : Norman Dictionary, n . d . ... 7.50
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Sanderson : Judicial Crimes. A Record

of Some Famous Trials in English

History . 1902

Spicer : Judicial Dramas ; or the Ro

mance of French Criminal Law.

1872

Williams: From Journalist to Judge .

An autobiography. 1903

2.50
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Littleton's Tenures, Englished, 1825 .. $ 1.50

Littleton's Tenures, edited by Cary,
1829 5.00

Magna Charta, Emblematic edition by

Thomson, 1829 6.00

Perkins' Profitable Book, 1657 , 1757 ,

or 1792 .. 1.50

Pike : History of Crime in England.

2 vols . 1873 12.00

Sheppard's Touchstone . 2 vols . 1820

or 1826 4.00

Termes de la Ley : 1659 , 1685 , or 1708 1.50

International Law.

Creasy : First Platform of International

Law . 1876 $2.50

Glass : Marine International Law, 1885 5.00

Goguet: Origin of Laws . 3 vols .

1761 4.50

Grotius on War and Peace , by Whewell .
3 vols . 1853 7.50

Halleck : International Law, Rules

Regulating theIntercourse of States

in Peace and War. 1861 3.50

Lorimer : The Institutes of the Law of

Nations,a treatise of the Jural Rela

tions of Separate Political Communi

ties . 2 vols. 1883 6.00

Pufendorf: Law of Nature and Nations.

folio . 1710 3.00

Smith and Sibley : International Law,

as interpreted during the Russo

Japanese War. 1st ed. 1905 2.50

Takahashi: International Law , applied

to the Russo - Japanese War, 1908 . 5.00

Wheaton : Elements of International

Law. 8th ed . by Dana, 1866 12.00

Wheaton : History of the Law of

Nations. 1845 12.00

Parliamentary Law .

Cushing: Law and Practice of Legis

lative Assemblies. 1866 3.50

Hinds . Precedents of the House of

Representatives of the United

States. 8 vols . 1907 20.00

Wit, Humor Etc.

Brown : The Forum ; or 40 Years Full

Practice at the Philadelphia Bar.
2 vols . 1856 . 10.00

Brown : Wit and Humor of Bench and

Bar . 1899 2.00

Burke : Romance of the Forum , or

Narratives, Scenes and Anecdotes

from Courts of Justice, n . d . 1.50

Castle : Shakespeare , Bacon , Jonson

and Greene . A Study. 1897 2.00

Century of Law Reform . 12 Lectures

on the Changes in the Law of Eng

land during the 19th Century: 1901 1.00

Davis: History of the Judiciary of

Massachusetts . 1900 1.50

Deans: Notable Trials, Romances of

the Law Courts . 1906 1.25

Jay : The Law , what I have seen , what

I have heard ,and what I know . 1868 2.00

Lynch : Bench and Bar of Mississippi 3.50

oid Bailey Experience : n . d . 2.50

Pearce : Inns of Court and Chancery.

1855 3.00
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Probably Not in Your Library.

Here are the titles of a few reports, etc. ,

which we find on our shelves , which ought

to be in every large law library, but may not

be in yours :

Massachusetts . Court Reports origin

allypublished in the Boston Morn

ing Post, 1834 to 1837. Boston , 1837 $10.00

New York. Saratoga Chancery Senti
nel. 6 vols . bound in 1. Feby. ,

1841 , to May, 1847 ... 60.00

Notes of Chancery Cases under the title

" Chancery Sentinel," published as a sup

plement to the Saratoga Sentinel.

Skillman's Police Reports. 1830 .... 37.50

This is certainly a curious volume.

Pennsylvania. Vaux Recorder's De

cisions. 1846 .. 37.50

Penna . State Trials . 1794 .. 10.00

This volume should be included in all col

lections of Pennsylvania material.

South Carolina . Reports of Judicial

Decisions in the Constitutional

Court . [Treadway ) . 2 vols. Charles

ton , 1823.. 10.00

Treadway was the publisher, not the

reporter . These two volumes are paged

consecutively , with a common index and

table of cases . An appendix contains

opinions not reprinted elsewhere .

Tennessee. Thompson's Unreported

Cases . 1878 ... 17.50

This is one of the curiosities of American

law - reporting. The reporter , Seymour D.

Thompson , later became famous as a legal

editor and author.

We are informed that the volume, after

issue . was withdrawn at the request of the

Tennessee Supreme Court , or suppressed

by the author when he acquired reputa

tion as a judge and writer.

Virginia . Howison's Criminal Trials .

1851 12.50

The trials contained in this volume pre

sent a remarkable variety both of fact

and law, and two of them reveal a wild

and startling tragedy, seldom exceeded in

real life. A full and accurate report of

the evidenc is given , so as to furnish a

reflected picture of what passed before the

Court and Jury .
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Publications, &c. , of the Boston Book

Company

Publishers for the Comparative Law Bureau of the American Bar Association,

and for the Law School of the University of Pennsylvania.

RECENT

Schouler on Wills and Administration .... $6.00

The reputation of the author, the excellence of the treatment, the fullness

of the notes, the approval of the courts , combine to render this work

standard .

Nichols on the Power of Eminent Domain 5.00

“ A model text -book , written by an expert."

Benton on the Lawyer's Official Oath and Office... 1.50

“ A condensed Code of Legal Ethics."

Stimson's Law of the Federal and State Constitutions 3.50

To master this compendium is to become a good constitutional lawyer.

Prof. James Bradley Thayer's Legal Essays (with portrait) 3.50

The last message of a great teacher and learned lawyer.

Korkunov's General Theory of Law 3.50

A profound but lucid analysis of legal principle.

Virginia Colonial Decisions. 2 vols...... 7.00

Of interest to all who own the Virginia Reports, or have historical tastes.

The German Civil Code translated by Loewy. (American

edition) 5.00

This new Code is as notable for us as the Code Napoleon was a hundred

years ago .

Commercial Laws of the World . (American edition)

Series of 50 vols . , in preparation

STANDARD

Bouvier's Law Dictionary ; revised by Rawle. Edition of

1897. 2 vols . $ 12.00

The standard brief encyclopædia as well as Dictionary of the whole law.

Sheldon on Subrogation. 2d edition .... 5.00

The author is a judge of the Massachusetts Supreme Court .

Voorhees on Arrest..... 2.00

A convenient and trustworthy manual .

Abbreviations Used in Law Books 1.50

Ames on Forgery, with illustrations 2.50

Arnould on Marine Insurance (English ). 8th edition .

2 vols... 15.00

Beal's Cardinal Rules of Legal Interpretation (English ).

2d edition ... 5.25



Book
BOSTON BOOK CO . PUBLICATIONS, ETC.

$15.75

6.50Association,

5.50

3.50

.. $ 6.00

ullness

Fork

6.25

20.00

5.00

Burge on Colonial Law. New edition ( English ). Vols. 1

and 2 .....

Garland's New England Town Law

German Civil Code (another edition ). Translated into

English by Chung Hui Wang ....

Gray, Restraints on Alienation of Property. 2d edition ..

By Prof. John C. Gray, of Harvard Law School.

Jenks' Digest of English Civil Law . 5 parts

Jones's Index to Legal Periodicals. 2 vols....

Renton and Phillimore's Colonial Laws and Courts (Eng

lish )

Roberts and Wallace on Employer's Liability. 4th edition.

( English )

Snow's Treaties and Documents of American Diplomacy ..

Stephens' Commentaries. 15th edition ( English ). 4 vols.
The lineal successor to Blackstone.

Stimson's American Statute Law . 2 vols.

Todd's Belgian Law (English )

Wessels' History of Roman - Dutch Law

Wigmore's Australian Ballot System

Wood on the Limitation of Actions. 3d edition ...

4.00

1.50

9.503.50

2.00

Eryer.

Lit) 3.50

22.00

14.00
3.50

7.50

10.00... 7.00

tastes.

1.50

6.50
can

5.00

undred

FOR LAW STUDENTS

con)

:

7 of

.... $ 12.00

bole law

.... 5.00

Ewell's Essentials of the Law . 3 vols. $7.50 or $ 6.00

Vol. 1. The Essence of Blackstono $ 3.00 or $ 2.50

“ 2. Pleading - Contracts - Equity 2.50 or 2.00

“ 3. Evidence - Torts — Real Property 2.50 or 2.00

An excellent manual for preparation or review . The gist of leading

text-books, with catchword captions.

Sold together or separately . Prices above are for sheep or cloth binding.

Irving Browne's Brief Manuals .

Browne on Domestic Relations . $ 2.50 or $ 2.00

Browne's Elements of the Law of Salos . 2.60 or 2.00

Browne on Criminal Law 2.60 or 2.00

Best's Principles of the Law of Evidence 3.50

Chamberlayne's American Notes.

Heard's Equity Pleading, with Forms $ 2.50 or $ 2.00

Metcalf's Law of Contracts ; Heard's Edition 3.50

Williams on Real Property ; Hutchins' edition ... 3.50

[We can still supply Schouler on Wills, 3d ed. , 1900, and Schoulor on

Executors, etc., 3d ed. , 1901 , at $3.50 each , for students who do not care

for the latest cases .)
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00
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BOSTON BOOK CO. PUBLICATIONS, ETC.

LOCAL MASSACHUSETTS TREATISES

Bell's Pe uties for Crime $1.50

Davis's Massachusetts Judiciary 2.50

Garland's Massachusetts Town Law 2.50

Grinnell's Notes on Pleading and Practice 2.50

Richardson's Equity Pleading and Practice 2.00

REPORTS, DIGESTS, ETC.

The Full Reprint of English Reports.

To comprise about 160 vols. 105 vols. now published. (Nearly out of

print.) Per volume.... $ 7.50

Mews Digest of English Case Law . 16 vols...' $ 96.00

So full as to be almost a condensed edition of the English Reports

Mews' Digest of English Case Law . Supplement. 2 vols. 15.00

Supplement to " The English Chancery Reports." 9 vols... 45.00

This supplement contains the important Vice -Chancellor's decisions,

which were not included in the old 69 vols . American reprint.

Talbot and Fort's Index of English Cases Judicially Noticed.

2d edition .... 9.50

Wood & Ritchie's Digest of English Cases Overruled, Ap

proved or Modified . 3 vols. 25.00

Reports of the Supreme Court of Liberia. Vol. 1 ....... 15.00

Australian Commonwealth Reports. 8 vols. already issued .

Per vol. 17.50

$ 3.00.

3.00

PERIODICALS FOR WHICH WE ARE AGENTS.

American . The Green Bag (monthly) . Per annum .....

The leading American law magazine.

English . Law Quarterly Review . Per annum ......

Sir Frederic Pollock , editor.

Law Magazine and Review ( quarterly ). Per annum

The oldest English law magazine.

Scotch . Juridical Review . Per annum

Scots Law Times . Per annum

Contains reports of cases not elsewhere published .

5.00

. 3.50

7.50

FOREIGN LAW BOOKS.

Having direct correspondents in fourteen European

countries, we can price and furnish any law book of any

language , in any country, at short notice .

We sell all kinds of law books, new and second -hand .

Correspondence invited.

Address The Boston Book COMPANY

83 to 9ı Francis St., Fenway, Boston



EVERY LAWYER WHO WISHES TO KEEP IN TOUCH WITH CURRENT

THOUGHT IN THE LEGAL WORLD SHOULD READ

THE STANDARD , NON -SECTIONAL, GENERAL LAW MAGAZINE

THE

GREEN BAG
AN ENTERTAINING

MAGAZINE for LAWYERS

Essentially a legal review of reviews designed to provide pleasant relaxation

and condensed information

The busy lawyer will find the . Green Bag not only entertaining,

but an inspiring and helpful addition to his working equipment. Its

compendium ofnoteworthy articles in current periodicals concerning

the law is a great time-saver, as is also its digest of latest important

cases before the courts.

No legal periodical in this country enjoys the prestige that the

Green Bag has won among lawyers during the twenty -one years of

its existence . The New York Law Journal says of it:

" The biographical and other contributed articles in the Green Bag continue

to be interesting and practically helpful . In its monthly summary of the pith of

legal essays , in the reviews and digest of notable recent decisions , the Green Bag

may be relied on to keep its readers fully in touch with the legal world .”

That the Green Bag appeals to the layman also is evidenced by a

recent note from a subscriber in Lincoln , Neb ., who writes:

“ The Green Bag is instructive and entertaining for non - professionals as well as for lawyers.”

PUBLISHED MONTHLY AT $ 3.00 A YEAR

Sample Copy on request

THE RIVERDALE PRESS, C. A. W. Spencer, President

BROOKLINE, BOSTON, MASS.



NEW 1910PUBLISHED JUNE 6

SCHOULER

ON

WILLS ANDAND ADMINISTRATION

IN ONE VOLUME, $6.00

A NEW WORK founded on the third edition of Schouler on Wills

and the third edition of Schouler on Executors and Administrators.

These two volumes, amplified and thoroughly brought down to

date , have been consolidated into one volume .

There is copious citation of verified cases in the foot -notes,

making a reliable treatise for practitioners, tested in twenty -five

years' use by courts and bar.

Contents

BOOK I. THE LAW OF WILLS. BOOK II. THE LAW OF EXECU

TORS AND ADMINISTRATORS.

Part I.

Part I. Introductory Chapter.

Nature and Origin of Testamentary
Part II. Appointment and Quali

Disposition . fication of Executors and

Administrators.

Part II. Capacity and Incapacity Part III . Assets and the Inven

to Make a Will.
tory .

Part IV . General Powers, Duties
Part III . Formal Requisites of a

and Liabilities of Executors

Will. and Administrators as

to Personal Assets .

Part IV . Revocation, Alteration Part V. Payments and Distribu

and Republication of Wills. tion .

Part VI. General Powers, Duties

Part V. Wills Upon Valuable Con and Liabilities of Executors

sideration . and Administrators as

to Real Estate .

Part VI. Construction of Wills.
Part VII. Accounting and Allow

Appendix . ances. Appendix .

This is the best and latest work on a most important topic.

PUBLISHED BY THE BOSTON Book Co.

83 to 91 FRANCIS ST. , FENWAY, BOSTON

-
-

-
-
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THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY, Publishers

83-91 FRANCIS ST . , FENWAY BOSTON, MASS .



The Commercial Laws of the Globe

AMERICAN EDITION

The spirit in which this work endeavors to meet the demands of the world's trade and its

trustworthiness may be gauged from the following statement:

The work does not present a dry - as -dust reprint of the codes , or, as the case may be,

the provisions of commercial law, but in its notes and commentaries, summarizes everything

necessary to a thorough grasp of the principles of commercial law .

The special value of this work lies in the fact that the Commercial, Exchange, Bankruptcy

and Maritime Laws of all countries have been compiled , on a common plan, by specialists in

the language of each particular country, and published side by side with the translation into

the English language.

The whole work will be published in 30 volumes, at not to exceed $ 9.00 per volume.

VOL.

16

DISTRIBUTION OF VOLUMES

1 - France and Monaco . VOL . 18 — Spain.

2 --Belgium and Luxemburg . 19 - Costa Rica, Honduras and Haiti.

3 - Argentina and Uruguay. 20-21 – Portugal, Greece, Switzerland .

4 - Netherlands and India , 22 — Peru, Bolivia .

5- 6-Scandinavia . 23 - Bulgaria, Turkey .

7-8 - Columbia , Venezuela, Ecuador. 24 - Great Britain .

9-11 - German Empire. 25_British Colonies and India ,

12-13 - Austria and Hungary . 26 - Mexico, Guatemala , Cuba .

14 - Russia .
27 — San Salvador, Dominica , Nicaragua .

15- Poland, Finland, Servia Montenegro. 28 - Chile, Paraguay.

16 - Africa andAsia. 29 - Italy, Roumania,

17 - Brazil. 30 -- United States of America .

66 66

H

60

THE ARRANGEMENT OF THE CONTENTS

PART I. An introduction. Short review of the evolution of the commercial law .

PART II. ' A bibliographical survey of the literature most generally in use on the commercial law of

the particular country.

PART III . A chapter on the modes of procedure for the prosecution of legal claims.

PART IV The reproduction of the commercial codes of the particular country , with supplementary

notes and comments with an English translation.

In countries where the commercial laws are uncodified is a digest of the trade custom law .

PART V What may be called laws forming a corollary to the commercial code in so far as these

have been incorporated in the commercial code in question , are quoted. The law

relatingto Bills of Exchange is given in full, as well as the provisions governing com

mercial bankruptcy .

PART VI Other faculties of the law, relating to the commercial code, are referred to in the notes. Ex

cerpts of the more important measures relating to public companies, banking and stock

exchange business. Legislation relating to inland navigation and marine insurance.
Laws relating to railways, postal and telegraphic services and inland navigation. The
laws of private and public maritime codes ofimportance to trade and commerce. The
consular laws.

Notes are appended to those portions of the book whichseem to callfor them .

Hereon follows reference to the Commercial and Shipping Treaties concluded

between the State in question and other countries.

At the end of eachseveralcountry division a table of contents summarizes the

whole of the legal material dealt with therein .

The Series contains:

( a ) A SCHEDULED SYNOPSIS OF THE PRINCIPLES OF COMMERCIAL

LAW SCIENTIFICALLY ARRANGED.

(b ) AN ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF THE LEGAL -TECHNICAL TERMS

OFALL FOREIGN LANGUAGES, QUOTED INTHEORIGINAL TEXTS HAVE
THEIR EQUIVALENTS.

1
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THE FEDERALIST . John Wells was the editor of this edition,

as well as that of 1802, and Ford says of the
Notes on the Edition of 1810 .

former that " it is identical in matter with "

By James D. Bell.
the latter. This does not mean , however,

that there is identity of form . The type

The Federalist was originally a New York is larger in the later edition than in the earlier,

City newspaper serial publication designed to Nos . 1-46 covering 317 pages of the latter and

affect the political struggle in favor of the 368 pages of the former. Even as to “ iden

adoption of the Constitution for the United tity of matter " a qualification must be made .

States . Prior to 1810 three editions of its
Apparently to keep down the size of the last

numbers in book form had appeared in that
volume , the Constitution and Amendments

city - in 1788, 1799 and 1802. The two earlier
covering seventeen pages of the earlier edition

are omitted from the later, the Federalist

editions following the policy of the newspaper
thus appearing for the first time without the

articles were strictly anonymous and no hint
Constitution .

was given as to the identity' of the pen -name,
It is well known and universally admitted

" Publius" over which they were written .
that the Federalist of 1810 was originally

Between the issue of the first and second New
published as the second and third volumes of

York editions the work had been translated
Hamilton's works. It has been claimed ,

into French and three editions of the transla however, that these volumes were published

tion had appeared at Paris - two in 1792 and separately , and thus has arisen another of the

the third in 1795. On the title-page and in the many puzzles contributed by the Federalist

advertisement of these several editions the to bibliography. When booksellers began to

authorship of the essays was attributed to list and sell the Federalist volumes of this edi

Hamilton , Madison and Jay, “ Citizens of the tion without the accompanying first volume

State of New York ." The edition of 1802 is not known , but the custom has existed for

was the last published in Hamilton's lifetime many years. I do not find, however, that

and was revised by him before publication.
any bibliographer prior to Paul L. Ford about

The editor, John Wells, a famous New York
twenty -five years ago (Bibliotheca Hamiltonia)

claimed that these volumes were a separate
lawyer of the beginning of the nineteenth cen

edition . In his " Bibliography of the Consti
tury , states in the preface that “ the work is

tution," revised to June , 1896 , and published
principally the production of" Hamilton,

and that Jay and Madison “ contributed some
as an appendix to the second volume of Curtis '

“ Constitutional History of the United States"
essays . It was at first intended to mark the

numbers distinctly which were written by
(edited by Clayton ) after giving its title the

work is thus described : “ 2 vols . 8 vo . pp . iv ,
each ; but considerations have since occurred

368 , 2 portraits,-iv, 368 , portrait. A separate

which would perhaps render this measure
edition of volumes ii and iii of the ' Works of

improper.” These considerations were doubt
Hamilton ' as edited by John Wells in 1810."

less Hamilton's " decided disapprobation ” of
(p . 722 ) . No reason is given for regarding

that course . (Letter of Hopkins, the pub
these two volumes as a “ separate edition ” and

lisher, in Hamilton's Federalist - Hist. Notice ,

nothing occurs to me except the “ 2 portraits”

in volume one , as there is only one portrait in
The fourth New York edition and the last

the first volume of the Federalist in the works .

which appeared in that city, until Dawson's
I do not know what copy Mr. Ford described .

epoch -making book in 1863 , was given to the
He did not have it in his own collection and

public in 1810. It derives its importance

from the facts that it is the first illustrated
contrary to his usual custom as to issues

Federalist, the portraits of the authors being prior to Dawson's ( 1863) he does not refer to

included and the first which wholly aban- any collection in which it may be found . This

doned anonymity , an author's name accom- appears to be a mere assertion , but the asser

panying each number.
tion of Paul L. Ford is entitled to respect.

p. xcii .)
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In my own collection there are three copies of son , three by Madison and Hamilton , jointly,

the Federalist of 1810 ; one of them, the second and sixty -four by Hamilton alone (this would

and third volumes of the Works of Hamilton , total eighty-six numbers, though there were

and the other two of the so - called separate never more than eighty - five) the preface con

edition . The first is in the original boards, tinues with about two and one -half pages of

uncut as issued . The inscription on the quotations from the preface to the edition of

paper back is “ Hamilton's Works," Vol. I , II , 1802 without any indication of their source

or III , as the case may be . The frontispiece and winds up with a paragraph beginning:

of the first volume is a portrait of Alexander " While Publius and Pacificus serve to keep

Hamilton , engraved by Leney after the paint- in just remembrance two very important

ing by Ames . Near the foot of the print are events in the history of our country , the 'offi

these words : “ New York Publish'd according cial reports' of the first Secretary of the Trea

to act of Congress by Williams & Whiting, sury will form a sort of text-book for his suc

Septr. 14 , 1810." The title-page is: cessors through distant ages.” It would be

The / works / of / Alexander Hamilton / difficult to conceive of greater pains being

comprising his most important / Official Re- taken to give unity to a work in three volumes.

ports; / an improved edition of / The Fed- The frontispiece of the second volume is a

eralist, / on the New Constitution written in portrait of Jay by Leney after Stuart . The

1788 ; / and / Pacificus, / on the proclama- volume has two title-pages , the first, the one

tion of neutrality, / written in 1793. / In above given with the substitution of Vol . II

three volumes. / Vol . I. / New York : / Pub- for Vol . I. The second is : The / Federalist, /

lished by Williams & Whiting, / . . . 1810 . on the New Constitution ; / written in 1788 , /

On the reverse is the copyright notice signed by Mr. Hamilton , Mr. Jay and Mr. Madison . /

by “ Charles Clinton, Clerk of the District of To which is added / Pacificus, / on the Pro

New York ” that on the twenty - first day of clamation of Neutrality ; / written in 1793 , /

September in the thirty -fifth year of the by Mr. Hamilton . / A new edition with the

Independence of the United States of America , names and portraits of the several writers . /

Williams & Whiting deposited in his office the In two volumes . / Vol . I / New York : / [ All

title of a book , “ which they claim as pro- the rest as in the preceding title - page. ] On

prietors," namely that above given to and the reverse is the copyright notice to the

including the “ Vol. I.” effect that in the same clerk's office and on

The preface opens with a eulogy of Alexan- the same day by the same proprietors there

der Hamilton and the declaration that the pub- was deposited the title of a book, and here

lishers “ had limited the present work to three follows the title last above given to and in

volumes;' and then adds : “ The first volume cluding " Vol . I.”

comprises the most important Official Reports The frontispiece of the third volume is an

of that great man , while Secretary of the engraved portrait of Madison by Leney after

Treasury ." After strongly commending these Stuart . There are two title -pages precisely

reports, the author continues: " The second as in the second volume with the substitution

and third volumes contain the Federalist. ... of Vol . III for Vol . II on the first title - page

It had been long known that the Federalist and Vol . II for Vol . I on the second . There

was not exclusively from the pen of Mr. is no copyright notice in the volume, the

Hamilton . Mr. Jay and Mr. Madison shared reverse of both title -pages being blank .

in the labor and the honor of these profound The so - called separate editions differ in

disquisitions . But it was not ascertained size , binding and external appearance from

with any degree of certainty , which , or how each other and from the collective work .

many numbers were written by either of these One of them is much smaller than the other .

gentlemen till after the lamented death of The bindings are apparently contemporary .

Hamilton , when a private memorandum in his The taller copy is bound in calf , the back

own handwriting was found , containing the being somewhat elaborately tooled in gold .

information which enables the publishers to There does not seem to have been a separate

designate the authors of the several essays: label and the title was in one of the panels ,

Their names are accordingly prefixed to their and the volume number in a separate and

respective productions in the body of the lower panel . Some one has carefully erased

work ” (p . iv) . After stating that five num- the inscriptions , apparently with pumice

bers were written by Jay, fourteen by Madi- stone . On the back , however, of the first
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LEGAL BIBLIOGRAPHY, N.S.
THE FEDERALIST— (contiuued )

volume of the Federalist can yet be seen “ II , "

VOL. IV OCTOBER , 1910 NO . 4 showing that it was originally the second vol

The other copy is in plain calf binding

with the leaves trimmed close. It has a separate
Published Quarterly for Gratuitous Distribution by

printed label on the back inscribed “ Hamil

THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY ton's Works,” but some careful person has

removed with the point of a knife blade or an

83 to 91 Francis Street, Fenway eraser the volume numbers which

BOSTON , MASS. originally on the backs of the several volumes .

On the inside the evidences that a title-page

has been removed from each volume of each

CHARLES C. SOULE,
copy are plain . The remaining title - pages are

President and Treasurer.

those of the Federalist above given . The

FRANK E. CHIPMAN,
frontispieces differ. In the taller copy they

Managing Director .

are identical with those in the collective work ,
IMRI L. McCLOUD ,

Manager Law Dep't . while in the other the portrait of Madison is

the frontispiece of the first volume of the

Federalist and that of Jay of the second

THE USE OF TEXT -BOOKS.
volume. It is unnecessary to add that neither

Mr. Schouler , in the Preface to the new
of these copies constitute a separate edition of

the Federalist of 1810 .
edition of his book on Wills and Administra

Mr. Charles C. Soule of Boston , a learned
tion , makes some very sensible remarks on

the continued use of text -books , notwith
and painstaking bibliographer, to whom I

standing that this seems to be the age of
am greatly indebted for assistance in making

encyclopedias and digests . (See page 8. )
my collection of the Federalist, recently offered

to me as a separate edition of the Federalist

of 1810 , two volumes from which the title

MORE CONSTITUTIONS.
pages of (presumably ) the collective work had

been removed . In returning the volumes to

The admission of Arizona and New Mexico him I made some remarks , and Mr. Soule in his

to the Union arouses renewed interest in those reply states his conclusion to be from the

territories and elsewhere in the change in available history of those volumes as well as

constitutional theories. all other bibliographical data at hand : “ That

Will they adopt the conservative ideas , or the publishers in 1810 issued their work in

will they imitate Oklahoma and embody in
two forms-5- one in three volumes; the other

the permanent law the latest political fads ?
in two volumes , and sold a few of the Federal

The only place where all the state con
ist in the latter form . I do not see why they

stitutions , old and new , are compared , is in made complete separate title-pages for the

Stimson's Law of the Federal and State Federalist unless they intended to do this .

Constitutions . ( $3.50 . ) The cutting -out of the full title is clumsy , as

If you want to follow and understand the you say, but I think it was done by the pub

discussions which will arise , get this volume . lishers themselves, and not by anyone else ,

either then or subsequently . If there was

much demand at that time for a separate edi

VIRGINIA REPORTS. tion of the Federalist, it would have been a

characteristic bookseller's dodge to issue the

Every set of Virginia Reports should 'works' in three volumes as a subscription set ,

include Virginia Colonial Decisions , recently
and then bind up some of the Federalist, in

published .
two volumes, to sell through the book trade . "

So far as there is a distinctive state law
As tending to sustain Mr. Soule's suggestion

this work is most illuminating in tracing its of “ two forms,” it is a well-known fact that

origin and development , and in printing the collective work in three volumes is much

the earliest decisions of which manuscript
scarcer than the Federalist part of it in two

record has been found .
volumes. Of recent years I have only known

The edition is limited to 1,000 copies .
of one copy of the former offered for sale ,

( 2 vols . , buckram , $7.00) while many copies of the latter have been so
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offered . Whatever the cause , the " text- volumes a half title-page was inserted con

book " for Secretaries of the Treasury com- taining the title of the work and the names of

mended in the preface did not appeal to the
the authors . The only reason for the inser

public and perhaps has been broken up by
tion occurring to me is to obviate , in part at

collectors to obtain Leney's portrait of Hamil
least , the impropriety of boldly presenting

ton , while the Federalist was the only saleable
among the works of one man the joint product

of himself and two others . The considerations
portion of " Hamilton's Works.” Against

operating on Mr. Lodge in 1904 may well be
Mr. Soule's theory , however, must be placed

regarded as having controlled the less enlight
these facts.

ened Wells in 1810. Mr. Soule knows the

1. That there is no known copy of the work “ tricks of the trade," and I would unhesi

as originally issued which does not present tatingly accept his exposure of the dodges of

on examination proofs that it formed part of the booksellers. But how can a bookseller's

the collective edition . As has been seen , my dodge explain the insertion of the title-page

own copies bear witness to that fact , as did of the collective work when the bookseller

the copy offered by Mr. Soule . I have had intended to issue a separate edition ? He

considerable correspondence with booksellers could have omitted the superfluous title-page

about this edition and all the information re- when binding . The additional title-page de

ceived from them tends to the same result . feated the very purpose that the bookseller's

Hopkins , the publisher of the Federalist, of dodge intended to effect, while cutting it out

1802 , who was well acquainted with the cir- was a most disreputable trick, which only

cumstances attending the production of the partly repaired the blunder --if it was one , of

edition of 1810 states distinctly that the originally inserting it .

latter work was in three volumes. (Hamil- 3. The absence of the portrait of Hamilton

ton's Federalist, Hist . Notice , p . xcii . ) Ben- from the volumes containing the Federalist

jamin Rush in writing to Dawson in 1863 seems absolutely fatal to the claim for a

describes the Federalist of 1810 , which be separate edition . He was declared to be the

longed to his father, Richard Rush , at least principal author by the editor of the work, a

as early as 1816 , and in which Madison had special feature of which was the portraits of

designated in his own hand by their initials the authors . Why, therefore, should the

the authors of the several numbers , as " form- portrait of the principal author be excluded ?

ing a part of the Works of Alexander Hamil- The collective work covers this point admir

ton in three volumes.” ( Introduction , p . xli . ) ably. The portrait of one of the three authors

Dawson also had in his own collection the is the frontispiece of one of the three volumes .

Federalist of that year constituting the second The copy in two volumes described by Ford

and third volumes of “ Hamilton's Works” (id . , is the only one of which I have ever heard

p. lxxiv ). Mr. Soule in his letter quotes from containing the three portraits. As has been

the February, 1810 , number of the Boston pointed out above there is nothing to show

Monthly Anthology (p . 146) , the announce- the history of this copy or that it was in the

ment of the book many months before its original or contemporary binding . Any one

appearance as follows : " Williams & Whiting now having the collective work can make up a

of New York propose to publish by subscrip- Federalist from it containing the three por

tion the Federalist together with an additional traits and excluding the title-pages of the

volume selected from the writings of General collective work . It would meet every re

Hamilton.” This does not indicate a separate quirement of a separate edition , except that

edition of the Federalist . of contemporary binding . It would not be a

2. The two title-pages it seems to me arose separate edition , however much it looked like

from the fact that the Federalist was well But even now no one would bind in an

known for the preceding twenty years , as a unnecessary title -page under the given con

separate publication , and the fact that the ditions so that he would have to cut it out

two title-pages or traces of them have been afterwards.

found in every known copy tends to sustain To sum up there is no known copy of the

this conclusion . When the Federalist was Federalist of 1810 in contemporary binding

bodily appropriated for “ Hamilton's Works” which has not the two title-pages or traces of

in the Lodge edition of 1886 , in nine volumes, their removal after binding , and no known

no separate title -page appeared , but in 1904 copy in such binding which has not on its

when that work was reproduced in twelve back either the continuous volume number or

one .

1
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There is no known copy of the Federalist

of 1810 (in two volumes) in contemporary

binding having the three portraits. Moreover,

the preface explicitly states that the work is

in three volumes, the second and third of

which contain the Federalist and explains its

new and distinguishing feature of designating

the author of each number, a feature to

which no reference is elsewhere made.

After careful consideration my conclusion

is that at the present time there is no evidence

that there was a separate edition of the

Federalist of 1810 ; that that work always

formed a part of the works of Alexander

Hamilton in three volumes, as Dawson ,

Sabin and Lodge have declared ; and that

owing to the presence of Hamilton's portrait

and the contents of the preface the first volume

is a necessary part of the set.

For the first time the Federalist of 1810 dis

tributed the authorship of the several num

bers among the three authors. The only

authority for so doing is stated in the preface

to be a private memorandum of Hamilton

found after his death . The contents of the

memorandum are not given beyond the mere

statement above quoted showing the aggre

gate numbers of each author, but not indi

cating the specific numbers allotted to him.

The aggregate, as has been pointed out , is

eighty-six numbers, instead of eighty - five.

On examining the text of the Federalist,

two of my copies — that in the collective works

and the smaller of the two remaining copies

designate Jay as the author of only four

numbers from 2 to 5 , both inclusive. And

Hamilton is , therefore, credited with sixty

four numbers. The remaining copy credits

Jay with five numbers, 2 to 5 and 54. It is

well known that Hamilton's (Benson ) memo

randum allots Jay five numbers , 2 to 5 and 54.

In my copies of the Federalist in which Hamil

ton is credited with fifty -four, there is a note

on the last page of the last volume imme

diately below the close of the text of

" Pacificus,” and above a scroll with word

“ finis” reading as follows : " ERROR . - Page

50 , No. LIV of the Federalist, read Mr. JAY ,

instead of Mr. HAMILTON , as the author.”

(Vol. III ( II ) , p . 368. )

At least two of the recent and most distin

guished editors of the Federalist have fallen

into error regarding the subject-matter of this

note . After referring to the publication in the

Portfolio in 1807 of the Hamilton list giving

No. 54 to Jay, and its allotment to Hamilton

in the edition of 1810, Lodge says: “ This

difference would indicate either that the

Portfolio list was wrongly given , or that the

editor of the 1810 edition had some list of

which nothing is now known . All the

Hamilton lists agree, except as to No. 54

which the edition of 1810 gives to Hamilton .”

( Federalist - Introduction , pp . xxvii, xxix .)

Ford , writing many years later, puts the

matter more emphatically : "One fact of

interest in this edition ( 1810 ) is that it gives

Hamilton as the author of No. 54, thus show

ing that there was a list 'in his own hand

writing' in existence at that time , which cor

rected the obvious error he made in the

Benson list." (Federalist - Introduction , p .

xxxii, n . 1.)

How baseless these statements are , the

reader has seen . The editor and the pub

lishers of the Federalist of 1810 corrected

many of the copies of that edition so as to

allot No. 54 to Jay and in many, if not in all ,

of those uncorrected , printed a note in the

volume containing " the error,” asking the

reader to make the correction . I have been

unable after a very extended search to find a

copy of this edition which remained uncor

rected or which did not have the error note

in it . It is possible that the copies used by

Lodge and Ford were uncorrected and with

out the note , but the fact that the note itself

is not on a separate sheet or slip but printed

as part of the text would seem to negative

that conclusion . In any event Lodge and

Ford could only have made this blunder

through inexcusable inattention, as they had

before them Warner's editions of 1817 and

1818 (reprinted under the copyright of the

1810 edition ) in which Jay was given as the

author of No. 54 and copies of the latter edition

with the erratum or the correction were easily

accessible .

Two states of the edition of 1810 are known.

The first that in which Hamilton is designated

in print as the author of No. 54 with the

erratum calling attention to that fact and

asking that the change be made to Jay ; and

second , that in which the alleged error is cor

rected and Jay appears in print as the author

of No. 54 , in which case the erratum is

omitted . Should it turn out that there are

other copies of the edition in which the so

called error as to the authorship of No. 54 is

uncorrected , and where there is no note call

ing attention to it, a third state of the edition

would be disclosed . If at any future time a
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the subject matter. The portrait of Madison

of
}

9

separate edition of the Federalist of 1810

should come to light a fourth state of that

edition would not be disclosed , but another

edition would have to be added to the twenty

three now known to have appeared prior to

1863 .

The influence of the edition of 1810 upon the

after history of the Federalist, which has been

of very considerable extent although scantily

recognized heretofore, may be summarized as

follows:

1. The plan of designating an author for

each number and printing his name there

with has been followed in every edition or

issue of the Federalist for the last century ,

with the exception of the editions of Dawson ,

which remain wholly anonymous , and the

edition in " The World's Great Classics,"

where the allotment of authors is given in the

table of contents .

2. The designation of the authors of the

several numbers in this edition is followed

without change in Warner's Philadelphia ,

single volume editions of 1817 and 1818 ; in

the Portuguese translation of 1840 and in

" The World's Great Classics" 1901 Federal

ist. That designation , with the substitution

of Hamilton for Jay as the author of No. 54

and Jay for Hamilton as the author of No. 64

has been followed in J. C. Hamilton's numer

ous editions , and in the editions of E. H.

Scott (Chicago : 1894 ; 1898 and 1902 ) .

3. The text has been followed exactly in

the editions of Warner and of Scott, and has

been followed in part in Hamilton's Federalist

(Hist . Notice , p . xci ) . I have a suspicion that

the Portuguese translation was made from

this text, but without further investigation I

would not venture to make the positive asser

tion .

4. The plan of illustrating the Federalist

has not been followed very extensively .

Warner's editions give the three portraits

from the identical plates--Hamilton as the

frontispiece, Madison opposite No. 14 (p . 70 )

and Jay opposite No. 54 (p . 294) . The Daw

son editions with the Introduction have Ham

ilton's portrait as the frontispiece. His Uni

versity editions , however, omit the portrait ,

as well as the Introduction . All the Hamil

ton editions have Hamilton's portrait as a

frontispiece ., The Federalist in “ Universal

Classics Library , ” has portraits of the three

authors . The Federalist in “ The World's

Great Classics ," has three illustrations which

have nothing to do with either the authors or

Hamilton of volume twelve, in the reissue of

Lodge's “ Hamilton's Works” in 1904. A por

trait of Jay does not seem to have been in

cluded . I know of no other edition of the

Federalist with illustrations .

5. The precedent of regarding the whole

Federalist as a part of Hamilton's Works has

been followed by Henry Cabot Lodge alone

in the elapsed century. His fusion of the

two is much more thoroughgoing and com

plete than that of his predecessor. In his

1886 edition of “ Hamilton's Works,” the run

ning title of the left-hand page of his ninth

volume is “ Hamilton's Works,” and of the

right -hand page “The Federalist ,” while in

the reissue of 1904 the running title of the

left-hand page of his eleventh and twelfth

volumes is “ Alexander Hamilton ,” that of the

right-hand page remaining “ The Federalist "

as in the earlier edition . In either case , a

person unacquainted with the subject and

cursorily examining the work would regard

the Federalist as the literary production of

Hamilton alone . This precedent has not been

followed in the publication of “ Madison's

Works.” In Jay's “ Correspondence and Public

Papers” only the numbers of the Federalist

written by him are given (Vol . III , pp . 260–

294) . John C. Hamilton repudiates in express

terms the precedent saying in substance that

the Federalist is , and ought to be regarded as ,

the joint work of the three authors (Hamil

ton's Federalist, Hist . Notice , p . ciii ) ; and he

accordingly published his Federalist separate

from his father's works. I leave this topic

with the remark that the discussion of its

ethics is reserved for another occasion .

EMINENT DOMAIN .

To take or not to take, that is the question .

When it arises it is of the greatest importance .

There are books on the subject overloaded

with all the cases on both sides of every

question , good cases and poor. They befog

the issue .

Do you want a clear concise statement of

the principles, supported by a citation of the

strong and pertinent cases ?

Do you want the lucid statement of an

expert, who has had more than ten year's

experience as a city solicitor ?

Do you want the latest and best authority

on Eminent Domain ?

Get Nichols ($5.00) .

1
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THE VALUE OF OLD CODES. cussion in this publication that seemed to be

made for the occasion ."

In most European countries, and even in
DO YOU TAKE IT ?

our own country , the principles of law can
The Boston Book Company is the American

be traced back to the Roman Law or earlier,
agent of this magazine and will supply it for

or to the barbarian codes and early codes $ 3.00 per annum . The next number will be

of the European countries, from which the published in January, 1911 . Subscribe now.

law has descended to us . The Green Bag has been published since

1899. The Boston Book Company owned this

Up to the present generation these sources magazine until the completion of volume 20 .

of the law have been concealed in foreign Beginning with volume 21 , it has been in !the

languages, usually in foreign dialects little
possession of new owners who have adopted

the standard magazine size and reduced the
understood by even our most learned scholars, price to $3.00 per annum . The high char

and entirely caviare to most of the mem- acter of the magazine has been maintained ,

bers of the legal profession. and , if anything, has been improved .

Fortunately for us , there are now several DO YOU TAKE THE GREEN BAG?

codes, well translated into English , available
IF NOT, SUBSCRIBE NOW .

for the libraries and those cultivated lawyers
The Green Bag, 1899 to 1908, has gone outwho care to look further back than the latest

of print, but we have made up a few sets

legislative enactment . out of our stock . It is indexed in Poole's

The German Civil Code (price $5.00) has
Index to Periodical Literature , in Jones '

Index to Legal Periodicals and in the Ameri
been translated under the auspices of the can LibraryAssociation Index to Portraits.
Pennsylvania Law School and the Bar These twenty volumes contain series of articles

of the State of Pennsylvania , for whom we
on the Supreme Courts of our various states ,

on the leading American law schools; and
the publishers.

more than onethousand biographies and por

The Codes of Japan are also announced traits of distinguished lawyers and judges.

in another column .
All new subscribers to the magazine should

get the back volumes while it is possible to

Among the older laws , the Visigothic Code
Review is a high class maga

We supply

law , and consequently of a great deal of
the quarterly parts as issued at $ 3.50 per year.

American law , has been translated under the

auspices of the Comparative Law Bureau of
ILLINOIS PRIVATE LAWS.

the American Bar Association , for whom we

the publishers .
Fifth Assembly , Dec. , 1826.

Other important codes are in process of
This is the first collection of private laws

that was separately printed in Illinois. Only
translation and will be later announced .

five hundred copies of it were ordered printed
of which fifty were to be retained by the

Secretary of State . The supply in the hands

EVERY LAWYER KNOWS
of the Secretary was long since exhausted .

Nocopy of this pamphlethas been bought or

the Value of a Good Legal Periodical. sold by the Boston Book Company in the last

The three representative law magazines are To supply the demand for this scarce

the Green Bag , the leading American law pamphlet we have had made a photo-facsimile

magazine ; the Law Quarterly Review , the
reprint of it . Only fifty copies were printed,

leading English law magazine, edited by Sir
and the plates are destroyed . 43 pp . $ 12.50.

Frederic Pollock ; the Juridical Review , the OTHER FACSIMILE REPRINTS .

leading law magazine of Scotland .
Michigan. Laws of the Territory, adopted

One of our customers recently asked us to by the Legislative Board , 1821-1823 . 40 pp .

supply a complete set of the Law Quarterly $7.50 .

Review . On being advised by our ability New Hampshire. Private Acts , November

to do so he expressed his appreciation as fol- Session, 1836. Pp . ( 291) to 366 , index (2 pp .)

lows:
$ 10.00 .

" Permit me to say that I have found this
New Hampshire. Private Acts, June Ses

to be a most valuable publication . Again
sion , 1837. Pp. (335) to 386, index (2 pp . )

and again , when questions have presented $7.50 .

themselves, for the solution of whichthe usual

publications seemed to afford no assistance , I Massachusetts. Laws passed at a Session

have found a reference , comment or dis- in April , 1821. Pp . (563) to 565 . $2.50.
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If you have Mew's Digest of English Case

Law (you certainly should have it if you have

anywhere near a complete library ) look in

any column of any volume and see how often

the Law Times is cited .

In a large library it is desirable to have not

only the regular Reports but also one or more

of these more comprehensive “ duplicate "

Reports. If your library is smaller and you

have not the regular series you can cover every

case by having a set of Law Times.

WILLS AND ADMINISTRATION .

By James Schouler, LL.D.

A new work founded upon the third editions
of Schouler on Wills and Schouler on Ex

ecutors and Administrators, with both text

and notes recast, brought down to the year
1910 .

A convenient, thorough, practical and

reliable treatise on this important topic ,

by an author whose authority is recognized

in the courts and whose works have been

tested by twenty - five years' use .

The present volume contains the substance of

the two former treatises on “ Wills" and " Executors

and Administrators." This book is intended to

supersede those two so as to supply an elementary

treatise for study and practical use, covering the

whole jurisprudence of Wills and the Administra

tion of Estates, testate or intestate , in England
and the United States.

Long experience convinces one that legal text

books will continue to fulfill a leading purpose in the

education of the legal profession .

Digests, when well classified and arranged, bring

headnotes from the reports together ; but they do

not afford competent or comprehensive instruction.

Hence the text-book remains needful to preserve

the origin and history of the law , to teach and re

fresh the mind on elementary principles, and to

trace the latest development and progress of the

particular topic or branch of jurisprudence.

But the text-writer should keep to his own sphere.

The author should study the latest digests and deci

sions and winnow for his own scholarly presentation

of the law ; and he should cite sufficiently for illus

tration ; but his chief task remains to keep abreast

and keep his reader abreast with the current.

One volume, buckram binding, $6.00 .

THE CODES OF JAPAN .

The rapid rise of the Empire of Japan to

prominence, the recent codifications of the

Japanese laws, the increasing volume of

our business with Japan and the constant

allusion to Japanese affairs in our newspapers ,

and periodicals, excite an unusual interest

in the recently adopted codes of that country .

Both the Civil Code and the Commercial

Code have just been published in an English

translation . The Pennsylvania Law School

will include in its publications this month a

translation of the Commercial Code with notes

by one of its graduates, Mr. Yang , price

$ 3.50. We have also imported an edition

of the recent English translation of the Civil

Code of Japan by J. E. DeBecker, with an

introduction by Count Hayashi, 3 vols .,

price $ 15.00 . Of the latter we have only

a limited edition and those who wish to

secure it would do well to get in an early

order.

FREQUENTLY CITED .

We have in stock a fine set of the Law

Times Reports, London , old and new series,

down to 1909 , 134 volumes .

The regular series of the English Law

Reports are usually cited in the books , but

actually there are three series of Reports,

which cover many more cases and are more

fully reported than those which are called

the regular series, as follows:

Law Journal Reports, 1823 to date ,

Law Times Reports, 1843 to date ,

Weekly Reporter, 1852 to date ,

besides Some Reports covering a shorter

period , like the . Jurist , Times Law Reports,

etc.

In some of the British colonies these series

are considered so much cheaper and better

that many lawyers take either the Law

Journal or the Times in the place of the regu

lar series. They are very inexpensive, when

you reckon the cost per volume . The Law

Journal is of course the most inclusive , but

the Law Times , beginning eleven years later ,

is equally full and trustworthy, and costs

$200.00 less .

LIBERIAN LAW .

A few extra copies have been printed of the

Report of the Supreme Court of the Re

public of Liberia , so few that the price set

upon the volume is fifteen dollars.

Liberia is nowadays much discussed .

Can a negro republic live ?

What traits does it exhibit ?

How does the English (or American ) Com

mon Law succeed there ?

Will the Republic last, or will some one

of the land -grabbing nations absorb it ?

Toward answering these questions, this

first volume of its law reports must testify .

Is it pro or con ?

1
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A SERIES OF TRANSLATIONS
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

ON

LAW SCHOOL SERIES.
JURISPRUDENCE AND PHILOSOPHY OF

LAW . Each volume in this series has been made

a publication of the School of Law of the

I. KORKUNOV'S THEORY OF University of Pennsylvania, by a vote of the

LAW .
Law Faculty. The authors are connected

with the school as members of the teaching

The theories in chief which underlie world- force, fellows , or graduate students.

wide legal reasoning are all present and are The object of the University is to promote

touched upon in an original and straight- the scientific study of legal problems- his
forward way. torical and practical, and to assist in the

improvement of the law .

II. GAREIS' SCIENCE OF LAW .
READY NOV. 15, 1910.

We have on the press a translation of this
EARLY HISTORY OF THE COURTS OF

celebrated work made by Prof. Kocourek

of the Northwestern University College of
PENNSYLVANIA .

Law . It will be ready for delivery about

Dec. 15, 1910. By William Henry Loyd. Cloth. $ 3.50 .

This series will be uniformly bound in black Mr. Loyd is an authority on Pennsylvania

buckram and sells for $ 3.50 each . Colonial Law. The work will combine the

At the last meeting of the Association of solid information collected from the archives

American Law Schools, a resolution was and the more technical books on the periods

adopted appointing a committee to take covered with anecdotes of the courts, the

charge of such a series on behalf of the Asso- thought being to lighten the work and make

ciation. This committee consists of Prof. the subject interesting.

John H. Wigmore, as Chairman , and Profs .

Pound, Freund, Lorenzen and Huberich .
IN PRESS

Negotiationsare now pending by which the

Boston Book Companyhope to become the
JAPANESE COMMERCIAL CODE

publishers of this series, and to be able to TRANSLATED BY YANG .

include Korkunov and Gareis as a part of it .

READY ABOUT DEO. 15, 1910.

IRISH RECORDS .

In many parts of the country, citizens of

Irish descent are accumulating property and

honors . Do any of them care to trace their

ancestry ?

We have found a very interesting set of N I C H O L S
" Irish Landed Estates Court Rentals” from

the institution of the court in 1850 to the
ON

This set covers descriptions and abstracts

of title of all the estates coming within the EMINENT DOMAIN

jurisdiction of the court for a half century,

the abstracts going back much farther. $5.00
Even in their barest details of names , dates

and agricultural statistics they are very inter

esting, while occasional maps and views of

mansions and farmhouses give a very graphic

value to the collection .

" Griffith's Valuation" of the lands is given
IRISH REPORTS.

and other important historical information .

There are about two hundred large quarto We have a complete set of the Irish Reports

volumes in the set . A part of it not nearly
from 1784 to 1890 , including most of the

as perfect was valued in 1864 at a thousand

pounds, but we could sell this complete copy
frequently cited Irish Reports' which were

at much less than that price. decided by excellent judges after argument

by a first -class bar.

There are one hundred and eighty volumes

KORKUNOV'S in this essential part of the Irish Reports, which

we can sell , although many of the volumes

aie extremely scarce , at the average price of

$3.50 a volume.

This is an excellent opportunity for a

$3.50 growing library to possess these Reports

while they are not entirely out of the market .

year 1900 .

LAW .
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SPECIALTY OF SOARCE BOOKS.

In addition to selling new law books of all

kinds we pay especial attention to books

which are difficult to get through the ordinary

channels of the book trade.

We give a list below of some of the

RARE AND INTERESTING

law books, which we select as illustrative of

our stock of over a thousand books of similar

character. We may not have but one copy

of these books , consequently the first order

gets the choice :

I. TREATISES.

Livingston , Edw. System of Penal Law

forthe State of Louisiana. Old sheep.

Philadelphia , 1833. ( This Code was

prepared for the Legislature, but never

enacted.) . $3.50

Livingston, Edward. Complete Works

on Criminal Jurisprudence ; with In

troduction by ChiefJustice Salmon P.

Chase . 2 vols. Cloth . New York,

1873 7.50

Maclaurin . Arguments and Decisions

in Remarkable Cases, before the High

Court of Justiciary and otherSupreme

Courts in Scotland. Edinburgh , 1774 3.50

Moncreiff, Henry J. The Law of Re

view in Criminal Cases bythe High

Court and Circuit Court of Justiciary,

and on Procedure in inferior courts of

Scotland . Edinburgh, 1877 . 2.00

Nicolas, Sir Harris. Law of Adulterine

Bastardy; with Cases. London , 1836 3.50

Old Bailey Experience : Criminal Juris

prudenceand the Actual Working of

our Penal Code. London, 1833... 2.50

Phillips, H. A. D. Comparative Crimi

nalJurisprudence. Vol. I , Penal Law .

Vol . II , Criminal Procedure. 2 vols.

Calcutta , 1889 2.50

Pike Luke O. History of Crime in Eng

land . 2 vols . Cloth . London , 1873 .. 10.00

Pinel, Dr. De la Monomanie , sous la

Rapport Psychologique . Médical et

Légal. Paris , 1856 . 1.00

Plaisted, H. M. Trial of James M.

Lowell for wife murder. Portland ,

Me . , 1875 1.50

Principles of Criminal Law . (Anon .)

18mo . London, 1846 .. 1.00

Prison Characters, Drawn from Life :

by a Prison Matron . 2 vols . 12mo .

London , 1866 ... 1.50

Prisoners their own Warders :-Con

vict Prisonsat Singapore, etc. West

minster, 1899 2.00

Pulton, Ferdinando . De Pace Regis et

Regni:—the great, and general

Offences of the Realme , etc. Folio .

London , 1615 5.00

Rosadi, Giovanni . The Trial of Jesus.

3d Italian edition, translated by Dr.

Emil Reich . London , 1905
2.50

Sanderson, Edgar. Judicial Crimes : a

Record of Trials in which Bigotry,

Popular Panic and Political Rancour

Played a Part. London , 1902 ..... 1.50

Sanford , H. S. Systems of Penal Codes

in Europe. Washington, 1854 ... 1.50

Saunders, T. W. and Cox, E. W. Crimi

nal Law Consolidation Acts 1861 , etc.

London, 1861 1.50

Selfridge, T. O. Trial for killing Chas .

Austin . Boston , 1806 . 2.50

Sharp, Granville. Distinction between

Manslaughter and Murder. 12mo .

London , 1773 1.50

Shaw's Irish State Trials, 1844. Dublin ,

1844 5.00

Smith, A. D. Trial of Madeline Smith

for murder by poisoning. Glasgow ,

1905

Criminology .

Alley Trial. Report of the Trial of
Leavitt Alley , indicted for the mur

der of Abijah Ellis. Boston , 1875 .. $2.50

Amos, Andrew . Ruins of Time , as Ex

emplified in Hale's History of the

Pleas of theCrown . London , 1856 .. 1.50

Arnot, Hugo . A Collection and Abridge

ment of celebrated Criminal Trials

in Scotland from 1536 to 1784 , with

historical and critical remarks. Edin

burgh, 1785 5.00

Bell, Hon . Chas . U. Penalties for Crime

in Massachusetts. 1903 2.50

Boscawen, Wm . Treatise on Convic

tions on Penal Statutes . Dublin ,

1792 1.00

Britton . Containing the Ancient Pleas

of the Crown; translated . References ,

Notes and Ancient Records. By

Robert Kelham . London , 1762 .... 5.00

Crim . Con. Actions , Trials , etc. , relating

to Marriage before the passing of the
present Divorce Act . London . [No

date.] 3.50

East, Edw. H. Pleas of the Crown .

2 vols . Philadelphia , 1806, 5.00

Fleta: Seu Commentarius Juris Angli

cani. Liber Primus Antiqua Placita

Coronæ Continens. Folio. London ,

1735 5.00

Green, C. J. Trials for High Treason in

Scotland under a Special Commission
held in 1820 . 3 vols . Edinburgh ,

1825 9.00

Hale , Sir Matthew . Pleas of the Crown .

2 vols . London , 1788 5.00

Hawkins, William . A Treatise on the

Pleas of the Crown . 2 vols . 8th ed .

London , 1824 . 10.00

Hill, Frederic. Crime: its Amount ,

Causes and Remedies. London, 1853 2.50

Hill, M. D. Suggestions for the Repres

sion of Crime. London, 1857 .... 2.00

Livingston , Edw . Code of Procedure

for giving effect to the Penal Code of

the State of Louisiana (Draft ). Folio .

New Orleans , 1825 5.00

Livingston , Edw. Project of a New
Penal Code for Louisiana. London ,

1824 2.501.50

1
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Somerset, The Great Oyer of Poison

ing: The Trial of the Earl of Somerset

for the poisoning of Sir Thomas Over

bury. By Andrew Amos. London ,
1846 $2.50

Stephen, H. L. State Trials, Political

and Social. 4 vols . 12mo . London ,

1899 3.00

Stephen , Sir James F. Digestof the

Criminal Law (Crimes and Punish

ments). 1st ed . London , 1877 .... 1.50

Tallack, William . Penological and Pre

ventive Principles. London, 1889 .. 2.00

Tebbs, H. V. Scripture Doctrines of

Adultery and Divorce , etc. London ,

1822 . 2.50

Train and Heard's Precedents of Indict

ments . 1855 5.00

Tremaine, Sir John . Pleas of the Crown

in Matters Civil and Criminal. Re

vised by John Rice . Folio . Lon

don , 1723 2.50

Ward . Trial of Matt . F. Ward at Eliza

bethtown , Ky. , for murder. New

York , 1854 . 2.50

Webster, Trial of Prof. John W. Web

ster of the Harvard Medical School

for the murder of George Parkman .

Reported by Dr. James W. Stone .

Boston , 1850 4.50
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Médicales II . SCARCE AND INTERESTING RE

PORTS.

James

Porta
l

Irish Reports.

Cases on Costs. (1867–1891. ) Re

ported by the Council of the Incor

porated Law Society of Ireland,

1892 $5.00

Bernard's Cases under the Irish

Church Acts. 1872 3.50

Fitzgibbon's Practice Decisions,

1881-1886 3.50

Greer's Land Oases. 1881-1897, and

Appendix, 1898. 2 vols. 10.00

Libraries not having the Appendix

will be supplied at $ 2.50.

Irish Reserved Cases, 1861-64 ... 5.00

MacCarthy's Leading Cases in Land

Purchase Law , 1892 5.00

British Colonial Reports.

Australia .

Williams, Edward Eyre. Reports of

Practice Cases argued and deter

mined in the Supreme Court of

New South Wales, for the District

of Port Phillip , during the year,

1846. " Vol. I." Melbourne, 1847 25.00

This is the first copy we have ever

It is a pamphlet with title ,

34 pp . text and index, 1 leaf. Nothing

else was ever published. This copy

was discovered by Prof. Huberich

when he visited Australia, and until

reported by him was unknown to us.

Weknow of no copy in the libraries
in this country . When this copy is

sold we doubt if another could be

found .

A Beckett, William . Judgments of

the Supreme Court of New South

Wales, for the District of Port

Phillip (Victoria ) delivered during

the years 1846, 1847 , 1848, 1849,

1850, 1851. Cited as Shadforth's

Reports. Melbourne, 1847-53.

6 vols. original edition , bound in 2. 75.00

Gilchrist, W. J. Local Government

Manual . Contains Decisions of the

Supreme Court of Victoria , 1861–

78,on the law affecting Municipali
ties . 4to . Melbourne, 1879 ..... 7.50

Canada.

Clarke and Scully . Reports of the

Decisions of theReferees appointed

for the purpose of the Drainage
Laws. 2 vols. Windsor, 1898.

Toronto , 1903 10.00

Laperriere, Aug. Decisions of the

Speakers of the Legislative As

sembly and House of Commons of

Canada , from 1841 to June, 1872 .

Ottawa , 1872 . 1.50

Stuart , Géo . O. Cases selected from

those heard and determined in the

Vice-Admiralty Court for Lower

Canada . 2 vols. London , 1858,

1875 . 12.00

Ceylon.

Appeal Court Reports. Edited by

deWitt and Weeresinghe. 1903–

1908. 4 vols . Colombo, 1907-9 30.00

Thomson ,Henry B. Institutes of the

Laws of Ceylon. 2 vols . London ,

1866 15.00
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Probably Not in Your Library .

Here are the titles of a few reports, etc. ,

which we find on our shelves , which ought

to be in every large law library , but may not

be in yours:

English Reports.

Kent Summer Assizes, 1805. An

account of all the Causes tried at

Maidstone , and those of any im

portance fully and accurately de

tailed . By a short -hand writer.

Pamphlet. 40 pp . London, n . d . $7.50

Clayton's Reports and Pleas of

Assises at Yorke. 24mo. London ,

1651. Calf 25.00

Pratt. Law of Contraband of War :

with a selection of Cases from the

papers of Sir Geo . Lee. Cloth .

London , 1856 32.50

Star -Chamber Cases . “ Collected for

the most part out of Mr. Crompton,

his Booke, entitled 'The Jurisdic
tion of Divers Courts. " Small

quarto . Boards. London, 1630 ... 3.00

New Magistrate Cases, vol . 5. Re

print. 76 pages , no title or index. 20.00

(Few libraries have more than the

first four volumes . The fifth volume

is very scarce and rarely to be met with.

It contains seventy-six pages only .]

Reports of Law Cases affecting

Friendly Societies. Deprose and

Gammon. Manchester, 1897 .... 2.50
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17.50

Newfoundland .

Tucker's Select Cases from the Records

of the Supreme Court of New

foundland, 1817–1828 . St. Johns,

1829

This original edition contains cases
not found in Morris ' reprint.

Straits Settlements.

Norton Kyshe. Cases determined in
the Supreme Court of Straits

Settlements , 1808–1884 . Vols. 2

and 3 containing Criminal Rulings,
Admiralty, Magistrates Appeals,
etc...

Windward Islands.

Greaves, Sir W.H. Report of Judg

ments of Windward Islands Court

of Appeal, 1866–1904. Barbados,

H. I., 1905 ..

12.00

10.00

Guernsey .

Le Livre des Actes des Etats d'l'Isle

de Guernsey, 1605-1650 . Vol. 1 ,

pts . 1 to 8, 384 pp. All published .

Guernsey, 1856 $7.50

Causes heard , ordered and deter

mined , at St. Petersport , before

H. M. Commissioners from Oct. 16 ,

to Dec. 20 , 1607. Guernsey, 1814 25.00

India .

Bellasis, A. F. Reports of Criminal

Cases , 1827-1846. Bombay, 1849 20.00

Central Provinces Law Reports.
17 vols . 1886–1904.. 50.00

Oriminal Law Journal of India , 9 vols.

1904–1909 45.00

Moyle, J. C. Judgments and Rulings

in Criminal Appeals and Refer

ences to the Court of the Judicial

Commissioner and the Special

Court of Lower Burma, 1872–1892 .

Rangoon, 1894
17.50

Oudh Cases, 1892–1905. 8 vols... 50.00

Perry,Sir Erskine.Cases Illustrative of

Oriental Life and the application of

English Law to India , decided in

the Supreme Court at Bombay.
London , 1853 12.50

Revenue, Judicial and Police Journal

1863–65 . 5 vols . Calcutta ..... 17.50

Vol . 5 consists of 3 parts only , 224

pages without title .

Isle of Man .

Bluett. The Advocates Note Book :

being Notes and Minutes of Cases

heard and determined before the

Judicial Tribunals of the Isle of

Man . 1847 .. 12.50

The introduction contains a sketch of

Manx law from the fifteenth century to

1847

Jamaica .

Jamaica Law Reports. 1905 , 1906 .

2 vols . 10.00

Two parts of 1906 had been published

when the earthquake and fire destroyed

the publishers plant and all the accu

mulated stock . The publication has

not been continued .

Jersey.

A Code of Laws for the Island of

Jersey, 1771. Approved by the

Crown, March 28, 1771... 10.00

Mauritius.

Decisions of the Supreme Court,

Vice-Admiralty Court and Bank

ruptcy Court of Mauritius during

the years 1885 to 1894, 10 vols.

Bound in 5 25.00

Natal.

Finnemore, R. I. Notes and Digest of

the Principal Decisions of the

Supreme Court of the Colony of

Natal, in the years 1860 to 1867 .

5 vols . bound in 1. Very scarce.. 37.50

Native High Court, Reports of the

Decisions of the full court. Vols .

5 to 8 , 1904 to 1907 . 4 vols .

bound in 1 20.00

American Reports.

Arkansas. Martin, Thos. B. Decisions

in Equity, being Selected Cases

Decided in the Courts of the 1st

Chancery Dist , of Ark. 1895–1900 .

Little Rock , 1901 7.50

Indiana . Smith , T. L. Reports of

Cases in the Supreme Court of

Indiana , 1848–49. New Albany,

1850 12.50

Louisiana. Manning, T. C. Unre

ported Cases heard and deter

mined by the Supreme Court of

Louisiana, 1877-1880 . St. Louis ,

1884 5.00

Maine. Smith , F. 0. J. Reports of

Decisions in the Circuit Courts Mar

tial . Portland , 1831 10.00

Mass . Court Reports originally

published in the Boston Morning
Post , 1834 to 1837. Boston, 1837 10.00

Michigan. McGrath, John W. Man

damus Cases decided in the Su

preme Court, 1891-1897. Detroit,

1898 7.50

New York. Saratoga Chancery

Sentinel. 6 vols . bound in 1 .

Feb. , 1841 , to May, 1847 ..... 60.00

Notes of Chancery Cases under the title

" Chancery Sentinel," published as a

supplement to the Saratoga Sentinel.

Skillman's Police Reports. 1830. 37.50

This is certainly a curious volume.

Pennsylvania. Vaux Recorder's

Decisions . 1846 37.50

Penna . State Trials. 1794 . 10.00

This volume should be included in

all collections of Pennsylvania material.

Lehigh CountyLaw Journal. Vol.I.

Allentown, 1906. Out of print . 7.50

Wilcox , W. A. Lackawanna Co. Re

ports. 7.50

South Carolina. The Occasional Re

porter of Cases in the Courts of

Law and Equity, Reported by sev

eral gentlemen of the Charleston

Bar. Only one part published ,

title , 66 pp. 1 leaf. Pamphlet.... 12.50

1
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LEGAL PERIODICALS. National Bankruptcy Register, 19 vols. 1867–

The issue of Jones's Index to Legal Peri
1880 .

odicals (2 vols ., $20.00) has opened to re
New Hampshire Law Reporter, 1897–98.

New Jersey Law Journal, 32 vols. (Current.)

search all the treasures of essay and mono
1878–1909.

graph hitherto hidden away in the back
New York Monthly Law Bulletin , 5 vols .

volumes of periodicals which in their day 1878–1883.

recorded the investigations of leading lawyers. New York Legal Observer, 12 vols. 1842

The periodicals themselves have gone en
1854 .

tirely out of print, and complete sets can only
Ohio Weekly Law Bulletin , 54 vols . ( Current).

1876–1909 .

be made up with difficulty.
Pacific Coast Law Journal, 12 vols. 1876–

Lawyers are finding out how useful such 1884.

periodicals are, and the demand is increasing, Pennsylvania Law Journal, 11 vols . 1842

while the supply is decreasing.
1852 .

A comparison of our present stock with the Quarterly Law Review (Richmond), vol. 1 .

1860 .

lists which have been published in previous
Railway and Corporation Law Journal, 12

issues of Leg. Bib . will show how this material vols . 1887-1893 .

is . being absorbed . Each quarter the list Reporter, The,24 vols . 1876–1887.

grows shorter. Notwithstanding the fact that San Francisco Law Journal. 1877-1878 .

Southern Law Review , 11 vols . 1872–1883 .
it is becoming more and more difficult to

Southern Law Review , N. S. 1901-1902 .

procure complete sets , the price has not U. S. Law Intelligencer and Review , 3 vols .

materially advanced as yet , though an ad- 1829-30 .

vance must necessarily be made in the near Virginia Law Journal, 17 vols. 1877–1893.

future.
Virginia Law Register, 15 vols . (Current.)

1895–1910 .

We have in stock at this time the follow
Western Law Journal, 10 vols . 1843-1853.

ing sets which we will be pleased to price on Yale Law Journal, 19 vols . (Current.) 1891

application .
1910 . Short three numbers .

American Periodicals.
English , Scotch, Irish and British Colonial.

Albany Law Journal, 70 vols : 1870–1908 .
Canada Law Journal, 56 vols . (Current .)

American Bar Association Reports, 32 vols .
1855–1909.

1878–1908 .
Cape Law Times Reports, 19 vols. ( Current .)

1891-1906.

American Jurist, 28 vols . 1829–1843 .

American Law Journal (Hall) , 6 vols .
Cape and South African Law Journal, 25 vols .

1808

( Current). 1884–1909 .
1817.

Collectanea Juridica , 2 vols . 1790-92 .

American Law Magazine, 6 vols . 1843–1846 .
Commonwealth Law Review , 6 vols . 1903-9 .

American Law Register, 57 vols . ( Current.) Gray's Inn Journal, 2 vols . 1756 .

1852-1909 .
Journal of Jurisprudence, Edinburgh, 35 vols.

American Law Review . 43 vols . (Current.) 1857–91.

1866-1909.
Juridical Review , Scotch , 21 vols. (Current .)

Central Law Journal, 70 vols. (Current.) 1889-1909 .

1874–1910 . La Themis, Quebec , 5 vols . 1879-1883 .

Chicago Legal News, 42 vols . (Current .) Law Chronicle, Edinburgh , 4 vols. 1829-31 .

1869–1909 . Law Chronicle, London , 5 vols . 1854–58 .

X City Hall Recorder (Rogers ), 6 vols . 1816– Law Quarterly Review , 25 vols . ( Current .)

1820.
1885–1909.

Copp's Land Owner, 18 vols . in 6. 1874-1892.
Law Review , 23 vols . 1844–56 .

Criminal Law Magazine, 18 vols . 1880-1896 .
Monthly Law Digest and Reporter, Montreal,

Current Comment and Legal Miscellany, Property Lawyer, 15 vols .
1892-1893 .

1826–30 .

3 vols . 1889-91.

Scots Law Times, 19 vols. (Current.) 1892
Green Bag, 20 vols . (Current.) 1889–1908. 1909 .

Griffith's Law Register, 2 vols. 1822 .
Scottish Jurist, 46 vols . 1829–1873 .

Harvard Law Review , 23 vols . (Current.) Solicitors' Journal, 52 vols. (Current.) 1857

1887-1910 . 1908.

Insurance Law Jour., 38 vols. (Current.) French Sets .

1871-1909 . Journal du Palais . 1791-1893 , 93 vols . Réper

Journal of Law School, Taylor. 1822 . toire Général, 1791-1880, 18 vols . Juris

Kentucky Law Reporter, 32 vols . 1880–1908. prudence Administrative, 1813–1886 , 11

Law , The, Chicago, 2 vols. 1889–1890 .
vols. Lois et Décrets, 1845-1888, 10 vols .

Law Book News, 2 vols. 1895-1896 . 132 vols . Fine bindings .

Law Reporter, Boston , 27 vols . 1839-1866 . Revue Internationale du Droit Maritime.

Livingston's Law Magazine, 3 vols . 1853– 21 vols . 1886-1906 . Fine half calf bind

1856 . ings .
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Publications , & c. , of the Boston Book

Company

Publishers for the Comparatide Law Bureau of the American Bar Association ,

and for the Law School of the University of Pennsyloania .

RECENT

The Visigothic Code translated by Scott. ( American edition) . $ 5.00

The Earliest Revision of Laws of all States which were ever under Spanish rule.

Schouler on Wills and Administration ... 6.00

The reputation of the author, the excellence of the treatment, the fullness

of the notes, the approval of the courts, combine to render this work

standard

Nichols on the Power of Eminent Domain 5.00

" A model text-book, written by an expert."

Benton on the Lawyer's Official Oath and Office . 1.50

“ A condensed Code of Legal Ethics."

Stimson's Law of the Federal and State Constitutions 3.50

To master this compendium is to become a good constitutional lawyer.

Prof. James Bradley Thayer's Legal Essays (with portrait) 3.50

The last message of a great teacher and learned lawyer.

Korkunov's General Theory of Law 3.50

A profound but lucid analysis of legal principle.

Virginia Colonial Decisions. 2 vols..... 7.00

Of interest to all who own the Virginia Reports, or have historical tastes .

The German Civil Code translated by Loewy. (American

edition ) 5.00

This new Code is as notable for us as the Code Napoleon was a hundred

years ago .

Commercial Laws of the World . ( American edition)

Series of 25 vols . , in preparation

1

STANDARD

Bouvier's Law Dictionary ; revised by Rawle. Edition of

1897. 2 vols . ..... $12.00

The standard brief encyclopædia as well as Dictionary of the whole law .

Sheldon on Subrogation. 2d edition 5.00

The author is a judge of the Massachusetts Supreme Court.

Voorhees on Arrest... 2.00

A convenient and trustworthy manual.

Abbreviations Used in Law Books 1.50

Ames on Forgery , with illustrations 2.50

Arnould on Marine Insurance (English) . 8th edition.

15.00

Beal's Cardinal Rules of Legal Interpretation (English ).

2d edition .. 5.25

2 vols ..... .
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15.00
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work

6.25

20.00

Burge on Colonial Law. New edition ( English ). Vols . 1

and 2 ......

DeBecker's Civil Code of Japan. 3 vols....

Garland's New England Town Law

German Civil Code (another edition ). Translated into

English by Chung Hui Wang ...

Gray, Restraints on Alienation of Property . 2d edition ..

By Prof. John C. Gray, oi Harvard Law School.

Jenks' Digest of English Civil Law . 5 parts

Jones's Index to Legal Periodicals. 2 vols....

Renton and Phillimore's Colonial Laws and Courts (Eng

lish )

Roberts and Wallace on Employer's Liability. 4th edition .

(English ) ....

Snow's Treaties and Documents of American Diplomacy

Stephens' Commentaries. 15th edition (English) . 4 vols .

The lineal successor to Blackstone.

Stimson's American Statute Law . 2 vols.

Todd's Belgian Law (English )

Wessels' History of Roman - Dutch Law

Wigmore's Australian Ballot System

Wood on the Limitation of Actions. 3d edition ...

: 5.00

4.00

1.50

3.50

wyer.

t) 3.50

9.50

2.00

22.00

3.50

.. 7.00

tastes.
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14.00

7.50

10.00

1.50

6.50

5.00
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FOR LAW STUDENTS

of

1
... $12.00

ble lar.

5.00

Ewell's Essentials of the Law. 3 vols. $7.50 or $ 6.00

Vol. 1. The Essence of Blackstono $ 3.00 or $ 2.50

" 2. Pleading - Contracts - Equity 2.50 or 2.00

" 3. Evidence - Torts - Real Property 2.50 or 2.00

An excellent manual for preparation or review . The gist of leading
' text -books, with catchword captions.

Sold together or separately. Prices above are for sheep or cloth binding.

Irving Browne's Brief Manuals.

Browne on Domestic Relations $ 2.50 or $ 2.00

Browne's Elements of the Law of Sales . 2.50 or 2.00

Browne on Criminal Law 2.60 or 2.00

Best's Principles of the Law of Evidence 3.50

Chamberlayne's American Notes.

Heard's Equity Pleading, with Forms $ 2.50 or $2.00

Metcalf's Law of Contracts; Heard's Edition 3.50

Williams on Real Property ; Hutchins' edition.... 3.50

(We can still supply Schouler on Wills, 3d ed ., 1900, and Schoulor on

Executors, etc., 3d ed. , 1901 , at $ 3.50 each , for students who do not care

for the latest cases.)

2.00

1.50

2.50

3.
00

sh).



BOSTON BOOK CO. PUBLICATIONS, ETC.

LOCAL MASSACHUSETTS TREATISES

Bell's Penalties for Crime ..

Davis's Massachusetts Judiciary

Garland's Massachusetts Town Law

Grinnell's Notes on Pleading and Practice

Richardson's Equity Pleading and Practice

$1.50

2.50

2.50

2.50

2.00

REPORTS, DIGESTS, ETC.

' The Full Reprint of English Reports.

To comprise about 160 vols. 105 vols . now published . (Nearly out of

print.) Per volume..... $ 7.50

Legislation of the British Empire. 4 vols . Cloth .. $12.00

Mews' Digest of English Case Law . 16 vols...... 96.00

So full as to be almost a condensed edition of the English Reports

Mews' Digest of English Case Law . Supplement. 2 vols . 15.00

Supplement to “ The English Chancery Reports." 9 vols... 45.00

This supplement contains the important Vice - Chancellor's decisions,

which were not included in the old 69 vols. American reprint.

Talbot and Fort's Index of English Cases Judicially Noticed .

2d edition 9.50

Wood & Ritchie's Digest of English Cases Overruled, Ape

proved or Modified . 3 vols . 25.00

Reports of the Supreme Court of Liberia . Vol. 1 ....... 15.00

Australian Commonwealth Reports. 8 vols. already issued .

Per vol. 17.50

$ 3.00

3.00

PERIODICALS FOR WHICH WE ARE AGENTS.

American . The Green Bag (monthly) . Per annum ......

The leading American law magazine.

English. Law Quarterly Review . Per annum ...

Sir Frederic Pollock , editor.

Law Magazine and Review ( quarterly ). Per annum

The oldest English law magazine.

Scotch . Juridical Review . Per annum

Scots Law Times. Per annum

Contains reports of cases not elsewhere published.

5.00

3.50

7.50

FOREIGN LAW BOOKS.

Having direct correspondents in fourteen European

countries, we can price and furnish any law book of any

language, in any country, at short notice.

We sell all kinds of law books, new and second -hand.

Correspondence invited.

Address The Boston Book COMPANY

83 to 91 Francis St. , Fenway, Boston



LEADING MAGAZINES AT REDUCED PRICES

BY SPECIAL ARRANGEMENTS WITH THE PUBLISHERS WE ARE ABLE TO

MAKE SOME UNUSUALLY LOW PRICES ON MAGAZINE COMBINATIONS

GREEN BAG

CURRENT LITERATURE

LAW NOTES ..

Publisher's Price .

$3.00

3.00

1.00 Our Price for all three, $ 5.00

$7.00

$3.00GREEN BAG

JOURNAL OF CRIMINAL LAW AND

CRIMINOLOGY

LAW NOTES ..

3.00

1.00
Our Price for all three, $5.25

GREEN BAG

CURRENT LITERATURE

McCLURE'S

$7.00

$3.00

3.00

1.50 Our Price for all three, $ 5.60

$7.50

$3.00GREEN BAG

JOURNALOF CRIMINAL LAW AND

CRIMINOLOGY

CURRENT LITERATURE

3.00

3.00
Our Price for all three, $ 6.50

GREEN BAG

McCLURE'S

OUTLOOK .

$9.00

$3.00

1.50

3.00 Our Price for all three, $ 6.85

GREEN BAG

SCRIBNER'S

MCCLURE'S

$7.50

$3.00

3.00

1.50 Our Price for all three, $ 6.85

GREEN BAG

OUTLOOK

CURRENT LITERATURE

$7.50

$3.00

3.00

3.00 Our Price for all three, $ 7.50

GREEN BAG

SCRIBNER'S

CURRENT LITERATURE

$9.00

$3.00

3.00

3.00 Our Price for all three, $ 7.50

GREEN BAG

OUTLOOK

JOURNAL OF CRIMINAL LAW AND

CRIMINOLOGY

$9.00

$3.00

3.00

Our Price for all three, $7.75
3.00

GREEN BAG

HARPER'S ..

CURRENT LITERATURE

$9.00

$3.00

4.00

3.00 Our Price for all three, $ 8.00

GREENBAG
ATLANTIC

CURRENT LITERATURE

$ 10.00

$3.00

4.00

3.00 Our Price for all three, $8.35

GREEN BAG

HARPER'S .

ATLANTIC

$ 10.00

$3.00 )

4.00

4.00 Our Price for all three, $10.10

$ 11.00

ADDRESS ORDERS TO

THE GREEN BAG
BROOKLINE, BOSTON, MASS.



NEW 1910

SCHOULER

ON

WILLS AND ADMINISTRATION

IN ONE VOLUME, $6.00

A NEW WORK founded on the third edition of Schouler on Wills

and the third edition of Schouler on Executors and Administrators.

These two volumes, amplified and thoroughly brought down to

date, have been consolidated into one volume.

There is copious citation of verified cases in the foot-notes,

making a reliable treatise for practitioners, tested in twenty - five

years' use by courts and bar.

Contents

BOOK I. THE LAW OF WILLS. BOOK II. THE LAW OF EXEOU .

TORS AND ADMINISTRATORS.

Part I.

Part I. Introductory Chapter.

Nature and Origin of Testamentary Part II. Appointment and Quali

Disposition . fication of Executors and

Administrators.

Part II . Capacity and Incapacity Part III. Assets and the Inven

to Make a Will.
tory .

Part IV . General Powers, Duties

Part III. Formal Requisites of a and Liabilities of Executors

Wiu . and Administrators as

to Personal Assets.

Part IV . Revocation, Alteration
Part V. Payments and Distribu

and Republication of Wills. tion .

Part VI. General Powers, Duties

Part V. Wills Upon Valuable Con and Liabilities of Executors

sideration . and Administrators es

to Real Estate,

Part VI. Construction of Wills .
Part VII . Accounting and Allow

Appendix . ances. Appendix.

This is the best and latest work on a most important topic.

PUBLISHED BY THE BOSTON BOOK Co.

83 To 91 FRANCIS ST. , FENWAY, BOSTON
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The Commercial Laws

of the World

COMPRISING

The Mercantile, Bills of Exchange, Bankruptcy and Maritime Laws

of all Civilized Nations, together with an Account of

Trade Customs and of Civil Procedure.

American Edition

35 Volumes , price , $9.00 each

Volume I

The Argentine Republic
To be published March, 1911

THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY

are the sole agents for the United States

FOR THE

GERMAN, FRENCH, SPANISH AND

AMERICAN EDITIONS

SEE PAGE 4
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In 15 Leg. Bib . N. S. (Jan. , 1903) , we

published a tentative bibliography of Black

stone's Commentaries , giving dates of all the

editions mentioned in the catalogues and

bibliographies accessible to us.

As the bare list of editions and dates in

that list filled four columns, there was no

space at the time for comment. Many

interesting facts have since come to light ,

in which our readers may be interested .

In what we have here to say , we assume

that they have before them the 1903 list and

also the Preface to Hammond's Edition of

Blackstone, which gives a bibliography not

so complete, but more in detail , so far as it

goes.

Blackstone himself , in the preface to his

first edition , says that “ his original plan took

its rise in the year 1753." It was November 6 ,

1753 , that he delivered his first lecture at

Oxford , " for the promotion of the Study of

the Law . " This private undertaking was

greatly promoted by the will of Mr. Viner ,

who died in 1756 leaving all the proceeds of

his “ Abridgment" for the foundation of the

Vinerian professorship at Oxford , to which

Blackstone appointed , thus getting

motive and leisure for the studies and lectures

which led up to the commentaries. It is

interesting in this connection to note that

Viner produced the first edition of his monu

mental “ Abridgment of the English Law " at

his own home and his own expense , printing

it there on specially made paper with his own

watermark .

The first publication leading up to Black

stone's Commentaries was his “ Analysis of

the Laws of England" issued in 1756 anony

mously, but afterwards acknowledged by the

author. Of this foreshadowing tract , six

editions were published , five before the

appearance of the Commentaries, one later .

In 1765 , twelve years after his opening

lecture and nine after his tentative Analysis,

Book 1 of the Commentaries was issued in

a large quarto volume, with fair page and

broad margins, at the Clarendon Press ,

Oxford . The date of the preface was No

vember 2 , 1765. Book II followed the next

year, together with second edition

Book I. Two years later, in 1768 , Book III

was published , with which came
a third

edition of Book I and a third also of Book II ,

a second edition of the latter having appeared

in the meanwhile, in 1767 . No second or

third edition of Book III was issued . Book IV

came out first in 1769. No second or third

edition of this volume was ever issued . A

collection of first editions would therefore

bear date 1765, 1766 , 1768 , 1769 , though many

old quarto sets are found , including with the

first editions of Book III and IV , second or

third editions of Books I and II .

In 1770 all four volumes were issued to

gether, called the fourth edition.

Before the union of England and Ireland ,

the English copyright laws did not hold in

Ireland . Enterprising publishers in Dublin

seized chances to reproduce popular

English books for profit, usually in very

inferior style, and by the year 1771 the

success of the Commentaries had become so

great that they were “ pirated ” in Dublin in

small octavo form as the fourth edition.

This imitation evidently annoyed the

English publishers, but its octavo form

apparently suggested convenience of handling,

for the fifth edition , appearing at Oxford

in 1773 , was octavo .

The sixth edition was published in London

by Strahan in quarto form , followed in octavo

again at Oxford by the seventh and eighth .

Then , after the issue of the eighth edition

at Oxford , came a sixth edition in London ,

printed " by his Majesty's Law Printers,"

not for Strahan but for rival publishers. Why

sixth is not explained , and is not evident . The

numeration was ignored in subsequent edi

tions. This is the first puzzle of the bibli

ography.

The ninth edition known as Burn's , " with

the last corrections of the author," was

published in London in 1783 , as were all

later English editions. It was the first

annotated edition , though the notes

very meagre . It was “ printed for" W.

Strahan and others. Strahan's editions were

apparently the regular series through the

perplexing rivalries which followed .
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The English copyright, inoperative in again , apparently from the same plates

Ireland, appears to have elapsed early in though with different publishers , in 1823 .

England . In 1786 , a tenth edition , anony- Then the sixteenth edition was brought

mous and without notes , in mean little out in the regular series in 1825 by Strahan ,

volumes, appeared in London with an imprint who evidently ignored all rivals . This time

of rival publishers, not the same , however, the notes were by John Taylor Coleridge. The

with those of the rival sixth edition . In volumes were issued in irregular order , the

the next year , 1787 , came a tenth edition third coming first and the first last .

again , this time in the regular series published In 1826 a " new edition ," not numbered ,

by Strahan , edited by Burns and Williams , appeared with notes by Chitty, fathered by a

but showing no signs as yet of the incubus of group of publishers not in the regular succes

notes which was The eleventh sion. Was this treated as the seventeenth

edition in 1791 was much the same. edition , which does not elsewhere appear ?

With the twelfth edition of the regular Whoever has a copy of what law cata

series , 1793–5 , came a change. Christian , lec- logues mention “ Petersdorff's Supple

turer on the Laws of England at Cambridge , ment to Vol. 3 of the seventeenth edition,"

at first intending, as he says in his preface , may be able by inspection to answer this

not only to add notes but to supplement query .

Blackstone in a fifth volume, was persuaded Sweet , the new publisher, here comes in

by his publishers to make the notes only for with another eighteenth edition , edited by

an edition to be published in parts, each Lee and others , 1829 ; whereupon , in 1830,

illustrated by the portrait of a distinguished other publishers bring out a seventeenth

lawyer. The preface to the edition states edition with Christian's notes again , enlarged

that “ the pages of the former editions are and continued by the editor of Warton's

preserved in the margin , ” but Sir Frederick " History of English Poetry,” whoever he may

Pollock says in the Law Quarterly Review , have been .

October, 1906 ( Vol. 22 , p . 356) , that this is Sweet , having got well into the running

incorrect , through the gradual dislocation of by now , published in 1836 the nineteenth

the earlier pagination by the insertion of edition by Hovenden ; but five years later

footnotes , and that owners of editions earlier another publisher, Spettigue, brings out

than the tenth cannot safely use their copies the twentieth edition with notes by Stewart.

for the purpose of making references. The date of the full edition is 1841 , although

During this period several pirated editions the different volumes appeared separately

appeared in Dublin , ceasing with the Union in 1839 , 1840 and 1841. Stewart's second

in 1799, only to be succeeded by piracies in
edition followed in 1844 and a twenty -third

America , of which more may be said in edition of Blackstone by Stewart in 1854 .

another article . Kerr's Blackstone appeared first in 1857 ,

The thirteen portraits were repeated in the Stephen's Commentaries, a phase of Black

thirteenth edition in 1800. The fourteenth stone with the editor looming larger than the

and fifteenth editions of the regular series author , began in 1841 , and still hold the

appeared rapidly , in 1803 and 1809. In 1811 market. There have been various other

came Reed's rival " new edition " without successors or adaptations, but the numbered

number, edited by Archbold , and in 1813 a
series of editions of Blackstone's Commen

small anonymous edition of the Commentaries taries ceased with the twenty -third.

in Bell's “ Legal Classics" series , calling itself In the April Leg. Bib. we hope to give an

a " pure and classical edition," with “ a enumeration of the various portraits of

copious index, digested upon an entirely new Blackstone which have appeared in editions

plan ." of his Commentaries.

Here a jar upon the regular CHARLES C. SOU'LE .

sequence of editions, for the next one to

appear (the last numbered edition having BLACKSTONE'S WORKS.

been the fifteenth ), seems to have been
We have on hand a large number of the various

Sweet's eighteenth edition , with notes by editions of Blackstone , and invite correspondence

Williams, 1821-2 . This edition was printed as to your wants.

Occurs
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At the meeting of the Association of Ameri
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can Law Schools, held at Chattanooga last

summer, a proposal was made that the Asso

ciation appoint a committee to arrange for

Published Quarterly for Gratuitous Distribution by the publication of a series of translations of

continental master works on jurisprudence

THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY and the philosophy of law.

The work has virtually been already begun

83 to 91 Francis Street, Fenway
by the publication late last year of a transla

tion of Professor Korkunov's Theory of Law

and the early publication of a translation of

BOSTON , MASS . Professor Gareis's Juristic Survey. But

this task can be carried out more systematic

ally, judiciously and rapidly by a committee

charged with the duty of selecting the com
CHARLES C. SOULE . panion masterpieces and of securing trans

President. lators.

The need of the Series is so obvious as
FRANK E. CHIPMAN ,

hardly to need advocacy . We are on the

Treasurer and Managing Direclor .
threshold of a long period of construction

IMRI L. McCLOUD ,
readjustment and restatement of our law

Manager Law Dep't.
in almost every department . We come to the

task , as a profession, almost wholly untrained

in the technique of legal analysis and legal

science in general. Many teachers , and scores

ANNOUNCEMENT. of students and practitioners , must first be

come thoroughly familiar with the world's

methods of juristic thought . As a first prepa

Mr. Charles C. Soule has been President of ration for the coming years of that kind of

the Boston Book Company since its incorpora- | activity, it is the part of wisdom first to

familiarize ourselves with what has been

tion in 1889. For the last three years he has also done by the great modern thinkers abroad .

been Treasurer. Because of ill health he finds it Our own law must of course be worked out

necessary to resign this latter office, though he ultimately by our own thinkers; but they

will still be President of the company. must first be equipped with the state of

Mr. Frank E. Chipman , who has been con
learning in the world to date .

How far from " impracticable " this field of
nected with the company since March , 1895 , and thought and research really is has been

its Managing Director since January, 1908, has illustrated very recently in the Federal

been elected Treasurer. He will in future have
Supreme Court, where the opposing opinions

direction of the finances of the company, in addi
turned in a great case (Griffin v . Fairmont

Coal Co. ) upon the respective conceptions
tion to his management of administrative de- of " law ” in the abstract , and where Professor

tails in all other branches of the business . Gray's recent work on “ The Nature and

Mr. Frederick W. Faxon, who has been con
Sources of the Law ” was quoted and supplied

direct material for judicial decision.
nected with the company since 1889 , and who A committee of five was appointed , con

for the last fifteen years has successfully man- sisting of Prof. John H. Wigmore, chairman ,

aged the Library Department of the company , and Profs . Roscoe Pound, Ernst Freund,

has been elected one of the Directors of the com E. G. Lorenzen and C. H. Huberich . A

contract has been made by the committee
pany.

and The Boston Book Company for the

Mr. Frank E. Sweetser, Attorney-at-Law , of publication of this series .

New York City, has also been elected a Director As a part of this series will be included

of the company.
Korkunov's Theory of Law and Gareis's

Science of Law , already selected and pub
Mr. I. Homer Sweetser, who is one of the

lished by this company, but adopted by the

original incorporators and directors and who has committee. The remaining books will be

been Clerk of the corporation, will continue to selected by the committee , not to exceed ten

act in that capacity .
So far, however, only Ihering's

Zweck im Recht and Kohler's Philosophie

of Law, have been selected and sent to the

translators .

April Leg . Bib . The number will be issued The books comprised in this series will

shortly before our annual stocktaking and it be bound uniformly in a black buckram , will

will contain offers of good things at the right contain from 400 to 600 pages each , and , if

prices , items that are needed by the various possible, will be sold at a uniform price of
libraries to fill gaps . $3.50 each .
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The English copyright, inoperative in again , apparently from the same plates

Ireland , appears to have elapsed early in though with different publishers , in 1823 .

England. In 1786 , a tenth edition , anony- Then the sixteenth edition was brought

mous and without notes , in mean little
out in the regular series in 1825 by Strahan ,

volumes, appeared in London with an imprint who evidently ignored all rivals . This time

of rival publishers , not the same , however, the notes were by John Taylor Coleridge . The

with those of the rival sixth edition , In volumes were issued in irregular order , the

the next year, 1787 , came a tenth edition i third coming first and the first last .

again , this time in the regular series published In 1826 a “ new edition ," not numbered ,

by Strahan , edited by Burns and Williams , appeared with notes by Chitty, fathered by a

but showing no signs as yet of the incubus of group of publishers not in the regular succes

notes which was to come . The eleventh sion . Was this treated as the seventeenth

edition in 1791 was much the same. edition , which does not elsewhere appear ?

With the twelfth edition of the regular Whoever has a copy of what law cata .

series , 1793–5 , came a change. Christian , lec- logues mention as “ Petersdorff's Supple

turer on the Laws of England at Cambridge, ment to Vol . 3 of the seventeenth edition ,"

at first intending, as he says in his preface, may be able by inspection to answer this

not only to add notes but to supplement query.

Blackstone in a fifth volume , was persuaded Sweet , the new publisher , here comes in

by his publishers to make the notes only for with another eighteenth edition, edited by

an edition to be published in parts, each Lee and others , 1829 ; whereupon , in 1830 ,

illustrated by the portrait of a distinguished other publishers bring out a seventeenth

lawyer. The preface to the edition states edition with Christian's notes again, enlarged

that “ the pages of the former editions are and continued by the editor of Warton's

preserved in the margin," but Sir Frederick “ History of English Poetry, " whoever he may

Pollock says in the Law Quarterly Review , have been .

October , 1906 ( Vol. 22 , p . 356 ) , that this is Sweet , having got well into the running

incorrect, through the gradual dislocation of by now , published in 1836 the nineteenth

the earlier pagination by the insertion of edition by Hovenden ; but five years later

footnotes, and that owners of editions earlier another publisher, Spettigue , brings out

than the tenth cannot safely use their copies the twentieth edition with notes by Stewart.

for the purpose of making references . The date of the full edition is 1841 , although

During this period several pirated editions
the different volumes appeared separately

appeared in Dublin , ceasing with the Union in 1839 , 1840 and 1841. Stewart's second

in 1799 , only to be succeeded by piracies in
edition followed in 1844 and a twenty -third

America, of which more may be said in edition of Blackstone by Stewart in 1854.

another article . Kerr's Blackstone appeared first in 1857 ,

The thirteen portraits were repeated in the Stephen's Commentaries, a phase of Black

thirteenth edition in 1800. The fourteenth stone with the editor looming larger than the

and fifteenth editions of the regular series
author, began in 1841 , and still hold the

appeared rapidly, in 1803 and 1809. In 1811 market. There have been various other

came Reed's rival " new edition " without successors or adaptations , but the numbered

number, edited by Archbold , and in 1813 a
series of editions of Blackstone's Commen

small anonymous edition of the Commentaries
taries ceased with the twenty-third.

in Bell's “ Legal Classics" series , calling itself In the April Leg. Bib. we hope to give an

a " pure and classical edition ," with " a enumeration of the various portraits of

copious index, digested upon an entirely new Blackstone which have appeared in editions

plan . ” of his Commentaries.

Here occurs a jar upon the regular CHARLES C. SOLLE.

sequence of editions , for the next one to

appear (the last numbered edition having BLACKSTONE'S WORKS.

been the fifteenth ) , seems to have been
We have on hand a large number of the various

Sweet's eighteenth edition , with notes by editions of Blackstone , and invite correspondence

Williams, 1821-2 . This edition was printed as to your wants.
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At the meeting of the Association of Ameri

VOL. IV OCTOBER, 1910 NO . 4
can Law Schools, held at Chattanooga last

summer, a proposal was made that the Asso

ciation appoint a committee to arrange for
Published Quarterly for Gratuitous Distribution by the publication of a series of translations of

continental master works on jurisprudence

THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY and the philosophy of law.

The work has virtually been already begun

83 to 91 Francis Street, Fenway
by the publication late last year of a transla

tion of Professor Korkunov's Theory of Law

and the early publication of a translation of

BOSTON, MASS . Professor Gareis's Juristic Survey . But

this task can be carried out more systematic

ally, judiciously and rapidly by a committee

charged with the duty of selecting the com
CHARLES C. SOULE, panion masterpieces and of securing trans

President.
lators.

The need of the Series is so obvious as

FRANK E. CHIPMAN , hardly to need advocacy. We are on the

Treasurer and Managing Director.
threshold of a long period of construction

IMRI L. McCLOUD ,
readjustment and restatement of our law

in almost every department . Wecome to the
Manager Law Dept.

task , as a profession, almost wholly untrained

in the technique of legal analysis and legal

science in general . Many teachers , and scores

ANNOUNCEMENT. of students and practitioners, must first be

come thoroughly familiar with the world's

methods of juristic thought . As a first prepa
Mr. Charles C. Soule has been President of ration for the coming years of that kind of

the Boston Book Company since its incorpora- activity, it is the part of wisdom first to

familiarize ourselves with what has been

tion in 1889. For the last three years he has also done by the great modern thinkers abroad .

been Treasurer. Because of ill health he finds it Our own law must of course be worked out

necessary to resign this latter office, though he ultimately by our own thinkers; but they

will still be President of the company. must first be equipped with the state of

Mr. Frank E. Chipman , who has been con
learning in the world to date.

How far from “ impracticable ” this field of
nected with the company since March , 1895 , and thought and research really is has been

its Managing Director since January, 1908 , has illustrated very recently in the Federal

been elected Treasurer. He will in future have Supreme Court , where the opposing opinions

direction of the finances of the company, in addi
turned in a great case (Griffin v . Fairmont

Coal Co. ) upon the respective conceptions
tion to his management of administrative de- of " law " in the abstract, and where Professor

tails in all other branches of the business . Gray's recent work on “ The Nature and

Mr. Frederick W. Faxon , who has been con
Sources of the Law ” was quoted and supplied

nected with the company since 1889 , and who
direct material for judicial decision .

A committee of five was appointed , con

for the last fifteen years has successfully man- sisting of Prof. John H. Wigmore, chairman,

aged the Library Department of the company, and Profs . Roscoe Pound, Ernst Freund ,

has been elected one of the Directors of the com
E. G. Lorenzen and C. H. Huberich . A

contract has been made by the committee
pany.

and The Boston Book Company for the

Mr. Frank E. Sweetser , Attorney-at -Law , of publication of this series .

New York City, has also been elected a Director As a part of this series will be included

of the company. Korkunov's Theory of Law and Gareis's

Science of Law , already selected and pub

Mr. I. Homer Sweetser, who is one of the lished by this company, but adopted by the

original incorporators and directors and who has committee . The remaining books will be

been Clerk of the corporation , will continue to selected by the committee , not to exceed ten

act in that capacity .
So far , however, only Ihering's

Zweck im Recht and Kohler's Philosophie

of Law, have been selected and sent to the

translators .

April Leg . Bib . The number will be issued The books comprised in this series will

shortly before our annual stocktaking and it be bound uniformly in a black buckram , will
will contain offers of good things at the right contain from 400 to 600 pages each , and, if

prices, items that are needed by the various possible , will be sold at a uniform price of
libraries to fill gaps . $ 3.50 each .
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SOUTH EUROPE.

32. Spain .

33. Portugal, Greece.

34. Italy, San Marino.

35. Roumania.

Each volume of the American edition will

have an index.

The publishers have appointed The Boston

Book Company as their sole agents for the

sale in the United States, not only of the

American edition of this great work, but

also for the sale of the German , French and

Spanish editions .

All sets will be supplied in future through

this company and all orders must be filed

with it in order to procure prompt delivery.

Advance orders are solicited .

THE COMMERCIAL LAWS OF

THE WORLD .

COMPRISING

The Mercantile, Bills of Exchange,

Bankruptcy and Maritime Laws of all
Civilized Nations , together with an

Account of Trade Customs and of Civil

Procedure .

In this great work , which is the most important.

legal undertaking of the century , the whole of the

world's commercial laws will for the first time be

made accessible in the English language. On the

left -hand pages will be printed the laws in the

original languages and opposite them will be printed

the English translation.

The work has been compiled and the commentaries

written by some of the foremost jurists of the

nations, and the translations are mostly being done

by English lawyers under the general editorship of

Mr. William Bowstead , the well - known commercial

counsel .

The American edition will be sold exclusively

by The Boston Book Company.

The Laws will be contained in 35 volumes, price

$ 9.00 net each , handsomely bound in leather. It

is expected that the first volume will be ready early

in 1911, and every effort will be made to publish a
volume a month .

It is proposed , when the work is completed , to

issue a Commercial Law Annual which will record

the changes in the world's laws and so make the

work of permanent value.

PROBABLE DISTRIBUTION OF

VOLUMES.

SOUTH AMERICA.

Vol .

1. Argentine Republic and Uru

guay.

2 . Colombia .

3. Venezuela, Ecuador.

4 . Brazil.

5 . Peru , Bolivia .

6 . Chile , Paraguay.

NORTH AND CENTRAL AMERICA.

7-8 . United States of America .

9 . Mexico, Guatemala , Cuba .

10 . San Salvador, Dominica, Nicara

gua .

11 . Costa Rica, Honduras, Panama.

AFRICA AND ASIA .

12. Egypt, Morocco, Liberia , China,

Japan, Siam .

NORTH & N.-W. EUROPE.

Vol .

13-14 . Great Britain & Ireland .

15-18 . British Possessions and Protect

orates .

19 . Sweden , Norway.

20 . Denmark , Scandinavia .

CENTRAL EUROPE.

21 . France , Monaco .

22 . Belgium , Luxemburg.

23. Netherlands and Dutch East

Indies .

24-26 . German Empire.

27 . Austria .

28. Hungary .

29. Switzerland , Bulgaria , Turkey.

EAST EUROPE .

30. Russia , Poland.

31 . Finland, Servia , Montenegro .

LEGAL PERIODICALS.

Since the publication of Jones's Index to

Legal Periodicals some years ago thousands

of such articles have been readily accessible ,

and many cases have been won and countless

hours of research have been saved by the use

of this in connection with the periodicals.

Much good law , many excellent monographs

on legal questions , many thorough annotations

of great decisions, can be found in the bound

volumes and sets of the best law periodicals.

In them are hundreds of articles in which legal

authors , professors in law schoools , lawyers in

large practice and judges on the bench have

embodied years of thought and research . Many

such men , too busy to prepare a full treatise,
have recorded in a magazine article the gist

of a course of lectures , of a series of decisions

or of a lengthy brief - the ripe fruit of their

professional experience. Often the searcher

can find in such an article a more thorough and

satisfactory discussion of principle than in
any text -book .

Jones's Index covers not only 2,355 volumes

of legal periodicals, but in addition covers

5,064 volumes of general periodicals , in so far

as they contain articles relating to law, legisla

tion , political science, economics, sociology

and legal biography, which makes this work

a valuable, in fact an almost indispensable,

addition to your reference library .

JONES'S INDEX TO LEGAL PERIODICALS.

2 vols. Half Morocco, $ 20.00 .

Vol. 3 . 1899 to 1910.

We have in preparation a third volume which

will index all legal periodicals and bar asso

ciations reports published since, and not in

cluded in , the two volumes of Jones now pub

lished , as well as the articles in the general

periodicals relating to law and kindred subjects.

We hope to have the manuscript ready for

the press by August 1 , 1911 , so that the volume

can be published during the fall of this year.

It will be bound in half morocco , uniform

with the other volumes, and the price will be
$ 10.00 .
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The indexes will be cumulative so that

reference to this last Annual Supplement will

disclose all legislation since 1910.

The books sold in the

BINDING. United States will be

bound in the best law

buckram . Volumes will be bound on order in

half calf at $1.00 per volume extra .

The Boston Book Com

AGENTS.
pany will have the ex

clusive sale of this work

in the United States and all orders should

be sent to it to insure prompt delivery.

ADVANCE ORDERS ARE SOLICITED.
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THE STATUTES OF ENGLAND

A new (Sixth ) and greatly enlarged and

improved edition of

CHITTY'S STATUTES

Containing every statute of practical

utility nowin force, from Magna Charta

to 1910, inclusive.

16 volumes, buckram , $6.00 each.

First volume ready in April, 1911 .

Since the publication of the
PLAN.

fifth edition sixteen
years

ago , about 400 acts have been

wholly or partially repealed or amended , 800

new acts have been passed , and about 14,000

cases interpreting acts have been decided .

The fifth edition cited comparatively few

cases , but the new edition will refer to every

important case which affects the interpre
tation of a statute .

The acts are

CLASSIFICATION.
grouped under

subject head .

ings. Cross-references are abundant , and ,

where necessary , acts have been printed under

two or more headings.

The classification follows Mews' Digest of

English Case Law, and references are given

to the columns where cases cited are digested

in that work. Thus the two works can be

used together, and the examination of case

and statute law greatly simplified. A date

is added to each case , as well as references to

the Reports.

Statutory Rules are printed and annotated
when necessary.

The new edition is under

EDITORS.
the general editorship of

Mr. W. H. Aggs, Bar

rister-at-Law , the editor of the Annual

Statutes, assisted by R. K. Chappell,

Inner Temple ; A. R. Kennedy, Lincoln's

Inn ; E. W. Lavington , Inner Temple ; H.

W. Law, Inner Temple ; J. W. Ross-Brown,

Gray's Inn and Middle Temple, and N. W.

Sibley, Lincoln's Inn .

The editor and

PUBLICATION.
printers are under

contract to produce

a volume a month and subscribers should

receive all the Statutes on their shelves in

sixteen months from the delivery of the first

volume , which the publishers expect to issue

during April , 1911 .

These
ANNUAL SUPPLEMENTS .

will be

paged

on from year to year until thick enough to be

bound in a permanent volume .

RHODE ISLAND ACTS AND RESOLVES.

April, 1861 .

A New Authorized Printing by

The Boston Book Company.

In arranging for a facsimile reprint of this

scarce modern session , we found that the

laws of this session, as first published, did not

correspond with the original laws on file in the

Secretary of State's office .

A new printing seemed desirable and

authority was given to make one, so as to

correct mistakes .

The following certificate was executed and

a copy appears in the new printing:-

Secretary of State's Office.

Providence , R. I. , November 15 , 1910 .

I certify that the acts and resolves printed

in this pamphlet are true copies of the originals

on file in this office, except Chapter 375 , of

which the original cannot be found , but which

is a true and verbatim copy of that chapter as

first printed in the state edition of the “ Acts

and Resolves passed at a Special Session held

in Providence , April , 1861. '

J. FRED. PARKER,

(Seal) Secretary of State.

Only a limited number of copies of this

session have been printed and the type has

been distributed . The price is $2.50 per

copy.
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OTHER FACSIMILE REPRINTS.

Illinois . Private Laws, Fifth Assembly ,

December , 1826. 43 pp. $ 12.50.

Michigan . Laws of the Territory, adopted

by the Legislative Board , 1821-1823 . 40 pp .

$7.50.

New Hampshire. Private Acts , November

Session , 1836. Pp . ( 291 ) to 366 , index (2 pp . )

$ 10.00 .

New Hampshire. Private Acts, June Ses

sion, 1837. Pp . (335) to 386, index (2 pp. )

$7.50.

Massachusetts. Laws passed at a Session

in April , 1821. Pp . (563 ) to 565. $2.50.
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UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA LAW This first commercial code was not adapt

SCHOOL SERIES.
able to Japanese business conditions ; it

confounded the public and private law , and

Each volume in this series has been made
its provisions were contradictory to those

of the Japanese Civil Code .
a publication of the School of Law of the

University of Pennsylvania , by a vote of the
The present code , now first translated into

Law Faculty. The authors are connected
English, was promulgated in 1899. It is

with the school as members of the teaching
based mainly on the German Commercial

Code of 1897. With the enforcement of

force, fellows, or graduate students.

The object of the University is to promote
the present code, the first commercial code

the scientific study of legal problems was abolished , except the law of bankruptcy ,
which is still in force.

historical and practical, and to assist in the

improvement of the law.
The Commercial Code of Japan , of 1899 ,

contains six hundred and eighty -nine articles ,
ALREADY PUBLISHED. divided as follows: --

I. THE COMMERCIAL CODE OF Book 1. Of Commerce in General .

JAPAN , by Yang Yin Hang, buckram , Book II . Business Associations .

$3.50 . Book III. Commercial Transactions .

II . THE EARLY COURTS OF PENN- Book IV . Negotiable Paper .

SYLVANIA , by William H. Loyd , Book V. Marine Commerce.

buckram, $3.50 .

IN PREPARATION. The Early Courts of Pennsylvania .

PARTNERSHIPS. A Study in Theories, This is a clear and concise statement of

Statutes and Cases Apropos of the the origin and growth of the courts and their

Proposed Uniform Partnership Act , jurisdiction based directly on the statutes

byJames B. Lictenberger. and archives of the commonwealth .

SOÚRCES OF ENGLISH LAW ,by George - For more than two hundred years the courts
F. Deiser . of province and state have administered

EMPLOYER'S LIABILITY ACTS, by justice to the inhabitants of Pennsylvania.

James T. Carey . Created under the peculiar conditions sur

rounding the foundation of the colony , sub

Publishers for the University .
jected to numerous legislative experiments,

their organization and practice present many

THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY. peculiarities that can only be understood by

a reference to their history .

The Commercial Code of Japan . CONTENTS.

The author is a graduate in law of the Chap. I. The Courts in the Seventeenth

Waseda University , Tokyo , Japan , and Century .

Master of Law , University of Pennsylvania. Chap. II. The Courts in the Eighteenth

The object of the work is not merely to Century Prior to the Revolution.

give in English the commercial law of Japan , Chap. III. The Courts from the Revo

but to increase our knowledge of and interest lution to the Revision of the Civil Code.

in the commercial codes of the civil law . Chap. IV . Equity in Pennsylvania.

Commercial law as a separate branch of Chap . V. The Registrar's Court and the

the greater body of civil law began to assume Orphans' Court.

doctrinal distinctness in mediæval times, Chap. VI . The Laying Out and Opening

though the origin of maritime law may be of Roads by Viewers .

traced to Phænicia , Cathage , Greece and These volumes

other ancient countries along the Mediter
are uniformly and dis

tinctively bound in buckram and sell for
ranean coast , whence provisions for commer

$3.50 each .

cial paper, general average and the liability

of the master of a ship found their way to
AUSTRALIA .

the Roman law .

Japan is the first Oriental nation to adopt COMMONWEALTH LAW REPORTS.

the Occidental Law.

In 1880 , the Japanese government employed
These reports contain the decisions of the

a German to compile a commercial code. This
High Court of Australia . Nine volumes in ten

was promulgated in 1890, and is known as
books are now ready. Some of these have gone

the First Japanese Commercial Code. In out of print . Secure sets while they are available.

compiling this code different foreign commer
Correspondence is invited .

cial codes were consulted, especially the

German Code of 1861, the French Code of
SPECIALTY OF SCARCE BOOKS.

1808 , the Italian Code of 1865 and the

Spanish Code of 1830. The German compiler In addition to selling new law books of all

naturally took many provisions from the old kinds we pay especial attention to books

German Code, yet the fact that the code which are difficult to get through the ordinary

included the law of bankruptcy and of bills channels of the book trade.

and notes, showed the influence of the French Send us a list of your wants of treatises,

system . legal periodicals , session laws and reports.

1
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JURISPRUDENCE AND PHILOSOPHY CONTENTS.

OF LAW SERIES. SYSTEMATIC SURVEY OF THE LAW :

Part I. Law and its Sources . Part II .

Systematic Classification of the Law :

A series of translations of continental ( a )Civil or Private Law ; The System

masterworks on jurisprudence and philosophy of Civil Law in Detail . ( b) Public Law ;

of law, adopted or selected by a committee Public Law of the State . International

of the American Association of Law Schools. Law . Supplement to Private and Pub

lic Law : Special Law of Profession and

I. GENERAL THEORY OF LAW. By Position, Methodology of Legal Science .

Prof. N. M. Korkunov , University of St. Appendix.

Petersburg , translated from the Russian by

Prof. W. G. Hastings , University of

Nebraska . “ A book to think through , not merely to

CONTENTS.
read through ."

INTRODUCTION. BOOK I. Concep

tions of Law. BOOK II . Objective It is the purpose of this translation to make

and Subjective Sides of Law . Book available one more important contribution to

III . Social Conditions of Legal De- legal science from a rich storehouse too little

velopment . BOOK IV. Positive Law.
drawn upon .

The Juristic Survey of Dr. Gareis is one of the

most serviceable and one of the best known on

The theories in chief which underlie the European continent , of this class of works ; and

worldwide reasoning are all present and
this is the first complete translation that has up

to this time been made of such a work .

are touched uponin an original and straight A knowledge of the works of specialists in founda
forward way. tion studies will be especially necessary in dealing

in a permanent way with the stupendous accumu

From the Oxford (England ) Magazine, of No
lation of judicial detritus which threatens our

vember 24 , 1910:
entire legal system with a menace not to be under

estimated .

" The general theory of the law is a prescribed
One has but to look about him in current legal

subject both in the Honor School of Jurisprudence
literature, and to observe how much use (or misuse )

and in the examination for the B.C.L. Degree,
has been made and is making of Hastie's translation

and yet the theories of the law usually studied by of extracts from a bygone German legal philo

candidates for these examinationshavebutlittle osphical literature, to perceive a similar need in legal

generality about them . We study our own writers
science and philosophy of law. On the philo

Austin, Bentham , Maine, and their various diciples sophical and historical sides we have to look to the

or critics ; but the works of continental speculators
" inevitable German ." The American is averse

we usually leave wholly, or almost wholly, on one
to reading in any tongue but his own . Any one

side . We therefore welcome this book by the late who brings the twentieth -century Germans to him

Professor Korkunov, because it helps to fill a large
does jurisprudence a service .

gap in our legal literature ; and we welcome it the
In this translation no effort has been made to

more heartily because it fills this gap with the
attain a mere rhetorical elegance. The obvious

adequacy to be expected in a man of the late Pro
peril of saying more or less than the author in

fessor's reputation." tended has thus been avoided at the possible

“ The work is very comprehensive in its scope ;
expense of literary refinement. The terminology

and it is equally thorough in its treatment . To created by Dr. Schuster (The Principles of German

English lawyers both scope and treatment are very
Civil Law) and followed by Dr. Chung Hui Wang

original ; for it introduces them to a new world
(German Civil Code) has been adopted in all possible

of juridical speculation - the world of the modern
cases . Free use has been made of numerous other

European jurist. We see our old problems treated
sources of information .

from quite a different point of view . We discover

new problems which set us thinking upon topics
Each volume, buckram binding, $3.50 .

which our own writersupon law and its theory never
suggest to us . Whether or no we agree with the

theories advanced , whether or no we think that

some of the problems discussed admit of definite

solution , we gain by being made to reflect upon the BOOKS WANTED.

basis of our legal ideas. We gain , too , by being

madetosee that when our English common lawyers Legal Requirements of Shakespeare, by
-pursuing an independent, an insular, an un- F. F. Heard . Boston , 1865.

theoretic path-achieved the glory of constructing

an independent system worthy to be compared with Shakespeare as a Lawyer, by F. F. Heard .

that of Imperial Rome, they lost something by their Boston, 1883 .

complete divorce from that great and continuous

stream of learning which created from the Roman Criminal Code of the Jews, by P. B. Benny.

texts the legal systems of modern Europe." London , 1880.

Butler's Horæ Juridicæ Subsecivæ . Phila

delphia , 1808.

II . SCIENCE OF LAW. By Karl Gareis ,

Prof. of Law at Munich, translated from
Trial of Aaron Burr, by David Robertson .

the German by Albert Kocourek , North
2 vols . Philadelphia , 1808 .

western University, with an introduction by Peloubet's Collection of Legal Maxims in

Prof. Roscoe Pound, Harvard University. Law and Equity . New York, 1880 .
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PRINCIPAL AMERICAN LAW TREATISES.

$6.00

10.00

Watkins' Shippers and Carriers of

Interstate Freight. Buckram .

Wheless , Compendium of the Laws

of Mexico. 2 vols. Buckram .

White's Commentaries on the Law

in Shakespeare. 500 pp..

Wigmore's Pocket Code of Evidence.

16 mo. Leather ...

Willoughby's Constitutional Law of

the United States . 2 vols. Canvas ..

3.50

4.00

12.00

THE LEGISLATION OF THE

BRITISH EMPIRE.

A Survey of the Legislative Enactments

of the British Dominions from

1898 to 1907.

Edited by C. E. A. BEDWELL , with a large

corps of local contributors .

FOR THE SOCIETY OF COMPARATIVE

LEGISLATION.

PREFACE BY THE EARL OF ROSEBERY.

INTRODUCTION BY SIRJOHN MACDONELL.

ram

ram

ram ...

Published during 1910 .

Archer's Ethical Obligations of the

Lawyer. Buckram $ 3.00

Archer's Law Office and Court Pro

cedure . 366 pp. Buckram ... 3.00

Barnes on Interstate Transportation .

1300 pp. Buckram . 6.00

Battershall on Domestic Relations.

570 pp. Buckram 5.00

Bolles , National Bank Act and its

Judicial Interpretation . 4th ed .

Buckram .. 5.00

Collier on Bankruptcy. 8th ed .

Buckram ... 7.50

Constantineau's Treatise on The

De Facto Doctrine. 843 pp . Buck

6.00

Elkers and Glenn. Secret Liens and

Reputed Ownership . Buckram
3.50

Hager and Alexander , Bankruptcy

Forms. Annotated . 798 pp . · Buck

6.50

Jones ' Legal Forms. Revised ed .

1200 pp. Buckram 6.00

Joyce on Actions By and Against

Corporations. 860 pp. Canvas... 6.50

Joyce on Intoxicating Liquors . Buck
7.50

Kennan's Income Taxation. 345 pp .

Buckram ... 3.50

Knelland's Law, Lawyers and Lambs.
Cloth 1.50

Loyd, Early Courts of Pennsylvania .

297 pp. Buckram 3.50

Martin on the Law of Labor Unions.

674 pp . Buckram .... 6.00

McAdam on Landlord and Tenant .

4th ed . 3 vols . Canvas ... 19.50

Osborn on Questioned Documents.

525 pp. Cloth ... 5.25

Perry's Law of Trusts and Trustees .

6th ed. 2 vols. Canvas ... 13.00

Richards on Insurance Law. 3d ed .

1000 pp. Canvas . 6.75

Schouler's Wills and Administration .

795 pp . Buckram ... 6.00

Scott , The Visigothic Code . 500 pp .

Buckram ... 5.00

Stewart's Legal Medicine.

Buckram ... 5.00

Sutherland's Treatise on Code Plead

ing, Practice and Forms. 4 vols.

Buckram ... 26.00

Thompson on Corporations. 2d ed .

7 vols . Buckram ... 42.00

Tiffany's Landlord and Tenant .

2 vols . 13.00

Tucker and Blood's Federal Penal

Code . Canvas 5.00

Underhill Criminal Evidence .

2d ed . 1100 pp. Buckram .. 7.50

4 volumes, cloth , $ 12.00.

To prepare this work , the editorial con

tributors have examined more than eighteen

thousand acts and ordinances passed by more

than eighty legislative bodies.

It is a careful and sufficiently full summary

of the provisions of all the laws which have

general value, with extracts giving the exact

language of the act where it is desirable .

It brings out clearly all features of novelty,

importance and interest in each new law of

each country or colony .

RECENT BRITISH LAW MAKING.

In the British Empire there are eighty

legislative assemblies.

Their laws deal with questions which are

confronting us.

Their social and industrial conditions are

like ours ; their problems are ours also.

England, Australia, New Zealand and other

colonies have not only kept pace with , but

in many ways have gone beyond us , in
legislation as to policies pressing but still

unsettled in the United States , such as Old

Age Pensions, Labor Legislation, Control

of Monopolies, Protection of Children , Pure

Food Regulation and other matters affecting

the welfare of the people.

To understand modern history and world

politics , it is necessary to know something

about the contemporary legislation of English
speaking communities.

To guide and perfect our own law -making, it

is wise to take heed of what four hundred

millions of people are doing who live under

institutions similar to our own .

Hitherto there has been no clear, compact

and well- indexed manual which an American

could consult as to late laws of England and

the British colonies.

Published in the United States by

The Boston Book Company.

522 pp .
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PUBLIC LAWS.

DWELL,

contributins

OF COUPE

ATION.

Acts and Resolves .

The printed laws of Rhode Island , as they

were published , were distributed to the town

clerks of the various towns, Some years

since a resolution was passed whereby the

town clerks were authorized to dispose of any

laws they had in their possession . As there

are only thirty-nine towns and cities in the

state , the supply that came into the hands of

collectors and dealers was limited . This

source of supe y seems now to have been

exhausted and the material that now comes

on the market is from the sale of the collectors'

sets .

The Boston Book Company has just se

cured a limited supply of this material , and

offers it to libraries and collectors through the

medium of the Leg. Bib. As we have only

single copies , except in a few instances, it

would be well to check over your wants and

advise us promptly as to what items you need

and we will quote prices.

We can at this writing supply the following :

1799. June.

1800. May, June, Oct.

1801. Feb. , May, June, Oct.

' 1802. Feb. , May.

1804. Feb. , May, June, Oct.

1805. May, Oct.

1806. Feb. , May, June, Oct.

1807. Feb., May , June, Oct.

1808. Feb. , May, June, Oct.

1809. March, May, June, Oct.

1810. Feb. , June, Oct.

1811. Feb. , May, June, Oct.

1812. Feb. , May, June, Oct.

CARL OF 2

RJOHN VICE

.

loth , $ 12.N.
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Rhode Island Colonial Records (J. R. Bartlett ) ,

10 vols . , 8vo. Providence, 1856–65. (Containing

full record of the Colony and State, 1636–1792.)

“ Proceedings of the first General Assembly of

the 'Incorporation of Providence Plantations and

the Code of Laws adopted by that Assembly in

1647," with notes by Wm. R. Staples; 8vo. Provi

dence, 1847, 64 pp.

Public Laws. Revision, 1798, 1 vol. , 8vo.

Providence , 1798.

PublicLaws. 1817-1819 , pp . 239-276.

Revision , 1822, 1 vol. , 8vo. Provi

dence, 1822.

Public Laws. 1822-1825, pp. 525–599 (1 blank) .

1825-1827 , 601-650, index, 5 pp.
1827-1829, 651-697, 2

1829-1831, 699-748 ,

1831-1833, 749-810 , 2

1833-1835 , 811-861, 2

1835-1837, 862–939, 5

1840-1842, 2014-2097, 4 "

Revision of 1844, 1 vol . , 8vo.

Providence, 1844 .

Public Laws. 1844-1846 , pp. 595-652, index, 4
1846-1848, 653-736 ,

Revised Statutes. 1857, 1 vol . , 8 vo. Provi

dence , 1857 .

Public Laws. 1st Supp. 1857–59, pp. 1-76,

index .

Public Laws. 2d Supp. 1859–61, pp. 77–134,

index.

Public Laws. 3d Supp. 1861-63, pp. 137-274,

index.

Public Laws. 4th Supp. 1863-65 , pp. 275-382,
index.

General Statutes. 1872, 1 vol . , 8vo. Cam

bridge , 1872 .

Public Laws. Supp. 1873–78, 1 vol . , 8vo.

Providence, 1878 .

Public Statutes. 1882, 1 vol ., 8vo. Providence,

1882.

.

" ex, 4 pp.
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LEGAL PERIODICALS WANTED .

OCTAVOS.

1825. June.

1835. June.

1836. Jan., May.

1837. May.

1850. Jan. , May, Aug. , Oct.

1851. Jan. , May, June, Oct.

1852. Jan. , May , June, Oct.

1853. Jan. , May, June, Sept., Oct.

1854 . Jan., May, June, Oct.

1855. Jan. , May.

1856 . Jan. , May.

1857. May.

1858. May.

1859. Jan. , May.

1860. Jan. , May.

1861. Aug.

1862. Jan. , May, Aug.

1863. Jan. , May , June .

1864. Jan. , May.

1865. Jan. , May.

1866. Jan. , May.

1867. Jan. , May .

1868. Jan. , May .

1869. Jan. , May.

1870. Jan. , May.

1871. Jan. , May.

1872. Jan. , May.

1873. Jan. , May.

1874. Jan., May.

1875. Jan. , May .

Yale Law Journal. Vol. 4 , no. 1 ; vol. 5 , no . 2 ;
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Virginia Law Register. Vol. 3 , nos . 8 , 9 , 10 ,

vol . 5 , no . 10 .

Illinois Law Review. Vol . 1 . win 2

Columbia Law Review . Vols. 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 7 , 8 .

American Law Review. Vols. 34 , 35 , 36 , 38,

41 , 42 , 43 .

Harvard Law Review. Vols. 1 to 8 inclusive.

Michigan Law Journal . Vol . 1 , no . 10 ; vol . 4 ,
nos. 9 and 10 .ne l'n
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d
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Citizenship : Government :

Political Science

If all legislators elected in the several states and

in the Federal Congress were compelled to pass a

rigid examination in its principles before entering

upon the really serious business of law -making ,

the gain to the country as a whole would be in

estimable . -Chicago Daily News.

Most important in our Constitutions is

THE LIBERTIES OF THE PEOPLE

the part most neglected by historians

and commentators .

WILLS AND ADMINISTRATION .

By James Schouler, LL.D.

THE FEDERAL AND STATE CON

STITUTIONS OF THE

UNITED STATES

By F. J. Stimson .

A new work founded upon the third editions

of Schouler on Wills and Schouler on

Executors and Administrators, with both

text and notes recast , brought thoroughly

down to the year 1910, and presented in

graphic form .

A convenient, thorough, practical and

reliable treatise on this important topic ,

by an author whose authority is recog

nized in the courts and whose works

have been tested by twenty - five years '

With an Historical Study of their Princi

ples : A Chronological Table of Eng

lish Social Legislation , and a

Comparative Digest of the

Constitutions of the

Forty- Six States .

use.

One volume, cloth binding, $3.50 .

The work includes a statement of con

stitutional principles from Magna Charta

through all the recognized constitutional

documents , down to the constitution of

Oklahoma, and an historical view of important

legislation embodying constitutional prin

ciples, from 1066 to the Railroad Rate Law

of 1906.

It is divided into three books.

Book I contains a general summary,

tracing the historical principles of American

Constitutional Law, with special discussion

of those which remain most alive today , such

as the right of the Federal power to regulate the

private rights and liberties of the people , and

the right and limits of the power of a portion

of the people to control the action of others , as in

Labor Unions , Trusts and Monopolies.

Book II gives the history of legislation .

Book III presents, under the three broad

principles of Rights of the Person , Rights of

Property and Rights of Law , a concise state

ment of all the propositions of all the American

State constitutions in their latest development,

including the corresponding principles of the

Federal Constitution.

Such a volume as this should be studied by all

who are engaged in drafting legislation , for it

gives the broad general principles which the

genius of Anglo -Saxon peoples has developed , and

familiarity with those principles would tend to

promote conservatism and uniformity in their

extension to new sets of circumstances and diminish

the diversity and confusion resulting from legisla

tion by so many distinct commonwealths within

one nation . - Harvard Graduate's Magazine.

The present volume contains the substance of

the two former treatises on “ Wills" and " Executors

and Administrators." This book is intended to

supersede these two, by way of a new edition , so

as to supply law students and members of the

bench and bar with an elementary treatise for

study and practical use , covering the whole juris

prudence of Wills and the Administration of Estates ,

testate or intestate, in England and the United

States . .

Long experience convinces one that legal text

books will continue, as in times past, to fullfil a

leading purpose in the education and mental

aliment of the legal profession.

Digests, when well classified and arranged , bring

headnotes from the reports together ; but they do

not afford competent or comprehensive instruction.

They present points passed upon for a given period,

but they do not elucidate principles. Hence the

text-book remains needful for professional guidance

to preserve the origin and history of the law, to

teach and refresh the mind on elementary principles

and to trace the latest development and progress

of the particular topic or branch of jurisprudence...

Butthe text -writer should keep to his own sphere.

To expect at this day that the legal treatise upon

some elementary subject shall compete with the

annual digest in supplying the latest citations ,

English and American, in mechanical completeness,

is to expect too much. The author should study

the latest digest and decisions for himself and

winnow for his own scholarly presentation of the

law ; and he should cite sufficiently for illustration ;

but his chief task remains to keep abreast and keep

his reader abreast with the current .

One volume, buckram binding, $6.00 .

1

nina

Schouler, James, lawyer, historian ; born 1839 ;

grad . Harvard; L.L.D .; practises Mass. bar and

Supreme Court U. S.; professor of law Boston Lini

versity ; lecturer Johns Hopkins University ; Author

Law of Domestic Relations;-- of Bailments ;-of

Personal Property ;-of Husband and Wife; -of

Wills ;-of Executors ; also of Life of Thomas

Jefferson ; Historical Briefs ; History of the United

States, 6 vols . - From Who's Who in America .

If every elector of the United States would

familiarize himself with it , our country would be

in safe hands . -San Francisco Examiner.
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A DIGEST of ENGLISH CIVIL LAW
in the serez

Te onger

inciples personne

Isine olarak

ja wbut

-Chicana Da

BY

EDWARD JENKS, M.A. , B.C.L. , Editor .

W. M. Geldart, M.A. , R. W. Lee, M.A. ,

B.C.L. , W. S. Holdsworth, D.C.L. , and

J. C. Miles , M.A. , Barristers at Law.
INISTRATION

ouler, LL.D.
A compact and intelligent statement of the

rules of English law , of value to all those engaged

in the administration or study of English law .
pon the thirts

and Schoak

istrators,

brought in

NOW READY.

Book I, Book II, Parts I to III (Continued ) .

Five Parts , each, $ 1.25 .

DECLARATIONS AS A PART OF THE

RES GESTA.

In Bedingfield's Case, Cockburn, C. J.,

excluded all testimony of declarations after

the act was done . This ruling was much

criticised , and led to a vigorous discussion in

public prints .

Professor Thayer took occasion to go be

yond this controversy and examine with

characteristic fullness and care the res gesta

question in all its bearings. In substantially

all points his conclusions stood the test of his

many years of later study.

This is one of the essays reproduced in

" Thayer's Legal Essays ."

The essays contained in this volume are:

The Origin and Scope of the American Doctrine

of Constitutional Law; Advisory Opinions; Legal

Tender ; A People without Law (the American

Indians) ; Gelpcke v. Dubuque; Federal and State

Decisions; Our New Possessions ; International

Usages; A Step Forward ; Dicey's Law of the

English Constitution ; Bedingfield's Case ; Declara

tions as a Part of the Res Gesta ; Law and Logic ;

A Chapter of Legal History in Massachusetts;

Trial by Jury of Things Supernatural; Bracton's

Note Book ; and the Teaching of English Law at

Universities.

“ Thayer's Legal Essays” are published in

a cloth bound volume uniform in size and

style with “ Korkunov's Theory of Law "

and “ Gareis ' Science of Law , " at the same

price , $3.50.
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Book I.-General. Edward Jenks.

Book II . Obligations .

Part I. Obligations arising from Con

tract . (General . ) R. W. Lee.

Part II . Obligations arising from par

ticular Contracts. R. W. Lee .

Part III . Obligations arising from

Quasi-Contract and Tort . J. C. Miles.

Part III (continued) . Same. J. C. Miles.

Book III . Things (Property Law) .

Edward Jenks.

Book IV . Family Law. W. M. Geldart .

Book V. Succession . W. S. Holdsworth
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In spite of the many excellent treatises

which aim at expounding the details of

English law , most lawyers, and not a few

laymen , have felt the need of some handy

of information from which

answer to a question of principle should be

readily and easily obtainable. Such questions

arise constantly in practice and inability to

answer them off -hand is often a cause of

serious delay and annoyance.

This work aims at stating general rules

only , not at anticipating every possible appli

cation of them . The authors have carefully

avoided the reproduction of mere maxims or

vague propositions . They have tried to quote

the authority on which their statement of

the law is based . It is difficult, if not im

possible, to find express authority for some

elementary legal propositions of great im

portance; these they state on their own

responsibility , leaving the result of their

efforts to the judgment of legal opinion.

Every statement is the result of careful con

sideration and discussion by all the contribu

tors .

The rules used for illustration are com

paratively simple . Whenever a more complex

statement of actual English law is made, it is

found in a paragraph or paragraphs, in its

proper place and supported by decisions or

statute , as the case may be.

as

VIRGINIA COLONIAL DECISIONS.

The beginning of law reporting in this

country , so far as existing records show , was

in Virginia, where Sir John Randolph, Edward

Barradall and William Hopkins kept memo

randa of the cases in which they were engaged

between the years 1728 and 1743 . These

reports were copied from time to time in

manuscript and used for precedent by the bar

of that and the subsequent generation.

The reports of Hopkins have vanished,

but the manuscripts of Randolph and Barra
dall have been preserved.

From one of these Thomas Jefferson ex

tracted a few cases which were published in

the thin volume known “ Jefferson's

Reports." The rest of the cases have never

hitherto been printed . To put these proto

types of American reporting into permanent

form, the publishers were fortunate to get
the State law librarian , W. W. Scott , to trans

scribe the manuscript, and R. T. Barton of

Winchester, Va ., to edit and annotate the

reports.

Mr. Scott devoted to his work the minute

care and enthusiasm of an antiquarian . Mr.

Barton was well fitted for the editorial work

through familiarity with local law . He had

also the patience of the historian , and the

pride of a Virginian in the early greatness of
his state.

The first volume contains the Introduction

and Randolph's Reports ; the second , Bar

radall's Reports.

2 volumes, cloth , $7.50 .
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An Annotated English Translation

THE CIVIL CODE
T

OF
G

ed

THE GERMAN EMPIRE
et

Translated by WALTER LOEWY of San

Francisco

With an Historical Introduction

By WILLIAM W. SMITHERS of Philadelphia

and copious references to other codes.

In the east the laws were in German , in the centre

mostly in Latin , in the west partly in German

translations of French and partly in the original

French.

Startling anomalies existed . Within a few miles

one could find the law of inheritance so different as

to give a female no rights in one town , equal rights

with other heirs in thenext, with heirs of the full and

half-blood dividing the inheritance in a third town.

Here, the law of primogeniture was ancient and un

yielding , there it had never existed. Some cities

alone had two distinct bodies of private law, one

for the ancient precincts within the walls and the

other for the newer parts without.

Towards the end of the eighteenth century

Germany had consisted of about eighteen hundred

separate states, principalities, cities and signories.
It is true that less than four hundred had any

appreciable territory , but all had unfettered in

dependent powers for the making and undoing of

laws - customary : feudal, Roman or Canonical...

To bring order out of this chaotic product of

tribal life , military imperialism , religious imperial

ism and fanaticism , individual ambition and

aggrandizement, chivalry and scholasticism , dis

united impotence and aggregated power ; and finally

to reduce it to a systematic unified exemplification

of the true principles of private relations consistent

with the spirit of national patriotism that called

forth the attempt, was the grave undertaking of the

Code Commision of 1874 .

V

O

FPrepared under the auspices of

THE PENNSYLVANIA BAR ASSOCIATION

t

and

r

THE LAW SCHOOL OF THE UNIVERSITY

OF PENNSYLVANIA

One volume, bound in law buckram , $5.00

The Earliest Revision of Laws

ever underof all States which were

Spanish rule.

THE

VISIGOTHIC CODE

Now first translated into English

From the Royal Spanish Academy's Edition of 1815

This translation , prepared by a lawyer

who is a graduate both of the University of

Pennsylvania and the University of Heidel

berg , deservesa place not only in every library,

but also on the bookshelves of every lawyer

who looks upon his profession as something

more than a trade.

The formation and adoption of a Code for

the whole of Germany, cementing the recent

union of the German States, and embodying

the national law of the most progressive and

intellectual of European nations, is an event

ranking in the history of law with the evolu

tion of the Corpus Juris Civilis and the

preparation of the Code Napoleon.

Mr. Smithers' historical introduction pre

sents an interesting sketch of the struggles of

legal systems in northern Europe during the

Middle Ages, and the gradual evolution of

modern Germany, culminating in the pro,
clamation of the German Empire in 1871 , and

taking legal form thirty years later in this

carefully worked out system of private law

for consolidated Germany.

The difficulties overcome by the Code

Commission are thus described :

These men faced the most unique as well as the

most intolerable condition of private law that the

world had ever seen . In the centre of Germany was

an immense region extending from the central south

to the extreme northwest, regulated principally by

the common law, that is , the Roman Law as " re

ceived " into an infinity of ancient local laws and

general customs, city statutes, privileges and royal

ordinances. To the north were sections governed

by the ancient Jutland code, the Roman Law and

the Saxon particular code. To the eastward ex

tended a vast territory subject to the Prussian

Landrecht, combined at divers points with or

overridden by provincial laws or new limited codifi

cations. At the west was a diversified country,

where within short distances the laws changed from

Prussian to Roman and from the latter toFrench.

The Roman Law governed more than sixteen

millions of inhabitants; the Prussian, twenty-one

millions; the French, seven millions ; the Badoise,

two millions; the Danish, Frisonian and Jute, four

hundred thousand , and the Austrian Code of 1811

about three thousand .

By S. P. SCOTT

Under the Auspices of the Comparative Law

Bureau of the American Bar Association .

Early in the fifth century the West Goths ,

or Visigoths, after overrunning Italy and

pillaging Rome , passed over the Pyrennees,

and became conquerors of Romanized Spain .

About the year 480 A.D. their King Euric

reduced to writing the laws of the Visigoths.

His son Alaric II promulgated the " Breviarium

Alaricianum ," a collection of laws based

largely on the codes of Justinian and The

odosius. The Fourth Council of Toledo, in

the year 633 , revised and arranged these two

bodies of law , which were welded under sub

sequent kings into the Forum Judicum , best

known to us as the Visigothic Code.

This celebrated document , the most im

portant of the “ Laws of the Barbarians, "

so called , is now for the first time translated

into English .

1
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The Visigothic Code was the first_great body

of laws to combine systematically Roman and
Teutonic law.

It arose from four different sources : Ancient

Gothic customs, Roman jurisprudence, acts of

ecclesiastical councils and edicts of kings,

It is the parent code of Spain and of all countries

ever under Spanish rule .

It has never been entirely abrogated. Many of

its rules are still in force .

Law buckram, $5.00 .
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Another recent work , “ The Law of the

Westgoths, according to_the manuscript

of Æskill ; translated into English by Alfred

Bergin ,” gives the laws of the Westgoths in

Sweden in the year 1200 A.D.

Although nearly eight centuries later than

the Visigothic Code, this body of laws is

rough and rudimentary compared with it ,
and may be said to represent the crude bar

barian law surviving through the Middle

Ages , while the Code gives the barbarian law

as it was modified and molded by Roman

influences.

Half roan, $ 1.50 .

LIBERIAN LAW REPORTS.

We recently published the first volume

of the decisions of the Supreme Court of the

Republic of Liberia .

These reports cover a period from 1861 to

1907. They were prepared for the press by

Mr. Justice Dossen , under authority of the

Legislature of Liberia .

The Legislature of Liberia early enacted

that “ such parts of the common law set forth

in Blackstone's Commentaries as

applicable to the situation of the people,

except as changed by the laws now in force ,

and such as may be hereafter enacted , shall

be the civil code of laws of the Republic." In

1860, this was amended to read that Black

stone's Commentaries as revised and modified

by Chitty or Wendell , and the works referred

to as the sources of the municipal or common

law in the first volume of Kent's Commentaries

should be the civil and criminal code of laws.

It must be remembered that Liberia is a

negro republic and that its bench and bar

had access to but few books. In this volume

there are but five citations to outside reports ,

and none to the decisions of its own Supreme

Court prior to 1875. There are numerous cita

tions to Bouvier's Law Dictionary. In fact ,

the court seems to rely on that to solve the

questions presented to it .

This volume of reports possesses value and

interest as illustrating the spread of the

common law into the Dark Continent. The

court shows considerable ingenuity in apply

ing the doctrines of the old writers to the

peculiar conditions existing in Africa .

As only a very small edition will be printed ,

it would be well to place orders with us without

delay.

The price of Liberian Law Reports is $ 15.00.
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Late Assistant Corporation Counsel of the
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This book was compiled during eleven

years' service in the Law Department of the

city of Boston . Many of the questions dis

cussed in the text arose to be considered

in actual practice, and much of the material

was gathered by the author for his own use in

meeting them .

It is not a mere compilation of syllabi but is the

result of a study and comparison of the cases

themselves, and the bare statements of the holdings

of the courts are supplemented by the author's use

of his reasoning powers in comparing the de

cisions and making deductions therefrom , as well

as in argument on principle in the absence of direct

authority.

The citations on points directly within the

scope of the work have been intended to be

exhaustive, but on matters only incidental

one or two leading cases or a text-book of

recognized standing are referred to. To make

the work of as much service as possible , cita

tions have been made to the principal series

of unofficial reports and selected cases as well

as to the official reports .
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THE LAWYER'S OATH ACODE OF

ETHICS.

J. H. Benton , Esq . , of Boston , in his inter

esting brochure on “ The Lawyer's Official

Oath and Office, " says:

“ Why is it required ? What is its signifi.

cance and what obligation does it impose?"

The significance of the lawyer's oath is

that it stamps the lawyer as an officer of the

state , with rights, powers and duties as im

portant as those of the Judges of the Courts

themselves. He has as much right to appear

in Court and be heard for a party to a cause

as a Judge has to hear and decide the cause.

A lawyer is not the servant of his client . He is

not the servant of the Court. He is an officer

of the Court , with all the rights and responsi

bilities which the character of his office gives

and imposes.

He is also an officer for life whose office

cannot be taken from him except for cause

established by due process of law upon proof,

hearing and judicial determination.

Mr. Benton's little book is a notable con

tribution to the literature of professional

ethics .

Half cloth , $ 1.50 .

1

In one volume, buckram binding, $5.00 .
.



Publications, &c. , of the Boston Book

Company

Publishers for the Comparative Law Bureau of the American Bar Association ,

the Law School of the University of Pennsyloania and the

Committee on Translation of Jurisprudence and Phil

osophy of Law of the Association of

American Law Schools.

RECENT

The Commercial Laws of the World . (American

edition .) Complete in 35 vols. Each . $9.00

Vol. 1. The Argentine Republic. Ready early in 1911 .

The Statutes of England . ( Chitty, 6th . ed .) Complete

in 16 vols . Each 6.00

Gareis' Science of Law, translated by Kocourek 3.50

“ A book to think through , not merely to read through."

The Commercial Code of Japan, translated by Yang

Yin Hang .. 3.50

Penn. Univ . Law School Series, I.

Loyd's Early Courts of Pennsylvania 3.50

Penn . Univ. Law School Series, II .

The Visigothic Code, translated by Scott. (American

edition ) ..
5.00

The earliest revision of laws of all states which were ever under Spanish
rule .

The German Civil Code, translated by Loewy. (Ameri

can edition ) .. 5.00

This new Code is as notable for us as the Code Napoleon was a hundred

years ago.

Schouler on Wills and Administration ... 6.00

The reputation of the author, the excellence of the treatment, the fullness

of the notes, the approval of the courts, combine to render this work

standard.

Nichols on the Power of Eminent Domain 5.00

“ A model text-book , written by an expert."

Benton on the Lawyer's Official Oath and Office.... 1.50

" A condensed Code of Legal Ethics."

Korkunov's General Theory of Law 3.50

A profound but lucid analysis of legal principle .

Virginia Colonial Decisions . 2 vols 7.00

Of interest to all who own the Virginia Reports, or have historical tastes .

STANDARD

Bouvier's Law Dictionary : revised by Rawle . Edition

of 1897. 2 vols. .... $ 12.00

The standard brief encyclopaedia as well as dictionary of the whole law .

Sheldon on Subrogation . 2d edition ...
5.00

The author is a judge of the Massachusetts Supreme Court.

Voorhees on Arrest .... 2.00

A convenient and trustworthy manual .

Ames on Forgery , with illustrations
2.50



BOSTON BOOK CO . PUBLICATIONS , ETC.
1

1

1

1

1
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Arnould on Marine Insurance (English ) . 8th edition .

2 vols.... $ 15.00

Beal's Cardinal Rules of Legal Interpretation (Eng

lish ) . 2d edition .. 5.25

Burge on Colonial Law. New edition (English ) . Vols . 1

and 2 15.75

DeBecker's Civil Code of Japan . 3 vols . 15.00

Garland's New England Town Law 6.50

German Civil Code (another edition) . Translated into

English by Chung Hui Wang .. 5.50

Gray, Restraints on Alienation of Property . 2d

edition
3.50

By Prof. John C. Gray, of Harvard Law School.

Jenks' Digest of English Civil Law. 5 parts . 6.25

Jones's Index to Legal Periodicals. 2 vols . 20.00

Renton and Phillimore's Colonial Laws and Courts

( English ) .... 4.00

Snow's Treaties and Documents of American Di

plomacy 2.00

Stephens' Commentaries. 15th edition (English) .

4 vols . 22.00

The lineal successor to Blackstone.

Stimson's Law of the Federal and State Constitutions 3.50

To master this compendium is to become a good constitutional lawyer.

Thayer's Legal Essays (with portrait) 3.50

The last message of a great teacher and learned lawyer.

Todd's Belgian Law (English) .. 7.50

Wessels' History of Roman-Dutch Law 10.00

Wigmore's Australian Ballot System . 1.50

Wood on the Limitation of Actions. 3d edition ... 6.50

FOR LAW STUDENTS

Ewell's Essentials of the Law. 3 vols . $7.50 or $6.00

Vol. 1. The Essence of Blackstone $ 3.00 or $ 2.50

“ '2. Pleading - Contracts — Equity 2.50 or 2.00

3. Evidence - Torts - Real Property 2.50 or 2.00

An excellent manual for preparation or review. The gist of leading text

books, with catchword captions.

Sold together or separately . Prices above are for sheep or cloth binding .

Irving Browne's Brief Manuals.

Browne on Domestic Relations . $ 2.50 or $ 2.00

Browne's Elements of the Law of Sales 2.50 or 2.00

Browne on Criminal Law 2.50 or 2.00

Best's Principles of the Law of Evidence 3.50

Chamberlayne's American Notes.

Heard's Equity Pleading, with Forms $2.50 or 2.00

Metcalf's Law of Contracts; Heard's Edition 3.50

Williams on Real Property ; Hutchins' Edition 3.50

(We can still supply Schouler on Wills , 3d ed . , 1900 , and Schouler on

Executors, etc., 3d ed ., 1901, at $3.50 each, for students who do not care
for the latest cases . )



BOSTON BOOK CO . PUBLICATIONS , ETC.

LOCAL MASSACHUSETTS TREATISES

Bell's Penalties for Crime $1.50

Davis's Massachusetts Judiciary 2.50

Garland's Massachusetts Town Law 2.50

Grinnell's Notes on Pleading and Practice 2.50

Richardson's Equity Pleading and Practice 2.00

REPORTS , DIGESTS, ETC.

The Full Reprint of English Reports.

To comprise about 170 vols. 111 vols. now published. ( Nearly out of

print . ) Per volume $ 7.50

Legislation of the British Empire. 4 vols . Cloth ... $ 12.00

Mews' Digest of English Case Law. 16 vols . 96.00

So full as to be almost a condensed edition of the English Reports.

Mews' Digest of English Case Law. Supplement.

2 vols...
15.00

Supplement to “The English Chancery Reports.”

9 vols... 45.00

This supplement contains the important Vice-Chancellor's decisions,

which were not included in the old 69 vols . American reprint.

Talbot and Fort's Index of English Cases Judicially

Noticed . 2d edition 9.50

Wood & Ritchie's Digest of English Cases Overruled ,

Approved or Modified . 3 vols . 25.00

Reports of the Supreme Court of Liberia . Vol . 1 ... 15.00

Australian Commonwealth Reports. 9 vols . already

issued . Per vol. ... 17.50

PERIODICALS FOR WHICH WE ARE AGENTS

American . The Green Bag (monthly ). Per annum ... $ 3.00

The leading American law magazine.

English . Law Quarterly Review . Per annum 3.00

Sir Frederick Pollock, editor.

Law Magazine and Review (quarterly) . Per annum . 5.00

The oldest English law magazine.

Scotch . Juridical Review. Per annum
3.50

Scots Law Times. Per annum 7.50

Contains reports of cases not elsewhere published.

FOREIGN LAW BOOKS

Having direct correspondents in fourteen European countries ,

we can price and furnish any law book of any language , in any

country , at short notice .

We sell all kinds of law books , new and second-hand . Corre

spondence invited .

Address THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY,

83 to 91 Francis street , Fenway, Boston , Mass.
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THE GREEN BAG

An Entertaining Magazine of the Law

Essentially a Legal Review of Reviews Designed to Provide

Pleasant Relaxation and Condensed Information

for Busy Lawyers.
( Nearly out of
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RECENT COMMENTS

From the Dean of a Western Law School

" I am pleased to notice the change and improvement in your

magazine."

From a well -known Professor of Political Science

" ' I am glad to be able to say that the Green Bag is , in my judgment,

one ofthe most useful and valuable publications now in existence,

and I sincerely hope that it may long continue to keep up its

present high standard ."

From a Writer on Pleading and Procedure

" I can see that you are entirely open -minded about the matter

( i.e. of Mr. W. T. Hughes's views) and are willing to give credit

wherever it is due . This is the spirit that every lawyer should

have, and especially an editor of a law magazine. It is largely

cn account of the exhibition of this spirit that I desire to beone
of your subscribers."

From a Lawyer in San Francisco

" I have found the Green Bag not only a great luxury, but also a

necessity , as it brings me in touch with the great minds of our

country and also with the lighter vein of wit and humor of some

of the most brilliant ornaments of the American bar. I had

occasion to use to my advantage and success, on the 8th inst . ,

the authorities cited in the May number of 1910 on the right

to change one's name. It seems to me that all practitioners of

a good practice , and all judges who know enough to know that

law is a progressive science and should be administered to

promote justice , which is the great interest of mankind on earth ,

would be subscribers to the magazine, as it would save them

much time and tireless labor in search of many principles of

law on important subjects and leading cases."

PUBLISHED MONTHLY AT $3.00 A YEAR.

SAMPLE COPY ON REQUEST

THE RIVERDALE PRESS

C. A. W. SPENCER, President BROOKLINE, BOSTON, MASS.
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“ The Laws of a Nation form the most important

portion of its history . ” -- Gibbon .

THE STATUTES of ENGLAND

WITH THE INTERPRETATIONS

OF THE JUDGES OF ENGLAND

A NEW (SIXTH AND GREATLY ENLARGED AND

IMPROVED EDITION

OF

CHITTY'S STATUTES

CONTAINING

EVERY STATUTE OF PRACTICAL UTILITY NOW

IN FORCE FROM MAGNA CHARTA

TO 1910 INCLUSIVE

Annotated with all the more important cases affecting their

interpretation, and including Statutory Rules

Complete in 16 volumes, buckram , $ 6.00 per volume

For sale exclusively in the United States by

THE BOSTON BOOKBOOK COMPANY

BOSTON, MASS.
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The Commercial Laws

of the World

COMPRISING

The Mercantile, Bills of Exchange, Bankruptcy and Maritime Laws

of all Civilized Nations, together with an Account of

Trade Customs and of Civil Procedure.

American Edition

35 Volumes , price , $9.00 each

Volume I

The Argentine Republic
IN PRESS

THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY

are the sole agents for the United States

FOR THE

ANDGERMAN, FRENCH, SPANISH

AMERICAN EDITIONS
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QUAINT LAW. travelled meikill , ane long time. ... I

am the first that ever travelled in this

One of the most interesting of law water, and therefore am subject to the

books is the Scotch classic " Regiam reprehension of many quha sall follow

Majestatem .” It is well described in a
after me , quhom I request maist friendly

sub-title , as
to take in gude parte all my doings."

" Auld Lawes and Constitutions of The Regiam Majestatem is one of the

Scotland . Faithfullie collected furth of books about which controversies have

the Register , and other auld authentick raged . Regarded as genuine by many ,

Bukes, fra the Dayes of King Malcolme it is denounced by others as spurious.
the Second , untill the Time of King It has been held that Glanville was

James the First , of gude Memorie ; and copied from the Regiam Majestatem .

trewlie corrected in Sundry Faults and It has also been held that the Regiam was

Errours , committed be ignorantWriters, copied from Glanville, in a cunning

And translated out of Latine in Scottish attempt to Anglicise the Scottish law.

Language, to the Use and Knawledge of Whichever way belief tends, the inher

all the Subjects , within this Realme ; ent interest of the volume is sure .

with one large Table , Be Sir John There is an edition in Latin besides

Skene of Curriehill . Quereto are ajoined , this translation " in Scottish language .".

Twa Treatises." Editions in 1609 and A sample of the law in Regiam

in 1774 , quarto . Majestatem is this Chapter Of Pactions.

The preface, beginning , " It is certaine " Paction is the consent of twa persons

and manifest to all wise men , that there or moe anent the giving and receiving

is na thing mair necessar, or profitable of ane thing. (2) Ane paction is nocht

to all kingdomes, common -wealthes, quhen ane consent is given anent ane

cities , and to all assemblies of people thing quhilk . is trew , or quhilk is false :

leivand together in ane societie ; then for , gif twa or more persons consent to

godlie and gude lawes , i knawen to the this false proposition , William is an

people, swa that they can pretend na oxe ; or to this true proposition , William

ignorance thereof;" goes on to say , that is ane man ; sic consent is nocht ane

the " subtill cautellis , ... quha were paction , non anie way obligatour; for

called kirkmen " had " caused all the neither of the parties is oblissed to other“

lawes to be conceaved , formed and pub- | be sic ane consent ( 3 ) And quhere I

lished in the Latine ton ue ... to con- said that paction is the consent of twa

tinew the people in ignorance , quhilk is or moe persons, thereby paction is

ane great pillar of their kingdom ;" but different fra pollicitation , quhilk is ane

that James the Saxt had commanded hecht or promise of ane person onely.

" the auld lawes to be sighted , corrected , (4 ) Paction is driven and hes the name

and collected in ane buke." fra pax and actus (that is , from ane

Skene quotes certain enacting clauses action or deid of peace) for they quha

to prove the laws " authentick ,' and con- makes pactions haveand divers opinions

cludes " Quhat I have done, I remit to and contrarious motions of minds, after

thy judgment and censure . I have divers and many strifes and conten

c
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acts are

tions, peaceablie convenes and agries in
THE STATUTES OF ENGLAND .

ane constant will and uniforme sentence .
A new (Sixth) and greatly enlarged and

improved edition of

(5 ) Or , paction is driven fra percussion ,
CHITTY'S STATUTES .

or striking together of hands ; for in
Containing every statute of practical

auld times, in contracting of obligations , utility now in force, from Magna Charta

the use was to shaik hands, in signe and
to 1910 , inclusive.

taken that faith and trueth sould be 16 volumes , buckram , $6.00 each .

keiped by the makers of the paction .”
Since the publication of the

PLAN. fifth edition sixteen years

" Item , There is twa kinds of pactions, ago , about 400 acts have been

some are profitable (lawful) and others wholly orpartially repealed or amended , 800
new acts have been passed , and about 14,000

are unprofitabill (unlawful) . cases interpreting acts have been decided.

“ ( 2) Profitabill are they , quhilk are
The fifth edition cited comparatively few

cases, but the new edition will refer to every

not unprofitabill." important case , which affects the interpre

After this somewhat obvious state
tation of a statute.

The
ment , subsequent paragraphs are mainly CLASSIFICATION. grouped under

devoted to unprofitabill pactions , end subject head

ing with “ Anepaction quhilk is filthie, where necessary, acts have been printed underings.
Cross-references are abundant, and ,

or is impossibill, is in no waies obliga- twoor more headings.

tour.” The classification follows Mews' Digest of

English Case Law , and references are given
" We decerne and ordeine all pactions to the columns where cases cited are digested

in that work . Thus the two works can be
to be keiped, quhilks are nocht to the

used together, and the examination of case

detriment or hurt of the saull." and statute law greatly simplified. A date

Thus far the law of contract . The
is added to each case , as well as references to

the Reports.

"" Burrow Lawes,” the " Forest Lawes,"
These

and others, are of great interest. " The ANNUAL SUPPLEMENTS.
will be

Statutes of the Gild ” and the “ Chamber
paged

on from year to year until thick enough to be

lane Air ” are elementary statements of bound in a permanent volume.

the Law Merchant in its incipiency ,
The indexes will be cumulative so that

reference to this last Annual Supplement will

before it had grown into the thirty-five disclose all legislation since 1910 .

solid volumes of the " Commercial Laws The books sold in the

BINDING .

of the World " just announced for pub
United States will be

bound in the best law

lication in this country. buckram . Volumes will be bound on order in

half calf at $ 1.00 per volume extra .

We have at present a fair copy of this

old quarto volume of Regiam Majesta
PRINCIPAL AMERICAN LAW TREATISES.

tem , which we would be willing to part
Published during 1910 .

with for the sum of ten dollars.
In the January issue of the Leg. Bib. we unin

tentionally omitted several important treatises.

The editor trusts that by listing such omitted

items in this issue no injustice will be done .

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA LAW Brannan's Negotiable Instruments

SCHOOL SERIES .
Law. 2d . ed .. $ 3.50

Loveland's Appellate Jurisdiction of

the FederalCourts. Buckram .... 6.50

Merwine's Judicial Conveyance of

ALREADY PUBLISHED . Real Estate. Buckram .. 6.00

I. THE COMMERCIAL CODE OF JAPAN,
Thornton's Federal Employers Lia

bility Act . Buckram 4.50
by Yang Yin Hang, buckram , $3.50 . Walker's Law of Real Estate Agency .

Buckram 6.00

Watson's United States Constitution .
II . THE EARLY COURTS OF PENN

2 vols . 12.00

SYLVANIA, by William H. Loyd , buck Woollen & Thornton on Intoxicating

ram , $3.50 . Liquors. 2 vols. Buckram 13.50
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ENGLISH REPORTS.

Editions de Luxe.

Law books are generally not things of beauty.

There is nothing particularly gratifying to the

esthetic department of the human organism in the

conventional typography and sheepskin .
In most marked contrast to evenfthe very best

of our books, are a series of law books that have

been issued in London. They are reprints of some

of the scarcest of the Old English Reports, and in

them mechanical execution would delight the heart

of Aldus Manutius, Thuanus, or any other admirer

of elegant editions. The black letter type of the

originals is faithfully reproduced, the curious old

style spelling and interchange of letters have been

closely followed , while the rich antique calf covers

are superior to anything that served to encase the

originals reports . These editions have been care

fully prepared , and some of the volumes have been

enriched with notes added in MS. to some copy

of the original by its learned owner generations

ago.
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I. Bellewe's Cases Temp. Richard II . This

book has the following title : “ Les Ans Du Roy

Richard Le Second Collect ' Ensembl ' hors de

les Abridgments de Statham , Fitzherbert et
Brooke per Richard Bellewe de Lincolns Inne ,

1585. At London, Imprinted by Robert

Robinson dwelling in Fewter lane, neere Hol
borne."

Of Richard Bellewe very little is known save

that he was a member ofan Irish family, and

was admitted into the Society of Lincoln's Inn,

5th June , 1575. That Bellewe was a diligent

student is evidenced by his collection of Brooke's

" New Cases,” temp. Henry VIII . , and this

volume, which has been designated the Year

Book of Richard II .

London. 1869 . Full antique calf ,

cracked $ 10.00

EDITIONS DE LUXE OF ENGLISH RE

PORTS. There has been gathered in the

column describing these reports, a wealth of

bibliographical data that one should pause and

read , even if these reports are on your shelves.

1 )

PLEME
NTS

ear until thicke
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ent volum
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ast Annual Super
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The books .
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bound in
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I volume extra

SPECIALTY OF SCARCE BOOKS.-In

addition to selling new law books of all kinds we

pay especial attention to books which are

difficult to get through the ordinary channels

of the book trade.

Send us a list of your wants of treatises,

legal periodicals, session laws and reports .

II . Choyce Cases in Chancery . The first

half of the volume is devoted to “ The Prac

tice of the High Court of Chancery Unfolded"

and the “ Choyce Cases” fill the last half.

There are two editions of “ Choyce Cases' ' ;

the first dated 1652 , in which “ The Practice

Unfolded" ends at p . 100. There is then a

break in the paging, “ Choyce Cases" begin

ning at p . 113 and ending at p. 188. In the

1672 edition the “ Choyce Cases” begin at

p . 105 and end at p. 180. Like Lombard,
Tothill , and a few similar law works, this

volume is one which those great cases that

occur from time totime and stimulate inquiry

into the very foundations of legal science, will

occasionally call forth .

London . 1870. Full antique calf ..... $7.50
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COMMONWEALTH LAW REPORTS.

These reports contain the decisions of the High

Court of Australia. Nine volumes in ten books

are now ready. Some of these have gone out

of print . Secure sets while they are available .

Correspondence is invited .
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KORKUNOV'S THEORY OF LAW.- This

treatise, in its English translation , is one of the

few Continental works of permanent importance

which have been made accessible to American

readers . A large debt of gratitude is due to

Dean Hastings for his alertness in being one of

the first of our legal scholars to discover this

“ Science of Law ," and for so pleasantly intro

ducing its author to the American public. -

The Green Bag.

III . Cunningham's Reports . Reports of

Cases argued and adjudged in the Court of

King's Bench in the 7th, 8th , 9th and 10th

years of KingGeorge the Second, during which

time the Right Honorable the Earl of Hard

wicke was Lord Chief Justice of that Court.

Not the least valuable and interesting portion

of this volume , independent of the value

attaching to many of the reported cases , is

that devoted to " A Proposal for rendering the

Laws of England Clear and Certain '

unique and instructive chapter on law report
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ing, and in behalf of an authorized body of

Reporters. After a hasty glance at the Civil

Law, and the Institutes , Digests and Code of

the Romans, the author gives a rapid history

of the English reporters from the Year- Books

of Edw . III to his day. We quote an obser

vation which seems pertinent to the times:

“ After the Revolution , many reports have

been published, most of which ' set open the

windows of the law to let in the gladsome

light , whereby the reason thereof may be

clearly discerned :' and though some of them ,

as Justice Shelley said , might be compared to

Banbury cheeses, whose superfluities being

pared away, there would not be enough left

to bait what Lord Hale called the Mousetrap.

of the Law ; yet probably the meanest of

them may , like the little birds , add something

toward building the eagle's nest .

London . 1871. Full antique calf. ..... $ 16.00

the restoration of Charles II to determine the

law and proceedings that should govern in

the trial of the persons apprehended for the
murder of Charles I.

London. 1873. Full antique calf ... $ 21.00

VII . Shower's Cases in Parliament. The

early editions were published in folio form in

1698 and 1740. That of 1740 purports to be

" the third ," but Mr. Soule was unable to find

a second edition , or any record of one. These

early editions having become difficult to

obtain , and the publishers having some Appeal

Cases decided between 1726 and 1733, not

reported in the House of Lords Reports, they

secured Mr. R. L. Loveland to edit a new edi.

tion , incorporating the new cases . This edi

tion is an octavo and is styled the fourth .

London . 1876. Full antique calf ,

cracked $ 10.00

JURISPRUDENCE AND PHILOSOPHY

OF LAW SERIES.

By

IV . Sir Robert Brooke's New Cases, with

March's Translation . ( Nouell cases de les

ans et temps le Roy, H. 8. Ed . 6. et la

Roygne Mary , 1578. Tottelli.] Though com

piled by Bellewe, there is no indication in the

volume known and cited as “ Brooke's New

Cases" that he was the author, but in the

very quaint and interesting epistle prefixed to

the “ Cases temp. Richard II.” Bellewe states

that the favor extended to his Collection of

Brooke's New Cases prevailed with him to

publish another volume. He compiled the

two collections on different systems, one under

years and the other under titles ; but it would

seem that the chronological arrangement was

not so useful as the other, for March, in his

translation of Brooke's New Cases ( 1651 ) , has

reduced them alphabetically under their proper

heads and titles.

London. 1873. Full antique calf ... $ 21.00

V. William Kelynge's Reports in Chancery

and King's Bench. The first edition ap

peared in 1740, a second edition was published

in 1764 , to which were “ added seventy new

cases, not in former editions." The Chancery

Cases (43 pp .) cover the period from 1730 to

1732 , the King's Bench Cases, 1731 to 1734 .

William Kelynge, the Editor of these Reports,

was admitted a Student of the Inner Temple,

25th June , 1726 , and was called to the Bar

19th November, 1731. This volume of re

ports has been cited as 2 Kelynge , to distin

guish it from 1 (or J.) Kelyng.

London. 1873. Full antique call ... $21.00

A series of translations of continental master

works on jurisprudence and philosophy of law ,

adopted or selected by a committee of the

American Association of Law Schools.

GENERAL THEORY OF LAW.

Prof. N. M. Korkunov, University of St.

Petersburg, translated from the Russian by

Prof. W. G. Hastings, University of Ne

braska .

CONTENTS .

INTRODUCTION . BOOK I. Concep

tions of Law. BOOK II . Objective and

Subjective Sides of Law. BOOK III .

Social Conditions of Legal Development .

BOOK IV. Positive Law .

The theories in chief which underlie

worldwide reasoning are all present and

are touched upon in an original and straight
forward way .

SCIENCE OF LAW. By Karl Gareis ,

Prof. of Law at Munich , translated from

the German by Albert Kocourek , North

western University, with an introduction by

Prof. Roscoe Pound , Harvard University,

CONTENTS .

SYSTEMATIC SURVEY OF THE LAW :

Part I. Law and its Sources . Part II .

Systematic Classification of the Law :

(a ) Civil or Private Law ; The System

of Civil Law in Detail . (6 ) Public Law :

Public Law of the State. International

Law. Supplement to Private and Pub

lic Law : Special Law of Profession and

Position . Methodology of Legal Science.

Appendix .

VI . Sir John Kelyng's Reports of Crown

Cases . There have been two editions of these

cases , the first published in London , in 1708,

folio , and the second , Dublin , 1789, octavo .

Neither of these contained all the cases col

lected by Sir John Kelyng and left in MS.

The omitted cases are included in this edition ,

and , to readily distinguish them , are printed

in red ink. The “ Treatise on High Treason "

( first printed in 1793) at the end of the volume

being a kindred subject, and coniaining num

erous references to Kelyng , forms an inter

esting appendix . The volume contains the

Resolutions of the Judges called together at

" A book to think through , not merely to

read through ."

Each volume, buckram binding, $3.50 .
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RARE AND INTERESTING.
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In addition to selling new law books of all

kinds we pay especial attention to books

which are difficult to get through the ordinary

channels of the book trade .

We give a list below of some of the scarce

law books, which we select as illustrative of our

stock of over a thousand books of similar char

We may have but one copy of these

books, consequently the first order gets the

choice :
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Finch (Sir Henry ). Law : or a Discourse

thereof. Written in French , and done

into English by the Author. 32mo , calf .

London. 1636 . $ 5.00

Finch (Sir Henry ) . Law, or a Discourse

thereof . With Notes by Dandy Picker

ing. 12mo , calf . London . 1759. ... 2.50

Fitzherbert's Abridgment. Large folio .

Broken binding. London. 1565. ( Title

torn in one corner ; otherwise fine copy).. 15.00

The same. Folio. Tottell . London.
1577 10.00

Fleta : Sen Commentarius Juris Anglicani.

Accedit Fet Assavoir. Subjungitur Joan .

Seldeni Dissertatio Historica. 1st ed .

Small 4to . London. 1647 . 7.50

Second ed . 4to. London . 1685 . 6.00

Fleta : Sen Commentarius Juris Anglicani.

Liber Primus Antiqua Placita Coronæ

Continens . Folio . London . 1735 ... 5.00

Flintoff (Owen) . Rise and Progress of the

Laws of England and Wales. London .

3.00

Forsyth (Wm .). Hortensius: an Histori

cal Essay on the Office and Duties of an

Advocate. 3d ed . With illustrations,

London . 1879 3.50

Fortescue (Sir John ). De Landibus

Legum Angliæ . Notes by John Selden .

24mo. London . 1672 2.50

The same. Notes by A. Amos. Cam

bridge. 1825 .
1.50

Fortescue (Lord Chancellor ). A Learned

Commendation of the Politicue Laws of

England . Translated into English by

Robert Mulcaster. 18mo. London .

1599 5.00

Glanville ( Runulpho de). Tractatus de

Legibus , etc. Angliæ. 32mo. London .

1604 7.50

Glanville (Runulpho de). Tractatus de

Legibus et Consuetudinibus Regni

Angliæ . Preface by John Rayner. Old

calf. London . 1780. ( This is the edi

tion Sir John Wilmot claims was pirated

by Rayner from him . See pages 13 , 15 ,

Leg . Bib ., N.S. ) . . 6.00

Glanville. Translation by John Beames ;

to which are added Notes. London .

1812 6.00

Grounds and Rudiments of Law and

Equity; illustrated by various Cases , " a

great number never before printed ." By a

Gentleman of the Middle Temple. 2d

ed . Folio , broken calf . London . 1751 .

( “ Far more valuable than Finch's Law . ”

- Barton's Conveyancing; 28 , note) . 5.00

(Hale (Sir Matthew ).) Analysis of the

Law , “ by a Learned Hand ." First edi

tion of this predecessor of Blackstone's
Analysis. London . 1713 5.00

The same. 2d ed . , by Hale. London .

1716 2.50

Hargrave (Francis ) . Collection of Tracts

relative to the Law of England . Vol. 1

( no other volumepublished ) . 4to . Lon
don . 1787 .. 5.00

(Contains, among other papers , Chief

Justice Hale's De Jure Maris et De

Portibus Maris.) .

Sources of English Law.

Bracton de Legibus. A Treatise on the

Laws of England. 4to . London . 1640 $ 10.00

Britton . Second ed . Faithfully corrected

according to divers ancientmanuscripts.
By Edm . Wingate, Gent. 24mo. Lond.

6.00

Britton . Containing the Ancient Pleas of

the Crown ; translated . References ,

Notes and Ancient Records . By Robert

Kelham . 12mo. London . 1762 .... 5.00

Brooke (Sir Robert ) . La Grande Abridg

ment . 2 vols . in 1. Small 4to . Richard

Tottell . 1576 . 10.00

Brooke (Sir Robert ) . Reading upon the

Statute of Limitations. 24mo. London.

1647 2.50

Brunner (H. ) . Sources of the Law of Eng

land : an Historical Introduction to the

Study of English Law . Translated by

W. Hastie. Edinburgh. 1888 1.50

Calthrope (Charles). Relation betweene

the Law of a Mannor and the Coppy

Holder his Tenant . Small 4to. London.

1635 2.50

Coke upon Littleton . Hargrave and But

ler's Notes . 1st American from 19th

English ed . 2 vols. Philadelphia. 1853 12.00

Coke (Sir Edward ) . Institutes of the

Laws of England . Part I. Commentary

upon Littleton. 3 vols. 1794 . - Part

II . Ancient Statutes. 2 vols . 1797. –

Part III . Treason and Criminal Causes.

1 vol. 1797 . Part IV . Jurisdiction of

Courts. 1 vol . 1797. In all 7 vols .

London 15.00

Doctor and Student. The Dialogue, in

English , between a Doctor of Divinitie

and a Student of the Lawes of England.

London . 1623 3.50

Doderidge (Sir John ). The English Law

yer, describing a method for the manag
ing of the Laws of this Land. Small

4to. London . 1631 ... 3.00

Dugdale (Sir Wm .). Origines Juridicales,

or Historical Memorials of the English

Laws, Courts of Justice, etc.; also a

Chronicle of Chancellors, Justices, etc.

3d ed .; with eight fine full-page por

traits . Folio . London , 1680 20.00

E (uer ) ( S. ) . Doctrina Placitandi: ou

L'Art & Science de Bon Pleading. Small

4to , old calf . London. 1677 .
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Herbert (W.). Antiquities of the Inns of

Court and Chancery: - with a Concise

History of the English Law , Embellished

with 24 plates. London . 1804 ...... $ 7.50

Horne (Andrew) . The Mirrour of Jus

tices; to which is added The Diversity
of Courts. Translated into English by

W. H. 12mo. London . 1768 .. 5.00

- The same. (In Law French .) 24mo.

London . 1642 6.00

Jacob (Giles) . A Law Grammar, or Rudi

ments of the Law. 2d ed . 18mo. Lon

don . 1749... 1.50

The same. 8th ed . , by John Hargrave.

16mo. London . 1840 2.00

Lambard (Wm . ) . Archion , or a Comen

tary upon the High Courts of Justice in

England . 16mo. London. 1635 . 5.00

Lambard (Wm .). Archaionomia : Sive

De Priscis Anglorum Legibus. Small

4to . London . 1644 .... 5.00

Littleton's Tenures . A Commentary

upon, written prior to that of Coke.

Edited by Henry Cary . London . 1829 5.00

Magna Charta : Historical Essay on , by

Richard Thomson. Elegantly printed ,

with a different border to each page

composed of the emblems and devices

of the signers of the Charter. London .

1829 . 6.00

Noy (Guliel) . The Compleat Lawyer

concerning Tenures and Estatee. 32mo.

Boards. London. 1651 2.00

Noy (Wm .). Grounds and Maxims: also

an Analysis of the English Laws , etc.

From the 7th London edition. 16mo .,

old sheep. Middletown (Conn.). 1808 1.50

Noy (Wm .). Principal Grounds and

Maxims of the Laws of England. 9th

ed . by W. M. Bythewood . London.

1821 2.00

Perkins ( John ). A Profitable Book treat

ing of the Lawes of England principally

as they relate to Conveyancing

In English . 24mo. 1657 . 1.50

In English. 14th ed . 24mo. 1757 1.50

In English. 15th ed . 24mo. Dublin.

1792 1.50

In English. 15th ed . , by R. J. Greening.

18mo. 1827 2.00

[Rastell (Wm . ) . ) A collection of Entries ,

etc. Folio . Old calf . Richard Tottel .

London . Jan. 22 , 1574 . 10.00

Reeves' History of the English Law from

the time of the Romans to the end of the

reign of Elizabeth . New edition by

W.F. Finlason. 3 vols . London. 1869 12.00

Regiam Majestatem , the Auld Lawes and
Constitutions of Scotland . trans

lated out of Latine in Scottish Lan

guage, be Sir John Skene of Currie

hill. Quhereto are adjoined Twa Trea

tises anent the Order of Proces, and

Crimes . 4to . Edinburgh . 1774 .... 10.00

Rolle's Abridgment. Un Abridgment des

Plusieurs Cases et Resolutions del Com

mon Ley ; digest per Henry Rolle . 2

vols . in l . London . 1668 .. 6.00

Selden (John ). Opera Omnia , tam Edita

quam Inedita. Recensuit David

Wilkins (with life and fine portrait en

graved by Vertue after Lely ) . 3 vols. in

6 parts. London . 1726 $ 25.00

Selden (John ). Reverse or Back-face of

the English Janus the common and

Statute Law of English Brittany. Ren

dered into English by Redman Westcot.

Folio . London. 1682. ( Bound with Eng

land's Epinoums, 1683, and Two Trea

tises on Testaments and Intestates ,

1683 , both by John Selden ) . 6.00

Selden (John ). Tracts. — 1. English

Janus; II . England's Epinomus; III.

Origin of Ecclesiastical Jurisdictions of

Testaments; IV . Administration of In

testate's Goods. Folio. London . 1683 3.00

Termes de la Ley , or Certain Difficult and

Obscure Words and Terms of the Com

mon Laws and Statutes . . . explained

16mo. London . 1641 2.50

16mo. London . 1659 2.00

16mo. London . 1685 .. 2.00

12mo. London. 1721 2.00

12mo. London. 1742 2.50

Wilkins (David ). Leges Anglo-Saxonicæ

Ecclesiasticæ et Civiles : accedunt Leges

Edwardi, Guilielmi Conquestoris, et

Henrici I .; Subjungitur Henr, Spel

manni Codex Legum Veterum . Folio .

London . 1721 7.50

(Wood .] First Principles of the Laws of

England . 12mo. London . 1705. Bound

with a new Institute of the Imperial or

Civil Law . London , 1704. 2 vols . in 1 5.00

II . SCARCE AND INTERESTING RE

PORTS.

Probably Not in Your Library .

Here are the titles of a few reports, etc. ,

which we find on our shelves , which ought to

be in every large law library, but may no be

in yours :

ENGLISH REPORTS.

Boke of Assises ( The Abridgment of the

Boke of Assises , lately pused ouer & cor

rected & nowe newlye imprynted by

Richarde Tottle , on laste daye of Sep

teber, An . Do. 1555. ) There were two

different editions of this Abridgment of

the Book of Assises . This is the one

numbered 2 in the Harvard Law Review

Year- Book Bibliography. 24mo. Half
calf . $ 10.00

Clayton's Reports and Pleas of Assises

at Yorke . 24mo. London. 1651. Calf . 25.00

Davis Reports . (Le Primer Report des

Cases & Matters en Ley resolves &

adiudges en les Courts del Roy en Ire

land. Collect et digest per Sr. John

Danys, Chiualer AtturneyGenerall del

Roy en cest Realme.) Folio. Dublin .

5.00

( This is a curious volume. A Preface

Dedicatory in English covers 22 pages,
omitted in later editions. The reports

cover 96 folios, the first 83 folios being

printed in Black Letter, in law -Latin , the

remainder in ordinary type in English .)

1615 ....
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Opera Omnia, tan bon

. Recensu :t Ini

life and fine porus:

necnon

Fergusson (James. ) . Reports of Deci

sions by the Consistorial Court in

Actions of Divorce. Full calf . Edin

burgh. 1817 $ 5.00

Murray (Joseph) . Reports of Cases tried

in the Jury Court . 1815-1830. 5 vols .

Edinburgh. 1818–1831 15.00

Pitcairn (Robt . ) . Ancient Criminal Trial

in Scotland. 4 vols. Edinburgh . 1833 30.00

BRITISH COLONIAL REPORTS.

ue after Lely ;.3 vecka

on. 1726

Reverse or Backlas

nus - the common C.

English Brittany.

ish by Redmachine

1652. Bound with
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ments and latesta

ohn Selden

Tracts. - I. Er

Nand's Epimus

siastical Jurisdits

: Administratia

Folio. London la

or Certain Diferente

and Terms of the la

Statutes ...empieza

· 1611

Australia .

A Beckett, William . Judgments of the

Supreme Court of New South Wales,

for the District of Port Phillip (Vic

toria ) delivered during the years 1846 ,

1847 , 1848 , 1849 , 1850, 1851. Cited as

Shadforth's Reports. Melbourne , 1847–

53. 6 vols. original edition , bound in 2 75.00

Beor . Cases in Equity, Common Law ,

Admiralty , Insolvency and Criminal

Law in the Courts of Queensland, 1876–
1878. 1 vol. 7.50

Gilchrist , W. J. Local Government

Manual. Contains Decisions of the

Supreme Court of Victoria, 1861-1878 ,

on the law affecting Municipalities.

4to . Melbourne. 1879 7.50

1613...

1721

1742
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Keilwey's Reports; 2d ed . Relationes

Quorundum Casuum Selectorum ex

Libris Rob : Keilwey Ar :

Relationes nonnullorum Casuum per

. . Gulielmum Dalison & per Guliel

mum Bendloes. ( Preface by Jo. Croke ) .

Folio, broken calf. London. 1633.. . $ 10.00

The same. 1st ed . Folio , old calf .

London. 1602 10.00

(Comparison of these two editions veri

fies the supposition expressed in note 8 ,

p. 91 , Lawyers Reference Manual, that

the first and second editions of Keil

way are not the same. The type is

different , and the Dalison and Bendloes

cases are not in the first edition. )

Latch's Reports. Cases determined in

the Court of King's Bench during the

I , II and III years of Chas . I. First

published in Norman -French, 1661.

Translated into English by F. X.

Martin , Newburn , N. C. 1793. 12mo. 7.50

[The translator did much original work,

increasing the value of his edition over

the original. Practically it is of much

value, as it makes the matter in Latch

available to the modern practitioner, not

ordinarily familiar with Norman-French. )

New Magistrate Cases, vol. 5. Reprint .

76 pages, no title or index . ... 20.00

[Few libraries have more than the first

four volumes. The fifth volume is very

scarce and rarely to be met with. It con

tains seventy - six pages only . )

Pratt . Law of Contraband of War :

with a selection of Cases from the

papers of Sir Geo. Lee. Cloth . Lon

don . 1856 . 32.50

Star-Chamber Cases . “ Collected for

the most part out of Mr. Crompton,

his Booke, entitled “The Jurisdiction of
Divers Courts. ' ” Small quarto. Boards
London . 1630 3.00

The same. 4to . 1611. Beautifully

bound in half blue morocco ... 5.00

IRISH REPORTS.

Cases on Costs . ( 1867-1891 . ) Reported

by the Council of the Incorporated Law

Society of Ireland , 1892 5.00

Bernard's Cases under the Irish

Church Acts . 1872 3.50

Brewster's Report of Seven Trials at the

Clonmel Summer Assizes of 1829. 8vo.

Cloth . Dublin . 1830 . 5.00

Fitzgibbon's Practice Decisions , 1881

1886 3.50

Greer's Land Cases . 1881-1897 , and

Appendix, 1898. 2 vols. 10.00

Libraries not having the Appendix will

be supplied at $2.50.

Irish Reserved Cases , 1861–1864.. 5.00

MacCarthy's Leading Cases in Land

Purchase Law , 1892., 5.00

Shaw's Irish State Trials , 1844. Dublin .

1844 ... 5.00

SCOTCH REPORTS.

Duncan (John M.). Digest of Entail

Cases in which Deeds of Entail have

been challenged . 1732-1840. Cloth .

Edinburgh. 1856

10.00

ND INTER
EST
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.
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Canada.

Clarke and Sully . Reports of the Deci

sions of the Referees appointed for the

purpose of the Drainage Laws. 2 vols .

Windsor, 1898. Toronto, 1903..

Hodgins, Thomas. Reports of the Deci

sions of the Judges for the trial of Elec

tion Petitions in Ontario, relating to

elections to the Legislative Assembly

of Ontario , 1871-5–9 : and to the House

of Commons of Canada, 1874-8 . To

ronto , 1883

Laperriere, Aug. Decisions of the

Speakers of the Legislative Assembly

and House of Commons of Canada,

from 1841 to June, 1872. Ottawa ,

1872

Stockton , Alfred A. Reports of Cases de

cided in the Vice -Admiralty Court of

New Brunswick from 1879 to 1891 , with

a full Digest of all Canadian Vice

Admiralty Cases. St. John. 1894 ...

Stuart , Geo. O. Cases selected from

those heard and determined in the Vice

Admiralty Court for Lower Canada.

2 vols . London , 1858, 1875 ...

Young, Sir William . The Admiralty De

cisions of, Judge of the Court of Vice

Admiralty for the Province of Nova

Scotia . 1865-1880. Toronto . 1882 .
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Ceylon .

Rama-Nathan. The Judgments of the

Supreme Court of Judicature and of

the High Court of Appeal of the Island

of Ceylon , 1820-1833. Colombo . 1877 15.00

Rama -Nathan . Reports of Important

Cases heard and determined by the

Supreme Court of Ceylon. 1843-1855.

Colombo. 1884 ... 15.00
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Rama-Nathan. Reports of Important

Cases heard and determined by the

Supreme Court of Ceylon during

1860, 1861 and 1862. Colombo. 1880 $ 15.00

Rama-Nathan. Reports of Important

Cases heard and determined by the

Supreme Court of Ceylon, 1863-1868.

Colombo . 1881 15.00

Rama-Nathan . Reports of Cases heard

and determined by the Supreme Court

of Ceylon sitting in Appeal , 1877 .

Colombo. 1878 17.50

Supreme Court Circular. Reports of

Cases decided, and of orders and

minutes issued , by the Supreme Court.

9 vols . 1878–1891 45.00

Browne. Reports of Cases decided in the

Supreme and other courts of Ceylon ,

1876–1902 . 3 vols . Colombo. 1900

1902 , 20.00

New Law Reports of Cases decided by

the Supreme Court of Ceylon , the

Court of Vice -Admiralty, etc. 7 vols .

1896-1904 .. 35.00

Balasingham . Reports of Cases decided

by the Supreme Court of Ceylon, the

Court of Vice -Admiralty, etc. 4 vols.

1904-1909 20.00

Appeal Court Reports. Edited by de

Witt and Weeresinghe. 1903-1908.

4 vols . Colombo. 1907-1909 30.00

Thomson, Henry B. Institutes of the

Laws of Ceylon. 2 vols . London . 1866 15.00

Pereira , Walter B. Institutes of the Laws

of Ceylon . 2 vols. Colombo. 1901-1904 15.00

Cyprus .

Cyprus Law Reports. Cases determined

by the Supreme Court of Cyprus on

appeal from the Doavi Courts and Dis

trict Courts, 1883-1901 . 5 vols...... 20.00

East Africa Protectorate .

Hamilton, R. W. Law Reports contain

ing cases determined by the High Court

of Mombasa,and by the Appeal Court

at Zanzibar, 1897–1905. With appen

dices containing Notes on Native Cus

toms, etc. London. 1906 . 2.50

India.

Bellasis , A. F. Reports of Criminal Cases,

1827–1846. Bombay. 1849 .. . $ 20.00

Bengal Law Reports, with Gordere's

Full Bench Rulings, 16 vols. 1868-1875 50.00

Calcutta Law Reports. Sometimes

cited as “ O’Kinealy's Reports.” 13 vols .

1877 to 1883 . 65.00

Central Provinces Law Reports. 17

vols . 1886–1904 50.00

Coghlan. An Epitome of some Hindu

Law Cases with notes and introductory .

chapters. London . 1876 ... 2.50

Madras Law Times. 7 vols . 1904–1910 37.50

Morton, T. C. Decisions of the Supreme

Court at Fort William in Bengal . 2d ed .

by Montriow with additional cases and

notes on Hindu Law . Calcutta. 1851. 17.50

Moyle, J. C. Judgments and Rulings in

Criminal Appeals and References to the

Court of the Judicial Commissioner and

the Special Court of Lower Burma.

1872-1892. Rangoon. 1894 17.50

Oudh Cases , 1892–1905. 8 vols.. 50.00

Perry, Sir Erskine. Cases Illustrative of

Oriental Life and the application of Eng

lish Law to India , decided in the Su

preme Court at Bombay. London.

1853 12.50

Sevestre, Allan A. Reports of Cases on

Appeal from the lower courts in Bengal

to the High Court at Calcutta (vol . 2 of

Marshall ) 1863. Calcutta. 1868 .. 7.50

Strange , T. A. Notes of Cases in the

Court of the Recorder and in the Su

preme Court at Madras, 1798-1816.

2 vols . 1827 3.50

Sutherland, D. Rulings by the Sudder

and High Court from 1861-1865 on Ref

erences from the Mofussil Small Cause

Courts . Calcutta. 1865 .. 6.00

5.00

Isle of Man.

Bluett . The Advocates Note Book :

being Notes and Minutes of Cases heard

and determined before the Judicial Tri

bunals of the Isle of Man. 1847...... 12.50

The introduction contains a sketch of

Manx law from the fifteenth century to

1847.

Mills, M. A. The Ancient Ordinances and

Statute Laws of the Isle of Man , from

the earliest period to 1821 , with

Geneste's Statute Laws of same to

1832. 2 vols . in 1 12.50

Jamaica.

Jamaica Law Reports . 1905, 1906 .

2 vols . 20.00

Two parts of 1906 had been published

when the earthquake and fire destroyed

the publishers' plant and all the accu

mulated stock . The publication has not

been continued.

Jamaica Statutes Revised . 1681-1888.

12 vols . 8vo . 1889 60.00

Jersey .

A Code of Laws for the Island of Jersey,

1771. Approved by the Crown, March

28 , 1771 10.00

Gold Coast.

Fanti Customary Laws. Native Laws

and Customs of the Fauti and Akau

sections of the Gold Coast, with a selec

tion of Cases decided in the Law Courts,

by J. M.Farbah . London . 1897 .....

Redwar, H. W. H. Comments on some

Ordinances of the Gold Coast Colony,

with Notes on decided Cases. London .

1909

Guernsey.

Le Livre des Actes des Etats d'l'Isle de

Guernsey, 1605-1650. Vol. 1 , pts. 1 to

8 , 384 pp. All published . Guernsey .

1856

Causes heard , ordered and determined ,

at St. Petersport, before H. 11. Com

missioners from Oct. 16. to Dec. 20 ,

1607. Guernsey. 1814

3.75

7.50

25.00
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Liberia .

Supreme Court Reports, Vol. 1. Jan. ,

1861-1907 $ 15.00

In this volume one reads how the com

mon law of the United States and Eng

land is applied to meet the conditions

arising in an independent African Republic.

Mauritius .

Piston , Adrieu . Decisions of the Su

preme Court , Vice -Admiralty Court

and Bankruptcy Court , 1861-1862 . 2

ed . London. 1863. 2 vols . 15.00

Decisions of the Supreme Court , Vice

Admiralty Court and Bankruptcy Court

of Mauritius during the years 1885 to

1894 , 10 vols . Bound in 5 25.00

Natal .

Phipson , Thomas. Reports of Cases in

the Supreme Court of Natal , from its

commencement , 15th April, 1858.

Pietermaritzburg, 1858. Title , 48 pp .

no index. Facsimile reprint 7.50

Finnemore, R. I. Notes and Digest of

the Principal Decisions of the Supreme

Court of the Colony of Natal , in the

years 1860 to 1867. 5 vols. bound

in 1. Very scarce.. 37.50

Native High Court, Reports of the

Decisions of the full court . Vols . 5

to 8, 1904 to 1907. 4 vols . bound in 1 20.00

Natal Statutes , 1901-1906 (being a

Supplement to Hitchin's Natal Statutes .

1845–1900 ). 1 vol . Half-calf. 1907 10.50

Nevis .

Nevis Laws Revised , 1681-1861 . 1 vol .

London. 1862 5.00

Newfoundland.

Tucker's Select Cases from the Records

of the Supreme Court of Newfoundland,

1817-1828 . St. Johns . 1829 17.50

This original edition contains cases not

found in Morris ' reprint.

New Zealand .

Fenton . Important Judgments delivered

in the Compensation Court and Native

Land Court, 1866–1879. Auckland .

1879 ... 17.50

Orange River Colony.

Law Reports , 1903 to 1909. 7 vols..... 60.00

Straits Settlements .

Norton Kyshe. Cases determined in the

Supreme Court of Straits Settlements,

1808–1884. Vols. 2 and 3 containing

Criminal Rulings, Admiralty , Magis

trates Appeals, etc ..
12.00

Vaughan : Manners and Customs of the

Chinese in the Straits Settlements.

Singapore. 1879 5.00

Transvaal .

Proclamations , 1900–1902, and Ordi

nances, 1902 to 1908, 8 vols .. 15.00

Windward Islands .

Greaves , Sir W. H. Report of Judgments

AMERICAN REPORTS.

Arkansas . Martin , Thos . B. Decisions

in Equity, being Selected Cases De

cided in the Courts of the 1st Chancery

Dist , of Ark. 1895–1900 . Little Rock.

1901

Georgia . Gault, Joseph. Reports of De

cisions in Justices ' Courts, from 1820

1851. Marietta, Ga . 1851 ....

A quaint humorous volume of 80 pages

that should be in every law library in

the section devoted to curious books.

Indiana . Smith , T. L. Reports of Cases

in the Supreme Court of Indiana , 1848–

1849. New Albany . 1850 .

Louisiana . Manning, T.C. Unreported

Cases heard and determined by

Supreme Court of Louisiana , 1877-1880.

St. Louis. 1884

Maine. Smith, F. O. J. Reportsof De

cisions in the Circuit Courts Martial.

Portland . 1831

Massachusetts . Noble, John . Records

of the Court of Assistants of theColony

of Massachusetts Bay, 1630–1692. 2

vols. Boston. 1901-1904

During the early years of the Colony,

the Governor and the Assistants sat as a

Court of Assistants for the trial of causes ,

civil and criminal. Vol. I is reprinted

from the only complete volume of records

now extant , and covers the complete

record of the Court from 3d March, 1673 ,

to 22d April , 1686 , and from 24th Decem

ber, 1689, until the early part of 1692 .

This single original volume of records is

now in the office of the Clerk of the

Supreme Judicial Court , at Boston. It is

designated by an original entry on the

parchment cover as the “ Secconde Booke

of Reccords Begunne the 3d of March,

1673." The earlier original records of the

Court , except when their proceedings are

intermixed with the records of the General

Court, are lost . Vol . II covers the period

from 1630 to 1644 , but the material is col

lected from other sources . Every large

library should have this scarce set on their

shelves.

Michigan. McGrath, John W. Man

damus Cases decided in the Supreme

Court , 1891-1897. Detroit . 1898 ...

New Hampshire. Smith , Jeremiah. De

cisions of the Superior and Supreme

Courts, from 1802 to 1809, and from

1813 to 1816, selected from the manu

script reports of Judge Smith, chief

justice of these courts, with extracts

from his manuscript treatise on Pro

bate Law , and other legal manuscripts.

Boston . 1879

New York. Anthon , John. The Law of

Nisi Prius, being Reports of Cases de

termined at Nisi Prius in the Supreme

Court, with Notes and Commentaries

on each Case, to which is prefixed an

Introductory Essay on the Studies pre

paratory to the active duties of the

Bar. New York . 1820
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IRISH REPORTS.

The following collection not being quite com

plete, we will break into it and supply any odd
volumes needed to complete sets.

Irish Reports are becoming very scarce .

as а

a

Saratoga Chancery Sentinel . 6 vols .

bound in 1. Feb. , 1841 , to May, 1847 .. $ 60.00

Notes of Chancery Cases under the title

" Chancery Sentinel," published

supplement to the Saratoga Sentinel.

Select Cases , adjudged in the Courts of

New York, containing the case of John
V. W. Yates and the case of the Journey.

men Cordwainers of the City of New

York, New York. 1811 5.00

Skillman's Police Reports. 1830.... 37.50

This is certainly a curious volume.

Pennsylvania . Berks County Law

Journal. Vol. 1 , containing cases de

cided by the Courts of Berks County .

Reading. 1909 5.00

Lehigh County Law Journal. Vol . I.

Allentown. 1906. Out of print 7.50

Penna. State Trials . 1794 .... 10.00

This volume should be included in all

collections of Pennsylvania material.

Vaux Recorder's Decisions . 1846 ... 37.50

Wilcox, W. A. Lackawanna Co. Reports 7.50

South Carolina. The Occasional Re

porter of Cases in the Courts of Law

and Equity , Reported by several gentle

men of the Charleston Bar. Only one

part published, title , 66 pp . 1 leaf .

Pamphlet 12.50

Tennessee. Thompson's Unreported

Cases. 1878 17.50

This is one of the curiosities of American

law-reporting . The reporter , Seymour D.

Thompson, later became famousas a legal
editor and author.

This volume, after issue, was either with

drawn at the request of the Tennessee Su

preme Court, or suppressed by the author

when he acquired reputation as a judge

and writer .

Virginia . Howison's Criminal Trials.

1851 12.50

The trials contained in this volume pre

sent a remarkable variety both of fact

and law, and two of them reveal a wild

and startling tragedy, seldom exceeded in

real life .

APPEALS.

Ridgeway . 3 vols .

CHANCERY.

Schoales and Lefroy. 2 vols .
Ball and Beatty. 2 vols.

Beatty. 1 vol .

Lloyd and Goold , temp. Plunket. 1 vol .

Drury and Walsh . 2 vols.

Lloyd and Goold , temp. Sugden. 1 vol .

Drury and Warren, temp . Sugden. 4 vols .

Drury, temp. Sugden. 1 vol

Jones and Latouche , temp. Sugden . 3 vols.

Drury's Select Cases, temp. Napier. 1 vol .

ROLLS COURT.

Hogan . 2 vols .

Sausse and Scully. 1 vol.

Flanagan and Kelly . 1 vol .

KING'S AND QUEEN'S BENCH .

Vernon and Scriven. 1 vol .

Ridgeway, Lapp and Schoales. 1 vol.

Fox and Smith . 2 vols .

Smith and Batty. 1 vol.

Batty. 1 vol.

Hudson and Brooke. 2 vols.

Alcock and Napier. 1 vol .

Jebb and Symes. 2 vols .

Jebb and Bourke. 1 vol.

COMMON PLEAS.

Smythe. 1 vol .

NISI-PRIUS

Armstrong, Macartney & Ogle. 1 vol .

Blackham, Dundas & Osborne. 1 vol .

EXCHEQUER.

Hayes. 1 vol .

Hayes and Jones . 1 vol .

Jones and Carey . 1 vol.

Longfield and Townsend . 1 vol .

REGISTRY CASES.

Welsh , 1832-1840 . 1 vol .

Alcock , 1837-1841 . 1 vol .

LAND ACTS .

Donnell , 1871-1876. 1 vol .

CROWN CASES, 1822–1840 .

Jebb . 1 vol .

CIRCUIT CASES.

Crawford & Dix. 1841-1847 . 3 vols.

ALL THE COURTS.

Law Recorder. 1827-1831 . 4to . 4 vols .

Glascock . 1831-1832 . 1 vol .

Law Recorder. New Series. 1833-1838, 6 vols.

Crawford and Dix , Abridged Notes of Cases.

1837-1838. 1 vol .

Irish Law , 13 vols. , Irish Equity , 13 vols. ( Not

published separately.) 1838–1850. 26 vols .

The Irish Reports, Common Law Series , 11 vols .,

The Irish Reports, Equity Series , 11 vols.

( Not published separately.) 1866–1878. 22

vols.

STATUTES.

Statutes at Large, 1310–1800 . Folio . 21 vols.

DIGESTS.

Brunker, Common Law, 1865.

( 'Donnell & Brady, Equity. 1846.

Gamble & Barlow , Equity. 2 vols . 1868 .

Finlay. (With Cases. ) 1830.

SESSION LAWS.

Reprints of Scarce Sessions.

Illinois . Private Laws, Fifth Assembly,

December , 1826. 43 pp . $ 12.50 .

Louisiana. Acts passed by the 27th Legis

lature, in extra session at Opelousas, Dec. , 1862

and Jan., 1863. $ 5.00 .

Massachusetts . Laws passed at a Session

in April , 1821. Pp. (563) to 565. $2.50.

Michigan . Laws of the Territory, adopted

by the Legislative Board , 1821-1823 . 40 pp .

$7.50.

New Hampshire. Private Acts , November

Session , 1836. Pp . ( 291) to 366 , index (2 pp .).

$ 10.00.

New Hampshire. Private Acts , June Session ,

1837. Pp . (335) to 386 , index (2 pp. ) . $ 7.50.
Rhode Island . Acts and Resolves, April ,

1861. $2.50 .
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LEGAL PERIODICALS . Western Law Journal , 10 vols . 1843–1853 .

English , Scotch , Irish and British Colonial .
The issue of Jones's Index to Legal Peri

Canada Law Journal, 57 vols. (Current . )
odicals (2 vols . , $ 20.00 ) has opened to re- 1855–1910 .

search all the treasures of essay and monograph
Cape Law Times Reports, 19 vols. (Current . )

hitherto hidden away in the back volumes of 1891-1906 .

periodicals.
Cape and South African Law Journal, 25 vols .

The periodicals themselves have largely gone (Current . ) 1884-1909.

out of print, and complete sets can only be made Collectanea Juridica , 2 vols . 1790-1792 .

up with difficulty . Commonwealth Law Review, 6 vols. 1903

Lawyers are finding out how useful such 1909.

periodicals are.
Gray's Inn Journal, 2 vols . 1756 .

We have in stock at this time only the follow

ing sets which we will be pleased to price on
Journal of Comparative Legislation , new

series , 10 vols . (Current ) . 1899–1910.
application.

Journal of Jurisprudence , Edinburgh, 35 vols .

American Periodicals.
1857-1891 .

Juridical Review, Scotch , 21 vols. (Current . )

Albany Law Journal, 70 vols . 1870–1908 . 1889–1909.

American Bar Association Reports, 32 vols . La Themis, Quebec, 5 vols . 1879-1883.

1878-1908 . Law Chronicle , Edinburgh , 4 vols. 1829–1831.
American Jurist, 28 vols . 1829–1843. Law Chronicle , London , 5 vols. 1854-1858 .

American Law Journal (Hall ) , 6 vols . 1808– Law Quarterly Review, 25 vols. (Current . )

1817 . 1885-1909.

American Law Magazine, 6 vols . 1843–1846 . Law Review , 23 vols. 1844-1856 .

American Law Register, 58 vols. (Current . ) Monthly Law Digest and Reporter, Montreal ,

1852–1910. 1892-1893.

American Law Review . 44 vols . (Current . ) Property Lawyer, 15 vols . 1826-1830 .

1886–1910 . | Scots Law Times, 19 vols . (Current . ) 1892–

Central Law Journal, 70 vols . (Current . ) 1909.

1874-1910 . Scottish Jurist , 46 vols . 1829–1873.

Chicago Legal News, 42 vols. (Current . ) Solicitors ' Journal, 52 vols . (Current . ) 1857–

1869–1909 . 1908 .

Columbia Law Review, 10 vols. (Current.) French Sets .

1901–1910. Journal du Palais. 1791-1893 , 93 vols . Réper

Copp's Land Owner, 18 vols. in 6. 1874–1892. toire Général, 1791-1880, 18 vols. Juris

Criminal Law Magazine, 18 vols . 1880-1896 . prudence Administrative , 1813–1886, 11 vols .

Current Comment and Legal Miscellany, Lois et Décrets, 1845–1888 , 10 vols. 132 vols.

3 vols . 1889–1891. Fine bindings.

Green Bag, 20 vols . ( Current .) 1889–1908 . Revue Internationale du Droit Maritime.

Griffith's Law Register, 2 vols. 1822. 21 vols. 1886-1906. Fine half calf bind

Harvard Law Review , 23 vols . (Current . ) ings .

1887-1910.

Insurance Law Jour. , 38 vols . (Current .)
A SET NEEDED BY LIBRARIES .

1871-1909. Statutory Rules and Orders of Great

Journal of Law School, Taylor. 1822 . Britain , Revision to 1903 , 13 vols . , and

Kentucky Law Reporter, 32 vols . 1880–1908. annual volumes from 1904 to 1910 , with

Law , The, Chicago, 2 vols . 1889–1890 . Index to 1903 .

Law Book News, 2 vols. 1895-1896 . In all 21 volumes, $75.00 .

Law Reporter, Boston , 27 vols. 1839–1866 . This set is a companion to the Statutes of

Livingston's Law Magazine, 3 vols . 1853– Great Britain, and is absolutely necessary to the

1856. understanding of British Statutes and Decisions.

Michigan Law Review, 8 vols . (Current.) An Act of Parliament frequently authorizes

1902–1910 . the Privy Council or some Government Depart

National Bankruptcy Register, 19 vols . 1867- ment to carry into effect the Act by making
1880 .

orders , rules , regulations or bylaws , or to pre

New Jersey Law Journal , 32 vols . (Current.) scribe forms or scales of fees.

1878–1909. These Statutory Rules and Orders deal with

New York Legal Observer, 12 vols. 1842– nearly every heading mentioned in the Index

1854 . to the Statutes, from Administration to Weights

New York Monthly Law Bulletin , 5 vols . and Measures. In the United Kingdom the

1878-1883. Rules of Procedure of both Superior and Inferior

Ohio Weekly Law Bulletin , 54 vols . (Current.) Courts no longer appear on the Statute book ,

1876-1909 . but are to be sought in Statutory Rules. The

Pacific Coast Law Journal , 12 vols . 1876– constitution and powers of Consular Courts

1884 . under the Foreign Jurisdiction Acts , the inter

Railway and Corporation Law Journal , 12 national arrangements connected with Extradi
vols . 1887-1893 . tion , with Copyright , and Patents, Regulations

Reporter, The, 24 vols . 1876-1887. for preventing Collisions at Sea or for otherwise

San Francisco Law Journal . 1877-1878 . ensuring the safety of Ships, and the election

Southern Law Review, 11 vols. 1872-1883 . and central control of most Local Authorities

Virginia Law Journal, 17 vols. 1877-1893. are further instances of the various cases in

Virginia Law Register, 15 vols. ( Current.) which Parliament has delegated legislative

1895-1910 . powers to the Executive.
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Craig & Phillips , Ch . 1 vol.

Croke , K.B. 4 vols .

Crompton & Jervis, Ex. 2 vols.

Crompton & Meeson , Ex. 2 vols .

Crompton, Meeson & Roscoe, Ex. 2 vols .

Curteis , Ecc . 3 vols.

$ 1.00

5.00

2.50

2.50

2.50

3.75

3.75

3.75

2.50

2.50

5.00

5.25

2.00

Daniell , Ex. 1 vol ...

Danson & Lloyd , Merc . 1 vol .

Davies, K.B. 1762. 1 vol .

Davison & Merivale , K.B. 1 vol.

Deacon & Chitty, Bky . 4 vols.

Deane & Swabey , Ecc . 1 vol .

De Gex , Bky . 1 vol .

De Gex, Macnaghten & Gordon , Ch .
8 vols.

De Gex & Jones , Ch . 4 vols.

De Gex , Fisher & Jones, Ch. 4 vols .

De Gex, Jones & Smith , Ch . 4 vols.

De Gex & Smale , V.C. 5 vols ...

Denison , Cro . Ca. 2 vols.

Dickens , Ch . 2 vols .

Dodson, Ad . 2 vols .

Douglas, K.B. 1813-1831 . 4 vols.

Douglas . Election . 4 vols.

Dow , H.L. 6 vols.

Dow & Clark , H.L. 2 vols.

Dowling, Bail Ct . 9 vols .

Dowling, Nisi Prius . 1 vol .

Dowling, Bail Ct . N. S. 2 vols.

Dowling & Lowndes, Bail Ct . 7 vols.

Dowling & Ryland, K.B. 9 vols .

Durnford & East , K.B. 8 vols .

Dyer, K.B. 3 vols...

12.50

6.25

6.25

6.25

12.50

6.25

2.00

2.50

5.25

3.00

6.25

6.25

7.50

2.50

2.00

7.50

10.50

7.50

2.00

ENGLISH REPORTS.

An Alphabetical List of Cheap Second - Hand

Reports .

All in sound library condition .

In order to close out qur stock of original

English Reports, we offer our holdings at

London prices. Now is an opportunity to fill

up original sets at low prices. We have, in
most instances, but one copy .

Adolphus & Ellis , K.B. 12 vols . $ 7.50

Adolphus & Ellis , K.B.N.S. 18 vols . 15.00

Aleyn , K.B. fo . , 1688 . 1 vol . 2.00

Ambler, Ch . 1828. 2 vols. 2.50

Anderson, C.P. fo . , 1664 . 1 vol . 2.00

Andrews, K.B. 1791 . 1 vol . 1.25

Anstruther , Ex . 1817. 3 vols . 7.50

Atkyns, Ch . 1794. 3 vols . 2.50

Barnardiston, Ch . fo . , 1742 . 1 vol . 5.00

Barnardiston, K.B. fo. , 1744. 2 vols . 12.50

Barnes ' Notes , C.P. 1790. 1 vol .. 6.00

Barnewall & Adolphus , K.B. 5 vols . 3.75

Barnewall & Alderson , K.B. 5 vols . 3.75

Barnewall & Cresswell , K.B. 10 vols . 6.25

Barron & Arnold , Elec. 1 vol . 1.25

Barron & Austin , Elec . 1 vol . 1.25

Beavan , Rolls Ct . 36 vols. 36.00

Benloe & Dalison , C.P. fo . , 1689. 1 vol . 2.50

Best & Smith , Q.B. 10 vols. 50.00

Bingham , C.P. 10 vols . 6.50

Bingham , C.P. New Cases. 6 vols. 3.75

Blackstone , H., C.P. 1827. 2 vols. 3.75

Blackstone , W. , K.B. 1828. 2 vols. 2.50

Bligh's H.L. 4 vols . 10.00

Bligh's H.L. New Series . 11 vols . 25.00

Bosanquet & Puller, C.P. 1826 . 5 vols . 4.50

Bridgman, J. , C.P. 1659 . 1 vol. 3.75

Broderip & Bingham , C.P. 3 vols . 2.00

Brodrick & Fremantle, Ecc . 1 vol. 2.50

Brown , Ch . by Belt . 4 vols.. 2.50

Brown , Ch . by Eden . 4 vols . 2.50

Brown, House of Lords. 8 vols . 7.50

Brownlow & Gouldesborough, C.P. 1675 .
1 vol . 5.50

Buck , Bky. 1 vol . 1.00

Bulstrode, K.B. fo . , 1688 . 1 vol. 2.50

Bunbury, Ex . 1793. 1 vol. 2.50

Burrow , K.B. 1812 . 5 vols. 7.50

Calthrop , K.B. 1872 . 1 vol. 5.00

Campbell , N.P. 4 vols . 2.50

Carrington & Kirwan , N.P. 3 vols . 17.50

Carrington & Marshman , N.P. 1 vol. 1.50

Carrington & Payne, N.P. 9 vols . 10.00

Carter, C.P. fo . , 1688 . 1 vol . 2.00

Carthew , K.B. fo. , 1743 . 1 vol. 2.00

Cary, Ch . 1872 . 1 vol. 5.00

Cases and Opinions. 2 vols . 2.75

Cases, temp. Talbot, Ch . 1 vol.. 1.00

Chitty's Practice Cases, Bail Ct . 2 vols. 2.50

Clark's House of Lords. 11 vols... 11.00

Clark & Finnelly's H.L. 12 vols . 12.00

Cockburn & Rowe, Elec . 1 vol . 1.25

Coke, K.B. 1826. 6 vols. 6.00

Colles , H.L. 1 vol. 2.75

Collyer, V.C. 2 vols . 2.00

Comberbach , K.B. fo ., 1724 . 1 vol. 2.50

Comyns, K.B. 2 vols. 2.00

Cooper, C.P., Ch . 1837-1838. 1 vol . 3.75

Cooper, temp . Brougham , Ch . 1 vol. 3.75

Cooper, G., Ch. 1 vol. 1.00

Corbett & Daniell, Elec. 1 vol. 1.25

Eagle & Younge , Tithes. 1826. 4 vols.

East , K.B. 16 vols...

Edwards, Ad . 1 vol .

Ellis & Blackburn, K.B. & Q.B. 8 vols .

Ellis , Blackburn & Ellis , Q.B. 1 vol .

Ellis & Ellis , Q.B. 3 vols.

Equity Cases Abridged, fo . 2 vols .

Espinasse , N.P. 1803-1811. 6 vols.

Exchequer. 11 vols.

5.00

7.50

2.50

15.00

5.00

15.00

7.50

3.75

12.50

Falconer & Fitzherbert, Elec . 1 vol .

Finch, Sir H. , Ch . fo . , 1725. 1 vol .

Finch's Precedents, Ch . 1 vol .

Fitzgibbon , K.B. fo . , 1732 . 1 vol.

Forest, Ex . 1 vol.

Fortescue , K.B. fo . , 1748. 1 vol .

Foster , Cro . Ca. 1809. 1 vol .

Fox & Smith , Reg. Cas . 1 vol .

Freeman , Chy. 1 vol .

Freeman , K.B. 1 vol.

1.25

2.50

2.00

2.50

2.25

10.50

7.50

12.50

1.00

1.00

Gale & Davison , K.B. 3 vols .

Gilbert , Law & Equity. 1 vol ..

Glanville , Elections . 1 vol ..

Glyn & Jameson, Bky. 2 vols.

Gow , N.P. 1 vol.

Gwillim , Tithes. 1825. 4 vols .

5.00

2.00

1.25

1.50

2.50

6.50

Haggard, Consistory. 2 vols .

Haggard , Ecclesiastical . 4 vols..

Hardres, Ex . 1792 . 1 vol.

Hare, V.C. 11 vols .

Harrison & Rutherford, C.P. 1 vol .

Hetley, C.P. fo . , 1657 . 1 vol ...

Hobart, K.B. fo ., 1724 . 1 vol .

Holt, Admir . 1 vol.

Holt, K.B. fo. , 1738. 1 vol .

1.25

3.75

3.25

10.00

5.00

2.50

2.50

2.75

2.50
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Ch . I vol. Holt, N.P. 1 vol.

Hopwood & Philbrick , Reg. .1 vol.

Hutton , C.P. fo. , 1682. 1 vol ..

$ 1.00

3.00

2.50

Is.

5. Ex. 2 vols

on , Ex. 2 vols

& Roscoe, Ex. ?

ols.

Jacob , Ch . 1 vol.

Jacob & Walker, Ch . 2 vols.

Jebb , Crown Cases . 1 vol .

Jenkins , Ex. fo . 1 vol ...

Jones, T. , K.B. fo. , 1729. 1 vol .

Jones , W. , K.B. fo . , 1675. 1 vol ..

1.00

2.00

2.50

4.50

2.50

2.50

Perry & Davison , K.B. 4 vols .

Perry & Knapp , Elec. 1 vol .

Phillips, Ch . 2 vols ..

Pigott & Rodwell , Elec . 1 vol .

Plowden, K.B. 1816. 2 vols .

Pollexfen , K.B. fo ., 1702 . 1 vol .

Popham , K.B. fo . , 1682. 1 vol .

Price , Ex. 13 vols .

Price's Notes , Ex . 1 vol .

$ 3.75

1.00

2.00

3.75

3.75

2.50

2.50

1.50

3.00
lerc. 1 vol.

2. I vol..
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Kay, V.C. 1 vol.

Keane & Grant , Reg. 1 vol .

Keble, K.B. fo . , 1685. 3 vols.

Keen , Rolls Ct . 2 vols.

Keilwey, K.B. fo ., 1688. 1 vol .

Kelyng, Sir J. , K.B. fo . , 1708 . 1 vol .

Kelynge, Sir W. , Ch . fo. , 1764. 1 vol .

Knapp & Ombler , Elec. 1 vol .

2.00

2.00

5.25

1.25

5.25

2.00

7.50

1.25

Railway and Canal Cases. 7 vols .

Raymond , Lord , K.B. 3 vols.

Raymond, Sir T. , K.B. 1793 . 1 vol .

Rayner , Tithes. ' 1783. 3 vols.

Reports in Chy. 1693–1694 . 3 vols .

Robinson , C. , Adm . 6 vols .

Rolle , K.B. fo. 2 vols..

Rose , Bky . 2 vols.

Russell , Ch . 5 vols .

Russell & Mylne, Ch. 2 vols.

Russell & Ryan , Cro . Ca. 1 vol.

Ryan & Moody, N.P. 1 vol.

17.50

2.50

2.00

5.00

2.50

5.00

3.75

1.25

3.75

1.50

1.00

1.00

h. 4 vols .

ones, Ch. 4 vek

mith , Ch. 4 vos

C.C. 5 vols...

2 vols.

Is.

S.

-3-1831, Aroa

4 vols.

4.50

2.50

7.50

2.50

2.50

7.50

5.00

2.50

5.00

2.50

Lane , Ex . fo . 1 vol .

Latch , K.B. fo . , 1662 . 1 vol.

Leach , Cro. Ca. 2 vols .

Lee , temp. Hardwicke, K.B. 1 vol .

Lee , Ecclesiastical . 2 vols .

Leonard, K.B. fo . , 1687 . 1 vol .

Levinz, K.B. 1793-1797. 3 vols ..

Ley , K.B. fo . , 1659. 1 vol .

Littleton , C.P. fo. , 1683. 1 vol .

Lofft , K.B. 1790. 1 vol.

Lowndes , Maxwell & Pollock , Bail Ct .

2 vols .

Luder, Elections. 3 vols .

Lutwyche, C.B. fo ., 1704. 2 vols.

Lutwyche, Registration . 2 vols .

2 vols.

9 vols.

. I vol.

V. S. ? VOLS

5, Bail Ct. imes

K.B. 9 vols.

C.B. 8 vols.

2.50

2.50

3.75

2.75

Salkeld , K.B. 3 vols.

Saunders, K.B. 3 vols .

Savile, C.P. fo. , 1688. 1 vol.

Sessions Cases , K.B. 1873 . 1 vol.

Shower, H. of L. fo . , 1740. 1 vol .

Shower, K.B. 1794. 2 vols .

Siderfin , K.B. fo. , 1714 . 1 vol.

Simons , V.C. 17 vols .

Simons , N.S. V.C. 2 vols.

Simons & Stuart, V.C. 2 vols..

Skinner , K.B. fo . 1 vol .

Starkie, Nisi Prius. 3 vols .

Strange , K.B. 1795. 2 vols .

Style , K.B. fo. , 1656. 1 vol .

Swanston , Ch . 3 vols.

2.50

2.50

3.75

7.50

6.25

2.00

10.50

12.50

1.50

1.50

2.50

2.50

2.50
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Tamlyn, Rolls Ct . 1 vol.

Taunton, C.P. 8 vols .

Tothill , Ch . 1872. 1 vol .

Turner & Russell , Ch . 1 vol.

Tyrwhitt, Ex . 5 vols .

Tyrwhitt & Granger, Ex . 1 vol.

2.50

5.00

7.50

1.00

7.50

2.50

ert, Elec. I

1., 1725
.

Irak

Ch. I vol.

, 1732. Ima

Maclean & Robinson , H.L. 1 vol .

McCleland, Ex. 1 vol .

McCleland & Younge, Ex. 1 vol .

Macnaghten & Gordon , Ch . 3 vols.

Maddock, V.C. 6 vols.

Manning & Granger, C.P. 7 vols..

Marshall , C.P. 2 vols..

Maule & Selwyn , K.B. 6 vols .

Meeson & Welsby, Ex . 17 vols..

Merivale, Ch . 3 vols .

Modern , K.B. 12 vols .

Montagu , Bky. 1 vol .

Montagu & Ayrton , Bky . 3 vols.

Montagu & Bligh , Bky. 1 vol .

Montagu & Chitty, Bky. 1 vol.

Montagu , Deacon& DeGex, Bky . 3 vols .

Montagu & McArthur, Bky . 1 vol .

Moody, Cro . Ca. 2 vols ..

Moody & Malkin N.P. 1 vol .

Moody & Robinson , N.P. 2 vols.

Moore & Payne , C.P. 5 vols.

Moore & Scott, C.P. 4 vols .

Moore , C.B. 12 vols .

Moore, K.B. fo . , 1688. 1 vol .

Mylne & Craig, Ch . 5 vols .

Mylne & Keen, Ch . 3 vols .

5.25

1.00

1.00

2.50

4.50

5.25

1.25

3.75

15.00

2.50

10.00

1.00

3.75

1.25

2.50

3.75

1.00

7.50

1.00

2.50

6.25

7.50

10.00

2.50

3.75

2.00

6.25

2.50

2.50

Vaughan, C.P. fo . , 1706. 1 vol.

Ventris , K.B. fo. , 1726. 1 vol.

Vernon , Ch . 1828. 2 vols.

Vesey, sen., Ch . and Suppt . 1818-1827 .

3 vols .

Vesey, jun., Ch . and Suppt. 22 vols..

Vesey & Beames, Ch . 3 vols..
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2.00
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Webster's Patents . 2 vols.

West , Chancery. 1 vol.

West , House of Lords . 1 vol..

Wightwick , Ex . 1 vol...

Willes, C.P. 1800. 1 vol.

Wilson , Chancery. 1 vol .

Wilson , Ex . in Eq . 1 vol .

Wilson , K.B. 3 vols...

Winch , C.P. fo . , 1657 . 1 vol .

Wolferstan & Bristow , Elec . 1 vol ..

Wolferstan & Dew, Elec . 1 vol.

Wood , Tithe Causes, 1798–1799. 4 vols..

10.00

10.50

10.50

1.25

2.00

3.75

2.75

3.75

5.00

2.00

2.00

4.50
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Nelson , Ch . 1872. 1 vol .

Neville & Perry , K.B. 3 vols .

New Reports (all the Courts) . 6 vols .

Noy , K.B. fo . , 1659. 1 vol .

5.00

2.50

7.50

3.75
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I rol. Owen , K.B. fo . , 1656. 1 vol . 2.50

Palmer, K.B. fo . , 1721. 1 vol.

Peckwell, Elec . 2 vols.

Peere Williams, Ch . 3 vols .

Yelverton , K.B. 1792. 1 vol ....

Younge, Ex . 1 vol .

Younge & Collyer, Chy. 2 vols .

Younge & Collyer, Ex . in Eq. 4 vols .

Younge & Jervis, Ex. 3 vols.
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1.25

2.75
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Publications, &c. , of the Boston Book

Company

Publishers for the Comparative Law Bureau of the American Bar Association ,

the Law School of the University of Pennsylvania and the

Committee on Translation of Jurisprudence and Phil .

osophy of Law of the Association of

American Law Schools.

RECENT

The Commercial Laws of the World . (American

edition .) Complete in 35 vols . Each .. $9.00

Vol. 1. The Argentine Republic. In Press.

The Statutes of England . (Chitty , 6th . ed .) Complete

in 16 vols . Vol . I. In Press..... 6.00

Gareis' Science of Law , translated by Kocourek 3.50

" A book to think through, not merely to read through ."

The Commercial Code of Japan, translated by Yang

Yin Hang .. 3.50

Penn . Univ. Law School Series, I.

Loyd's Early Courts of Pennsylvania 3.50

Penn . Univ. Law School Series, II .

The Visigothic Code, translated by Scott. (American

edition ) 5.00

The earliest revision of laws of all states which were ever under Spanish

rule .

The German Civil Code, translated by Loewy. (Ameri

can edition) .... 5.00

This new Code is as notable for us as the Code Napoleon was a hundred

years ago.

Schouler on Wills and Administration 6.00

The reputation of the author, the excellence of the treatment, the fullness

of the notes, the approval of the courts , combine to render this ork

standard .

Nichols on the Power of Eminent Domain 5.00

“ A model text-book , written by an expert."

Benton on the Lawyer's Official Oath and Office .... 1.50

“ A condensed Code of Legal Ethics."

Korkunov's General Theory of Law 3.50

A profound but lucid analysis of legal principle .

Virginia Colonial Decisions. 2 vols 7.00

Of interest to all who own the Virginia Reports , or have historical tastes.

STANDARD

Bouvier's Law Dictionary : revised by Rawle. Edition

of 1897. 2 vols . ..... $12.00

The standard brief encyclopædia as well as dictionary of the whole law .

Sheldon on Subrogation . 2d edition .... 5.00

The author is a judge of the Massachusetts Supreme Court.

Voorhees on Arrest 2.00

A convenient and trustworthy manual.

Ames on Forgery, with illustrations 2.50

1 .
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Arnould on Marine Insurance (English ). 8th edition .

2 vols.. $ 15.00

Beal's Cardinal Rules of Legal Interpretation (Eng

lish ) . 2d edition ... 5.25

Burge on Colonial Law. New edition (English ) . Vols . 1

and 2 15.75

DeBecker's Civil Code of Japan. 3 vols . . 15.00

Garland's New England Town Law 6.50

German Civil Code (another edition) . Translated into

English by Chung Hui Wang 5.50

Gray, Restraints on Alienation of Property. 2d

edition 3.50

By Prof. John C. Gray, of Harvard Law School.

Jenks' Digest of English Civil Law . 5 parts . 6.25

Jones's Index to Legal Periodicals . 2 vols . 20.00

Renton and Phillimore's Colonial Laws and Courts

(English) ..
4.00

Snow's Treaties and Documents of American Di

plomacy 2.00

Stephens' Commentaries . 15th edition (English) .

4 vols . 22.00

The lineal successor to Blackstone.

Stimson's Law of the Federal and State Constitutions 3.50

To master this compendium is to become a good constitutional lawyer.

Thayer's Legal Essays (with portrait) 3.50

The last message of a great teacher and learned lawyer.

Todd's Belgian Law (English) 7.50

Wessels' History of Roman-Dutch Law 10.00

Wigmore's Australian Ballot System 1.50

Wright's French Civil Code 6.50

Wood on the Limitation of Actions. 3d edition 6.50

FOR LAW STUDENTS

Ewell's Essentials of the Law. 3 vols . $7.50 or $6.00

Vol. 1. The Essence of Blackstone . $ 3.00 or $ 2.50

2. Pleading - Contracts — Equity 2.50 or 2.00

3. Evidence - Torts - Real Property 2.50 or 2.00

An excellent manual for preparation or review. The gist of leading text

books , with catchword captions.

Sold together or separately. Prices above are for sheep or cloth binding.

Irving Browne's Brief Manuals.

Browne on Domestic Relations . . $ 2.50 or $ 2.00

Browne's Elements of the Law of Sales 2.50 or 2.00

Browne on Criminal Law 2.50 or 2.00

Best's Principles of the Law of Evidence 3.50

Chamberlayne's American Notes.

Heard's Equity Pleading, with Forms .. $2.50 or 2.00

Metcalf's Law of Contracts ; Heard's Edition ..... 3.50

Williams on Real Property ; Hutchins' Edition .. 3.50

(We can still supply Schouler on Wills, 3d ed ., 1900, and Schouler on

Executors, etc., 3d ed ., 1901, at $ 3.50 each, for students who do not care

for the latest cases.)
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BOSTON BOOK CO . PUBLICATIONS , ETC.

LOCAL MASSACHUSETTS TREATISES

Bell's Penalties for Crime

Davis's Massachusetts Judiciary

Garland's Massachusetts Town Law

Grinnell's Notes on Pleading and Practice

Richardson's Equity Pleading and Practice

$ 1.50

2.50

2.50

2.50

2.00

REPORTS, DIGESTS, ETC.

The Full Reprint of English Reports.

To comprise about 170 vols. 113 vols . now published . (Nearly out of

print. ) Per volume $ 7.50

Legislation of the British Empire. 4 vols . Cloth ... $12.00

Mews' Digest of English Case Law. 16 vols .
96.00

So full as to be almost a condensed edition of the English Reports.

Supplement to " The English Chancery Reports .'

9 vols...
45.00

This supplement contains the important Vice -Chancellor's decisions,

which were not included in the old 69 vols. American reprint.

Talbot and Fort's Index of English Cases Judicially

Noticed . 2d edition 9.50

Wood & Ritchie's Digest of English Cases Overruled ,

Approved or Modified . 3 vols . 25.00

Reports of the Supreme Court of Liberia . Vol. 1 ... 15.00

Australian Commonwealth Reports. 10 vols. already

issued . Per vol. ....
17.50

PERIODICALS FOR WHICH WE ARE AGENTS

American . The Green Bag (monthly ). Per annum ... $ 3.00

The leading American law magazine.

English . Law Quarterly Review . Per annum
3.00

Sir Frederick Pollock, editor.

Law Magazine and Review ( quarterly ). Per annum ... 5.00

The oldest English law magazine.

Scotch. Juridical Review. Per annum 3.50

Scots Law Times. Per annum 7.50

Contains reports of cases not elsewhere published .

FOREIGN LAW BOOKS

Having direct correspondents in fourteen European countries,

we can price and furnish any law book of any language , in any

country , at short notice .

We sell all kinds of law books, new and second-hand . Corre

spondence invited .

Address THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY ,

83 to 91 Francis street , Fenway, Boston , Mass.
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THE GREEN BAG

An Entertaining Magazine of the Law

Essentially a Legal Review of Reviews Designed to Provide

Pleasant Relaxation and Condensed Information

for Busy Lawyers.
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RECENT COMMENTS

From the Dean of a Western Law School

" I am pleased to notice the change and improvement in your

magazine."

From a well -known Professor of Political Science

“ I am glad to be able to say that the Green Bag is, in my judgment,

one of themost useful and valuable publications now in existence,

and I sincerely hope that it may long continue to keep up its

present high standard."

From a Writer on Pleading and Procedure

" I can see that you are entirely open -minded about the matter

[ i.e. of Mr. W. T. Hughes's views and are willing to give credit

wherever it is due . This is the spirit that every lawyer should

have, and especially an editor of a law magazine. It is largely

on account of the exhibition of this spirit that I desire to be one

of your subscribers."

From a Lawyer in San Francisco

“ I have found the Green Bag not only a great luxury, but alsoa

necessity, as it brings me in touch withthe great minds of our

country and also with the lighter vein of wit and humor of some

of the most brilliant ornaments of the American bar. I had

occasion to use to my advantage and success, on the 8th inst . ,

the authorities cited in the May number of 1910 on the right

to change one's name. It seems to me that all practitioners of

a good practice, and all judges who know enough to know that

law is a progressive science and should be administered to

promote justice, which is the great interest of mankind on earth ,

would be subscribers to the magazine, as it would save them

much time and tireless labor in search of many principles of

law on important subjects and leading cases."

PUBLISHED MONTHLY AT $ 3.00 A YEAR.
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The Full Reprint of English Reports

From 1378 to 1865

A full verbatim reprint, without omission .

Original paging preserved as cited in digests and elsewhere.

Annotations show cases overruled , etc. , and cite other references.

Editorial Board comprises best talent of England , including Lord

Chancellor, Lord Chief Justice , Attorney -General, and others.

Binding, printing and paper excellent.

Uniform , convenient size, clearly labeled and compactly shelved .

Limited edition , without stereotype plates , practically exhausted.

1000 Volumes included in about 170

HOUSE OF LORDS (1694–1866 ), complete in 11 vols.

PRIVY COUNCIL (including Indian Appeals) ( 1809-1872), complete in 9 vols.

CHANCER Y (including Collateral Reports) ( 1557–1866 ), complete in 27 vols.

ROLLS COURT (1829 to 1866) , complete in 8 vols.

VICE - CHANCELLORS ( 1815-1865 ), complete in 16 vols .

KING'S AND QUEEN'S BENCH (including Collateral Reports) (1378-1865 ),

vols. 1 to 42 ready .

113 vols. , $867.50

Remaining Volumes to appear at monthly intervals

PRICE, $7.50 PER VOLUME

Orders Taken for Complete Sets Only
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A Great Publication in

Practical International Law

The Commercial Laws

of the World

COMPRISING

The Mercantile, Bills of Exchange, Bankruptcy and Maritime Laws

of all Civilized Nations, together with an Account of

Trade Customs and of Civil Procedure .

American Edition

35 Volumes , price , $9.00 each

Volume I

The Argentine Republic

IN PRESS

Probably ready about September 1 , 1911

THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY

are the sole agents for the United States

FOR THE

GERMAN, FRENCH, SPANISH AND,

AMERICAN EDITIONS
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YEAR BOOK NOTES

BY HAMMOND

ILaws

d1

(After the death of the late Prof. W.

G. Hammond of St. Louis and Iowa,

some of the slips on which he had jotted

occasional notes came into my hands.

They are not sufficiently correlated or

complete to publish as an article , but I

have come across the following memo

randa among them , which may interest

students of the ancient black-letter

books.

CHARLES C. SOULE.]

Liber Assisarum

Probably first printed in 1514- ( 5 Hen.VIII ) .

That is the date of Rastell's Prologue. He

says, after a pedantic and rotund discussion

of the value of the Common Weale, that

Fortescue's de Laudibus suggested his work,

by showing the value of the laws.

“ Which premises . . . have greatly ex

horted and moved us at this time to take some

pains and labor to order this present book as

well as in the new tables devised as in the

quotations and numbering of the cases thereof ,

and in the imprinting of the same.”

He then explains that the numbers on the

right hand show the year and case number

of the Assizes : those on the left the refer

ences to the Abt of Fitzherbert. This does

not correspond with the ed . of 1606 , where

all the references are on the outer edge of

each page and are to Brooke, while those

to Fitzh . are printed in the text , at the

end of each pl.

Maritime Lari

ccount of

e.

each

(Year 30. ) Notice the fulness and particu

larity of these later years as compared with the

former .

Book of Assizes

When was it compiled ? In it there are

numerous references to Rich . II as the reign

ing king

That it was a subsequent compilation , not a

contemporary record , is clear not only from

its form and contents but from some refer

ences to it . Lord Coke in Mary Partington's

Case , 10 R. 40, corrects a case from 29 Ass .

pl . 17 by referring to a different account in

the " book at large" and afterward adds in

the same connection (p . 4) “ and hereby you

may see , good reader, how dangerous it is to

ground an opinion upon any abridgement."

911

There are numerous references from the

years 11 to 16, to the same years of the

Y. B. , not in the printed books we now have .

They usually accompany references to Fitz .

(tho ' these are not exhaustive. I have

found such cases in the places in F.

beside those referred to ) : — and when we turn

to F. we find that many of his cases are evi

dently taken from another report containing

details not in the Assizes.

These references begin with the first year,

and continue to 20 or 21, – ceasing just about

where the reports in Lib. Ass . become fuller .

After the 21st year they are very rare .

In some of the later years (e.g. , 42 , 44 , etc. ) ,

are many cases taken verbatim from con

temporary Y. B. , as is noted in a very old

hand, in my copy .

That this is largely a compilation from the

Y. B. may be seen by comparing : -PAN
T

es
17 An . 51 pl. 18 with Pasche 18 Ed . III , 13 pl .

8 .

52 16 Mich . 17 Ed . III , 52 p . 31

and 79 pl . 119.

51 17 Mich . 17 Ed III , 52 pl . 32

(not noted in text ) .

51 19 Pasche 18 Ed. III , 19 pl . 26

( notable for the change

made in form of Lib . Ass.

--showing that it was a

digest -- not a mere ab

stract . )

IN
D

30 Ass. pl . 24 , fo. 177 , & 50 Ass. pl . 4 fo . 23

are verbatim the same.

19 Ass. pl . 1 , fo. 60 , & 47 Ass. pl . 8 fo. 312 are

almost the same.
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40 Edw. III
work. The work as a whole is a compilation

In 40 Ed. III , ed . of 1600 , are frequent from the M.S. books without reference to

references printed in the text , to other Y. B. the distinction made by printing. Hence the

down to H. VIII inclusive, with year
and page large number of citations from H. III ,

(or case ? ) . After this year such notes are Edw . I & II & R. II . Fitz . always refers from
few.

one place to another by the title and regnal

See the peculiar Telos and list of Judges year—not by page or pl .

& Sargents at the end of this year . It evi

dently is taken from a peculiar copy of this
A SET NEEDED BY LIBRARIES

year above. Subsequent years have no such

additions. The annotator speaks in the first
Statutory Rules and Orders of Great

person fo. 22–23, 47 , etc. , as he does in Telos.
Britain , Revision to 1903 , 13 vols . , and

annual volumes from 1904 to 1910 , with

Index to 1903.
Cessation of Y. B.

The cessation of the Y. B. in the reign of
In all 21 volumes , $75.00 .

H. VIII is not isolated fact. Two This set is a companion to the Statutes of

other very notable facts coincide closely with Great Britain , and is absolutely necessary to the

it . One of these is the activity of the Legis- understanding of British Statutes and Decisions.

lature. Such statutes as those of Uses , of Wills, An Act of Parliament frequently authorizes

and others , mark an era of legislation such as the Privy Council or some Government Depart

had not been seen in England since Edw. I. ment to carry into effect the Act by making

The other is the sudden springing up of orders, rules, regulations or by -laws, or to pre

treatises upon the law . Such a work had scribe forms or scales of fees.

scarcely been known for more than two cen- These Statutory Rules and Orders deal with

turies . After Britton there is nothing that nearly every heading mentioned in the Index

deserves to be called a treatise on law until to the Statutes , from Administration to Weights

we reach the Doctor & Student . and Measures. In the United Kingdom the

There is a disposition , too , to quote treatises Rules of Procedure of both Superior and Inferior

in place of precedents, very observable in Courts no longer appear on the Statute book ,

some of the books of Queen Elizabeth's reign, - | but are to be sought in Statutory Rules. The
still more so in that of James. See Lam- constitution and powers of Consular Courts

barde's Eirenarcha (or quotations from it in under the Foreign Jurisdiction Acts , the inter
Lawin's Hogike. national arrangements connected with Extradi

tion , with Copyright, and Patents , Regulations

for preventing Collisions at Sea or for otherwise

Fitzherberte & Brooke
ensuring the safety of Ships , and the election

Brooke's Abridgment is said by Mr. Bridg- and central control of most Local Authorities

man (Legal Bibliography) to be based upon are further instances of the various cases in

the work of Fitzherbert, – but I have never which Parliament has delegated legislative

been able to see any resemblance between powers to the Executive.

them that would warrant this remark.

Fleetwood in his preface to the Y. B. , UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA LAW

Edw. V. , dated Sept., 1579, says that Brooke SCHOOL SERIES

was published five years before and had

almost superseded F. , for reason that
ALREADY PUBLISHED

he could see except that F. had only 391
I. THE COMMERCIAL CODE OF JAPAN,

titles and B. had 633 .
by Yang Yin Hang, buckram , $3.50 .

II . THE EARLY COURTS OF PENN
Fitzherbert & Brooke Contrasted

SYLVANIA, by William H. Loyd, buck
Brooke is a digest of the printed Y. B. , and

ram , $3.50 .

has few ( if any ) cases that are not found in

the books we now possess.
IN PREPARATION

Fitzherbert probably compiled his work

before the Y. B. were in print . Many of the
To be published in October.

references to pages given in the later editions III . FEDERAL CORPORATION CONSTI

were added after the first appearance of the TUTIONAL QUESTIONS.

no
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LEGAL BIBLIOGRAPHY, N.S. est care, so that our customers will

have all the advantages derived from

wholesale buying, personal examination
VOL . IV JULY, 1911 No 7

and comparison of stocks and prices .

A Reminder. It is not even now too

late to take advantage of Mr. Chipman's
Published Quarterly for Gratuitous Distribution by

services and experience. He will be in

THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY | London as late as August 7th . Orders

sent to the Boston Book Company , so
83 to 91 Francis Street, Fenway

as to reach it as late as August 5th , will

BOSTON, MASS. be mailed or cabled to London before

Mr. Chipman leaves .

Do you have on your shelves all of

CHARLES C. SOULE . the following sets ?
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FRANK E. CHIPMAN, English Statutory Rules and

Treasurer and Managing Director.
Orders.

IMRI L. McCLOUD , Journal of Comparative Legisla

Manager Law Depil . tion.

Matthew's Commercial Cases.

Cox Criminal Cases.

VACATION NUMBER
English Railway and Canal Cases.

Selden Society Papers.

Law Times Reports, old and new
The bulk of the copy of this number series.

was made up by our Mr. Chipman while
Property Lawyer.

sitting on the deck of the White Star
Times Law Reports.

liner Arabic .
Cutler's Patent Cases.

Following the settled policy of the Howell's State Trials.

Boston Book Company to send a repre- State Trials, new series.

sentative abroad at frequent intervals, Legal Observer.

it seemed wise that Mr. Chipman should

make the trip this year . During his
YEAR BOOKS

absence he will visit Ireland , Scotland ,

England, Holland and Germany. He Pike's Reprint

will not only visit the regular trade , but Scotch Reports Reprint

will search in out of the way places for
Irish Reports

Hansard's English Parliamentary Debates

scarce books, in the hope of finding

material to fill existing gaps in the There may be other sets that are

American law libraries , so as to still needed . If such is the case write at once

further increase their efficiency, and con- to us and we will send your orders

tinue to keep them the most complete forward . If several sets are needed and

law libraries in the world . funds are not sufficient to buy all , desig

During the past two months we have nate the sets needed , the amount avail

communicated with many of our cus- able, and allow us to use our discretion .

tomers and a goodly number have We believe we have invariably given

favored us with commissions. These satisfaction in the past, and trust in

commissions will be executed with great- our ability to do so in the future.
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THE STATUTES OF ENGLAND BLAKEMORE AND BANCROFT'S

INHERITANCE TAX LAW

A new (sixth) and greatly enlarged and

improved edition of

The Boston Book Company is pleased to

CHITTY'S STATUTES announce the early publication of a new work

on this important subject by Arthur W. Blake

more of the Boston Bar and author of " Blake

Containing every statute of practical
more on the Abolition of Grade Crossings in

utility now in force, from Magna Charta
Massachusetts " ; " Gould and Blakemore on

to 1910, inclusive.

Bankruptcy " ; " Massachusetts Court Rules ,

Annotated " ; the article on " Wills " in the

16 volumes , buckram , $ 6.00 each
Encyclopedia of Law and Procedure and other

articles in that Encyclopedia ; and Hugh Ban

Since the publication of the croft , formerly District Attorney of Middlesex

PLAN fifth edition sixteen years County and author of " Inheritance Taxes for

ago , about 400 acts have been
Investors."

wholly or partially repealed or amended , 800
This is the only text-book on the subject

new acts have been passed , and about 14,000
published since 1895. It contains every Ameri

cases interpreting acts have been decided .
can case , the full text of all existing statutes

The fifth edition cited comparatively few
and of all prior statutes which have been con

cases, but the new edition will refer to every
strued by the courts , with a full history of the

important case, which affects the interpre

legislation in every state. It is the only publica
tation of a statute.

tion containing the full text of the legislation of

1911 , which has changed the law in a dozen

The acts states.

CLASSIFICATION grouped under It consists of two parts the first part treat

subject head- ing the subject in the usual text -book form , with

ings . Cross - references are abundant , and , full citations of all authorities, and the second

where necessary , acts have been printed under part consisting of the statutes of all the states,

two or more headings. annotated . In this way the reader by turning

The classification follows Mews' Digest of to Part I can find readily all the law on any

English Case Law, and references are given disputed point and by turning to Part II he

to the columns where cases cited are digested can find all the law of the state in which he

in that work. Thus the two works can be happens to be interested .

used together, and the examination of case The avoidance of inheritance taxes forms

and statute law greatly simplified. A date one entire chapter of the work and contains

is added to each case , as well as references to
a full discussion of the various attempts which

the Reports. have been made and can be made by investors

to avoid paying this tax with a full discussion

of all the cases on the subject . The authors
These

believe that this one chapter, containing as itANNUAL SUPPLEMENTS
will be

does material which was never collated before,
paged

should prove of the greatest value to careful
on from year to year until thick enough to be

investors .

bound in a permanent volume.

The indexes will be cumulative so that
The marshalling of assets in the payment of

reference to this last Annual Supplement will
debts and legacies is fully treated in an entire

chapter. This chapter alone should be of the
disclose all legislation since 1910 .

greatest assistance to executors and trustees

who desire to protect the estates in their charge ,

The books sold in the as it is full of suggestions as to the property

BINDING United States will be which should be used to pay debts . and the

bound in the best law property which should be used to pay legacies

buckram . Volumes will be bound on order in and devises of various kinds in order to make

hall calf at $ 1.00 per volume extra . the taxes as small as possible.
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TO BE PUBLISHEDB AND BANCO

CANCE TAXLE

MODERN LEGAL PHILOSOPHY

SERIES

ook Company is a A series of translations of continental

master works on the philosophy of the

law, adopted or selected by a commit

tee of the American Association of

Law Schools.

y publication dan

subject by Arbor

-n Bar and autour de

lition of Grade Commer

"Gould and Beats

lassachusetts Cat

article on " 1 "

aw and Practer

ncyclopedia; and Heart

trict Attorney o 1

1 of " Inheritanya

GENERAL THEORY OF LAW . By

Prof. N. M. Korkunov, University of St.

Petersburg, translated from the Russian by

Prof. W. G. Hastings , University of Ne

braska. Buckram , $3.50.

Works of the following well -known authors

are being translated . At least four of them will

be published during the coming year, at the prices

indicated :

Berolzheimer $ 4.00

Miraglia 4.75

Ihering 3.50

Kohler 3.50

French Philosophy 3.75

Del Vecchio . 4 50

Select Essays . 4.50

Vanni .. 3.50

Stammler 4.50

Tourtoulon 4.75

Constructive Justice 4.75

The price of the whole series would thus be

(including Korkunov and Gareis already pub

lished ) $ 53.00.

To a library or individual subscribing for the

whole series , twenty per cent discount is offered ,

making the aggregate $42.40.

CONTENTS

tert-book on the

5. It container

text of all ensu

tutes which are

s, with a full

state . It is there

full text of the last

anged the lui

INTRODUCTION . BOOK I. Concep

tions of Law. BOOK II . Objective and

Subjective Sides of Law. BOOK III .

Social Conditions of Legal Development.

BOOK IV . Positive Law .

BRITISH RULING CASES

asThe theories in chief which underlie

worldwide reasoning are all present and

are touched upon in an original and straight

forward way.

part
s
- the best
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l
text book

autho
ritie

s
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din
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readi
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all the best
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of

of the state is

SCIENCE OF LAW. By Karl Gareis ,

Prof. of Law at Munich , translated from

the German by Albert Kocourek, North

western University, with an introduction by

Prof. Roscoe Pound , Harvard University .

Buckram , $3.50 .

ested.
27
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of the work as
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CONTENTS

The progressive lawyer recognizes the value

of the English and English Colonial cases

precedents. This is true not only on Common

Law questions but equally so on the construction

of the Statutory Law . Take , for instance, the

English Negotiable Instruments Act and the

English Companies Act , both of which are almost

identical with the statutory provisions of a

great many of our states . The English Workmen's

Compensation Act will undoubtedly be closely

followed in most of the states in this country .

It is apparent , therefore , that the construction

and interpretation of these statutes are most

enlightening , if not binding , precedents.

There has just been published , under the

above title , the first volume of a series of selected

cases , intended to meet the needs of the busy

lawyer along these lines .

The cases are being selected with the special

view of including important questions of law not

yet decided by our courts , those upon which our

courts are in conflict and a few of the well-con

sidered cases, where the English courts have

reached a different conclusion from ours.

The most attractive feature of the series ,

however, will be the very complete annotations

which are being prepared with a special view of

the use to be made of them by the American

lawyer.

The subscription price is $5.00 per volume .
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tar with a te
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SYSTEMATIC SURVEY OF THE LAW :

Part I. Law and its Sources . Part II .

Systematic Classification of the Law :

(a ) Civil or Private Law ; The System

of Civil Law in Detail . (6) Public Law :

Public Law of the State. International

Law. Supplement to Private and Pub

lic Law : Special Law of Profession and

Position. Methodology of Legal Science .

Appendix .
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" A book to think through , not merely to

read through . "



Publications, &c. , of the Boston Book

Company

Publishers for the Comparative Law Bureau of the American Bar Association,

the Law School of the University of Pennsylvania and the

Committee for the Modern Legal Philosophy

Series of the Association of

American Law Schools.

RECENT

The Commercial Laws of the World . (American

edition .) Complete in 35 vols . Each . $9.00

Vol. 1. The Argentine Republic . In Press.

The Statutes of England . (Chitty , 6th . ed .) Complete

in 16 vols. Vol . I. In Press... 6.00

Gareis' Science of Law, translated by Kocourek 3.50

" A book to think through, not merely to read through."

The Commercial Code of Japan , translated by Yang

Yin Hang ...
3.50

Penn . Univ. Law School Series, I.

Loyd's Early Courts of Pennsylvania
3.50

Penn. Univ. Law School Series, II .

The Visigothic Code, translated by Scott. (American

edition) ... 5.00

The earliest revision of laws of all states which were ever under Spanish

rule .

The German Civil Code, translated by Loewy. (Ameri

can edition ) .... 5.00

This new Code is as notable for us as the Code Napoleon was a hundred

years ago .

Schouler on Wills and Administration 6.00

The reputation of the author, the excellence of the treatment, the fullness

of the notes, the approval of the courts, combine to render this work

standard .

Nichols on the Power of Eminent Domain 5.00

" A model text-book , written by an expert."

Benton on the Lawyer's Official Oath and Office .... 1.50

“ A condensed Code of Legal Ethics."

Korkunov's General Theory of Law 3.50

A profound but lucid analysis of legal principle .

Virginia Colonial Decisions. 2 vols 7.00

Of interest to all who own the Virginia Reports, or have historical tastes.

STANDARD

Bouvier's Law Dictionary : revised by Rawle. Edition

of 1897. 2 vols. ... $12.00

The standard brief encyclopædia as well as dictionary of the whole law .

Sheldon on Subrogation . 2d edition .... 5.00

The author is a judge of the Massachusetts Supreme Court.

Voorhees on Arrest ..... 2.00

A convenient and trustworthy manual .

Ames on Forgery, with illustrations 2.50

a
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Arnould on Marine Insurance ( English ) . 8th edition .

2 vols.. $ 15.00

Beal's Cardinal Rules of Legal Interpretation (Eng

lish ) . 2d edition . 5.25

Burge on Colonial Law. New edition (English) . Vols . 1-3

now ready..... 24.00

DeBecker's Civil Code of Japan. 3 vols . . 15.00

Garland's New England Town Law 6.50

German Civil Code (another edition) . Translated into

English by Chung Hui Wang .. 5.50

Jenks' Digest of English Civil Law. 5 parts ... 6.25

Jones's Index to Legal Periodicals . 2 vols . 20.00

Vol. 3 , in preparation. Ready about January 1 , 1912 .

Renton and Phillimore's Colonial Laws and Courts

(English) ..... 4.00

Snow's Treaties and Documents of American Di

plomacy 2.00

Stephens' Commentaries. 15th edition ( English ).

4 vols . 22.00

The lineal successor to Blackstone.

Stimson's Law of the Federal and State Constitutions 3.50

To master this compendium is to become a good constitutional lawyer.

Thayer's Legal Essays (with portrait )
3.50

The last message of a great teacher and learned lawyer.

Todd's Belgian Law ( English) 7.50

Wessels ' History of Roman-Dutch Law 10.00

Wigmore's Australian Ballot System . 1.50

Wright's French Civil Code ... 6.50

Wood on the Limitation of Actions. 3d edition . 6.50

FOR LAW STUDENTS

Ewell's Essentials of the Law. 3 vols . $ 7.50 or $6.00

Vol. 1. The Essence of Blackstone . $ 3.00 or $2.50

2. Pleading - Contracts - Equity 2.50 or 2.00

3. Evidence - Torts - Real Property 2.50 or 2.00

An excellent manual for preparation or review . The gist of leading text

books, with catchword captions.

Sold together or separately . Prices above are for sheep or cloth binding .

Irving Browne's Brief Manuals.

Browne on Domestic Relations . . $ 2.50 or $ 2.00

Browne's Elements of the Law of Sales 2.50 or 2.00

Browne on Criminal Law 2.50 or 2.00

Best's Principles of the Law of Evidence 3.50

Chamberlayne's American Notes .

Heard's Equity Pleading, with Forms $2.50 or 2.00

Metcalf's Law of Contracts ; Heard's Edition 3.50

Williams on Real Property ; Hutchins' Edition 3.50

(We can still supply Schouler on Wills , 3d ed . , 1900 , and Schouler on

Executors , etc. , 3d ed . , 1901 , at $3.50 each, for students who do not care

for the latest cases .)
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BOSTON BOOK CO . PUBLICATIONS , ETC.

LOCAL MASSACHUSETTS TREATISES

Bell's Penalties for Crime

Davis's Massachusetts Judiciary

Garland's Massachusetts Town Law

Grinnell's Notes on Pleading and Practice

Richardson's Equity Pleading and Practice

$ 1.50

2.50

2.50

2.50

2.00

REPORTS, DIGESTS, ETC.

The Full Reprint of English Reports.

To comprise about 170 vols . 115 vols . now published . (Nearly out of

print . ) Per volume $ 7.50

Legislation of the British Empire. 4 vols . Cloth $ 12.00

Mews' Digest of English Case Law. 16 vols .
96.00

So full as to be almost a condensed edition of the English Reports.

Supplement to “ The English Chancery Reports ."

9 vols.... 45.00

This supplement contains the important Vice-Chancellor's decisions,

which were not included in the old 69 vols. American reprint.

Talbot and Fort's Index of English Cases Judicially

Noticed . 2d edition 9.50

Wood & Ritchie's Digest of English Cases Overruled ,

Approved or Modified . 3 vols . 25.00

Reports of the Supreme Court of Liberia . Vol. 1 ... 15.00

Australian Commonwealth Reports. 10 vols . already

issued . Per vol . 17.50

PERIODICALS FOR WHICH WE ARE AGENTS

American. The Green Bag (monthly) . Per annum ... $ 3.00

The leading American law magazine.

English . Law Quarterly Review. Per annum ....... 3.00

Sir Frederick Pollock , editor.

Law Magazine and Review ( quarterly ). Per annum ... 5.00

The oldest English law magazine.

Scotch . Juridical Review. Per annum 3.50

Scots Law Times. Per annum 7.50

Contains reports of cases not elsewhere published.

FOREIGN LAW BOOKS

Having direct correspondents in fourteen European countries,

we can price and furnish any law book of any language , in any

country , at short notice .

We sell all kinds of law books, new and second -hand . Corre

spondence invited .

Address THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY,

83 to 91 Francis street , Fenway, Boston , Mass.



5 Everybody who Wishes to Keep in Touch with Current

Thought in the Legal World Should Read

THE GREEN BAG
2.50
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2.N An Entertaining Magazine of the Law

Essentially a Legal Review of Reviews Designed to Provide

Pleasant Relaxation and Condensed Information

for Busy Lawyers .
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RECENT COMMENTS

From the Dean of a Western Law School

" I am pleased to notice the change and improvement in your

magazine."

From a Well -known Professor of Political Science

" I am glad to be able to say that the Green Bag is, in my judgment,

one of the most useful and valuable publications now in existence,

and I sincerely hope that it may long continue to keep up its

present high standard."

From a Writer on Pleading and Procedure

" I can see that you are entirely open-minded about the matter

[i.e. of Mr. W. T. Hughes's views, and are willing to give credit

wherever it is due. This is the spirit that every lawyer should

have, and especially an editor of a law magazine. It is largely

on account of the exhibition of this spirit that I desire to beone

of your subscribers."

From a Lawyer in San Francisco

“ I have found the Green Bag not only a great luxury, but also a

necessity, as it brings me in touch with the great minds of our

country and also with the lighter vein of wit and humor of some

of the most brilliant ornaments of the American bar. I had

occasion to use to my advantage and success, on the 8th inst . ,

the authorities cited in the May number of 1910 on the right

to change one's name. It seems to me that all practitioners of

a good practice, and all judges who know enough to know that

law is a progressive science and should be administered to

promote justice, which is the great interest of mankind on earth ,

would be subscribers to the magazine, as it would save them

much time and tireless labor in search of many principles of

law on important subjects and leading cases .'

PUBLISHED MONTHLY AT $3.00 A YEAR.

SAMPLE COPY ON REQUEST

THE RIVERDALE PRESS

C. A. W. SPENCER, President BROOKLINE, BOSTON , MASS.
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The Full Reprint of English Reports

From 1378 to 1865

A full verbatim reprint , without omission .

Original paging preserved as cited in digests and elsewhere .

Annotations show cases overruled , etc. , and cite other references.

Editorial Board comprises best talent of England , including Lord

Chancellor, Lord Chief Justice, Attorney -General and others.

Binding, printing and paper excellent.

Uniform , convenient size, clearly labeled and compactly shelved .

Limited edition , without stereotype plates, practically exhausted .

1000 Volumes included in about 170

HOUSE OF LORDS ( 1694–1866 ), complete in 11 vols.

PRIVY COUNCIL (including Indian Appeals) ( 1809–1872 ), complete in 9 vols.

CHANCERY ( including Collateral Reports) (1557–1866 ), complete in 27 vols.

ROLLS COURT (1829 to 1866) , complete in 8 vols.

VICE -CHANCELLORS ( 1815-1865 ), complete in 16 vols.

KING'S AND QUEEN'S BENCH (including Collateral Reports) ( 1378–1865 ),

vols. 1 to 44 ready.

115 vols. , $882.50

Remaining Volumes to appear at monthly intervals

PRICE, $7.50 PER VOLUME

Orders Taken for Complete Sets Only
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The Modern Legal Philosophy Series
Edited by a Committee of the

Association of American Law Schools

I.
THE SCIENCE OF LAW . By KARL GAREIS of Univ. of Munich . Trans

lated by ALBERT KOCOUREK of Northwestern Univ. Now ready. $ 3.50 .

II . THE WORLD'S LEGAL PHILOSOPHIES. By Fritz BEROLZHEIMER of

Berlin . Translated by Mrs. JOSEPH JASTROW of Madison , Wis. Ready Jan

uary , 1912. $4.25 .

III . COMPARATIVE LEGAL PHILOSOPHY, in its Application to Legal

Institutions. By LUIGI MIRAGLIA of the Univ. of Naples. Translated by

JOHN LISLE of the Philadelphia Bar. In press. $ 4.75 .

IV. GENERAL THEORY OF LAW . By N. M. KORKUNOV of the Univ . of

St. Petersburg. Translated by W. G. HASTINGS of the Univ. of Nebraska .

Now ready. $3.50.

V. LAW AS A MEANS TO AN END. By RUDOLF VON IHERING of the Univ .

of Berlin. Translated by ISAAC HUSIK of the Univ. of Pennsylvania . Ready

1912. $ 3.50.

VI . THE POSITIVE PHILOSOPHY OF LAW. By I. VANNI of the Univ .

of Bologna. Translated by John Lisle of the Philadelphia Bar. Ready

1913. $3.50.

VII . MODERN FRENCH LEGAL PHILOSOPHY . By A. FOUILLEE , J. CHAR

MONT, L. DUGUIT and R. DEMOGUE of the Universities of Paris, Montpellier,

Bordeaux , and Lille . Translated by JOHN SIMPSON of the New York Bar.

Ready 1913. $3.75 .

VIII . THE THEORY OF JUSTICE . „By RUDOLF STAMMLER of the Univ. of Halle .

$4.50.

IX . SELECT ESSAYS IN MODERN LEGAL PHILOSOPHY . By Various

Authors. $4.50.

X. THE FORMAL BASIS OF LAW. ' By G. DEL VECCHIO of the Univ. of

Bologna . Translated by JOHN LISLE of the Philadelphia Bar. Ready 1913 .

$4.50.

XI .
THE SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF LEGAL JUSTICE. $4.75 .

XII . THE PHILOSOPHY OF LAW. By JOSEF KOHLER of the Univ. of Berlin .

Translated by ADALBERT ALBRECHT of South Easton , Mass. Ready 1911 .

$3.50.

XIII . PHILOSOPHY IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF LAW. By P. DE TOUR

TOULON of the Univ. of Lausanne. $4.75 .

Advance Subscriptions to Series, $42.60

1

PUBLISHED BY

THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY

83 to 91 Francis Street Fenway, Boston, Mass .
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MODERN LEGAL PHILOSOPHY

History shows that there always have been

cycles of legal progress, and that they have often

been heralded and guided by philosophies.

Hitherto our own outlook on juristic learn

ing has been insular. The value of the study of

comparative law has only in recent years come

to be recognized by us. Our juristic methods

are still primitive , in that we seek to know only

by our own experiment, and pay no heed to the

experiments of others.

America has not had a jurisprudence of its

own ; it inherited English law and has worked

under it for three centuries, until now it has a

native law of its own, different from the parent

law. Our historic bond with English law alone,

and our consequent lack of recognition of the

universal character of law as a generic institu

tion, has prevented any wide contact with for

eign literatures.

The time has come to re-state the American

system as we have developed it . To do this

means that there must be a philosophy of law,

thought out and understood, underlying all

efforts at reconstruction . But we have no

philosophy of law. From England we inherited

none, because it had none , except a single

school, - the Austinian school of analytic juris

prudence - a mere fraction of the whole subject .

Now before we attempt to develop our own

philosophyoflaw wemust , therefore, takeaccount

of what has been done on the Continent . We

must know something of the history of the sub

ject , and of the chief modern views now dominant

there. Then , after assimilating those , we shall

be in a position to develop a strong native

system , suited to our own conditions.

What is needed is the popularization of the

philosophy of law throughout the legal profession.

Legal reconstruction can never be achieved by a

few scholars, however able and profound . Their

work must find an intelligent response and

acceptance on the part of the lawyer and the

legislator. Hence an acquaintance with the

general state of philosophical science in law must

be widespread in the profession , especially among

the younger men . There must be courses and

classes in all law schools. After a few years

the field will be ripe, and our own jurists will

spring up to develop ourown system .

But hitherto there have been no accessible

materials for this educative process. It has all

been in foreign languages. It is now proposed

to overcome this difficulty by the publication of

the “ Modern Legal Philosophy Series , '

which will consist of translations of leading

works on all aspects of general legal science and

the philosophy of law by the most eminent Con

tinental thinkers in that field .

To the legal

IMPORTANCE OF THE profession in

SERIES general , and

also to publi

cists, economists and political scientists, this

Series will be invaluable. It will enable them

to make the fullest acquaintance with the best

modern thought of the Continent on problems

and principles which are today of equal moment

in American law and practice .

The Editorial Committee ( composed of rep

resentatives of five leading faculties of

in the memorial to the Association preceding

the Association's resolution of 1910 to under

take the Series , set forth their reasons, in part

as follows:

" The need of the Series is so obvious as hardly to need

advocacy. We are on the threshold of a long period of

constructive readjustment and restatement of our law in

almost every department. We come to the task , as a

profession, almost wholly untrained in the technique of

legal analysis and legal science in general . Neither we,

nor any community, could expect anything but crude

results without thorough preparation . Many teachers

and scores of students and practitioners must first have

become thoroughly familiar with the world's methods of
juristic thought. As a first preparation for the coming

years of that kind of activity, it is the part of wisdom first

to familiarize ourselves with what has been done by the

great modern thinkers abroad- to catch up with the

general state of learning on the subject. After a season

of this, we shall breed a family of well -equipped and

original thinkers of our own ; for our own law must of course

ultimately be worked out by our own thinkers.

" How far from 'impractical ' this field of thought and

research really is has been illustrated very recently in the

Federal Supreme Court, where the opposing opinions in a

great case (Griffin v . Fairmont Coal Co.) turned upon the

respective conceptions of law' in the abstract, and where

Professor Gray's recent work on ' The Nature and Sources

of the Law ' was quoted and supplied direct material for
judicial decision ."

The
scope

SCOPE OF THE SERIES of the Series

is broad, and

is not limited by partisan views as to the schools

of thought or the principles of legal science.

The only aim of the Committee has been to

select ihose works which are most typical of the

best Continental thought and most suited to

assist legal thought in America .

It sought to give representation to each of

the dominant modern schools of thought . It

has also chosen works which have a universal

message for the profession in this as in all coun

tries . Accordingly it has sought to give ade
quate representation primarily from the thinkers

of the three countries most active in legal

science -- France , Germany and Italy ; there

is also some representation of juristic thought in

Spain, Hungary, Russia and Switzerland , so
far as was feasible .

Of the various schools of legal philosophy, all

are represented the historical, the analytic,

the sociologic, the positivist, the metaphysical ,

the ethical , etc. The Committee's aim has been

to present the American profession with all the

indispensable materials for becoming familiar

with the best Continental thought .
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works to be included have been chosen upon a

systematic plan , it is believed that those who

are interested will find it desirable to send in

subscriptions for the complete set .

The aggregate price of the thirteen volumes in

the Series is $ 53.25, but subscriptions to the
whole Series will be taken at $ 42.60 .

The individual volumes complement each

other and form a connected whole. The first

volume introduces the general data of legal

science on the Continent. The second and

third volumes survey , from two distinct points of

view , the entire history of legal philosophy

to the present day. The next nine volumes cover

the various systems of the present day , as rep

resented by thinkers of accepted eminence in

France, Germany, Italy and the other countries.

The last volume then takes a final review of all

the philosophic systems from a comprehensive

point of view.

No such Series has ever before been pre

sented in the English language . It makes

accessible to all , for the first time, adequate

materials for an acquaintance with the detailed

history of the world's legal philosophy and with

the principles now dominant in Continental

discussion . With this equipment the American

profession may confidently expect to clarify its

own thought, to reconsider its status in the

world movement, and to apply its efforts intelli

gently to develop an American philosophy of

law in all its aspects.

Books in the Series

I. THE SCIENCE OF LAW. By Karl

Gareis .

II . THE WORLD'S LEGAL PHILOSO

PHIES . By Fritz Berolzheimer .

III . COMPARATIVE LEGAL PHILOS

OPHY. By Luigi Miraglia .

IV. GENERAL THEORY OF LAW. By

N. H. Korkunov.

LAW AS A MEANS TO AN END. By

Rudolph von Ihering .

VI . THE POSITIVE PHILOSOPHY OF

LAW. By I. Vanni .

VII . MODERN FRENCH LEGAL PHIL

OSOPHY .

VIII . THE THEORY OF JUSTICE. By

Rudolph Stammler.

IX. SELECT ESSAYS IN MODERN

LEGAL PHILOSOPHY .

X. THE FORMAL BASIS OF LAW. By

G. Del Vecchio .

XI . THE SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF LEGAL

JUSTICE.

XII . THE PHILOSOPHY OF LAW. By

Josef Kohler.

XIII . PHILOSOPHY IN THE DEVELOP

MENTOF LAW . By P. de Tour

toulon .

Two volumes

SPECIAL SUBSCRIPTION already
PRICE

published,

another is in

press , and the others will appear at the rate of

two volumes annually until the completion of

the Series. The works will vary in length and

price , but will be uniform in size and general

style, and neatly bound in cloth. They can be

obtained separately, but a special subscription

price will bemade for the whole Series , the vol

umes to be delivered as published . While each

work is complete in itself, yet, inasmuch as the

The Series was

THE BOOKS ALREADY really begun

PUBLISHED in 1909, with

the publica .

tion of Prof. W. G. Hastings ' translation of

Korkunov's General Theory of Law. This

was published independently by the Boston

Book Company, not knowing that the publica
tion of a series of books on similar lines was con

templated by a committee of the Association

of American Law Schools . This first work

was followed , early in 1911, by Gareis ' Intro

duction to the Science of Law, also published

independently by the same company .

As these books fitted so well into the general

scheme formulated by the committee, they were

adopted as a part of the Modern Legal Philos

ophy Series , the Gareis being made the first

volume , and Korkunov, the fourth .

Professor Korkunov's work represents the eclectic re

sult of the lifetime's labors of a leader of legal thought in a

country which , like our own , has developed apart from the

Roman Law traditions of France, Germany and Italy ,

and has thus had an untrammeled choice among the

dominant theories. This work was selected by Professor

Larnaude of the University of Paris, for translation into

French , as one of the most important contributions of
modern times . The author's point of view is original and

in some respects radical. The reviews of it which have

appeared in English and American legal journals have
indicated that it has a high usefulness for legal thought in
this country :

Thetranslator, Professor Hastings, is well known among

American legal scholars , and for his early and active inter

est in encouraging the study of the philosophy of law in
America the legal profession owes him a debt of gratitude .

Professor Gareis is a leader in several departments of

German legal thought. This work is intended as a general
introduction to legal science . It uses freely all the methods

of exposition -- historical, analytic and philosophical.

In this Series it will serve as a comprehensive introduction

to Continental modes of legal thinking, and thus prepares

the way for all the ensuing volumes . The type of litera

ture of which this book is representative is one of the most

prolific forms of German juristic writing ; this work was

selected for translation as the best example of its class .

It deals primarily with the formal side of the law , upon the

assumption that the form of the law is essentially the same
everywhere. It also serves a useful purpose as an intro

duction to that great modern legal achievement - The

German Civil Code

The translator, Mr. Kocourek , studied at Lake Forest

University , where he specialized in Metaphysics and

Philosophy, and is an LL.B. of the University of Michi

gan . He is a practitioner at the Chicago Bar, as well as

lecturer in Northwestern University. His extensive

acquaintance with the literature of Continental legal philos

ophy is not excelled by that of any American jurist..

V.

1

are

IN PRESS

Comparative Legal Philosophy, applied to

Legal Institutions. By Luigi Miraglia, formerly

Professor of the Philosophy of Law in the Univer

sity of Naples. Translated by John Lisle, of

the Philadelphia Bar. With an Introduction

by Albert Kocourek, Lecturer on Jurisprudence

in Northwestern University .

Professor Miraglia , who is eminent among Italian

thinkers , and has been Secretary of the Academyof Moral

and Political Sciences, has here provided an interesting

volume, which makes with that of Dr. Berolzheimer an

invaluable introduction to the later volumes of the Series.
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The publishers are pleased to record the fact

that the publication of the “ Modern Legal

Philosophy Series " seems to meet with the

approval of the legal profession in America, and

that they are signifying it by subscribing liber
ally to the entire Series.

Every main branch of public and private law is taken up in

succession , and on each branch the point of view of the

principal philosophies of law is examined and criticized.

E.8 . , under Property, Contract, Commercial Law, Industrial

Rights , etc. , the general theories of Kant, Aristotle, Bacon ,

Montesquieu, von Ihering and others, ancient and modern ,

are noticed and compared . The treatment , it will thus

be seen , is by horizontal (or topical) cross - sections, while

that of Dr. Berolzheimer is by perpendicular (or chrono.

logical) sections , and the two works complementeach other

most serviceably ; especially as in Professor Miraglia's

work the modern Italian and French philosophers, not

considered by Dr. Berolzheimer , are fully discussed.

The translator, Mr. Lisle , is a graduate of the College

and Law School of the University of Pennsylvania, and a
practitioner at the Philadelphia Bar . He is also the

translator of the works of Del Vecchio and Vanni , in the

present Series , and of Calisse's " History of Italian Law ,"

in the Continental Legal History Series.
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The series will report cases
PERIOD

of the twentieth century and

will continue the well

known series known as the ENGLISH RULING

CASES.
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IN PREPARATION

The World's Legal Philosophies. By Fritz

Berolzheimer, President of the International

Society of Legal and Social Philosophy at Ber

lin . Translated by Mrs. Joseph Jastrow of

Madison, Wisconsin . With an Introduction by

Albert Kocourek, Lecturer on Jurisprudence in

Northwestern University.

Dr. Berolzheimer is one of the most original and learned

of the younger German thinkers. The present volume

offers a comprehensive historical survey of the works of
all the philosophers of the world in their treatment of

legal theory . Beginning with the ancients , it carries the

summary down through the nineteenth century , with

special attention to German philosophy in modern times.

The emphasis throughout is on the social , political and

economic conditions in which the legal philosophies grew

up . With this historical introduction to the various

schools of philosophy,and their successive points of view ,

the reader is equipped to estimate the significance of the

modern leaders of thought represented in the ensuing

volumes.

The translator, Mrs. Jastrow, is the wife of Professor

Jastrow, of the Department of Psychology in the Uni

versity of Wisconsin . Her skill in the translation of

works of legal science has already been shown in her trans

lation of Professor Saleilles ' “ Individualization of Punish

ment" in the Modern Criminal Science Series . The wide

range of literature covered in Dr. Berolzheimer's work

makes its translation an especially exacting task.
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The cases are

HOW SELECTED
lected with regard to

whether the case con

tains : --

1st . An important question of law not yet

decided by the American courts.

2d . A well -reasoned decision upon which

the American courts are in conflict .

3d . A point which while apparently settled

here has been thoroughly considered

and decided differently by the

English courts.
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The books are royal octavo ,

printed on feather-weight book

page , and will contain about 1000

pages printed in single column ,

work
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COST

The Philosophy of Law . By Josef Kohler ,

Professor of the Philosophy of Law in the Uni

versity of Berlin . Translated by Adalbert Al

brecht of South Easton, Mass., Associate Editor

of theJournal of Criminal Law and Criminology.

With Introductions by José Castillejo, Professor

of Law in the University of Valladolid, and by

Adolf Lasson , Professor of Philosophy in the

University of Berlin .

Professor Kohler , besides his work in the field of Com

mercial Law ( Bankruptcy, Patents, etc. ) , and his acknowl.

edged leadership in Comparative Law , has attained an

eminent position in European Philosophy of Law . He is

editor-in -chief of the recently founded “Journal of Legal

and Social Philosophy" (of which Dr. Berolzheimer is

associate editor ) and Honorary President of the Inter

national Society of Legal and Social Philosophy at Berlin .

Though the Journal's pages are open to all creeds, Pro

fessor Kohler himself stands in Europe as the chief repre

sentative of the Neo -Hegelian school of thought. The

present work , in which he has recently expounded that

system , is the fruit of thirty years of legal research and

experience perhaps more comprehensive than any other

living man's. It is an epoch -making book , written by an

epoch -maker.

The translator, Mr. Albrecht, has studied at the Uni

versity of Vienna and other European Universities, and

is well known for his critical reviews of Continental litera

ture . He is also the translator of Aschaffenburg's " Crime

and its Repression," in the Modern Criminal Science Series,

and is an associate editor of the Journal of the American

Institute of Criminal Law and Criminology .
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The price will be $ 5.00 per vol

ume , delivered . Volume I is now

ready, Volume II will appear shortly ,

the continuing volumes appearing

at intervals of six months.
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LEGAL BIBLIOGRAPHY, N.S.
THE ISLE OF MAN

The Isle of Man, anciently called the Kingdom

of Man, though tributary to the British Crown,

VOL. IV OCTOBER , 1911 No. 8 was never annexed to it , but has enjoyed within

itself , from time immemorial, a free constitution.

The feudal system , though in some degree

Published Quarterly for Gratuitous Distribution by
adopted in the island , was never experienced

there in the strictness with which it was attended

in other countries. The people of this island

THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY
enjoyed the privilege of being governed bylaws

of their own making, or consented to by them

83 to 91 Francis Street, Fenway selves, or their constitutional representatives.

The Isle of Man, although a dominion , is not

BOSTON, MASS.
a " foreign " dominion of the crown , nor is it

within the United Kingdom . Its law , apart

from English statutes expressly or by necessary

implication extended to it , consists of the com

mon law of the island , and of the Acts of Tyn
CHARLES C. SOULE,

wald .

President.
The Governor, the Council , and the House

of Keys, consisting of twenty-four members, who
FRANK E. CHIPMAN,

are the direct representatives of the people,
Treasurer and Managing Director. constitute the Court of Tynwald. Bills which

pass the Council and the House of Keys require
IMRI L. McCLOUD,

the assent of the King in Council , and do not
Monager Law Dep'i. become law till they have been promulgated ,

with special ceremonies, at a certain place near

the centre of the island , called the Tynwald Hill .

The tendency in modern times in the island

THIS COMPANY has been to assimilate the local legislation to

that of England .

The legal literature of the island is very

Publishes Law Books meagre . Until the beginning of the fifteenth

century no written law , or any accounts of judi

Invites correspondence from cial proceedings, are to be found on the records.

authors From 1693 to 1713 one John Parr was Deemster.

He compiled “ An Abstract of the Laws, Customs

Deals in all kinds of law books and Ordinances of the Isle of Mann ." This

work was never printed , but a few manuscript

Is prepared to estimate on lists copies have been made from it . It contains

much valuable information as to the state of

Carries a large second - hand the law in his day. Volume XII of the Manx

Society Publications has for a title page , " An
stock Abstract of the Laws, Customs , and Ordinances

of the Isle of Man ; compiled by John Parr, Esq . ,

Specialty of library service Formerly one of the Deemsters of the Island.

Edited , with notes , by James Gell." The editor,

Expert advice as to purchases in his introduction , states that this volume

Information as to scarce books
“ has in it no part of the Deemster's work be

yond the two dedications."

In 1792 Mr. Thomas Stowell , afterwards

Imports from Great Britain and Clerk of the Rolls, but then an advocate at the

Colonies Manx bar, published a small book of 170 pages,

containing an abridgment of the “ Statutes and

Is American Agent for foreign polikauseful even now ,must have beeninvaluOrdinances ,"

work , ,

publishers able then as the first printed book of Manx

Law.

Has direct correspondents in An attempt at a publication of the Statutes

nineteen countries at length was made, in 1797 , by Christopher

Briscoe, a printer in Douglas; but from its very

Excellent service in Continental imperfect and mutilated state,its inferior paper,
and type , and its want of sufficient document to

Europe stamp its accuracy and authenticity , it failed to

Appraises libraries for executors have disappearedasnocopies are now obtainable.
afford general satisfaction . This work must

In 1805 the Commissioners who , in 1791,

Buys libraries and odds for cash had been appointed to inquire into " various

SOLICITS ORDERS
points connected with the Isle of Mann ," pub

lished their report , containing, among other

|
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The work has long since gone out of print, and

second hand sets are seldom met with .

Some of the statutory material , prior to the

last revision, and a few copies of the reports

now be secured . The island has been

searched from end to end by enterprising dealers,

but a very limited supply has been found.

Practically all of this was bought by the editor

when he was in England this last summer.
This material is now being distributed among the

libraries in the United States. When this limited

supply is exhausted it is doubtful if another can

be obtained .
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things, a copy of the Statutes down to 1777 ;

some few remarks upon certain parts ofthe law

by the Deemsters, Clerk of the Rolls , and

Attorney -General of the Island ; together with

much valuable statistical and general informa

tion .

In 1811 Mr. J. Johnstone published " A View

of the Jurisprudence of the Isle of Mann,” a

book which does not quite fulfill the promises of

the title page, but yet contains some valuable

information .

In 1817 James Clark, formerly Attorney

General of the Island , published a pamphlet

entitled , “ A View of the Principal Courts of the

Isle of Man. "

In 1819 George Jefferson published “ The Lex

Scripta of the Isle of Man; comprehending the
Ancient Ordinances and Statute Laws , from the

Earliest to the present Date ," and in 1820 an

Appendix thereto.

In 1821 Mark A. Mills published “ The

Ancient Ordinances and Statute Laws of the

Isle of Man ." He included in his work extracts

from the British Statutes referring to the island .

In 1832 George Geneste published a contin

uation of the Statutes from 1821 down to that

period , with the rules and regulations of the In

solvent Debtor's Court, the Act for regulating

Trade in the island , and an abridgment of such

British Statutes as related to it .

In 1837 John M. Jeffcott continued the

Statutes down to 1836 , to which he added an

appendix containing the rules of the Chancery
Court, an analysis of the law of descent of

hereditary property, and a digest of the British
Statutes.

In 1847 J. C. Bluett published the “ Advocates

Note Book ," being notes and minutes of cases

determined before the Judicial Tribunals of the

island. This is the only volume of reports that

has been published. It is a rather scarce work.

The few copies in the hands of the Manx bar

are carefully guarded and copies seldom get into

the hands of law book dealers. The small

remainder held by the printers was long since

exhausted . The earliest case reported was de

cided in 1720, the latest on May 31 , 1847.

In 1818 James Gell published a compilation

of the Statutes from 1836 to 1818, with an
appendix containing the by -laws for the govern

ment of towns and the rules of the Court of

Chancery.

In 1853 James Burman continued the Statutes

down to 1853.

In 1862 John C. Lamothe published a com

pilation of the Statutes promulgated from the

year 1853 to the year 1861 inclusive.

In 1872 J. Fred Gill continued the Statutes to

1865 and added an appendix containing the rules

of the Courts of Chancery and Exchequer, and

the regulations for common lodging houses.

The last revision of the statutory law of the

Isle of Man was published at intervals from

1883 to 1897. The work is in six volumes and

was edited by J: F. Gill. The first volume

covers the period from 1417 to 1824 ; the second

volume, from 1824 to 1859; the third volume,

from 1860 to 1871 ; the fourth volume , from

1872 to 1878 ; the fifth volume, from 1879 to

1886 ; the sixth volume, from 1887 to 1895 .

THE COMMERCIAL LAWS OF THE

WORLD

The ceaseless expansion of the world's trade

has made it a necessity for merchants and law

yers to study the commercial , exchange, bank

ruptcy and maritime laws of the countries with

which they, or their clients have dealings.

The man of business who has to deal with

foreign countries soon finds himself in difficul

ties unless he is familiar with the laws of such

countries.

The lawyer who advises, the judge who makes

decisions, are often at a loss when they come

into contact with the laws of other countries.

International Trade has devel

oped so rapidly and such vast in

terests are involved that the demand

for a work giving the laws, treaties

and customs governing trade rela

tions of the various nations has

become imperative.

To meet this demand there is being published

in thirty-five large volumes, in the original

languages accompanied by an English transla

tion on opposite pages , an

AMERICAN EDITION

covering the whole ground of Commercial Law .

Lawyers, commercial men , export merchants

and trading corporations will find in this work

convenient and trustworthy information as to

the legal obligations arising from operations

abroad In commercial life it will remove that

feeling of uncertainty in regard to points

of law which has often checked the prosperous

development of important international trade

relations.

From its pages lawyers will be in a position

to obtain exhaustive information on points

of law on behalf of their clients engaged in com

merce with foreign countries .

Governments, Consulates and Judges may feel

confident of being in a position to refer in this

work to a concensus of authoritative opinion

on commercial law . In recognition of its
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THE STATUTES OF ENGLAND

A new (sixth) and greatly enlarged and

improved edition of

CHITTY'S STATUTES

Containing every statute of practical

utility now in force, from Magna Charta

to 1910 , inclusive.

16 volumes , buckram , $6.00 each .

VOLS. 1 and 2, NOW READY .

Succeeding volumes monthly .

This work has for years been
STANDARD

the standard compilation of

the English statute law . The

first edition was brought out in 1828 ; the

second in 1851-4 ; the third in 1865 ; the fourth

in 1880 ; and the fifth in 1894.

significance for the tradeand commerce of the

world , governments of all nations have placed

official material at its disposal.

The work does not present a mere reprint

of the codes or statutes, but in its notes

and commentaries summarizes everything

necessary to a thorough grasp of the prin

ciples of commercial law .

The matter will be arranged showing in proper

order : -

The Historical Development of the Com
mercial Laws of all Countries.

The Bibliography of the Literature of the

Commercial, Exchange, Bankruptcy and

Maritime Laws.

The Constitution'of the Courts and Legal
Practice .

The Legislation , Case Law, Trade Usages

and Customs will include the following : -

Commercial Dealings in General: Trading

Associations (Corporations and Partnerships ),

Brokers, Commission Agencies.

Sale of Goods, Exchanges.

( Bills of Exchange (Forms of, Duties of

Drawers , Indorsements , Presentation , Accept

ance, Maturity , etc. ) , Checks , Promissory Notes.

Bankruptcy Proceedings (Voluntary and In

voluntary Bankruptcy, Liquidation ), Liens ,

Rights of Married Persons.

Maritime Law (Ocean Trade , Maritime Enact

ments, Marine Insurance , Navigation and

Friendly Treaties concluded between different

countries) , Carriage by Sea , etc.

Besides a synopsis of the principles of Commer

cial Law scientifically arranged, the work will

contain an Alphabetical List of the Legal

Technical Terms of all foreign languages

quoted in the original texts with their English

equivalents .

The work will be printed on the best of paper,

handsomely bound in leather, at the price of

$ 9.00 per volume to subscribers for the set .

The Boston Book Company are the sole

agents in the United States for the German ,

French and Spanish editions as well as the

American editions.

Since the publication of the
PLAN fifth edition the accessions to the

statute book have been numerous

and important. Of recent years new legislation

has been combined with or immediately followed

by consolidation of the particular branch of

statute law affected .

About 400 acts have been wholly or partially

repealed or amended, 800 new acts have been

passed, and about 14,000 cases interpreting acts
have been decided .

The fifth edition cited comparatively few

cases , but the new edition will refer to every

important case which affects the interpre

tation of a statute.
a

The acts are

CLASSIFICATION grouped under

subject head.

ings. Cross -references are abundant , and ,

where necessary , acts have been printed under

two or more headings.

A new departure in the present edition is

that , in addition to a date being given to each

case cited , reference is made to where the case

will be found in Mews' Digest of English Case

Law. By this means the reader will be enabled

to ascertain speedily the facts of any particu

lar decision and its bearing on the point in

question .

These

ANNUAL SUPPLEMENTS will be

paged

on from year to year until thick enough to be

bound in a permanent volume.

The indexes will be cumulative so that

reference to this last Annual Supplement will

disclose all legislation since 1910.

LEGAL ESSAYS

By JAMES BRADLEY THAYER, LL.D.

Late Weld Professor of Law at Harvard University

CLOTH ,$ 3.50

A valuable volume, .. of unusually fine quality

giving an enlarged treatment of several topics in constitu
tional law . Surely no one has written of the law

more entertainingly or more soundly . This volume

may be expected to take a permanent place in legal litera

ture , and to be read over and over again. On every

page one sees the work of a master , whose originality was
matched by his learning, and whose gracefulness of expres

sion was equalled by his good sense . -- Harvard Law Review .

The books sold in the

BINDING United States wi be

bound in the best law

buckram . Volumes will be bound on order in

half calf at $ 1.00 per volume extra .
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Franklin , Otto. Beiträge zur gesichichte

der reception des römischen Rechts in

Deutschland . 8vo , half morocco . Han

over. 1863

Gothofredus, Jacobus . Codex Theo

dosianus. Editio Nova. 6 vols . bound

in 3 vols . Thick small folio , vellum .

Lipsiae. 1736-1741

Guizot. Histoire des Origines du Gov

ernment Representatif. 2 vols. 8vo,

half morocco . Paris . 1874

Haenel, G. Lex Romana Visigothorum

Royal . 4to, half calf . Lipsiae. 1849....

Helie, M. F. A. Les Constitutions de

la France. Hvols . 8vo , paper, uncut .

Paris . 1875 .

Karlowa, Otto. Beiträge zur Geschichte

des Römischen Civilprozesses. 8vo,

half morocco . Bonn. 1865

Loysel, Antoine . Institutes Coutumieres.

2 vols . 12mo, half morocco. Paris.

1846 .

Madox, Thomas. Firma Burgi; or , an

historical essay concerning the cities,

towns and burroughs of England .

Folio , calf (rebacked) . London . 1726 .

(In his preface the author states : " Whoso

desireth to discourse in a proper manner

concerning Corporated Towns and Com

munities must take in a great variety of

matter, and should be allowed a great

deal of Time and Preparation . The sub

ject is extensive and difficult ." )

Madox. History and Antiquities of the

Exchequer of the Kings of England ,

from the Norman Conquest to the end

of the reign of Edward II.; together

with a correct copy of the Ancient

Dialogue concerning the Exchequer,

generally ascribed to Gervasius Til

bunensis , and a dissertation concern

ing the most ancient Great Roll of the

Exchequer commonly styled the Roll

of Quinto Regis Stephani. 2 vols .

4to (broken ). London. 1769 ..

Manchester . Court Leet Records from

1552 to 1686 and 1731 to 1846. 12

vols , and Constables accounts from

1612 to 1647 and 1743 to 1776. 3 vols.

or 15 vols in all . Half vellum . Edited

by J. P. Earwaker. Manchester.

1884-1892 ...

Meyer, J. D. Esprit Origine et Progres

des Institutions Judiciaires. 6 vols.

8vo , half morocco. Paris . 1818–1822

Mittermaier. Englische, Scottische und

Nordamerikanische Strafverfahren.

8vo, half morocco . Erlangen. 1851 ..

Mortmain. Report from the Select

Committee on Mortmain with the

minutes of evidence. Ordered to be

printed by the House of Commons.

Folio . 1844 ..

Palgrave , Francis. Rise and Progress of

the English Commonwealth . Anglo

Saxon Period . 2 vols . 4to , half calf

(numerous marginal notes in ink ) .

London . 1832

We give a memorandum below of some of the

scholarly and notable books which we have re

ceived during the last three months , and which

we can now offer for sale .

This list is illustrative of our stock of more

than a thousand works of similar character.

We may not have but one copy of these books,

consequently the first order gets the choice.

Allen , John. Rise and Growth of the

Royal Prerogative in England . 8vo ,

cloth . London. 1849 . $1.25

Ameilhon, M. Histoire du Commerce

et delaNavigation desEgyptiens. 12mo ,

vellum . Paris. 1766
3.00

Baluzius, Stephanus. Capitularia Regum

Francorum . 2 vols. Folio, half calf .

Parisiis . 1780
2.50

Behrend, J. F. Ausgabe der Lex Salica ,

1871 ; Lex Salica , 1874. 2 vols.

8vo, boards. Berlin . 1.50

Bekker, Ernest - Immanuel . Die Pro

cessualische Consumption im Classi

schen Römischen Recht. 8vo, cloth .

Berlin . 1853 .
1.00

Bentham (Jeremy). Defence of Usury .

12mo, boards. London . 1818 1.00

Beugnot, Le Comte. Les Olim ou Regis

tres des Arrêts. 3 vols . bound in 4 vols.

4to , half morocco
7.50

Bourdot de Richebourg, C. A. Nouveau

Coutumier General ou Corpsdes Cou
tumes Generales et Particulieres de

France , et des Provinces . 4 vols . Folio ,

calf . Paris . 1724 . 7.00

Bracton , Henricus de, und sein Verhält

ness zum Römischen Rechts, by Carl

Güterbock. 8vo , half morocco. Berlin .

1862 ... 1.75

Brown , W. Clerk's Tutor in Chancery:

giving true directions by authentick

precedents , how to draw affidavits,

petitions , etc. 12mo , calf. London.

1688 .
5.00

Brown, W. Modus Intrandi Placita

Generalia . The entering Clerks intro

duction , etc. 12mo, calf. London . 1702 5.00

Code Civil , Supplement ( 1900–1906 )

Annote by Th . Griffond. 2 vols . 4to ,

half morocco . Paris . 1900–1906 4.00

Davoud-Oghlou , G. A. Histoire de la

Legislation des Anciens Germains. 2

vols. 8vo , half russia .... 2.50

Ellis, Sir Henry. General Introduction

to Domesday Book. 2 vols. 8 vo , half

calf , gilt backs. London. 1833 .... 5.00

Ficker, Julius . Rechtsgeschichte Italiens.
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4 vols . 8vo, half morocco . Innsbruck .

1868-1874 .
5.00

Foelix , M. Traité du Droit Inter

national. 2 vols . 8vo , half morocco .

Paris . 1866
3.00
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BLAKEMORE AND BANCROFT'S

INHERITANCE TAX LAW

$1.50

1.50

1.50

6.00

6.00

10.00

20.00

1.25

Pardessus. Memoire sur l'Origine du

Droit Coutumier en France . 4to ,

boards. Paris . 1834 ...

Phillips, George . Angelsächsischen

Rechts. Göttingen. 1825 ..

Phillips , George. Die Lehre von der

Ehelichen Gütergemenschaft. 1830.

8vo, half morocco

Pipe Rolls . The Great Rolls of the Pipe

for the second , third and fourth years

of the reign of Henry the Second, 1155–

1158, printed fromthe originals under

the care of Joseph Hunter. 8vo , cloth .

London. 1844

Pipe Rolls . The Great Roll of the Pipe ,

for the first year of the reign of Richard

the First, 1189-1190 , printed from the

original under the care of Joseph

Hunter. 8vo , cloth . London. 1844

Pipe Rolls. Rotulus Cancellarii vel

antigraphum Magni Rotuli Pipae , de

tertio anno regni Regis Johannis,
1201-1202 . Cloth . London . 1833

Registrum omniu brevium tam origi

naliu ia indicialium . 4to . Londini .

1531 .

Rossbach , August . Untersuchungen

über romische Ehe. 8vo, cloth . Stutt

gart . 1853 .

Rotuli Chartarum in Turri Londinensi

asservati : accurante Thoma Duffus

Hardy. Vol . 1 , part 1. 1199-1216 (all

published) . Folio, cloth . London.

1837

Rotuli Normanniae in Turri Lon

dinensi asservati Johanne et Henrico

Quinto : accurante Thoma Duffus

Hardy. Vol. 1 (all published ) . De

annis 1200-1205 necnon de anno 1417 .

8vo, cloth . London . 1835

Savigny (F. C. von ) . Das Obligationen

recht als thiel des heutigen Römischen

Rechts. 8vo, half morocco . Berlin .

1851

Savigny (F. C. von ) . Das Recht des

Besitzes. Svo , half morocco. Wien .

1865

Savigny (F. C. von ) . System des heu

tigen Römischen Rechts. 9 vols. 8vo ,

half morocco . Berlin . 1840-1863 ..

Schaeffner, W. Geschichte der Rechts

verfassung Frankrichs. 4 vols . bound

in 2 vols . 8vo , half roan . Frankfort .

1845

Spangenberg, Ernest. Corpu Juris

Civilis Romani. 8vo, cloth . Hanover.

1817

Stahl , F. J. Philosophie des Rechts. 2

vols. bound in 3 vols . 8vo, half mo

Heidelberg. 1870

Stubbs (Wm .). Select Charters and

other Illustrations of English Consti

tutional History. Oxford . 1870....

Von Ihering (Rudolph ). The Struggle

for Law . Svo , cloth . 1879

Von Keller , Friedrich L. Der Romische

Civil process . 12mo, half morocco .

Leipzig. 1855

Waitz, Georg. Deutsche Verfassunge

The Boston Book Company has in press a

new work on this important subject by Arthur

W. Blakemore of the Boston Bar and author of

" Blakemore on the Abolition of Grade Cross

ings in Massachusetts " ; " Gould and Blakemore

onBankruptcy " ; " Massachusetts Court Rules,

Annotated " ; the article of " Wills" in the

Encyclopedia of Law and Procedure and other

articles in that Encyclopedia ; and Hugh Ban

croft, formerly District Attorney of Middlesex

County and author of " Inheritance Taxes for

Investors . '

This is the only text-book on the subject

published since 1895.

It contains every American case, the full

text of all existing statutes and of all prior

statutes which have been construed by the

courts , with a full history of the legislation

in every state.

It contains the full text of the legislation

of 1911 , which has changed the law in a
dozen states .

It consists of two parts — the first part treat

ing the subject in the usual text -book form , with

full citations of all authorities, and the

second part consisting of the statutes of all the

states , annotated. In this way the reader by

turning to Part I can find readily all the law on

any disputed point and by turning to Part II he

can find all the law of the state in which he
happens to be interested .

The avoidance of inheritance taxes forms

one entire chapter of the work and contains

a full discussion of the various attempts which

have been made and can be made by investors

to avoid paying this tax, with a full discussion

of all the cases on the subject. The authors

believe that this one chapter , containing as it

does material which was never collated before,

should prove of the greatest value to careful
investors .

The marshalling of assets in the payment of

debts and legacies is fully treated in an entire

chapter. This chapter alone should be of the

greatest assistance to executors and trustees

who desire to protect the estates in their charge ,

as it is full of suggestions as to the property

which should be used to pay debts and the

property which should be used to pay legacies

and devises of various kinds in order to make

the taxes as small as possible .

7.50

3.00

1.50

1.50

13.50

5.00

1.50

rocco. 4.50

2.00

3.00

THE LAW OF THE FEDERAL AND STATE

CONSTITUTIONS OF THE UNITED

STATES. By Frederic Jesup Stimson. Cloth ,

$3.50.

It is essential to the understanding or study of our

fundamental law .

“ Should be read by every thoughtful citizen . " - Legal

Bibliography.

" Should be in every library, large or small ." AmeriCUN

Law Review .

" An invaluable treatise ." — American Lawyer .

A Supplement to Bryce's American Commonwealth .**
Saturday Review , London .

schichte . 7 vols. 8vo , half morocco .

Kiel . 1865-1876

1.25

7.00
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Statutory Rules and Orders of Great With the phenomenal expansion of the Japan

ese Empire , her foreign relations tend to growBritain , Revision to 1903, 13 vols. , and

more and more complex, and the multiplicity

annual volumes from 1904 to 1910 , with
of international dealings which naturally result

Index to 1903. renders it imperatively necessary for the com

mon benefit that her laws should be better

In all 21 volumes, $75.00 . understood by those who either reside within

the jurisdiction of her courts or may be so

This set is a companion to the Statutes of situated as to have many of their important

Great Britain, and is absolutely necessary to the interests governed by the provisions of the

understanding of British Statutes and Decisions. Japanese Codes.

An Act of Parliament frequently authorizes
The Civil Code of Japan has now just been

translated into English by J. E. de Becker, whothe Privy Council o: some Government Depart
has resided in Japan for the last twenty-five

ment to carry into effect the Act by making

orders, rules , regulations or by-laws.
years.

Not a word or phrase is used therein unneces
These Statutory Rules and Orders deal with

sarily or carelessly, and its provisions are deepnearly every subject, from Administration to
in meaning. The entire Code must therefore

Weights and Measures. In the United Kingdom
be viewed as a complete whole , the spirit ofthe Rules of Procedure no longer appear on the
each article taken into mature consideration ,

Statute book, but are to be sought in Statutory
and must be exercised not to hastily overlook

Rules. The constitution and powers of Con
deliberately designed differences in the technical

sular Courts, the international arrangements words or phrases employed .

connected with Extradition, with Copyright
The Code consists of 1146 Articles , is dividedand Patents, Regulations for preventing Colli

sions at Sea or for the safety of Ships, are further
into 5 Books, and is published in 4 Volumes.

instances of the various cases in which Parlia

ment has delegated legislative powers to the
Sets can now be secured of The Boston Book

Executive.
Company for $ 15.00 .
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AMERICAN STATUTE LAW

“ The laws of a Nation form the most impor

tant portion of its history. Gibbon.

" On the pages of a Statute book are chiseled ,

as indelibly as on a frieze of the Parthenon ,

theepisodes of a Nation's history. "

During the last year we have accumulated

quite a considerable number of items of session

laws and revisions which are rather out of the

ordinary run of such material .

If you are interested in any of the material

listed below , write us and we will quote you

prices : -

New York. Facsimile of the Laws and

Acts of the General Assembly for their Majes

ties Province of New York , etc., etc. At New

York. Printed and Sold by William Brad

ford , Printer to their Majesties King Wil

liamand Queen Mary, 1694. Together with

an Historical Introduction, Notes on the Laws ,

and appendices , by Robert Ludlow Fowler,

councellor-at -law . The Grolier Club of New

York. MDCCCXCIV.

Laws and Ordinances of New Netherland ,

1638–1674 . Compiled and translated from the

original Dutch records in the office of the Sec

retary of State, Albany , N. Y. By E. B. O'Cal

laghan. Albany, 1868.

Public Laws of the State of New York,

passed at the Thirty-third Session of the Legis

lature , begun and held at the City of Albany

the thirtieth day of January, 1810. Albany,

printed by Solomon Southwick , printer to

the state , 1810.

Private Laws of the State of New York,

passed at the Thirty -third Session of the

Legislature, begun and held at the City of

Albany the thirtieth day of January, 1810.

Albany : printed bySolomon Southwick,printer

' to the state , 1810.

Georgia . A compilation of the Laws of the

State of Georgia, passed by the Legislature

since the year 1810 to the year 1819 inclu

sive. Comprising all the laws passed within

those periods , arranged under appropriate

heads , with notes of reference to those laws,

or parts of laws , which are amended or re

pealed. To which are added such concurred

and approved Resolutions, as are either of a

General, Local or Private Moment, conclud

ing with a copious index to the laws, and a sepa

rate one to the resolutions. By Lucius Q. C.

Lamar, Esq. Augusta : published by T. S.

Hannon , 1821 .

Acts of the General Assembly of the State

of Georgia , passed at Milledgeville, at an

Extra Session, in April and May, 1821.

t . [1 ], pp. [ 3]-40, Index 2 pp . Facsimile re
production.

Acts of the General Assembly of the State

of Georgia, passed at Milledgeville , at an An

nual Session, in November and December,

1823. Published by Authority. Milledgeville:

printed by Camak & Ragland , 1824. t . pp. 270.

Acts of the General Assembly of the

State of Georgia, passed at Milledgeville at
an Annual Session in November and Decem

ber , 1824. Published by authority. Milledge

ville , printed by Camak and Ragland, 1825 .

t . Pp . 220 .

Maryland . Laws of Maryland, made and

passed at a Session of Assembly, begun and

held at the City of Annapolison Monday

the third of November, 1800. Quarto. n d .

Annapolis. Printed by Frederick Greene.

Laws of Maryland, made and passed at a

session begun Nov. 2d , 1801. Quarto, n . d .
Annapolis .

Laws of Maryland, made and passed at a

session begun Nov. 1st , 1802. Quarto, n . d .

Annapolis .

Laws of Maryland ,made and passed at a

session begun Nov. 7th , 1803. Quarto, n . d .

Annapolis.

Laws of Maryland, made and passed at a

session begun Nov. 5th , 1804. Quarto, n . d.

Annapolis .

Laws of Maryland , made andpassed at a

session begun Nov. 4th , 1805. Quarto , n . d.

Annapolis.

Laws of Maryland , made and passed at a

session begun Nov. 3d , 1806. Quarto, n . d .

Annapolis.

Laws of Maryland, made and passed at a

session begun Nov. 20 , 1807. Quarto, n . d.

Annapolis.

Laws of Maryland, made and passed at a

session begun Nov. 7th , 1808. Quarto, n . d .

Annapolis.

Laws of Maryland, madeand passed at a

session begun June 5th , 1809. Quarto, n . d.

Annapolis .

Laws of Maryland, made and passed at a

session begun Nov. 6th , 1809. Quarto, n . d .

Annapolis.

Kentucky. Acts passed at the First Session

of the Nineteenth General Assembly for the

Commonwealth of Kentucky , begun and held

in the capitol , in the town of Frankfort, on

Monday the third day of December, 1810,

and of the Commonwealth the nineteenth .

Frankfort , Printed by William Gerard , 1811 .

New Jersey. Laws of the State of New Jersey ;

revised and published under the authority of

the Legislature , by William Paterson . folio .

Newark : printed by MatthiasDay. MDCCC .

New Hampshire. The Laws of the State of

New Hampshire , enacted since June 1 , 1815,

to which is added an appendix , containing the

articles of Confederation and Perpetual Union

of the States, adopted by congress, 1778 ;

the Constitution of New Hampshire of 1783,

and such of the repealed laws as are neces

sary to beknown. Vol. II . Concord : printed

by Isaac Hill. 1824.

Laws of the State of New Hampshire,

passed November Session, 1828. Concord :

printed by Jacob B. Moore, 1828 .

North Carolina. A Collection of the Statutes

of the Parliament of England in force in the

State of North Carolina. Published accord

ing to a Resolve of the General Assembly, by

Francois Xavier Martin , Esq . Councillor at

Law . Newburn , 1792.

Illinois . Laws passed by the Legislative Coun

cil and House of Representatives of Illinois

Territory at their Fourth Session held at

Kaskaska , 1815–16 . Kaskaska : printed by

Mathew Duncan, printer to the Territory :

1816. Reprinted by Phillips Bros. , Spring

field , Ill . 1898 .
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Laws passed by the Legislative Council THE GERMAN CIVIL CODE
and House of Representatives of Illinois

Territory at their Fifth Session; held at Kas

kaska - 1816 -'17 . Kaskaska, I. T. printed by TRANSLATED AND ANNOTATED BY

Cook & Blackwell , Printers to the Territory,

1817. Reprinted by Phillips Bros. , State WALTER LOEWY, ESQ. , San Francisco, Cal.

Printers, 1898.

Laws passed by the General Assembly of With Historical Introduction by

Illinois Territory, at their Sixth Session, held

at Kaskaska — 1817-'18 . Kaskaska, I. T. WILLIAM W. SMITHERS, ESQ.,

Berry and Blackwell — Printers to the Terri

tory . 1818 . Reprinted by Phillips Bros.,
Philadelphia , Pa .

State Printers , 1898.

Rhode Island . Acts and Laws of His Majesty's ONE VOLUME, BUCKRAM $5.00

Colony of Rhode Island , and Providence

Plantations, in New -England, in America.

From Anno 1745, to Anno 1752. Newport,
Rhode- Island; Printed by J. Franklin , at the A translation of the German Civil Code has a

Printing -Office under the Town -School-House. practical utility , because a lawyer's business so fre

MDCCLII. folio .
quently has to do with rights accruing , or transactions

Acts and Resolves of the General Assembly entered into abroad .

of the State of Rhode Island from February ,

1800 , to May, 1813. 56 sessions , folio .

South Carolina . Acts of the General Assem

bly of the State of South Carolina, from Febru

ary, 1791 , to December, 1794, both inclusive ,

volume I. , and from December, 1795 , to

December, 1804 , both inclusive, volume II .

Columbia : Printed by D. & J. J. Faust , State
THE VISIGOTHIC CODE

Printers. 1808.

Vermont. Acts and Laws passed by the

Translated by S. P. SCOTT, ESQ.

Legislature of the State of Vermont at their ONE VOLUME, BUCKRAM , $ 5.00

session at Burlington, In October, 1802 .

Bennington: Printed by Anthony Haswell &

Co. 1802 .
In the simple arrangement of its judicial system ; in

Acts and Laws passed by the Legislature the thoroughly philosophical spirit that pervadis its

of the State of Vermont at their Adjourned pages ; it is radically different from , and , in many

Session at Windsor, in January 1804. Wind- respects superior to , all other collections of legal en

sor : Printed by Alden Spooner, 1804.
actments of ancient or mediæval times.

Acts and Laws passed by the Legislature

of the State of Vermont, at their Session at

Montpelier on the second Thursday of October,

1808. Bennington : Printed by Anthony Has

well, State Printer.

Laws passed by the Legislature of the State

of Vermont , at their Session at Montpelier

on the second Thursday of October, 1815.
AIR SOVEREIGNTY

Windsor : Printed by Thomas M. Pomroy ,

State Printer.
By Dr. J. F. Lycklama á Nýeholt

Laws passed by the Legislature of the

State of Vermont , at their session at Mont International Law must now settle the vital ques .

pelier, commenced on the second Thursday

of October, 1818 .

tions aerial navigation is bringing up , and determine

Laws from the October session 1821 to
the general principles that are to goverr the law

in the air.

the October Session

The sovereignty question is one of great

1839, both inclusive .

19 sessions .
practical interest .
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The Japanese Commercial Code

By Yang Yin Hang
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Chap. I. Juridical Position of the Air Space.

Opinions of Authors .

Comparison.

Relation between the land and the space above.

Chap. II . Consequences of the Sovereignty Theory .

2.

The first translation into English

of the present Commercial Code

of Japan , promulgated in 1899
ted sovereignty .

Extension outside domain .

Laws of war .
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Publications, &c. , of the Boston Book

Company

Publishers for the Comparative Law Bureau of the American Bar Association ,

the Law School of the University of Pennsyloania and the

Committee for the Modern Legal Philosophy

Series of the Association of

American Law Schools.

The Modern Legal Philosophy Series

ALREADY PUBLISHED

I. The Science of Law. By Karl Gareis of Uni

versity of Munich . Translated by ALBERT

KOCOUREK of Northwestern University . $3.50

IV. General Theory of Law. By N. M. KORKUNOV

of the University of St. Petersburg . Translated

by W. G. HASTINGS of the University of Nebraska . 3.50

TO BE PUBLISHED

II . The World's Legal Philosophies. By Fritz BEROLZHEIMER of

Berlin . Translated by MRS. JOSEPH JASTROW of Madison , Wis.

Ready 1912. $4.25 .

III . Comparative Legal Philosophy, in its Application to Legal Institu

tions. By LUIGI MIRAGLIA ofthe University of Naples. Translated

by JOHN LISLE of the Philadelphia Bar. In press. $4.75.

V. Law as a Means to an End. By RUDOLPH VON IHERING of the

University of Berlin . Translated by ISAAC HUSIK of the University

of Pennsylvania . Ready 1912. $ 3.50.

VI . The Positive Philosophy of Law. By I. VANNI of the University of

Bologna. Translated by JOHN LISLE of the Philadelphia Bar.

Ready 1913. $3.50.

VII . Modern French Legal Philosophy. By A. FOUILLEE, J. CHARMONT,

L. DUGUIT and R.DEMOGUE ofthe Universities of Paris, Montpellier,

Bordeaux and Lille. Translated by JOHN SIMPSON of the New York

Bar. Ready 1913. $3.75.

VIII . The Theory of Justice . .By RUDOLPH STAMMLER of the University

of Halle. $ 4.50.

IX. Select Essays in Modern Legal Philosophy. By various authors.

$4.50.

X. The Formal Basis of Law. By G. DEL VECCHIO of the University

of Bologna. Translated by JOHN LISLE of the Philadelphia Bar.

Ready 1913. $4.50 .

XI . The Scientific Basis of Legal Justice. $4.75.

XII . The Philosophy of Law . By Josef KOHLER of the University of

Berlin . Translated by ADALBERT ALBRECHT of North Easton , Mass.

Ready 1911. $ 3.50 .

XIII . Philosophy in the Development of Law. By P. DE TOURTOULON

of the University of Lausanne. $4.75.

Advance Subscriptions to Series, $ 42.60



BOSTON BOOK CO. PUBLICATIONS , ETC.

ton Book University of Pennsylvania Law School

Series

Bar Associatia ,

a and the

I. The Commercial Code of Japan, translated by

Yang Yin Hang

II . Loyd's Early Courts of Pennsylvania .

IN PREPARATION

III . Federal Corporation Constitutional Questions.

$ 3.50

3.50

T Seria
Comparative Law Bureau Series

$5.00

of Uni

ALBERT

I. The German Civil Code, translated by Loewy.

(American edition )

This new Code is as notable for us as the Code Napoleon was a

hundred years ago.

II . The Visigothic Code, translated by Scott.

( American edition )

The earliest revision of laws of all states which were ever under

Spanish rule.

TO BE PUBLISHED

III . The Swiss Code, translated .

5.00
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BOOKS FOR THOUGHTFUL READERS

Benton on the Lawyer's Official Oath and Office .... $1.50

" A condensed Code of Legal Ethics."

Snow's Treaties and Documents of American Di

plomacy 2.00

Stimson's Law of the Federal and State Constitutions 3.50

To master this compendium is to become a good constitutional lawyer.

Thayer's Legal Essays (with portrait) 3.50

The last message of a great teacher and learned lawyer.

Virginia Colonial Decisions. 2 vols 7.00

Of interest to all who own the Virginia Reports, or have historical tastes.

STANDARD

Bouvier's Law Dictionary : revised by Rawle. Edition

of 1897. 2 vols. .. $ 12.00

The standard brief encyclopædia as well as dictionary of the whole law.

Garland's New England Town Law
6.50

Jones's Index to Legal Periodicals. 2 vols . 20.00

Vol. 3, in preparation. Ready early in 1912.

Nichols on the Power of Eminent Domain 5.00

“ A model text-book, written by an expert."

Schouler on Wills and Administration .. 6.00

The reputation of the author, the excellence of the treatment, the fullness

of the notes, the approval of the courts, combine to render this work

standard .
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BOSTON BOOK CO . PUBLICATIONS , ETC.

$ 5.00

2.00

Sheldon on Subrogation . 2d edition .

The author is a judge of the Massachusetts Supreme Court.

Voorhees on Arrest ....

A convenient and trustworthy manual.

Wigmore's Australian Ballot System

Wood on the Limitation of Actions. 3d edition

1.50

6.50

9 vols....

REPORTS, DIGESTS, ETC.

The Commercial Laws of the World . (American

edition . ) Complete in 35 vols . Each .... $9.00

Vol. 1. The Argentine Republic. In Press .

The Statutes of England . (Chitty , 6th . ed .) Complete

in 16 vols . Vols. I. and II . ready, each .. 6.00

The Full Reprint of English Reports.

To comprise about 170 vols. 119 vols. now published . (Nearly out of

print . ) Per volume $ 7.50

Legislation of the British Empire. 4 vols . Cloth 12.00

Mews' Digest of English Case Law . 16 vols . ... 96.00

So full as to be almost a condensed edition of the English Reports.

Supplement to " The English Chancery Reports ."

45.00

This supplement contains the important Vice -Chancellor's decisions,

which were not included in the old 69 vols. American reprint.

Talbot and Fort's Index of English Cases Judicially

Noticed . 2d edition 9.50

Wood & Ritchie's Digest of English Cases Overruled ,

Approved or Modified . 3 vols . .. 25.00

Reports of the Supreme Court of Liberia . Vol . 1 ... 15.00

Australian Commonwealth Reports. 11 vols . already

issued . Per vol.. 17.50

Arnould on Marine Insurance (English) . 8th edition .

2 vols... 15.00

Beal's Cardinal Rules of Legal Interpretation (Eng

lish ) . 2d edition ... 5.25

Burge on Colonial Law. New edition (English) . Vols . 1-3

now ready...
24.00

DeBecker's Civil Code of Japan . 4 vols . 15.00

German Civil Code. Translated into English by Chung

Hui Wang 5.50

Jenks' Digest of English Civil Law. 5 parts .. 6.25

Renton and Phillimore's Colonial Laws and Courts

(English ) ....
4.00

Stephens' Commentaries. 15th edition (English) .

4 vols. 22.00

The lineal successor to Blackstone.

Todd's Belgian Law (English) 7.50

Wessels ' History of Roman-Dutch Law 10.00

Wright's French Civil Code 6.50
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FOR LAW STUDENTS

Ewell's Essentials of the Law. 3 vols . $7.50 or $6.00

Vol. 1. The Essence of Blackstone $ 3.00 or $2.50

2. Pleading - Contracts — Equity 2.50 or 2.00

3. Evidence — Torts - Real Property 2.50 or 2.00

An excellent manual for preparation or review . The gist of leading text .
books, with catchword captions.

Sold together or separately. Prices above are for sheep or cloth binding.

Irving Browne's Brief Manuals.

Browne on Domestic Relations . . $ 2.50 or $ 2.00

Browne's Elements of the Law of Sales 2.50 or 2.00

Browne on Criminal Law 2.50 or 2.00

Best's Principles of the Law of Evidence 3.50

Chamberlayne's American Notes.

Heard's Equity Pleading, with Forms ..... $2.50 or 2.00

Metcalf's Law of Contracts ; Heard's Edition 3.50

Williams on Real Property ; Hutchins' Edition 3.50

(We can still supply Schouler on Wills, 3d ed ., 1900, and Schouler on

Executors, etc., 3d ed. , 1901 , at $3.50 each , for students who do not care

for the latest cases.)

........ $9.M

Complete

(Nearly oct 31

$ 7.50

loth ... 121

LOCAL MASSACHUSETTS TREATISES
Reports

ports.
AN

or's decisions

Bell's Penalties for Crime

Davis's Massachusetts Judiciary

Garland's Massachusetts Town Law

Grinnell's Notes on Pleading and Practice

Richardson's Equity Pleading and Practice

$1.50

2.50

2.50

2.50

2.00

Sicially

9.39

Tuled,

18
1.1...

already

PERIODICALS FOR WHICH WE ARE AGENTS

American. The Green Bag (monthly) . Per annum ... $3.00

The leading American law magazine.

English . Law Quarterly Review . Per annum ..... 3.00

Sir Frederick Pollock , editor .

Law Magazine and Review (quarterly) . Per annum ... 5.00

The oldest English law magazine.

Scotch . Juridical Review . Per annum

Scots Law Times. Per annum 7.50

Contains reports of cases not elsewhere published .

ditio
n
.

15N

( Eng 3.50

ls. 1-3

FOREIGN LAW BOOKS

Chung
Having direct correspondents in fourteen European countries ,

we can price and furnish any law book of any language , in any

country, at short notice.

We sell all kinds of law books, new and second -hand . Corre

spondence invited .
Jurt

s

IN

lish ; Address THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY,

2.I
N

83 to 91 Francis street, Fenway, Boston , Mass.

10
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USEFUL REFERENCE SERIES

THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY announces the

publication from time to time of books useful to book

lovers, students and librarians.

It is now proposed to make this a regular series to be

known as

The Useful Reference Series

The Practical Use of Books and Libraries

an elementary manual . By GILBERT O. WARD. 94 pp. with

index . Library buckram . $ 1.00 net .

Modern Drama and Opera

a reading list on the works of D'Annunzio, Hauptmann ,

Ibsen , Jones , Maeterlinck , Phillips, Pinero, Rostand, Shaw,

Suderman, Debussy, Puccini, Richard Strauss. By Mrs.

CLARA (MULLIKEN) NORTON , FRANK K. WALTER and FANNY

E. MARQUAND. Cloth . 90 pp . $ 1.00 net. Published, Oct., 1911 .

Abbreviations and Technical Terms Used in Book Cata

logues and Bibliographies

including English , French , German , Italian , Latin , Dutch ,

Spanish , Swedish and Norwegian . Cloth . $ 1.00 net . Pub

lished , Nov., 1911.

The Dramatic Index for 1909 and 1910

Edited by FREDERICK W. Faxon . 260 pp . Octavo. Hand

sewn , dark red library buckram. Each $3.50 net . ($3.75

delivered to any part of this country or Europe.)

NOTE.—These volumes include an index to " Theatre Magazine" for 1906

to 1910.

It is a complete index to all material - articles, pictures , reviews, criti

cisms on the theatre and its players, which appeared during 1909 and

1910 in the periodical press of England and America. No other index is

adequate in this important field . The Dramatic Index covers all

the popular magazinesand reviews as well as those devoted to the stage ,
so every library will find it useful . The books of 1909 and 1910 on the

drama have also been included .

It's a portrait index to the actors and actresses of today. The only

source for finding authorship of plays. An index to “ costume pictures,

to play -texts . Indispensable to the study of the modern dramatists.

THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY Boston, Mass.



To Those Wishing to Keep in Touch

with Current Legal Literature

A
SPECIAL effort is made by the GREEN BAG to

assist its readers to judge the merits of the im

portant books of a legal nature that are continually

issuing from the press of publishers throughout the

country. Great pains are taken to insure the fairness

and trustworthiness of every book review, and to pro

vide a book review department that shall come as near
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A well -known American writer of law literature recently said that “ the exigencies of inter

national trade demand a further unification of the principal topics of substantive commercial law, and

the twentieth century may view in respect of these a federation of the world ."

THE MISSION OF COMMERCIAL LAW.- Professor Kohler , that profound student of compar

ative law, has thus characterized the mission of commercial law .

" A twofold task is imposed upon the nations of the earth . Not alone must they develop their

own national greatness , but they must fit themselves to be members of the greater world state , and to

lend their aid in the development of world ideas. This necessitates that the national legal system

reflect not alone the distinctive national characteristics , but also those of an international character.

In the struggle for supremacy between these two forces , one national, the other universal, is to be
found one of the most vital factors in human progress . In this wise will be realized the dream

of a brotherhood of nations, emblematic of strength and peace. The law of commerce is one of

the means by which the nations of the earth are brought together, and by which is fur

thered the cause of universal peace .”

PROGRESS TOWARD UNIFORMITY .-- Commerce is everywhere directed toward the achieve

ment of the same results , and the laws governing it are , within a given period of the world's history ,

fundamentally the same . Commerce is international in its scope , and its laws , in order to meet the

varying and complex conditions , must be liberal and equitable.

The progress toward unification in the domain of commercial law is seen everywhere . Great

Britain has codified her law on negotiable instruments, sale of goods, partnership, marine insurance,

has consolidated the law relating to companies (corporations), and has adopted a Limited Partner

ship Act . This example has been followed by the British colonies, notably Australia and Canada.

In the United States , the uniform acts on negotiable instruments , sale of goods, bills of lading,

warehouse receipts and stock transfers proposed by the Commissioners for Uniform State Laws are

being rapidly adopted by the various states . Such action will doubtless be followed by the adoption

of uniform acts on partnership and perhaps on corporations.

Denmark , Norway and Sweden have by agreement adopted uniform laws on bills of exchange

and practically identical laws on trade marks , patents , commercial registers, checks, agency and ship

ping. The principal continental countries are bound by a convention in regard to international trans

portation of freight , and the movement thus inaugurated is destined to extend to marine transpor

tation and other topics .

RELATION OF COMMERCIAL TO CIVIL LAW. - A characteristic feature of the commercial

law as it prevails in nearly all of the countries of Europe , and such others that have been under

the influence of the continental law , is to class commercial law as a branch of private law distinct

from the general civil law. This dualism has been severely criticised , and there is now a tendency

towards unification by generalizing the application of the rules of commercial law.

This system has never prevailed in the United States, though in England it once seemed that the

law merchant was destined to become a distinct system applicable to merchants or to mercantile

transactions. In the codes of Louisiana , California and Georgia , and in the civil code of Quebec, the

civil and commercial law are treated as a unit .

KNOWLEDGE OF FOREIGN COMMERCIAL LAW.- As commerce tends to become inter

national , the legal questions to which it gives rise make a knowledge of foreign commercial laws of

practical importance to the bench and bar of every country . When an English ship is chartered by

a citizen of the United States to load cotton in Egypt, under bills of lading executed there , and de

liver it in Antwerp, and on the way puts into a Spanish port in distress, the lawyer , suddenly called

upon to advise, looks hastily for a work in which he can find the law of England , Egypt , Belgium or

Spain applicable to the point in question. The want of such a work must have been felt by every

lawyer engaged in commercial practice.
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Such a work, in German, “ Die Handelsgesetze des Erdballs," has been available for some time .

What was needed was a work in English or an English or American edition of the German work .

There has been in preparation for some time now an American edition of this work as

THE COMMERCIAL LAWS OF THE WORLD .

This work is to be completed in thirty - five volumes ; volume I , covering the Argentine Republic

and Uruguay , was published in the United States on February 1 , 1912. Six volumes will be de

voted to South America , two volumes to the United States, three volumes to Mexico, Cuba and

Central America, one volume to Africa and Asia , six volumes to Great Britain and Ireland and the

British Possessions and Protectorates, two volumes to North Europe, nine volumes to Central

Europe, two volumes to East Europe and four volumes to South Europe.

THE SCOPE AND PURPOSE OF THE WORK.

The Commercial Laws of the World aims to give a complete view of the commercial law of all

civilized countries . It includes not only the provisions of the codes of commerce, but of other codes

and statutes on mercantile matters , or affecting codes and statutes relating to commercial matters.

More especially, it is designed to give the existing law relating to foreign and domestic corporations,

general and limited partnerships, sale of goods, factors, brokers , commission merchants , bills of lad

ing and the responsibility of carriers of goods by land and sea , marine insurance , contracts of bottomry,

maritime liens , banks and banking , stock exchange contracts, warehouse receipts , bills of exchange,

promissory notes and checks, insolvency and bankruptcy, and the commercial treaties.

The statutory provisions are given fully in the original languages , with an English translation,

as far as possible with an uniform terminology to facilitate comparisons between the laws of different

countries. These have commentaries showing how the rules are affected by other statutory provi

sions, their practical application in the mercantile world and their interpretation by the courts.

In countries where the commercial law is not codified , or only partially so (United States, Great

Britain and the British Possessions, where the common law prevails, and in Denmark, Norway and

Sweden ), the uncodified portions are treated in commentaries, which have been prepared by special

ists in the law of each country , and with special regard to the use of the bench and bar.

With each country is given a sketch of its political history as it affects its legal system , a brief

history of its legal institutions, a description of its courts and procedure in mercantile cases and the

rules of prescription and limitation.

THE COMMERCIAL LAW OF SOUTH AMERICA. - The American publishers were able to

prevail upon the proprietors to devote the first volumes of the series to the commercial laws of

South America . There seemed to be a greater immediate demand for a translation of the laws of

the countries there than elsewhere. On February 1 , 1912, The Boston Book Company, the sole

American publishers , began the distribution of VOL. 1 .

THE ARGENTINE REPUBLIC AND URUGUAY.

The General Introduction was written by Charles Henry Huberich , Professor of Law in Leland

Stanford Junior University. He is especially qualified to contribute this valuable feature of the work.

He was the general editor for the United States volumes in the series , and also edited the laws of

Australia , Canada and other British Possessions and Protectorates . He can therefore understandingly

describe the scope and purpose of the work . He briefly states the relation of commercial law to civil

law , a matter of interest to the American practitioner. By far the most interesting is his general

historical sketch of commercial law. In this he traces its development from the time when the

Roman law first began to exert its influence, down to adoption of the present codes in force .

The Commercial , Bills of Exchange , Bankruptcy and Maritime Law of the ARGENTINE RE

PUBLIC occupies the first part of the volume proper and covers 299 pages in the original language

at the left with a corresponding number of pages of English translation on the right . This is followed

by an index in English . This was prepared by Ernesto Quesada, Professor of Law in the University

of Buenos Aires , assisted by Dr. J. R. Mantilla and Dr. Alfredo Persiani of Buenos Aires , and trans

lated by W. A. Bewes , LL.D. , of London . This portion contains an INTRODUCTION ; PRO

CEDURE IN CIVIL AND COMMERCIAL MATTERS ; SUPPLEMENTARY LAWS- Banks

Encouragement of Production Patents — Trade -Marks — Immigration and Coloni

zation - The Consular corps - International Treaties, Conventions and Agreements ;

BIBLIOGRAPHY; EXPLANATIONS OF ABREVIATIONS.
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Then follows the COMMERCIAL CODE. This consists of four books : -- 1st, Commercial

Persons ; 2d , Commercial Contracts; 3d , Maritime Law ; 4th , Bankruptcy. From an ex

amination of the table of contents it would seem that every commercial and contractual relation was

described and every commercial transaction provided for.

The book concludes with a statement of International Civil Law ; International Commer

cial Law ; Literary and artistic copyright and the Law of warehouse certificates.

The text is fully annotated and the decisions of the various courts of the Republic are largely

cited . The work appears to be a valuable addition to the literature of commercial law.

The last part of the volume contains the Commercial , Bills of Exchange, Bankruptcy and

Maritime Law of Uruguay . This was prepared by Dr. Daniel Garcia Acevedo , Advocate of Monte

video , assisted by A. B. Garcia , Bachelor of Law , and translated by Sydney Leader, Esq . , of London .

It covers 165 pages in the original language , with an equal number of pages of translation, and is

followed by an English index.

This book contains an INTRODUCTION ; BIBLIOGRAPHY ; EXPOSITION OF COM

MERCIAL PROCEDURE. This preliminary matter is followed by the full COMMERCIAL

CODE, consisting of four books , divided under the same topics as in the Argentine Code. An appendix

is added giving the laws of the liquidation of limited companies ; extension of time ; trade

and commercial marks ; warrants ; statutes of the “ Centro Commercial" (Chamber of

Commerce ) ; treaties of commerce and navigation ; consular regulations.

The text here is fully annotated and citations are made to the Civil Code , while corresponding

articles in the Argentine Code of Commerce are referred to . Unlike the work done on that code, there

are but few citations to the decisions of the various courts, and these seem to refer to questions of

procedure only. It does not follow from this that the work is poorly done, but rather that the citation

of cases is not the usual custom in Uruguay, a not unusual practice in countries using the Civil Law.

It is interesting to note that a reform in the Uruguay Code of Commerce , effected in 1900, was

inspired by the Belgian Laws of 1883 and 1887 and the English Law of 1883 , a practical proof of the

progress toward uniformity in the commercial law.

The mechanical work is above the ordinary standard . Its 994 pages are printed on a fine grade

of paper, and the print stands out clear . It is handsomely bound in half dark green roan binding,

with smooth dark cloth sides and marbled edges. The promises of the proprietors and publishers

have been fulfilled . They deserve the liberal support not only of the bench and bar of the United

States but the support of commercial bodies, trade agencies, importers and bankers. The fact that

such a series is being published should be brought to the attention of such institutions by their coun

sel . The large law and reference libraries will buy the work as a matter of course . In recognition of

the importance of the work many of the governments have not only placed official material at the

disposal of the editors, but have ordered sets for the use of their consuls. The claim of the publishers

that this series “ is a step toward the building up of universal trade and tends to promote

universal peace," will undoubtedly be eventually realized .
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STATUTES OF THE REALM (From Magna Carta to the end of the

REIGN of Q. Anne, 1235–1713] , printed from the Original Records and authentic

Manuscripts ( ed . by A. Luders, Sir T. E. Tomlins, J. France, W. B. Taunton,

and J. Raithby ), with the ALPHABETICAL and CHRONOLOGICAL INDEXES, complete

set, 11 vols . in 12, large folio, newly bound in half red morocco , gilt top , uncut,

VERY FINE COPY, $ 350.00 . 1810-28

From the extraordinary labour and talent bestowed on this edition — from each Statute having

che no
n

been copied from the original record — from every public Act being inserted , many of which

are omitted in the common collections - and from the excellent indexes — this work is of

course of the HIGHEST IMPORTANCE TO THE AWYER and HISTORIAN .
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formerly

Legal Philosophy applied to

. By ,

Professor of the Philosophy of Law in the Univer .

sity of Naples. Translated by John Lisle of the
VOL. IV FEBRUARY, 1912 No. 9 Philadelphia Bar. With an Introduction by Albert

Kocourek , Lecturer on Jurisprudence in North

western University.

This is the third volume of the MODERN
Published Quarterly for Gratuitous Distribution by

LEGAL PHILOSOPHY SERIES. The author

THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY his degree at Naples in 1866, and after several
was born at Reggio in Calabria in 1846. He took

years of teaching was appointed to the chair of

83 to 91 Francis Street, Fenway philosophy of lawin the University of Naples.

In 1873 he published “The Fundamental Prin

BOSTON, MASS. ciples of the Various Systems of Legal Philos

ophy.” This work received a second edition

in 1893 ; and the third , enlarged edition in 1903 ,

bearing the simple title , “ Philosophy of Law ,"

is the work heretranslated . He died in Septem

ber, 1903 .
OUR FEBRUARY NUMBER.

Professor Miraglia commences with a discus

The editor hopes that this number of Leg . sion of the basic propositions of the leading

Bib. will interest our readers and patrons. More general philosophies, treating the subject from

thought than usual has been given to make it a critical and comparative standpoint. From

attractive. The delay of a month in its publi- this he passes to the notion of law, and treats
cation was intentional. We wanted to give in detail the various institutions which appear

some definite information about the Commer- in society as phenomena of the law. The work

cial Laws of the World. The leading article is primarily a book of instruction , but it is not

is well worth reading. Read also what is said a closed vehicle for a theory . The author's

about the Modern Legal Philosophy Series point of view is not obtruded on the reader's
andthe Pennsylvania University Law School attention to the exclusion of all other points of

Series. The works in these two series will occupy view.

a most important place in legal literature . The author covers the whole field not only of

the subject-matter of Philosophy of Law but

also of the philosophies bearing on the subject
APRIL LEG . BIB.

matter. Emphasis is naturally placed on the

This number will be issued about a month Italian thinkers , but the available German ,

before the close of our business year. The English and French materials are treated with

librarian and book lover should be on the watch broad and sympathetic intelligence and conspic

for it . It will contain lists of scarce sets and
uous fairness.

items on hand at that time which must be sold . The Italians have been greatly influenced by

English thinkers,and their philosophy has accord.

THE GREEN BAG.
ingly followed a very conservative course. This

treatise adequately covers the ground that the

Here we have a unique magazine for the author has laid out , and , in connection with

lawyer. For twenty yearswe published it . Four “ THE WORLD'S LEGAL PHILOSOPHIES,"

years ago it passed into the hands of its present by Berolzheimer, (Vol . II , Modern Legal Phil

owner, who put it into a new form , with a new osophy Series) practically exhausts the histori

e litor, and reduced the subscription price . The cal part of this subject . It affords an excellent

Green Bag is an entertaining magazine of the means of approach to a difficult matter .

law , designed to form a congenial companion for The translator,John Lisle ,Esq ., of the Phila;
lawyer's , delphia the College

in the confines of the profession. Law School of the University of Pennsylvania.

There are still ten thousand lawyers in the Mr. Lisle possesses the happy faculty of combin

United States that need this magazine and don't ing the scholarship , linguistic skill and techni

know it . If you are not a subscriber you should cal knowledge necessary to present this book

become one at once. The review of legal reviews to English readers .

which appears in each number keeps the busy The introduction to the translated volume

lawyer right up to the minute in law literature. is written by Albert Kocourek , a practitioner at

the Chicago Bar, as well as Lecturer on Juris

LOOKING FORWARD .
prudence in Northwestern University: Hetrans

lated “ THE SCIENCE OF LAW ," by Gareis

This will be the subject of an editorial that ( Vol . I , Modern Legal Philosophy Series ).

will appear in a future number. From time to His extensive acquaintance with the literature

time recently we have heard of an attempt to of Continental legal philosophy is not excelled

concisely state the entire body of American law , by that of any American jurist .

by publishing a " Corpus Juris Codex.” While With the presentation of the MODERN

this editorial is suggested by such statements, LEGAL PHILOSOPHY SERIES, of which this

that project will not be discussed , the purpose excellent book of Professor Miraglia is one of the

being to show the natural results of other efforts introductory volumes, Dr. Wigmore, who is the

along similar lines. author of the idea and who has been the leading

I
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spirit in its realization , is making it possible for No such series has ever before been pre

the English -speaking world to attain direct sented in the English language. It makes

knowledge of the foundations for real legal accessible to all , for the first time, adequate

thought in the large substantive problems com- materials for an acquaintance with the detailed

mon to every system of law. history of the world's legal philosophy and with

the principles now dominant in Continental

THE MODERN LEGAL PHILOSO- discussion. With this equipment the Ameri

PHY SERIES.
can profession may confidently expect to clarify

its own thought , to reconsider its status in the

world movement and to apply its effort intel

NOW PUBLISHED ligently to develop an American philosophy of

I. The Science of Law . By Karl Gareis
law in all its aspects.

of Univ. of Munich . Translated by Albert

Kocourek of Northwestern Univ. $3.50. Advance Subscriptions to Series, $ 42.60

III . Comparative Legal Philosophy, in
PUBLISHED BY

its Application to Legal Institutions. By Luigi

Miraglia of the Univ. of Naples. Translated by THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY

JohnLisle of the Philadelphia Bar. $ 4.75. 83 to 91 Francis Street Fenway, Boston
IV. General Theory of Law. By N. M.

Korkunov ofthe Univ. of St. Petersburg: Trans

lated by W. G. Hastings of the Univ. of Nebraska.
$ 3.50 . AMERICAN STATUTORY LAW

ANNOUNCED FOR EARLY PUBLICATION “ The laws of a Nation form the most im

II . The World's Legal Philosophies . By portant portion of its history. '

Fritz Berolzheimer of Berlin . Translated by
GIBBON.

Mrs. Joseph Jastrow of Madison , Wis. $4.25. Since the last issue of Leg. Bib. we have

V. Law as a Means to an End. By Ru- secured a small additional supply of session laws

dolf von Ihering of the Univ. of Berlin . Trans- and revisions that are out of the ordinary run

lated by Isaac Husik of the Univ. of Pennsyl
of such material .

vania . $3.50.
We revise our list in this issue , and include

XI . The Philosophy of Law . By Josef our facsimile reprints , so that they will not be

Kohler of the Univ. of Berlin . Translated by overlooked in checking want lists.

Adalbert Albrecht of South Easton , Mass. $3.50. Advise us what you lack of the items listed

TO FOLLOW
below and we will quote prices .

Is there anything else you lack ?
VI. The Positive Philosophy of Law . By Alabama Acts , Fifth Annual Session begun

I. Vanni of the Univ . of Bologna. Translated
at Cahawba, the third Monday in Novem

byJohn Lisle of the Philadelphia Bar. $3.50.

VII . Modern French Legal Philosophy.
ber, 1823. Pamphlet . Facsimile title-page.

Acts , Sixth Annual Session begun at Ca.

By A. Fouillee , J. Charmont, L. Duguit and R. hawba , the third Monday in November, 1824 .
Demogue of the Universities of Paris , Mont

Pamphlet .
pellier , Bordeaux and Lille. Translated by John Acts , Seventh Annual Session begun at

Simpson of the New York Bar. 1913 . $3.75 .
Cahawba, the third Monday in November.

VIII . The Theory of Justice. By Rudolf 1825. Pamphlet.

Stammler of the Univ . of Halle . $ 4.50. Acts , Eighth Annual Session begun at Tus

IX. Select Essays in Modern Legal Phil caloosa , the third Monday in November, 1826.

osophy. By Various Authors. $4.50.
Pamphlet.

X. The Formal Basis of Law . By G. Del Acts , Ninth Annual Session begun at Tus- .

Vecchio of the Univ. of Bologna . Translated by
caloosa , the third Monday in November, 1827 .

John Lisle of the Philadelphia Bar. $ 4.50 . Pamphlet.

XI. The Scientific Basis of Legal Jus Acts, Tenth Annual Session begun at Tus

tice. $4.75 . caloosa , the third Monday in November, 1828 .

XIII . Philosophy in the Development of
Pamphlet.

Law. By P. de Tourtoulon of the Univ. of
Acts , Eleventh Annual Session begun at

Lausanne. $4.75 .
Tuscaloosa , the third Monday in November,

1829. Pamphlet. The last page of index is

In making this selection the Committee has in facsimile .

so co -ordinated the individual volumes that Acts , Twelfth Annual Session begun at Tus

theycomplement each other and form a connected caloosa , the third Monday in November, 1830 .

whole. The first volume introduces to the Pamphlet.

general data of legal science on the Continent . Acts, Annual Session , Nov. , 1835 .

The second and third volumes survey , from Acts , Annual Session , Nov. , 1836. Fac

two distinct points of view, the entire history simile title -page.

of legal philosophy to the present day . The Acts , Annual Session , Nov. , 1837 .

next nine volumes cover the various systems Acts , Annual Session , Nov. , 1838 .

of the present day, as represented by thinkers Acts , Annual Session , Nov., 1839 .

of accepted eminence in France, Germany, Italy Acts , Annual Session, Nov. , 1840 .

and the other countries. The last volume then Acts , Called Session , April , 1841. Photo

takes a final review of all the philosophic sys- facsimile copy , Washington, 1895 .

tems from a comprehensive point of view .
Acts , Annual Session, Nov. , 1841.
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1

Arkansas. Acts , Second Session , Little Rock ,

Nov. 5-Dec . 17 , 1838.

Acts , Sixth Session, Little Rock , Nov. 2

Dec. 23 , 1846 .

Acts , Ninth Session , Little Rock , Nov. 1 ,

1852-Jan . 12 , 1853 .

Acts , Tenth Session, Little Rock , Nov. 6 ,

1854 - Jan. 22 , 1855 .

Laws of Arkansas Territory , compiled and

arranged by J. Steele and J. M'Campbell,

under the direction of John Pope , Governor

of the Territory. Small quarto, old sheep,
Little Rock , 1835.

Colonial Laws. An Abridgment of the Laws

in force and use in Her Majesty's Planta
tions; viz. of Virginia, Jamaica ,Barbadoes,

Maryland, New England,New York,Carolina,

etc. Digested under proper Heads in the

Method of Mr. Wingate,and Mr. Washington's

Abridgments. London , 1704. A beautiful

copy bound in full tree calf, stamped in gilt.

Connecticut, Laws of ; an exact reprint of the

original edition of 1673, with a prefatory note

by George Brinley. Folio, half calf. Hart

ford , 1865. Only 150 copies printed .

Acts and Laws of the State of Connecticut

in America . Hartford . MDCCXCVI.

This volume contains (pp . 439–491) the fol

lowing added laws , comprising five sessions:

May, 1796 , pp . 439 to 446.

Oct. , 1796 ,

May, 1797 ,

Oct., 1797 ,

May , 1798 ,

-May Session , 1809 ( pp . 1-16) complete .

October Session , 1809 (pp. 17-23 ) complete.

May Session, 1810 ( pp. 25-40) corner of first

leaf gone, but text complete.

October Session , 1810 (pp. 41-50) corner of

first leaf gone , text slightly damaged.

May Session , 1811 ( pp . 53–64) complete.

October Session , 1813. (pp. 137–144 . ]

..

447

455

469

481

454 .

468 .

480 .

491 .

65

Acts of the General Assembly of the State

of Georgia, passed at Milledgeville , at an An

nual Session, in November and December ,

1823. Published by Authority. Milledgeville:

printed by Camak & Ragland, 1824. t.pp. 270 .

Acts of the General Assembly of the State

of Georgia, passed at Milledgeville at an

Annual Session in November and December,

1824 . Published by authority. Milledge

ville , printed by Camak and Ragland , 1825 .

t . pp. 220.

Idaho. Laws of the Territory , First Sessions

convened Dec. 7 , 1863. Stitched .

Laws of the Territory, Third Session con

vened Dec. 4 , 1865 .

Illinois. Laws passed by the Legislative Coun

cil and House of Representatives of Illinois

Territory at their Fourth Session held at

Kaskaska , 1815-16 . Kaskaska: printed by

Mathew Duncan , printer to the Territory :

1816. Reprinted by Phillips Bros. , Sprirg

field, Ill . 1898 .

Laws passed by the Legislative Council

and House of Representatives of Illinois Ter

ritory at their Fifth Session ; held at Kas

kaska – 1816–17. Kaskaska , I. T. printed by

Cook & Blackwell , Printers to the Territory,

1817 . Reprinted by Phillips Bros. , State

Printers, 1898 .

Laws passed by the General Assembly of

Illinois Territory , at their Sixth Session , held

at Kaskaska — 1817-18 . Kaskaska , I. T.

Berry and Blackwell — Printers to the Terri

tory . 1818 . Reprinted by Phillips Bros.,

State Printeis, 1898 .

Private Laws, Fifth Assembly, December,

1826. 43 pp. Facsimile. Reprint.

Indiana. The laws of Indiana Territory, 1801

1806 , inclusive, reprinted at Paoli , Ind . , 1886 .

This reprint includes all the laws of the Indiana Terri

tory from its organization in 1800 to the Jones and John .

son revision of 1807 .

These are of special interest to the legal profession of

Michigan and Illinois, as well as Indiana , as out of the Indi

ana Territory were formed both Michigan and Illinois..

Kentucky. Acts passed at the second session

of the thirtieth, and the first session of the

thirty - first General Assembly for the Common

wealth of Kentucky. Begun and held in the

town of Frankfort, on Monday the thirteenth

day of May ; and the twenty-first of October,

1822. Frankfort , 1823. Old sheep binding .

Louisiana . Acts passed at the First Session of

the Fourth_Legislature, Jan., 1819. Finely

bound in English blue half calf , with fancy

tooling.

Acts passed by the 27th Legislature, in

extra session at Opelousas , Dec., 1862 , and

Jan. , 1863. A verbatim reprint of a very

scarce Confederate Session .

Maryland. The Acts of Assembly ; together

with the Governor's Proclamation and the

Rules and Regulations respecting the pene

tentiary of Maryland. Collected and pub

lished by the order of the Board of Inspectors.

Baltimore , 1819. Pamphlet , 64 pp .

A scarce Maryland imprint .

Laws of the General Assembly, December

sessions of 1821 , 1822 , 1823 , 1824, 1825 , 1826 .

six sessions bound in one volume, sound

old sheep.

}

.

00

PUBLIC STATUTE LAWS , SUPPLEMENT TO

REVISION OF 1821 .

May session 1822 (pp . 3-26) no title page .

May 1823 ( pp . 27-39 ) no title page.

May 1824 (pp . 41-63) no title page in one

pamphlet with 4 pp . joint index, etc.
May 1826 ( title , pp . 93-139) complete.

May 1831 ( title, pp . 311-364 ) lacks pp . 365

6 and one page of index.

May 1832 (title , pp . 369-412 ) last leaf in

poor condition , no index.

Georgia . A compilation of the Laws of the

State of Georgia , passed by the Legislature

since the year 1810 to the year 1819, in

clusive. Comprising all the laws passed within

those periods, arranged under appropriate

heads , with notes of reference to those laws,

or parts of laws, which are amended or re

pealed. To which are added such concurred

and approved Resolutions , as are either of a

General , Local or Private Moment, conclud

ing with a copious index to the laws and a

separate one to the resolutions. By Lucius Q.

C. Lamar, Esq . Augusta: published by T. S.

Hannon, 1821 .

Acts of the General Assembly of the State

of Georgia , passed at Milledgeville, at an

Extra Session, in April and May, 1821.t . [ 1 ] pp .

[ 3 ]-40, Index 2 pp . Facsimile reproduction .
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Laws of the State of New Hampshire ( 1785–

91.) 396 pp. , 8vo . Portsmouth , 1792 .

With the above are bound the following Session

Laws: June , 1792, at Dover, t . pp. 397-422 .

November, 1792 , at Exeter, t . pp . 423–451.

The laws of the State of New Hampshire,

enacted since June 1 , 1815, to which is added

an appendix, containing the articles of Con

federation and Perpetual Union of the States,

adopted by Congress , 1778 ; the Constitution of

New Hampshire of 1783 , and such of the re

pealedlaws as are necessary to be known .

Vol. II . Concord : printed by Isaac Hill .

1824 .

- Private Acts , November Session , 1836 .

Pp. 291-366 , index 2 pp. Facsimile reprint.

Private Acts , June Session , 1837. Pp. 335–

386 , index 2 pp. Facsimile reprint .

Articles in addition to and amendment of

the Constitution of the State of New Hamp

shire agreed to by the Convention of said

State , and submitted to the people thereof

for their approbation. Pamphlet, 33 pp .

Printed at Exeter, New Hampshire. 1792.

New Jersey. The Grants, Concessions and

Original Constitutions of the Provinces of

New Jersey , the Acts passed during the Pro

prietary Governments, etc. Published by

Virtue of an Act of the Legislature of the said
Province . By Aaron Leaming and Jacob

Spicer . Philadelphia. Printed by W. Brad

ford . ( 1758. )

Laws of the State of New Jersey; revised

and published under the authority of the Leg

islature , by William Paterson . Folio . Newark :

printed by Matthias Day . MDCCC.

North Carolina. Public acts of the General

Assembly of North Carolina. 1715–1803. 2
vols. in 1. 4. Newburn , 1804. Calf .

Vol . I : The acts from 1715 to 1790 , revised

and published by J. Iredell, now revised

by F. X. Martin . 501 p .. — Vol. II : The

acts from 1790 to 1803, revised and pub

lished by F. X. Martin. 226 p .

Particularly interesting for the history of the

independence of the U. S.

A Collection of the Statutes of the Parlia

ment of England in force in the State of North

Carolina. Published according to a Resolve

of the General Assembly, by F. X. Martin,

Esq . Newburn , 1792 .

Ohio. Laws of the Territory of the United
States , North -west of the Ohio River. 3 vols .

Vol. 1 : From the Commencement of the

Government to Dec. 31 , 1791 , Philadelphia ,
1792 ;

Vol . II : From July to December, 1792 ,

Philadelphia , 1794 ;

Vol . III : Laws adopted and made by the

Governour and Judges, in their Legislative

capacity , May to August, 1795 , with an

Appendix of Resolutions and the Ordinance

for the Government of the Territory.

( Known as Maxwell's Code.) Cincinnati ,
1796 .

A facsimile reprint. Sold as a set.

Rhode Island . Acts and Resolves of the Gen

eral Assembly of the State of Rhode Island

from February , 1800, to May, 1813. 56 ses

sions . Folio . Bound in five volumes .

Massachusetts. Acts and Laws of Her Maj

esty's Province of the Massachusetts Bay in

New England, June, 1692 , to May, 1716.

Small folio ( binding broken and text water

stained ) . Boston , 1714. Collation : Title , 1

page, Acts and Laws , pp . 1-239. [Lacks

Table 6pp. ]

· Actsand Laws of His Majesty's Province

of the Massachusetts Bay in New England .

With charter granted by their Majesties King

William and Queen Mary, to the Inhabitants

of the Province of Massachusetts Bay in New

England. Folio . Boston in New England :

Printed by B.Green for Benjamin Eliot, 1726.

Collation : Title , Acts pp. 1-560 , Charter,

Title , pp . 1-14 , Table pp . 1–17 .

This volume contains ( pp . 349-560 ) the following added

laws, comprising 28 sessions:

Nov. , 1726, pages 349 to 354 .

May , 1727 , 370.

Aug. , 1727 , 371 373. ( 1 page blank .]

Oct. , 1727 , 375 376 .

Nov. , 1727 , 377

May, 1728 , 401 412.

July , 1728 , 416.

April , 1729 ,
417 419. ( 1 page blank . )

Aug. , 1729 ,

Nov. , 1729, 421 425.

Sept., 1730 , 426 436.

Feb. , 1731 , 437 456 .

May, 1731 , 457 462.

Nov. , 1731 , 463
468.

Dec., 1731 , 469
476.

May, 1732 , 477 483. [1 page blank.)

Nov. , 1732 , 485 490 .

April , 1733 , 491 498.

May, 1733, 499
500 .

Oct. , 1733 , 501 508 .

Jan. , 1734 , 509
510 .

April , 1734 , 511 512 .

May, 1734 , 513 “ 525. [ 1 page blank .)

Nov. , 1734 , 530 .

April, 1735, 531 534 .

May , 1735 , 535 549. ( 1 page blank . )

Nov. , 1735 , 551 558.

Mar., 1736 , 559 560 .

This collection is contained in one volume

finely bound in half calf.

· Laws passed at a Session in April , 1821 .

Pp . 563-566 . Verbatim reprint .

Michigan . Laws of the Territory, adopted by

the Legislative Board, 1821-1823 . 40 pp.

A facsimile reprint from the original copy in

theMichigan State Library.

Minnesota . General Laws , Jan. , 1861 , 1862 ,

Sept., 1862 , Jan. , 1863 , 1864 , 1865 , 1866 , 1867 ,

1868, 1869 , 1870, 1871, 1872, 1873, 1874 , 1875,

1875 , 1877, 1878 , 1879, 1881 , Oct. , 1881 , Jan. ,

1883 , 1885 , 1887 , 1889 , 1891 .

Special Laws, 1866 , 1867 , 1868 , 1869 , 1870 ,

1871, 1872 , 1873 , 1874 , 1875 , 1876 , 1877 ,

1878 , 1879, 1881 , Oct. , 1881 , Jan. , 1883 , 1885 ,

1887 , 1889 , 1891.

- Laws, Jan. , 1893 , 1895, 1897, 1899, 1901 ,

Feb. 1902 , Jan. , 1903, 1905, 1907, 1909 .

Any session will be sold separately.

New Hampshire. Acts and Laws of His Maj

esty's Province of New Hampshire in New

England . With Sundry Acts of Parliament .

By order of the General Assembly. To which

is prefixed the commissions of President

John Cutts , Esq . , and His Excellency John

Wentworth , Esq. Folio . Portsmouth, 1771 .

In original binding well preserved .
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Rhode Island . — Continued .

Session Laws: May , Oct. , 1821 ; Jan. ,

May , Oct., 1822; June, Oct. , 1823 ; Jan. ,

May 1 , May 2 , Oct., 1824; Jan. , May, June,

Oct., 1825 ; Jan.,May, June, Oct., 1826 ; Jan.,

May, June, 1827; May , June, Oct., 1828;

Jan., May, June , Oct., 1829 ; Jan. , May , June,

Oct. , 1830 ; June , Oct. , 1831 ; Aug. , 1832 ;

Jan., May, Oct., 1833 ; Jan., May, June, Oct. ,

1834 ; Jan. , May, June, Oct., 1835 ; Jan.,

May, June , Oct. , 1836 ; Jan., May, June , 1837 ;

Jan., May , June, Oct., 1838; Jan. , May, June ,

Oct. , 1839 ; Jan. , June , Oct., 1840 ; May,

June , Oct., 1841; Jan., March , May, June,

1842 ; Jan., May, June , Oct. , 1843 ; Jan. ,

June , 1844; Oct. , 1845; Jan. , May , June,

Oct. , 1846 ; Jan. , May, June, Oct., 1847 ;

June , 1848 ; Jan., May, June , Oct., 1849 .

Any of these sessions will be sold separately.
Acts and Resolves , Jan. 1850 , to Jan. ,

1909 , 140 sessions handsomely bound in 23

volumes in half red roan binding . This will
be sold as a set .

Acts and Resolves , April , 1851 . A new

printing authorized by the Secretary of State,

correcting errors in the original edition to make

it conform to the official records.

South Carolina. Acts of the General Assem

bly of the State of South Carolina, from Febru

ary , 1791 , to December, 1794 , both inclusive ,

volume I. , and from December, 1795 , to De

cember, 1804, both inclusive, volume II .

Columbia : Printed by D. & J. J. Faust , State

Printers. 1808.

The Statutes at Large edited under Au

thority of the Legislature by Thomas Cooper,

M.D., LL.D. , and David J. McCord .

Vol. 1 : Acts , Records and Documents of a

Constitutional Character, arranged chron

ologically ; vol. II : Acts from 1682 to

1716 ; vol. III : Acts from 1716 to 1752 ;

vol . IV : Acts from 1752 to 1786 ; vol . V :

Acts from 1786 to 1814 ; vol . VI : Acts

from 1814 to 1838 ; vol . VII : Acts relating

to Charleston , Courts, Slaves and Rivers;

vol . VIII : Acts relating to Corporations

and the Militia ; vol. IX : Acts relating

to Roads , Bridges and Ferries and the Mili

tia Acts prior to 1794 ; vol . X : General

Index and a list of all the Acts of Assembly .

10 vols . Columbia , 1836–41.

Utah . Acts, Resolutionsand Memorials passed

by the Legislative Assembly of the Territory
of Utah , during the Twelfth Annual Session ,

for the years 1862–63 . 12mo. Pamphlet.

Title , index, 1 leaf , text t . pp. [5] -15 . Origi

nal edition .

Acts , Resolutions and Memorials , Seven

teenth Annual Session, 1868 . 12mo. Pam

phlet .

Title and index , IV pp . text , 56 pp. Original

edition ,

Acts, Resolutions and Memorials passed

at the several Annual Sessions of the Legis

lative Assembly of the Territory of Utah .

[ 1851-1866 .)

Published by virtue of an Act Approved Jan.

19 , 1866 .

Vermont. Acts and Laws passed by the

Legislature of the State of Vermont at their

session at Burlington in October, 1802.

Acts and Laws passed by the Legislature

of the State of Vermont at their Adjourned

Session at Windsor, in January , 1804 .

Acts and Laws passed by the Legislature

of the State of Vermont, at their Session on

the second Thursday of October, 1808 .

Laws passed by the Legislature of the State

of Vermont, at their Session at Montpelier

on the second Thursday of October, 1815 .

Laws passed by the Legislature of the

State of Vermont, at their session the second

Thursday of October , 1818.

Virginia . A complete Collection of all the

Laws of Virginia now in Force. Folio . Lon

don . ( 1684.]

This copy contains the 300 pages of text

and the first eight pages of the index . The

title -page, the two leaves of dedication, and

the last fourteen pages of the indexare miss
ing .

This is a particularly interesting volume

and has had a remarkable experience . On

the fly leaf is the following indorsement:

" Found with abandoned Rebel Property at

Manassas, Va.-May 22d, 1862 and re

spectfully presented to Colonel E. S. Sibley,

Depy Quartermaster Gen'l, U. S. Army.
Alexandria , Va . Į By C. B. Ferguson

June 4th , 1862. 1 Capt . a . g . m . U. S. Army.

Another indorsement on the fly leaf is as

follows :

“ Richard Atkinsons Book of the laws of

Virginia in sixteen hundred and sixty two "

In its present condition this volume is a

valuable addition to a collection of Virginia

laws that lacks this very scarce revision.

An Exact Abridgment of all the Public

Acts of Assembly of Virginia in Force and Use

January 1 , 1758. Together with a proper

Table . By John Mercer, Genl . Glasgow :

MDCCLIX.

On the fly leaf is: “W.Cranch's, 1803 , given
by E. J. Lee , Esqr.-"

The Acts of Assembly now in force , in the

Colony of Virginia , with an exact Table to

the whole . Published by Order of the General

Assembly. Folio . Williamsburg, 1769.

A Collection of all such Acts of the General

Assembly of Virginia, of a Public and Perma

nent Nature , etc. Folio . 1794 .

Statutes at Large , 1619–1792, Hening.

13 vols . New York , 1823 .

Wyoming . General Laws , etc. First Session ,

Territorial Legislature, Oct. 1869 .

General Laws, etc. Second Session , Terri

torial Legislature , Nov. , 1871 .

Session Laws , Fifth Assembly, Nov. , 1877 .

Session Laws, Sixth Assembly , Nov. , 1879 .

Session Laws, Tenth Assembly , Jan. , 1888 .

a

The material listed above is but a very small

portion of our stock of Statutory Law , which we

believe is the largest in bulk in existence . We
have on hand at this time a great many very

choice sets besides thousands of copies of odd

session laws and revisions. Send us a list of

your wants and let us quote you prices .
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THE STATUTES OF ENGLAND

A new and improved edition of
1

CHITTY'S STATUTES

Contains every statute in force from

Magna Charta to 1910 .

16 volumes, buckram , $6.00 each .

Vols. 1 , 2 , 4 and 5 NOW READY.

(Vol. 3 temporarily delayed . )

Succeeding volumes monthly.

This work is the standard

STANDARD
compilation of the English

statute law. The first edition

was brought out in 1828 ; the second in 1851-4 ;

the third in 1865 ; the fourth in 1880 ; and the

fifth in 1894.

ENGLISH STATUTORY LAW

The following is an extract from an article

by Rt. Hon . James Bryce on “ Conditions and

Methods of Law Making," published in the

Green Bag, March , 1908.

" At one time Parliament used to pass acts

which ,being of temporary application ,and passed

for special reasons, ought hardly to be deemed

legislation in the proper sense, being really rather

in the nature of executive orders . Today it very

rarely passes such acts . Orders of the execu

tive kind are now made not directly by Parlia

ment , but either by the King in Council, upon

some few matters that are still left within the

ancient prerogative of the Crown , or else under

statutory powers entrusted by Parliament either

to the King in Council or to some administra

tive department . There is also a larger class of
rules , or ordinances of a somewhat wider but

not general application, which , being of an ad

ministrative nature, require from time to time

to be varied . Such rules or ordinances are , in

England , now usually made by authorities to

whom power in that behalf has been specially

delegated by Parliament . We have now a mass

of such ' Statutory Rules and Orders ' as we call

them . Some are made by the Crown in Council .

Someare made by the Rule Committee, consist

ing of Judges of the Supreme Court of Judica

ture, and other representatives of the legal

profession , chosen for the purpose .
The rest

are made by the Departments of State , espe

cially by the Home Office and the Local Govern

ment Board . In this way we have built up a

very large number of rules which have statutory
effect, because they are made under the powers

of some statute, but which are made not by

Parliament directly but under delegated par

liamentary authority, and we publish these in

volumes called 'Statutory Rules and Orders . '

They form a collection quite distinct from that

of the statutes , but one which has kept down the

dimensions of our statute book and very much

reduced the labour of Parliament. "

Statutory Rules and Orders of Great Bri.

tain , Revision to 1903 , 13 vols . , and annual

volumes from 1904 to 1910 , with Index to

1903 .

In all 21 volumes, $75.00 .

Since the publication of the

PLAN fifth edition the accessions to the

statute book have been numerous

and important. New Legislation has been com

bined with or followed by consolidation of the

branch of statute law affected .

About 400 acts have been wholly or partially

repealed or amended, 800 new acts have been

passed , and about 14,000 cases interpreting acts
have been decided .

The new edition will refer to every impor

tant case which affects the interpretation of

a statute .

1

are

are

The acts

CLASSIFICATION grouped under

subject head

ings . Cross -references abundant , and ,

where necessary, acts have been printed under

two or more headings.

In the new edition a date is given to each

case cited , and reference is made to where the

case will be found in Mews' Digest of English

Case Law . By this means one can ascertain

the facts of any particular decision .

Thisset is a companion to the Statutes of

Great Britain , and is absolutely necessary to the

understanding of British Statutes and Decisions .

An Act of Parliament frequently authorizes

the Privy Council or some Government Depart

ment to carry into effect the Act by making

orders, rules, regulations or by -laws.

These Statutory Rules and Orders deal with

nearly every subject , from Administration to

Weights and Measures. In the United Kingdom

the Rules of Procedure no longer appear on the

Statute Book , but are to be sought in Statutory

Rules . The constitution and powers of Con

sular Courts , the international arrangements

connected with Extradition , with Copyright

and Patents, Regulations for preventing Colli

sions at Sea or for the safety of Ships. are further

instances of the various cases in which Parlia

ment has delegated legislative powers to the
Executive.

These

ANNUAL SUPPLEMENTS will be

paged

on from year to year until thick enough to be

bound in a permanent volume.

The indexes will be cumulative so that

reference to the last Annual Supplement will

disclose all legislation since 1910.

The books sold in the

BINDING
United States will be

bound in the best law

buckram . Volumes will be bound on order in

half calf at $ 1.00 per volume extra.

The Boston Book Company has the Ameri

can Agency for the sale of this im portant set .

These two sets should be in every library ,

side by side with the English Law Reports ,

to which they are supplementary.
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LEGAL PERIODICALS American Law Register, 59 vols . (Current .)

1852-1911 .
Complete sets of legal periodicals have a place

in practical working libraries .
American Law Review, 45 vols. (Current.)

1886-1911 .

Much good law, many excellent monographs Central Law Journal , 72 vols . (Current.)
on legal questions, many thorough annotations

1874-1911 .

of great decisions, can be found in the bound
Chicago Legal News, 42 vols . (Current.)

volumes and sets of the best law periodicals. 1869-1909 .

In them are hundreds of articles in which legal Columbia Law Review, 11 vols. (Current.)

authors, professors in law schools, lawyers in 1901-1911 .

large practice and judges on the bench have
Copp's Land Owner, 18 vols . in 6. 1874–1892 .

embodied years of thought and research . Many Criminal Law Magazine, 18 vols . 1880-1896 .
such men , too busy to prepare a full treatise ,

Eastern Reporter, 11 vols. 1885–1888 .
have recorded in a magazine article the gist Green Bag, 20 vols. (Current . ) 1889–1908 .
of a course of lectures , of a series of decisions

Griffith's Law Register, 2 vols . 1822 .

or of a lengthy brief — the ripe fruit of their
Harvard Law Review , 24 vols. (Current . )

professional experience . Often the searcher
1887-1911 .

can find in such an article a more thorough and
Insurance Law Jour. , 38 vols. ( Current . )

satisfactory discussion of principle than in 1871-1909 .

any text -book .
Journal of Jurisprudence, Hall. 1821 .

It is a matter to regret that this literature Journal of Law School, Taylor. 1822 .

was regarded as of temporary value only , and Law , The, Chicago, 2 vols. 1889–1890 .

was not generally preserved , the numbers as Law Book News, 2 vols. 1895–1896 .

they appeared being read and generally thrown Law Notes, 15 vols . 1897-1911. (Current.)

aside and eventually being sold as waste paper. Law Reporter, Boston, 27 vols . 1839-1866.

There was no means of access to the articles
Livingston's Law Magazine, 3 vols . 1853–

published . The permanent value of the material 1856 .

was not recognized. Medico-Legal Journal , 29 vols . 1883–1911 .

Since the publication of Jones's Index to (Current . )

Legal Periodicals some years ago , thousands Michigan Lawyer, 4 vols. 1875–1879.

of such articles have been readily accessible, Michigan Law Review, 9 vols. ( Current.)

and many cases have been won and countless 1902–1911 .

hours of research have been saved by the use Militia Reporter . 1810.

of this in connection with the periodicals. Monthly Journal of Law. 1881 .

Lawyers and librarians then began to realize
Morrison's Transcript, 5 vols. 1881-1883 .

the permanent value of legal periodicals and that
National Bankruptcy Register, 19 vols. 1867

1880.
complete sets should be secured and added to

their libraries. Then began a systematic search
New Jersey Law Journal, 32 vols . (Current.)

for this material . The demand has now grown
1878-1909 .

so great , and the supply has become so limited, New York Monthly Law Bulletin , 5 vols.
1878-1883 .

that the money value has increased manyfold .

From our standpoint it is no longer a question
Ohio Weekly Law Bulletin , 54 vols. (Cur

of what price to charge for the sets , but to get
rent.) 1876–1909.

the material to supply the ever increasing de
Pacific Coast Law Journal, 12 vols . 1876–

1884 .
mand .

Railway and Corporation Law Journal, 12

Four years ago , by fortunate purchases, we vols . 1887-1893.
had on our shelves 114 sets . At that time we

Reporter, The, 24 vols. 1876–1887.

stated that it was the most complete collection San Francisco Law Journal . 1877-1878 .

ever offered . That collection was purchased Southern Law Review, 11 vols . 1872-1883 .

practically in toto by one of the growing law United States Law Intelligences, 3 vols .
libraries in the Middle West . 1829-1831 .

Since that time we have redoubled our efforts Virginia Law Journal , 17 vols . 1877–1893 .

to secure this material to supply the stimulated Virginia Law Register, 16 vols . ( Current . )
demand . Our efforts have not been as success- 1895-1911 .

ful as we wished . From month to month our Western Law Journal, 10 vols. 1843-1853.

supply has dwindled until now we have only Western Reporter, 15 vols . 1885–1888 .
the sets listed below . This list is bound to grow

less and the price is also bound to go up because

of the increased cost . ENGLISH, SCOTCH, IRISH'AND BRITISH

BEGIN NOW TO STRENGTHEN YOUR COLONIAL PERIODICALS

COLLECTION
Canada Law Journal , 58 vols. ( Current.)

1855-1911.

AMERICAN PERIODICALS
Collectanea Juridica , 2 vols . 1790-1792.

Commonwealth Law Review, 6 vols. 1903–

Albany Law Journal, 70 vols. 1870–1908 . 1909.

American Jurist, 28 vols . 1829-1843 . Journal of Jurisprudence, Edinburgh , 35

American Law Journal (Hall), 6 vols . 1808- vols . 1857-1891 .

1817 .
Juridical Review, Scotch , 23 vols. (Current.)

American Law Magazine, 6 vols. 1843–1846. 1889–1912 .
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Law Chronicle, Edinburgh , 4 vols. 1829–1831 .

Law Chronicle, London, 5 vols . 1854–1858 .

Law Quarterly Review , 27 vols. (Current . )

1885-1911 .

Law Review, 23 vols. 1844-1856 .

Law Tracts , 2 vols . 1826–1830 .

Madras Law Times , 8 vols. 1906–1911.

(Current. )

Monthly Law Digest and Reporter, Mon

treal . 1892-1893 .

Natal Law Magazine, 2 vols. 1908–1909.

(Thismagazine is entirely out of print and we have

the entire remainder .)

Property Lawyer, 15 vols . 1826–1830 .

Scottish Jurist, 46 vols. 1829–1873 .

Solicitors ' Journal, 55 vols. (Current . )

1857-1911 .

Western Law Times , Manitoba , 6 vols . 1890–

1895 .

CONTINENTAL PERIODICALS

du , 93 .

The axiom that " delays are dangerous” occa

sionally has an exception. The exception can

well be applied in the case of the publication

of this book. In the preparation of his work

Mr. Blakemore found it necessary to examine

not only the law in force on the subject , but to

look up all the repealed statutes , as well as all

the cases bearing on all those statutes . The

greatest care had to be used to state the law

correctly . This has delayed publication far
beyond the time originally set, as it was im

possible to foresee the immense amount of

thought that had to be used to avoid mis

statements.

Now the work of composition is so far along

that , except for unforeseen accidents, the date

of publication can be definitely fixed for May 1 ,

1912.

toire Général, 1019227880,893,MirolsJurképreu: "It containsevery American case, the full

Hence, Hap

2001, Tak

2 sok na

bls. 196

100-101

20 , 2 ruki

agazine,

dence Administrative , 1813–1886 , 11 vols. Lois

et Décrets, 1845–1888 , 10 vols. 132 vols .

Fine bindings.

Revue Internationale du Droit Maritime.

21 vols . 1886–1906 . Fine half calf bindings .
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JONES'S INDEX TO LEGAL PERIODICALS

Jones's Index covers not only 2,355 volumes

of legal periodicals , but in addition covers

5,064 volumes of general periodicals, in so far

as they contain articles relating to law, legisla

tion , political science, economics, sociology

and legal biography, which makes this work

a valuable, in fact an almost indispensable,

addition to your reference library.

Vol . 3. 1899 to 1910

We have in preparation a third volume which

will index all legal periodicals and bar asso

ciations reports published since, and not in

cluded in , the two volumes of Jones now pub

lished , as well as the articles in the general

periodicals relating to law and kindred subjects.

We hope to have the manuscript ready for

the press very shortly, so that the volume can

be published during the fall of this year.

It will be bound in half morocco , uniform

with the other volumes , and the price will be

$ 10.00. Advance orders are now being booked .
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text of all existing statutes and of all prior

statutes which have been construed by the

courts , with a full history of the legislation

in every state.

It contains the full text of the legislation

of 1911 , which has changed the law in a

dozen states .

It consists of two parts the first part treat

ing the subject in the usual text -book form , with

full citations of all authorities, and the

second part consisting of the statutes of all the

states , annotated. In this way the reader, by

turning to Part I , can find readily all the law on

any disputed point, and by turning to Part II he

can find all the law of the state in which he

happens to be interested .

The avoidance of inheritance taxes forms

the twenty -third chapter and contains a full
discussion of the various attempts which have

been made and can be made by investors to

avoid paying this tax, with a full discussion

of all the cases on the subject . This is illus

trated by the following synopsisof that chapter,

which isentitled “ Methods of Avoiding Tax. '

† 144 . Any Collusive Arrangement Illegal.

† 145 . No Duty to Point out Property to

Tax Officials.

$ 146. Advancements .

$147. Assignments by Beneficiaries .

$ 148 . Brokers holding Stock in their own

Name.

$149 . Compromise of Interests under Will.

$150 . Consideration .

$ 151 . Transfers in Contemplation of Death .

$ 152 . Creation of Corporation leaving Life

Estate in Decedent.

8153. Disclaimer by Beneficiary .

$ 154 . Disclaimer by Executor.

$ 155. Executor paying Legacy with his own

Money.

$ 156 . Homestead Set Off .

$ 157 , Insurance or Beneficial Societies .

$ 158 . Joint Deposit.

$ 159 . Marshalling Local Assets and Debts.

$ 160 . Various Gifts to Same Person .

$ 161 . Quick Transfer of Stock in Foreign

Corporation .

$ 162 . Premature Distribution after taking

Assets out of Jurisdiction .
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By JAMES BRADLEY THAYER, LL.D.
10 rok

ok. 45 * Late Weld Professor of Law at Harvard University

CLOTH , $3.50
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A valuable volume, of unusually fine quality ..

giving an enlarged treatment of several topics in constitu

tional law . ... Surely no one has written of the law

more entertainingly or more soundly . . . This volume may

be expected to take a permanent place in legal literature ,

and to be read over and over again . . . On every pag

one sees the work of a master , whose originality was

matched by his learning , and whose gracefulness of expres

sion was equalled by his good sense. Harvard Law Review .
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state.

The authors believe that this one chapter, FOR COMMERCIAL LAWYERS

containing as it does material which was never
THE GERMAN LAW OF BILLS

collated before, should prove of the greatest

value to careful investors.
OF EXCHANGE AND

CHECKS.
The marshallingof assets in the payment of

TRANSLATED BY SYDNEY LEADER.

debts and legacies is fully treated in another
Several sections of the German law have

entire chapter. This chapter alone should be of
already been translated into English , including

the greatest assistance to executors and trustees
the German Commercial Code , and , as the law

who desire to protect the estates in their charge ,
of Bills and Checks is obviously an essential

as it is full of suggestions as to the property factor in any system of Commercial Law, an

which should be used to pay debts and the English rendering of the law on these subjects

property which should be used to pay legacies might be of service.

and devises of various kinds in order to make The English and German law considers

the taxes as small as possible .
cheques from a different point of view . They

have never been generally adopted in Germany

The work will contain a table of states show- as a medium of payment, although for some

ing what have the direct inheritance tax and years past there has been a movement to popu

what have a collateral inheritance tax . A larize their use .

table of rates and exemptions showing the
Some of the principal differences between the

English and German law are , that the latter
rate of tax and the exemption in every state

for direct inheritance as well as for collateral
requires the use of the word " cheque " in the

body of the document itself . It must also state
inheritance. A table showing the taxes on

that the sum named is payable out of the
stock owned by non -residents in domestic cor

drawer's " property " in the hands of the drawee,

porations in each state and also showing whether although such property may consist of a credit

in each state a tax is claimed on the stock of or overdraft placed at the drawer's disposal .

foreign corporations holding property in the It also appears to be , for a limited time at

least , an absolute assignment of the sum named

and consequently cannot be stopped ; post

There is also a list of the corporations whose dating such instruments is also not countenanced .

stock is dealt with on the stock exchange , show- While English law considers a cheque to be

ing the date of incorporation of each . This a bill of exchange , the German law treats it as

latter list is of incalculable value to the careful a different instrument , a view taken by many

investor and also is of great convenience to the other Codes , and until this difference disappears,

executor in arranging for his settlement of the it is likely to remain an obstacle to any inter

tax.
national unification of Exchange laws .

This work isa translation of the latest text
The book will consist of some 1400 pages. of the " wechselordnung," which was officially

If it was printed on the ordinary law book published on June 3 , 1908, and came into force

paper it would have to be bound in two volumes . on Oct. 1, 1908, and of the " scheckgesetz " of

As it is designed as a book of ready reference, March 11, 1908, which came into force on

not oniy for the lawyer, but for the investor and April 1 , 1908 .

trust officer , it seems wise to issue it in one
Cloth binding .. $ 1.00

volume. In order to do so the publishers have
THE LAW OF ILLEGITIMACY

contracted for a specially made paper of the
During the past year,Wilfred Hooper, LL.D.,

best quality , that will make a book of about
of London , has completed a treatise on the law

two inches in thickness. This paper is really affecting persons of illegitimate birth , with the

stronger than the ordinary law book paper and rules of evidence in proof of legitimacy and ille

marginal references can be entered on it in ink gitimacy, and an historical account of the bas

without difficulty. tard in Mediæval law.

In his work the author describes the status

The price of the book has been fixed at $9.00
of the bastard under English law , both his

a copy, because of the amount of matter con torically and as it at present exists .

tained in it , and because of its heavy mechanical He treats his subject from two aspects:
cost . First, as an isolated status consisting principally

This important work has been prepared by
of disabilities under which the bastard labors ;

Arthur W. Blakemore of the Boston Bar and
and Secondly , as a branch of family law compris

ing the rights and obligations arising from the
author of “ Blakemore on the Abolition of Grade

relation of parent and child . The work includes
Crossings in Massachusetts ” ; " Gould and

chapters on the guardianship and maintenarce of

Blakemore on Bankruptcy " ; " Massachusetts bastard infants.

Court Rules, Annotated " ; the article of " Wills" He writes clearly and avoids digressing into

in the Encyclopedia ofLaw and Procedure and alien topics . His exposition of the law is in all

other articles in that Encyclopedia ; and Hugh respects accurate and complete.

Bancroft, formerly District Attorney of Middle The Boston Book Company has secured a

sex County and author of " Inheritance Taxes
limited edition of this work, which has been

for Investors."
bound in buckram binding and which is delive

ered to our customers for $ 3.75.
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UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA LAW THE EARLY COURTS OFPENNSYLVANIA .

SCHOOL SERIES.
This is a clear and concise statement of the

origin and growth of the courts and their juris

The Faculty of the Law School have issued
diction based directly on the statutes and

the following statement in regard to the Uni
archives of the commonwealth .

versity of Pennsylvania Law School Series: For more than two hundred years the courts

"We believe that the best legal work for some of province and state have administered justice

time to come will usually find its expression, not to the inhabitants of Pennsylvania . Created

in monumental books, but in comparatively under the peculiar conditions surrounding the

short legal treatises or monographs, in which the foundation of the colony , subjected to numerous

author will give to the world the product of legislative experiments, their organization and

exhaustive research in a particular field . We practice present many peculiarities that can

therefore have been encouraging a class of legal only be understood by a reference to their

research and analysis amongour teaching force, history.

fellows and graduate students, which has led ,

and . we believe will continue to lead , to the CONTENTS.

production of works of permanent legal value.

Chap. I. The Courts in the Seventeenth

" To provide for the proper , dignified and Century.

regular production of the best works produced Chap. II . The Courts in the Eighteenth
is a subject which has given us much concern. Century Prior to the Revolution.

With the sanction and approbation of the Chap. III . The Courts from the Revo

Trustees we have decided to issue a series of lution to the Revision of the Civil Code.

publications to be known as ' University of Chap. IV . Equity in Pennsylvania .

Pennsylvania Publications, Law School Series.' Chap. V. The Registrar's Court and the

No volume will be published in the series that Orphans' Court.

has not been made a publication of the School Chap. VI . The Laying Out and Opening

of Law of the University by a vote of the Law of Roads by Viewers.

Faculty . The authors will be connected with

the School as members of the teaching force ,

fellows or graduate students .”

THE COMMERCIAL CODE OF JAPAN .
Arrangements for the publication of the series

have been made with the Boston Book Com- The object of the work is not merely to give

pany. The first two numbers, the History of in English the commercial law of Japan , but to

the Courts of Pennsylvania , by Mr. William increase our knowledge of and interest in the

H. Loyd , and the Translation of the Japanese commercial codes of the civil law .

Commercial Code, by Mr. Yang Yin Hang ,

with extensive notes explaining its provisions
Japan is the first Oriental nation to adopt

the Occidental Law.

and comparisons with the Commercial Codes

of the continent of Europe , have been printed. The First Japanese Commercial Code was

A work on Employers' Liability Acts and Em- promulgated in 1890. In compiling this code

ployers' Compensation Acts, and another on the different foreign commercial codes were con

sources of the Common Law , will , it is hoped , sulted, especially the German Code of 1861,

be published during the present year. In start- the French Code of 1808, the Italian Code

ing the enterprise the University felt confident of 1865 and the Spanish Code of 1830. The

that it would command the support of the compiler took many provisions from the old

educated Bar. German Code, yet the fact that the code

included the law of bankruptcy and of bills and

The business department of the University of notes showed the influence of the French system .

Pennsylvania Law Review has undertaken to
This code was not adaptable to Japanese

secure, among the alumni and friends of the
business conditions and its provisions were con

School, subscriptions to the series.
tradictory to those of the Japanese Civil Code.

The present code, now first translated into

Terms of Subscriptions. English, was promulgated in 1899. It is based

mainly on the German Commercial Code of

Anyone desiring to subscribe to the series 1897. With the enforcement of the presentcode ,

may do so under the following conditions : - the first commercial code was abolished, except

the law of bankruptcy, which is still in force .

The price of each volume shall not exceed

$ 3.50. No more than three volumes shall be
It contains six hundred and eighty-nine articles,

divided as follows:
issued in any one year. The subscriber reserves

the right to cancel this subscription at any time Book I. Of Commerce in General .

on or after September 1 , 1912. Book II . Business Associations.

Book III . Commercial Transactions .

The price of the two volumes now ready is Book IV . Negotiable Paper.

$3.50 each . Book V. Marine Commerce.
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PRINCIPAL LEGAL TREATISES

PUBLISHED DURING 1911

I. American Treatises

Archer. Law and Practice in Oil and

Gas Cases $ 7.50

Ashley. Law of Contracts 3.00

Babbitt. Law Applied to Motor Vehicles

6.50

Bailey. Personal Injuries , 3 vols . 19.50

Benjamin and Messing . Cases on Contracts

4.50

Bigelow . Fraudulent Conveyances 6.50

Birdseye's Abbott's Clerks and Convey

ancers' Assistant , 3d ed . 7.50

Black. Construction and Interpretation of

Laws, 2d ed . 3.75

Booth . Street Railways, 2d ed . 6.50

Brannan . Negotiable Instruments, 2d ed .

3.50

Chamberlayne. Modern Law of Evidence,

vols. 1 and 2 . 14.00

Chaplin . Suspension of the Power of Aliena

tion , 2d ed.. 5.00

David. Law of Motor Vehicles 5.00

Deiser . Conflicting Uses of Electricity and

Electrolysis 2.50

Devlin . Deeds, 3 vols. 19.50

Dillon. Municipal Corporations , 5th ed . 5 vols.

32.50

Doherty. Liability of Railroads to Interstate

Employees 3.00

Elliott . Private Corporations, 4th ed .. 6.00

Elliott. Roads and Streets, 3d ed . 2 vols .

13.00

Elliott . Work of the Advocate 5.00

Freund. Cases on Administrative Law

4.00

Frost. Federal Corporation Tax Law . 4.00

Gilmore. Partnership 3.75

Hening. Cases on Suretyship
4.00

Hopkins. Patents . 2 vols. 15.00

Joyce. Monopolies and Trusts 6.50

Judson. Interstate Commerce, 2d ed .

6.50

Kales . Cases on Persons and Domestic Re

lations 4.00

Kenneson . Cases on Trusts 4.00

Macy. Cases on Municipal Corporations
4.00

McQuillan . Municipal Corporations, 6 vols.
39.00

Mikell . Cases on Criminal Procedure

3.50

Modern Criminal Science Series .

Crime : Its Causes and Remedies, by Cesare

Lombroso 4.50

Criminal Psychology, by Hans Gross . 5.00

Individualization of Punishment , by Ray

mond Saleilles 4.50

Modern Theories of Criminality , by C. Ber
noldo De Quiros 4.00

Modern Legal Philosophy Series .

Science of Law , by Carl Gareis , translated

by Kocourek 3.50

Nellis . Street Railways, 2d ed . 2 vols.

Perry Trusts and Trustees , 6th ed . 2 vols.

13.00

Reinhard. Cases on Agency 4.50

Reynolds. Trial Evidence and Cross-Exami

nation 3.50

Simkins. A Federal Equity Suit . 2d ed .

6.50

Stimson . Law Dictionary, Revised ed .

3.00

Warren . History of the American Bar

4.00

Watson . Constitution , 2 vols . 12.00

Wheless . Laws of Mexico in English , 2 vols .

10.00

White. Commentaries on the Law in Shake

speare 3.50

Wigmore. Select Cases on Torts . vol . I.

5.50

Wyman . Public Service Corporations, 2 vols.

12.50

Yang. Commercial Code of Japan . (Univ. of

Penna. Law School Series, I ) .. 3.50

II . English and Canadian Treatises .

[ These books are carried in stock by Ameri

can agents. ]

Addison. Contracts, 11th ed..... 13.00

Ashburner . Mortgages, Pledges and Liens,

2d ed . 7.50

Bentwich. Declaration of London 1.50

Best. Evidence , 11th ed , with Canadian notes

6.00

Bircham and Morris . Public Companies

and Flotation ... .75

Bower. Actionable Misrepresentation

7.50

Broom . Legal Maxims , 8th ed . 8.00

Browne and Theobald . Railways, 4th ed.

11.50

Byles. Bills , 17th ed . 7.50

Caporn. Selected Cases on Contracts 3.75

Cassel. Hire Purchase 1.50

Challis. Real Property , 3d ed . 6.00

Cockle . Leading Cases on Evidence, 2d ed .

2.50

Courbe. Law of Light 7.50

Craies . Statute Law , 2d ed. 8.50

Daly . Canadian Criminal Procedure 6.50

Dawbarn. Employers ' Liability , 4th ed .
7.50

Feuer . Thirty -five Years in the Divorce
Courts 3.50

Fisher. Mortages , 6th ed . with Canadian
notes 15.00

Fry . Specific Performance of Contract, 5th ed.
with Canadian notes 11.00

Greenwood . Law Relating to Trade Unions

3.00

Hamilton and Parker. English and Cana

dian Company Law 11.00

Harris . Hints on Advocacy, 14th ed . 2.50

Holmsted and Langton . Forms and Prece

dents, 2d ed . 12.00

Hooper . Law of Illegitimacy 3.75

King . Criminal Libel 5.00

Kingsford . Evidence and Practice at Trials

in Civil Cases, 4th ed . 9.00

Knocker. Accidents in their Medico -Legal

Aspect

13.00

Norman and Houghton . Massachusetts

Trial Evidence 7.50 9.00
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Hanson . Death Duties , 6th ed . 1.16.0

Hartley. Analysis of Law of Insurance. 2.6

Heywood and Massey. Lunacy Practice.
4th ed . 1.10.0

Highmore. Stamp Laws , 3d ed . 10.0

Innes. Easements, 8th ed ... 7.6

Kelke. Primer of Roman Law . 5.0

Odgers. Pleading and Practice , 7th ed .
12.6

Palmer. Company Law , 9th ed .
12.6

Romer. Patent Practice .. 10.0

Ross . Discovery 15.0

Smith. Law and Practice in Ecclesi

astical Courts , 6th ed . 8.0

Snell . Principles of Equity , 16th ed . 1.1.0

Spencer. Agricultural Holdings, 5th ed .

7.6

Taswell -Langmead . English Constitu

tional History, 7thed . 15.0

Wallace. Sheriff Court Style Book

( Scotland) 1.5.0

Whitehead. Church Law , 3d ed .. 10.6

Whiteley . Licensing Acts , 4th ed . 12.6

Wilshere. Elements of Criminal Law

8.0

Wooding. Death Duties 7.6

on the la
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€3,1...

Knowles. Electricity, including Electric Trac
tion. 2 parts 13.00

Leader . Translation German Law of Bills of

Exchange .. .75

Leake . Contracts, 6th ed . , with Canadian

notes 12.00

Lewin. Trusts, 12th ed . 11.50

MacLachlan . Merchant Shipping , 5th ed.

13.00

Marsden. Collisions at Sea , 6th ed . 9.00

Michall and Wills . Gas and Water 10.50

Mortimer. Law of Probate 11.00

Notable English Trials Series.

Trial of Franz Mueller 1.75

Trial of The Stauntons 1.75

Trial of Lord Lovat 1.75

Odgers. . Common Law of England , 10th ed.
2 vols . 13.00

Odgers. Libel and Slander , 5th ed . , with Cana

dian notes 12.00

Phipson . Evidence, 5th ed . 5.00

Pollock . Contracts , 8th ed . 8.50

Pratt and MacKenzie. Law of Highways,

16th ed . 14.00

Prideaux . Precedents in Conveyancing, 20th
ed . 3 vols . 18.00

Roscoe. Growth of English Law 2.50

Ross . Court of Criminal Appeal . 3.25

Salmond. Jurisprudence, 3d ed . 3.75

Schuster. German Commercial Code

2.25

Sebastian . Trade Marks , 5th ed . 8.75

Smith . International Law , 4th ed . 2.50

Wegenast. Extra -Provincial Corporations

1.50

Welford and Otter - Barry . Fire Insurance

10.50

Wharton. Law Lexicon , 11th ed . 12.00

White and Tudor. Leading Cases in Equity,

8th ed . 2 vols. 19.00

Williams . Vendors and Purchasers , 2d ed .

2 vols . 16.00

Williams and Yates . Ejectment, 2d ed .
6.00

Williamson . Law of Licensing , 4th ed .
6.00

Wills . Circumstantial Evidence, 6th ed .

6.00

Wood. - RENTON and Phillimore. Compar

ative Law of Marriage and Divorce 8.00
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THE GERMAN CIVIL CODE

cí Linda

1, with

TRANSLATED AND ANNOTATED BY

Publ
ic

WALTER LOEWY, ESQ., San Francisco, Cal..

Get

athed

.. R

With Historical Introduction by

WILLIAM W. SMITHERS, ESQ.,

Philadelphia , Pa.

1on Coe
tan

A translation of the German Civil Code has a

practical utility , because a lawyer's business so fre .

quently has to do with rights accruing , or transactions

entered into abroad .
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THE VISIGOTHIC CODEd....
.
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, Translated by S. P. SCOTT, ESQ.

III . English Treatises
1

ed wit
h

[These books mus be imported .]
£ s. d .

In the simple arrangement of its judicial system ; in

the thoroughly philosophical spir that pervades its

pages ; it is radically different from , and , in many

respects superior to , all other collections of legal en

actments of ancient or mediæval times.
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Arunachalam . Civil Law of Ceylon ,

vol . I. Persons 1.5.0

de Beer . Analysis of Salmond's Jurispru
dence 3.6

Bentwich . Domicile and Succession 7.6

Brown. Sale of Goods ( Scotland), 2d ed .

1.5.0

Devonshire and Samuel. Duties on

Land Values .. 1.1.0

Duncan and Dykes. Civil Jurisdiction

Scotland . 1.0.0

Erskine . Principles of Law of Scotland,

21st ed ... 1.0.0

IN PREPARATION

THE SWISS CODE
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Translated by R. P. SHICK, ESQ.hei
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Publications, &c. , of the Boston Book
.

Company
Publishers or the Comparative Law Bureau of the American Bar Association,

the Law School of the University of Pennsyloania and the

Committee for the Modern Legal Philosophy

Series of the Association of

American Law Schools. "

The Modern Legal Philosophy Series

ALREADY PUBLISHED

I. The Science of Law. By Karl Gareis of Uni

versity of Munich . Translated by ALBERT

KOCOUREK of Northwestern University .... $3.50

III . Comparative Legal Philosophy . By Luigi MIRA

GLIA of the University of Naples. „ Translated by

JOHN LIsle of the Philadelphia Bar . $ 4.75

IV. General Theory of Law. By N. M. KORKUNOV

of the University of St. Petersburg. Translated

by W. G. HASTINGS of the University of Nebraska . 3.50

TO BE PUBLISHED

II . The World's Legal Philosophies. By Fritz BEROLZHEIMER of

Berlin . Translated by Mrs. JOSEPH JASTROW of Madison , Wis.

Ready 1912. $4.25.

V. Law as a Means to an End . By RUDOLPH VON IHERING of the

University of Berlin. Translated by ISAAC HUSIK of the University

of Pennsylvania . Ready 1912. $3.50.

VI . The Positive Philosophy of Law. By I. VANNI of the University of
Bologna . Translated by JOHN LIsle of the Philadelphia Bar.

Ready 1913. $ 3.50.

VII . Modern French Legal Philosophy. By A. FOUILLEE, J. CHARMONT,

L. DUGUit and R.DEMOGUE ofthe Universities of Paris,Montpellier,

Bordeaux and Lille . Translated by JOHN SIMPSON of the New York

Bar. Ready 1913. $ 3.75 .

VIII . The Theoryof Justice. By RUDOLPH STAMMLER of the University

of Halle . $4.50.

IX. Select Essays in Modern Legal Philosophy. By various authors.
$ 4.50.

X. The Formal Basis of Law. By G. DEL VECCHIO of the University

of Bologna. Translated by JOHN LISLE of the Philadelphia Bar.

Ready 1913. $4.50.

XI. The Scientific Basis of Legal Justice. $4.75 .

XII . The Philosophy of Law . By Josef Kohler of the University of

Berlin . Translated by ADALBERT ALBRECHT of North Easton , Mass.

Ready 1911. $3.50.

XIII . Philosophy in the Development of Law. By P. DE TOURTOULON

of the University of Lausanne. $4.75.

Advance Subscriptions to Series, $ 42.60
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University of Pennsylvania Law School

Series
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1. The Commercial Code of Japan , translated by

Yang Yin Hang

II . Loyd's Early Courts of Pennsylvania ...

IN PREPARATION

III . Federal Corporation Constitutional Questions.

$ 3.50

3.50

Series

Comparative Law Bureau Series
Uni

BERT $5.00
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I. The German Civil Code, translated by Loewy.

(American edition) .....
This new Code is as notable for us as the Code Napoleon was - a
hundred years ago.

II . The Visigothic Code, translated by Scott.

(American edition ) ...

The earliest revision of laws of all states which were ever under

Spanish rule.

TO BE PUBLISHED

III . The Swiss Code, translated .

5.00

... 4.3
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BOOKS FOR THOUGHTFUL READERS

Benton on the Lawyer's Official Oath and Office .... $1.50

" A condensed Code of Legal Ethics."

Snow's Treaties and Documents of American Di

plomacy 2.00

Stimson's Law of the Federal and State Constitutions 3.50

To master this compendium is to become a good constitutional lawyer.

Thayer's Legal Essays (with portrait) 3.50

The last message of a great teacher and learned lawyer .

Virginia Colonial Decisions. 2 vols 7.00

Of interest to all who own the Virginia Reports, or have historical tastes.

STANDARD

Bouvier's Law Dictionary : revised by Rawle . Edition

of 1897. 2 vols. ..... $12.00

The standard brief encyclopædia as well as dictionary of the whole law .

Garland's New England Town Law 6.50

Jones's Index to Legal Periodicals . 2 vols . 20.00

Vol . 3, in preparation . Ready early in 1912 .

Nichols on the Power of Eminent Domain 5.00

“ A model text-book , written by an expert."

Schouler on Wills and Administration 6.00

The reputation of the author, the excellence of the treatment , the fullness

of the notes, the approval of the courts , combine to render this work

standard .
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BOSTON BOOK CO . PUBLICATIONS , ETC.

$5.00Sheldon on Subrogation . 2d edition ...

The author is a judge of the Massachusetts Supreme Court.

Voorhees on Arrest ... ,

A convenient and trustworthy manual.

Wigmore's Australian Ballot System .

Wood on the Limitation of Actions. 3d edition ..

2.00

1.50

6.50

REPORTS, DIGESTS, ETC.

The Commercial Laws of the World . (American

edition .) Complete in 35 vols. Each . $ 9.00

Vol. 1. The Argentine Ropublic and Uruguay, Now Ready.

Vol. 2. Colombia. Ready in March .

The Statutes of England. (Chitty , 6th . ed .) Complete

in 16 vols. Vols. I. II . IV . V. ready , each .... 6.00

The Full Reprint of English Reports.

To comprise about 170 vols. 121 vols. now published. (Partially out of

print . ) Per volume $ 7.50

Legislation of the British Empire. 4 vols . Cloth ... 12.00

Mews' Digest of English Case Law. 16 vols . to 1910 96.00

So full as to be almost a condensed edition of the English Reports.

Supplement to “ TheEnglish Chancery Reports ." 9 vols . 45.00

Talbot and Fort's Index of English Cases Judicially

Noticed. 2d edition 9.50

Reports of the Supreme Court of Liberia . Vol . 1 ... 15.00

Australian Commonwealth Reports. 11 vols . already

issued. Per vol. 17.50

Arnould on Marine Insurance (English) . 8th ed . 2 vols. 15.00

Barclay's Problems of International Practice and

Diplomacy 6.50

Beal's Cardinal Rules of Legal Interpretation (Eng

lish ) . 2d edition ... 5.25

Bentwich's Law of Private Property in War . -1.80

Burge on Colonial Law . New edition (English ). Vols . 1-3

now ready .. 24.00

DeBecker's Civil Code of Japan. 4 vols . 15.00

German Civil Code. Translated into English by Chung

Hui Wang 5.50

Hooper's Law of Illegitamacy. 1911 .
3.75

Jenks' Digest of English Civil Law. 6 parts .... 7.50

Leader's German Law of Bills of Exchange and

Cheques. Translated 1.00

Lycklama's Air Sovereignty .
1.50

Renton and Phillimore's Colonial Laws and Courts

( English) ....
4.00

Stephens' Commentaries. 15th edition (English ) . 4 vols. 22.00

The lineal successor to Blackstone.

Todd's Belgian Law ( English) .
7.50

Wessels' History of Roman-Dutch Law 10.00

Wright's French Civil Code ( English ) .
6.50



BOSTON BOOK CO . PUBLICATIONS, ETC.
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$5.00
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SUN

FOR LAW STUDENTS

Ewell's Essentials of the Law . 3 vols. $ 7.50 or $6.00

Vol. 1. Tho Essence of Blackstono . $ 3.00 or $ 2.50

2. PleadingContracts— Equity 8.60 or 2.00

3. Evidence - Torts - Roal Property 2.60 or 8.00

An excellent manual for preparation or review . The gist of leading text.
books, with catchword captions.

Sold together or separately. Prices above are for sheep or cloth binding.

Irving Browne's Brief Manuals .

Browno on Domestic Relations .. . $ 2.50 or $ 2.00

Browno's Elements of tho Law of Salog 2.50 or 2.00

Browne on Criminal Law 2.50 or 2.00

Best's Principles of the Law of Evidence 3.50

Chamberlayne's American Notes.

Heard's Equity Pleading, with Forms $ 2.50 or 2.00

Metcalf's Law of Contracts ; Heard's Edition .. 3.50

Williams on Real Property ; Hutchins' Edition ... 3.50

We can still supply Schouler on Wills, 3d ed ., 1900, and Schoulor on

Exocutors, etc. ,3d ed ., 1901, at $ 3.50 each , for students who do not care

for the latest cases.)

12.M

96.8

LOCAL MASSACHUSETTS TREATISES

9.51

Bell's Penalties for Crime

Davis's Massachusetts Judiciary

Garland's Massachusetts Town Law

Grinnell's Notes on Pleading and Practice

Richardson's Equity Pleading and Practice

$1.50

2.50

2.50

2.50

2.00

PERIODICALS FOR WHICH WE ARE AGENTS

$3.00

3.00
31

1.M

American . The Green Bag (monthly) . Per annum ...

The leading American law magazine.

English . Law Quarterly Review . Per annum

Sir Frederick Pollock, editor.

Law Magazineand Review (quarterly) . Per annum ...

The oldest English law magazine.

Scotch . Juridical Review . Per annum

Scots Law Times. Per annum

Contains reports of cases not elsewhere published .

5.00

24.1

15

3.50

7.50

21
FOREIGN LAW BOOKS

Having direct correspondents in fourteen European countries ,

we can price and furnish any law book of any language , in any

country , at short notice .

We sell all kinds of law books , new and second -hand . Corre

spondence invited .

1.
N

Address THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY ,

22
1

83 to 91 Francis street, Fenway, Boston, Mass.
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USEFUL REFERENCE SERIES

1

THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY announces the

publication from time to time of books useful to book

lovers, students and librarians.

It is now proposed to make this a regular series to be

known as

The Useful Reference Series

The Practical Use of Books and Libraries

an elementary manual. By Gilbert O. WARD. 94 pp . with

index . Library buckram . $ 1.00 net.

Modern Drama and Opera

a reading list on the works of D'Annunzio, Hauptmann,

Ibsen , Jones , Maeterlinck, Phillips , Pinero, Rostand , Shaw,

Suderman, Debussy, Puccini , Richard Strauss . By MRS .

CLARA (MULLIKEN) NORTON , FRANK K. Walter and FANNY

E. MARQUAND. Cloth . 90 pp. $1.00 net . Published , Oct., 1911 .

Abbreviations and Technical Terms Used in Book Cata

logues and Bibliographies

including English, French, German, Italian, Latin, Dutch ,

Spanish,Swedish and Norwegian . Cloth . $ 1.00 net. Pub

lished , Nov., 1911 .

The Dramatic Index for 1909 and 1910

Edited by FREDERICK W. Faxon. 260 pp. Octavo. Hand

sewn, dark red library buckram . Each $ 3.50 net . ( $ 3.75

delivered to any part of this country or Europe .)

NOTE . — These volumes include an index to “ Theatre Magazine" for 1906

to 1910.

It is a complete index to all material-articles , pictures, reviews, criti

cisms - on the theatre and its players, which appeared during 1909 and

1910 in the periodical press of England and America . No other index is

adequate in this important field . The Dramatic Index covers all

the popular magazines and reviews as well as those devoted to the stage ,

so every library will find it useful . The books of 1909 and 1910 on the

drama have also been included .

It's a portrait index to the actors and actresses of today. The only ,

source for finding authorship of plays. An index to " costume pictures ,'

to play- texts . Indispensable to the study of the modern dramatists.

THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY Boston, Mass.



To Those Wishing to Keep in Touch

with Current Legal Literature

A
SPECIAL effort is made by the GREEN BAG to

assist its readers to judge the merits of the im

portant books of a legal nature that are continually

issuing from the press of publishers throughout the

country . Great pains are taken to insure the fairness

and trustworthiness of every book review, and to pro

vide a book review department that shall come as near

as possible to realizing the ideal standard of complete

ness , promptitude, and authoritativeness.

We feel encouraged to spend further efforts in this

direction , by the importance which seems to have come

to be attached to the favorable or unfavorable comments

of the GREEN BAG by law publishers, librarians, and

others who have to deal extensively with books. This is

doubtless largely because of the unchallenged supremacy

of the GREEN BAG as the representative organ of pro

fessional opinion throughout the country.

We do not claim that our reviews have greater criti

cal value than those of learned law school journals ; we

do claim for them a greater breadth and catholicity of

view , and a stronger purpose to serve the widely differen

tiated needs of American lawyers of every type.

THE GREEN BAG

An Entertaining MagazineMagazine of the Law

PUBLISHED MONTHLY AT $3.00 A YEAR

SAMPLE COPY ON REQUEST

BROOKLINE, BOSTON, MASS.



COMMERCIAL LAWS

OF THE WORLD

.

THE

COMMERCIAL

LAWS

OF THE WORLD

These books supply the in

formation you need to avoid

the financial losses - the de

creased sales and the annoy

ance to customers that a

lack of legal understanding

causes. They are printed

in the original languages,

accompanied by an English

translation on opposite pages.

35 Volumes

SOUSE

AMERICA

THE
AROBNTIN

REPUBLIC AND

URUGUAY

Compiled and brought up-to

date by the world's authorities .

Written in a clear, concise man

ner , and indexed and arranged for

easy reference . Each branch of

International Business Law - Bank

ing , Carriage by Land or Sea ,

Agency, Insurance, Liens, etc. ,

Legal Practices , Trade Usages ,

Legislation , etc. , is covered com

pletely . Supplementary volumes

will be issued as required .

The work covers practically the

entire world, including : Argentina ,

Brazil, Chile, United States,Mexico ,

Egypt, Persia , China, Japan , Eng

land , France, Germany, Russia ,

Austria , Spain , Portugal, Italy ,

Denmark , Belgium, Turkey, Swe

den , etc. , etc. , etc.

AMERICAN
EDITION

AMERICAN AGENTS

THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY

83-91 Francis St. , Boston, Mass., U.S. A.
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The Modern Legal Philosophy Series
Edited by a Committee of the

Association of American Law Schools

I. THE SCIENCE OF LAW. By KARL GAREIS of Univ. of Munich . Trans

lated by ALBERT KOCOUREK of Northwestern Univ. Now ready. $ 3.50.

II . THE WORLD'S LEGAL PHILOSOPHIES. By FRITZ BEROLZHEIMER of

Berlin . Translated by MRS. RACHEL SZOLD JASTROW of Madison, Wis.

Ready August, 1912. $4.25.

III . COMPARATIVE LEGAL PHILOSOPHY, in its Application to Legal

Institutions. By LUIGI MIRAGLIA of the Univ. of Naples. Translated by

JOHN LISLE of the Philadelphia Bar. Now ready. $4.75.

IV. GENERAL THEORY OF LAW. By N. M. KORKUNOV of the Univ. of

St. Petersburg. Translated by W. G. HASTINGS of the Univ. of Nebraska.

Now ready. $3.50.

V. LAW AS A MEANS TO AN END. By RUDOLF VON IHERING of the Univ.

of Berlin . Translated by ISAAC HUSIK of the Univ. of Pennsylvania. Ready

1913. $ 3.50 .

VI . THE POSITIVE PHILOSOPHY OF LAW. By I. VANNI of the Univ .

of Bologna. Translated by JOHN LISLE of the Philadelphia Bar. Ready

1913. $3.50.

VII . MODERN FRENCH LEGAL PHILOSOPHY. By A. FOUILLEE, J. CHAR

MONT, L. DUGUitland R. DEMOGUE of the Universities of Paris, Montpellier,

Bordeaux, and Lille. Translated by JOSEPH P. CHAMBERLAIN of the New

York Bar, and MRS. ETHEL F. Scott of Urbana, III . $3.75.

VIII . THE THEORY OF JUSTICE. By RUDOLF STAMMLER of the University of

Halle. Translated by FREDERIC S. SPIEGEL, Judge of the Superior Court,

Cincinnati , Ohio. $ 4.50.

IX . SELECT ESSAYS IN MODERN LEGAL PHILOSOPHY. By Various

Authors. $ 4.50 .

X. THE FORMAL BASIS OF LAW. By G. DEL VECCHIO of the Univ. of

Bologna. Translated by JOHN LISLE of the Philadelphia Bar. Ready 1913 .

$ 4.50.

XI . THE SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF LEGAL JUSTICE. $ 4.75.

XII . THE PHILOSOPHY OF LAW. By JOSEF KOHLER of the Univ. of Berlin.

Translated by ADALBERT ALBRECHT of North Easton , Mass. Ready 1912 .

$3.50.

XIII . PHILOSOPHY IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF LAW. By P. DE TOUR

TOULON of the Univ. of Lausanne. $ 4.75 .

Advance Subscriptions to Series, $42.60

PUBLISHED BY

THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY

83 to 91 Francis Street Fenway, Boston , Mass .
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THE COMMERCIAL LAW OF COLOMBIA
" ready
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The territory now covered by the Republics of Colombia , Venezuela
HISTORY

and Ecuador was formerly a Spanish province called New Granada .

In 1810, the people of New Granada began the movement which resulted in the formation of the

Republic of Colombia , which was created by the Ley Fundamental published December 17 , 1819 .

The first Constitution was promulgated August 30, 1821 .

In 1830, Venezuela and Ecuador were set off and the present Republic of Colombia became the

State of New Granada. This state had two constitutions , the first published in 1843 , the second ten

years later . In 1858, the name was changed to the " Granadine Confederation , " and a new consti

tution was adopted , establishing the federal system . In 1863 , under a new constitution , the name

was again changed to the Republic of the United States of Colombia . The present constitution ,

which restored the central control , and changed the name to the State of the Republic of Colombia ,

has been in force since 1886 .
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MERCANTILE LAW

Colombia , sometimes successively and sometimes simulta

neously , has been governed by the laws and ordinances of Spain ,

and the laws and codes of the Republic .

FIRST PERIOD

OUTLLEE,IA
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There were four collections of Spanish laws in use during the Colonial
SPANISH LAW

period and indeed since :

1. Las Siete Partidas. This may be considered as a digest of the laws of Spain and was compiled

in imitation of the Roman Pandects. The work was projected by Ferdinand III , whose sudden

death prevented its execution . Alphonso X took up the work and it was completed in 1263. The

laws of the Partidas were not promulgated until 1343 and did not go into full operation until 1505 .

They are divided into seven parts, Siete Partidas , from which division the code takes its name . Each

part is divided into titles and each title subdivided into laws. The first contains the caronical

laws of the Catholic church . The second is a summary of ancient Spanish customs. The third,

fifth and sixth contain an abridgment of the principles of Roman law on actions , suits , judgments,

contracts , successions , testaments, minority and tutorship . The fifth alone has reference to com

merce , although the third provides for the contract of affraightment.

The fourth treats of domestic relations . The seventh treats of crimes and punishments. The

provisions of this code , which were then in force in the State of Louisana, were translated from the

Spanish and published in New Orleans in 1820, by L. Moreau Lislet and Henry Carleton. No full

translation into English has been made. It has been suggested that the full code should be trans

lated under the patronage of the Comparative Law Bureau of the American Bar Association, but

there is considerable opposition to such action .

II. La Recopilacion de Indias. In 1680 , Charles II sanctioned the Recopilacion de las Leyes de

los Renois de las Indias, for the special regulation of the American dominions . This was a collection

of all the laws that had been put in force up to that time . The work was divided into nine books ,

subdivided into titles , and these again into individual laws.

Up to that time Spain reserved for herself all commerce with her colonies . Commerce with America

was called the undertaking of the " Trading -house of Saville.” Foreigners could not engage in this

commerce, or even come into America, without express permission. The ninth book treats , amongst

other matters of maritime commerce , of the “ Casa de Contratacion de Saville ." This was not as
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much a code of commerce , as a collection of maxims of commercial administration and of mercan

tile police , confining itself to regulating at large the commercial monopoly stretched throughout her

colonies by Spain.

III. Las Ordenauzas de Bilboa. The great development of the commerce of the City Bilboa , and

the tendency, at the beginning of the 18th century , to differentiate between the mercantile and

common law, resulted in the preparation of Ordinances of Bilboa , sanctioned in 1737 by Philip V.

This particular compilation has been called the new or modern ordinances . As early as 1459 ordi

nances were made by the Clerk of the Market, at Bilboa , under the supervision of the Chief Magis.

trate . Later the merchants of that city gained the consular jurisdiction , and the ordinances of that

Consulate were confirmed by Philip II in 1590.

The ordinances of 1737 are divided into twenty-nine chapters. The first eight chapters define

the powers of the Tribunal of Commerce of Bilboa . Chapters 9 to 15 treat of merchants, book-keep

ing regulations, commercial associations, mercantile contracts , trade commissions, bills of exchange,

promissory notes , commercial warrants, letters of credit and brokers . Chapters 16, 18 and 20 relate to

Marine Commerce, regulating seamen , affraightments, general average, shipwreck, marine insurance

and bottomry bonds. Chapter 27 deals with defaulters, insolvents , bankrupts, fraudulent failures and

bankruptcy proceedings.

The publication of these ordinances was a great step in advance in the mercantile legislation of

Spain . Their adoption by the colonies marked an expansion in their own commerce . They brought

under fixed rules the limited mercantile operations of the colonial trade ; they gave guaranty to good

faith and credit , compelling merchants to adopt a regular system of book-keeping ; they guided con

sular tribunals to decide fairly between merchants; and they rescued commerce from the chaos of

the Recopilacion Indiana.

These ordinances were in full force for thirty years after the formation of the Republic , and are

the ground work of a great part of the provisions of the existing codes .

IV. La Novisima Recopilacion . This was published in 1805 and consisted of twelve books . Books

9 and 10 relate to Chambers of Commerce, exchanges and banks, merchants and brokers , fairs and mar

kets , maritime commerce , weights and measures, carriage and of things prohibited .

SECOND PERIOD

For several years much of the Spanish law naturally continued

NATIONAL LAW in force in the Republic. The law of civil procedure, adopted May

12 , 1825, declared in article 1 — " The order in which the laws ought

to be observed in all the Tribunals of the Republic, civil, ecclesiastical , and military , regarding

matters civil and criminal, is the following: -1. The laws decreed , or which hereafter may be

decreed , by the Legislative Power ; 2. The proclamations, letters patent , regulations, decrees, and

ordinances of the Spanish Government, sanctioned prior to the 18th March , 1808 , which were observ .

ed under that government in the territory which now forms the Republic ; 3. The Laws of the

Recopilacion de Indias; 4. The Laws of the Nieva Recopilacion de Castilla and 5. Those of the

Siete Partidas."

Upon the establishment of the Republic, the ports of the country were thrown open to universal

trade, without limitations of any kind . Such action being a departure from the former custom ,

it was necessary , from time to time , to enact new laws, with the result that after a few years the law

regulating commerce was in a very chaotic condition .

THIRD PERIOD

The Spanish mercantile legislation prevailing at the beginning of the

THE CODES 19th century , formed from so many and diverse elements, to which were

joined the laws of the new South American states, could not continue

long in force in the new republic. It was replaced in Spain by the Code of Commerce of 1829 , based

on the French code of 1807 .

The new South American republics found it necessary to adopt a legislative system of their own,

adapted to their own peculiar circumstances. This could not be done at once and the Spanish laws

continued in force for several years after the republic was proclaimed. The task of codification was

finally completed and the whole Colombian system of laws was divided into various codes.
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CODE OF COMMERCE
The legislators of 1853 sought to supplant the then exist

ing legislation by a National Code. As Spain had adopted
1853

a new code in 1829, it was thought expedient in Colombia

to adopt that work , which was reproduced almost textually in the Commercial Code adopted June

1st , 1853 , except the provisions in the Spanish Code on commercial jurisdiction and procedure, these

matters being regulated by the law of June 16th , 1853, " upon Tribunals and Procedure in matters

of Commerce."

As the constitution of 1858 authorized the individual states of the republic to pass their own laws,

except as to maritime commerce , no part of the Code of 1853 was in force as a National Code after

1858 except relative to maritime commerce .

a

Several of the states adopted , as the law peculiar to itself, the Code of
STATE CODES

Commerce of 1853 , while others adopted a modified form of that code.

Until the present constitution was adopted

CODE OF MARITIME COMMERCE in 1886, there existed a diversity of mercan

tile legislation in Colombia ; the national,

as to maritime commerce, and that of the states , as to inland commerce. In 1870, there was published

the " Commercial Code for the United States of Colombia ," being in substance the Code of Com

merce of Chile , in so far as it related to maritime commerce. The provisions of this code have since

continued in force.

The constitution of 1886 , which is now in force, provided for the

CODES IN FORCE unification of national legislation . In consequence , the present

Colombian Code regarding Inland Commerce is the same as that

of Panama , adopted in 1869 , and of Maritime Commerce is the National Code of 1870. The two

strictly form one single code , as both were taken from the Commercial Code of Chili published in

1865, with slight alterations however, and without the same distribution into the books forming it .

We now have in English a translation of the Commercial laws of the

CONCLUSION Argentine Republic , Uruguay and Colombia . All three were origin

ally Spanish colonies , and their laws are in the main derived from the

same sources. A careful study of the provision of the codes of these three countries shows that dur

ing the century that their law has been developed, there has always been a progress toward uniform

ity. We have seen that Uruguay has drawn on the Belgian and English law.

It is not unreasonable to believe that in a few years we will practically have what we can style

a uniform code of Internation Commercial Law . For the first time we can very shortly study the

commercial laws of all the civilized countries in one of several languages. The Commercial Laws of

the World will be published in English. The same will be published in German under the title of

‘ Die Handelsgeletze des Erdballs," and in French under the title of " Le Droit Commercial de tous

les Pays Civilisés . ” In the meantime trade is becoming universal . We are all seeking a world mar

ket . The demand for uniform laws in mercantile transactions will become so great that the rulers

of some country will make the first step and ask that a convention be called to provide for a congress

of nations for the purpose of selecting a commission empowered to draw up a code of international

commercial law which shall become the law of each civilized country.

F. E. C.

a

a
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Blakemore and Bancroft's

Inheritance Tax Law
NHERITANCE

TAXES

It contains every American case, the full

• text of all existing statutes and of all prior

statutes which have been construed by the

courts , with a full history of the legislation

in every state.

It contains thefull text of the legislation

of 1911 , which has changed the law in a

do states .

BLAKEMORE

AND

BANCROFT

Part I , Treatise

Part II , Statutes Annotated

2015 ION BOOK

COMPANY

One Volume, Cardinal Binding, Price $ 9.00

THE LAW . WHAT YOU WANT TO KNOW .

The subject of inheritance taxes is growing the twenty-second chapter and contains afull
The avoidance of inheritance taxes forms

daily in importance, and is so woven into our discussion of the various attempts which have

taxing systems that its principles will prove been made and can be made by investors to

avoid paying this tax, with a full discussion
permanent.

of all the cases on the subject. This is illus

trated by the following synopsis of that chapter,

NEED OF WORK.
which is entitled “Methods of Avoiding Tax. "

$ 144. Any Collusive ArrangementIllegal.

No general work on the subject has been Š145. No Duty to Point out Property to

published for fifteen years . In that time the Tax Officials .

statutes have substantially changed , but
$146. Advancements.

$147. Assignments by Beneficiaries.

have been force long enough to receive final Š148. Brokers holding Stock in their own

construction by the courts. Name.

$149. Compromise of Interests under Will .

$ 150 . Consideration .

Š151 . Transfers in Contemplation of Death .
PLAN OF WORK. $ 152. Creation of Corporation leaving Life

The book is divided into two parts. The first
Estate in Decedent.

$ 153 . Disclaimer by Beneficiary.

part treats the subject in the usual text-book $ 154. Disclaimer by Executor .

form , with full citations of all authorities .
$155. Executor paying Legacy with his own

Money .

The second contains all existing statutes , $156 . Homestead Set off.

annotated with their judicial intrepretation : $ 157 . Insurance or Beneficial Societies .

To show the application of the early decisions ,
$ 158 . Joint Deposit.

$ 159 . Marshalling Local Assets and Debts.

the earlier statutes referred to are reprinted . $160 . Various Gifts to Same Person .

All reported opinions have been analyzed $ 161 . Quick Transfer of Stock in Foreign

Corporation .
with great care, and discussions on disputed

$ 162. Premature Distribution after taking

points by leading courts are quoted at length . Assets out of Jurisdiction .a
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LEGAL BIBLIOGRAPHY, N.S. COOKE AND ALCOCK'S IRISH REPORTS

VOL. IV JUNE, 1912 No. 10ncrafti

x Lav

Cooke and Alcock's Irish Kings Bench Re

ports has become so scarce that it has been

reprinted in fac-simile. The publishers have

fixed the price at $15.75 per copy , about double

what original copies were formerly sold at. This

is an indication of how scarce the Irish Reports

are becoming. Complete sets are now almost

unobtainable.

Published Quarterly for Gratuitous Distribution by

THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY

!, the full

í all print

led by come 83 to 91 Francis Street, Fenway

egislatia

egislation BOSTON, MASS .

USEFUL FOR LAW LIBRARIANS

We notice that Mr. Soule's book, which we

have just published (1 vol . , $2.50), “ How to

Plan a Library Building for Library Work " has

a special chapter on Law Libraries, and another

on State Libraries.

We also note this paragraph , which will
interest lawyers everywhere:

“ A special problem may soon come, in the

form of legislation for a U. S. Supreme Court

Building, which must certainly provide for
the Consultation Library of the Supreme

Court , and perhaps for a great part of the

Congressional Law Library. Strong common

sense, and able library and judicial advice,

will be required to avoid smothering the very

definite uses of such a building with architectural

embellishments."

-

tated

ENGLISH STATUTORY LAW

The editor has recently talked with a num

ber of librarians on this subject and was sur

prised to learn that a wrong conception had been

made of the scope of Halsbury's Laws of Eng

land . Halsbury is a great work, but it is not

a compilation of statutes. It is an encylo

pedia of English law and should be put in the

same classification as “ Cyc" and similar works.

For a compilation of the English statute law ,

one should secure the new and improved edi

tion of Chitty's Statutes, which contains every

statute in force from Magna Charta to 1910.

Price :

any of them .

T TO

Titance

INHERITANCE TAXES

The inheritance tax of reasonable provisions

has so many features to commend it that we

believe it will prove a permanent feature of

our tax systems. See the fuller description of

Blakemore and Bancroft's work on pages 4

and 10.
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of Arab

gere
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“ WORLD LAW "

An intimate acquaintance with the works

of specialists in foundation studies is not merely

an addition to a legal training , but an indis

pensable knowledge. See what we say about

the Modern Legal Philosophy Series on page
8.

WANT LIST

TheBoston Book Company will buy for cash

any of the following items. Look over your

stock of duplicates and advise us if you have

SESSION LAWS

Arizona . 6th session , Jan. , 1871 ; 8th session ,

Jan. , 1875 .

Arkansas. 11th session, Nov. , 1856 ; 12th

session , Nov. , 1858 ; 13th session , Nov. , 1860 ;

15th session , Apr., 1864 ; adjourned session,

Nov. , 1864 ; 17th session , Apr., 1868 ; ad

journed session , Nov. , 1868 ; 18th session ,

Jan., 1871; 19th session , Jan. , 1873 ; 20th

session , Nov. , 1874.

California . 3d session, Jan. , 1852; 4th session ,

Jan. , 1853 ; 18th session , Supplement Dec.,

1869.

Delaware. Jan. , 1855 ; Jan. , 1859.

Florida . 2d session , Jan. , 1869 ; 3d session ,

Jan., 1870 ; extra session , May, 1870 ; 5th

session , Jan., 1872 ; extra session , Apr., 1872;

6th and extra sessions, Jan. -Feb ., 1873; 7th

session, Jan., 1874 ; 8th session, Jan., 1875;

9th session, Jan., 1877 ; 10th session , Jan. ,

1879 ; 12th session , Jan. , 1883 .

Georgia . Nov., 1859.

Illinois . March , 1882.

Kentucky. Dec. , 1855, 2 vols.; Dec., 1857 ,

2 vols .; Dec. , 1859, 2 vols.; Dec. , 1865;

Jan. , 1867, 2 vols.; Dec., 1867 , 2 vols .; Jan.,

1869, 2 vols .; Dec. , 1869 , 2 vols .; Jan., 1871 ,

2 vols .; Jan. , 1873 , 2 vols.

Mississippi. Called session, Nov. , 1850.

Missouri. Oct. , 1857.

New York. Jan., 1881 , vol . 3 .

Oregon . Special Laws, 3d session , Oct., 1864.
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THE RECALL

The most complete list of references yet pub

lished on the subject of the Recall of Public

Officials, including the Recall of Judges, has

just appeared in the Bulletin of Bibliography,

Boston , issue for April, 1912. The list covers

over three quarto pages, and on each reference

an indication is given showing whether it is

favorable to, or against, the Recall, and general

discussions on the subject are also indicated .

This should prove a most useful list on a subject

now very much before the public. Mr. Charles

Wells Reeder, of the Ohio State University

Library , is the compiler.

We have a limited number of copies of this

periodical. We will send a copy on receipt of

30 cents.
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s
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THE COMMERCIAL LAWS OF THE The matter will be arranged showing in proper

WORLD order : -

The ceaseless expansion of the world's trade
The Historical Development of the Com

mercial Laws of all Countries .

has made it a necessity for merchants and law

yers to study the commercial, exchange , bank
The Bibliography of the Literature of the

Commercial, Exchange, Bankruptcy andruptcy and maritime laws of the countries with
Maritime Laws.

which they , or their clients have dealings.
The Constitution of the Courts and Legal

The man of business who has to deal with
Practice.

foreign countries soon finds himself in difficul

ties unless he is familiar with the laws of such The Legislation , Case Law, Trade Usages

and Customs will include the following :
countries .

The lawyer who advises, the judge who makes
Commercial Dealings in General Trading

decisions, are often at a loss when they come
Associations (Corporations and Partnerships ),

into contact with the laws of other countries. Brokers ,Commission Agencies .

Sale of Goods, Exchanges .

Bills of Exchange (Forms of, Duties of Drawers,

International Trade has devel- Indorsements, Presentation, Acceptance, Matur

ity , etc. ) , Checks, Promissory Notes.

oped so rapidly and such vast in- Bankruptcy Proceedings (Voluntary and In

voluntary Bankruptcy, Liquidation ) , Liens ,
terests are involved that the demand Rights of Married Persons.

for a work giving the laws, treaties
Maritime Law (Ocean Trade, Maritime Enact

ments, Marine Insurance, Navigation and

and customs governing trade rela- Friendly Treaties concluded between different

countries) , Carriage by Sea, etc.
tions of the various nations has

Besides a synopsis of the principles of Commer

become imperative.
cial Law scientifically arranged, the work will

contain an Alphabetical List of the Legal

Technical Terms of all foreign languages

To meet this demand there is being published quoted in the original texts with their English

in thirty-five large volumes, in the original equivalents.
languages accompanied by an English transla

The work will be printed on the best of paper,

tion on opposite pages , an handsomely bound in leather, at the price of

$ 9.00 per volume to subscribers for the set.

The articles on International Commerical

AMERICAN EDITION
Law, in the February number, and on the

Commercial Law of Colombia , in this num

covering the whole ground of Commerical Law . ber, show the scope of the books already

The volumes , covering the laws of the Argen
published of the American edition .

The Boston Book Company are the sole
tine Republic , Uruguay and Colombia, have

agents in the United States for the German ,
already been distributed . The remaining vol

French and Spanish editions as well as the
umes will follow at intervals of about one volume

American editions .
a month .

Lawyers, commercial men, export merchants

and trading corporations will find in this work

convenient and trustworthy information as to

the legal obligations arising from operations

abroad . In commercial life it will remove that Now in Stock
feeling of uncertainty in regard to points

of law which has often checked the prosperous

development of important international trade

relations .

From its pages lawyers will be in a position

to obtain exhaustive information on points

of law on behalf of their clients engaged in com

merce with foreign countries.

Governments, Consulates and Judges may feel

confident of being in a position to refer in this 1865-1911

work to a concensus of authoritative opinion

on commercial law . In recognition of its

significance for the trade and commerce of the 324 VOLUMES

world , governments of all nations have placed

official material at its disposal. New half - calf binding

ENGLISH

LAW REPORTS

WRITE FOR PRICES

The work does not present a mere reprint

of the codes or statutes, but in its notes

and commentaries summarizes everything

necessary to a thorough grasp of the prin

ciples of commercial law .

1
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SILUES ET

OUT OF THE WAY REPORTS Ecclesiastical. Brooke. Six Judgments in

Ecclesiastical Cases, 1850–72, with an His
A great many of the items mentioned herein

are not to be found in many libraries. The
torical Introduction, Notes and Index. 1872.

Hale. Precedents in Causes of Office

supply is nearly exhausted . In future, copies

are bound to turn up only at infrequent inter
against Churchwardens and Others. 1841 .

vals . The price is going to advance. Check
Tristram . Principal Judgments delivered

up this list and write for prices now.
in the Consistory Courts of London, Here

ford , Ripon and Wakefield, and in the Com

missary Court of Canterbury, 1872 to 1890.
ENGLISH REPORTS 1893 .

House of Lords . Macqueen's Cases on Par
Talbot . Modern Decisions on Ritual and

liamentary Divorce. 1842. kindred subjects. 1894 .

Privy Council. Dasent'sActs andProceedings
Admiralty. Reports of Cases on Maritime

Law and a selection of cases in the United
of the Privy Council , 1542 to 1597, 27 vols.

1890 to 1903.
States consular courts, etc. Vol . 1 , 1860-64 ,

Moore's Gorham Case, 1850. vol . 2, 1864-67. (Crockford . ) A third volume

Chancery . Tothill , reviewed by Holborne,
was published .

24mo. London , 1820.
Aspinwall's Maritime Cases, 11 vols.

1870 to 1911 .
Mosely , 16mo. Dublin, 1793.

Romilly's Notes. London , 1872. Holt. Admiralty Court Cases on the

Wyatt's Practical Register in Chancery,
Rule of the Road for preventing Collisions

London , 1800 .
at Sea . 1867 .

Bankruptcy. Bankruptcy and Insolvency Re
Criminal. Kelynge, J. Report of Cases in

Pleas of the Crown. First edition , folio .
ports edited by Dasent, 1853–1855, 2 vols.
in 1 . 1855 . London , 1708 .

King's Bench. Placita Anglo -Normannica: Criminal Appeals Reports, 6 vols . 1908–

Law Cases from Wm. I to Rich . I. Bigelow ,
11 (current ).

Templeand Mew's Criminal Appeal Cases,
1881 .

Year Books, 1678–79 edition , 11 vols . in
1848 to 1851 1852.

6, full calf binding, broad margins.
Bail Court. Wollaston's Practice Cases, 1840–

41 .
Calthorp's Reports of Special Cases touch

Patents. Davies. A collection of the most
ing several Customs and Liberties of the City

of London, whereunto is annexed divers
important cases respecting Patents of Inven
tions. 1816 .

Ancient Customs and Usages of the said city.

Reprinted 1872 from the 1670 edition .
Macrory's Patent Cases, 1841-56 . 2 parts,

March, Reports or New Cases. 4to. Lon- 256 pages, no title or index. Complete as

don, 1648. Also Second Edition , 4to. 1675.
published .

William Kelynge's Reports in Chancery and
Cutler's Patent Reports, 27 vols. 1884

to 1911 .

King's Bench . Full antique calf. 1873 edi
Mercantile. Megone's Company Cases, 2 vols .

tion , reprinted from the edition of 1764 .
1888–91.

Sayer's Reports of Cases in K. B. Dublin ,
Real Property. Real Property and Convey

1790. Scarce 8vo . edition .

Wilmot. Notes of Opinions and Judg. Magistrates. Cox Magistrates Cases, 23 vols.
ancing Cases, 2 vols. 1843-48.

ments_delivered in different courts by Sir
1859–1909.

John Eardley Wilmot . Portrait . 4to. Lon
Revision Courts. Delano's Decisions (1832–

don , 1802.
35) , 16mo. London , 1836 .

Lofft. Reports of Cases in King's Bench ,

with some select cases in the Court ofChancery IRISH REPORTS

and Common Pleas to which is added the
Bernard's Cases under the Irish Church

case of General Warrants and a collection of Acts. 1872.

Maxims. 8vo. Dublin , 1790 .

Dunning. Reports of Cases in King's
Cases on Costs (1867-91). 1892.

Donnell's Land Cases . 1876 .

Bench by John Dunning (Lord Ashburton) Fitzgibbon's Practice Decisions (1881-86) .

with notes to English and American Cases by 1886 .

Charles G. Delano. Boston , 1885. Greer's Land Cases, 1881-87, and Appendix,
Harrison and Wollaston's Reports, 2 vols . 1898 , 2 vols.

1836-37 .
Irish Practice Decisions ( 1906–09). 1909 .

Willmore, Wollaston and Davison's Re- Irish Reserved Cases ( 1860–64 ). 1865.

ports. 1839. Law Recorder, old and new series. 10 vols.

Cababé and Ellis ' Reports, 1882–85 . Lon- 1828-38 .

don , 1885 . Milward's Ecclesiastical Cases, 1847 .

Common Pleas. Brownlow and Goldesbor- Weekly Law Reports, 8 vols. 1895–1902 .

ough's Reports, 2 parts in 1 , 4to. London ,

1651 . SCOTCH REPORTS

Ecclesiastical. Phillimore's Ecclesiastical Judg- Scotch Revised Reports ( 1540 to 1873] 45

ments delivered in the Court of Arches, 1867 vols.

to 1875. 1876 . Scottish Law Reporter, 48 vols. 1865 to 1911 .

Broderick and Freemantle. Ecclesiastical Scottish Jurist , 46 vols . 1829–74 .

Cases relating to Doctrine and Discipline, with Scots Law Times Reports, 21 vols. 1893 to

an Historical Introduction. 1865 . 1911 .

Stock
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Modern Legal Philosophy Series : III

COMPARATIVE

LEGAL PHILOSOPHY

Applied to Legal Institutions

BY

LUIGI MIRAGLIA

Professor of the Philosophy of Law in the

University of Naples

TRANSLATED FROM THE ITALIAN BY

JOHN LISLE

of the Philadelphia Bar

WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY

CONTENTS

INTRODUCTION

A SURVEY OF PHILOSOPHICAL SYSTEMS

Book I. General Part.

Chap: I, Idea of the Philosophy of the Law .
Chap . II, Idea of Law and Logical Methods.

Chap . III , Inductive Idea of Law . Chap . II ,

Theoretical Presuppositions of the Deductive

Idea of Law. Chap. V, Corrolaries of Theoreti

cal Presuppositions. Chap. VI, Practical Foun
dations of the Deductive Idea of Law. Devel

opment and Division. Chap . VII , Critical Anal

ysis of the Principal Definitions of the Law .

Chap . VIII , Law , Morals and Social Science .

Chap. IX , Law, Social Economy and Politics .

Chap. X, Rational and Positive Law . Sources

and Application .

Book II . Private Law.

Chap. I , The Individual and His Rights .

Chap. II, Historical Conception of Inherent

Rights. Chap . III , Incorporeal Persons. Chap.

IV , Property and Methods of Acquiring it .

Chap. V, History ofProperty and of Methods

of its Acquisition. Chap. VI, Predial Property

in the Soil. Chap . VII, Property in Forests

and Mines. Chap. VIII, Industrial Property.

Chap. IX , Commerical Property . — The Right

of an Author or Inventor. Chap . X, Sundry

Property Rights. Chap . XI , Possession. Chap.

XII, Obligations. Chap. XIII, Contract and its

Forms . Chap . XIV, Freedom of Contract and

the Contract of Labor. Chap. XV, Usury. Chap.

XVI , Partnership , Exchange, Transportation

and Sundry Wagering Contracts . Chap. XVII,

The Primitive Family. — The Family as the

Prototype of the State. Chap. XVIII,The Con

jugal Relation. Chap. XIX , Indissoluble Mar.

riage and Divorce. Chap. XX, The Parental

Relationship. Chap . XXI , Definition , History

and Basis of Inheritance. Chap . XXII , In

testacy and the Will .

The wide horizon inspected , and the

richness of view attained , testify eloquently

to the author's industry and scholarship .

ALBERT KOCOUREK

Lecturer on Jurisprudence in Northwestern

University

Luigi Miraglia was
THE AUTHOR

born at Reggio

in Calabria in 1846

He took his degree at Naples in 1866 and

after several years of teaching was appointed

Professor ofthe Philosophy of Law in the Uni

versity of Naples. In 1873 he published “ The

Fundamental Principles of the Various Systems

of Legal Philosophy.' A second edition was

published in 1893. The third and enlarged edi

tion, published in 1903, bearing the simple

title , “ Philosophy of Law ,” is the work here
translated .

THE MODERN LEGAL PHILOSOPHY

SERIES

The

TREATMENT OF SUBJECT
work

com

mences with a discussion of the basic proposi

tions of the leading general philosophies ,

treating them from a critical and comparative

standpoint . It then passes to the notion of

law , and treats in detail the various institutions

which appear in society as phenomena of the

law . The author's point of view is not ob
truded on the reader's attention to the exclu

sion of all other points of view .

coversIt the

SCOPE OF WORK
whole field , not

only of the sub

ject -matter of Philosophy of Law, but also

of the philosophies bearing thereon . Emphasis

is naturally placed on the Italian thinkers, but

available English , German and French mate

rial is treated with broad intelligence and

conspicuous fairness . The Italians have

been greatly influenced by English thinkers,

and their philosophy has accordingly followed

a very conservative course .

By the publication of this series, Dr. Wigmore ,

who is the author of the idea and who has been

the leading spirit in its realization, is making it

possible for the English -speaking world to

attain direct knowledge of the foundations for

real legal thought in the large substantive prob

lems common to every system of law.

NOW PUBLISHED

I. The Science of Law. By Karl Gareis

of Univ. of Munich . Translated by Albert

Kocourek of Northwestern Univ. $ 3.50 .

III . Comparative Legal Philosophy, in

its Application to Legal Institutions. By Luigi

Miraglia of the Univ. of Naples. Tarnslated by

John Lisle of the Philadelphia Bar. $ 4.75 .

IV. General Theory of Law . By N. M.

Korkunov of the Univ. of St. Petersburg. Trans

lated by W. G. Hastings of the Univ. of Nebraska

$3.50.
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CONTENTS

TRODUCTION

HILOSOPHICISTI

I. General Part

the Philosophy

Las and Liga

ive Idea di Lan

in French and German which I brought with

me from the University some five years ago

resolved to learn World Law' and keep up my

languages at the same time. Needless to say

that very few leves were ever cut .

“ This series as well as all of your translations

will be a source of great pleasure to the lawyer

who looks upon his profession as something more

than a mere means of making a living. "

?
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- p.V. Concurs

5. Chap. VI , Premio

uctive Idea di Lam
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spai Dehaitias

BRITISH RULING CASES

Morals and Syz

Frcial Econ.cz

and Positive LAT.

An ANNOTATED SERIES of SELECTED

CASES from the reports of GREAT

BRITAIN , IRELAND , CANADA ,

AUSTRALIA , and other parts

of the BRITISH EMPIRE

1. Private Lam

Individual and 5
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Chap. II, Free

5. VII , Process

- VIII, ladies

Vols . 1 and 2, Now Ready.

The series will report cases
PERIOD

of the twentieth century and

will continue the well

known series known as the ENGLISH RULING

CASES.
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ANNOUNCED FOR EARLY PUBLICATION

II . The World's Legal Philosophies . By

Fritz Berolzheimer of Berlin . Translated by

Mrs. Rachel Szold Jastrow of Madison , Wis.

$4.25.

V. Law as a Means to an End. By Rudolf

von Ihering of the Univ. of Berlin . Trans

lated by Isaac Husik of the Univ. of Pennsyl

vania . $3.50.

XII. The Philosophy of Law . By Josef
Kohler of the Univ. of Berlin. Translated by

Adalvert Albrecht of North Easton , Mass. $3.50

TO FOLLOW

VI . The Positive Philosophy of Law. By

I. Vanni of the Univ . of Bologna . Translated

by John Lisle of the Philadelphia Bar. $3.50.

VII. Modern French Legal Philosophy.

By A. Fouille , J. Charmont, L. Duguit and R.

Demogue of the Universities of Paris, Mont

pellier, Bordeauz and Lille . Translated by

Joseph P. Chamberlain of the New York Bar,

and Mrs. Ethel F. Scott of Urbana, Illinois. 1913

$ 3.75.

VIII . TheTheory of Justice . By Rudolf

Stammler of the Univ . of Halle. Translated by

Frederic S. Spiegel , Judge of the Superior

Court, Cinnicinnati, Ohio . $4.50.

IX . Select Essays in Modern Legal Phil

osophy. By Various Authors. $ 4.50.

X. The Formal Basis of Law. By G. Del

Vecchio of the Univ. of Bologna. Translated by

John Lisle of the Philadelphia Bar. $4.50.

XI . The Scientific Basis of Legal Jus

tice. $ 4.75 .

XIII. Philosophy in the Development

of Law. By P. de Tourtoulon of the Univ. of

Lausanne. $ 4.75.

In making this selection the Committee has

so co - ordinated the individual volumes that

they complement each other and form a con

nected whole. The first volume introduces to

the general data of legal science on the Conti

nent. The second and third volumes survey,

from two distinct points of view, the entire his

tory of legal philosophy to the present day. The

next nine volumes cover the various systems

of the present day, as represented by thinkers

of accepted eminence in France, Germany, Italy

and the other countries. The last volume then

takes a final review of all the philosophic sys

tems from a comprehensive point of view.

No such series has ever before been pre

sented in the English language. It makes

accessible to all , for the first time, adequate

materials for an acquaintance with the detailed

history of the world's legal philosophy and with

the principles now dominant in Continental
discussion . With this equipment the Ameri

can profession may confidently expect to clarify

its own thought , to reconsider its status in the

world movement and to apply its effort intel

ligently to develop an American philosophy of

law in all its aspects.

One of the subscribers to the series writes us

as follows :

“ I have received volume three of "The Mod

ern Legal Philosophy Series , and the receipt

of same reminded me that I have hidden away

in a dark corner of my library a copy of the

original, together with a number of similar works

The cases are se

HOW SELECTED
lected with regard to

whether the case contains:

1st . An important question of law not yet

decided by the American courts.

2d . A well- reasoned decision upon which

the American courts are in conflict.

3d . A point which while apparently settled

here has been thoroughly considered

and decided differently by the

English courts.
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The books are royal octavo

printed on feather-weight book

page , and will contain about 1000
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Part II . Statutes Annotated

In General. Constitutional Limitations.

List of Statutes . Void Statutes .

Valid Statutes . Amendments.

The Present Law.

BLAKEMORE AND BANCROFT'S

INHERITANCE TAX LAW

It contains every American case, the full

text of all existing statutes and of all prior

statutes which have been construed by the

courts , with a full history of the legislation

in every state.

It contains the full text of the legislation

of 1911 which has changed the law in a

dozen states .

The book will consist of some 1400 pages .

If it was printed on the ordinary law-book

paper it would have to be bound in two volumes.

As it is designed as a book of ready reference,

not only for the lawyer but for the investor and

trust officer it seems wise to issue it in one

volume. It is printed on a specially made

paper of the best quality, that will make a book

of about two inches in thickness .

The price of the book has been fixed at $9.00

a copy , because of the amount of matter con

tained in it , and because of its heavy mechanical

cost .

A STATEMENT OF ENGLISH LAW

Some years ago , when the Berlin Society for

Comparative Jurisprudence and Political Economy

was projecting a series of Handbooks on the

modern legal systems, Mr. Edward Jenks was

asked to write the statement of English Law.

He felt unequal to it , unless he could secure

the co-operation of English lawyers, willing to

share the burden with him . Having succeeded

in obtaining help from former colleagues , he felt

that not to accept the invitation would be to

neglect an opportunity of rendering a service to

the study of jurisprudence.

A portion of the German edition of the work

had already been published.

It was also thought that an edition , compiled

especially for English and American readers,

would be of value. With this idea , an edition

was projected entitled A Digest of English

Civil Law.

By this title the authors will not treat of the

Civil Law as distinguished from the Common

Law, but the civil branch of the Common Law

as distinguished from the criminal branch .

CONTENTS

Part 1. The Treatise .

Ch . I , Definitions. Ch . II , Nature of Tax .

Ch . III , The Inheritance Tax in Political

Economy. Ch . IV , History . Ch . V, What

Law Governs Place . Ch . VI , What Law

Governs — Time. — Ch . VII , Power to Im

pose . - Ch . VIII , Construction of Statutes .

Ch . IX , Validity in General . — Ch . X ,

Various Constitutional Limitations. - Ch .

XI , Uniformity and Equality . Ch. XII ,

Classification by Residence.-Ch . XIII , Clas

sification by Relationship. — Ch. XIV , Clas

sification by Amount.- Progressive Rates.

- Ch . XV, Notice. Ch . XVI , Retroactive

Legislation. —Ch . XVII, Repeal of Amend
ment. Ch. XVIII , Transfers other than

by Will . Ch . XIX, Transfers in Contem

plation of Death . – Ch . XX , Consideration .

Ch . XXI , Powers. - Ch . XXII, Methods

of Avoiding Tax. — Ch. XXIII, Title of

Decedent. — Ch . XXIV , Real Estate. —'Ch.

XXV, Personal Property . — Ch . XXVI ,

Pledge of Collateral . - Ch . XXVII, Double

Taxation . — Ch . XXVIII , Estates of Non

Resident Decedents. — Ch . XXIX , Property

beyond the Jurisdiction . — Ch . XXX , Situs

of Choses in Action . - Ch . XXXI , Beneficial

Interests Taxed . Ch . XXXII , Exemptions

in General . — Ch . XXXIII , Exemptions for
Governmental Purposes . Ch . XXXIV ,

Exemptions for Religious or Charitable Pur

poses . — Ch . XXXV, Rates. — Ch . XXXVI,

Interest and Penalties . — Ch . XXXVII,

When Tax Accrues . — Ch. XXXVIII, Per

sons Liable. - Ch . XXXIX , Inventory.

Ch . XL, Appraisal. Ch . XLI, Debts and

Expenses. —- Ch. XLII, Assessment of Tax.

Ch . XLIII, Collection of Tax. - Ch . XLIV ,

Lien . – Ch . XLV , Payment. - Ch. XLVI ,

Refunding to Taxpayer.

PLAN OF THE WORK

In spite of the many excellent treatises on

English law, most lawyers have felt the need of

some handy source of information from
which an answer to a question of principle

should be readily obtainable .

It is a difficult matter to state the rules of

English Law in a compact form . The work

aims at stating general rules only , not at antici

pating every possible application of them . The

reproduction of mere maxims has been avoided,

as these are somewhat dangerous guides in prac

tice . There has been no attempt to deal with

conveyancing and judicial procedure.

The authors quote the authority on which

their statement of the law is based . For some

elementary propositions it is difficult to find

express authority; and these they state on their

own responsibility.

SCHEME OF THE WORK

The work will be divided into five books :

Book I, General; Book II , Obligations ; Book

III , Things (Property Law) ; Book IV , Family
Law ; Book V, Succession .

Book I, General, was the production of Mr.

Jenks, although it is understood that every

statement in the whole work is the result of

careful consideration of all the contributors.

This was published in 1905. It treats of Per

sons; Things; Legal Acts ; Time ; Limitation of

Actions ; Self-Help.
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Book II , Obligations, has been completed in

four parts. Part I was published in 1906, and
THE STATUTES OF ENGLAND

was the production of Mr. R. W. Lee . It treats
of the Law of Contract generally , covering A new (sixth) and greatly enlarged and

Formation ; Parties ; Performance; Assignment;
improved edition of

Discharge of Co-Debtors and Co-Creditors.

Part II waspublished in 1907 and was also the CHITTY'S STATUTES

production of Mr. Lee. This treats of Particular

Contracts.
Containing every statute of practical

Part III was published in 1908 , and was the utility now in force, from Magna Charta ,

production of Mr. J. C. Miles. The fourth part, to 1910 , inclusive.

called Part III , continued, was published in

1910, also the production of Mr. Miles. They
treat of Quasi-Contract and Tort . 16 volumes,buckram, $6.00 each .

Book III commences the important subject
Vols . 1 , 2 , 4 to 6 Now Ready

of the Law of Property. The English Land Law
(Vol . 3 , temporarily delayed .)

is full of traps for the practitioner who must
Succeeding volumes monthly .

always watch that some archaic rule does not

spring up to wreck his plans. . The ownership This work is the

of land is actually increasing in importance with
STANDARD

standard compila

the growth of population , and an exact knowl tion of the English

edge of Land Law is a pressing necessity for statute law. The first edition was brought out

the well-equipped lawyer. in 1828 ; the second in 1851-4 ; the third in

This will be the production of Mr. Jenks, and 1865 ; the fourth in 1880 , and the fifth in 1894 .

in it he will treat of : A. Land ; B. Chattels

Corporeal ; C. Choses in Action. One part of
PLANthis book was issued in 1911. In it he treats of

Since the publication of the

fifth edition the accessions

Interests in Land. It is proposed to divide the to the statute book have

whole of Book III into sixteen sections devoted been numerous and important . New Legisla
to land , chattels corporeal and choses in action .

tion has been combined with or followed by
Book IV , Family Law , will be the production consolidation of the branch of statute law

of Mr. W. M. Geldart, Vinerian Professor of affected .

English Law , Oxford .

Book V, Succession , will be the production of About 400 acts have been wholly or partially

Mr. W. Ś. Holdsworth , All Souls Reader in
repealed or amended , 800 new acts have been

English Law , Oxford , the author of the History passed, and about 14,000 cases interpreting acts

of English Law. gave been decided .

The new edition will refer to every impor

A CODIFICATION tant case which affects the interpretation of

While the work is called a digest , the compila
a statute, and including references to the Statu

tion when completed will more resemble an
tory Rules and Orders.

encyclopedia of law , says one of the reviewers of

the work. To call it an encyclopedia seems to
The acts are

CLASSIFICATION

us a misnomer. Being a compact and intelli
grouped under

gent statement of the rules of English law it
subject head

more nearly resembles a codification of the law. ings. Cross-references abundant , and

" To reduce the bulk , clear out the refuse, condense and
where necessary, acts have been printed under

arrange the risiduum , so that the people and the lawyer , and two ormore headings.

the Judge as well may know what they have to practice and In the new edition a date is given to each

obey -- this is codification , nothing more and nothing less ." case cited , and reference is made to where the

David Dudley Field .
case will be found in Mew's Digest of English

There is an imperative demand in this country Case Law. By this means one can ascertain

for an adequate statement, or rather a restate- the facts of any particular decision .

ment of our law , an " expository codification ,"

as Dean Wigmore calls it , to distinguish it from These will be

legislative codification.
ANNUAL SUPPLEMENTS

paged on from

The problem from our standpoint, with the year to year

vast number of the reported decisions of our
until thick enough to be bound in a perma

federal and state courts, seems greater than that nent volume.

confronting the authors of the Digest of English The indexes will be cumulative so that

Civil Law . One is apt to assume at first that
reference to the last Annual Supplement will

it is impossible to make a practical statement

of the American law . Mr. Justice Holmes says :
disclose all legislation since 1910.

“ The number of our precedents when generalized

and reduced to a system , is not unmanageably
The books sold in the

BINDING

large . They present themselves as a finite body
United States will be

of dogma , which may be mastered within a
bound in the best law

reasonable time." If such is the case , why buckram . Volumes will be bound on order in

cannot the English work be used as the model half calf at $ 1.00 per volume extra .

for a similar work which will be a concise state- The Boston Book Company has the Ameri

ment of the American law ? can Agency for the sale of this important set .
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Publications, &c. , of the Boston Book

Company

Publishers of the Comparative Law Bureau of the American Bar Association ,

the Law School of the University of Pennsyloania and the

Committee for the Modern Legal Philosophy

Series of the Association of

American Law Schools.

The Modern Legal Philosophy Series

. ..

ALREADY PUBLISHED

I. The Science of Law . By KARL GAREIS of Uni

versity of Munich . Translated by ALBERT

KOCOUREK of Northwestern University .... $3.50

III. Comparative Legal Philosophy. By Luigi MIRA

GLIA of the University of Naples. Translated by

JOHN Lisle ofthe Philadelphia Bar . $ 4.75

IV. General Theory of Law . By N. M. KORKUNOV

of the University of St. Petersburg . Translated

by W. G. HASTINGS of the University of Nebraska . 3.50

TO BE PUBLISHED

II . The World's Legal Philosophies. By FRITZ BEROLZHEIMER of

Berlin. Translated by MRS. RACHEL SZOLD JASTROW of Madison ,

Wis. In press. $ 4.25.

V. Law as a Means to an End. By RUDOLPH VON IHERING of the

University of Berlin. Translated by ISAAC HUSIK of the University

of Pennsylvania. Ready 1913. $ 3.50.

VI. The Positive Philosophy of Law. By I. VANNI of the University of
Bologna. Translated by JOHN LISLE of the Philadelphia Bar.

Ready 1913. $ 3.50.

VII . Modern FrenchLegal Philosophy. ByA. FOUILLEE, J. CHARMONT,

L. DUGUIT and R.DEMOGUE ofthe Universities of Paris, Montpellier,

Bordeaux and Lille. Translated by JOSEPH P. CHAMBERLAIN of

the New York Bar, and MRS. ETHEL F. Scott of Urbana , Ill .

Ready 1913. $ 3.75.

VIII . The Theory of Justice. By RUDOLPH STAMMLER of the University

of Halle. Translated by FREDERIC S. SPIEGEL, Judge of the

Superior Court , Cincinnati , Ohio . $4.50.

IX. Select Essays in Modern Legal Philosophy. By various authors.

$ 4.50 .

X. The Formal Basis of Law. By G. DEL VECCHIO of the University

of Bologna. Translated by JOHN LISLE of the Philadelphia Bar.

Ready 1913. $ 4.50.

XI . The Scientific Basis of Legal Justice. $4.75.

XII. The Philosophy of Law . By JOSEF KOHLER of the University of

Berlin . Translated by ADALBERT ALBRECHT of North Easton, Mass.

Ready 1912. $ 3.50 .

XIII. Philosophy in the DevelopmentofLaw. By P. DE TOURTOULON
of the University of Lausanne. $ 4.75.

Advance Subscriptions to Series, $ 42.60
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University of Pennsylvania Law School

Series
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1. The Commercial Code of Japan, translated by

Yang Yin Hang ...

II . Loyd's Early Courts of Pennsylvania ....

IN PREPARATION

III . Federal Corporation Constitutional Questions.

$ 3.50

3.50

ohy Seria 需

Comparative Law Bureau Series

$ 5.00

of Uni

ALBERT

$33
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nslated by

I. The German Civil Code, translated by Loewy.

(American edition )

This new Code is as notable for us as the Code Napoleon was a
hundred years ago.

II . The Visigothic Code, translated by Scott.

(American edition )
The earliest revision of laws of all states which were ever under

Spanish rule.

TO BE PUBLISHED

III. The Swiss Code, translated .

5.00
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BOOKS FOR THOUGHTFUL READERS

Benton on the Lawyer's Official Oath and Office. ... $ 1.50

" A condensed Code of Legal Ethics."

Snow's Treaties and Documents of American Di

plomacy 2.00

Stimson's Law of the Federal and State Constitutions 3.50

To master this compendium is to become a good constitutional lawyer.

Thayer's Legal Essays (with portrait) .....
3.50

The last message of a great teacher and learned lawyer.

Virginia Colonial Decisions. 2 vols 7.00

Of interest to all who own the Virginia Reports, or have historical tastes.

Blakemore and Bancroft's Inheritance Tax Law $9.00

A full history of the law in every State.

STANDARD

Bouvier's Law Dictionary : revised by Rawle. Edition

of 1897. 2 vols . ... 12.00

The standard brief encyclopædia as well as dictionary of the whole law.

Garland's New England Town Law 6.50

Jones's Index to Legal Periodicals . 2 vols .
20.00

Vol . 3 , in preparation . Ready early in 1912 .

Nicholson thePowerof Eminent Domain
5.00

" A model text-book , written by an expert."

Schouler on Wills and Administration 6.00

The reputation of the author, the excellence of the treatment , the fullness

of the notes, the approval of the courts , combine to render this work

standard .
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BOSTON BOOK CO . PUBLICATIONS, ETC.

$ 5.00Sheldon on Subrogation . 2d edition ..
The author is a judge of the Massachusetts Supreme Court.

Voorhees on Arrest ...

A convenient and trustworthy manual.

Wigmore's Australian Ballot System .

Wood on the Limitation of Actions. 3d edition

2.00

1.50

6.50

REPORTS, DIGESTS , ETC.

The Commercial Laws of the World . (American

edition .) Complete in 35 vols. Each .. $9.00

Now Ready
Vol. 1. The Argentino Ropublic and Uruguay.

Vol. 2. Colombia .

The Statutes of England. (Chitty, 6th . ed .) Complete

in 16 vols. Vols. I. II . IV . V. VI . ready, each .... 6.00

The Full Reprint of English Reports.

To comprise about 170 vols. 124 vols. now published . ( Partially out of

print.) Per volume $ 7.50

Legislation of the British Empire. 4 vols. Cloth ... 12.00

Mews' Digest of English Case Law . 16 vols. to 1910 96.00

So full as to be almost a condensed edition of the English Reports.

Supplement to “ TheEnglish Chancery Reports." 9 vols. 45.00

Talbot and Fort's Index of English Cases Judicially

Noticed . 2d edition 9.50

Reports of the Supreme Court of Liberia . Vol . 1 ... 15.00

Australian Commonwealth Reports. 12 vols. already

issued . Per 'vol... 17.50

Arnould on Marine Insurance (English ). 8th ed . 2 vols. 15.00

Barclay's Problems of International Practice and

Diplomacy 6.50

Beal's Cardinal Rules of Legal Interpretation (Eng

lish ) . 2d edition . 5.25

Bentwich's Law of Private Property in War ... 1.80

Burge on Colonial Law. New edition (English ). Vols . 1-3

now ready... 24.00

DeBecker's Civil Code of Japan. 4 vols. 15.00

German Civil Code. Translated into English by Chung

Hui Wang 5.50

Hooper's Law of Illegitimacy. 1911 .
3.75

Jenks' Digest of English Civil Law. 6 parts .....
7.50

Leader's German Law of Bills of Exchange and

Cheques. Translated . 1.00

Lycklama's Air Sovereignty ....
1.50

Renton and Phillimore's Colonial Laws and Courts

( English) ..... 4.00

Stephens' Commentaries. 15th edition ( English) . 4 vols. 22.00

The lineal successor to Blackstone.

Todd's Belgian Law ( English) 7.50

Wessels' History of Roman-Dutch Law 10.00

Wright's French Civil Code ( English ) 6.50
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FOR LAW STUDENTS

Ewell's EssentialsoftheLaw . 3 vols . . $7.50 or $6.00

Vol. 1. The Essence of Blackstono $ 3.00 or $ 2.50

2. Ploading - Contracts — Equity 2.50 or 2.00

" 3. Evidence - Torts - Real Property 2.50 or 2.00

An excellent manual for preparation or review . The gist of leading text.

books, with catchword captions.

Sold together orseparately. Prices above are for sheep or cloth binding.

Irving Browne's Brief Manuals .

Browne on Domestic Relations . $ 2.50 or $ 2.00

Browno's Elements of the Law of Sales 2.50 or 2.00

Browno on Criminal Law 2.50 or 2.00

Best's Principles of the Law of Evidence 3.50

Chamberlayne's
American Notes.

Heard's Equity Pleading, with Forms $2.50 or 2.00

Metcalf's Law of Contracts; Heard's Edition 3.50

Williams on Real Property ; Hutchins' Edition ... 3.50

ugusz.

Complete

ach .... b.

'artialy out of

oth ... 12.N

to 1910 96.1
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.. " 9vols
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LOCAL MASSACHUSETTS TREATISES

.......

Bell's Penalties for Crime

Davis's Massachusetts Judiciary

Garland's Massachusetts Town Law

Grinnell's Notes on Pleading and Practice

Richardson's Equity Pleading and Practice

$1.50

2.50

2.50

2.50

2.00

1.1 ... 15.11

already

2 vols
. 113

e and

(Eng:

PERIODICALS FOR WHICH WE ARE AGENTS

American . The Green Bag (monthly) . Per annum ... $3.00

The leading American law magazine.

English . Law Quarterly Review . Per annum 3.00

Sir Frederick Pollock , editor .

Law Magazineand Review (quarterly) . Per annum ... 5.00

The oldest English law magazine.

Scotch . Juridical Review. Per annum 3.50

7.50

Contains reports of cases not elsewhere published.

ols. 1-3

21

ScotsLawTimes. Per annum
Chung

19

and

FOREIGN LAW BOOKS

Having direct correspondents in fourteen European countries,

we can price and furnish any law book of any language , in any

country, at short notice.

We sell all kinds of law books , new and second- hand. . Corre

spondence invited .
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Address THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY ,
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83 to 91 Francis street, Fenway, Boston , Mass.



USEFUL REFERENCE SERIES

THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY announces the

publication from time to time of books useful to book

lovers, students and librarians . Prices include delivery .

The Practical Use of Books and Libraries

an elementary manual. By Gilbert 0. WARD . 94 pp. with

index . Library buckram. $ 1.00 net .

Note.-If you ever want to investigate any subject, or write a paper

for some club ,and feel at loss how to find required information , this little

book will be a joy to you .

Modern Drama and Opera, vol . 1 .

a reading list on the works of D'Annunzio, Hauptmann,

Ibsen, Jones, Maeterlinck , Phillips, Pinero, Rostand , Shaw,

Suderman , Debussy , Puccini , Richard Strauss. By Mrs.

CLARA (MULLIKEN) NORTON, FRANK K. Walter and FANNY

E. MARQUAND. Cloth . 90 pp. $ 1.00 net.

Abbreviations and Technical Terms Used in Book Cata

logues and Bibliographies

including English , French , German , Dutch , Italian , Latin ,

Spanish, Swedish and Danish -Norwegian. Cloth. $ 1.50 net .

179 pp .

NOTE.-A compilation in handy form such as all bibliographers, book

sellers , and students of literature have always needed .

Literary Annuals and Gift Books.

English and American , a bibliography with introductory

chapter on their history and literary value . By FREDERICK

W. Faxon. Half cloth , art paper sides , gilt, top ; only 150

copies printed . 170 pp. $2.50 net.
NOTE . — These interesting little volumes of a past generation are still to

be found in most of our private libraries; no list of them has ever before

been compiled. his book lends a new interest to these gift books

which were the " fad " of the first half of the 19th century .

Library Building. How to plan a library building for library

work. By CHARLES C. Soule. Ready in June, 1912. $2.50 net.

The Dramatic Index for 1909 , 1910 , and 1911 .

Edited by FREDERICK W. FAXON . Over 250 pages each .

Octavo . Dark red library buckram . Each $3.50 net . ( $ 3.75

delivered to any part of this country or Europe.)

It is a complete index to all material- articles, pictures, reviews, criti

cisms- on the theatre and its players , which appeared during 1909 and

1910 in the periodical press of England and America . No other index is

adequate in this important field . The Dramatic Index covers all

the popular magazines and reviews as well as those devoted to the stage ,

sº every library will find it useful . The new books on the drama have
also been included .

It's a portrait index to the actors and actresses of today. The only,
source for finding authorship of plays. An index to " costume pictures,'

to play-texts. Indispensableto the study of the modern dramatists.

Note. — These volumes include an index to “ Theatre Magazine" for 1906

to 1911 .

THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY Boston, Mass.



To Those Wishing to Keep in Touch

with Current Legal Literature

A
SPECIAL effort is made by the GREEN BAG to

assist its readers to judge the merits of the im

portant books of a legal nature that are continually

issuing from the press of publishers throughout the

country. Great pains are taken to insure the fairness

and trustworthiness of every book review , and to pro

vide a book review department that shall come as near

as possible to realizing the ideal standard of complete
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and abuse of this power by judges with the reck

lessness characterizing its use and abuse of

recent years."

Professor Thayer's essay was first read as a

paper before the Congress on Jurisprudence and

Law Reform , on August 9, 1893 , at its meeting

at the World's Fair in Chicago . At that time

the recall of judicial decisions was not even a

mooted question. The scope of the judicial

power in passing on the constitutionality of

legislation was a question which he deemed of

peculiar importance, and he discussed it further

in his Biographical Sketch of Chief Justice

Marshall. (John Marshall , Riverside Bio

graphical Series, Houghton, Mifflin & Co. , 1901.)

This power, at first strenuously denied , at

last was everywhere established, but the courts

regarded it as a judicial one. They held that the

legislature had only a delegated and limited

authority under the Constitution , that these

restrictions were so much law , and to be opera

tive they were to be interpreted by the Court.

There is no doubt but that Professor Thayer

foresaw the criticism that the courts are now sub

jected to . He undoubtedly felt that a reform

must come about . We doubt, however, that if the

idea of a recall of judicial decisions had been sug

gested to him he would have considered it , and

we are quite sure he would have seriously objected

to having his writings used in support of such a

position . On the other hand , he would un

doubtedly have approved of the action of the

American Bar Association in repudiating the

idea , and would have heartily subscribed to

the words of its committee : “ The breaking

down of constitutional safeguards does not come

by open attack upon free institutions , but under

the guise of the popular will . Such encroach

ments of power in the assumed interests of

popular reform are the most subtle and danger

ous of all . Do not let the courts become the

subject of attack by every disappointed litigant ,

envious lawyer or domineering political boss."

We believe that the courts have not sought

to interfere with legislation , but have been

forced to do so . The fault lies with the people,

the American sovereigns, not the courts . The

people, by their legislative representatives, are

to blame. " The people, all this while, become

careless as to whom they send to the legisla

ture ; too often they cheerfully vote for men

" How did our American doctrine, which allows

to the judiciary the power to declare legisla

tive acts unconstitutional , and to treat them as

null , come about, and what is the true scope

of it ? "

This is the first paragraph of Professor

Thayer's Essay on the Origin and Scope of the

American Doctrine of Constitutional Law.

( Legal essays · Thayer — p. 1. )

Mr. Roosevelt has recently published an

editorial in the Outlook (Aug. 31 , 1912) , entitled,

" The Judges, The Lawyers, and the People .”

The theme of his editorial is the danger of the

non - partisan nomination of judges.

presses a hope that in New York the Progres

sives “ will nominate the very highest type of

man for judge , " and that such nominee will

" stand whole-heartedly for every feature of

the Progressive platform as enunciated in Chi

cago.” He refers , of course, to what is popularly

known as the “ Recall of Judicial Decisions”

or, as he expresses it , “ the right of the people

to determine for themselves whether the judges

properly represent them in deciding a certain

class of constitutional questions." His position

appears to be that the New York Court of

Appeals, in declaring the Workmen's Compen

sation Act unconstitutional, dealt with a ques

tion " in no proper sense of the word judicial,"

but exercised " the very highest legislative power ,

that of the final decision as to whether the law

can exist at all."

“ There was a time when this veto power

was used with such wise caution as to avoid

raising the issue of how to deal with the power

when it was abused , but during the last few

decades it has been used with a recklessness

which has completely changed the whole bear

ing of the question .” (Outlook, Vol . 101 , p . 1005.)

In the course of his editorial Mr. Roosevelt

refers to Legal Essays by Professor Thayer in

the following words : “ I wish that they would

turn to the legal essays of Dean Thayer, the

great Dean of the Harvard Law School, and

read the first essay , that on Constitutional Law .

Let them study what Dean Thayer therein

says, and what he quotes from judicial opinions

rendered fifty and one hundred years ago in this

country , as to the extreme unwisdom of the use
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2 4 Leg. Bib. N. S. II

whom they would not trust with an important We believe that the judiciary, for whom we

private affair, and when these unfit persons are have the greatest respect and admiration , seek

found to pass foolish and bad laws, and the wherever possible to avoid passing upon these

courts slip in and disregard them, the people are questions. They realize that no questions, to

glad that these few wisèr gentlemen on the bench use the language of Chief Justice Marshall, " can

are so ready to protect them against their more be brought before a judicial tribunal of greater

immediate representatives." (Thayer's Marshall.) delicacy than those which involve the consti

To illustrate by an extreme case . Recently tutionality of legislative acts. If they become

an act was passed regulating the operation of indispensably necessary to the case , the court

motor vehicles on public streets. One section of must meet and decide them ; but if the case

the act , as published on the official edition of the may be determined on other grounds, a just

session laws of the state, concluded with the respect for the legislature requires that the

following paragraph : obligation of its laws should not be unnecessarily

" Nothing in this section shall be construed and wantonly assailed."

as in any way preventing, obstructing, impeding, F. E. CHIPMAN .

embarrassing or in any other manner or form

infringing upon the prerogative of any political

chauffeur to run an automobilious band -wagon
at any rate he sees fit compatible with the LEGAL ESSAYS THAYER

safety of the occupants thereof; provided ,

however, that not less than ten or more than
This volume may be expected to

twenty ropes be allowed at all times to trail

behind this vehicle when in motion, in order to
take a permanent place in legal lit

permit those who have been so fortunate as to

erature, and to be read over and

over again. On every page one

escape with their political lives an opportunity
sees the work of a master, whose

to be dragged to death ; and provided, further,

that whenever a mangled and bleeding politi
originality was matched by his

learning, and whose gracefulness
cal corpse implores for mercy, the driver of the

vehicle shall , in accordance with the provisions
of expression was equalled by this

of this bill , “ throw out the life -line."
good sense.- Harvard Law Review .

Undoubtedly Professor Thayer would , in the

main , have agreed that the people , not the

courts, are to blame. He concludes his essay ,
Buckram binding $3.50

which Mr. Roosevelt cites as an authority in

support of his position, by saying that he has

" no doubt our doctrine of constitutional law

has had a tendency to drive out questions of
Scholarly and Historical Law Books. We

justice and right , and to fill the mind of legisla
have just issued Catalogue No. 57 containing

our present stock of this material . Liberal

tors with thoughts of mere legality , of what orders are being received . If you have not

the Constitution allows. And , moreover, even received a copy we will send one on request.

in the matter of legality , they have felt little The supply of this class of books seems to be

responsibility ; if we are wrong , they say, the
growing less all the time while the demand seems

to be increasing. Make your selections speedily.
courts will correct it . Meanwhile they and the

people whom they represent, not being thrown
Session Laws and Statutes. Last month

we issued List No. 58 covering this material.
back on themselves, on the responsible exercise

Many of the items have been ordered already,

of their own prudence, moral sense, and honor, but a few choice ones are still available . If

lose much of what is best in the political experi- you are interested write to us as early as possible .

ence of any nation ; and they are belittled , as Legal Journalism in the United States .

well as demoralized . If what I have been saying The editor has consented to write a historical

is true, the safe and permanent road towards sketch of Legal Journalism in the United States

reform is that of impressing upon our people
to be published in the January number of the

Green Bag. It will not be prepared as a biblio

a far stronger sense than they have of the great graphical article but many statements of that

range of possible mischief that our system leaves character will naturally be included . If there

open , and must leave open to the legislatures, is a sufficient demand for it arrangements can

and of the clear limits of judicial power ; so that
be made to publish the article in pamphlet form .

Watch for it, and if it is deemed worthy of preser

responsibility may be brought sharply home vation in separate form , send an order for the

where it belongs." pamphlet to the publishers of the Green Bag.

1
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Fritz Berolzheimer was born January 3,

VOL. IV OCTOBER , 1912 NO. 11 1869. He is one of the most original and learned

of the younger German thinkers. He is presi
dent of the International Society of Legal and

Economic Philosophy; a joint- editor of thea
Published Quarterly by

" Handbuch der Politik ," and managing editor

of the world's leading journal of philosophy of
law .

THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY He is the author of the five volume work,

“ System der Rechts- und Wirtschaftsphiloso

phie " (Munich, 1904-1907 ) . The second volume

83 to 91 Francis Street, Fenway of this work has been translated into English ,

and published under the title of “ The World's

Legal Philosophies."

BOSTON, MASS . This is a wonderful book , but just such a

book as you would expect from the pen of so
able a man. Don't say philosophy of law is out

of your line. It is nothing more than the study of

the underlying principles and causes of law.
NOTES There is no harm in being familiar with that .

With that knowledge it is less difficult to deter

mine the structure and function of law . Hence ,

Leg. Bib. Vol . 4. About December 15 we this work should be read by every lawyer.

propose to issue No. 12, completing Vol. 4 of Every legislator, student of political economy

the new series of this publication . A limited and public spirited citizen should read it . The

number title pages will be prepared , which causes of law stand " in intimate relation to

will be sent on application to those wishing political science to governmental, social, puni

to bind up their numbers for preservation. A tive, commercial, agricultural, and tariff regu

limited number of copies of each number have lations . Politics considers how new legislative

been preserved and these will be bound in half situations such as those created by the tele

red roan uniform with the first three volumes. phone, the automobile, by arbitration, by colo

These will be sold temporarily at $1.50 each . nial relations may be met ; it faces such

problems as measures of immediate regulation ."
Bibliography of Legal Periodicals . At The legal philosopher points out the ideal con

the Ottawa meeting of the American Association ception of legislation .

of Law Librarians the editor promised to prepare This book treats of the historical evolution of

such a bibliography and publish it in Leg. Bib . the philosophy of law and economics in their

This will require a vast amount of research and bearing oncontemporary movements. The poli

the examination of a great many sets scattered tical and legal institutions of earlier times are

among the various libraries. Material is now touched on to show their influence on later

being collected and we confidently expect to have developments. This historical survey goes back

the first installment ready for the first number to the legal and economic institutions of oriental

of Vol . 5 to be issued probably in March , 1913 . civilization.

The work will not be completed in any event until Step by step the author advances. First to

the end of next year and will probably run the Greek civilization, then to the Civic Empire

through two years. Each installment will be of Ancient Rome and the moralization of

copyrighted and all rights reserved to the author, Roman law . From the bondage of Mediæval

with the idea of publishing the whole series of ism to Civic Emancipation and the rise and de
articles in book form as soon as practicable after cline of " Natural Law .” We now come to the

completion . strong part of the book — " the emancipation of

the proletariat— the encroachment of economic
Leg. Bib. Old Series. This interesting and realism . Herein the author discusses French

scarce publication was issued and distributed Communism , German Socialism , Anarchism and

gratuitously at irregular intervals from Novem- further types of Socialism . Vital questions

ber, 1881, until January, 1890. During that which are being more frequently discussed in

time twelve quarto numbers were sent these days of social unrest, and with which all

Its publication was then dropped . The new of us should be thoroughly familiar. The last

series was not started until November, 1894 . chapter is devoted to sociological reconstruction,

In the old series a number of interesting articles ending with a paragraph on class and state .

appeared . “ Law - Books in the British Museum ," This is what Dr. Berolzheimer writes : " Step

“ Chief Justice Hale " and the “ Learned and by step the third estate reached the position of

Laborious Coke" were among them . We made political supremacy and economic control under

up one file the other day by finding a bundle of legal regulation of private interests, which while

irregular numbers in a back closet . This copy formally proclaiming the freedom of the labor

in parts is for sale . We are going to charge a ing classes, actually favored their' economic

fancy price for it , but we think it is worth it . subjection . At this juncture the fourth estate

The first order received will be filled. Who came to its own . The laboring classes agitated

wants it ? for an economic emancipation to be attained
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under the red badge of communism and social- This volume aims to show the standards which

ism . In the closing quarter of the nineteenth laws must reach to conform not to the constitu

century this last great act of emancipation was tion alone but to good practice. Constitution

accomplished, and with its accomplishment we ality is the minimum not the maximum with

approach a new and far-reaching development." which good laws must be measured . A discus

The initiative , the referendum and the recall sion is given of the disadvantages under which

have come in because of political changes. The the legislature works in America as compared

change of economic conditions must involve a with other countries. The constitutional require

fundamental change of public law. “ Present- ments on the technical form of bills, the best

day interests sound a note of warning to the arrangement of the subject -matter of statutes ,

effect that the emancipation of the fourth estate and the features of style which make the law

must not result in the enslavementof the upper most easily understood are thoroughly treated .

classes, must not permit the intellectual gains
The last third of the volume contains an exhaus

which civilization has achieved since the days tive exposition of the expedients used in making a

of the Reformation, to be placed at the mercy law easily enforceable. This portion of thebook is

of the powers of darkness.' in a distinctly new field of legal writing. Though

" The legal representation of the legitimate cases are freely used the background is adminis

interests of every economic class, and the legal trative experience rather than the court decisions,

guaranty of intellectual freedom , alone can for the latter declare what can and can not stand ,

secure for every class within the state , and for not what makes a law efficient. The degree to

every individual within his class, the self- which some of the time honored methods of law

assertion, influence, and freedom which are neces- enforcement have failed is no more surprising

sary to the complete expression of each class than the unusual success which has attended

and of its individual members as such. It is many of the less well -known expedients.

only by such means that a people can attain its Those whose work lies ingeneralpractice will
efficient development and a position of influence find this volume a valuable reference, showing

in the commonwealth of nations." the requirements of form which every law must

fulfill under the constitutions and the best legal

usage as to phraseology. For those who have

STATUTE LAW MAKING.
the duty of drafting statutes, the volume is a

manual of practice. For legislators , for the

draftsmen in our numerous Legislative Reference

We have on the press a new work, by Chester | Libraries, for those who from private or official

Lloyd Jones, Associate Professor of Political position seek the enactment of laws, and for text
Science in the University of Wisconsin , on use in University classes on Legislation, this vol

Statute Law Making in the United States. ume is a guide in a field heretofore greatly

“ The subject of statute-making,” says Pro- neglected by text -writers.

fessor Stimson, in his Popular Law-Making, The book will consist of three parts, divided

“ is not thought difficult; it is supposed to be into twenty -one chapters, as follows:

perfectly capable of discussion by any one of

our state legislators, with or without legal ( 1 ) LIMITATIONS ON LEGISLATIVE

training ; and sometimes with lamentable ACTION .

consequences.” More than one hundred and I. The Defective Organization of the

fifty years ago Blackstone remarked that there Legislature .

is no science in which so little education is II . Constitutional Limitations on the Scope

supposed to be necessary as that of legislation . of Legislation .

Courts and with few exceptions legal text- III . Constitutional Limitations the

writers confine the attention given to statutes Form of Legislation.

to considerations of constitutionality and the
relation of the law to other acts in the same (2) THE DRAFTING OF BILLS.

field . There has been little attempt to reason IV. The Titles of Bills.

out or to discover from the records what will V. The Preamble.

make a law clear in exposition and strong in the VI . The Enacting Clause.

hands of those who are to administer it . Our VII . The Arrangement of the Subject-Mat

statute making has been mediocre. We have ter of Bills.

criticized our laws to find out what was bad ; we VIII . The Language of Statutes.

have not tried to discover the elements that may Plainness and Uniformity of Lan
make laws of high standard .

guage.

Such practice has contributed largely to the Mandatory and Directory Lan

scant respect given our legislatures and to the guage .

present criticism of our courts. Poorly drawn IX . The Language of Statutes ( continued )
laws conflict with the constitution or fail to ex

Unnecessary and Inaccurate Lan .

press the intentof those who drafted them . When guage .

brought before the courts such acts are declared General and Particular Terms.

void or prove powerless. Public opinion then Grammatical Construction .

turns against both the legislature and the courts X. Repeals.

which together seem to have thwarted the peo- XI . The Clause of Taking Effect.

ple's will . Thus a low standard of lawmaking XII . Amendments.

breeds disrespect for law . It is an important XIII . Resolutions.

factor in the present wide dissatisfaction with our XIV. Clauses Creating Exceptions in the

form of government. Operation of Statutes .

1 )

on

a
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(3) LEGISLATIVE EXPEDIENTS.

XV. Expedients for Improving the Form THE STATUTES OF ENGLAND

of Bills .

XVI. Penalties.
A new (sixth ) and greatly enlarged

XVII . The Oath. and improved edition of

XVIII . Bonds.

XIX. Licenses and Inspection .
CHITTY'S STATUTES

XX. Minor Legislative Expedients. Containing every statute of practical

XXI . Statute Law Making in the United utility now in force, from Magna Charta ,

States.
to 1910, inclusive.

16 volumes, buckram , $6.00 each .

Vols . 1 to 8 Now Ready
ENGLISH STATUTORY LAW

Succeeding volumes monthly.

It is apparently the belief of some popular

novelists that lawyers in their difficulties still JENK'S DIGEST OF ENGLISH CASE LAW

uniformly consult daily Coke upon Littleton

and Blackstone . Those who know better are

aware that the lawyer's Bible is the “ Statutes
Not the Civil Law as distinguished from

of Practical Utility " that they are his work
the Common Law, but the civil branch of

ing tools , even more than accredited text -books,
the Common Law as distinguished from the

or " authorized reports." More than one judge
criminal.

has been heard to say that with these statutes In August last we issued the second part of

at his elbow on the bench he was apprehensive Book III, Property Law. This part concludes

of no difficulties which might arise . the last four titles (IX -XII) of Section I

This is the English conception of the work , Interests in Land, and the whole of Section

which in the United States is called Chitty's II – Rights and Liabilities of Occupiers
Statutes, and which has become the standard of Land, thus completing the task of defining

compilation of the English statute law. The the various interests in land recognized by exist

plan was first developed in 1828, when the first ing English law.

edition was published ; a second edition was The author notes in his preface that some

published in 1851-4 ; the third in 1865 ; the " critic " may well object that the rights and

fourth in 1880 ; and the fifth in 1894. From a liabilities specified in that section should have

small set of a few volumes it has grown so that appeared in the volumes dealing with the law

the sixth edition, now being issued , will com- of Torts. In fact , such a treatment would

prise when completed sixteen volumes. clearly have been logical , but , as a matter of
The need of a new edition is apparent. Since practice, it is not customary to treat of such

the publication of the fifth edition the accessions rights and liabilities under the head of Torts;

to the statute book have been numerous and and, logical as the distinction may be, it is con

important. New legislation has been com- secrated by the usage, not merely of English Law ,
bined with or followed by consolidation of the but by Continental systems.

branch of the statute law affected. The authors hope to complete the Law of Real

During that time it is estimated that some Property in another part which will appear early

400 acts have been wholly or partially repealed in the course of next year.

or amended , some 800 new acts have been This part is the seventh that has been issued .

passed , and about 14,000 cases interpreting Book 1 – General, was issued in one part .

acts have been decided . In the earlier editions Book II Obligations (Contracts , Quasi-Con

there were but few citations of cases, but in tracts and Torts) was completed in four parts.

the present edition the editors have aimed to Book III – Things (Property -Law ) will)

refer to every important case which affects cover several additional parts. When the law

the interpretation of a statute. of real property is completed, the authors pro

This new edition contains all statutes of pub- pose to treat of Chattels Corporeal and Choses

lic utility from the earliest times to the end of in -Action.

1910, arranged in alphabetical and chrono- The scheme ofthe work provides for its com

logical order. Cross-references are abundant, pletion in five books. Book IV - Family

and where necessary, acts are printed under two Law, and Book V – Succession are yetto

or more headings. In the new edition a date be published and will follow in course . The

is given to each case cited , and reference is work aims at stating , in a compact form , the

made to where the case will be found in Mew's general rules of English Law only , not at antici

Digest of English Case Law. pating every possible application of them ,

Here in the United States are many users of and no attempt has been made to deal with

English decisions. The English Law Reports conveyancing and judicial procedure.

are found on the shelves of many of our working While the work is called digest, but being

libraries. Their owners use them , we know that, a compact and intelligent statement of the

from our business correspondence. To those, rules of English law more nearly resembed a

the Chitty's Statutes are of essential impor- codification of the law .

tance, nay more, an absolute necessity, if they " To reduce the bulk , clear out the refuse, condense and

wis to kno case they are arrange the risiduum , so that the people and the lawyer , and

citing and depending upon to bring in a deci
the Judge as well may know what they have to practice and

obey- this is codification , nothing more and nothing less . "
sion favorable to their clients . David Dudley Field .
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CLIPPINGS FROM CORRESPONDENCE " This series as well as all of your translations

will be a source of great pleasure to the lawyer

who looks upon his profession as something more

than a mere means of making a living."

COMPARATIVE LEGAL PHILOSOPHY

Applied to Legal Institutions

English Reports. “ It is a pity that more of

our Texas lawyers have not awakened to an

appreciation of the very great value of the Eng

lish Reports. I refer to them as constantly as I

do to the Texas Reports, and with very much

more satisfaction and success ."

Editor— Because of the many conflicting cases

that have been decided in the United States, our

courts are greatly impressed by , and carefully con

sider, a strong English case that is brought to their

attention .

Scholarly Books. “ I write to express my

pleasure at your having undertaken the publica

tion of “ The Modern Legal Philosophy Series "

and my desire to aid , as far as I may, to the

success of the ambitious undertaking on the part

of the committee as editors and yourselves as

publishers."

Editor.— The ordinary practitioner is not inter

ested in the philosophy of law , believing that practi

cal jurisprudence determines what is lawful. " That

is true, but the philosophy of the law examines the

nature of the law itself , about which every lawyer

should be fully informed . Our list of subscribers

to this series is steadily growing showing that the

bar are realizing the necessity of this information .

Errors Corrected . " Find enclosed check for

$ 9.00 in payment of “ Blakemore Bancroft's In

heritance Tax Law ." The book seems to be

very exhaustive, but I have found two errors

regarding Inheritance Tax Law in Tennessee.

The first is on page 1105; the authors state that

" shares of stock in Tennessee corporations seem

to be exempt, because owner was a non -resident."

This is contradicted by case of Memphis Trust

Company iv. Speed, 114 Tenn . 677 , as in that

case, non -resident paid tax on Tennessee property

represented by stock in Tennessee corporations.

I state this , because I was one of the attorneys

for the state in that case, and this point was

abandoned by the defendant before appeal to the

Supreme Court .

The second is on page 1122. It is stated that

“ charities are exempt from taxation , according

to Chapter 561 of Tennessee Statutes of 1903."

In a manuscript opinion of the Supreme Court,

in the case of Speed v. Dillard , this Act , namely

Chapter 561, was held unconstitional, and since

all charitable bequests have been subject to this

tax. "

Editor.-We think the authors should not be held

accountable for their failure to know of an unre

ported case . We thank our correspondent for call

ing our attention to this matter and trust that all

customers will note the change. Copies now issued

are corrected in accordance with this knowledge.

A Source of Pleasure .-- " I have received vol

ume three of ' The Modern Legal Philosophy

Series, ' and the receipt of same reminded me

that I have hidden away in a dark corner of my

library a copy of the original , together with a

number of similar works in French and German

which I brought with me from the University

some five years ago resolved to learn World

Law' and keep up my languages at the same

time. Needless to say that very few leaves

were ever cut.

England and America are slowly, very slowly

coming to realize that an analysis of funda

mental legal ideas and a study of the formal

scope are indispensable in a refined and scien
tific administration of justice. But we cannot

rest content with a mastery of the form of

law. We must investigate in a scientific way its

substance, its relation to life and all other

reality, employing all the aids that learning

affords. We must , in a word , clothe the skele

ton of formal law with tissues, and provide it

with organs that will make it fit for its environ

ment and its mission in the scheme of life. Law

cannot be placed in a water- tight compartment.

It can only be successfully studied and applied
in connection with and in relation to the realities

of life . Herein lies the necessity for the

study of the philosophy of law, which on the

practical side is manifested in the making of

legal standards, and in their application . Prof.

Miraglia's treatise Modern Legal Philosophy

Series III. Comparative Legal Philosophyl has

been selected as one of the introductory volumes

of this series, partly for its intrinsic worth , and

partly as a tribute to the country which alone

kept alive the philosophy of law , the country of

Vico, Spaventa , Romognosi and Vanni, and of

the Corpus Juris. LawMagazine and Review .

USEFUL FOR LAW LIBRARIANS.

We notice that Mr. Soule's book , which we

have just published ( 1 vol., $ 2.50), “ How to

Plan a Library Building for Library Work" has

a special chapter on Law Libraries, and another

on State Libraries.

We also note this paragraph, which will

interest lawyers everywhere :

" A special problem may soon come, in the

form of legislation for a Ú. S. Supreme Court

Building , which must certainly provide for

the Consultation Library of the Supreme

Court , and perhaps for a great part of the

Congressional Law Library. Strong common

sense, and able library and judicial advice,

will be required to avoid smothering the very

definite uses of such a building with architectural

embellishments."

a
IMPORTATIONS AND PUBLICATIONS,

On pages 8 to 12 of this number will be found

lists of the books published and imported by the

BOSTON BOOK COMPANY.

Before you lay this number aside spend a few

mcments glancing over such lists .
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The work which is being published in thirty

International Trade has devel- five large volumes, is printed on the best of

paper, handsomely bound in leather, and sells at
oped so rapidly and such vast in $ 9.00 per volume to subscribers for the set.

terests are involved that the demand
The volumes now ready are :

Vol.

for a work giving the laws, treaties
I. Argentine Republic and Uru

guay.

and customs governing trade rela
II. Colombia .

VII. United States .

tions of the various nations has VIII . United States .

XV . British Dominions and Pro

become imperative. tectorates , Parts I and II .

XXI . France and Monaco .

XXXII. Spain.

THE COMMERCIAL LAWS OF THE The volumes will not be issued chronologically,

WORLD but generally , as the work on each country is

completed. They will be issued at the rate of

about one volume a month.

Lawyers, commercial men, export merchants

and trading corporations will find in this work.

convenient and trustworthy information as to

the legal obligations arising from operations
abroad. In commercial life it will remove that THE RECALL

feeling of uncertainty in regard to points

of law which has often checked the prosperous

development of important international trade
The most complete list of references yet pub

relations.
lished on the subject of the Recall of Public

Fromits pages lawyers will be in a position Officials, including the Recall of Judges,has
to obtain exhaustive information on points

just appeared in theBulletin of Bibliography,
of law on behalf of their clients engaged in com

Boston, issue for April, 1912. The list covers
merce with foreign countries.

over three quarto pages , and on each reference
Governments, Consulates and Judges may feel

an indication is given showing whether it is
confident of being in a position to refer in this

favorable to, or against, the Recall, and general
work to a concensus of authoritative opinion discussions on the subject are also indicated .
on commercial law . In recognition of its

This should prove a most useful list on a subject
significance for the trade and commerce of the

now very much before the public. Mr. Charles
world, governments of all nations have placed

Wells Reeder, of the Ohio State University
official material at its disposal . Library, is the compiler.

Wehave a limited number of copies of this
The work does not present a mere reprint periodical. We will send a copy on receipt of

of the codes or statutes, but in its notes 30 cents.

and commentaries summarizes everything

necessary to a thorough grasp of the prin

ciples of commercial law .

The matter in the original languages accom- BLAKEMORE AND BANCROFT'S

panied by an English translation on opposite
INHERITANCE TAX LAW

pages, will be arranged showing in proper order:

The Historical Development of the Com

mercial Laws of all Countries .

The Bibliography oftheLiterature of the It contains every American case, the full

Commercial, Exchange, Bankruptcy and text of all existing statutes and of all prior

Maritime Laws. statutes which have been construed by the

The Constitution of the Courts and Legal courts with a full history of the legislation

Practice . in every state.

The Legislation, Case Law, Trade Usages It contains the full text of the legislation

and Customs will include the following : of 1911 which has changed the lew in a

Commercial Dealings in General: Trading dozen states.

Associations (Corporations and Partnerships),
The book consists of some 1400 pages . If it

Brokers, Commission Agencies. was printed on the ordinary law-book paper it

Sale of Goods, Exchanges. would have to be bound in two volumes. As it

Bills of Exchange (Forms of, Duties of Drawers, is designed as a book of ready reference, not only

Indorsements, Presentation, Acceptance, Matur- for the lawyer but for the investor and trust

ity , etc. ) , Checks, Promissory Notes. officer it seems wise to issue it in one volume.

Bankruptcy Proceedings (Voluntary and In- It is printed on a specially made paper of the

voluntary Bankruptcy, Liquidation ), Liens, best quality, that makes a book of about two

Rights of Married Persons. inches in thickness.

Maritime Law (Ocean Trade, Maritime Enact- The price of the book has been fixed at $ 9.00

ments, Marine Insurance, Navigation and a copy, because of the amount of matter con
Friendly Treaties concluded between different tained in it , and because of its heavy mechanical

countries) , Carriage by Sea, etc.
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Publications, &c . , of the Boston Book

Company

Publishers of the Comparative Law Bureau of the American Bar Association,

the Law School of the University of Pennsyloania and the

Committee for the Modern Legal Philosophy

Series of the Association of

American Law Schools .

The Modern Legal Philosophy Series

ALREADY PUBLISHED

I. The Science of Law. By Karl GAREis of Uni

versity of Munich . Translated by ALBERT

KOCOUREK of Northwestern University .
$ 3.50

II . The World's Legal Philosophie
s
. By Fritz

BEROLZHEIMER of Berlin . Translated by MRS.

RACHEL SZOLD JASTROW of Madison ,Wis. .... $4.25

III . Comparative Legal Philosophy. By LUIGI MIRA

GLIA of the University of Naples. Translated by

John Lisle of the Philadelphia Bar . $ 4.75

IV . General Theory of Law. By N. M. KORKUNOV

of the University of St. Petersburg . Translated

by W. G. HASTINGS of the University of Nebraska. 3.50

TO BE PUBLISHED

V. Law as a Means to an End

VI. The Positive Philosophy of Law

VII . Modern French Legal Philosophy

VIII . The Theory of Justice

IX. SelectEssaysinModern Legal Philosophy
X. The Formal Basis of Law

XI. The Scientific Basis of LegalJustice

XII. The Philosophy of Law

XIII. Philosophy in the Development of Law

Advance Subscriptions to Series, $ 42.60

$3.50

3.50

3.75

4.50

4.50

4.50

4.75

3.50

4.75

University of Pennsylvania Law School

Series

1. The Commercial Code of Japan, translated by

Yang Yin Hang ...

II . Loyd's Early Courts of Pennsylvania ...

$ 3.50

3.50

IN PRESS

III . Federal Corporation Constitutional Questions.



BOSTON BOOK CO. PUBLICATIONS, ETC.

Boston Book

Comparative Law Bureau Series

$5.00
merican Bar Association,

asylcania and the

losophy

I. The German Civil Code, translated by Loewy.

(American edition ) .....

This new Code is as notable for us as the Code Napoleon was a
hundred years ago.

II . The Visigothic Code, translated by Scott.

(American edition )

The earliest revision of laws of all states which were ever under

Spanish rule.

IN PRESS

III. The Swiss Code, translated .

5.00

sophy Serisi

$1.50

$3.50

KREIS of Uni

by ALBERT

'sity ...... $35

BY FRITZ

ted by Mrs

1, Wis . ..... MB

Luigi MIRA

Translate
d
by

SCHOLARLY BOOKS

Benton on the Lawyer's Official Oath and Office....

" A condensed Code of Legal Ethics."

Gray's Restraints on Alienation .....

Jones ' Statute Law Making in the United States

In press ...

Pound's History and Development of the Common
Law . In press..

Snow's Treaties and Documents of American Di

plomacy

Stimson's Law of the Federal and State Constitutions

To master this compendium is to become a good constitutional lawyer.

Thayer's Legal Essays (with portrait)

The last message of a great teacher and learned lawyer.

Virginia Colonial Decisions. 2 vols

Of interest to all who own the Virginia Reports, or have historical tastes .

Wallace's Reporters. 4th ed.....

2.00

3.50

I. KORKUN
OV

Transla
ted

of Nebrask
a
. 3.30

3.50

7.00

33

$7.50

$ 12.60

aw Sch
ool

STANDARD TREATISES

Blakemore and Bancroft's Inheritance Tax Law $ 9.00

A full history of the law in every State.

Bouvier's Law Dictionary: revised by Rawle . Edition

of 1897. 2 vols. ... 12.00

The standard brief encyciopædia as well as dictionary of the whole law .

Garland's New England Town Law
6.50

Jones's Index to Legal Periodicals . 2 vols. 20.00

Vol. 3, in preparation. Ready early in 1913.

Nichols on the Power of Eminent Domain 5.00

" A model text-book , written by an expert."

Schouler on Wills and Administration 6.00

The reputationof the author, the excellence of the treatment, the fullness

of the notes, the approval of the courts, combine to render this work
standard .

Voorhees on Arrest .. 2.00

A convenient and trustworthy manual.

Wigmore's Australian Ballot System 1.50

ate
d
by

esti
ons

.



BOSTON BOOK CO . PUBLICATIONS, ETC.

REPORTS, DIGESTS, ETC.

The Commercial Laws of the World . (American

edition .) Complete in 35 vols. Each ..... $9.00

Each volume, covering one or more countries,complete in itself.

Vols. 1 , 2, 7 , 8 , 15 , 21, 32, NOW READY.

The Statutes of England. ( Chitty, 6th . ed .) Complete

in 16 vols. Vols. I. to VIII , ready, each ... 6.00

The Full Reprint of English Reports.

To comprise about 170 vols. 129 vols. now published. Sold only by subscription .

Legislation of the British Empire. 4 vols. Cloth ... 12.00

Mews' Digest of English Case Law . 19 vols. to 1910 96.00

So full as to be almosta condensed edition of the English Reports.

Talbot and Fort's Index of English Cases Judicially

Noticed . 2d edition 9.50

Reports of the Supreme Court of Liberia . Vol. 1 ... 15.00

Australian Commonwealth Reports. 12 vols. already

issued . Advance annual subscription .... 15.75

Vol. I not sold separately.

15.00

6.50

5.25

1.80

24.00

15.00

IMPORTATIONS

Arnould on Marine Insurance. 8th ed . 2 vols .....

Barclay's Problems of International Practice and

Diplomacy

Beal's Cardinal Rules of Legal Interpretation

2d edition .....

Bentwich's Law of Private Property in War .

Burge on Colonial Law . New edition . Vols. 1-3 now

ready ....

DeBecker's Civil Code of Japan . 4 vols .

German Civil Code. Translated into English by Chung

Hui Wang

Hooper's Law of Illegitimacy 1911 .

Jenks' Digest of English Civil Law. 7 parts ..

Leader's German Law of Bills of Exchange and

Cheques. Translated .

Lycklama's Air Sovereignty .

Renton and Phillimore's Colonial Laws and Courts

Stephens' Commentaries. 15th edition (English ). 4 vols.

The lineal successor to Blackstone.

Todd's Belgian Law ( English)

Wessels' History of Roman-Dutch Law

Wright's French Civil Code (English )

5.50

3.75

8.75

1.00

1.50

4.00

22.00

7.50

10.00

6.50



BOSTON BOOK CO . PUBLICATIONS, ETC.

$9.06

FOR LAW STUDENTS

Ewell's Essentials of the Law. 3 vols. .. $7.50 or $6.00

Vol. 1. The Essence of Blackstone . $3.00 or $2.50

2. Ploading Contracts -- Equity 2.50 or 2.00

3. Evidence - Torts - Real Property 2.60 or 2.00

An excellent manual for preparation or review . The gist of leading text
books, with catchword captions.

Sold together or separately. Prices above are for sheep or cloth binding.

Irving Browne's Brief Manuals .

Browno on Domostic Relations . $ 2.50 or $ 2.00

Browno's Elements of the Law of Salog 2.50 or 2.00

Browno on Criminal Law 2.80 or 2.00

Best's Principles of the Law of Evidence 3.50

Chamberlayne's American Notes.

Heard's Equity Pleading, with Forms $ 2.50 or 2.00

Metcalf's Law of Contracts; Heard's Edition 3.50

Williams on Real Property ; Hutchins' Edition ... 3.50

abscrimine

12N

KN

LOCAL MASSACHUSETTS TREATISES

Bell's Penalties for Crime

Davis's Massachusetts Judiciary

Garland's Massachusetts Town Law

Grinnell's Notes on Pleading and Practice

Richardson's Equity Pleading and Practice

$1.50

2.50

2.50

2.50

2.00

13

PERIODICALS FOR,WHICH WE ARE AGENTS

American . The Green Bag (monthly). Per annum ... $ 3.00

The leading American law magazine.

English . Law Quarterly Review . Per annum
3.00

Sir Frederick Pollock, editor.

Law Magazine and Review ( quarterly ). Per annum ... 5.00

The oldest English law magazine.

Scotch . Juridical Review . Per annum 3.50

Scots Law Times. Per annum .... 7.50

Contains reports of cases not elsewhere published .

IN

45

U /

FOREIGN LAW BOOKS

Having direct correspondents in fourteen European countries,

we can price and furnish any law book of any language, in any

country, at short notice .

We sell all kinds of law books, new and second -hand . Corre

spondence invited .

Address THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY,

83 to 91 Francis street, Fenway, Boston , Mass.



USEFUL REFERENCE SERIES

THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY announces the

publication from time to time of books useful to book

lovers, students and librarians . Prices include delivery. ·

The Practical Use of Books and Libraries

an elementary manual. By GILBERT O. WARD. 94 pp. with

index . Library buckram. $ 1.00 net.

NOTE.—If you ever want to investigate any subject, or write a paper
for some club , and feel at loss how to find required information , this little

book will be a joy to you .

Modern Drama and Opera, vol. 1 .

a reading list on the works of D'Annunzio, Hauptmann,

Ibsen , Jones, Maeterlinck , Phillips, Pinero, Rostand, Shaw ,

Suderman, Debussy, Puccini, Richard Strauss. By Mrs.

CLARA (MULLIKEN ) NORTON , FRANK K. WALTER and FANNY

E. MARQUAND. Cloth . 90 pp. $1.00 net.

Abbreviations and Technical Terms Used in Book Cata

logues and Bibliographies

including English , French , German , Dutch , Italian , Latin,

Spanish,Swedish and Danish-Norwegian. Cloth. $1.50 net.

179 pp .

>

Note. - A compilation in handy form such as all bibliographers, book

sellers , and students of literature have always needed .

Literary Annuals and Gift Books.

English and American , a bibliography with introductory

chapter on their history and literary value . By FREDERICK

W. Faxon. Half cloth , art paper sides, gilt top ; only 150

copies printed . 170 pp. $2.50 net .

NOTE. - These interesting little volumes of a past generation are still to

be found in most of our private libraries; no list of them has ever before

been compiled. This book lendsa new interest to these gift books

which were the " fad" of the first half of the 19th century .

Library Building. How to plan a library building for librarya

work. By CHARLES C. Soule. $2.50 net .

The Dramatic Index for 1909 , 1910 , and 1911 .

Edited by FREDERICK W. Faxon . Over 250 pages each .

Octavo. Þark red library buckram . Each $ 3.50 net. ( $3.75

delivered to any part of this country or Europe.)

It is a complete index to all material - articles, pictures, reviews, criti

cisms - on the theatre and its players, which appeared during 1909, 1910

and 1911 in the periodical press ofEngland and America . Noother indexis
adequate in this important field. The Dramatic Index covers all

the popular magazines and reviews as well as those devoted to the stage ,

80 every library will find it useful. The new books on the drama have

also been included .

It's a portrait index to the actors and actresses of today. The only,
source for finding authorship of plays. An index to " costume pictures,
to play-texts . Indispensable to the study of the modern dramatists.

Note . - These volumes include an index to " Theatre Magazine" for 1906

to 1911 .

THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY, Boston, Mass.



Leading Contemporary

American Jurists

I. JOHN FORREST DILLON

By GEORGE S. CLAY

(23 Green Bag, Sept. 1911 , p . 447. )

II , SAMUEL WILLISTON

By Professor BRUCE WYMAN

(23 Green Bag, Dec. 1911 , p . 613. )

III , JOHN HENRY WIGMORE

By ALBERT KOCOUREK

( 24 Green Bag, Jan. 1912, p . 1.)

IV. JAMES BROWN SCOTT

By ROBERT LANSING

( 24 Green Bag, Apr. 1912 , p. 169.)

Other subjects are to follow , rounding out a symmet

rical series of biographies of men whose work

for the progress of legal science has earned for

them the highest distinction among American

lawyers of their time .

A limited number of back copies of the Green Bag

containing these articles may be supplied at

25 cents each .

The Green Bag
AN ENTERTAINING MAGAZINE OF THE LAW

Published Monthly at $3.00 a Year

SAMPLE COPY ON REQUEST

BROOKLINE BOSTON , MASS.



COMMERCIAL LAWS

OF THE WORLD

IN THE ORIGINAL LANGUAGES

ACCOMPANIED BY AN ENGLISH

TRANSLATION ON OPPOSITE PAGES

International Trade has developed so

rapidly and such vast interests are

involved that the demand for a work

giving the laws, treaties and customs

governing trade relations of the vari

ous nations has become imperative

Complete in 35 Volumes

NOW READY

VOL. 1. ARGENTINE REPUBLIC AND URUGUAY

2. COLOMBIA

7. UNITED STATES

8 .

15. BRITISH DOMINIONS AND PROTECTORATES. Parts I and II

21. FRANCE AND MONACO

32. SPAIN

VOLUMES ISSUED MONTHLY

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE AMERICAN EDITION

THE BOSTON BOOK COMPANY

83-91 Francis St., Boston, Mass., U. S. A.
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The Modern Legal Philosophy Series
Edited by a Committee of the

Association of American Law Schools

I. THE SCIENCE OF LAW. By KARL GAREIS of Univ. of Munich . Trans

lated by ALBERT KOCOUREK of Northwestern Univ. $ 3.50 .

II . THE WORLD'S LEGAL PHILOSOPHIES. By FRITZ BEROLZHEIMER of

Berlin . Translated by MRS. RACHEL SZOLD JASTROW of Madison, Wis. $4.25.

III . COMPARATIVE LEGAL PHILOSOPHY, in its Application to Legal
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A YOUNG LAWYER'S FIRST FEE. my young friend came into his own for the county

jailer (to whose tender care Proby had been con

signed ) advised his prisoner to test the ability
George J. Denis of the Los Angeles , Cal. , Bar.

of our young lawyer - all the more persuasively

that Proby had no money and my triend at that

I propose telling you the true story of a young time craved fame more than fees .

lawyer's first fee in Southern California some “Upon the trial of the case the jury was in

thirty years ago, when Los Angeles, now the structed to discharge the prisoner at the bar

Paradise of the continents, was known to but for failure of proof that the insurance company

few and its future of imperial progress dreamed was a duly organized insurance corporation, as

of by none . The young lawyer I speak of had alleged in the indictment, and Proby and his

recently hung his shingle in the village of Los triumphant defendant left the courtroom .

Angeles, and, like the Widow Bardell, saw elig

ible clients pass and repass, but none inquiring
“ Descending the courthouse steps, Proby put

within until the fateful day to which I will soon
his arm around his lawyer, took from his pocket

a piece of ore , and said : ' I have no money now
advert.

with which to pay you for saving to my wife

and my little ones not only my liberty and their
BATHERS ROMP IN SURF.

food , but my honor ; yet a time is comingwhen

" One silvery night in Autumn, when the waves your half of this great mine, which share I now

of the Pacific ocean were rising and falling and
give to you , will make a fee for you far beyond

softly splashing upon its golden sands, a party
the dreams of professional avarice. Go to any

of bathers were joyously romping in the glorious
assayer. Have this piece of ore assayed and

bathing place which nature had provided on the then draw any paperyou would have mesign .'

brink of the western sea . No sound disturbed “ Proby then frankly told the story of his 'get

the exquisite entourage except the laughter of away, ' and it was this : After his vocal S. O. S.

the bathers and thecadence of the soft- sounding on the moonlight night of which I have spoken

A cry for help is heard — that heart- he managed to get back to shore, put on some

stopping appeal of man to man when the dread clothes hidden for the purpose and put out for

finger of the White Silent One is pointed to his
the desert, which almost surrounds that part

choice. Every effort was made to save the
of Southern California in which he found him

self,

drowning man, but ineffectually. Having aban

doned hope of rescuing their comrade, the bathers

gathered together and upon a careful count
UNCOVERS SILVER ORE.

found that Robert Proby must be the one of

them whom the call of the ocean had claimed " Dragging his weary way through the inter.

as its sacrifice . minable sands of the desert, in which was no

" The next morning in a neat pile on the beach , sign of vegetation nor human habitation

his clothes were found , with his nameand address, naught but sand dunes, sand dunes everywhere,
and then no question remained of his fate . ‘nor any drop to drink,' mad with thirst , he dug

" Some weeks passed, when, in her widow's his frienzied fingers into the ground in his frantic

weeds, Mrs. Proby called at the local office of the search for water and uncovered the shining

insurance company in which Proby, her dear ledge of silver ore .

husband, had insured his life for her benefit and " The rest of the story is short. The young

that of his little children . A suspicious, igno- lawyer took the specimen of ore to an assayer

rant, or, more probably, a highly accomplished of his acquaintance, who immediately identified

life insurance agent, demanded proofs of his it as ore from a lost silver mine on the desert

death by drowning. The claim of the widow and fabulously rich . Tradition placed the lost

was not rejected , but suspended. Many months mine at about where Proby described having

afterwards a vigilant deputy sheriff arrested found the ore. Some weeks passed. Proby

and brought before the bar of justice , Robert and his lawyer frequently met . Each time he

Proby — " redivivus." The officer had found assured his benefactor that as soon as he could

him working as a carpenter in a little village carn money enough from his trade as carpenter

not far from Los Angeles. he would buy a mining outfit and , retracing the

steps of his flight, would relocate the great silver
mine, which was to add two millionaires to that

PROSECUTED FOR FRAUD .
galaxy of wealth which has created so many

" At the suggestion of Stephen M. White, then Socialists and has given opportunity to at least

District Attorney, later a Senator of the United two patriots to restore government to the people,

States, and one of the most shining ornaments and to permit the people to recall judges and

of the bar of California , a grand jury indicted judicial decisions, though 90 per cent of the

Proby, under a State statute , for attempting voters would not know what they were voting

to defraud the insurance company. It was then about.
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Angeles who furnishes him the whisky and

the cigarsand the money for his outfit to relocate

a great silver mine he is supposed to have found

when beating his way out of Los Angeles. He

has never yet started to the desert and never

gets beyond the saloon in our place until his

whisky and cigars areconsumed, his money gone ,

his mining outfit sold and drunk up. Then he

returns to Los Angeles to his tenderfoot sucker
for more."

ore .

1 )

WANT LIST .

FURNISHES MINING OUTFIT.

" It is not difficult to imagine the impatience

of this young lawyer— by this time with two

clients — that his mining partner, Proby, sally

forth armed cap -a -pick to rediscover the glorious

spot whence had come the specimen of silver

The impatience of youth prevailed, and

our young embryotic silver millionaire, unable

to await the carpenter's delays, though later

trained to those ofthe law , insisted upon furnish

ing Proby with the necessary outfit and imple

ments with which the Great Golconda , when

rediscovered , was to demonetize gold .

" And here, parenthetically , let me say that

had Proby's tale been true , some thirteen years

later a phantasm of a crown of gold pressed upon

the brow of labor would have passed before

unseeing eyes and unhearing ears. American

history would have missed its most dramatic

political incident and we would now be deprived

of the presence of one political Dromio, leaving

to us only that other one who is now urging

a forgetful God to furnish to an unasking people

an unasked - for Savior.

" Remonstrating, apparently unwilling,'swear

ing he would ne'er consent ,' Proby finally con

sented to accept the money necessary to buy

the mining outfit with which he was to take by

the throat the Phantom of the Desert, and

refind and locate the Great Lost Silver Mine.

Imagine , if you can , the throbbing interest of the

young lawyer-mine-owner who, in his office,

awaited the return of his partner, Proby, from
the sand vastnesses which held their future.

The Boston Book Company would

like to buy the various items listed

below . Look over your duplicates or

" not wanted" volumes and advise us

if you have any
of them .

RETURNS WITH STORY.

"With leaden feet the days passed until one

when Proby returned and explained how he had

come in sight of the Three Buttes, the Desert

Sentinels , whose presence and position fixed

for him the locality, where, could he but reach

it , he would be able to make his relocation, but

the water he carried was nearly consumed and

nature forced him to retreat . He said that the

next time he went it would be with his own

money,

“ Again the days passed dreadfully. But

Proby was again persuaded to take more money

from his impatient mining partner and quondam

lawyer with which to re -outfit, and thus accom

plish those tempting dreams of wealth which

had seduced our young lawyer friend .

" Within a week from this second departure,

as he sat in his office dreaming the dreams of

youth and innocence,at least mining innocence,

he heard the voice of the other one of his two

clients. His visitor was Bill Wilson , the owner

of a store at Mojave, a town on the edge of the

Great Desert, the last place at which the ven

turous mining prospectcrs stopped before drop

ping into that awful wilderness of sand which

had yearly claimed its victims, lured into its

arms by dreams of gold or lost silver mines.

" Said Wilson : " Lawyer, a man named Proby

has twice come to Mojave with a prospector's

outfit, a gallon of $ 10 whisky and a $10 box of

cigars, and , with his hobo friends around him ,

tells the story of a sucker tenderfoot in Los

SESSION LAWS.

Alabama. Nov. 1840 , 1841, Dec.

1842, 1847, 1851 , Nov. 1873 .

Arkansas. Nov. 1874 .
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Two months have passed since Mr. Soule's

death on January 7th . He was president of

this company from its incorporation until his

death . During the last few · years of his life

he had been withdrawing gradually •from the

active duties of his position, and had expressed

his wishes as to his successor in office .

We can add nothing to the kind words of

Dr. Wigmore, in the February number of the

Illinois Law Review, or to the statements of the

editor of the Green Bag in his March number.

Mr. Soule occupied a distinctive place in the

law -publishing world, which will probably never

be filled by another.

RECALL OF JUDICIAL DECISIONS.

We have received the following communica

tion from Prof. Ezra R. Thayer , Dean of the

Law School of Harvard University , which we

print in full as it supplements and fills out the

article which appeared in the Oct. , 1912, num

ber of Leg . Bib .

Boston Book Company :

Gentlemen :

I have read with interest Mr. Chipman's

article in the last issue of your Legal Bibliog

raphy discussing Professor Thayer's address on

" The Origin and Scope of the American Doc

trine of Constitutional Law " and President

Roosevelt's endorsement of that address. I

am led to add a word because Mr. Roosevelt's

approval of Mr. Thayer's views has been re

peatedly and cordially expressed in connection

with the proposed “ recall of judicial decisions,"

and some persons may therefore have supposed

that Mr. Thayer's views tended to sanction

that project. I think the error of such an im
pression can be made clear .

Mr. Thayer's subject was the true nature

and limits of the judicial power to pass on the

validity of legislation. This power, he said , was

" a purely judicial one,” and “ its whole scope"

was “ to determine, for the purpose of deciding

a litigated question properly submitted to the

court, whether a particular disputed exercise of ,

power wasforbidden by the Constitution ." Unless

the question comes before the court in this

way — and often it may not —- the legislative

action is beyond control. And even when the

question is properly before the court, it must so

“ discharge its office as not to deprive another

department of any of its proper power , or to

limit it in the proper range of its discretion .

Not merely, then , do these questions, when

presenting themselves in the courts for judi

cial action, call for a peculiarly large method in

the treatment of them , but especially they

require an allowance to be made by the judges

for the vast and not definable range of legis

lative power and choice, for that wide margin

of considerations which address themselves

only to the practical judgment of a legislative
body. Within that margin , as among all

these legislative considerations, the constitu

tional law-makers must be allowed a free foot .

In so far as legislative choice, ranging here

unfettered , may select one form of action or

another, the judges must not interfere , since

their question is a naked judicial one . " ' 1

And this " naked judicial" question is not whether

the court believesthe law in question to be con

stitutional, but whether such an opinion in the

legislature was rationally permissible. It is only

when the court can answer this question in the

negative that it is justified in declaring the statute

unconstitutional. Much of Mr. Thayer's address

is devoted to showing the reality of this distinc

tion — the distinction observed every day by
courts in reviewing verdicts of juries. In the

one case, no less than in the other, the court

must often recognize that other views than its

own may reasonably be held ;

" that having regard to the great, complex, ever

unfolding exigencies of government, much

which will seem unconstitutional to one man or

I Thayer, Legal Essays, 9 .

The Technique of Legislation . Prof. Jones

has supplied the need for a book of convenient

size on this subject in hisStatuteLaw Making.

It is a practical handbook, and will be welcomed

by all who desire improvement in the form of

statutes.
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SObody of men, may reasonably not seem above all to the legislature. It is that body

to another; that the Constitution often admits which is charged, primarily, with the duty of

of different interpretations; that there is judging of the constitutionality of its work.

often a range of choice and judgment; that The constitutions generally give them no

in such cases the Constitution does not impose authority to call upon a court for advice;

upon the legislature any one specific opinion, they must decide for themselves, and the

but leaves open this range of choice; and courts may never be able to say a word . Such

that whatever choice is rational is constitu a body, charged , in every state , with almost all

tional." the legislative power of the people, is entitled

The oft repeated proposition " that courts will
to the most entire and real respect; is en

titled , as

never declare a statute void unless the nullity
among all rationally permissible

opinions as to what the Constitution allows,

and invalidity are placed beyond reasonable to its own choice. Courts, as has often been

doubt" is no mere cautionary phrase but marks said , are not to think of the legislators, but

a difference of capital importance. “ The courts of the legislature , the great , continuous

are revising the work of a co -ordinate depart
body itself, abstracted from all the transitory

ment, and must not, even negatively , under
individuals who may happen to hold its power.

It is this majestic representative of the people
take to legislate.' ? There is a

whose action is in question , a co-ordinate

" vital and absolutely fundamental distinc- department of the government, charged with

tion between the legislative and the judicial the greatest functions , and invested , in con

question in cases of the class to which these now templation of law, with whatsoever wisdom ,

under consideration belong . Where our sys- virtue , and knowledge the exercise of such

tem intrusts a general subject to the legisla- functions requires .

ture, nothing but the plainest constitutional " To set aside the acts of such a body , re

provisions of restraint, and the plainest errors , presenting in its own field , which is the very

will justify a court in disregarding the action highest of all , the ultimate sovereign , should

of its co -ordinate legislative department, be a solemn , unusual , and painful act . Some

no political theories as to the nature of our thing is wrong when it can ever be other than

system of government will suffice, no party that . And if it be true that the holders of legis

predilections, no fears as to the consequences lative power are careless or evil , yet the con

of legislative action. In dealing with such stitutional duty of the court remains un

questions' the judges are, indeed, not acting touched ; it cannot rightly attempt to pro

as statesmen , but their function necessarily tect the people, by undertaking a function not

requires that they take account of the purposes
its own . On the other hand , by adhering

of statesmen and their duties ; for their own rigidly to its own duty . the court will help .

question relates to what may be permissible as nothing else can , to fix the spot where respon

to a statesman when he is required by the sibility lies , and to bring down on that precise

Constitution to act , and , in order that he may locality the thunderbolt of popular condem
act , to interpret the Constitution for himseli; nation . The judiciary , today, in dealing with

it is never, in such cases , merely the dry the acts of their co - ordinate legislators, owe

question of what the judges themselves may to the country no greater or clearer duty than

think that the Constitution means. ' ' s that of keeping their hands off these acts

Mr. Thayer was profoundly impressed with
wherever it is possible to do it."

the importance of this doctrine and the danger Some courts have not regarded these warn

of its disregard by the courts. This dangºr was ings, and in their mouths the rule that legisla

inherent in the nature of things ; for duc defer- tion should not be set aside unless its incon

ence to the legislature in respect of enactments stitutionality was clear beyond a reasonable
honestly regarded by the court as both vicious doubt has become a mere courteous and

and unconstitutional requires a fine restraint smoothly transmitted platitude." These courts

and a large point of view . He saw more clearly have done their duty as they saw it : but they

than some others whither led the road on which have none the less erred in fundamental con

courts had already entered in interpreting ceptions of constitutional law, and in the

" liberty " and "property "; and in the light of milder method of usurpation of power by deci

recent experience his warnings are impressive. sions have encroached upon the field of legisla

“ This leaves to our courts a great and stately tion ." Such things as Mr. Roosevelt's proposal

jurisdiction. It will only imperil the whole and the state of public feelings from which it

of it if it is sought to give them more . They sprung are the precise evils against which Mr.

must not step into the shoes of the law -maker.” Thayer's warnings were directed . And they

" Under no system can the power of courts have followed as the night the day upon the
go far to save a people from ruin ; our chief

court's failure to recognize the scope of legis
protection lies elsewhere. "

“ The tendency of a
lative power.

common and easy

resort to this great function , now lamentably Among the evils which such judicial action

too common , is to dwarf the political capacity brings in its train is suspicion of other decisions

of the people, and to deaden its sense of moral involving no such error, and needless attacks

responsibility. It is no light thing to do that. our constitutional system to secure ends

What can be done ? It is the courts that
attainable by means now at hand . These are

can do most to cure the evil; and the oppor

tunity is a very great one. Let them resolutely
to be expected from ardent reformers distin

adhere to first principles. Let them consider
guished for courage and acuteness rather than

how narrow is the function which the con- sanity or patience, whose lack of training in

stitutions have conferred on them , - the office the law leaves them unaware of the flexibility:

merely of deciding litigated cases; how large , and scope of our existing constitutional machin

therefore , is the duty intrusted to others, and
ery .

Thayer, Legal Essays, 22 .

Thayer, Legal Essays , 29 . * Thayer. Legal Essays, 32 33, 39, 4n .

* Thayer, Legal Esney's , 30n . 6 McCarthy, The Wisconsin Idea , 267 .
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The plan for the " recall of judicial decisions" is too slow or cumbrous in any state, all that is

has been much discussed and misunderstood . needed is to make it less so . The machinery

Its scope has not always been clear, and may differs widely in different states, and the right

have been somewhat wider at the outset than amount of deliberation to require before a change

afterwards. But in time , with Mr. Roosevelt's is permitted would be just as real a question

indorsement, it took the shape of a proposed under Mr. Roosevelt's plan as it is now . And

amendment to the due process" clause of state as to the popular will, it is plain enough that

constitutions, providing that under certain con- when constitutional limitations , whether rightly

ditions a statute which the court has held to construed or wrongly , prevent wise legislation

contravene this clause may nevertheless stand which the community demands, those limitations

if approved by popular vote. ' In this form its must give way. The question is why this result

novelty and injurious tendencies are not more should not be brought about by constitutional

conspicuous than its feebleness and inaptness. amendment in the regular way; and it is not

The power ostensibly given to the voters to hard to see that the demand for some other

do what the court regards as a deprivation method is based on hostility to the very con

of liberty or property without due process of ception of judicial control over legislation .
law would be illusory ; for the Fourteenth Constitutional amendments in various forms

Amendment is expressly excluded from the will meet the difficulty. In the case of a work

project. And so whether the " due process" men's compensation act , for example , such legis

clause of the state constitution is amended in Mr. lation , described in general terms, may be speci

Roosevelt's way , or in the ordinary way, or is fically authorized by an amendment to the due

repealed altogether, the unqualified prohibition process " clause. Or the disadvantages of such

against taking liberty or property without due piecemeal amendment may be met, as Dean

process of law remains in force against both legis- Ballantine has proposed, by a broader declara

lature and voters just as before. And the tion that the legislature may declare any business

Fourteenth Amendment gives the court the public and subject it to any regulations which

same power and duty as before to render the do not preclude a reasonable return on the invest

objectionable decision . The whole project is ment . Or the “ due process" clause may even

thus reduced to a roundabout attempt to obtain be repealed altogether as to legislative action

a review of the decision in Washington, preceded and the citizen left to such constitutional safe

by a popular demonstration against the court. guards as remain . Whichever be the form , no

These features of the proposal make its local change is made in the system . The legislature

and temporary character pretty plain . One of still has absolute power within the range of per

its ablest advocates has described it as a good missible interpretation , and whether this limit

weapon with which to stay the proposed recall has been overstepped is a question for the court .

of judges." 2 Another might see in it a club to Under the proposed system , on the contrary,

brandish before a particular tribunal. Such the form of a constitutional limitation remains,

ends it may serve for the moment, but its ten- but it is binding only to such an extent and in

dencies for the future make it an ugly weapon favor of such persons as the majority of voters

to use ; and they are precisely the tendencies may choose. The citizen thus has no rights

against which Mr. Thayer's argument is directed . which the legislature and the majority acting

This may be brought out by supposing that together are bound to respect .

the proposed clause permitting the rehabilita- In considering the merits of this project, an

tion of legislation by popular vote after an ad- important feature of our present system must

verse decision of the court were attached to the not be forgotten . As Mr. Thayer puts it ,

Fourteenth Amendment, where it would mean
“ Great and, indeed , inestimable as are the

something. Logically and inevitably Mr. Roose advantages in a popular government of this

velt's proposal leads to this , whatever may have conservative influence, the power of the

been its original purpose. Or suppose the judiciary to disregard unconstitutional legis

business of protecting life , liberty, and property ſation , it should be remembered that the

be entrusted to the states as of old , the Four- exercise of it, even when unavoidable, is

teenth Amendment repealed, and the referendum
always attended with a serious evil, namely ,

provision added to the " due process" clause in
that the correction of legislative mistakes

comes from the outside." “ Our doctrine of

the state constitution .
constitutional law has had a tendency to

The merit of this plan as against the present drive out questions of justice and right, and

method of constitutional amendment is a ques- to fill the mind of legislators with thoughts of

tion which should not be confused by clamor mere legality, of what the constitution allows.

about matters beside the point — such as the And moreover, even in the matter of legality,

injustice of allowing a writ of error to the they have felt little responsiblity ; if we

Supreme Court of the United States when the
wrong, they say , the courts will correct it .

Meantime they and the people whom they
law is sustained and denying it when the law represent, not being thrown back on themselves,
is overthrown - or difficulties unduly clogging on the responsible exercise of their own prul

constitutional amendment in some states — or dence, moral sense , and honor, lose much of

the supremacy of the popular will . The lack what is best in the political experience of any

of a proper appeal to Washington is due to a nation ; and they are belittled , as well as

defect in the Judiciary Act, which may be
demoralized ."

remedied by a mere amendment of that Act. Here is a real evil of our present system , out

If the procedure for amending the constitution weighed nevertheless by its advantages. The
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1 Ransom . Majority Rule and The Judiciary , 115 .

2 A. M. Kales, 7 111. Law Rev. 153 .

3 19 Case & Comment, 229 .

* Thayer, Legal Essays, 40n . , 38-39.
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“ recall of judicial decisions” preserves and in

creases the evil , and throws away the advan

tages. The sense of responsibility in the legis
lature is still further diminished . Not merely

is it tempted to shift to the court the question

of constitutionality, but it is given the further

relief of an appeal to the electorate as well. It

might well " come about that laws would be

passed simply for the purpose of having them

declared unconstitutional, and then by a popular

vote overturning the decision of the court."

So profound a distrust of the legislature is in
volved in the project that its supporters urge

as an objection to the proposed New York
amendment authorizing a workmen's com

pensation act that it may give the legislature

too much power — in other words, that the legis

lature should not be trusted to go a step beyond

the “ due process" clause as applied by the Court

of Appeals in the Ives case without a referendum
on the details of the act. If our constitutional

system is to be made over on the theory that

even this meed of confidence is to be denied to

our legislatures, they will indeed be " belittled

as well as demoralized ."

The function of the court is reduced to a pre

liminary step in a reterendum , which is post
poned until it shall appear by the court's decision

that somebody's constitutional rights have been
violated . When the court has declared that a

litigant has rights the voters are to decide

whether his rights (and those of others in like

cases) shall be respected. The systematic and
consistent development of constitutional prin

ciples is left to the voters at the polls; but the

court is to help them , performing its subordinate
and advisory fuuction in the apprehension of

popular reversal , and with a body of precedent

made up of its own former decisions and the

reversals thereof at the polls on appeal. A

judicial decision on a point of private right is

made the starting point of the referendum , and

the court's reward for putting principle above

popularity is a popular nullification of its decree.

Such a measure is aptly contrived to strike at

the dignity and independence of the judiciary.

The more violent, but more straightforward,

method of abolishing altogether the court's con

trol over legislation has healthier features. Such

a step would be lamentable enough ; but it

would still leave an honest and rational system .

It is the system which exists in England today,

unsatisfactory as her colonists in Australia seem to

have found it.3 The Constitution would stand

only as a declaration of principles addressed to

the legislative conscience. The source of ulti

mate authority, and the responsibility going

with it , would be clear . There would be no

show of constitutional safeguards, general in

terms, and ostensibly enforced by the courts.

but really meaning one thing for A and another

for B at the pleasure of the voters. At least

there would be no attack on the conception of

government by law.

It is not likely that the proposal could be

adopted as to one part of the Constitution with

out its ultimate extension to others. This is

not admitted by its supporters, from whom it

comes in mild , if questionable, shape . Advo

cates of the project have repeatedly insisted that

it had no application to “ specific clauses" of the

Constitution and that fears of legislation giving

A's property to B withont compensation - achier

ing social justice , perhaps, at the expense of the

unduly rich by turning his private domain into a

public playground-— were groundless. But such

conservatism seems to be already out of date in

Massachusetts, where gentlemen of prominence

are advocating a measure (House Bill No. 1243 )

authorizing a " recall of judicial decision " in all

cases when a “ law otherwise duly enacted by the

legislative authority of the Commonwealth shall

be held by the Supreme Judicial Court to be in

violation of the Constitution ". But the con

ception of a constitutional system in which the

validity of legislation is to be determined by

the court as to one part and by popular vote as

to another does not suggest permanency. Cer

tainly the police power” could not be made the

line of division , as some seem to have thought.

This is merely to take refuge in the vagueness

and error which surround that phrase, as if it

imported some mysterious higher power not

subject to constitutional restriction. As Mr.

Thayer has said ,

" Discussions of what is called the ' police

power' are often uninstructive, from a lack of

discrimination. It is common to recognize

that the subject is hardly susceptible of defini

tion , but very often , indeed, it is not perceived

that the real question in hand is that grave,

difficult , and fundamental matter , - what

are the limits of legislative power in general

In talking of the police power , ' sometimes

the question relates to the limits of a power

admitted and fairly well -known, as that of

taxation or eminent domain ; sometimes to

the line between the local legislative power of

the States and the Federal legislative power ;

sometimes to legislation as settling the details

of municipal affairs, and local arrangements

for the promotion of good order, health, com

fort , and convenience ; sometimes to that special

form of legislative action which applies the

maxim of Sic utere tuo ut alienum non lade is ,

adjusts and accommodates interests that may

conflict, and fixes specific limits for each . But

often , the discussion turns upon the true limits

and scope of legislative power in general, - in

whatever way it may seek to promote the

general welfare. " '

A boundary line incapable of definition would

seem to lack the feature which makes it a bound

But since that vast, unclassified resi

due of legislative authority which is called , not
always intelligently, the police power,' is like

all other legislative power, subject to the re

i Roe , Our Judicial Oligarchy , 219 .

. We are sometimes told that the project “ has nothing to

do with the decision ' or judgment in any suit ." (Ransom ,

Majority Rule and The Judiciary, 113.) If this is so , then

a popular vote rehabilitating the workmen's compensation

act after the decision of the New York Court of Appeals in

the Ives case would have conferred the benefits of the act

on all other injured workmen and left Ives alone without

them . The justice of such a result is not apparent.

* The High Court of Australia continues to pass on the

question whether an act " is a valid exercise of the legis

la tive powers of the Commonwealth Parliament ,' and to

tr eat as invalid legislation " not authorized by the Con

st tution " ( R. v . Barger 6 Com . Law Ref. 41 , 63 , 81 ) .

following decisions of our own courts, and seemingly un

Cfflicted by the rather unintelligible opinion of the Privy

aouncil in Webb v . Outrim . ( 1907) 1. C.81.

ary line.

* Thayer , Legal Essays, 27n .
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Straints of the Constitution , the proposal rightly 8. Rights. — 9 . Persons. 10 . Acts. 11 .

understood must be to attach the proposed Obligations.

referendum to some specific constitutional limi- Dr. Pound's method is to state an abstract

tation . If it is to be attached to the limitation proposition of law and then follow by quotations

whichchafes the public willtoday,it will naturally from standard authorities in chronological order.
be extended to that which does the same thing In his treatment of the title “ Law ," he makes

tomorrow . As Mr. Root has finely said : selections from Blackstone's Commentaries,

“ We must choose between having prescribed Holland's Elements of Jurisprudence, Salmond's

rules of right conduct, binding in every case Jurisprudence, Jenks' Law and Politics in the

so long as they exist , even though there may
Middle Ages and Gray's Nature and Sources of

be occasional inconvenience through their
Law .

restraint upon our free dom of action , and hav

ing no rules at all to prevent us from doing in His chapter on the Common Law in America ,

every case whatever we wish to do at the time. he divides into: 1. Reception. — 2. Sources

We cannot maintain one system in part and the and Forms. In this he gives quotations from :

other system in part . ' The gulf between the Reinsch, The English Common Law in the Early

two systems is not narrowed, but greatly American Colonies, John Adams, Novanglus,

widened by the proposal to dispense with the
Note to Quincy's Reports, Wharton v. Morris,

action of a representative legislature and to sub

stitute direct popular action at the polls . A
1 Dallas, U. S., Story on the Constitution and

sovereign people which declares that all men
others. To the Sources and Forms he gives

have certain inalienable rights, and imposes selections from Kent's Commentaries, Williams

upon itself the great impersonal rules of conduct v. Miles, 68 Neb . Repts. and other decisions in

deemed necessary for the preservation of those the U. S. Courts and the courts of Miss., Ohio,

rights, and at the same time declares that it Penna., No. Car ., Vt ., Wis., Ils., Mo., Mont.,

will disregard those rules whenever, in any Me, and Mich .

particular case , it is the wish of a majority of

its voters to do so, establishes as complete a
This work is bound to become a popular hand

contradiction to the fundamental principles book for the student, and could be read and

of our government as it is possible to conceive. studied with pleasure and profit by. the prac

It abandons absolutely the conception of a titioner.

justice which is above majorities, of a right

in the weak which the strong are bound to

respect. It denies the vital truth taught by THE LAWYER IN LITERATURE .
religion and realized in the hard experience of

mankind, and which has inspired every con
By

stitution America has produced and every JOHN MARSHALL GEST

great declaration for human freedom since

Magna Charta - the truth that human Judge of the Orphans' Court

nature needs to distrust its own impulses and Philadelphia , Penn .

passions, and to establish for its own control

the restraining and guiding influence of de Introduction by

clared principles of action .'
JOHN H. WIGMORE

EZRA RIPLEY THAYER.

Professor of Law in Northwestern University

LEGAL ESSAYS-THAYER.
A volume made up of papers written in the

leisure intervals of professional work, partly for

the author's own amusement, and partly to

• This volume may be expected to interest members of the profession in the literary

take a permanent place in legal lit aspect of the law.

erature , and to be read over and
This volumecontains the following:

over again . On every page one
I. The Law and Lawyers of Charles

sees the work of a master, whose Dickens .

originality was matched by his II . The Law and Lawyers of Pickwick .

learning, and whose gracefulness III . The Law and Lawyers of Sir Walter

of expression was equalled by this Scott .

good sense . Harvard Law Review . IV . The Law and Lawyers of Honoré de

Balzac .

V. The Writings of Sir Edward Coke.

Buckram $ 3.50 VI . The Influences of Biblical Texts Upon

English Law.

VII . The Historical Method of the Study

HISTORY AND SYSTEM OF THE COM
of the Law.

MON LAW. Dr. Wigmore says in his introduction : " Who

Prof. Roscoe Pound of the Harvard Law that has already made acquaintance with these

School , has practically completed his manuscript characters of the law in Dickens and the rest ,
of the work . It is prepared on original lines. will not take pleasure in comparing notes upon

The full title is Readings on the History and them with Mr. Gest ? Who, that has his

System of the Common Law. The book is favorites and his aversions among them , will
divided into eleven chapters: 1. Fundamental not be interested in the author's new points of

Conceptions. -- 2. History of the Common Law . view , his fuller survey, his keen judgment, his
- 3. Sources and Forms of Law. — 4. The trenchant wit, his generous sympathies, his

Common Law in America. — 5. Courts: Their illuminating comments? "
Organization and Jurisdiction. -- 6. Common This book will be bound in the best American

Law Actions. 7. Elements of Procedure. buckram , uniform with Legal Essays — Thayer.
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WHIS journal was established in 1889, under the editor

Justice Fuller. It is one of the oldest existing law peri

odicals in the United States, antedating several of the promi

nent law school journals . From the start it pursued different

aims from those of the other law journals, concerning itself

less with the practical and technical aspect of the law than with

its broadly human and occasionally diverting side . It has all

along recognized the fact that lawyers are interested in the

law as something more than a technical profession, and has

tried to help them to find refreshment and relaxation in the

law.

Under the present editorial management , which dates from

1909 , this journal seeks to fulfill its function as a supplement

to other law publications, rather than their competitor, by

providing a review of legal reviews through whichits readers

can keep in touch with the most important developments in

the whole range of legal practice and legal discussion. In

doing this it aims at brevity and condensation, on the theory

that those who like full discussions can find them in the proper

place, and that readers look to it for stimulus rather than for

instruction .

At the same time the Green Bag endeavors to give prominence

to the lighter side of the law, and welcomes contributions

dealingnot only with significant contemporary developments

and with the most important general problems of the day, but

also contributions of verse, satire, and burlesque, and of anec

dotal , biographical, and literary miscellany.

The management is heartily in sympathy with the cause

of the advancement of legal science, with the movement for

more efficient administration of law and better methods of

procedure, and with the treatment of the law as a dynamic

system related to other human institutions and responding to

social demands. The Green Bag endeavors to co -operate with

and to support all agencies, within the profession and in the

universities, which are working for the attainment of these

ends. It likewise invites the co -operation of scholars and pub

licists and of bench and bar, and aims to serve as a general

organ for thedissemination of views, in so far as there may be

no other mediums in existence so well suited to this purpose.

Subscriptions may be sent to

THE RIVERDALE PRESS

BROOKLINE , BOSTON , MASS.
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